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PREFACE
This is the twenty-fifth volume of issuances (1 - 997) of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and its Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Boards, Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, and Administrative Law
Judges. It covers the period from January I, 1987 to June 3D, 1987.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards are authorized by Section 191 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. These Boards, comprised of three members
conduct adjudicatory hearings on applications to construct and operate
nuclear power plants and related facilities and issue initial decisions which,
subject to internal review and appellate procedures, become the final
Commission action with respect to those applications. Boards are drawn
from the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, comprised of lawyers,
nuclear physicists and engineers, environmentalists, chemists, and
economists. The Atomic Energy Commission first established Licensing
Boards in 1962 and the Panel in 1967.
Beginning in 1969, the Atomic Energy Commission authorized Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards to exercise the authority and perform
the review functions which would otherwise have been exercised and
performed by the Commission in facility licensing proceedings. In 1972,
that Commission created an Appeal Panel, from which are drawn the Appeal Boards assigned to each licensing proceeding. The functions performed
by both Appeal Boards and Licensing Boards were transferred to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission by the Energy Reorganization Act of
1974. Appeal Boards represent the final level in the administrative adjudicatory process to which parties may appeal. Parties, however, are permitted to seek discretionary Commission review of certain board rulings.
The Commission also may decide to review, on its own motion, various
decisions or actions of Appeal Boards.
The Commission also has Administrative Law Judges appointed pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, who preside over proceedings as
directed by the Commission.
The hardbound edition of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Issuances
is a final compilation of the monthly issuances. It includes all of the legal
precedents for the agency within a six-month period. Any opinions, decisions, denials, memoranda and orders of the Commission inadvertently
omitted from the monthly softbounds and any corrections submitted by the
NRC legal staff to the printed softbound issuances are contained in the
hardbound edition. Cross references in the text and indexes are to the NRCI
page numbers which are the same as the page numbers in this publication.
Issuances are referred to as follows: Commission--CLI, Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Boards--ALAB, Atomic Safety and Licensing
Boards--LBP, Administrative Law Judges--ALJ, Directors' Decisions--DD,
and Denial of Petitions for Rulemaking--DPRM.
The summaries and head notes preceding the opinions reported herein are
not to be deemed a part of those opinions or to have any.independent legal
significance.
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CLI-87-1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:
Lando W_ Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstlne
Frederick M. Bernthal
Kenneth M. Carr

Docket No. 50-400-0L

In the matter of
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant)

January 9,1987

The Commission authorizes issuance of a full-power license by the NRC
Staff for the Shearon Harris nuclear facility based on (1) Commission review
of contested safety-related contentions resolved in the remaining Licensing
Board partial initial decision not administratively finalized through Commission
appellate review; and (2) issues not contested before the Licensing Board
but raised in intervenors' effectiveness comments, at various public meeting
presentations, and in a pending § 2.206 petition, all of which were resolved in
favor of facility operation.

NRC:

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW

To provide grounds for a delay of the effectiveness of a Licensing Board
decision authorizing issuance of a full-power license, an intervenor's concerns
regarding a contested issue, such as management competence, must challenge
the Board's substantive conclusions regarding the issue. Comments that are no
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more than speculation about the integrity of a member of the agency's Staff
responsible for the oversight of utility management competence are not sufficient.

NRC:

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW

The Commission's determination to authorize facility operation, reached as
a result of its immediate effectiveness review of contested issues addressed in
a Licensing Board partial initial decision that subsequently was affirmed by the
Appeal Board, does not foreclose a party from filing a petition for Commission
review of the merits of the Appeal Board's decision. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.764(g).

NRC:

IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW

Issues intervenors seek to raise outside of the formal adjudicatory proceeding
that have been resolved either in Licensing Board, Appeal Board, or Commission
rulings on contested matters, or through the Staff's analysis of § 2.206 petitions,
did not provide a basis for delaying the Commission's authorization to the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to issue a full-power operating license.

ORDER
On April 28, 1986, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board conducting the
operating license adjudicatory proceeding for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant issued its fourth and final partial initial decision ("PID"). In concluding that
decision, the Licensing Board declared that it had resolved all contested issues
in favor of applicants Carolina Power and Light Company ("CP&L") and North
Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency and, accordingly, the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation ("NRR") was authorized, upon making the findings
required under 10 C.F.R. § 50.57(a), to issue a full-power operating license to
the applicants. LBP-86-11, 23 NRC 294, 408-09 (1986). Consistent with 10
C.F.R. § 2.764(f), after conducting a review of those parts of the Licensing
Board's decision that have not yet become final under the agency's adjudicatory
appellate process and after consideration of intervenors' June 1986 effectiveness
comments and the various presentations made at a public meeting on January
8, 1987, the Commission has determined that the Licensing Board's decision
should become effective and that the Director, NRR, is authorized to issue a
full-power operating license.
In four extensive PIDs the Licensing Board resolved all contested issues
in applicants' favor; each of these decisions subsequently was affirmed by the
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.l The Appeal Board determinations
relative to the first, third, and fourth PIDs, after undergoing Commission review
in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.786, have become final. The Appeal Board's
December 31, 1986 decision in ALAB-856 affirming the second PID on safety
issues currently is before the Commission for review in accordance with § 2.786
and has not yet become final. As a result, the only contested matters pending
before us for our effectiveness review under § 2.764(f) are those issues addressed
in the second PID.
The Licensing Board's second PID principally concerned safety-related contentions involving management competence and hardware matters. Noting that
significant management problems had been identified during the Shearon Harris construction permit proceeding in 1979 and had continued through 1982,
the Licensing Board nonetheless concluded that there since had been a consistent sustained improvement in applicant CP&L's management performance
that effectively relieved any previous concerns about management1 The Licensing Board also found no basis for intervenor concern about the adequacy of
thermoluminescent dosimeters (''TLDs'') to protect worker health and safety. According to the Licensing Board, the TLDs used by CP&L and CP&L's quality
assurance program for controlling TLD processing errors both are adequate. Further resolved in CP&L's favor were intervenor challenges to a number of different aspects of the Shearon Harris environmental qualification program. Finally,
the Licensing Board found no evidence to support intervenor assertions that
concrete was placed inadequately during the construction of the Shearon Harris
containment building. The Appeal Board affirmed the Licensing Board's determination on all counts.
In effectiveness comments filed June 9, 1986, intervenors Wells Eddleman,
the Conservation Council of North Carolina, the Chapel Hill Anti-Nuclear
Group Effort, and the Kudzu Alliance raised a number of different issues as
asserted grounds for denying immediate effectiveness to the Licensing Board's
decisions. Similarly, those intervenors, along with Richard Wilson, the Coalition
for Alternatives to Shearon Harris ("CASH"), and the North Carolina Attorney
General's Office, presented a number of concerns at the Commission's January
1 The first PID concerning environmental issues was issued in February 19S5. LBP·S5·5. 21 ?I.'RC 410 (19S5). It
was affirmed by the Appeal Board in May 1986. ALAB·837. 23 NRC 52S (1986). A second PID resolving certain
safety issues was issued in August 1985. LBP.S5·28. 22 NRC 232 (19S5); Appeal Board affirmance occurred
in December 1986, AlAB·S56, 24 NRC S02 (1986). The third PID concerning safety and emergency planning
matters was issued in December 1985, LBP·85-49, 22 NRC 899 (1985), and was .ffirmed by the Appeal Board in
August 1986, AlAB·843, 24 NRC 200 (1986). The fourth and final PID, which dealt with contentions concerning
drug use at the facility and the adequacy of nighttime emergency notification, wu issued in April 1986. LBP·
86-11,23 NRC 294 (1986). The Appeal Board affirmed this decision in October 1986. AlAB·S52. 24 NRC 532
(1986).
2 Although CP&L and the North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency are both applicants for an operating
license for the Shearon Harris facility, CP&L has exclusive responsibility for construction, operation, and
maintenance of the plant.
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8, 1987 public meeting that they declared provided grounds for delaying
effectiveness and licensing authorization. Only in the June 1986 effectiveness
comments was any serious attempt made to address an issue - the question of
management competence - that was contested in the second PID.
In their June 1986 effectiveness comments, intervenors do not challenge the
Licensing Board's substantive conclusions regarding the competence of CP&L's
management, but instead attack the integrity of former NRC Staff member Paul
Bemis. Mr. Bemis, who prior to his departure from NRC had principal responsibility for regulatory oversight of the CP&L management improvement program
that was instituted to correct its management deficiencies, served as the principal
NRC Staff witness at the hearing on management competence. Intervenors declare that Mr. Bemis' responsibility to "insur[e] that the Applicants were doing
better" created a "conflict" that would cause him to overlook utility management
shortcomings in order to deliver favorable reports that would boost his standing
in the agency. Yet, to reach this conclusion, intervenors totally mischaracterize
the nature of Mr. Bemis' responsibilities, which were to oversee and report on
CP&L's progress, not to "insure" improvement of its performance. Further, even
though Mr. Bemis was cross-examined extensively at the hearing by intervenors,
we are not aware of, and intervenors have not provided any citation to, any testimony that raises any question about Mr. Bemis' objectivity in his observations
ofCP&L.
It thus is apparent that this intervenor concern is wholly speculative and
does not provide a ground for delay of the effectiveness of the Licensing
Board's initial decision authorizing the Director to issue a full-power operating license. Moreover, the Commission's review of all other contested issues
addressed in the Licensing Board's second PID and the Appeal Board's decision
affirming the Licensing Board's conclusions reveals no basis for delaying the
effectiveness of the Licensing Board's decision.3
As to those matters raised in the June 1986 effectiveness comments and
the January 1987 presentations that do not involve the contested issues in the
second PID, they also fail to provide a basis for delaying effectiveness of the
Licensing Board's decision. Many of these concerns were resolved previously
in the Licensing Board, Appeal Board, or Commission rulings on contested
matters (including various motions to admit late contentions or to reopen and
the Commission's ruling on the hearing requests relative to applicants' request
for an exemption from the requirement of a full-scale emergency planning
drill 1 year before full-power licensing, CU-86-24, 24 NRC 769 (1986»
or in the NRC Staff's decision denying a July 2, 1986 petition under 10

3 Our conclusions regarding the secmd PIO in the context of this effectiveness decision should not be read to
foreclose any petition for review under 10 C.F.R. § 2.786 of the Appeal Board's decision in ALAB·8S6. See 10
C.F.R. §2764(g).
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C.F.R. §2.206 to initiate an enforcement proceeding, 00-86-15, 24 NRC 618
(1986). Others were addressed fully by the NRC Staff, the North Carolina
Office of Emergency Management, or applicant CP&L in the presentations at
the January 8 meeting. Nonetheless, we do find it appropriate to comment in
some detail on one of these concerns.
Presently pending with the NRC Staff is a petition under § 2.206 to modify,
suspend. or revoke the Shearon Harris construction permit In this petition
intervenors Wells Eddleman and CASH contend that this enforcement action
is appropriate because (1) there are major deficiencies in the applicants' quality
assurance ("QA") program with respect to electrical cable and components; (2)
two recent complaints brought to the United States Department of Labor by
former workers at the Shearon Harris site indicate CP&L lacks the requisite
character and technical capability to operate the facility; and (3) allegations
of a confidential informant about falsification of documentation, substitution
of materials, improper inspections, and improper construction assertedly show
there are additional major deficiencies in the CP&L QA program. Although the
NRC Staff has not yet issued a written decision relative to these allegations,
at the Commission's public meeting on January 8, 1987, Staff representatives
described in detail the Staff's actions to investigate and ascertain the safety
significance of these allegations. At the meeting the Staff indicated that, on
the basis of its investigations relating to these matters, it had concluded that
the allegations do not establish any substantial deficiency in applicants' QA
program or in its integrity or technical capability that presents a concern about
safe facility operations. We find this assessment well supported by the Staff's
oral explanation of the status of the Staff action relative to the pending § 2.206
petition, and thus conclude that the matters raised in the § 2.206 petition do not
appear to have substantial safety significance or otherwise provide a basis for
delaying full-power license issuance.
Accordingly, for the reasons given above, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.764(f)(2),
the Commission finds that the Licensing Board's decision resolving all contested
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issues should become immediately effective and the Director, NRR, is authorized
to issue the full-power license for the Shearon Harris facility.4
It is so ORDERED.
For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHll..K
. Secretary of the Commission
Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 9th day of January 1987.

4Less than 1 hour before the Commission's JanU2ry 8. 1987 meeting. a motion was filed by the Conservation
Council of North Carolina. Wells Eddleman. and the Coalition for Alternatives to Shearon Ham. requesting the
Commission to refrain from making any decision to approve the Director's issuance of a license. Events have
rendered that request moot.
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In the Matter of

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC
COMPANY
(LImerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2)

January 2, 1987

The Appeal Board affirms, subject to certain conflrmatory action by the
applicant, the Licensing Board's supplement to its third partial initial decision,
LBP-86-32, 24 NRC 459 (1986), which concerned the adequacy of the number
of bus drivers available to evacuate children in two specifled school districts in
the event of an emergency at the Limerick facility.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

AFFIDAVITS

Any factual information provided to the boards should be in affldavit form.

EMERGENCY PLANS:
PROCEDURES)

CONTENT (IMPLEMENTING

"Implementing procedures" that supplement emergency plans with details
likely to change, such as telephone numbers, are not required for a "reasonable
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assurance" finding. Louisiana Power and Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric
Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732, 17 NRC 1076, 1106-07 (1983).
EMERGENCY PLANNING:

REQUIREMENTS

Whether a solution for an emergency planning deficiency can be characterized
as ''permanent'' or "interim" is not important. What is important from a regulatory and legal standpoint is whether "there is reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures [e.g., evacuation] can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency." 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(a)(1). See also 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(lO).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

REOPENING OF RECORD

To reopen a record, certain criteria must be satisfied. See 51 Fed. Reg. 19,535,
19,539 (1986) (to be codified as 10 C.F.R. § 2.734).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

BURDEN OF PROOF

While an applicant has the ultimate burden of proving reasonable assurance,
it is not obliged to prove and reprove essentially unchallenged factual elements
of its case.
EMERGENCY PLANS:

CONTENT

Under 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, § IV, emergency response plans
"shall contain information needed to demonstrate compliance with the standards
described in § 50.47(b)."
EMERGENCY PLANS:

CONTENT (CHANGES)

10 C.F.R. § 50.54(q) requires a licensee to "follow and maintain in effect
emergency plans which meet the standards in § 50.47(b) of this part and the
requirements in Appendix E to this part." Changes to an emergency plan
that would decreaSe its effectiveness are permitted only pursuant to prior NRC
approval.
EMERGENCY PLANS:

CONTENT

An applicant's commitment to satisfy, through special provisions, the emergency planning standards in 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b) and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, must be formally included in the pertinent emergency plans.
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EMERGENCY PLANS:

CONTENT

Important emergency planning information must be readily available in the
plans themselves to decisionmakers. ALAB-845, 24 NRC 220, 248-49 (1986).
LICENSING BOARDS:

RESOLUTION OF ISSUES

Licensing boards must" 'confront the facts'" and "'articulate in reasonable
detail the basis' for the course of action chosen"; they are not obliged, however,
to refer specifically to every proposed finding. Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, 41 (1977),
aJJ'd, CLI-78-1, 7 NRC I, aJJ'd, New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution
v. NRC, 582 F.2d 87 (1st Cir. 1978).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

APPELLATE REVIEW

Appeal boards may confine their review to "substantial assertions of Licensing Board error." Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit I), ALAB-832, 23 NRC 135, 143, review pending, CLI-86-11. 23 NRC
577, 579 (1986).

APPEARANCES
David Stone and Maureen Mulligan, Pottstown, Pennsylvania, for intervenor
Limerick Ecology Action, Inc.
Troy B. Conner, Jr., Robert M. Rader, and Nils N. Nichols, Washington,
D.C., for applicant Philadelphia Electric Company.
Benjamin H. Vogler for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION
In ALAB-836, 23 NRC 479 (1986), we affirmed virtually all of the Licensing Board's third partial initial decision in this operating license proceeding,
concerning the offsite emergency plan for the Limerick nuclear facility. As a
result of arguments raised on appeal by intervenor Limerick Ecology Action,
Inc. (LEA), however, we reversed the Board's finding of reasonable assurance
of an adequate number of school bus drivers willing and available to assist in
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an emergency evacuation of two specified school districts within the Limerick
emergency planning zone (EPZ), (Spring-Ford and Owen J. Roberts), and we
remanded for further action on this one limited issue. [d. at 515-20.1
In response to this action, applicant Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo)
proposed to have approximately 200 of its employees - after proper training
and licensing - drive these school buses in the event of an emergency at
Limerick. The Licensing Board held two days of hearing on PECo's proposal,
where witnesses from PECo, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the affected
counties and school districts, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) appeared. Based on their testimony favorable to PECo's proposal, the
Board found "reasonable assurance that, in the event of a radiological emergency
at the Limerick Generating Station, there will be an adequate number of bus
drivers to effectuate an evacuation of the Owen J. Roberts and Spring-Ford
Area School Districts." LBP-86-32, 24 NRC 459, 471 (1986). Indeed, with
the additional complement of PECo's 200 employees, there will be four to five
times as many drivers as are needed to satisfy the driver shortage in the two
school districts. [d. at 465-66.
LEA again appeals, while PECo and the NRC staff seek affirmance of LBP86-32. As explained below, we direct PECo to take certain confirmatory action
but otherwise conclude that LEA's appeal is without merit.
A. The Licensing Board's decision thoroughly discusses the major elements
of PECo's volunteer driver pool and we need not repeat that discussion here. See
id. at 464-71. LEA does not appear to challenge directly the Board's findings
themselves. Rather, its principal argument is that some means is necessary to
ensure that PEeo actually fulfills its commitment to provide volunteer bus driver
employees to participate in an emergency evacuation. To this end, LEA has
proposed that the Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
and FEMA "verify the immediate and ongoing compliance" with five suggested
license conditions. LEA Brief in Support of Appeal (October 20, 1986) at
16. The record, however, docs not support the imposition of these conditions.
The first condition would require all 200 PECo volunteers to be trained,
licensed, and "enrolled" by name, address, and telephone number with the
appropriate county emergency office prior to the beginning of the fall 1986.
school term. See id. at 3, 8, 16.1 When the hearing closed on August 22, 58
volunteers had already been trained and licensed, and another 45 were scheduled
for the test (on August 25) that is the prerequisite for obtaining a school
bus driver's license in Pennsylvania. LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 467. As LEA
acknowledges, the particular relief sought by this license condition is essentially

1 Thc Canmission declined revicw of ALAB-836 on July 24. 1986.
1Thc Owen J. Roberts School District is located in Chester County and thc Spring·ron! Area School District is
in Montgomety County.
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now moot because school reopened a few days before the Licensing Board
issued its decision. LEA Brief at 1, 2, 3.' In any event, according to PECo,
its "volunteer bus driver pool now consists of 234 fully trained, qualified and
licensed drivers." Licensee's Brief, supra note 3, at 5.4
As for LEA's proposal that the volunteer drivers be "enrolled" with the county
emergency offices - i.e., that their names, addresses, and telephone numbers
be maintained on file - this exceeds the scope of the very limited issue we
remanded in ALAB-836. The additional proceedings before the Licensing Board
were to focus solely on the number of school bus drivers willing and available to
serve the two districts involved; the overall logistics of driver mobilization was
not intended to be at issue. ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 520. Further, as PECo points
out, drivers from other sources serving these and other school districts need not
be enrolled with the county organizations. Moreover, if a need for the PECo
volunteers arises, the counties' basic plan is to contact PECo, not the individual
drivers. This is not unlike the manner in which the primary sources of drivers
for school districts throughout the EPZ are to be mobilized. See Licensee's Brief
at 14-15. See also Louisiana Power and Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric
Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732, 17 NRC 1076, 1106-07 (1983) ("implementing
procedures" that supplement emergency plans with details likely to change, such
as telephone numbers. are not required for "reasonable assurance" finding).
A second license condition proposed by LEA is designed to assure that there
will be a sufficient number of school buses available at the pertinent marshaling
areas for the PECo volunteers to drive. See LEA Brief at 15, 16. In a similar vein.
LEA also argues essentially that specific individuals should be given specific
advance assignments. [d. at 13. But again, these issues concern bus and driver
mobilization and thus exceed the scope of our narrowly circumscribed remand
in ALAB-836.s Nonetheless. the Licensing Board found in the decision here on
appeal that the counties are responsible for transporting any needed volunteer
drivers to bus locations and that, as a practical matter, PECo would facilitate
this activity. LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 468. See also Licensee's Brief at 20-22 &
n.50. LEA has given us no cause to doubt the efficacy of this plan. Thus. even

3 PECo points out that LEA could have sought. but did not seele, altay of the Licensing Board's decision. Licenscc's
Brief (November 21, 1986) at 4 n.8. Nor did LEA seele suspension or PECo's operating license pending disposition
of this appeaL
4 While we have no cause to doubt this representation in PECo's brief. the number of trained and licensed drivers
is factual information that should have been provided in affidavit form. We thcrcCore direct PECo to supply such
an affidavit to us and the panies within 10 days or the service date or this decision.
S It is worth noting that in AL\B-836. we expressly affirmed the Licensing Board's earlier finding that a sufficient
number of vehiclu would be available to effect a "one-lift" school evacuation. 23 NRC at 512-15. In addition. the
procedures for assigning buses and drivers generally were aIso previously addressed by the Licensing Board. Su
LBP-85-14.21 NRC 1219. 1275-76.1322 (1985). LEA did not challenge this in its earlier appeal and is foreclosed
from doing so now.
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if this matter were encompassed within the remanded issue. there is no basis for
the requested license condition.
LEA also complains that there is no "permanent solution" for the driver
availability problem identified in ALAB-836. LEA Brief at 9. It therefore
proposes a third license condition that would require the counties and school
districts to pursue "conventional and local options" rather than the "less reliable
utility provided ones." [d. at 16. LEA's reasoning, however. is flawed in several
respects. First, LEA points to nothing in the record to support its suggestion
that the pool of PECo drivers will not be reliable. Further, the characterization
of PECo's driver pool as ''permanent'' or "interim" is not important. What is
important from a regulatory and legal standpoint is whether "there is reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures [e.g., evacuation] can and will be
taken in the event of a radiological emergency." 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(a)(1). See
also 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(10). The Licensing Board thoroughly discussed the
evidence adduced on remand and found the necessary reasonable assurance. That
finding is based in part on PEeo's commitment to supply additional properly

trained and licensed school bus drivers from the ranks of its own employees as
long as necessary. See LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 468-70. See also infra pp. 1314. LEA has failed to cast doubt on either the Board's findings or the underlying
evidence. Finally, emergency planning officials from both Montgomery and
Chester Counties are already pursuing other sources of buses and drivers the stated purpose of LEA's proposed license condition. See LBP-86-32, 24
NRC at 470-71.
Our decision in ALAB-836 to remand the school bus driver availability issue
was based largely on the results of driver surveys in the Owen J. Roberts
and Spring-Ford Area School Districts. We found that these "surveys raise[d]
a legitimate question whether there is reasonable assurance that an adequate
number of drivers would respond in an emergency" and that the Licensing
Board had not given the survey results adequate weight ALAB-836. 23 NRC
at 518-19,517. The last two license conditions proposed by LEA would require
that new surveys be conducted to ascertain the current un met driver needs of
not only the Spring-Ford Area and Owen J. Roberts School Districts, but also
other unspecified districts as well. LEA Brief at 12, 16.
Clearly, as to these other school districts. LEA's proposal exceeds the scope
of our remand and therefore this appeal. Inasmuch as we previously affirmed
the Licensing Board's favorable findings as to the number of drivers available
for other districts throughout the EPZ (ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 519 n.72). LEA
essentially seeks reopening of the record on this score. But LEA has failed
to supply any basis whatsoever for our revisiting, through the imposition of a
license condition or otherwise, the issue of driver availability in school districts
other than Owen J. Roberts and Spring-Ford. See 51 Fed. Reg. 19,535, 19,539
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(1986) (to be codified as 10 C.F.R. §2.734) (criteria required for reopening a
record).
LEA likewise has not shown a need for new driver surveys in these latter
two districts. The potential need for additional drivers to help in evacuating
schools in the Owen J. Roberts and Spring-Ford Area Districts was explored
at the hearing on remand. See LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 465-66. LEA had the
opportunity to discredit the older surveys on which the witnesses relied, but did
not do so. LEA merely asserts a need for more current information, without
providing a colorable reason to question the accuracy of the unmet driver needs
reflected in the existing survey results. While PECo has the ultimate burden of
proving reasonable assurance, it is not obliged to prove and reprove essentially
unchallenged factual elements of its case. In any event, even assuming new
surveys were conducted and results significantly more negative than before
were obtained, the number of drivers available from PECo's volunteer pool
is almost twice the total number of drivers needed for the two involved school
districts. Compare supra p. 11, with ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 517 n.67, 518
n.70. Thus, given the substantial size of the PECo driver pool, new surveys
would serve no real purpose.6 But see infra note 7.
LEA has thus failed to establish a need for any of the license conditions it
has proposed. Its skepticism about whether PECo will follow through on its
commitment by maintaining, as long as necessary, the volunteer driver pool is
not warranted on the basis of the record here. But while we need not impose
the specific license conditions LEA seeks, other action is justified. Under 10
C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, § IV, emergency response plans "shall contain information needed to demonstrate compliance with the standards described in
§ 50.47(b)." PECo now meets the regulatory standard pertinent to school evacuation (10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(10» through its commitment to complement existing
school bus driver resources with its own trained and licensed personnel. The
NRC staff contends that no license condition to make this commitment binding
is necessary because 10 C.F.R. § 50.54(q) requires a licensee to "follow and
maintain in effect emergency plans which meet the standards in § 50.47(b) of
this part and the requirements in Appendix E to this part." Changes to an emergency plan that would decrease its effectiveness are permitted only pursuant to
prior NRC approval. Response of the NRC Staff (December 4, 1986) at 8-9. It
would therefore appear that, unless PECo's commitment to supply school bus
drivers is reflected in its emergency plan, the plan is not in full compliance with
NRC regulations, and the commitment is not enforceable. It is unclear on this
record whether PECo's commitment has, in fact., been formally included in the
emergency plan. Accordingly, we direct PECo to take promptly whatever action
6LEA" objection 10 the inclusion of PECo volunteers in I general pool of drivers lvailable 10 meet unexpected
needs elsewhere (LEA Brief It 7, 12) is similarly unfounded. in view of the number of volunteer drivers lvailable.
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is necessary and appropriate to incorporate its provisions for supplying backup
bus d!ivers into its emergency plan, as well as those of the affected jurisdictions,
and to notify us and the parties when this is accomplished. See also ALAB-845,
24 NRC 220, 248-49 (1986) (noting the need for important emergency planning
information to be readily available in the plans themselves to decisionmakers).7
B. LEA also argues that the Licensing Board erred in limiting the testimony
of Drs. Roy C. Claypool and William Welliver, Superintendents of the Owen
J. Roberts and Spring-Ford Area School Districts, respectively. In particular,
LEA claims that it sought to question these witnesses about the extent of their
emergency planning responsibilities, but was precluded from doing so. LEA
also objects to the Licensing Board's findings that the "early dismissal" plan of
the Owen J. Roberts School District is not relevant to the remanded issue of bus
driver availability. LEA Brief at 10-11. See LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 469.
We have reviewed LEA's questioning of the Superintendents and do not agree
that it was improperly limited. See Tr. 21,310-43. Indeed, the Licensing Board
initially allowed LEA a certain amount of leeway in its examination of these
witnesses. But the Board properly defined the issue we remanded in ALAB836 - i.e., the adequacy of the number of drivers available to help evacuate
students in the two specified school districts in the event of an emergency at
Limerick - and limited the testimony in accordance with the scope of this
issue and the witnesses' expertise. See Tr. 21,329-37. Moreover, the Board
accurately portrayed the witnesses' favorable testimony as based on assurances
they had received from others. See LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 469. As for the
Board's findings with regard to the Owen J. Roberts early dismissal plan, LEA's
point is not clearly articulated. We agree with the Licensing Board, however,
that this matter is not directly relevant here, inasmuch as the early dismissal
plan is intended for use prior to any official emergency evacuation order.
C. Lastly, LEA raises several claims of an essentially procedural nature. It
complains that the Licensing Board did not answer specific arguments put forth
in LEA's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, particularly the fivepart license condition offered by LEA. LEA Brief at 4. Licensing boards must
"'confront the facts'" and "'articulate in reasonable detail the basis' for the
course of action chosen;" they are not obliged, however, to refer specifically
to every proposed finding. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, 41 (1977), aJf'd, CLI-78-1, 7
NRC I, aJf'd, New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution v. NRC, 582 F.2d

711 is not necessary for the emergency plan to specify the size of the pool of backup driven to be provided by
PECo. PECo', only obligation is to meet whatever nceds arise in the two affected districts. Obvioosly, to fulfill
this commitment, PECo will have to monitor the status of these nceds periodically to assure that it.! volunteer
driver pool is adequate in case of emergency.
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87 (1st Cir. 1978).8 Our review of LBP-86-32 and LEA's appellate arguments
discloses no significant deficiency in the Licensing Board's decision. The Board
addressed the parties' principal arguments and noted that it "considered all the
evidence" and "the entire record." LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 472. Although the
Board did not specifically discuss LEA's proposed license conditions, we have
shown here that none of these conditions is warranted. Thus, this omission from
the Board's decision is, at worst, harmless error.
LEA also suggests that the Licensing Board Chairman was not fair and
objective, citing Tr. 21,242-43, 21,262, 21,342-43, 21,348-49, and Board finding
#30 (LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 470). LEA Brief at 14. The referenced portions
of the record and decision, however, do not support LEA's characterization or
reflect any bias by the Chairman. See also ALAB-845, 24 NRC at 250 n.31.
Finally, LEA objects to the Licensing Board's inclusion in its decision of a
discussion of "Additional Sources of Bus Drivers." See LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at
470-71. LEA contends, among other things, that certain of the Board's findings
exceed the scope of the remanded issue, and that some findings reflect views
previously rejected in ALAB-836. LEA Brief at 13-14. We are inclined to agree
with LEA, at least as to the latter point. See. e.g .• ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 516,
519 n.73. On the other hand, the criticized Licensing Board findings merely
recount testimony given at this stage of the case and are not essential to the
Board's decision.9 Hence, LEA's argument is without merit.
The Licensing Board's supplement to its third partial initial decision on offsite
emergency planning (LBP-86-32) is affirmed. subject to PECo's (1) confirmation
of the current number of trained and licensed drivers in its volunteer pool, and
(2) inclusion in the pertinent emergency plans of its commitment to maintain
this driver pool as long as necessary.
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
Eleanor E. Hagins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

8 Similarly. appeal boards may coofine their review to "sub.untia! assertions of Licensing Board error." Long
Island Lighling Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), ALAB·832, 23 NRC 135, 143, review pending.
CLI-86-11,23 NRC 577, 579 (1986).
9 We note, however, that Board findings "33 and "34 concern OIC:ster County', cootinuing efforts to increase
its driver pool from elber lources (LBP-86-32, 24 NRC at 470-71) - the very action IOUght by one of LEA's
proposed license conditions. Su supra p. 12.
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Mr. Edles, concurring:
I join in this decision except in a minor respect. In my view, LEA's proposal
that the volunteer drivers be enrolled with the respective counties does not
stray beyond the matter we earlier remanded for further consideration. But I
believe that the plan to have the counties contact PECo directly, coupled with
the requirement we impose that the PEeo commitment to supply drivers be
formally incorporated into the emergency plans, is more than sufficient to ensure
the safety of the schoolchildren. Thus, I agree with my colleagues that there is
no need for LEA's proposed license condition.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
Administrative Judges:
Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles
Howard A. Wilber

In the MaUer of

Docket Nos. 50-443·0L
50-444·0L
(Offsite Emergency Planning)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et a/.
(Seabrook Station, UnIts 1
and 2)

January 15, 1987

In this operating license proceeding, the Appeal Board denies intervenors'
motion for an immediate stay of proceedings leading to hearings on the State
of New Hampshire's Radiological Emergency Response Plan.

RULES OF PRACTICE:
CERTIFICATION

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS (DIRECTED

Appeal board will only entertain a motion for directed certification of a
licensing board scheduling order where the complaining party can show that the
schedule deprives it of its right to procedural due process. Houston Lighting
& Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·637, 13 NRC 367,
370-71 (l981).
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DUE PROCESS:

SIMULTANEOUS HEARINGS

Licensing Board decision to conduct simultaneous proceedings does not
necessarily deprive an intervenor of its right to a fair hearing.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

The provisions of 10 C.F.R. 2.788 governing requests to stay the effectiveness
of a decision or action pending filing of and a decision on an appeal or petition
for review are not applicable to requests for interlocutory review of a licensing
board scheduling order.

APPEAL BOARDS:

STAY AUTHORITY

An appeal board's stay authority is not limited to circumstances in which 10
C.F.R. 2.788 comes into play but may be exercised pursuant to the appeal board's
general supervisory authority over licensing board proceedings. See generally
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB-835, 23
NRC 267, 270 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

Mere commitment of resources to a hearing that may later turn out to have
been unnecessary does not justify interlocutory review of a licensing board
scheduling order.

RULES OF PRACTICE:
SCHEDULE)

MOTIONS (MODIFICATION OF HEARING

Requests for modification of the hearing schedule should be directed in the
first instance to the licensing board. Cf. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire
(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-338, 4 NRC 10, 12 (1976).

APPEARANCES
Donald S. Bronstein and Carol S. Sneider, Boston, Massachusetts, for
intervenors Francis X. Bellotti, Attorney General of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, et af.
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Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., R.K. Gad, ill, and Kathryn A. Selleck, Boston,
Massachusetts, for the applicants Public Service Company of New
Hampshire, et al.
Shenvin E. Turk for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
We have before us a motion filed by Massachusetts Attorney General Francis
X. Bellotti on behalf of the Commonwealth, the Towns of Hampton, New Hampshire, and Amesbury, Massachusetts, the Seacoast Anti-Pollution League, and
the New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (intervenors), seeking an immediate stay of all proceedings leading to hearings on the New Hampshire Radiological Emergency Response Plan in this operating license proceeding.l The
motion is similar to one filed earlier with the Licensing Board but contains a request that we direct that Board to certify the stay question to us for decision. The
applicants and the NRC staff oppose the motion.
Because both motions were directed to the timing of proceedings before the
Licensing Board, we deferred our consideration temporarily to accord that Board
an opportunity to address the request filed with it2 Although the Licensing Board
has not explicitly acted on the intervenors' request, it has now issued an order
deferring prehearing activity for about a month and thus effectively granting the
request in part.3 For the reasons that follow, we deny the intervenors' motion
without prejudice to submittal of a new request if future developments warrant.
A. On December 4, 1986, the Licensing Board issued an order establishing
the schedule for litigation of the New Hampshire plan. The Board announced
its intent to rule on pending contentions by January 16, 1987. Discovery would
follow and hearings were scheduled to commence on or after April 27, 1987.
On December 18, however, the applicants filed a petition pursuant to 10
C.F.R. 2.758 and 50,47(c) requesting that the lO-mile plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (EPZ) for the Seabrook Station be reduced to one
mile.· And, on December 23, the Board directed that responses to the applicants'
petition be submitted by January 27, 1987.
1 Su Intervenors' Joint Motion for Innnediate Stay of ASLB Proceedings (December 30, 1986) (hereafter,
Intervenors' Motion).
2 Appeal Board Order of January 8, 1987 (unpublished).
3 licensing Board Memorandum and Order of January 9, 1987 (unpublished).
• Commissim regulatims designate two regioos to be used for emergO'lcy planning purposes. One is the "plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zonc," often referred to IS the "plume EP'1." or "EPZ." This is the
geographic area surrounding the plant in which the risk of exposure of members of the public to radioactivity
would be greatest in the event of an accident. Various actims to proteCt the public must be developed for the
(Conti .....d)
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After the submission of the petition but before the scheduling of responses
to it, the intervenors filed simultaneous requests with the Commission and the
Licensing Board seeking to stay all proceedings on the New Hampshire plan. The
request filed with the Commission was rejected by the NRC's Secretary, who
advised the intervenors to file any such request with us. They did so on December
30. S They assert, among other things, that the hearing schedule allows insufficient
time to prepare for litigation on the plan. They point out, in addition, that action
on the applicants' pending petition could render the current New Hampshire plan
moot. Further, they claim that the simultaneous litigation of the New Hampshire
plan and the applicants' petition would be unduly burdensome. For these reasons,
they maintain that litigation regarding the New Hampshire plan should await the
disposition of the petition.
B. The Commission's Rules of Practice prohibit appeals from interlocutory
licensing board rulings of the type involved here.6 Thus, the intervenors' motion
constitutes a request that we exercise our discretionary authority to review
the Board's ruling by way of directed certification.' We employ such power,
however, only when a licensing board's action either (a) threatens the party
adversely affected with immediate and serious irreparable harm which could
not be remedied by a later appeal, or (b) affects the basic structure of the

or

EPZ. Ordinarily, Ihe EPZ has a ndius
about 10 miles but its exact size and coofiguntion may vary depending
on demognphy. topognphy, or local cmCtgency response needs and capabilities. Sit 10 c.F.R. SO.47(b)(10), and
(c)(2).
oS At about Ihe same time, most of Ihe intervenors tiled wilh Ihe Licensing Board rc:qtlests Ihlt it m:ongder
its dizective that responses to Ihe appliclnts' petition be IUbmitted by January 27. The Board denied Ihose
requeslS. Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of January 7, 1987 (unpublished). In doing 10, however,
it noted Ihat if "any plrty cannot complete its response by Janual)' 27, Ihen that party [shall] provide [to Ihe
Board by Ihlt date] its partially canpleted response and advise Ihe Board
a reasonable date cCIUin on which
its written response can be canpleted." Id. at 3.
The intervenors also tiled a request with the Commisgon that the Otief Administrative Judge
the Atomic
Safcty and Licensing Board Panel be appointed to decide, in Ihe Licensing Board', stead, all issues presented by
Ihe petition to reduce Ihe size of Ihe EPZ. Intervenors' Joint Petition for Appointment Administntive Judge and
Request for Hearing (December 22. 1986). Following its transmisgon to him by Ihe Secretary of the Commission
for considention and disposition, Ihe Chief Administrative Judge denied Ihe request. Memorandum and Order of
December 31,1986 (unpublished).
6 S~~ 10 c.F.R. 2.730(!).
'Su 10 C.F.R. 2.718(i), 2.785(b)(1); Public S~rvic. Co. of N_ Hamps/Ur~ (Seabrook Stltion, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB·271,1 NRC 478, 482·83 (1975).
The NRC staff treated Ihe intervenors' motion as a request for a stay pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.788. In tems,
however, Ihat section is applicable only to endeavors to obtain "a stay
Ihe effectiveness of [a1 decision or
action pending filing
and a decision on an appeal or petition for review." Here, no appealable Licensing
Board decision or action is involved. Rather, the intervenors are seeking interlocutol)' review of a scheduling
order. Accordingly, as indicated in Ihe text, Ihey are in essence calling upon us to invoke our directed certification
authority and must meet Ihe standards for Ihe exercise of that authority.
• . 'The foregoing docs not mean: coune, that our stay authority is necessarily limited to circumstances in which
aection 2.788 comes into play. AIlhough we need not explore the matter here, Ihere well may be occasions on
which the grant of
relief will be appropriate in Ihe exercise our genenl supeMsol)' aulhorily over licenmg
board proceedings. Su ,~"erally PhiID<Ulphia Eucrric Co. (Limerick Genenting Station, Unit I), ALAB·835, 23
NRC 267, 270 (1986).

or

or

or

or

or

or

stay

or
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proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner.8 Where a scheduling order is
involved, that standard ordinarily requires a showing that the schedule deprives
the complaining party of its right to procedural due process.9
There has been no showing here that the Licensing Board's decision to move
forward on both fronts simultaneously necessarily will deprive the intervenors
of their right to a fair hearing. Although the intervenors tell us that the hearing
schedule allows insufficient time to prepare for litigation of the New Hampshire
plan, they do not specify, let alone document, those elements of the schedule
with which they cannot satisfactorily comply.l0 Nor do they substantiate their
assertion that the schedule is unreasonable. In this connection, it is noteworthy
that their request filed with the Commission and the Licensing Board (attached
as Exhibit 1 to the motion filed with us) claimed that litigation of the various
issues raised by the contentions directed to the New Hampshire plan "would
require a substantial allocation of Intervenors' resources to fully and properly
prepare these issues for final hearing"l1 but did not challenge the reasonableness
of the schedule.
In any event, as noted above, the Licensing Board has now modified its earlier
schedule and, in effect, granted the intervenors' request in part by announcing
a brief deferral of prehearing activity in connection with litigation of the New
Hampshire plan. The stated purpose of this deferral is "to permit the parties
an unencumbered period to respond" to the petition to reduce the size of the
EPZ.l1 And, in response to filings by several parties, including the intervenors,
it also indicated a willingness to accept incomplete responses to the applicants'
petition, provided the parties advise the Board by January 27 of the date on
which their written responses likely will be completed. See supra note 5. At
present we cannot say that simultaneous litigation, if it occurs, will necessarily
be so onerous as to deprive the intervenors of the fair hearing to which they are
entitled.
To be sure, the upcoming litigation over the New Hampshire plan will be
rendered largely academic if the Commission ultimately decides to reduce the
radius of the EPZ from ten miles to one. But a mere commitment of resources
to a hearing that may later turn out to have been unnecessary does not justify

8 Public S~rvic~ Co. of Iftdi(J1IQ (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-4OS, S NRC
1190, 1192 (1977).
91l0ustolt Uglllilt8 ~ P~r Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-637, 13 NRC 367, 370-71 (1981).
10 We note, by way of contrast, that the Attorney Gencral'. December 30 request that the licensing Board
reconsider its niling requiring responses to the applicants' petition to be filed by January 27 was accanpanied by
affidavits aUcrnpting to portray the difficulties attendant upon compliance with that licensing Board schedule.
11 Intervenors' Motion, Exhibit I, at 3.
12.liccnsing Board Order of January 9. 1987, at 1. The Board deferred from January 16, 1987 to February 13,
1987, the issuance of its order niling on contentions and stsrting the clock nmning for discovery. All other dates
are correspondingly deferred, with the hearing now Icheduled to begin no earlier than May 28, 1987.
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interlocutory review of a Licensing Board order,13 Moreover, it is far from
inevitable that the hearing will prove to be unnecessary. It is possible that
the applicants' proposal to reduce the size of the EPZ will be rejected. I~
so, litigation regarding the New Hampshire plan will be required. In such~
circumstances, deferral of that litigation could seriously delay final resolution
of issues surrounding the plan.
The intervenors' motion is denied without prejudice to the submittal of a new
request at a later date should due process considerations so dictate. 14
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

13 Cleveland Electric 1I1umi1llltillg Co. (Pcny Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2). ALAB·67S. 15 NRC 1105.
1113·14 (1982).
14 Any further ft:<jUcst for modification of the hearing schedule should be directed first to the licensing
Board. Cf, Public Service Co. of New Ilampshire (Seabrook Station. Units 1 and 2). ALAB·338, 4 NRC 10. 12
(1976). And if that Board were to deny it. our review. of course, could be obtained only by directed certification. Su
supra pp. 19·20.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
Administrative Judges:
Gary J. Edles, Chairman
Christine N. Kohl
Howard A. Wilber

In the Matter of

Docket Nos. 50·424-0L
50-425·0L

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al.
(VogUe Electric Generating
Plant, Units 1 and 2)'

January 21, 1987

The Appeal Board rules, in response to the oral request of the Director of
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, that a license condition imposed by
the Licensing Board with regard to a matter over which that Board no longer
had jurisdiction was null and void and therefore did not preclude issuance of a
low·power operating license.

LICENSING BOARD:

JURISDICTION

Under NRC case law, once the Licensing Board issues a decision in which
it disposes of a particular issue on the merits and a notice of appeal from that
decision is filed, the Licensing Board no longer has jurisdiction to act further
with regard t(l that issue. See Metropolitan Edison Co. (fhree Mile Island Nu·
clear Station, Unit No. I), ALAB·699, 16 NRC 1324, 1327 (1982). Jurisdiction
over that matter rests with the Appeal Board.

LICENSING BOARD:

JURISDICTION (IMPACT OF ABSENCE)

A license condition imposed by a licensing board with regard to a matter
over which that board has lost jurisdiction is null and void.
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OPERATING LICENSE: LOW·POWER LICENSE
(RESPONSIBILITY OF STAFF)
The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation may issue a
low-power operating license on the basis of a licensing board decision or
decisions authorizing the issuance of an operating license. 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.764(b),
2.764(f)(I)(i).

APPEAL BOARDS:

SUA SPONTE REVIEW

Appeal Boards have long established authority to review sua sponte the
entirety of licensing board decisions, even where no appeal has been taken. See
Offshore Power Systems (Manufacturing License for Floating Nuclear Power
Plants), ALAB-689, 16 NRC 887, 890, aff'd on other grounds, CLI-82-37, 16
NRC 1691 (1982).

APPEAL BOARDS:

SUA SPONTE REVIEW

Appeal board sua sponte review authority can include the imposition of
license conditions. See, e.g., Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho
Seco Nuclear Generating Station), ALAB-746, 18 NRC 749 (1983).

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED
Polymers
Dose rate effects.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
In an order issued January 16, 1987, we ruled that a license condition imposed
by the Licensing Board in its concluding partial initial decision, LBP-86-41, 24
NRC 901, 928 (1986), was not a bar to the issuance of a low-power operating
license for the YogtJe facility by the Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR). The basis of our ruling was that the Licensing Board
lacked authority to impose this condition, rendering it null and void. We now
explain that ruling.
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BACKGROUND
In 1984, the Licensing Board admitted contention 10.1, proffered jointly by
intervenors Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia (CPG) and Georgians Against
Nuclear Energy (GANE). Relying on a report from the Sandia National Laboratories, this "environmental qualification" contention alleged that certain safetyrelated equipment at Vogtle contained polymers that might experience greater
degradation from lower dose rates of radiation than would be expected based
on testing at higher dose rates. (This is termed a "dose rate effect'') See LBP84-35, 20 NRC 887, 903 (1984). After hearing substantial uncontroverted testimony on contention 10.1, the Board ultimately concluded that it was without
merit. Specifically, the Board found that
polymer materials destined for use in safety-related [Vogtle] applications have acceptably
passed an adequate environmental qualification program. Additional assurance as to the
adequacy of these polymers will derive from an operational surveillance program to be
implementr.d by Applicants.

LBP-86-28, 24 NRC 263, 293 (1986).
GANE filed a notice of appeal from LBP-86-28 on September 8, 1986.1 By
letter ten days later, applicants advised both us and the Licensing Board (as well
as the parties) of newly discovered information regarding contention 10.1. The
polymer that showed discernible dose rate effects in the Sandia study is a
member of a group of polymers designated as XLPO and, in particular, is
a co-polymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate (EVA). At the hearing before the
Licensing Board, applicants' witnesses testified that EVA was not used in any
safety-related equipment at Vogtle. Applicants have now learned that XLPO
insulation of certain instrumentation cable at Vogtle contains a polymer classified
as EVA. Applicants state that they will identify which cable is affected and
will subject it to the surveillance program already established and required for
safety-related equipment. Applicants also express the view that, in any event,
the Sandia conclusions about dose rate effects do not prevent XLPO insulation
from performing its intended electrical function. Letter from David R. Lewis to
Gary J. Edles, et al. (September 18, 1986). No party commented on applicants'
letter. In fact, in its subsequent brief on appeal, GANE expressly eschewed any
appeal in connection with contention 10.1. GANE Appeal Brief (October 8,
1986) at 16.
The Licensing Board later issued its concluding decision, LBP-86-41, on the
one remaining issue pending before it (contention 10.5, concerning the envi-

1 We dismissed CPO'llppeal. finding that CPO had voluntarily withdnwn fran this proceeding, then:by fotfeiting
its appeal rights. ALAB·851. 24 NRC 529 (1986).
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ronmental qualification of solenoid valves used at Vogtle). Although contention
10.1 was unrelated to the subject of LBP-86-41, the Licensing Board took note
of the applicants' September 18 letter and its earlier conclusion in LBP-86-28
about this contention. It then added:
As a condition precedent to the issuance of any operating licenses, it would first have to
be initially determined by appropriate auJhority that the changed information contained
in Applicants' letter of September 18, 1986, pertaining to XLPO insulation that contains
vinyl acetate, does not lead to a conclusion that is inconsistent with that of this Board on
Contention 10.1.

LBP-86-41, 24 NRC at 904, 928 (emphasis added).
In a January 14, 1987, letter to the Appeal Board's Secretary, counsel for the
NRC staff submitted an affidavit containing the results of the staff's review of the
information disclosed in the applicants' September 18 letter. The staff concluded
that the information does not change its earlier favorable evaluation of the safetyrelated equipment and corresponding maintenance and surveillance program at
VogUe. The staff also concluded that the license condition imposed by the
Licensing Board was thus satisfied, and it suggested that the Director of NRR
was the "appropriate authority" to make this determination. Letter from Bernard
M. Bordenick to C. Jean Shoemaker (January 14, 1987) and Enclosure. In a
letter sent the next day, the Licensing Board Chairman advised staff counsel that
the purpose of the license condition imposed by the Licensing Board was "to
resolve the matter of the changed information prior to licensing." The letter also
stated the Licensing Board's intention "to make known that at the time we set
the condition we did not know who the appropriate authority may be and we still
do not know, for it depends on the course the proceeding will take." The letter
implied, however, that the "appropriate authority" was other than the Director of
NRR, perhaps "the Appeal Board or the Commission itself." Letter from Morton
B. Margulies to Bernard M. Bordenick (January 15, 1987). Staff counsel replied
to Judge Margulies on January 16, 1987, expressing the view that the NRR
Director was indeed the appropriate authority to rule on any remaining matters
concerning contention 10.1. Staff counsel argued that this contention was "no
longer in litigation" because no appeal or motion to reopen was pending on the
matter. Letter from Bernard M. Bordenick to Morton B. Margulies (January 16,
1987).
Late in the afternoon of January 16, however, the Director of NRR asked
us by telephone to clarify his authority in light of the flurry of correspondence
described above. We responded with our January 16 order.
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DISCUSSION
Under NRC case law, once the Licensing Board issued the partial initial
decision in which it disposed of contention 10.1 and a notice of appeal from
that decision was filed, the Licensing Board no longer had jurisdiction to
act further with regard to that issue. See Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-699, 16 NRC 1324, 1327
(1982). Jurisdiction over the matter raised by applicants' September 18, 1986,
letter rests with us. When the Licensing Board issued its concluding partial initial
decision on an unrelated issue some months later, it had no authority to impose
a license condition in connection with a previously decided matter.2 Inasmuch as
the condition is therefore void, the Licensing Board's two partial initial decisions
must be read without the condition. In that light, together they provide the
authorization necessary for the Director of NRR to issue a low-power operating
license for the VogUe facility. See 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.764(b), 2.764(f)(I)(i).
But in so ruling, we do not fully endorse the staff's position that only
NRR has oversight of the matters here at issue. As noted, jurisdiction over
the subjects addressed in the Licensing Board's first partial initial decision and thus the matter raised in applicants' September 18 letter - lies with
us. To be sure, contention 10.1 has not been pursued before us on appeal or
in any motion to reopen or for a stay of licensing action. The staff overlooks,
however, our long established authority to review sua sponte the entirety of
licensing board decisions, even where no appeal has been taken. See Offshore
Power Systems (Manufacturing License for Floating Nuclear Power Plants),
ALAB-689, 16 NRC 887, 890, a!f'd on other grounds, CLI-82-37. 16 NRC
1691 (1982). This authority can include the imposition of license conditions
as v!ell. See, e.g., Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho Seco Nuclear
Generating Station), ALAB-746, 18 NRC 749 (1983).
It is fully our intention to review the disposition of contention 10.1 (including
the related correspondence subsequent to the Licensing Board's decision on this
issue) on the merits, pursuant to our sua sponte appellate review authority, and at
the same time we take up GANE's appeal on other matters. In the meantime, our
preliminary review of the record on contention 10.1 and the newly discovered
information discloses no basis for withdrawing or altering the authorization for
the issuance of a low-power operating license.

2We suggest no disparagement of the Licensing Board', action, however. As the Board Chairman'slener to staff
coonscl noted, its pwpose was to bring attention to an important matter and see that it was resolve<! prior to any
licensing action. It u only the vehicle by which the Board expresse<! its concern - the imposition of a Iicmse
condition - that was inappropriate in the circumstances here.
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Our order of January 16, 1987, as explained here, is reaffirmed.
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

c. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before AdmInIstrative Judges:
Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
Dr. Kenneth A. McCOllom .
Dr. Walter H. Jordan

In the Matter of

Docket Nos. 50-445·0L
50-44S-0L
(ASLBP No. 79-430-0S-0L)

TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC
COMPANY, at al.
(Comanche Peak Steam ElectrIc
Station, Units 1 and 2)

January 7, 1987

The Board requested additional information concerning the adequacy of a
reinspection program that relies in part on sampling that is designed to detect
an error rate of at least 5% at the 95% level of confidence. The Board seeks to
learn the basis for concluding that a plant with just less than a 5% error rate
has attained an adequate level of safety. It inquires into how that rate compares
to what might be expected from conscientious implementation of the quality
assurance requirements of 10 C.P.R. Part 50, Appendix B, and how such an
error rate impacts on fault-tree analysis of the reliability of the AFWS.

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED
Sampling, reinspection by;
Fault-tree analysis, effect of construction errors on;
Construction errors, rate to be expected.
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MEMORANDUM
(Adequacy of Record:

Errors and Sampling)

As the case has progressed, the Board has continued to consider the relationship between the requirements of Appendix B and the acceptability of the
Comanche Peak Response Team's (CPRT's) alternative approach, consisting of
inspection of samples of hardware. In this Memorandum, we set forth concerns
that we have determined ought to be addressed in the interest of an adequate
record.
We understand that the sampling process employed by the CPRT is to
provide a screen for detection of the existence of deficiencies within a given
population. However, we have not seen an adequate justification for a 95/5
(or 95/95) sampling program as the screen for all systems. Although Texas
Utilities Electric Company, et al. (Applicants) have said that they do not rely
entirely on the inspection of samples, we do not understand how the CPRT's
other workl improves the level of assurance of the program of reinspection by
sampling. For example there may be areas of the plant or types of hardware for
which Applicants will rely entirely on reinspection through sampling.2
This reliance on the reinspection of samples may affect one of the post TMI2 requirements: the "[p]erformance of a simplified AFWS reliability analysis
that uses event-tree and fault-tree logic techniques to determine the potential for
AFWS failure under various loss-of-main-feedwater-transient requirements."] It
appears to us that reliance on the CPRT reinspection program could require a
revision to the required analyses.
We are interested in the relationship between the 95/5 sampling program
and the level of safety achieved at nuclear plants by properly certified, trained,
and supervised craft personnel and by an appropriate quality assurance/quality
control program (QAlQC), which would catch and reduce errors made by cmft.4
I Su Applicants' Memorandum in Response 10 Board Memorandum (Satistica1lnfc:tel1= !ran CPRI' Sampling).
January 31, 1986, al 17. We do nOI find precisely Ihe &ame kind of rlalcmcnl in Applicants' Rcsponse 10 Board
Concerns [Cmccms Response], December I, 1986,10 we arc not 11m: whclhcr Applicants continue 10 rely on
Ihe lime rcasating conocrning not relying entirely on a sampling program. Furthermore, we nolc Ihallhe use of
two .95/.05 screens may have seme effect on Ihe level of confidence or level of error of Ihe sampling program;
and Applicants may wish 10 discuss Ihe effect of double sampling 10 a.. ist us 10 undentand this research 1001
beIIer. Concerns Rcspatse at 6-7.
2To Ihe exlcnllhat Ihe CPRI' credibly cmfirms Ihe reliability of aU or part of Ihe Q~ program, this would
of course enhance !he credibilily of findings lhat portions of Ihe plant arc adcqualc for safety because Ihey pass
Ihe CPRI"s sampling acrecn. The difficulty we foresee. concerning Ihe need 10 rely on Ihe sampling program. is
most relevant should !he CPRI' discredit subslantial portiats of Q~ or should !he evidence about Ihe Q~
~rogram be equivocal
Safety Evduatim Report. NUREG-0797, July 1981. al22-38.
4 We do not entirely accept Ihe argumenllhat h[i]f a population passes Ihe 95/95 sample screen. ••• Ihe population
of ilcmS is free from programmatic deficiencies." Applicants' Memorandum in Response 10 Board's Memonndum.
January 31, 1986, at 9. All we would cmclude from a population pa..ing Ihe 95/95 lample screen is Ihal it is
probably free from programmatic deficiencies /hat ruuJt ill QJI error rate 0/5% or mort. The question this ruses
is whelher Ihat is adequalc assurance of lafety.
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We recognize that errors are expected. But what level of errors is expected?
What level do codes anticipate? What effect does the error level have on
probability risk assessments?
We are not setting any particular time deadline for a response, but we are
interested in reading the response we will receive. Intervenors may respond
within a month of Applicants' filing. Staff may respond with all deliberate speed.
FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD
Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Walter H. Jordan (by PBB)
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Kenneth A. McCollom (by PBB)
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:
Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
Gustave A. LInenberger, Jr.
Richard F. Cole

In the Matter of

Docket No. 50-389-0LA
(ASLBP No. 87-544-01-LA)
(Spent Fuel Transfer Amendment)

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY, et al.
(St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No.2)

January 16, 1987

The Licensing Board dismisses, for lack of standing, the only hearing request
in an operating license amendment proceeding and, accordingly, terminates the
proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION PETITION

Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a), an intervention petition must set forth with
particularity the petitioner's interest in the proceeding, how that interest may
be affected by the results of the proceeding, and the specific aspect(s) of the
proceeding as to which the petitioner wishes to intervene.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION (INTEREST)

Residence more than 100 miles from a reactor site is not sufficient to establish
a petitioner's interest in a proceeding.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

STANDING

A statement of a citizen's right or a civic duty to participate in a proceeding
constitutes a generalized grievance shared in substantially equal measure by all
or a large class of citizens and does not result in distinct and palpable harm
sufficient to support a petitioner's standing.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DISCRETIONARY INTERVENTION

A petitioner who fails to meet the standing requirements of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.714(a) could be permitted to intervene as a matter of discretion, assuming
he met the standards established by the Commission for such discretionary
intervention. In particular, a petitioner would have to demonstrate how his
participation would assist in developing a sound record in the proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE:
FOR LICENSING

SCOPE OF INFORMATION REQUIRED

Where the spent fuel pools of two facilities are to be shared, the requirements
of General Design Criterion 5 become applicable. They must be analyzed by an
applicant and evaluated by the NRC Staff.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENTS

In the absence of a hearing on an operating license amendment, the Staff
is not required to make the "no serious hazards consideration" finding of 10
C.F.R. §50.92(c). See 10 C.F.R. §50.91.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dismissing Hearing Request)

This proceeding involves the proposed amendment of Facility Operating
License NPF-16, for the SL Lucie Plant, Unit 2, to permit the transfer of
spent fuel from the St. Lucie Plant, Unit 1 spent fuel pool to the Unit 2
spent fuel pool. The Applicants for the amendment are Florida Power and Light
Co., Orlando Utilities Commission of the City of Orlando, Florida, and Florida
Municipal Power Agency (Applicants). The SL Lucie units are each pressurized
water reactors located on Hutchinson Island in St. Lucie County, Florida. The
fuel handling buildings of the two units, between which spent fuel would be
transported, are approximately 300 feet apart
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1. As set forth in our Memorandum and Order (Regarding Request for
Hearing), dated December 9, 1986 (unpublished), a timely request for a hearing
was filed by John Paskavitch. That request, however, was "patently deficient." It
was a one-sentence request which identified neither Mr. Paskavitch's interest in
the proceeding nor the specific aspect(s) of the subject matter of the proceeding
as to which he wished to intervene.
Notwithstanding those deficiencies, and in accord with the NRC Rules of
Practice, we provided Mr. Paskavitch an opportunity to amend his petition. We
stated that an amended petition should set forth "with particularity [Mr. Paskavitch's] interest in the proceeding, how that interest may be affected by the
results of the proceeding, and the specific aspect(s) of the proceeding as to
which he wishes to intervene." We specifically pointed out that Mr. Paskavitch's
address in South Venice, Florida, as set forth on the letterhead of his intervention
petition, although not in the petition itself, would not be sufficient to establish
his interest, since South Venice (on the west coast of Florida) is apparently more
than 100 miles from the plant site (near the east coast of Florida). December 9,
1986 Memorandum and Order, at 2. We further stated that, absent a satisfactory
amended petition, Mr. Paskavitch's hearing request would be dismissed.
On December 10, 1986, Mr. Paskavitch filed a document entitled "Petitioner's
Reasons for a Request for Hearing."! Treating this document as a supplemental
or amended hearing request, the Applicants and NRC Staff filed responses,
dated January 9, 1987, and January 5, 1987, respectively. They each oppose the
hearing request.
Mr. Paskavitch's supplemental request includes eight questions which he
poses regarding the license amendment application. It contains no statement
concerning his interest in the proceeding, other than an assertion that "a citizen
has the right to intervene in the decision making process." The cover letter
similarly refers to a "civic duty to help insure the safety of the United States
nuclear power plant program."
In our view, Mr. Paskavitch's hearing request and supplemental request fail
to satisfy the intervention requirements of 10 C.P.R. § 2.714(a). Although we
express no opinion as to their relevancy to the amendment, the eight questions
may be deemed adequate to establish the "aspect(s)" of the proceeding as to
which Mr. Paskavitch wishes to intervene. The statement of interest, however,
remains inadequate. At best, it expresses a "'generalized grievance' shared in
substantially equal measure by all or a large class of citizens." That type of
grievance "will not result in distinct and palpable harm sufficient to support

! nuS document was initially filed with the Chief Administrative Iudge, Atanic Safety and licensing Board Panel,
who rcfcm:d it to this Board. Mr. Paskavitch also forwarded a copy of this document to the Board. Under the
achedule established by our Dca:rnber 9 Memorandum and Order. this document was timely filed.
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standing." Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit
No. I), CLI-83-25, 18 NRC 327, 333 (1983).
Although Mr. Paskavitch fails to meet the standing requirements of § 2.714(a),
we nevertheless could permit him to intervene as a matter of discretion, assuming
he met the standards established by the Commission for such discretionary
intervention. Portland General Electric Co. (pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units
1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614-17 (1976); Three Mile Island. supra, 18
NRC at 333. Mr. Paskavitch has not addressed the standards for discretionary
intervention, just as he has failed to provide any information bearing upon his
standing under § 2.714(a). In particular, he has failed to demonstrate how his
participation would assist in developing a sound record in this proceeding. In
these circumstances, we decline to exercise our discretion to grant intervention
to Mr. Paskavitch.
Accordingly, we are dismissing Mr. Paskavitch's hearing request for lack of
standing.
2. On December 16, 1986, the NRC Staff filed a response to a letter dated
December 2, 1986, written by Mr. Eric Buetens, supporting Mr. Paskavitch's
hearing request. (That letter was addressed to the NRC Resident Inspector at
the St. Lucie plant and did not reach us until after we had received the Staff's
response.) The Applicants, in responding to Mr. Paskavitch's supplemental
request, indicated that they were not responding to Mr. Buetens' letter because
they did not regard it as a hearing request The Staff also did not regard
Mr. Buetens' letter as a hearing request but claimed that, if considered as a
hearing request, it is both inadequate and late-filed and should be denied.
We do not consider Mr. Buetens' letter to constitute a hearing request and
hence take no action with regard to it But we agree with the Staff that, if viewed
as a hearing request, it is late-filed and fails to conform to the requirements of
§2.714(a).
3. On December 9, 1986, we wrote a letter to counsel for the NRC Staff and
the Applicants which pointed to a potential deficiency in the matters submitted
to NRC in support of the proposed amendment. Specifically, we noted that
the Staff's October 1981 Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for St. Lucie Plant,
Unit 2 (NUREG-0843) stated that, because there was (at the time) no sharing
of the spent fuel facilities between the two St Lucie units, the requirements
of General Design Criterion (GDC) 5 were not applicable. We stated that it
appeared that GDC 5 would become applicable if the proposed amendment
were to be approved. We also were unaware of any analysis by the Applicants
of the facility's conformance to GDC 5 and indicated that such an analysis
(and evaluation by the Staff) might constitute a legal requirement for the
proposed amendment, as well as a consideration to be taken into account by
the Staff in making a "no significant hazards consideration" finding pursuant to
10 C.F.R. § 50.92(c).
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Neither the Applicants nor the Staff have filed any response to the matters
raised in our December 9, 1986 letter - indeed, we requested no such
responses. We also stated in our letter that we did not intend at that time to
raise the issue of the conformance of the facility to GDC 5 under our authority
in 10 C.F.R. § 2.760a.
We are still of the opinion that, as a predicate to the proposed amendment,
the Applicants should subr:nit an analysis of the facility's conformance to GDC 5
and the Staff should evaluate that analysis in its SER for the amendment. We are
declining, however, to raise this issue pursuant to § 2.760a. We have no basis for
finding, within the terms of that section, that "a serious safety, environmental,
or common defense and security matter exists." The deficiency we perceive is
one of analysis and evaluation, not of safety. Moreover, we are not aware of
any information which would suggest that the facility would fail to meet the
requirements of GDC 5.
Nonetheless, conformance with NRC requirements is important We leave it
to the Staff to assure that the Applicants have complied with the requirements
of ODC 5 in connection with this license amendment. We also note that, given
our dismissal of the pending hearing request, and absent any other such request,
the Staff will not be required to make the "no serious hazards consideration"
finding of § 50.92(c). See 10 C.F.R. § 50.91.
For the foregoing reasons, it is, this 16th day of January 1987, ORDERED:
1. The hearing request of John Paskavitch, dated November 6, 1986, is

dismissed.
2. This proceeding is terminated.
3. This Memorandum and Order shall become effective immediately and
will constitute the final action of the Commission thirty (30) days after the date of
its issuance, unless review is sought pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.714a. Mr. Paskavitch may take an appeal from this Memorandum and Order to the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Board, within ten (10) days after service hereof. The
appeal shall be asserted by the filing of a notice of appeal and accompanying
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supporting brief. Any other party may file a brief in support of or in opposition
to the appeal within ten (10) days after service of the appeal.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Richard F. Cole
ADMINIS1RATlVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda. Maryland,
this 16th day of January 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ADMINISTRATlVE LAW JUDGE
Ivan W. Smith

In the Matter of

Docket No. 30-16055·SP
(ASLBP No. 87-545-01-SP)
(BML No. 34-19089·01)
(EA 86-155)

ADVANCED MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
(One Factory Row,
Geneva, Ohio 44041)

January 14, 1987

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
FOLLOWING FIRST PREHEARING CONFERENCE
Counsel for the Licensee, counsel for the NRC Staff, and I joined in an official
prehearing conference by telephone on January 8, 1987. Tr. I-57. The purpose
of the conference was (1) to determine whether the issues have been joined by
the pleadings contained in the record to date; (2) to provide for discovery; (3)
to determine whether an expedited proceeding is appropriate; and (4) to attend
to routine prehearing matters.

JOINDER OF ISSUES
The Order Suspending License and Order to Show Cause (Effective Imme·
diately), (the Suspension Order), dated October 10, 1986, and signed by the
Director of Inspection and Enforcement, is the basic charging document. On
October 29, counsel for the Licensee filed an answer to the Suspension Or·
der and requested a hearing. The Commission issued its Notice of Hearing on
November 26 granting a hearing and stating that the issue before the adminis·
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trative law judge will be "whether, on the basis of the matters set forth in the
Order, the Order should be sustained."
On December 16, Licensee filed its answer to the Notice of Hearing, admitting
certain procedural allegations, but incorporating by reference each statement
and denial contained in the October 29 answer to the Suspension Order. The
December 16 answer also generally denied that the Licensee violated any federal
law, federal regulation, or license condition. In effect, Licensee's answer to the
Notice of Hearing is a complete and adequate general denial to the charges
made in the Suspension Order. The factual issues are drawn. The NRC Staff
has the burden of proceeding with the evidence and the burden of sustaining its
Suspension Order.
DISCOVERY
Prior to the designation of an administrative law judge, Licensee filed
several discovery requests assertedly in accordance with 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.720 and
2.744. Since there was then no presiding officer to authorize such discovery, and
since there were no factual issues approved for such discovery, the discovery
requests had no force in the proceeding before me. During the prehearing
conference on January 8, I authorized discovery, and deemed the previously
filed discovery requests to be requests made under that authority as if made on
January 8.
EXPEDITED PROCEEDING
On or about December 23, 1986, Licensee submitted to the Administrator of
Region III a motion for "rescindment" of the Suspension Order, in accordance
with the terms of that order. Order at 4. During the prehearing conference, the
parties informed me that the Regional Administrator has denied the motion. The
license remains suspended.
Counsel for Licensee has represented that the Suspension Order has resulted
in serious economic impact on Licensee's business and that presently about half
of Licensee's work force has been laid off. In any event the suspension of the
license is in itself a sufficient ground for expediting this proceeding.
The NRC Staff is directed to respond to the presently outstanding discovery
requests as soon as it can do so, i.e., not taking unless necessary the time periods
set out in the discovery rules. The parties are directed to attempt to resolve
discovery disputes by seeking prompt rulings from me, rather than following the
traditional procedure of making formal written objections, motions for protective
orders, and motions to compel responses to discovery.
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During the prehearing conference, counsel for Licensee indicated that he
would probably petition the Commission for a stay of the Regional Administrator's decision denying the motion for rescindment of the Suspension Order. '" The proceeding before me, however, shall continue on an expedited basis
notwithstanding the pendency of a stay petition before the Commission.
Service to and from the Licensee shall be by express mail unless a faster
method (electronic transmission, for example) is available. I intend to arrange
for a prehearing conference by telephone in about 2 weeks to review the status
of the proceeding.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Ivan W. Smith
Administrative Law Judge
Bethesda, Maryland
January 14, 1987

"'By letter of November 6, 1986, from the Secretary of the Commission, Samuel J. Chilk, to counsel for Licensee,
Licensee was informed thlt "[s]hould the Regional Administrator deny such a request [to rescind the Suspension
Order], the licensee may seek a stay from the Commission, punuant to 10 C.F.R. §2.788, by submining
an appropriate motion to the Commission with supporting affidavits." Licensee's counsel at fim argued that
jurisdiction to stay the unfavorable decision of the Regional Director lies with me. I advised him that, unofficially
and without studying the matter, I believed thlt the CommJ.uion has exclusive jurisdiction to conridcr such.
petition for a stay (recognizing of coune that the Regional Administrator retains jurisdiction to rescind or relax
the order).
I also suggested to COlD1Sel that the licensee probably would not be prejudiced if my assessment of jurisdiction
WlS inco=!. A portion of !hi. di..cusrion WlS incorrectly transcribed. Therefore, the following correction at
Tr. 2O,lines 7-11, is ordered:
I think that you would quick.ly find, if you made a motion, a petition under 2.788 to the Canmissioners,
you would quick.ly find t/IIt wh~rIur that is an error and fN1. wh~lh~r it should have been lent to me. They
would make that determination without delay, I am confident
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
James M_ Taylor, Director

In the Matter of

Docket Nos. 50-206
50-361
50-362

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
EDISON COMPANY, ef sl.
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 1, 2, and 3)

January 29, 1987

The Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement denies a petition of
the City of Laguna Beach, California (petitioner), to extend the lO-mile radius
of the emergency planning zone (EPZ) for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station to include South Laguna and Laguna Beach.
The bases for the action requested in the petition are concerns about the lack
of emergency planning for Laguna Beach, the topography of the South Orange
County coastline as it relates to the transportation network, and the effect on
the residents of Laguna Beach as others who live to the south drive through
Laguna Beach as part of an evacuation procedure. The petition also referred to
the "recent circumstances in the Soviet Union" as a basis for reconsidering the
emergency planning zone issue for San Onofre.

TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED:

EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONE

The current plume exposure EPZ for San Onofre is adequate, and Laguna
Beach and South Laguna, which lie outside the EPZ but within the public education zone for San Onofre, are adequately addressed in the existing emergency
plans for Orange County and the State of California.
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TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED:
REGULATIONS

EMERGENCY PLANNING

Reviews performed to date of the Chernobyl accident and the Chernobyl
plant design have not identified any aspects of the accident that show a clear-cut
nexus to U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. At this time. it is too early to
determine whether any changes to current emergency planning regulations will
be required.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
By petition dated May 27. 1986. the City of Laguna Beach. California (petitioner). requested. pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206. that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) extend the 10-mile radius of the emergency planning zone
for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station to include South Laguna and
Laguna Beach.
The bases for the action requested in the petition are concerns about the lack
of emergency planning for Laguna Beach. the topography of the South Orange
County coastline as it relates to the transportation network, and the effect on
the residents of Laguna Beach as others who live to the south drive through
Laguna Beach as part of an evacuation procedure. The petition also referred to
the "recent circumstances in the Soviet Union" as a basis for reconsidering the
emergency planning zone issue for San Onofre.
Notice of receipt of the petition indicating that a final decision with respect
to the requested action would be forthcoming at a later date was published in the
Federal Register on July 23. 1986 (51 Fed. Reg. 26,484). Because the petition
involved matters related to offsite emergency planning. the NRC requested
the assistance of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in
responding to the issues raised in the petition.l The FEMA response, dated
October 21. 1986. is attached to this document (not published). In addition to
the response from FEMA. the Southern California Edison Company (Edison
or Licensee) provided a response to the petition. The Licensee's response of
October 3, 1986, is attached also (not published).

1FEMA. by Pn:sidential directive. hu b~ .. signed the %eSpatsibility for ..sessing the adequacy of orfsite
emergency plans for the area sunounding a nuclear plant. The NRC is responsible for assessing the adequacy of
onsite emergency plans and h .. the linalliocnsing authority.
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DISCUSSION
The size of the emergency planning zones (EPZs) for commercial nuclear
power plants is established by NRC regulations. The EPZs are defined as the
areas for which planning is needed to ensure that prompt and effective actions
can be taken to protect the public in the event of an accident The choice of
the size of the EPZs (about 10 miles in radius for the plume exposure pathway
and about 50 miles in radius for the ingestion pathway) represents a judgment
on the extent of detailed planning which must be performed to ensure adequate
protective action and is based on an in-depth study of the technical issues by a
joint NRC/EPA Task Rlrce.2
The size of the plume exposure pathway EPZ for San Onofre was litigated
in the emergency planning portion of the licensing proceedings. In that portion
of the proceedings, the intervenors contended that, in determining the exact
size of the EPZ, emergency planning officials failed to consider specific local
conditions including topography, land characteristics, population, and evacuation
routes. In support of its position that the EPZ had been properly determined,
the Licensee introduced an evacuation time analysis report) that specifically
considered the effect of local topography in determining the traffic capacity
of roadways designated as evacuation routes. The Licensing Board's decision,
issued in May 1982, found that the boundaries of the EPZ for San Onofre
were drawn in accordance with relevant local conditions and comply with the
appropriate emergency planning regulations. LBP-82-39, 15 NRC 1163, 1228
(1982), afJ'd, ALAB-717, 17 NRC 346 (1983); see also ALAB-680, 16 NRC
127, 132 (1982).
The FEMA and Licensee responses (Attachments 1 and 2, respectively)
provide information on emergency planning for Laguna Beach and South
Laguna. The California State Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan
and the Orange County Incident Response Plan for San Onofre Generating
Station identify a public education zone (PEZ) which is defined as that area
outside and adjacent to the plume exposure pathway EPZ extending for a distance
of approximately 20 miles from the plant. As described in the Orange County
plan, the PEZ for San Onofre encompasses the communities of Laguna Beach,
Laguna Hills, Laguna Niguel, South Laguna, EI Toro, and Mission Viejo in
Orange County. The PEZ was established by the State of California to ensure that
the public would be informed in advance about how it would be notified of an
emergency and what protective actions, if any, should be taken. The California
2MPlanning Basis for the Development of Stste and Local Government Radiological Emergency Rcspoose Plans
in Support of Light Waler Nuclesr Power Plants," NUREG-0396/EPA 520{1.78-015, December 1978.
) MAnalysis of Time Required to Evacuate Transient and Permanent Population from Various Areas Within the
Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zooe, San Onofre Nuclesr Generating Statim," by Wilbur Smith
and Associates, July 1981. (This atudy has subsequently been updated in June 1982 and November 1985).
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plan requires Edison to create a public education program for the PEZ. As
part of this program, Edison annually distributes an ''Emergency Information
Handbook" which includes information on the levels of emergency that could
arise, emergency planning for San Onofre, notification methods, and the steps
the public can take to avoid or greatly reduce the potential effects of a radioactive
release.
FEMA reports that the State of California Master Mutual Aid Agreement
provides for support from adjacent juriSdictions and would be implemented
during an emergency. Orange County would coordinate mutual aid between
jurisdictions within Orange County, including the cities of Laguna Beach and
South Laguna. FEMA notes that under this arrangement both communities would
be protected in a radiological emergency at San Onofre. In a letter to FEMA
dated September 22, 1986, the Director of the State of California Governor's
Office of .Emergency Services states: 'The position taken by the State of
California is unchanged; we feel the existing emergency planning zone around
San Onofre is adequate and the residents of the City of Laguna Beach arc
adequately protected."
On the basis of an evaluation of emergency planning information for the
State of California and Orange County, FEMA concludes that offsite radiological
emergency preparedness at San Onofre for the current plume exposure EPZ is
adequate to provide reasonable assurance that appropriate measures can be taken
to protect the public in the event of an emergency; the level of offsite planning
and preparedness provided for the cities of Laguna Beach and South Laguna
in the existing emergency response plans for Orange County and the State of
California is adequate; and these plans seem adaptable to supporting response
activities beyond the current EPZ boundaries if it would ever be necessary to
expand the response base.
The NRC is currently engaged in evaluating the consequences and implications of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear plant in the Soviet Union,
particularly as they relate to U.S. nuclear regulatory policies and practices, including emergency planning. Reviews performed to date of the accident and the
Chernobyl plant design have not identified any aspects of the accident which
show a clear-cut nexus to U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. NRC studies,
in coordination with many other ongoing national and international activities,
are receiving priority attention to either confirm that the Commission's current
regulatory practices and policies are sound or to identify improvements. Any
new requirements arising from these investigations, including emergency planning requirements, will be carefully evaluated by the Commission. At this time,
it is too early to determine whether any changes to current emergency planning
regulations will be required.
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above, I find no substantial basis for taking the
action requested by the petition. The NRC supports the FEMA conclusion
that the current plume exposure pathway EPZ for San Onofre is adequate and
that Laguna Beach and South Laguna, which lie within the public education
zone for San Onofre, are adequately addressed in the existing emergency plans
for Orange County and the State of California. Accordingly, the Petitioner's
request for action pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §2.206 is denied. As provided in 10
C.F.R. § 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for
the Commission's review.
James M. Taylor, Director
Office of Inspection and
Enforcement
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 29Lh day of January 1987.
[The attachments have been omitted from this publication but can be found in
the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20555.]
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In the Matter of

January 14, 1987

PUBLIC CITIZEN

The Commission denies a petition for rulemaking submitted by Public Citizen. The Petitioner requests that, to comply with the mandate of the NRC Training Authorization, § 306 in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, NRC adopt
specific regulations or other regulatory guidance setting forth detailed require~
ments for training and fitness for duty of nuclear power plant personnel. The
denial states that NRC is denying the petition, among other reasons, because it
has determined that the statute does not cover fitness for duty and with respect
to training that it provides NRC with flexibility to issue the regulatory guidance
in the form of a policy statement.

NWPA:

SECTION 306 (FITNESS FOR DUTy)

Section 306 (NRC's Training Authorization Section) of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) does not cover fitness for duty. Therefore, NRC has
not engaged in a rulemaking; nonetheless, .the Commission has issued a policy
statement on this subject.

NWPA:

SECTION 306 (TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION)

Section 306 of NWPA provides NRC with flexibility to issue regulatory
guidance on training and qualification in the form of a policy statement; NRC
does not have to engage in a rulemaking on this subject.
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DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
SUMMARY
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying a petition for rulemaking filed on behalf of Public Citizen by Eric Glitzenstein. Attorney for
Public Citizen, and Ken Bossong, Director, Critical Mass Energy Project (petitioner). The Petitioner requests that, to comply with the mandate of § 306 of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (the NRC Training Authorization Section), NRC adopt specific regulations or other regulatory guidance setting forth
detailed requirements for training and fitness for duty of nuclear power plant
personnel. NRC is denying the petition, among other reasons, because it has
determined that the statute does not cover fitness for duty and, with respect to
training, that it provides NRC with flexibility to issue the regulatory guidance
in the form of a policy statement.
DENIAL
The Commission is concerned that the Petitioner's assertions could cause misunderstandings about the Commission's policy statements on fitness for duty and
on training and wishes to use this opportunity to clarify any misconceptions. The
Commission will provide in full the Petitioner's arguments, the arguments of
the opponents of the petition, and its own determinations so that all of the arguments are presented clearly and in order that the two policy statements and
their backgrounds can be better understood.

The Petition
The Petitioner believes that NRC has failed to fulfill its statutory obligations
under § 306 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) (the NRC
Training Authorization Section), 42 U.S.C § 10,226, 19 Stat. 2201 at 2262-2263,
Pub. L. No. 97-425, and that the statutory deadline for compliance has long since
passed. The Petitioner contends that this failure results in increased danger to
the health and safety of the public from inadequately trained nuclear power
plant personnel. It urges NRC to adopt specific regulations or other regulatory
guidance setting forth detailed requirements for training and fitness for duty of
nuclear power plant personnel.
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Basis for the Petition
The Petitioner bases its petition on the statutory mandate of § 306 of the
NWPA which requires various NRC actions by January 7, 1984, as follows:
SEC. 306. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION TRAINING AUTIIORIZATION. - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is authorized and directed to promulgate
regulations, or other appropriate Commission regulatory guidance, for the training and qualifications of civilian nuclear powerplant operators, supervisors, technicians and other appropriate operating personnel Such regulations or guidance shall establish simulator training
requirements for applicants for civilian nuclear power-plant operator licenses and for operator requalification programs; requirements governing NRC administration of requalification
examinations; requirements for operating tests at civilian nuclear powerplant simulators,
and instructional requirements for civilian nuclear power.plant licensee personnel training
programs. Such regulations or other regulatory guidance shall be promulgated by the Commission within the 12·month period following enactment of this Act, and the Commission
within the 12-month period following enactment of this Act shall submit a report to Congress
setting forth the actions the Commission has taken with respect to fulfilling its obligations
under this section.

The Petitioner contends that the Commission's March 20, 1985 Policy
Statement on Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel (50
Fed. Reg. 11,147) and its then-proposed, now final, Policy Statement on Fitness
for Duty of Power Plant Personnel (51 Fed. Reg. 27,921 (Aug. 4, 1986) are
legally insufficient to fulfill NRC's obligations under § 306.
With respect to fitness for duty (on which NRC had not published a final
policy statement when it docketed the petition on April 17, 1986), the Petitioner
states "that the NRC has totally abandoned its responsibilities under section
306."
The Petitioner argues that the Commission's Training and Qualification Policy
Statement does not comply with the statute in three ways. First, it asserts that
the Policy Statement gives five elements of an acceptable training program that
are vague and general and fail to set forth any specific standards against which
compliance can be measured or enforced. Further, the Petitioner contends that
because these five elements do not outline "requirements for personnel training
programs" they do not comport with Congress' intent in enacting § 306.
Second, the Petitioner insists that NRC's endorsement of the Institute for
Nuclear Power Operations' (INPO) accreditation programs, instead of NRC's
promulgation of its own training requirements, does not comply with the
statute. The Petitioner mentions in this context Senator Weicker's statement
that notes "the shortcomings of relying only upon INPO or other existing
institutions." See Congo Rec. S15643 (Dec. 20, 1982). The Petitioner also
contends that NRC's endorsement of INPO's accreditation program sacrifices
public participation in the development of regulations or regulatory guidance
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and public access to documents reflecting licensees' implementation of these
requirements.
Finally, the Petitioner argues that the Training and Qualification Policy
Statement does not allow for adequate monitoring of the effectiveness of a
training program because (1) the five elements are vague and do not provide
adequate standards against which to measure an individual licensee's progress or
to evaluate the effectiveness of INPO's program as a whole; (2) it provides only
for NRC monitoring of licensees that achieve INPO'accreditation and does not
provide for NRC monitoring of licensees with the most severe training problems;
and (3) NRC has not retained authority to ensure prospectively that each licensee
implements adequate training programs and that all achieve accreditation within
a specific time.

Public Comments on the Petition and NRC Responses
NRC published in the Federal Register on May 12, 1986 (51 Fed. Reg.
17,361), a notice that the petition for rulemaking had been filed. Interested
persons were invited to submit written comments or suggestions about the
petition by July 11, 1986. NRC received twenty-one comments in response to
the notice, twenty from utilities and their various representative organizations
opposing the petition and a short letter from another group supporting it. The
latter organization states in essence that it is concerned that NRC monitors only
licensees with INPO accreditation and not those with the most severe training
problems.

Fitness for Duty
With respect to fitness for duty, many of the opponents of the petition point
to the words and legislative history of § 306, stating that neither mentions
policies for administration of fitness-for-duty programs or broader, more generic,
continuing observation programs. Several commenters indieate that the Petitioner
is incorrect in stating that the Commission has abandoned its responsibilities in
this area and say that apparently the Petitioner is unaware of NRC's ongoing
efforts which provide guidance and direction to utilities with nuclear power
programs and make rulemaking unnecessary.
The commenters note that the Commission approved a fitness-for-duty policy
statement on June 25, 1986 (51 Fed. Reg. 27,921 (Aug. 4, 1986» and that NRC
guidance on this issue has existed for many years. They disclose that the Nuclear
Utility Management and Resources Committee (NUMARC), an organization
composed of the top officers of all utilities with nuclear power plants, proposed
to NRC during the summer of 1984 a 2-year trial period for the development
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and implementation of fitness-for-duty guidelines at all of their plants, to be
evaluated by INPO. They indicate that in October 1984 NRC began working
with the industry to evaluate this proposal and that all nuclear power reactor
licensees committed to review and upgrade their programs, as necessary. Rlrtber,
the industry, acting on its initiative, instituted routine INPO evaluations of each
utility's implementation of a fitness-for-duty program. The commenters stress
that in developing its program, each utility has used the guidelines of the Edison
Electric Institute, ''EEl Guide to Effective Drug and Alcoho1/Fitness for Duty
Policy Development." described in the Policy Statement and that NUMARC and
INPO have kept the Commission apprised of the ongoing INPO evaluations in
public briefings.
Training and Qualifications

The comments on the Petitioner's three basic contentions are provided below.

First Contention
With respect to the Petitioner's first contention that the Policy Statement
provides only five vague and general elements of an acceptable training program
and fails to set forth any specific standards with which compliance can be
measured, monitored, and enforced, most of the commenters point out that
the five elements are based upon detailed accreditation criteria developed by
INPO and reviewed by NRC. They argue that the Policy Statement provides
the necessary NRC guidance for the industry to implement acceptable training
programs while allowing sufficient flexibility to bring about self-improvements
in nuclear training programs and personnel qualifications.
One commenter notes that § 306 does not specify the degree of detail that the
regulation or regulatory guidance must contain or require that detailed acceptance
criteria be included. It argues, therefore, that the Petitioner's contention that the
Policy Statement is vague, general, and lacks specific standards and requirements
is a "subjective opinion" and is not a basis for measuring the Policy Statement
against the statute.
Another commenter notes that the Policy Statement was formally issued more
than a year before the petition was filed. During this period, the industry has
relied heavily on the Policy Statement and has dedicated time and resources to
comply with its intent; the same period in which the Petitioner apparently did
nothing to challenge the NRC's decision.
The commenters generally contend that the Policy Statement and NRC's own
extensive involvement in related matters, such as licensed operator requalification examinations and routine training inspections, provide for a thorough NRC
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overview of training and accreditation processes. This overview includes, among
other things listed in the Policy Statement, (1) NRC observation of site visits
by an INPO accrediting team; (2) NRC nomination of members to the National
Nuclear Accrediting Board (this board, which is composed of members from
the academic community and the nuclear and other industries, awards or defers
accreditation of individual utility training programs); (3) periodic accompaniment of INPO on selected plant evaluation visits; (4) NRC post-accreditation
audits at utilities, in accordance with NUREG-I220, "Training Review Criteria
and Procedures," July 1986, to ensure that the accreditation process is effective
(the criteria are identical to the five elements in the Policy Statement and the
procedures describe the systematic review process to ensure the effectiveness
of each element); (5) periodic training inspections by NRC's five Regions; and
(6) a training summary evaluation included as part of the NRC Systematic Assessment Report of Licensee Performance (SALP). They suggest that such close
NRC monitoring indicates that the Commission is not simply endorsing INPO's
accreditation programs as claimed by the Petitioner. These commenters also
note that improvements obtained thus far in utility training programs provide
evidence that the intent of § 306 is being met, including better focused management control, more and better training staff, and improved and expanded
training facilities and equipment
Many commenters also argue that the Policy Statement provides NRC guidance on training and qualification and the basis for NRC's oversight of the
industry's programs. The Policy Statement encompasses the elements of performance-based training and provides the basis to ensure that licensees' personnel have qualifications commensurate with the performance requirements of
their jobs. They contend that tasks performed vary widely and that, therefore, a
rule requiring detailed training program standards would have been inappropriate. They note that NRC's own experience has shown that technical details for
resolution of specific issues are best handled at an administrative level below
that of rules and regulations. They cite various examples of documents that address the training issue and are in addition to INPO programs, including current
Regulatory Guide 1.8, ''Personnel Selection and Training"; ANSI NI8.1 (1971),
"Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"; ANS 3.1 (1981),
"Selection, Qualification, and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants";
ANS 3.5 (1985), "Nuclear Power Plant Simulators for Use in Operator Training"; and NUREG-I021, "Operator Licensing Examiner Standards," October
1983. They maintain that to attempt to impose detailed requirements through
a regulation would be a needless and inappropriate burden on both licensee
and NRC resources: needless, because the desired effect of improved training
is already being obtained by the current system and NRC's Policy Statement,
including NRC's guidance documents, industry standards, INPO accreditation,
and NRC's undiminished enforcement authority; and inappropriate, because of
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the many plant-specific circumstances that would cause many licensees to be
affected unequally and in some cases unfairly by a generic rule.

Second Contention
With respect to the Petitioner's second contention that the Policy Statement
on Training and Qualification is legally insufficient to fulfill NWPA's statutory
mandate, most of the twenty commenters argue in detail that § 306 clearly
provides NRC with alternatives on the best way to accomplish Congress'
intent They maintain that Congress directed the Commission in § 306 to
establish instructional requirements for several categories of personnel either
through a regulation or through more general guidance, leaving it to NRC to
decide which option it wants to adopt. In this regard, one commenter makes
detailed arguments about the legislation, showing that the legislation gave NRC
a wide degree of latitude, flexibility, and discretion on the manner and scope of
its compliance with the statute. Both this and another commenter declare that an
interpretation of § 306 is not dependent on one statement made by one member of
Congress. The commenter also argues that INPO accreditation of utility tmining
programs would probably have been a central feature of the Commission's final
rule and that, when such accreditation is completed, the Petitioner will have
received the equivalent of the relief sought in the petition because accreditation
would probably have taken 2 years by either the rulemaking or policy statement
route.
Several commenters explain that they think that the Policy Statement, when
taken together with NRC's present and proposed rules and guidance, is more
than sufficient to provide the Commission with reasonable assurance that personnel at nuclear power plants will perform their jobs in a safe and competent
manner to protect the public health and safety and, at the same time, permit utilities to develop and implement plant-specific training programs. One commenter
stresses that the five elements contained in the Policy Statement are professionally accepted components of any training or educational pursuit and that the
Commission's proposed revision to 10 C.F.R. Part 55, "Operators' Licenses,"
incorporates these elements.
Another commenter discusses the proposed revision to Part 55 and the three
proposed regulatory guides related to Part 55: Reg. Guide 1.8, "Qualifications
and Training Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants"; Reg. Guide 1.134, "Medical Evaluation of Nuclear Facility Personnel Requiring Operator Licenses";
and Reg. Guide 1.149, "Nuclear Power Plant Simulation Facilities for Use
in Operator License Examinations." The commenter points out that a proposed rule was published in the Federal Register on November 26, 1984 (49
Fed. Reg. 46,428). It sought to clarify the regulations for the issuance of licenses
to operators and senior operators; to revise the requirements and scope of written
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examinations and operating tests for operators and senior operators, including
a requirement for a simulation facility; to codify procedures for the administration of requalification examinations; and to describe the form and content of
operator license applications. The purpose of the proposed rule and regulatory
guides was to improve the safety of nuclear power plant operations by improving the operator licensing process, including examination content; to provide
NRC with an improved basis for administering operator licensing examinations
and conducting operating tests; and, to respond to the specific direction given
by Congress in § 306, to promulgate regulations and regulatory guidance in the
area of examinations. (111e NRC Staff proposal for a final rule can be found
in SECY-86-348, November 21, 1986.) The commenter argues that it is only
through such an approach to training, one that allows differences in various circumstances, that effective training can result; indeed, an overly restrictive rule
would ensure compliance, but may not give encouragement to improvements
beyond the scope of the rule.
Still another contends that many utilities are already well on their way to
implementing the requirements in NRC's proposed revision to Part 55, and the
regulatory guidance, described above.
Many commenters argue that NRC's decision to issue the Policy Statement
instead of a rule was based on a number of public meetings and interactions
between the industry and NRC throughout 1984. They emphasize that industry
representatives, in presentations to the Commission on proposed NRC training
regulations, stated that the regulations were not in the best interests of nuclear
safety and reliability and, in effect, would have undermined industry initiatives in
training and accreditation under way since 1980. They explain that the industry,
recognizing the importance of training and accreditation activities and drawing
upon one of the principal recommendations of the Kemeny Commission on the
accident at Three Mile Island. established training and accreditation as one of
INPO's key programs and committed itself to upgrade training activities. They
stress that NRC's Policy Statement recognizes the significant progress achieved
by industry initiatives through NUMARC, INPO. and the associated National
Academy for Nuclear Training in developing programs to improve nuclear utility
training and personnel qualifications, and that the Policy Statement has provided
the industry an opportunity to demonstrate continued progress.

Third Contention
Most of the commenters opposing the petition argue that the Petitioner is
wrong on all three counts of its final contention. First, they contend that the
five elements do provide a standard against which training programs can be
measured when viewed in light of NRC's existing regulations and regulatory
guides. Part 55, "Operators' Licenses," contains the procedures and criteria for
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the issuance of licenses to and requalification programs for operators and senior
operators. Currently, this part and Regulatory Guide 1.8 detail the education,
experience, and training requirements for individuals to be administered examinations for operator or senior operator licenses. The training programs for these
individuals are submitted to NRC for review and approval as part of an applicant's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The commenters stress that NRC
also evaluates the effectiveness of licensees' training programs based on examination results of applicants for operator and senior operator licenses. This is in
effect an audit of the effectiveness of licensees' programs. Further, NRC administration of a percentage of the required annual requalification examinations is
an additional audit of the effectiveness of the training programs. Based on the
results of these examinations, NRC may take other actions to have reasonable
assurance that licensed personnel are being requalified to perform their tasks in
a safe and competent manner. The commenters emphasize that, therefore, the
Commission has knowledge about applicants' and licensees' training programs
for operators and senior operators.
With respect to the second part of the Petitioner's final contention, several
commenters argue that the Policy Statement is based, in part, on the commitment
of each utility with a nuclear power plant to submit its training program to INPO
for accreditation. They note that NRC is mindful about how these commitments
are being met, among other ways, through its review of periodic INPO accreditation status reports and NRC briefings. One commenter emphasizes that NRC
remains responsible for evaluating the implementation of improved training programs to ensure that required results are achieved, and argues that the Atomic
Energy Act provides broad authority for the Commission to take prompt action
should NRC determine that a facility of an NRC licensee is not operated in a
manner that adequately protects the public health and safety. Others indicate that
(1) the Policy Statement specifically addresses NRC's enforcement policy, (2)
that the Statement does not limit NRC's authority to conduct inspections or to
take appropriate enforcement actions, and (3) that there is nothing in the Policy
Statement that supports the Petitioner's' statements that NRC will monitor only
those facilities that have achieved INPO accreditation or that NRC has retained
no authority to ensure that adequate training programs exist at individual facilities. The Policy Statement's enforcement provisions state:
Notwithstanding its Enforcement Policy in 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix C, 49 Fed. Reg. 8583
(March 8, 1984), the Commission will exercise some discretion in selecting appropriate
enforcement action for violations involving training in light of the NUMARC/INPO initiative. Licensees who arc making reasonable efforts in developing and implementing the
INPO/NUMARC programs described above will generally not be cited for violations related
to these programs, provided the violations, whether or not identified by NRC, are appropri.
ately correded in a timely manner. However, violations which are not correded in a timely
manner, violations of any applicable reporting requirement, and any willful violation may
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be subject to enforcemenL Any enforcement adion taken during this grace period will be
taken only with Commission concurrence. In addition to required reports and inspections,
information requests under 10 C.F.R. 50.54(f) may be made and enforcement meetings held

to ensure understanding of corrective adions. Orders may be issued where necessary to
achieve corrective actions on matters affeding plant safety. In brief, the NRC's decision to
use discretion in enforcement in order to recognize industry initiatives in no way changes the
NRC's ability to issue orders, call enforcement meetings or suspend licenses when a safety
problem is found. Nothing in this Policy Statement shall limit the authority of the NRC to
conduct inspections as deemed necessary and to take appropriate enforcement action when
regulatory requirements are not met.

Finally, with respect to the third part of the Petitioner's final contention,
several commenters explain that there is a timetable for utilities to obtain INPO
accreditation. Utilities have committed to submitting to INPO all of their selfevaluation reports by the end of 1986. Completion of the accreditation process
usually takes about 12 to 15 months after submittal of this report. In addition,
these commenters point out that NRC has stated in the Policy Statement that it
will revisit the entire training issue around March 20, 1987,2 years from March
20, 1985, the effective date of the Policy Statement.
Reasons for Denial
The Commission believes that it has been responsive to Congress' mandate
in § 306. The Commission has determined that § 306 does not cover fitness for
duty; nonetheless, it has issued a policy statement on this topic, as mentioned
above.
With respect to the training and qualifications of civilian nuclear power
plant personnel, the issue raised by the Petitioner arises out of the language
of § 306. That language provides for the promulgation of regulations or of other
appropriate Commission regulatory guidance. The Petitioner and one commenter
believe that compliance with the statute requires enactment of legally binding
regulations. The nuclear industry believes that NRC acceptance of INPO's
accreditation program for training and qualifications by a policy statement meets
the need for regulatory guidance. Indeed, the industry argues that conversion of
the voluntary effort into a compulsory regulation would be destructive of its
voluntary efforts. In this connection, the House of Representatives Committee
on Appropriations in reporting, on May IS, 1984, the Energy and Water
Development Appropriation Bill, 1985, Report 98-755 to accompany H.R. 5653,
at page 145, submitted the following view:
Reactor Training and Operations
The Committee is concerned that the NRC may inadvertently undermine the initiatives
of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations. The NRC should carefully review its activities
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in the area of reactor operations and training so as not to prevent the licenses [sic] from
making needed improvements. The Committee agrees with the President's Kemeny Report
that prescriptive and voluminous regUlations can serve as a negative factor in nuclear
safety. Therefore, the Committee urges the Commission in complying with § 306 of the
NWPA to develop alternatives to prescriptive regulations. The Committee does not agree
with the Commission that the proposed training rule as rurrently formulated achieves this
purpose.

Before analyzing § 306, the Commission wishes to explain how it views a
policy statement and its uses. The Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C.
§§ 552(A)(1)(D) and (A)(2)(B» requires an agency to publish its statements of
general policy or interpretations of general applicability in the Federal Register
for guidance to the public. One of the recommendations of the Administrative
Conference of the United States is that an agency should articulate its policies
through published policy statements. 1 C.F.R. § 305.71-3 (Recommendation
No. 71-3). The Administrative Conference explains that a policy statement is
an agency's indication of how it will exercise discretion. 1 C.F.R. § 305.76-5
(Recommendation No. 76-5). See also 3 Mezines, Stein & Gruff, Administrative
Law § 15.04 (1982). A policy statement in and of itself provides guidance only
and does not carry regulatory force or statutory force. A person cannot be cited
for not "complying" with a policy statement per se. A policy statement, however.
may explain how an agency interprets a statute or rule. See Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. v. Federal Power Commission. 506 F.2d 33, 38-39 (D.C. Cir. 1974). In such
cases, the agency can enforce that statute or rule in the way it states it will in
that statement.
Consequently, the Commission does not rely on policy statements in lieu
of regulatory requirements imposed either by rule or by license condition. The
Commission has not taken enforcement action against a licensee for failure to
follow the guidance given in a policy statement because policy statements arc
not enforceab]e as such. If an unsafe situation arose at a licensed facility with
respect to a matter covered by a policy statement, however, the Commission
could issue an order under its general Atomic Energy Act authority. Such an
order could require the licensee to take remedial action and impose appropriate
license conditions governing matters otherwise covered by the policy statement.
NRC would not necessarily need a specific event to trigger action related
to the policy statement It remains NRC's continued responsibility, as noted in
both policy statements, to independently evaluate applicant development and
licensee implementation of NRC's guidance to ensure that desired results arc
achieved. Nothing in any of NRC's policy statements limits NRC's authority
or responsibility to follow up on operational events or its enforcement authority
when regulatory requirements are not met. For instance, in the Policy Statement
on Training and Qualification, the Commission explained that it will evaluate
the effectiveness of utility programs by, among other ways, direct inspections
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conducted by NRC's appraisal teams, resident inspectors, and inspectors from
its Regional Offices. It also stated that violations of any applicable reporting
requirement or instances that potentially affect plant safety will be subject to
NRC's enforcement process. If the Commission suspected that a licensee were
not developing or implementing adequate programs along the lines indicated
in the Policy Statement, it could inspect the licensee and require information
under 10 C.F.R. § 50.54(f) to determine whether the license should be modified,
suspended, or revoked. Thereafter, if the Commission found that the licensee's
program were indeed inadequate, it could make, for instance, a public health
and safety determination under which it could order modification of the license
by inserting the elements of the Policy Statement as a condition of continued
operation.
Industry urged the Commission to allow the industry to demonstrate its
initiative in the area of management and human resources. The Commission
stated in its Policy Statement on Training and Qualification that it would evaluate
its own guidance and the industry's response for a fairly short period, i.e., 2
years from its effective date. The Commission believes that it has not lost any
time in the industry initiatives and that, in fact, it has gained much that it
could not have achieved using its own resources. The Commission also believes
that the industry could achieve more, and could achieve it better and faster, if
NRC allowed it to implement its own initiative with NRC guidelines rather than
through a rule imposing upon it limited, minimum standards.
The Commission believes that Congress directed NRC in § 306 to establish
instructional requirements for several categories of personnel either through a
regulation or through regulatory guidance, leaving it to NRC's discretion to
decide which regulatory approach to adopt. Section 306 in effect provides that
the NRC is "directed to promulgate regulations, or other appropriate Commission
regulatory guidance," which "shall establish .•. instructional requirements for
civilian nuclear powerplant licensee personnel training programs."
The Commission believes that "guidance" or "regulatory guidance" do not
necessarily mean a mandatory, enforceable regulation, order, or license condition.
The Commission decided to withhold action on promulgating new training
and qualifications regulations during a short evaluation period. During this
period, NRC has been evaluating the results of the accreditation program
to determine whether the industry's efforts ensure training and qualifications
that meet or exceed the elements included in the Policy Statement and other
Commission guidance documents. The Commission has not, however, stopped
with issuance of the Policy Statement; it is in the process of issuing a revision
to 10 C.F.R. Part 55 and to the three regulatory guides described above.
The Commission believes that the industry's efforts to date have been productive. ~C has increased confidence in the training process as a consequence
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of the systematic analysis of job relevance of training and improved management of training due to improved job relevance and a better audit trail for the
training program. The Systems Approach to Training appears to be working in
the nuclear power industry. This training method is currently used in technological environments where human performance and safety concerns are very
important Noteworthy examples include the military, the NASA space program,
and the field of aviation. NRC determined that its approach was consistent with
that being used by INPO in training program evaluations for its accreditation
process and, therefore, decided not to promulgate a rule but to issue the Policy
Statement and evaluate for a short while INPO's accreditation process.
To further assess license candidates in a realistic job setting, NRC revised
10 C.F.R. Part 55 to require that operating tests be conducted not only in oral
walkthroughs of the plant and in its control room but also in a simulation facility. This facility, which may include the plant, a plant-referenced simulator,
or another simulation device, alone or in combination, is used to demonstrate
a candidate's understanding of and ability to perform essential job tasks. The
Policy Statement and NRC's revision to Part 55 enhance the NRC licensing
examination process. The facility licensee's systematic analysis of the job and
learning objectives phases of the Systems Approach to Training are used by
NRC as a basis for developing examinations. License candidate evaluations are
based. therefore, in part, upon performance standards and evaluation criteria
delineated in the objectives. Once licensed, individuals participate in requalification programs that also are based in part on learning objectives derived from
the Systems Approach to Training. NRC's requalification program evaluations
use information developed by its licensees under the Policy Statement.
The Commission is also considering a rule on degree requirements for
operating staff at nuclear power plants. Though the rule is not addressed by
§ 306, it is responsive to the concern about personnel qualification. In a related
activity, the Commission published a Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise
on Shift to ensure that adequate engineering and accident assessment expertise
is provided to the shift supervisor (50 Fed. Reg. 43,621 (Oct. 28, 1985».
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Commission believes that the industry's efforts to date
have been productive. NRC has increased confidence in the industry's training
process, because the industry is systematically analyzing job performance requirements. The Systems Approach to Training appears to be working in the
nuclear power industry. This training method is currently used in technological
environments where human performance and safety concerns are very important Noteworthy examples include the military, the NASA space program, and
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the field of aviation. NRC determined that its approach was consistent with that
being used by INPO in training program evaluations for its accreditation process and, therefore, decided not to promulgate a rule but to issue the Policy
Statement on Training and Qualification and evaluate for a short while INPO's
accreditation process.
The Commission agrees that a highly prescriptive rule would have dampened the industry's enthusiasm and creativity and thereby set back its training
efforts. It believes that, in light of the language of § 306, it had a choice to
choose the better of two means to achieve the statutory goal and that it has
been responsive to Congress' intentions. Accordingly, the Commission denies
the petition.
For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for
Operations
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 14th day of January 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
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Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles
Howard A. Wilber

Docket Nos. 50-443·0L
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(Offslte Emergency Planning)

In the Matter of

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, et a/.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2)

February 26,1987

The Appeal Board denies intervenors' motion for interlocutory review of a
Licensing Board's scheduling order concerning the adjudication of applicant's
petition for a waiver of the Commission's regulation requiring a 10·mile plume
Emergency Planning Zone for the Seabrook plant
RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

Except as provided in the foomote to 10 C.F.R 2.758, the terms of that
section do not alter the Appeal Board's usual appellate authority, including the
authority to direct certification of licensing board rulings. 10 C.F.R. 2.785.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

AUTHORITY OF APPEAL BOARD

10 C.F.R. 2.758 does not expressly address what role, if any, an appeal
board may play while a licensing board has a section 2.758 petition before it
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for consideration. But 10 C.F.R. 2.785 confers on the Appeal Boards all the
authority that the Commission would possess in operating license proceedings.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

AUTHORITY OF APPEAL BOARD

If the Commission desires to preclude or to limit the exercise of the Appeal
Board's authority in a particular proceeding, it must - and does - say so
expressly. Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit
1), ALAB-787, 20 NRC 1097, 1100 (1984). See also Metropolitan Edison
Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. I), ALAB-685, 16 NRC 449,
451-52 (1982).

APPEAL BOARD:

JURISDICTION

Section 2.758 reveals no Commission intent to override other elements of
the Appeal Board's customary appellate jurisdiction, including its authority to
direct the certification of licensing board rulings in proper circumstances. See
Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB837,23 NRC 525, 546-48 (1986).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

The Commission's Rules of Practice prohibit interlocutory appeals from
Licensing Board scheduling rulings. Thus, a motion seeking the Appeal Board's
intercession must satisfy the requirement for directed certification. ALAB-858,
25 NRC 17, 20-21 (1987).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

In order to obtain discretionary interlocutory review of a Licensing Board's
scheduling order, a complaining party must demonstrate that the challenged
schedule deprives it of procedural due process. ALAB-858, 25 NRC at 21.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

Allegations of concerns that are premature do not constitute an immediate
infringement of proceduml rights and do not warrant an Appeal Board's interlocutory intrusion into the Licensing Board's conduct of a proceeding.
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APPEARANCES
Andrea Ferster, Washington, D.C., for intervenors New England Coalition on
Nuclear Pollution, et al.
Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., R.K. Gad, m, Kathryn A. Selleck, and Deborah
S. Steenland, Boston, Massachusetts, for the applicants Public Service
Company of New Hampshire, et al.
Robert G. Pertis for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Section 2.758 of 10 C.F.R. prohibits challenges to Commission regulations
in adjudicatory licensing proceedings, except upon petition for a waiver or exception showing special circumstances - i.e., that application of the regulation would not serve the purpose for which it was adopted. Such petitions are
reviewed in the first instance by the licensing board presiding over the proceeding. If the board determines that the petitioning party has not made out a
prima facie showing that the rule or regulation should be waived or an exception granted, it must deny the petition. The regulation then continues to apply
to the proceeding. If, on the other hand, the licensing board determines that the
petitioning party has made the requisite prima facie showing, it must certify that
determination directly to the Commission itself.
On December 18, 1986, the applicants in this operating license proceeding
filed a petition pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.758. The petition requests an exception
to or a waiver of the Commission's regulations that require that the plume
exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) for a nuclear power plant
consist of an area approximately 10 miles in radius. l The applicants propose
that the EPZ for the Seabrook Station be reduced to a one-mile radius. The twovolume petition and attachments include several analyses, numerous affidavits,
and an extensive legal memorandum purporting to demonstrate that special
circumstances at Seabrook, including the existence of "a double containment,"
obviate the need for a 10-mile EPZ.
A few days after the filing of the petition, the Licensing Board directed that
any responses to it be submitted by January 27, 1987.2 Several parties, including
the NRC staff, filed requests for reconsideration of the Board's scheduling

1 Ste 10 C.F.R. SO.47(c)(2).
2 Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of December 23. 1986 (unpublished).
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order.3 In an unpublished memorandum and order issued on January 7, 1987,
the Board denied those requests. In that same order, the Board also put forth its
understanding of what satisfies the section 2.758 requirement that a petitioning
party make out a prima facie showing that the application of the rule or regulation
in question would not serve the purposes for which it was adopted. Finally, the
Board indicated its intent to determine if such prima facie showing had been
made by reference to only the petition and the responses.4
The intervenors, New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Town of Hampton, and Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League, have filed a motion requesting that we review the Board's January
7 rulings. They ask us to establish a new schedule for resolution of the issues
presented by the section 2.758 petition so as to provide for discovery and the
presentation of testimony, and to correct the Licensing Board's erroneous construction of the "prima facie" requirement In the alternative, the intervenors ask
us to certify to the Commission the question of whether interested parties are
entitled to an adjudicatory hearing on the petition. The applicants and the NRC
staff oppose the requests.
Because the intervenors' motion does not satisfy the standards for interlocutory review of licensing board rulings, we deny it in all respects.
A. We are faced at the threshold with the applicants' assertion that we
lack authority to entertain the motion. In this regard, they claim that an appeal
board has no appellate jurisdiction at this juncture over the processing by a
licensing board of a petition pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.758 for a waiver of or
exception to the Commission's regulations. The applicants contend that the
regulatory scheme embodied in section 2.758 establishes specialized procedures
for handling petitions for a waiver of Commission rules and contemplates only
two possibilities - denial of the petition by the Licensing Board, thus bringing
the matter to a close, or certification to the Commission of a Board finding
that a prima facie showing has been made. In either case, so the argument

3 The staff. for example. indicated that it could not
adequately evaluate the complex technical materials m which Applicants' petitim is based and take a
positim on whether the Applicants' petitim makes a primafacu showing that an exception or waiver to
the rules and regulations should be granted to permit [an EPZJ of one mile •••• The Staff ClMot even
set out a schedule for when it will be able to canplete its technical review which would enable it to take
an infonned position m whether the petitim makes a prima facie case for an exception":! a waiver of
the regulations.
NRC Staff's Motion for Reconsideration of Licensing Board Order of Decc:mber 23, 1986 (JlIluary 5, 1987)
at 3.
'The Board has since authorized parties to supplement their initial responses by no later than February 'IT. SII
Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of Fcbruary 3,1987 (Wlpublished). It has also recently observed: "The
Board has on several occasions stated that we understand and accept that final canplete technical responses to
Applicants' 10 c.F.R. 2.758 petition may require additional time up to twelve months. In recognition of that fact,
we have provided the oppottunity for the parties to give us any additional responses, including any technical
responses, which they mlY hive available by February 27, 1987." Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of
February 19, 1987 It 1-2 (unpublished).
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goes, the Appeal Board has no role to play.s The NRC staff, however, thinks
otherwise. Noting that the issue "seems to be one of first impression,"6 it
maintains that the terms of the section do not alter our usual appellate authority,
including our authority to direct certification of licensing board rulings, except in
one respect; i.e., footnote 7 directs the Licensing Board to certify an affirmative
finding regarding the prima facie showing "to the Commission notwithstanding
the provisions of § 2.785.''7 We agree with the staff.
We acknowledge that section 2.758 does not expressly address what role,
if any, an appeal board may play while a licensing board has a section
2.758 petition before it for consideration. But 10 C.F.R. 2.785 confers on
us all the authority that the Commission would possess in operating license
proceedings.8 And we have held - without any Commission suggestion to
the contrary - that our authority is constrained only when the Commission
explicitly directs. As we indicated in a Shoreham opinion,
if the Commission desires to preclude or to limit the exercise of ••• [our] authority in a
particular ••• proceeding, it must - and does - say so expressly.9

The only express limitation on our authority in connection with petitions filed
pursuant to section 2.758 is the requirement in footnote 7 that the Licensing
Board's determination that a prima facie showing has been established be
certified directly to the Commission notwithstanding the provisions of 10
C.F.R. 2.785. Hence, section 2.758 reveals no Commission intent to override
other elements of our customary appellate jurisdiction, including our authority
to direct the certification of licenSing board rulings in proper circumstances. tO
Given our determination that we possess the necessary authority to entertain
the motion, we now tum to a consideration of whether we should exercise that
authority.
B. As we recently observed in this proceeding, the Commission's Rules
of Practice prohibit interlocutory appeals from, among other things, licensing
S Applicants' Respoose to Intervenors'loint Appeal (1anuary V,1987) It S-6 (hereafter, Applicants' Response).
6 NRC Staff Response to 10int Appeal (February S, 1987) at S (hereafter, NRC Staff Response).
7/t!. It 6-7. Section 2.785 of 10 C.F.R. luthorizes the establishment of Ippeal boards to perform the functions
that would otherwise be performed by the Commission itself in licensing proceedings.
8 The Commission has recently expanded ~e luthority of the Ippeal boards to emb",ce III formal Idjudica.
tions. Ste 52 Fed. Reg. 2993 (1987). This change in the Rules of Practice has no bearing on the issues before
us.
9 Long Isltuul Ugh/ing Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), ALAB·787, 20 NRC 1097, 1100
(1984). Su also Metropoli/all Edisoll Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. I), ALAB·685, 16 NRC
449,451.52 (1982).
to As the Ipplicants concede, we routincly play our normal Ippellate role It the end of I proceeding Ind review
licensing board determinations that I prima facie showing has not been mlde ouL See Applicants' Response It
7, ciring Commonwealth Edison Co. (Dyron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·793, 20 NRC 1591,
1614-16 (1984). Su also CarolillO Power and Uglol Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB·837, 23
NRC 52S, S4~8 (1986).
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board scheduling rulings.ll Thus, a motion seeking our intercession with respect
to such a ruling must satisfy the criteria for directed certification. l l In order to
obtain discretionary interlocutory review, a complaining party must demonstrate
that the challenged schedule deprives it of procedural due process. 13
The gist of the intervenors' argument is that the one month allowed for
responses to the applicants' petition by the Licensing Board's schedule is wholly
insufficient to permit an adequate reply to the host of issues surrounding the
applicants' endeavor to establish a one-mile EPZ. The intervenors assume, in
this regard, that they may have no other opportunity to challenge the petition
and assert that they are entitled to a full evidentiary hearing on the merits of the
petition. They contend:
If no adjudicatory hearing is granted, then the inadequate and incomplete opposing affidavits
- which is all the Licensing Board's schedule permits - may comprise the sole record on
which the Commission must base such weighty and far-reaching questions as whether the
size of the Seabrook Emergency Planning Zone could be reduced by a factor of ten.14

The intervenors also allege that the infringement of their rights is compounded
by the Licensing Board's erroneous construction of the requirement that the
applicants establish a prima facie showing in support of their petition. The
Licensing Board observed:
Although prima fac~ is not defined in 10 C.F.R. 2758, one Licensing Board has found it
"reasonable to equate 'prima facie' showing with 'substantial' showing." Carolina Power
& Light Company and North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency (Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant), LBP-85-5, 21 NRC 410 (1985). We believe, however, prima facie to
mean evidence of a sufficient nature that would cause reasonable minds to inquire further. IS

In the intervenors' view, the Board has established an impermissibly low
threshold for further Commission review of the merits of the petition.16 In sum,
the intervenors are concerned that there will be little or no screening of the
11 ALAB.8S8, 25 NRC 17, 2()'21 (1987).

12 lbid. Su get.era1ly 10 c.F.R. 2.718(i), 2.78S(b)(l); Public Sel"1liu Co. of New lIampshire (Seabrook Sution,
Units I and 2), ALAB-27I, I NRC 478, 482-83 (197S). As the applicants point out, the intervenors purport to seek
Ippellate relief pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.7141. A party mly Ippeal p=snt to that section if the Ucensing Board',
determination denies I request for I hearing in its entirety. We Igree with the Ipplicants that lection 2.714a is
inapplicable to the request before us. The intervenotS nevertheless assert that their request for interlocutory review
Ilso satisfies the requirements for directed certification.
13 ALAB.8S8, 25 NRC II 21.
14lnterVenors' Joint Appeal of the licensing Board', Supplemental Memorandum Ind Order of January 7,1987
(January 16, 1987) It 11 (hereafter,lntervenotS' Appeal).
13Ucensing Board Memorandum and Order of January 7,1987 (unpublished) 113 n.·. The Ucensing Board has
more recently clarified its original determination. It noted: ''It was our intent to indiclte to the parties that we
do not view the prim4 facj~ mndard IS one requiring either the highest mnd.rd of evidentiary proof which the
subsuntialshowing Ipproaches, or the minimum evidentiary showing It the other end of the scale." See Uc:eruing
Board Memorandum and Order of February 12, 1987 (unpUblished) It 2.
161ntervenors' Appeal It 7.
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petition by the Licensing Board and that the Commission may thereafter simply
grant the petition on the merits without further procedures.
Were it clear that the intervenors' scenario will materialize, we might agree
that their procedural rights have been impermissibly compromised. But they are
prepared to accept the proposition that the Commission may properly determine
at the threshold whether a prima facie showing has been established, as long
as it thereafter orders an evidentiary hearing on the merits of the petition.l7
That being so, we find that the intervenors' concerns are premature and do
not constitute an immediate infringement of procedural rights warranting our
interlocutory intrusion into the Licensing Board's conduct of the proceeding. We
likewise find no compelling reason to certify to the Commission at this stage
the issue of whether the intervenors are entitled to an adjudicatory hearing on
the petition.
To begin with, the LicenSing Board has yet to make its determination as to
whether the applicants have made out a prima facie showing for grant of the
petition. The Board may conclude that no such showing has been made - thus
rendering moot all of the intervenors' concerns. We have routinely declined
to exercise our directed certification authority where a party's concerns were
premature. 18 There is no basis for treating the intervenors' request here any
differently.
We appreciate that, in contrast to the usual case, we may be unable to afford
relief even if the Licensing Board erroneously determines that the applicants
have made out the rcquisite prima facie showing. Such a determination, after all,
must be certified directly to the Commission for consideration. That factor does
not prompt us to inject ourselves into the proceeding at this time. It is enough
that a reasonable opportunity for relief will remain open. If, as the intervenors
fear, the Board were to rely on an erroneous construction of the regulations
or otherwise improperly ,determine that the applicants have established a prima
facie showing, they may raise those mallers with the Commission itself.19
Equally important, they may at that time also present their view that an
evidentiary hearing is required before the petition may be granted on the
merits. In this connection, there is no basis for assuming that the Commission
will simply grant the applicants' petition without according the intervenors
and others an appropriate opportunity to respond or to raise due process
concerns. The regulations, after all, provide that "the Commission may direct

17 Id. at 11 n.8.

18 Su. ~., .• ALAB-858. 25 NRC at 21; Pltiladelp1Ua EltCtric Co. (Umericlc Genenting SLltiOn. Unit I). ALAB833.23 NRC 257. 261 (1986).
19 We construe the Ucensing Board', January 7, 1987, definition of "prima racie" IS prc!iminary. As the applicants
point out, and IS the Licensing Board noted in its February 12 clarifying order, We dealt with the issue in Pacific
GtJS and El,cmc Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2). ALAB-6S3, 16 NRC 55, 72 (1981).
allDCktd to Cll-82-19, 16 NRC 53 (1982).
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such further proceedings as it deems appropriate to aid its determination,''20 and
the staff argues that "the Commission would need to order further proceedings
before it could reach a final decision on the Applicants' petition.''21 In the
circumstances, we cannot find at this juncture that the intervenors' procedural
rights have been or necessarily will be infringed.22 Thus, they have failed to
show that interlocutory review is warranted.
The intervenors' motion is denied.
It is so ORDERED.
FOR TIIE APPEAL BOARD
C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

20 10 c.F.R. 27S8(d).
21 NRC Staff Rcspatse at 12

22 We intimate no """ition on the intervenors' claim that conventional evidentiary hearings are the only permisSlDle
procedural avenue available.
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Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmeth A. Luebke
Jerry Harbour

Docket Nos. 50-443-0L-1
50-444-0L-1
(ASLBP No. 82-471-02-0L)
(Onslte Emergency Planning
and Safety Issues)

In the Matter of

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et sl.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2)

February 6, 1987

The Licensing Board denies the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' motion
requesting that the Board admit a late-filed contention, reopen the record in the
onsite emergency planning phase of this proceeding, and either refrain from
issuing any decision that might authorize the issuance of an operating license
for operation not in excess of 5% rated power or, if deciding to authorize the
issuance of a low-power license, to condition the issuance of such a license
upon the Applicants' compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(5).

RULES OF PRACTICE:
CONTENTIONS

NONTIMELY SUBMISSION OF

In order to determine whether to grant a motion to admit a late-filed
contention, the Board must consider the five factors set forth in 10 C.F.R.
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§ 2.714(a)(I). With respect to the flrst factor, the movant must show good cause
for failing to file its contention in a timely manner.

RULES OF PRACTICE:
CONTENTIONS

NONTIMELY SUBMISSION OF

Even if favorable to the movant, the second and fourth factors in § 2.714(a)(I)
are accorded less weight than factors one, three, and flve. Commonwealth Edison
Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-86-8, 23 NRC 241,
245 (1986); South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear
Station, Unit I), ALAB-642, 13 NRC 881, 895 (1981).
RULES OF PRACTICE:
CONTENTIONS

NONTIMELY SUBMISSION OF

With respect to the third factor, the movant must idcntify its prospective
witnesses and summarize their proposed expert testimony. Braidwood. supra.
23 NRC at 246-47.
RULES OF PRACTICE:
CONTENTIONS

NONTIMELY SUBMISSION OF

With respect to the flfth factor, the movant must show that the admission of
the late-flIed contention would not broaden the issues and dclay the proceeding.
LICENSING BOARDS:

EXPEDITION AND FAIRNESS

The Commission has directed licensing boards to see to it that the process moves along at an expeditious pace, consistent with the demands of
fairness. Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings. CLI-81-8,
13 NRC 452, 453 (1981).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

ADMISSIBILITY OF CONTENTIONS

Pursuant to § 2.714(a)(I), the Board may only determine whether or not to
admit the late-filed contention. but may not at that time su'mmarily dispose of
the contention in light of affidavits attached to opposing responses.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:
CONTENTIONS

NONTIMELY SUBMISSION OF

It is well established in the Commission's case law that the first factor
is a crucial element in the analysis of whether a late-filed contention should
be admitted. If the proponent of a contention fails to satisfy this element of
the test, it must make a "compelling" showing with respect to the other four
factors. Braidwood, supra, 23 NRC at 244; Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co.
(William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), LBP-83-58, 18 NRC 640,
663 (1983); Mississippi Power and Light Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-704, 16 NRC 1725 (1982).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

REOPENING OF CLOSED RECORD

A motion to reopen a closed evidentiary record is governed by 10 C.F.R.
§2.734.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Denying Mass_'s Motion of January 12, 1987)

Memorandum
On January 12, 1987, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Mass.) filed a
motion requesting that the Board admit a late-filed contention,l reopen the record
in the onsite emergency planning phase of this proceeding, and refrain from
issuing any decision that might authorize the issuance of an operating license
for operation not in excess of 5% rated power. With respect to the last request,
in the alternative, Mass. requests that any decision authorizing the issuance of
a low-power license condition the issuance of such a license upon Applicants'
compliance with 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(5).l

1 The late-filed contention asserts !hat:
Applicants have railed \0 comply with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. §SO.47(b)(5) and Part 50, Appendix
E, iv, D.l and 3, because no administrative or physical means have been established \0 provide early
notification and clear instroction \0 the populace within the plume exposure pathway located within the
Town of Merrimac, Massachusetts.
210 C.F.R. § 50.47 provides in pertinent part:
(b) The ensite and, except IS provided in pangnph (d) of this section, offsite emergency response
plans for nuclear power reactors must meet !he following standards:

•••

(5) Procedures have been established for notification, by !he licensee, of State and local ICSponse
organiutiens and for notification of emergency personnel by all organizations; the content of initial and
(Corllinued)
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On January 12, 1987, Applicants responded and on January 29, the Staff
responded.
DISCUSSION

I.

Re the Request to Admit a Late-Filed Contention

In a motion filed on June 17, 1986, Applicants, in part, had requested that
our Partial Initial Decision should authorize operation of Seabrook Unit 1 up
to and including 5% of rated power. Mass., including certain intervenors, filed
responses in opposition. Our Memorandum and Order of July 25, 1986, LBP86-24, 24 NRC 132, granted this part of Applicants' motion to the extent that
we stated that our Partial Initial Decision would decide whether or not to issue
the operating license for operation up to and including 5% of rated power. The
Board closed the record on October 3, 1986,3 the parties have filed proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law, and the Board is preparing its Partial
Initial Decision.
Mass. asserts that Applicants' emergency response plans provide that the
Town of Merrimac would be notified of emergencies by means of three alert
and notification sirens to be situated in the town. It alleges that, during the
week of January 5, 1987, via an affidavit executed by the Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen of the Town of Merrimac, it learned that the sirens are
not operational because they have not been hooked up electrically. The affidavit
reflects that on May 22, 1986, the town told its wiring inspector not to issue a
wiring permit. The affidavit also reflects that only two of the sirens have been
erected but does not state when the affiant first became aware that the third siren
had not been installed. However, the affidavit reflects that, on June 2, 1986, the
Board of Selectmen revoked its previous action to allow Applicants to install
and operate sirens and that such revocation included immediate cessation of all
work on siren installations and operation.
In order to determine whether to grant Mass.'s motion to admit the late-filed
contention, we must consider the five factors set forth in 10 C.P.R. § 2.714(a)(I).4

foUowup messages to response organizations and the public has been established; and means to provide
early notification and clear instruction to the populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency
Planning Zone have been established.
3 During the hearing. the Board received evidence on onsite issues in controversy which involved the classification
scheme and emergency action levels, the safety parameter display system, and the environmental qualification of
electrical equipment.
41be live factors are:
(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to /ile on time.
(il) The .vailability of other means whereby the petitioner'. interest will be protected.
(Collli1lUl!d)
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With respect to the first factor, Mass. urges that it could not have filed earlier
because it could not have known or reasonably asserted earlier that Applicants'
emergency response plans for notifying the Town of Merrimac would not be
implemented. However, as of May 22, 1986, Mass. knew or should have
known that the town had refused to permit the electrical hooking up of the
sirens. Moreover, as of June 2, 1986, it knew or should have known that the
town had ordered the immediate cessation of all work on the sirens. We agree
with the Applicants that Mass. has not shown good cause for failing to file its
contention in a timely manner.
With respect to the second and fourth factors, we conclude, and Applicants
concede, that there are no means available to Mass. whereby it can ensure that
its interest will be protected other than by the filing of this contention, and that
Masso's interest will not be represented by existing parties since no other party
had proposed such a contention before the Board. However, these two factors
are accorded less weight than factors one, three, and five. Commonwealth Edison
Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-86-8, 23 NRC 241,
245 (1986); South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear
Station, Unit I), ALAB-642, 13 NRC 881, 895 (1981).
With respect to the third factor, we agree with the Applicants that Mass. has
failed to demonstrate that it has special expertise on the subjects that it
seeks to raise. Mass. states that it can call the Chairman of the Board of
Selectmen as a witness, but, after reading his affidavit, at most we conclude
that he could testify only as a fact witness. Although it should have done
so, Mass. did not identify other prospective witnesses and summarize their
proposed expert testimony. Thus, this third factor cannot be weighed in favor
of Mass. Braidwood. supra. 23 NRC at 246-47.
Finally, as to the fifth factor, we agree with the Applicants that the admission
of the late-filed contention would broaden the issues and delay the proceeding
which is sub judice. Indeed, Mass. "acknowledges that the admission of this
contention at this very late date after the record has been closed in this [onsite]
portion of these licensing proceedings will necessarily broaden and cause delay
in the proceedings." Mass., however, states that "the factual issues raised by
this contention could easily be decided by affidavit and therefore the entire issue
could be briefed and resolved within a matter of just a couple of weeks."s We
Cui) The extent to which !he petitioner" participation may reasonably be expected to assist in
developing a 10Wld record.
(iv) The extent to which !he petitioner', interest will be represented by existing parties.
(v) The extent to which !he petitioner's participation will broaden !he issue or delay !he proceeding.
S In passing. we note !hat !he Applicants and !he Staff leap even farlher !han Mass. proposes. The Applicants urge
!hat, should !he Board admit !he contention. !he Board should grant summary disposition of !he contention in light
of !he auached affidavit of its ndiologicalassessment manger. The Staff did not deem it necessary to brief whether
Mass. had utisfied !he standards for late-filed contentions - nther. in light of !he auached affidavit of its senior
resident engineer. !he Staff urged that it was clear that the contention's factual premise was fundamentally in error
(Colllinued)
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are not persuaded by Masso's conclusional statement concerning the short
turnaround time for the resolution of this matter. Mass. does not tell us whether
discovery by any of the parties will be needed nor does it set forth a schedule for
the filing of briefs and replies which all parties have agreed could be met The
Commission has directed licensing boards to see to it that the process moves
along at an expeditious pace, consistent with the demands of fairness. Statement
of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLJ-81-8, 13 NRC 452, 453
(1981). We must comply with that direction.
It is well established in our case law that the first factor is a crucial element
in the analysis of whether a late-filed contention should be admitted. If the
proponent of a contention fails to satisfy this element of the test, it must make a
"compelling" showing with respect to the other four factors. Braidwood. supra,
23 NRC at 244; Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-83-58, 18 NRC 640, 663 (1983); Mississippi Power
and Light Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-704, 16 NRC
1725 (1982). Mass. did not make the "compelling" showing on factors three and
five that was required to overcome its failure to demonstrate good cause, under
the first factor, for its failure to file on time.

II.

Re the Request to Reopen the Record

A motion to reopen a closed evidentiary record is governed by 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.734.651 Fed. Reg. 19,535, 19,539 (1986). It is obvious from our discussion
above that Mass. 's motion to reopen, which relates to a contention not previously
in controversy, does not satisfy the requirements for nontimely contentions
in § 2.714(a)(I)(i-v). Further, while in our discretion we could consider an
exceptionally grave issue even though the motion to reopen was untimely,
with respect to this narrow exception in § 2.734(a)(I), the Commission, in
and Ihus lhat Ihe ccntention must be rejected. Applicants and Ihe Staff assert lhat, as established in Ihe affidavits,
(I) Ihe two.irens erected in Ihe town have been equipped wilh baucries and have operated and will operate under
a procedure whereby fresh batteries are put in Ihe .irms every 2 weeks. and Ihat (2) Ihe third .irm is not necessary
because a Itudy by Applicants' consulunt confirms lhat Ihe two battery-opentcd .irens can produce noise levels
of at least 10 decibels above nonnal which meets Ihe rcquin:ments of NUREG·0654. Pursuant to §2.714(a)(I),
we may only detennine whelher or not to admit Ihe late-filed contentioo.
6 Scctioo 2.734 provides in pertinent part:
(a) A motioo to reopen a closed record to coosider additiooal evidence will not be granted unless Ihe
following eriteria are lltislied:
(I) The motion must be timely, except Ihat an exceptiooally gnve issue may be coosidered in Ihe
discretion of Ihe presiding officer even if untimely presented.
(2) The motion must address a significant IIfety or enviraunenul issue.
(3) The motioo must demoostrste Ihat a materially different result would be or would have been likely
had Ihe newly proffered evidence b..., considered initially•

•••

(d) A motion 10 reopen which relates to a contention not previously in cootrovcrsy amoog Ihe parties
must also lltisfy Ihe requirements for nootimely cootentions in § 2.714(a)(1)(i-v).
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its Analysis of Public Comment, stated that "[ilt must be understood that the
Commission anticipates that this exception will be granted rarely and only in
truly extraordinary circumstances." The circumstances here do not qualify as
being "truly extraordinary" since it was the Town of Merrimac itself that caused
them by being obdurate and obstructive in refusing to allow the installation of
the third siren and in not permitting the electrical hookup of the sirens. Thus,
the first criterion for reopening a record has not been met.
We also conclude that the second and third criteria have not been satisfied. While note 5, supra, indicates that we would not either admit the late-filed
contention and summarily dispose of it or simply reject it as being fundamentally in error, after reviewing the Staff's and the Applicants' affidavits for the
purpose of determining whether the motion to reopen should be granted, we
have decided that a significant safety issue is not involved and that a materially
different result would not be or would not have been likely had the newly proffered evidence been considered initially. The Staff's affidavit, confirming that
which is stated in Applicants' affidavit, satisfies us that the Staff finds Applicants' schedule acceptable in requiring the replacement of batteries in and the
testing of the two sirens every 2 weeks. The Staff's affidavit also satisfies us
that the noise levels of the two sirens meet regulatory requirements and that
the adequacy of the siren coverage will be routinely examined as part of the
emergency exercise held before full-power licensing.
ill.

Re the Request That the Board Refrain from Issuing a
Low-Power License

In light of our rulings under Parts I and n, above, we deny the request that we
refrain from issuing a decision that might authorize the issuance of an operating
license for operation not in excess of 5% of rated power, and we deny the
alternative request that any decision authorizing the issuance of a low-power
license condition the issuance of such a license upon Applicants' compliance
with § 50.47 (b) (5).
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Order
For the foregoing reasons, the Mass. motion of January 12, 1987, is denied.
It is so ORDERED.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Emmeth A. Luebke
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 6th day of February 1987.
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In the Matter of

RADIOLOGY ULTRASOUND NUCLEAR
CONSULTANTS, P.A.
(Strontlum-90 Applicator)

February 9, 1987

In a materials license proceeding where the Commission authorized an
informal hearing, the Presiding Officer denies an Applicant'S appeal and affirms
the NRC Staff's denial of a requested license amendment.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INFORMAL HEARINGS

The failure of a materials license applicant to respond to questions posed by a
Presiding Officer in itself could serve as a valid basis for denying an applicant's
appeal from a Staff determination to deny a license application.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INFORMAL HEARINGS

Although a hearing based solely on written submissions is the preferred
method of proceeding in an informal proceeding, a Presiding Officer may also
be granted discretion to entertain "oral presentations."
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MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 35:

STANDARDS

A proposed therapeutic use of byproduct material under 10 C.F.R. Part 35
must also meet the criteria set forth by the Commission in a February 9, 1979
Statement of General Policy.

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 35:

STANDARDS

Under the Commission's February 9, 1979 Statement of General Policy, a
proposed therapeutic use of strontium-90 must be demonstrated to be "safe
and effective." For nonroutine uses, the NRC Staff makes such a determination
after consultation with the NRC Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of
Isotopes.

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 35:

STANDARDS

Under the Commission's February 9, 1979 Statement of General Policy, the
greater the potential hazard to a patient from byproduct material or its use by a
physician, the more NRC may elect to circumscribe areas that might otherwise
be regarded as within the discretion of a physician. The Policy Statement finds
that the risk to patients from all therapeutic uses of radioactive drugs "is not
low."

TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED
Therapeutic use of strontium-90 applicator.

DECISION
Radiology Ultrasound Nuclear Consultants, P.A. (RUNC or Applicant), a
radiation-oncology clinic in Freehold, NJ., has applied for a license amendment
to its existing byproduct materials license to permit it to use a strontium-90 (Sr9~
plaque applicator for the treatment of malignant skin lesions. The NRC Staff
denied the license amendment, primarily on the grounds that RUNC had not
demonstrated that the proposed treatment was "safe and effective," and that such
an experimental therapy treatment should accordingly not be utilized in a private
practice that lacks adequate technical support staff and peer review. RUNe has
appealed. For reasons set forth below, I affirm the Staff's denial of the license
amendment.
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I.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

By letter to the Region I office of NRC, dated December 27, 1983, supplemented by a letter to the Washington, D.C. office of the NRC, dated March 6,
1984, RUNC applied to amend its existing byproduct materials license to permit
the use of an Sr90 applicator for the treatment of skin lesions. RUNC's existing license (#29-06760-08) permits listed uses of specified quantities of certain
byproduct material or reagent kits listed in 10 C.F.R. § 35.100, and storage of
cobalt-60. (RUNC's President, G. Anthony Doener, M.D., also has a byproduct
materials license (#29-06760-07) permitting specified uses of cobalt-60.)1
On April 4, 1984, the NRC Staff (Region I) advised RUNC that the requested
use of Sr90 was not currently listed among the uses approved in 10 C.F.R. Part
35, Group VI, and that, accordingly, the NRC needed additional information to
evaluate the proposed use.2 RUNC was also advised that, since the use proposed
was not a scheduled usage, the request for a license would be submitted to the
NRC's Advisory Committee on the [Medical] Uses of Isotopes (ACMUI) for
an evaluation of the intended procedure. RUNC was also encouraged to submit
supportive documentation, such as journals or pUblications. By letters dated May
3, 1984, and May 24, 1984, RUNC submitted additional information.
In June and July of 1984, RUNC's application and supporting documentation
was submitted for review to four individuals whom the Staff described as
members of the ACMUI.3 These individuals were Melvin L. Griem, M.D.,
Vincent P. Collins, M.D., Edward W. Webster, Ph.D., and Peter R. Almond,
Ph.D. Upon my subsequent inquiry, the Staff acknowledged that three of the
individuals were members of the ACMUI but that one (Dr. Almond) was not
(and is not) a member. Dr. Almond is a consultant to the NRC on brachytherapy,
teletherapy, and medical physics matters.4
In response to the Staff's inquiry, Dr. CoIIins recommended that RUNC's
application be granted, Dr. Webster recommended approval with some reservations, and Drs. Griem and Almond recommended disapproval.s Based on this
mixed advice, the Staff, by letter dated November 27, 1984, sought further information concerning RUNC's proposed usage of the Sr90 applicator. RUNC
responded by letter dated December 24, 1984, and provided further information
by letters dated February I, 1985, March 22, 1985, and April 24, 1985. On
I Staff Aff. U, Attach. 3. In respmse to RUNC's filings and my inquiries, the Staff filed two affidavits of Dr. John
E. Glenn, Oller of the Nuclear Materials Safety Section B, Region I, King of Prussia, PA. These affidavits, filed
on December 16, 1986, and January 16, 1987, will be cited respectively as Staff Aff.1 and Staff Aff. U.
210 c.F.R. 135.100(0 Group VI (7) authorizes use of sr9 0 applicatms only "for treatment of superficial eye
cooditioos." No other use of Sr90 is included in the severa1lists ofapproved uses set forth in 10 C.F.R. 135.1 00. See
further description of NRC regulatory requirements in Part U of this Decision. Utfra, pp. 83-86.
3 Staff Aff. I, '4; transmittalletters dated 6/84 and 7 M!84.
4 Staff Aff. U, , 20.
S Staff Aff. I,

'5.
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March 4, 1985, the Staff submilled the application to the four doctors for a
second review. 6 Dr. Collins again recommended approval of the application, but
the three other doctors recommended disapproval.'
By letters dated August 19, 1985, and December 31, 1985, apparently after
conversations with Region I personnel, RUNC provided still more information
concerning its application. By leller from the Regional Administrator, Region I,
dated July 25, 1986, the Staff, after reviewing the file, denied RUNC's application and advised RUNC of its right to request a hearing on the denial. RUNC did
so on August 5, 1986. By Order dated October 9, 1986 (unpublished, corrected
by Order dated October 21, 1986), the Commission authorized an informal hearing to consider RUNC's appeal, to be decided by a single Presiding Officer. The
undersigned was appointed Presiding Officer on October 16, 1986.8
As set forth in my Memorandum and Order (Requesting Specification of
Claims), dated October 23, 1986, LBP-86-35, 24 NRC 557, I requested the
Staff to provide RUNC with certain background documents - i.e., copies of
the appraisals performed by the four consultant doctors, each on two occasions
- which were essential for RUNC to specify its reasons for disagreeing with
the Staff's license denial.' I also described the manner in which RUNC should
specify its claims and set time limits for RUNC to do so and the Staff to
respond. At the same time, I issued a Notice of Hearing. lo In that Notice, I invited
members of the public to submit statements comparable to limited appearance
statements permilled under 10 C.F.R. § 2.715(a). No one has sought to make
such a statement.
The Staff provided RUNC with the appraisals on October 27, 1986. RUNC
and the Staff submitted timely responses to LBP-86-35, dated November 4,
1986, and December 16, 1986, respectively. Having reviewed the responses,
I determined that I needed further information and, by Memorandum and
Order (Questions for Parties), dated December 23, 1986 (unpublished), I posed
differing sets of questions to RUNC and the Staff. The Staff filed a timely
response on January 16, 1987. RUNe has not responded to the questions directed
to it. Although such failure in itself could serve as a valid basis for denying
RUNe's appeal on procedural grounds, I have elected to treat the appeal on the
merits. But I note that, if I were to have granted RUNe's appeal in whole or in

6 Transmittal Lcncr from Staff to Foor Docton. dated March 4. 1985. re: "Second Review of Application 10
Use a Strontium-90 Plaque to Treat Skin Cancer"; Staff. Aff. I, ,8. It is not clear whether the comultants were
provided the infonnation submitted by RUNC on March 22, 1985, and April 24, 1985. The information in those
letters, however, does not appear 10 be of the type that would have changed any of the opinions of the consultants.
, Staff Aff. I, , 8. These recommendatiOlU were received by the Staff by August 1985 (id.).
851 Fed. Reg. 37,684 (Oct. 23, 1986).
'The Ippraisals Ire hereafter cited IS Collins Appraisals I and U, Griem Appraisals lind U, Webster Appraisals
I and II, and Ahnond Appraisals lind U.
10 51 Fed. Reg. 39,601 (Oct. 29, 1986).
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Part. I would have needed to be apprised of the information that I sought from
RUNC.

II.

REGULATORY BASIS FOR LICENSING

A. Under regulations currently in effect, which govern RUNC's application,
a license for a private physician, or a clinic such as that operated by RUNC, to
use an Sr90 plaque applicator would fall under 10 C.F.R. Part 35 ("Human Uses
of Byproduct Material"). This Part includes a number of scheduled or routine
uses of byproduct material (10 C.F.R. §35.100, Groups I-VI), which can be
licensed under 10 C.F.R. § 35.14 and which are subject to use requirements less
stringent than those governing nonscheduled uses. However, the only scheduled
use of Sr90 is "Strontium-90 sealed in an applicator for treatment of superficial
eye conditions."l1 RUNC apparently does not wish to use the Sr90 applicator
for this purpose.12
Nonscheduled uses of Sr90 by physicians can be licensed under either of two
sections of Part 35. These sections read, in pertinent part:
§ 35.12

Specific licenses to Individual physicians for human use of byproduct
material.
(a) An application by an individual physician or groups of physicians for a specific license
on Form NRC-313 for hwnan use of byproduct material will be approved if:
(1) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in § 30.33 of this chapter;
(2) The application is for use in the applicant's practice in an office(s) outside a medical
institution;
(3) The applicant has access to a hospital possessing adequate facilities 10 hospitalize and
monitor the applicant's radioactive patients whenever it is advisable; and
(4) The applicant has extensive experience in the proposed use, the handling and administration of radioisotopes, and where applicable, the clinical management of radioactive
patients. (The physician(s) shall furnish suitable evidence of such experience with the application. A statement from the medical isotope committee in the institution where the applicant
acquired experience, indicating its amount and nature, may be submitted as evidence of such
experience.)

•••

§ 35.13 Specific licenses for human use of byproduct material In scaled sources.
An application for a specific license on Form NRC-313 for use of a sealed source for
hwnan use will be approved if:
•
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in § 30.33 of this chapter;
and

11 10 C.F.R §35.100(f)(7).
12Letters dated March 6. 1984. from RUNC to Washington, D.C. office of NRC. and August 19, 1985, from
RUNC to Region I. But cf Letter dated February I, 1985, to Region 1 (discussing lesions "around the eye or
involving the upper or lower eyelids''); and Letter dated March 22. 1985, from RUNC to Region 1 (patients with
tumors in "delicate areas" such as "eyelids'').
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(b) The applicant or, if the application is made by an institution, the individual user:
(I) Has specialized training in the therapeutic use of the radioactive device considered
(teletherapy wit, beta applicator, etc.) or has experience equivalent to such training; and (2)
is a physician.

The general requirementS of 10 C.F.R. § 30.33, which are incorporated into
both of the above sections, read in pertinent part as follows:
§ 30.33 General requirements ror Issuance or speclfie licenses.
(a) An application for a specific license will be approved if:
(I) The application is for a purpose authorized by the Act;
(2) The applicant's proposed equipment and facilities are adequate to protect health and
minimize danger to life or property;
(3) The applicant is qualified by training and experience to use the material for the purpose
requested in such manner as to protect health and minimize danger to life or property;
(4) The applicant satisfies any special requirements contained in Parts 32 through 35; and

•••

(b) Upon a determination that an application meets the requirements of the Act. and the
regulations of the Commission, the Commission will issue a specific license authorizing the
possession and use of byproduct material (Form NRC 314, "Byproduct Material License'').

B. On October 16, 1986. the NRC published in the Federal Register a new
and fundamentally revised 10 C.F.R. Part 35, setting forth requirements and
provisions for the medical use of byproduct material.l' The revised regulations
are to become effective April I, 1987.
The revised Part 35 by its terminology eliminated the scheduled uses of
byproduct material now set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 35.100. However, insofar as the
single scheduled use of Sr90 is concerned, it incorporates the identical use in
§ 35.400(e) ("Use of sources for brachytherapy''). The revised Part sets forth specific requirements for licensing of byproduct material for designated uses. The
treatment for which RUNC seeks to use Sr90 is not one of those uses. Accordingly, under the new Part 35, RUNC could be eligible for its requested
license only pursuant to the revised § 35.19 ("Specific exemptions''). Also,
the new Part 35 incorporates the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 30. See new
§ 35.18(d). Therefore, as under current regulations, RUNC would be required to
meet the general requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 30.33.14
If the new Part 35 had invoked less stringent standards for licensing than the
current regulations, I would have applied such less stringent standards, using an
effective date for any license of no earlier than April 1, 1987. The new Part 35,
however, appears to impose more stringent standards than does the current Part

13 51 Fed. Reg. 36.932.
14 Su Staff Aff. n. 1118.
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35. I am accordingly giving RUNC the benefit of the less stringent regulations
and considering its application under the currently effective Part 35.
C. In addition to the regulatory requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 35, the use
of an Sr90 applicator, as sought by RUNC, is governed by a Policy Statement
issued by the Commission on February 9, 1979.15 In summary the three-part
Policy Statement provides:
1. The NRC will continue to regulate the medical uses of radioisotopes as necessary to
provide for the radiation safety of workers and the general public.
2. The NRC will regulate the radiation safety of patients where justified by the risk to
patients and where voluntary standards, or compliance with these standards, are inadequate.
3. The NRC will minimize intrusion into medical judgments affecting patients and into
other areas traditionally considered to be a pan of the practice of medicine.

The Commission went on to explain that "[t]he greater the potential hazard
to a patient from the byproduct material or its use by a physician, the more
NRC may elect to circumscribe areas that might otherwise be regarded as
within the discretion of the physician." According to the Policy Statement, the
NRC's goal is to ensure that radiation exposure to patients is "as low as is
reasonably achievable, consistent with competent medical care and with minimal
intrusion into medical judgments." To attain that goal, NRC does not exercise
regulatory control in areas where there are adequate regulations by other federal
or state agencies or "well administered professional standards." But the NRC
also tries to achieve a "balance between adequate controls and avoidance of
undue interference in medical judgments."
With respect to all therapeutic uses of radioactive drugs, such as that sought
by RUNC, the NRC Policy Statement further finds that "the risk to patients is not
low. The risk of tissue or organ damage (or even death) is inherent in the use of
therapeutic levels of radioactive drugs." The Statement indicates that the NRC
will restrict physician's uses of medical devices containing byproduct material
(such as Sr9O) to "those procedures that NRC has determined (in consultation
with its Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of Isotopes [ACMUI]) to
be safe and effective" (emphasis supplied). The Staff advises that it refers all
proposed nonscheduled therapeutic uses of byproduct material to the ACMUI
for a review of the safety and effectiveness of such use.16
D. In its October 9, 1986 Order authorizing the hearing requested by RUNC,
the Commission determined that a formal, trial-type hearing was neither required
by regulation (or statute) nor warranted under the facts of this proceeding, and

15 "Regulation of Ihe Medical Uses of Radioisotopes; Statement of Genenl Policy," 44 Fed. Reg. 8242 (Feb. 9,
1979) (effective on publication). The Policy Statement mnains Ipplicable under Ihe new Part 35 discussed
Ibove. 51 Fed. Reg. It 36,932. 36,933-34.
16 Staff AIf. I, ,~ 3, 4; Staff Aff. n, , 7.
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that an informal hearing was sufficient. One attribute of such a hearing, which
was mandated by the Commission Order, was the use of a single Presiding
Officer (in contrast to the three-member Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
traditionally used by the Commission in nuclear licensing proceedings). Another
was the lack of any right of appeal (by a party) of the Presiding Officer's decision
(although the Commission may review such decision sua sponte). Beyond that,
the Presiding Officer was accorded great flexibility in the detailed procedures
he could elect to use. The Commission appears to envisage a hearing based
solely upon written submissions as the preferred method of proceeding, but
it authorized the Presiding Officer to entertain "oral presentations" from the
parties.
For that reason, I asked the parties for written submissions but also invited
them to address whether oral presentations were necessary or desirable. RUNC's
November 4, 1986 filing made no reference to an oral presentation; the Staff's
December 16, 1986 response set forth its view that an oral presentation would
serve "no useful purpose."
Had RUNC provided appropriate responses to the questions that I posed in my
December 23, 1986 Memorandum and Order, there might have been unresolved
factual questions for which an oral presentation would have been useful. Absent
such responses, I find no subject areas where additional factual development of
the record is called for. Hence, I am deciding this proceeding on the basis of
the written material before me.
I tum now to the merits of RUNC's appeal.

m.
A.

OPINION AND FINDINGS

Description of Applicator and Intended Usage

The Sr90 applicator for which RUNC seeks a license is distributed by
Amersham/Searle Corporation (Model SIC.L3, Product Code SIQ.23810). It
has a diameter of 29.1 millimeters and an active area of 7 square centimeters;
it is provided with a screw-in handle; and it produces beta radiation for local
skin contact appIication.t' The Sr90 source is a sealed source as defined by 10
C.F.R. § 30.4(r), having been so designated by NRC on January 23, 1986.18 The

17 Staff Aff. n, § 12; Letter fran RUNC to NRC Region I office, <hied May 24, 1984; 8U also Letters to NRC
Washingtat, D.C. office, <hied March 6, 1984, and to Region I, <hied May 3, 1984.
18 Staff Aff. n, § 12 and Auach. 1. At the time of RUNC', application, the source had been submitted by the
manufactu= for approval and had been approved "in principle," subject to completion of paperworlt. Memoranda
from John E. Glenn, Reg. I, to ACMUI members, dated June 1984 and Milch 4,1985, and from Patricia C. Vacca,
Material Licensing Branch, NMSS, to Drs. Griem, Collins, Webster, and Abnond, dated July 16, 1984.
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applicator would be used personally by G .A. Doener, M.D., President of RUNe,
or under Dr. Doener's personal direct supervision.19
The details of the program intended to be followed by RUNe in using the
Sr90 applicator are not entirely clear. In RUNe's March 6, 1984 application
letter, Dr. Doener stated that the applicator "will be used for several patients
who suffer from multiple (more than one hundred) skin cancers which require
individual superficial radiotherapy." Thereafter, in responding to Staff questions,
Dr. Doener stated that the "Beta Rays [from the applicator] would be needed for
treatment of Kaposi Skin sarcoma and certain superficial skin carcinomas. At
the present time, we have one patient with approximately 150 scattered skin
carcinomas ••• [who] is waiting for the treatment with the Beta Ray applicator . . . ,''20
In response to further Staff questions, Dr. Doener indicated a treatment plan
of 6000 rads in 6 weeks (twelve applications of 500 rads each, estimated at a
depth of 1 millimeter). At the surface, the dose would total 12,000 rads, whereas
at 2-millimeter depth it would total 3000 rads (250 rads per treatment). Treatment
would be "reserved to selected patients with multiple (10 to 100) skin lesions."2!
With respect to tumors with a depth greater than 2 millimeters, Dr. Doener
explained that the tissue from 0 to 2 millimeters deep would be destroyed and
that "radiation can be repeated after the lapse of two to three months in order
to include then the deeper layers of the tumor • . • ," Each cancerous lesion
would be surrounded by lead foil, with the configuration of the lesion cut out so
that radiation would not reach uninvolved areas of the skin (except for a margin
around the lesion of 2-3 millimeters).22
With respect to whether the treatment would be used only for patients with
10-100 skin cancers, or would additionally be used for patients with up to 150
skin cancers, I asked RUNe (or Dr. Doener) to clarify the intended usage of
the Sr90 applicator.23 As indicated earlier, I have received no response to my
inquiry.
In analyzing the effects of Sr90 doses, I shall premise my evaluation on the
treatment of 100 skin cancers. The Staff has estimated that RUNe's treatment
plan using a surface dose rate of 6 rads per second (rad/s) would require two
4.6-hour treatments per week for 6 weeks, for those 100 lesions. It has confirmed
RUNe's estimated total dosage of 12,000 rads at the surface, 6000 rads at a

19 Letter date<! March 6. 1984, fran RUNC (Dr. Doener) to NRC Washington. D.C. office.
20 Letter from G.A. Doener. MD., to NRC Staff, Region I, dated May 3,1984.
21 Letter from G.A. Doener, MD., to NRC Staff, Region I, dated December 24, 1984.
22 Letter from G.A. Doener, MD., to NRC Staff, Region I, dated December 31, 1985.
23 Memorandum and Order (Questions for Parties), dated December 23, 1986 (unpublished), Attach. A, Question

Ia.
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depth of 1 millimeter, 3000 cads at 2 millimeters, and 1200 cads at 3 millimeters
for such a treatment plan.24

B.

Evaluation by NRC Consultants

As noted earlier, RUNC's application was reviewed by three members of
the ACMUI and one additional consultant. Their qualifications are briefly as
follows:l$
1. Dr. Vincent P. Collins, Medical Director, Houston Institute for
Cancer Research, Diagnosis and Treatment, Houston, TX; member,
ACMUI;
2. Dr. Melvin L. Griem, Professor and Director, Chicago Thmor
Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL; member ACMUI;
3. Dr. Edward W. Webster, Director, Department of Radiation Physics, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA; member, ACMUI;
4. Dr. Peter Almond, Vice Chairman of Research and Professor,
University of Louisville, James Gcaham Brown Cancer Center, Department of Radiation Oncology, Louisville, KY; NRC consultant
Drs. Collins and Griem are Medical Doctors; Drs. Almond and Webster are
physicists.
Dr. John E. Glenn, who reviewed RUNC's application for the Staff, and who
has furnished two affidavits in this proceeding, holds a Ph.D. in Experimental
Nuclear Physics. He is a health physicist.26
The Staff's expressed reasons for denying the requested license are that (1)
RUNe had not demonstrated a sufficient knowledge of beta dosimetry to justify
authorizing Dr. Doener to test the Sr90 therapy treatment without technical
support staff and peer review; and (2) the Applicant had not demonstrated
its proposed use to be "safe and effective when compared to other available
treatments.''27 These reasons are a composite of the views expressed by the four
conSUltants, but they did not parallel the views of anyone of them. The four
consultants' views stressed differing aspects of the application record. Their
conclusions were not apparently premised solely on their differing technical
backgrounds. In sum:
1. Dr. Collins, one of the two medical doctors and the only consultant to
recommend approval without reservations, expressed his belief (similar to that
advanced by Dr. Docner) that. in view of the long-standing approval of Sr90

24 Staff Aff. I, '112; Staff Aff. II, '128.
2$ NRC 1985 AnnILlI Report, Appendix 2, It 205-06 (for ACMUI members); Staff Aff. n, '120 and Attach. 2 (for
Dr. Almond).
26 Staff Arc. I, ~ 1 and Ittached Statement of Professional Qualifications.
27 Staff Aff. I, , 17; Staff Arc. n, ,31.
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applicators for lesions about the eye, extension of the usage to skin cancer
should be considered safe. Dr. Collins believed that Dr. Doener's certification
in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine indicated qualification to use the Sr90
applicator as requested by RUNC. He expressed the view that, although there
are skin cancers not suitable for treatment with Sr90, "the element of clinical
judgment must be assumed.''28
2. Dr. Griem, the other medical doctor, acknowledged that the Sr90 treatment had been used in the past by some dermatologists for certain superficial
or shallow tumors, but, in general, the practice had been abandoned. He viewed
use for deep-seated lesions as inappropriate. He also found incorrect certain of
Dr. Doener's views on beta irradiation from an applicator (citing Dr. Doener's
letter of May 3, 1984). Dr. Griem noted Dr. Doener's certifications in Radiology
and Diagnostic Radiology, with special competence in Nuclear Medicine, but
indicated (incorrectly) a lack of certification in Therapeutic Radiology.29
3. Dr. Webster, one of the physicists, would initially have approved the
application "with some reservations" but later changed his recommendation. He
noted that applicators had been used in the mid-1950's but, except for the small
Sr90 opthalmic applicator, have not remained in use. He found the safety to
be ''probably adequate," although he would have preferred a longer handle and
an additional protective shield. He found the applicator to be useful only for
lesions with a depth of about 1 millimeter or less. In his second appraisal,
which reversed his earlier qualified recommendation, he indicated that, while he
could approve the application for thin lesions, he could not support use for thick
lesions (greater than 1 millimeter or 1.5 millimeters), as sought by RUNC's
application. Dr. Webster also cited certain conflicting or incorrect statements in
RUNC's letters (one of which was the same as pointed to by Dr. Griem).30
4. Dr. Almond, the other physicist, initially recommended that the application not be approved on two basic grounds: he was "not convinced that
Dr. Doener understands either the physics or the radiotherapy involved in Sr90
skin applicators." Dr. Almond pointed particularly to several conflicting statements in RUNC's application concerning the rads to be emitted and observed
that the treatment for a patient with 150 skin cancers "would only be very superficial and not practical."31 Later Dr. Almond referred to the lack of current
scientific support for the use of Sr90 in the treatment of skin cancers, observing
that the only direct reference to such use to which RUNC had referred was the
promotional literature of the applicator's distributor.32

n.

28 Collins Appraisals I and
dated July 'II. 1984. and March 18. 1985.
29Griem Appraisals I and dated1uly 27.1984. and Marth T1. 1985.
30Wcbster Appraisals I and n. dated September 17. 1984. and July 12, 1985.
31 Almood Appraisal I, dated July 31. 1984.
32 Almood Appraisal
undated, but received by Staff by August 1985. Staff Afr. I. ~ 8.

n.
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C.

Analysis of RUNC's Claims

Based on the record before me, I find no persuasive reason to modify or
reverse the conclusion reached by the Staff on RUNC's application. I have
reached this conclusion after considering the various claims set forth by RUNC
in its November 4, 1986 filing. Specifically:
1. RUNC asserts that Dr. Almond, a physicist, is not qualified to assess
qualifications in radiotherapy. The Commission, however, through its Policy
Statement reference to the ACMUI, has by inference determined otherwise,
inasmuch as the ACMUI members include physicists as well as those with
differing backgrounds, such as medical doctors. Although Dr. Almond is not
a member of the ACMUI, his background appears comparable to ACMUI
members.33
The Staff's use of two medical doctors and two physicists as consultants with
respect to RUNC's application is reasonable.34 These consultants had expertise
in either therapy using sealed sources or in the medical physics appropriate to
radiotherapy." The Staff was thus given a range of expert views encompassing
the broad scope of the questions raised by the application. In that connection, I
note that one of the medical doctors (Dr. Griem) never recommended approval
of the application, although the other one (Dr. Collins) did so. As I explain
later (infra p. 95), I believe that Dr. Collins overemphasized the deference to
be accorded to doctors in the treatment of their patients.
In any event, the denial by the Staff was not primarily premised on a
deficiency in RUNC's qualifications. As the Staff points out, Dr. Almond's
opinion was founded largely on lack of effectiveness of the treatment for certain
thick lesions, and Dr. Doener's apparent lack of recognition of that situation.36
2. RUNC also asserts - correctly - that Dr. Doener's background qualifications were misperceived by at least one of the consultants (Dr. Griem). Dr.
Griem commented that Dr. Doener is not certified in therapeutic radiology37
whereas, in fact, Dr. Doener is so certified, by the Board of Radiology of the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada.38
As acknowledged by the Staff in response to my inquiry, all of the consultants were provided incomplete information concerning Dr. Doener's qualifications, although only Dr. Griem's appraisal commented on the apparent lack
of certification in therapeutic radiology. The Staff advised the consultants that
33 I Igree with the Stiff (Stiff Afr. n, ,20) that the Policy Statement does not preclude the Stiff from using
cmsultants who an: not ACMUl members.
34The Staff'. decision 1= of July 25, 1986, u well IS Affidavit I, should have mmtioncd that one of the
cmsultants was not an ACMUl member.
35 Staff Afr. I, , 4.
36 14. U4.
37 Gricm Appraisal

n.

38 RUNC Response of November 4, 1986, at 4, and Curriculum Vitae.
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Dr. Doener is certified by the American Board of Radiology in Radiology and
in Diagnostic Radiology with special competence in Nuclear Medicine.39 It explained that it had provided only that information which was available in the Directory of Medical Specialists, 20th Ed. (published by Marquis Who's Who).40
Presumably because Dr. Doener's certification in Therapeutic Radiology emanated from Canada. it was not listed in that publication.
The Staff apparently accepts certifications not only by the American Board
of Radiology but also by the Canadian or British equivalents, at least for some
purposes.41 For that reason, the Staff erred in sending a qualifications description
to its consultants that omitted a certification that was directly relevant to the
application under review.
In the circumstances of this case, however, the error appears harmless. For
the opinions of all of the consultants who recommended disapproval were not
based primarily on lack of certification but, rather, the ineffectiveness of the
proposed treatment and the many conflicting or incorrect statements appearing
in the application.42
3. RUNC also comments on Dr. Almond's statement that the proposed
usage is not described in modern radiotherapy text books,43 portraying that
situation as "regrettable." RUNC then opines that most radiotherapists relied
on large machines handled by technicians and tended to "shy away from
implantations and local applications which increase the radiation risk to the
hands."44
I find no basis for this explanation. Rather, I note that the only literature
provided to the Staff for review were parts of a 1952 paper dealing with a similar
clinical application of beta radiation from phosphorus-32 (p32), together with
literature from the applicator's distributor:" One of the questions that I posed
to RUNC sought to explore the comparability of beta radiation treatment from
Sr90 and p32.46 As noted earlier, RUNC has declined to answer my questions.
The conclusion of the Staff on the question of published papers on beta
radiation therapy was that

39 Memoranda dated 6/84. 7/16/84. and 3/4/8S.
40 Suff Aff.
,22c.
41 1d. ,22b.
42 In Ihe futu",. Ihe Staff shoold ensun: that Ihe qualifications statements provided to coosultants include aU
background informatioo relevant to Ihe application under review of which Ihe Suff is awan:. I am assuming Ihat
Dr. Deener's November 27. 19S4 ccnificatioo in Iherapcutic ndiology was known to Ihe Staff. Ihrough RUNC's
or Dr. Docner', earlier license applications. If not, Dr. Docner woold have Ihe responsibility of making known to
Ihe Staff his qualificatioos directly bearing upa! his license application. Su Suff Response, dated December 16,
1986, at S.
43 Almood Appnisa\ ll.
44 RUNC November4,1986 Response,at 2.
45 Staff Aff. I. , 8.
46 Memorandum and Order dated December 23,1986, Attach. A, Question 21.
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The lack of any literature concerning this treatment modality. even though it had been studied
30 years previously. seemed compelling evidence that the treatment had been found to be
less effective than other available treatment methods."7

The Staff added that the one reference to the literature provided by RUNe
contained the same cautions about the effectiveness of the p32 treatment with
respect to lesions greater than 1-1.5 millimeters in depth as raised by the Staff's
consultants."8 Further, the Staff opined that a technique tried and found effective
30 years ago would not be "totally absent from the modern literature."49
In my view, the Staff's view on this question seems reasonable and persuasive, particularly in light of the lack of any supporting basis for RUNe's
explanation for the lack of literature on beta radiation therapy. At least a modicum of peer comment on a medical technique would appear to be a sine qua
non of a showing that a technique is "safe and effective."
4. RUNe's strongest, and potentially most persuasive claim is that, although
a proposed use may not be "safe and effective" for all situations to which it may
be applied, a license should not be denied in its entirety when some proposed
uses are indeed "safe and effective." RUNe focuses its comment in particular on
Dr. Griem's second Appraisal, but it also notes in other contexts that the therapy
would be used only in "selected cases" and "only in very special locations and
thin lesions.~o
In my view, the record would appear to support a conclusion that the
Sr90 therapy would be "safe and effective" for thin lesions of up to 1 or 1.5
millimeters in thickness, but not for lesions of a greater thickness.~l RUNe's
November 4, 1986 response had indicated that it would use the Sr90 applicator
only in "very selected cases," in "very special locations and thin lesions."s2
For that reason, I asked RUNe to explain the methodology it would use to
select lesions for Sr90 treatment, and whether there were methods available
to establish or estimate the depth of particular lesions.~3 I asked the Staff
comparable questions.~

47 Staff Aff. I. '9.
4S Id. The results in the piper on using p32 for superficial therapy (Ittacluncnt to letter from RUNC, dated
February I, 1985) wen: based 00 lesions Issumed to be ooly 1 millimeter deep. Sr90 would be less effective than
p32 below the lurface. because the beta energy for p32 is 1.72 MeV, whereas the beta energy for Sr90 is ooly 0.54
MeV. Coosequently, the penetration lbility of betl particles from p32 is lbout four times that of beta particles
from s,9o (in Wlter). Radiologicalllealth lIandbook, Public Health Service, U.S. DcpL of Health. Education and
Welfare (1970), Table I, It 239, 266, Ind Figure 00 p. 122.
49 Staff Aff.I, , 13.
SO RUNC November 4. 1986 Response, It 2. 3.
SI See Webster Appraisals lind II, Griem Appraisals lind II, Collins Appraisal II.
~2RUNC November 4. 1986 Response, It 3.
S3 Memorandum and Order dated December 23, 1986, Attach. A. Questions lb, Ie.
54 Id.. Attach. B, Questions 2. l3c.
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RUNC, as noted earlier, did not answer any of my questions. The Staff
acknowledged that, if uses encompassed by an application could be separated
into uses that were "safe and effective" and those that were not, it could issue
a license only for the "safe and effective" uses. But the Staff could not in this
instance find a ''practical separation" of proposed uses: "[n]o single class of
malignant lesions was identified for which lesion thickness will routinely be thin
and superficial."55 Accordingly, the Staff concluded:
Although the Staff has been advised that the Sr90 applicator may be effective in treating
thin lesions, the Stafe is unaware of any method to limit patient selection to assure only thin
lesions are treated.~

Given the record before me, I must agree with the Staff's conclusion
that there is currently no effective manner for determining the thickness of
lesions. Accordingly, I have no record basis for determining criteria under which
a license limited to "safe and effective" uses could be formulated.
5. Finally, RUNC has claimed that Dr. Doener understands the physics involved with the use of an Sr90 applicator. The Staff concluded that his erroneous
or conflicting statements in his application belie that claim.51 Further, several of
the Staff consultants specifically considered these erroneous statements.58 My
question to RUNC seeking reconciliation of one of these statements with the
appraisals of Drs. Griem and Webster has not been answered.59 Accordingly,
there is ample support in the record for the Staff conclusion that Dr. Doener
does not have sufficient knowledge of beta dosimetry to support the requested
license.

D.

Other Decisional Factors

Beyond the explicit claims advanced by RUNC, there are several other factors
that I am taking into account in reaching my final conclusion on RUNC's
appeal. I shall detail them here.
1. The Staff evaluated RUNC's license request under 10 C.F.R. § 35.12, on
the ground that RUNC already had a license under that provision and was merely
seeking to amend its existing license.60 Notwithstanding this circumstance, the
request could have been, and perhaps should have been, considered under 10

55 Staff Afr. D, , 8.
~ [d., ~30.
51 Staff Afr. I, , IS; Staff Afr. D, ~ 31.
58 Griem Appraisal I; AImmd Appraisal I; Webster Appraisal D.
59 Mcmormdum and Order dated December 23, 1986. Anaclt. A, Question 3.
60 Staff Afr. D" 14.
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C.F.R. § 35.13, which has somewhat less stringent standards, particularly in the
area of the experience and training required of licensees.
Both sections incorporate the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 30.33, and both
sections are subject to the general considerations enunciated by the Commission
in its February 9, 1979 Policy Statement. The Staff denied the license for failure
to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 30.33, specifically § 30.33(a)(2), as
well as the "safe and effective" criterion of the policy statement. If the Staff's
evaluation of RUNC's conformance to those criteria is sustainable, the failure
to have considered RUNC's eligibility under 10 C.F.R. § 35.13 becomes of no
consequence.
In my view, the Sr90 applicator is clearly "equipment," within the scope of
10 C.F.R. § 30.33(a)(2). But it is not clear to me whether the health protection
and minimization of danger to life and property referenced in § 30.33(a)(2) is
intended to apply to patients (rather than workers or the general public, as set
forth in the first element of the Policy Statement).61 On the other hand, the
health protection referenced in 10 C.F.R. § 30.33(a)(2) might encompass the
second element of the Policy Statement.62 Although I would tend to adopt the
latter interpretation, I need not do so here. For, as explained earlier, the proposed
use clearly has not been demonstrated to be "safe and effective" and hence may
properly be evaluated under that criterion, which the Staff did. The Staff's failure
to consider the application under 10 C.F.R. § 35.13 is thus, at most, harmless
error.
2. Under the Commission's February 9, 1979 Policy Statement, one of the
considerations to be taken into account is the minimization of intrusion into
medical judgments affecting patients. But this factor diminishes in significance
as the hazard to a patient increases. The NRC attempts to achieve a balance
between the minimization of intrusion goal and the adequacy of regulations of
other governmental agencies or the presence of "well administered professional
standards." The Staff in this proceeding has specifically found that "adequate
voluntary standards for selection, treatment, and follow-up of patients do not
exist.''63
Furthermore, under the Policy Statement, the Commission has determined
that the risk to patients for all therapeutic uses of radioactive drugs "is not
low." Indeed, it has found that "[t]he risk of tissue or organ damage (or even
death) is inherent in the use of therapeutic levels of radioactive drugs." See
p. 85, supra. In this case, assuming two treatments per week of 100 lesions
over the course of 6 weeks - a type of treatment program described by RUNC
in its letter of December 24, 1984 - a patient would receive a skin surface
61 Su p. 85, supra.

62 S" id.
63 Decision Letter dated luly 25, 1986, It 2.
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dose of 12,000 rads and a dose of 6000 rads at a depth of 1.0 millimeter. These
doses are large and far exceed all regulatory limits for occupational exposure
to radiation. The Staff acknowledges that doses of 4000 to 6000 rads are both
used and required to treat malignancies. But at depths of 2 millimeters and
3 millimeters, the 6-week doses would total only 3000 rads and 1200 rads,
respectively, too small a dose to be likely effective.64
Given the high dose rate to which patients would be exposed, it was
appropriate for the Staff to give less weight to the minimization of intrusion
into medical judgments. In that regard, I believe that Dr. Collins, the only one
of the Staff's consultants to recommend unqualified approval of the license
application, gave undue weight in the circumstances to the deference to be
accorded physician's judgments. He underemphasized the effectiveness criterion
which the Policy Statement also recognizes, despite the fact that he recognized
the lack of effectiveness of Sr90 for certain treatments.6S In that connection,
although RUNC had indicated that Dr. Doener would confine treatments to
thin lesions, RUNC has described a treatment method for thick lesions - i.e.,
multiple treatments of the same area.66 Needless to say, a patient receiving such
treatment would be exposed to well over 12,000 rads of radiation, over a severalmonth period. In these circumstances, given the failure ofRUNC to specify any
meaningful criteria for selecting the lesions for which the Sr90 applicator would
be used, it was reasonable for the Staff to have given less weight to the deference
factor and greater weight to the effectiveness standard.
3. The Staff expressed its opinion that RUNC's proposed use of the
Sr90 applicator should be regarded as experimental and subject to continuing
professional oversight, peer review by appropriate Human Use Committees and
a medical physics staff in a research setting.67 I agree. Given the fact that at
least some proposed uses have not been demonstrated to be "safe and effective,"
there would have to be at least some oversight mechanism to assure appropriate
use. Such mechanisms do not exist routinely in a physician's office and have
not been shown to be present here. Indeed, even under RUNC's or Dr. Doener's
existing licenses, there have been a significant number of violations, as well as
deviations from reponing requirements.68
In its decision letter, the Staff suggested that, if RUNC believes its treatment
modality deserves a clinical trial, it should consider becoming affiliated with an
institution that is licensed by the NRC to conduct original research with Sr90 on
humans. If RUNC (or Dr. Doener) were to receive approval as an authorized user

64 SuIT ACC. II. ~ 28.
6S Collins Appraisal II.
66LetlCr from RUNC to Region I. dated December 31, 1985.
67 Suff Aff. II. , 30.

681d. '26.
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at such an institution, it or he could pursue the mode of radiotherapy requested
by RUNC, in accordance with the institution's approved protoco1.69 This advice
seems well founded.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The use proposed by RUNC of an Sr90 applicator is not one of the
usages specified in 10 C.F.R. § 35.100 and hence cannot be licensed under 10
C.F.R. § 35.14.
2. The use proposed by RUNC of an Sr90 applicator has not been demonstrated to be "safe and effective," within the meaning of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Statement of General Policy on the Regulation of the Medical
Uses of Radioisotopes (44 Fed. Reg. 8242 (Feb. 9, 1979». Accordingly, the
requested license fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 30.33(a) and 10
C.F.R. §35.12 or §35.13.

V. ORDER
For the reasons stated, and based on the foregoing opinion, findings of fact,
conclusions of law, and the entire record, it is, this 9th day of February 1987,
ORDERED:
1. The decision of the NRC Regional Administrator, dated July 25, 1986,
is hereby affirmed.
. 2. The license amendment application of Radiology Ultrasound Nuclear
Consultants, P.A., dated December 27, 1983, and March 6, 1984, and as
thereafter supplemented, is hereby denied.
3. In accordance with the Commission's Order dated October 9, 1986,
this Decision will become final agency action thirty (30) days after the date
of issuance unless the Commission, on its own motion, undertakes a review

69 Decision Letter d.ted July 25, 1986, .t 2.
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of the Decision. No petition for review by a party will be entertained by the
Commission.
PRESIDING OFFICER
Charles Bechhoefer
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda. Maryland,
this 9th day of February 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before Administrative Judges:
B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke

Docket No. 27·39·SC
(ASlBP No. 78·374·01·0T)

In the Matter of

U.S. ECOLOGY, INC.
(Sheffield, illinois Low·Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Site)

February 20, 1987

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board denies Licensee's
Motion for Summary Judgment as to the issues of "possession" of buried waste
and the right of the Licensee to unilaterally terminate its license without action
by the Commission.

MATERIALS LICENSES:

WASTE DISPOSAL

The issue of whether a licensee possesses buried nuclear waste is not
dispositive of its responsibilities with respect to that waste. The concept of
"possession" as it relates to source, byproduct, or special nuclear material in this
case pertains only to the critical mass limitation defined in 10 C.F.R. § ISO.II(b).

MATERIALS LICENSES:

WASTE DISPOSAL

A licensee's responsibility for nuclear waste does not terminate with the
burial of the waste.
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MATERIALS LICENSES:

WASTE DISPOSAL

License language subjecting the licensee to "all other applicable rules,
regulations, orders of the Atomic Energy Commission now or hereafter in effect"
was intended to bind the licensee to the type of site stabilization and closure
requirements ultimately promulgated in 10 C.F.R. Pan 61.
LICENSE:

DEFINITION

A license is a grant by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission "of the right to
engage in conduct that would be improper without such a grant" That right
carries with it specified obligations set out in the form of regulations, official
guidance, and orders.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Motions for Summary Disposition)
These cross-motions for summary disposition concern two issues of law
fundamental to the outcome of this proceeding to determine responsibility
for buried low-level radioactive waste at a Bureau County, Illinois repository
("Sheffield"). The original license relating to the Sheffield repository was issued
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in 1964. The principal parties
to the dispute are the Licensee or Applicant, U.S. Ecology, Inc.,1 the State of
Illinois, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff.2 To decide the motions
before us, we must determine the relative authority and responsibilities of the
three parties.
The two issues to be decided herein have been framed as follows:
1. Whether the Applicant "possesses" the source. byproduct. or special nuclear
material at the Sheffield site.
2

Whether Nero can unilaterally terminate License No. 13-10042-01 for activities
at Sheffield without affirmative action by the Commission.

1The originallicensc. granted to Cllifornil Nuclear. Inc•• on July IS. 1964. 10 transport waste, was Imended
to luthorize burial II the Sheffield flcility on December 2, 1966. Illinois Exh. 2. Two years later on March
25, 1968, the license was transferred to Nuclear Engineering Co., Inc., which subsequently changed its name 10
U.S. Ecology, Inc. Illinois Exh. 2. Because the license transfer Ind nlme change have no bearing on the issues II
hand the licensee during the entire period will be referred to IS "U.S. Ecology."
2The proceeding has hid other parties, but
had withdnwn or become inactive by the time the motions II issue
were

med.

an
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U.S. Ecology answers the first question in the negative and the second in the
affirmative. The NRC Staff and the State take the contrary view. The facts of
the case are essentially undisputed.

I.

HISTORY OF THE CASE

In 1964 the NRC's predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, issued
the license in question to U.S. Ecology's predecessor to receive, process, and
transport radioactive waste to authorized land burial sites for disposal. Illinois
Exh. 2. Radioactive waste burial at Sheffield was authorized by Amendment
No.7 to the license in December 1966. Burial activities were subject to the Act,
implementing regulations entitled "Standards for Protection Against Radiation,"
10 C.F.R. Part 20 (1964), and "all other applicable rules, regulations, orders
of the Atomic Energy Commission now or hereafter in effect .•.." illinois
Exh. 2 (emphasis added).
Some 3 months prior to issuance of Amendment No.7 in 1966, U.S. Ecology's predecessor had entered into a 99-year lease with the State of Illinois
for 20 acres at the Sheffield site to be used for the burial activities to be authorized by the license amendment. Under article IV of the lease, the corporation
paid the state $50.00 per year as rent. Article V of the lease incorporated by
reference "all requirements of the Atomic Energy Commission" and applicable
Illinois laws and rules "as the same are promulgated and amended from time
10 time." I11inois Exh. 3, Lease (emphasis added).
Article VII of the lease contained a clause that provided as follows:
Perpetual MainJenaflce Fund

The Cotporation understands that the storage and burial of radioactive waste requires
[sic] perpetual surveillance and maintenance, and so long as it occupies the premises, the

Corporation will undertake all surveillance and maintenance as described in Exhibit "B" and
as required by all applicable laws, regulations, or licensing for the protection of the public
health and safety. The Corporation further understands that if for any reason at any time
the Corporation should default or fail to comply with the terms of its license, or for any
reason withdraw from the premises, the State would be required to assume surveillance and
maintenance obligations and pay the surveillance and maintenance costs.
The Corporation therefore covenants and agrees to pay to the State annually the sum
of five cents for each cubic foot of radioactive waste for which burial or storage charges
have been made during the preceeding [sic] year. In order for the State to determine the
proper payments of the Corporation, the State shall have access to and a right to examine
any directly pertinent books, documents, papers, accounts and records of the Corporation
involving operation on the leased premises. Said right shall continue for three years after the
termination of this Lease.
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In 1968, some 2 years later, the license was· transferred to U.S. Ecology's
predecessor in name which then filed an application to renew the license and
expand the site which had begun to fill up. U.S. Ecology continued its operations
at Sheffield under NRC Staff supervision. In December 1976, the State and
U.S. Ecology's predecessor entered into an agreement that amended the existing
lease agreement to increase the cubic foot perpetual maintenance fee.
A Licensing Board was established in December 1977 to consider U.S. Ecology's application to renew the license and expand the site. 42 Fed. Reg. 61,522
(1977). Three months later, U.S. Ecology notified the Board, the State, and the
NRC Director of Nuclear Materials and Safeguards that it was withdrawing its
application to expand the site and terminating its license. The Director denied
the Licensee's authority to so act unilaterally and ordered it to continue carrying
out its obligations under the license to protect the public health and safety. On
appeal the Commission sustained the Director's action and issued a Notice of
Hearing directing that a Licensing Board resolve the conflicting claims of authority. Nuclear Engineering Co. (Sheffield, Illinois Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Disposal Site), CLI-79-6, 9 NRC 673 (1979): U.S. Ecology Brief at 2.
Following a June 1980 prehearing conference, the Licensing Board specified
three issues to be heard, the first two of which are the subject of these
motions. U.S. Ecology, Inc. (Sheffield, Illinois Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Disposal Site), "Prehearing Conference Order and Order Setting Time for
Discovery" (September 9, 1980) (unpublished). Thereafter, the proceeding was
effectively suspended at the request of the parties while they sought to complete
studies necessary to fashioning an appropriate site-specific remedy for the buried
waste and to reach a negotiated resolution of the dispute. Although all activities
at the site (other than maintenance) ceased in 1978, neither negotiated settlement
effort had borne fruit by August 1986. At that time the Board ordered the parties,
while continuing settlement negotiations, to address the two issues first described
above by motions for summary dispOSition. All relevant filings were received
by November 28, 1986.

n.

APPLICABLE LAW

As enacted in 1954, the Atomic Energy Act did not expressly define "nuclear
waste" or address the issue of its ultimate disposition. Rather, it classified
nuclear materials into three general categories: byproduct, source, and special
nuclear. 42 U.S.C. §2014 (1984). However, since all waste products fell in
varying proportions into one or more of these categories, regulation of the
possession and transfer of nuclear waste came within the purview of the Atomic
Energy Commission.
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Through the 1950's, waste disposal was accomplished primarily through
"burial" at sea, or return of materials to AEC facilities - principally the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. By the end of the decade, "large solid waste volumes
and repeated requests for land burial services [had] become an increasing
administrative and operational burden to Oak Ridge." Hearings on Industrial
Radioactive Waste Disposal, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 2514 (1959) (statement of
HL. Price), U.S. Ecology Exh. 3; Illinois Exh. 1. In addition, the costs of sea
disposal presented "a serious economic problem" for licensees on the east coast
because of the long distances waste had to be transported in order to rcach
suitable ocean depths. Ibid. The need for accessible, regional land disposal sites
was recognized. See U.S. Ecology Exh. 4.
Then in 1959, a proposal was made to authorize commercial land burial. U.S.
Ecology Exh. 7. One of the issues to be resolved was ownership of the sites.ld. at
12. Ultimately, land ownership for such sites was limited to state and federal
governments. 10 C.F.R. § 20.302(b) (1961). The first land burial license was
issued to U.S. Ecology in 1961 for a site in Beatty, Nevada. U.S. Ecology
Exh. 12.
In the republication of its regulations effective January I, 1961, the Commission's principal requirements for waste disposal appeared in 10 C.F.R. §§ 20.301
et seq. The disposal of limited quantities of waste by release into sewerage systems (§ 20.303) and by licensee burial in soil (§ 20.304) was authorized generally. Disposal of greater quantities of material or disposal by methods not
specifically authorized required an application for a license under § 20.302. Applications were required to describe the material to be disposed of and the manner and conditions of disposal; to analyze and evaluate the site characteristics;
and to define the procedures to be observed to minimize the risk of unexpected
or hazardous exposures.
In general, licensees were permitted by § 20.301 of the regulations to dispose
of licensed material only (a) by transfer to an authorized recipient; (b) by
a method authorized generally; or (c) by a method authorized pursuant to
§ 20.302. There is nothing in the history of the regulations to suggest that the
Commission viewed anyone of these means as less final than any other with
respect to the licensee carrying out the disposal.
Though it is clear that the movement toward land disposal of waste was impelled by economic rather than safety considerations (see generally, U.S. Ecology Exhs. 3 and 4), the Commission did recognize one significant distinction
between the two methods: the need for long-term monitoring of land disposal
sites. Prior to 1960, applications for commercial land disposal of waste had
been denied "basically because of the inability of applicants to assume longterm maintenance and control of the burial site." U.S. Ecology Exh. 4 at 7. As a
solution to this problem, the Commission in 1961 amended 10 C.F.R. § 20.302
to preclude applications for waste disposal on privately owned land.
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The brief Statement of Considerations accompanying the 1961 amendment
indicates that the Commission drew a clear distinction between the commercial waste disposal operator and the disposal site owner. 26 Fed. Reg. 352
(1961). The former was expected, or at least suspected, to eventually leave the
scene; the latter, for public health and safety reasons could not be allowed to
depart. It is difficult to see how the requirement for federal or state ownership
of disposal sites could have been viewed as a solution to this problem unless
the Commission anticipated government assumption of responsibility for site
maintenance and monitOring after the withdrawal of the license. However, the
conditions for that withdrawal were not expressly defined by regulation until the
adoption of 10 C.F.R. Part 61 over 20 years later.
On October 25, 1978, the Commission published an Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking concerned with the development of specific regulations
to govern the disposal of low-level radioactive wastes. 43 Fed. Reg. 49,811
(1978). Among the subjects covered was the establishment of procedures for
the final closure of land disposal sites. A final rule incorporating what is now
10 C.F.R. Part 61 was published on December 27, 1982, and took effect January
26, 1983.47 Fed. Reg. 57,446 (1983). The applicability of the provisions of Part
61 to licenses in effect on that date was to be "determined on a case-by-case
basis." 10 C.F.R. § 61.1 (a) (1986).

In.

THE POSSESSION ISSUE

When the NRC licenses a private company to perform specific activities
such as receipt, possession, transport, storage, or disposal of low-level radioactive waste, the company incurs obligations to protect the public health and
safety. Those obligations, described in the Atomic Energy Act and implementing
regulations, are imposed primarily through the grant of the license to undertake
the activities specified. Each license specifies with particularity the kinds and
amounts of nuclear waste a private company may possess. U.S. Ecology argues
that it is well established as a matter of law "that burial of low-level waste in
accordance with license requirements finally disposes of the waste such that it
is no longer 'possessed' by the licensee." Brief at 4. Therefore, Licensee concludes that it has no continuing obligation under its license to protect the public
health and safety with respect to such waste. The crux of Licensee's argument
denying any remaining obligation with respect to waste buried at Sheffield is
the meaning of the term ''possess'' in its license.
In support of its argument, Licensee cites a 1979 memorandum from the
Chief of the Low-Level Waste Branch which disputed a draft legal position that
buried waste continued to be ''possessed'' by this Licensee. The Branch Chief
argued that the proposed legal position was at odds with historical practice and
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would create a conflict with the possession limits imposed on licensees since
the possession limits did not include buried waste. Licensee further supports its
position with a 1964 memorandum by the NRC General Counsel stating. inter

alia:
special nuclear material which has been disposed of by land burial is no longer "possessed
or used" by the burial ground operator within the meaning of those terms as set forth in
§ 150.1 I (b).

U.S. Ecology Exh. 2 at 3. Section 150.11(b) dealt with the cumulative quantity
of nuclear material that a licensee was permitted to possess. The limitation on
possession was intended as a control to prevent commercially licensed organizations from possessing enough nuclear material to form a critical mass.3 The
General Counsel concluded:
Consequently. only those amounts of special nuclear material which are unburied need be
laken into account in determining whether or not a burial ground operator is in possession
of an amount sufficient to form a critical mass.

Licensee buttresses its argument by asserting that the Commission always
considered sea burial of waste as final disposition and viewed land disposal
in the same way. Licensee cites a 1959 letter from the Acting Chief of the
Licensing Branch to U.S. Ecology stating that:
When disposals are made at sea, and the material is no longer in your possession, you should
reduce your physical possession inventory accordingly,

U.S. Ecology Exh. 5. Licensee concludes that "the Commission has always
deemed 'possession' of licensed material to cease upon 'final disposal'" by land
burial or sea disposal. Brief at 20. Licensee cites other memoranda in support of
its contention that burial of waste at sea terminated licensee possession and that
the Commission always treated land and sea burial as equivalent. U.S. Ecology
Exhs. 7, 8, 9, and 10.
U.S. Ecology asserts that the regulatory scheme further supports its position,
citing 10 C.F.R. § 20.302, "Method for obtaining approval of proposed disposal
procedures." Licensee argues that subsection (b), concerning safety of disposal
at sea. reflects the Commission view that disposal was permanent and final. Brief
at 16-20. U.S. Ecology then points to the 1980 Statement of Considerations
eliminating § 20.304 permitting burial of small quantities of radioactive mate'The regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part ISO implement the authority granted the Commission by § 274(b) of the Atomic
Energy Act to transfer certain regulatory responsibilities to "agreement nates." Section 274(b)(4) provides that
Commission authority moy be discontinued in such Illtcs with n:spcct to special nuclear materials "in quantities
not sufficient to form a critical moss." 42 U.S.c. § 2021 (1984).
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rial. Licensee quotes the Statement of Considerations that the deletion "would
not require any action concerning material already buried under the present provisions of § 20.304." 43 Fed. Reg. 56,677 (1978). Additional documents are
cited in support of the proposition that the amount of nuclear material that can
be possessed by licensees is limited; thus the term "possess" applies only to
stored materials, not buried materials. U.S. Ecology Exhs. 13, 16, 17, and 18.
U.S. Ecology also asserts that Illinois law and the Sheffield lease issued by
the State further confirm U.S. Ecology's interpretation of "possess." Section 6
of the Illinois Radioactive Wastes Act provides in part
All rights, title and interest in, of and to any radioactive waste materials accepted by the
Department of Nuclear Safety for permanent storage at such facilities, shall upon acceptance
become the property of the state • • • •

Ill. Ann. Stat. S.H.A. ch. 111.5, 230.6 (Smith Hurd 1980). Licensee concludes
that because the State must have title, U.S. Ecology could not possess the buried
material. Licensee finds corroboration of its argument that the State possesses
buried waste in art. V, § H, of the Sheffield lease. Section H incorporated the
statutory language and provided that title to all waste transferred to the State
when the waste arrived at the Sheffield receiving dock. Licensee argues that
because the lease was reviewed and approved by the AEC, the AEC concurred
in the view that the State took title to the waste even prior to burial. Thus, the
argument goes, U.S. Ecology could not possess buried waste, the title to which
passed to the State even before burial.
The Stale of Illinois strongly disagrees with Licensee's position, basing its
arguments on language in the 1966 license amendment authorizing U.S. Ecology
to bury waste at the Sheffield site, the absence of an NRC license authOrizing
the State to "possess" the waste, the absence of any evidence that the State has
"accepted" the waste pursuant to its Radioactive Wastes Act, and the argument
that relocation of nuclear waste from storage to land burial does not terminate
the Licensee's possession under the Atomic Energy Act Dlinois Brief at 9-15.
The NRC Staff agrees with the State of lllinois. Stafr argues that all nuclear
materials including the waste in question must be under an NRC license unless
subject to an agreement state license, noting that Illinois is not at this time an
agreement state under the Atomic Energy Act. Nor does the waste material in
question fall under any exemption from an NRC license. Consequently, the Staff
argues that U.S. Ecology is the only licensee for the buried waste in question and
thus is obligated to observe "Commission regulations, license conditions, and
orders to protect the public health and safety • • ." or be subject to enforcement
proceedings and penalties. Staff also points to the regulatory scheme that
prohibits transfer, asSignment, or disposition of a license without approval of the
Commission. Thus, Staff concludes that "possession of licensed material may not
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be transferred except to authorized persons •.. ," citing 10 C.F.R. §§ 30.41(c),
40.51(c), 70.42(c); Rochester Gas and Electric Corp. (Sterling Power Project,
Nuclear Unit No. I), ALAB-507, 8 NRC 551 (1978); and Nuclear Advisors,
Inc., 2 AEC 196 (1962), 2 AEC 254 (1963). Staff Brief at 6-7.
Therefore, the Staff asserts that burial is immaterial because licensed waste
remains the responsibility of the licensee until transferred in accordance with
law and regulations. Ultimately, Staff argues that only the NRC could determine
when responsibility for licensed materials ends. Staff dismisses the memorandum
of the Low-Level Waste Branch Chief as without authority not only because the
legal question was not within his purview, but also because, Staff avers, his
position was contrary to the view of the Commission then and now.
In addition, Staff finds that the 1964 General Counsel's memorandum does
not support U.S. Ecology's position because the memorandum did not address
the possession issue but rather addressed the Part 150 limitation on critical
mass. Staff argues that the General Counsel simply found that buried materials
were not included in materials possessed for the purpose of Part 150 limits. The
Staff finds its conclusion supported by both the Statement of Considerations and
a 1965 amendment to § 150.1l(b) and the language in § 61.16(b)(1). Staff Brief
at 10-11.
Staff disputes U.S. Ecology's argument that land and sea burial are identical. Staff finds Commission treatment of land and sea burial different, pointing
to an evolving policy described in part in the Statement of Considerations for
§ 20.302(b). 36 Fed. Reg. 23,138 (Dec. 4, 1971). That statement pointed to NRC
concerns about ocean dumping and the need for continued NRC control and review. Staff also finds U.S. Ecology's § 20.304 argument unfounded. asserting
that the Staff has never taken the position that disposition under § 20.304 relieved the Licensee of its obligations under the license. Staff Brief at 13.
Similarly, Staff distinguishes between ownership and possession with respect
to Licensee's argument under the I11inois Radioactive Wastes Act Staff renews
its argument that a specific license is required to possess nuclear material, that
Illinois does not have such a license, and. thus even if the Slate holds title to
the material buried at Sheffield, it does not possess it because it does not have
a specific license to do so. Staff Brief at 13-15.

IV.

THE UNILATERAL TERMINATION ISSUE

U.S. Ecology asserts that it had the right to unilaterally terminate its license
primarily because that was its expectation at the time it entered into the operation
of the Sheffield disposal site. The Commission, it asserts, had always accepted
nonrenewal as a sufficient indication of termination, and the agency had no regulations or other fixed procedures for the review, approval, or conditioning of
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licensee withdrawals. Since neither the license itself nor any Commission regulations expressly precluded unilateral, unconditional termination, U.S. Ecology's
assertion of that right was effective.
NRC Staff counters that the Commission had in fact begun to scrutinize
terminated materials licenses well before U.S. Ecology's attempted termination
of its license. The point of this, presumably, is to show that the Licensee's expectation as to its "decommissioning" obligations had, or should have changed.
However, the only example given by the Staff of an actual application for
termination of such a license pertains to a materials storage and processing facility, not a disposal site. Staff Brief at 17. Similarly, U.S. Ecology's example of
apparent Commission acquiescence in a license expiration also pertained only
to nondisposal activities. U.S. Ecology Brief at 34; Staff Brief at 18.
U.S. Ecology recognizes that its assertion of a right to unilateral termination
of its license leaves an important question as to who should now be held
responsible for long-term surveillance of the Sheffield site. It contends that that
responsibility now devolves upon the State of Illinois because, essentially, that
is the result that all of the parties contemplated when the site was established
and the license originally issued.
U.S. Ecology notes the Commission's reluctance to license land disposal
facilities prior to 1960 because of the inability of private applicants to give adequate assurance of long-term maintenance of disposal sites, and its amendment
of its regulations to require that such facilities be established only on government
land. U.S. Ecology Brief at 46-51. It points out that the Sheffield site was not
approved until the Commission had received the requisite assurances from the
State of Illinois that it would assume responsibility for long-term maintenance
and surveillance in the event of Licensee's termination of operations; and the
existence of these assurances was repeatedly referred to in subsequent Commission documents pertaining to Sheffield. Finally, U.S. Ecology cites its lease with
Illinois which provided in pare
(l]f for any reason at any time the Corporation should default or fail to comply with the terms
of its license, or for any reason withdraw from the premises, the State would be required to
assume surveillance and maintenance obligations.

U.S. Ecology Brief at 73; Illinois Exh. 3, art. VIII. Illinois points out that this
lease provision is contained in an article dealing with the establishment of a
perpetual maintenance fund, the purpose of which was to assure the availability
of funds to pay for long-term site maintenance in the event of the Licensee's
inability or refusal to do so. It is a sort of insurance policy, nol, the State argues,
an authorization for Licensee abandonment of its responsibilities.
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Illinois also denies that the expectations of the parties with respect to their
mutual obligations concerning Sheffield were inalterably fixed from the outset It
notes that the express terms of the license render the Licensee subject to "all
other applicable rules, regulations, orders of the Atomic Energy Commission
now or hereafter in effect" Illinois Exh. 2. Land disposal of radioactive waste
was a new and potentially hazardous activity requiring regulatory flexibility
to adapt requirements to evolving knowledge. Illinois Brief at 28. Thus, the
Licensee knew or should have known that changes in the conditions of its waste
disposal operations were likely.
Finally, the Staff argues that whether or not lllinois wants to assume responsibility for the Sheffield site, the Licensee cannot unilaterally transfer that
burden. To do so would, the Staff asserts, constitute either a transfer of a license
or of licensed materials (the buried waste) to an unlicensed recipient in violation
of Commission regulations. Staff Brief at 21.

v.
A.

DECISION

Possession Issue

In its possession argument, U.S. Ecology relies on 10 C.F.R. § 150.1 1(b). The
purpose of that section was to determine whether private organizations in an
agreement state possessed a sufficient quantity of radioactive waste to form
a critical mass. U.S. Ecology attempts to use § 150.1 1(b) to terminate its
obligations with respect to the waste activity it was licensed to perform. It
is clear that both the General Counsel and the Chief of the Low-Level Waste
Branch were concerned with the critical mass issue. In essence they concluded
that radioactive waste that had been separated from stored radioactive waste
and disposed of in burial should not, as a practical matter, be included in the
total quantity of radioactive waste at a given site for the purpose of determining
whether a critical mass was present. In that limited context, U.S. Ecology is
correct in that it did not possess buried waste for the purposes of critical mass
calculations.
However, it is equally clear that U.S. Ecology's responsibility for radioactive
waste delivered to its Sheffield site did not terminate at the surface of the
earth. Two principal facts buttress that conclusion. The first is the language in
the original license providing that it was subject to "all other applicable rules,
regulations, and orders of the Atomic Energy Commission now or hereafter
in effect • •••" That language, which first appeared in the 1964 license, was
repeated verbatim in the 1966 Amendment No.7 authorizing burial activities
and was, at the least, incorporated by reference in all subsequent amendments
up until the time that U.S. Ecology announced its unilateral termination of the
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license in 1978. Thus U.S. Ecology and its predecessors were on notice from the
outset and were reminded repeatedly with each license amendment that burial
activities would be subject to any changes in the regulations. Consequently, the
1978 proposal to enact Part 61 establishing criteria for closing burial sites that
took effect in January 1983 could not have been unanticipated. The better view
is that the parties to the license (NRC and U.S. Ecology) expressly anticipated
new regulatory requirements and provided for them in the license.
Secondly, Amendment No.7, in addition to making burial activity subject to
NRC rules, regulations, and orders contains specific provisions concerning how
radioactive waste was to be buried. Illinois Exh. 2, Amendment No.7,
and 12. Those burial specifications provided that buried packages of special
nuclear material should be surrounded by "a minimum of 8 inches of earth "in
all directions from any other packages containing nuclear material." Paragraph
12 of the Amendment discussed testing of water samples for concentrations of
radioactive material "to determine whether or not the increase [in such concentrations] is due to the land burial operations" and directed the Licensee to notify
the Director, Division of Licensing, within 30 days of any such finding. Those
conditions were repeated in Amendment No.8. Amendment No.9 added two
more provisions, one concerning trench excavations relative to the water table
and another concerning mounds for the completed burial trenches. Amendment
No. 10 authorized the burial of a steel bottle of tritium. Amendment No. 11
dated January 6, 1977, restricted the burial of transuranic waste "in concentrations greater than 10 nanocuries per gram." Buried waste was subject to ongoing
monitoring and maintenance, a responsibility U.S. Ecology anticipated in its application to expand the facility. See, e.g., Safety Analysis Report for Sheffield
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility, "3.4.2.4.1.D, 3.4.2.4.3.C, and
3.5.5. Clearly, burial activities were subject to the continuing addition of new
requirements.
A July 13, 1967 memorandum by the Materials License Division casts further
light on the expectations of the parties concerning burial. That memorandum
provided at page 5 that "[i]t is not expected that once the packages are in the
ground that they will maintain their integrity and will provide protection against
loss of contents." Illinois Exh. 4.4 It is clear from the memorandum that burial

,,11

4The pertinent portion of the Memorandmn provided:
California Nuclear. Inc. [U.S. Ecology" pred=or] will bwy packaged WlISte IS received from CUSlOmers
or in packages prepared by the licensee. It is not expected that once the packages are in /he groond
that they will maintain their integrity and will provide protection against loss of contents. The packages
containing ndiOlctive WlStes provide ease of handling and prevent IPfUd of ndioactive material during
burial opentions. Burial opentions will be curled out in open pits or trenches. These trenches will be
dug by ltandard earthmoving equipment 10 that they will be approximately 300 to SOO feet long, 20 to
40 feet wide, and 20 to 2S feet deep. Backfilling operations will normally be conducted at the end of
each day" opentions to minimize the dose nte to openting pcrsonnc1lnd to minimize possible 'pread
of contamination to the environment. Earth will be mounded over the top layer of packages in • trench 10
(CollliftU4d)
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opemtions were an ongoing activity which not only needed to be secured by
the Licensee by a 6-foot chain link fence topped with barbed wire, but also
required ongoing maintenance of buried materials. It should be noted that that
same memomndum provided that "[t]he primary purpose of [ownership of the
site] is to assure the necessary long-term control of such land in the event the
licensee is unable, for any reason, to maintain the opemtion." We do not read that
language to authorize the Licensee to unilatemlly abandon its obligation to the
buried material. Rather, the language contemplates the longer-term responsibility
of the State, the dumtion of whose existence can clearly be anticipated to be
considembly longer than the dumtion of the existence of a private enterprise.
The foregoing recitation of license terms and conditions and the nature of the
Licensee's burial activities clearly describes an ongoing and active responsibility
for buried materials. That responsibility remains regardless of whether the
possession argument were to be resolved in favor of U.S. Ecology, but the
possession argument cannot be so resolved because the term as used in all the
documents cited by u.s. Ecology fundamentally relates to the long-established
Commission policy against having a commercial entity, or for that matter a state,
possess an amount of radioactive waste materials sufficient to form a critical
mass without the appropriate NRC license.
Accordingly, we hold in answer to the first issue posed by these motions
for summary disposition that U.S. Ecology, Inc., has a continuing responsibility
under its license for radioactive waste materials buried at the Sheffield site and
that the concept of ''possession,'' as it relates to source, byproduct, or special
nuclear material in this case, relates only to the 10 C.F.R. § ISO.II(b) critical
mass limitation.

B.

Termination Issue

A license is a grant by a governmental agency, in this instance the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, "of the right to engage in conduct that would be
improper without such a grant." 4 Mezines, Stein, Gruff, Administrative Law
§ 41.01 (1985). That right carries with it specified obligations set out in the form
of regulations, official guidance, and orders. It is clear from the Atomic Energy
Act itself that both the grant and the termination of rights and obligations under
a license was subject to the overriding concern for the public health and safety.

that Ihere will be a minimum of 4 feet of earth at Ihe center and 3 feet of eanh at Ihe edge&. The mounding
providea a mcasun: of protection against infiltration of water into the trcnc:lt. Concrete monuments win be
erected at cac:lt end of a filled trcnch. A metal plate will be placed on eac:lt monument whic:lt will specify
Ihe total activity of byproduct, source. and rpcci.al nuclear material contained in Ihe trcnc:lt at Ihe time of
burial and Ihe date on whic:lt Ihe monuments wen: crccted. The burial a",. will be surrounded by a 6 foot
cyclone-type fence topped with batbed win: to pn:vent unauthorized entry. The fenced a",. and buildings
within Ihe an:a will be locked at an times when work is not being performed.
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While it is clear with respect to materials licenses that the Commission's
policies have been evolving over the life of the U.S. Ecology license, it is
equally clear that the Commission has never permitted a licensee to terminate its
license unilaterally where continuing health and safety concerns remained. Thus,
the examples cited by U.S. Ecology of the termination of a license to store and
possess nuclear materials without further activity is inapposite to the situation
presented by buried radioactive waste. In those instances, no threat to the public
health and safety remained. The absence of regulations or fixed procedures for
approval or conditioning of such license termination is not controlling because in
those early years review and approval was conducted by the Staff in the ordinary
course of business on a case-by-case basis. The NRC's focus during the period
was primarily on opening, not closing, burial sites. However, it is eminently clear
that the medium in which the waste was being buried, land, was a complex of
elements and factors constantly subject to change. Thus, NRC and U.S. Ecology
were aware from the outset that buried waste would require not only ongoing
monitOring but ultimately final stabilization in the ground consonant with current
technology at the time of site closure. Clearly, the Commission did not and could
not permit storage licensees to leave radioactive materials unattended and simply
walk away.
Similarly, the record is also clear that a license was required before any
"person" could obtain and retain custody of radioactive materials. We find
compelling the argument of Illinois and the Staff that the State of Illinois has
never been granted a license for any kind of radioactive materials.
It is equally clear that the statutory scheme requiring state ownership of radioactive waste burial grounds was not intended to resolve near-term obligations
to stabilize such sites, but rather was intended to provide an ultimately responsible institution over hundreds of years after a burial site had been closed and
the commercial entity had departed. Thus, U.S. Ecology's argument that Illinois
had title to radioactive waste from the time of its arrival at Sheffield is not persuasive. Although not saying so in so many words, the statutory scheme clearly
distinguishes between title to, and custody of, radioactive waste. The obligations
at issue in this dispute relate to custOdy, not to title.
Nor do we find that the Illinois statute or the lease language operated to make
the State of Illinois a guarantor for U.S. Ecology's burial obligation under its
license with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. At most the language might be
thought to make Illinois an indemnitor with all of its rights against U.S. Ecology
preserved.
Similarly, we do not find that the perpetual maintenance fund was intended
to serve as a liquidated damages clause. The State's view of the purpose of the
fund better fits the overall statutory scheme, namely, that the fund was intended
to be used to defray perpetual maintenance costs after the terms and conditions
of the site closure had been satisfied by the Licensee. To conclude otherwise
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again would be to render the State a guarantor of U.S. Ecology's licensing
obligations, a reading for which we can find no support
Finally, we are persuaded that the license language itself in Amendment
No.7 subjecting U.S. Ecology to "all other applicable rules, regulations, orders
of the Atomic Energy Commission now or hereafter in effect" was intended to
bind U.S. Ecology to the site stabilization and closure requirements ultimately
set out in Part 61. It was clear in the period of the late 1950's and early
1960's, when land burial was first authorized, that a new solution to one of
the problems of a new technology was just beginning to be addressed. It is also
clear that the solution would be of an evolutionary nature. Thus, the parties
included language in the license that specifically contemplated future changes
to regulations governing disposal of radioactive waste. Such language was
congruent with the federal government's fundamental responsibility to protect
the public health and safety.
Consequently, with respect to the second issue to be decided, we find no
support for the proposition that U.S. Ecology can unilaterally terminate License
No. 13-10012-1 for activities at Sheffield without affirmative action by the
Commission, and we hold that U.S. Ecology cannot so terminate its license.

VI.

NEED FOR HEARING

The conclusions of this decision were communicated to all parties by telephone conference calIon February 20, 1987. All parties indicated their belief
that the board should now set for hearing the issue of the conditions to be imposed on U.S. Ecology for closure of the Sheffield site before it can terminate
its license. March 24, 1987, was agreed to by all parties as the date for commencement of the hearing. The board understands that settlement negotiations
on the remaining issue are continuing and that the prospects for settlement seem
favorable. While we encourage the parties to continue these negotiations, we
conclude that a schedule for hearing should be set to resolve the remaining
issue if the negotiations for any reason do not succeed.

VII.

ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of the entire record in
this matter, it is, this 20th day of February 1987, ORDERED:
1. That the Motion by U.S. Ecology, Inc., for Summary Disposition is
denied;
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2. That the parties are directed to file prefiled testimony and proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law to be received by the Board and the
parties on or before March 16. 1987; and
3. That the hearing in the captioned matter. preceded by a site visit on
March 23. 1987. shall commence on March 24. 1987. at a time and place to be
determined.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
B. Paul Cotter. Jr. Chairman
ADMINISlRATlVE JUDGE
Dr. Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
ADMINISlRATlVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland.
this 20th day of February 1986.
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Cite as 25 NRC 114 (1987)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before Administrative Judges:
Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Frederick J. Shon
Dr. Oscar H. Paris

Docket Nos. 50-289-0LA-1
50·289-0LA-2
(Steam Generator
Plugging Criteria)

In the Matter of

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES
NUCLEAR CORPORATION, ef 81.
(Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 1)

February 27, 1987

The Licensing Board grants Licensee's motion for termination of proceedings
with respect to Technical Specification Change Requests 148 and 153.
OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENTS:
PROCEEDINGS

TERMINATION OF

Absent objections, the Board grants the motion to terminate proceedings.

MEMORANQUM AND ORDER
(Granting Licensee's Motion for Termination of Proceedings)
MEMORANDUM

On November 6, 1985, Licensee had filed with the NRC Stafr Technical
Specification Change Request (TSCR) 148 wherein approval was sought to
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maintain the 40% throughwall limit on the secondary side of steam generator
tubes but to replace the 40% limit on the primary side of tubes with a sliding
scale which would go from 40% to 70% throughwall depending on the size
of the defect. On February 4, 1986, Licensee had filed TSCR 153 which in
substance sought approval to change the repair criteria to allow the Licensee not
to repair tubes under certain circumstances, if a tube had a defect up to 50%
tube wall penetration.
Ultimately, Three Mile Island Alert, Inc., was granted leave to intervene, the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was granted leave to participate as an interested
State, the two cases were consolidated, and a hearing was scheduled. On
April 18, 1986, upon a determination of no significant hazards consideration,
the Staff granted TSCR 153 by issuance of Amendment No. 116 to Facility
Operating License No. DPR-50. 51 Fed. Reg. 16,411 (May 2, 1986); see also 51
Fed. Reg. 7157 (Feb. 28, 1986). The authorization conferred by that amendment
was temporary and has since expired. By letter dated December 23, 1986, the
Staff notified the Licensee that TSCR 148 had been denied. The Notice of
Denial, 52 Fed. Reg. 478 (Jan. 6, 1987), specified that Licensee could demand
a hearing with respect to the denial on or before February 5, 1987. Licensee did
not demand such a hearing.
On February 10, 1987, Licensee filed a motion for termination of proceedings.
ORDER

Absent objections, Licensee's motion for termination of proceedings is
granted.
FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 27th day of February 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before AdminIstrative Judges:
Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
Glenn o. Bright
Dr. James H. Carpenter

Docket No. 50-271-0LA
(ASLBP No. 87-547-02-LA)

In the Matter of

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR
POWER CORPORAT10N
(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station)

February 27,1987

In a spent fuel pool expansion proceeding which is to be subject to the hybrid
hearing procedures in 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart K, the Licensing Board considers
the standing to intervene of various petitioners and establishes schedules for
further filings and for a prehearing conference.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION

Intervention rules are the same for hearings involving hybrid procedures as
for other proceedings. A petitioner for intervention must demonstrate standing;
the specific aspect(s) of the subject matter of the proceeding as to which the
petitioner wishes to intervene; and, prior to the" first prehearing conference, at
least one valid contention.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION (STANDING)

An organization can establish standing either as an organization or as a representative of one or more of its members whose interests may be affected. Residence of at least one member in close proximity to the facility, standing alone,
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would establish such representative standing. To do so, the organization must
provide the name and address and representation authorization from at least one
member with a sufficient interest in the proceeding.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION (DISCRETIONARy)

Although a licensing board may grant intervention as a matter of discretion, it
need not consider doing so where a party has not addressed the criteria governing
discretionary intervention.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Schedules for Further Filings and for Prehearing Conference)
Pending before this Board are requests for a hearing and petitions for
leave to intervene in a proposed expansion of the spent fuel pool of the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station, a facility located in Vernon, Vermont,
approximately 5 miles south of Brattleboro, Vermont Petitioners are the New
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP), the State of Vermont, and
Attorney General James M. Shannon, on behalf of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (Massachusetts). Responses to each of the petitions have been
filed by Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Applicant) and by the NRC
Staff.
All three petitioners seek intervention as parties under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. In
addition, Massachusetts also seeks to participate as an "interested State" under
10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c).
The notice of opportunity for hearing in this proceeding was originally published on June 18, 1986, and required that intervention petitions be submitted by
July 18, 1986 (51 Fed. Reg. 22,226-27,22,245-46). No one sought intervention,
although NECNP did file certain comments on July 21, 1986 (apparently supplemented by filings dated September 19, 1986, and November 19, 1986). On
December 31, 1986, however, the Commission renoticed this proceeding, on the
ground that the original notice, due to oversight, had omitted any notice of the
applicability of the hybrid hearing procedures set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart K (51 Fed. Reg. 47,324). The new notice permitted intervention requests to
be filed by January 30, 1987, but conditioned their timeliness on a petitioner's
invocation of the hybrid procedures. (Normally the hybrid procedures could only
be invoked by a party, but the Commission's revised notice permitted petitioners
to do so.) The three petitions before us were filed on January 29 or 30, 1987,
and each has invoked the hybrid procedures. They are thus all timely.
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Under governing intervention rules, which are the same for hearings involving
hybrid procedures as for other proceedings, a petitioner for intervention as
a party must demonstrate standing - i.e., that its "interest may be affected
by the results of the proceeding" - and the specific aspect(s) of the subject
matter of the proceeding as to which the petitioner wishes to intervene (10
C.F.R. § 2.714(a». In addition, prior to the first prehearing conference, a
petitioner must set forth at least one valid contention (10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b».
Both the Applicant and Staff agree that Vermont and Massachusetts have
standing to intervene pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. We agree. In addition, as
the Staff observes, Massachusetts would qualify to participate as an "interested
State" under 10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c). Subject to the submission by each of at least
one acceptable contention, we are prepared to admit Vermont and Massachusetts
as parties. In addition, subject to the admission of at least one contention
sponsored by any petitioner, we will permit Massachusetts to participate as an
"interested State" on matters not encompassed by any of its accepted contentions.
NECNP could establish standing to participate either as an organization or as
a representative of one or more members. To establish organizational standing,
NECNP would have to demonstrate that it (as an organization) will be injured
and that the injury is not a generalized grievance shared in substantially equal
measure by all or a large class of citizens. Transnuclear,Inc. (Ten Applications
for Low-Enriched Uranium Exports to EURATOM Member Nations), CLI-7724, 6 NRC 525, 531 (1977); Port/and General Electric Co. (pebble Springs
Nuclear Plant. Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 613-14 (1976). NECNP
has not sought to establish this type of organizational standing.
In addition, an organization such as NECNP may also establish standing
as the representative of members who themselves have an interest that may
be affected. Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-549, 9 NRC 644, 646-47 (1979); Public Service Co. of Indiana
(Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-322, 3 NRC
328, 330 (1976). Residence of at least one member in close proximity to a
facility, standing alone, would establish such an interest Virginia Electric and
Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-522, 9 NRC
54, 56 (1979). NECNP is apparently seeking to establish its standing through
representation of the interests of one or more of its members.
To follow this route, a petitioner must identify at least one member (by
name and address) whose interest may be affected and provide some concrete
indication that the member has authorized the organization to represent him or
her in the proceeding. Houston Lighting and Power Co. (AlIens Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB-535, 9 NRC 377,393-97 (1979). NECNP has
pointed out that approximately 100 of its 450 members live in the BrattleboroPutney Vermont area (apparently within approximately 30-35 miles of the
facility), that over 50 of them live within 10 miles of the facility, and that the
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hcalLh and safety of these members in particular would be jeopardized by the
requested amendment. But NECNP has failed to provide the name and address
of any of these members or authorization for NECNP to represent them in this
proceeding.
Although the interest and authorization of one or more of these members
would likely be sufficient to establish standing under the criteria set forth in
North Anna, ALAB-522, supra, we cannot admit NECNP as a party unless it
provides the name, address, and authorization of at least one member with a
sufficient interest in the proceeding.l At the present time, NECNP may amend
its petition without leave of the Board (10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(3», and the Staff
recommends that we provide NECNP with an opportunity to do so. As set forth
below, we are providing NECNP that opportunity and setting forth a schedule
for it to do SO.2
In addition to establishing its standing, a petitioner for intervention must set
forth the aspect(s) of the proceeding in which it wishes to intervene. All three
petitioners have done so, and the Applicant and Staff offer no objection to our
finding those statements to be sufficient. We find at least one of the aspects set
forth by each petitioner to be within the proper scope of this proceeding and that
all of the petitioners have fulfilled this portion of the Commission's intervention
requirements.
In sum, Vermont and Massachusetts have established the standing and
"aspects" requirements, and NECNP has also fulfilled the "aspects" requirement NECNP need fulfill only one additional requirement to perfect its standing. All petitioners must submit at least one adequate contention to participate as
parties. Accordingly, we are providing for a prehearing conference and establishing dates for the filing of contentions, further information concerning NECNP's
standing, and responses by the Applicant and Staff.
Based on the foregoing, it is, this 27th day of February 1987, ORDERED:
1. Petitioners for intervention must file (mail) their contentions by Monday,
March 30, 1987.
2. NECNP must file (mail) additional information concerning its standing
by the same date (Monday, March 30, 1987).

1 Authorization may pernaps be infcned from the nature of the organization. but NECNP has thus far not provide:<!
sufficient information to support such a determination. Aliens Creek, ALAB-S3S, supra, 9 NRC at 396.
2 Although we have authority to grant intervention as a maner of discretion, NECNP has not addressed the criteria
under which we could consider its intervention under that authority. See Pebble Spri"gs, supra, CU-76-27, 4
NRC at 616; Metropolita" Ediso" Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CU-83-2S, 18 NRC 327, 333
(1983); Florida Power.{ Ughl Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), UlP-87-2, 2S NRC 32 (1987).
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3. The Applicant is requested, at its earliest convenience, but no later than
March 30, 1987, to provide each Board member with a copy of the application
letter, dated April 25, 1986, together with any updating information concerning
the application that has been filed with the NRC.
4. The Applicant and Staff are invited to respond to the above filings of
petitioners. Such responses must be filed so that they are in our hands (as well
as the hands of the petitioners) by Monday, April 13, 1987.
5. A prehearing conference is hereby scheduled for 1besday, April 21, 1987
(commencing at 9:30 a.m.), and, to the extent necessary, Wednesday, April 22,
1987 (commencing at 9:00 a.m.). The conference will be held at the U.S. District
Court, Post Office and Courthouse Building, 204 Main St., Brattleboro, VT.
6. The Board will hear oral limited appearance statements (see 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.715(a» from 9:00-10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, April 22, 1987 (or such lesser
time as is necessary to accommodate speakers who are present). If necessary,
the Board will schedule other oral limited appearance sessions later in the
proceeding.
7. The Board desires a tour of the spent fuel pool of the facility, including
equipment utilized in cooling the facility, accompanied by representatives of any
petitioners (or parties) who wish to attend. The Board calls upon the Applicant
to arrange such a tour for either Thursday morning, April 23, 1987, or (if
time permits) the afternoon of Wednesday, April 22. (After receipt of proposed
contentions, we will have a better understanding of the time the conference will
require.)
FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
ADMINIS1RATlVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 27th day of February 1987.
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Docket Nos. 50-295
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COMMONWEALTH EDISON
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(ZIon Station, Unit 1)
(Byron Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1)
(LaSalle County Station, Unit 1)
AND ALL L1GHT·WATER REACTORS

February 10, 1987

The Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, denies an emergency
relief petition dated August 13, 1986, and sponsored by a number of individuals.
The petition sought suspension of the operating licenses for the Zion Station
Unit I, LaSalle County Station Unit I, and Byron Nuclear Power Station Unit
1 facilities of the Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) and other similarly
situated facilities due to alleged inadequacies in containment integrated leak
rate test (CILRn practices. It was alleged that the testing was at variance with
the Commission's requirements for a CILRT, specifically 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
Appendix J. It was alleged that there were deficiencies in computer programs
used during the testing and that certain data were improperly replaced by other
data, allegedly in violation of the Commission's requirements.
The Director determined that the allegations raised in the petition concerning
the application of certain CECO computer programs to containment leak rate
testing at CECO facilities were unsubstantiated. Rather, based upon CILRTs
conducted by CECO for its LaSalle, Zion, and Byron facilities, and the independent review and oversight of these tests conducted by NRC inspectors, these
facilities and others similarly situated conform to the Commission's requirements with respect to containment leak rate testing.
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DmECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
An emergency relief petition dated August 13, 1986, sponsored by a number of individuals (petitioners) was submitted to my office pursuant to 10
C.F.R. § 2.206. The petition sought suspension of the operating licenses for
the Zion Station Unit I, LaSalle County Station Unit 1, and Byron Nuclear
Power Station Unit 1 facilities of the Commonwealth Edison Company (CECa)
and other similarly situated facilities due to alleged inadequacies in containment
integrated leak rate test (CILRn practices. It was alleged that the testing was
at variance with the Commission's requirements for a CILRT, specifically 10
C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix J. It was alleged that there were deficiencies in computer programs used during the testing and that certain data were improperly
replaced by other data, allegedly in violation of the Commission's requirements.
I acknowledged receipt of the petition in my letter to certain Petitioners
dated October 22, 1986. In that letter, I also addressed the Petitioners' request
for emergency action. I declined to take any immediate action with respect
to the facilities referenced in the petition based upon the close monitoring of
CILRTs at commercial nuclear facilities by NRC inspectors and the confirmatory
calculations that are routinely performed by the NRC with respect to these
tests. With respect to the facilities referenced in the petition, I noted that
NRC inspection reports had been issued describing the CILRTs that have been
performed and, based upon this NRC surveillance of the testing, I saw no need
to take any emergency action as requested in the petition. I noted that the NRC
Staff would continue to review the petition and that I would issue a formal
decision with regard to it in the reasonably near future. My Decision in this
matter follows.
DISCUSSION
The petition contains a number of issues with respect to containment integrated leak rate testing. The issues may be broadly placed into three categories:
(1) allegations regarding the general methodology associated with CILRTs, (2)
allegations concerning the validity of certain CILRTs performed at the Zion
Station Unit 1 in 1982 and 1984, and (3) allegations related to certain computer
programs employed by CECa in conducting CILRTs for Zion, LaSalle, and
Byron units.
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I have had the opportunity to examine and evaluate allegations in the first
two categories in responding to previous petitions pursuant to §2.206.1
In DD·84·6, supra, I addressed allegations that there were serious errors,
defects, and loopholes in the industry standards that provide detailed measures
for performing the CILRT required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix J.'- The
specific alleged defects that I addressed in that decision included:
(1) the equation used to calculate containment air mass at any given time
is wrong;
(2) the final calculated leakage rate may be "fudged" in a variety of ways
to presumably yield an invalid leak rate; and
(3) there are "loose" requirements for the permanent archiving of raw
test data and other data essential for test evaluation.
In concluding in that decision that these so-called defects did not call into
question the adequacy of the Commission's regulations with regard to CILRTs,
I considered the claims of Zinovy Reytblatt which were offered in support of
the petitions discussed in that decision. I note this fact since Z. Reytblatt is
a cosponsor of the same allegations put forth in this latest petition pursuant to
§ 2.206. See Exhibit A to the Reytblatt affidavit attached to the instant petition. In
sum, after considering the allegations raised in the earlier petitions including the
claims of Z. Reytblatt, I concluded that current regulations regarding CILRTs
of commercial nuclear facilities provided reasonable assurance that the public
health and safety were adequately protected. As the claims in the current
petition w.ith respect to containment integrated leak rate testing methodology
arc essentially repetitive of those I have already considered, I do not intend to
discuss them further.
With respect to the second category of allegations, specifically those dealing
with the adequacy of a CILRT performed at the Zion nuclear facility, I have
considered the adequacy of containment leak rate testing for the Zion facility in
two Director's Decisions, specifically DD·85·2 and DD·85·10, supra. In DD·
85·2, I noted that Regional inspection activities undertaken as a result of the
Petitioner's allegations in that matter, which were also supported by an affidavit
of Z. Reylblatt, identified deficiencies in the CILRT performed for the Zion
nuclear facility in 1981 and 1983. As a consequence, CECa shut down the
Zion facility and performed a valid CILRT, which was witnessed by Region III
inspectors.
1 Previoos decisions that I have issued regarding the Idequacy of containment integ12ted leak rate testing in
gcne!2l. Ind. more specifically. with regard to certain flcilities of Commonwealth Edison Company include:
Commoll_allh EtlisOIl Co. (LaSaUe County Station. Units lind 2). 00-84-6. 19 NRC 891 (1984); Common_alth
Edisoll Co. (Zion Station. Unit I). D0-85·2, 21 NRC 270 (1985); Commo~allh Edisoll Co. (Zion Station, Unit
1), DO·85·1O, 22 NRC 143 (1985).
'-The industry standards Ire specifically the American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard N45.4-1972, "Leakage
Rate Testing of Containment Structures for Nuclear Reacto~," and the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)lANS Standard 56.8·1981, HContainment System Leakage Testing Requirements."
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On March 6, 1985, Z. Reytblatt himself submitted a petition to my office
pursuant to § 2.206 regarding CILRTs. New issues raised in that petition
concerned alleged inadequacies in certain software used by licensees to conduct
Cll.RTs. Reytblatt suggested that such software might have bcen used with
respect to Zion Unit 1 leak rate testing. The Petitioner also made allegations
concerning the validity of the verification test performed for the July 1984 Zion
Cll.RT.
In DD-85-10, the NRC determined that the software identified by Petitioner
had never been used for the CILRT for Zion. With respect to the Petitioner's
concerns regarding the July 1984 Zion Unit 1 CILRT, the Staff reviewed
the Petitioner's concerns and concluded that, contrary to the assertions of the
Petitioner, an appropriate test was conducted. With respect to the Petitioner's
claims that an invalid verification test was conducted, NRC inspectors reviewed
the circumstances of the verification test and concluded that the test did confirm
the acceptability of the CILRT performed for Zion Unit!. Thus, concerns raised
in this most recent petition with respect to the methodology employed for the
Zion Cll.RT have already received NRC consideration and I do not intend to
discuss them further in this Decision.3
The remaining allegations of the instant petition specifically allege that there
were deficiencies in the computer programs used during integrated leak rate
testing at the CECa nuclear power plants in that certain test data were improperly
replaced by other data. An affidavit from Z. Reytblatt (Associate Professor at
the IlIinois Institute of Technology) submitted with the petition in support of the
allegation purports to show that subroutines of CECa computer programs can
replace actual test data with other data, and that such manipulations have taken
place in violation of the Commission's CILRT requirements, as confirmed by
actual computer output. A letter from J. Kenevan (Associate Professor at the
IIIinois Institute of Technology) is also submitted in support of the petition.
The letter from J. Kenevan, dated July 7, 1986, addresses the data storage
properties of a computer code which apparently was used by CECa in the
conduct of the CILRT at the Byron Station. The letter observes that two program
options, namely, "EDIT DATA" and "DELETE DATA FILE," when invoked,
result in modification of the data saved, and that with regard to the latter option,

m

3The petition also makcs reference to a public meeting held on October 17, 1985. at the NRC's Region
offices. The October 17, 1985 meeting WlS held in In Ittempt to engage Z. Reytblau in a constructive technical
review of his canments as he had requCSlCd. the petition Ind specifically the Iffidavit of Reytblau Ind its Exhibit
D Ippear to suggcst that the NRC represented It this meeting that I technical review would be conducted Ind that
review never occurred. Such I suggestion is incorrect. At that meeting, as Exhibit D correctly reflects, the NRC
Staff represented that it would ltUdy the entire record of the meeting Ind would correspond with Z. Reytblau. This
in rlct occurred. On November 18, 1985. Mr. Robert Bcmam of the NRC Staff corresponded with Z. Reytblau
Ind provided him with the Staff's assessment of the October 17, 1985 meeting. To the extent the petition ISSerts
that the NRC Staff did not review the maners raised It the October 17, 1985 meeting Ind did not so inform
Z. Reytblatt, those assertions Ire incorrect.
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the program leaves no record that data have been deleted. Although J. Kenevan's
brief statement is probably a factual assessment of the program capability. it also
expresses what one would intuitively expect a data-gathering computer program
to offer in the way of options. Nevertheless. in the context of the petition. as
discussed more fully below. the implication is that the program options are
provided for the express purpose of malicious falsification of the test record. an
the contrary. the subject options are a necessary part of the program; they literally
permit the compilation of bona fide test data. Thus. the Kenevan letter does not
substantiate the allegations in the petition.
The affidavit of Z. Reytblatt alleges that the CECa computer programs
contain options (specifically an option called "ERASE" or "WIPE") to permit
test data to be manipulated. and attempts to show. with the aid of test data,
that inappropriate data manipulation in fact occurred. The affidavit includes two
exhibits (B and C) which contain background information to support statements
made in the body of the affidavit
The affidavit claims. in part, that the CECa computer programs contain an
option that permits the discarding of data at the whim of the testing grouP. leaves
no record that data were deleted. and places no limitations on the use of this
option. Exhibit B of the affidavit is referenced to support this claim. Exhibit B
consists of excerpted pages from a CECa program. which identifies the existence
of an option (called "WIPE") that supposedly permits such data manipulation.4
All of the CECa programs contain an option of the type referred to above.
Such an option has legitimate uses. The option may be used to purge erroneous
data from storage. i.e.• sensor data that may have become garbled in transmission
to storage memory. The option may also be used to clear the storage memory
prior to the start of an actual test, and to facilitate the performance of parameter
studies using archived data. The petition is incorrect in stating that the program
leaves no record that data were deleted. The fact that data have been deleted can
be readily ascertained by examining the time intervals between data sets. The
time at which a data set is obtained is not altered by the "WIPE" option. Therefore. since data are acquired at prescribed. uniform intervals. missing data sets
are easily detected. With respect to Petitioners' claim that there are no limitations on the use of this option. it should be noted that current regulations arc
silent on the matter of the degree of data rejection. Thus. the Petitioners are

4The Petitimers also used the "WIPE" optim issue to claim that the data for the 1983 Zion Unit 1 CILRl'
were fraudulently manipulated \0 obtain a negative leak rate. A negative leak rate. per Ie, is not indicative of a
fraudulently conducted test. or a failed test. Rather, if the leak rate fluctuates around the %en) milk it is indicative
or the exceptionalleaktightness of the containment, and reflects the StItistieal nature of the test data. Even though
the Zim Unit I measured leak rate wu slightly negative, test acceptance is based on the upper 95% confidence
limit, which was a positive value.
leak rate value was more that a raetor of 10 lower thlt the maximum
allowlble leak rate. which is itself let It 75% of the design leak rate.

nus
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incorrect when they claim that current regulations do not allow discarding more
than 5% of the test data.
There are instances when data may be properly discarded.' Exhibit B contains
a comment statement that addresses the provision in the code for dealing with
bad sensor values within a subvolume. Data rejection is necessary when a malfunctioning sensor/channel is found. If, for example, a temperature sensor in a
subvolume fails and is locked out, the remaining sensors are used to determine
the average dry-bulb temperature of that subvolume. In the extreme, if there
are no temperature sensors remaining in a subvolume that are functional, then
the average temperature of an adjoining subvolume is used. This will, then, necessitate adjusting the calculational procedure programmed into the code at the
start of the test when all instrument channels were considered to be functioning
properly to exclude the data from channels found unreliable. Alternatively, the
test may be interrupted to reestablish an effective instrumentation system. Whatever the course of action taken by a licensee is, it must be justifiable to NRC
inspectors.
The treatment of test data in the manner described above is based on
accepted engineering practice. The fact that a containment subvolume weighting
coefficient could exceed 0.1, which the Petitioners claim is unacceptable, is
not in violation of the requirements of Appendix J to 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
or ANSI N45.4-1972. The regulations do not prescribe leak testing practices
to this level of detail. Rather, the regulations emphasize the importance of
stable containment test conditions; with appropriate stabilization, test results
are relatively insensitive to wide variations in the magnitude of the weight
coefficients. This has been shown to be the case in the October 17, 1985 meeting
attended by Z. Reytblatl
The Petitioners further charge that CECO computer programs can be manipulated to reinstate previously discarded data. Exhibit C of the Reytblatt affidavit
is provided to demonstrate that this has been done. Exhibit C presents data sets
from the July 1984 Zion Unit 1 CILRT which purportedly show that the readings
from a "malfunctioning" sensor are suddenly declared valid. The Petitioners,
however, errantly assumed that these data sets constituted bona fide data. On
the contrary, they represent pretest data obtained during the preparatory stages
of the test. In fact, as the data clearly show, the containment was not yet pressurized for the tesl These data sets, then, were obtained when the containment and
the data acquisition system were being prepared for the test Furthermore, the

'The Reytblatt affidavit contain. unclear allegations concerning the rejection of CII.RT dlta. The industry atandard
(ANSI/ANS 56.8-1981), which Z. Reytblatt is apparently refening to, provides guidance on the rejection of
containment air mas. dlta and nw data on the functionally dependent panmeters, and prescribes thlt the rejection
of data should be documented. Adherence to this atandard is not a regulatory requiremenL Nevertheless, bued on
Staff review of the C1l.RTs referred to by Z. Reytblatt, the utility', testing practices relative to dati rejection an:
in Jceeping with this guidance.
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data sets show a sensor being returned to service in the data acquisition system
which is compatible with pretest activities. Consequently, Exhibit C does not
support a claim that CILRT test data have been improperly manipulated.
The Reytblatt affidavit makes numerous assertions of impropriety which
appear to evolve from an imprecise understanding of the functions of certain
options typically provided for data control in leak test computer codes, a
misinterpretation on the information appearing on printouts of data sets and
a misunderstanding of regulatory requirements and industry guidelines. In any
event, while the Staff does not review and approve computer codes used in the
industry for the leak rate testing of containment structures, as noted above, NRC
inspectors carefully scrutinize all aspects of such testing and obtain raw test data
for analysis to independently assess the acceptability of leak rate test results. This
has been done for each of the facilities identified by the Petitioners. NRC
inspectors have observed CILRTs conducted by CECa and analyzed test data,
and have found no evidence of wrongdoing on the part of CECa. The Staff
concludes, therefore, that the Petitioners' claims have no technical or safety
merit.
With respect to the technical assertions raised in this petition and which were
discussed above, the allegations raised in the petition concerning the application
of certain CECa computer programs to containment leak rate testing at CECa
facilities are unsubstantiated. Rather, based upon CILRTs conducted by CECa
for its LaSalle, Zion, and Byron facilities, and the independent review and
oversight of these tests conducted by NRC inspectors, these facilities conform
to the Commission's requirements with respect to containment leak rate testing.
CONCLUSION
Based upon the insubstantial nature of the technical assertions made by the
Petitioners, the relief requested by the Petitioners based upon lhese assertions
is denied. Specifically, I decline to require any further CILRTs at commercial
nuclear power reactor facilities, nor is it necessary to shut down any facilities, or
to undertake any studies and reviews such as those requested by Petitioners. Finally, with respect to lhe Petitioners' request lhat records from CECa CILRTs,
including raw data and computer programs, be made public documents, I have
addressed this issue in previous Director's Decisions where the same relief had
been requested. 6 I decline such relief now for the same reasons as were stated
there.
For the reasons stated in this Decision, the Petitioners' request for action
pursuant to § 2.206 has been denied. As provided by 10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c), a
600•84-6. supra. 19 NRC It 895-96; 01).85-2. supra. 21 NRC It 272-73.
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copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Commission's
review.
Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 10th day of February 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Gary J. Edles
Howard A. Wilber

In the Matter of

Docket No. 50-322-0L-5
(EP Exercise)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1)

March 2, 1987

The Appeal Board denies a request by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), a non-party to this operating license proceeding, for interlocutory review of portions of a Licensing Board order admitting for litigation two
contentions challenging the adequacy of a completed exercise of the applicant's
emergency response plan for the Shoreham facility.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

NON-PARTY PARTICIPATION

It is well-settled that a non-party has the right to take an immediate appeal
from an order granting discovery against it. This is attributable to the fact that,
with regard to a non-party, such an order has the requisite degree of finality
(i.e., is not deemed interlocutory). See Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion Station,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-1l6, 6 AEC 258 (1973).
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

NON·PARTY PARTICIPATION

Some non·parties to NRC licensing proceedings - i.e., states and other
governmental bodies participating in the proceeding by virtue of 10 C.F.R.
2.71S(c) - possess broad appellate rights. FEMA's role, however, in NRC
proceedings is sui generis. Whether it is entitled to the same appellate rights
as enjoyed by State and local governments invoking section 2.71S(c) is thus an
open and difficult question.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

The general policy of the Commission does not favor the singling out of
an issue for appellate examination during the continued pendency of the trial
proceeding in which that issue came to the fore. Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·271, 1 NRC 478, 483
(1975).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DIRECTED CERTIFICATION

Directed certification will be granted by an Appeal Board only where the
ruling below either: (1) threatened the party adversely affected by it with
immediate and serious irreparable impact which, as a practical matter, could not
be alleviated by later appeal or (2) affected the basic structure of the proceeding
in a pervasive or unusual manner. Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill
Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-40S, 5 NRC 1190, 1192
(1977).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

The basic structure of an ongoing adjudication is not changed simply because
the admission of a contention results from a licensing board ruling that is
important or novel, or may conflict with case law, policy or Commission
regulations. Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit
I), ALAB·791, 20 NRC 1579, 1583 (1984); Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Co. (perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-675, 15 NRC 1105,
1112-13 (1982). Similarly, the mere fact that additional issues must be litigated
does not alter the basic structure of the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual
way so as to justify interlocutory review of a licensing board decision. Arizona
Public Service Co. (palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB-742, 18 NRC 380, 384 (1983); Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North
Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·741, 18 NRC 371, 378 (1983).
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL

The single exception to the general proscription against interlocutory appeals
is provided by 10 C.F.R. 2.714a. Under that section, a party may appeal from
the acceptance or rejection of contention(s) at the threshold if, but only if,
such acceptance or rejection controlled the Licensing Board's disposition of the
petition for intervention advancing the contention(s). 10 C.P.R. 2.714a.
RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL
(IRREPARABLE INJURY)
The concept of irreparable injury as developed by the courts contemplates
that the injury must be both certain and great, and must be actual and not
theoretical. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Comm'n v. Holiday Tours,
Inc., 559 F.2d 841,843 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL
(IRREPARABLE INJURy)
Mere litigation expense, even substantial and unrecoupable cost, does not
constitute irreparable injury. Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), CLI-84-17, 20 NRC 801, 804 (1984), quoting Consumers
Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-395, 5 NRC 772, 779 (1977),
quoting Renegotiation Board v. Bannercraft, 415 U.S. 1,24 (1974).

APPEARANCES
William R. Cumming, Washington, D.C., for the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Donald P. Irwin, Richmond, Virginia, for the applicant Long Island Lighting
Company.
Karla J. Letsche, Washington, D.C. (with whom Martin Bradley Ashare,
Hauppauge, New York, Herbert H. Brown and LanTence Coe Lanpher, Washington, D.C., Fabian G. Palomino, Albany, New York, and
Stephen B. Latham, Riverhead, New York, were on the brief) for the
intervenors Suffolk County, New York, et al.
Edwin J. Reis (Mary E. Wagner on the brief) for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Before us is the petition of the Federal Emergency .Management Agency
(FEMA) for leave to appeal from portions of the Licensing Board's December
II, 1986 memorandum and order in the emergency planning exercise phase
of this operating license proceeding involving the Shoreham nuclear facility.l
Specifically, FEMA seeks interlocutory review of the reaffirmation in that order
of the Board's prior acceptance for litigation of Contentions Ex 15 and 16, which
had been advanced by intervenors, Suffolk County, New York, et a/. 2
In essence, these contentions assert that the February 13, 1986 exercise
concerned with the emergency response plan of the applicant Long Island
Lighting Company (LILCO) "could not and did not yield valid or meaningful
results" respecting LILCO's ability to implement that plan.' According to the
contentions, the exercise "did not include demonstrations or evaluations" of
either "major portions" of the plan or the "emergency response capabilities
of many persons and entities relied upon to implement" the plan.4 As a
consequence, the contentions aver, the exercise results did not provide a basis
for a finding of "reasonable assurance" that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency at Shoreham.s
FEMA maintains that the admission of the contentions to the proceeding was
foreclosed by an earlier Commission decision in this proceeding6 and, further,
that it will be irreparably harmed unless the contentions are excluded at this
juncture. LILCO endorses FEMA's claim of Licensing Board error and urges
us to rectify it. The intervenors insist that we lack jurisdiction to entertain the
petition because FEMA is not a party to the proceeding; that, in any event,
the well-established standards for interlocutory appellate review are not met
here; and, finally, that Contentions Ex 15 and 16 were correctly accepted for
litigation. For its part, the NRC staff urges us to undertake an examination of
the merits of the controversy and to affirm the Licensing Board's admission of
the contentions.
For the reasons stated below, we deny the petition.

1 S" LBP-86-38A, 2A NRC 819.
2 The FEMA petition also requested a IUY of Ihe December 11 order insofar as it permitted discovery concerning
Contentions Ex 15 and 16. We denied IlIat request in a January 5,1987 order (unpublished).
'Suffolk County, Sute of New Yo"', and Town of Soulhampton Memorandum Transmitting Exercise Cootentions
(August I, 1986) at 16-31.
41d. at 16, 25. In contrast to all other emergency response plans examined to date, both the offsite and onsite
portioos of this plan were developed and tested wilhout Ihe participation of sate and local officials. Sit ALAB818,22 NRC 651, 659 (1985).
5 Sit 10 c.F.R. 50.47(a)(I).
6 SIt 01-86-11,23 NRC S77 (1986).
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A. As the intervenors stress, FEMA was not admitted to this proceeding as
a party.' But it does not perforce follow that FEMA lacks the standing to mount
an appellate challenge to the admission of Contentions Ex 15 and 16. To the
contrary, the matter is in considerable doubt.
In its brief to us, FEMA rested its claim of entitlement to seek appellate
review upon the fact that, three years ago, we entertained on the merits its appeal
from a Licensing Board order requiring it to release to Suffolk County certain
agency documents concerning FEMA 's 'emergency preparedness determinations
for the Shoreham facility.8 But that action is not controlling here. For, as we
explained in a subsequent opinion in this proceeding, its foundation was the
settled principle that a non-party has the right to take an immediate appeal
from an order granting discovery against it.9 In this instance, FEMA does not
challenge a discovery order but, rather, is endeavoring to narrow the scope of the
proceeding by the elimination of certain contentions admitted by the Licensing
Board. lo Nothing in any prior decision of the Commission or an appeal board
directly supports the proposition that a non-party may pursue such a course.
By the same token, however, it is clear that at least some non-parties to
NRC licensing proceedings do possess broad appellate rights - i.e., states
and other governmental bodies participating in the proceeding by virtue of
10 C.F.R. 2.71S(c).11 FEMA, of course, is not such a participant. Rather, its
role in our proceedings appears to be sui generis: insofar as we are aware,
FEMA's responsibilities and privileges under its Memorandum of Understandingll are markedly different from those possessed by any other agency or organization. Whether it is entitled to the same appellate rights as enjoyed by state
and local governments invoking section 2.715(c) is thus an open and difficult
question.
Fortunately, in the circumstances of this case, it is unnecessary for us to
resolve the question. For this much is plain: whatever may be its scope,
FEMA's right to obtain interlocutory appellate review of an order concerned
'FEMA participates in NRC proceedings p=ant to a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between itself and
this Canmission. The latest vemon of the MOU was signed in April 1985 and published at 50 Fed. Reg. 15,485
(1985). It provides. illur alia. that FEMA willlPpear in NRC lioensing proceedings as part of the presentation of
the NRC staff. Although its counsel "will normally present FEMA witnesses Ind be permitted. at the discretion
of the NRC licensing board. to cross-examine the witnesses of parties. other than the NRC witnesses. 00 matters
involving FEMA findings Ind detcrminatioos, policies and opentions." the MOU explicitly states that "FEMA is
not I party to NRC proceedings." ttl. It 15,487.
8 See ALAB-m. 19 NRC 1333 (1984).
9 ALAB-780. 20 NRC 378. 380-81 (1984) (citillg CommlJ1,wealth Edisoll Co. (Zion Statim. Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-116. 6 AEC 258 (1973). and noting that the lime right exists in federal judicial practice).
IOTo be lIllIe, FEMA did ask us to stay discovery on Contentions Ex 15 and 16 pending the outcome of its
petition. But as earlier noted (supra note 2). the stay request was denied. In this c:onnec:tioo. it is our understanding,
bued on information provided It oral argument, that discovery on the contentioos has now been completed. See
App. Tr. IS-16.
11 See Gulf Stales Utilitiu Co, (River Bend Station. Units 1 and 2). ALAB-317. 3 NRC 175. 176-80 (1976).
11 See supra note 7.
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with the issues to be litigated in the proceeding cannot exceed that enjoyed
by the entities having acknowledged full-party status - i.e., the applicant, the
intervenors, and the NRC staff.13 As will be seen, on a showing akin to that
made by FEMA in its appellate papers and at oral argument, none of those
parties would satisfy the standard for obtaining at this juncture appellate review
of the interlocutory order that FEMA would have us overturn. This being so,
irrespective of how one may view FEMA's status in the proceeding, its petition
must fail.
B.1. As we long ago observed, "[t]he general policy of the Commission
does not favor the singling out of an issue for appellate examination during
the continued pendency of the trial proceeding in which that issue came to the
fore."14 In the fulfillment of this policy, the Rules of Practice (with a limited
exception not available to FEMA here) explicitly proscribe interlocutory appeals
from Licensing Board orders.ls
To be sure, this proscription does not preclude a party from requesting that
we exercise our discretion, conferred by the directed certification provisions
in the Rules of Practice,16 to undertake an interlocutory review of a particular
ruling below.!' Because of our obligation to give effect to Commission policy
respecting such reviews, however, we have granted directed certification only in
the most extraordinary circumstances. More specifically, as stated in the Marble
Hill proceeding:
Almost without exception in recent times, we have undertaken discretionary interlocutory
review only where the ruling below either (1) threatened the party adversely affected by
it with immediate and serious irreparable impact which, as a practical matter, could not be
alleviated by a later appeal or (2) affected the basic structure of the proceeding in a pervasive
or unusual manner. 18

131t is true that, as previously noted, a non·party (but not a party) may take an immediate appeal fnm a discovery
order. This is atuibuuble, however, to the fact that, IS to the non·party, such an order has the requisite degree of
finality (Le., is not deemed interlocutory). See Zio", 6 AEC at 258.
14 Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAn·27I, 1 NRC 478, 483
(1975). We additionally took note of the fact that a similar policy governs federal judicia! proceedings. Id. at 483

n.l1.
IS 10 C.F.R. 2.730(f). The exception is found in 10 C.F.R. 2.714a, discussed infra pp. 135·36.
16 See 10 c.F.R. 2.718(i).
17 See Seabrook, 1 NRC at 482·83.
18 Public Service Co. of I"diana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-4OS, S NRC
1190,1192 (1977). See auo Arizona Public Service Co. (Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB·742, 18 NRC 380, 383·84 (1983) ("interlocutory appellate review of licensing board orders is disfavored
and will be undertaken as a discretionary matter only in the most compelling cin:umstanoes."). Accord South
Carolina Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB·663, 14 NRC 1140, 1162
(1981); Housto" ligllIi"g 4. Power Co. (South TexIS Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·637, 13 NRC 367, 370
(1981); Housto" lighti"g 4. Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclar Generating Station, Unit No. I), ALAB·635, 13
NRC 309,310 (1981); P'MSYIIKlNa Power and light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB·S93, 11 NRC 761 (1980); Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit

(COllli1W4d)
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Given that the injection of one or more additional issues into an ongoing case
seldom has a pervasive or unusual effect on the basic structure of a proceeding,
we have traditionally declined to review on an interlocutory basis rulings that
simply admit another contention.19 The basic structure of an ongoing adjudication
is not changed simply because the admission of a contention results from a
licensing board ruling that is important or novel,z° or may conflict with case
law, policy, or Commission regulations.21 Similarly, the mere fact that additional
issues must be litigated does not alter the basic structure of the proceeding in
a pervasive or unusual way so as to justify interlocutory review of a licensing
board decision.22
Just last June, we reemphasized these considerations in the context of the
endeavor of the Attorney General of Massachusetts to obtain interlocutory
appellate review of the rejection of a contention that he had submitted in the
Seabrook proceeding. Although noting our doubt that the Licensing Board had
correctly rejected the contention, we determined that it nonetheless did "not
appear that the strict standards for the grant of discretionary interlocutory review
are met here." This was because:
We employ our directed cenitication authority only where a licensing board ruling either
threatens the party adversely affected by it with immediate and serious irreparable impact
that, as a practical matter, could not be alleviated by a later appeal, or affects the basic
structure of the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner. Neither test ordinarily is
satistied where a licensing board simply admits or rejects particular issues for consideration
in a caseP

It need be added on this score only that any relaxation of the Marble Hill
directed certification standard at this late date to accommodate the FEMA
challenge now before us would appear to clash with the purpose behind
10 C.F.R. 2.714a. That section provides the single exception to the general
1). ALAB·S88. 11 NRC 533. 536 (1980); Pugd Sound Power and Ught Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project.
Units 1 and 2). ALAB·S72, 10 NRC 693, 694 (1979); Offshore Po>wr Systems (Floating Nuclear Power Plants),
ALAB-517,9 NRC 8, 11 (1979).
19 See, e.g., Cleyt/andElectric IlluminDt;,'g Co. (Pcny Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), AI..AB-706,16 NRC
17S4 (1982). Ct. Duh Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460, 464-6S
(1982), rey'd ill part Oil other grolUlds, CU-83-19, 17 NRC 1041 (1983).
20 Metropolitan Edisoll Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB-791, 20 NRC IS79, IS83 (1984).
21 Cleveland Electric lllumiMtillg Co. (Petry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-67S, 15 NRC 1105,
1112-13 (1982). See also PeMSylvania Power 4. Ught Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-641, 13 NRC 550, SS2 (1981) (directed certification denied despite aUegations that the Licensing Board',
ruling was "in the teeth of the Canmission', regulations and the Administrative Procedure Act" and "may have
erroneously expanded the issues to be tried',).
22 Palo Verde, 18 NRC at 384; Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station. Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-741, 18 NRC 371, 378 (1983).
23 Public Service Co. 0/ New Hamps1rir~ (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-838, 23 NRC 58S, S92 (1986),
(citillg (in addition to Marble 1/i1T) Project ManogtllUlIl Corp. (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), ALAB-330,
3 NRC 613, 61S, rev'd 011 other grounds, CU-76-13, 4 NRC 67 (1976».
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proscription against interlocutory appeals. Under the express provisions of the
section, a party may appeal from the acceptance or rejection of contention(s)
at the threshold if, but only if, such acceptance or rejection controlled the
Licensing Board's disposition of the petition for intervention advancing the
contention(s). Thus, for example, a would-be intervenor may appeal immediately
the rejection of all of its contentions and the resultant denial of its petition.24
(Should, however, at least one of its contentions be accepted and its petition
is granted, an interlocutory appeal will not lie.25) Conversely, in circumstances
where an intervention petition is granted on the strength of the acceptance of
one or more of the contentions set forth therein, another party to the proceeding
may appeal at once if its claim is that all of the contentions should have been
rejected and the petition therefore denied.26
Had it so desired, the Commission could have conferred a broader entitlement to obtain interlocutory review of threshold Licensing Board action on
contentions. More particularly, it could have authorized an interlocutory appeal
from the acceptance or rejection of any contention, whether or not the Licensing
Board's ruling affected the grant or denial of the intervention petition. That that
alternative was not adopted provides room for a reasonable inference that the
Commission was persuaded that, where the grant or denial of intervention is
not in issue, absent exceptional circumstances the appellate review of Licensing Board action on the admission of particular contentions should await the
rendition of an initial decision.
2. In light of the foregoing, the FEMA petition might well have been a
fit candidate for summary denial. We were deterred from pursuing that course,
however, by the representation in the petition that, unless the admission of
Contentions Ex 15 and 16 were overturned at this time, "FEMA's ongoing
exercise program [would] be irreparably harmed.''27 Although nothing in that
filing adequately supported such a sweeping claim, we nonetheless could not
dismiss it lightly. If, in fact, a sister federal agency was being threatened with
immediate and serious irreparable programmatic injury because of Licensing
Board action, our intercession might indeed be compelled.
Accordingly, we decided to take the unusual step of calendaring the FEMA
petition for oral argument. And its counsel was orally requested in advance of the
argument to be prepared to particularize the irreparable programmatic harm that

24 Su 10 c.F.R. 2.714a(b).
25 s~~. ~.,.. Pug., SOuM Pqwcr and UgIIt Co. (SkagitJHanford Nuclear Power Project, Uniu 1 and 2). ALAB-112,
17 NRC 81 (1983).
26 S•• 10 c.F.R. 2.714a(e).
27FEMA Petition for Leave to Appeal. etc. (December 31,1986) 1111.
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FEMA assertedly would suffer unless Contentions Ex 15 and 16 were excluded
from the proceeding at this time.28
a. In response to that request, we were told by counsel at the oral argument
that, as a consequence of the admission of Contentions Ex 15 and 16, FEMA
would have to reallocate its limited resources from currently operating facilities
to non-operating plants.29 When pressed to develop this proposition, however,
counsel conceded that discovery (in the form of document production and the
taking of the depositions of FEMA witnesses) would be completed on the
following day (i.e., February 6).30 He further acknowledged that FEMA did
not intend to present at the evidentiary hearing witnesses other than those
individuals earlier designated by FEMA and already deposed.31 According to
counsel, FEMA's concern about the expenditure of resources was rooted in the
amount of time that its witnesses might be required to spend at the hearing:
MR. CUMMING [FEMA Counsel]: ••• If the Board were able to represent that FEMA
[would be) on and off the stand in three days with respect 10 the other parties' interest in
our witness, that might [present a different situation]. But we believe that in fact because
of Contentions [Ex) 15 and 16 we will have a substantially more lengthy proceeding, our
witnesses will be on the stand far longer than three days, and in fact perhaps even months .

• • ••

ruDGE EDLES: And if we gel these two contentions out of there they will not be on for
months; is that what you're telling me?
MR. CUMMING: I would say it substantially confines the scope of the proceeding to what
we did on the day of the exercise and not what we did not do and why we did not do iL32

This falls far short of the showing required to support a claim of threatened
irreparable injury. To begin with, as the Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit has pointed out, "[a]lthough the concept of irreparable harm
does not readily lend itself to definition, the courts have developed several wen
known and indisputable principles to guide them in the determination of whether
this requirement has been met." One of those principles is that "the injury must
be both certain and great; it must be actual and not theoretical." And implicit
in that principle is
the further requirement that the movant substantiate the claim that irreparable injury is "likely"
to occur. See Washington Metropolitan Area Tran.rit Comm'n, v. Holiday Tours. Inc .• 559
F.2d [841, 843] n.3 [D.C. Cir. 1977]. Bare allegations of what is likely to occur are of no
value since the coun must decide whether the harm will in. fact occur. The movant must

2lI As a general rule; petitions for interlocutory ICView are acted upon withoul on! IrgumenL If the petitioner'.
~apm do not themselves establish that the Marble Ilill standard is met, that is usually the end of the matter.
9 App. Tr.
30 App. Tr.
31 App. Tr.
32 App. Tr.

12.13.
IS.16.
17.
17·18.
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provide proof that the harm has occurred in the past and is likely to occur again. or proof
indicating that the harm is certain to occur in the near future. Further. the movant must show
that the alleged harm will directly result from the action which the movant seeks to enjoin.33

Manifestly, no such proof has been provided by FEMA here. To the contrary,
nothing more than rank speculation undergirds its counsel's assertion that the
addition of the two contentions will cause its witnesses to "be on the stand far
longer than three days, and in fact perhaps even months."
Further, it is equally well-settled - both in the courts and in our practice that" '[m]ere litigation expense, even substantial and unrecoupable cost, does
not constitute irreparable injury.'''34 Even had FEMA established the requisite
degree of probability that its witnesses would be required to devote a protracted
period of time to the hearing on Contentions Ex 15 and 16, its irreparable injury
claim would have been torpedoed by this principle. For nothing put before us
lends credence to its counsel's insistence that, unless relieved of the obligation
to provide testimony at the hearing on Contentions Ex 15 and 16, FEMA will be
required to divert resources from currently operating facilities to non-operating
plants. In this connection, we were told at oral argument by intervenors' counsel,
without contradiction, that only one of the three identified FEMA witnesses is
employed by that agency (the other two being contractor employees).3s We were
additionally informed that the FEMA employee has been transferred out of the
radiological emergency preparedness program and will serve as a witness in this
proceeding on a detail.36 In light of these apparent facts, it is difficult to see any
possible basis for a conclusion that FEMA would be threatened with irreparable
programmatic injury if its counsel's prognostication respecting the length of the
hearing on Contentions Ex 15 and 16 were to turn out to be correct Be that as it
may, it was FEMA's obligation to demonstrate, rather than simply to allege, that

33 WiscolU"i,.

Gas Co. v. FERC. 758 F.2d 669. 674 (D.C. Cir. 1985). That decision involved an endeavor to
ILly the operation and effect of certain orders issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. One of the
criteria for the grant of such tellef is. of course. a showing by the movant that, in the absence of a stay. it likely
will be irreparably hanned. VirgilliiJ Pllrouum Jobblrs Au',. v. FPC. 259 F.2d 921. 925 (D.c. Cir. 1958). The
Commission', Rules of Practice governing ILlY applications also adopt this criterion (IS well as the others set forth
in Virginia Pltrollum Jobbm). See 10 C.F.R. 2.788(e). Thus. most of the judicial and Commission jurisprudence
in the area of irreparable injury hIS been developed in connection with ILly applications. That cMsideration does
not, however. affect the application of the jurisprudence here: i.e.• there is no reaSM to import a different and
unfamiliar concept of irreparable injury where the question is the entitlement to interlocutory appellate review
rather \han to a stay PINUfIIl /ill.
34 Mllropo/i/QJI Edisolt Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear StatiM. Unit 1), CU-84-17. 20 NRC 801. 804 (1984)
(quolillg our decision in COJlSUMln Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units I and 2). ALAB·395. 5 NRC 772. 779
(1977). which in tum quoted ReMgorialio,. Board v. BaMlrcra[r. 415 U.S. 1.24 (1974». See also Tollda Edisoll
Co. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station. Units 1.2 and 3), ALAB-385. 5 NRC 621. 628 (1977) (quoli"g Virgiltia
P,rro/lum Jobbln. 259 F.2d at 925. to the effect that "[mJere injuries. however substantial, in terms of money.
time and enttgy" do not constitute imparable harm for the purposes of obtaining stay tellef).
3S App. Tr. 57.
36/bid.
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more is here involved than the necessity to incur costs that would be avoided if
its witnesses were not called upon to testify on the contentions in issue.
b. FEMA's counsel also maintained at oral argument that the litigation of
Contentions Ex 15 and 16 would irreparably damage his agency's credibility
"with respect to the public's understanding of its role in emergency planning,"
as well as "significantly" affect "the credibility of the reasonable assurance we
give to the Commission when we in fact sign off on the dotted line, so to speak,
with respect to either a plan or an exercise."37 We are unpersuaded that this is
so.
lt appears to us, as it does to the intervenors and the staff, that Contentions Ex
15 and 16 present this question: whether the exercise conducted with respect
to the LILCO emergency response plan (1) substantially met the regulatory
requirements for a full-participation exercise, and (2) was sufficient to enable
its results to serve as a basis for a finding of reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency.38 If the contentions remain in the proceeding, the FEMA witnesses
undoubtedly will be called upon to address the question. It most likely also will
be addressed by witnesses for the intervenors (and very possibly in the testimony
sponsored by other parties).
In its initial decision, the Licensing Board will render its findings on the
question, which will then be subject to several levels of appellate review. The
final result of that review mayor may not correspond with FEMA's articulated
position. Even if its thinking is not ultimately accepted, however, it scarcely
follows that FEMA's credibility would be irreparably harmed. Whenever there
is a conflict in expert testimony. the views of at least one expert necessarily
will be rejected. If such rejection were enough of itself to destroy credibility,
the world would be heavily populated with discredited experts. More important,
as previously noted, the Commission's regulations plainly allow FEMA's views
on the sufficiency of an emergency response plan to be challenged by interested
parties.39 Inasmuch as that type of challenge seemingly is not deemed a serious
37 App. Tr. IS.
38 See NRC Staff Response to FEMA Petition for Leave to Appeal. etc. (January 20, 1981) at 17; App. Tr. 6364, 81-82. In this connection, we Ieject FEMA', interpretation of CU-86-Jl, the Commission memorandum
and order calling for the initiation of a Ucensing Board hearing in connection with !he ULCO emergency plan
exercise. MOle particularly, we do not agree with FEMA that the Commission', directive that the Board examine
!he "=11$" of !he exercise forecloses any review of !he scope or design of the exercise itself.
Such a reading of CU-86-11 would effectively confer upon FEMA and !he NRC staff, which jointly decide !he
elements to be tested, !he unreviewable authority to determine that their sampling of observable elements of !he
ULCO plan was sufficient to satisfy Cornmission Iegulatio!l5. While FEMA', professional judgment as to what
elements should be tested at !he pre-license stage is entitled to substantial def=cc, !he Cornmission', Iegulations
plainly accord interested parties an opportunity to rebut FEMA', views on questions concerning !he "adequacy and
implementation capability" of !he plan. Su 10 c.F.R. 50.47(a)(2). And !he determination of whether !he ULCO
plan, including !he exercise, satisfies the Commission', Iegulatory IeqUimnents IeSIS squarely and exclusively in
!he hands of !he Commission.
39 Su supra nOle 38.
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threat to FEMA's credibility, why should a similar challenge to FEMA's
conclusions regarding the sufficiency of an emergency response plan exercise
be considered such a threat? We can think of no reason and FEMA supplied
none.40
3. One further matter need be addressed. In its appellate papers, FEMA
asked that, should we decline to conduct an interlocutory review of the acceptance of Contentions Ex 15 and 16, the question of the propriety of that
acceptance be certified by us to the Commission. We decline to do so. The
Commission has at least implicitly approved the Marble Hill standard for directed certification and our rigorous application of that standard over the years
in the furtherance of the Commission's own policy against interlocutory appeals. In addition, none of the doctrines we have invoked in concluding that the
standard is not met in the circumstances of the present case can be considered
either novel or controversial. This being so, we could not accede to FEMA's
alternative request without implying a belief that the Commission is likely to
depart from long-established principles that have enjoyed its explicit or tacit
endorsement Needless to say, we entertain no such belief.
neated as a request for directed certification under 10 C.F.R. 2.718(i), the
FEMA petition for leave to appeal from the Licensing Board's acceptance of
Contentions Ex 15 and 16 is denied. FEMA's alternative request that the ruling
below be certified to the Commission is likewise denied. 41
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board
Mr. Edles, Concurring:
I join in the Board's conclusion that there is no reason to take up FEMA's
appeal from the Licensing Board's admission of Contentions Ex 15 and 16 or to
certify the issue to the Commission. FEMA is a critical partner in determining
.oThere was lome hint in counsel', lflIUnIent that FEMA might regard the requirement that it respond to
Contentions Ex IS and 16 (Lc., explain its position on the sufficiency of the exercise) as per .e bringing its
credibility into question. Suffice it to Ily that we arc at a loss to undentand how that eould be '0.
41 Because they believe that interlocutory review is inappropriate here, Messrs. Rosenthal and Wilber do not reach
the merits of the controversy. Nothing beyond that consideration should be inferred from the fact that they have
not joined in the views expressed in Mr. Edlcs', concurring opinion.
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the adequacy of emergency plans and a special participant in Commission
proceedings. Like my colleagues, I do not dismiss lightly its assertion of
immediate and serious irreparable programmatic injury as a consequence of
the Licensing Board's action. But I join fully in our determination that, despite
every opportunity to do so, FEMA has simply failed to demonstrate that it is
likely to be harmed if the contentions are litigated. I would add, however, that
the Licensing Board properly admitted the contentions.
Section IV of Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, requires that "[a] full participation exercise which tests as much of the licensee, State and local emergency
plans as is reasonably achievable without mandatory public participation" be
·conducted "within 1 year before the issuance of the first operating license for
full power and prior to operation above 5% of rated power. . . and shall include
participation by each State and local government within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ and each State within the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ:'l
As the Commission explained in CLI-86-11, a review of the exercise results is
designed to reveal if there are any deficiencies in the Lll..CO plan that would
preclude a finding of reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of an emergency.2 The Commission authorized
the admission of contentions
which satisfy the specificity and other requirements of 10 C.F.R. 2.714 by (1) pleading that
the exercise demonstrated fundamental flaws in LILCO's plan. and (2) by providing bases
for the contentions which, if shown to be true, would demonstrate a fundamental flaw in the
plan.3

The two contentions admitted by the Licensing Board allege essentially that
the Shoreham exercise did not satisfy Commission regulatory requirements. I
have no doubt that a failure to satisfy those requirements - such as a demonstrated failure to conduct a full participation exercise in accord with Appendix
E to Part 50 - would constitute a fundamental flaw in the Lll..CO plan that
could bear on a Commission determination that there is reasonable assurance
that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of an emergency_ While the Commission has some degree of flexibility in establishing the
scope of the exercise adjudication, the intervenors would appear to be entitled
at least to raise allegations that the exercise failed in a substantial manner to

1 The Commission hu recently proposed to rein !he timing requirement for a full participatim exercise prior to
issuance of a full-power operating license to allow such exercise to be held within two yellS before issuance of
!he license. S" 51 Fed. Reg. 43,369 (1986).
223 NRC at 581.

3/bid.
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demonstrate compliance with critical aspects of the Commission's emergency
planning regulations:'
It seems clear to me, moreover, that the two contentions are not intended to
focus on generic aspects of FEMA's exercise review program. To the contrary,
as FEMA readily concedes, the Commission is "the arbiter of its own regulatory
process" and "FEMA cannot speak to the issue of what is a 'full participation'
exercise under NRC regulations."5 As the staff aptly observes,
the choice of the partirular elements to be tested is committed to the FEMA officials designing
the exercise. • • • [B Jut the sampling must be broad enough to give reasonable assurance that
the emergency plans can be implemented. • • To the extent that the Licensing Board will be
looking at the scope of the exercise. it is not to determine whether better exercises could be
developed but solely to test whether this exercise was sufficient so that the results ••• could
form a basis for a finding that there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures
can and will be taken. 6

FEMA appears concerned that the Licensing Board may, in due course,
"second-guess" its design of the Shoreham exercise, i.e., the Board may conclude
that the exercise was insufficient to demonstrate that the LILCO plan will
work. The contention stage of the proceewng is far too early to address
that problem. If, as FEMA and the staff seemingly believe, the record. once
developed, will reveal that the exercise fully satisfies all NRC requirements,
that will be the end of the matter. If the Board determines that the LILCO plan
is inadequate in a way that implicates the design of the exercise itself, however,
some potential admittedly may arise for a conflict between LILCO's need to
comply with the Commission's regulatory requirements, on the one hand, and
FEMA's unquestioned authority to administer its exercise review program, on
the other. The Commission can address that issue if and when it arises.7
In any event, I fail to see how the Licensing Board's actions simply admitting
the contentions will adversely affect FEMA's design of emergency planning
exercises or its exercise review program. FEMA asserts that the Licensing Board
may not unilaterally require it to modify its current approach. I agree. Any
alteration in the current exercise review approach would seemingly require inter4 Su UniOIl 01 COlll:erlled Scielltisl$ v. NRC, 735 F.2d 1437. 1444-48 (D.C. Cir. 1984). In this connection. the
coutt wu leemingly prepared to endorse the Canmission'l distinction "that the exercise is only relevant to its
licensing decisim to the extent it indicateS thlt emergency prq>aredness plans Ire fundamentally nawed. Ind is
not relevant IS to minor or Id hoc problems occurring on the exercise day." ItL at 1448.
5 FEMA Petition It 3.
6 NRC Staff Response to FEMA Petitim for Leave to Appeal. etc. (Jlnuary 20, 1987) at 17. In this cOMectim,
I join fuJIy in our cmc1usim that the Canmission', directive in CU·86-11 thlt the Licensing Board examine the
"results" of the exercise must be read to luthorize the Board to look It the scope or design of the exercise to
some degree.
7 The intervenors Ire only entitled to litigate matters thlt Ire mlterial to the Canmission'l licensing deci·
lion. Plainly not every emergency planning element need be evalulted. Ind nothing in our opinion should be
ClXlstrued IS deciding that discrete emergency planning elements Ire or are not material
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agency consultation and, perhaps, modification of the current Memorandum of
Understanding. That Memorandum provides in pertinent part:
C. Preparation for and Evaluation of Joint Exercises. FEMA and NRC will cooperate
in determining exercise requirements for licensees, State and local governments. They will
also jointly observe and evaluate exercises. NRC and FEMA will institute procedures to
enhance the review of the objectives and scenarios for joint exercises. This review is to
assure that both the orlSite considerations of NRC and the offsite considerations of FEMA
are adequately addressed and integrated in a manner that will provide for a technically sound
exercise upon which an assessment of preparedness capabilities can be based. 8

While the Licensing Board, in assessing LILCO's compliance with applicable
NRC regulations, may find at the end of the case that the features selected
by FEMA for testing are insufficient to allow LILCO to demonstrate compliance with the Commission's regulations (whether it will do so, of course, is
pure speculation at this stage), it cannot direct any changes in FEMA's program. Only FEMA and the Commission, acting together, can bring about such
changes. Thus, nothing that the Licensing Board has done - or, indeed, could
do - can unilaterally injure FEMA's administration of its emergency exercise
program.9

850 Fed. Reg. 15,485, 15,487 (1985).
9 I appreciate the applicant'S dilemma in being mjUired to fonow an exercise do=ign established by FEMA (with
NRC staff approval) that may tum oot to be insufficient to permit crmpliance with NRC regulations. But surely
the solution to that dilemma caMot lie in simply foreclosing intervenors at the threshold frem attempting to
dcmonstntc that the ULCO plan doo= not meet applicable Commission regulations.
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The Appeal Board affirms a Licensing Board order denying a United States
Senator's petition for leave to participate in this operating licensing proceeding
as a representative of an "interested state" pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c). The
Appeal Board, however, allows the Senator's participation in the proceeding as
an amicus curiae.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENTS

Persons making limited appearances are not parties to the proceeding and
have no participational rights in it beyond the offering of a written or oral
statement Further, that statement is not part of the official record of the
proceeding.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION BY A STATE

10 C.F.R. 2.715(c) was promulgated to carry out the congressional directive
that. in the furtherance of cooperation between the Commission and the states, an
opportunity be provided to the representatives of interested states to participate
in the adjudication of license applications. It is reasonable to assume that the
legislative contemplation was that the concerned state, and not the NRC, would
make the decision respecting who is to serve as its spokesman.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION

In contrast to a representative of a governmental body who desires to
participate without party status under the aegis of 10 CF.R. 2.715(c), a person
seeking leave to intervene must (whether a private citizen or a public official)
provide the Licensing Board with a list of the contentions he or she wishes to
litigate, together with a statement of the basis for them. 10 C.F.R. 2.714(b).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

BRIEF (AMICUS CURIAE)

The Commission's Rwes of Practice explicitly refer only to the seeking of
leave to file a brief amicus curiae before an Appeal Board or the Commission. But this consideration does not perforce preclude the granting of leave in
appropriate circumstances to file briefs or memoranda amicus curiae on issues
of law or fact that still remain for Licensing Board disposition.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

BRIEFS (AMICUS CURIAE)

There is no real difference between an appellate brief amicus curiae and
a brief or other submission presented to a trial tribunal that is confined to a
discussion of (1) legal issues that have been presented to that tribunal by the .
parties; and (2) factual issues covered in evidentiary hearings. The crucial factor
is that. regardless of where it files its brief, an amicus curiae necessarily takes
the proceeding as it finds it.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

BRIEF (AMICUS CURIAE)

An amicus curiae does not have the right to appeal adverse decisions.
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DECISION
A. Before us is the appeal of United States Senator Gordon J. Humphrey of
New Hampshire from the Licensing Board's February 11, 1987 memorandum
and order (unpublished) in the offsite emergency planning phase of this operating
license proceeding involving the Seabrook nuclear facility. In that order, the
Board denied the Senator's petition for leave to participate in the proceeding
under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 2.71S(c) as the representative of an "interested
State" (i.e., New Hampshire).! The basis of the denial was that section 2.71S(c)
"contemplates that a government unit of a State, county, municipality or agency
will be provided a forum for expression of concerns" and that the Attorney
General of New Hampshire is participating in the proceeding under the section
"as an agency of and on behalf of the State" and, as such, represents its interest2
In this connection, the Board noted that the section does not confer status upon
an individual simply because he or she holds office in one of the governmental
units named in it (i.e., state, county, municipality or an agency thereof).3

1 Scctioo 2.715 is eooecrned generally with panicipatioo in NRC proceedings "by a penon not a Plrty." Subsection
ee) provides as follows:
The presiding officer wilIafrord representatives of an interested State. county, municipality, and/or agencies
thereof, a reasooabIe opportunity to panicipate and to introduce evidence, interrogate witnesses. and advise
the Commissioo without requiring the representative to take a position with respect to the issue. Such
panicipants may also file proposed findings and exccptioos pursuant to §§2.7S4 and 2.762 and petitions
for review by the Canmission pursuant to § 2.786. The presiding officer may require such representative
to indicate with reasooabIe specificity, in advance of the hearing, the subjecl matten on which he desires
to participate.
2 Fcbnury 11, 1987 memorandum and order at 4. 5 (emphasis in original).
3 / d. at 5.
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In his appellate papers, Senator Humphrey does not dispute that the Attorney
General is participating in the proceeding as a representative of New Hampshire. But the Senator insists that, with regard to a particular "interested State,"
section 2.71S(c) envisions "the participation of a multitude of representatives
holding diverse views."4 On this score, he stresses that the scope of his representation of New Hampshire in the United States Senate extends beyond U[v]ote
casting and committee activity" and embraces the protection of the "interests of
his state as to all matters, particularly those relating to the federal government,
within the scope of his authority and influence, whether or not they appear to be
or are affected by federallegislation."s We are also reminded that the Senator and
the Attorney General have different "jurisdictional responsibilities," and that the
former, "as the State's highest representative to federal office, can represent the
State's interest from a different vantage point than can the Attorney General."6
Thus, the Senator concludes, his participation would appropriately supplement
that of the Attorney General and "effectively maximize the protection of New
Hampshire's interest."7
New Hampshire, the applicants, and the NRC staff have responded to the
appeal. In his brief on behalf of the state, the Attorney General informs us that,
under the statutory and common law of New Hampshire, he is the "chief legal
officer" of the state and serves as the "exclusive representative of the state as
a government entity in civil matters such as [this] proceeding."8 The Attorney
General therefore is of the view that, given prior Licensing Board decisions,
the Senator would not appear to qualify as a "representative of an interested
State" for section 2.71S(c) purposes. Nonetheless, the Attorney General does not
oppose the Senator's ''participation in this proceeding in his official capacity on
behalf of his constituents under Section 2.71S(c) if the Appeal Board so allows,
or under [10 C.F.R.] 2.714(a).''9
The applicants urge affirmance of the result below on the ground that section 2.71S(c) "does not contemplate state representation in Nuclear Regulatory Commission proceedings by a member of Congress."lo They add, however.
that they "do not oppose the Senator's participation in the proceedings by way

4 u.s. Senator Gordon I. Humphrey Brief in Support of Appeal (February Xl, 1987) at S.
SId. at 4.
61d. at 6-7.
7/d. at S-6, 7.
8 Brief of the State DC New Hampshire in Rcspaue to Appeal of U.S. Senator Gordon I. Humphrey (March 13,
1987) at 3, S.
91d. at 6. Section 2714(a) is the provision in the Rules of Practice governing petitions for leave to intervene
as a full party. Any such petition at this late date would be untimely and could be gl1lntcd ooIy on a favorable
balancing of the facton specified in that section.
10 Applicants' Response to Petition of U.S. Senator Gordon I. Humphrey (MaICh 16, 1987) at 2.
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of a late-filed petition to intervene or a limited appearance."l1 For its part,
the staff similarly maintains that section 2.71S(c) was not intended to provide
participational rights to members of Congress and, consequently, the Senator's
petition was correctly denied.
B. We affIrm the Licensing Board's disposition of the matter. For reasons
that will appear, however, the Board should nevertheless allow the Senator to
present orally or in writing, as appropriate, his views as amicus curiae on any
legal or factual issue presented by the pleadings of the parties or the evidentiary
record.
1. For present purposes, we need not consider whether, as Senator Humphrey urges, the Rules of Practice permit more than one individual or entity to
participate in an NRC licensing proceeding as a representative of a particular
interested state. Nor is it necessary to decide whether, as the applicants and
staff assert, in no circumstances can a member of Congress qualify as such
a representative. For, no matter how those questions might be answered, the
required result would be the same.
As previously noted, the Attorney General of New Hampshire has informed
us that, under the law of that state, he has the exclusive authority to represent
the state in this proceeding. We accept, as we must, that advice. Assuredly, in
the absence of a controlling contrary judicial precedent, it would be unseemly
at best for a federal agency to take issue with the interpretation given by the
chief legal officer of a state to the law of that jurisdiction. In this instance, no
party has directed our attention to a New Hampshire judicial decision bringing
the Attorney General's interpretation into possible question.
We are equally persuaded that considerations of comity dictate that we defer to New Hampshire law on the matter of what person or persons should be
deemed to speak for the state in our licensing proceedings. Section 2.715(c) was
promulgated to carry out the congressional directive that, in the furtherance of
cooperation between the Commission and the states, an opportunity be provided
to the representatives of interested states to participate in the adjudication of
license appIications.J2 It is reasonable to assume that the legislative contemplation was that the concerned state, and not this agency, would make the decision
1I1d. at 3. The limited appearance procedure is set fanh in 10 C.F.R. 2.715(.). Se, also lectim m(b) of
Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 2. I'er.Ims making limited appearances an: not parties to the proceeding and
have no participational rights in it beyond the offering of a written or orallUtc:ment. Rmhcr, thlt lUtc:ment is not
part of the official record of the proceeding. In the circumstances. we Ihinlt it unlikely that the Senator might be
satisfied with the opportunity to make a limited appearance, and thcrcCorc we rcjeet the applicants' suggestim to
that effect.
12 Su subsection L of section 274 of the Atomic Energy Aet of 1954, IS amended. 42 U.S.c. 2021 (I). The
pwpose of section 274, entitled "Cooperation with States," is let forth in subsection L That pwpose includes the
recognition of the "interests of the States in the peaceful uses of atanic energy."
Although both the IUtute and, IS initW1y promulgated, section 2.715(c) referred only to • representative of
an interested lUte, the latter was amended in 1978 to encomplSS representllives of counties, municipa1ilies and
gavcrrunentallgencies having an interest. Su 43 Fed. Reg. 17,798, 17,802 (1978).
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respecting who is to serve as its spokesman. Be that as it may, however, it
scarcely would fulfill the stated objective of state-Commission cooperation if
the NRC were to place the mantle of state representative upon the shoulders of
an individual who is precluded by the law of the state from wearing it. Indeed,
there appears to be no conceivable basis on which a licensing board could accept
the views of an individual in such a category as reflecting the official position
of a state on the issue(s) in controversy.13
2. The short of the matter thus is that New Hampshire law (as presented
to us without contradiction by the Attorney General) stands in the way of
Senator Humphrey's participation in this proceeding as a representative of New
Hampshire within the meaning of section 2.71S(c). Nonetheless, we have not
overlooked the Senator's observation that, by virtue of his office, he is called
upon to represent the interests of his constituents, the citizens of New Hampshire,
on all matters relating to the federal government In this regard, it is likely that,
even though not the official spokesman for the state, the Senator could supply
a perspective that would materially aid the Licensing Board's deliberations on
the weighty and complex offsite emergency planning issues that the Board must
resolve. How this objective might be accomplished remains the question.
As we have seen, the Attorney General and the applicants have expressly
stated that they do not oppose the Senator's participation in the proceeding on
some basis, even though he does not strictly qualify as a representative of the
state." But their suggestion that the Senator might now intervene as a party to
the proceeding appears flawed. In contrast to a representative of a governmental
body who desires to participate without party status under the aegis of section
2.71S(c), a person seeking leave to intervene must (whether a private citizen or
a public official) provide the Licensing Board with a list of the contentions he
or she wishes to litigate, together with a statement of the basis for them.1S We
have been given no reason to believe that Senator Humphrey might be inclined
to put forward any specific contention(s), which would necessitate his direct and
ongoing involvement in so much of the evidentiary hearing as might be devoted
to the contention(s).

13In Consolidated Ediso1t Co. of New Yorl (Indian Point, Unit 2), LBP-82-2S, 15 NRC 715, 718-19 (1982),
the licensing Board admitted the New Yodt Anomey General to that special proceeding as a %e!'resentative of
the state within the meaning of sectiCll 2.715(c) despite the clsim of the licensee that New Yodt law vested
that responsibility in the New Yodt State Energy Office. There is some language in the Board's OpiniCll that
might be taken to imply. belief that ltate law is not cCIltrolling on the qucstiCll of who is to be deemed a state
%epI'CIentative for section 2.71S(c) purposes. But in actuality (and com:ct1y), the IN1i1Vl PoillJ JeSuit ""ted on the
riC! (noted by the Board) that the licenscc', interpretation of the relevant New Yodt law wu not shared by the
Attorney General Moreover, as the Board also noted, aectiCll 2.71S(c) now authorizes the scpmte admission of
representatives of the state and of an agency thereof (such as the State Energy Office). Su supra note 1.
14 The staff', brief is silent on that score.
15 10 C.F.R. 2.714(b). In the absence of the asscruCll of at least one acceptable contention, intcrvcntiCll must be
denied. Ibid.
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What that leaves for examination is the Senator's possible participation in
the proceeding as an amicus curiae. To be sure, there is no provision in the
Rules of Practice specifically authorizing such participation on the Licensing
Board level. The Rules explicitly refer only to the seeking of leave to file a
brief amicus curiae (and perhaps to take part in oml argument) before an appeal
board or the Commission. 16 But this considemtion does not perforce preclude
the granting of leave in appropriate circumstances to file briefs or memoranda
amicus curiae (or to present oral argument) on issues of law or fact that still
remain for Licensing Board disposition.
One rarely, if ever, encounters participation amicus curiae in the actual trial
of factual issues in an evidentiary hearing - i.e., an amicus curiae customarily
does not present witnesses of his or her own or cross-examine the witnesses of
the parties. This may well explain why, in focusing upon participation amicus
curiae, the Commission thought solely of proceedings on the appellate level. But
there is no real difference between an appellate brief amicus curiae and a brief
or other submission presented to a trial tribunal that is confined to a discussion
of (1) legal issues that have been presented to that tribunal by the parties; and
(2) factual issues covered in the evidentiary hearing. The crucial factor is that,
regardless of where it files its brief, an amicus curiae necessarily takes the
proceeding as it finds it An amicus curiae can neither inject new issues into a
proceeding nor alter the content of the record developed by the parties. 17
In light of the foregoing considemtions, we find no insuperable barrier to
allowing the Senator the same measure of participation amicus curiae before
the Licensing Board as he would be free to seek were the proceeding now
before us or the Commission on the merits of the emergency planning issues in
controversy. Although granting such relief may be u.nusual in our proceedings, it
is no more so than the course recently pursued by the Commission in connection
with a staff briefing on a dmft proposed rule in the area of emergency response
planning. As the Commission Chairman noted at the outset of the briefing:
Ordinarily we do not have public participation on the deliberative process until the Commission has decided to issue a proposed rule for public comment. However, in this case the
Commission has made an exception to hear from those governors and members of Congress
who have requested the opportunity to present their views on the Staff proposal to the Commission directly.18

16 Su 10 c.F.R. 2.71S(d).
17lndccd. it Ippears thlt panicipation amicus curiae on the basis discussed in the text is not In uncommon fcatute
of fedenl district court practice. Suo e.g .• Yip 1/. PagaM. 606 F. Supp. 1566. 1567-69 (D.NJ. 1985); A._rica1l
Federati01l of Labor 1/. Kahil. 472 F. Supp. 88. 91 & n.4 (D.D.C. 1979).
18 Tnnscript of Briefing on Consideration of Proposed Emergency Planning Rule o..nges (Public Meeting)
(Febnmy 24. 1987) It 3.
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The Commission obviously thought that the public officials in question might
have something worthwhile to contribute at that early stage of its deliberative
process on the proposed rule (i.e., before the draft was put out for public com·
ment). Similarly, we think that Senator Humphrey might make a worthwhile
contribution at this early stage of the deliberative process on the offsite emer·
gency planning issues in connection with the Seabrook facility (i.e., before those
issues reach the appellate level).
Accordingly, we authorize Senator Humphrey, if he so desires, to participate
amicus curiae in the proceedings before the Licensing Board to the extent of
the submission of his views, orally or in writing as appropriate, on any legal
or factual issue presented by the pleadings of the parties or the evidentiary
record. The Licensing Board may impose such conditions on the timing of the
Senator's presentation as might be reasonable and necessary to avoid undue
delay in the disposition of the issues in controversy and to ensure fairness to
the parties.
An amicus curiae does not have the right to appeal an adverse deci·
sion. Should any aggrieved party take a permissible appeal to this Board from a
Licensing Board decision, however, the Senator may file a brief amicus curiae
restricted to the issues raised by the appellant.19
The denial of Senator Humphrey's 10 C.P.R. 2.715(c) petition is affirmed. The
Licensing Board is to allow the Senator to participate as an amicus curiae in
accordance with the terms of this decision.
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

Mr. Rosenthal, Concurring:
Although joining fully in the Board's opinion, I am constrained to record
my belief ·that there are two separate and distinct reasons for not taking very
seriously the suggestion of the Attorney General and the applicants that, if
19 Any such brid must be

tiled within the time allowed to the pany whose position the brief supports. Ste 10

C.F.R.2.71S(d).
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denied participation under 10 C.F.R. 2.715(c), the Senator might be allowed to
intervene as a party under 10 C.F.R. 2.714(a). One of those reasons is noted in
the opinion: the Senator has provided no cause to believe that he would be
inclined in any circumstance to assume the significant burdens associated with a
section 2.714(a) intervention. The other, not similarly developed in the opinion,
is perhaps of even greater moment
An intervention petition at this juncture would be extremely tardy. Consequently, as the Board's opinion observes in passing (note 9), in order to enter
the proceeding now as a party under section 2.714(a) the Senator would have to
satisfy the Licensing Board that, on a balancing of the five factors set forth in the
Rules of Practice, the tardiness should be excused.1 Whether the Senator could
overcome this hurdle at such a late stage of the proceeding is problematic. This
is true despite the fact that it appears from their briefs that neither the Attorney
General nor the applicants would urge the Licensing Board to reject the Senator's intervention petition on lateness grounds. fur it is settled that, even if all of
the existing parties to a proceeding (or section 2.715(c) non-party participants)
choose to waive the tardiness of an intervention petition, the Licensing Board
must nevertheless review the petition in light of the five factors. If a weighing
and balancing of those factors so dictates, the Board must deny the petition on
its own initiative.2
Thus, even should our surmise respecting the Senator's inclination turn out
to have been wrong, the required conclusion will likely remain the same: if
the Senator is now to participate at aU in this proeeeding, it almost certainly
must be in the capacity of an amicus curiae. I agree with my colleagues that
allowing such participation on the basis outlined in the Board's opinion is both
permissible and sensible.

1 Those f.ctol3, found in 10 c.F.R. 2.714(a)(I). are:
(i) Good cause. if any, for failure to file on time.
(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest will be protec:ted.
(ill) The extent to which the petitioner" participation may reasonably be expected to assist in
developing. sound record.
(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's int=t will be represented by existing parties.
(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or delay the proceeding.
Insofar as the application of the faClOl3 is concerned, section 2.'714 draws no distinction between private citizens
and public officials. To the contrary, the same standards govern the acceptance of all late interVention petitions,
no matter who might be their sponsor.
lSu Boslo1\ Ediso1\ Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station). AL\B·816. 22 NRC 461,466 (1985).
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LBP-87-B

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before Administrative Judge:

John H Frye, III

In the Matter of

Docket No. 40-B027-MLA
(ASLBP No. B5-513-03-ML)

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION
(Sequoyah UF 6 to UF 4 Facility)

March 4, 1987

After considering numerous filings and conducting a 3-day oral hearing, the
Presiding Officer authorizes the issuance of a license amendment permitting the
operation of a facility to convert depleted uranium hexafluoride to depleted uranium tetrafluoride at the Applicant's Gore, Oklahoma plant. This authorization
is subject to four conditions: first. in order to ensure that the automatic telephone emergency notification system will function properly, the Applicant is to
verify that all residences within a 2-mile radius of the facility have telephones
and make provisions acceptable to Staff to notify any that do not; second, the
Applicant is to verify that all telephone numbers listed in its emergency response
plan are accurate at each major exercise of the plan; third, the Applicant is to
maintain the level of staffing outlined in its testimony presented at the hearing
and to promptly report any changes in the duties of those individuals to Staff;
and fourth. Applicant's President and its General Manager are each to spend at
least one full workday each month at the facility while it is in operation.

DECISION
(Authorizing Operation)
INTRODUCTION
This proceeding began on July 24, 1985. when the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission issued an Order instituting an informal adjudication to consider
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an application filed by Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC), a subsidiary of KerrMcGee Corporation. This application requests authority to operate a facility to
convert depleted uranium hexafluoride (OF ~ to depleted uranium tetrafluoride
(OF 4) (hereinafter referred to as "the facility"). The application takes the form
of a request for an amendment to SFC's existing license which authorizes it
to produce UF 6 from yellowcake at its Gore, Oklahoma plant This UF 6 is
shipped to Department of Energy enrichment facilities for further processing
and eventual use as fuel in nuclear power plants. A byproduct of the enrichment
process is depleted UF 6.
The depleted UF 4 that SFC wishes to produce will be shipped to Aerojet
Heavy Metals Company where it will be further processed for use in penetrator munitions by the Department of the Army. Depleted UF 4 is useful in these
munitions because of its density. No nuclear reaction is involved in this application. (See SFC's October 16, 1985 Response to Petitions at 15-17.)
The Commission acted following receipt of petitions requesting a hearing
on the application from Native Americans for a Clean Environment (NACE),
the Cherokee Nation (Cherokee), and Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment
(CASE). Pursuant to the Commission's Order, on August 8, I issued a Memorandum and Order that afforded NACE, Cherokee, and CASE an opportunity to
supplement their petitions, invited additional petitions to intervene, and set out
the procedure to be followed in considering the application. Several petitions
were filed in response. Subsequently, the petitions of NACE and Ms. Jesse Deer
in Water, CASE, Mr. Ed Henshaw, the Arkansas Peace Center (APC), the Town
of Gore, the Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH), and the National
Water Center (NWC) were granted. The petition of Cherokee was dismissed at
its request The petitions of Aerojet Heavy Metals Company and the Muskogee
County Client Council were denied. (See unpublished Memoranda and Orders
of September 26 and November 5, 1985.) The acceptable complaints stated
in the petitions and an agenda for a hearing were set out in the November 5
Memorandum and Order. The hearing was scheduled for December 17 and 18,
1985, and subsequently rescheduled for January 7 and 8, 1986. (See unpublished
December 2, 1985 Memorandum and Order.)
On January 4, 1986, an accident occurred at the UF 6 production plant. A
UF 6 cylinder had been overfilled. In an effort to remove the excess material
from the cylinder, SFC employees reheated it in a steam chest. This caused the
cylinder to rupture, releasing a massive amount of UF 6. One employee died
as a result of exposure to hydrogen fluoride, a hydrolysis product of UF 6, and
several others were injured. About 130 individuals who were off site at the time
of the accident were screened for uranium contamination. Much of the plant and
some areas off site were contaminated with fluoride and uranium. (See Staff's
SER Related to Restart, October 14, 1986, at 1.) The hearing was postponed.
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In the January 7, 1986 Memorandum and Order (unpublished) postponing
the hearing, I requested SFC's and Staff's conclusions with regard to the
implications of the accident for the facility and their reports on the circumstances
of the accident. I indicated that intervenors would be afforded an opportunity to
respond following receipt of these reports. The chronology of events following
January 7 is set out below.
March 31 - Staff served NUREG-1179 concerning the circumstances
of the accident.
April 3 - Staff served NUREG-1189 concerning the public health
effects of the accident.
April 11 - The Carlisle Area Residents Association (CARA), a group
composed of individuals residing within 2.5 miles of the plant, was
admitted as a party in the absence of objection.
May 7 - Environmental Action was admitted as a party in the
absence of objection. In a second Memorandum and Order of that date.
intervening parties were afforded 30 days following the last of the reports
on the accident to be filed by SFC or Staff to state additional complaints
based on the implications of the accident, and any party wishing to
request additional procedures was directed to do so by June 4.
May 22 - Ms. Barbara Synar was admitted as a party in the absence
of objection.
June 9 - I wrote counsel for SFC and Staff inquiring when their
reports on the implications of the accident for the facility might be
expected.
June 27 - Memorandum and Order (unpublished) issued scheduling
a prehearing conference and a hearing for August to consider the
matters set down for hearing in the November 5 Memorandum and
Order plus any acceptable complaints based on new information. This
schedule contemplated that an opportunity to file new complaints based
on information contained in the forthcoming reports on the implications
of the accident would be preserved, but that the hearing on matters
already properly raised need not await the completion of that step.
- SFC issued its report on the implications of the accident.
July 3 - I recommended that the Commission adopt formal procedures under Subpart G of Part 2 for the completion of this proceeding.
July 23 - Memorandum and Order (unpublished) issued postponing
the August prehearing and hearing at the request of APC and EA and
in light of the fact that responses from SFC and Staff to the July
3 recommendation precluded a Commission decision on the July 3
recommendation prior to September.
July 25 - Staff issued NUREG-1198, the "lessons learned" report
emanating from the accident.
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September 4 - Memorandum and Order (unpublished) issued denying the petition to intervene filed by Citizens in Support of SFC.
October 3 - CLI-86-17, 24 NRC 489, issued rejecting the July 3
recommendation to institute formal procedures.
October 10 - Memorandum and Order (unpublished) issued ruling
on new complaints and revising the topics to be addressed at the hearing.
October 27 - Prehearing cot:lference scheduled for November 20 in
Sallisaw, Oklahoma.
November 14 - Staff issued its report on the implications of the
accident.
November 25 - Prehearing Conference Order issued setting schedule
for the filing of new complaints based on the reports on the implications
of the accident and requests for additional information, and setting
hearing for the week of January 12, 1987.
December 31 - Memorandum and Order (unpublished) issued ruling
on new complaints and requests for information and establishing an
agenda for the hearing.
January 12 through IS, 1987 - Hearing completed as scheduled. All
the intervenors except EA participated in the evidentiary hearing. EA
submitted a closing statement.
PRELIMINARY MATTERS

Deep-Well Injection of Raffinate
In the past, Staff granted a license amendment that permitted deep-well injection of treated raffinate from the existing plant. APC, NWC, and Mr. Henshaw
expressed concerns with regard to this activity in their original complaints. Because raffinate will not be produced by the facility and because SFC had not
sought permission in its application to dispose of any effluents from the facility
by deep-well injection, I dismissed these concerns in the November 5 Memorandum and Order (at 4).
Mr. Henshaw again raised this matter in his complaints filed in the summer of
1986. this time alleging that the Staff's action in permitting deep-well injection
was contrary to an Initial Decision (LBP-74-7, 7 AEC 113 (1974» that had
denied Kerr-MeGee's earlier application for this authority. While adhering to my
earlier conclusion that this matter was outside the scope of this proceeding, on
October 10, I called for Staff and SFC to respond to Mr. Henshaw'S allegations
because they raised concerns for the integrity of the proceeding. Specifically,
Mr. Henshaw questioned whether, based on Staff's prior action in issuing the
amendment permitting deep-well injection, Staff would be permitted to act
independently of any decision issued in this proceeding.
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Staff and SFC responded on November 14 and 20, respectively. This matter

was discussed at the November 20 prehearing conference (see Tr. 11-29) where
it developed that Mr. Henshaw was not satisfied with the Staff's explanation. In
the absence of any objection, Mr. Henshaw was permitted to reply to the Staff
and SFC ex parte. Dr. Gourd also filed an ex parte reply.
In his reply, Mr. Henshaw takes issue with the Staff's conclusion that the
application that it granted was sufficiently different from the earlier application
that was denied in LBP-74-7 so as to permit this action. Staff's response
brings out that, prior to permitting the test of the injection well, Staff was
concerned that it take care not to take any action that might be contrary to the
conclusions reached in LBP-74-7. To this end Staff sought Jegal advice. That
advice is contained in an October 27, 1982 Memorandum from Robert L. Fonner
to Ralph G. Page, Chief, Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch, which is attached
to Staff's response. Mr. Fonner correctly concluded that changes in the facts
underlying the application and in national policy permitted the Staff to again
consider the amendment request and that a grant of the amendment would not
be precluded by LBP-74-7. With regard to changes in factual circumstances,
Mr. Fonner points out that the raffinate that Staff permitted to be injected was
treated and thus contained radioactive material more than an order of magnitude
below the NRC's standards for unrestricted release. This contrasts with the
radioactive content of the raffinate that was the subject of LBP-74-7 which
was high enough to be classified as low-level radioactive waste. This change in
circumstances alone is sufficient to dictate that the Staff not only did not violate
the terms ofLBP-74-7 in issuing the amendment, but that any refusal of Staff to
have considered the amendment application on the basis of that decision would
have been improper. Consequently, I conclude that the Staff's issuance of the
amendment was proper and in no way implies that Staff would ignore the terms
and conditions of this decision.
Mr. Henshaw's quarrel with Staff on this point amounts to a difference of
opinion as to whether the amendment should have been issued. That quarrel
could have been taken up in a hearing on the injection-well amendment application. Mr. Henshaw requested such a hearing and subsequently withdrew the
request. No hearing was held. This proceeding may not be used as a vehicle to
take up that quarrel now.
Dr. Gourd's reply does not address the issue of the implications of the Staff's
action in granting this amendment for the integrity of the proceeding. Rather, it
raises numerous allegations regarding the deep-well injection matter which are
outside the scope of this proceeding. Consequently, it is referred to Staff for
review and any action that the Staff deems appropriate under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206.
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Adequacy of Notice of Hearing
Counsel for CASE has objected to the adequacy of the notice of hearing
given in this proceeding. Counsel maintains that the January 2, 1987 notice was
received on January 8 and constituted inadequate advance notice that the hearing
would be held beginning January 12. Counsel's position would be entitled to
serious consideration were the January 2 notice the sole notice to her that the
hearing would begin on January 12. It was not
The schedule for the last filings and rulings in advance of the hearing, as
well as the schedule for the hearing itself, was discussed at the November 20
preheating conference at which counsel was present. (See Tr. 107-12.) At that
time the hearing was set to begin on January 12. (See Tr. 112.) Further, the
Prehearing Conference Order issued on November 25 stated that "[tlhe hearing
will take place the week of January 12, 1987....n The notice that the hearing
would take place that week clearly was adequate.
Requests to Reopen the Record
On January 10, two days before the commencement of the hearing, a small
amount of UF 6 was released at a cylinder filling station in the existing facility
from a pigtail that was not connected to a cylinder. The spill was contained
within the fill station area, and apparently there were no injuries to plant
personnel. Although this incident was not required to be reported to the NRC,
SFC did report it.
NACE and APC have requested that the record be reopened in light of this
incident. Both allege that this incident was kept secret from the intervenors
and that this alleged concealment adversely reflects on SFC's competence and
integrity. SFC responded to the NACE request on February 9, pointing out that
SFC had addressed this incident in the testimony of Steven Emerson (Tr. 49899; January 13, 1987). NACE and APC are mistaken in their belief that SFC
concealed this incident during the hearing. Moreover, in view of the fact that it
does not constitute an incident that must be reported under the Commission's
regulations, no adverse implications for SFC's competence and integrity could
have been drawn had SFC elected to remain silent. The incident appears to be
minor. These requests are denied.
MATTERS ADDRESSED AT HEARING
The following constitutes findings of fact on the issues raised at the hearing.
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Training
This matter was discussed in the October 10 (at 3) and December 31 (at
8) Memoranda and Orders following complaints by EA and Ms. Synar. Their
complaints focussed on the inadequacies of the training program as it existed
before the January 1986 accident EA relied on Staff's conclusions concerning
these inadequacies as support for its conclusions.
The training program has been substantially improved since the accident, and
Staff has imposed two license conditions with regard to it (See SFC Testimony,
Tr. 273 et seq.; Staff's October 14 SER Related to Restart at 19-21.) At the
hearing, the principal concern voiced was not with the adequacy of the training
program as it was described by the SFC witnesses, but with SFC's commitment
to maintain the program as described. (See Tr. 295-97, 306-11.) Indeed, given
the apparent laxity that existed prior to the accident, this is a valid concern which
is discussed under the heading Corporate Character and Competence, below.
Contingency Plan
The complaints bearing on this topic were filed by EA (April 10 Petition
at 12-13), CASE (December 12 Filing, ~ 27), and Ms. Synar (June 8 Filing,
~ 12). Additionally, at the hearing CARA raised concerns with regard to the
adequacy of the system for notifying members of the public in the event of
an emergency. EA's complaints focus on the state of contingency planning at
the time of the accident. Therefore they have largely been mooted by the filing
of SFC's new contingency plan. This new plan, prompted by the weaknesses
disclosed in the old plan during the accident, applies to both the existing UF 6
production plant as well as the new facility. In the restart SER, Staff concluded
that "the Plan exceeds the requirements of [the Order for Modification of
License], and that the Plan is suitable to alert offsite residents of an imminent or
actual release to unrestricted areas and the proper response to be taken." (Restart
SER at 33.)
CARA's concerns regarding the effectiveness of the notification system will
be investigated by SFC, and appropriate corrective action taken. These concerns
include the audibility of the three sirens designed to alert individuals within
a 2- to 3-mile radius of the plant who are out-of-doors and the reliability
of the automated telephone alerting system designed to alert those within
approximately 2 miles who are indoors. (SFC's Statement on the Contingency
Plan, ff. Tr. 320, at 3-4.)
CARA is concerned that the siren system may not be audible in all circumstances and that the sirens can be confused with train whistles sounded along a
heavily traveled main rail line that passes close by the plant. CARA also reports
that the automated telephone system, which is designed to dial the telephones of
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nearby residents and deliver a recorded message in the event of an emergency,
sometimes delivers messages that are garbled and incomprehensible. Additionally, CASE raised the possibility that not aU residents within the 2-mile radius
have telephones. (See Lammers, Tr. 352-56; CASE, Tr. 361-62.)
SFC is aware of the problems with regard to siren aUdibility and telephone
reliability and at the hearing undertook to investigate them and to take appropriate corrective action. (See Tr. 324-29.) Additionally, SFC is to verify whether
all of the residences within the 2-mile 'radius of the plant have telephones and
make provisions acceptable to Staff to notify any that do not.
Ms. Synar and Dr. Gourd question the adequacy of the planning radius
adopted by SFC. SFC testified that analyses by NRC, DOT, and EPA show
that residents within a I-mile radius of the plant should take protective action
in the event of an accident by taking shelter indoors and closing aU outside
ventilation. SFC further testified that residents located at greater distances from
the plant do not require similar protection, but that notification of residents within
a 2-mile radius is advisable and, for certain wind conditions, desirable within a
3-mile radius. (See SFC's Statement on the Contingency Plan, ff. Tr. 320, at 3.)
During questioning, SFC's witnesses indicated that their offsite plan was also
predicated on NUREG-1140. (Tr. 340-41.)
Ms. Synar resides about 8 miles from the plant and believes that she should
be included within the notification radius. (See Tr. 330-31.) Dr. Gourd believes
that the notification radius chosen is arbitrary in light of the fact that the plume
resulting from the accident traveled 18 miles. (See Tr. 358-59.) However,
the distances chosen clearly comply with existing regulatory guidance and no
showing has been made that circumstances exist that would dictate that different,
more stringent standards be employed. The fact that the plume resulting from
the accident may have traveUed a much greater distance than that chosen for
planning purposes is not in itself reason to require that protective actions be
provided for out to that distance. To justify such planning, it would be necessary
to show that the plume would have adverse effects that require such planning. No
such showing was made.
Three remaining topics must be touched on before leaving this subject
matter. First, APC brought out that, during the January accident it developed that
telephone numbers for the NRC (and presumably other concerned government
agencies) that were listed in the contingency plan were erroneous. (See Tr. 35960.) SFC testified that it is required by the contingency plan to conduct one
major exercise per year. (Tr. 328.) During that exercise, SFC should verify that
the telephone numbers listed in its plan are accurate.
Second, EA in its complaint raised the possibility that an accident at the UF 6
plant could have adverse consequences for the UF 4 plant SFC points out that
be remotely shut down and that provisions exist to protect
the UF 4 plant
this plant from any plausible event in either facility. (See Statement at 6-7.)

can
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Third, OSDH asked whether SFC planned to continue to cooperate with
the Sequoyah County Health Department with respect to contingency planning. SFC's witness responded affirmatively, stating that the company had enjoyed excellent support from all of the county agencies and had worked closely
with all of them. Counsel for OSDH later stated that the county health department was very interested in working to ensure an effective contingency plan. (See
'fro 321-22, 364-65.) This kind of cooperation is laudable and is to be strongly
encouraged.
Dust Collection System and Radiological Contamination
CARA (July IS, 1986 Motion at 6, 7-9), EA (April 10, 1986 Petition at
10-11; July 18 Amended Contentions at 3-4), CASE (July 18 Supplemental
Response, ~~7, 23, 35; December 12 Response, ~ 5, at 4), NWC (July 18
Statement, first, fifth, and seventeenth complaints; December 12 Response at 7),
and Mr. Henshaw (July 18 Motion at 3) have raised a number of complaints
concerning this topic. CARA, relying on reports concerning the Department of
Energy's Fernald, Ohio plant, is concerned that a large volume of uranium
dust will be produced with the possibility of widespread contamination in
the area surrounding the plant EA raises similar concerns and points to past
inspection reports detailing allegedly high concentrations of airborne uranium
in the UF 6 production plant and SFC's allegedly inadequate responses to these
incidents. CASE alleges that, because of humidity, the vacuum system for
collecting dust will not function properly.
NWC's first complaint alleges that there is widespread and pervasive radiological contamination on and near the facility, and its seventeenth complaint
challenges SFC's monitoring program. Mr. Henshaw and CASE also challenge
the monitoring program. NWC also challenges SFC's calculation of the filtration
efficiency of the facility's baghouse because it is based on a reported filtration
efficiency for foundry dust, rather than the material that it will actually encounter.
At bottom, these concerns are related to the designed efficiency of the baghouse installed at the facility and SFC's commitment to maintain the baghouse
in good working order. SFC's record with respect to radiological releases from
the UF 6 production plant has been relied on by intervenors as evidence of a
lack of the necessary commitment.
The equipment in question is a pulse-type plenum baghouse manufactured
by the Fuller Company (model number 32-6-2002). SFC believes that it is far
superior to the baghouse at the Department of Energy's Paducah, Kentucky
plant which provided the model for this facility. The baghouse is the same make
and type as that in use in the UF 6 production plant The baghouse itself is
a metal housing containing 192 Gore-Tex fabric (12 ounces per square yard,
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polyester-needled, scrim supporting felt) bags, each of which is 5 inches in
diameter and 8 feet long. An exhaust fan draws air through the bags from a
system of ductwork which is connected to ventilation hoods located at potential
points of dust leakage. The filtered air is continuously monitored for uranium
and fluoride. It is then discharged through a stack. (SFC Statement. ff. Tr. 377,
at 1-2; Tr. 417; SFC August 1, 1986 Response at 7-9.)
The bags are supported on wire frames and arranged within the house so that
UF 4 gathered by the ventilation hoods will be deposited on the outside of the
bags. Periodically, small bursts of compressed air are applied to the inside of the
bags in order to dislodge the UF 4 that has collected on the outside. This falls
into a hopper where it is contained until the opening of a star valve transfers it
to a series of two dust screw conveyors which convey it to the product drum
filling station where it is added to the output of the plant (ld.; 'If. 378-80, 383.)
From the above, it may be seen that the Fernald plant does not furnish an
appropriate model for comparison. (See SFC Statement, ff. Tr. 377, at 4; Tr. 38485.) Moreover, given the facts that the baghouse, although modeled after that in
use at the UF 6 production plant. incorporates an improved filtration medium and
a reduced flow rate (7600 cubic feet per minute (cfm) vs. 20,000 cfm), emissions
should not exceed those experienced at the latter plant and in fact should be
much lower. Because SFC has based its estimate of emissions from the facility's
baghouse on its experience in filtering UF 4 in the UF 6 production plant, there
is no need for SFC to calculate performance based on the size of particles that
will be encountered. Finally, SFC has put to rest CASE's concern that humidity
will prevent the vacuum system from functioning effectively. SFC agrees that
humidity would cause problems were the UF 4 hygroscopic, and points out that
it is not. (See SFC Statement. ff. 'If. 377, at 3-4; August 1 Response at 9-10;
Tr. 390-91.)
CARA posed questions that were put to the SFC witnesses concerning the
length of the nozzle to which each bag is attached (fr. 403-04, 421), the
method of inspecting the bags, and the maintenance schedule (fr. 402-03,
417, 421). CARA maintains that it did not receive adequate answers to these
questions. While it is true that the SFC witness was unable to answer these
questions in detail, I am satisfied that the answers given were adequate. These
questions all concern the possibility that a bag may deteriorate and leak. SFC
was unable to furnish the length of the nozzle to which the bags attach, perhaps
because this question was not clearly put. The witness did indicate that access
to the baghouse for maintenance was through inspection ports on the clean side
of the bags, and that the precise maintenance schedule will be worked out based
on operating experience. Small or large tears, which will be detected by the
particulate monitor or DCS respectively, or a gradual deterioration, which will
be revealed by tracking the results of the daily air sample filter analysis, will
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prompt inspection and corrective action. (See SFC Statement, ff. Tr. 377, at 2-3;
Tr. 402-03.)
As noted. Intervenors allege that there is widespread radiological contamination surrounding the plant, that it resulted from the operation of the UF 6 production plant, and that the monitoring system for detecting such contamination
is inadequate. They urge that the application be denied for these reasons. These
allegations are stated in general terms. SFC denies them. The discussion of this
topic begins with a review of the evidence supporting Intervenors' claims concerning radiological contamination and concludes with an examination of the
monitoring system.
NWC's first complaint states that there is widespread radiological contamination in the vicinity of the plant. It supports this allegation with general references to NUREG-1189 and aerial radiological surveys conducted in 1980 and
1986 which are discussed therein. (See NUREG-II89, "Assessment of the Public Health Impact from the Accidental Release of UF 6 at the Sequoyah Fuels
Corporation Facility at Gore, Oklahoma," Vol. 1, § 5.4, at 49; Vol. 2, Appendix S.4.I, at 383.) NWC relies principally on the aerial surveys, asserting
that they show "widespread and pervasive contamination on and near the current facility." (NWC's Matters of Contention, July 18, at 1; NWC's Review of
NUREG-1189 dated July 8 and revised July 15 and September 8, 1986, at 4-5;
Tr. 478-79.)
A review of the 1980 and 1986 aerial surveys indicates that the terrestrial
exposure rates off site are less than 50 microrems per hour. Part 20 of the
Commission's regulations requires that licensees conduct their activities so as
to limit the dose to any individual in an unrestricted area to no more than 0.5
rem, and to make every effort to limit exposures to such individuals to a dose
that is as low as reasonably achievable. (10 C.F.R. §§ 20. 1(c), 20.105(a).) The
1980 survey indicates that the exposure rates reported may be converted to a
dose expressed in millirem per year by multiplying by 8.76. (NUREG-1189,
Vol. 2, at 390.) Thus it is evident that the offsite doses, whether resulting from
SFC's operations or other sources, are well within regulatory dose limits and
furnish no basis to deny the instant application.
NWC's seventeenth complaint has to do with monitoring. Specifically, it takes
issue with SFC's statement in its October 16, 1985 response to the petitions (at
-33) that historically its releases of radionuclides to the atmosphere have been
within annual limits. NWC asserts that the aerial surveys discussed above suggest
that, if this is true, it is because SFC's monitors have not worked properly. NWC
repeats this allegation in its December 12 response. NUREG-1189 and the 1980
and 1986 aerial surveys provide no support for NWC's allegations.
Mr. Henshaw and Dr. Gourd testified concerning monitoring. Mr. Henshaw
(Te. 431-43) relied on certain inspection reports and correspondence for the
proposition that SFC and NRC Staff lack the competence to perform effec-
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tively. Dr. Gourd (Te. 444-53) cited certain errors in reporting meteorological
data, asserted that Staff would not rely on such data compiled by the National
Weather Service because it is not controlled by SFC, and stated that, sometime
after 1975, Staff assumed incorrectly that the wind at the site is predominantly
easterly. I have reviewed all these matters. Mr. Henshaw's conclusion is not
warranted by the facts on which he relies. The matters recited in the inspection
reports and correspondence appear to be relatively minor and, by themselves,
do not question SFC's or Staff's competence. Dr. Gourd's concern about the
errors in reporting meteorological data have been adequately answered by a
Staff inspection report (Docket No. 40-08027/86-08, September 4, 1986, at 810). This report casts doubt on his concern that Staff will not rely on National
Weather Service data; the author took such data into account in dealing with
Dr. Gourd's concern. A review of the environmental assessment accompanying
this application reveals that the Staff does not assume that the wind at the site
is predominantly easterly.
Ms. Deer in Water (Tr. 423-27) and Dr. Gourd (Tr. 448-49) have mised
concerns about the cancer mortality rate and the adequacy of an Oklahoma State
Department of Health study ("An Assessment of Potential Environmental and
Adverse Health Impacts Resulting from Operation of the Sequoyah Fuels Facility
- Gore, Oklahoma," November 1985) which was prompted by the concern of
citizens in Sequoyah County. While the OSDH study has recognized limitations
(Study at v-vi), Dr. Gourd and Ms. Deer in Water have not advanced any
reason to reject it. Their position would require not only that I reject the OSDH
study, which appears to be the only scientifically conducted study available, but
that I find that an increased cancer rate exists in Sequoyah County which is
directly attributable to SFC's operations. Nothing in this record comes close
to justifying such sweeping conclusions. This conclusion in no way belittles
these concerns. Indeed, I note that the OSDH study itself recommends that a
more detailed epidemiological study be conducted (see Recommendation 4 at
45), and that the problem has attracted the attention of the Cherokee Nation
(see testimony of Wilma MankiIler, Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation,
Te.766-A).

Accidents, Malfunctions, and Fire Prevention
These matters were set down for hearing in Memoranda and Orders of
November 5, 1985 (at 15-16, 18), and October 10, 1986 (at 11). They were
addressed in SFC's testimony (Statement, ff. Tr. 501.) Additionally, despite
the fact that it had been excluded from the hearing because no specific complaints were filed, SFC also addressed the question of the handling of UF 6
cylinders. Several questions and comments were offered by Intervenors, based
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on this testimony. They do not reveal any controversy with respect to these
matters.
Staffing
This matter was discussed in the Memoranda and Orders of October 10 (at
12) and December 31 (at 5-6). The October 10 Memorandum and Order notes
that CARA, CASE, Ms. Synar, and EA have raised questions concerning the
adequacy of staffing. These questions stemmed from an assumption that only
one person would be assigned responsibility to operate the UP 4 facility. SFC's
clarification of the staffing level contained in its August 1 response (at 5-6) did
not fully answer these questions, and they were set down for hearing.
Prior to the hearing, SFC submitted statements on this issue on November
20 and January 7. At the hearing, Mr. James O. Randolph, President of SFC,
testified that each shift at the facility will be staffed as follows:
1. Shift supervisor - this individual is responsible for the operation
of the UP 4 facility and. in addition, will devote 10% to 20% of his time
to the utilities that serve both plants;
2. Chemical operators - one chemical operator is assigned to the
control room (which is never left unattended during operation of the
facility (fr. 662» where his sole duty is to operate the UP 4 plant, one
is assigned to the plant itself to serve as the "eyes and ears" of the
control room operator with whom he is in radio or telephone contact,
and one who works the day shift only and has responsibility for loading
the product in drums at the drum filling station; and
3. The yard crew - this crew has responsibility for the unloading of
UP 6 cylinders and installing them in the autoclaves. They are supervised
by the shift supervisor. When they are required (perhaps 15 minutes per
day) they report to the facility from the UP 6 production plant.
(See Tr. 556-61.)
The hearing did not disclose any relevant controversies concerning this level
of staffing. However, CARA did express concern that the shift supervisor does
not devote full time to the UP 4 operation and that the 80% to 90% that he
does devote could diminish: (See Tr. 565-67.) NACE is concerned that this
level of staffing be incorporated into the license as a license condition so that
it may not be changed without Staff approval. (See Tr. 562-65.) SFC did not
object to this. Consequently, the staffing level of the facility as outlined by
Mr. Randolph is to be incorporated as a license condition. Additionally, should
operating experience reveal that the duties of any individual are, as a practical
malter, significantly different than those outlined (e.g., utilities consume more
than 20% of the shift supervisor's time), this fact is to be promptly brought to
Staff's attention.
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Personnel Qualifications
This matter was discussed in Memoranda and Orders of November 5, 1985 (at
15), October 10, 1986 (at 12), and December 31, 1986 (at 6-12). It was raised
by NACE, CASE, CARA, EA, Mr. Henshaw, and Dr. Gourd. As the matter
eventuaIly evolved, complaints were accepted to the effect that the minimum
personnel qualifications are not sufficient to assure that the UF 4 facility will be
safely operated. These qualifications are stated in the underlying license and are
applicable to both the UF 4 facility and the UF 6 production facility. Because of
this, I made it clear that these complaints would not be entertained as challenges
to the requirements applicable to the underlying license. This ruling required
Intervenors to show that the qualifications that were found acceptable for the
UF 6 production facility were not acceptable for this facility. No such showing
was made. (See December 31 Memorandum and Order at 6-8.)
In the December 31 Memorandum and Order, I denied NACE's extensive
requests for information concerning the January 4 accident (ld. at 8-12.) In so
doing, I noted that the Intervenors were "free to argue that SFC, its officers,
and its employees lack the competence to safely operate the UF 6 to UF 4
facility." (ld. at 12.) NACE, Dr. Gourd, and Mr. Henshaw made arguments
to this effect at the hearing. These are discussed below under the heading
"Corporate Character and Competence."
Paragraph 1.8 of the Application Authorizations

Exemptions and Special

This paragraph concerns the definition of uncontaminated articles and posting
requirements. It was discussed in the October 10 Memorandum and Order (at 13)
following questions raised by CASE, EA, and Ms. Synar. There, SFC was asked
to indicate the source of the terms of the exception it sought to the definition of
uncontaminated articles and how the exception differed from NRC requirements
and why it did not wish to follow the posting requirements for rooms containing
a specified amount of natural uranium.
In its statement following Tr. 633, SFC has answered these questions. SFC
notes that it does not intend to depart from NRC guidance with respect to these
matters and that it may have misled Intervenors by placing them under ~ 1.8. It
explained that its definition of uncontaminated articles was merely an alternative
formulation of the regulatory guidance and that it wished to post the entire up 4
facility because its configuration does not permit the posting of discreet areas
within it as containing more than the specified amount of uranium.
Intervenors asserted at the hearing that no article that might be contaminated
should be released, thus posing a more stringent standard than that contained in
the regulatory guidance. No showing was made that would support this standard.
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Special Process Commitments
The topics raised under this heading, cooling water emergency system, gas
coolers, nitrogen supply, and the meaning of the term "routine confirmation,"
were discussed in the October 10 and December 31 Memoranda and Orders
at 14-15 and 13, respectively. They were raised by CASE and Ms. Synar. The
questions raised were adequately answered by SFC (see Tr. 650-63) and no
relevant controversies were raised.
Seismicity
This topic was raised by APC. SFC was directed to respond to it. (See
November 5 Memorandum and Order at 14.) SFC did so at the hearing (Tr. 66878) concluding that the design loading of the building is more than adequate
to cope with any earthquake that reasonably could be expected to occur at the
site. Although APC sought to contradict this testimony (Tr. 679-81) and NACE
offered testimony on the local effects of distant earthquakes (Tr. 681-84), no
reason to doubt SFC's conclusion was advanced.
Need for the Facility
In the November 5 Memorandum and Order (at 17-18), I noted that NACE
and CASE had questioned the need for this facility and, because need is a
matter that must be addressed under the National Environmental Policy Act and
Part 51 of the Commission's regulations, directed SFC to address this point at
hearing. SFC did so (Tr. 686-93). Although CARA, NWC, APC, NACE, CASE,
Ms. Synar, and Mr. Henshaw all took issue with SFC's statement, none of them
controverted SFC's statement of need. Moreover, their presentations tended to
raise philosophical concerns associated with the end use of the product to be
produced which are not cognizable in this proceeding. I find that SFC has stated
a need for this facility.
Environmental Issues
In their original petitions, Dr. Gourd, NACE, and Mr. Henshaw raised
questions concerning the cumulative environmental impact of the addition of
this facility. These questions were answered in some detail by SFC in its
October 16 response. The November 5 Memorandum and Order (at 16) afforded
NACE, CASE, and Mr. Henshaw an opportunity to indicate how they quarreled
with SFC's data. The October 10 Memorandum and Order (at 14) noted that
CASE's water quality concerns stated in its July response were related and
afforded it a similar opportunity. Further, the latter Order noted that SFC had not
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answered CASE's question whether any radiation protection, effluent control,
or monitoring requirements had been changed as a result of the January 4
accident. Consequently, SFC was directed to respond to this inquiry at hearing.
At the hearing, CASE presented the testimony of Dr. Jim Maxie, a 1\1lsa
dentist, on the hazards' of fluoride ('fr. 766 et seq.). It also offered testimony
to the effect that SFC should be required to comply with state law ('fr. 78897). Except to the extent that it allu"ed to CASE's position that the liquid
effluent from the SFC facility should be monitored prior to being diluted, this
testimony did not focus any of the issues set down for hearing. The testimony
with regard to the dilution of liquid effluent is not persuasive.
Mr. Henshaw's and APC's testimony ('fr. 797-825 and 826-29, respectively)
addressed the environmental data identified in the November 10 Memorandum
and Order but supplied no substantial reason to question that data, the monitoring
program, or to quarrel with Staff's conclusion that an environmental impact
statement is not necessary.
NACE offered the testimony of Wilma Mankiller, Principal Chief of the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, in support of its position that the Nation should
have been consulted and invited to participate in the scoping process preliminary
to the preparation of an environmental impact statement ('fr. 753-58). NACE relies on § 302 of the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of 1986' and 10
C.F.R. § 51.28 for its position. The Safe Drinking Water Act does not appear
to be applicable to this proceeding, and, under 10 C.F.R. § 51.30, it was not
necessary for Staff to engage in a scoping process prior to preparation of an
environmental assessment No showing having been made that an environmental
impact statement, rather than an environmental assessment, should have been
prepared in connection with this application, NACE's argument must be rejected. Moreover, as noted in the Introduction to this Decision, the Cherokee
Nation initially petitioned to intervene and subsequently withdrew that petition. Thus it affirmatively chose not to participate in the process afforded by the
Commission with respect to this application.

Corporate Character and Competence
This topic has pervaded this proceeding. Some Intervenors have questioned
SFC's veracity from time to time, a practice that has elicited strong objections
from its counsel. Further, they have questioned its character and sought to
support their position with references to the Silkwood litigation, the so-called
Phillips Report, violations of the NPDES discharge permit, alleged failure on
the part of SFC's parent to dispose of mill tailings at certain of its sites, and
SFC's attitude toward the application. (See NACE's September 1985 Petition
and December 1986 Response.)
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There is no basis in this record to question the veracity of SFC. Nor do the
other matters that Intervenors cite furnish a basis to conclude that SFC lacks
the necessary character to be an NRC licensee. Further, SFC's witnesses at the
hearing were forthright in their approach to the issues and questions raised, and
illustrated sincerity in their undertaking to run a safe facility. However, this
inquiry may not end with these conclusions.
Throughout the hearing many Intervenors reiterated their concern that SFC
may become lax in its operation of this facility, thus defeating any safety
margins that exist as a result of its careful design. They sought to support
their position with references to inspection reports made by the Staff and
other documents. Staff's various reports and enforcement actions following
the January 4 accident clearly support Intervenors' concern. They illustrate a
complacency that apparently was responsible for that accident.
SFC has clearly met the regulatory requirements and is entitled to the license
it seeks. The fact that its complacency may have led to the accident does not
alter that conclusion. However, it does argue for a license condition designed
to guard against a repetition. Consequently, I have concluded that SFC's license
to operate the UF 6 to UF 4 facility should be conditioned to require that its
President and its General Manager, who are not located on site, each spend at
least one full work day each month at that facility while it is in operation. This
condition should help to ensure that the top managers are aware of any tendency
toward laxity.

MATTERS ADDRESSED IN WRITING
In the course of this proceeding, a number of acceptable complaints were
raised which did not require oral presentations and consequently were considered
and decided on written submissions. These are identified below together with
references to the memoranda and orders that constitute findings of fact thereon.
Criticality Accidents and Accidental Mixing of the Two Product
Streams - November 5 at 7-8.
Authorized Signatures - November 5 at 8-9.
Decommissioning Costs - November 5, October 10, and December
31 at 9, 17-20, and 13, respectively.
Transportation - November 5, October 10, and December 31 at 910, 20, and 14, respectively.
Applicability of 10 C.F.R. §4034 - November 5 at 10.
Use and Disposition of Cooling Water - November 5 and October
10 at 11 and 21, respectively.
Site Suitability - November 5 at 11-12.
Duration of the Amendment - October 10 at 16.
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Definition of Depleted Uranium - October 10 at 17.
Changes in Procedures. Facilities. and Equipment - October 10 at
20-21.

Introduction of Oxygen into the Reduction Process - October 10 at
21.

Relationship of the Two Plants - October 10 at 22.
SUMMARY OF SFC'S COMMITMENT AND
LICENSE CONDITIONS
SFC's Commitment
At the hearing, SFC committed itself to investigate problems of siren audibility and the reliability of the automated telephone system and to take appropriate
corrective action.
License Conditions
The following conditions are imposed on the license amendment authorized
by this Decision:
1. Within 1 month following issuance of the license amendment, SFC is
to ascertain whether all residences within a 2-mile radius of the facility have
telephones and make provisions acceptable to Staff to notify any that do not;
2. SFC is to verify that all telephone numbers listed in its emergency
response plan are accurate at each major exercise of the plan;
3. SFC is to maintain the level of staffing outlined at Tr. 556-61 unless
a change is authorized by Staff, and SFC is to promptly report to Staff any
significant changes in the duties as described on those transcript pages; and
4. SFC's President and its General Manager each are to spend at least one
full workday each month at the UF 4 production facility while it is in operation.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
In accord with the findings of fact entered on the admitted complaints and
subject to the license conditions set out above, I conclude as follows:
1. SFC is qualified to use the source material for the purpose requested in
such manner as to protect health and minimize danger to life or property; and
2. SFC's equipment, facilities, and procedures are adequate to protect health
and minimize danger to life or property; and
3. The issuance of the license amendment will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; and
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4. The NRC Staff's environmental assessment is adequate and its finding
of "no significant impact" appropriate.
ORDER
In accord with this Decision and with his findings on matters not encompassed
by this Decision, the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
is authorized to issue a license amendment to License Number SUB-10tO
authorizing SFC to operate a facility to convert depleted uranium hexafluoride
to depleted uranium tetrafluoride at its Gore, Oklahoma site.
In accord with the Commission's July 24, 1985 Order, this Decision shall
constitute the final action of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 30 days after
its date unless the Commission, on its own motion, undertakes a review of it No
petition for review will be entertained by the Commission of this Decision.
John H Frye, III
ADMINIS1RATIVE ruDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
APPENDIX
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY INTERVENORS AT THE
HEARING THAT WERE NOT ASKED
Ed Henshaw Questions
Is the DUF 4 radioactive or is it depleted of radiation as stated by a plant
manager?
Did the former plant manager meet the minimum license requirements?
What type of trash incinerator is used at the facility?
Will floor sweep and other contaminated trash be burned at SFC?
Could the NRC licensed burial ground be a licensed burial ground at this
facility?
Why was the commitment by General Randolph to the Congress of the U.S. to
install autoclaves in the existing UF 6 Facility not fulfilled? See page 211 of
Review of Hazardous Chemical Regulation at Nuclear Facilities by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and Other Federal Agencies, March 14, 1986 Hearing
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before a subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations. House of
Representatives.

Barbara Synar Questions
How much fire protection are we assured of? Since Gore is rated as a-9 in
fire protection?
Is K.M. still putting out and applying radioactive material on 270 acre plot
and 160 acre plot at facility?
Where will the radioactive waste be put in the UF 4 plant?
Do you write your job descriptions to fit plant needs?
How do you determine for area superintendent with high school diploma we
'
will be assured the safety?
Memorandum & Order Dec. 31. 1986:
3 shifts a day. 5 days per week
Area Manager
Superintendent - 3 shift
7 chemical operators
Nov. 15. 1986 - NRC:
3 shift - 7 days area manager. 1 shift chemical operator. located in
DuF to duty facility under shift supervisor. Additional shift operators
shall assist.
Is this from UF 4? Is it seven or 5 days? Is this pertaining also to UF 6? UF 4
was to be separate from UF 6 - is this correct?
Why is revision stating 7 day work week and we are told a 5 day work week?

CASE Questions
In the 10,/85 Oklahoma State Health Dept. Assessment. did OSDH include.
for purposes of reaching its conclusion of no adverse impact, the heavy metals
loading problem on the treated raffinate disposal lands?
Please state the total number of new jobs created by the UF 4 facility which
would result in new employees being hired?
What is SFC's objection to the release standard proposed by CASE?
What is SFC's objection to posting each radioactive material area?
How will reheated UF 6 cylinders be cooled?
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Does SFC agree that if the Sequoyah Facility or UF 4 facility were to be
closed for maintenance or other reasons, does (SFC, KM) agree to close the
other facility if remaining open constituted a risk of any sort?
Personnel Questions of CASE
Was UF 4 proposed startup manager, Billie J. Buntz, plant manager at the
Cushing facility when it exploded?
Was UF 4 proposed startup manager, Billie J. Buntz, engineering manager at
Cimmaron UraniumIPlutonium Plants on November 14, 1974?
CARA Questions
What type of schedule and how often will the bag filters on the dust collector
be inspected visually?
Does the health physics manager have a scientific degree or formal education
in that field? Are there any special qualifications not reflected on in SFC's
responses to intervenors?
The DOE facilities that were closed. you stated they were outdated facilities,
were they also contaminated by long years of manufacture? Fernald. Ohio is
one case in point.
NWC Questions
Since this procedure is to license this UF 4 plant, how is it they've already
gone ahead and hired/trained employees for their new positions?
Please clarify how and why you found my request for "Materials Unaccounted
For" reports?
NACE Questions
Will anything we say here today make a difference?
Is there presently an UF 4 facility in operation? If so, where?
Who paid for the UF 4 facility?
SFC will provide follow up medical assistance (page 4). Why was it that
KM ended up with all the hospital records of people treated for the January 4th
accident without their signature?
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The EPA rules state that Indian tribes must be treated as "states" when citing
facilities within their boundaries - have you consulted with the Cherokee Tribal
Government on this facility?
APC Questions
What is the "know" safe level of exposure to radiation?
Is there any other committee or agency set up besides SFC and NRC to
determine levels of toxic wastes disposed by SFC upon the land, air, water of
the local environment? Testing study without vested economic interest to SFC.
Are we at the brink of conventional warfare with a Warsau Pact nation?
Why is part of the supervisory staff to shuttle between the plants if we are
supposed to consider the proposed plant a separate facility?
Re: "permit rapid mitigation of small releases" in paragraphs a. - as this
goes to the aunosphere, what is the safe level of exposure. Can the panel name
one and verify it?
Why did SFC after the accident announce to the public there had been a
"toxic chemical accident" and make no reference to the fact that it was also a
nuclear accident?
The five offsite air monitors did not detect the toxic cloud of January 4, even
though Monitor I was in the path of the plume.
What provisions exist for regularly checking these monitors now?
Why did NRC in a past accident report say only 7 of approx. 100 people
had low-level uranium exposure when NUREG-1189 shows 58% had excessive
levels of uranium in their urine, and of these 70% has urinary uranium levels
above the SFC permissible level for workers?
Why was there no emergency warning system for the community before the
accident?
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Cite as 25 NRC 175 (1987)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC 5AFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge:

Charles Bechhoefer

Docket No. 30-19378-ML
(ASLBP No. 87-548-01-5C)

In the MaUer of

MICHAEL F. DIM UN, M.D.
(Byproduct Materials License
No. 37-13604-02)

March 10, 1987

In a proceeding involving an Order to Show Cause why a license should not
be revoked for nonpayment of a fee due the government, the Presiding Officer
dismisses the Licensee's hearing request as moot and terminates the proceeding,
where the Licensee pays the amounts due the government.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dismissing Proceeding as Moot)
The Licensee is the holder of Byproduct Materials License 37-13604-02. On
April 18, 1986, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission biIIed the Licensee for
an inspection fee of $480. A second notice of payment due was sent to the
Licensee on June 5, 1986. The Licensee responded by letter dated June 24,
1986, protesting the amount of the fee. A final notice of payment due was sent
to the Licensee on July 3, 1986. On July 17, 1986, the Commission responded
to the Licensee's letter of June 24, 1986.
Lacking payl]lent, the Commission on September 29, 1986, issued an Order
to Show Cause, ordering the Licensee to show cause why License 37-13604-02
should not be revoked permanently and permitting him to request a hearing. By
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letter dated October 24, 1986, the Licensee requested a hearing. On March 2,
1987. the undersigned was designated as Presiding Officer for this proceeding
(52 Fed. Reg. 7049 (Mar. 6, 1987».
By letter dated March 6, 1987 (confirming a telephone notification of March
5, 1987), the NRC Staff advised that the Licensee had paid the inspection fee,
together with penalty and interest due the government. As the Licensee had
previously been advised, such payment would result in withdrawal of the Show
Cause Order and termination of the proceeding. Since the NRC Staff no longer
seeks to pursue the Show Cause Order, the hearing request is hereby dismissed
as moot, and the proceeding is terminated.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
PRESIDING OFFICER
Charles Bechhoefer
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 10th day of March 1987.
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Cite as 25 NRC 177 (1987)

LBP-87-10

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before Administrative Judges:
Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
Emmeth A. Luebke
Jerry Harbour

In the Matter of

Docket Nos. 50-443-0L-1
50-444-0L-1
(ASLBP No. 82-471-02-0L)
(Onslte Emergency PlannIng
and Safety Issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, et 81.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2)

March 25, 1987

The Licensing Board authorizes issuance of a license to operate Seabrook
Station, Unit I, up to 5% of rated power. It resolves the three onsite emergency planning and safety contentions relating to (a) Applicants' emergency
classification and action level scheme, (b) electrical equipment environmental
qualification time duration, and (c) Applicants' safety parameter display system. It authorizes the issuance of this low-power license provided that, prior
to the issuance thereof, Applicants have satisfied one condition imposed with
respect to contention (b). With respect to contention (c), the Board orders that,
if a full-power operating license is ultimately authorized by the other Licensing Board which is considering offsite emergency planning issues, prior to the
issuance thereof, Applicants must have satisfied three conditions.
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NUREG·0737:

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM

NUREG·0737, Supplement I, does not require implementation of requirements for the safety parameter display system prior to initial criticality. However, to protect the public health and safety, implementation of certain SPDS
requirements must be effected prior to operation at power levels above 5% of
rated power.
TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED
Emergency Classification and Action Level Scheme;
Electrical Equipment Environmental Qualification; and
Safety Parameter Display System.

APPEARANCES
Robert A. Backus, Esq., Backus, Meyer & Solomon, Manchester, New
Hampshire, for Intervenor Seacoast Anti-Pollution League.
Diane Curran, Esq., Harmon & Weiss, Washington, D.C., for Intervenor New
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution.
Carol Sneider, Esq., Office of the Attorney General, Boston, Massachusetts,
for the interested Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
George D. Bisbee, Esq., Office of the Attorney General, Concord, New
Hampshire, for the interested State of New Hampshire.
Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., Esq., and R.K. Gad, m, Esq., Ropes and Gray,
Boston, Massachusetts for Applicants, the Public Service Company of
New Hampshire, et al.
Robert G. Perl is, Esq., and Sherwin E. Turk, Esq., Office of the General
Counsel, Washington, D.C., for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff.
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PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION
(Operating License)

Opinion
I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Background

On July 9, 1973, the Public Service Company of New Hampshire, et
al. (Applicants) had filed with the then U.S. Atomic Energy Commission an
application for licenses to construct Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2. Each of
the units is a Westinghouse pressurized water reactor and each is designed to
operate at a thermal power of 3411 megawatts. The site of the nuclear generating
facility is located on the western side of Hampton Harbor, in the township
of Seabrook, Rockingham County, New Hampshire, and is approximately 11
miles south of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and 40 miles north of Boston,
Massachusetts. After a public hearing before an Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, the construction permits were issued on July 7, 1976.
The application for operating licenses was docketed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on October 5, 1981. Notice of the opportunity for requesting a
public hearing was published in the Federal Register on October 19, 1981. (46
Fed. Reg. 51,330.) On November 30, 1981, an Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board was constituted and the following Administrative Judges were appointed:
Helen Hoyt, Chairperson; Emmeth Luebke; and Oscar Paris. On August 25,
1982, the Licensing Board was reconstituted with Administrative Judge Jerry
Harbour being appointed to serve in lieu of Administrative Judge Paris.
Ultimately, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a), the Licensing Board admitted
various individua~s and organizations as intervening parties (Intervenors), and,
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.715(c), it permitted representatives of various interested States and municipalities to participate in the proceedings. Amongst those
admitted as intervening parties were New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP) and Seacoast Anti-Pollution League (SAPL). Amongst those
permitted to participate as representatives of interested States or municipalities
were the Attorney General of the State of New Hampshire (NH) and the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Mass.).
During a hearing held in August 1983, the then-presiding (Hoyt) Board heard
the Applicants' and the Staff's evidence upon three onsite emergency planning
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and safety issues.1 That Board also heard evidence presented by Applicants, the
Staff, and Mass. on an offsite emergency planning issue.2 After the closing of the
record, the Applicants, the NRC Staff, and NECNP filed proposed findings and
conclusions of law with respect to NECNP I.B.2 and with respect to NECNP
III.1 and NH 20. NH filed submissions only with respect to NH 20. Applicants,
the NRC Staff, Mass., SAPL, and NECNP filed proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law with respect to NECNP 1lI.12-11I.13. On November 23,1983,
Applicants filed a reply to the various proposed findings.
The Hoyt Board did not issue a partial initial decision with respect to the contentions referred to above. On September 9, 1985, the Board was reconstituted
and this Board (the'Wolfe Board), consisting of Administrative Judges Sheldon
Wolfe, Chairman, Emmeth Luebke, and Jerry Harbour, was appointed to preside over all onsite safety and emergency planning issues. (50 Fed. Reg. 37,608.)
The Hoyt Board retained jurisdiction over all offsite emergency planning issues.3
In an Order issued on November 4, 1985 (unpublished), this Board stated as
follows:
We have reviewed the record and have concluded that the record needs to be reopened
for the limited purpose of supplementation. It is not our intention, and we will not permit
the retrying of issues heard before the closing of the record on August 23, 1983. After a
prehearing conference, and after discovery, if any, a supplementary hearing will be ordered
to take evidence on the above-identified matten pertaining to Contentions NECNP I.B.2,
NECNP m.1 and NH 20, which involve significant health and safety issues, and which were
not previously ripe for hearing.

Footnote 2 stated that, if NH Contention 10 (Detailed Control Room Design
Review) was not informally resolved, evidence would be taken on that contention
as well during the supplementary hearing.
In a Memorandum and Order of July 21, 1986, LBP-86-22, 24 NRC 103, the
Board granted NH's motion to withdraw its Contention 10, but, because SAPL
1 NECNP Contention LB.2 asserted that Applicants had not satisfied the requirements of ODC 4 that all equipment
important to ufety be environmentally qualified because Applicants had failed to specify the time duration over
which the equipment was qualified.
Similar Contentions NECNP
and NIl 20 asserted, in substance, that the emergency plans did not contain
an adequate emergency classification scheme IS required by 10 C.F.R. § 50.47 and Appendix E. and by NUREO-

m.l

0654.
2 As reworded by the Board, NECNP m.12-m.13 reads as follows:

Ewu:uatio,. Turut Estimate
The evacuation time estimates provided by the Applicants in Appendix C of the Radiological Emergency
Plan are deficient in failing to include an estimate of: (1) the times for evacuation during adverse weather
conditions developing on a busy summer weekend; and (2) the times for simultaneous evacuation of beach
lrelS lying NE to SSE of the Seabrook lite.
3 Subsequently, on March 25, 1986, Judge Hoyt ruled that that Board had jurisdiction over the evacuation time
estimate contention in ita entirety, both IS 10 the prior litigation and IS to any further litigation on that issue
before that Board. In a Memorandum and Order of August 14, 1986 (unpublished), this Board ruled that NECNP
Contention m.12·m.13 did not presenlan onsite emergency planning issue.
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had preserved its rights as a joint intervenor with respect to that contention, it
converted NH 10 to and replaced it with SAPL Supplemental Contention 6.
In a motion that had been filed on June 17, 1986, Applicants requested,
inter alia, that the Board's Partial Initial Decision when issued should authorize
issuance of an opemting license for opemtion not in excess of 5% of mted
power. The Memomndum and Order of July 25, 1986, LBP-86-24, 24 NRC 132,
reflected that, after considering the evidence presented during the supplementary
hearing, the Board would decide in its Partial Initial Decision whether or not to
authorize issuance of an opemting license for opemtion of Seabrook Unit 1 up
to and including 5% of mted power.
On September IS, 1986, the Board partially granted Applicants' motion for
summary disposition of SAPL Supplemental Contention 6. (LBP-86-30, 24 NRC
437.)
The reopened hearing began on September 29, and proceeded on September
3D, October I, and October 3, 1986." The same parties and interested States,
which had attended and participated in the 1983 hearing, also attended and
participated in the 1986 reopened hearing. Proposed findings of fact, conclusions
of law, proposed forms of decision, and briefs were filed on the following dates:
Applicants - October 30; SAPL - November 7; NECNP - November 12;
Mass. - November 12; NRC Staff - November 26, 1986.5 Applicants filed a
reply on December I, 1986.
On November 25, 1986, Applicants advised that Unit 2 had been officially
cancelled.

n.

Content of the Opinion and Findings

Part II of this Opinion discusses and resolves the contentions. Part III reflects
our conclusions. The Board's underlying Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law are appended and incorpomted by reference. An Order is also appended.
It should be noted that all of the proposed findings of fact and conclusions
of law submitted by the parties that are not incorpomted directly or inferentially
in this Partial Initial Decision are rejected as unsupported in law or fact or as
unnecessary to the rendering of this Partial Initial Decision.

"Limited appearance statements were received during the initial August 1983 hearing and during the reopened
1986 hearing.
5 NIl did not file these submissions. NECNP's submissions were limited \0 addressing NECNP Contention
I.B.2. Mass.'s and SAPL'. submissions were limited \0 addressing SAPL Supplemental Contention 6. Only the
Applicants' and the Staff', submissions addressed all of the ensitc safety and emergency planning contentions.
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II.

A.

CONTENTIONS6

Contentions NECNP m.1 and NH·20 Emergency Action Levels (Fdgs. 1·13)

Classification Scheme and

In substance these contentions assert that, contrary to the requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 50.47 and Part 50, Appendix E, and of NUREG-0654, the emergency
plan does not contain an adequate emergency classification and action level
scheme. It should be noted that, pursuant to a stipulation, the written direct
testimonies of the Applicants' and the Staff's witnesses were admitted into
evidence and incorporated into the 1986 record as if read. There was no crossexamination, and only the Applicants and the Staff filed proposed findings of
fact, conclusions of law, and briefs with respect to these contentions. Thus,
although these two contentions are no longer controverted issues, we decided to
prepare factual findings and to set forth our conclusion.6
At the time of the 1983 hearings, the Applicants' emergency classification and
action level scheme was not complete. In light of the supplementary evidence
presented during the course of the 1986 hearing, we conclude that Applicants'
emergency classification and action level scheme fully satisfies the requirements
of § 50.47 and Appendix E of Part 50 and meets the guidance criteria ofNUREG0654.
D.

SAPL Supplemental Contention 6 - Compliance of the Seabrook
Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) with NUREG·0737,
Item I.D.2 (Fdgs. 14.47)

The central issue of this contention is whether there is reasonable assurance
that the health and safety of the population in the immediate vicinity of the
plant will be protected if corrections to deficiencies in the Seabrook SPDS
are deferred until the first refueling outage. Requirements for the SPDS are
set forth in NUREG-0737, Supplement 1,7 a Commission-approved document
providing certain post-TMI requirements and guidance to be implemented both
by applicants for, and holders of, operating licenses for power reactors, in order
to upgrade emergency response capability and facilities.
With respect to litigation of TMI-2 issues in operating license proceedings,
the Commission specifically endorsed NUREG-0737 requirements as being
necessary for responding to the accident at TMI-2, and categorized the NUREG6 These contentions constitute the only remaining issues in controversy with n:spect to onsite safety and emergency
planning matten.
7 '"Requimnents for Emergency Respoose Capability (Generic Letter No. 82-33)." transmitted to licensees and
applicants by letter dated December 17, 1982.
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0737 requirements, like those in NUREG-0694,8 as falling into two categories
in terms of their relationship to existing regulations:
(1) Those that interpret, refine or quantify the genera11anguage of existing regulations,
and

(2) Those that supplement the existing regulations by imposing requirements in addition
to specific ones aIready contained therein.

(Statement of Policy; Further Commission Guidance for Power Reactor Operating Licenses, 45 Fed. Reg. 85,236, 85,238 (Dec. 24, 1980).) The requirements
for implementing the SPDS fall into the second category.
The implementation schedule of TMI Action Plan requirements for applicants
for an operating license was given in Enclosure 2 of NUREG-0737 (at 2-3 to
2-11). Depending upon safety significance and the immediacy of the need for
corrective actions, the schedule required implementation of different items at
various times, such as prior to fuel load, prior to initial criticality, prior to
full power, by some fixed date, or for some requirements, by a schedule to be
determined. The implementation date for the SPDS requirements fell into the
last category. While Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 indicated that schedules
therein superseded previous schedules, the schedule for implementation of the
SPDS remained unfixed and to be set by agreement between the Applicants
and Staff. The Board notes that the SPDS was never included among those
requirements whose implementation was required prior to fuel load or prior to
initial criticality.
While Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 permits implementation of SPDS
requirements by a schedule agreed upon between the NRC Staff and Applicants,
it also stresses prompt implementation as an important contribution to plant
safety. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, does not require implementation prior to
initial criticality, and no evidence was adduced to indicate that it must be.
The principal function of the SPDS is to aid control room operators during
abnormal and emergency conditions in determining safety status of the plant and
in assessing abnormal conditions that may require corrective actions to avoid a
degraded core.
The Seabrook Station SPDS is not in full compliance with the requirements
(and guidance) provided in NUREG-0737, Supplement I, because of certain
deficiencies of disparate severity found by the NRC Staff in its review of the
operating license application. (See Fdg. 27, infra.) The severity of deficiencies
ranges from those in "guidance" items, i.e., methods of achieving particular
functions or operations (deficiencies 5, 8, and 9), to absence of minimum or
8 "TMI.Related Rcquimnents for New Openting Licenses," June 1980. Specific rcquimnents for an SPDS wen:
not included in NUREG·0694 but were included as Item ID.2 in NUREG·0737 which superseded iL
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critical plant variables specifically required by NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, as
part of the SPDS displays, e.g., absence of displays for residual heat removal
(RHR) flow and containment hydrogen concentration variables (deficiency 2).
One SPDS deficiency (No.7), which had been fully resolved before the hearing, involved proper isolation of nonsafety-grade circuits of the SPDS from the
Class IE systems to protect the safety systems from possible interference. Existence of this deficiency, which is controlled by requirements for safe interconnection of safety- and non safety-related systems as weU as by SPDS requirements, was one of the main reasons that impeUed this Board on September 15,
1986, to order adjudication of the status of the SPDS. LBP-86-30, supra, 24
NRC at 446-47. Evidence of the resolution of this item received at the hearing
was uncontroverted, and the resolution is described in Appendix 8-A of Supplement 6 of the SER.
This Board has not attempted to make any independent evaluation of the relative safety significance of individual deficiencies; indeed, the record would not
completely support such an evaluation. Instead, we have relied upon NUREG0737 which sets forth certain requirements for the SPDS and describes some
of the critical safety function requirements as "minimum information to be provided," for which the Staff has identified a minimum set of twenty plant parameters that it believes to be sufficient to provide plant operators with information
about the critical safety functions. The general standard for resolutions that we
have applied is that each of these specific SPDS requirements shall be met, or
that equivalent alternative means for the control room operating personnel at
the prime SPDS station to obtain the information, shall be implemented prior
to operation at levels exceeding 5% of rated power (except for deficiency 11
discussed below). We have determined that three of the deficiencies (Nos. 5, 8,
and 9) have been largely resolved between the Staff and Applicants as to how
best to achieve certain functions or operations. Indeed NUREG-0737 merely
provides guidance and does not mandate how to achieve these ends. Similarly,
we could find no clear requirement in NUREG-0737 for SPDS availability calculations (deficiency 10). We, nevertheless, present our findings with respect to
the deficiencies 5, 8, 9, and 10, infra.
With regard to defiCiency II, the tests that must be conducted to determine
SPDS computer response time are required by NUREG-0737, but meaningful
tests or statistics from computer response times must await plant operations
at power levels when significant total loads are placed on the main plant
computer. In the interim, public health and safety will not be adversely affected
by the unknown system response time under heavy computer loading because
the SPDS will be functional and available, and operating personnel are required
to verify any SPDS indications prior to taking any actions on them. Applicants
have made the commitment that, prior to restart following the first refueling
outage, load tests shall have been conducted to determine response times for
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SPDS indications, sufficient to evaluate SPDS priority requirements on the main
plant computer.
With respect to two of the minimum plant variables identified by the Staff
as essential to the provision of information on critical safety functions as
required by NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, viz., residual heat removal (RHR)
flow and containment hydrogen concentration variables (deficiency 2), we find
that Applicants have not met their burden of showing that public health and
safety will be protected if addition of these variables is deferred until restart
following the first refueling outage. Accordingly, we impose a condition on the
operating license to require addition of these indications to the continuous SPDS
displays prior to operation above 5% of rated power.
The requirements addressed in deficiencies 3 (readability of the containment
isolation display) and 4 (location of monitors that display steam-line radiation
and vent-stack radiation parameters) constitute three other minimum plant parameters identified as essential to the provision of critical safety function variables. The Applicants aver that improvements, already made to the arrangement
of lights that indicate containment isolation valve status, provide to the operator at the prime SPDS location the information on containment isolation that
is required by NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. With regard to the location of the
two essential radiation monitors, Applicants have committed to establish a radiological control screen on the SPDS prior to plant operation above 5% of
rated power. While this screen will require a selection button to call up the
radiation monitors, the same information is displayed an arm's length behind
the SPDS station on the Radiation Data Management System (RDMS) displays,
which have auditory alarms that sound if radiation levels exceed a designated
set point. We find that the nearby auditory alarms adequately compensate for the
lack of continuous display of the radiological control screen on the SPDS. Thus
we find that the corrections already made and the commitment to implement
corrections described by the Applicants, when verified by the Staff, will provide
reasonable assurance with respect to these three SPDS essential requirements
that the health and safety of the public wiII be protected during operations
above 5% of rated power. We impose a condition on the operating license that
the radiological control screen on the SPDS be implemented, as committed to,
prior to operation at power levels above 5%. We consider Staff verification of
these corrections, and others described below, to be ministerial tasks.
Applicants have committed to correction of another deficiency (No.1), the
lack of continuous display of SPDS variables, as required by NUREG-0737
Supplement 1. Two alternative approaches to meeting this requirement were
described by the Applicants. (See Fdg. 30, infra.) We find, and so condition the
license, that either alternative, if implemented prior to operation above 5% of
rated power, and subject to Staff verification, will provide reasonable assurance
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that the requirement that the SPDS display be continuous will be met and that
public health and safety will be protected. Also see deficiency 4, supra.
Two SPDS displays, the subcriticality and core cooling status trees, had been
found to be capable of providing erroneous indications of the status of these
critical safety functions at normal operating power levels. The Applicants have
corrected this deficiency (No.6) so that the status trees will function properly
at all power levels or requisite operational modes. Subject to verification of the
corrections by the Staff, we find that this deficiency is resolved.
We are imposing license conditions with respect to three of the SPDS
deficiencies (Nos. I, 2, and 4) cited by the Staff in SSER-6 that must be
corrected prior to plant operation above 5% of rated power. With regard to
the other cited deficiencies we find that Applicants have demonstrated that any
needed correction of certain of them may be deferred until the first refueling
outage without adverse impact on public health and safety, and that the remainder
already have been corrected in a manner that we find will protect public health
and safety. Our findings on these corrections already made by Applicants is
contingent upon verification by the Staff.
C.

Electrical Equipment Environmental Qualification Time
Duration (Fdgs. 48·90)

As set forth in our Findings of Fact, infra. assisted by its contractor, the
NRC Staff made a preaudit review of the Seabrook Environmental Qualification
program. Approximately 112 equipment qualification files (EQFs) were examined. The contractor's report. showing many deficiencies, was sent to the Staff
in a memorandum dated February 21, 1986. The Staff's reviewer had received
a copy of this preaudit report sometime prior to February 21. Prior to conducting the environmental qualification audit, the Staff's and its consultant's review
team members met with the Applicants and discussed each of the deficiencies
found during the preaudit review. Applicants agreed to correct these deficiencies. Between February 24 and February 27. 1986. the review team conducted
an audit - some of the twelve EQFs audited were chosen to determine if Applicants had corrected the deficiencies as they had previously agreed to do. The
results of the audit, recorded by the Staff in a Meeting Summary dated April
II, 1986, reflected that specific deficiencies were found in six of the twelve
files audited. In Supplement 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report issued July 1986,
the Staff noted that the Applicants had "proposed acceptable corrective measures in the form of additional information and file revision to eliminate the
deficiencies cited." The Staff concluded in Supplement 5 that "on the basis of
the results of its review and subject to confirmation that all audit deficiencies
have been corrected. the Staff concludes that the Applicant has demonstrated
compliance with the requirements for environmental qualification as outlined in
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10 C.F.R. § 50.49, the relevant parts of GDC 1 and 4, and §§ llI, XI, and XVII
of Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. 50, and with the criteria as specified in NUREG0588." The Staff has received a letter from the Applicants notifying it that all
deficiencies have been corrected and that the EQFs have been changed to reflect
these corrections.
NECNP has abandoned one aspect of this contention - viz., that Applicants'
environmental qualification of electrical equipment program is deficient in failing
to specify the time duration over which the equipment is qualified. As to this
aspect of the contention, upon our review of the record, we conclude that the
postaccident qualification time duration for electrical equipment important to
safety at Seabrook,. which is required to be environmentally qualified under
General Design Criterion 4 of Part 50, Appendix A, and 10 C.F.R. § 50.49, has
been specified for a period of 1 year following a postulated accident, or, in the
alternative, for the time required to perform its safety function plus a margin,
as specified in Position C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.89, Revision 1.
However, as to a second aspect of the contention, NECNP proceeds to urge
that Applicants' EQFs do not contain either complete or accurate documentation
demonstrating that each safety component is capable of performing its safety
function for the duration in which it is required to be functional during an accident. It argues thus that Applicants have failed to provide reasonable assurance
that Seabrook's safety equipment can survive an accident for the requisite duration. In support of its position, NECNP alleges first that five of Applicants'
environmental qualification files reflected deficiencies and that the "systemic and
pervasive nature of Applicants' noncompliance with the NRC's environmental
qualification requirements is confirmed by the NRC audit," in which six of the
twelve equipment qualification files audited by the NRC Staff showed deficiencies. It also alleges that the Staff's sampling technique was flawed in examining
only twelve equipment qualification files. (NECNP Brief at 9, 10.) Finally, it
alleges that, given the large number of deficiencies found during the preaudit,
it was premature to begin the audit until the extensive corrections found at the
preaudit stage had been effected. (NECNP Prop. Fdg. 84.)
NECNP's first allegation is without merit since its basis is faulty. Except for
a missing maintenance requirement document in one of the five files alleged
by NECNP to be deficient, there is no evidence that the equipment listed in
the five challenged files was not properly qualified or that the files failed to
meet the recordkeeping requirements of §50.49. We have directed in our Order,
infra, that the missing maintenance requirement document be supplied. As to
the six file deficiencies found during the audit of the Applicants' EQFs, four
merely called for addition of clarifying or supporting information already in
Applicants' possession, and two called for corrections to two equipment items
observed during a walkdown inspection. In a letter to the Staff, Applicants have
confirmed that all file deficiencies have been corrected. We do not find that
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the audit deficiencies suggest, much less confirm, a "systemic and pervasive"
noncompliance with environmental qualification requirements, and there is no
evidence to support such an allegation. Instead, the record shows that Applicants
have responded to the audit findings by correcting the deficiencies.
NECNP's second allegation is also without merit since it lacks evidentiary
support in the record. It did not present an expert witness to testify that the
Staff's sampling technique was flawed and it did not cite the testimony of
any witness called by the Staff or by Applicants in support of such a barren
allegation. Moreover, the record reflects that some of the twelve audited EQFs
were selected to determine whether Applicants had corrected the deficiencies
which they had agreed to do.
Finally, NECNP's third allegation is without merit. In its Proposed Finding
61, which we have adopted, NECNP asserted that the Staff generally performs
an audit after it has reviewed a license applicant's equipment qualification
program and concluded that it is basically adequate. (See Fdg. 57, infra.) As
reflected above in our discussion of NECNP's first allegation, the environmental
qualification program at the time of the audit was basically adequate, and thus
the Staff's audit had not been conducted prematurely.
In light of our discussion, we conclude that the eleven equipment qualification
files, which had been challenged by NECNP during the hearing, are complete
and accurate and thus show that each safety component is capable of performing
its safety function for the duration in which it is required to be functional
during an accident. We also conclude that there is no evidentiary basis for the
allegation that Applicants systemically and pervasively failed to comply with
the Commission's environmental qualification requirements.

III.

CONCLUSIONS

The Board concludes that Applicants' emergency classification and action
level scheme fully satisfies the requirements of § 50.47 and Appendix E of Part
50 and meets the guidance criteria of NUREO-0654.
We conclude that, except for three SPDS deficiencies which must be corrected
prior to plant operation above 5% of rated power, the Applicants have established
that the other SPDS deficiencies contested in this proceeding either will have no
adverse impact on the public health and safety if corrections are deferred to the
first refueling outage or have been corrected by the Applicants in such a manner
so as to protect the public health and safety.
We conclude that the postaccident qualification time duration of electrical
equipment important to safety at Seabrook, which is required to be environmentally qualified under ODC 4 of Part 50, Appendix A, and 10 C.F.R. § 50.49, has
been specified for a period of 1 year following a postulated accident, or, in the
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alternative. for the time required to perform its safety function plus a margin.
as specified in Position C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.89. Revision 1. Finally. we
conclude that, except for a document absent from one file which we have ordered to be included. the eleven equipment qualification files. which had bcen
challenged by NECNP during the hearing. are complete and accurate and thus
show that each safety component is capable of performing its safety function for
the duration in which it is required to be functional during an accident. There
is no evidentiary support for the allegation that Applicants systemically and
pervasively failed to comply with the environmental qualification requirements.

Findings of Fact9
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION AND ACTION
LEVEL SCHEME
1. NECNP Contention

m.l asserts:

The emergency plan does not contain an adequate emergency classification and action
level scheme, as required by 10 C.F.R. §S0.47(b)(4) and NUREG-06S4, in that
(a) No justification is given for the classification of various system failures as unusual
evenu, alerts, site area emergencies, or general emergencies.
(b) The classification scheme minimizes the potential significance of trBnsienu.
(c) The Applicanu' classification scheme fails to include consideration of specific plant
circumsl3nces, sueb as the anticipated time lag for evaluation due to local problems.
(d) The classification scheme fails to provide a reasonable assurance that Seabrook
onsite and offsite emergency response apparatus and personnel can be brought to
an adequate state of readiness quickly enough to respond to an accidenL
(e) The emergency action level scheme fails to identify emergency action levels or
classify them according to the required responses.
(f)

The scheme is incapable of being implemented effectively to protect the public
health and safety because it provides no systematic means of identifying, monitoring, analyring, and responding to the sym~s of transients and other indicators
that transienu may occur.

9 The factual background is set forth in the introduction \0 our opinioo, lupra. At the close: of the reopened
1986 hearing the Board directed the parties \0 file, and ltated a party would be deemed \0 be in default if it did
not file, proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law and briefs and a proposed form of order or decisioo
(Tr. 1024). Further, w6r alia, the Board instructed that proposed findings should be integnlted and based upoo
the original (1983) record and upon the instant (1986) record. FlIIally, the Board instructed that the August 1983
tnlnscript should be cited as I-Tr. followed by the page number in order
October 1986 tnlnscript (Tr. 1025).
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\0

distinguish it fran the September-

NH Contention 20 asserts:
The accident at TMI demonstrated the inability of all parties involved to comprehend the
nabJre of the accident as it unfolded; commtmicate the necessary information to one another.
to the Federal. state and local governments and to the public in an accurate and timely
fashion; and to decide in a timely manner what course to take to protect the health and
safety of the public. The Applicants in these proceedings have not adequately demonstrated
that they have developed and will be able to implement procedures necessary to assess the
impact of an accident. classify it properly. and notify adequately their own personnel. the
affected government bodies. and the public. all of which is required tmder 10 C.F.R. § 50.47
and Appendix E and NUREG.Q654.

2. Section 50.47(b)(4) of 10 C.F.R. requires that emergency plans meet the
following criteria:
(4) A standard emergency classification and action level scheme. the bases of which
include facility system and effluent parameters. is in use by the nuclear facility licensee. and
State and local response plans call for reliance on information provided by facility licensees
for determinations of minimum initial offsite response measures.

Part 50, Appendix E, in pertinent part. states:
IV.B. Assessment Actions
The means to be used for determining the magnitUde of and for continually assessing the
impact of the release of radioactive materials shall be described, including emergency action
levels that are to be used as criteria for determining the need for notification and panicipation
of local and State agencies. the Commission. and other Federal agencies. and the emergency
action levels that are to be used for determining when and what type of protective measures
should be considered within and outside the site boundary to protect health and safety. The
emergency action levels shall be based on in·plant conditions and instrumentation in addition
to onsite and offsite monitoring. These emergency action levels shall be discussed and agreed
on by the applicant and State and local governmental authorities and approved by NRC. They
shall also be reviewed with the State and local governmental authorities on an annual basis.

3. During the 1983 hearing, only Applicants' panel (Messrs. Anderson, Thomas, and MacDonald) testified (ff. I-Tr. 1483) and the Staff's witness (Mr. Sears) testified (ff. I-Tr. 1691).10 Relying upon cross-examination,
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP) and New Hampshire
(NH) did not present any witnesses. In the 1986 reopened hearing, additional testimony was presented by Applicants' panel (Messrs. MacDonald and
Thomas) (ff. Tr. 487) and by the Staff's panel (Messrs. Perrotti and Bryan)
(ff. Tr. 489). The testimonies of the two panels were incorporated into the
10 During the 1983 hearing the following exhibits were admitted into evidence: Staff Exh. 1 - Safety Evaluation
Report dated March 1983; Staff Exh. lA - SuppL 1 to the SER dated April 1983; Staff Exh. IB - SuppL 2 to
the SER dated Iune 1983; Staff Exh. 2 - Fmal Environmmtal Statcmmt dated December 1982.
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record by stipulation (Tr. 485-87; Tr. 489) and no cross-examination was conducted. Only the Applicants and the Staff filed proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law, and briefs with respect to NECNP Contention III.l and NH
Contention 20.
4. An emergency classification and action level scheme is designed to
enable responsible personnel in the control room to recognize and declare
an emergency of a particular category or severity so that onsite and offsite
emergency response organizations can be contacted and so that corrective actions
can be taken to restore the reactor to normal (or stable) conditions. (MacDonald,
1-Tr. 1495-97; Sears, 1-Tr. 1700-03.)
5. The emergency classification and action level scheme for Seabrook
set forth in Applicants' Radiological Emergency Plan was first transmitted
to the NRC and to all the parties to the proceeding on June 27, 1983. The
scheme utilizes a symptomatic approach to emergency recognition and classification. (Appl. Exh. I, ff. 1-Tr. 1483, at 5-1; MacDonald, 1-Tr. 1486-87.) Subsequent amendments were made to the scheme (Appl. Exhs. 1 and 2, ff. Tr. 487).
6. The Seabrook emergency classification scheme categorizes a variety
of component or system failures into four classes: unusual events, alerts, site
area emergencies, and general emergencies. An unusual event is defined as a
condition indicating a potential degradation of station safety margins not likely
to affect personnel on site or the public off site. An alert indicates a substantial
degradation of station safety margins which could affect onsite personnel safety,
could require offsite impact assessment, but is not likely to require offsite
public protective action. A site area emergency is an event that involves likely
or actual major failures of station functions needed for the protection of the
public. A general emergency indicates substantial core degradation or melting
with potential for loss of containment integrity. (AppI. Exh. 1, ff. 1-Tr. 1483, at
5-1 and 5-2.) The four classes of events included in the Seabrook scheme are
consistent with the classes identified in NUREG-0654, Appendix 1.11
7. The symptomatic approach used at Seabrook is a result of 3 years' work
performed by the Westinghouse Owners Group. This approach relies on the
monitoring of five critical safety functions and the recognition of various degrees
of challenge to said functions. (AppI. Testimony, ff. 1-Tr. 1483, at 15-16.) The
five critical safety functions are: subcriticality, core cooling, heat sink, reactor
coolant system integrity, and containment integrity. Color-coded status trees,
based on plant events that pose a threat to the safety status of the plant, have
been developed for each of the critical safety functions. These trees will assist the
operators of the plant in emergency classification and direct them to procedures
to be used to mitigate the situation. Each safety function will be displayed to

11 The BoanI takes official notice of pertinent Canmission·. NUREGs and Regulatory Guides.
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the operator as green (safety-function satisfied - no operator action indicated),
yellow (function not fully satisfied - action may eventually be needed), orange
(function under severe challenge - prompt action necessary), or red (function
in jeopardy - immediate action required). (Appl. Exh. 1, ff. Tr. 487, Figure
5.6.) The classification scheme at Seabrook relates the status of the critical
safety functions to the four emergency action classifications. (Id., Figures 5.1
through 5.5.)
8. In addition to the status of the five critical safety functions, Applicants'
scheme takes into account thirteen miscellaneous emergency conditions (id.,
Figure 5.6). Each of these conditions is related to at least one of the four
emergency classifications. (Id.)
9. The NRC Staff had reviewed the framework of the emergency action
level scheme utilized at Seabrook and had found that framework to be acceptable at the time of the 1983 hearings. (Sears, I-Tr. 1699-1700.) The framework as described in Findings 6-8, above, fully meets the requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(4) and Part 50, Appendix E.
10. At the time of the 1983 hearings, the Applicants' emergency classification and action level scheme was not yet complete. The testimony introduced in
1986 indicated that the system is now complete. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr.487,
at 3;. Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 489, at 4.) The Staff completed its review and
evaluation of the Applicants' scheme and provided its detailed evaluation of
the EALs in SER Supplement 4, May 1986. (Staff Exh. 4.) Subsequent Staff
inspections verified that the corrective actions, identified in § 13.3.2.3 of Supplement 4, have been completed. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 489, at 4.) The Staff
concluded in its review that Applicants' emergency plan provides an adequate
planning basis for an acceptable state of emergency preparedness with regard
to the emergency classification system planning standard of § 50.47(b)(4} and
the guidance criteria of NUREG-0654. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 489, at 4; Staff
Exh. 4, § 13.3.2.3.)
11. Based on the evidence adduced in the 1986 hearing, the Board concludes
that the open items that were discussed in the hearing in 1983 have now been
satisfactorily resolved. In particular, the Board finds:
a. All the Seabrook-specific set points for the critical safety function
status trees have now been selected. (Appl. Testimony, fC. Tr. 487, at 4;
Staff Exh. 4 at 13-10; cf. MacDonald., 1-Tr. 1489-91, 1511-13, 1544-45;
Thomas, 1-Tr. 1516-23, 1545.)
b. Applicants have now incorporated indications and alarms from
six different condition monitors as emergency action levels. (AppI. Testimony, ff. Tr. 487, at 4; Staff Exh. 4 at 13-10 and 13-11; cf. Sears,
I-Tr. 1717-20.)
c. Applicants have now performed an acceptable comparison between their emergency action levels and NUREG-0654. (Appl. Testi-
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mony, ff. Th. 487, at 5; AppJ. Exh. 2, ff. Th. 487; Staff Testimony,
ff. Tr. 489, at 5; cf. Sears, 1-Tr. 1717-20.)
d. Applicants have now completed the training of operators in the
use of the emergency action levels. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 489, at 5;
cf. MacDonald. 1-Tr. 1506-08, and Sears, 1-Tr. 1711-13.)
12. Applicants have also revised their treatment of fire and control room
evacuation events so that the treatment is now consistent with the guidance
contained in NUREG-0654. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 489, at 5-7.)
13. Finally. training on the Seabrook Station emergency classification system has also been provided to representatives of the State of New Hampshire
Civil Defense Agency and Department of Public Health Services. Both agencies
have indicated their agreement with the procedure used to classify emergency
conditions. (Appl. Testimony. ff. Tr. 487. at 4.)

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM
14. As originally admitted. SAPL Supplemental Contention 6 (formerly
New Hampshire Contention 10) challenged the adequacy of two aspects of
the Applicants' control room design. i.e .• the Detailed Control Room Design
Review (DCRDR) and the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS). Following
this Board's partial granting of summary disposition with respect to the DCRDR
issues, the surviving portion of this contention with respect to the SPDS asserted:
The Seabrook Station control room design does not comply with NUREG-0737, item LO.2.

We further focussed the issue in controversy as:
[S]inch the SPOS is not currently at an optimum, i.e•• incomplete. in light of the deficiencies
which are listed in Draft License No. NPF-56 at C-9 and in light of five additional deficiencies
which will be listed in Supplement 6 to the SER, [is there] reasonable assurance that,
in deferring improvements to the SPOS until the first refueling outage. the safety of the
population in the immediate vicinity of the plant will be protected?

(Board Memorandum and Order. LBP-86-30, 24 NRC 437. 447 (1986).)
15. NUREG-0737. dated November 1980. is a letter to licensees of operating power reactors and applicants for operating licenses forwarding postTMI requirements that have been approved for implementation (NUREG-0737
at iii). Requirements for implementation of the SPDS are included under Item
I.D.2 in NUREG-0737. The implementation schedule for the SPDS is shown
as "TBD" (to be determined) rather than as required before operation at some
specified power level. or prior to a fixed date. as is shown for other requirements. Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. dated December 17. 1982, provides
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additional clarification on requirements for emergency response capabilities, including those for the SPDS. The requirements set forth in NUREG-0737, Supplement I, have been reviewed and approved by the Commission (on July 16,
1982). The document notes that the requirements therein "are to be accorded the
status of approved NUREG-0737 items as set forth in the Commission's Statement of Policy: Further Commission Guidance for Power Reactor Operating
Licenses (45 Fed. Reg. 85,236), December 24, 1980)." While NUREG-0737,
Supplement I, also indicates that any schedules for implementation of requirements therein supersede previously set schedules for those items, the SPDS
implementation schedule remained indefinite. (NUREG-0737, Supplement I, at
2, 5; see Fdg. 18, infra.)
16. The purpose and function of the SPDS is described as:
The SPDS should provide a concise display of critical plant variables to the control
room operators to aid them in rapidly and reliably determining the safety status of the
planL Although the SPDS will be operated during normal operations as well as during
abnormal conditions, lhe principal purpose and funCli01l of Ihe SPDS is 10 aid lhe control

room pers01l1lel during ab1l0rmal and emerge1lCY conditions i1l determining lhe safety status
of lhe plant and in assessing whelher ab1lormal conditions warrant co"ec/ive acli01l by
operators 10 avoid a degraded core. This can be particularly important during anticipated
transients and the initial phase of an accidenL

NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, at 7 (emphasis added).
17. The minimum information required to be provided to the plant operators
by the SPDS shall include information about five designated critical safety
functions (CSFs):
(i)

Reactivity control

(ii) Reactor core cooling and heat removal from the primary system
(iii) Reactor coolant system (RCS) integrity

(iv) Radioactivity control
(v) Containment conditions
The specific parameters to be displayed shall be determined by the licensee.

(ld. at 8.)

18. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, addresses implementation schedules for
the post-TMI emergency response requirements (including the SPDS) at several
places. The general scheduling instructions state:
You will note that the enclosure does not specify a schedule for completing the requirements. It has become apparent, through discussions with O\Vllcrs' groups and individual
licensees, that our previous schedules did not adequately consider the integration of these
related activities. In recognition of this and the difficulty in implementing generic deadlines,
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the Commission has adopted a plan to establish realistic plant-specific schedules that take
into accoWlt the unique aspects of the work at each planL By this plan, each licensee is to
develop and submit its own plant-specific schedule which will be reviewed by the assigned
NRC Project Manager. The NRC Project Manager and licensee will reach an agreement on
the final schedule and in this manner provide for prompt implementatioo of these important
improvements while optimizing the use of utility and NRC resources •

• • • • For holden of coostruction permits and applicants for operating licenses, plantspecific schedules for the implementation of. these requirements will be developed in a
manner similar to that being used for operating reacton, taking into consideration the degree
of completion of the power planL

(Id., Transmittal Letter at 2), and:
Specific implementation plans and reasonable, achievable schedules for improvements that
will satisfy the requirements will be established by agreement between the NRC Project
Manager and each individual licensee.

(Id. at 5.)
19. While the above findings do not show that NUREG-0737. Supplement
1, requires a fully complying SPDS by any fixed date, or prior to issuance
of an operating license, the importance and safety significance of prompt
implementation of an SPDS is emphasized elsewhere in the document, viz.:
Prompt implementation of an SPDS can provide an important cootribution to plant safety. The
selection of specific information that should be provided for a particular plant shall be based
on engineering judgment of individual plant licensees, taking into accoWlt the importance of
prompt implementation.

(Id. at 8), and
Prompt implementation of an SPDS is a design goal and of primary importance. The
schedule for implementing SPDS should not be impacted by schedules for the control room
design review and development of function-oriented emergency operating procedures. For
this reason, licensees should develop and propose an integrated schedule for implementation
in which the SPDS design is an input to the other initiatives. If reasonable, !his schedule
will be accepted by NRC.

(Id. at 9.)
20. The Board heard evidence on SAPL Supplemental Contention 6 in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on October 1 and 3, 1986. The Applicants presented direct testimony from Messrs. Lawrence A. Walsh and George S. Thomas
(ff. Tr. 739); the NRC Staff presented the direct testimony of Mr. Richard J. Eckenrode (ff. Tr. 822). Seacoast Anti-Pollution League (SAPL) and Massachusetts
(Mass.) presented no direct case, participating through the cross-examination of
the witnesses presented by the Staff and Applicants. No other party partiCipated
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in the litigation of this contention, and no evidence had been presented during
the 1983 hearing.
21. The SPDS is designed to provide a concise display of critical plant
variables to control room operators to aid the operators in rapidly and reliably
determining the safety status of the plant. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 2.)
The SPDS primarily serves to accumulate important safety information in one
centralized location. (Eckenrode, Tr. 985-86, 995-96, 998, 1001.)
22. The SPDS is not considered a safety system; no operator actions are
to be taken at the SPDS or based exclusively on information displayed on the
SPDS. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 2; AppI. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 1-2;
Eckenrode, Tr. 978-79.) The SPDS is used to refer operators to various other
displays and controls in the control room where corrective actions are to be
taken if needed. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 2; Walsh, Tr. 808; Eckenrode,
Tr. 839, 979.)
23. Operators are trained to respond to emergencies both with and without
the SPDS. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 2; Walsh, Tr. 812, 817; see NUREG0737, Supplement 1, ,4.l.c, at 7.)
24. The Seabrook SPDS is incorporated as a function within the main plant
computer. The displays are presented on cathode ray tubes (CRTs) that are an
integral part of the control room displays. The designated primary SPDS CRT
is located near the center of the control room at the shift technical advisor
(STA) station. The SPDS displays may be selected and presented at any of six
other CRTs on the main control board. Operator access is through the existing
keyboards used for accessing all plant programs and displays. (Staff Testimony,
ff. Tr. 822; § 18 of the Seabrook Safety Evaluation Report (SSER-6), (Staff
Exh. 6 at 1, ff. Tr. 822.)
25. The top-level SPDS display format consists of six color- and positioncoded bars representing the summary status of the six critical safety functions
(CSFs). Each CSF status tree is displayed on the second-level format, which
includes parameter values and a color- and shape-coded status circle for each
tree branch. The color-coded summary bar for the six functions appears in the
lower left corner of each CSF status tree. (§ 18 of SSER 6, Staff Exh. 6 at 2,
ff. Tr. 822.)
26. Applicants submitted their SPDS report to the NRC Staffby letter dated
January 6, 1986 (SBN-920). (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 3.) Additional
information was submitted to the Staff by letter dated April 2, 1986 (SBN987). The Staff and its consultants reviewed the information submitted by
Applicants and conducted an onsite audit of the SPDS in May of 1986. (ld. at 4;
Staff Em. 6 (Audit Report), ff. Tr. 822.) The results of the Staff's review are set
out in § 18 of SSER-6 (Staff Exh. 6 (SSER-6 and Appendix 18A), ff. Tr. 822.)
27. On the basis of its documentation review and information gathered at
the onsite audit, the Staff concluded that the Seabrook SPDS does not fully
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meet the applicable requirements of Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. Eleven
deficiencies, including the six listed in Draft License No. NPF-56, at C-9 (see
Fdg. 14, supra), were set out in § 18 of SSER-6 (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822,
at 5; Staff Exh. 6 (SSER-6 at 6-10), ff. Tr. 822.) These are listed here, and
findings applicable to each are presented below:
(1) The SPDS display is not continuous.
(2) RHR (Residual Heat Removal) flow and containment hydrogen concentration variables are considered by the Staff to be part of the minimum information required to assess the CSFs and are not displayed
on the SPDS.
(3) The containment isolation display is not satisfactorily readable from
the prime SPDS location.
(4) The SPDS does not display sufficient radiation variables.
(5) Several human engineering discrepancies have been identified, i.e.,
awkwardness of calling up the lower level displays and inconsistency
of heat sink display geometry with other displays, in addition to items
(I), (3), (6), and (9).
(6) Two CSF status trees (subcriticality and core cooling status) are not
mode dependent and have the potential for misleading the operator.
(7) The Westinghouse RVLIS (Reactor Vessel Level Instrument System)
isolators, used to protect RVLIS from SPDS, have not yet been
approved by the Staff (but see Fdg. 39, infra).
(8) Data validation algorithms may not be sophisticated enough to ensure
valid data are displayed to the operator.
(9) The usefulness of the lower-level SPDS display formats to the operator is in question.
(10) RVLIS and RDMS availability has not yet been factored into overall
SPDS availability calculations.
(11) System response time appears to be satisfactory, but a system load
test is needed to verify the worst condition of loading.
28. Based on reasoning chiefly addressed in Staff Prop. Fdgs. 57, 59-61,
and Appl. Prop. Fdgs. 56-57 and Response Fdgs. at 1-3, including the fact that
the Seabrook SPDS, while incomplete, is functional and useful, both the Staff
and the Applicants take the position that correction of any incomplete SPDS
requirements can be deferred until the end of the first refueling outage without
adversely affecting public health and safety. (See Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822,
at 4-5, 10; Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 1-2, 7.) The Board rejects this
position because it runs counter to the thrust of the contention as restated by us
(Fdg. 14, supra). Intervenors SAPL and Mass. take the opposite position that
NUREG-0737 and its Supplement 1 provide requirements for a complete SPDS
and that all deficiencies must be cured prior to operation of the plant We reject
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this position as not supported by our opinion or our findings. We now address
the specific deficiencies seriatim in findings below.
29. SPDS display is not continuous (deficiency I). The Staff found that
because the Shift Technical Adviser (STA) at the SPDS has the capability to call
up displays other than the SPDS at the SPDS terminal, the Seabrook SPDS is
not a continuous display as required by NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. The Staff
requirement for resolving this discrepancy is that either the CSF (critical safety
function or "top level") summary display must be added to all CRT (cathode
ray tube) formats accessible on the STA's CRT, or a dedicated CSF summary
display needs to be added to the STA station. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at
8; Staff Exh. 6 (SSER-6), ff. Tr. 822, at 5-6.)
30. The Applicants have committed to dedicate the SPDS terminal so that
a continuous display of the CSFs will be achieved or, alternatively, through a
test function and test computer, Applicants will have an SPDS display on every
CRT format in the control room and regardless of what display is called up this
CSF monitor display will be shown. The Applicants indicated that at least the
separate dedicated CSF display at the SPDS terminal could be achieved prior
10 full-power operation. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 2-3; Walsh, Tr. 76465, 804-05.) The Board finds that implementation of either alternative prior to
operation above 5% power to provide a continuous SPDS display of CSFs at
the STA station provides reasonable assurance with respect to this matter that
public health and safety will be protected.
31. RHR flow and containment hydrogen concentration indications (deficiency 2). Indications of these parameters are not specifically required by
NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, to be included as part of the SPDS. However, Staff
review of the Applicants' SPDS parameters found that the five CSFs specified
in NUREG-0737 (see Fdg. 17, supra) are not fully covered by the parameters
10 support the somewhat different critical safety functions selected by the Applicants in the Seabrook SPDS design (correspondence between the two sets of
CSFs is presented in Staff Exh. 6 (Audit Report at 10), ff. Tr. 822). RHR flow
and hydrogen concentration parameters are among those minimum or critical
plant variables found missing from the SPDS by the Staff (a/so see containment
isolation and radiation parameters, infra). (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr' 822, at 6-7;
Staff Exh. 6 (SSER-6), ff. Tr. 822.)
32. The Applicants' pOSition is that they are still negotiating with the Staff
as to whether RHR flow and hydrogen concentration parameters should be
displayed on the SPDS; their belief is that indications of these parameters
on the main control panel are sufficient from the safety standpoint and their
inclusion on the SPDS display is not necessary. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739,
at 3; Walsh, Tr. 768-70.) The Staff continues to require that RHR flow and
hydrogen concentration parameters be added to the SPDS, but its position is
that addition of these to the SPDS may be deferred without undue public health
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and safety impact until the first refueling outage. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822,
at 4-7, 10-11.) On Board and cross-examination, however, the Staff witness, a
human factors engineer, couched his response with respect to deferral in terms of
reliance upon the Staff review practices set forth in NUREG-0737, Supplement
1 (,4.2.b, at 8; also see Mass. Exh. 2, ff. Tr. 964), and credibility of the Staff's
position was undermined by its witness' apparently poor understanding of the
underlying operational systems, the challenge to which is required to be shown
by the SPDS. (Eckenrode, Tr. 834-37. 940-44, 978, and 984.)
33. The Board finds that the Applicants have not met their burden of proof
in demonstrating that there is reasonable assurance that the public health and
safety will be protected if addition of RHR flow and hydrogen concentration
parameters to the SPDS is deferred until the first refueling outage.
34. Containment isolation display is not readable from the prime SPDS location (deficiency 3). Containment isolation indications are also among the minimum or critical plant variables required by the Staff as part of the SPDS. While
the containment isolation status indicators are not displayed at the SPDS console, a bank of valve position indicator lights showing containment isolation
status on the main control panel is visible from the prime SPDS location. The
discrepancy cited by the Staff is one of paUern recognition and the Applicants
aver that it has been resolved. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, ,~ A.9.a. A.9.c,
A.9.g, at 6,8,9; Eckenrode, Tr. 863; Walsh, Tr. 771-72, 781-84.)
35. The bank of valve position indicator lights showing containment isolation status on the main control panel is about 26 feet from the prime SPDS
station. The lights are in boxes with windows, in a matrix (or grid) arrangement. Previously, some of the boxes that were not used were blank and the blanks
were randomly placed in the matrix. The bank of lights has been rewired so that
light boxes for components are grouped in a systematic order and the blanks are
all in one location and off to one side. (Walsh, Tr. 771-72, 781-83.) The Staff
witness, a human factors engineer familiar with the position and arrangement
of this bank of lights, testified that if containment isolation has been called for
in the plant, the corrections described by ApplicantS' witness would enable an
operator at the prime SPDS location to determine containment isolation status
from the bank of indicator lights on the main panel. (Eckenrode, Tr. 965-66,
986; also see Staff Exh. 6 (Audit Report at 8, ,4.1.2).) Staff review of Applicants' corrections to the installation, however, has not yet taken place. (Walsh,
Tr. 782-84; Eckenrode, Tr. 856.) Based on the foregoing evidence, the Board
finds that, subject to Staff verification of the described corrections already implemented, there is reasonable assurance that public health and safety will not
be adversely affected by deferral of addition of containment isolation indicators
to the SPDS console until restart following the first refueling outage.
36. The SPDS does not display sufficient radiation variables (deficiency
4). This item specifically refers to two radiation parameters, steam-line radiation
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and stack radiation, that are also minimum or critical plant variables that
are not displayed on the SPDS console. The Applicants have committed to
establish a radiological control CSF screen on the SPDS, which is a requirement
of NUREG-0737, Supplement I, prior to plant operation above 5% of rated
power. There will be a selection button to enable picking up of the screen that
will show all radiation monitors, but radiation parameters will not be added to the
top-level SPDS display. (Staff Exh. 6 (SSER-6, Audit Report at 9), ff. 'If. 822;
Walsh, 'If. 774-75,806,816; also see supra Fdgs. 17,30.) Also, these radiation
variables are continuously displayed on the Radiation Data Management System
(ROMS) which is located on a panel just behind the prime SPDS location
("about an arm's length" away). The RDMS has auditory alarms to inform
operators when radiation exceeds a designated set point. (Walsh, 'If. 774-75,
780, 805-06; Eckenrode, 'If. 866, 969, 986.) Based on the foregoing evidence
and subject to the Applicants' commitment and Staff verification thereof, the
Board finds that there is reasonable assurance that public health and safety will
not be adversely affected by deferral of addition of stearn-line radiation and
stack radiation monitor continuous displays to the SPDS console until restart
following the first refueling outage.
37. Human engineering discrepancies (deficiency 5). In addition to human
factors aspects of other deficiencies addressed separately herein (viz., deficiencies I, 3, 6, and 9), the Staff found that the format of the heat sink indicators
of the SPDS displayed the flow data value above the decision block instead
of below the block as do all the other formats, and that the SPDS display
caI1up method for the first two CSF status trees is awkward. (Staff Testimony,
ff. Th. 822, at 9; Staff Exh. 6 (Audit Report at 17), ff. 'If. 822.) The heat sink
screen format has been changed and is now consistent in its labeling with the
other formats on the SPDS display. (Appl. Testimony, ff. 'If. 739, at 4; Walsh,
'If. 777.) Thus, subject to Staff verification of this improvement, this deficiency
is resolved. As to the SPDS callup method, operators currently are required to
position a cursor and press two buttons simultaneously. The Staff recommends
that a single callup action be implemented, but finds that the current callup
method. while it could be improved, is adequate in that the requested improvement would mean a difference between about 0.5 second and 1.5 to 2 seconds
in time. (Appl. Testimony, ff. 'If. 739, at 5; Staff Testimony, ff. 'If. 822, at 9;
Eckenrode, 'If. 855, 968.) The Board agrees.

38. Subcriticality and core cooling status trees are not mode dependent
(deficiency 6). The problem with these displays was that they would indicate
that these CSFs are being challenged during normal operations which would
have misled the operators. The subcriticality status display would have indicated
red (under extreme challenge) whenever reactor power exceeded 5%. Similarly,
because the reactor coolant system (RCS) subcooling criteria used by the status
tree might not always have been met during power operation, the status of
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core cooling might have erroneously been indicated as orange (under severe
challenge) during normal power operations. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 5,
7; Staff Exh. 6 (Audit Report at 12), ff. Tr. 822.) Corrective changes have been
made to the SPDS so that these status trees function properly at all power levels
(are now mode dependent). (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 4 (as corrected
at Tr. 730); Walsh, Tr. 774.) Applicants are preparing documentation of these
changes for Staff review. (Walsh, Tr. 814.)
39. RVLlS isolators (deficiency 7). The problem cited by the Staff involved
the requirement for properly qualified interface devices between the SPDS and
the Class IE safety-related instrument systems, the purpose of which is to protect
the Class IE systems from interference. Prior to the September/October 1986
hearing the RVLIS isolation devices were analyzed and tested by the Applicants,
and the Staff in its evaluation concluded that the RVLIS isolators were acceptable
and that the proposed license condition requiring their installation and approval
prior to exceeding 5% reactor power had been met. (Staff Em. 3 (Appendix
18A), ff. Tr. 822; Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 4-5; Staff Testimony,
ff. Tr. 822, at 8-9.} No party challenged the resolution of this noncompliance,
including the deferral of replacement of GA RM-80 isolator devices used
elsewhere in the SPDS with approved nonfused devices until the first refueling
outage. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 8-9; Staff Exh. 6 (SSER-6 at 8 and
Appendix 18A at 18A-3), ff. Tr. 822.}

40. SPDS data validation algorithms may not be sophisticated enough to
ensure valid data are displayed to the operator (deficiency 8). The issue here
is presentation of reliable synthesized data on the SPDS. Concern was raised
that a parameter value could be within an acceptable range but significantly
different from other measures of the same parameter, causing the average
value displayed to be incorrect and possibly misleading. The source of the
concern is the SPDS algorithm; it utilizes only range checking, averaging, and
auctioneering (i.e., selection of highest or lowest values in a set). According
to the Staff's consultants, their audit concluded specifically that PSNH must
implement data validation methodology that makes more effective use of, or
interchannel comparison of, redundant information available via the main plant
computer. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 6; Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at
7; Staff Em. 6 (SSER-6, at 4, Audit Report at 12-13), ff. Tr. 822; Eckenrode,
Tr. 839, 842-43; Walsh, Tr. 806, 809.}
41. According to the Applicants, the present algorithm is not inadequate for
the task. Although under the circumstance where an average value is erroneously
offset by a single high (or low) value in the set. and the SPDS does not indicate
an abnormal situation, alerting the operator to validate the SPDS parameters
is not the only function of the SPDS. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 6;
Walsh, Tr. 807, 809.) According to the Staff, it is most likely that an individual
parameter value in a set would have been picked up by an operator at the main
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control board through an alarm by the time the operator (STA) at the SPDS,
alerted by the top-level display, went to the lower-level display to see what the
individual parameter value was. (Eckenrode, Tr. 985; see Eckenrode, Tr. 935.) A
fortiori, the operator would be quickly alerted by an alarm of a single parameter
value in a set even if the single parameter value did not offset the average of the
set sufficiently to affect the top-level SPDS display. The Staff believes that there
is not likely to be any confusion resulting from use of the current algorithm in
the SPDS but, because there is a potential for confusion, Staff has asked the
Applicants to examine it. (Eckenrode, Tr. 988.)
42. Thus the Board sees the resolution of this issue, which is but part of
the general requirements for overall speed and reliability in determining the
safety status of the plant, as one of guidance and degree of reliability (see Staff
Exh. 6 (Audit Report § 4.3), ff. Tr. 822). fur those instances in which a potential
for misleading information may occur in the SPDS top-level displays because
of the validation algorithm, the Board finds that in this case reliance by the
plant operators on alarms and displays on the main control board is an adequate
interim compensating procedure. Accordingly we find that deferral of changes to
the SPDS algorithm employed in the main plant computer until the first refueling
outage will not adversely affect the public health and safety.
43. Usefulness of the lower-level SPDS display formats (deficiency 9). The
question posed by this item is utility of the lower-level displays on the SPDS.
During Staff observation of an accident simulation at Seabrook, it was observed
that the Seabrook operators did not use the SPDS lower-level displays on the
SPDS terminal, but instead used hard-copy representations of the lower-level
display. (Staff Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 7; Walsh, Tr. 759-61; Eckenrode,
Tr. 972, 979-80.) The Staff did not identify any problem with the contents
of the lower-level displays, but wanted an evaluation of why the operators used
the hard-copy representation rather than the SPDS lower-level display; i.e., was
there a format problem, or the like, that made it more difficult to use the SPDS
display than the hard copy? (Eckenrode, Tr. 979-80.)
44. The Applicants' explanation at the hearing of the operators' use of the
hard copy was that the SPDS lower-level screens and the hard-copy version show
the same thing, and that when verifying SPDS indications on the main control
board, as they are required to do, some operators prefer to pick up the hard
copy in case they forget what they are looking for. Other operators simply use
the SPDS screen and "walk the board" to verify it. (Walsh, Tr. 815-16; see also
SAPL Exh. 2, ff. Tr. 1016.) Thus the hard-copy representations of the SPDS
lower-level displays serve a memory assistance function. While the Applicants
continue to be required to furnish the requested evaluation of the utility of
the lower-level displays to the Staff, the Board finds that there is reasonable
assurance that the lower-level displays on the SPDS, and the procedure whereby
operators may utilize hard-copy representations of the lower-level screens while
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verifying indications on the main control board pose no threat to public health
and safety. On its face, the procedure described during the hearing for utilizing
the hard-copy representations to aid operators' memory would appear to improve
safety.
45. RVUS and RDMS availability has not yet been factored into overall
availability calculations (deficiency 10). According to the Staff, system availability data indicated an acceptable (over 99%) availability for the SPDS, but the
calculations did not include the availability of RVLIS or RDMS data input. (Staff
Testimony, ff. Tr. 822, at 7; Eckenrode, Tr. 973.) The overall availability calculation cannot be made prior to the actual interface of both units (RVLIS and
RDMS) with the SPDS. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 6-7.) These apparently are separate data processing systems which will input data to the SPDS
via the main plant computer. (Staff Exh. 6 (Audit Report at 2-3, 6 (,3.4.2),
11), ff. Tr. 822; Eckenrode, Tr. 973.) The additional calculations would involve only the RVLIS and ROMS availability and would not affect availability
of other SPDS parameters. (Eckenrode, Tr. 974.) RVLIS and RDMS availability is not expected to have a significant impact on overall SPDS availability,
and there is no evidence to suggest that RVLIS and RDMS availability will
be significantly less than that of other Seabrook plant computer-controlled data
processing units. (An unavailability criterion (0.001) is given in the guidance
document NUREG-0696 at 8.) Thus the Board finds that up to the first refueling
outage, the high availability calculated for the SPDS alone, without the RVLIS
and RDMS availability calculations, provides reasonable assurance that public
health and safety will be protected.
46. System response time-a system load test is needed to verify the worst
condition of loading (deficiency 11). Although system response times for the
SPDS appear to be satisfactory (most factors are updated every 5 seconds), the
Staff observations were made during a lightly loaded sequence. (Staff Testimony,
ff. Tr. 822, at 7; Staff Exh. 6 (Audit Report at 18), ff. Tr. 822.) There is a very
good chance that in the event of a severe accident a large number of nearly
simultaneous processing demands will be made on the main plant computer, but
whether the update rate of the SPDS indications would be slowed down depends
upon what priority the SPDS has in the main plant computer. (Eckenrode,
Tr. 974-75.) During a period of heavy load on the main plant computer,
even if update rates were delayed, the SPDS would be available as long as
the main plant computer is running. (Eckenrode, Tr. 857-58.) From a human
factors standpoint a delay in updating could lead to a mistake on the part of the
operator. (Eckenrode, Tr. 859.) However, since no operator actions are taken
at the SPDS station and any SPDS indications must be verified on the main
control panel prior to taking actions (Fdg. 22, supra) a delay in updating the
SPDS indications is not likely to lead to incorrect actions or operations.
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47. Applicants have agreed to perform a system load test under heavier
loading conditions, which in order to provide meaningful results, would require
some level of plant operation. (AppI. Testimony, ff. Tr. 739, at 7; Walsh, Tr.788;
Eckenrode, Tr. 989.) The Staff witness was unable to say whether an adequate
system load test was part of a low-power testing program. (Eckenrode, Tr. 987.)
Subject to the commitment by the Applicants to perform meaningful systems
load tests if power operations are authorized, and because the SPDS would be
available even during overloading conditions, and because SPDS indications
must be verified prior to taking any actions, the Board finds that there is
reasonable assurance that deferral of evaluation of results of a future system
load test until the first refueling outage will not adversely affect public health
and safety.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION TIME DURATION

48. NECNP Contention I.B asserts that:
The Applicant[. have] not satisfied the requirements of GDC 4 that all equipment important
to safety be environmentally qualified because [they have] not specified the time duration
over which the equipment is qualified.

49. NECNP does not now urge that the time durations of the equipment
important to safety have not been specified in Applicants' equipment qualification files. Since NECNP has abandoned this aspect of its contention but has
proceeded to contest another aspect, upon our review of the record we decided
to render the following ultimate finding upon the abandoned aspecL We find that
the postaccident qualification time duration for electrical equipment important
to safety at Seabrook, which is required to be environmentally qualified under
GDC 4 of Part 50, Appendix A, and 10 C.P.R. § 50.49, has been specified for
a period of 1 year following a postulated accident, or, in the alternative, for the
time required to perform its safety function plus a margin, as specified in Position C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.89, Revision 1. NECNP instead urges that the
specified time durations are unsupportable because of incorrect or incomplete
equipment qualification files and thus that Seabrook's safety equipment cannot
survive an accident for the requisite duration. (NECNP's Brief and Proposed
Findings filed November 12, 1986.)
50. During the 1983 hearings, the Applicants' panel (Messrs. Maidrand and
Anderson) (ff. I-Tr. 970), and the Staff's panel (Messrs. LaGrange and Walker)
testified (ff. I-Tr. 990). In the 1986 reopened hearing, the Applicants' panel
(Messrs. Salvo, Thomas, and Woodward) testified (ff. Tr. 357). The Staff called
a witness (Mr. Walker) to testify (ff. Tr. 494). No other witnesses were offered
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by any party. However, NECNP did cross-examine the Applicants' and Staff's
witnesses. Only the Applicants, the Staff, and NECNP filed proposed findings
of fact, conclusions of law, and briefs with respect to this contention.
51. General Design Criterion (GDC) 4, 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A,
requires as follows:
Crilerioll4 - Ellviro1llTU!nlai and missile design bases. Structures, systems, and components
important to safety shall be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible
with the environmental conditions associated with nonnal operation, maintenance, testing,
and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents. These structures, systems, and
components shall be appropriately protected against dynamic effects, including the effects
of missiles, pipe Whipping, and discharging fluids, that may result from equipment failures
and from events and conditions outside the nuclear power unit.

52. Section 50.49 of 10 C.F.R. specifies the requirements that must be met to
demonstrate compliance with GDC 4, relating to the environmental qualification
of electrical equipment important to safety that is located in a potentially harsh
environment In conformance with § 50.49, electrical equipment may be qualified
in accordance with the acceptance criteria specified in Category I of NUREG0588. In addition, guidance as to the means by which § 50.49 may be satisfied
is provided in Regulatory Guide 1.89 (Walker, ff. Tr. 494, at 2). Regulatory
Guide 1.89 which endorsed the Standard, IEEE 323-1974, provides that electrical
equipment be qualified to withstand an accident environment after having been
exposed to preaccident conditions for the qualified life duration under the normal
operating conditions. (Appl. Testimony, ff. I-Tr. 970, at 9-10.) The focus of
testimony in this proceeding was on the postaccident qualification time duration,
and the documentation in Applicants' environmental qualification files.
53. Requirements for maintaining records, in auditable form, of Environmental Qualification (<CEQ") of electrical equipment important to safety are specified in 10 C.F.R. § 50.49(j), which provides:
A record of the qualification, including documentation in paragraph (d) of this section, must
be maintained in an auditable form for the entire period during which the covered item is
installed in the nuclear power plant or is stored for future use to pennit verification that each
item of electric equipment important to safety covered by this section:
(1) Is qualified for its application; and
(2) Meets its specified performance requirements when it is SUbjected to the conditions
predicted to be present when it must perfonn its safety function up to the end of its qualified
life.

Section 50.49(d) specifies:
(d) The applicant or licensee shall prepare a list of electric equipment important to safety
covered by this section. In addition, the applicant or licensee shall include the following
information for this electric equipment important to safety in a qualification file:
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(1) The perfonnance specifications Imder conditions existing during and following design
basis accidents.
(2) The voltage, frequency, load, and oIher electrical characteristics for which the
perfonnanc:e specified in accordance with paragraph (d)(l) of this section can be ensured.
(3) The environmental conditions, including temperature, pressure, humidity, radiation,
chemicals, and submergence at the location where the equipment must perfonn as specified
in accordance with paragraphs (d)(l) and (2) of this section.

54. At the time of the 1983 hearing, Applicants had completed approximately 80% of their review of their equipment qualification program to determine whether all electrical equipment important to safety could be qualified
for a harsh environment duration of 1 year (Maidrand, I-Tr. 978). As of that
time, the Staff had not received Applicants' environmental qualification submittal in order that it could perform an audit of Applicants' qualification files to
verify that electric equipment important to safety located in a harsh environment
was qualified for 1 year or for the required operating time determined plus a
margin. (Staff Testimony, ff. I-Tr. 990, at 2, 3.)
55. The Staff made a preaudit review of the Seabrook qualification program
based on § 3.11, Amendment 56, of the Seabrook Station Final Safety Analysis
Report and on the Applicants' EQ Submittal, Revision 2,12 It was assisted by
a contractor, EG&G, the prime contractor of the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory. The contractor's report, showing many deficiencies, was transmitted
to the Staff by a memorandum dated February 21, 1986. (NECNP Exh. 13.) The
contractor's report also stated that the deficiencies, while a cause for concern, did
not necessarily mean that the equipment was unqualified and that the Applicants
should resolve the deficiencies and document the resolutions in an auditable
form. ({d. at 4.) The Staff reviewer had a copy of the EG&G preaudit report
sometime prior to February 21, 1986. (Walker, Tr. 697.)
56. Prior to conducting the EQ audit, the review team members met with
the Applicants and discussed each of the deficiencies found during the preaudit
review. Applicants agreed to correct them. (Walker, Tr. 700.)
57. During the period of February 24 through February 27,1986, the Staff's
reviewer and consultants conducted an audit of twelve equipment qualification
files as part of their environmental qualification review. (NECNP Exh. 11.)
The Staff generally performs an audit after it has reviewed the equipment
qualification program and concluded that it is basically adequate, and after
an applicant has agreed that it has sufficiently completed its environmental
qualification program. Moreover, in choosing files for audit, the Staff attempts
to achieve a random selection, except where it believes that there could be
problems, or lack of information, or any indication that there are reasons to
12 While the oral tcstimooy did not apccilic:ally indicate the number of EQ files reviewed, penlSal of Table 2 in
the EG&G report (NECNP Exh. 13) indicates that all 112 files were available at the ~e for examinatioo.
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believe that a file may not be complete. (Walker, n. 692-93.) For the purposes
of the instant audit, some of the files were chosen to determine if the Applicants
had corrected the deficiencies as agreed (Walker, n. 696-97).
58. Results of the audit were recorded first in a report to the Staff from its
consultants dated March 31, 1986. (NECNP Exh. 12.) This was followed by an
exit interview Meeting Summary dated April 11, 1986, prepared by the Staff
to document observations and comments made by the Staff and its consultants
to the Applicants at the end of the February 24-27 audit. (NECNP Exh. 11.)
The general comments noted in the Meeting Summary indicated that, inter alia.
the Staff did not agree with the way that the Arrhenius equation\3 was used to
calculate postaccident operability time. (NECNP Exh. 11 at 1.)
59. In response to the Staff's comment on improper application of the
Arrhenius equation, Applicants recalculated the postaccident operability times
for all equipment files using the methodology recommended by the Staff. The
results were that equipment in all files, except eleven, met Applicants' original
goal of 40-year normal operating life plus 1 year postaccident life. Technical
justifications were given for the postaccident operability durations of equipment
in the eleven files not meeting the I-year postaccident life. (Appl. Testimony,
ff. n. 357, at 4-17; Appl. Exhs. 2 and 7 (,3).) The Staff reviewed the
qualification information for equipment items in those files and found that they
met the requirement of 100 days or the postaccident time margin requirements
specified in Position C.4 of Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.89 and were thus
acceptable (Staff Exh. 5 at p. 3-24 and Table 3.1.)
60. The Meeting Summary also reflected that six of the twelve EQ files audited contained deficiencies that required correction. (ld. at 1-2; Walker, n. 517.)
Of the six files, four called for supporting or clarifying information. They were:
(a) one file (#113-01-01) should be updated to include test information that
had been provided by Applicants during the audit, (b) a second file (#17415-01) should be supplemented to include additional information justifying the
use of a test sequence different from that specified in IEEE 323-1974, (c) a
third file (#113-06-01) should include a statement specifying that submergence
qualification was not required, (d) a fourth file (#236-11-06) should be supplemented to include clarifying test report data in the equipment summary evaluation. (NECNP Exh. 11 at 2.) Two of the six audit deficiencies addressed two
specific equipment items observed during a plant walkdown conducted as part
of the audit. They were (e) three internal wires and a terminal block in a Limitorque Motor Operator (EQ File #248-37-01) were not identifiable and must be
replaced with qualified components, and (f) an ASCO Solenoid Valve (EQ File

13 The Anhenius equatioo is • time/temperature Jdationship that cornpues the test time and temperature with
the time and temperature equivalency in the plant, with • constant in the equation that is representative
the
materials of the devic:c. (Woodward. Tr. 482.)

or
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#NSSS-220-02) had two different equipment identification numbers on it, which
situation must be rectified. (ld.)
61. Applicants' responses to the NRC audit observations, contained in letters of April 3 and April 10, 1986, were attached to the prefiIed testimony of
Messrs. Salvo, Thomas, and Woodward. These responses indicate that Applicants have completed, or have committed to complete, actions on the deficiencies
and open items noted in the audit report (AppI. Testimony, ff. Tr. 357, at 20-21,
Exhs. 2, 7.)
62. With respect to the files requiring clarifying or supporting information,
as found during the February 24-27, 1986 audit, the Staff noted in Supplement
5 of the Safety Evaluation Report (July 1986) that U[t]he applicant proposed
acceptable corrective measures in the form of additional information and file
revision to eliminate the deficiencies cited." With respect to the two deficiencies noted during inspection of the installed equipment during a plant walkdown
conducted as part of the audit, the Staff noted that U[t]he applicant proposed acceptable corrective measures for the deficiencies that were found and committed
to correct all deficiencies by fuel load." (Staff Exh. 5, § 3.11,4 at p. 3-25.)
63. With respect to the overall Seabrook EQ program, the Staff, in SSER-5
(id., § 3.11.5 at p. 3-25) concluded:
The Slaff has reviewed the Seabrook program for the environmenlal qualificalion of electrical
equipmenl importanl LO safely and safety-relaled mechanical equipmenl. The purpose of
the review was LO determine the adequacy and scope of the qualification program and lO
verify that the methods used LO demonstrale qualification are in compliance with applicable
regulations and slandards.

On the basis of the results of iu review and subjeclLO confirmation thal all audil deficiencies
have been corrected, the Slaff concludes thal the Applicanl has demonstrated compliance
with the requirements for environmenlal qualificalion as outlined in 10 C.F.R. 50.49, the
XI, and XVII of Appendix B LO 10 C.F.R. SO,
relevant parts of ODC 1 and 4, and §§
and with the criteria as specified in NUREO-0588.

m.

64. Typically, the Staff asks an applicant to notify it by letter when all
deficiencies have been corrected and the EQ files have been changed to reflect
those corrections. Here the Staff has received such a letter from the Applicants
(Walker, Tr. 688, 713).
65. In addition to the six audited EQ files discussed above, during the 1986
hearing, through cross-examination NECNP challenged the adequacy of several
EQ files. I4 (See generally Tr. 358-457.) Our findings with regard to the specific

14 With JeSpect to at least one of the files, conocms that had been raised in NECNP'. opposition of July 2. 1986,
to AppliCUllS' motioo for issuance of a portill initial decision authorizing low-power operation were .ddreascd by
AppliCUllS' witnesses in their ptelilcd tcstimooy (Appl. Tcstimooy, cr. Tr. 357, at 18-20).
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items in the five EQ files challenged in NECNP's proposed findings are set forth
below.
66. EQfile #113-01-01, item: Anaconda 5-kV power cable (multiple conductor) - The multiple conductor cable was qualified on the basis of comparison with test results from a single conductor cable as tested by Anaconda. The
construction of the tested specimen was referred to as being "exactly similar"
to that of the individual conductor in the multiple conductor cable. (NECNP
Exh. 1, reference 6, S-page attachment to letter from Anaconda Company to
United Engineers and Constructors, dated December 10, 1979, at 2.) Applicants'
witness felt that the term "exactly similar" meant that both the tested cable and
the multiple conductor cable are similar within the bounds of environmental
qualification so that the test report adequately represents equipment supplied to
Seabrook and that the test is a representative test of that equipment. (Woodward,
Tr. 368-69.)
67. The Board does not find that the term "exactly similar" in this instance is
confusing and notes that the reference 6 letter, supra, explicates the similarities
and presents other information as to why the testing of the single conductor
cable would be representative of and applicable to the multiple conductor
cable. Environmental qualification by testing of similar items, with a supporting
analysis, is acceptable according to 10 C.F.R. § 50.49(1)(2). No evidence was
adduced to challenge the tests or supporting analysis presented in the EQ file
#113-01-01 (NECNP Exh. 1, reference 6). Thus, the environmental qualification
is acceptable and adequately documented.
68. EQ file #113-19-01, items: fIT Suprenant RG-58 coaxial cable and
RG-11 triaxial cable - These two items were qualified by comparison with similar types of cable, RG-ll-U and RG-59-U coaxial cables, that were tested. The
bases for similarity and qualification by comparison of the two untested cables
with those tested was explicated in a letter from the manufacturer. (Woodward,
Tr. 378-82; NECNP Exh. 4, Equipment Summary Evaluation at 1 of 1, and reference 4, Letter ITT Supre.nant Division to United Engineers and Constructors,
dated February 11, 1983.)
69. The absence of qualification for submergence was justified on the
ground that the ITT Suprenant cables are not installed below postulated plant
flood levels; hence submergence qualification is not required. The basis for this
conclusion was a plant walkdown that is documented in the EQ file by a letter
from Impell Corporation to Yankee Atomic Electric Company, dated February
2, 1986. (Woodward, Tr. 377-78; NECNP Exh. 4, reference 10.) The Board
finds this conclusion to be justified.
70. Justification for similarity of the untested cables, generally, was that all
four ITT Suprenant cables were similar in construction details and the materials
used to construct them were identical. Further, the dimensions of the untested
RG-11 triaxial cable and the tested RG-11 coaxial cable are identical through
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the first shield, and the triaxial cable has an additional shield and jacket of
materials identical to that of the coaxial cable. (NECNP Exh. 4, reference 4.)
While NECNP challenged the similarity between the types of cable as not being
documented in the EQ file (NECNP Prop. Fdgs. 15-19), the Board found little
difficulty in accepting the manufacturer's certification, or for that matter, in
locating testing requirements, materials specifications, and dimensions of all
four cables in the EQ file provided by NECNP. (NECNP Exh. 4, reference I,
at 3-8, 12-13, Appendices A and B.) Thus, the Board finds that justification
for environmental qualification of cables RG-58 coaxial and RG-ll triaxial by
comparison with tested coaxial cables RG-ll-U and RG-59-U is adequately
documented in the Applicants' EQ files.
71. EQfile #113-20-01, items: rrr Suprenant 300V instrument cable (and
MM-IR-12 instrument rack) - This cable was not subjected to a submergence
test, but was qualified for 30 days' submergence by immersion in tap water
and conducting a high-potential test based on 80 V/mil of insulation thickness
after completion of the l00-day SLB/LOCA testing where peak temperatures
reached 390oF, peak pressures reached 113 psig, 100% humidity was maintained
through the l00-day test, and cables were exposed intermittently to chemical
spray. The cable specimens were energized and electrical loadings were maintained throughout the tOO-day test Since the greatest depth of flooding that this
cable will experience in the plant under accident conditions is 3 feet, producing
a static pressure of about 1.3 psi, the static pressure is regarded as negligible
in comparison to the 113 psig pressure during the test. The presence of high
temperature, 100% humidity, and chemical sprays, with the high pressure is
considered adequate to account for the submerged condition of this cable for
a 30-day duration. (NECNP Exh. 5, reference 14, at 1-2.) Further basis supplied for acceptance of the judgment that this procedure adequately qualified
the cable for 30 days' submergence was that the cable had undergone thermal
and radiation aging to end-of-life conditions prior to the test sequence and that
actual moisture contact with the cable would not have produced more severe
conditions of stress. (Woodward, Tr. 404-06.)
72. The 300-kV lIT Suprenant instrument cable associated with three
valves located inside the reactor containment building and subject to submergence due to LOCA flooding was found, with other items, not to meet a I-year
postaccident operability time, as shown in Applicants' prefiled testimony. That
testimony indicated that the valves served by the cable would close in less than
1 minute, which time when added to the I-hour margin required by Regulatory
Guide 1.89 results in a required operating life of 61 minutes. Applicants' engineering analysis further indicated that once the inboard letdown isolation valve
has closed, it has performed its safety function and is not required again in the
near term or for long-term recovery operation. The other valves (accumulator
tank isolation valves) are normally open during power operation and also re-
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ceive an SI signal to open. Applicants' engineering review determined that all
the valves would perform their safety function within 24 hours and that longterm failure of the cables does not result in a change in valve position. Thus
Applicants concluded that the 30-day postaccident operability qualification of
the associated cables has sufficient margin to ensure that the required safety
function has been performed. (Appl. Testimony, ff. Tr. 357, at 9; Appl. Exh. 4
at 1-2.) We agree.
73. As another matter, NECNP challenged the completeness of EQ file
#113-20-01 with respect to Instrument Rack MM-IR-12 which is supplied by
the 300-kV instrument cable. According to NECNP, the EQ file indicates that
submergence qualification for the cable is not required because the instrument
rack has been downgraded to Operability Code C, and that no explanation or
justification for the change (in the instrument rack operability code) is provided
in the file. (NECNP Prop. Fdgs. 22-23; see NECNP Exh. 5, Environmental
Qualification Assessment Report, at 11 n.9.)
74. Equipment categorized as Operability Code C is that which may see a
harsh environment, including submergence, subsequent to design basis accidents,
but which performs no safety function relative to mitigating the accident or
putting the plant in a safe condition after the accident. Operability Code C
equipment is also evaluated to determine that failure of the equipment due to
environmental conditions will not affect the safety of the plant. (Woodward,
Tr. 386-87; see also Regulatory Guide 1.89, Appendix D, , 3.c.)
75. The Impell Corporation, for the Applicants, reviewed locations of Class
IE electrical equipment in the plant and determined that some were located
below flood level for the specific equipment locations. With regard to instrument
rack MM-IR-I2, located below flood level in the mechanical penetration area,
Impell found that the rack, its accessories and the transmitters are not qualified
for submergence. It recommended that the equipment be relocated above flood
level unless it can be shown that operability for the moderate energy line
break (MELB) is not required. (NECNP Exh. 5, reference 12, at 4; Woodward,
Tr.387.)
76. United Engineers and Constructors performed a specific review and
determined that no piece of equipment in instrument rack MM-IR-12 was
required to perform any safety function during an MELB. Accordingly, the
instrument rack was downgraded to operability Code C. The report of the change
is an Engineering Change Authorization (ECA No. 03/114514A dated 2-2186) that is found in the EQ file, NECNP Exh. 5, reference 16). The ECA
shows the signoff that indicates that several engineering disciplines reviewed the
operability requirements and determined that there is no impact on downgrading
the equipment from operability Code A to C. A pencilled-in change reflecting
the change on the Class IE equipment list also is present in reference 16 and this
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change will be reflected in the next scheduled revision of the harsh equipment
list for Seabrook (Woodward, Te. 386-91; NECNP Exh. 5, reference 16.)
77. The Board finds that detailed explanation of the criteria used to downgrade the instrument rack MM-IR-12 in the lIT Suprenant cable EQ file #11320-01, beyond that contained in the file, is not necessary to satisfy the requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 50.49(D that EQ files be maintained in auditable form. No
other requirement for inclusion of more detailed explanation in the EQ file was
averred by NECNP or any other party, and we know of none.

78. EQ file #NSSS-220-03, items: limit switches RH-ZS-618 and RH-ZS619 - NECNP challenged this file on essentially the same basis as the foregoing
instrument rack (Fdgs. 73-76, supra). NECNP alleges incompleteness because
there is no explanation in the EQ file of the reason for downgrading the limit
switches to Operability Code C. Indeed, the same ECA (No. 03/114S14A) is
referenced to document the change in operability code. (NECNP Prop. Fdg. 29;
NECNP Exh. 9, reference 12, at 2; Woodward, Te. 446-48.)
79. The Qualification Evaluation Worksheet for the components in this
file indicates that all items are located above flood level. Applicants' witness
believed that this was incorrect and that the entry for the "above flood level"
question should be "no" rather than "yes" because some equipment is located
below flood level. Note 1 on the same page indicates that the limit switches RHZS-618 and RH-ZS-619 are located below postulated flood level but that the
operability code has been changed to Code C. (Woodward, Te. 446-47; NECNP
Exh. 9, Environmental Qualification Worksheet at 2.)
80. For the same reasons held in Fdgs. 76-77, supra, for the instrument rack,
we find that NECNP's allegation of incompleteness of EQ file #NSSS-220-03
for the limit switches lacks merit

81. EQ file #174-15-01, item: Transamerica Delaval level transmitters
and silicone oil-filled-conduit riser assembly - This equipment measures containment water level from a ball on a rod sensor and transmits the corresponding
water-level electrical signals to the control room. A 30-minute submergence test
had been conducted on the level transmitters, but in order to qualify the transmitters for a I-year submergence duration, Applicants designed and installed a
riser device of metal conduit with sealed connections through which the interconnecting wires run, and which is filled with silicone oil to prevent moisture
intrusion into the transmitters. (Woodward, Te. 429; NECNP Exh. 7, Qualification Evaluation Worksheet at 1 and reference 7 at 5.)
82. Each of the conduit riser assemblies is configured in an inverted "U"
shape with its downward-pointed legs of unequal length terminating at the
junction box or splice box attached to one of a pair of level transmitters. Only
the lower transmitters (ID: CBS-LE-2384-1 and CBS-LE-238S-1) of each riser
assembly are below flood level and subject to submergence. A "Tee" fitting with
a threaded plug or cap is located at the high point of each inverted U-shaped riser
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assembly to permit filling both legs with Dow #710 silicone oil. The risers, as
constructed, are intended to provide a static head of 4 feet 6 inches of oil above
postulated flood level to counter the 6-5/8-inch head of water that would cover
the lower transmitters. (NECNP Exh. 7, Equipment List at 1, Environmental
Qualification Assessment Report at 1 and 11, reference 5 at 1-4, reference 7
at 2, 3, 5, and 9; Woodward, Tr. 452 (post line 16)-454.) The oil used in the
risers is the same as that used in the equipment boxes and was used in the
environmental qualification test configuration. (Woodward, 'fr. 436.)
83. NECNP challenged two aspects of the riser assemblies, principally on
grounds associated with information provided in reference 7 of EQ file #17415-01, the Engineering Change Authorization (ECA) which was prepared to
obtain authorization and to provide instruction on installation of the risers. First,
the ECA is inconsistent with other parts of the EQ file in that the flood levels
differ by 2 feet 8 inches and the instructions to fi1l the riser would result in fi1l
levels that differ by 4 feet relative to postulated flood levels. u Second, NECNP
asserts that elimination of a pressure test to check for leaktightness of the riser
assembly, that was origina1ly called for by the ECA design, compromises the
ability of the transmitter to function for the duration of an accident in which it
might be submerged. (NECNP Prop. Fdgs. 35, 37, 40, 45; NECNP Exh. 7 at 2,
3, 5,9; Environmental Qualification Assessment Report at 11 n.l1.)
84. The ECA of this EQ file (NECNP Exh. 7, reference 7) contains the
installation instructions for installing the risers. Sheet five of the ECA illustrates
the concept of filling one riser to a 6-inch-minimum point above the flood level
which corresponds to the spreader fi1l connection ("Tee''). This is not inconsistent
with the fill instructions on sheet five of the ECA. Once the equipment was
installed, the ECA is no longer the drawing of record for the plant. The
postulated flood level in this location at the time the ECA was prepared was
(-)18 feet. (Salvo, Tr. 451; Woodward, 'fr. 452, 454; Thomas, 'fr. 455.)
85. After issuance of the ECA (NECNP Exh. 7, reference 7) the postulated
flood level at this location was changed to (-)20 feet 8 inches. (Woodward,
Tr. 454.) Also, actual measurements of the riser assembly during a plant
walkdown indicate that the elevation of the fi1ler "Tees" are 8 inches above (-)17
feet 1-3/8 inches (equals (-)16 feet 5-3/8 inches) and 9-1/2 inches above (-)17
feet 1-3/8 inches (equals (-)16 feet 3-7/8 inches). (NECNP Exh. 7, reference 5,
at 2, 4.) Filling the risers to the respective levels of the filIer "Tees" will provide
an oil head of 4 feet 2-1/2 inches above flood level at one riser and 4 feet 4-1/8
inches above flood level at the other riser. (ld. at 1, 3.) This would counter the
U In Proposed Futding 40 NECNP mistakenly states 11111 a Hood level of (-)18 fcot is 2 fcot 8 inches lower
than Hood level (-)20 fcot 8 inches. An elev.tioo of (-)18 feel is 2 feet 8 inches IUglI., than elev.tioo (-)20
feet 8 inches. Also. the fill levels ("Tcc" fittinS'). tu constructed, arc in excess of I fOOl above the minimum
(-)17·fool 6-inch level specified in the ECA. Thus the lS·buill fill levels arc not incatsistcnt with those in the
ECA installation instructions. (S•• Fdg. 84.)
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6-5/8-inch head of water that would cover the submerged transmitters during the
postulated flood. These elevations and static pressure heads are in approximate,
but not exact, agreement with the design as specified in the "Special Conditions"
for acceptance of the submergence qualification of this equipment. (NECNP
Exh. 7, EQ Assessment Report at 1; see supra Fdg. 82.) Thus, we find NECNP's
allegations concerning the design of the risers and the alleged discrepancies in
1100d level, fill level, and filling instructions to be without merit.
86. In regard to the elimination of the pressure test of the riser assemblies
(Fdg. 83), the original purpose of the 60-pounds-per-square-inch test was
to examine the assemblies for leaktightness. Upon later review, Applicants
determined that the equipment could be damaged by the pressure test, so the test
was eliminated. (Salvo, Tr. 450; NECNP Exh. 7, reference 7, at 2 (Rev. "C"),
3,5,9.)
87. According to the Applicants a visual examination was performed to
verify that the system was leaktight. (Salvo, Tr. 451.) Applicants also asserted
that leakage could be adequately monitored during periodic calibrations that take
place at intervals of a year to 15 months and, generaIly, during entries into the
containment. (Thomas, Tr. 433-35.)
88. Applicants also asserted that under accident conditions the design of the
equipment is such that pressure on both sides of the device would be equalized,
and that there would be no differential pressure on the system other than the
static head of the liquid which is minimal. (Salvo, Tr. 480-81.) No explanation of
how pressure equalization would be achieved by the design was given, however.
89. The environmental qualification duration for submerged conditions of
the containment water level measuring transmitters depends upon an adequate
level of silicone oil remaining in the riser devices to maintain a small static
head to counter the 6-inch static head of water above the lower units under
submerged conditions. Absence of a differential pressure head in the system
under environmental pressure conditions is also required. (NECNP Exh. 7,
Environmental Qualification Assessment Report, at 1.)
90. No maintenance requirements are specified to maintain the qualified
life of the level transmitters in EQ file 174-15-01. (ld. at 3.) The Board directs
that maintenance requirements for the silicone-oil-fiIled riser assemblies be
developed and included in the EQ file to ensure that an adequate level of oil is
continuously present in the riser assemblies to maintain the qualified life of the
level transmitters under the required environmental conditions.

Conclusions of Law
The Board has considered all of the evidence presented by the parties and
the entire record of this proceeding. All issues, arguments, or proposed findings
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presented by the parties, but not addressed in this partial initial decision, have
been found to be without merit or unnecessary to that decision. Having resolved
all onsite safety and emergency planning issues in controversy, pursuant to 10
C.F.R. §§ 50.57(c) and 50.47(d), the Board authorizes issuance of a license
to operate Seabrook Station, Unit I, up to 5% of rated power, subject to the
condition set forth below in paragraph number one of our Order. We find that
there is reasonable assurance the Seabrook Station, Unit I, can be operated up
to 5% of rated power without endangering the public health and safety, and that
the state of onsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency. Further, if the other Licensing Board, which is considering offsite
emergency planning issues, determines to authorize a full-power operating
license, prior to the issuance thereof Applicants must have satisfied the three
conditions set forth below in ~ 2 of our Order.

Order
WHEREFORE, in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, and the rules of practice of the Commission, and based upon the
foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, IT IS ORDERED that
1. Upon making the applicable findings required under 10 C.F.R. § 50.57(a),
the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized to issue a license
authorizing low-power testing and operation limited to 5% of rated power for
the Seabrook Station, Unit I, provided that, prior to the issuance thereof,
Applicants shall have developed and placed in the appropriate environmental
qualification file, maintenance procedures required to ensure that an adequate
level of oil is continuously present in the silicone-oil-filled riser assemblies
associated with the containment water level transmitters to maintain the qualified
life of the transmitters under the required postaccident environmental conditions
(see Fdg. 90, supra);
2. If a full-power operating license is authorized by the other Licensing
Board which is considering offsite emergency planning issues, prior to the
issuance thereof, Applicants, with respect to the Safety Parameter Display
System, shall have:
(a) dedicated the SPDS terminal so that a continuous display of the
Critical Safety Functions will be achieved or, by means of a test function
and test computer, have an SPDS display on every cathode ray tube
format in the control room to continuously display the SPDS top-level
display (see Fdg. 30, supra);
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(b) provided for continuous display of residual heat removal and
hydrogen concentration critical safety function variables at the prime
SPDS station (see Fdg. 33, supra); and
(c) established a radiological control screen at the prime SPDS
station which, at the minimum, can be called up by the operator and will
display stearn-line radiation and stack radiation parameters (see Fdg. 36,
supra).

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.760(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practice,
this Partial Initial Decision wiII constitute the final decision of the Commission
forty-five (45) days from the date of issuance, unless an appeal is taken in
accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.762 or the Commission directs otherwise. See
also 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.764, 2.785, and 2.786.
Any party may take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal
within ten (10) days after service of this Decision. Each appellant must file a
brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days after filing its
Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the appellant). Within thirty
(30) days after the period has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of
all appellants (forty (40) days in the case of the Staf!), a party who is not an
appellant may file a brief in support of or in opposition to the appeal of any
other party. A responding party shall file a single, responsive brief regardless of
the number of appellant briefs filed. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.762(c).
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Jerry Harbour
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Emmeth A. Luebke
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 25th day of March 1987.
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HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER
(One Hurley Plaza,
Flint, MichIgan)
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In an Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge sustains a civil penalty in
the amount of $2500 imposed against the Licensee by the Director of Inspection
and Enforcement for failure to comply with NRC requirements concerning the
possession and use of a variety of nuclear materials in diagnostic and therapeutic
medicine.

CIVIL PENALTY:

ENFORCEMENT POLICY

In this enforcement action, the NRC Staff and the Licensee, a community
hospital, had stipulated to founeen violations of NRC requirements. The issue
remaining was whether a civil penalty should be imposed in accordance with the
General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions (10
C.F.R. Part 2, Appendix C), and in consideration of the safety significance of
the stipulated violations. The Commission's Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions, by its express terms, must be followed by the administrative
law judge in determining whether a civil penalty should be imposed, mitigated,
or entirely remitted.
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CIVIL PENALTY: AGGREGATION AND ESCALATION OF
LICENSE VIOLATIONS
When several Severity Level IV violations stemming from Licensee's general
failure to exert management oversight and control over its radiation safety
program are found, the Severity Level IV violations may be aggregated into
a Severity Level III violation and a civil penalty appropriate to the escalated
violation is imposed.

CIVIL PENALTY:

BURDEN OF PROOF

Where the NRC Staff fails in its burden of proof with respect to some of
the charged violations, the administrative law judge cannot substitute his own
judgment for that of the Director of Inspection and Enforcement if doing so
would mean imposing a penalty on charges not specified in the Director's order
imposing the civil penalty, thus distinguishing Atlantic Research Corp .• ALAB594, 11 NRC 841, 848-49 (1980).

CIVIL PENALTY:
PROCESS

FAIR NOTICE AND CONSTITUTIONAL DUE

As a matter of fair notice and due process. a licensee in a civil penalty
proceeding must be timely informed of the theory of the case against it, citing
Goldberg v. Kelly. 397 U.S. 254, 271 (1970).

CIVIL PENALTY:
PROCESS

IMPARTIAL DECISIONMAKER AND DUE

The administrative law judge may not save the Director of Inspection and
Enforcement from a failed theory of the Director's case by substituting another
theory because the Director, not the administrative law judge, has the burden of
proof, and the licensee is entitled to an impartial decisionmaker. The function
of the adjudicator may not be commingled with the function of the prosecutor,
citing Wong Yang Sun v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33,46 (1950).

APPEARANCES
Edward P. Joseph, Esq., Counsel for Hurley Medical Center.
Lee Scott Dewey, Esq., Counsel for Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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INITIAL DECISION
I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Background

This is a civil penalty action brought by the NRC Staff against Hurley
Medical Center of Flint, Michigan. Hurley is a community hospital holding
NRC licenses authorizing it to possess and use a variety of nuclear materials
in diagnostic and therapeutic medicine.
The action is brought under § 234 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended
(42 U.S.C. §2282), and 10 C.F.R. §2.205. It is based upon fourteen violations of NRC "requirements"l observed by Radiation Specialist William
P. Reichhold of NRC's Region III during a routine inspection on May 2,
3, and 24, 1985.
Following the inspection, the Administrator of Region III issued a Notice
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the amount of
$2500. Hurley responded by protesting the imposition of penalties, but,
on February 24, 1986, the Director of Inspection and Enforcement, for the
NRC Staff, issued an Order Imposing Civil Penalties in the amount initially
proposed. In an appendix to the Order, the Staff evaluated and rejected
Hurley's response to each of the fourteen violations. Hurley exercised its
right to a de novo adjudicatory hearing which I conducted in Flint, Michigan
on October 15, 1986.

B.

The Issues

None of the core facts underlying the Staff's action are in dispute. Licensee concedes that each of the fourteen charges against it are violations
of Commission requirements.2 Only the significance of the violations and
adequacy of corrective actions were litigated. There is no allegation that
Hurley personnel engaged in any personal wrongdoing or intentional misconduct

1 NRC "requirements," as that term is employed by the NRC Staff, means regulations and license conditions. As
is usually the case, Hurley', licenses ~ch contain a conditim which incorporates the canmitments made in the
license applicatims.
2The parties stipulated that a portion of the Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalties (Staff Exh. 4), entitled
"Appendix, Evaluation and CmcJusims" (hereinafter "Stipulation") is a fair and accurate statement of the facts
underlying the vioJatims. Tr. 14, S2-SS. Su also Memorandum and Order Following Prehuring Cmference, M.y
23, 1986 (unpublished). The Stipulation thcrd"ore contains (I) a IlItement of the violation, (2) a paraphrase of
Licenscc', responses to the Notice of Violatim, and (3) the NRC cvaluation of the responses.
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In
(A)
(B)
(C)
(0)
(E)

summary, the fourteen violations were:
the failure of Hurley's Isotope Committee to meet quarterly;
the use of xenon-133 in an unauthorized room;
the failure by nursing personnel to wear film badges;
the failure to perform surveys of patients' rooms and adjacent areas;
the use of a physician, other than the physician listed on the license,
to be responsible for the nuclear pacemaker program;
(F) the failure to explant, recover, and return for disposal a nuclear
pacemaker;
(F) the failure to report the death of pacemaker patients;
(G) the failure to report the loss of contact with pacemaker patients;
(H) the failure to contact pacemaker patients monthly;
(I) the failure to conduct quarterly physical inventories of Group VI
sources;
(J) the failure to conduct quarterly physical inventories of calibration
sources;
(1<) the failure to semiannually leak-test Group VI sources;
(L) the failure to assure that shipments of radioactive material were within
allowable limits for external radiation and contamination; and
(M) the failure to maintain survey records of technetium-99m contaminated waste.
Stipulation.
The broad issue is whether, under the General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions (10 CF.R. Part 2, Appendix C)
(Enforcement Policy) and relevant regulations, a civil penalty should be imposed
given the stipulated violations. Notice of Hearing, 51 Fed. Reg. 12,582-83
(Apr. 8, 1986). Both parties agree that, consistent with the Enforcement Policy,
the safety significance of the violations must be considered. The Staff argues
that each of the violations, except for Violation N, has more than minor safety
significance. Hurley contends that none of them do, and at most, some are of
only minor safety significance.
The parties dispute whether the violations have been correctly categorized
in accordance with the five possible severity levels set out in the Enforcement
Policy.
The Staff also contends that the violations should be aggregated and increased
to a Severity Level III violation because of their common cause, and that Violation F, standing alone, calls for a Severity Level III designation. Consequently,
according to the Staff, the civil penalty should be imposed. Hurley vigorously
argues to the contrary. Moreover, according to Hurley, its own corrective action
obviated the need for any remedial penalty.
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C.

Applicable Principles of Law and Procedure

The NRC Staff, as the proponent of the Order Imposing Civil Penalties, has
the burden of proof. 10 C.F.R. § 2.732. The Staff must support its burden by the
preponderance of the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence. Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 556(d). My decision must be, and has been, based
upon the whole record of the proceeding. I have considered all the arguments
and proposed findings of fact advan~ by the parties even though this decision
may not address each of them. Id. The NRC Enforcement Policy, by its express
terms, sets the policy and procedure to be followed by the Commission's presiding officers in enforcement proceedings. Part 2, Appendix C, preamble. The
Enforcement Policy is discussed in detail below.
Because this action is brought pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.205, the action I may
take is limited to imposing, mitigating, or entirely remitting the civil penalty imposed by the Director's Order Imposing the Civil Penalty. 10 C.F.R. § 2.205(f).
See also Notice of Hearing, supra. I may not, therefore, increase the amount of
the penalty.
Furthermore, I may not impose a penalty on any theory of the case not
timely advanced by the NRC Staff. This is a mixed question of jurisdiction
and substantive law which has never been thoroughly covered in NRC case
precedents. Because it is relevant to a portion of my decision below, some
elaboration of my reasoning may be helpful.
In Reich Geo-Physical, Inc., AU-85-1, 22 NRC 941 (1985), another civil
penalty proceeding, I noted that I could not assign a severity level to a
violation that would exceed the position taken by the Director in imposing
the penalty. [d. at 960 n.10. The Staff apparently disagrees because, in this
proceeding, the Staff argues that I am not bound by its theory of the case and that
I can independently determine the basis for the penalty. Staff Proposed Finding
8, citing Atlantic Research Corp., ALAB-594, 11 NRC 841, 848-49 (1980). It
is true that the Appeal Board in Atlantic Research stated that the administrative
law judge, the appeal board, and the Commission "may substitute their own
judgment for that of the Director [imposing a civil penalty]." But the Appeal
Board went on to explain: "Stated otherwise, if deemed to be warranted in the
totality of circumstances, the adjudicator is entirely free to mitigate or remit the
assessed penalty." Id. at 849.
In the case before me, I cannot substitute my own judgment for that of the
Director if doing so would mean imposing a penalty on allegations not specified
in the Director's Order imposing the civil penalty. That order, because it is
incorporated by reference in the Commission's Notice of Hearing, sets the limits
of the presiding officer's jurisdiction in the noticed hearing. Public Service Co. of
Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-316,
3 NRC 167, 170 (l976); Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear
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Station, Unit 1), CLI-82-31, 16 NRC 1236, 1238 (1982) (Commission notice of
hearing did not give licensing board jurisdiction to impose a civil penalty).
Moreover, as a matter of fair notice and due process, the Licensee must
be timely informed of the theory of the case against it My decision must be
based upon the legal principles established during the hearing process. Goldberg
v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 271 (1970). Therefore I may not substitute my own theory
of the case for that of the Director if the consequence is to impose a penalty on
any basis not made known to the Licensee in time for it to be confronted. [d.
Nor wo~ld it be appropriate for the presiding officer to save the Director from
a failed theory of his case by substituting any other theory. The Director, not the
presiding officer, has the burden of proof. The Licensee is entitled to an impartial
decisionmaker. [d. The function of the adjudicator cannot be commingled with
the function of the prosecutor. [d.; Wong Yang Sun v. McGrath, 339 U.S. 33,
46 (1950). Accordingly, in this proceeding at least, the Director, in carrying his
burden of proof, must stand or fall on his own theory of the case.
Mindful of these principles, I turn next to the findings of fact and reasons
for the decision.

ll.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The NRC Staff presented a panel of witnesses consisting of William
P. Reichhold, an NRC Region III Radiation Specialist who conducted the
inspections; Donald J. Sreniawski, Mr. Reichhold's Section Chief in Region
Ill's Division of Radiological Safety and Safeguards; Perry D. Robinson,
Enforcement Specialist in the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement; and
Bernard W. Stapleton, Region TIl Enforcement Specialist The facts underlying
the violations having been previously stipulated, the Staff Panel testified about
the safety significance of each violation, whether the severity levels of the
violations were correctly asSigned, the basis for imposing the $2500 civil penalty,
and whether the penalty should be imposed, remitted, or mitigated. Staff Panel,
ff. 'fr. 71.
2. NRC Staff exhibits offered and received into evidence at the hearing
were: NRC Exh. 1 - the NRC's August 22, 1985 Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties; NRC Exhs. 2 and 3 - the Licensee's
two responses (both dated October 4, 1985) to the Notice; and NRC Exh. 4
- the NRC's February 24, 1986 Letter and Order Imposing Civil Monetary
Penalties with an appendix which is now the Stipulation.
3. Hurley presented Jack Dagenais, Hurley's Assistant Director, and Dr.
Morris I. Bank, Hurley's Radiological Physicist ff. 'fr. 206. Mr. Dagenais
described steps taken by Hurley to improve its radiology program in recent
years. Dr. Bank testified concerning his view of the safety significance of the
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violation and explained the background of the events at Hurley. Hurley offered
no exhibits. [d.
A.

The Violations

Violation A
4. Hurley's Medical Isotope Committee was required by the license to
meet no less than once in each calendar quarter, but it failed to meet during
the first, third, and fourth quarters of 1981 and 1982; the second and third
quarters of 1983; the first and second quarters of 1984; and the first quarter of
1985. Stipulation at 4.
5. The Committee's duties include performing audits and ensuring the
medical facility's safe use of radioactive materials. It also has overall hospital
responsibility for ensuring that all uses of radioactive material are in accordance
with NRC regulations and the conditions of its nuclear license, for recommending corrective action for any deficiencies in the nuclear program, and for ensuring that the byproduct materials license is amended when necessary. Staff Panel
(Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 8.
6. The Staff maintains that the failure to meet regularly was a significant
safety concern which probably played a role in the numerous violations identified
by the NRC during the 1985 inspection. The violations might have been
prevented if the Committee had met and performed its duties as required. Staff
Proposed Findings at 5-6.
7. Hurley explains that the Committee thought that meeting semiannually
was sufficient, and that the failure was not willful. In any event, according
to Hurley, the failure to meet had no environmental or safety Significance,
and compliance was brought about "immediately following the May 24, 1985
inspections.
8. Thrning first to the issue of willfulness, Hurley has not been charged
with willful or intentional violation of the rules in any of the fourteen counts, nor
do I find any willfulness. Accordingly there is no need to discuss this aspect of
Hurley's defense each time it is raised. The standards for assessing the need for
a penalty are discussed in § III.D, below. Similarly, I discuss in § III.D, below,
the issue of the timing of Hurley's corrective actions.
9. It is true, as Hurley argues, that the failure of the Committee to meet
cannot be traced directly to a safety incident But the Staff is absolutely correct
on this issue. The Committee failed in its duty to ensure that the uses of
radioactive materials were in accordance with NRC requirements. Since I find
that some of these violations had safety significance in themselves, the failure
of the Committee to even meet as scheduled, let alone perform as required, is a
matter of safety significance. Moreover, the fact that the Committee did not even
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know how often it was required to meet is not, as Hurley would have me find. an
attenuating factor. It is. in fact, an exacerbating factor. The meeting requirement
was clear and should not have been subject to any misunderstanding. Stipulation
at 1.

Violation B
10. The application incorporated as a license condition described Room
22, equipped with a ventilation system. as the area where xenon-133 would be
used. However, Hurley began using Room 20 for xenon-133 procedures without
NRC authorization and without informing the NRC. Dr. Bank testified. without
elaboration. that the Radiation Safety Officer had determined that "the new
room had same airflow as old room." Bank. ff. Tr. 206. at 3. However. on the
day of the inspection. even upon questioning. Hurley personnel were unable
to provide information that the airflow in Room 20 was adequate. Tr. 97-98
(Sreniawski). The basis for the Radiation Safety Officer's conclusion that the
ventilation in Room 20 was adequate for xenon-133 use was not revealed. If
indeed the Radiation Safety Officer had carefully calculated or evaluated the
airflow of the ventilation system and the potential concentration of xenon-133 in
Room 20, I would have expected that information to be presented at the hearing
in support of Dr. Bank's terse conclusion. The information presented in the
hearing and during the inspection at Hurley is scarcely the type of information
needed to provide the requisite assurance that the statement is true - which
is the issue here. It mayor may not be true that Room 20 was adequately
ventilated. The NRC inspectors have the statutory duty to assure themselves that
the xenon-133 imaging room was operated with adequate radiological controls
to protect workers. patients, and members of the public against unnecessary
radiation exposure because the activity has safety significance. Staff Panel
(Sreniawski). ff. Tr. 71, at 9. The rule that I apply with respect to violation
B and similar violations is that where the activity has a safety significance, the
failure to demonstrate when required that the activity has been safely conducted
is in itself a matter of safety significance. Violation B is of more than minor
safety significance.

Violation C
11. Contrary to the terms of its license, in 1984 and 1985, Licensee's
nurses failed to wear film badges during care of patients who had undergone
brachytherapy implants. Stipulation at 2.
12. According to the NRC Staff, this failure was a significant safety concern
since the badges are needed to evaluate the radiation doses a nurse receives
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during time spent with a patient. Badges are particularly important when medical
emergencies develop with a patient's care, requiring nurses to spend more time
in the immediate vicinity of the patient. Badges are also especially important
if brachytherapy sources become dislodged from patients undergoing treatment,
thereby subjecting nurses to significantly higher radiation doses. Staff Panel
(Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 9-10.
13. This activity is addressed in Part 20 of the Commission's regulations:
§ 20.202 Personnel monitoring.
(a) Each licensee shall supply appropriate personnel monitoring equipment to, and shall
require the use of such equipment by:
(1) Each individual who enters a restricted area under such circumstances that he receives,
or is likely to receive, a dose in any calendar quarter in excess of 2S percent oC the applicable
value specified in paragraph (a) of § 20.101.

14. Hurley's Radiation Safety Officer determined that the nurses would be
exposed to less than 25% of their allowable doses, therefore film badges would
not be required. His calculations were based upon a very carefully considered
evaluation of the potential doses and they were not disputed by the NRC
Staff. Stipulation at 3. In fact the Director conceded that 10 C.F.R. § 20.202(a)(I)
would not require the issuance of film badges to nurses, but that since the license
application was more restrictive than the regulation, Hurley was nevertheless in
violation. [d. With nothing more, the violation would be pro forma technical,
with no self-evident safety significance.
15. The Staff, through the testimony of Mr. Sreniawski, reneged on the Stipulation. According to Mr. Sreniawski, Hurley was in violation of § 20.202(a)(I)
because the Hurley Radiation Safety Officer's determination "does not take into
account exigencies that might occur." Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at
10. The Staff now takes the position that a "worst-case analysis" is required to
take into account the possibilities for greater exposure. [d.
16. The Staff has failed to carry its burden on Violation C. First, it is
bound by the Stipulation that Hurley's film-badge determination complied with
§ 20.202(a)(I). Second, even on the factual merits, § 20.202(a)(I) refers to doses
that an individual receives "or is likely to receive." The Staff's asserted requirement that a worst-case analysis must be made is not required by the
regulation. Third, the Hurley Radiation Safety Officer calculated that a nurse
would receive "10 mR per month or 90 mR per quarter [sic]." Stipulation at
3. This arithmetical incongruity may be the result of a copying error. The Radiation Safety Officer may have been referring to 90 mR for three quarters of
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pregnancy relevant to a group of fertile female nurses.3 If such is the case, the
Radiation Safety Officer's determination was conservative because, according to
Mr. Sreniawski of the NRC Staff, a fertile female is allowed to receive 125 mR
per quarter or 375 mR per 9-month period. Calculated from Tr. 106 (Sreniawski).
17. The Staff argues, however, that Hurley cannot make a unilateral decision
not to comply with the condition of the license. I agree that the better course
would have been to seek a license amendment, and for that reason I find that
Violation C had minor safety significance. However, I disregard the violation
for the purpose of determining whether a civil penalty should be imposed.

Violation D
18. A license condition requires that, when patients are being treated with
therapeutic quantities of radionuclides, surveys must be made of the exposure
rates in the patient's room and adjacent areas. Hurley acknowledged that it did
not meet the terms of the license but countered that it complied with the more
lenient standard of the Michigan Radiation Rules, i.e., Hurley may rely upon
calculations from previous surveys rather than a survey in each case. Stipulation
at 4.
19. It is not disputed that Hurley made a series of surveys in areas where
patients had received brachytherapy treatment and that no excessive radiation
levels were found. The Staff, however, does not accept the result of previous
surveys because they do not take into account variables in each treatment case
such as changes in the location of the patient's bed, changes in shielding,
changes in the type and magnitude of treatment, and possible errors in source
loading. Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 11.
20. The Staff concedes, however, that if Hurley evaluated for the variables
in each case, the Michigan Rule would satisfy the NRC requirement Tr. 109,
110 (Sreniawski). There is no evidence either way whether Hurley made a
determination in each case that there were variables to contend with. Nothing
was found during the inspection to indicate variables - for example, a change
in the magnitude of treatment Tr. 109-14 (Reichhold).
21. Hurley has by stipulation admitted that it violated the terms of its
license. The license condition has obvious safety significance. If Hurley has
affirmative evidence that its practices meet the substantive expectation of the
license condition, it had the burden of coming forward with that evidence. I
presume that Hurley would have presented such evidence to the inspector. I

3nus finding is not free from doubt however. Hurley's original response stated that "[ilf the same nurse attended

three patients per mmth, she would receive 30 mR per mmth or 90 mR per quarter. Staff Exh. 3, Attachment
at 2. I havc elected to follow the terms of the StipuLttion, however, on the presumptim that the lawyers in this
proceeding stipulated to the accurate vcnion, because stipulatim has persuasive legal effect IS a rule of evidence,
and because the NRC Stiff has the burden of proof.
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do not regard the fact that the NRC inspection did not identify any variables
adversely affecting safety to be such evidence. Accordingly, I find that Violation
D has more than minor safety significance.
Violation E

22. A condition of the special nuclear material license, based on a 1973
representation, was that Dr. Weber was responsible for the nuclear pacemaker
program. For many years, Hurley had not implanted a nuclear pacemaker. When
it resumed the pacemaker program, Dr. Weber had been replaced by another
physician, a cardiologist, who was qualified to be in charge of the program. However, Hurley failed to identify to the NRC Dr. Weber's successor. Stipulation at
5; Tr. 114 (Sreniawski).
23. The NRC is concerned when an unauthorized individual is given
responsibility for a nuclear pacemaker program without NRC approval since
individuals having this responsibility, without adequate training and knowledge
of hazards and procedures, can cause the loss of a pacemaker. This loss, in turn,
can result in unnecessary radiation exposure to the general public. Under these
circumstances, it is necessary that an individual's training and experience be
properly reviewed by the NRC to ensure that qualified individuals are responsible
for the pacemaker program. Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 12.
24. Since the NRC was satisfied retrospectively that the physician succeeding the authorized physician was also qualified, the essence of the violation
was that the NRC was denied the opportunity to review the second physician's
qualification before the activities under his direction took place.
25. In Radiation Technology. Inc .• ALAB-567, 10 NRC 533, 546, 547
(1979) (cited by the NRC Staff in its proposed findings), the licensee failed
in its effort to mitigate a penalty by arguing that the unlicensed employee (using
byproduct material) was in fact properly trained. Id. at 547. But unlike the
case here, the Radiation Technology licensee had previously been cited for a
similar violation which was resolved with a promise of future compliance. The
gravamen of the violation in Radiation Technology. it seems, is that the licensee
failed to comply with an express pledge not to repeat the same violation. The
two cases are quite different There is no suggestion that Hurley had ever been
involved in a similar infraction of its license.
26. This is not to say that the matter lacks safety significance. The fact
that the NRC was denied the opportunity to exercise its duty to review the
second physician's qualifications has safety significance because the pacemaker
program has very important safety significance. In such matters, the licensee
cannot substitute its judgment for that of the NRC, thus cutting the NRC out of
the process. See Reich Geo-Physical, supra. 22 NRC at 951 (cited by the Staff in
its Proposed Finding 22). Therefore I must find that Violation E had more than
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minor safety significance despite the fact that the program was always under the
direction of a qualified person. Had the successor physician been unqualified
to oversee the pacemaker program, the NRC Staff would have regarded the
matter as "at least a Severity Level III" violation in itself. According to the
Staff, the fact that the physician was qualified is already reflected in the severity
level assigned by the Staff to the violation. Tr. 189 (Robinson). In view of the
problems noted in Hurley's pacemaker program discussed below, I agree with
the Staff's evaluation.

Violation F
27. Contrary to the conditions of its license, Licensee failed to participate
in or supervise the explant, recovery, and return of a nuclear pacemaker of a
patient who had died in February 1985. This incident resulted when Hurley,
rather than immediately taking charge of a pacemaker of a deceased patient,
instructed a funeral director, who was unauthorized and unqualified in the
handling of pacemakers, to explant and return it to the manufacturer. Staff Panel
(Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 12.
28. The patient with the pacemaker died at the hospital and was removed
to the possession of the funeral director. Someone from the Hurley staff called
the funeral director and instructed him to remove the pacemaker. Otherwise the
funeral director would have allowed the pacemaker to be interred with the deceased, or in the case of cremation, the pacemaker would have been thrown into
the trash. The hospital sent a container to the funeral director with instructions to
send the pacemaker back to the manufacturer in accordance with Department of
Transportation regulations. However, the funeral director had never made such
shipments and was not familiar with DOT regulations. Stipulation at 6; Staff
Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 12-13.
29. The pacemaker arrived at the manufacturer, but it is not known if it
arrived in a proper package. It would be a fortuitous happening if the pacemaker
had been sent in accordance with DOT regulations. I assume that the package
provided by the hospital was a good one. In any event, the pacemaker was
not leaking when it arrived at the manufacturer's place of business. Tr. 117-18
(Sreniawski).
30. The outer casing of the sealed pacemaker is attractive - highly polished
stainless steel. It would not break open if merely dropped, but it can be broken
open with tools such as a hammer or a vise. Once opened and the contents
released, the hazards from even very small amounts of the plutonium-238 would
be significant and would be a hazard to any individual coming in contact with
it Even small quantities of plutonium-238 are extremely hazardous since they
can be ingested or inhaled and taken up by the body and distributed to various
body organs. Once the radioactive material is in the body, it presents a significant
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health hazard if deposited in the critical organs. The hazard of plutonium-238
is long term due to the very large, 87-year biological half life of the material.
31. In addition to personal injury, the environment could be adversely affected by the radioactivity, and the cost of decontamination could be extensive. If
this material was not detected promptly, the problems with decontamination and
health hazard would increase since the longer radioactive contamination goes
undetected, the greater the chance the radioactivity will spread and the larger
the cost for cleanup. Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 13-14; Tr. 118-19
(Sreniawski).
32. Hurley seeks to dismiss the safety and environmental significance of the
violation by (1) noting the device arrived at the manufacturer in a safe condition,
and (2) it would be necessary to apply force, such as with hammer or vise to
break it open .
. 33. As to the first argument, the fact that the pacemaker arrived in good
condition is partly a matter of luck. Although Hurley contacted the funeral
director and prevented the pacemaker from possibly being consigned to the
trash, and although Hurley provided a shipping container, much more could
have been and should have been done. Hurley knew or should have known
the safety consequences of losing the pacemaker. But Hurley failed to recover it
when, without dispute, it knew it had the chance. Second, the fact that a hammer
or vise would be needed to open it does not persuade me that the matter lacked
safety significance. A child with a rock could and probably would open it I
agree with the NRC Staff. This was a serious violation. As I discuss below, I
adopt the NRC Staff's reasoning that Violation F, standing alone, is a Severity
Level III violation.

Violation G4
34. Contrary to the provision of its license, Licensee failed in 1984 and
1985 to report deaths of two nuclear pacemaker patients within 24 hours of
occurrence. The Staff testified that this failure was a significant safety concern
since the NRC was unable to evaluate whether these pacemakers possessed any
immediate hazards and whether they had any defects that should be corrected
by their manufacturers. It is also important that the NRC be informed about
pacemaker deaths to ensure that licensees are maintaining control of their
nuclear pacemakers. Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 14-15; Tr. 120-23
(Sreniawski).

4The NRC Staff unintentionally omitted its Proposed Finding 26 (a restatement of Violatim G) in its filing of
November 18, 1986. As I result, Proposed Fmding '};/ seems to be I part of the Staff', proposed findings on
Violatim F. The Staff timely explained the problem in its Response to Hurley'. Proposed Findings, dated Ianuary
6, 1987, at n.1.
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35. However, upon cross-examination, the Staff witnesses were unable to
support the written direct testimony cited in the preceding paragraph. Tr. 12030. I regard the thrust of the charge to be the 24-hour reporting requirement,
compared to say, monthly or quarterly reporting, or maintaining a log for
examination during NRC inspections. One might envision a reporting scheme
where a pacemaker failure, reported to the NRC within 24 hours of the death
of the respective patient, would be information useful to immediately identify
possible generic defects in other pacemakers. However, the NRC Staff could
not explain that this was so. The Staff Panel could not identify the information
required in the 24-hour report. Mr. Sreniawski believed that the requirement was
to report only the fact of the patient's death. Tr. 129-30 (Sreniawski). Moreover,
I cannot determine from the record how the 24-hour requirement, as compared
to a more relaxed reporting requirement, better enables the NRC Staff to verify
that proper control of the nuclear pacemaker was maintained by the Licensee.
36. I suspect that somewhere in the events underlying Violation G, there
may be some important safety significance. But as I explained at the outset, I
cannot postulate a theory of the case not put forward by the Director. Accordingly I find that the Staff has failed to carry its avowed burden that Violation
G has more than minor safety Significance. On the other hand, the failure to
report is a violation, as stipulated by the parties, and it demonstrates the relaxed
attitude toward NRC requirements. I find that Violation G has only minor safety
significance. However, I also note that the violation was a result of Hurley's
failure to be aware of the terms of the license, which is a factor I consider in
the aggregation of the violations. § III.C, infra.

Violations H and I
37. Violation H charges that Licensee failed to report to the NRC within
10 days of loss of contact with a nuclear pacemaker patient. Violation I alleges
that Licensee failed to contact such patients once each month as required.
38. Licensees are required to contact the pacemaker patients at regular
intervals to evaluate the patient and to determine if the pacemaker is functioning
properly. Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 15. The safety significance of
this requirement is obvious. Also, the contact and reporting requirements are
important to maintain control over the pacemakers to avoid exposing the public
to plutonium-238. The importance of this control is discussed under Violation
F, supra.
39. Hurley, however, deprecates the safety significance of these violations
by arguing that, (1) the failure to report was nothing more than that - a reporting
failure, (2) contact was regained with the patients, and (3) there were only five
instances involved. Hurley Proposed Findings 28-30.
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40. As to the reporting requirement - the failure to report that a safetysignificant situation actually exists is the most serious form of reporting failure. It
is part and parcel of the safety-significant event. It is more serious than in the case
of Violation E, for example, where a qualified physician was in fact in charge of
the pacemaker program, but Hurley failed to report it, or the case of Violation
N, where proper surveys for technicium-99m were made but records were not
kept. Violation H is safety significant The NRC Staff had no opportunity to
react to an actual safety-significant situation.
41. With respect to Violation H, the fact that contact with the lost patients
was reestablished might be accepted as mitigation if regaining contact was the
result of diligent effort But the Stipulation on this violation is that Hurley's
Cardiovascular Study Unit was not properly trained in that its members were
unaware of the necessity for the contact. Ignorance of the contact requirement
is the gravamen of the violation and is safety-significant.
42. Nor am I persuaded by the assertedly small numbers of loss-of-contact
incidents. Hurley Proposed Finding 29. There were more loss-of-contact incidents than there were patients to be followed - five patients between 1982
and 1984 (Yr. 133 (Reichhold)) compared with twenty-seven loss-of-contact incidents for those years. Stipulation at 8.

Violations J and L
43. Violation J charges that, contrary to the conditions of its license,
Licensee failed since September 1983 until after the 1985 NRC inspection to
inventory quarterly Group VI sources such as cesium-137 needles, cesium-137
"microrad after loading sources," and cobalt-60 needles. [d.
44. Violation L charges that, contrary to the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
§ 35. 14(b)(5)(i), since June 1981 to the time of the inspection, Licensee failed
to perform semiannual leak tests on the same Group VI sources. Stipulation at
10.
45. Hurley's position with respect to Violations J and L is that neither
had safety significance because the sources had been maintained in locked
storage during the entire relevant period and because the solid-state sources
are sealed. [d. at 9; Bank, ff. 'fr. 206, at 3.
46. According to the Staff, even though the sources are believed to be in
locked storage they must be inventoried as required by the license to ensure
that they haven't been lost or stolen. The loss of Group VI items would be a
significant safety concern. Their small size makes them easy to be picked up and
transported and their high-energy radiation, chosen for their ability to damage
living tissue, is potentially dangerous to humans. Loss of control of these items
can also result in their being recycled as metal scrap and subsequently introduced
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in a consumer item that can cause unnecessary exposure to the public. Staff
Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 16-17.
47. As to Violation L, failure to leak-test these sources would be a significant safety concern since an undetected leak from these sources could result in
therapeutic misadministrations of patients, radiation exposure to licensee personnel, and radiation exposure to the public. [d. at 18.
48. Violation L assumes that the Group VI sources were in therapeutic use
during the relevant period, but Violation J seems to depend upon an assumption
that the sources were, as Hurley alleges, unused and maintained in locked
storage during much of the same period. The Staff never reconciled the differing
approaches to the two violations.
49. I find that the failure to inventory the sources, Violation J, has more
than minor safety significance for the reasons advanced by the Staff. However,
I find that Violation L has no more than minor safety significance because
of Dr. Bank's unrefuted testimony and the Stipulation that the sources were
believed to be in locked storage. The Staff never explained why it assumed the
sources were used therapeutically. That assumption was important to Violation
L. Such use could have been proved by Hurley's records if the Staff had elected
to refute Dr. Bank on the issue. Since 10 C.F.R. § 35. 14 (b)(5) (i) (under which
the violation is charged) requires testing of such source notwithstanding the
fact that they were in storage, I find that Violation L does have minor safety
significance. But I give it little weight

Violation K
50. Violation K charges the failure of Licensee to quarterly inventory
calibration or reference sources - specifically, barium-133 and cobalt-60 - as
required by 10 C.F.R. § 33.14(f)(2). Failure to inventory reference or calibration
sources is similar to Violation J since, by not performing an inventory, the
Licensee is unable to verify its control of these sources. These sources may
be removed by an unauthorized individual or they may be lost. Without an
inventory, the Licensee would not be aware of their unauthorized removal, loss,
or theft The loss of reference or calibration sources is significant because it
could cause unnecessary radiation exposures to the public.
51. Licensee's violation is tliluted since it did, in effect, inventory semiannually (including wipe tests), as opposed to quarterly. This violation is nevertheless significant since semiannual inventories are half the inventories Hurley
is required to make. The violation has safety significance.
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Violation M
52. Violation M involves a violation of 10 C.F.R. § 71.5 which states
that no licensee shall transport licensed material out of his facility unless the
licensee complies with 49 C.F.R. Parts 17()..189 (Department of Transportation
Regulations). Section 173.475(i) of 49 C.F.R. states that. before each shipment
of any radioactive materials package, the shipper shall ensure by examination or
appropriate tests that external radiation and contamination levels are within the
allowable limits specified in this chapter. Contrary to the cited regulations, the
Licensee failed to ensure that the external radiation and contamination levels
were within allowable limits for packages containing molybdenum/technetium
returned to the manufacturer for disposal. Since the date of license issuance, the
Licensee had not performed direct radiation surveys and wipe tests for removable
contamination on packages returned to the manufacturer. Stipulation at 11.
53. This violation was a significant safety concern since radiation surveys
measure the radiation levels and wipe tests measure the external surface of
a package to show the level of removable radioactive contamination. Without
radiation surveys and wipe tests, shippers and members of the public can be
exposed to unnecessary radiation. Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. n. 71, at 18;
Tr. 199-200 (Sreniawski).
54. Hurley states as its entire defense that "at least a portion of this
violation is the failure to record. [Therefore] ••• it is of minimal safety
significance." Hurley Proposed Findings at 7. Simply stated, that defense is
illogical and nonavailing. I find that Violation M has more than minor safety
significance.

Violation N
55. Violation N charges that. contrary to 10 C.F.R. §§ 20.401 (b) and
20.201(b), since the date of license issuance until after the 1985 NRC inspection,
the Licensee failed to maintain records of surveys for technetium-99 contamination. Stipulation at 12.
56. Staff and Hurley both agree that Violation N has relatively low safety
significance and I so find. Staff Proposed Findings at 18; Hurley Proposed
Findings at 7.

B.

Licensee's Violations Compared with Other Licensees

57. The parties have digressed into a debate over the significance of
Hurley's record of violations compared to the record of other facilities. Staff
Proposed Findings at 19; Hurley's Proposed Findings at 7. It would be unfair
to both parties and inconsistent with a sound record to adopt either position.
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58. By way of background, the Staff, explaining the significance of Violation A (failure of the Medical Isotope Committee to implement duties), stated
that "the number of violations identified by NRC during the last two inspections far exceeded the number found during inspections of the vast majority of
licensees of this type." Staff Panel (Sreniawski), ff. Tr. 71, at 8. The cited testimony constitutes the only affirmative charge grounded on a comparative-record
violation. No such allegation appears in the Notice of Violation.
59. Cross-examination and redirect examination of Staff witnesses indicate
that the charge was not lightly made, and was founded upon substantial experience. Nonetheless, the record in its entirety provides no reliable basis to
add a comparative-record theory to the case against Hurley. The record presents
no basis upon which I can translate Hurley's enforcement record, compared to
that of similar facilities, into a public health and safety standard set out in the
regulations, the Enforcement Policy, and license conditions.s
60. As for the Staff, it has the prosecutorial discretion to bring an enforcement action against licensees under the Enforcement Policy without justifying
the action on a comparative basis. Within the context of this proceeding, Staff's
effort to impose a comparative-record theory simply clutters the record.
C.

Hurley's 1981 Inspection

61. A previous inspection of Hurley facilities in June 1981 had identified
ten violations. Problems identified at that time included employees not being
familiar with the terms of the license, patient followup not being conducted,
and records not being available. Staff Panel (Stapleton), ff. Tr. 71, at 24·25.
62. As can be seen in the findings above, the problem with Hurley employees not being familiar with the terms of the license persisted until the 1985
inspection. The Staff also testified that, specifically, Violation H (failure to reo
port loss of contact with pacemaker patient) and Violation I (failure to contact
pacemaker patients) are repeat violations. [d. at 25.
63. During the 1981 enforcement action, the Staff notified Hurley about
its weaknesses and gave it an opportunity to rectify deficiencies without further
action or civil penalty by the NRC. [d.

SThe Suff argues Iblt "complrisons. implicitly or explicitly. are routinely made It Ibe regimal and national
levels 10 Iblt Ibe NRC can obtain consistency in its enforcement program." Suff Reply Brief It S. Perhaps 10. But
Ibe Suff', ciutim to § vn of Ibe Enfon:ement Policy does not support !hat ,UtelnenL Obviously consistency
in Ibe Staff', enfon:cment program is desirable. That is one of Ibe pwposes of Ibe Enfon:ement Policy. The
Suff logically would use comparisons among licensees to pinpoint enfon:ement Urgets IS a matter of resoun:e
allocation. However. until it provides notice to licrnsees Iblt Ibey must meet a canpantive-pelfonnance standard
and explains Ibat aundard. it cannot, IS a mltter of fair notice 10 licrnsees. apply a comparative-pelfonnance
aundard in its civil penalty adjudicative proceedings.
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64. Hurley argues, however, that the fact of the 1981 violations is not, in
and of itself, of any significant value in deciding the issues. Hurley Proposed
Finding 7-8. As far as that narrow argument goes, it is correct. Hurley is not now
charged as a separate violation with repeating 1981 violations. Also the Staff
does not assert that all ten violations were similar to the situation in 1981. Nor
does the number of 1981 violations standing alone have significance.
65. The significance of the 1981 violation to this proceeding is that the 1981
notification to Hurley and the chance to correct its deficiencies without a penalty
did not bring about compliance with the respective NRC requirements. This is
demonstrated by the similar 1985 violations. This finding, in turn, is relevant to
whether a civil penalty is required in the present action, as discussed below.

III.
A.

REASONS FOR DECISION -

Introduction -

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Enforcement Policy

66. Having found that the NRC Staff and Hurley have stipulated to fourteen
violations of NRC requirements by Hurley, and having found that many of
these violations have more than minor safety significance, I must now consider
whether a civil penalty is appropriate. As stated at the outset, the Commission's
presiding officers are directed by the terms of the NRC Enforcement Policy to
apply the policy in reviewing the Staff's enforcement actions. 10 C.F.R. Part 2,
Appendix C, Preamble.
67. The Policy Statement sets out five categories of Severity Levels in each
of eight activity areas. In this case the relevant activity areas are set out in
Supplement IV, Health Physics; Supplement V, 1hmsportation; and Supplement
VI, Materials Operation.
68. Within each activity area Severity Level I is the most significant
and Severity Level V the least. Severity Levels I and II, not alleged in this
proceeding, "are of very significant regulatory concern involving actual or high
potential impact on the public." The most severe level alleged by the Staff is
Severity Level III which involves matters of "significant concern." Severity Level
IV violations are of course less serious than Level 1lI violations, but are still of
more than minor concern. The important aspect of Severity Level IV violations
is that, if left uncorrected they could lead to a more serious concern. Finally,
Severity Level V violations are of minor safety concern. Policy Statement, § III.
69. The Staff has evaluated each violation separately and urges a specific
finding of a respective severity level for each - one Severity Level III, twelve
Severity Level IV, and one Severity Level V. The Staff urges that the violations
be aggregated into a separate Severity Level 1lI. As noted below, the Policy
Statement sanctions the Staff's theory of aggregation.
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70. The Policy Statement also provides guidance in determining whether a
civil penalty should be imposed for particular severity levels. A civil penalty is
to be considered for Severity Level III violations. They may be imposed even
for Severity Level IV violations that are similar to previous violations for which
effective corrective action was not taken. There are several other factors that
must be considered in determining whether a particular severity level violation,
or a set of them, calls for a civil penalty, and whether a civil penalty should be
increased (by the Staff), reduced, or perhaps entirely remitted. Policy Statement,
§ V.B. Several of these factors are present in the instant proceeding.
71. Also entering the calculation is a table of base penalties for various types
of licensed facilities with power reactors at the top, and medical institutions near
the bottom (Table lA). Another table establishes percentages of the base penalty
amount for particular Severity Levels (Table lB).
72. As complicated as the process may seem, if examined carefully, one can
see that it progresses in a logical fashion and provides a sound framework for a
fair policy of imposing civil penalties and for other enforcement actions. Moreover, after all of the factors of the Policy Statement are considered, I may look
to the overriding purpose of the policy, i.e., whether a civil penalty is needed
for lasting remedial action and to deter future violations. Id. And in that context,
whether a civil penalty is needed will be considered in the light of whether a
penalty will improve conduct found to be deficient. It is not imposed as a matter
of punishment for the sake of punishment. Atlantic Research Corp., CLI-80-7,
11 NRC 413, 419 (1980).
73. Finally, one of the objectives of the Enforcement Policy is to improve
by example the performance of the industry. Policy Statement, § I; see also
Atlantic Research, supra, 11 NRC at 421.
B.

The Severity Levels of the Violations When Considered Separately

74. The Staff argues that all of the violations except F and M should be
categorized individually as "at least" Severity Level IV violations. I agree that
nine of the violations are Severity Level IV violations:
Violation A (Isotope Committee)
Violation B (use of xenon-133 in unauthorized room)
Violation D (failure to perform surveys of patients' rooms)
Violation E (failure to report the name of the physician in charge
of the pacemaker program)
Violation H (failure to report loss of contact with pacemaker
patients)
Violation I (failure to contact pacemaker patients)
Violation J (failure to conduct quarterly inventories of Group VI
sources)
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Violation K (failure to conduct inventories of calibration sources)
Violation M (failure to examine shipments of radioactive materials)
They fall squarely within the reach of Severity Level IV categories. Each has
more than minor safety significance and, more importantly, each of them, if left
uncorrected could lead to a more serious concern. Enforcement PoUcy, § III and
Supplements IV, 0.5; V, 0.2; VI, 0.2. Moreover, as noted above, Violations
H and I are repeat violations, and for 'that reason alone might justify a civil
penalty in that Hurley did not take effective corrective action following the
initial violations and inspections. Enforcement PoUcy, § V.B.
75. Violation F (the failure to explant, recover, and return for disposal a
pacemaker) is, as the Staff alleges, a Severity Level III violation. It is clearly
a cause for significant concern as discussed in the findings on that violation,
supra. It fits neatly into the Severity Level III categories of Activity Area
IV (Health Physics), C.IO. "Conduct of licensee activities by a technically
unqualified person [the funeral director]" and the similar category under Activity
Area VI (Materials Operations). Moreover, as the Staff alleges, Violation F
represented a significant failure to control licensed material (plutonium-238) and
is therefore a Severity Level III violation as defined in Supplements IV, C.lI,
and VI, C.lI.
76. As noted above, I found that Violation C (failure of nursing personnel
to wear film badges) had only minor significance. I assigned a Severity Level
V to it, but disregarded it nevertheless in assessing the civil penalty.
77. Violation G (failure to report deaths of pacemaker patients) has only
minor safety significance. It is, therefore, a Severity Level V violation. However, I do not disregard it in determining whether the violations should be aggregated. Violation L (failure to conduct leak tests on Groups VI sources) has
only minor significance because the sources had not been used while in storage. It calls for a Severity Level V designation, and I give it very little weight
in assessing the need for a civil penalty. The parties agree that Violation N is
a Severity Level V matter. Its significance is lost when considered in light of
the overall safety consideration involved in determining whether the violations
should be aggregated.
C.

The Significance of the Violations When Considered Together

78. The Policy Statement provides that in some cases the violations "may
be evaluated in the aggregate and a single Severity Level assigned for a group
of violations." [d., § III. The Staff urges aggregation of the individual violations
into a Severity Level III violation in addition to Violation F (itself a Severity
Level m item). Staff's argument is based on a theory that "the Licensee's 14
violations can be attributed to a common cause, namely Hurley's failure to
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exert adequate management and control over its radiation safety program." Staff
Proposed Findings at 22.
79. The Staff theory is valid and is supported by the facts. While I have not
found that all fourteen violations are to be considered in assessing a civil penalty,
or in the aggregation of violations, more than enough violations remain to
demonstrate Hurley's general failure to control its radiation safety program. For
example, the individual findings relating to the pacemakers (G, H, and I)
demonstrate that Hurley had lost control over that program. Having lost control
over the program, Hurley also lost significant control of licensed material - a
Severity Level III violation in both the Health Physics and Material Operations
activity areas. Supplement IV, C.II, and Supplement VI, C.II. The Staff asserts,
and I agree, that Hurley's repeated failures to report required information to the
NRC (Violations B, E, G, H, and I) are also indications of a lack of management
oversight
80. One aspect of the violations is especially significant with respect to
the quality of Hurley's management oversight. Some of the violations were
not simply a result of overlooking the requirements or mistake. Rather they
were a direct result of ignorance of the conditions of the licenses. The Medical
Isotope Committee, at the very top of the nuclear-medicine hierarchy, did
not know how often it was required to meet. Violation A, Stipulation at
1. Hurley misunderstood, therefore overlooked, the need to designate a physician
authorized for the implant of pacemakers. Violation E, Stipulation at 5. Hurley
did not notify the NRC about the death of two pacemaker patients within 24
hours as required by the license because it thought the responsibility rested
elsewhere. Violation G, Stipulation at 7. Hurley did not contact pacemaker
patients monthly because its staff did not know that it was required to. Violation
I, Stipulation at 8. Not only did Hurley fail to exert management oversight and
control over its radiation safety program, but, in those cases where it was ignorant
of the terms of its license, there was not even an opportunity for such oversight
and control.
81. Accordingly, I conclude that Violations A, B, D, E, G, H, I, K, and M (in
addition to Violation F) derive from a common cause - management's failure
to exercise adequate oversight and control over its radiation safety program. An
aggregated Severity Level III violation is assigned to that failure.
D.

Whether a Civil Penalty Is Needed

82. The Staff has by a comfortable margin established a threshold case for
imposing a civil penalty under the guidance of the Enforcement Policy. Even
so, I need not and would not impose the penalty if none was needed. The
Enforcement Policy explains that "[c]ivil penalties are designed to emphasize
the need for lasting remedial action and to deter future violations." [d., § V.B.
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83. There is no doubt that during the May 1985 inspection Hurley's
Radiological Safety program needed lasting remedial action and an incentive
to avoid future violations. Nor is it disputed that, with respect to the cited
violations, Hurley had achieved compliance mostly by June 7, 1985 - which I
find to be prompt Stipulation, passim, Staff Proposed Findings at 27.
84. The Staff, however, views the corrections to the program with skepticism. Prompt corrective action, according to the Staff and the Enforcement
Policy, is always required. To earn mitigation for Hurley, the corrective action
must be "unusually prompt and extensive." Even then such action would serve
only to reduce the amount of the penalty to "as much as 50%." Enforcement
Policy, § V.B.2. There is no basis on the record before me to conclude that Hurley's corrective actions exceed simple regulatory requirements. Though prompt,
compliance was not unusually prompt. Nor was it extensive. Tr. 227 (Robinson).
85. There are, however, other actions taken by Hurley that I have examined
to determine whether the need for enforcement action has been obviated.
86. Hurley presented evidence that it had hired a Radiology Administrative
Director in July 1984, established a Supervisor's position in Nuclear Medicine
in December 1984, contracted with a firm with expertise in nuclear medicine and
diagnostic radiology in October 1984, and hired a chief technologist in radiation
therapy in March or April 1985 - all in an effort to improve the radiological
safety program.6 Dagenais, ff. Tr. 206, at 1-2; Bank, ff. Tr. 206, at 2; Tr. 214-15
(Bank, Dagenais).
87. However, as the Staff points out, some of these appointments had been
in place for many months before the inspections in May 1985, but had not yet
proven effective, Therefore, I cannot find that the appointments will bring about
any lasting remedial effect or will deter future violations,
88. In Atlantic Research, supra, 11 NRC at 420-21, the Commission set
a very severe, even harsh, standard for assessing the value of a civil penalty
as a deterrent to future violations, There the Commission found that "the very
fact that the licensee has instituted procedures that are designed to obviate a
repetition of the incident implies quite strongly that the prospect of imposition of
penalties in this case has already served a deterrent purpose."7 Indeed, if I were
to find that the licensee would not improve its performance as a consequence
of a civil penalty, I would not impose one. Rather, I would terminate the case
on that basis and recommend stronger enforcement action,

6 Hurley did not refer to this testimony in its proposed findings. This mly have been an OVCrJighL Perhaps counsel
intended to incorponte by reference Stiff Proposed Finding 66 where Stiff descn"bes these improvements. In Iny
event, I hive carefully cmsidered the tcstimmy of bcAh of HUYley's witnesses.
7 Of course, in Ar/D1llic Research. the Canmissim did not usc the licenscc', subsequent improvements to estlblish
culpability - only as evidence that the licenscc', cmduct would re<pmd to rll'aIg enforcement actioo. 1<1. at 421

n.19.
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89. As the record stands, however, I conclude that a civil penalty will
improve with lasting effect Hurley's radiological safety program, by emphasizing
the need to comply with the conditions of its licenses. Therefore, in the order
below, I impose a civil penalty.

IV.

THE AMOUNT OF THE CIVIL PENALTY

90. The base penalty for a medical institution under Table lA for health
physics type of violations is $5000. In accordance with Table lB, 50% of the
base penalty is applied for a Severity Level III violation. Therefore, the Staff was
justified in imposing a civil penalty of $2500 which I also impose by ratification.
91. Hurley disdains any mitigation of its penalty, seeking instead to have it
set aside as inappropriate. Hurley Proposed Findings at 10. Nevertheless, I have
examined the mitigating factors set out in the Enforcement Policy for any basis
to reduce the penalty and have found none. Id., § V.B.I-V.B.5.

V. ORDER
92. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the licensee pay a civil penalty in the
amount of Two Thousand Five Hundred dollars within 30 days of the date of this
Order, by check, draft, or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United
States and mailed to the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.
93. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.760, this Initial Decision shall constitute the
final decision of the Commission 30 days from the date of issuance unless an
appeal is taken in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.762. See also §§ 2.785 and
2.786. Either party may take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of
Appeal within 10 days after service. The Licensee must file a brief supporting
its position on appeal within 30 days after filing its Notice of Appeal. If the
NRC Staff appeals it must file its supporting brief within 40 days of the filing
of its Notice of Appeal. Any further briefing schedules shall be in accordance
with Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board direction.
Ivan W. Smith
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
March 3, 1987
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
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Docket Nos. 50·289
50·320

In the Matter of

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES
NUCLEAR CORPORATION
(Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station, UnIts 1 and 2)

March 6, 1987

The Acting Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a
petition filed by Randy King in 1983 on behalf of the Three Mile Island Public
Interest Resource Center (TMI-PIRC) and others requesting that the Commission
"halt all work at TMI Units 1 and 2 immediately, save for maintenance necessary
for safety." TMI-PIRC based its request on the allegations of Richard D. Parks
concerning implementation of the quality assurance program and related areas
at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206
INTRODUCTION
By letter to then Chairman Palladino of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
dated March 23, 1983, Randy King, on behalf of the Three Mile Island Public
Interest Resource Center and others (TMI-PIRC or Petitioners), requested that
the Commission "halt all work at TMI Units 1 and 2 immediately, save for
maintenance necessary for safety." TMI-PIRC based its request on the allegations
of Richard D. Parks concerning implementation of the quality assurance program
and related areas at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.
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On May 17, 1983, TMI-PIRC was informed that its letter would be treated
as a request for action pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 of the Commission's
regulations, and that its request for immediate action had been denied. The
Staff's interim response to the petition was set out in "Interim Director's
Decision under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206" (OD-83-18, 18 NRC 1296) issued on
November 18, 1983. This Decision is the final response to the petition.
The Parks' allegations were more fully set out in DD-83-18 as follows:
Richard D. Parks, a senior stan-up engineer at TMI Unit 2, provided a signed, sworn
affidavit to Thomas Devine, Legal Director of the Government Accountability Project, on
March 21, 1983. That affidavit, which was provided to the Commission by letter from Thomas
Devine dated March 23, 1983, contained Mr. Parks' concerns regarding deficiencies in the
recovery program at TMI Unit 2. Several allegations were made concerning a breakdown of
TMI management controls and administrative procedures. The licensee was charged with no
longer having a working, systematic review process for cleanup activities due to its attempt
to meet "unrealistic schedules." Work requests regarding the polar crane were alleged to
be inadequate because the request did not cover engineering functions or documentation of
design quality assurance. Funhermore, modifications and changes regarding the polar crane
were alleged to be intentionally classified as "not imponant to safety" so as to circumvent
administrative procedures. Technical Specification violations were also alleged. As to polar
crane testing itself, Mr. Parks alleged that load test procedures had not been developed in
accordance with applicable administrative procedures, and that the polar crane refurbishment
violated quality assurance with dissimilar replacement of pans of the polar crane. Mr. Parks
also alleged that the polar crane safety evaluation repon prepared by General Public Utilities
Nuclear Corporation (the licensee) was inadequate because significant deficiencies were
not addressed or resolved. The allegations also focused on concerns in both the quality
assurance and quality control area. In particular, continuous quality assurance violations
were said to be evidenced by numerous quality deficiency reporu and inadequate corrective
action. funherrnore, it was alleged that the management of the Bechtel Power Corporation,
project director of the cleanup ereon, improperly exened influence on safety evaluation
reporu.

18 NRC at 1297-98.
In DD-83-18, I concluded that
[N]otwithstanding the identified procedural deficiencies in the refurbishment of the polar
crane, the program utilized to refurbish, test and operationally verify a working crane was
technically sufficient and provides reasonable assurance that the crane is safe for the conduct
of the requalification test. r'Unherrnore, the licensee has taken action to correct the quality assurance deficiencies identified by Mr. Parks and substantiated by the 01 repon. Therefore, the
petitioners' request is denied in pan to the extent that it seeks to have the NRC prohibit the licensee from conducting a load test of the TMI Unit 2 polar crane or otherwise qualifying that
crane for use. The staff will, however, continue to evaluate the merits of Parks' allegations
and the 01 findings regarding those allegations. The staff reserves judgment as to whether
enforcement action is appropriate concerning the allegations and fmdings related to this
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malter. I will issue a final decision with regard to the remaining aspects of the petitioners'
request upon the completion of the staff's evaluation.

18 NRC at 1301.
For the reasons discussed below, I have decided that Petitioners' request
should be denied.
DISCUSSION

A.

TMI-l

1.

Safety Significance of Parks Allegations at TMI-1

The Parks allegations and their implications, if any, for operation of TMI-l
were thoroughly considered by the Commission in the TMI-l restart proceeding. In Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I),
CLI-85-2, 21 NRC 282 (1985), the Commission determined, for reasons set out
in detail,1 that the harassment issues raised by Parks did not raise significant
safety issues for the operation of TMI-l.
In a Memorandum and Order dated May 29,1985 (CLI-85-9, 21 NRC 1118),
the Commission. after extensive hearings in the restart proceeding. authorized
TMI-l to resume operation subject to certain conditions of operation. 10 CLI85-9, the Commission concluded:
In lum, the Commission has found that GPU Nuclear. the current Licensee at TMI·
I, represents a significantly improved organization over Metropolitan Edison Company in
terms of personnel, organizational structure, procedures, and resources. The Commission
is satisfied that the pre·accident management faults at TMI have been corrected such that
there is reasonable assurance that TMI·l can and will be safely operated. The Commission
also finds that none of the other concerns raised outside of this proceeding warrant separate
enforcement action to keep TMI-l shut down. Accordingly, the Commission is lifting the
immediate effectiveness of the shutdown Orders.

21 NRC at 1157. On October 2, 1985, the NRC Staff authorized the restart of
TMI-l pursuant to CLI-85-9.
1 ''P'lffi, Pam WlS a Bechtel employee, and Bechtel must bear primary responsibility for his harassment, although
GPUN bears responsibility (or actS o( its contractor." (Footnote 55, "The cleanup at TMI·2 is being conducted as
a joint effort by GPU Nuclear and its contractor Bechtel The limited direct involvement of GPUN employees in
any actS of harassment do not raise a significant safety issue because of the mnedia! IctS taken by GPU Nuclear
management, 8U Supp. No.5 [NUREG-0680, TMI·l Reston] at 13·9, and because of the limited nature of that
involvement.,,) "Second, there has been no showing of a widespread patcem of disaimination against more than
one individual Third, Robert Arnold, the major GPUN official involved, is no longer associated with TMI·l
activities. fuurth, these actS occurred at TMI-2, not TMI-l, and hence they ruate to the safe operation ofTMI·l
only insofu as there is an overlap of individuals or policies. The Ccmmission finds that the removal of Arnold
eliminates any such overlap. Fifth, Licensee has now adopted clear policies to prevent any future harassment or
intimidatim." 21 NRC It 329 & 0.55.
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Thus, the effect of Parks' allegations on operation of TMI-l already have
been considered and found by the Commission not to be a basis for preventing
operation of TMI-l.
In addition to consideration of the Parks' allegations in the TMI-l restart
proceeding, the Commission has taken enforcement action against GPUN based
on allegations of discrimination against Parks. On August 12, 1985, the Director,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement ~erved a Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (NOV) on GPUN. The NOV alleged that Richard
D. Parks was discriminated against for engaging in protected activities in
reporting safety problems to his management, requesting assistance from the
NRC, and commencing a proceeding with the Department of Labor. On March 4,
1986, after considering GPUN's response to the NOV, the Commission imposed
a civil penalty in the amount of $64,000.2

2.

Current TMI-l SALP Report

On October 24, 1986, the NRC issued a Systematic Assessment of Licensee
Performance (SALP) report for TMI-l for the period September 1985 through
April 1986. A SALP is an integrated NRC Staff effort to collect available
observations and data on a sampling and periodic basis and evaluate the
Licensee's performance based on this information.
Of eleven functional areas, six were rated a high level of performance
(Category 1), four were rated satisfactory performance (Category 2), and one
was rated minimally satisfactory (Category 3). The NRC's overall assessment is
that the Licensee has continued to demonstrate competent management and has
generally exercised effective control of activities.
A SALP report for the period May 1986 through October 1986 was issued on
January 5, 1987. Licensee response to the report has not been received. Eight of
the ratings of the eleven functional areas remained the same. Of the remaining
three, one improved from a category 2 to a category 1, another improved from
a category 3 to a category 2, and the third was not rated. The NRC's overall
assessment for that period is:
Overall, the licensee has continued to operate TMI-lsafely with a generally strong orientation
toward nuclear safety. The organization is comprised of highly-qualified and well-trained
personnel. Many licensee initiatives go beyond regulatory requirements.

2 On March 20, 1986. the Licensee mj1lested • hearing. A notice
p=enlly is in the discovery stage.
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or hearing was issued and

the proceeding

3.

Conclusion with Respect to TMI-1

For the reasons described above, the Parks allegations do not warrant "halting
all work" at TMI-l.
B.

TMI-2

1.

Safety Significance of Parks Allegations at TMI-2

After release of the 9/1/83 interim OI Report addressing the Parks allegations,
the Commission asked the NRC Staff to review the report. The Staff's technical
review (SECY 84-36) was sent to the Commission on January 25, 1984. The
Staff agreed with many of the findings of the OI Report and concluded:
The Staff is of the opinion that separate organizations operating semi.independently on the
cleanup effort during the time period that was under investigation contributed significantly
to the management deficiencies and instances of administrative noncompliance. The licensee
has undergone an extensive reorganization integrating GPUN and contractor organizations
under one management organization. As of November I, 1983, this reorganization has
been essentially completed. In addition, the licensee has subsequently introduced a new
administrative procedural system to improve control of the cleanup activities.
As noted above, the 01 Report did not attempt and was not .expected to evaluate the
safety significance of the instances of procedural noncompliance or the management defi·
ciencies. An evaluation of safety significance has been conducted to place the deficiencies in
perspective. The Staff, after a careful evaluation. has concluded that the specific deficiencies
in plant activities or modifications covered by the 01 report, particularly the refurbishment
of the polar crane, did not result in a significant increase in the risk to public health and
safety.

On January 9, 1985, after extensive safety review, the NRC approved use of the
polar crane to its load rating capacity of 170 tons.l

2.

Recovery Quality Assurance Plan for TMI-2

One of the principal allegations by Parks dealt with the adequacy of the GPUN
Quality Assurance/Quality Control Department. After issuance of the technical
review (SECY 84-36) of the September 1983 Interim OI Report, the Stafr
conducted a special inspection on the implementation of the GPUN Recovery
Quality Assurance Plan (RQAP) for TMI-2. The purpose of this inspection
was to examine and assess the effectiveness of the Licensee's management
controls as promulgated in the RQAP. The RQAP describes the Licensee's

lLetter fran BJ. Snyder. Program Director. Three Mile bland Program Office. Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulatioo. to OPU Nuclear Corporatioo (Ianul!)' 9. 1985).
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formal program to assure that the requirements of applicable regulations, codes,
and standards are applied in plant modifications, systems, and activities that are
determined to be important to safety or nuclear safety related, to ensure the
health and safety of the public and site personnel. In addition to examining
the implementation of the RQAP, the inspectors examined the management
controls that are applied to modifications, systems, and activities classified as
not important to safety. That inspection (50-320/84-12, dated October 10, 1984)
found that there is an extensive, detailed, and largely effective QA program at
TMI-2.

3.

Enforcement Actions at TMI·2

On February 3, 1984, the Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) issued a
Notice of Violation (NOV) for several procedural control violations that involved
the failure of GPUN to adequately control activities to ensure compliance with
GPUN-approved procedures for refurbishment of the reactor building polar
crane. Since the Staff found that each procedural violation was of minor safety
significance which, if left uncorrected, could lead to more serious concerns, the
violations were characterized in the aggregate as a Severity Level IV problem in
accordance with the Enforcement Policy, 10 CF.R. Part 2, Appendix C. GPUN
responded to the NOV on February 28, 1984, setting out corrective actions that
had been taken and others proposed for future implementation. By letter from
Richard C. DeYoung, Director of IE, to GPU Nuclear on April 18, 1984, the
NRC acknowledged those corrective actions and indicated that the Staff would
review those actions in future inspections.
GPUN advised the NRC by letters dated October 5, 1984, and October 8,
1984, that a modification had been made to the reactor building polar crane
without proper engineering review and documentation. This modification, made
in 1982, involved the addition of a hand release mechanism which had been
found to directly affect the operation of the polar crane main hoist brakes. The
Office of Investigations (01) investigated this matter. The OI report was issued
on September 23, 1985.
On September 29, 1986, the Staff issued an NOV and proposed imposition
of civil penalty in the amount of $40,000 as a result of the modification to the
main hoist brakes of the polar crane which was carried out without following the
required GPUN-approved procedures. The NRC recognized in that enforcement
action that the addition of the hand release mechanism appeared to be another
more serious example of the original violations in which modifications were
made to the reactor building polar crane without proper engineering review
and documentation. The Staff concluded that GPUN and Bechtel Northern
Corporation personnel were aware of the requirements to comply with GPUNapproved procedures and that Bechtel was not complying with them with regard
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to refurbishment of the polar crane. The Staff concluded. therefore, that the
violation apparently was willful and, in accordance with the General Statement
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions, categorized the violation
as a Severity Level III. On October 29, 1986, GPUN paid the $40,000 civil
penalty.

4.

Current TMI-2 SALP Report

On May 8, 1986, the NRC issued a SALP report for TMI-2 for the period
May I, 1984, to February 28, 1986.
Six of the functional areas that were examined in detail have some relationship to the allegations raised by Mr. Parks. These are (1) shutdown plant operations/defueling preparations, (2) radiological controls, (3) effluent monitoring
and control, (4) quality assurance, (5) maintenance, and (6) design, engineering,
and modifications. Four out of the six categories were rated as a high level
of performance (Category 1) and two as a satisfactory performance (Category
2). The SALP concluded that:
Overall, the licensee has carried out its cleanup and shutdown activities in a safe and
technically competent manner. The licensee's emphasis on safety has been demonstrated by
a conservative approach and a generally high degree of management involvement in lMI-2
issues.

S.

Conclusion with Respect to TMI-2

For the reasons described above, the Parks allegations do not warrant halting
all work at TMI-2.
CONCLUSION
The allegations made by Mr. Parks in March 1983 concerning implementation
of the quality assurance program at TMI-2 do not warrant the halting of all work
at TMI Units 1 and 2. Petitioners' request is denied. A copy of this Decision
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will be filed with the Secretary for the Commission's review in accordance with
10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations.
Frank J. Miraglia, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this '6th day of March 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
Harold R. Denton, Director

In the MaHer of

Docket No. 50·344

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY, et al.
(Trojan Nuclear Plant)

March 5, 1987

By Petition dated November 3, 1986, submitted pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206,
John Arum, on behalf of Forelaws On Board, Elaine KeIIey, and Lloyd K. Marbet
(petitioners) requested the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to institute a
proceeding to suspend the operating license of the Trojan Nuclear Plant, to hold
public hearings on such a proceeding, and to suspend immediately the operating
license for the Trojan facility pending completion of such a proceeding. The
Petitioners alleged that the Portland General Electric Company, the Licensee,
failed to disclose the magnitude and extent of certain seismic design deficiencies
in the walls of the control building and the turbine building, and diesel generator
enclosures.
The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denied Petitioners'
requests because the Petitioners raised technical issues that the Licensee, the
Staff, and other parties had resolved in proceedings before the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, and
the Petitioners had submitted no new information that would cause the Staff to
alter its previous decisions.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

PETITIONS UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, having already considered and resolved
the technical issues that a petitioner raises, need not reconsider those issues if
the petitioner provides no new information. See Northern Indiana Public Service
Co. (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear·l), CLI·78·7, 7 NRC 429,434 (1978),
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afr d sub nom. Porter County Chapter of the lzaac Walton League of America
v. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
By Petition dated November 3, 1986,1 John Arum, on behalf of Forelaws
On Board, Elaine Kelley, and Lloyd K. Marbet (petitioners) requested the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to institute a proceeding to suspend the
operating license of the Trojan Nuclear Plant, to hold public hearings on such
a proceeding, and to suspend immediately the operating license for the Trojan
facility pending completion of such a proceeding. (petition at 1, 7).2 By letter
dated December 16, 1986, the NRC acknowledged receipt of the Petition and
denied Petitioners' request for immediate suspension of the Trojan Nuclear Plant
operating license. The instant Decision addresses in detail Petitioners' technical
and regulatory concerns.
The Petitioners allege that the Portland General Electric Company (Licensee)
failed to disclose to the NRC conditions that undermine the safety of the Trojan
facility in case of a seismic event The Petitioners allege that the Licensee failed
to disclose the magnitude and extent of certain design deficiencies at the Trojan
facility, specifically alleging structural deficiencies in the walls of the control
building and the turbine building, and the diesel generator enclosures. The Petitioners allege that because of these deficiencies, the Licensee has not satisfied the
General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix
A (1986), and the Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,
10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A (1986). Furthermore, the Petitioners allege that
the facility is not designed to withstand the safe shutdown earthquake. In addition to alleging that the Licensee failed to disclose this information to the NRC,
the Petitioners allege that the Licensee violated the reporting requirements of 10
C.F.R. Part 21 (1986). The NRC has thoroughly investigated and evaluated the
masonry wall design at Trojan. Public proceedings were conducted on these de-

1 Request for Institutim of Proceeding to Suspend Operating License (Petition).
21n support of the Petition, Petitioners submiued a number of documents. Petitioners state that Portland General
Electric and Bechtel Corpontion agreed not to disclose these documents. (Petition at 2) By lctten dated NovClllber
24, 1986, the NRC notified Ponland General Electric and Bechtel of the NRC', receipt of the documents attached
to the Petition. By 1ettm dated December 11, 1986, and December IS, 1986, Bechtel Corpontion and Ponland
General Electric Company, respectively, informed the NRC thlt those documents arc lubject to a protective order
issued in the case of Portla""- G~1Ura1 Electric CO. II. B~chtel Corp., and requested the NRC to refnin from making
them available to the public. PorllQlld General Ellctric CO. II. Bechlel Corp., Civ. No. 79·103 BE (D. Or. Iune
29,1979).
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sign issues between 1978 and 1981. As explained below, the NRC has resolved
all the technical concerns the Petition raises. Therefore, the Petition provides no
basis to suspend operation of the Trojan Nuclear Plant For reasons discussed
below, I deny Petitioners' requests.
DISCUSSION
The major areas of technical concern, as expressed in the Petition, can be
summarized as follows:
A. Calculational errors in the design of masonry block shear walls
(petition at 3);
B. Inadequate analytic modeling of structures resulting in inadequate
resistance to seismic forces in the control building complex and the
turbine building (id. at 2, 3);
C. Seismic inadequacy of the double wythe block walls of the control
building complex and the turbine building due to:
1. Discontinuity of the steel reinforcing rebar within the walls (id. at
3); and,
2. Void space in the concrete grout used to fill the space between
the wythes and connect them (id. at 4); and,
D. Seismic inadequacy of the double wythe block waIls of the diesel
generator enclosures due to void space in the concrete grout used to
fill the space between the wYthes and connect them (id.).
While Trojan was shut down for refueling in April 1978, the Bechtel Power
Corporation (Bechtel), architect-engineer for the Licensee, studied the feasibility
of cutting an opening and installing a security window in a wall of the control
building. During this evaluation, Bechtel identified potential design errors with
respect to the shear waIls of the Trojan facility's control building. As the
NRC stated in its Order for Modification of License, the Licensee promptly
reported this potential nonconformance to the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation on April 14, 1978. 43 Fed. Reg. 23,768 (1978). The NRC Staff's
ensuing investigation of the matter led it to conclude that, as a result of those
errors, the design of the control building did not meet the operating basis
earthquake' seismic criteria. At the same time, however, the Staff determined

3The "Operating Basis Earthquake" is defined as follows:
(d) The "Operating Basis Earthquake" is lhat earthquake which. considering the regional and local
geology and seismology and IpecifiC chancterlstics of local subsurface material. coold reasonably be
expected to affect the plant site during the operating life of the plant; it is that earthquake which produces
the vibntory growth [.ric] motion for which those features of the nuclear power plant necessary for
cmtinued opention without undue ri&k to the health Ind ••fety of the public In: de.rigned to """ain

functimal
(Collli.-d)
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that there was adequate assurance of safety in the event of a safe shutdown
earthquake4 and that the plant could be shut down safely in such an event,
notwithstanding the design errors. 43 Fed. Reg. 23,768 at 23,769 (1978).
On May 26, 1978, the NRC's Acting Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
issued an Order for Modification of License that directed the Licensee to perform
modifications to the control building to bring it into substantial compliance with
the requirements of the operating license. 43 Fed. Reg. 23,768 (1978). The order
stated that the Staff was preparetl to allow the interim resumption of operation
of the reactor pending the completion of the modifications, provided that the
Licensee observed certain conditions. The order gave the right to a hearing to
the Licensee or any other person whose interest might be affected by the order.
Several organizations and individuals successfully petitioned for intervention
and for a hearing. In addition, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (Board)
granted the State of Oregon leave to participate in the proceeding under the
interested State provisions of 10 C.P.R. §2.715(c) (l978).
The Board divided the proceeding into two phases. In Phase I, the Board
considered the safety of interim operation prior to modification of the control
building. In Phase II, the Board considered the proposed modifications from a
safety standpoint The Board took evidence over a total of 15 hearing days on
whether the facility should be allowed to operate pending a determination of
the precise nature of the required modifications.
On December 21, 1978, the Board rendered a partial initial decision on the
interim operation question (phase I). LBP-78-40, 8 NRC 717 (l978), aff'd,
ALAB-534, 9 NRC 287 (l979). Based on its findings, the Board concluded that
reasonable assurance existed that interim plant operation would not endanger
the public health and safety so long as the license amendment authorizing such
operation. contained the following conditions:
no modification which may reduce the strength of the existing shear walls shall
be made without prior NRC approval; and
(b) in the event that an eanhquake occurs that exceeds the facility criteria for a
O.OSg peak ground acceleration at the plant site, the facility shall be brought to
a cold shutdown condition and be inspected to determine the effects, if any, of
the eanhquake. Operation cannot resume under these circumstances without prior
NRC approvaL
(a)

Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power P1ants, 10 C.F.R. Plrt 100, Appendix A. § med) (1986). The
FInal Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for the Trojan facility defines Trojan" operating basis earthquake IS an
earthquake with peak ground lcce.Icration of O.IS,. (FSAR § 3.7.)
4The "Safe Shutdown Earthqualce" is defined IS follows:
(c) The "Slfe Shutdown Earthquake" 135 is that earthquake which is based upon an evaluation of the
maximum caMquake potential considering the segionaland local geology and seismology and specific
characteristics of local .ubsurl'ICC material. It is that earthquake which pmduccs the mlximum vibratorY
ground motion for which certain IUUCtUres, systems. and components are designed to remain functional
10 c.P.R. Part 100, Appendix A, § ID(e) (1986). The FSAR defines the safe ahutdown earthquake for the Trojan
flcility as an earthquake with peak ground acce.Icration ofO.2S,. (FSAR §3.8.).
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8 NRC at 748.
The Board further directed:
Operation of the Trojan facility pursuant to this amendment may commence only after
completion of such additions and modifications of pipe supports and pipe restraints, as
are necessary to assure that piping systems within the Control, Auxiliary. and Fuel Building
Complex required for safe shutdown and to maintain offsite doses from accidents to within the
guidelines of 10 c.P.R. Part 100. are qualified to withstand eartbqualces up to and including
the O.25g SSE.

1d.

During the course of the proceeding, structural concerns relating to the capability of certain masonry walls to withstand imposed piping loads were also
identified. This came to be labeled the "wall problem." Because of delays in
conducting an evidentiary hearing on Phase n and because of the Board's concerns over the wall problem, the Board entered a modification of its December
1978 decision precluding resumption of operation pending further order from
the Board. LBP-79-32, 10 NRC 699 (1979). (frojan was already shut down at
that time for an unrelated reason.)
The Board held the Phase n hearing in Portland, Oregon, during March and
April of 1980. On July 11, 1980, the Board rendered an initial decision on
the control building modifications (phase II). LBP-80-20, 12 NRC 77 (1980),
. appeal dismissed, ALAB-627, 13 NRC 20 (1981). Based on its findings, the
Board concluded that (1) the proposed modifications would satisfy the May 26,
1978 order by bringing the control building into substantial compliance with
the requirements of the operating license and by restoring the intended design
margins; (2) the wall problem had been adequately explored and resolved; and
(3) the resumption of power operation, as stipulated by the license conditions,
would not endanger the health and safety of the public. 12 NRC at 100, Ill. The
decision also imposed requirements upon the conduct of the control building
modification program. [d. at 112-16.
The Staff continued its extensive involvement with the resolution of the wall
problem and on May 27, 1986, informed the Licensee by letter that the Staff
had concluded that all modifications had been completed and that there was
reasonable assurance that the safety-related masonry walls would withstand the
specified design load conditions. The control building complex and safety-related
masonry block walls, as currently built, meet the requirements of the operating
license.
The Staff's Order for Modification of License, 43 Fed. Reg. 23,768 (1978),
the Board's partial initial decision, LBP-78-40, supra, and the Board's initial decision, LBP-80-20, supra. discuss in detail and resolve all Petitioner's technical
concerns. In particular, the Board specifically considered steel rebar discontinuity and wall strength miscalculation in its initial decision. LBP-80-20, 12 NRC at
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86. The Board considered concrete material properties, including void space, in
both of its decisions.Id. at 94, 95; LBP-78-40, supra, 8 NRC at 729. Moreover,
the Board thoroughly analyzed the recalculation of the control building walls'
resistance to seismic forces throughout its opinions. As the preceding analysis
demonstrates, the NRC has extensively considered the Petitioners' technical concerns, including public hearings. The Commission, having already considered
and resolved those concerns, is not required to reconsider them in a case such
as this, in which Petitioners provide no new information. See Northern Indiana
Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear-I), CLI-78-7, 7 NRC
429, 434 (1978), aff'd sub nom. Porter County Chapter of the Izaac Walton
League of America v. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
In summary, the Petition does not express any technical concern that the Staff
or the Board did not consider during the past proceedings, nor did it provide
any new information that would cause the Staff to alter its previous conclusions.
In addition to the technical concerns addressed above, Petitioners allege
that the Licensee violated the reporting requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 21.1 by
failing to inform the NRC of the defects in the control building wall design and
construction in 1978. As described above, the Licensee did inform the NRC of
these problems on April 14, 1978. The Petition contains no information, other
than Petitioners' unsupported allegation, indicating that the Licensee violated
§ 21.1 by not reporting the defects in the control building walls. Consequently,
there is no basis for any NRC action on the allegation of a violation of § 21.1.
CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing discussion, I have determined that the Petitioners'
claims that the Licensee has not satisfied the requirements of the General Design
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, 10 C.P.R. Part 50, Appendix A (1986),
and the Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, 10
C.P.R. Part 100, Appendix A (1986), and that the Licensee violated the reporting
requirements of 10 C.P.R. Part 21 (l982), are not supported. Thus, the Petition
provides no adequate basis for ordering the shutdown of the 1i'ojan Nuclear
Plant. I hereby deny the Petitioners' request for proceedings to suspend the
operating license of the 1i'ojan Nuclear Plant pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
(1986).
The NRC will place a copy of this determination in the Commission's Public
Document Room at 1717 H St, NW, Washington, DC 20555, and in the Local
Public Document Room for the 1i'ojan Nuclear Plant located at the Multnomah
County Library, 801 SW 10th Ave., Portland, OR. A copy of this document will
also be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for its review in accordance
with 10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c) (1986) of the Commission's regulations.
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In accordance with § 2.206(c) (1986) of the Commission's Rules of Practice,
this Decision will constitute the final action of the Commission twenty-five
(25) days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own motion
institutes review of this Decision within that time.
Frank J. Miraglia, Acting
Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 6th day of March, 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Hugh L. Thompson, Jr., Director

Docket No. 70-364

In the Matter of
BABCOCK & WILCOX
(Parks TownshIp, Pennsylvania
Facility)

March 13,1987

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards denies
petitions filed by Frances L. MunIco and Mildred E. Chelko requesting action
with regard to the Babcock and Wilcox Parks Township facility. The Petitioners
requested that a proceeding be instituted to revoke the license for the facility and
that the site be cleaned up, and Ms. Chelko further requested that any other site
that contained material from previous activities or licenses be cleaned up. The
Petitioners had asserted that present and past releases and residual contamination
from activities at the facility posed a threat to their health and safety and.
in addition, Ms. Munko asserted that since the Licensee had terminated fuel
production operations at the facility. this constituted the end of plant life and
necessitated decontamination of the facility for release to unrestricted use.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

SHOW. CAUSE PROCEEDING

Where petitioners have not provided the factual basis for their request with
the specificity required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.206, action need not be taken on their
request.

AEA:

SCOPE OF INTERESTS PROTECTED

The Commission has determined that the NRC need not consider psychological impact or mental stress to the public in exercising its regulatory responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act
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NEPA:

SCOPE OF INTERESTS PROTECTED

The Supreme Court has held that the NRC need not consider psychological
impact or mental stress to the public under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA).

AEA:

SCOPE OF INTERESTS PROTECTED

Absent any basis for application of financial protection under § 170, protection
of economic interests is not within the scope of the Atomic Energy Act.

DffiECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
On July 31, 1986, Frances L. Munko filed petitions pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.206 requesting that the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), and the Director
of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) institute a
proceeding to revoke the license for the Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Parks
Township, Pennsylvania facility and to require that the site be cleaned up. On
August I, 1986, Mildred E. Chelko filed petitions pursuant to § 2.206 requesting
that the Director of IE and the Director of NMSS institute a proceeding for the
same purpose and, in addition, require that any other site that contains material
or waste from B&W's previous activities and licenses be cleaned up.
The Petitioners assert as a basis for their requests that present and past
releases and residual contamination from licensed activities at the facility pose
a threat to their health and safety. In addition, Ms. Munko asserts that since
the Licensee has terminated fuel production operations at the Parks Township
facility, this constitutes the end of plant life and that, in accordance with License
Condition 22, B&W must decontaminate the facility so that it can be released for
unrestricted use. Ms. Chelko further asserts that the ultrahazardous operations
conducted at the facility have caused the value of her property to decline. She
also expresses concern that there are no NRC or Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulatory limits governing the maximum amount of radioactivity
that may be in the soil on her property.
The petitions have been appropriately referred to me for a decision. fur the
reasons given below, I have concluded that the Petitioners' requests should be
denied.
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DISCUSSION
Background
The Parks Township facility was established as a commercial venture by
Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation in 1960, principally to design,
develop, and fabricate nuclear fuels and sources containing plutonium. Other
activities such as byproduct source preparation and hafnium metal production
were added later. In 1967, the license authorizing these activities was transferred
to a subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Company, which continued these activities
until 1971, when this subsidiary was purchased and the license acquired by
Babcock & Wilcox. A plant to process high-enriched uranium fuel materials
was authorized by license amendment dated June 20, 1973, after completion
of appropriate safety and environmental reviews. These high-enriched uranium
operations were discontinued by B&W in 1978.
In 1980, B&W decided to discontinue plutonium fuel fabrication, and embarked on a program to decontaminate the building in which this activity had
been conducted. All plutonium processing equipment was removed and shipped
for disposal, thus removing the major fraction of the plutonium contamination
associated with the fuel processing operations. B&W's license was amended
on December 9, 1981, after NRC review and issuance of a Safety Evaluation
Report (SER) to delete authority to conduct fuel processing operations. Concurrently, B&W decided to undertake new activities involving the servicing,
repair, refurbishment, and decontamination of nuclear reactor components and
equipment (designated as nuclear service operations), and on October 18, 1983,
after appropriate NRC reviews and issuance of an SER, B&W's license was
amended to authorize receipt of nuclear reactor components for decontamination and refurbishment. Nuclear service operations now comprise the bulk of
the work at the Parks Township facility, and building decontamination activities
continue also.
On October 31, 1984, B&W requested authority to operate a Volume
Reduction Services Facility (VRSF) that would use portions of the plutonium
building to receive and reduce, by either use of a hydraulic high-force compactor
or by incineration, low-level radioactive wastes principally from other licensees
prior to return to the Originator, or shipment for disposal. On July 24, 1985,
the Commission ordered that an informal hearing be held on this request. A
hearing was held before an Administrative Judge on September 30 to October
2, 1986, during which fourteen complaints related to the proposed VRSF were
considered. In a decision issued December 23, 1986, LBP-86-40, 24 NRC 841,
the Judge found inter alia that, in spite of compliance problems during the
early years of its operation of the facility, B&W had become a responsible
licensee with a very good record of compliance during the past 10 years.ld. at
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867. The Judge authorized the Director of NMSS to issue an amendment to
B&W's license authorizing operation of the VRSF utilizing the compactor.1 On
December 31, 1986, this amendment was issued.
The Petitioners raise several issues as a basis for their request for relief. For
the most part, however, the Petitioners have not provided the factual basis
for their request with the specificity required by § 2.206, and for this reason,
action need not be taken on their request. See, e.g., Philadelphia Electric
Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), DD-85-11, 22 NRC 149,
154 (1985). Nonetheless, the issues raised in the petitions have been evaluated
to the extent possible without further specificity. As discussed below, there is
no basis to take the actions requested.
Releases from Licensed Activities and Residual Contamination
The Petitioners assert that past releases and residual contamination from licensed activities are a threat to their health and safety and have caused them
mental stress. However, the Petitioners provide no information regarding any
particular conditions or events that might have caused releases of radioactive
materials from the Parks Township facility that would have resulted in concentrations in air or water in unrestricted areas exceeding NRC limits, or that
would have resulted in offsite residual contamination. The NRC has reviewed
the records maintained by the Licensee during site inspections and the semiannual effluent monitoring reports submitted by the Licensee. These indicate
that the NRC annual limits specified in 10 C.F.R. Part 20 have not been exceeded by B&W off site or at the site boundary. Offsite monitoring of air, water,
soil, and vegetation by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania over the past 10
years has confirmed the information in these records. Furthermore, Oak Ridge
Associated Universities (ORAU), in a study performed in 1981-82, found no
evidence that radioactive materials in waste had migrated out of the trenches
where the waste had been buried by the former licensees. See "Radiological
Assessment of the Parks Township Burial Site (Babcock & Wilcox), Leechburg,
Pennsylvania" (December 1982).
By letter dated October 17, 1986, the Licensee responded to the petitions
submitted by Ms. Munko and Ms. Chelko, and submitted information regarding
past releases from the facility. The information provided by B&W supports the
facts documented above.
Based on the available information, there is no merit to the Petitioners'
assertion that past releases occurred or residual contaminations exist as a result of
activities that have been conducted at the Parks Township facility which would
1 The Judge held that the amendment authorizing operation of the incinentor would not be issued until certain
testing was completed and olber emditims had been meL
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pose a threat to their health and safety. Consequently, these unsubstantiated
concerns do not provide an adequate basis for granting the relief requested by
the Petitioners.1

Decontamination of the Facility
Ms. Munko asserts that since the Licensee has terminated fuel production
operations, this corresponds to the end of plant life as defined in 10 C.P.R. Part
70, and the plant, therefore, should be decontaminated in accordance with
License Condition 22.
Sections 30.36 and 70.38 of 10 C.F.R. provide that each licensee shall request
termination of its license when it decides to terminate all activities involving
materials authorized under the license, shall terminate use of such material,
and shall remove radioactive contamination to the extent practicable. License
Condition 22 provides that B&W shall decontaminate the Parks Township
facility at the end of plant life so that the facility and grounds can be released
for unrestricted use. The intent of these regulations and license condition is to
prevent abandonment of the facility without decontamination prior to license
termination.
As described above, following cessation of fuel processing operations in
1980, B&W has been actively engaged in nuclear service operations at the Park
Township facility, and has requested authority to conduct low-level waste volume
reduction. Thus, it is clear that B&W has not decided to terminate all licensed
activities at the facility. The term "end of plant life," as used in License Condition
22, is meant to refer to the cessation of all licensed activities. Consequently, there
is no merit to the Petitioner's assertion that the Licensee should be required to
complete decontamination of the facility at this time.

Limits of Radioactivity in Soil
Ms. Chelko expresses concern regarding the lack of NRC or EPA regulatory
limits governing the maximum amount of radioactivity that may be in the soil of
her property. Although there are no NRC or applicable EPA regulations specifically governing the maximum amount of radioactivity in soil, nevertheless, there
are limits upon the radioactivity that may be released into the environment, as set
forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 20. As indicated above, there is no indication that these
2 Petitioners argue thlt such releases and cmllmination hive caused them mental.lress as well as threatened their
health and safety. tn this regard. the Canmission has determined that the NRC need not consider psychological
impact or mcntalllresS to the public in exercising its regulatory responsibilities under the Atanic Energy Act. 111
r. MtlrOpoliltJlI Ediro1l Co. (Three Mile Islmd Nuclear Station. Unit 1), CU.S2-6, IS NRC 4f11 (1982). The
Supreme Court funher held thlt the NRC need not cmsider these flctors under the Nltional Envimunental Policy
Act (NEPA). Mttropolilatl Ediso1l Co. 1/. PtOPU AgaiflSt Nut:uar EMrgy, 460 U.S. 766 (1983).
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limits have been exceeded. In addition, the NRC has published guidelines for
concentrations of uranium and thorium in soil, See 46 Fed. Reg. 52,061 (OCL 23,
1981). Furthermore, the results of the 1982 ORAU study discussed above indicated that radioactivity in soil at locations surrounding the Parks Township
facility was at background levels and well within the guidelines set by the NRC.

Effects of Operations on Property Value
Ms. CheIko asserts that ultrahazardous operations conducted at the Parks
Township facility have caused the value of her property to decrease. In support
of this assertion, she has submitted an appraisal done on neighboring property
which shows that it sold at a price approximately 13% below its appraised value.
Absent any basis for application of financial protection under § 170, protection
of economic interests is not within the scope of the Atomic Energy Act. See,
e.g .• Portland General Electric Co. (pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and
2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614 (1976); Long Island Lighting Co, (Jamesport
Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 631, 638 (1975).3
Accordingly, any decrease in property value that may be incidental to the
licensed activities by B&W does not afford a basis for taking the action requested
by the Petitioner.
CONCLUSION
fur the reasons stated in this Decision, the Petitioners' requests that I institute
a proceeding to revoke the license for B&W's Parks Township facility and
require that the site be cleaned up are denied.4

3 As there is no evidencc of Illy nuclear incident, Illy financial protection requited IIIId ... § 170 would not be
available.
4 Ms. OIe1ko requests that any other aite containing material or waste fran B&W', previous activities and licenses
be cleaned up. The Petitioner has not provided any information al to which lites require auch action or set forth
any apcciIic facts that provide the basis Cor this conccm. See limerick, supra, 22 NRC at 154. The NRC is aWIre
only one other aite in the area containing mat...w or waste Cran B&W'I previous activities and licenses. That site
is B&W', Apollo, Pennsylvania C,cility where unnium fuel Cabrication has been conducted IIIId ... NRC license
No. SNM·145. The aite is cumntly being decontaminated by the liccnscc, although B&W has indicated that
it plans to request NRC authority for conducting other licensed activities at the Cacility. Funh... action on the
Petitimer', request is therefore not wamnted.

or
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A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission
for the Commission's review in accordance with 10 C.P.R. § 2.206(c).
For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Hugh L. Thompson, Jr., Director
Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards,
Dated at Silver Spring, Maryland,
this 12th day of March 1987.
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The Commission undertakes sua sponte review of the issue of whether a
low-power license may issue before a utility applicant submits a mdiological
emergency plan for the facility's entire plume exposure pathway emergency
planning zone. The Commission determines that low-power operation should
not be authorized until the applicant has submitted an emergency plan for the
plume exposure emergency planning zone, even though a demonstmtion of
offsite emergency preparedness is not required for low-power operation. The
Commission believes that in the special circumstances of this case, it is
sound regulatory policy to require the filing of a complete mdiological offsite
emergency plan prior to issuance of any operating license, including a lowpower license, for Seabrook.
The Commission distinguishes the issues it faced in its review of the
Shoreham proceeding where a utility offsite emergency plan had been filed,
but where uncertainty existed regarding the merits of the emergency plan. The
Commission notes that submittal of a complete offsite pIan makes possible a
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summary review to determine if adequate emergency planning is at least possible
for Seabrook.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
INTRODUCTION
This decision completes the Commission's review of a single issue: whether
a utility applicant must submit a radiological emergency plan (either a governmental plan or a utility plan) for the entire plume exposure pathway emergency
planning zone (EPZ) for the facility before the Commission may issue any
operating license, including one conditioned to permit only fuel loading or
operations at less than 5% power. It is uncontroverted that when this issue came
before the Commission no plan had. been submitted for that entire portion of
Massachusetts that is situated within the boundaries of Seabrook Station's EPZ
and constitutes roughly one-third of the EPZ.l
In its January 9, 1987 order (unpublished) announcing that it was undertaking
review sua sponte,2 the Commission said that it believed it could decide the issue
presented on the basis of the previously filed briefs. Nonetheless, the parties
were permitted a full round of briefing, if they wished it.3
As we discuss below, on consideration of the views of the parties, the Commission has decided not to affirm the Appeal Board's decision. In so doing, we
have decided to take no action with respect to the outstanding license for fuel
,.

IOn the eve of affinnin, this decision the Commission received notification fnm PSNH that it was rubmittin, •
utility emergency plan for that portion of the EPZ that lies In Massachusetts. In that light, PSNH ruggested that
the instant review is moot and zequested the Commission to lift its atsy. In view of the lateness of PSNH', motion,
and the policy importance of the matter under Canmission consideration, the Canmission has decided to proceed
with its decision, and to treat PSNH'. motion IS a zequest to vacate todoy'. decision on grounds of mootness
and to vacate the atsy on the ground that the concerns that underlie the atsy have been alleviated. Views of the
parties on the question of moOlness and any ccher mattes relevant to the maintenance of the atsy arc zequiled on
the following schedule:
All answem frtm other than NRC Staff - filed by April 28, 1987
NRC Stalhnswer- filed by May I, 1987.
2 Massachusetts Anomey General Bellotti petitioned for review IS Commission consideration of sua sponte review
wu under way. Inclined to have this matter decided at the Commission level. the Commission decided not to delay
its .sua.sponte decision for the process to consider pleadings for and against review. In that Massachusetts sought
review of the lime isllUC, its petition is In effect granted. In its filing before us New England Coalition for Nuclear
Pollution (NECNP) sought among ccher things =nsideration of the Commission', SlwreluJ", decision. The
Commission declines NECNP', Invitation and specifically limits its review to the issue specified.
3The followln, parties participated In the permissive briefing ,chedule: Attorney General Bellotti of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (later rubstituting Attorney General Shannon), Seacoast Anti·PoIlution League
(SAPL), NECNP, Town of Hampton, PSNH. and the NRC lUff.
We also note =lpt of a brief amicus curiae rubmiucd by fonner Senator Guy Hart. The brief did not address
the ,pcciJic issue on which we accepted review.
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loading and precriticality testing4 because there is no safety benefit to be derived
from removing the fuel; moreover, fairness suggests in any event the need for
a Commission decision on PSNH's mootness motion before taking any such
action regarding the outstanding license. Today's decision is fully applicable to
any license for Seabrook that authorizes criticality and low-power operation.

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
The Applicant and the NRC Staff argue for affirmance of the decision under
review. They urge that in promulgating its rule on submittal of emergency plan
applications, 10 C.F.R. § 50.33(g), the Commission never intended to establish
submittal of offsite emergency plans as a licensing requirement independent
of the ultimate required findings on the plans. They further contend that
10 C.F.R. § 50.47(d), which eliminates findings on the adequacy of offsite
emergency planning as a precondition to issuance of a license for low-power
operation, makes it clear that emergency plans need not be submitted by that
stage. Finally, they can find no policy reason to support such a requirement.
On the other side, some or all of Intervenors (Massachusetts' incumbent
Attorney General Shannon, NECNP, SAPL, and the Town of Hampton) argue
that the express language of the rules requires plan submittal, while express
language of § 50.47(d) does not list submittal of an emergency plan as one of
the requirements to be omitted from consideration when licensing for low-power
operations. They argue that sound policy favors a requirement for a substantially
complete application - that the Applicant do all that it can do - before the
risks and disadvantages of low-power testing are permitted. This is so; they
say, because so long as an adequate plan for Massachusetts is required, until
it is at least filed, issuance of a full-power license cannot at all be reasonably
anticipated.'

DECISION
This is a matter of first impression. We find no evidence that the Commission
has ever before specifically considered by when the applicants must submit the

4 A license fot fue1load and precritica1ity !eating was granted and was appealed. While the Appeal Board denied
• Ny request made by the Attorney General of Massachusetts, it expedited n:view presumably 10 thlt the matter
could be =olved, if possible, in advance of readiness for low.power !eating.
'lntcrveno%! also suggest that CongteSl itself has found utility in requiring submittal of an application befOIe
allowing low-power!eating as is evidenced by the structure of § 192 of the Atomic Energy Act.lntcrvenotS proffer
various other policy c:onsideratims that they believe ate SCIVed by requiring early submittal of plans, including In
in=ent of additimsl lafety as • =u1t of early planning. less pressuIe on FEMA, and expeditim of heatings.
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emergency plan.1i The statements of consideration and discussion of proposed
rules §§ 50.33(g) and 50.47(d) include no insight on this issue. Nor has any
licensing hearing presented this question.
It is contended by those seeking affirmance of ALAB-853, 24 NRC 711
(1986), that the Commission's Shoreham decision governs this matter. The
issues in .Shoreham were raised in connection with alleged grave uncertainty
about whether eventual findings on the submitted Long Island Lighting Company
(LILCO) emergency plan would support issuance of a full-power license. In that
context the Commission noted that low-power testing has independent benefits,
including the avoidance of potential delay if and when a full-power license is
issued, and that the earlier low-power testing was initiated the more likely that its
full benefits would be reaped on a timely basis. The Commission concluded that
disputes about the eventual decision on the merits of issues under consideration
for a full-power license should generally not interfere with the low-power testing.
But the disputes that fueled the controversy in Shoreham were, by their nature,
litigation and political disputes. And, as noted by the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit, we observed in regard to Shoreham, "the
outcome of litigation and political conflicts frequently surrounding the grant
of a final license is particularly speculative." Cuomo v. NRC, 772 F.2d 972,
976 (D.C. Cir. 1985). The emergency planning uncertainty at Shoreham could
have changed favorably or adversely at any time as viewpoints changed or
as accommodations were reached. This is characteristic of many matters in
litigation, and the Commission properly declined to regard the existence of such
litigation as a factor precluding issuance of a low-power license. But the issue
before us in Seabrook is distinguishable from Shoreham - here we deal not
with speculation as to the outcome of hearing litigation, but with the conclusions
to be derived from the proposition that some of the materials that normally are
essential to support a full-power license under our regulations were missing.
As summarized above, arguments based on the language of the rules have
been made by both sides. We acknowledge that there is some merit to both
sides' positions, and we commend the Appeal Board for its careful analysis of
the question. But the question before us is not a strictly legal one, but rather
a question of regulatory policy which ultimately we alone should decide. In
the special circumstances of this case our judgment is that sound policy favors
requiring the filing of a state, local, or utility plan before any operating license
is issued, including a license confined to fuel loading or low-power testing.
In Shoreham, we specifically observed that the emergency planning issues
raised there did "not appear to us to be categorically unresolvable," Long Island
Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), CLI-83-17, 17 NRC
liThe Canmiuion believes that it is Ibundantly clear that I plan must It lome time be lubmitted. and considers
thlt the Issue raised Iddresses only the timing of that IUbmittal.
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1032, 1034 (1983), and we did not discount the possibility that a license for
fuel loading and low-power testing could be held up if it were established,
beyond significant doubt, that there were truly insuperable obstacles to issuance
of a license for operation at any substantial power level. We believe that sound
policy requires that we retain this option at least for Seabrook. The filing of an
offsite plan makes possible at least a summary review, of the type we performed
in Shoreham, to determine whether adequate emergency planning is at least in
the realm of the possible. Thus applicants must do at least this much before
there can be any license issued.
The Commission stay remains in effect pending consideration of PSNH's
"Suggestion of Mootness and Request for Vacation of Stay" in accordance with
note 1 to this decision.
Commissioners Roberts and carr disapproved this Order; their dissenting
views are attached. Commissioner Asselstine's additional views are also attached.
It is so ORDERED.
fur the Commission
JOHN C. HOYLE
Acting Secretary for
the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 9th day of April 1987.
ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

I concur in the result reached in the Commission's order, but I do not
necessarily subscribe to all of the reasoning therein. I believe that, as a matter
of policy, the Commission should not issue a low-power license to a plant when
there are fundamental uncertainties about whether the plant can be licensed.
DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER CARR

I would affirm the Appeal Board's decision in ALAB-853 because the Appeal
Board interpreted the regulations at issue correctly and sensibly. Submission of
a plan has no bearing on the findings required by our regulations for low-power
licensing and elevates form over substance.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ROBERTS

I would affirm ALAB-853.
To require, prior to issuance of a low-power license, submission of a
utility plan for the portion of the EPZ that lies within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts serves no legitimate regulatory purpose and is inconsistent with
our earlier action in the Shoreham case. The majority's reasons for distinguishing
the Shoreham situation from the Seabrook situation are feigned. Moreover, to
require, solely for the sake of completeness, submission of a document that
has no bearing on the findings required by our regulations for issuance of a
low-power license is to worship form over substance.
To reverse the legally correct and sensible position of ALAB-853 for the sole
purpose of sending a signal to the applicants and the public that the Commission
is not likely to approve a reduction in the size of the En at Seabrook is
wrong. That message can and should be transmitted more clearly and directly.
I believe that the choice of which llath to pursue, seeking a reduction in the
size of the EPZ or filing a utility plan for Massachusetts, and whether to risk a
delay in licensing by taking the path they choose, should be left to the applicants
and that, absent a valid safety basis for doing so, we should not interfere in their
choices.
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The Appeal Board in this operating license proceeding affirms a Licensing
Board's finding that arrangements for notifying and mobilizing off-duty correctional officers at a state prison in the event of a radiological emergency at
the Limerick facility meet the pertinent regulatory requirements for emergency
response planning.
APPEAL BOARD:
OF HEARINGS)

STANDARD OF REVIEW (SCHEDUUNG

The Appeal Board is ordinarily reluctant to second-guess a licensing board on
scheduling matters, and will review such issues only to ensure that due process
has been afforded to a complaining party. Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-813, 22 NRC 59, 74 (1985).
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APPEAL BOARD:
OF HEARINGS)

STANDARD OF REVIEW (SCHEDULING

Claims alleging deprivation of due process due to an expedited hearing
schedule must be supported by a showing of specific harm resulting from such
schedule. ALAB-845, 24 NRC 220, 251 (1986).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

HARMLESS ERROR

Failure to show specific harm from an unduly expedited hearing schedule will
result in a finding of harmless error, providing no legal ground for reversal. See
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-841, 24 NRC 64, 95, reconsideration denied, ALAB-844, 24 NRC 216
(1986); Catawba, 22 NRC at 74.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

DISCOVERY RULINGS

Licensing board denials of discovery requests and the like are often prime
candidates for later appeal; thus, a licensing board is expected to create and to
preserve. the record of any such action.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

SUBPOENAS

Under the Commission's Rules of Practice, 10 C.F.R. § 2.720(a), subpoenas
are issued upon a showing of only general relevance.
'
RULES OF PRACTICE:

SUBPOENAS

Where general relevance has been shown, there is no provision in the Rules of
Practice for a licensing board's sua sponte refusal to issue a requested subpoena;
rather, a board may quash an already issued subpoena on motion of the person
or entity against whom discovery is sought. 10 C.F.R. § 2.720(f).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

HEARSAY EVIDENCE

Hearsay evidence is generally admissible in NRC proceedings. See ALAB836, 23 NRC 479, 509 n.52 (1986), and cases cited; Duke Power Co. (Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 411-12 (1976).
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EMERGENCY PLANS:

CONTENT

(SUFFIC~ENCY)

While the overall concept and essential elements of an emergency response
plan must be described, a plan need not be formally approved by the pertinent
organizations or even final before the reasonable assurance finding required by
10 C.F.R. § 50.47(a)(I) can be made. See, e.g., ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 506,
508; Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. (Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station,
Unit No. I), ALAB-727, 17 NRC 760, 770 (1983).
EMERGENCY PLANS:

CONTENT (CHANGES)

An emergency response pIan can be changed during the hearing process
without the prior approval of the Federal Emergency Management Agency and
other interested entities.
APPEAL BOARD:
TESTIMONY)

STANDARD OF REVIEW (UNCHALLENGED

Testimony not objected to below cannot be challenged on appeal. See Florida
Power & Light Co. (SL Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.2), ALAB-335, 3
NRC 830, 842 n.26 (1976).

APPEARANCES
Angus R. Love, Norristown, Pennsylvania, for intervenors, inmates of the State
Correctional Institution at Graterford, Pennsylvania.
Troy B. Conner, Jr., Robert M. Rader, and Nils N. Nicbols, Washington,
D.C., for applicant Philadelphia Electric Company.
Theodore G. OUo, nI, Camp HilI, Pennsylvania, for the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections'.
Benjamin H. Vogler for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION
In ALAB-845, 24 NRC 220, 229-33 (1986), we concluded that the Licensing
Board had erred in excluding from litigation in this operating license proceeding
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a contention submitted by a group of inmates at the State Correctional Institution
at Graterford, Pennsylvania (SCIG),1 The contention questioned the adequacy
of the "call-up" system to be used to mobilize the SCIG workforce in the event
of a radiological emergency at Limerick necessitating evacuation of SCIG. See
note 9, infra. The inmates were concerned that the commercial telephone
network on which the call-up system relies might become overburdened as it
had in past nonradiological emergencies in the area We determined that this
contention met the basis and specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b) and
remanded the matter for further proceedings before the Licensing Board. That
Board accordingly held a hearing and, after receiving testimony from witnesses
appearing on behalf of the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections, the inmates,
and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), it concluded that the
arrangements for notifying and mobilizing off-duty SCIG correctional officers in
the event of a radiological emergency meet the pertinent regulatory requirements
and "provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures for the
Graterford inmates can and will be taken:' LBP-86-38, 24 NRC 731, 745
(1986).2
The inmates appeal once again, raising three principal arguments. First, they
claim that they did not receive a fair and impartial hearing. Second, the inmates
complain that the Department of Corrections made substantial, unauthorized
changes in the call-up system without notice to them. Finally, they argue that,
even with these alterations in the SCIG radiological emergency response plan
(RERP), the manpower mobilization system is not adequate to assure an orderly
evacuation of the facility. The inmates seek a reversal of the Licensing Board's
decision and remand to a different board for a new hearing. See Brief "'Of
Graterford Inmates (December 9, 1986) [hereafter, ''Inmates' Brief'1. Applicant
Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo), the Department of Corrections, and the
NRC staff all oppose the appeal. As explained below, the inmates' appeal fails
to establish reversible error, and thus we affirm the Licensing Board's decision.

A.

Fairness

or the Hearing

1. The inmates complain at the outset that the hearing following the remand
ordered in ALAB-845 was unfairly expedited by the Licensing Board. They

1 SCIO is located within the Io.mne plume exposure plthway emergency planning zone (EPZ) for the Limerick
nuclear generating llation. ALAB-S4S. 24 NRC It 228 n.l.
The Conunission declined review of ALAB-845. SII Notice from the SCCTCtary (November 13, 1986).
2The Conunission'l regulatiOlll rcqu~ I finding of "reasonable asS1lru1ce that Idequate protcetive measures can
and will be taken In the event of I ncliological cmcrgency" before the issuance of I full-power operating license. 10
c.P.R. f 50.47(1)(1). This finding is made on the basis of how well the pertinent onsite and offsite emergency
plans meet 16 atandards act forth In 10 c.F.R. f50.47(b). The ltandard involved hc:rc, 10 c.F.R. f50.47(b)(S).
concerns the adequacy of proc:cdlms for notification of emergency pe:sonncl. Su ALAB-845, 24 NRC It 231.
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note that there was only a total of two and one-half weeks between the Board's
scheduling order and the hearing date (including just one week for discovery). The inmates point out that such expedition was particularly unnecessary
inasmuch as the Limerick facility was already licensed and operating.
We are ordinarily reluctant to second-guess a licensing board on scheduling
matters, and we entertain appeals on such issues only to ensure that due process
has been afforded to a complaining party. Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-813, 22 NRC 59, 74 (1985). Because the
Licensing Board abbreviated the usual schedule for hearing and prehearing
activity so severely and the need for such expedition was doubtful, a legitimate
due process question is raised here.
Our decision in ALAB-845 remanding" the inmates' manpower mobilization
contention was served on Friday, August 29, 1986. Five days later (following
the Labor Day weekend), the Board held a telephone conferenc,e call with the
parties, during which it ordered discovery to begin immediately and witness
lists to be exchanged by September 12. The Board also scheduled the hearing
for completion in one day, September 22 - less than a month after the
remand. Licensing Board Order of September 4, 1986 (unpublished). The
principal reason given by the Board for expediting this matter was that "the
schedules of the Board members for other hearings would not permit a hearing
for this remand issue until next year" and that this matter should be resolved
promptly. LBP-86-38, 24 NRC at 735 n.4. See also Tr. 21,356, 21,373-75.
We find no justification for the schedule established by the Board on remand. There is no apparent reason - and the Board gives none - why this
matter had to be resolved "as quickly as possible." Tr. 21,375. Remands, in
general (especially in the final stages of a proceeding), should of course be
addressed promptly and not be allowed to languish. But as the inmates point
out, the Limerick plant was already fully licensed and operating and PECo thus
could not be heard to complain about economic and other losses occasioned by
adjudicatory delays. The only party "harmed" by delay would be the inmates,
but they did not seek expedition. Moreover, unlike in prior remands involving
the Limerick facility, we found no cause to order expedited proceedings on the
SCIG manpower mobilization issue. Compare ALAB-836, 23 NRC 479, 520
(1986); ALAB-819, 22 NRC 681, 716 (1985), review declined, CLI-86-5, 23
NRC 125 (1986); ALAB-809, 21 NRC 1605, 1615, vacated as moot, CLI-8516, 22 NRC 459 (1985); ALAB-806, 21 NRC 1183, 1193-94 (1985). Instead,
we expected that the proceeding on remand would follow the usual course and
schedule contemplated by the Commission's Rules of Practice. See ALAB-845,
24 NRC at 233.
But while the inmates noted their objections to the expedited schedule to
the Licensing Board (Tr. 21,373), they do not claim or show us how they
have been thereby prejudiced. In response to the inmates' earlier complaints
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about an expedited schedule in this proceeding (albeit one not so truncated as
here), we stressed the need for a showing of "specific harm" resulting from
such action. ALAB-845, 24 NRC at 251. For example, the inmates fail to
tell us what discovery or testimony essential to their case was precluded by
the time constraints in the schedule imposed by the Board. See Inmates' Brief
at 4-5. See also infra note 5. Thus, despite our serious misgivings about the
Licensing Board's severely abbreviated hearing schedule, we are obliged to
find it "harmless error," providing no legal ground for reversal. See Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Co. (perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB841, 24 NRC 64, 95, reconsideration denied. ALAB-844, 24 NRC 216 (1986);
Catawba, 22 NRC at 74.
2. The inmates also argue that the Licensing Board unfairly restricted the
substantive scope of certain of their discovery requests and cross-examination
during the hearing. Specifically, they contend that the Board improperly refused
to issue subpoenas directed to Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania and the
Department of Corrections for documents concerning how those organizations
responded during the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island (TMI). The inmates
also complain that the Board sustained PECo's objections to the inmates' attempt
to cro~s-examine Richard A. Buell, District Manager of Network Technical
Services for Pennsylvania Bell, on that same subject. In the inmates' view,
because the TMI accident occurred within Pennsylvania (where Limerick and
SCIG are located) and "involved the same telephone lines," the information
they attempted to obtain was "extremely relevant" to the SCIG manpower
mobilization issue. Inmates' Brief at 7.
Our efforts to address the inmateS' argument in this regard have been
hampered because the Licensing Board neglected to memorialize its denial
of the involved subpoena requests.' PECo and the NRC staff, however, have
directed our attention to pertinent portions of the hearing transcript where this
matter was later discussed. The Licensing Board apparently refused to issue the
subpoenas for the TMI response records because these requests were "vague"
and "overproductive:' See 'fr. 21,417.4 The Board disallowed the inmates' crossexamination of Mr. Buell on the subject of Bell Telephone's response to TMI
essentially on the ground of hearsay; i.e., Mr. Buell had no personal knowledge
of the matter, and the inmates could have obtained the information elsewhere but
did not. See 'fr. 21,414-20. In its decision, the Board noted that another witness
(Richard T. Brown, a local official and communications technician who testified
on behalf of the inmates) had testified briefly about dial tone delays during the

'Uccnsing board denials of discovery requests and the like ate of'len prime candidates for later appeal by
aggrieved parties. It should go without saying that we th=fore expect the boards to create and to preserve the
teCOrd of any ruch action.
4 The Board did 110' indicate that it refused to Issue the rubpoenu on the ground of untimeliness.
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TMI emergency. But the Board was "unable to translate this limited information
into specific projections of the severity, duration, or geographical extent of any
circuit overloading that might result from an emergency at Limerick." LBP-8638, 24 NRC at 743.
There are several legal infirmities in the Board's handling of this matter. First,
under the Commission's Rules of Practice, subpoenas are to be issued upon a
showing of only "general relevance." 10 C.F.R. § 2.720(a). The general relevance
of records of possible telephone service failures, during a past radiological
emergency in a relatively nearby area, to the inmates' contention challenging
the adequacy of the telephone-based call-up system at SCIG is patent. Indeed,
the Board apparently did not question the general relevance of the information
sought, only its volume. Te. 21,417-18. Second, where general relevance has
been shown, there is no provision in the Rules of Practice for the Board's sua
sponte refusal to issue the subpoenas; rather, a board may quash an already
issued subpoena "[o]n motion" of the person or entity against whom discovery
is sought. 10 C.F.R. § 2.720(f). As for the Board's exclusion of Mr. Buell's
hearsay testimony, the Board overlooked our long established rule that hearsay is
generally admissible in NRC proceedings. See ALAB-836, 23 NRC at 509 n.52
(rejecting intervenor complaints about hearsay by PECo witnesses in another
phase of this proceeding), and cases cited; Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-355, 4 NRC 397, 411-12 (1976).
There is also an unfonunate irony in the Board's rulings. The Board clearly
believed that, prior to the hearing, the inmates should have attempted to obtain
from those with firsthand knowledge the very information they sought to elicit
from Mr. Buell at the hearing. Te. 21,419, 21,420, 21,426. In its decision,
the Board also commented on the "limited information" produced on this
subject. LBP-86-38, 24 NRC at 743. Yet the inmates' attempts to obtain more
information were thwarted by the Board's improper denial of the subpoenas. See
Tr.21,416.5
The Board's erroneous procedural rulings, however, once again do not
provide a basis for reversal. As the Board found and we discuss below, fewer
off-duty SCIG employees than originally contemplated would have to be called
in during an emergency, and the timing and means of their mobilization have
been altered. The record also shows that, in any event, the SCIG call-up
system is not entirely dependent upon the commercial telephone network, as
it appeared previously; several backup means of communication exist. These
changes make the operation of the commercial telephone network during the
TMI accident essentially immaterial to the ultimate disposition of the inmates'

5 The inmates do nO( claim (as they might well have). however. that the &evcre time constraints on discovery also
prevented them from pmuing this matter more doggedly.
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contention. Thus, the inmates cannot - indeed, do not - identify any specific
harm occasioned by the Licensing Board rulings to which they object here.«5
3. The inmates also list several other ways in which they were assertedly
denied a fair hearing. They argue that the Licensing Board demonstrated its lack
of impartiality by allowing the Department of Corrections to make changes in the
RERP without notice or approval. Inmates' Brief at 6. On the substantive merits
of this issue, however, we conclude infra pp. 280-82 that it was not improper
for the Department to make these changes. It follows that the Licensing Board's
allowance of the testimony in this regard cannot be considered improper or
unfair to the inmates.
The inmates also claim that PECo's counsel, with ''regularity,'' submitted ex
parte filings to the Licensing Board Chairman, who "appeared to accept said
documents enthusiastically and graciously thanked him for his concern." Inmates' Brief at 8. But the inmates' total failure to substantiate this charge with
any citations or examples precludes giving it any serious attention.'
Lastly, the inmates refer to the "past treatment" of their issues in this
proceeding. 1d. at 7, 3-4. We are well aware of the obstacles the inmates
have encountered in their attempt to participate as legitimate intervenors. See
ALAB-806, 21 NRC 1183; ALAB-809, 21 NRC 1605. Nor can we ignore
the procedural shortcuts taken by the Licensing Board after our last remand in
ALAB-845. But as we noted in that decision, the inmates sought redress for
their earlier grievances and prevailed. ALAB-845, 24 NRC at 250 n.31. As for
the additional hurdles encountered on remand of the manpower mobilization
contention, the inmates simply have failed to make out a case of reversible
error, See supra pp. 277-78, 279-80.

B,

Changes in the Plan

The inmates next argue that the Department of Corrections has made changes
in the RERP without proper authorization or notice, and that the revised plan
thus cannot provide the basis needed for the ''reasonable assurance" finding. See
supra note 2. The changes specifically noted by the inmates are a decrease in
«5 II is also wonh noting thai the inmates were nol cnti1ely foreclosed from pursuing !he TMI respoose matter. They
were permitted 10 question their witness, Mr. Brown, about it. Tr. 21.$29. Moreover, il is significant that. on crosseuminatioo by PECo', counsel, Mr. Brown ,tated that !he equipment in usc near TMI at the time of the accident
was an "old technology," and that the loogest delay in obtaining a disl tone during that emergency was about 30
minutes. Tr. 21,533-34.
7 PECo mentions a Washington Legal Foundation (WLF) wmking paper on emergency planning. authored by
one of PECo', counsel and aent by WIF last year 10 the Canmission and various NRC officials, including the
Ctairman of the Appeal Panel. Su Ucensee', Brief (January 9, 1987) at 16. We do not know if the WIF aent
!his paper 10 any Ucensing Board member. In any event, in =p<IIse to other intervenors' requests for CCIUin
aanctioos against PECo and its counsel, both the Commission and we determined thai no mnedial or punitive
action was Wln'lnted. Su CU-86-18, 24 NRC SOl (1986), lIOCati"g 0" other ground.r ALAB-840, 24 NRC S4
(1986).
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the number of off-duty employees who would have to be mobilized in the event
of an evacuation of SCIG; less reliance on the commercial telephone network
for manpower mobilization; and no provision for removal or transfer, with the
inmates, of their medical records. Inmates' Brief at 8-11. The inmates' claims,
however, are without merit.
The inmates do not cite any support for their view that "changes in the
plan cannot be made . . • without approval from FEMA and PEMA [the
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency]." [d. at 10.8 Nor are we aware of
any such limitation. To the contrary, we have held many times in this proceeding
and elsewhere that, while the overall concept and essential elements must be
described, a plan need not be formally approved by the pertinent organizations or
even final before a reasonable assurance finding can be made. See, e.g., ALAB836, 23 NRC at 506, 508; Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. (Wm. H. Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. I), ALAB-727, 17 NRC 760, 770 (1983). A
fortiori, a plan can be changed during the hearing process without the prior
approval of FEMA and other interested entities.
The inmates' argument about their lack of notice of the changes in the RERP
is likewise unavailing. The inmates' counsel did attempt during the prehearing
conference call to ascertain whether the Department of Corrections contemplated
any mooifications in the call-up system, as it had been described during an earlier
phase of the proceeding.9 He received no clearcut answer, possibly because the
conference occurred so soon after the issuance of ALAB-845 that the Department
of Corrections had not yet had an opportunity to determine what its response to
the remanded issue would be. See Th. 21,356-61, 21,369. There is no indication
in the record, however, that the inmates made any effort during the albeit
brief discovery period to get a more definitive answer on this subject from
Department of Corrections personnel. Further, when Charles H. Zimmerman,
Superintendent of SCIG, testified at the hearing about the changes in the plan,
the inmates did not claim "surprise" and object to the testimony. See, e.g.,
Th. 21,451-54, 21,468-69, 21,473-74, 21,492-93, 21,496-97. They are therefore
foreclosed from challenging this now on appeal. See Florida Power & Light
Co. (Sl Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.2), ALAB-335, 3 NRC 830, 842
n.26 (1976). Moreover, the inmates once again allege no specific harm as a
8 The inmates also complain that the changes were not documented in the plan itself. Inmates' Brief at 10. In
response to the Ucensing Board', direction err. 21,s63-66), however, the system now in use at sao for mobilizing
off-duty ofliCC!S during an emergency has been incorporated into the RERP. Letter from Theodore O. Otto, m.
to Helen F. Hoyt (October 1, 1986); LBP-86-38, 24 NRC at 743. S.. 16111!rtJ//y AIAB-84S, 24 NRC at 249
(emergency planning information Ihould be readily available to those officiala who must decide what protective
aetiona to take); NUREO-06S4/FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, "Criteria fot Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergcncy Response P1ans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power PIanta" (1980) at 29 ("plana Ihould
make clear what is to be done in an emergency, how it is to be done and by whomj.
9 Under this procedure, "SaG employees [would] be mobilized through 1 pyramiding system in which one
employee telephones ten othc:n [from his or her home] and 10 on until all persona are notified." AIAB-84S, 24
NRC It 229.
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result of the lack of notice of the changes in the plan. Indeed, the inmates' crossexamination of Superintendent Zimmerman and development of the record in
this regard appear to have been unimpeded. See, e.g., n. 21,473-74, 21,492-93,
21,496-99.
Finally, it is worth noting that the changes in the plan that are the subject
of the inmates' complaint are neither extraordinary nor contrary to the inmates'
expressed concerns.1° fur instance, Superintendent Zimmerman testified that
the pyramid call-up system that was originally described in this proceeding (see
supra note 9) is, in fact, only partially used. That is, off-duty administrative
and higher-level management personnel would help in the mobilization by
telephoning one another from their homes. The staff on duty at SCIG, however,
would contact Off-duty non management personnel directly from SCIG, using not
only commercial telephone lines but also several other means of communication,
including 10 additional lines that are part of the Commonwealth's separate
telephone network for its state agencies. n. 21,454-59, 21,473; Commonwealth
Exhibit 1; LBP-86-38, 24 NRC at 737-38. Thus, this change in the plan has led
to the very result implicitly sought by the inmates' contention - less reliance
on calls made from off-duty employees' homes via a potentially overburdened
public telephone network.H
The change in the number of off-duty employees that would have to be
mobilized simply represents an appropriate refinement in the testimony. To
be sure, the record previously showed that the number of off-duty employees
that would need to be mobilized to evacuate SCIG in an emergency wa~ a
maximum of 300. See ALAB-845, 24 NRC at 233 n.13 (citing n. 20,84042). Superintendent Zimmerman's testimony now is that no additional staff
would have to be called in during the day, and fewer than 100 officers would have
to be mobilized during the night-shift n. 21,495-500. The earlier estimate was
somewhat ambiguous (due to the Department's reluctance to reveal the number
of guards on each shift) and was given for a different purpose in connection
with another issue. Superintendent Zimmerman's testimony here, on the other
hand, is specifically directed for the first time to the inmates' newly admitted
manpower mobilization contention, and thus we would expect it to be more
precise and reliable. In any event, the inmates do not directly attack this more
recent manpower estimate as inadequate to evacuate SCIG in an emergency. The

I°The Department of Corrections. in fact, "denies" that any real "changes" have been made to the RERP. Commonwealth'l Brief (January 12, 1987) It 5 n.26. At least IS to the movement of medical records, \his certainly
Ippears true. The Department lUtes unequivocally that "[t]he inmates' medical records arc ltill being moved
contemponneously with the inmates [citation anitted]." Ibid. In any event, \his particular matter was not nised
previously on appeal (and pethaps not before the Licensing Board either) and thus is beyond the ICope of the
remand in ALAB-84S and the instant appeal
11 The inmates' arguments concerning the adequacy of the call-up system IS revised arc discussed Uifra pp. 283-84.
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inmates' complaints about the lack of notice and prior approval of the changes
in the RERP are therefore unconvincing.
C.

Adequacy of the Call-up Procedures

In their final argument, the inmates contend that, even with the modifica·
tions in the RERP described above, the system for mobilizing the off-duty
SCIG workforce in the event of a radiological emergency is still flawed and
does not provide the requisite reasonable assurance. They stress that the 10.
cal telephone system, which remains an integral part of the call·up procedure,
is not designed for service during natural or manmade disasters. The inmates
note that many of SCIG's employees live within or near the Limerick EPZ (see
supra note 1), where the telephone lines are most likely to be overburdened in
an emergency. Testimony shows that the availability of 10 additional lines in
the Commonwealth's separate telephone network for outgoing calls would not
necessarily overcome the congestion anticipated at the point of receipt of the
call. As for the several back-up systems mentioned at the hearing, the inmates
assert that Superintendent Zimmerman did not sufficiently explain how these
systems would actually mobilize the manpower necessary to evacuate SeIO. In
particular, they claim that the State Police and other organizations that have a
backup role in the mobilization process do not have the addresses and telephone
numbers of the individuals who would have to be contacted. Inmates' Brief at
12-15.
The inmates correctly point out that the telephone system is engineered
for normal, rather than disaster, service,12 and that, despite the availability
of discrete lines for making outgoing calls from SCIG, some employees may
experience difficulty in receiving calls at their homes if a public emergency were
to occur. See Tr. 21,421-23, 21,428-29. The inmates, however, overlook several
important facts. First, as noted above, Superintendent Zimmerman testified that,
in the event of an evacuation of SCIG, fewer than 100 off-duty employees would
have to be called in to supplement the on·duty workforce and only during the
night-shift Tr. 21,469, 21,495-97}3
testified further that preparations for
evacuation (including mobilization of personnel) would begin at the "alert" stage
(Tr. 21,469, 21,506) - which, in most accident scenarios, occurs well before a
"general emergency" is announced to the public and before the corresponding
suain on the telephone network would be expected to begin. See 10 C.F.R. Part
50, Appendix E, § IV.C; Tr. 21,560. Moreover, even if the telephone system

He

11 "Normal" .ervice, however. is defined as the capability to provide a dial tone within Ihrcc ICCOOds to 97 percent
of the customCI1 during a "busy hout' of a "busy day" in winter. Tr. 21,393, 21,42A, 21,431-3213 The Inmates' arithmetic concerning the total soa wotkf"orcc (Inmates' Brief at 14) ignores the ract thlt a
substantial number or guards arc on duty and thus available to aid in an evacuation at all times.
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was overburdened at the same time as mobilization of off-duty SCIG employees
was under way, the testimony of the inmates' own witness, Mr. Brown, suggests
that there is no reason to expect lengthy delays. See Tr. 21,534.
Perhaps most important, however, several means of backup communication
exist SCIG has a hoUine to the State Police, an emergency radio system, a
"CLEAN machine" (a teletype form of communication with state and local
law enforcement agencies), and pagers for key staff members.14 Each of these
means (as well as the 10 additional Commonwealth trunk lines switched through
Philadelphia) could be used to notify off-duty SCIG personnel through the State
Police or the Department of Corrections' central office in Harrisburg, or to
mobilize correctional officers at other Commonwealth institutions to aid in an
evacuation. See Tr. 21,459, 21,460-62, 21,470; Commonwealth Exhibit 1; LBP86-38,24 NRC at 741. The inmates' point that Superintendent Zimmerman did
not adequately explain how the backup systems would work is not well taken;
the cited portions of the transcript shQw otherwise. Further, the Department of
Corrections notes that the State Police, after notification from SCIG over the
hotline, could contact the Department's central office in Harrisburg, which has
the necessary call-up sheets (including SCIG officers' telephone numbers) and
could thus mobilize the necessary staff from there. Commonwealth's Brief at3
& n.11. See also Tr. 21,461. We are th~refore persuaded that there is reasonable
assurance that, in the event of a radiological emergency, sufficient off-duty
employees can be timely mobilized to evacuate SCIG by reliance on the public
telephone network and various backup means of communication. Compare
Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1),
ALAB-697, 16 NRC 1265, 1269-72 (1982).
LBP-86-38 is affirmed.
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

14 The Depallment of CoIrections also plans to upgnde its telephone le:zv:ice to ''priority'' or "Class A," which
improves \he ability to Btl a dial tone. Tr. 21,458, 21,464. See LBP-86-38. 24 NRC at 739, 741.
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Ms. Kohl, Concurring:
I agree with virtually all of the discussion in the majority opinion and the
result. I take issue only with my colleagues' silence on a point that, while not
outcome-determinative, is very troubling in terms of the inmates' "fairness"
complaint about the Licensing Board's extremely expedited schedule.
As the majority notes, the Licensing Board's principal reason for expediting
this matter was the prior commitments of all three Board members to hearings
in two other specified proceedings (Seabrook and Braidwood). According to the
Board. September 22, 1986, was the only date until January 1987 on which the
hearing on the inmates' contention could be held. See LBP-86-38, 24 NRC at
735 n.4; Tr. 21,356, 21,373-75.1 Ordinarily, such statements would be accepted
at face value. But the severely and unnecessarily shortened discovery period (one
week) and hearing schedule (one day), along with the implausible circumstance
that the Board could convene on only one day during a four-month period, justify
closer than usual scrutiny here in response to the inmates' claim of unfairness.2
Contrary to the impression given, the hearing schedules of the Licensing
Board members in the two other proceedings identified by the Board did not
preclude a more typical schedule here. At the time of the Board's conference
call and scheduling order (September 3 and 4, 1986), only one Board member
was scheduled for (and actually later participated in) lengthy hearings during
the last four months of 1986.3 TIlls left the Board with several feasible and
not infrequently used options. The two remaining Board members constituted a
quorum and could have held the hearing later in the fall, allowing more time
for discovery and the usual procedures such as prefiled direct testimony. See 10

1 The Board OIairman stated:
[September 22] is the ally available dale [for] the members of this Board. who had other prior
canmitmcnts at their dockets. Judge Harboo.r in Seabrook, Judge Cole in the Breakwood [sic] case. I
have them in Seabrook.. That is the ally dale at which we could all agree we could stand to have the
hearing. And when I "y that that is the only date, I'm talking about that'. the ally dale between now
[September 3, 1986] and probably .anctime in JJJlL1JJ')', 1987.
Tr.21,373-74.
21t should also be &treSsed that the manpower mobiliutiat issue we remanded in ALAB-845 had never been
explored at any hearing because the Licensing Board originally rejected it. Thus. this is not a cue where a remand
wu necessuy simply to "clean up" a few items in cmnection with a cmtc21l.iat that had already been subject to
substantial litigation.
3 Public Cornmissiat records (Board usignment notices, prior acbeduling ordm, hearing transcripts, and
subsequent Board issuances) show the following. Su, e.g., Public Serviu Co. 0/ New HampsltIre (Seabrook
Station. Units 1 and 2), Docket Nos. 50443-0L and 50444-01. Licensing Board Order of July 11, 1986
(unpublished); id., Doc:kct Nos. 5().443-01,1 and 50444-01,1, Licensing Board Order of August 20, 1986
(unpublished). Judge Cole participated in many weeks of hearinp during the fall of 1986 in connectim with the
Braidwood proceeding. On the other hand, 1udge Harbour WlS acbeduled f~, and participated in, ally I few
days of hearings from September 29 to October 3, 1986, for the Seabrook plant. In another pllt of the Seabrook
proceeding, over which Judge Hoyt preaides, no hearinp were .cheduled for, or conducted during. the last four
mmths of 1986. Compare Tr. 21,373-74. Further, no major decision in these or any other proceeding was issued
by any of the Umerick licensing Board members during this period.
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C.F.R. § 2.72 1(d). The third member either could have declined to participate in
the ultimate decision or could have decided the case on the basis of his review
of the transcript and written filings. The option most often employed when such
scheduling conflicts arise, however, is reconstitution of the Board pursuant to 10
C.F.R. § 2.704(d). See Suffolk County and State of New York Motion to Rescind
Reconstitution of Board [Long Island Lighting Co.] (Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit I), LBP-86-37 A, 24 NRC 726, 729 & n.2 (1986) (licensing boards
reconstituted 15 times in last two fiscal years)! The notion that September 22
was the one and only day on which the hearing could be held (fr. 21,373-75)
was therefore simply not correcL5
Where a party is entitled to a hearing, as here, a board should make a diligent
effort to establish a reasonable schedule for discovery and the hearing itself. In
order to accomplish the Commission's dual objectives of "an efficient hearing"
that "moves along at an expeditious pace, consistent with the demands of
fairness," such a schedule should primarily preserve a party's due process rights
and, secondarily, accommodate the legitimate conflicts of the board members
and other parties. Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings.
CLI-81-8, 13 NRC 452, 453 (1981). By failing even to consider the readily
available options discussed above, the Licensing Board here effectively and
arbitrarily reversed these priorities.6 Because the inmates have not demonstrated
any actual harm resulting from the Board's schedule, however, I must reluctantly
agree with the majority that there is no legal ground for reversal.

'This option (reconstitution) was Ihus available even if aU tIuec Board members had been fully committed to
other proceedings during the latter part of 1986.
5Thc Board also implied that Scptcmbcr22 was the only day at which a room forthehcaring could be obtained
in Philadelphia. Tr. 21,374. No mentiat of other posnole locatims closer to the plant site was made, however.
6 While my colleagues "find no justification for the achedule established by the Board" and "expected thlt the
proceeding on remand would follow the usual course and schedule contemplated by the Commission's Rules of
Practice," they do nol indicate what the Board should have done in the eUcumst.ances. S~~ supra p.
Employing
one of the options I have let forth above would have minimized any delay while fully preserving the inmates'
hearing rights.

m.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Helen F. Hoyt
Jerry R. Kline, Technical Advisor
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In the Matter of

TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY.
(DavIs-Besse Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1)

et sl.

..
Aprll1S, 1987

In this Decision, the Presiding Officer affirms the decision of the Commission to grant Licensee's application to dispose of water treatment sludge and
secondary-side demineralizer resins by land burial at the site of the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station. The Board finds that the low-level radioactive waste,
mixed with the water treatment plant waste, presents no hazard to public health
and safety because the means of burial securely confines the waste; water will
not infiltrate the engineered waste disposal cells on the site; and there is reasonable assurance that neither radioactive nor chemical substances will be carried
into the ground water.
WASTE DISPOSAL
Reasonable assurance that the public health and safety and environment will
be protected when waste is buried can be found if (a) secure confinement of
waste at its burial location is assured, even if the waste is a significant source
of radioactive or chemically toxic constituents; or (b) the waste itself is not a
significant source of hazardous materials, even if the conditions of confinement
are nol so secure as to guarantee that nothing would escape from the burial site
in the future.
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DECISION ON THE DISPOSAL OF WASTE
AT DAVIS·BESSE
I.

DECISION

Introduction
This case concerns a dispute by several parties with the Toledo Edison Company over its authority to dispose of water treatment sludge ~d secondary-side
demineralizer resins by land burial at the site of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power
Station located near Locust Point. Ohio, on the shore of Lake Erie. The Licensee
first filed an application for authority to bury waste at Davis-Besse on July 14,
1983, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2O.302(a). The Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved the request on October 15, 1985, after issuing an environmental assessment with a finding of no significant impact 50 Fed. Reg. 41,265
(1985).
Several individuals and organizations requested a hearing after the authority
to dispose of waste on site had been granted by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
On February 20, 1986, the Commission instituted a proceeding in this case
to be conducted by informal procedures in accordance with its decision in
Kerr-McGee Corp. (West Chicago Rare Earths FaciliM, CLI-82-2, 15 NRC
232 (1982), afI'd. West Chicago v. NRC. 701 F.2d 632 (7th Cit. 1983). The
Presiding Officer was appointed on February 25, 1986. to conduct the informal
proceeding. On March 10. 1986, the Presiding Officer published an order that
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provided notice of the proceeding, provided interested parties an opportunity to
intervene, and set forth pleading requirements. 51 Fed. Reg. 8920 (1986).
Eight petitions to intervene were filed. Four were rejected for lack of standing
and four were admitted. The admitted parties were the State of Ohio (State);
Toledo Coalition for Safe Energy and Susan A. Carter (TCSE); Western Reserve
Alliance (WRA); and Save Our State from Nuclear Waste, Consumers League
of Ohio, Arnold Gleisser. and Genevieve S. Cook (SOS/CLO). Memorandum
and Ordet:' (May 29. 1986), printed in 51 Fed. Reg. 20,562 (1986). Based on
allegations in the admitted petitions, the Presiding Officer designated twenty
questions to be addressed in the hearing and ordered the parties to submit
prefiled written testimony. Testimony was prefiled by the Licensee, the State,
and SOS/CLO. The NRC Staff chose not to participate. Hearings were held in
Sandusky, Ohio, on August 5-7, 1986. Limited appearance statements were also
taken.
The Presiding Officer's authority in this case is to decide, based on the
hearing record, whether Licensee's already existing permission to bury wastes
on the DaviS-Besse site should be affirmed, reversed, or conditioned for reasons
of radiological safety or environmental impact
In its review the Staff found that for the proposed project occupational doses
will be'maintained as low as reasonably achievable and within the limits of 10
C.F.R. Part 20. It also considered environmental effects and found that the project
would have no significant effect on the quality of the human environment 50
Fed. Reg. 41,265 (1985). In this proceeding, intervening parties contest both
findings. Their reasons for disagreement were set forth in their petitions to
intervene. However. in this informal proceeding no formal contentions were
filed and the Presiding Officer chose not to require the parties to formulate
contentions. Instead, the Presiding Officer formulated twenty questions to the
parties based on their expressed concerns that would, if responded to fully, yield
a factual record sufficient to decide whether the project would conform to NRC's
regulations governing radiological safety and environmental impact. Parties
were directed to respond to the Presiding Officer's questions in their prefiJed
testimony. 51 Fed. Reg. 20,563 (1986).
The Licensee addressed all twenty questions in its prefiJed testimony. The
State, which had been designated lead Intervenor, addressed questions where it
had a disagreement with Licensee. SOS/CLO addressed a few of the questions,
and TCSE and WRA did not prefile testimony. The questions established the
scope of the hearing to which no party objected. The Presiding Officer permitted
cross-examination of witnesses by the parties at the hearing in order to promote
efficiency and development of a complete record. The State assumed the lead
in cross-examination. Other parties were permitted to explore only those issues
of concern to them that the State did not explore in its examination.
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At the close of the hearing all parties were directed to file proposed findings
offact and all did so. 'fr. 959.1 Additionally, the Licensee was directed to prepare
and file a project plan which would include the location, design, and operational
features of the burial projecL 'fr. 964-69. The Licensee did so after the record
was closed, and all parties were permitted opportunity to commenL None did
so.

Project Description
The Davis-Besse plant operates its own water treatment facility to purify Lake
Erie water for use in plant systems and for personal use. The treatment process
yields a mixture of water treatment chemicals and lake water impurities as an
insoluble sludge which is discharged to a settling basin on site. In a separate
process the Licensee purifies water on the secondary side of the reactor by a
process of demineralization, using powdered ion-exchange resins. The resins
remove both radioactive and nonradioactive material from the secondary-side
water in the plant. The resins are also discharged to the settling basin after
use. The sludge or sediment in the settling basins therefore consists of a mixture
of nonradioactive water treatment plant waste and slightly radioactive secondaryside demineraIizer resins. Each year about 1000 cubic feet of resin and 5800
cubic feet of water treatment waste are transferred to the settling basin. Findings
1, 2, 3, and 4. 50 Fed. Reg. 41,265 (1985).
The Licensee expects to continue the practice of discharging waste to the
settling basin. However, it requested permission from NRC to dredge the basin
once each 5 years and transfer the accumulated waste to another location on site
for permanent land burial. Burial of mixed sludge is expected to occur six times
during the anticipated 3D-year lifetime of the plant under that proposal. Findings
5 and 6.
Permission to carry out land disposal of waste on the Davis-Besse site was
requested under an NRC regulation (10 C.F.R. § 20.302(a)) that provides a
method for obtaining approval for disposing of large volumes of waste containing
very low levels of radioactivity by means other than transfer to a commercial
burial site. The NRC notified all reactor licensees of the availability of this
approach under its regulations in 1983. (I&E Information Notice No. 83-05:
Obtaining Approval for Disposing of Very Low-Level Radioactive Waste 10 C.F.R. § 20.302). In its notice the Staff cited the Commission's recognition
of the need for provisions for exemption of some low-level wastes from the

lOne filing dated September S. 1986. was submitted by Counsel for Intemncm on behalf ofTCSE and SOSICLO.
and • separate pro I . filing dated September 6. 1986. was submitted on behalf of SOS/CLO. Under the informal
procedures governing this case.nd without objection or comment fran the parties. the Presiding Officer considered
all filings submitted even though .ome overlap occun-ed.
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requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 61 and that pending further development of
regulations such exemption could be examined on a case-by-case basis under
§20.302.

Contested Issues
The parties to this dispute are in disagreement as to whether the waste sludge
and ion-exchange resins generated by operations at the Davis-Besse site can
be disposed of by land burial on site without endangering public health and
safety or the environment. Toledo Edison believes the answer is affirmative for
a number of reasons. In its view the mixed waste has very low radioactivity
and is inherently nonhazardous to health; it will be buried in a geologically
favorable medium that will prevent contact or transport by water; the design
of the burial cells will further act to prevent transport of dissolved waste out
of the burial cells; floods will not breach the cells or transpon material out of
them; and the burial site will not be'"constructed in and will have no impact on
Navarre Marsh or any of its biota including any possible endangered species
which might forage there on occasion. Initial Decision on the Disposal of Waste
at Davis-Besse, Toledo Edison Co., et al., September 8, 1986.
The State of Ohio and other Intervenors disagree with the Licensee. In their
view, the information on which Licensee's analysis is based is not sufficient
to support its conclusions; the waste may be more hazardous than Licensee
states; the geologic medium of disposal might have sand or gravel pathways for
water transpon of materials from the waste into the ground water; the design
of the burial cells may not be as secure as Licensee alleges because pathways
might exist for water to enter and escape from the cells; record high water
levels in Lake Erie might allow future storm surges to flood the burial site and
breach or erode the burial cells; and construction and operation of the burial
site might impact on the biota of Navarre Marsh or Lake Erie. Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law proposed by the State of Ohio, September 5, 1986.
Intervenors TCSE and SOS/CLO oppose the burial proposal on similar factual bases as the State. Proposed Findings of Pact and Conclusions of Law of
Intervenors Save Our State from Radioactive Waste, Toledo Coalition for Safe
Energy, Susan A. Caner, Arnold Gleisser, Genevieve S. Cook, and Consumers'
League of Ohio, September 5, 1986. Western Reserve Alliance opposes the
burial proposal by argument that a full record for decision was not developed and
that the Licensing Board failed to perform its general role. It argues further that
there was bad faith in a past licensing hearing because Toledo Edison allegedly
stated that there would be no disposal of solid waste on site under either the
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construction permit or operating license,2 and that this proposal requires an
amendment to the Davis-Besse operating license which creates new hearing
rights and a need to strike a new cost-benefit balance. Finally, WRA asserts
that burying radioactive wastes on site is a violation of NRC's public trust
to protect natural resources and in particular Lake Erie for the use of future
generations. Western Reserve Alliance's Statement, September 8, 1986.
The State of Ohio was designated lead Intervenor in this informal proceeding
and it presented factual evidence contrary to Licensee's at the hearing. SOS/CLO
also sponsored an expert witness. The other Intervenors rely on the State's
evidence or legal argument in their attempt to defeat the Licensee's waste burial
plan. I turn first to resolution of the factual disputes as promulgated principally
by the State of Ohio.
I note at the outset that the hearing on this matter developed a full and
complete factual record that will enable a fair resolution of this controversy. Intervenors' complaints that the details of the burial proposal had not been fully
and publicly disclosed prior to the hearing may well have some validity. The
informal hearing, however, remedied whatever deficiency of public information
Intervenors might have initially perceived since a comprehensive record was developed. Thus, whether the NRC's grant of permission to conduct onsite burial
of waste should be affirmed or reversed now turns on the factual merits of the
case as they were disclosed in the hearing.'
There is no meaningful dispute in this case as to the location of the burial cells
on site relative to Lake Erie or Navarre Marsh nor is there any meaningful dispute
as to the principal features of the design and construction of the individual
burial cells. It is clear and agreed to by all parties that the waste consists of a
mixture of spent ion-eXChange resins containing small amounts of radioactivity
and relatively much larger volumes of sludge which is a waste product from the
ordinary treatment (purification and clarification) of Lake Erie water for use at
the Davis-Besse plant Findings 7-19.
It is undisputed that the principal chemical components of the sludge and
largest contributor to its volume are calcium hydroxide, sodium aluminate. and
calcium carbonate. No party alleges that these chemicals are potentially harmful
to life or that they are likely to be dissolved by water and transported out of
the burial site. This seems most reasonable since the compounds arise as the
insoluble by-products of the treatment of water for human use and they will
2nus allegation deserves no considention since the licensing hearings in question were held in 1970 while this
application was made under a Commission Policy promulgated in 1983 in cannection with rulemaking m 10
C.F.R. Part 61. The Commission has the authority to change its rules and policies as new information becanes
avail&blc.
.
, I reject WRA 'a assertion in its proposed findings that the record is I1ill inadequate for decision and that this
proposataomehow creates yet another right to additional hearings. The findings of {act herein are founded m a
comprehensive factual record.. Additimally. this hearing utisfied any hearing rights WRA had according to the
Commission order instituting the proceeding.
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have resided in contact with water in the disposal pond for years prior to their
being permanently disposed of by land burial. Findings 6, 9, and lOS.
Similarly, both the Staff's radiological analysis and the expanded analyses of
the Licensee show extremely low radiological hazards of waste burial that the
State did not dispute. The Staff analysis showed that the waste to be dredged and
buried once each 5 years would contain a total of S.S millicuries of radioactivity
(dominated by Co-SS, Cs-134, and CS-137). In response to Board questions the
Licensee testified that at the end of 30 years when six individual lots of waste
have been buried, the maximum amount of radioactivity that could be in the
burial cells will be 0.036 curie (36 millicuries) and that the likely amount is
less. Findings 82, 83, and 91.
The dose to humans by direct exposure, terrestrial food pathways, or aquatic
food chains after 30 years of burial activity would be less than 1 millirem per
year (mrem/yr) under the most conservative assumptions. Not a single fatal
cancer would be expected from such doses even if the exposed population
were much larger than could be present at the burial site under any reasonable
scenario. Findings 84-103.
The Licensee's factual radiological analysis went unanswered by the State
of Ohio at the hearing. The State and TCSE preferred to argue instead in
their proposed findings that the cumulative impact of radioactivity in Lake Erie
from other sources together with that from Davis-Besse would cause a public
health hazard even if the Davis-Besse waste could not create such a hazard
alone. TCSE PF at 9-10; State PF B-S at 7. I reject that argument for the reason
that a cumulative impact argument is itself subject to resolution based on factual
data. If any data exist showing that Lake Erie now bas cumulative levels of
radioactivity that could create a public health hazard, Intervenors are obligated
to come forward with it if they hope to defeat a project that standing alone
portends no significant radiological hazard to public health and safety. They did
not do so and thus their argument is remote and speculative.
I am similarly unpersuaded with Intervenors' arguments that the project
should be rejected based on the radiation risk implicit in the linear no threshold
dose-response relationship used for risk estimation. State PF B-6 at 7-S. It
is true that some risk can be calculated for any level of radiation under that
hypothesis. However, no NRC regulation requires a finding of zero risk before
a proposed project can be acceptable. The Licensee used the linear hypothesis
consistent with accepted methodology to estimate cancer risk to an individual
who might be exposed at the rate of 1 mrem/yr at the burial site. The risk is
1.SS in 10 million per year. The dose estimates, however, were conservatively
made and likely to be less than 1 mrem/yr. Realistically expected cancer risks
are therefore even less than stated by Licensee. Risks of genetic abnormalities
are also extremely low. Findings 104, lOS, and 106.
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Thus, I conclude that the waste itself could not cause a radiological hazard
in excess of limits prescribed in 10 C.F.R. Part· 20 under any reasonable
management scenario either during the life of the plant or after its license to
operate expires.
The environmental impacts the waste could have because of its chemical
constituents were thoroughly explored at the hearing. Intervenors sought to
show that chemical hazards to the public could arise from two sources. The
ion-exchange resins themselves might have some toxic effect on humans or
wildlife in their view, and heavy metals or organic substances contained as
trace constituents of the water treatment sludge might create health hazards.
No credible evidence was produced that the ion-exchange resins themselves
could cause a public health hazard. The evidence instead shows that ionexchange resins are insoluble and could not dissolve and pollute ground water;
they are nondegradable either by chemical or biological processes, and they are
nontoxic even when ingested directly. Findings 113-117, 119-121. I am similarly
unpersuaded that any credible mechanism exists for eluting toxic elements or
radioactive elements from the resins while they lie buried in the earth. Strong
chemical treatment which will not be present at the burial site is required to
elute resins. Findings 119 and 120. No party disputes that the resins lie initially
with the water treatment sludge in an aqueous environment for up to 5 years in
the settling ponds prior to burial. It stretches the limits of credulity to suppose
that resins in that environment successfully resist elution and degradation only
to yield later to the much smaller amounts of water that might slowly percolate
through the soils of a burial site.
Although the State attacked Licensee's proposal by suggesting in its proposed
findings that Licensee did not have a firm understanding of the effects of
ingestion of resins, no credible pathway for ingestion by man or animal were
brought out. Indeed, it is difficult to see how a direct ingestion pathway for
resin particles might exist given that the resins are mixed with a large volume
of water treatment sludge, that they will be solidified before burial and then will
be deposited in burial cells having both a thick and impervious liner below and
cover over the top.
The Licensee performed chemical analyses by EPA-approved methods on
the sludge that it wishes to bury. The results show that the sludge contains
trace metals and organic substances at concentrations too low to meet the
definition of a hazardous waste under EPA regulations. The State acknowledges
that this is so but argues that the sludge nevertheless contains organic and
inorganic constituents that could be hazardous to human health. The State's
argument is not persuasive because the definition of hazardous waste specifically
includes consideration of both the presence of a hazardous constituent and
its concentration. Waste may be nonhazardous even if potentially hazardous
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constituents are present if their concentration is below established limits. That
is the case with the Davis-Besse waste. Findings 107-112.
I consider the possible impacts of chemical nonradioactive waste under
the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 51 which requires NRC to consider the
consequences of its actions to the environment. I also consider EPA regulations
governing hazardous waste for purpose of guidance but do not specifically order
the enforcement of any EPA regulation in this decision.
After careful consideration of the evidence, the Presiding Officer concludes
that the waste material proposed for burial at Davis-Besse site is of inherently
low hazard to human or animal health because its radioactive and chemical
constituents are nontoxic or occur in concentrations too small to create a
significant safety or environmental risk. That conclusion alone might be sufficient
to find reasonable assurance that the public health and safety and environment
will be protected if this proposal is approved.
However, I need not rely on that conclusion alone because additional evidence
exists showing that whatever the inhel'ent toxicity of the waste, the conditions of
burial are favorable to its secure confinement at the burial site. Thus, even if the
waste did have hazardous characteristics, its constituents, either radioactive or
chemical, would be unlikely to be transported by leaching into the ground water
in sufficient quantities to cause harm to life or the environment. This is because
there is minimal ground water flow through the glacial deposits that will contain
the buried wastes. The wastes will not be within reach of a water table because
the water table occurs at the top of the underlying bedrock which lies 15 feet
below the land surface and by design, 7 feet below the lower surface of the
burial cells. The glacial deposits retard the flow of percolating water because
of their high clay content. They are naturally unsaturated and act to confine
water in the dolomite bedrock formation which is under artesian pressure and
would rise to form a piezometric water surface above the bedrock were it not
for the impermeable characteristics of the" glacial till. The buried wastes will
therefore not be in an environment where there is percolating water. Thus, no
significant pathway exists for buried wastes to dissolve or for dissolved wastes
to be returned to the biosphere where they might contribute to environmental
hazard. Findings 32-67.
The engineering design of the burial cells provides a further barrier to the
transport of waste material out of the burial sites.
The cells will be lined with compact clay layers and an impervious barrier. The waste material will be solidified with cement kiln dust before it is
buried. After burial the waste cells will be capped with an impervious clay layer
as well as a sand or gravel drainage layer and a topsoil layer which will be
seeded with grasses and clover. Findings 10 and 11. Water entry into the burial
cell will be retarded by the caps. Any water that penetrates this barrier will be
retarded from leaving the cell by the underlying barriers. Any water that does
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somehow enter a cell, contact the waste, and then escape will enter the naturally
impermeable and unsaturated glacial till where it must traverse about 7 feet
downward before it could contact the bedrock aquifer.
The bedrock aquifer has a low hydraulic gradient which results in slow water
movement toward Lake Erie and ultimate discharge offshore through bedrock
outcrops on the lake bottom. Lake Erie water will further dilute any residual
trace of material that somehow escapes the natural and engineered barriers that
act to retard entry into the ground water.
The burial site has been flooded in past years as a result of storm surges on
Lake Erie. Based on past records, it is reasonable to infer that occasional floods
will occur throughout the indefinite future at the site. Storm-induced flooding is
not likely to breach the dikes surrounding the burial cells because the top of the
dikes will be about 2 feet higher than the highest water level of record. Findings
20-27.
The burial site is an inland site and will not be subject to erosion from wave
attack similar to that which occurs at dikes along the lake shore. Flood water
that could occur at the site will be shallow, and the size of possible waves will
be limited by physical processes of wave formation in shallow water. In any
event, the dike slopes will be covered by rip-rap which will protect them from
any possible wave action. All of the foregoing factors lead to the reasonable
predictive inference that even though flooding will likely occur at the burial site
in the future, damage to the cells that could create a threat to public health and
safety is extremely unlikely. Findings 28-31.
Physical construction activities at the burial site do not create environmental
concerns. The location of the burial cells is now adequately identified. It is
clear that the burial cells will not be constructed within the bounds of Navarre
Marsh which is a wildlife refuge operated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Findings 15-19. The Navarre Marsh is not a critical habitat for any
species of wildlife on the federal endangered species list Findings 68-81. No
significant impacts from construction or operation of the burial site have been
identified. In particular, there is no credible evidence that ground water flowing
past the marsh from the burial site could somehow escape the bedrock aquifer in
a manner that could lead to pollution of the marsh. Indeed, the analysis of ground
water contamination in this decision shows that little or no contamination of the
ground water with radioactive materials or hazardous chemicals is likely. Further,
the glacial till overlying the bedrock aquifer is only slightly permeable, and no
natural pathway exists to transport ground water upward from the bedrock into
the till at the marsh site. Finding 45. There is reasonable assurance, therefore,
that there will be no significant environmental impact on the marsh from the
proposed project.
The conclusion is equally valid regarding the aquatic environment. Findings
72-78. No construction impacts on the aquatic environment have been identi-
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fied. The only pathway for chemical or radiological pollutants to reach Lake Erie
is via the dolomite aquifer that underlies the burial site and outcrops offshore in
Lake Erie. Multiple impedances to transport of dissolved material will greatly
retard or entirely prevent entry of chemical or radioactive substances into the
ground water. Transport in the ground water is extremely slow, and the lake
water will dilute whatever traces of chemical materials that might ultimately
reach the lake. Taken together these factors all lead to the conclusion that there
is more than reasonable assurance; indeed, there· is virtual certainty that the
public health and safety and the environment will not be endangered by burial
of nonhazardous waste on the Davis-Besse site:'
The Licensee has adequately described its administrative provisions for
planning, contracting, and constructing the burial site. Findings 122-139. It has
made reasonable provisions for monitoring both the burial cells after closure
and for monitoring ground water by sampling wells in the vicinity of the site. It
has committed to making such repairs as are needed to maintain integrity of the
dikes and cells and to keep permanent records of its burial activities.
The Licensee described its plans and procedures for managing burial site
operations in testimony at the hearing. The Presiding Officer, however, requested
the Licensee to prepare and submit a project plan that would consolidate
and summarize its plans and commitments for the burial project in a single
document. In response and after the record was closed, the Licensee submitted
to the Presiding Officer a document dated September 1986, entitled "Project
Plan/Conceptual Design Disposal of Very Low Level Radioactive Waste at
Davis-Besse Site." All parties were permitted the opportunity to comment on
the plan but none did so. The document serves to present, in orderly and
systematic fashion, project design and management information that is already
in the hearing record. Tr. 964-69.
The plan is necessarily incomplete at this time because the Licensee must
seek a Permit to Install from the State of Ohio before the proposed project can go
forward. The possibility exists that the State may impose additional requirements
on the Licensee before approving the projecL
The NRC Staff has concluded that when the Davis-Besse reactor is decommissioned, the burial site could be released for unrestricted use. There are no
data in the hearing record that are inconsistent with the Staff conclusion. Nevertheless, evolving technology and changing standards might lead to a different
conclusion at some point in the future, particularly where, as here, decommissioning may occur some 30 years from now.

4This finding leads me to reject WRA', objection lhat this project will. if Implcnented, somehow lead to •
violation of NRC', public trust to ~ environmental ~ources including Lake Eric. No public trust will be
violated because no significant Impacts on tho lake will occur.
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Because of the possibility of changed technology. or standards in the future,
the Presiding Officer considers it reasonable to take steps now to ensure that
a systematic and focused review of the burial project takes place at the time
of decommissioning and before the burial site is released to the public for
unrestricted use.
I therefore adopt Licensee's conceptual management plan as its commitment to design, manage. and operate the burial site and to keep permanent
records. Further. it is ordered that the Staff's environmental assessment for this
project be amended to include Licensee's plan. Responsibility for review and
approval of changes in the plan that might result from State of Ohio review
is delegated to the NRC Staff. Such delegation is appropriate because there is
nothing in the plan that is new to the record or involves an unresolved issue in
adjudication. Approval of changes that are consistent with the ultimate findings
of this decision and do not result in higher risk to the public health and safety
than found herein constitutes an administrative function which is appropriate for
the Staff to perform.
Conclusion
Reasonable assurance that the public health and safety and environment will
be protected when waste is buried can be found if either of two conditions are
mel Assurance of secure confinement of waste at its burial location is alone
sufficient to warrant such a finding even if the waste is a significant source of
radioactive or chemically toxic constituents. This is a condition that must prevail
before commercial waste burial sites may be licensed under 10 C.F.R,' Part
61. Alternatively, confidence that the waste itself is not a significant source of
hazardous materials provides assurance, even if the conditions of confinement
are not so secure as to guarantee that nothing would escape from the burial site
in the future. s This is the condition under which NRC permits exemption from
its Part 61 regulation and allows onsile burial of waste under § 20.302.
In this instance, however, it is clear that both conditions are met. The
waste itself has an extremely low radioactive content as well as low content of
potentially hazardous chemical constituents and it will be securely confined. The
trace constituents are contained in a bulky matrix of insoluble nontoxic water
treatment chemicals and the entire matrix will be solidified before burial with
cement kiln dust. The resins themselves are nondegradable by either biological
or chemical means and are nontoxic. The waste will be buried in a glacial

S I note in passing that this is the situation that now pn:vails Jeguding the ICtt!ing pond wh= excess water
by design Jegularly OVc:rflowl into Lake Eric. This is acceptable bcausc the waste is nonhaunlous and secure
confinement is neither ~ nor provided. The burial project simply adds \0 existing margins of safety by
gJeltly improving the confinement of waste.
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deposit that does not readily transmit water. No water table exists in the glaci'\l
deposit, and physical separation between the waste cells and the underlying
aquifer exists. Transfer of dissolved materials from the waste into the underlying
aquifer will be minimal. The aquifer itself has a low gradient and transmits
water to Lake Erie only slowly. Any dissolved material that could elude all of
the barriers and reach the lake by this pathway would be quickly diluted by lake
water.
The finding of nonhazardous waste and its secure confinement together
are more than sufficient to support a conclusion that this project will not
create a significant radiological or nonradiological hazard to life or the human
environment The project as described can be conducted within the dose and
effluent limits of 10 C.P.R. Part 20, and the projected radiation doses have
been maintained as low as reasonably achievable. The chemical wastes do not
create a significant concern under 10 C.F.R. Part 51 obligations for NRC to
consider alternatives to proposed actions or to prepare an environmental impact
statement Because there will be no significant environmental impact, there is
no obligation to prepare an environmental impact statement under § 102(C) of
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 42 U.S.C. §4332(2)(C) 1982;
10 C.F.R. §§ 51.20, 51.32. Neither is there a need to study alternatives to the
proposed action under § l02(E) of NEPA. That section requires the study of
alternatives where there are "unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of
available resources." No such unresolved conflicts exist in this proposal. The
NRC has in fact considered the alternative of offsite disposal in a commercial
burial site and has concluded that certain wastes should be exempt from
the general requiremenlS of 10 C.P.R. Part 61 when very small amounts of
radioactivity are contained in the waste. That is the situation that prevails here.
I conclude that this project does not raise any issues concerning possible impacts on federal or state endangered species because there will be no significant
environmental impacts on Navarre Marsh or Lake Erie either from construction
or operation of the project
In consideration of the foregoing, the Presiding Officer concludes that the
Licensee has carried its burden of proof on the contested issues and that the
prior NRC approval to dispose of mixed water treatment waste and slightly
radioactive ion-exchange resins by land burial on the Davis-Besse site should
be and hereby is affirmed.

II.

F1NDINGS OF FACT

Uncontested Facts
1. The Davis-Besse plant is a pressurized water reactor (PWR). A PWR
circulates water or steam in two principal systems, which are physically sepa-
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rated: the primary system and the secondary system. The physical separation
between these systems provides a barrier for the control of the radioactive ma. terial. Water in the secondary system normally remains essentially nonradioactive. Licensee's Testimony on the Burial of Very Low Level Waste at DavisBesse ("Lie. Testimony"), re. 'Ii". 31, at 11-12 (Briden).
2. The Davis-Besse plant has its own water supply treatment facility. The
water supply treatment facility purifies water from Lake Erie both for use in plant
systems, including the secondary system, and for personal use. In the treatment
process, Lake Erie water is chlorinated and lime for softening and sodium
aluminate for clarification are added. Suspended solids, hardness, and other
impurities precipitate ouL The precipitate is removed, producing sludge, which
is discharged to a settling basin. rd. at 10-11,95 (Briden). Sludge by definition is
a suspension of solids in water. The sludge discharged from the water treatment
is about 1.5% solids. After settlement, the sludge accumulated at the bottom of
the basin is about 20% solids. 'Ii". 618-20 (Bennett). See Lie. Testimony, Table
17-1 at 1.
3. The water in the secondary side of the plant is purified by demineralization in the Condensate Demineralizer System where powdered ion-exchange
resins remove impurities. rd. at 12-13 (Briden).
4. While the secondary system is separated from the radioactive primary
system, primary-to-secondary-system leakage can occur through the steam generator tubes. In March 1981, Davis-Besse experienced a steam generator tube
leak which caused contamination in the secondary side of the plant. The plant
was shut down and the leak repaired. During the cleanup period, the secondaryside cleanup resins contained radioactive material that required offsite disposal
as radioactive waste. Since then, very low levels of radioactive contaminants
have continued to accumulate on the Condensate Demineralizer resins. Much of
this radioactive material is residual radioactivity introduced into the secondary
system during the tube leak. rd. at 13-14 (Briden).
5. The volume of resins used in the Condensate Demineralizer System
is small, and the resins are replaced weekly. Each batch of used secondaryside resin is dewatered, sampled, and analyzed for radioactive material prior to
being discharged to the settling basin. Id. at 15 (Briden); 'Ii". 619 (Briden). If
the resins satisfy predetermined radiological criteria. they are transferred as a
slurry to the same settling basin that receives sludge from the water treatment
facility. Lie. Testimony at 14 (Briden); 'Ii". 156-57 (Briden). If the radionuclide
concentrations are higher than acceptable, the resins are treated as radioactive
waste and processed for offsite disposal. Lic. Testimony at IS, 72 (Briden).
6. The sludge and resins that are discharged to the settling pond settle
out immediately. Over time, this material accumulates in the pond. 'Ii". 157-59
(Briden). This accumulation of resins and sludge is the material to be disposed
of by land burial at the Davis-Besse site.
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7. The proposed burial ground will be located in the south-central portion
of the Davis-Besse site, approximately 2000 feet south of the switchyard and
approximately 1200 feet east of State Route 2. The location is contingent on Licensee obtaining a Permit to Install (PTI) from the State of Ohio. Lic. Testimony
at 16 (Swim), Fig. 2-1. The design of the burial cells has been specified.ld. at
18-22 (Swim), Fig. 2-2.
8. The burial ground is unlikely to be disturbed by any future construction
on the Davis-Besse site. The proposed burial site is a minimum of 100 feet from
any frequently occupied area. The site will be over 1000 feet from any water
well (except Licensee's observation and monitoring wells), and will be located
at least 200 feet from any stream or lake (including the drainage ditch to the
east of the burial site). The burial ground will not be within a floodway.6 Id. at
16-17 (Swim).
9. Licensee intends to transfer mixed sludge and resins from the settling
basin to burial cells six times over the life of the plant. Six lots of waste will
be buried at the burial site, each in a separate burial cell. Id. at 18 (Swim).
10. The walls of the burial cells will be constructed to serve as dikes and
will be rip-rapped. Each cell will have a 4-foot-thick liner. From bottom to
top, the liner will be composed of a 2 1/z-foot-thick layer of compacted clay,
a synthetic impervious membrane, a I-foot layer of graded gravel for leachate
collection, and a 6-inch layer of compacted clay. The mixed resins and sludge
will be placed over this cell liner. Each cell will be capped with a 2- to 4-footthick compacted-clay layer, a gravel filter layer above the compacted clay, and
an uppermost layer of topsoil.ld. at 18-19 (Swim): 1'1'. 250 (Swim).
11. The inner base of a typical single cell is approximately 45 feet x 45
feet, and is about 3 feet below land surface. From the base, the inner sides of
the cells slope upward and outward at a 3:1 grade to the top of the surrounding
dikes. The top of the cell (not including the cover) is approximately 98 feet
x 98 feet, and is about 5 3/4 feet above land surface. From the top of the cell,
the dikes slope downward and outward at 3: 1 grade to land surface. From toe
of dike to toe of dike, each cell is 162 x 162 feel Lic. Testimony at 20 (Swim).
12. Some cells will adjoin others. Where a new cell is constructed adjoining a preexisting cell, the adjoining cells will share the dike between them.ld. at
19 (Swim).
13. The first three cells will be adjoining and will be constructed in the
center of the burial site. The next two cells will adjoin each other and will
be constructed to the west of the first three cells. These two cells will not be
connected to the first three because transmission lines pass between the two- and

6 A flood way is the channel of the water c:ounc and those portions of the adjoining llood plains IIat arc required
10 convey the rcgionallOO-ycu flood. Ohio Admin. Code §374S-27.()1(F).
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three-cell units. The last cell will be constructed next to the northeast corner of
the first three cells. [d.
14. Adjoining cells will be constructed to share the dike between them. The
dimensions of the multicell units are therefore not simple multiples of the
dimensions of a single. cell. The dimensions of the three-cell unit will be
approximately 395 feet x 162 feet, and the dimensions of the two-cell unit will
be approximately 278 feet x 162 feet. [d. at 21-22 (Swim).
15. The Presiding Officer inquired whether the waste burial site is located
within the bounds of the Navarre Marsh and asked for a description of the burial
site relative to the marsh. Licensee presented two witnesses who addressed this
issue: Ms. Jennifer Scott-Wasilk, the Environmental and Emergency Preparedness Manager for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Station, and Dr. Charles E. Herdendorf, a Professor of Zoology, Geology, and Natural Resources at the Ohio State
University and Director for the Center for Lake Erie Area Research. Mr. John
H. Marshall, an Environmental Program Coordinator for the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources, testified for the State. There was no dispute among the
parties concerning the physical location of the burial site relative to the marsh.
16. Originally, the Navarre Marsh referred to the marshland within the
Navarre tract. The Navarre tract was 524 acres that has been acquired by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This tract is within the site boundaries of the
Davis-Besse site. [d. at 23 (Scott-Wasilk).
17. Under various leases and agreements with Toledo Edison, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service manages all the marshland in the Navarre tract. This
marshland, plus 135 acres north of the site, are now called the Navarre Marsh
unit of the Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge. The proposed burial site will not
be within this area. The closest approach of the dike around the cell nearest
to the Navarre Marsh unit will be approximately 400 feet west of the Navarre
Marsh unit. [d. at 23-24 (Scott-Wasilk).
18. The burial site itself is not wetland under any definition. [d. at 24-28
(Herdendorf). The State agreed that the burial site will be outside the wetland
area and that wetland acreage will not be lost. n. 756 (Marshall).
19. There is a small unit of wetland between the burial site and the Navarre
Marsh. No construction will be performed in this area. At the closest point, this
unit is 25 feet from the dike around the last burial cell that might be constructed
and about 100 feet from the next nearest cell. Lic. Testimony at 28 (Herdendorf);
'fro 579 (Swim). This parcel is not contiguous with the Navarre Marsh; it is
separated from the Navarre Marsh by a drainage ditch and dike. 'fro 175 (ScottWasilk). This parcel of marsh will revert to an upland-type area over the next
year or so because of dike construction along the Toussaint River. 'fro 578
(Herdendorf, Scott-Was ilk).
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Contested Issues
20. The Presiding Officer's fourth question asked, "What is the observed
flooding frequency at the waste burial site?" This question was addressed by
Dr. Herdendorf for the Licensee and by Mr. Donald Guy for the State.
21. The static water levels in the western basin of Lake Erie are affected
by long-term and annual cyclic variations in the mean monthly water level,
and short-period variations in the daily level. Lic. Testimony at 29 (Herdendort). Water-level records for Lake Erie have been gathered since 1860. Current
lake levels are measured by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration at a number of gauges positioned around the lake. ld. at 30 (Herdendort).
22. The Davis-Besse site is located approximately midway between two
lake-level gauges; one is at Toledo (at the far western end of the lake) and the
other at Marblehead on the east end. Lake levels are not uniform across the lake,
but exhibit lengthwise and transverse variations during storms. The maximum
lake levels are observed at the ends oJ the lake, while the center of the lake is
a wind tide node, a point in the lake were no wind tide change in lake level
occurs. The Davis-Besse site is located about 80% of the way from the wind
tide node to Toledo, and wind tide variations (storm surges) are therefore about
80% of those recorded at Toledo.ld. at 30-31 (Herdendort).
23. The general area around the .burial site has been observed flooded,
but specific hydrological records of such events have not been maintained. The
frequency of flooding, however, can be estimated from water-level records for
Toledo. It is estimated that over the last 50 years there have been twenty-five
storms which potentiaIIy could have flooded the burial site. The total duration
of these potential flooding events was probably less than the equivalent of 12
days, or about 2.4 days every 10 years.ld. at 31-33 (Herdendort).'
24. Counsel for the State observed that most of the potential flooding
events occurred over the last 15 years and suggested during cross-examination
of Licensee's witness that only this period should be considered in determining
flooding frequency. Th. 223-24. Such an approach would be inappropriate
because the increase in frequency over the last 15 years reflects abnormally·
high water levels, which would likely return to normal in the future. Tr. 224-25,
236-37 (Herdendort). The State agreed that a spectral analysis of lake levels
suggests that the high current lake level will not persist indefinitely although
the level may rise still further in the next several years before subsiding. Direct
Testimony of Donald E. Guy, Jr. ("Guy''), ff. Tr. 638, at 2. The fulI 50-year
data base utilized by Licensee provides a reasonable basis for estimating future

7 The analysis that wu perl'onned addtesscd like 1I0oding. Potential river llooding is less lignificanl in
canparlsm. and there is no evidence of river llooding at the burial site. Tr. 217-18. S89 (Herdendorf).
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flood frequency because high current Jake levels will eventually return to normal
rother than continuing to increase indefinitely.
25. The burial site area will likely be subject to occasional floods in the
future. The cells themselves will not be flooded because they will be surrounded
by dikes constructed to an elevation that is 3.7 feet above the estimated flood
level of the highest storm on record, which occurred on April 8, 1974. The
greatest storm surge at Locust Point near Davis-Besse was approximately 4.2
feet above still-water level. If this maximum historical surge took place at the
record high still-water levels observed in June 1986, the water level at the burial
site would be nearly 2 feet below the top of the dike.s Lie. Testimony at 36-37
(Herdendorf).
26. A higher setup (or surge) of about 7 to 8 feet has occurred at the
eastern end of Lake Erie. 'fr. 674 (Guy). Surges of this magnitude have not been
observed at the western end of the lake. [d.; 'fr. 788-89 (Guy). The eastern end
of the lake is funnel-shaped and focuses water coming from the weSt into a small
area, thereby increasing the surge height relative to surges in the west 'fr. 789
(Guy). There is no basis to predict a surge of 7-8 feet at the western end of
Lake Erie.' Such a surge far exceeds the highest surge on record and is very
unlikely. 'fr. 222 (Herdendorf).
27. A storm surge of 9.3 feet was calculated during Davis-Besse licensing as the probable maximum meteorological event 'fr. 886 (Guy); Tr. 895
(Guy). This event is a design-basis event for reactor licensing - an event with a
near-zero probability of being exceeded. Tr. 934, 936-37 (Scou-Wasilk); Tr. 938
(Hendron). The event postulates winds of 70 miles per hour (mph) sustained
for 6 hours and gusts of 100 mph. Tr. 934 (Scott-Wasilk). Such conditions far
exceed those that have been actually observed. [d. This event is a worst conceivable event to which no probability could be assigned by the State. Tr. 89596 (Guy). The maximum meteorological event calculated for reactor licensing
therefore has no probative value to a prediction of flooding that could reasonably be expected at the burial site. The U.S. Corps of Engineers predicts that
the maximum 500-year flood (i.e., a flood expected to occur only once every
500 years) at Locust Point is about 3 feet below the elevation of the dikes that
will surround the burial site. Lic. Testimony at 36-37 (Herdendorf); Guy at 2.
28. The Presiding Officer next asked, "What soil erosion from storms has
been actually observed at or near the disposal site?" This issue was addressed
by Dr. Herdendorf and Mr. Swim for Licensee, and by Mr. Guy for the State.

m.

8 Under Ohio tegUlations. even • hazardous waste f.cility may be located
lOO-).eu Hood plain provided
the f.cility is designed. constructed. operated. and maintained to prevent washout of the waste by • l()().year
Hood. Ohio Admin. Code § 3745·54-1 8(B). See Tr. 593 (HendrM).
'Locust Point is not .t the very end of the lalce, and lIIlIges .t Locust Point are generally .bout 20% lower than
those th.t occur.t the western end at Toledo. Ile. Testimony .t 3()'31 (Herdendorf).
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29. The land surface at the site is well vegetated and there is no evidence
of surficial erosion. Lic. Testimony at 39 (Herdendorf); 'fr. 242-44 (Herdendorf). No storm erosion would be expected to occur at the burial site because
erosion generally does not occur in the absence of wave attack. Lic. Testimony
at 38 (Herdendorf); Guy at 4; 'fr. 751 (Guy). The burial site is inland and not
subject to wave attack because the outer marsh dikes absorb the brunt of storm
waves coming from the lake.tO Wave heights near the burial site would be limited by the physical properties of waves. The still-water depth near the burial site
would be small in a flooding situation and the wave height would also be small
because large waves cannot develop in shallow water. Lic. Testimony at 37-38
(Herdendorf). There therefore exists no basis for expecting significant erosion
of the surface soils from storms. Floodwater will be primarily standing water at
the site. 'fr. 751 (Guy). See also 'fr. 599 (Herdendorf).
30. The waste burial cells will be surrounded and protected by dikes. To
prevent erosion of the dikes, the slopes of the dikes will be rip-rapped. There
will be either a small graded stone layer or filter cloth under the rip-rap. The
U.S. Soil Conservation Servicell has recommended seeding the burial structure
with a mixture of grass and clover, and is preparing a protective vegetation
design plan which Licensee intends to follow. Lic. Testimony at 40-41 (Swim,
Herdendorf).
31. Dikes elsewhere that have been destroyed in storms were primarily unarmored, earthen dikes that were subject to wave attacks. 'fr. 785-87
(Guy). There is no evidence of catastrophic failures of armored dikes in slack
water areas. 'fr. 800 (Guy).
32. The Presiding Officer inquired: "What is the direction of ground
water flow from lhe burial site relating to Lake Erie, Navarre Marsh, and the
Toussaint River'?" This issue was addressed by Mr. David M. Hendron for
Licensee, and by Mr. Richard R. Pavey and John Voytek for the State.
33. Licensee's witness, Mr. Hendron, is a geotechnical engineer. He holds
a graduate degree, has 20 years of experience, and has been involved in
numerous waste management projects. Lic. Testimony at 6 (Hendron). He is
a principal and vice president of Woodward-Clyde Consultants, a firm that
specializes in geotechnical engineering. [d. at 2 (Hendron). Mr. Hendron and
his firm have been directly involved in geological and hydrological work at
Davis-Besse since 1968, and Woodward-Clyde geologists, hydrologists, and
engineers have spent hundreds of hours studying the Davis-Besse site. 'fr. 304,
908 (Hendron). The Presiding Officer finds that Mr. Hendron is qualified by

tOThe outer marsh dikes are annmed. except where. Itralg barrier beach exists. Licensee is committed to
maintaining the dikes and barrier beach. Tr. 587·88 (Herdendorf, Scctt·Wasilk).
11 The legislative mission of the U.S. Soil Cooservatioo Service is to cootrol erosioo and provide technical
assistance 00 the subject. Tr. 599 (Herdendorf).
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both education and site-specific experience to testify on matters pertaining to
the geology and hydrology of the Davis-Besse site.
34. Testimony for the State was given by Mr. Richard Pavey who is a
geologist and by Mr. John Voytek who is a hydrogeologisL The Presiding
Officer accepts that the State's witnesses are qualified experts in the disciplines
of geology and hydrology; however, they had little site-specific experience. See
Resume of J. Voytek, ff. 'Ii'. 638; Resume of R. Pavey, fr. 'Ii'. 638. 'Ii'. 805
(pavey). Mr. Pavey visited the site once for a short time. 'Ii'. 793, 801 (pavey). He
has not observed the excavations at the site or examined any of the cores that
were taken. 'Ii'. SOl-02 (Pavey). He has examined the logs of about a half dozen
borings. 'Ii'. S04. He has not read the FSAR or updated SAR reports on site
geology. 'Ii'. S04 (pavey). Mr. Voytek also had no data specific to the DavisBesse site on which to base his conclusions. 'Ii'. 845 (Voytek).
35. The geologic and hydrologic characteristics of the glacial deposits and
bedrock were determined through investigations and studies of the Davis-Besse
site for the siting and licensing of Units 1, 2, and 3. Hundreds of observations
including borings, test pits, probes, pump tests, and other direct field tests were
made throughout the site area, including the area being considered for the waste
disposal site. Lic. Testimony at 45 (Hendron).
36. The large body of data from the soils, geological, and hydrological
work performed at the Davis-Besse site since 1968 were reanalyzed by Licensee's consultant in conjunction with the waste burial project. 'Ii'. 304-06
(Hendron). While these data were originally obtained in conjunction with construction of the Davis-Besse station, the data remain valid and are appropriate
for evaluating the waste burial site. 'Ii'. 607-08 (Hendron).
37. Recent investigations included five borings through the soil deposits,
physical property testing of drive samples taken from the boreholes, and
laboratory permeability testing of tube samples taken from the boreholes at
the burial site. Lic. Testimony at 45-46 (Hendron); 'Ii'. 291 (Hendron). An
extensive excavation near the burial site permitted direct visual observations
of the characteristics of the subsurface deposits. 'Ii'. 310, 607 (Hendron).
3S. The burial site is underlain by two primary glacial deposits. These
deposits are together about 15 feet thick in the area of the burial site, and they
overlie a relatively flat-lying dolomite bedrock formation. Lic. Testimony at 42
(Hendron).
39. The upper glacial deposit is a glaciolacustrine clay. The deposit
consists of a relatively homogeneous plastic silty clay that contains minor
amounts of silts and fine sands within the clay matrix. The topmost foot contains
organic material and is referred to as topsoil. The glaciolacustrine deposit is only
partially saturated since the voids between the individual clay particles are only
partially filled with water. [d. at 42-43 (Hendron).
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40. The lower glacial deposit consists of glacial till. The deposit consists
of a relatively homogeneous mixture of moderately plastic clay, silt, sands, and
gravels. The overall matrix of the deposit is controlled by the high clay-silt
content. Within the area being considered for the waste disposal site, the glacial
till deposit is also only partially saturated. [d. at 43 (Hendron).
41. The upper 15 to 20 feet of the underlying bedrock formation is a
relatively pure massive dolomite. This upper layer is underlain to depths of
several tens of feet by a laminated dolomite formation that contains lenses of
gypsum and anhydrite in addition to the dolomite. [d._
42. There is no direct evidence that there could be as many as six
distinct till deposits at the site as postulated by the State. Direct Testimony
of Richard R. Pavey (''Pavey''), ff. Tr. 63S, at 2. That assertion was based on
general geological knowledge of glacial tills in northern Ohio; however, the
nearest site to Davis-Besse that had been examined by State geologists did not
contain six distinct till deposits. Tr. S10-11 (pavey). The Presiding Officer relies
on site-specific observation for concluding that only one till unit exists and
rejects the State suggestion based on generic evidence that multiple till deposits
exisL Tr. 908-10 (Hendron).
43. Ground water flow in the proposed burial area occurs only in the
bedrock formation and not in the glacial till deposit. The dolomite formation
is fully saturated and is relatively permeable because it has a system of jOints,
fissures, and vugs which convey water."Lic. Testimony at 44 (Hendron).
44. The gradient of ground water in the bedrock is 1 to 2 feet per mile. As
a result, the rate of flow of ground water through the bedrock aquifer is small and
difficult to measure, and the direction of ground water flow beneath the burial
site has not been measured directly. The bedrock outcrops in the lake several
miles offshore and to a smaller extent in the Toussaint River where bedrock
is probably intermittently exposed by erosion of the overlying soil deposits by
the river. Although not supponed by direct observation, it is reasonable to infer
from the gradients and outcrops that flow oCcurs beneath the burial site in the
bedrock toward Lake Erie and that slow discharge into the lake occurs at the
outcrop. [d. at 46-47 (Hendron). Flow toward Lake Erie occurs at about 10 feet·
per year in the bedrock. If contaminants were detected in this ground water,
it could be intercepted and cleaned up before it reaches the lake. Tr. 287-S9
(Hendron).
45. Ground water probably flows through the bedrock beneath the burial
site toward the Navarre Marsh. Glacial clay deposits separate the marsh from
the bedrock and prevent water in the bedrock from reaching the marsh. [d. at
48 (Hendron).
46. The glacial soils are highly impermeable (i.e., have a low hydraulic
conductivity). [d. at 44 (Hendron). The permeability of the glaciolacustrine
deposit is measured at less than 1()-9 centimeters per second (cm/sec) and the
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permeability of the glacial till is measured at less than 10-7 cm/sec.ld. at49. The
glaciolacustrine deposit and the till deposit contain no systematic open joints,
fissures, sand strata, or other nonuniformities that could serve as ground water
flowpaths. There is no measurable ground water flow that occurs horizontally
or vertically through the soil deposits that overlie the bedrock. [d. at 44, 46
(Hendron).
47. The Presiding Officer does not accept the State hypothesis that till
units at the site contain coarse sand and gravel lenses that are highly permeable
and that can serve as ground water flow paths. While the proposition might
be generally true for glacial tills of northern Ohio, the State witnesses lacked
site-specific information on this matter which the licensee possessed. On crossexamination the State acknowledged that on a particular site there may be no
sand or gravel lenses in a till deposit (Te. 813, 818 (Pavey»; cobble might not
exist in glaciolacustrine deposits (Te. 819 (Pavey» and that permeable layers do
not occur in all glaciolacustrine deposits. Tr. 813, 820-21 (Pavey).
48. The State suggested that lineaments marked on State's aerial photographic Exhibits E and F might indicate areas where collapse of the bedrock has
fractured the till above, resulting in saturated strips. The State witness thought
he could discern a lineament in the burial site area. The diagnosis, however, was
inconclusive and would require further site investigation to confirm or reject the
hypothesis. Tr. 694-96 (Pavey).
49. The Presiding Officer accepts the data generated from site observation. Observations at the burial site show no evidence of more than one till
deposit and no evidence of lake or river sediments separating tills. Tr. 909-10
(Hendron). The till is homogeneous and does not have permeable paths. 'Ii'. 912
(Hendron). Sand strata are very infrequent and do not form systematic flow
pathways. Tr. 310, 314-15 (Hendron). Fissures or joints in the till are closely
shut and do not constitute ground water pathways. Tr. 316, 336, 610-13 (Hendron). Open joints have not been observed. Tr. 910-11 (Hendron).
50. The glaciolacustrine deposit is fine-grained, containing silt and claysized particles, not coarse material such as cobbles. Interconnected layers in the
glaciolacustrine deposit have not been found. Sand lenses have been observed at
the Davis-Besse site, but they are thin, infrequent, are not interconnected, and do
not provide ground water pathways. Fissures in the glaciolacustrine deposit have
been found to be very impermeable. Tr. 316,336,612,618,913-14 (Hendron).
51. Borings of soil on site were taken by an ASTM (American Society
of Testing Materials) standard method that produces an intact sample suitable
for determining the stratigraphic characteristics of the material tested. Tr. 29497 (Hendron). The outer surface of such a sample is 'Cut away to expose a
fresh, unsmeared surface that permits accurate observations of strata. Tr. 921
(Hendron). Shelby tube samples (another standard method) were taken for
permeability testing. Lic. Testimony at 46 (Hendron); Tr. 604-05 (Hendron).
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52. Under standard practice, the presence of a sand or gravel lens would
explicitly be noted in the boring logs if any were found. None were. 'fr. 296-98,
.
927 OIendron).
53. One sand lens about 2 to 3 centimeters thick and 5 to 10 feet long
was observed in a 1000-foot-Iong excavation near the site. Information from the
excavation.is consistent with that from borings and both show that sand lenses
are discontinuous and very infrequent in glacial deposits at Davis-Besse. 'fr. 30910 OIendron).
54. Data from continuously sampled holes, the past and present observations of large cuts through the glacial deposits, and the high percentage of
sampling at the burial site provide sufficient data to determine the absence of
interconnected sand lenses or other nonuniformities in deposits at the burial
site. 'fr. 603-04 OIendron). Angled borings as advocated by the State to detect
vertical joints were unnecessary because characteristics of joints were determined
by direct observation in excavations. 'fr. 612 OIendron).
55. Further direct evidence of impermeability was obtained during site
construction when the bedrock aquifer was dewatered. The level of water
in ponds in the glacial deposits remained constant, although the radius of
influence of the dewatering operation extended to the bedrock aquifer below
the pondS. The ponds were several tens of acres in size. Dewatering did not
cause reduction of water level in these ponds. This independently demonstrates
the absence of open joints and fractures through the glacial deposits. 'fr. 311-14
OIendron).
56. The State thought that perhaps the water levels in the ponds were
unaffected because the drawdown was shallow (i.e., a few inches of drawdown). 'fr. 724-25 (Voytek). The witness indicated that if there had been a significant drawdown (10 feet to tens of feet), he would change his opinion. 'fr. 884-85
(Voytek). The drawdown of the bedrock aquifer during dewatering was about 20
feet at a distance of 2000 feet, and about 10-12 feet at about 3000 feel 'fr. 924
OIendron). The ponds were within these distances. 'fr. 312 OIendron). The levels of drawdown were not only theoretically calculated but were confirmed by
field measurements. 'fr. 923-24 OIendron). If roots were significant ground water
pathways through the glacial deposits, fluctuations in the water levels in ponds
during dewatering of the bedrock aquifer would have been found. Such fluctuations were not observed. No ground water has been observed coming up into
the glacial till through root channels. 'fr. 311-14, 317, 611-13 OIendron).
57. The State thought that smearing of the excavated faces of glacial
deposits and evaporation might have disguised ground water seeping out of the
glacial deposits. 'fr. 691-92, 852-53 (Pavey, Voytek). Such smearing would be
inconsequential to ground water seepage over a long period of time, and further
the smeared surface in excavations was typically scraped off by the geologists so
that the underlying material could be examined. Tr. 310, 920-21 OIendron). The
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State admitted that less evaporation occurs in the winter, and that ice lenses
would form and be visible in glacial deposits exposed by excavation if there
were ground water within cracks in the deposits. Tr. 828-29 (Pavey). Ground
water seepage out of excavated glacial deposits has not occurred at any season
of the year, nor have ice lenses been observed. Tr. 909-10 (Hendron).
58. Water in the bedrock aquifer contains high levels of hydrogen sulfide,
which indicates by another line of evidence that the bedrock aquifer is not being
recharged with fresh water. Gypsum has been found at the base of the till unit,
which is inconsistent with downward ground water flow through the till. Tr. 91516 (Hendron).
59. Based on multiple lines of independent consistent evidence, the Presiding Officer finds that there is no measurable ground water flow through the
glacial deposits at the burial site.
60. I next inquired: "What is the depth to bedrock of unconsolidated
glacial deposits at the burial site?" Mr. Hendron addressed this issue, and his
testimony was unchallenged.
61. In the area of the burial site, the glaciolacustrine deposit is 5 to 8 feet
thick. The thickness of the glacial till deposit in the area being considered for
the burial site ranges from 9 to 12 feet. Lic. Testimony at 50 (Hendron). This
factual response was undisputed.
62. My next question asked, "What is the average depth and upper and
lower range of the water table at the disposal site?" This issue was addressed
by Mr. Hendron, and to some extent by Mr. Pavey and Mr. Voytek.
63. The Presiding Officer finds acceptable the definition of water table as
the point of contact between the saturated and unsaturated geologic zones in the
subsurface. This definition is consistent with that in Ohio's Solid Waste Disposal
Regulations, Ohio Admin. Code § 3745-27-0 1(AA). /d. at 52 (Hendron).
64. Both the glaciolacustrine and glacial till deposits beneath the burial
site are unsaturated. The bedrock deposit is saturated, and water in the bedrock
formation is confined by the till deposit. The water table within the area being
considered for the disposal site is the contact point between the glacial soil
deposits and the top of the weathered bedrock zone. /d.
65. The distance bet\yeen the bouom of the proposed waste cells and the
water table below is 7 feeL /d. at 53 (Hendron).
66. Water in the confined aquifer is under artesian pressure that would
rise to a level about 2]12 feet below the soil surface if not confined. Tr. 290
(Hendron). The piezometric surface of the confined bedrock aquifer is not the
same as "water level" in the glacial deposits because the soil deposits are so
tight that upward flow does not occur. Tr. 335-36 (Hendron). No piezometric
surface rises into tl]e glacial deposits from the underlying bedrock aquifer. I
conclude that waste buried in the glacial till will not be subject to contact with
water by upward movement from the bedrock.
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67. Water that collects in ponds in the topsoil during wet seasons is not
a water table as suggested by the State. Voytek at 7 p. Water that accumulates
above an impermeable, unsaturated zone is referred to as a perched water table. It
is not a true water table. Tr. 615-16 (Hendron).
68. The Presiding Officer's ninth question asked, "What species of plant
or animal have been actually observed on the Davis-Besse site? What critical
habitats for endangered species exist on the Davis-Besse site?" Dr. William
B. Jackson, Dr. Jeffrey M. Reutter, and Dr. John E. Till testified for Licensee
on this issue. Mr. John Marshall testified for the State. The Presiding Officer has
reviewed the qualifications of these witnesses and accepts that they are qualified
to testify as experts in this proceeding.
69. From 1972 through 1980, Dr. Jackson, Dr. Herdendorf, and Dr. Reutter
conducted environmental studies of terrestrial and aquatic plants and animals at
the Davis-Besse site. Dr. Jackson and his associates studied terrestrial animal
and plant communities at the site. Lic. Testimony at 54 (Jackson). Dr. Jackson
himself visited the site many times. Te. 339 (Jackson).
70. Dr. Reutter and Dr. Herdendorf conducted aquatic studies over the
same 9-year period. The aquatic studies included a sampling program of fish
and benthic organisms in Lake Erie near the site. A 3-year sampling program
was conducted in the Navarre Marsh. Lic. Testimony at 54-55 (Reutter).
71. Dr. Till is a health physicist who is qualified to testify on the issue of
whether the low levels of radioactivity in the waste would have an impact on
biota.
72. The State's witness, Mr. Marshall, holds degrees in fisheries management and botany, with emphasis on wetland floristics. The Presiding Officer has
reviewed Mr. Marshall's qualifications and accepts that he is qualified to testify
as an expert in this proceeding. State Testimony, IT. Tr. 638.
73. No plants or animals on the federal endangered species list have been
observed on the Davis-Besse site. Lic. Testimony at 55. No aquatic species
on the federal endangered species list have been found in this part of Lake
Erie. No aquatic species on the federal or state lists were found in the Navarre
Marsh. [d. at 55-56, 60 (Jackson, Reutter).
74. In Lake Erie, four aquatic species on the state's endangered species
list have been found: silver chub, silver lamprey, Great Lakes muskellunge,
and lake sturgeon. One muskellunge and one sturgeon were found in 11 years
of sampling. [d. at 56 (Reutter).
75. Three benthic organisms listed by the State as "threatened" have also
been found in Lake Erie near the plant site. These are the deer toe clam, the
knob shell clam, and the eastern sand shell clam. [d.
11The topsoil is also refemd 10 IS Toledo IiIty clay. See Te. 394, 925 (Hendron). That water ponds in the topsoil
indicates that the glacial deposits below arc very tight and prevent ground water lIow downward. Tr. 928 (Hendron).
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76. The levels of radioactivity in the waste would have no discernible
impact on aquatic species even if all the waste were deposited in the lake at
once because the radionuclide concentrations would be well below the maximum
permissible concentrations for water in Part 20 of the NRC's regulations,13 At
these levels, the impact on aquatic species would be negligible. /d. at 57 (Till).
77. The waste proposed for burial contains some impurities including
heavy metals that came originally from the lake water. /d. at 94, 95, Table
17-1 (Bennett); Te. 655-56 (Marshall).
78. The chemicals in the sludge should have no impact on aquatic species.
Lic. Testimony at 57 (Reutter). Analysis of the sludge shows it to be below EPA
extraction procedure (EP) toxicity limits, and any leachate would be below EPA
water quality criteria, which are designed to protect aquatic life. Te. 602-03
(Reutter). Furthermore, the proposed waste disposal methods and the hydrogeologic characteristics of the site make it very unlikely that any was~ or leachate
would reach the lake. Te.602-03 (Reutter); Te. 288-89, 914 (Hendron).
79. The Navarre Marsh has not been designated as critical habitat within
the meaning of the Endangered Species Act for the bald eagle or for any other
species of plants or animals. Lie. Testimony at 61-62 (Jackson); Te. 654-55, 745
(Marshall).
80. No endangered species of bird has been found to inhabit the DavisBesse site (including the Navarre Marsh), although occasional visitation is possible. The construction of the burial site will not remove or disturb potential
habitat for species that have been observed in the vicinity on occasion. Lic. Testimony at 58-59 (Jackson); Te. 765 (Jackson). Use of the burial site will not
affect endangered species and will not result in loss of wetland. Te. 756-57
(Marshall).
81. Operation of the burial site will not impact bird species because the
disposal method will prevent the waste from entering the food chain and because
the radionuclide and heavy metal concentrations are too low to present any
significant hazard to plant or animal even if the waste mobilized. Lie. Testimony
at 59-60 (Jackson, Till): /d. at 96-98 (Bennett); Te. 602-03 (Reutter).
82. The Presiding Officer's tenth question asked, "What will be the total
radiological inventory of the burial site after 30 years of operation under expected
levels of resin contamination? Mr. J. Steward Bland, a health physicist, testified
on behalf of Licensee. Mr. Bland holds a bachelor of science degree in physics, a
master of science degree in nuclear science, and has worked as a health physicist
for a dozen years. Lic. Testimony at 1, 7 (Bland). No other party presented
testimony on question 10. Mr. Bland's testimony was uncontradicted.1"
13 10 c.F.R. Put 20, Appendix B, Table n, coL 21" David Gillin, MD, presented testimony on Ihe general bazards of radiation on behalf of SOSICLO (IT. Tr. 439
(Gitlin)). I gave no weight 10 this testimooy because it contained no facts that would assist me in resolving Ihe
issues in this case. See Tr. 44()'S3 (Gitlin).
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83. The total expected activity in the burial site at termination of the DavisBesse operating license (in 2011) will be 0.013 curie. This activity is essentially
all cesium-137. Lic. Testimony at 63-64; Table 10-3 (Bland).
84. Question 11 asked. "What is the estimated dose to an individual
standing on covered basin dredgings after 30 years of operation under expected
levels of resin contamination?" This issue was addressed by Mr. Bland on behalf
of Licensee. No other party presented testimony on this issue, and Mr. Bland's
testimony was uncontradicted.
85. The dose an individual would receive if he stood directly on top of
the last constructed burial cell at the expiration of the Davis-Besse operating
license 24 hr/day for an entire year is estimated to be 0.007 millirem. If the
individual stood on top of earlier constructed cells, the dose would be less,
since the inventory of those cells would have decayed more./d. at 67 (Bland).
86. Counsel for TCSE inquired whether the 0.007 mrem per year dose
calculated by Mr. Bland for continuous exposure for 1 year was consistent with
the 0.7-millirem hourly dose calculated by the NRC Staff in its environmental
assessment. There is no discrepancy because the NRC Staff's dose calculation
was for an individual standing on uncovered basin dredgings, whereas the issue
designated for hearing by the Presiding Officer asked for the dose an individual
would receive standing on a covered cell. The cover reduces exposure and
dose. Tr. 404-05 (Bland).
87. The Presiding Officer's twelfth question asked, "What criteria will be
used to decide whether resins will be buried on site or transported to a licensed
burial site in the event that resins become contaminated at higher-than-expected
levels (from steam generator tube leaks or ruptures, for example)?" This issue
was addressed by Mr. Bland and Mr. David Briden, the Chemistry and Health
Physics Superintendent for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Station. Their testimony
was uncontradicted.
88. Licensee has set limits on radionuclide concentrations in resin batches
discharged to the settling basin. These limits were based on an evaluation of feasible release scenarios and environmental transport and exposure pathways. The
concentration limits were chosen so that, under the feasible release scenarios
and environmental transport and exposure pathways evaluated, the dose to any
member of the public would be negligible (less than 1 millirem). Lic. Testimony
at 72 (Bland).
89. Each batch of spent resin is analyzed before it can be discharged to the
settling basin. If radionuclide concentrations exceed the established limits, the
spent resins are not discharged to the basin, but are instead treated as radioactive
waste and processed for offsite disposal. The maximum concentrations allowed
in resin batches to be discharged to the settling basin apply to the resin batches
before they are mixed with the water treatment sludge. /d. at 71-72 (Bland,
Briden).
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90. The Presiding Officer's thirteenth question -asked, "What is the estimated upper limit of radionuclide inventory that could exist after 30 years under
the above criteria?" Mr. Bland addressed this issue on behalf of Licensee. His
testimony was not contradicted.
91. The maximum activity that could exist in the burial ground at the
termination of the Davis-Besse operating license is 0.036 curie. This activity
is almost entirely attributable to Cs-137. This value is based on the maximum
activities that would result if all resin discharges contained the limiting (i.e.,
maximum allowable) radionuclide concentrations. Id. at 73 (Bland).
92. The Presiding Officer's fourteenth question asked, "What is the estimated upper limit of dose to the whole body for an individual standing on the
burial site that could exist after 30 years under the above criteria?" Mr. Bland responded to this question on behalf of Licensee. In addition, Mr. Russell Bimber
provided testimony on behalf of SOS/CLO. Mr. Bimber's testimony, however,
consisted of questions and unsupported assertions. Testimony of R.M. Bimber,
ff. n. 459. Mr. Bimber acknowledged that he is not a health physicist n.468
(Bimber).
93. The maximum whole-body dose due to direct exposure that an individual would receive if, after expiration of the Davis-Besse operating license,
he stood directly on top of the burial site 24 hr/day, 365 days/yr, would be 0.02
mrem/yr. Lic. Testimony at 75-76 (Bland).
94. The Presiding Officer's fifteenth question asked, "Why has Sr-9O not
been included in Licensee's assessments?" Mr. Bland responded to this question
on behalf of Licensee, and his testimony was unchallenged.
95. Strontium-90 was considered in the ingestion and inhalation dose calculations in Licensee's testimony. The radioactive decay of Sr-9O is not accompanied by any gamma radiation or x-rays, and therefore does not contribute to
the direct exposure doses. Lic. Testimony at 77 (Bland).
96. Sr-90 was not included in Licensee's previous assessments because
of its negligible contribution to both the total activity and the doses. Sr-90
comprises only 0.04% (0.0004) of the total activity to be buried. Its abundance
and dose contribution are negligible compared with that of Cs-137.ld. at 77-78
(Bland).
97. Question sixteen asked, "What would be the total estimated who~
body dose equivalent for an individual through the food ingestion pathway that
could result from the final 30-year inventory of radionuclides including Sr-90?
Provide estimates for expected levels and upper limits of radionuclide inventory
after 30 years." Mr. Bland responded to this question on behalf of Licensee. No
other parties submitted testimony on the issue.
98. The total estimated whole-body dose rate for the food ingestion pathway would be 0.31 mrem/yr. This dose was calculated using the environmental transport model of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide
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1.109 coupled with effective total-body dose conversion factors derived from
Publication 30 of the International Commission on Radiological Protection. For
the analysis, it was assumed that an individual grew all his fresh vegetables in
soil contaminated with waste from the last burial cell. The soil-ta-plant transfer
factors specified in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 were used. Lic. Testimony at
79-80 (Bland).
99. The dose attributable to the ingestion of geese that might graze on
the burial site was also evaluated. It was postulated that an individual would
consume 14 kilograms (30 pounds) of goose flesh per year. The total wholebody dose equivalent from this scenario is 0.025 millirem.ld. at 80-81 (Bland).
100. Finally, the whole-body dose to an individual who drank contaminated
lake water and consumed fish from the lake was evaluated. For this analysis, it
was postulated that some catastrophic mechanism transferred the entire burial
site inventory to the lake at one time and that all the sludge dissolved. An
individual consumption rate of 21 kg/yr of fish and 730 liters/yr of water
was assumed. The resultant total-body dose (assuming expected levels of resin
contamination) would be 0.1 millirem. This dose would be received only in the
first year after the postUlated release. Doses in subsequent years would be orders
of magnitude smaller because of waste dissipation.ld. at 81-82 (Bland).
101. An individual could not receive the total-body dose equivalent for
vegetable and fowl consumption and the total-body dose due to ingestion of fish
and drinking water because both scenarios could not occur simultaneously. Either
the waste remains in the burial ground, in which case the dose due to vegetable
ingestion applies, or the waste is released to the lake, in which case the dose
due to ingestion of fish and water applies. ld. at 82 (Bland).
102. If radioactivity in the waste is at the maximum possible level, the
maximum total-body dose equivalent for food ingestion (vegetables) would be
0.85 mrem/yr. The maximum total-body dose equivalent due to ingestion of
goose flesh would be 0.07 mrem/yr. The alternative maximum total-body dose
due to ingestion of fish and drinking water would be 0.3 millirem. The 0.3millirem total-body dose due to ingestion of fish and drinking water would be
received only in the first year and due to dissipation would not recur. ld. at 83
(Bland).
103. Dr. John Till, whose qualifications have previously been accepted, conducted a peer review of Mr. Bland's analysis. Dr. Till confirmed that Mr. Bland
had used well-accepted methodologies, and that Mr. Bland's assumptions were
generally conservative (i.e., would tend to overestimate actual doses). ld. at
84-85 (fill). Dr. Till's own independent calculations agreed with those of
Mr. Bland. ld. at 84 (fill).
104. Dr. Roger E. Linnemann testified to the significance of the doses calculate by Mr. Bland. Dr. Linnemann is Vice Chairman and Chief Medical Officer
of Radiation Management Corporation and is also an Associate Clinical Profes-
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sor of Radiology at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Dr. Linnemann holds a medical degree and has been involved in the fields of radiology
and health physics for over 20 years. [d. at 3, 8-9 (Linnemann).
105. Radiation risk estimates were based on the risk estimators published
in the 1980 report of the Committee on Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, National Academy of Sciences, entitled, "The Effects on Populations of
Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation" (the BEIR m Report). These
risk estimators assume a linear relationship between dose and response, with no
threshold. [d. at 85-89, 91 (Linnemann).
106. The risk to an individual of a fatal cancer from a continuous I-millirem
dose would be 1.58 in 10 million per year. The risk of a spontaneous cancer
death from other causes would be about 10,000 times greater. The risk of a
genetic abnormality is about one-half of the cancer risk or about one chance
in 10 million that a parent so exposed would experience a live birth with a
genetic abnormality. The normal genetic abnormality risk from other causes is
about one in ten. Even if the entire population residing within 10 miles of the
Davis-Besse plant were to receive this dose (1 mrem/yr), one would not expect
a single fatal cancer or genetic abnormality to occur.ld. at 89-90 (Linnemann).
107. Question 17 asked, "What are the principal chemical components
of the nonradioactive sludge that are mixed with radioactively contaminated
resins?" Dr. Gary F. Bennett who holds a Ph.D. in chemical engineering
addressed this issue on behalf of Licensee. The Presiding Officer has reviewed
his qualifications and experience and finds that he is qualified to give expert
testimony in this proceeding. Lic. Testimony at I, 9 (Bennett).
108. The sludge that is discharged to the settling basin consists of impurities
removed from the raw lake water together with chemicals used in and produced
by the water treatment process. These are calcium hydroxide, sodium aluminate,
and calcium carbonate. The sludge is mainly a suspension of these inorganic
solids in water. [d. at 94 (Bennett).
109. The sludge has been chemically analyzed by standard analytical procedures to determine the chemical and physical characteristics of the sample.ld. at
96 (Bennett). The sample that was analyzed was representative of the basin sediments because the water treatment process produces little variation in content,
and the sample was a composite of several subsamples. Tr. 413-14 (Bennett,
Briden); Tr. 619 (Bennett).
110. The chemical analysis shows that other than the water treatment
chemicals themselves, the sludge contains heavy metals and other impurities
found in Lake Erie water but in a more concentrated form. The settling basin
bottom sample has a pH of 9. At this pH level, the' metals would exhibit
close to their minimum solubility and maximum resistance to dissolution and
leaching. Lic. Testimony at 96-97 (Bennett). The Davis-Besse sludge is fairly
typical of that produced in municipal water treatment facilities. Its principal
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solid constituent is calcium carbonate. The concentrations of heavy metals in
the Davis-Besse sludge are smaller than those in sludge produced by the water
treatment facility of the Town of Oregon or the City of Toledo. [d. at 94-96
(Bennett).
111. The settling pond sludge was also tested in accordance with the
extraction procedure (EP) toxicity tests called for in the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's regulations implementing the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), 40 C.F.R. Part 261, Appendix n. Comparing the
results of the tests with the RCRA standards (40 C.F.R. § 261.24) shows
that the settling basin bottoms were well below the EP toxicity limits. Given
the charncteristics of the sludge and resins, the sludge does not exhibit the
characteristics ofreactivity, corrosivity or ignitibility as defined in the U.S. EPA
regulations (40 C.F.R. §§ 261.21, 261.22, and 261.23). Water treatment sludge
is not listed as a hazardous waste in 40 C.F.R. Part 261, Subpart D of EPA
regulations. Lic. Testimony at 97-98 (Bennett).
112. Some of the trace metals and organic constituents of the sludge are
listed by EPA and subject to limits. Tr. 414-17 (Bennett). The waste meets the
applicable concentration limits. Lic. Testimony at 97-98 (Bennett). Although
listed metal and organic constituents are present, this does not indicate that the
waste is hazardous. Te. 620 (Bennett).
113. The Presiding Officer'S eighteenth question asked, "What is the rate of
biological or chemical degradation of resins?" Question nineteen asked, "What
biological hazards are there from resin degradation that have been published in
the scientific literature or are known from manufacturers' tests?"
114. Mr. Richard Hetherington addressed these issues on behalf of Licensee. Mr. Hetherington holds a bachelor of science degree in chemistry from
Temple University. He has worked in ion-exchange and water treatment fields
for over 40 years. Lic. Testimony at 9 (Hetherington). Mr. Bimber who has also
worked professionally with ion-exchange resins provided testimony on resins on
behalf of SOS/CLO. The Presiding Officer has reviewed the qualifications of
both witnesses and concludes that both are qualified to testify as experts in this
proceeding on the subject of ion-exchange resins.
115. Ion-exchange resins are not subject to biological degradation. Lic. Testimony at 100-01 (Hetherington). Intervenors' witness confirmed that the polymeric structure of resins is very resistant to degradation. Tr. 462-63 (Bimber).
116. The resins are also resistant to chemical degradation. They are extremely insoluble in water. Even in solvents and solutions used in the laboratory, the resins are essentially insoluble. Decomposition can occur, but requires
extremely powerful oxidizing solutions used in the laboratory, such as boiling
nitric acid or chromic-nitric acid. Lie. Testimony at 101 (Hetherington).
117. There will be essentially no chemical reaction between the resins
and the environment which might cause the release of radioactivity from the
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resins. Impurities that have been exchanged onto a resin may be deliberately
eluted (i.e., removed) from the resin by a regeneration process. This process requires the use of relatively strong acids or bases.ld. at 102-03 (Hetherington). It
is highly unlikely that acids or bases of sufficient strength exist in the natural
environment. Moreover, the manner in which the burial cells are constructed, as
well as the packing characteristics of the resins, would prevent water containing
ionizable salts and acids from percolating through the resins. Also, the resins
are mixed with a very large volume of lime sludge. Even if water were able to
percolate through the resin/sludge mixture, the alkalinity of this material would
neutralize any strong acid. ld. at 103-04 (Hetherington).
118. Mr. Bimber suggested that perhaps fertilizer might elute radionuclides
from resins. Bimber at 5. However, fertilizer will not be applied to the burial site
(Lic. Testimony at 40 n.12 (Swim»; the resins have a greater affinity for cesium
(the principal radionuclide on the resins) than for potassium in fertilizer (Tr. 385
(Hetherington»; elution will not occur if the eluting ions are not in solution
and if the resins are encrusted (fr. 376, 378, 380, 385 (Hetherington». Elution
therefore would not occur in solidified waste. Tr. 384-85 (Hetherington). Finally,
the residual ion-exchange capacity that remains on the resins after they are
discharged provides further protection against elution of the radioactive ions,
because spent resins when they are discharged still retain about 40% of their
ion-exchange capabilities. The presence in the environment of ions with a greater
affinity for the "resins than those ions presently held on them would not be
expected to cause leakage of radioactive ions from the resins. Lic. Testimony at
104 (Hetherington).
119. The ion-exchange resins are not only inert but also nontoxic. Similar resins have been used in drugs and cough medicines on the market for
years. Lic. Testimony at 102 (Hetherington); Tr. 364, 374 (Hetherington).
120. There is no credible evidence that indicates that the resins might be
carcinogenic. See Tr. 373-75, 382-84 (Hetherington). The SOS exhibit does not
support this claim. (SOS Exh. 1 marked at Tr. 310, not received.)
121. The resins are not combustible until moisture is removed. When
moisture is removed, the resins will burn in flame at 230°C. It is estimated
that auto-ignition of pure resins will occur at 427°C (800°F). At Davis-Besse,
however, the resins will not be buried in pure form, but rather are already mixed
with thousands of cubic feet of water treatment sludge (which is predominantly
calcium carbonate) and will be solidified by cement kiln dust. Such a solidified
mixture will not be combustible. Lic. Testimony at 105 (Hetherington).
122. The Presiding Officer's last issue stated, "Describe the Licensee's
plans for site management during operation, for marking the burial site, and
for record keeping at the burial site." This issue was addressed by Mr. David
M. Wallace, a construction engineer and Lead Nuclear Projects Manager for
the Davis-Besse Nuclear Station, and by Ms. Scou-Wasilk. During cross-
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examination of Licensee's witnesses, Mr. Hendron and Mr. Swim also provided
pertinent information. The Intervenors presented no witnesses to testify on issue
20.
123. Each time it becomes necessary to remove and bury settling basin
sludge, the Licensee will appoint a project manager who will be responsible for
construction of the burial cell; for removal of sludge from the settling basin; for
transportation of the sludge to the constructed cell, and for the subsequent closure
of the cell. After the cell is sealed and the burial project completed, Licensee's
Environmental Monitoring Section will assume responsibility for monitoring the
burial site and maintaining the cell. Id. at 106 (Wallace).
124. The burial project will be conducted in accordance with the DavisBesse Project Management procedure. The project team will be composed
of members of the various divisions with responsibility over aspects of the
project. The procedure brings all these divisions together under one project management and ensures an integrated, interdisciplinary approach to the project. Id.
at 107 (Wallace).
125. The project manager will develop a detailed project plan which will
define the scope of the work to be done, the project goals and objectives,
the project team organization, the method of implementation, schedule, and
functional assignments. The project team will perform any further engineering
work that might be necessary (for example, to satisfy any additional design
features that might be required by the Ohio Permit to Install). The team will
develop the final specifications for the project (including the specifications for
the synthetic membrane liner). Id. at 107-08 (Wallace). The ability to withstand
puncture will be taken into account in the selection of the synthetic membrane,
as will be the compatibility between the waste and liner. Tr. 191 (Swim); Tr. 582
(Hendron).
126. The actual construction of the cells and transportation of the waste
will likely be performed by contractors. The contractual documents will provide the specifications for the work to be performed and will include quality
controls. The project team will oversee the work to ensure it meets the specifications. Lic. Testimony at 107-08 (Wallace).
127. Construction of an individual cell should be completed in less than
90 days. Tr. 195 (Wallace). The construction will be conducted so as not to
disturb previously constructed cells. Tr. 193-94 (Swim). If a new cell is going
to be built adjoining a previously constructed cell, the sides of the new dike
will be constructed before rip-rap is removed from the wall separating the two
cells. Tr. 195 (Swim). The removal of the rip-rap will cause no damage. Tr. 194
(Swim). If it rains during construction of the cells, the rainwater will be pumped
out and will not affect the materials being worked. Tr. 196~97 (Wallace).
128. After the .cell is constructed, the waste will be removed from the
settling basin and transported to the burial cell. A number of representative
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samples of the sludge will be taken for an analysis. Contractors' vacuum trucks
will be used to draw the sludge from the settling basin and to transport the waste
to the burial site. Lic. Testimony at 108-09 (Wallace).
129. At the burial site, the waste will be mixed with a SOlidifying agent
(cement kiln dust). [d. at 109 (Wallace). This process will be performed in accordance with formal specifications to ensure uniformity of the product Te.425
(Wallace). Typically, a backhoe bucket would be used to mix the waste and
solidifying agent in the cell. Te. 425-26 (Wallace); Te. 433 (Hendron). The
same wide-tired equipment would be used to mix the material as was used to
place and compact the liner; hence there will be no unusual loads placed on
the liner. Te. 433 (Wallace). The solidifying agent will cause the waste to set
up. Lic. Testimony at 109 (Wallace).
130. After the waste has solidified, the cell will be capped and the cover
seeded. [d. (Wallace). This process should be completed in about a week. Te. 434
(Wallace). The volume of the cell is sufficient to encompass the waste and kiln
dust with about a I-foot freeboard. The waste therefore will not overtop the
cell, even if rain occurs during the capping process. Te. 203-04, 583 (Swim);
Te. 435-36, (HerdendorO; Te. 623 (Hendron).15
131. Licensee's Environmental Monitoring Section will monitor ground
water and conduct periodic inspections of the cells. Lie. Testimony at 109 (ScottWasilk). Final procedures have not yet been prepared, since they will depend on
the terms of the Permit to Install issued by the State. Te. 426-27 (Scott-Was ilk).
132. The Environmental Monitoring Section's current plan is to monitor
ground water in four wells. One of the wells will provide background data, and
the other three will be located in directions of possible ground water flow. Water
in these wells will be sampled semiannually for priority pollutants, pH, and
radioactivity. Lie. Testimony at 109-10 (Scott-Wasilk). Licensee will also remove
and test leachate in the cells. Te. 193 (Swim). The disposition of the leachate
will depend on the results of the test [d. Licensee expects some leachate in the
cells initially after they are completed. After a short while, however, leachate
should no longer occur. Te. 192, 423-24 (Hendron).
133. The Environmental MonitOring Section intends to conduct formal
inspections of the cells and dikes semiannually to ensure that cracking of the
cover or erosion does not occur. The cells and dikes will also be inspected after
any significant flooding event. Lie. Testimony at 110 (Scott-Was ilk). In addition
to these formal inspections, the Environmental Monitoring Section conducts site
surveys several times a week. The survey teams pass by the burial site area and
will be able to observe the condition of the cells. Te. 245-46 (Scott-Wasilk).

15 The lime licensee estimates far clas\lIe is well within the period allowed by Ohio'. zegulations. Tr. 623
(Wallacc).
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134. If any significant deterioration of a cell is detected, it will be repaired. Lic. Testimony at 110 (Scott-Wasilk); Te. 200 (Scott-Wasilk). If the
vegetative cover on the cell dies, new grass will be planted. Te. 247 (ScottWasilk). The grass will be watered to the extent necessary. Tr. 248. The Environmental Monitoring Section will also deal with any deep-rooted plants that might
seed themselves on the cells and compromise the integrity of the cells. Te. 24849 (Scott-Wasilk). Plant roots are, however, unlikely to penetrate the gravel layer
separating the topsoil and compacted clay, since the gravel layer is xeric. Te. 59697 (Jackson). The gravel layer also impedes insects from burrowing into the
compacted clay below. Te. 254-56, 597 (Jackson). Groundhogs could perhaps
tunnel into a cell, although the gravel layer would present a barrier. Tr. 256-57
(Jackson). Licensee, however, conducts a groundhog eradication program under
the direction of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in consultation with the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources. Te. 598 (Scott-Wasilk).
135. The Environmental Monitoring Section will maintain a description of
the waste in each cell, identified by type, volume, content, and date of burial. The
location of each cell will be surveyed and recorded on a plat. In addition, all
settling basin sampling data, all ground water monitoring data and reports, all
burial site inspection reports, and all maintenance reports will be retained. These
documents will be kept available for inspection and will be treated as NRC
permanent records. Project records pertaining to the design and construction of
the cells will also be retained as NRC permanent records under the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Records Program. Lic. Testimony at 110-11 (Wallace, Scott-Wasilk).
136. Since the burial cells will be surveyed and recorded on a plat, and
since the cells are raised, diked structures, there is no need to erect monuments
or markers to define the bounds of the cells. Licensee will post signs to alert any
person in the area and to prohibit unauthorized access. [d. at 111 (Scott-Wasilk).
137. The Presiding Officer concludes that the Licensee has developed
sufficient information to resolve the disputed issues in this case. The levels
of radioactivity in the waste are known to be very low. The chemical nature of
the waste has been ascertained and evaluated against EPA criteria. The location
of the site has been specified, and the design characteristics of the cells are
sufficiently developed to permit determinations as to the environmental impact of
the project. See, e.g., Te. 624-25, 953 (Henclron).16 The geology and hydrology of
the site, including the potential for flooding, have been extensively explored. The
effect of the project on wildlife and endangered species has also been evaluated.
138. The record in this proceeding establishes that the waste in question
at the Davis-Besse site presents no radiological or chemical risk to the public
health and safety.

16 R1rther details at site design and operation may need to be dcvc10ped by· Licensee to obtain. Permit to Install
(rom the Sute. but th.t process and the Sute', requirements belong to the Sute, and ate beyond the province of
the Commission.
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139. The record in this proceeding also establishes that the waste burial
project at the Davis-Besse site will have no significant environmental impact.

m.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. There is reasonable assurance that the secondary-system demineralizer
resins and water treatment sludge can be buried at the Davis-Besse Nuclear
Station without endangering the health and safety of the public.
2. The issuance of a materials license authorizing burial of this waste is
not inimical to the public health and safety or the common defense and security.
3. The burial will have no significant environmental impact, and the National Environmental Policy Act therefore does not require that an environmental
impact statement be prepared. 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (1982).
4. There are no unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources, and the National Environmental Policy Act therefore does not
require further studies. 42 U.S.C. §4332.
5. There is no reason to believe that any endangered species will be
affected by the waste burial, and the consultation provisions of the Endangered
Species Act are therefore not invoked. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(3).
6. The NRC's environmental assessment, 50 Fed. Reg. 41,266 (1985),
is amended pro tanto to include these findings and conclusions. 10 C.F.R.
§ 51.103(b); Allied-General Nuclear Services (Barnwell Nuclear RIel Plant
Separations Facility), ALAB-296, 2 NRC 671 (1975).
7. The NRC environmental assessment is amended to include Licensee's
project plan entitled "Project Plan/Conceptual Design Disposal of Very Low
Level Radioactive Waste at Davis-Besse Site" (September 1986). Authority to
approve amendments to the plan resides with the NRC Staff.

IV.

ORDER

The authority previously granted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
The Toledo Edison Company to bury water treatment sludge and secondary-side
demineralizerresins on the site of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Station is afflrmed. In
accordance with the Commission's Order of February 21, 1986, this Decision
will become final agency action 30 days after the date of issuance, unless the
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Commission on its own motion undertakes a review of the Decision. No petition
for review of this Decision will be entertained.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Helen F. Hoyt
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 15th day of April 1987.
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In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board finds that Applicants'
petition for a waiver of the regulations requiring planning for a plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone in excess of a I-mile radius fails to
make a prima facie showing on its technical merits that the waiver should be
granted. Accordingly. the Board holds that the petition may not be considered
further.
REGULATIONS:

WAIVER

The prima facie showing required by 10 C.P.R. § 2.758 for a waiver of a
Commission regulation requires the Board to determine v,:hether the petition for
waiver with its accompanying affidavits. weighed against the responses of the
other parties. presents legally sufficient evidence to justify the waiver request
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Applicants' Petition with Respect to
Emergency Planning Zone in Excess or 1 Mile)
BACKGROUND ON THE APPLICANTS' PETITION
The Board has before it "Applicants' Petition under 10 C.F.R. 2.758 and 10
C.F.R. 50.47(c) with Respect to the Regulations Requiring Planning for a Plume
Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone in Excess of a One-Mile Radius,"
filed December 18, 1986. Applicants' memorandum in support of their petition
accompanied the petition. Attached to the certificate of service was a list of
those documents Applicants relied on in their petition. The Board has attached
this list as Appendix A.
On December 23, 1986, this Board ordered that any party to this proceeding
could file a response in accordance with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2.758(b).
We affirmed the due date for responses in a Memorandum and Order dated
January 7, 1987 (unpublished), and again on January 21, 1987, in response to
a motion for extension filed by Massachusetts Attorney General. On January
27, 1987, the Board granted an extension to February 2, 1987, to counsel for
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP) and the NRC Staff due
to unusual conditions in the Washington, D.C. area. Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League (SAPL) asked for and received a I-day extension.
Opposition to Applicants' petition was timely filed by Intervenors: (1)
''Town of Hampton Memorandum in Opposition to Applicants' Petition to
Reduce EPZ"; (2) "NECNP's Opposition to Applicants' Petition Under 10
C.F.R. 2.758 and 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c) for Waiver of Ten-Mile Emergency
Planning Zone"; (3) "Seacoast Anti-Pollution League's Brief in Opposition to
Applicants' Petition Under 10 C.F.R. 2.758 and 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c) for Reduction
in the Size of the Seabrook Station Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ" and First
Supplement dated January 29, 1987, and Second Supplement dated February
6, 1987; (4) ''Town of Amesbury Response to Applicants' Petition Under 10
C.F.R. 2.758 and 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c) with Respect to the Regulations Requiring
Planning for a Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone in Excess
of a One-Mile Radius"; (5) "Attorney General Shannon's Memorandum in
Opposition to Applicants' Petition Under 10 C.F.R. 2.758 and 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)
with Respect to the Regulations Requiring Planning for a Plume Exposure
Pathway Emergency Planning Zone in Excess of a One-Mile Radius" (attached
to the Attorney General's Memorandum were affidavits which are identified in
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our Appendix B); (6) Town of Kensington "Partial" response!; and (7) "State
of Maine's Memorandum in Opposition to Applicants' Petition to Reduce the
Emergency Planning Zone."
The State of New Hampshire filed its timely response in which the State did
not take a position before the Board with respect to the Applicants' petition.
On March 26, 1987, there was filed with the Board "Applicants' Motion
to File a Reply to Massachusetts Response to Applicants' Petition Under 10
C.F.R. 2.758." NRC Staff opposed Applicants' Motion on April 10, 1987. We
deny Applicants' motion to file a reply to Massachusetts' response on the same
grounds as that cited to us by the Staff. The provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2.758 do
not contemplate the filing of replies to responses, and no good cause has been
put forward by Applicants in this case to permit them to go beyond what the
rule provides. Accordingly, the Applicants' reply has not been considered by
this Board.
10 C.F.R. § 2.758
Section 2.758(a) provides that Commission rules may not be attacked in
an adjudicatory proceeding concerning initial licensing, such as the operating
license Applicants are seeking in this proceeding. Since the rules under Part
50, specifically 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(c)(2), provide that a plume exposure pathway
(EPZ) for nuclear power plants shall consist of an area of about 10 miles in
radius, any reduction of the EPZ could only be permitted providing that a
petitioner sustain an application for a waiver or an exception. The standard for
determining if the petition is successful is whether the petitioning party has made
a prima facie showing that the Commission rule would not serve the purpose
for which the rule was adopted. If there is a negative finding, no evidentiary
proceeding will be permitted and the matter cannot be further considered by the
Board.
The provisions of § 2.758(b) are as follows:
(b) A party to an adjudicatory proceeding involving initial licensing ••• may petition
that the application of a specified Commission rule or regulation ••• be waived or an
exception made for the particular proceeding. The sole ground for petition for waiver or
exception shall be that special circumstances • • • are such that application of the rule
or regulation (or provision thereof) would not serve the purposes for which the rule or
regulation was adopted. The petition shall be accompanied by an affidavit that identifies the
specific aspect. • • as to which application of the rule or regulation • • • would not serve
the purposes • • • and shall set forth with particularity the special circumstanoes alleged to

lBoard =:ords show only • Ihree-Iine objection doted lllU1sry 23, 1987. No ccmplete response promised by
February 3, 1987, wal received.
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justify the waiver or exception requested. Any other party may file a response thereto, by
counter-affidavit or otherwise.

10 C.F.R. § SO.47(c)
Applicants have also sought a grant of relief from the provisions of
§ 50.47(c)(2) setting the to-mile radius for emergency planning around the
Seabrook nuclear plant In the event the Board determines that the permanent
waiver or exemption under § 2.758 is inappropriate, Applicants solicit the Board
to grant relief under § 50.47(c) by applying the three criteria articulated in the
rule. In anticipation that a waiver in respect to emergency planning regulations
may be granted under § 50.47(c) only after a showing that 10 C.F.R. § 50.12
criteria have been satisfied, the Applicants have set out arguments meeting those
criteria as well.
DISCUSSION
Pertinent to any discussion of the basis of our decision on Applicants' petition
requires that we set forth the standard of what this Board considers is appropriate
for a prima facie showing that the Commission rule for a lO-mile EPZ can be
waived or an exception made for this proceeding.
The prima facie showing standard was not defined in § 2.758(c) and only one
licensing board has, in a footnote, found that it is reasonable to equate ''prima
facie" showing with substantial showing. Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Plant), LBP-85-5, 21 NRC 410, 443 n.16 (1985). That
Board did go on to say that this would mean that affidavits supporting a petition
for waiver should present each element of the case for waiver in a persuasive
manner and with adequate supporting facts from a qualified expert, where
appropriate. To this Board the difficulty here lies in accepting our colleagues'
explanation of what prima facie showing is with their labeling of this standard as
being a substantial one. Were the standard such as to require the proof suggested
by the use of term substantial, then there would be a need for much more than
"adequate supporting facts from a qualified expert" We believe that the label
of substantial would require full, important, essential, and considerable factual
detail which is somewhat more than mere "adequate supporting facts." It was against this background that the Board had to examine the use of an
exemption of one of the more controversial public concerns relating to safety of
the population around a nuclear power plant - that is, the evacuation of persons
within only a I-mile radius in the event of a nuclear incident We find little
guidance in the cases before this Commission or the regulations. We would be
less than candid if we did not express, albeit dicta. our belief that the provisions
of § 2.758 were never intended to be used in deciding an issue of this magnitude.
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The Appeal Board in Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-6S3, 16 NRC 55, 72 (1981) stated the
standard with which we associate in this instance when it said that ''prima facie
evidence must be legally sufficient to establish a fact . . . unless disproved." We
have -applied this standard and find Applicants' petition does not meet the
required prima facie showing needed to certify the matter to the Commission
for final determination.
Applicants in a response to Joint Intervenors' appeal of our order of January
7, 1987, before the Appeal Board on January 27, 1987, at pages 9-12 has
also stated what this Board has applied in determining the standard to be used
in judging whether this petition passes muster. Briefly stated, the Board has
determined that the prima facie showing standard is whether the petition with
its accompanying affidavits as weighed against the responses of the parties,
presents legally sufficient evidence to justify the waiver or exemption from the
requirement of a 10-mile EPZ.
10 C.F.R. § SO.47(c)
The provisions of this section provide that if an applicant fails to meet any of
the sixteen offsite emergency planning standards established in § 50.47(b), the
applicant will have an opportunity to demonstrate the following:
(1) that deficiencies in the emergency plans are not significant for the
plant; or
(2) that adequate interim compensating activities have been or will be
taken; or
(3) that there are other compelling reasons to permit plant operation.
The Applicants have argued that the "deficiency" of a I-mile zone is not
significant for the Seabrook plant because it has demonstrated that it is in
compliance with the NUREG-0396 rationales that projected radiation doses
would not exceed the Protective Action Guide levels beyond 1 mile. We believe
that our discussion of §2.758, below, has demonstrated the unacceptability of
this argument.
The second alternative is that interim compensating activities have been or
will be taken. Any discussion of such activities is premature to say the leasL The
Board is presently working toward resolving such matters in the litigation of
the New Hampshire Radiological Emergency Response Plan (RERP). It would
be inappropriate to grant the waiver on the as yet untested New Hampshire
emergency plans.
The third alternative of "compelling reasons" is also rejected. The Board
has no difficulty with accepting Applicants' theory that Seabrook is a valuable
energy resource. But that does not relieve the Board of its responsibility to make
its finding that there is reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures
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can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency at this valuable
energy resource. We also reject the argument that limiting a completed plant to
low-power operation is an unnecessary and unjustifiable economic burden. The
regulations are quite clear - the plant must have an acceptable RERP prior
to going to full power. Other events occurring in this case make clear that the
emergency plan for only one of the two states involved is ready for litigation
on the issues of adequacy of various emergency preparedness provisions. The
second state plan, filed by Applicants, has been circulated to the parties very
recently. in short, there is yet much emergency planning work to be done before
we could determine that there were only minor cosmetic problems left which
could be waived as insubstantial.
Applicants have not made their case here with any of the three criteria. We
further note that § 50.47(c) provides for waiver of planning standards set forth
in § S0.47(b). The requirement for the lO-mile emergency planning zone is set
forth in § 50,47(c)(2).
INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL ISSUES

This discussion deals with the narrow question of whether Applicants have
made a prima facie showing in support of their motion to reduce the size of
the Seabrook plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone (PEPZ) to 1
mile. We have addressed this issue separately from the legal and regulatory
sufficiency set forth above. Applicants' motion was accompanied by technical
documents and peer review testimonials putporting to provide a prima facie
showing that a I-mile PEPZ for the Seabrook Station is technically appropriate. (See Appendix A.)
Technical support for Applicants' motion was provided in the form of three
documents:
(1) YAEC-IS02, ''Licensing Aspects of the Seabrook Emergency Planning Zone Study," S. Lee and P. S. Littlefield, December 1985;
(2) PLG-0432, "Seabrook Station Risk Management and Emergency
Planning Study (RMEPS)," Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., December 1985;
(3) PLG-0465, "Seabrook Station Emergency Planning Sensitivity Study
(EPSS), Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., April 1986.
These reports are summarily characterized as follows: Item 1 presents the Yankee Atomic Electric Company's dose assessment results for the Seabrook Station that reflect not only the characteristics of the Seabrook Station but also
the insights gained from numerous accident and source-term studies since the
publication of WASH-I400 and NUREG-0396. Item 2 presents the results of
a technical evaluation of emergency planning options and other risk manage-
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ment actions under consideration for Seabrook. These results include an update
of the Seabrook Station Probabilistic Safety Assessment (SSPSA) prepared for
Public Service Company of New Hampshire and Yankee Atomic Electric Company by Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. (pLG-0300, December 1983). As with
Item I, it includes more recent insights about source terms than were available for the SSPSA analysis. Item 3 is most directly supportive of Applicants'
motion in that it reverts to the source-term methodology of WASH-I400 in
performing a sensitivity study to help evaluate emergency planning options for
Seabrook. Characterizing the source-term methodology as extremely conservative, EPSS concludes that a PEPZ of no greater than 1 mile is appropriate for
Seabrook.
The thrust of Applicants' technical discussion is that the design characteristics
of Seabrook are such that accident analyses using WASH-I400 methodologywithout taking account of advances in the understanding of source-term behavior
developed since the publication of WASH-I400 - yield environmental releases
of radiation at 1 mile from the plant site that have lower risk consequences than
those deemed acceptable by NRC's Safety Goals. Additionally, Applicants state
that said risk consequences are comparable to those considered by the authors of
NUREG-0396 in concluding that an approximate 10-mile PEPZ is appropriate
for all light water plants. Hence, say Applicants, a I-mile PEPZ is justified for
Seabrook.
Other inputs "reviewed by the Board include the following: a Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) final report (March 1987) prepared for the NRC
that performed sensitivity studies of those portions of PLG-0465 found to be
most influential in calculating Seabrook risk estimates: the response of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts to the Applicants' motion - in particular
the affidavit of S.C. Sholly accompanying that response (Sholly Affidavit of
23 January 1987); the response of the Staff to Applicants' motion, which
provided the affidavit of S. Newberry (Newberry Affidavit of 27 February 1987);
the Review Comments of T.G. Theofanous prepared for the Staff regarding
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), 12 January 1987; a Staff memorandum
from Warren Lyon to Charles E. Rossi concerning SGTR events during severe
accidents at Seabrook, 3 March 1987; and the comments of the New Hampshire
Yankee Division of Public Service of New Hampshire transmitted by letter of
January 20, 1987, to V. Nerses of the NRC Staff, concerning the BNL draft
report A-38S2 (predecessor of the BNL final report noted above).
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DISCUSSION

Applicants' Case
The materials submitted by Applicants in support of their motion requesting
a reduction of the PEPZ from 10 miles to 1 mile have been identified and
characterized above. Whereas the materials provide a backdrop of information of
substantive value to formulating and critiquing the Seabrook emergency response
plan, we address them here in the context of whether they offer sufficient
technical input to warrant further consideration of Applicants' motion.
The Seabrook Station RMEPS (pLG-0432, December 1985) comprises a risk
assessment that led Applicants to conclude that the total benefits of evacuation of
the populace around Seabrook are very small because the risk without evacuation
is already very small and a I-mile PEPZ is appropriate. The bases for this
conclusion include the following:
• The potential for early releases to the environment is substantially
reduced because of the strength and structural integrity of the large,
dry, reinforced concrete containment building;
• New data and engineering insights concerning accident sequences
involving interfacing systems LOCA indicate an acceptable consequence for such events;
• A broad-scope risk model is used in order to take account of Seabrook-specific plant design and site characteristics and to take advantage ofpost-WASH-1400 advances in data and modeling techniques;
and,
• Post WASH-1400 advances in source-term assessment are used.
The Seabrook Station EPSS (pLG-046S, April 1986) provides the results
of a sensitivity analysis of the risk assessment results from RMEPS, but
without source-term assessment advances, using, instead, WASH-1400 sourceterm methodology_ From PLG-046S, Applicants confirm their belief that a 1mile PEPZ is appropriate for Seabrook, even without taking credit for recent
reassessments of source-term behavior, i.e., the conclusion of the RMEPS is
insensitive to source-term assumptions, as treated by Applicants.
The two documents just mentioned comprise the thrust of the technical support for Applicants' motion. YAEC-lS02 presents a summary of dose calculations made for Seabrook that is consistent with results of the broader-scope
PLG studies. However, we do not discuss YAEC-lS02 here since its results are
largely subsumed within the PLG documents.
An earlier full-scope risk assessment analysis of Seabrook was performed by
Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., for Public Service Company of New Hampshire and Yankee Atomic Electric Company (pLG-0300, "Seabrook Station
Probabilistic Safety Assessment" (SSPSA), December 1983). Building upon the
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SSPSA, the RMEPS (currently before us) updates the earlier assessment by invoking significant advancements involving the following:
Nature and magnitude of radioactive source-term releases;
Strength of the Seabrook large, dry containment and implications of
its integrity with respect to the timing and magnitude of source-term
releases;
Progression of accident sequences for loss-of-coolant events outside
of the containment.
Risk reduction options are examined in the perspective of this updated assessment. The significant results are summarized as follows:
The acute health risk is very low in absolute terms as well as in relation
to any known standards of acceptability or safety goals. Even under the
assumption of no immediate protective actions, the acute health risk
estimated for Seabrook Station is:
More than an order of magnitude less than that estimated in the
SSPSA, which assumed a 100mile evacuation distance.
More than an order of magnitude less than that estimated in
WASH-1400, which assumed a 25-mile evacuation distance.
About two orders of magnitude less than the NRC safety goal for
individual risk within 1 mile of the site.
Substantially less than the level of risk achieved with an EPZ
distance of 10 miles as perceived in NUREG-0396.
Spatially located close to the plant site, with over 95% located
within 2 miles of the containment. and over 70% within 1 mile.
The latent cancer risk is estimated to be:
Comparable to that estimated in the SSPSA and in WASH-1400.
More than a factor of 250 less than the NRC safety goal for
societal risk within 50 miles of the site.
Insensitive to assumptions regarding evacuation b~ause of the
role of long-term exposures to low dose levels in the models
used to estimate latent health effects.
Staff's Response
The Staff requested that Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) undertake
a review of the PLG reports ultimately submitted by Applicants in support of
their motion. The BNL results have been published, first in a draft report (BNL
A-3852, December 1986) and in a final report dated,March 1987. We have
reviewed both reports, which bear the same title, "Technical Evaluation of the
EPZ Sensitivity Study for Seabrook." Our observation is that both reports deal
with both of the PLG studies submitted by Applicants. We do not present our
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own summary of the BNL effort for the reason that Staff's critique of same is
seen to be realistic and credible.
The Staff's response to Applicants' motion is contained in the affidavit of
Newberry, which summarizes the Staff's current position as follows:
We believe that a more complete undersunding of the Seabrook plant and risk assessment
needs to be developed before a position can be taken on the risk assessment aspects of the
petition. This is primarily due to the low probability estimates for early containment failure
which are l' cornerstone of the Applicants' petition. Unresolved questions remain from the
BNL review of PLG-046S [BNL A·38S2. Draft Report, December 1986] in the areas of
containment loads (including the contribution to containment accident loads resulting from the
direct containment heating phenomenon), induced steam generator tube rupture, and severe
accidents at shutdown. We believe the BNL questions merit further investigation. Therefore,
further detailed evaluation of accidents at shutdown and steam generator tube rupture is
necessary. Identification of a Seabrook specific containment event tree with Seabrook specific
containment loads using the BNL structural capability estimates is also being considered. We
also believe that further review of internal and external accident sequences in the SSPSA
[an earlier risk assessment, PLG-0300, December 1983] needs to be completed to consider
the likelihood and uncertsinty of early containment failure at Seabrook.

In addition to assessing the validity of Applicants' risk assessment, the Staff will also
be reviewing the Applicants' analysis of the consequence of design basis accidents at
Seabrook. In this regard, independent Staff consequence calculations are planned. The Staff
also will be examining certsin emergency-planning related issues, including the adaptability
of emergency plans for the taking of ad hoc measures beyond one mile if necessary (the
fourth rationale identified in Applicants' petition), and the rationales for having selected ten
miles as the appropriate zone for the plume exposure pathway EPZ.

(Newberry Affidavit at 9-10).
The Staff's Newberry affidavit comments upon the major areas addressed by
BNL, which are summarized here:
Interfacing Systems LOCA (Bypassing containment) - BNL's most
significant concern in this area relates to the initiation of such an event, it
being primarily a function of valve failure rate. BNL estimates a higher
likelihood of failure than does PLO based upon valve failure rates judged
to be more appropriate. However, BNL concludes that owing to credit for
fission product scrubbing by coolant in the residual heat removal vault,
this situation probably would not significantly change the risk profile
assessment of PLO-0465.
Accidents During Shutdown - This item was not addressed by PLO0465 but was assigned to BNL during its review. In response to the BNL
draft report, Applicants submitted additional information that pointed to
the reduction of source term re~ulting from duration of shutdown as a
mechanism that reduces accident significance. The BNL final report,
published subsequent to the Newberry affidavit, concludes that the
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shutdown risk assessment is unacceptable as presently documented (BNL
Final Report at 2-26).
Steam Generator Tube Rupture - This phenomenon involves the loss
of steam generator tube integrity subsequent to the onset of a core melt
accident. This could permit fission product release to the environment via
steam generator relief valves, another potential example of containment
bypass. While not reviewed in detail by BNL, this matter has been
considered by the Staff and reviewed by Dr. Theofanous at Staff's
request. Dr. Theofanous concludes that in the face of uncertainties of
estimates and the recognition that not all tubes are in good-as-new
condition, the effect of induced SGTR should not be neglected and
prompt reactor coolant system depressurization should be given serious
consideration. (Review Comments ofT.G. Theofanous, 12 January 1987,
at 4-5).
Containment Isolation Failure - Neither the Staff nor BNL has reviewed this matter in detail. Applicants conclude that it has a small
impact on risk; Staff concludes that fully closed purge and vent valves
should provide reliable isolation under severe accident conditions (Newberry Affidavit at 6).
Containment Integrity and Containment Loads - Given that the
Seabrook containment is about 23% stronger than the Zion containment,
BNL expects the probability of failure should be lower for Seabrook
than for Zion. BNL's analysis of the Seabrook containment leads it to
conclude that failure due to gross leakage is not likely to occur at a pressure below 165 psig, including penetrations. Seabrook specific containment loads were not derived by BNL. Based upon Zion loads previously
analyzed by BNL, it estimates a low probability of early Seabrook containment failure but considers these estimates to be preliminary; BNL
did not quantify the probability (id. at 6-7).
Source Terms - BNL finds general consistency between fission
product behavior in PLG-0465 and WASH-1400. BNL also finds that
Applicants' justification of subcooling of coolant in the residual heat
removal vault is reasonably supportive of the assumption noted above
concerning the decontamination that will be achieved (id. at 7).
Consequence Modeling - Risk consequences for Seabrook are obtained in PLG-0465 through the use of the PLG "CRACIT' code whereas
BNL used the "MACCS" code. Differences were found, but BNL believes that these differences are accounted for by differences in modeling
techniques used in the two computer codes. BNL did not verify the risk
of early fatalities reported by PLG-0465 but did note that the MACCS
code would tend to predict more early fatalities than would CRACIT
(id. at 7-8).
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For the most part, we consider that the BNL report has been appropriately
characterized in the Staff's Newberry affidavit; hence we do not present a
detailed assessment of it here. There is one matter, however, that is addressed
by BNL that perhaps deserves more emphasis than is given by Newberry. That
has to do with accidents during shutdown. Because PLG-0465 does not address
the subject of risk during shutdown, BNL made use of an NSAC report
that specifically dealt with this matter for the Zion PWR (NSAC-84, "Zion
Nuclear Plant Residual Heat Removal PRA," July 1985). NSAC-84 results
show that the dominant core damage sequences during shutdown derive from
loss of the residual heat removal system due to operator errors. Although
BNL has found that extensive revisions to NSAC-84 are needed to correct
deficiencies, these revisions (states BNL) tend to increase the frequency of
core damage. In response to Staff's request, Applicants presented additional
information regarding shutdown accidents (pSNH Letter SBN-1225), dated
October 31, 1986, Response to Request for Additional Information (RAls),
J. DeVincentis to S.M. Long). BNL. states that the result of this analysis is
inadequate, if not incorrect, and requires many changes (BNL Report at 2-18
through 2-22). [In fairness to the Staff, we note that the foregoing statement was
found only in the BNL final report issued subsequent to the Newberry affidavit.]
As will be noted from the foregoing, the Newberry affidavit seems not to take
issue with the BNL report. Staff estimates that its full review of the merits of
Applicants' motion can be completed by November 1987. (Newberry Affidavit
at 8.)
Further insight into the Staff's thinking with respect to one of the above
areas (SGTR) is contained in a report titled "Seabrook Station Steam Generator
Thbe Response During Severe Accidents," January 27, 1987 (Lyon Report). This
report was transmitted by Staff Memorandum from W. Lyon to C.E. Rossi. dated
March 3. 1987. It identifies a number of subareas in which work has been done.
provides an assessment of that work. and makes recommendations for future
work that may be needed to resolve the question of the seriousness of an SGTR
event with respect to offsite risk consequences.
Owing to the high strength and large volume of the Seabrook containment.
Applicants state that the containment has the capability to either significantly
delay or to prevent the release of large amounts of radioactive material during
and following a severe accident involving core damage or core melt. Hence
accident sequences that bypass the containment are of particular importance
to the evaluation of the adequacy of Applicants' motion. One bypass potential
involves a path between the reactor coolant system (RCS) and the environment
via ruptured steam generator tubes. An SGTR event during a core melt accident
while the RCS is at pressure offers the potential opportunity for a radioactive
release through the steam generator relief valves. or through a rupture in a steam
line outside the containment
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The Lyon Report says that an SG'IR event is probably only of concern
if the RCS is pressurized, but concludes that a formidable undertaking may
be necessary to resolve the issue of whether such pressurization accompanied
by tube failures presents an underestimated risk to the environment. Lyon
characterizes Applicants' position on the matter as finding a small probability
for the occurrence of the many SGTRs required to produce a significantly large
containment bypass. The report acknowledges the position of Staff consultant
Theofanous (as does NewbeiTy, noted above) concerning the importance of
RCS depressurization, but expresses the belief that the issue can be shown
ultimately (albeit with considerable effort) not to contribute significantly to
risk. The complexities of the problem are reviewed in considerable detail; the
report identifies several areas for which additional work must be done before
Staff can reach a final conclusion.
We note parenthetically here that Applicants have provided (0 the parties
and the Board a copy of their response to the Staff regarding their reactions
to the BNL draft report, A-3852, enclosed with Applicants' letter to Victor
Nerses (NYN-87-002), dated January 20. 1987. We have reviewed this response;
it purports to set the record straight with respect to a variety of matters that
Applicants believe have been improperly or unfairly dealt with by BNL. This
response, alluded to in the Board Conclusions below, does not materially alter
our thinking.
Response of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
In support of its response to Applicants' motion, the Commonwealth submitted the affidavit of Steven C. Sholly and the joint affidavit of Sholly and
Dr. Gordon R. Thompson. The former affidavit discusses numerous perceived
faults associated with materials accompanying Applicants' motion. The thrust
of each of these faults is summarized; the latter affidavit is not directly relevant
to Applicants' motion.
(1) Ac/s o/Terrorism and Sabotage - It is noted that Applicants have not
explicitly addressed such acts either in their motion or in previously
submitted accident analysis submittals, since worst-case accidents can
be avoided or accommodated without regard to how initiated. The
point is made that the analyses of accidents provide a blueprint
for defeating plant protective measures on a detailed, plant-specific
basis. The fact that history provides little precedence for concern is
no basis for apathy about what the future may. bring.
(2) Event V Modeling - Event V is the WASH-1400 analog of a LOCA
(loss-of-coolant accident) initiated by the failure of valves separating
the reactor coolant system from the RHR (residual heat removal)
system. Event V is also referred to as an interfacing LOCA event; the
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affidavit says that steam generator tube rupture (SGm) is another
example of this class of sequences. Affiant states the belief that the
frequency of occurrence of event V sequences is significantly higher
than estimated by Applicants. Overreliance on Bayesian methodology
results and on prompt and proper operator actions are cited as bases
for this belief.
(3) SGTR Scenarios - Two parts of the affidavit that treat steam generator accidents are combined here. Frequencies of various accident
. scenarios are discussed along with impacts of station blackout assumptions. The consequences of updated source-term considerations
are imposed, leading affiant to conclude that there is the potential for
more serious risk consequences than postulated by Applicants.
(4) Seismic Sequences - Affiant states that seismic events involving large
ground accelerations (initial event, perhaps followed by strong aftershocks) can degrade the efficacy of emergency plan implementation,
increase the likelihood of earlier-than-expected containment failure,
and degrade operator performance. Affiant believes that a more detailed review of such matters than currently exists is necessary to
assess seismic event impacts.
(5) High-Pressure Core Melt Modeling - Affiant cites Sandia experimental studies for the proposition that Applicants' characterization of
the behavior of core debris ejected from the reactor vessel may be
incorrect. In particular, he states that dissolved gases in the core melt
and the production of aerosols by the melt ejection process can lead to
containment pressurization and direct containment heating, presenting
the potential for early containment failure and higher-than-anticipated
radioactivity release, matters that Applicants have not adequately considered. Affiant expresses his disagreement with Applicants and BNL
that such phenomena cannot cause the Seabrook containment to fail
or at worst to fail at a very low probability.
(6) . Containment Pressure Failure - In essence, the affidavit builds upon
the above considerations and leads to the possibility that containment
integrity may not be adequate for containment pressure loads derived
from phenomena noted in the above item.
(7) Steam Explosions - Work done by others (e.g., UKAEA and Sandia)
convinces affiant that there is substantial uncertainty over the probability of containment failure due to in-vessel steam explosions (termed
an alpha-mode failure). This is taken to indicate that an alpha-mode
failure cannot be ignored in the context of PEPZ distances.
(8) Iodine Behavior - Two parts of the affidavit dealing with iodine
are combined in this summary. Affiant suggests that the following
possibilities concerning iodine behavior can be important:
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•

The formation of volatile, organic iodine within the containment
might impact environmental releases depending upon containment
spray behavior and integrity of the containment itself;
• Sandia experiments indicate the possibility that cesium iodide
(the chemical form dealt with by Applicants in their accident
analyses) may dissociate into elemental iodine and permit ill
and HOI to dominate under the influence of gamma radiation in
the pressure vessel containment envelope and of hydrogen burns,
thus behaving quite differently than CsI; and,
• Late containment failures can provide an opportunity for tellurium-I32 (7S-hour half-life) to decay to iodine-I32 (2.3-hour
half-life) leading to the possibility of gamma radiation exposure
not being adequately considered.
(9) Aerosol Behavior - Citing no bases to support his thesis, affiant
postulates that deposited fission product aerosols might as the result
of chemical or mechanical disturbances reevolve for release to the
environment, and give rise to higher-than-anticipated source-term
estimates.
(10) Accidents During Shutdown - Citing prior assessments of this category of accident as being restricted to internal events leading to
a sh~tdown accident, affiant states that external events, especially
earthquakes, should be considered for cold shutdown accidents, when
containment isolation is not required. A study of the Sequoyah plant
by Science Applications, Inc., is criticized for not having consider~
quakes larger than the safe shutdown earthquake. Affiant states that
full consideration of seismic initiating events is required in order to
perform a complete cold shutdown risk analysis.
(11) De-Inerting Burns - The affidavit states that when AIC power
andlor containment sprays are appropriately recovered during an
accident sequence, Applicants treat the accident as being benignly
terminated. The potential for high concentrations of oxygen and
hydrogen in the containment if containment spray is recovered several
hours after reactor vessel failure is said not to have been considered
by Applicants. Thus, affiant states that there is the potential for
a hydrogen burn; and if containment integrity is not maintained
indefinitely, risks could be understated.
(12) Accident Behavior of Secondary Containment - Characterizing the
Seabrook containment enclosure (secondary containment) as having
a low pressure capacity, affiant states that this enclosure offers little
radioactivity mitigation from a severe accident in which primary
containment integrity is lost At best, it might offer the advantage of a
more elevated release point than would otherwise be the case. Lacking
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a steel liner such as exists in the primary containment and having a
low pressure capability give the secondary containment little merit
during severe accidents.
(13) Peer Review - Affiant states that in the circumstances under which
it was performed, it was impossible for the peer review group to
have performed adequately in the face of such a complexity of
considerations and time constraints before them. He also questions
the independence of the reviewers. Affiant further notes that despite
the importance placed on containment strength by Applicants, none
of the reviewers is a structural engineer.
(14) Consequence Modeling - Affiant devotes two separate discussions to
the thesis that the risk consequences of a severe accident at Seabrook
should not ignore the differences (for the same accident sequence) that
can arise from differing assumptions made for different consequence
models. Specific references are made to the various codes employed
in justifying the reduction of the Seabrook PEPZ, with emphasis upon
the extreme care that must be exercised in intercomparing results.
Affiant Sholly concludes that the PEPZ designation of 10 miles from
NUREG-0396 was set in the face of numerous uncertainties and that Applicants' motion does not carry the day so far as justifying a significant reduction
of that distance for Seabrook, because of considerations such as discussed above
and the numerous uncertainties involved here also.
BOARD CONCLUSIONS

Preface
Prior to our review of the Applicants' motion and the responses thereto, the
Board raises the following considerations:
• With respect to the TMI-2 accident, from the 1980 Rogovin report
it appears that plant operating personnel could have lessened the
severity of accident consequences by more rigidly adhering to proper
procedures, and by being better prepared to interpret the Significance
of off-normal plant conditions;
• Numerous incidents recently reported in NRC Information Notices
regarding licensed nuclear power plants attest to the thesis that there
are instances of hardware components having safety significance that
have not on random demand performed in accordance with the design
intent for those components (check valves, motor-operated valves,
incorrect status readout in control room, and faulty instrument air
supply are typical examples);
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• Although Applicants state that advancements in the understanding
of source-term behavior have not been taken into account. there
are prior source-term reassessment analyses that cause us to question whether such an omission represents a potential for error in
the analyses of accident consequences and containment performance
that might ultimately yield more-severe-than-anticipated environmental consequences (fission product behavior and transport within the
reactor containment envelope, core-concrete interactions, and aerosol
formation and behavior are a few of the phenomena about which
possibly significant uncertainties remain);
• It would be instructive to know whether, at TMI-2, after-the-fact evaluations of containment performance and offsite risks would lead to
the conclusion that a I-mile PEPZ for TMI-2 would have been equally
as appropriate, technically, as Applicants conclude for Seabrook.
Our subsequent review of Applicants' motion has uncovered little basis for
confidence that measures have been or will be taken to ensure that no larger-thananticipated environmental consequences will result from the first three of the
above considerations. Without more specific information from Applicants than
is currently before us, the above considerations place in question the sufficiency
of Applicants' justification for a reduction of the PEPZ to I mile.
Conclusions
The providing of an in-depth and definitive assessment of the sufficiency of
the technical merits of the materials Applicants have provided in support of
their motion to reduce the radius of the Seabrook Station PEPZ to 1 mile is a
formidable and complex task. The Board has not attempted a de novo review of
these matters for such would be beyond the resources of time, personnel, and
computational assistance available to us. Additionally, to do so would require
significantly more in-depth information than is currently before us in the way
of input assumptions, code and model details, and the actual computations
leading to many results whose derivations are only summarized. Rath~r, we
have reviewed with considerable care the Applicants' materials including several
references contained therein, and the responses of others to those materials. The
purpose of this review has been to gain a perspective about the technical merit
of Applicants' justification for reducing the PEPZ and the depth, completeness,
and credibility of that justification. As the Lyon Report (discussed above)
acknowledges, Applicants have undertaken a very compre.hensive investigation
of nuclear power plant accidents and risk consequences specific to the Seabrook
plant and site. We have reached the same conclusion.
We have seen no basis that would cause us to conclude that there are
errors in the results proffered by Applicants in support of their motion. On the
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contrary, we believe that Applicants have made a good-faith effort to support
their motion. Nevertheless, there are a number of areas wherein it appears that
Applicants have not presented full and complete results sufficient to inspire
confidence that their motion deserves further consideration at this time. We
identify several of these now, in no particular order of priority or importance.
Containment Strength - Superior strength of the Seabrook containment is a major factor underlying Applicants' position. Given that the
design strength is as Applicants conclude it to be, the as-built strength
may be less than designed. The Board is unable to discover a basis for
believing that this is not the case.
Source-Term Behavior - Post-WASH-1400 reassessments of radioactivity behavior make it unclear that the use ofWASH-1400 sourceterm methodology is categorically conservative. For example, iodine behavior, fission product reevolution potential, and aerosol formation and
transport may be infl uenced by the specifics of accident sequences, associated chemical dynamics, and the influence of radiation fields. We
are not aware that such matters have been given adequate consideration.
Operator Reliability - Numerous Seabrook accident sequences have
identified certain plant operator actions to be taken to mitigate the consequences of an accident in progress, and in several instances Applicants
state that such actions are being or have been incorporated into plant
operating procedures. Absent an understanding of how well operator
training prepares operators to recognize off-normal plant conditions, to
assess the urgency of following special procedures, and to execute the
proper actions, the Board is left in doubt that accident mitigation requiring appropriately prompt and/or proper operator response will always be
safely carried out.
Equipment Malfunction - Included here is the possibility that certain
equipment, although performing as desired, will not have its status
correctly displayed to operators. The possibility that certain equipment
will not perform its intended function upon emergency or random
demand cannot be overlooked. This is not to say that Applicants have
overlooked such matters. However, a detailed analysis of preoperational
and in-service testing and maintenance to minimize or prevent such
occurrences is not before us for evaluation.
Accident Analyses - Apart from the preceding comments, the Newberry affidavit, the Lyon Report, and the Sholly Affidavit discuss a variety of accident sequence analyses and their resulting risk consequences
that have been treated in a manner that raises questions about the comparability of input assumptions, differing computational approaches. and
the propagation of uncertainties associated with risk results. In Applicants' response to the BNL draft report A-38S2 (submitted as an en-
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closure to NYN-87-002, a letter from PSNH to V. Nerses of the NRC
Staff, January 20, 1987), Applicants explain that many of these matters,
at least as commented upon by Brookhaven, reflect variances of perspective, questionable selections of experience with component failures,
imperfect understanding of details of the Seabrook design, etc. When
placed in proper context, say Applicants, the BNL objections lose their
significance.
Accidents During Shutdown - In discussing this topic, the Newberry affidavit notes Applicants' assertion that the time interval between
shutdown and an accident during shutdown provides time for the decay of fission products, thus reducing the decay heat generation in the
core. While this is a valid observation, the Board has not found where
consideration has been given to the possibility that an accident during
shutdown might restore the fission product inventory to a level unacceptable in terms of risk consequences.
SGTR Events - Newberry, Theofanous, and Lyon offer a consensus
of concerns regarding this matter that has not adequately, as yet, been
laid to rest by Applicants.
The foregoing items provide a sampling of topics that causes this Board to
conclude that it would be premature to recommend to the Commission, at this
time, that further consideration should be given to Applicants' motion. We do not
take a position that a I-mile PEPZ for the Seabrook Station is unjustifiable; only
that Applicants and Staff need more time to determine convincingly whether it
is. This is especially important since the Seabrook Station has not yet operated
and its operational and maintenance organizations have had no opportunity to
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establish a team effort track record. Accordingly, we conclude that Applicants'
instant petition does not provide a prima facie showing on its technical merits.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Dr. Jerry Harbour
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 22nd day of April 1987.
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PLG-0432 (1985).
2. Seabrook Station Emergency Planning Sensitivity Study (SSEPSS).
3. Affidavit of Karl N. Fleming.
4. Affidavit of Dr. Alfred Torri.
5. Affidavit of Robert J. Lutz.
6. Affidavit of Dr. Robert E. Henry.
7. Affidavit of Keith Woodard.
8. Letter of Robert J. Budnitz of November 9, 1985, to New Hampshire
Yankee Division of Public Service Company of New Hampshire.
9. Letter of Dr. Robert J. Budnitz of January 17, 1986, to New Hampshire
Yankee Division of Public Service Company of New Hampshire.
10. Affidavit of Dr. Robert J. Budnitz.
11. Affidavit of Dr. David C. Aldrich.
12. Affidavit of Dr. Joseph M. Hendrie.
13. Affidavit of Dr. Norman C. Rasmussen.
14. Affidavit of Dr. Robert L. Ritzman.
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15. Affidavit of Dr. William R. Stratton.
16. Affidavit of Dr. Richard Wilson.
17. Licensing Aspects of the Seabrook Emergency Planning Zone Study.
YAEC-1502, .Yankee Atomic Electric Co. (1985).
18. Affidavit of Dr. Shengdar Lee.
19. Affidavit of Peter S. Littlefield.
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Attachment 1 Resume for Gordon Thompson.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Before Administrative Law Judge:
Morton B. Margulies

Docket No. 50-289-CH
(ASLBP No. 85-514-02-0T)

In the Matter of

GENERAL PUBUC UTILITIES
NUCLEAR CORPORATION
(Three Mile Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 1)

April 2, 1987

The Administrative Law Judge finds that a license condition imposed as
part of the Appeal Board's decision on management-related issues in the Three
Mile Island, Unit 1 restart proceeding, ALAB-772, 19 NRC 1193, 1224 (1984)
should not be vacated. The condition barred an employee of the Licensee
from supervisory responsibilities in the training of nonlicensed personnel at
the plant. This Initial Decision holds that the employee's conduct and attitude
toward the NRC regulatory process require that he not be permitted to serve in
a supervisory position that affects public health and safety.
The Judge notes that Commission regulations do not address qualifications for
the position in question, Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator 'Ii"aining. However,
where the holder of that position may adversely affect public health and safety
because of attitudes and behavior toward the NRC and the regulatory process,
the Commission can take necessary action that will provide reasonable assurance
that the activities authorized by the operating license will be conducted without
endangering the health and safety of the public. This is so even if the result is
to disqualify an individual from being employed in a particular category.
The Judge further finds that the imposition of the condition was not done as
a sanction, nor is its purpose to forever bar the employee from that position. It
was done as a matter of providing reasonable assurance for the protection of
public health and safety. The employee can regain the subject position, if he
demonstrates that he is so qualified to meet its requirements.
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APPEARANCES
George E. Johnson, Esq., Bethesda, Maryland, for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Staff.
Louise Bradford, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, for Intervenor Three Mile Island
Alert. Inc.
Deborah B. Bauser and Scott E. Barat, Esqs., Shaw, Pittman, Potts &
Trowbridge, Washington, D.C., for Intervenor GPU Nuclear Corporation.
Michael W. Maupin and Maria C. Hensley, Esqs., Hunton & Williams,
Richmond, Virginia, for Charles Husted.

INITIAL DECISION
I.

PROCEDURAL mSTORY AND BACKGROUND

This proceeding was instituted by the Commission on September 5, 1985,
to provide a hearing for Mr. Charles Husted, a former licensed operator and
licensed operator instructor at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station (TMI). The
purpose is to determine whether a license condition imposed as part of the
Appeal Board's decision on management-related issues in the Three Mile
Island, Unit 1 (fMI-l), restart proceeding, ALAB-772, 19 NRC 1193, 1224
(1984), should be vacated. This condition barred Mr. Husted from supervisory
responsibilities in the training of nonlicensed personnel at the plant. This Initial
Decision finds that Mr. Husted's conduct and attitude disqualify him from such
a position and that the condition imposed by the Appeal Board shall not be
vacated.
This matter evolved from examinations administered by the Commission at
TMI in April 1981, which tested thirty-six individuals seeking NRC reactor
operator and senior reactor operator licenses. Evidence of cheating by individuals
taking the examinations was subsequently disclosed. Mr. Husted was interviewed
twice in the course of the NRC's investigation of the matter.
The Licensing Board in the TMI-l restart proceeding determined to reopen
the phase of the proceeding pertaining to the quality of the Licensee's management and its operating personnel. It appointed a Special Master to preside over
a hearing on the relationship between information developed about cheating on
the April 1981 NRC operator licensing examinations and the management issues
previously considered or left open by the Licensing Board. Metropolitan Edison
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Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1) (I'Ml-l Restart), LBP-82-56,
16 NRC 281, 287-88 (1982).
Mr. Husted appeared as a witness before the Special Master. He was not a
party to the restart proceeding, nor was he represented by individual counsel
during the time that the restart proceeding worked its way through to review
by the Appeal Board. The Special Master found that Mr. Husted refused to
cooperate with the NRC investigation, had displayed an attitude toward the
investigators and the hearing that was unacceptable, and had solicited an answer
during the examination from another person taking the examination. After noting
that he was without guidelines, the Special Master determined that he could not
conclude that Mr. Husted should be removed from his licensed duties but that
a lesser sanction would be appropriate. He made no recommendation regarding
the lesser sanction because he did not have the information necessary to make
such a determination. TM1-l Restart. LBP-82-34B, 15 NRC 918, 957-61, 104546 (1982).
After considering the Special Master's report, the Licensing Board concluded
that there was no reliable evidence that Mr. Husted cheated on the examination. However, the Licensing Board concluded that Mr. Husted had refused to
cooperate with NRC investigators, that he continued to withhold information
within his knowledge, and that he had provided unbelievable testimony at the
hearing. The Licensing Board questioned whether Mr. Husted is able, or, if able,
willing to impart a sense of seriousness and responsibility to the TMI operators. It then concluded that certain changes be made in the Licensee's training
program including the establishment of criteria for the qualifications of training
instructors and the auditing of training at the point of delivery. No direct sanction was imposed on Mr. Husted, but the Licensing Board recommended that
his qualifications and delivery performance receive particular attention during
a review of the TMI training program. TM1-l Restart. LBP-82-56, 16 NRC at
315-20 (1982).
.
During the pendency of appeals of the LicenSing Board decision, the Licensee
(now GPU Nuclear Corporation as successor to Metropolitan Edison Company)
reached a stipulation with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. a party to the
restart proceeding. The Commonwealth withdrew its appeal and GPU Nuclear
Corporation agreed not to employ Mr. Husted at any time in the future to operate
TMI or to train operator license holders or trainees. TM1-l Restart. ALAB-772,
19 NRC 1193, 1201 n.l, 1213. 1222 (1984).
In its review of the Licensing Board decision, the Appeal Board found that
the record supported the conclusions of the Special Master and the Licensing
Board about Mr. Husted's poor attitude toward his responsibilities as reflected in
his failure to cooperate with the NRC investigators. However, the Appeal Board
disagreed with the Licensing Board on how to view Mr. Husted's attitude toward
his teaching responsibilities. The Appeal Board stated that where so much of the
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training information to be conveyed concerns the need to comply with proper
procedures, the instructor's attitude toward (i.e., respect) for these procedures,
becomes an integral part of the instructor's ability to teach.ld. at 1221-24.
The Appeal Board noted that although the stipulation between the Licensee
and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania would prohibit Mr. Husted from training
licensed operators, Mr. Husted had been promoted to Supervisor, Nonlicensed
Operator Training. This promotion placed him in a position to instruct personnel
with important duties that affect the public health and safety and that have
important management responsibilities. The notice of the promotion was given
to the Appeal Board in May 1983. The Appeal Board questioned the Licensee's
judgment in promoting Mr. Husted. It thereupon required that Mr. Husted have
no supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of nonlicensed personnel
is concerned.ld.
The Commission took review of whether the Appeal Board had the legal authority to impose on a licensee a condition that in effect operates as a sanction
against an individual, where that individual is not a party to the proceeding and
has had no notice of a possible sanction or the opportunity to request a hearing. After examining the statutory and constitutional issues raised, the Commission elected not to decide them. Instead, it granted Mr. Husted the opportunity
to request a hearing on whether the Appeal Board's condition barring him from
supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of nonlicensed personnel is
concerned should be vacated. The Commission further determined that the Appeal Board's condition should not remain in effect during the pendency of any
requested hearing. TMI-J Restart, CLI-85-2, 21 NRC 282, 314-17 (1985).
Mr. Husted requested a hearing on March 25, 1985, not only on the Appeal
Board condition, but also on whether he "is barred by concerns about bis attitude
or integrity from serving as an NRC licensed operator, a licensed operator
instructor or training supervisor." Notice of Hearing, 50 Fed. Reg. 37,098 (1985).
The Commission granted Mr. Husted's request to expand the scope of the
issues, finding that whether Mr. Husted should hold any of the jobs in question
would focus on the same four concerns:
(1) the alleged solicitation of an answer to an exam question from another operator
during the April 1981, NRC written examination;
(2) his lack of cooperation with NRC investigators;
(3) the lack of forthrightness of Mr. Husted's testimony before the Special Master; and
(4) his poor attitude toward the hearing on the cheating incidents.

ld.

While expanding the scope of the hearing, as requested, the Commission also
acknowledged "the rights of the parties to [the] Stipulation" that bars Mr. Husted
from operating TMI and from training operating license holders or trainees. The
Commission noted that should Mr. Husted be able to demonstrate his fitness
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for the positions at issue, he could raise the matter of the Stipulation with GPU
Nuclear Corpomtion and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. [d.
The Commission assigned NRC Stafr the role of participating as a party
to ensure that the record is fully developed. It also invited petitions to intervene. [d. After publication of the Notice of Hearing and the appointment of
this Administrative Law Judge to preside, both GPU Nuclear Corporation (GPU
Nuclear) and Three Mile Island Alert, Inc. (TMIA) petitioned to intervene in the
proceeding, and were admitted as parties. Memorandum and Order, December
6, 1985 (unpublished).
An initial prehearing conference was held in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, on
February 19, 1986, to discuss various procedural matters. A Report and Order
on Initial Prehearing Conference was issued February 27, 1986, which admitted,
as rephrased, the two contentions proffered by TMIA. These are:
1. The Appeal Board's condition barring Clarles Husted from supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of nonlicensed penonnel is concerned should not be
vacated by reason of his demonstrated bad attitude and lack of integrity.
2. Husted should be barred from serving as an NRC-licensed operator or licensed
operator instructor or training supervisor by reason of his demonstrated bad attitude
and lack of integrity.

GPU Nuclear's single contention also was admitted. It provides:
The conduct and attitude of Clarles Husted with which GPU is familiar indicates that the
NRC should not disqualify Mr. Husted from serving as an NRC-licensed operator or an
instructor of licensed or nonlicensed penonneL

The Notice of Hearing did not readily place this hearing in the format of
a typical proceeding. Given that Mr. Husted was faced with the imposition of
the equivalent of an agency sanction, I determined that the proceeding is most
like a hearing in a proposed enforcement action. It was also determined that
the proceeding required the development of a new record through a hearing de
novo. Report and Order on Initial Prehearing Conference, February 17, 1986
(unpublished), at 7.
The NRC Staff's (Staff) role was ultimately defined as to go forward with
the presentation of a record on which the Appeal Board's condition might be
judged. I further ruled that Mr. Husted had no initial burden to go forward and
no burden of persuasion on the matters at issue in this enforcement type of
proceeding. Ruling on Staff Objections to Prehearing Conference Order, March
26, 1986, at 4. Staff was also required to make known to the partiCipants, no
later than 7 days prior to the commencement of the hearing, its position as to
whether or not the condition imposed in ALAB-772 should be vacated. This
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requirement was to enable the conduct of the hearing in accordance with the
administrative process. Id. at 5-6.
In addition to the four factual matters directed to be considered by the Notice
of Hearing, previously referred to on page 348, I requested that the following
questions would also be considered:
What does Mr. Husted's performance of his responsibilities with GPU Nuclear reflect about
his attitude and integrity?

In light of the answers to the four factual matters directed to be considered by the Notice of
Hearing and the above question, is any remedial action required with respect to Mr. Husted?

H remedial action is required, what is it?

Report and Order on Initial Preheating Conference, February 27, 1986, at

11.
I also determined that in addition to providing Mr. Husted with an opportunity
to demonstrate his fitness for the positlbn at issue and for a hearing de novo, the
Commission Notice permitted me to consider evidence bearing on Mr. Husted's
qualifications to be employed in the job in question, without limitation as to the
time frame. Id. at 5.
Finally, I determined it was appropriate to address, in the course of the
proceeding, the question as to the standarCls to be applied in determining whether
Mr. Husted should be barred from any of the positions under consideration.ld. at

11.
A final prehearing conference was held on May 20, 1986, in Harrisburg, in
which various determinations were made regarding the procedures and order
for the presentation of evidence at the hearing.1 Report and Order on Final
Prehearing Conference, May 27, 1986.
On June 12, 1986, the Staff gave notice in advance of the hearing that its
position was that the Appeal Board condition imposed in ALAB-772 should be
vacated. Hearings were conducted in Harrisburg on June 23-26, and on July I,
1986, when the record was closed. I heard testimony from five witnesses called
by the Staff, six witnesses called by Mr. Husted, including Mr. Husted, and one
witness, a former GPU Nuclear employee, subpoenaed on behalf of TMIA.
At the conclusion of the hearing, I directed that proposed findings of fact
and conclusions of law be served in hand by August 18, 1986, with replies due

1 Prior 10 each prehearing conference, Ihe parties met and discussed Ihe numerous and sometimes diflicu1t
pmcedural issues relating 10 !his somewhat unusual proceeding. In each instance, a memorandum covering
Ihe parties' consideration or Ihesc mattera, aetting forth Iheir .gn:ements (and disagn:ements) as well .s
rccanmendetioftl 10 Ihe Judge, was prepared by counsd for Mr. Husted and IlUbmiued in advance of !he
catf'erencc. The parties' dl'orts in !his !egard measurably advanced Ihe focusing and resolution or procedural
Issues.
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in hand by September 8, 1986. The parties were requested to address the seven
concerns identified (see above). In addition the parties were directed to address:
Whether the Appeal Board used an appropriate standard when it barred Mr. Husted's
promotion based on finding him lacking in the ability to communicate effectively a sense of
responsibility?

If so, did Mr. Husted fail to meet that standard?
Assuming Mr. Husted failed to meet the standard, should he forever be barred from obtaining
the position that he held?
Whether or not Mr. Husted met the standards of the Appeal Board previously. and does he
meet them now?
What did Mr. Husted's actual appearance on the witness stand, testifying in this proceeding
demonstrate as to his forthrightness, attitude and integrity?

Tr. 974-75 (Margulies, J.).
Timely filings of proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law were made
by the parties. Replies were filed by Mr. Husted, Staff, and TMIA. It should be
noted that all of the filings submitted by the parties have been considered and
those proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law not incorporated directly
or inferentially in this Initial Decision arc rejected as unsupported in fact or law
or are unnecessary to the rendering of this Decision.
II.
A.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Did Mr. Husted Solicit an Answer to an Exam Question from
Mr. Janes During the April 1981 NRC Examination?

1. From April 21 through April 24, 1981, the NRC administered examinations for reactor operator (RO) and senior reactor operator (SRO) licenses to
thirty-six TMI employees. The examinations were given in connection with the
proposed restart of TMI. During the grading and review of the examinations
in July 1981, it became apparent from similarities in answers that cheating had
taken place. Husted Exh. 26 at 1.
2. On April 24, 1981, David C. Janes, a shift foreman, had taken the
SRO examination. The only other examinee in the room for the examination was
Charles Husted. From time to time an NRC proctor was also in the room. Janes,
ff. Tr. 278, at 1.
3. As part of the NRC investigation into cheating involving parties other
than Mr. Husted, William J. Ward, Chief of the Investigations Branch, Office
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of Inspection and Enforcement (OlE), and Peter E. Baci,2 Senior Investigator,
interviewed Mr. Janes on September 25, 1981. Tr. 158 (Ward).
4. During the interview, Mr. Janes, then a shift supervisor, expressed
anger at the proctor's absence from the examination. He stated he felt the
proctor's absence made him vulnerable to an allegation of cheating. Ward,
ff. Tr. 140, Attach. 3. Because of Mr. Janes' demeanor, Mr. Ward concluded
that a solicitation had taken place or that Mr. Janes believed one had taken
place.ld. at 5. Mr. Ward testified that in order to get Mr. Janes to acknowledge
what Mr. Ward suspected, he used an investigator's technique of asserting,
without substantiating evidence, that the investigators knew that Mr. Husted had
asked Mr. Janes a question. [d.; Baci, ff. Tr. 216, at 5-6.
5. In December 1981, Mr. Ward testified before the Special Master that:
the reason you are so upset about this is that it puts you in an awkward position when Husted
asked you a question. and he looked stanled. and he staned to hesitate. And I said something
to the effect that we knew he had asked the question, and he said well, he only asked one
question, and that was how the information came up .•.• He related that it was just one
attempt. lie could not remember specifically what it was, to my recollection. It was more
like a cenain concept was, well, what in the hell does this mean or words to that effect. And
we [sic] he refused to answer it, no funber questions were asked.

Ward, ff. Tr. 140, Attach. 2, Tr. 25,462-63.
6. Earlier in his testimony before the Special Master, Mr. Ward said that
Mr. Janes' answer was somewhat ambiguous. Mr. Ward stated that Mr. Janes
said that a fellow examinee asked him a direct question on one occasion, but
that he did not provide the answer, and that ended the situation at that point [d .•
Tr.25,316.
7. In his testimony at the current hearing, Mr. Ward reaffirmed the
accuracy of his prior testimony. Ward, ff. Tr. 140, at 4. Mr. Ward believed that
Mr. Janes provided truthful information in the September 1981 interview. Tr. 151
(Ward). Mr. Ward further testified that it was not clear to him either at the time
of the interview or at the time of his current testimony whether Mr. Husted's
alleged utterance was an exclamation of concern over his inability to answer the
question that he saw in front of him or whether it was actually a question directed
to Mr. Janes. Tr. 149 (Ward). Mr. Ward had the impression it was exclamatory
in nature. Tr. 163 (Ward). Mr. Ward explained that when in his testimony the
word solicitation was used it was meant that a question was asked. He said he
was uncertain whether or not an answer was expected. Tr. 200 (Ward). Mr. Ward
agreed that as time passed his recent recollection was not as clear as that closer
to the event. Tr. 150 (Ward).
2 At the time of the subject hearing, Mr. naci was Assistant Director, Deparunent of Defense Inspector General,
Defense Criminal Investigative Service.
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8. Mr. Ward was the principal interrogator during the September 1981
interview. He kept no notes of the interview. A report of the interview was
prepared by Mr. Ward and contained in a report of investigation dated October
13, 1981. It does not mention the discussion involving Mr. Husted. Ward,
ff. Tr. 140, Attach. 3, at 40-41; Tr. 146 (Ward). The reason given for not
mentioning the Husted incident was the investigation involved organized or
conspiratorial type cheating and management involvement and that Mr. Husted's
incident did not relate to those concerns. Ward, ff. Tr. 140, at 5; Tr. 142, 192-93
(Ward).
9. Mr. Baci basically agrccd with and confirmed the testimony of Mr.
Ward. Baci, ff. Tr. 214, at 3-4; Tr. 272 (Baci). Mr. Baci had appeared as the
other member of the panel with Mr. Ward in testifying before the Special Master,
but Mr. Ward spoke for the panel. Tr. 269 (Baci).
10. Mr. Baci testified that Mr. Janes could not recall the nature of the
question asked by Mr. Husted. Mr. Baci believed Mr. Janes might have indicated
it was a rhetorical question. Tr. 224 (Baci). Mr. Baci further testified that
Mr. Janes "knew somebody said something, asked a question, but that is why I
believe I indicated that it may have been a rhetorical question, you know, like,
what the hell is this? Where did it come from?" Tr. 250 (Baci). He further
elaborated that Mr. Janes could not characterize what was said as a solicitation
or question. Somebody asked something which may have been like "what does
this mean or what the hell is .this." Tr. 267-68 (Baci).
11. Shift Supervisor Janes testified before the Special Master that Mr.
Husted did not ask him anything about the examination and did not speak to
him during the examination. Tr. 286 (Janes). Mr. Janes confirmed that testimony
during the current hearing and stated he knew of no reason why Mr. Ward would
testify as he did about Mr. Husted asking him a question, other than by way of
a misunderstanding. Janes, ff. Tr. 278, at 2-3.
12. Mr. Janes also testified before the Special Master that when he was
being questioned by Mr. Baci, Mr. Ward broke in to state that Mr. Husted
had solicited help. Mr. Janes said that before he could deal with Mr. Ward's
incorrect statement, Mr. Baci asked another question, which Mr. Janes proceeded
to answer. He did not respond to Mr. Ward's statement, which was not in the
form of a question. Id.. at 3.
13. Mr. Janes further testified that in preparing for this hearing he recalled
something being discussed during the September 25, 1981 interview that may
have some similarity to Mr. Ward's allegation. Id. at 4. Mr. Janes stated
that during the interview he was asked the hypothetical question of what he
would have done if someone had asked him a question during the 1981 exam. 3
3In testifying on June 23. 1986. Mr. Ward denied that he asked Mr. Janes any hypothetical question. Tr. 201
(Ward).
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Mr. Janes stated that he told the investigators he would have refused to answer
the question. He further testified that he was then asked what he would do if he
were asked such a question at that time (September 25, 1981). Mr. Janes stated
that he replied it would just constitute an attempt, but because of what transpired
he would be very hostile to the person who asked the question. He also testified
that at the end of the September 1981 interview he may have indicated to the
investigators that he had heard one or more groans or exclamations during the
examinations he took, as the people in the rooms read the exam. He stated that
he did not presently know nor did he think he knew on September 25, 1981,
who groaned or in which of the exams he took that the noises occurred. [d. at

5.
14. Mr. Janes filed supplemental testimony which was placed in the
record. He stated that on the basis of Mr. Baci's prefiled testimony, he concluded
that he had in his own testimony reversed the identities of Mr. Ward and
Mr. Baci. He further recollected that the first of the questions asked was, in
effect, "What would you have done if Chuck [Husted] had asked a question
during the exam?" Mr. Janes believes he then said, "Only one question? I
wouldn't answer." [d., Supp. Testimony at 1·2.
15. In April 1981, Mr. Husted was a full-time instructor in Licensed
Operator Training and a holder of an SRO license. Husted, ff. Tr. 330, at 1. He
testified before the Special Master that he did not solicit an answer and did
not speak to Mr. Janes during the April 24, 1981 examination. Staff Exh. 2,
Tr. 26,936-37. In the current hearing he reaffirmed his prior testimony and stated
that he and Mr. Janes did not speak once the examination began. However, he
stated that he did speak out loud at one point during the examination. Mr. Husted
testified that he had developed lesson plans for his students and had instructed
them in thermodynamics on the Rankine cycle, which is a practical or real
process. The question in the Apri11981 SRO exam dealt with the Car not cycle,
which is a theoretical process. Mr. Husted said that when he came to the question
he realized he had not prepared the operators to answer the question.4 He said he
was upset and said aloud words to the effect "What the hell is this?" He further
testified that he did not direct the remark to anyone or mention the substance
of the question that led to the exclamation. [d. at 4. Mr. Husted said he did not
believe that which he considered a rhetorical statement was talking because it
was not conversation. Tr. 339 (Husted).
16. The first time Mr. Husted provided information to the NRC regarding this explanation was April 8, 1986, in connection with the current hearing. Tr. 497·98 (Husted). He indicated this recollection came about independently, not as a result of reading testimony. Tr. 501 (Husted). When Mr.

4 Mr. Husted himself did not correctly answer the question on the examination. Tr. 335 O!USled).
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Husted was questioned by NRC investigators on July 29, 1981, regarding
whether there was talking in the examination room, Mr. Husted said no. He
had stated that the classroom was quiet and the only disruptions were at times
proctors were asked to clarify questions. Husted Exh. 1, Tr. 338-39 (Husted).
17. In answer to a question from me as to whether he had testified before
the Special Master about the exclamation he said he made, he testified that he
had. Tr. 346 (Husted). At that point, counsel for Mr. Husted indicated that his
client may have inadvertently produced a couple of incorrect answers. Counsel
asked permission to permit Mr. Husted to reread the transcript of his testimony
before the Special Master. [d. (Maupin). Permission was granted, and the following day Mr. Husted testified that during the current hearing he had incorrectly
stated that he mentioned his exclamation before the Special Master. He explained
that he had a hard time remembering when specific things happened in the past
and that it was hard for him to place in a time frame something that occurred
in 1981. Tr. 498 (Husted). Then, in response to a question from his counsel
whether he was examined before the Special Master on December 10, 1981,
on comments, utterances, or discussions with Mr. Janes, Mr. Husted replied not
directly but that at one point he was asked if the examinees had agreed who
would go to the proctor if they had come across an examination question that
needed clarification. Mr. Husted then stated that he had testified, "no, we did
not discuss anything during the exam." Tr. 495-96 (Husted). Mr. Husted did not
mention the question posed to him that same day before the Special Master:
"Q. One of the NRC investigators has testified, as you know - that Mr. [Janes]
said that you asked him a question during the exam. Is that true?" Staff Exh. 2,
Tr.26,937.
18. Mr. Samuel Newton, Operator Training Manager, testified that when
he first heard of the allegation that Mr. Husted had solicited an answer from
Mr. Janes, he spoke to Mr. Husted who denied it. Mr. Newton said h~ seems to
recall he was told by Mr. Husted of the "What the hell does this mean?" remark,
but he may have read about the comment elsewhere. Newton, ff. Tr. 836, at
3. This testimony provided nothing dispositive.

Conclusion: There is no convincing evidence that Mr. Husted solicited an
answer to an exam question from Mr. Janes during the April 1981 NRC
examination.
19. I accept the Ward-Baei version of what transpired when they interviewed Mr. Janes on September 25, 1981. It was helpful to have Mr. Ward
clarify his prior statements and to have Mr. Baci testify. The essential facts derived from their interview were that they confronted Mr. Janes with a statement
that Mr. Husted asked a question during the April 24, 1981 examination; that
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Mr. Janes acknowledged that it had occurred; that the question tended to be in
the nature of being rhetorical or an exclamation; and that Mr. Janes denied that
he ever offered any response to the question. I believe the foregoing to have
occurred when Mr. Janes was interviewed.
20. The testimony of Mr. Ward and Mr. Baci is found to be more
accurate than that of Mr. Janes. The investigators basically corroborated each
other's statements as to what transpired, and they are dispassionate observers
of what occurred. What they reported was of no consequence to their primary
investigation. It was because of this that no mention was made of the Husted
discussion in the report of investigation. Further, their recounting of what
occurred became somewhat less focused with the passage of time, which
is consistent with what usually occurs. This helped make their testimony
persuasive.
21. Mr. Janes' version is one that continues to be refined as time passes.
When testifying before the Special Master, he recounted that Mr. Ward interrupted questioning by Mr. Baci to state that Mr. Husted had solicited help and
that before he could respond to the statement, Mr. Baei asked another question
which Mr. Janes proceeded to answer. He said that he never did respond to
Mr. Ward's statement. During this hearing Mr. Janes disclosed a recent recollection which was that he was asked hypothetical questions by the investigators
as to how he would react if he were questioned by Mr. Husted. Mr. Janes then
testified what he stated his answers were. He ascribes to Mr. Ward a misunderstanding of his answers to the hypothetical questions as being the cause for
Mr. Ward stating that Mr. Husted asked him a question during the April 1981
examination.
22. The Ward-Baei version of what transpired is more credible than
Mr. Janes' because the latter's recounting of his conversations with the investigators was not corroborated and he was far from being a dispassionate participant. Mr. Janes was angry during the interview: he misidentified his questioners. If there was any misunderstanding it was likely that of Mr. Janes. The
investigators were asking the questions and if anyone knew if they were hypothetical, the investigators would have. Mr. Ward denied that a hypothetical
question was asked. Mr. Janes had never previously testified about this precise
recollection of hypothetical questions that deal with a subject that Mr. Janes
did not indicate to be the subject of continuing discussion. Mr. Janes' recent
recoIlection of what transpired, reported more than 4 years after the occurrence,
is not convincing that the investigators had misunderstood what happened at the
interview and that their testimony was incorrect.
23. If one accepts the Ward-Baci description of what they were told, as
true, it does not establish that Mr. Husted solicited an answer to an exam
question. AIl that this hearsay establishes is that there was an utterance from
Mr. Husted, in the form of a question that tended to be rhetorical or exclam-
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atory. It does not constitute proof that Mr. Husted solicited an answer to the
question and that he attempted to cheat on the examination. The evidence does
not justify such a conclusion.
24. In coming to the above decision, it is not necessary to look for
corroboration to Mr. Husted's disclosure of what he says he said aloud during
the examination. His statement that he said words to the effect "What the hell
is this?" was first made known to this agency's representative some 5 years
after the eventS The testimony was very precise as to what was said to have
occurred. Because experience shows that human memories dim with time, one
questions the meaning of such a specific exculpatory recollection by Mr. Husted,
which was revealed just before the hearing and after the Licensing Board had
found in its decision that the exclamatory words did not establish the alleged
cheating.

B.

Did Mr. Husted Fail to Cooperate with NRC Investigators?

25. Charles Husted was first interviewed on July 29, 1981, during the NRC
investigation into cheating on the April 1981 operator exams at TMI. The interview was conducted by OlE Investigators R. Keith Christopher and Raymond
H. Smith. Baci, ff. Th. 214, at 2, Attach. 2. Mr. Husted was accompanied by
Paul G. Christm"an, Manager, Plant Administration, TMI.
26. The interview resulted in a summary being placed in the ''Report of
Investigation - Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station, Unit l/Investigation of Alleged Cheating on Operator Licensing Examinations," August 11,
1981, at 39 ("August OlE Report''), Husted Exh. 26, Baci, IT. Th. 214, Attach. 2.
27. The August OlE Report states, in pertinent part,
[Husted] was queried concerning the possibility of reference material being covenly
brought into the classroom by examinees. However, for unknown reasons, he declined to
respond to this question or explain his reluctance to discuss this issue. He was also asked
whether any rumors or comments regarding instances of cheating on the exams had corne
to his attention. He acknowledged that he had heard rumors to this effect which he labeled
as "unconfinned hearsay." However, [Husted] refused to reveal any specifics of the rumors
he had heard or to identify the individuals (if named) who were allegedly implicated. Upon
further attempted questioning, [Husted] declared he could not recall anything concerning
what he had heard.

S On brief. Staff'. position wu that there did not .ppear to havc been questioning before the Special Master that
could reasonably hive elicited that Information. Suff Proposed FlIldings of Fact and Cmc1usions of Law, August
IS, 1986, at 18. It would not hive been unreasonable fot that Information to have been put of the =pa1se to
the questim asked of Mr. Husted, "One of the NRC investigaton hu testified, u you know, that you asked that Mr. [Janes] .aid that you asked him a questim during the exam. Is that truer' Mr. Husted'. answer wu,
"Absolutely not." Staff Exh. 2 at Tr. '2[,,937. The infonnatim also could havc come out in questioning by the
investigators on 1uly 29, 1981, when Mr. Husted lestified that the room was quiet and the only disrupaOlll involved
questions asked of the proctors.
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Husted Exh. 26 at 39.
28. In this proceeding there was no Staff witness that could attest to the
accuracy of the summary. Mr. Christopher could not recall the interview. He
did not know who wrote up the summary. From the style of the summary,
Mr. Christopher assumed he did not write it. Tr. 384-99 (Christopher). His
testimony was without worth. Mr. Smith was too ill to appear and never provided
testimony. Tr. 402 (Johnson).
29. Another account of what transpired was contained in a more extensive
summary prepared by Mr. Christman. It differed in several respects from the
August OlE summary and, as pertinent, stated:
Mr. [Husted] was asked whether candidates are allowed to bring notebooks, pads of paper,
textbooks, etc. to the examination. Mr. [Husted] did not answer this question. He was then
asked did anyone bring articles as described above to either examination. He responded
that he could only answer for himself and that he did not bring such articles to the
examinations. He did state that the one textbook that he recalled being available in the
'
classroom was a set of Steam Tables.

•••

He responded no when he was asked whether he had any knowledge of cheating. He refused
to answer a question about whether he had heard any rumors or gossip in regards to cheating
on the April examinations. When he was asked this question again, he answered that he cannot
recall having heard any rumors or gossip in regard to cheating on the April examinations.

Husted Exh. 1 at 3.
30. Although both reports indicate that Mr. Husted failed to answer the
question about whether reference materials were brought into the examination
room, the Christman summary indicates that Mr. Husted subsequently did answer
a slightly different question. The August OlE Report does not record this answer
at all. Husted, ff. Tr. 330, at 7-8, Husted Exh. 1. Rather, the August OlE Report
states that Mr. Husted declined to explain his .reluctance to discuss this issue.
31. The Christman summary states that Mr. Husted initially refused to
answer a question about rumors or gossip as to cheating on the April examinations. Then, according to Mr. Christman, when the question was asked again, he
answered it, stating he could not recall any such rumors or gossip. The August
OlE Report did not mention repeating the question. It stated that Mr. Husted
acknowledged that he had heard rumors to that effect, which he labeled as
"unconfirmed hearsay." He refused to reveal the specifics of the rumors or to
identify the individuals. The August OlE Report discussed the cheating in terms
of "on the exams." The Christman summary spoke of the cheating "on the April
examinations."
32. Mr. Christman had accompanied Mr. Husted to the July 29, 1981
interview for the purpose of representing the utility, to see that the rights
of its employees were not undermined, and to learn about the 'subject under
investigation. Tr. 365 (Christman). At this hearing Mr. Christman only had
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the typewritten copy of his summary, which he believed to be accurate. If
an item were not reported in the summary he considered it unlikely that it
occurred. His summary did not report any discussion by Mr. Husted with
the investigators indicating that the questions were too broad in scope or that
he asked permission to decline to answer a question. He did not remember
that occurring at all. 1'1'. 377-80 (Christman). Mr. Christman also testified
that if the term "unconfirmed hearsay" were used, it would have appeared in
his report, which it had not Mr. Christman considered Mr. Husted as being
cooperative overall with the investigators, taking into account his not answering
two questions initially. He described the atmosphere of the interview as very
businesslike and tense. Mr. Christman testified that the summary was correct in
reporting that Mr. Husted had said, in regard to another area of inquiry, that
he did not know whether the proctor had left the examination room. 1'1'. 380
(Christman).
33. Mr. Husted's second OIE interview occurred on September 18, 1981.
Matakas, ff. 1'1'. 406, Attach. 4 at 16. The only persons present were Mr. Husted
and the interviewer, Richard Matakas. [d. Mr. Matakas is a senior investigator,
with 17 years of investigative experience. The pertinent part of the interview is
set out in the report of investigation as follows:
[Husted] was asked to clarify what he meant by "unconfirmed heanay" in his previous
statement. He stated that he did hear one comment made during the time period of the
NRC RO/SRO exams where someone (he did not reea1l who) said they saw someone (the
tmidentified penon did not say who) passing papen in the exam. [Husted] stated he heard
the comment in the area near the coffee pot and men's room in the trailer that was located
between the two classrooms. He said he penon ally did not have any knowledge regarding
either reference material or crib sheets being taken into the NRC exams and that he did not
know if the above mentioned comment relating to "passing papen" was being directed at
him or not; further, he did not know if the penon was referring to the NRC exams or some
other exam.

34. In testifying about the September 18, 1981 interview, Mr. Matakas
stated that, prior to conducting the interview, he had been told by telephone he believes by Mr. Baci - that in a previous interview Mr. Husted had been
reluctant to answer certain questions related to cheating or alleged cheating
on reactor operator exams at TMI. He was also told that Mr. Husted termed
this information as "unconfirmed hearsay." It was Mr. Matakas' assignment
to pursue what Mr. Husted meant by "unconfirmed hearsay" in the earlier
interview. Matakas, ff. Tr. 406, at 3; Tr. 407-08 (Matakas) ..
35. Mr. Matakas believes he started the interview with the matter of the
"unconfirmed hearsay." Tr. 431-32 (Matakas). The investigator did not recall
asking Mr. Husted if he used the term "unconfirmed hearsay." He remembered
asking Mr. Husted what he meant by the term. Mr. Matakas' notes reflected the
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information he obtained. Mr. Matakas wrote: "This is 'unconfirmed hearsay'
statement (see report p. 39)" in the left margin on the first page, next to his notes
describing what Mr. Husted told him about an incident he had heard. These notes
indicated that Mr. Husted
heard statement near coffee pot and men's room in trailer between two classrooms. Some
one (don't recall who) - don't even know if comment WlS directed at me - passing papers
in the exam. Starting the day of the first exam and go scvtn days. It was in this period that
I heard iL
Q. Characterize statemenL
A. It was one of those type statements that someone makes when he
lays to the first person he lees. (going to second page)

WlS

mad and

Don't even know if he was talking about SRO or RO exams.

[d., Attach. 2.

36. Mr. Matakas' draft summary related the incident described in the notes,
prefacing the description with a statement that "Mr. Husted was asked to clarify
what he meant by 'unconfirmed heresay' [sic] in his previous statement." [d.,
Attach. 3. In his prefiled testimony, Mr. Matakas stated that either Mr. Husted
gave the indicated response in an answer to a question as to what he meant by
"unconfirmed hearsay," or, after he made the response, he acknowledged that
the statement referred to the same incident he was referring to when he used
the phrase ''unconfirmed hearsay" during the July 29, 1981 interview. [d. at
S. Mr. Matakas stated that Mr. Husted characterized the statement as a rumor. He
noted, however, that Mr. Husted's statement may have been voluntary. [d.
37. Mr. Matakas asked Mr. Husted why he did not provide the information
before and was told, "It wasn't that I did not want to identify anyone the last time
interviewed. I couldn't identify anyone. I didn't want to spread rumors." Tr. 428
(Matakas). To the best of Mr. Matakas' knowledge, Mr. Husted used the phrase
''passing papers in the exam." He said Mr. Husted indicated he did not know
whether the passing of papers was referring to the NRC exams or some other
exam. Mr. Husted further told the investigator that he had no knowledge of
reference material being brought into the classroom. Mr. Husted said that no
one told him about having cheated nor did he see anyone cheat. Mr. Husted did
state that the questions hewas asked during the first interview were so broad he
did not feel that he could answer them. Tr. 409-10 (Matakas).
38. Mr. Matakas explained that when taking notes he writes comments
during the interview or immediately thereafter. He makes margin comments
when he amplifies his original questions in further questioning, and gets additional information. He thinks the margin comments on Mr. Husted's responses
were made right away. Tr. 411 (Matakas). When interviewing Mr. Husted, the
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investigator did not have a copy of the August OlE Report with him. n. 444
(Matakas).
39. The investigator testified that he did not believe Mr. Husted withheld
any information from him nor did he recall him being uncooperative or not
forthcoming. Matakas, ff. n. 406, at 6-7.
40. Mr. Husted testified that when he was interviewed on July 29, 1981,
he did not know at that time that two of his co-workers were under suspicion
for cheating and that the mechanism involved the passing of exam papers. He
was apprehensive before the interview because a shift foreman had told him
that in connection with the 1M! Unit 2 accident NRC interviewers asked
excessively broad questions, trick questions, and often distorted the answers they
received. Husted, ff. Tr. 330, at 5. Mr. Husted said he went into the interview
with the thought that he was going to give very specific and accurate answers. He
was not going to answer a question that was so broad that it would be likely the
answer would be incomplete. Tr. 514 (Husted).
41. Mr. Husted acknowledged that he declined at first to answer the
question dealing with bringing in reference material because it was too broad. He
said the question was not limited to authorized or unauthorized material and
not to any particular examination. When the question was then asked as to
either examination, he answered about himself. His recollection as to the answer
was consistent with the Christman summary. Husted, ff. n. 330, at 7-8. On
cross-examination, Mr. Husted stated he sought clarification of the question,
and answered it as rephrased. n. 505-07 (Husted). Mr. Husted acknowledged,
however, that such an exchange was not recorded in the Christman notes. n. 508
(Husted).
42. Mr. Husted also recalled being asked about any knowledge of cheating,
a question he was displeased with and declined to answer at first for a reason
he could not remember. He then noted that the Christman summary states that
he said he could not recall having heard any rumors or gossip in regard to
cheating on the April examinations. Mr. Husted testified that the Christman
record most accurately reflects his answer. The August OlE Report did not
report the exchange but stated that Mr. Husted acknowledged hearing rumors
and labeled them as "unconfirmed hearsay." Husted, ff. n. 330, at 8-10.
43. Mr. Husted testified that he seemed to recall that when he was asked a
question he did not want to answer he asked the interviewers whether he could
decline. He said he was told if the investigators wanted more information on the
subject they would interview him again later.ld. at to. The witness testified that
as to the questions he did not answer at first, he answered them when placed in
a different form or a more specific question was asked. n. 505, 508 (Husted).
44. Mr. Husted stated that he did not recall hearing or using the term
"unconfirmed hearsay" in connection with the July 29, 1981 interview, which
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is consistent with Mr. Christman not using the term in his summary. Husted,
ff. Th. 330, at 10.
45. When Mr. Husted was cross-examined on his statement about his
refusal to answer the first question dealing with bringing reference material into
the examination room, for the reasons that it was too broad and did not relate
to any particular examination, he stated that he could not recall how specific
the information was that the investigation was related to cheating on the April
1981 examination. He stated that he may have known that the investigation was
related to that examination. 'Ii". 571 (Husted).
46. Mr. Husted then testified that he was uncertain as to when he knew
the interview involved an NRC examination, whether it was before he went to
the interview or if he was told at the beginning of the interview. When pressed
as to why he interpreted the question on materials being brought into the exam
as applying to all exams that he participated in since joining the company,
Mr. Husted stated that the broadness of the question provided no guarantee
that the investigators were looking titto that one recent examination. When
pressed further, he stated he was not certain that at the start of the interview
that anyone specifically told him that the questions would be limited solely
to that examination and not to any other activities that occurred prior to that
examination. Tr. 572-81 (Husted).
47. Mr. Husted on cross-examination recalled Mr. Christman's testimony
to the effect that it was clear that the July 29 interview related only to the
April 1981 examinations. In answer to a question as to why he had difficulty
as to which exams were involved, Mr. Husted said it related to the warning of
the shift foreman about broad questions. He said he wanted to make sure his
answers would relate to the specific exams. Th. 611-13 (Husted).
48. Mr. Husted was asked as to how he related his statement during the
July 29 interview as was reflected in the Christman summary, that Mr. Husted
said he did not know if the proctor left the room during either examination with
his comment before the Special Master, that although a wild guess, it was 50%
of the time. Mr. Husted answered that the Christman notes indicated he had a
limited knowledge of the specific whereabouts of the proctor and when asked
by the Special Master he just picked 50%. Th. 614-15 (Husted).
49. Mr. Husted testified that he currently had a very limited recollection
of the September 18, 1981 Matakas interview. Mr. Husted said he did not recall
the investigator using the term "unconfirmed hearsay" and it is not a term
Mr. Husted uses. Th. 531 (Husted). Mr. Husted repeatedly testified that he never
considered his statement about the passing paper remark to involve a rumor and
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he never knowingly characterized it as such.6 Th. 541 (Husted). He described it
as information he personally gathered first hand in passing by a conversation and
that it was a conclusion he had drawn on his own. When deposed on October
23, 1981, Mr. Husted stated he did not hear rumors to the effect that papers
were passed from one person to another in the exams. In giving his deposition
on April 29, 1986, Mr. Husted stated that he did not consider the matter to
involve rumors.
50. Mr. Husted felt that the investigator in his interview mistakenly
recorded that Mr. Husted had classified the passing papers remark as the
unconfirmed hearsay. Mr. Husted said that when he left the September 18
interview he did not think that he had given Mr. Matakas the impression that
his knowledge of the conversation he had overhead constituted a rumor. Th. 534
(Husted).
51. Mr. Husted introduced a whole new element into the proceeding when
he gave prepared testimony as follows:
It is possible that he [Mr. Matakas] did not ask me the question he meant to. It is also
possible, however, that Mr. Malakas did ask me if I considered the "passing papers" oomment
to be "the unconfirmed hearsay" alluded to on page 39 and that I simply misunderstood the
question when I said it was. It is also possible that I understood the question and gave an
incorrect answer, when I was first asked the question as the hearing [before the Special
Master], I answered it inoorrectly and had to correct my answer later on.

Husted, ff. Th. 330, at 16.
52. Husted could not recall when he learned of the two workers who in
cheating had passed papers between them. He testified that he believed he did
not recall the passing papers comment until after the July 29, 1981 interview. He
said it could have been when he saw the August OlE Report. Mr. Husted stated
that at the time he learned of the mechanism by which the two had cheated, or
shortly thereafter, he remembered the comment he overhead previously which
involved the words "passing papers." He said that reading the August OlE
Report may have caused him to remember the remark. [d. at 13. Mr. Husted
then described the comment to Mr. Matakas in his second NRC interview.
53. Mr. Husted also had another view as to what went on at the September
18, 1981 interview with Mr. Matakas, as revealed by the conversation Mr. Husted
had with John F. Wilson on October 5 and 6, 1981. Mr. Wilson is an attorney
who represented the Licensee and acted as liaison for the Licensee with the NRC
6 Before the special Mister, Mr. Husted Iccepted the characterization of the passing papers c:crnment IS I rumor
in the following exchange:
Q. Let', tum to Staff 27 at plge 16. You describe. rumor that you heard near the coffee pot and
men', room in the third paragnpb on that page. 11 that the same instance that you an: refc:rrlng to7

A. Yes.
Staff Exit. 2, Tr. 26,924.
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in interviews and in transmitting information that was developed in the course
of the utility's investigation. Tr. 458 (Wilson). Mr. Husted and John G. Herbein,
then Vice President for Nuclear Assurance, were having a conversation on
October 5, 1981, when they telephoned Mr. Wilson because a question came up
as to whether or not Mr. Husted reported the passing papers remark to the NRC
by way of the Matakas interview. Mr. Husted was concerned that the information
should Ii reported, if in fact he had failed to do so. Tr. 457 (Wilson). Mr. Wilson
made notes on the conversation and testified from them at the hearing.' Husted
Exh.2. .
.
54. Mr. Wilson's recollection was that Mr. Husted was uncertain as to
whether or not he told the NRC about the passing papers and the purpose of
the call was that if he had failed to do so, to find out how he could accomplish
iL Mr. Wilson testified that as of October 5, 1981, Mr. Husted had a question
as to whether or not he had informed the NRC. However, by the next day, upon
reflection, Mr. Husted had confirmed in his own mind that he had passed on the
information to the NRC during the Matakas interview. Tr. 458 (Husted). The
Wilson notes were consistent with Mr. Husted's statement that he used the term
"passing papers" and never did extend it to "passing papers in the exam," a
phrase that Mr. Matakas used. Tr. 585 (Husted).
55. Mr. Samuel Newton, Operator Training Manager, testified during this
hearing that he had a conversation with Mr. Husted about passing papers, which
he believed may have occurred sometime between the two interviews but was
uncertain about this time. Newton, ff. Tr. 836, at 3-5. Mr. Newton's testimony
did nothing to help clarify the issue.
56. Mr. Husted's testimony before the Special Master on December 10,
1981, relating to the July 29 and September 18, 1981 interviews, is relevant to
the issue of whether Mr. Husted failed to cooperate with the NRC investigators.
57. Mr. Husted testified before the Special Master that the August OlE
Report containing the summary of the July 29, 1981 interview was an accurate description of his interview with the NRC investigators with one exception. He said the exception related to the investigators' summary that stated that
Mr. Husted declined to respond to a question concerning the possibility that reference material had been covertly brought into the classroom by examinees and
that Mr. Husted had not explained his reluctance to discuss the issue. Mr. Husted
testified to the Special Master that he explained to the investigators that he had
seen no material brought into the room that was not authorized by the proctor of
the exam and further he did not want to discuss what took place in other exam
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Robert L. Latg, now GPU Nuclear Vice President for Nuclear Assurance, took notes on an October S.
1981 _IUon be bad with Mr. Hcrl>ein. The notes Nte thlt Mr. Husted bad told Mr. HeIbcin "Husted wants
W1Isa! to verify w/I&E thlt they know Husted beard two words It the water fountain 'pusing papers.'" Husted
Exh.11.
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rooms and over the course of the entire exam. Te. 608 (Husted). He also testified
that the Matakas interview on September 18, 1981, was accurately described in
Mr. Matakas' report.s Id.
58. Mr. Husted initially testified that the passing papers remark was the
unconfirmed hearsay referred to in the initial interview. He testified on crossexamination:
Q. On Staff Exhibit 26, page 29 [sic] [July 19, 1981 summary] you also refer to
unconfinned hearsay. Are you referring to a different instance there or the same
instance?
A. That is the same instance.

59. When asked about the Iuly 19, 1981 summary stating that he had
refused to reveal any specifics of the rumors he heard or identify the individuals
who were allegedly implicated and why he refused to answer the question,
Mr. Husted answered, "I do not know. Stupid, 1 think." Te. 522 (Husted).
60. When he was questioned further about the response of being "stupid,"
Mr. Husted explained that he did not like the way the investigation was
conducted and the questions were being asked. He stated that they were so broad
and vague that he could not give a specific answer. For a lack of anything other
to say he just told the investigators he did not want to answer the question. He
went on to state· that he could not remember any specific instances of rumors
that were told to him about specific things that could have gone on during the
examinations. He explained that he did not provide any information because he
did not have any information. Mr. Husted stated that the summary was how the
investigators interpreted his saying that he did not have anything to say. Staff
Exh. 2, Te. 26,929.
61. Mr. Husted further stated that between the Iuly interview and the
September interview he concluded that the words "passing papers" that he had
heard could have been referring to passing. papers during the exam, which he
indicated to the interviewer in September.
62. Mr. Husted was questioned about his testimony that both interview
accounts were accurate, that in both instances he was quoted as referring to
rumors as "unconfirmed hearsay," that he had testified earlier that they were
the same incident, and then that in the first interview he said he did not recall
any specific rumors. ·He was then asked which account was correct. Mr. Husted
answered the last account was most correct, the September 18 interview. In
response to the question why he had stated earlier that they were the same
incident, he replied that he did not know.ld., Te. 26,930-31.
8 Mr. Husted testified before the Specill Master that because of the difficulty he had with the initial investigation
teport, he insisted that Mr. Matakas write down -=y question. which he was pennitted to read, and he then
Itlted his answer which WlS wrinen down verbatim. Staff Em. 2, Tr. 26.967.
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63. During the current hearing Mr. Husted was asked why in his testimony
before the Special Master he had agreed to the accuracy of the July 29 interview
summary. He answered that he had not taken the time to seriously consider the
question put before him and that he had given the document only a cursory
review. He also explained that he had been chastised and attacked rather than
cross-examined before the Special Master, and that caused him to be confused
and to make foolish errors. Tr. 611, 630-31 (Husted).
Conclusion: Mr. Husted/ailed to cooperate with the NRC investigators.

64. The evidence of record establishes that Mr. Husted failed to cooperate
with the NRC investigators who conducted the July 29 and September 18, 1981
interviews.
65. "Cooperation" may be defined as "to act or work together for a common purpose or to a common end." C90peration with investigators can be measured by the extent of the information furnished in answering questions when intervieWed. It can also be measured by the reliability of the information furnished,
as well as by the candidness with which it was provided. Providing information
that proves to be unreliable and misleading and undermines the investigative
effort is the antithesis of cooperation. Overall, that is what Mr. Husted did in
providing information to the investigators, and it must be concluded he failed
to cooperate.
66. Rlr ease of development, Mr. Matakas' September 18, 1981 interview
of Mr. Husted is discussed first.
67. Mr. Matakas, a professional investigator with many years of experience, proved to be a very credible witness. His testimony was supported by
notes and summaries. He was straightforward, knowledgeable, and persuasive
in testifying.
68. When Mr. Matakas interviewed Mr. Husted, he began with the assumption that Mr. Husted had been reluctant to answer certain questions during the
July 1981 interview relating to cheating on the April examinations. Mr. Matakas
had been advised that Mr. Husted termed the alleged cheating "unconfirmed
hearsay" and he was to attempt to obtain information about this matter from
Mr. Husted. Mr. Husted informed Mr. Matakas of the passing of papers. In
the ensuing interview, Mr. Matakas reasonably believed from what Mr. Husted
told him that the passing papers remark constituted the rumor that Mr. Husted
had heard but did not reveal at the initial interview. Supporting evidence
that Mr. Husted led Mr. Matakas to believe the foregoing was the response
Mr. Husted gave to the investigator's question as to why he had not provided
the information about passing papers at the first interview. Mr. Husted said that
he could not identify anyone and he did not want to spread rumors. Mr. Husted
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through this response indirectly identified the passing papers comment as a rumor and did nothing to dispel that identification. Mr. Husted did not say that he
did not categorize the incident as a rumor and that he did not recall the incident
at the time of the interview, as he would do later. At the very least Mr. Husted
misled Mr. Matakas during the September interview.
69. How willing was Mr. Husted to stand by and confirm the story he told
Mr. Matakas, thereby supporting its credibility and trustworthiness?
70. Within 18 days after the Matakas interview, of which the "passing papers" comment was a significant component, Mr. Husted informed his superiors,
on October 5, 1981, that he was uncertain as to whether or not he had told the
NRC about the passing of papers, and if he had not done so, asked how to go
about it The very next day he then advised the Licensee that he had in fact
passed on the information.
71. When testifying before the Special Master on December 10, 1981,
Mr. Husted initially not only testified that Mr. Matakas had correctly described
the interview, but also that the passing papers remark was the unconfirmed
hearsay that was involved in the initial interview. However, he later took
another tack, testifying that he could not remember any specific instances of
rumors that were told him about specific things that had gone on during the
examinations. Mr. Husted stated that he did not provide any information at the
initial interview because he did not have any information.
72. Mr. Husted then came full circle at the last hearing, again indicating
that Mr. Matakas' statement about the interview was accurate, but with a new
wrinkle. Mr. Husted raised the possibility that Mr. Matakas had asked him if he
considered the passing papers comment to be the unconfirmed hearsay referred
to and that Mr. Husted had "simply misunderstood the question when he said it
was." Mr. Husted also raised the possibility that he had understood the question
but gave an incorrect answer. This came about despite extensive testimony by
Mr. Husted during this current hearing as to why the Matakas' account was
incorrect
73. From the start Mr. Husted undermined an important segment of his
interview with Mr. Matakas. He immediately questioned what the content of the
interview was, and thereafter made inconsistent and contradictory statements
of what was said. Mr. Husted's statements vitiated that part of the interview
dealing with his acknowledgment that the passing papers comment was the
same as the rumor he had heard, but that he did not reveal at the initial
interview. Mr. Husted's continuing conduct cannot be explained away or excused
on the basis that it resulted from how Mr. Husted reacted to cross-examination
at a difficult time. Mr. Husted's actions showed a lack of reliability, Credibility,
and responsibility on his part, which most adversely affected his discussion with
Mr. Matakas and evidenced a failure to cooperate with him.
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74. Moving over to whether Mr. Husted cooperated with Investigators
Christopher and Smith in the July 29, 1981 interview, a principal area of
focus becomes whether Mr. Husted responded to the questions asked of him. It
should be pointed out that the mere failure to answer a question during an
investigation does not necessarily demonstrate a failure to cooperate; there may
be a justification for the refusal, such as vagueness in the questions or that the
information requested is not available at the time the question is asked. If one
were cooperative, the reason for the inability to respond to the question would
be given.
7S. The report of the interview prepared by the investigators differed from
that of Mr. Christman, who attended the interview for the Licensee. As pertinent,
the investigators' report said that Mr. Husted refused to answer a question about
covertly bringing reference material into the classroom and he did not explain his
reluctance to discuss the issue. It also said that Mr. Husted acknowledged having
heard rumors about cheating on the exams but refused to reveal specifics. It
further said that upon additional questioning Mr. Husted declared that he could
not recall anything concerning what he had heard. This would indicate that
Mr. Husted failed to cooperate with the investigators by refusing to answer
questions about reference materials and rumors, without explanation.
76. Mr. Christman reported that after not answering a question about
reference materials, Mr. Husted did answer then a similar one. Mr. Christman
also reported that Mr. Husted initially refused to answer a question about rumors
and that, when asked the question again. stated that he had not heard rumors
in regard to cheating on the April examinations. Mr. Christman provided no
explanation of why Mr. Husted refused to respond initially. Mr. Christman's
report indicated that while not willing to cooperate immediately, Mr. Husted
did cooperate with the investigators by answering their questions.
77. Mr. Husted's testimony before the Special Master ultimately confirmed
that he had not answered questions. He testified that he did not like how the
questions were asked and for a lack of anything other to say he just told
the investigators that he did not want to answer the question. His testimony
before the Special Master did not establish what his answer to the investigators
was. Mr. Husted testified that he did not provide any information because he
did not have any information and that the investigators' statements about his
July 29, 1981 refusal to reveal specifics was their interpretation of Mr. Husted
saying he did not have anything to say.
78. Mr. Husted introduced a new element in the current hearing, which
would indicate a more cooperative effort on his part He testified that as
to the July 29 interview he sought clarification of the question on materials
brought into the exam room, and he asked permiSSion to decline to answer
a question. Mr. Christman could not corroborate this and because it was not
recorded in his notes Mr. Christman indicated it did not occur.
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79.. If one accepts the investigators' summary in the August OlE Report,
it would support the conclusion that Mr. Husted did not cooperate with them. If
one accepts the Christman version, it shows that as to answering questions, after
some hesitancy, Mr. Husted ultimately did not fail to cooperate with them.
80. The investigators' summary, although admissible in evidence, is entitled to virtually no weight. It is without probative value for there was no one
who could stand cross-examination on it. In a system of jurisprudence that rests
heavily on the right of cross-examination, one cannot ascribe any significant
value to a document where no one stood ready to defend it
81. Although Mr. Christman was not an independent witness to what
occurred at the interview, being there to represent the Licensee and to look
out for its employees, there is nothing to indicate that his report of what
occurred was other than accurate. He noted the questions that were not initially
answered. He differed with Mr. Husted on the latter's claim of justifying
not answering. Mr. Christman's version of what occurred at the interviews is
accepted as what happened, along with the conclusion that Mr. Husted answered
questions asked of him after initially refusing to do so.
82. There is other evidence that Mr. Husted did not fully cooperate with
Investigators Christopher and Smith. When Mr. Husted initially failed to answer
a question on bringing materials to the examination, claiming it was overly
broad and saying it could cover all examinations he had taken at the facility, he
appears to have been obstructive. Mr. Christman had no difficulty identifying
what examinations the inquiry concerned.
83. Also, Mr. Husted gave inconsistent testimony on the matter of the
whereabouts of the proctor. He told the investigators he did not know whether
the proctor left the examination room. He testified before the Special Master
that he guessed that the proctor was gone 50% of the time. His statements were
contradictory and unreliable.
84. Mr. Husted was not candid with Investigators Christopher and Smith
when he was questioned as to whether there was talking in the examination
room. He said there was none, not considering as talking the previously
discussed question or exclamation. Mr. Husted stated that the classroom was
quiet and the only disruptions were at times proctors were asked to clarify
questions. This response was at least an obfuscation of what he testified later
had occurred.
85. Mr. Husted's interview with the investigators on July 29, 1981, was
marked by a resistance to testifying, which he then acceded to. He also, in part,
obscured what had occurred in the classroom.
86. Although Mr. Husted's responses to the investigators on July 29,
1981, cannot be viewed as an overall failure to cooperate, it involved some
deficiency. This deficiency must be considered along with Mr. Husted's very
basic failure to cooperate with Mr. Matakas. These two interviews were part of
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a single investigation and are wholly interrelated. When the evidence of both
interviews is considered together, it is convincing that Mr. Husted failed to
cooperate with the NRC investigators investigating cheating on the April 1981
NRC examinations.
87. Discussion is warranted of what the interviews established substantively. Both interviews failed to show that Mr. Husted had any knowledge of
cheating on the examinations brought about by bringing in outside materials into
the examination room.
88. Also, as evidenced by the accepted Christman summary, the first
interview failed to show Mr. Husted concealed information at that time of
rumors or gossip in regard to cheating on the April examination. Further,
there was no other reliable, probative, and substantial evidence presented to
establish that Mr. Husted did, in fact, knowingly have information of rumors
or gossip at the time of the first interview which he concealed. Discarding
what is just speculation and conjecture, basically the only information of
record about the knowledge Mr. Hu~d possessed at that time comes from his
statements and these statements have proved to be so unreliable that they are
without value and are not useable for fact finding. The record in the proceeding
fails to comprehensively establish what Mr. Husted knew and when he knew
it. Without such evidence, it was not established that he concealed information
from Mr. Christopher and Mr. Smith about cheating on the April 1981 NRC
examinations.
C.

Did Mr. Husted's Testimony Defore the Special Master Lack
Forthrightness?

89. A dictionary definition of "forthright" is "proceeding straight on, lacking ambiguity, straightforward." Webster's Third New International Dictionary
(Unabridged, 1976). Testimony that is contradictory, misleading, lacking in credibility, or less than serious is not forthright. The record before the Special Master
contains a significant number of such instances in Mr. Husted's testimony.
90. As discussed in § B, above, Mr. Husted first testified before the Special
Master that the investigators' reports of their interviews with him on July 29 and
September 18, 1981, were accurate. He agreed that the passing papers remark
was the unconfirmed hearsay referred to in the initial interview. During the same
session before the Special Master, he also took a position on the accuracy of
these statements that was inconsistent with his original testimony. This action
evidenced a lack of reliability, responsibility, and credibility in an important area
of inquiry.
91. When Mr. Husted was asked about the July 29, 1981 summary stating
that he refused to reveal any specifics of the rumors he heard or identify the
individuals who were allegedly implicated and why he refused to answer the
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question, Mr. Husted answered, "I do not know. Stupid, I think." Tr. 522
(Husted). (This answer could be interpreted as again confirming the accuracy of
the August OlE Report summary.) Mr. Husted's comment on this answer during
the current hearing is telling. After mentioning his regret, he stated, "Given this
remark and my inconsistent testimony about the 'passing papers' comment, I
have no reason to doubt that I appeared flippant and to consider the questions
in a less than serious manner."
92. Mr. Husted answered some questions before the Special Master in a
manner that was inconsistent with other answers he gave at that hearing. These
internal inconsistencies resulted in testimony that lacked credibility and obfuscated what occurred. Mr. Husted testified at different times that Mr. Wilson was
the exam proctor and that he did not know who the proctor was. Staff Exh. 2,
Tr. 26,942-43. Mr. Husted testified he was totally unaware of Mr. Janes' actions
during the exam; yet he also said that he "certainly" would have noticed if
Mr. Janes had left the room while the proctor was absent. [d., Tr. 26,936. Also,
Mr. Husted testified before the Special Master that he guessed the proctor was
absent 50% of the time, whereas he stated at the July 29; 1981 interview that he
did not know if the proctor left the room during the examinations. Tr. 614-15
(Husted). Questions about the activities of a proctor in an inquiry on cheating
during an examination are important
93. Mr. Husted explained that the inconsistencies were more likely the
result of poor choices of words, rather than a lack of forthrightness. Tr. 54849. However, this explanation cannot be readily accepted because, in other
instances, he claimed subtle differences in word meanings to explain away difficulties he found himself in. These differences he claimed included a distinction
between the words "bothered" and "a burden" in defending his 1981 testimony
that he was bothered by the absence of the proctor [because it forced him to leave
the room to obtain clarification], but that it was not a burden, because he did not
mind getting out of his seat to walk around. Tr. 543-47 (Husted). Mr. Husted
claimed another difference in meaning when he was questioned by NRC investigators whether there was talking in the examination room. He responded no,
because he did not consider a rhetorical statement as "talking" because it was
not conversation. Tr. 338-39 (Husted). Moreover, he said he did not classify the
passing papers remark as a rumor because it was something he had overheard
and was a conclusion he had drawn on his own. Tr. 535-40 (Husted). Mr. Husted
found no conflict between his statement, made during this hearing, that he seldom gets angry and his description of uttering aloud the. exclamation "What
the hell is this?" and leaving the examination room to regain his concentration,
by explaining that at the examination he was upset or disappointed rather than
angry. Husted, ff. Tr. 330, at 4; Tr. 520, 606-07 (Husted).
94. Mr. Husted provided a number of reasons why he testified before
the Special Master in the manner he had. First, he said it was the first time
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he had testified in such a proceeding. Husted, ff. n. 330, at 22. Second, he
said he had been under a great deal of physical and emotional stress in the
months just prior to his appearance. [d. Third, he said that perhaps because of
the sequestration order put in place by the Special Master, he received little
help from company counsel before the hearing. ld. at 23. Fourth, and most
importantly, Mr. Husted said he learned only a few days before his appearance
of Mr. Ward's testimony implicating him in charges of attempted cheating.ld. at
22. He testified that these allegations turned his anxiety about testifying to
"outright fear." ld. Mr. Husted said that after he learned of the Ward charges,
he gave very little thought to his two OlE interviews. [d. at 23. He stated that he
had not reviewed the first and second reports carefully before testifying.ld. And
while Mr. Husted said he believes he reviewed the Christman report of his first
interview before testifying, he does not think he compared it carefully to the
first report. [d. Mr. Husted testified that as the cross-examination proceeded,
he became "hopelessly rattled." [d. at 24. He had an urgent desire to get the
testimony over with and get out of the hearing room. ld.
95. Mr. Husted testified that for the reasons described, he got off on the
wrong foot At the outset, he incorrectly conceded the accuracy of the first and
second reports.ld. at 23. He incorrectly testified that the ''passing papers" comment was the "unconfirmed hearsay" referred to in the first report [d. Mr. Husted
noted that the statement singled out by the Licensing Board (that because he
had no information he said he did not want to answer the question) evidenced
a mistake on his own part Mr. Husted said that he had had no information and
he should have said so. Tr. 613 (Husted).
96. Mr. Husted's testimony before the Special Master came after Mr.
Husted was deposed by the attorney for an intervenor on October 23, 1981. Mr.
Husted characterized his answers to questions posed in the depOSition, as being
cute.' Because he was not called until more than 2 hours after he was scheduled,
Mr. Husted had been annoyed and lost his temper. Husted Exh. 12 at I; Husted,
fr. Tr. 330, at 21; Tr. 596 (Husted).

, A pmicu1ar &1uina example was Ihe following:
Question: May I uk you, what happens to fuel pin tcmpenture aver core life if an oxidizing layer
builds up m \he cladding surl'ace7
Answer: No, you may not.
Question: You don't know \he answer?
.
Answer: Of course I know the answer. I think its a ridiculous questim. Yau uked me if you may ask
me and my answer is you may not.
Question: Let me Iephrasc that then. What happens to fuel pin tcmpenture {Net core life if an oxidizing
layer builds up on the cladding lIllf.cc7

Answer:

It increases.

Question: Thank you.

Answer:

You're welcome.

Tr. 596. 616-18,620 (Husted).
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97. On about December 2, 1981, following the deposition and before
he testified before the Special Master, Mr. Husted was admonished by an
attorney for the Licensee not to conduct himself as he did when he was
deposed. Tr. 600 (Husted). His conduct was held up to other Licensee employees
as an example as how one should not conduct oneself when testifying. Husted,
ff. Tr. 330, at 21. Mr. Newton discussed with Mr. Husted the necessity of
staying calm so that he would give thoughtful answers. Newton, ff. Tr. 836,
at 6-7. Despite the advice, Mr. Husted conducted himself in the way he did
before the Special Master. Attorneys for the Licensee in the restart proceeding
brought Mr. Husted's testimony before the Special Master to management's
attention. Newton, ff. Tr. 836, at 7.

Conclusion: Mr. Husted's testimony before the Special Master lacked forthrightness.
98. The inconsistencies, contradictions, and conflicts in the testimony of
Mr. Husted and his lack of seriousness at times giving the testimony make it
apparent that on its face that his testimony before the Special Master lacked
forthrightness.
99. Mr. Husted's explanations as to why this unhappy display occurred
are unsatisfactory. Although it is well appreciated that this was a trying time
for Mr. Husted, he had previously been warned as a result of his flippancy
when being deposed that such conduct was unacceptable. As an individual with
a responsible position, Mr. Husted must be accountable for his actions. Trying
times do not give one a license to act at will. Mr. Husted evidenced a disregard
for the regulatory process.
100. It was not established in this proceeding that Mr. Husted, at the time
of the first interview, had a comprehensive knowledge of cheating which he
concealed at that time. Neither was it shown that his lack of forthrightness before
the Special Master was an attempt to obscure such information, although his lack
of forthrightness did have the" effect of obfuscating what transpired. The fact that
obstruction of the investigation was not established as a motive for Mr. Husted
testifying as he did does not mean his testimony was any more forthright. It
just means the reason for his doing so was not proven. Mr. Husted's testimony
before the Special Master lacked forthrightness and is not excusable.

D.

Did Mr. Husted Have a Poor Attitude Toward the Hearing on the
Cheating Incidents?

101. This is the fourth and last concern that the Commission r~uested
that the hearing focus on for determining whether Mr. Husted should hold any
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of the jobs in question. The issue pertains to his attitude on the investigation,
and the pretrial and trial aspects of the inquiry into cheating on the April 1981
examinations.
102. Mr. Husted's actions that evidence his attitude were fully considered
under §§ A, B, and C of this Decision, and there is no need to detail them here
again. They show that he did not cooperate with the investigators, that he was
flippant in giving a deposition, and that he was not forthright in his testimony
before the Special Master. It can only be concluded· Mr. Husted had a poor
attitude toward the hearing on the cheating incidents.
103. A review of his actions shows that he acted with disdain and a lack
of regard for the regulatory process. It was he who took it upon himself to
judge the value of the way the proceeding was conducted. Accordingly, as it
suited his purposes, he would answer questions, not answer them, or give them
less than serious consideration. This resulted in instances where he toyed with
those engaged in the process. He m~e contradictory statements and changed
his testimony at will.
104. Mr. Husted's poor attitude resulted in a lack of communication between him and those conducting the inquiry. The record was obscured, and no
accurate account was obtained of what occurred.
105. Mr. Husted was undergoing emotional and physical stress during
the inquiry. But despite the fact that he was cautioned that his conduct was
unacceptable, the conduct continued. The unacceptable conduct was not an
isolated instance, but continued throughout the inquiry. As one who holds a
responsible position, he should be held accountable for his actions. There is no
basis for overlooking his poor attitude.
106. Relevant to the matter of Mr. Husted's attitude toward the hearing
on the cheating incidents is the attitude he evidenced during the current hearing. Although he did approach the current hearing much more seriously, it did
not appear that he fully understood the error of his past conduct, and he continued to display some of the same elements that led to the conclusion that he
had a bad attitude.
107. At the outset it should be stated that he was not expected to be contrite
to demonstrate that he had a correct attitude toward the process. The illustration
below is a prime example of his not having learned that his answers to questions
must be correct and that it was incumbent on him to fully communicate his
position on matters. The testimony quoted below related to contradictions in his
answers about the proctors and their whereabouts. His answer is revealing of
his thinking, and it is quoted in its entirety.
Q. Your testimony was to some extent inconsistent, and your question of your
fonhrightness in your testimony before the Special Master has become an isslle.
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and I would like to ask you whether you believe your testimony was fonhright and,
if so, how are we to interpret or explain your inconsistent testimony?
A. First off, I believe my testimony was forthright and most of the inconsistencies
that have been brought to my attention are most likely as a result of poor choices
of the words that I used in explaining the answers.
Using your last question as an example, it is very apparent to me that during the
exams I showed little concern at all as to who the proctor was, therefore, I can very
easily understand wiry, when asked a lot of qlll!stions about who the proctor lmf
and how often the proctor lmf there, that I could have easily not have a consistent
allSWtr from one qlll!stion to another. [Emphasis supplied.]
The primary concern in taking on these exams is to pass. In order to do that it
requires a great deal of cmcentration. Keeping track of the whereabouts of the
proctor would not be in the best interest of anyone taking that exam. Therefore, it
doesn't trouble me at all that I didn't remember who the proctor was or when the
proctor mlS and was not in the room. [Emphasis supplied.]
In fact, the proctoring of the exams changed hands from time to time without my
knowledge, one time Mr. Haverkamp was in, another time Mr. Wilson would be in,
some other time someone else would be in, sometimes there was no proctor. But
I did not keep track of it, therefore, I don't have any trouble understanding why.
when pressed on the issue,l may give inconsistent allSWtrs. [Emphasis supplied.]

Te. 548-49 (Husted).
108. The response shows that once again Mr. Husted's approach is to only
concern himself with what he considers important and to act accordingly, irrespective of the consequences on the validity of the inquiry and the effectiveness
of the regulatory process.
109. In addition to not acknowledging inconsistencies in his testimony
before the Special Master, Mr. Husted went so far as to evidence surprise and
considered incorrect the Special Master's finding that Mr. Husted had refused
to cooperate with the NRC investigation and the inference from that finding
that he lacked credibility. Tr. 610, 614 (Husted). In view of the strong record
made before me that supports findings that Mr. Husted had refused to cooperate
with the NRC investigation and lacked credibility, it must be concluded that
Mr. Husted continues to deny the consequences of his actions and accept
responsibility for them.
110. During the current hearing, Mr. Husted evidenced incidents of unreliability in his testimony but to a lesser extent than he had previously. He gave
incorrect answers to questions. When asked if he testified before the Special
Master on the exclamation he said he made during the examination (in a question bearing on when the statement was first made known), he said he had,
when in fact he had not After being allowed to review the transcript overnight
he was asked about questions that had been asked before the Special Master
on comments, utterances, or discussions with Mr. Janes. He testified that there
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was one question that indirectly touched on iL He did not mention that he had
been asked: "One of the NRC investigators had testified. as you know - that
[Mr. Janes said that you asked him a question during the exam. Is that true?"
He responded, "Absolutely nOL"
111. Mr. Husted altered his testimony in ways that had lacked credibility. AlthQugh he testified at length as to why the Matakas interview report was
incorrect in reporting the passing papers remark to be the "unconfirmed hearsay,"
he also s~ted it was possible he simply misunderstood the Matakas question
and had said the passing papers comment was the "unconfirmed hearsay" or
possibly he gave an incorrect answer to that question.
112. His memory was also selective, which produced a negative impression. This included his newly disclosed exculpatory recollection of the exclamation he said he made during the examination. Another example was the discussion he related with the investigators on July 29, 1981, about clarification
of a question and obtaining permission not to answer a question, which another
witness, Mr. Christman, indicated did not happen.
113. The record disclosed that Mr. Husted had and continues to have a poor
attitude toward the hearing on the cheating incidents.
E.

What Does Mr. Husted's Perrormance or His Responsibilities with
GPU Nuclear Reflect About His Attitude and Integrity?

114. The Commission in instituting the proceeding noted that Mr. Husted
should be able to demonstrate his fitness for the position at issue. To permit
the record to be fully developed concerning Mr. Husted's fitness to hold the
positions, the parties were permitted to present evidence on Mr. Husted's regular
job performance.
115. Mr. Husted has held various jobs with Metropolitan Edison Company
and GPU Nuclear. The latter is the successor entity as the licensed operator
of TMI. 'fr. 784-87 (Long). Mr. Husted held an NRC RO license from June
1978 to July 1980 and an SRO license from July 1980 to July 1983. He was
an auxiliary operator instructor from July 1978 to July 1982, at which time
he became a licensed operator instructor. Haverkamp, ff. 'fr. 648, Attach. 2 at
3. In March 1983, Mr. Husted was appointed Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator
Training. Subsequently, in June 1983, GPU Nuclear made a commitment to
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to remove Mr. Husted's SRO license and
to decline to use him as a TMI-l licensed operator or instructor of licensed
operators. In June 1984, ALAB-772 mandated that Mr. Husted be removed from
the position of Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator Training. Long, ff. 'fr. 755,
at 6-7. Since June 1984, Mr. Husted has worked as an Engineering Assistant,
Senior m in the Nuclear Assurance Division and deals with the TMI replica
simulator. Husted, ff. 'fr. 330, at 1.
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116. A full record was developed regarding Mr. Husted's performance
on the job. Six witnesses testified over two full hearing days. Mr. Donald
R. Haverkamp, an NRC inspector with extensive experience at nuclear plants,
conducted an inspection at TMI between February 25, 1986, and March 11,
1986, concerning Mr. Husted's performance. Haverkamp, ff. Tr. 641, at 34. Documents reviewed included employee evaluations and appraisals from 1974
to 1985, instructor performance monitoring reports from 1981 to 1984, and various confidential memoranda related to the special monitoring of Mr. Husted
which followed the cheating hearings. Haverkamp, ff. Tr. 648, Attach. (Inspection Repon) at 6-11.
117. Mr. Haverkamp's evaluation also was based on interviews to determine
personal views of Mr. Husted. Mr. Haverkamp concluded that Mr. Husted's
performance
was maintained at an acceptable or satisfactory level. During most of his employment, particularly while assigned as an operator instructor or supervisor of instructors, his performance
appeared to be good to excellent. The many documenu regarding Mr. Husted', performance
reflected favorably on his auitude and integrity.

[d. at 16.

118. Mr. Hayerkamp interviewed ten individuals who had various contacts
with Mr. Husted. They included Michael Ross, Supervisor, Plant Operations,
TMI-l; Bruce Leonard, Mr. Husted's supervisor after he became Supervisor,
Nonlicensed Operator Training; and Nelson D. Brown, who was Mr. Husted's
supervisor from September 1980 until March 1983. Also interviewed were
others Mr. Husted worked with or instruCted. [d., Table 4.1. The purpose of
the interviews was to detect concerns about Mr. Husted's attitude, integrity, or
fonhrightness, based on observations of his performance and demeanor. [d. at
16.
119. The interview comments were generally positive. Mr. Haverkamp
noted three comments that questioned Mr. Husted's demeanor. One viewed him
as outspoken, another that he 'sometimes shows bad judgment in what he says
in oral discussions, and, a third, that he may at first appear 1Hppant, but was
truly serious. [d. at 21. Based on the generally positive or favorable comments
from those interviewed, Mr. Haverkamp determined that Mr. Husted's integrity,
fonhrightness, and demeanor were normal to very good. [d.
120. Mr. Husted's annual performance ratings also were reviewed. The
1980 annual performance rating. prepared prior to the cheating incidents, rated
Mr. Husted in the "high competent" to "low-commendable" range of the rating
scale. Husted Exh. 15. The comments noted Mr. Husted's "determination" to
satisfy the demands placed on him by working extra hours, his individual
initiative in obtaining his SRO license, and Mr. Husted's "honest and direct"
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personal interaction and "open and effective working relationships with his
supervisor, peers, and subordinates." [d.
121. Mr. Brown became Mr. Husted's supervisor in September 1980 and
worked closely with Mr. Husted in 1981 and 1982. Brown, ff. Tr. 697, at
2. In preparing his annual evaluation of Mr. Husted for 1981, Mr. Brown asked
Mr. Husted to do a self-evaluation for Mr. Brown's consideration, and, in
addition, Mr. Brown did an unusual preliminary "snapshot" evaluation of his
then impressions of Mr. Husted. [d. at 9-10; Tr. 708, 718 (Brown); Tr. 898
(Newton). Both of these preliminary inputs to the 1981 annual evaluation reflect
the impact of the aftermath of the cheating episode on Mr. Husted.
122. According to Mr. Husted, the TMI operators blamed the Training
Department for the cheating because the individuals engaged in passing papers
had been unprepared for their examinations. Husted, ff. Tr. 330, at 11. Operator
resentment grew even stronger with the NRC announcement that the April
1981 NRC examination results were being voided because of the cheating
incident. [d. at 11-12. Added to the ~enerally low morale this caused was a
greatly increased work load in the Training Department. [d. at 12. Mr. Husted
stated in this input for his 1981 annual evaluation:
It is become increasingly difficult to maintain a positive working auiwde which is leading
to reduced production and increased reduction in motivation.

123. Mr. Brown's "snapshot" of Mr. Husted depicted irritability, flagging
interest and productivity, resistance to change, and difficulty reacting positively
and meeting schedules. Husted Exh. 3. Nevertheless, the general comments
reflected an overall positive evaluation, despite problem areas resulting from
the "adverse conditions" of that period. [d. Mr. Brown felt that Mr. Husted
maintained a professional attitude, despite the "hard times" he was going
through. [d., Brown, ff. Tr. 697, at 12. Mr. Brown's overall evaluation, based
on a more studied review of work for the entire year was "average to above
average." [d. He noted Mr. Husted was "a competent instructor ••• on his way
to becoming an excellent instructor," but noted that the "adverse conditions of
the last year have had their effect on ~ •• his projected attitude." Husted Exh. 4.
124. Mr. Husted's next evaluation, in July 1982, was done by Mr. Newton, Operator Training Manager, who noted improvements in Mr. Husted's performance. Husted Exh. 16, Newton, ff. Tr. 836, at 9-10. Mr. Newton noted that
he had been "extremely diligent and professional in the use of his own time to
prepare more thoroughly for classroom assignments." He also noted that "[s]ince
the completion of the restart hearings and associated reports there has been a
noticeable improvement in his enthusiasm and morale." Husted Exh. 16.
125. By this same time, TMI-l management had begun a special monitoring
program to evaluate Mr. Husted's performance and attitude. Long, ff. 'It. 755,
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at 3-4. The monitoring started in the first half of 1982 and continued until the
end of 1983. Staff Exhs. 3 and 4, Husted Exhs. 9, 14. The monitoring consisted
of periodic classroom teaching performance evaluations, quarterly performance
evaluations, regular annual performance evaluations, and periodic counseling
sessions, including at least one meeting with the two vice presidents involved
with training and operations at TMI - Dr. Long and H.D. Hukill. Staff Exh. 3;
Husted Exh. 14; Long, ff. Te. 755, at 2-3.
126. As part of the monitoring program, a contractor for GPU Nuclear
evaluated the classroom performance of Mr. Husted. Staff Exh. 3; Husted
Exh. 13; Te. 796 (Long). The project manager in a telephone conversation with
Dr. Long, on August 27, 1982, stated that Mr. Husted did not display a damaging
attitude. The project manager also said that Mr. Husted was not the most
effective instructor, but that he was basically "okay" as an instructor. Husted
Exh. 13, Te. 802-03 (Long).
127. In Mr. Husted's 1982 annual evaluation, Mr. Brown rated Mr. Husted
"above average," noting his "attitude of 'quality,'" and his very good performance in the classroom.IO Husted Exh. 5; Brown, ff. Te. 697, at 14. Mr. Newton's December 1982 classroom evaluation noted "a highly professional attitude at all times." Husted Exh. 20. Characterizing his formal evaluation of
Mr. Husted in a memorandum to Dr. Long and Mr. Hukill dated October
17, 1982, Mr. Newton found "no problems pertaining to his attitude and demeanor," noted Mr. Husted's "professional manner," and observed nothing "out
of line." Husted Exh. 24. By memorandum of the same date, Dr. R.A. Knief,
Manager Plant Training, also commented, based on observation of Mr. Husted's
classroom teaching on October 11, 1982, that despite student criticism, "he handled the session in a very professional manner in terms of both technical ability
and attitude." Dr. Knief also noted a "positive attitude" in the postevaluation
discussion. Husted Exh. 10.
128. In commenting on Mr. Husted's performance from November 1982
to January 1983, Mr. Newton wrote to Dr. Long that Mr. Husted's work in
preparation of the written requalification examination was "superb," and that
Mr. Newton was remiss in not writing a special letter of commendation for
Mr. Husted. Husted Exh. 25.
129. In March 1983, Mr. Brown recommended Mr. Husted for promotion to
the position of Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator Teaining, with a highly favorable evaluation, noting in particular a ''positive professional attitude displayed
in complying with requirements of the job." Brown, ff. Te.·697, at 15; Husted
Exh. 6; Te. 736-37 (Brown).

I°During the hearing. Mr. Brown was questioned on the extent to which he considered Mr. Husted·, hearing
conduct in his evaluation. He ltated thlt he took .uch conduct into account, but thlt in view its isolated natwe,
it did not have • significant bearing on the overan evaluation. Tr. 733-34 (Brown).

or
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130. Before approving the promotion in March 1983, Dr. Long stated that
he questioned the training director and, through him, his staff, extensively
as to whether they were satisfied that Mr. Husted was able to instill a sense
of seriousness and to maintain integrity, discipline, and appropriate attitudes
toward nuclear safety and the regulatm)' process. Tr. 789 (Long). After receiving
sufficient assurance, and consulting the Office of the President of GPU Nuclear,
Dr. Long approved the promotion. ld. In his testimony, Dr. Long noted that
Mr. Husted performed very effectively as Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator
Training, until June 1984, when the Appeal Board directed that he be removed
from that position. Long, ff. Tr. 755, at 6-7.
131. Following Mr. Husted's reassignment out of the Training Department
to work on risk and reliability analysis in October 1984, Mr. Husted was rated
as having "a very positive, enthusiastic attitude about the project" and doing
"more work than is asked of him in order to contribute and to learn." Husted
Exh.17.
132. Dr. Long noted no evidence, from the extensive monitoring program
and evaluation of Mr. Husted, of undesirable attitudes or tack of respect for
the training or licensing process. Long, ff. Tr. 755, at 6. In addition to his
review of the monitoring' program, Dr. Long continued to monitor and meet
with Mr. Husted during the past 2 years to discuss Mr. Husted's progress and
to update his opinion on Mr. Husted's attitude toward his responsibilities.ld. at
7. Dr. Long stated that he knew of no information to indicate that Mr. Husted
"has conveyed to his students or fellow workers an improper attitude toward
safety, toward the regulatory process, or toward the company or NRC training
processes." ld. at 8. Similarly, he had received no information that Mr. Husted
was flippant, displayed less-than-serious attitude toward his work, toward safety
concerns, or toward the NRC, or was incredible or lacked integrity. Tr. 804
(Long). In evaluating Mr. Husted, it was Dr. Long's intention to address the
concerns stated in the Licensing Board decision in the restart proceeding, and
he was satisfied that any doubts about Mr. Husted's competence to instill a
sense of seriousness about the important need for integrity, discipline, and public
confidence in the TMI training program had been removed. Tr. 806 (Long).

Conclusion: Mr. Husted's regular job performance reflected very positively
on his attitude and did not present anything to adversely reflect on his integrity.
133. Very extensive evaluations were made of Mr. Husted's job performance over the years. They showed, overall, that his on-the-jOb attitude has
been professional and appropriate to his responsibilities. This attitude has extended to safety, the NRC, and regulatory requirements. He was able to overcome
the challenges that the cheating incidents caused and go on to perform conscien-
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tiously and with enthusiasm. He was shown to be an employee who fulfilled the
day-to-day job requirements of the positions he held in a more-than-adequate
manner.
F.

Should the Appeal Board's Condition Barring Mr. Husted rrom
Supervisory Responsibilities Insorar as the Training or Nonlicensed
Personnel Is Concerned Be Vacated?

134. The condition imposed by the Appeal Board in TMI-l Restart. ALAB772, 19 NRC at 1221-24, caused Mr. Husted to be removed from the position
he held with GPU Nuclear as Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator Training.
135. The Commission in deciding to provide Mr. Husted a hearing on
whether the Appeal Board's condition should be vacated did not do so on the basis of a determination that the law required it, but on a concept of fairness. TMI-l
Restart, CLI-85-2, 21 NRC at 314-17. In instituting the proceeding, the Commission looked for a decision on whether the condition should be vacated based
on a factual determination of the issues raised by the Commission relating to
Mr. Husted's conduct. The Commission never questioned or raised for review
the standard used by the Appeal Board in imposing the condition. Notice of
Hearing, 50 Fed. Reg. 37,098 (1985).11
136. In imposing the condition barring Mr. Husted from supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of nonlicensed personnel, the Appeal Board
employed the following considerations to make its determination.
[TJeacher competence ••• [includes] the ability to communicate effectively a serue of
responsibility as well as information.. • • Where, as here, much of the training information
to be conveyed concerns the need to comply with procedures • • • the instructor', attitude
toward - i.e., respect for - those procedures becomes an integral (though perhaps
subliminal) part of his or her ability to teach.
To be sure, Husted will no longer be permitted to train licensed operaton. Moreover,
there is no hard evidence on the record that Husted', bad attitude did, in fact, affect his
teaching performance. ••• But in his new position as Supervisor of Nonlicensed Operator
Training, not only will Husted be in a position to instruct personnel with important duties
that affect the public health and safety, he will have ce11ain management responsibilities. As
IUch, Husted will presumably also have a role in establishing the criteria for training
instructon and developing the audit program imposed by the Licensing Board, as least
in part, as a remedy for his own failure to cooperate with the NRC. • • • We seriously
question Licensee', judgment in promoting Husted to an important position with management
responsibilities, given his documented past failure to cooperate with the NRC in its cheating
investigation. • • •

'0

liThe Canmission in its unpublished Much 20,1986 Ordc:r denying TMIA's Much 4,1986 Motion to Dismiss
noted that the Intervenor contended that the only issue involved was legal The Commission said thal U to the
hearing offered Mr. Husted "[t]he focus of the heuin& Is not I legal one, but nthc:r I factual determination of
whether the Appeal Board's condition should remain in place."
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TMI-J Restart. ALAB-772, 19 NRC at 1223-24 (footnotes omitted).
137. The Appeal Board in imposing the condition did not find it necessary
to determine whether his unacceptable attitude toward the NRC did, in fact,
adversely affect his teaching performance or the exercise of his management
responsibilities. Mr. Husted's failure to cooperate with the NRC and his actions
in derogation of the regulatory process were deemed sufficient flaws to disqualify
him from holding a supervisory position that affects public health and safety. In
effect, the Appeal Board held that his unacceptable attitude toward the regulatory
process had the potential of being transmitted to others or instilled in the system
he was responsible for managing, all of which affect public health and safety.
138. The position of Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator Training, relates to
public health and safety. The person holding that position is responsible for
training the auxiliary operators that work in the plant Their functions on a
daily basis have the potential for initiating an event. They can also mitigate an
event by their prompt action. The auxiliary operators are an extension of the
licensed operators in the control room;md their training is safety related. Tr. 736
(Brown).
139. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, grants NRC broad
power in dealing with the regulation of nuclear energy. Section 161(b) grants the
Commission the authority to establish by rule, regulation, or order such standards
to govern the use of nuclear materials as the Commission may deem necessary
or desirable to protect health or to minimize danger to life or property. 42
U.S.C. § 220 1(b).
140. The Commission's regulations do not address qualifications for the
position of Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator Training. However, where the
holder of that position may adversely affect public health and safety because
of attitudes and behavior toward the NRC and its regulatory process, the
Commission can take necessary action that will provide reasonable assurance
that the activities authorized by the operating license will be conducted without
endangering the health and safety of the public. See 10 C.P.R. § 50.57(a)(3). This
is so even if the result is to disqualify an individual from being employed in a
particular job categoryP
141. The Appeal Board discussed the legal authority employed for imposing
the licensing condition that worked against Mr. Husted.
142. In ALAB-772, the Appeal Board explained the manner in which the
issues being reviewed in that decision concerning reactor operator training and
management capability related to the underlying question as to what actions

l1The Commission in enforcement actions taken under § 103 indiO! § 186 or the Act Ind applicable regulations
nqumng coopcntion with NRC insped.ion aelivities hIS conditioned licensea nquirlng \he mnoval of particular
individuab from nuclear·related IeSpOnsibilities. Niolra Molrawk Power Corp. (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station).
45 Fed. Reg. 80.834-35 (1980); Dcrroir Edisoll Co. (Fenni·2). 51 Fed. Reg. 25.411 (1986).
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"are necessary and sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that [1MI-1] can
be operated without endangering the health and safety of the public ••." ALAB772, 19 NRC at 1202-03 (1984). Similarly, it noted that the findings that were
anticipated from the reopened hearings on the April 1981 cheating incidents were
important to its overall findings on the issues of Licensee management integrity,
the quality of the Licensee's operating personnel, the Licensee's ability to staff
the facility, its training and testing program, and the NRC process for testing
and licensing operators.ld. at 1204.
143. Although the Appeal Board noted the -absence of specific standards
for judging the integrity of Licensee's management and operation, ide at 1206,
it found authority for its judgments in the Atomic Energy Act, § 103b, requirement that licensees comply with Commission requirements for the protection
of the public health and safety, and in the provision in § 182a for consideration of a licensee's "character." Id. at 1206-07. Finally, it observed that the
Commission earlier noted that "abdication of responsibility or abdication of
knowledge • • . could form an independent and sufficient basis for revoking a
license ..•" based on Licensee's competence or character. While noting the
absence of "precise standards against which to measure licensee's conduct," the
Appeal Board found the guidance there as a basis for appellate review. Id. at
1207-08.
144. Thus, when the Appeal Board found that an instructor of nonlicensed
operators must have the ability to effectively communicate a sense of responsibility as well as information and respect for procedures, and used this criterion for
requiring, as a condition on the Licensee (GPU Nuclear), that Mr. Husted "have
no supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of non-licensed personnel
is concerned," ide at 1223-24, it was doing so on the bases of the Licensee's
responsibilities to protect the health and safety of the public and to demonstrate
"character."
.
145. The Appeal Board in imposing the condition upon the Licensee,
which disqualified Mr. Husted from continuing in the position he held, cited
the authority under which it acted and the considerations it employed. The
Commission in instituting this proceeding expected the same standards to be
applied to the factual determination reached here. They are so applied.
146. Although the condition imposed by the Appeal Board attached to the
license, and the Licensee was required to fulfill it, the condition also directly
affected Mr. Husted. Because of that consequence, this case ~ considered
in the nature of an enforcement proceeding and Mr. Husted was afforded the
protections provided for under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 551,
et seq. At no time during the course of the hearing did Mr. Husted raise any
objections to the adequacy of the hearing provided him. Considering the case
in the nature of an enforcement proceeding did nothing that would alter the
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standard used by the Appeal Board in imposing the condition and applying it
in this proceeding.

Conclusion: The Appeal Board's condition barring Mr. Husted from supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of non licensed personnel is concerned should not be vacated.
147. 'In applying the Appeal Board's standard for imposing the condition
barring Mr. Husted from supervisory responsibilities for the training of nonlicensed personnel to Mr. Husted's conduct as disclosed by this hearing. it is
concluded that the condition imposed should not be vacated.
148. Although the record did not show that Mr. Husted solicited an answer
to an exam question during the April 1981 NRC examination or that he concealed
knowledge of cheating at the July 29, 1981 interview, it did establish that he
had failed to cooperate with the NRC investigators. It also established that his
testimony before the Special Master lacked forthrightness and that he had a poor
attitude toward the hearing on the cheating incidents. Also, it showed that he
continued to display some of the same elements of lack of regard for the NRC
hearing process that led to the finding that he had a bad attitude toward the
hearing on the cheating incidents.
149. Mr. Husted has been unable or unwilling to change his attitude toward
the NRC's regulatory process sufficiently for it to be found acceptable. The
potential continues to exist that this unacceptable attitude toward the NRC
regulatory process can adversely affect his teaching performance or the exercise
of his management responsibilities contrary to public health and safety.
150. The record has established that in Mr. Husted's regular job performance his attitude has been professional and appropriate to his responsibilities; this attitude extends to safety, the NRC, and the regulatory requirements. The Appeal Board standard for imposing the condition cannot be viewed
as so inflexible that it would deny Mr. Husted the ability to requalify for his
former position considering his positive on-the-job attitude, if he had shown
that he had rid himself of his poor attitude for the regulatory process. He failed
to do this and the condition imposed.by the Appeal Board should stand.
151. Because the license condition has not been lifted, Mr. Husted is
unable to regain his po~ition as Supervisor, Nonlicensed Operator 'Ihlining. This
is not done as a sanction, nor is done to forever bar him from that position. It
is a matter of providing reasonable assurance for the protection of public health
and safety. Mr. Husted cannot regain the position until he demonstrates that he
is qualified under the Appeal Board standard, as previously discussed.
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152. There is no basis to come to a different finding in regard to Mr. Husted
serving in those licensed capacities in which the Licensee and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania stipulated that he should not serve.
153. On the basis of the foregoing, I find in 1MIA's favor as to its two
contentions because of a demonstrated poor attitude on the part of Mr. Husted
and against GPU Nuclear on its single contention.

Ultimate Conclusion and Order
Based upon all of the evidence of record in this proceeding and in light of
the foregoing findings and discussion, I hereby find:
That the conduct and attitude of Charles Husted requires that he not be
permitted to serve as a supervisor of nonlicensed operator training, or as an
NRC licensed operator or licensed operator instructor or training supervisor.
It is hereby ordered that the condidon regarding Charles Husted imposed in
ALAB-772, 19 NRC at 1224, requiring that he have no supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of nonlicensed personnel is concerned, shall not
be vacated.
In accordance with 10 C.P.R. § 2.760, this Initial Decision will constitute
final action of the Commission thirty (30) days after its date, unless an appeal is
taken in accordance with 10 C.P.R. § 2.762. Pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.785, the
Commission, in the Notice of Hearing, has authorized the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Appeal Board to exercise authority and perform the review functions
which would otherwise be exercised and performed by the Commission.
Morton B. Margulies
ADMINIS1RATIVE LAW JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 2d day of April 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
Harold R. Denton, Director

In the Matter of

Docket No. 50-400

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY and
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power
Plant)

April 2, 1987

By Petition dated October 17. 1986, submitted pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.206,
Robert Epting, Steven P. Katz, and Joseph T. Hughes, Jr•• on behalf of the
Coalition for Alternatives to Shearon Harris. and Wells Eddleman (petitioners).
requested the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to institute a proceeding
to modify. suspend. or revoke the construction permit for the She3I'9n Harris
Nuclear Power Plant and to deny or delay issuing an operating license for the
plant Petitioners alleged deficiencies in carolina Power & Light Company's
(Licensee) quality assurance program for safety-related electrical components.
that the Lice~ee lacked the requisite character and technical capability to
operate Shearon Harris as demonstrated by alleged discrimination again'st two
employees. and that the Licensee improperly documented and performed certain
construction procedures.
By letter dated November 12. 1986, the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (the Director) acknowledged Petitioners' reques~ and informed
them that the NRC had issued a low-power operating license for Shearon Ha¢s
on October 24. 1986. The NRC considered the issues raised in the Petition in
accordance with the Commission'S Policy for Handling of Late Allegations (50
Fed. Reg. 48.506 (1985» and determined that the Petition did not raise any significant safety concerns that the NRC would have to resolve before issuing the
full-power license. The Commission, in approving the full-power authorization.
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concluded that the Petition did not appear to raise any substantial, significant
safety issue or to show a basis for delaying full-power operation.
The Director denied all of Petitioners' requests. Because the NRC knew of the
evidence that Petitioners submitted to document the alleged breakdown in quality
assurance and the NRC had already confirmed that the Licensee had satisfactorily
implemented its quality assurance program at Shearon Harris, the Director found
that basis for Petitioners' requests unsubstantiated. Because Petitioners' evidence
of Licensee discrimination against employees showed only isolated incidents
of possible discrimination, and did not suggest that the Licensee lacked the
character or technical capability to operate the plant, the Director rejected that
basis for Petitioners' requests. Finally, because the NRC found Petitioners'
allegations of improperly documented or improperly conducted construction
activities either untrue or devoid of safety significance, the Director rejected
that basis for Petitioners' requests.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

PETITIONS UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, having already considered and resolved
a technical issue that a petitioner raises, need not reconsider that issue if the
petitioner provides no new information. See Northern Indiana Public Service
Co. (Bailly Generating Station. NUClear-I), CLI-78-7, 7 NRC 429,434 (1978),
aff'd sub nom., Porter County Chapter of the Izaac Walton League of America
v. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

PETITIONS UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206

When a petitioner submits a petition pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.206 requesting
suspension or revocation of a construction permit and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has already begun conSidering whether to issue an operating license
for the facility, the Commission will consider the issues raised in the petition
according to the Commission's Policy for Handling of Late Allegations. 50
Fed. Reg. 48,506 (1985). If the issues do not present significant safety concerns,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission may issue the low-power or full-power
operating license.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

PETITIONS UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will examine in depth any petitioner's
allegations of defective construction in a nuclear power plant, even if the alIeger
remains confidential. If the Nuclear Regulatory Commission finds that those
allegations have no basis in fact, or, if the allegations are true, that they do
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not adversely affect safety, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will deny the
petitioner's requests.

DffiECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
Introduction
By a petition dated October 17, 1986 (petition), Messrs. Robert Epting,
Steven P. Katz, and Joseph T. Hughes, Jr., on behalf of the Coalition for
Alternatives to Shearon Harris (CASH), and Mr. Wells Eddleman (petitioners),
requested, pursuant to 10 CF.R. § 2.206, that the Director of the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation institute a proceeding under 10 CF.R. § 2.202 to
modify, suspend, or revoke the construction permit for the Shearon Harris
facility and deny or delay issuance of an operating license for the facility in
light of issues raised in the Petition. As a basis for the requested action, the
Petitioners alleged (1) deficiencies in Carolina Power & Light's (CP&L or
Licensee) quality assurance program for electrical safety-related components,
(2) lack of requisite character and technical capability to operate the Shearon
Harris facility as" evidenced by two recent employee discrimination cases before
the Department of Labor, and (3) improper documentation and performance of
certain construction procedures.
On November 12, 1986, I acknowledged receipt of the Petition and informed
the Petitioners that the NRC had issued a low-power operating license for the
Shearon Harris facility on October 24, 1986. Prior to issuing that license, the
issues raised in the Petition were considered in accordance with the Commission's Policy for Handling of Late Allegations (50 Fed. Reg. 48,506 (1985»,
and it was determined that the issues did not present significant safety concerns
which needed to be resolved prior to the issuance of that license. Subsequently,
on January 12, 1987, CP&L was authorized to operate the Shearon Harris facility at full power. The Commission, in approving the full-power authorization,
also was briefed on the specific issues raised in the Petition and concluded that
they did not appear to have substantial safety significance or otherwise provide
a basis for delaying full-power operation.1
On December 15, 1986, CP&L filed a response to the Petition, which I have
also considered. As explained in the discussion which follows, I have determined
that the Petition should be denied.

I CU-87-1,
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Discussion
I.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM FOR ELECTRICAL
SAFETY-RELATED COMPONENTS

The Petition alleges a systematic breakdown in CP&L's Quality Assurance
Program in the area of electrical safety-related components, as evidenced by
a pattern of violations and failed implementation of the program. The electrical safety-related concerns encompassed by the Petition are the installation and
fabrication of safety-related electrical cable tray supports, the flre protection
separation requirements for individual electrical cables, and the installation of
electrical panels which, if they were to fall, could damage safety-related electrical cables. In addition, the Petition addresses several quality programs that are
used for the processing and resolution of Licensee-identified nonconformances
and review of nondestructive testing £lata for adequacy, and which are also used
by the Harris plant architect-engineer to preclude interaction between safety- and
nonsafety-related equipment.
The NRC has reviewed the documentation provided by the Petitioners to
support this allegation and has concluded that the information provided is not
new and that all issues raised were previously reviewed and resolved by the
NRC Staff. All issues raised under this allegation are either NRC- or Licenseeidentified and have been documented and resolved through NRC inspection
reports. In each instance, appropriate corrective actions have been required of
CP&L, evaluated by the NRC Staff, and found acceptable.
In addition, the NRC has a programmatic system for evaluating performance
of a facility, whereby the results of inspections performed over a period of time
are assessed to determine if quality assurance breakdowns have occurred. This
program is the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) and
has been conducted six times for the Shearon Harris facility between 1979 and
1986. The NRC Staff has reexamined the reports of these six SALP assessments,
specifically focusing on the electrical and quality assurance functional area. All
inspection activity on electrical cables and components is documented in the
electrical equipment and cable SALP functional area. The SALPs identify any
programmatic breakdown in quality assurance in SALP sections entitled "Quality
Programs and Administrative Controls Affecting Quality."
Focusing on the area of electrical equipment and cables, SALP Report 400/8310, covering January I, 1982, to January 31, 1983 (SALP #3), identified three
violations in the area of cable tray supports and vendor welds in electrical
panels. See Inspection Reports 400/81-25 and 400/82-05.
In addition, as identified in the next SALP Report 400/84-18, covering
February I, 1983, to April 30, 1984 (SALP #4), an additional cable tray
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support violation was identified in Inspection Report 400/83-16. During this
SALP period, two violations were identified against' the installation of cables. See
Inspection Reports 400/83-26 and 400/83-37. In the next assessment period, with
the cable tray support and seismic installation problem identified and corrected,
SALP Report 400/85-41, covering May I, 1984, to October 31, 1985 (SALP
#5), identified three violations, specifically addressing cable and cable tray
separation. See Inspection Reports 400/85-08, 400/84-24, and 400185-04. Also
during this period, an NRC headquarters construction appraisal team inspection
identified cable separation problems in Inspection Report 400184-41. In the latest
SALP report covering November 1, 1985, to July 31, 1986, the NRC identified
that the cable separation problem identified in SALP #S had not been fully
corrected, which resulted in escalated enforcement action being taken against
the Licensee for failure to take adequate corrective action. Inspection Report
400/86-66, dated November 21, 1986.
Based on Inspection Reports 400/86-62 and 400/86-66, for inspections conducted in July 1986 and August 1986, respectively, two management meetings
conducted on August 29 and September 25, 1986, and an enforcement conference on October 9, 1986, the NRC determined that although the Licensee's
quality assurance program partially broke down in identifying and correcting deficiencies in cable separation, the Licensee had resolved this problem sufficiently
to warrant allowing completion of the cable separation rework after issuance
of the low-power license. The Licensee's corrective actions were reviewed, inspected, and accepted by the NRC in Inspection Report 400186-88. Accordingly,
this issue was closed.
To assess whether problems in the electrical area had broader implications,
the Licensee conducted an analysis of root causes identified with the electrical
separation problems and concluded that no similar problems existed in 9ther construction areas. To verify this conclusion, Region IT initiated a team inspection
in other construction areas to determine if similar deficiencies existed. Specific
areas inspected were in structural steel and electrical supports (see Inspection
Report 50-400186-69, dated November 14, 1986). The Staff concluded that the
electrical separation issue was an isolated case and did not extend to other portions of the Licensee's Quality Assurance Program.
In conclusion, the NRC has reviewed the documentation provided by the
Petitioners and concludes that the information is not new and that aU issues
have been previously reviewed and resolved by the NRC Staff. The NRC Staff
review confirms that the Quality Assurance Program at"Shearon Harris ,has
been satisfactorily implemented over the construction life of the faCility, and
permitted the NRC to find that construction of the facility had been completed
in conformity with the construction permit and the rules and regulations of the
Commission (see 10 C.P.R. § 50.57(a)(I», and that the operating license should
be issued.
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II.

HARASSMENT OF EMPLOYEES

In its Petition, the Petitioners describe two cases brought by employees of
CP&L or employees of CP&L contractors before the Department of Labor
(DOL) alleging discriminatory action taken against the employees for raising
safety issues at the Shearon Harris facility. Petitioners assert that these two
incidents of alleged discriminatory behavior indicate that the Licensee lacks the
requisite character and competence to operate a nuclear plant and also calls
into question the adequacy of the work performed by the individuals or others
similarly situated.
One of the cases cited involved John J. McWeeney, who filed a complaint
with DOL pursuant to § 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act, 42 U.S.C. § 5851,
claiming he was terminated for raising concerns about the acceptability of several safety-related issues concerning engineering design calculations. fullowing
DOL's initial investigation, the Area Director found that Mr. McWeeney had
been discriminated against for engaging in protected activity. The Licensee requested a hearing, but on December 3, 1986, Mr. McWeeney and CP&L entered
into a settlement agreement resolving all employment issues between them.
The technical issues raised by Mr. McWeeney related to adequacy of the
electrical supports in the reactor building. These issues were analyzed by
CP&L and. in some cases, modifications of specific supports were made in the
facUity from August to November 1986. (See Affidavit of Michael D. Holveck,
submitted as part of the Licensee's December 15, 1986 Response to the
Petition). The NRC Staff has reviewed the actions taken by the Licensee and is
satisfied that CP&L's actions adequately resolved the technical concerns.
The second instance of discriminatory conduct raised by the Petitioners
concerned Mr. Marvin Lloyd Van Beck, an employee of the Daniel Construction
Company, a contractor of the Licensee at the Shearon Harris facUity. He was
terminated from his employment at the site in January 1986 when he refused
to perform inspection work inside containment during hot functional testing
because of fears for his personal safety. An Administrative Law Judge (AU)
for DOL found that Mr. Van Beck was engaging in protected activity when he
refused to work. The AU concluded. that his refusal to work was reasonably
based upon a belief that unsafe conditions existed in the containment and that
the inspector's anxiety about those unsafe conditions could impair his ability to
perform adequate inspections of electrical raceways. The Licensee has informed
the NRC that the Daniel Construction Company intends to appeal the AU
decision. (See Licensee Response at 16.)
In its Response to the Petition of December IS, 1986, CP&L provided the
affidavit of Mr. R.A. Somers, who was a Construction Inspection Superintendent
during the time Mr. Van Beck was employed as an electrical raceway inspector. In his affidavit, Mr. Somers described the program of supervisor audits that,
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on a sampling basis, reverified inspections done by Mr. Van Beck and others. A
review of records of these audits for the time of inspections in containment during hot functional testing found no indications of inadequate inspection. Statements provided by each of the lead inspectors for electrical raceways indicate
that none of them received any indication from inspectors reporting to them that
inadequate inspections were being performed. Consequently, technical concerns
that were raised by the workers have been examined and have been satisfactorily
resolved.
The NRC has also concluded that these two instances of alleged discrimination do not represent any pauern or practice of discriminatory conduct against
workers for raising safety concerns. The NRC Office of Investigations (OJ) has
received five additional allegations of intimidation or harassment of workers
at the Shearon Harris facility during the past 4 years. In three of these cases,
investigations by 01 did not substantiate harassment or intimidation of workers. (01 Reports No. 2-83-006, 2-84-021, 2-85-011). A fourth individual later
reported his concern resolved. In the fifth case, a group of eleven individuals
filed DOL complaints. One of these individual cases was investigated by DOL
and no discrimination was found. Six other individuals seUled their cases with
the Licensee and the cases of the four remaining individuals were dismissed by
DOL for untimely' filing. Another case was examined by CP&L's Q-l program,
which concluded no harassment occurred.
Additionally, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board for the operating
license proceeding for the Shearon Harris facility, in its consideration of a
contention alleging harassment of employees at the facility to discourage them
from bringing forward safety concerns, concluded that there might be employees
at the site with information about acts of harassment of workers.1 The Board
directed the Licensee to post a notice at the Shearon Harris site which invited
employees who wished to provide information about any harassment incident
related to nuclear safety to send it to the Board.3 The Board received two letters
in response to its posted notice which were referred to 01. These two instances
were investigated and no harassment was substantiated by 01. See 01 Report
No. 2-85-011.
Overall, the NRC Staff concludes that, while there may have been isolated
instances of intimidation and harassment at Shearon Harris, no problem or practice of discriminatory"conduct existed during the construction of the facility. It
was on this basis that the NRC Staff supported issuance of an operating license
to CP&L. In all instances where intimidation and harassment were alleged, the
technical concerns raised by the individuals were examined and resolved by the
1The c:ootcntim wu dismissed by !he Board wi!hout reaching !he merits. S~. Transcript oCTelephone cmC..-encc
Call, June 6, 1986, It T156, lines 7·9.
3ASLB Memorandum and Order, January 14, 1985.
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NRC Staff. A number of cases were investigated and intimidation or harassment
could not be established. Isolated instances of intimidation and harassment do,
however, appear to exist, and the NRC is considering what additional actions
should be taken in these cases to preclude recurrence. No technical issues remain outstanding, and the limited nature of the problem can be resolved through
actions less severe than your requested delay in issuance or a denial of an operating license.
III.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE'S ALLEGATIONS

In support of their request for relief, Petitioners raise a number of safety
concerns based on disclosures made to them by a confidential source. Petitioners
allege that
(1) the wrong individuals approved design of shear plates for traveling
screens in the emergency water intake structure (petition at 12);
(2) the Licensee compromised the integrity of Phillips expansion anchors
in the reactor auxiliary building by installing them incorrectly (id. at
12, 13);
(3) the Licensee used unapprove4 material in some safety-related components or structures (id. at 13);
(4) craft persons falsified design documents by which construction inspectors approved some construction work (id. at 13, 14);
(5) the Licensee failed to check anchor bolt hole undercut tolerances in
the emergency service water intake structure (id. at 14);
(6) craft persons installed material other than that approved for use in the
emergency service water intake structure (id.);
(1) craft persons changed the elevation and location of shear plates in the
emergency service water intake structure without design engineering
approval (id.); and,
(s) the Licensee used 1411 concressive epoxy (nonload-bearing) grout to
bear loads under base plates in the diesel generator building.
Based on these allegations, the Petitioners conclude that the Licensee's
quality assurance program failed to guarantee that the Licensee built the plant's
critical safety-related components according to design specifications and NRC
regulations:' The Petitioners request the NRC to revoke, suspend, and modify the
Licensee's construction permit to alleviate this concern. Because, as described

40n December 18,1986,the NRC interviewed the coolidc:ntialsOIII'CC, who clsrilied the Petition', cooccrns. While
the NRC consid~ and inquired into all the confidential IOIIICC" allegations, this Decision addresses those
cooccms that the Petition raises. See Inspection Report S().4()()/81.()1.
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below, I find that Petitioners' allegations either have no factual basis or have no
safety significance, I deny the requested relief.
In order to confirm the above allegations, most of which relate to concrete expansion anchors and baseplates, the Licensee tested concrete expansion anchors
and inspected concrete expansion baseplates. NRC resident inspectors observed
these tests and inspections. Based on these tests and inspections, discussions
with Licensee engineers, review of Licensee quality control inspection records
and procedures, review of the Licensee's response to the Petition and review
of previous NRC inspections, the NRC Staff finds no safety significance in the
allegations for the following reasons.
A.

Emergency Service Water Shear Plate Design Approval

Petitioners allege improper design approval for installation of steel plates
that provide lateral support to traveling screens in the emergency service water
cooling water intake structure. Concrete expansion aqchors hold the plates to
the intake structure. Petitioners allege that the wrong persons signed the design
approval block on certain concrete expansion anchor placement reports (APR).
The Licensee's work procedure WP-33, "Installation of Wedge Expansion
BoIt Anchors,» specifies that the area or discipline engineer must sign the design
approval block on the APR. Inspection Report 50-400/87-01 at 5. For the shear
plate APRs in question, the discipline engineer's supervisors, the Licensee's discipline managers, signed the APRs. Signature of the design approval block does
not indicate approval of the design, however, but verifies that the APR refers
to the appropriate design documents, i.e., drawings, procedures, and specifications. [d. Craft personnel used the APRs to install expansion anchors. The
individuals who signed these APRs had the authority to do so, and the area or
discipline engineer's failure to sign them did not violate the Licensee's procedure nor did it carry any adverse safety consequences. [d. Furthermore, NRC
Region IT inspectors randomly reviewed forty-two (42) other APRs, as well as
those the confidential source referred to, and verified that those APRs referred
to the correct design documents. [d. at 4. The NRC identified no discrepancies
or violations of regulatory requirements.
B.

Anchor Bolt Installation

The Petition alleges that the Licensee installed anchor bolts incorrectly
in the reactor auxiliary building (the Petition refers to this alleged incorrect
installation as "sandbagging"). Specifically, the Petition alleges that the Licensee
erroneously drilled some anchor holes too large and poured fine sandblasting
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sand in the anchor hole alongside the anchor body, so that the anchor would
bind against the sand when it was tightened and torqued to minimum values.
Normally, the Licensee used the following procedure to install an anchor. The
Licensee would follow the manufacturer's installation procedures that specified
the size and depth of the anchor hole by carefully selecting the appropriate
drill bit to drill the correct-size anchor hole. The Licensee would then drive the
anchor into the hole with a hammer and set the anchor by torquing the nut on
the anchor to a minimum torque value set in the manufacturer's procedures. The
Licensee's application of torque to the anchor nut causes the anchor to expand
into the side of the hole, thus securing the anchor to the concrete. Inspection
Report 50-400/87-01 at 6.
The Petition alleges that the Licensee improperly installed certain concrete
expansion anchors that are no longer accessible for testing, due to their proximity to installed electrical equipment. Although inaccessible for testing, NRC
inspectors were able to examine those anchors visually, and reviewed their associated quality control installation records. [d. at 9. The inspectors' review
found discrepancy report number DR-C-1761 that addressed problems with the
installation of these anchors, among others. The discrepancy report revealed
that anchor installation in the same baseplate adjacent to formerly installed anchors caused relaxation of those formerly installed expansion anchors, and that
oversized drill holes did not cause the problem. The anchor relaxation problem
occurred because the Licensee installed between ten (10) and eighty (80) expansion anchors in the same large plate that supports electrical cabinets in the
reactor auxiliary building. [d. This problem was corrected when the anchors in
these placements were reset to the proper torque value.ld.
Because the Petition questions the integrity of expansion anchors that are no
longer accessible for testing, the Licensee developed a sample test program. The
Licensee set concrete expansion anchors into concrete walls following the procedure the Petition described. The Licensee then tested these sample anchors. The
NRC Senior Resident Inspector observed this test program. When the Licensee
tested the 'sample anchors to 115% of their design capacities, as the original anchors had been tested, none of them failed. No anchor failed until the Licensee
increased the test load to 140% of the allowable design capacity. [d. at 7. The
Licensee conducted further testing on January 6 and 7; 1987, for which NRC
Region II inspectors prescribed test methodology that more closely duplicated
the practices described by the confidential source during a December 18, 1986
interview. These tests, which NRC inspectors observed, confirmed the conclusion that anchors installed according to the alleged procedure perform at least
as well as correctly installed anchors. ld. The Licensee installed four anchors
according to the Petitioners' and the confidential source's procedures. Although
the Licensee could not torque one of these anchors to minimum values, under
the Licensee's quality control program, this failure would have mandated that
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the anchor be rejected and replaced. The other three anchors satisfied the design
tension requirements. [d. at 7-9. Thus, even if the Licensee incorrectly installed
anchor tests as alleged, there would be no effect on the integrity of the concrete
expansion anchors.
C.

Material Substitution

The Petition alleges that unnamed persons substituted other grades of material
for material approved for use in safety-related components or structures (Q
material). These persons allegedly stamped non-Q material with metal stamps
that identified the material as Q material. The Petitioners allege that the Licensee
then used this falsely identified material in places where only Q material should
have been used, including pipe hangers and the fuel handling building.
The Licensee's quality assurance program required the Licensee to acquire
all Q material from approved vendors and to maintain quality assurance records
that would demonstrate that all Q materials delivered to the site met their
respective purchase specification requirements. Inspection Report 50-400/87-01
at 10. The Licensee's quality assurance/quality control inspectors inspected all
Q materials delivered to the site to verify that those materials complied with
purchase specifications and were undamaged when delivered. [d. The Licensee's
quality control inspectors exercised rigid control over metal stamp custody and
use. If craftsmen used the Licensee's metal stamps to mark metal components .
as Q material, the Licensee's quality control inspectors supervised them and
observed or possessed the stamps at all items. [d. at 11.
All the A-36 steel on the site complied with the quality assurance program's
requirements. While the Licensee had identified a problem with its material
control for seismic pipe hangers and issued a discrepancy report in July 1983,
the Licensee resolved that problem with NRC approval. Inspection Report 50400/86-21 at 2. The Licensee accepted the use of the suspect material because
the allowable stresses in the pipe hanger deSign in which the Licensee substituted
material were lower than the minimum yield strength of any postulated substitute
material. Id. On numerous occasions, Region II inspectors have inspected the
Licensee's program by examining its procurement receipts, its material stomge
and handling, and its material tracing procedures and records. With a few minor
exceptions, the NRC has' found the material control procedures and pmctices in
construction of the plant adequate. Inspection Report 50-400/87-01 at 12. The
NRC inspected the fuel handling building and found no large steel structural
frames other than the fuel-cask-handling bridge crane. Because the Licensee did
not fabricate this crane on the site, craft persons could not have substituted non-Q .
steel for Q steel in the manner the Petition alleges.ld. Petitioners allege no other
specific violations that the NRC could investigate. Based on the NR~'s review
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of its previous investigations and the Licensee's material control procedures, the
Petitioners' allegation is not substantiated.

D.

Document Control

The Petitioners allege that craft persons falsified the applicable design documents by altering them to reflect the work they had done before giving them to
the Licensee's quality control inspectors. The Petitioners further allege that the
inspectors relied on those falsified documents to inspect construction. Allegedly,
the craft persons replaced the authentic unaltered design documents after the Licensee completed each of its inspections. According to the Petitioners, the craft
persons did this because the Licensee denied approval, on occasion, for cutting
rebar, moving anchors, and altering plate sizes.
The Licensee's quality assurance program manages distribution of these controlled documents, which include fiel~ change requests, engineering change notices, permanent waivers, field modifications, etc., in accordance with the requirements of the Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Reprocessing Plants, 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI (1986). Inspection Report 50-400/87-01 at 13. The Licensee's program precludes individuals from copying or changing these documents. NRC Region II inspectors
extensively inspected the Licensee's document control system and with the exception of some minor violations, none of which concerned falsified documents,
this system complied with NRC requirements. [d.
NRC investigation further revealed that the Licensee's QC inspectors did
use, in some instances, craft personnel's copies of design documents in order
to perform inspections. [d. The investigation also showed that the Licensee
routinely changed the design of baseplates when needed, by relocating anchors
or baseplates, by cutting rebar, and by changing baseplate dimensions, among
other things. When craft persons found that they could not install a piece
of hardware in accordance with the design requirements, they would contact
the Licensee's engineering department for help. The Licensee's engineering
department would then make any design change required, and would issue the
appropriate paperwork to document the change. Because craft persons were
responsible for design documents at times, the possibility remains that those
craft persons could have falsified some design documents. [d. at 13, 14. In
order to evaluate this allegation, the Licensee reviewed 1166 APRs that cover
installation of safety-related expansion anchors in 1982 and 1983. Only fifty
(50) anchor placements required craft persons to cut rebar. In each of these fifty
cases, the APR and the QC inspector's records showed that the craft persons had
cut rebar to install the anchor, and the associated design documents confirmed
that the craft persons made no error by cutting the rebar. [d. at 14. The NRC
reviewed this item by examining procedures and specifications by which the
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craft persons installed the anchors. The NRC's review of the APRs referred to
by the confidential source and 300 other APRs revealed no unauthorized rebar
cutting. [d. The Licensee's procedures did not require its construction inspectors
(CIs) to document encounters with rebar while installing anchors until October
1982, and did not require the CIs to document rebar cutting until April 1984,
but the CIs always documented rebar cutting and rebar encounters. [d. The
NRC found no evidence tending to prove that any person falsified any of these
documents. [d. at 15.

E.

Emergency Service Water Intake Structure Allegations

Petitioners allege deficiencies in the emergency service water intake structure
because the Licensee (1) did not check undercut tolerances for "maxi-bolt"
anchor bolt holes; (2) did not prevent the craft workers from substituting
materials; (3) did not prevent craft workers from changing shear plate elevation
and location and surveyed field location reference lines; and, (4) did not properly
approve field location.
The NRC reviewed inspection records and procedures for "maxi-bolt" anchor
holes and found that the Licensee's QC inspectors had properly inspected the
undercuts. Inspection Report 50-400/87-01 at 16, 17. Furthermore, the Licensee
installed three sample maxi-bolts without any undercut and tested their tensile
strengths. The NRC Senior Resident Inspector observed these tests in which all
three bolts performed as required. At the Senior Resident Inspector's instruction,
the Licensee tested one bolt to almost twice the required acceptance load before
exceeding the testing device's capacity. [d. at 17. The NRC found that the
Licensee had properly inspected the undercut of maxi-bolt holes and that lack
of undercut carries no safety significance.
In order to determine whether any craft persons had substituted materials, the
Licensee checked its inspection records and performed tests on the allegedly substituted material. The Licensee drained the intake structure and tested twenty of
the shear plates for hardness in place. Law Engineering Test Company independently verified the results of this in-place testing program. [d. at 18. Furthermore,
the Licensee cut samples from eight of the approximately forty-five shear plates
in the intake structure. The NRC Senior Resident Inspector selected the sample
location at random. The Licensee cut I-inch x 6-inch samples from these shear
plates, cut these samples in half, and delivered one set of specime~s to the NRC,
while retaining the other set on which to conduct tensile sttength and chemical
tests. [d. All test results, with the exception of one safety-insignificant tensile
strength test, showed that the shear plate material met the requirements for A-36
steel, which the Licensee was required to use in this application. [d. at 19. The
NRC found no evidence of material substitution in the shear plates.
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As for the Petitioners' allegation that craft workers changed shear plate
position in this intake structure, the Licensee's QC inspectors verified that the
craft persons installed the shear plates in the correct places when the craft
persons originally installed them and documented a survey of as-built shear plate
location.ld. at 20. The Licensee documented these inspections with inspection
records. When the Licensee drained the intake structure to check for material
substitution, it also checked the locations and sizes of eight shear plates by
measuring ,from known reference points in the intake structure. The NRC's
Resident Inspectors observed and verified these measurements. ld. The NRC
further confirmed the location of the shear plates by observing the shear plates
in the intake structure above water.ld. Furthermore, aU persons who signed off
on these items had the authority to do so. ld. Neither the Licensee nor the NRC
could detect any discrepancies in the location or placement of these shear plates.
F.

Alleged Improper Use of Concressive 1411 Epoxy Grout

Petitioners allege that the Licensee installed concressive 1411 epoxy grout
under baseplates to bear loads, and that such grout is incapable of bearing
loads because of the effects of heating encountered during welding. While the
latter part of the statement is true, with one limited exception noted below,
the NRC could find no evidence tending to prove the former part. Petitioners
specifically refer to baseplates in which the Licensee placed anchor bolts
according to placement numbers 1 DO 2610136 through 166. Inspection Report
50-400/87-01 at 23. Some of these baseplates required load-bearing support
but others required no such support The Licensee's QC inspection records
show that the Licensee used Portland cement grout under those baseplates that
required load-bearing support. ld. Those records also show that the Licensee
used concressive 1411 epoxy grout under only fifteen (15) baseplates under
which no bearing was required, with one exception. The Licensee reanalyzed
that exceptional baseplate assuming a gap underneath it, and found the stresses
in the plate well below allowable values. ld. Furthermore, the Licensee installed
1J4-inch minimum thickness shims (i.e., load-bearing shims) under baseplates
not needing load-bearing support The NRC concludes that the Licensee did
not use concressive 1411 epoxy grout' to bear loads under baseplates installed
using concrete expansion anchors, with the aforementioned exception, and that
exception has no safety significance. Based on the above, I find no basis to
conclude that the Licensee's quality assurance program failed to guarantee that
the Licensee built the plant's critical safety-related components according to
design specifications and NRC regulations.
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Conclusion
I have considered the allegations of the Petition. For the reasons presented and
discussed above, the allegations are not substantial and do not raise substantial
health or safety issues and I have concluded that initiation of show-cause
proceedings is unwarranted.
The NRC will place a copy of this Decision in the Commission's Public
Document Room at 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20555 and in the local
public document room for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant located at
the Richard B. Harrison Library at 1313 New Bern Ave., Raleigh, NC 27610. A
copy of this Decision will also be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for
its review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c) (1986) of the Commission's
regulations.
In accordance with 10 C.F.R. §2.206(c) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice, this Decision will constitute the final action of the Commission twentyfive (25) days after the date of issuance, unless the Commission on its own
motion institutes review of this Decision within that time.
Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 2d day of April 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Hugh L Thompson, Jr., Director

Docket No. 40-8027

In the Matter of

SEQUOYAH FUELS
CORPORATION
(Gore, Oklahoma FaclJlty)

April 21, 1987

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards denies
petitions of Barbara Synar, Native Americans for a Clean Environment (NACE),
Paula Strachan, David Singer Burtner, and Ed Henshaw requesting action with
regard to the Sequoyah Fuels facility. The petitions raised concerns regarding
the Licensee's ammonium nitrate fertilizer program and adequacy of security.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

SHOW·CAUSE PROCEEDING

Section 2.206 of 10 C.F.R. requires that the petitioner set forth sufficient
facts to provide a basis for the requested action.

AEA:

RIGHT TO HEARING

Absent a request for a hearing on an amendment to a materials license, there
is no requirement that one be held.

AEA:

SCOPE OF INTERESTS PROTECTED

Absent any basis for application of financial protection under § 170, protection
of economic interests is not within the scope of the Atomic Energy Act.
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DmECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
By Memorandum and Order dated October 10, 1986 (unpublished), Judge
Frye, the presiding officer in a proceeding to authorize operation of the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) to convert depleted uranium hexafluoride (UF~
to depleted uranium tetrafluoride (UF4)' referred several matters to the Staff for
consideration under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206. The matters referred to the Staff were
raised in a motion filed on June 8, 1986, by Barbara Synar in the UF6 to UF4
proceeding. In that motion, entitled "Response to Order of May 22, 1986,"
Ms. Synar requested that the NRC deny SFC's application for a UF4 faCility,
close the existing facility, and require the decommissioning of the SFC operation. As grounds for her request, she raised, among other matters, concerns
regarding SFC's ammonium nitrate fertilizer program. Similar concerns regarding SFC's fertilizer program were raised in letters to the Commission by Native
Americans for a Clean Environment (NACE), dated May 22; Paula Strachan,
dated June 10; and David Singer Burtner, dated June 26 and September 23,
1986. All of these individuals requested that the Commission hold formal public hearings on SFC's fertilizer program.l
In his October 10 Memorandum and Order, Judge Frye referred the portion
of Ms. Synar's motion concerning SFC's ammonium nitrate fertilizer program
and the above-referenced letters to the Staff for consideration under § 2.206.
On July 18, 1986, Ed Henshaw filed a motion in the UF6 to UF4 proceeding
entitled "Motion to Accept Specific Complaints" in which, among other matters,
he raised concerns regarding the adequacy of security at the Sequoyah Fuels
facility and requested that guards be required to have background, drug, and
National Crime Investigation Center (NCIC) checks. In the conclusion of his
complaint, he asserted that the performance of SFC and the NRC before and
after the accident that occurred at Sequoyah Fuels facility on January 4, 1986,
has been substandard and unacceptable, and requested that certain actions be
taken with regard to the facility. In his October 10th Memorandum and Order,
Judge Frye referred these portions of Mr. Henshaw's motion to the Staff for
consideration under § 2.206.
By letters dated November 14, 1986, the NRC acknowledged receipt of these
petitions and informed the Petitioners that their petitions would be' treated under

1 Mr. Bm1ner requested IIat such hearings be held on Sequoyah HlcIs' wasle dispa,.] policies, pnctiCC$. and
plans. He further nques!cd that SFC'. license be suspended, dumping of waste be halted, and that an independent
tcsI be conducted to determine how badly the uea in which such dumping has been allowed has been cootamin.tcd.
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§ 2.206 of the Commission's regulations and that a decision would be issued
within a reasonable amount of time.2
I have now completed my evaluation of the matters raised by the Petitioners
and have determined that, for the reasons stated in this Decision, the Petitioners'
requests are denied.

DISCUSSION
Petitioners' Concerns Regarding SFC's Ammonium Nitrate
Fertilizer Program

Ms. Synar, NACE, Ms. Strachan, and Mr. Burtner object to what they allege
is the expansion of SFC's ammonium nitrate fertilizer program to entail the
surface application of treated raffinate on certain property (Monsanto Farms)
which Ms. Synar asserts is located southwest, south-southeast, and east of her
property, and which she alleges has devalued her property.
These Petitioners raise several issues as grounds for their requested relief. First, they assert that the application of raffinate to this property will pose
a threat to surface streams, ground water, and other waterways.
The threat perceived by Petitioners does not in fact exist as has already been
demonstrated by careful environmental reviews already performed. By letters
dated May 16 and August 15, 1980, Kerr-McGee requested an amendment to
its license which would allow unlimited use of treated raffinate as commercial
fertilizer and the controlled release of hay grown on land fertilized with treated
raffinate. The NRC thoroughly reviewed SFC's proposal prior to taking action
on these requests. The environmental impacts of the proposed actions were
evaluated in the "Environmental Impact Appraisal of the Proposed Amendments
for Use of Raffinate" (March 1982) (EIA), and a Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
was prepared on June 30, 1982. The EIA included a consideration of the effects
of SFC's proposal upon surface water and ground water. As explained in the
SER, no significant radiological health and safety concerns were identified in
connection with the use of barium-treated neutralized raffinate as a nitrogen
fertilizer. The concentrations of radionuclides in the treated raffinate were found
to be well below the 10 C.F.R. Fait 20 limits for unrestricted release of
radionuclides in water. The concentration of radium-226 was found to be below
levels for drinking water specified by the Environmental Protection Agency
2 In our letter to Mr. Hcmhaw. we indicated that, from our teView of the pottion of his complaint metred to the
Staff by ludge Frye, it appeared that, with the exception of his ca\C:ems reganfing pIant IeCUrity, he had failed
to set forth rleu in IUpport of his request for action with the .pecificity required by 10 c.F.R. § 2.206, and that
far this reason any issues raised in his canplaint, with the exceptioo of the plant IeCUrity issue, would not be
cauidered. SU, I.,., PIo11ade/plUtJ Ekctric Co. (Limerick Generating S\.Ition, Uni\.l 1 and 2). D0-8S·II, 22 NRC

149, 154 (19SS).
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(EPA) in 40 C.F.R. Part 141 (Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations).'
Calculated dose commitments that could result from the use of treated raffinate
as fertilizers and human consumption of food products grown using treated
raffinate as fertilizer were determined to be far below the limits in 10 C.P.R. Part
20 and those established by the EPA in 40 C.F.R. Part 190.
The NRC was concerned, however, that the treated raffinate contained
impurities in the form of heavy metals, which, if no controls were imposed,
could conceivably be harmful to plant and animal life. For this reason, specific
conditions were imposed as pan of the license amendment which was issued on
June 20, 1982, authorizing use of barium-treated neutralized solvent extraction
raffinate for fertilizer and the release of crops grown on land fertilized with
this raffinate. These conditions were imposed to ensure that raffinate would be
processed and used so that heavy-metal application from this source to fertilized
land would be low enough such that no harm would occur. These license
conditions included a license condition (License Condition 1) providing that
barium-treated neutralized solvent extraction raffinate be used as fertilizer only
for crops that are not used directly as human food, such as animal forage or seed
production, and license conditions (License Conditions 5, 6, and 7) mandating
continued testing and monitoring of the fertilizer program. The fertilizer program
is thus closely controlled by SFC, which submits to the NRC. as is required, the
results of controlled testing on a routine basis.
Contrary to the Staff's understanding that irrigation runoff remains on SFC's .
property, Mr. Burtner speculates, without any specific supporting information,
that irrigation during heavy rainstorms goes "down river." However, Mr. Burtner
does not allege, or even suggest, that the runoff, if any, exceeds any regulatory
limits or is otherwise prohibited. In any event, 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 requires that the
petitioner set forth sufficient facts to provide a basis for the request action. See
Limerick, supra, 22 NRC at 154. Since Mr. Burtner has failed to provide any
such specific information in support of his speculation, further action is not
warranted.
Petitioners also assert that the application of raffinate to this property will
contaminate the food chain. They claim that domestic and livestock feed grown
on the fertilized area will be contaminated and as a result, heavy metals will
be concentrated in th~ food chain. In this connection, Mr. Burtner alleges that
SFC has been dumping fifty semitrailer loads of raffinate a day since July, and
that the only studies ever conducted on cattle raised "on the dumpsite" involved
only four cows raised on the dump area for 5 months. Moreover, he asserts that
the results of this study were lost.

'EPA', Interim regulations pn:sently allow up to S picocwics or ndimn per liter or water (pCiII): The raffinate
fertilizer cmtalna 'pproximately 1 pCiIl. FmaI. regulations have not been promulgated.
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As discussed above, the effects ofraffinate on the food chain were considered
in the 1982 EIA. Also as discussed, SFC is prohibited by license condition
(License Condition 1) from using the ammonium nitrate on food crops consumed
by humans, to ensure that no harm would result from heavy-metal application
to fertilized land. Although SFC is authorized to use this fertilizer on land for
forage or seed production, SFC is required by License Conditions 5, 6, and 7 to
continue to monitor the amount of radioactivity in crops grown on land treated
with the fertilizer and to submit the results of its analysis annually to the NRC,
which it has done.
The "studies" referred to by Mr. Burtner consisted of an animal test program
jointly undertaken by Kerr-McGee and Oklahoma State University Animal
Disease Diagnostic Laboratory test program. Contrary to Mr. Burtner's assertion,
the results of this study were not lost, and a copy of these results is available
in the Local Public Document Room for Sequoyah Fuels Facility in Sallisaw,
Oklahoma. The results of this study, which were submitted to the NRC in support
of Kerr-McGee's application for unrestricted use of the raffinate as a fertilizer
and which are summarized in the EIA, indicated that no uptake of heavy metals
or radioactivity existed in the cattle that had grazed on forage grown on land
treated with the ammonium nitrate fertilizer. The results of this study constituted
only one factor considered by the NRC in reaching the determination that SFC's
fertilizer program presents no undue risk to public health and safety and the
environment.4
Ms. Synar further asserts that the raffinate surface disposition site is inadequately guarded against intrusion, and that trespassers, which may include children walking home from a school1ocated near the property, may be exposed to
contamination from raffinate mist. Moreover, she asserts that the guard station
proposed by SFC would be out of sight of the existing facility if placed where
it is proposed by SFC.
As discussed above, the radium concentration in the fertilizer meets the levels of radioactivity set by the EPA for drinking water. The uranium concentration in the fertilizer is less than 0.5% of the NRC limits specified for maximum permissible concentration for release to unrestricted areas specified in 10
C.P.R. Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2. Therefore, any radioactivity in mist from
the fertilizer poses no substantial hazard to public health and safety. With regard
to Ms. Synar's assertion that the guard station would be out of sight of the existing facility, there is no requirement that the guards in the guard station must
have complete surveillance of the facility and grounds. Rather, such surveillance
is provided by an intrusion detection system which the Licensee committed to
maintain in its application for a license.

.

4 Other ractors were Ihat no ndioactivity existed on grass. in .oil. or in plant uptake.
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Ms. Strachan and Mr. Burtner express concern that no independent testing of
the SFC fertilizer program has been conducted.' Mr. Burtner claims that such
testing is necessary because samples do not agree with the published data.6
Contrary to this assertion, independent testing of the SFC fertilizer program
has been conducted by Oklahoma State Extension agronomists, pursuant to
License Condition 11. As Mr. Burtner provides no basis for his claim that
samples do not agree with the published data, further action need not be taken
with regard to this claim. See Limerick, supra, 22 NRC at 154.
Mr. Burtner further claims that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
had "pulled many samples back in March - but someone prevented the
testing. Probably someone in the NRC." He claims that the FDA testing was
stopped because the NRC Staff stated that the NRC had and would retain control.
The claim that the NRC probably prevented the FDA from conducting
tests is pure speculation and unsupported by any facts. Nor is there evidence
that the testing was stopped because the Staff claimed that the NRC had
control. Consequently, this claim does not provide any basis for any action. See
id.
In sum, the Petitioners' concerns do not provide an adequate basis for their
requested relief. The use of ammonium nitrate raffinate to fertilize the Monsanto
Farms property is a part of SFC's overall fertilizer program which has been
evaluated and determined by the NRC to present no undue risk to public health
and safety or the environmenL The Petitioners present no new facts or data that
afford an adequate basis for reevaluating this determination.7

5 Mr. Bunner also asserts that no one WlS aware of SR:·. plans regarding its fertilizer prognm until long after it
approved and no public hearings have cvcrbeen held. AJ explained in D0-86-13 (an earlier Director', Decision
regarding the Sequoyah IUels facility), 24 NRC 587, 60s n.19 (1986), the NRC conducted an environmental
assessment related to the usc of nf/inate IS a fc:rtilizcr and issued a Negative Declaration which was published in
the Federal Register. 47 Fed. Reg. 26,261 (June 17, 1982). The Environmental Impact Appraisal that supported
the Negative Declaration WlS reviewed and accepted by the Food and Drug Administration, the Department of
Agriculture, the EnvUanmental Protection Agency. and the State of Oklahoma. There WlS no request for a hearing
on this maner, and absent a request for such a hearing. there is no requirement that one be held. See, e.g., Florida
Power and Ught Co. (l"urlr::ey Point Nuclear Generating Station. Units 3 and 4), LBP-79-2l, 10 NRC 183, 191-92
(1979)
•
6 According to Mr. Bunner, "the latest" Kerr-McGee report to the Oklahc:ma Water Resources Board uys the
arsenic and selenium are higher than NRC limits. Since the NRC docs not regulate arsenic or selenium, there
are no regulatory ''limits'' with regard to these metals. However, SPC·. license specifics limits for heavy mctsls,
including arsenic and leleniUm. The levels of these metals in the ammonium nitrate fc:rtilizcr are well within
these limits. IUrthermore, Mr. Burtner hIS not specified !he date of the Kerr-McGee report that allegedly CttItains
this information. Without such additionalspccificity, further action with regard to this.matter Is unwarranted. Su
limerick. mpra, 22 NRC at 154.
•
7 With regard to Ms. Synar's assertion that the fertilizer prognm has devalued her property, it should be noted
that absent any basis for application of financial protection under § 170, protection of economic interests is not
within the scope of the Atomic Energy Act. Su, It.g., Portland GUllral Euctric Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear
Plant, Units 1 and 2), CU-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614 (1976); Lotlg Island Ughnllg Co. (Jamesport Nuclear Power
Station. Units 1 and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 631, 638 (1975). AJ there Is no evidence of any nuclear incident,
any financial protection required under § 170 would not be available. Accordingly, any decrease in property value
that may be incidental to the licensed activities by Sequoyah fuels docs not afford a basis far taking the action
requested by the Petitioner.
WlS
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Concerns Regarding Security at the Sequoyah Fuels Facility
Mr, Henshaw refers in his petition to several incidents involving plant security
which he alleges have occurred at the Sequoyah Fuels facUity,· Petitioner first
refers to a break-in which had occurred at the facUity involving removal of sod
and a guard shooting, He claims that there are "several oddities" pertaining
to the sho"oting which do not appear to have been fully investigated.!I He next
refers to another incident in which he claims a guard was hit over the head, and
which he aSserts has left more questions about security at the Sequoyah Fuels
facUity, Finally, he refers to a recent incident that he claims had been reported as
a possible break-in but which in reality involved a.fertilizer spreader running into
a fence which the operator initially did not report, Petitioner expresses concern
that publicity about security will have the net effect of attracting terrorists to
the facUity, and requests that guards be required to have background, drug, and
NCIC checks,
The NRC previously was informed of the incidents referred to by the
Petitioner,10 By way of background, following an accident that occurred at the
facUity on January 4, 1986, the Licensee stripped sod from the front lawn of the
facUity and piled it in an area surrounded by a fence, Subsequently, the fence
was cut and some sod was removed, In a second incident, a guard investigating
a movement in the plant area was shot. In addition, there was another incident
in which a guard was hit over the head.
Contrary to the Petitioner's assertion, these incidents were fully investigated
by the Kerr-McGee corporate secUrity office, the Sequoyah County Sheriff's
office and the Oklahoma State Patrol. The NRC did not conduct a formal investigation because NRC regulations pertaining to plant security do not apply
to SFC, Specifically, the regulations in 10 C'p,R, Part 73, which regulate physical protection of plants and materials, apply only to the physical protection of

8 Apart fran !he issue of IeCUrlty, Mr. Henshaw abo claims that the performance of SFC and the NRC bcf'ore
and after the lanuuy 4th accident Is substandard and unac:ccptable, and RqUcst.s that NRC require divestiture of
the facility and entertain licensing of other ownera or that facility and revoke SFC'a license to operate the facility;
thlt the facility be placed in another region or the inspccti.on division or the NRC; that all tepOtIS and recotds
of the plant restart and accident investigatim be made,.vanable at a local location; and that rebuttal or false or
misleading information in those documents be allowed in !he licensing proceedings. Aa indicated supra note 2.
Mr. Henshaw'. claims and rcqucsta for relief, with !he exception or !he Issues niscd regarding accurlty at the
Scquoyah Fuels facility, arc unsupported by facts asserted with the .pccilicity RqUircd by 10 C.F.R. § 2.206, and
therefore will not be addressed.
II Petitioner docs not specify what these were.
.
IOThe llcenlCC reported these events to NRC headquarters and Preliminary NociJications were Issued. S •• PNOIV·86006 (January 30, 1986), PNO IV·8600l (FcbNary 24, 1986), and PNO IV·86018 (May V, 1986). As to the
~oncr', refcrcncc to the damage or a perimeter fenee by a fertilizer 'preader, this incident did not involve a
breach of IeCUrlty. However, the incident WlS reported by the Licensee to the onsite inspector. The operator of the
fertilizer spreader inadvertently damaged the fence a•• result or having the boan of the spreader lowered too fu
aver the fence in the northwest area or the perimeter. Although the bubed wire and ••ection or pipe on top of the
fence were damaged, the integrity or the fence WII not compmniscd. The llccnscc conducted an investigation,
which WIS tcrminIted the fonowing day when the operator reported !he incident.
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production and utilization facilities licensed pursuant to Part 50, plants in which
activities licensed pursuant to Part 70 are conducted, the physical protection of
special nuclear material, and certain spent fuel. See 10 C.F.R. § 73.1(b). However, SFC committed in its application to maintaining a TV surveillance system,
perimeter fence intrusion system, and guard force at the facility. During NRC
inspections following the accident, the NRC did find that electronic surveillance
and intrusion systems in use prior to the accident on January 4 were not properly maintained. No deficiencies in guard force personnel or procedures were
identified.ll
During the shutdown period at the plant following the accident, Sequoyah
Fuels management upgraded its security capabilities. All new job applicants
are now required by SFC to take drug tests before being hired. Moreover, the
surveillance and intrusion detection systems have been modernized. Finally,
it should be noted that the Kerr-McGee corporate security division requests a
local state law enforcement agency to perform background checks of individuals
during the selection process. The state may use checks when state criminal
records show such checks are necessary.
Consequently, the NRC Staff believes that the security system now in place
at SFC is adequate for this type of facility, and no further action is warranted
with regard to the matters raised by the Petitioner.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the matters referred to the Staff by Judge
Frye and the other concerns raised by Petitioners do not warrant the relief requested. The petitions, therefore, are denied. As provided in 10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c),
a copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Commission's
review.
Hugh L. Thompson, Jr., Director
Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 21st day of April 1987.

11 This deviation was documented in Inspection Report 40-08027/86-02. However. it wu determined not to be of
substantial significance to public health and lI{ely. and no escalated enforcement action was taken.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
Robert M. Bernero. Acting Director

Docket No. 30-18618

In the Matter of
CHEM-NUCLEAR SYSTEMS, INC.
(Midwest Facility)

April 30,1987

The Acting Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
denies a petition filed by Mrs. Gisela Topolski of Joliet, Illinois, requesting the
suspension of the license of Chern-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Petitioner's request
appeared to be based on allegations that (1) the Licensee failed to disclose to
local authorities its real intent to use a supercompactor; (2) the Licensee failed to
make environmental studies which would have revealed a number of problems
with the operation of the supercompactor in what Petitioner deems to be an
unsuitable residential area; (3) the Licensee's change of name to Chern-Nuclear
Systems, Inc., did not change its character and that its character is indicated
by the conduct of its majority stockholder, Waste Management, Inc., which
(a) left thirty-seven states with leaking landfill sites and (b) failed to train its
employees; (4) the Licensee's technology and equipment is from the 1950s; and
(5) employees who report violations lose their jobs.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

SHOW-CAUSE PROCEEDING

Where a petitioner has not provided the factual basis for his request with
the specificity required by 10 C.P.R. § 2.206, action need not be taken on the
request.
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DffiECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206
INTRODUCTION
By two substantially identical letters dated February 4, 1987, Mrs. Gisela
Topolski of Joliet, Illinois, petitioned the Director, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206, to suspend the license of
Chern-Nuclear Systems, Inc. (Chern-Nuclear or Licensee).
Petitioner's request appears to be based on allegations that (1) the Licensee
failed to disclose to local authorities its real intent to use a supercompactor; (2)
the Licensee failed to make environmental studies which would have revealed a
number of problems with the operation of the supercompactor in what Petitioner
deems to be an unsuitable residential area in Channahon, Illinois; (3) the
Licensee's change of name to Chern-Nuclear Systems, Inc., did not change
its character and that its character is indicated by the conduct of its majority
stockholder, Waste Management, Inc., which (a) left thirtY-seven states with
leaking landfill sites and (b) failed to train its employees; (4) the Licensee's
technology and equipment is from the 1950s; and (5) employees who report
violations lose their jobs.
For the reasons discussed below, I have decided that Petitioner's request
should be denied.
DISCUSSION
NRC License No. 39-23004-03 authorizes Chern-Nuclear Systems,. Inc., to
possess byproduct material incident to the decontamination, service, and repair
of shipping casks, vehicles, trailers. and equipment at its Midwest Facility
near Channahon, lllinois. On June 20, 1986, Chern-Nuclear applied for an
amendment to its license to authorize the receipt, temporary storage. and
supercompaction of radioactive waste in 52- or 55-gallon drums incid,ent to
transfer to a licensed disposal facility. On December 9. 1986. the NRC issued an
amendment authorizing the receipt and temporary storage of radioactive waste
incident to transfer to a licensed disposal facility. The license contains a condition
that the supercompaction of waste is not authorized until Chern-Nuclear submits
additional information to and receives express approval from the NRC.
Petitioner's first allegation is that Chern-Nuclear, under false pretenses, failed
to disclose in its initial contacts with local authorities its real intent to use
a supercornpactor at the Midwest Facility. There are no specific requirements
under NRC regulations that Chern-Nuclear notify local authorities regarding
its intent to use a supercompactor. Nevertheless, in connection with ChemNuclear's application for use of the supercompactor, the NRC asked the Licensee
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to contact authorities such as the local police and fire departments to discuss
qualifications of personnel and equipment for handling potential incidents at
the facility that could involve radioactive materials, and the Licensee has done
so. Moreover, the NRC has required Chern-Nuclear to submit a preemergency
response plan in connection with the use of the supercompactor which requires
specifiC coordination, training, and practice drills with the local police and fire
departments. The NRC Staff has concluded that the Licensee has now adequately
notified local authorities of its planned use of the facility. In sum, there is
no specific NRC requirement that the Licensee inform the local authorities
regarding its intent to use a supercompactor, the Licensee nevertheless has now
informed the local authorities of its intent, and the Staff concludes that no further
action is appropriate.
Petitioner's second allegation is that Chern-Nuclear failed to make environmental studies which would have revealed a number of problems with the operation of a supercompactor in an "unsuitable" residential area where there are
shallow wells and the zoning is incorrect1
The Midwest Facility of Chern-Nuclear is located in a small industrial area
approximately 1 mUe from the village of Channahon, Illinois. The NRC Staff has
considered the location of the proposed use of the supercompactor and has concluded that operation of the supercompactor facUity will not have a significant
effect on public health and safety. "Nuclear Regulatory Commission [Docket
No. 030-18618], Chern-Nuclear Systems, Inc., Midwest Facility, Channahon,
Illinois, Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact" (Environmental Assessment).
No environmental assessment was prepared for the December 9, 19861icensing action because, without the supercompactor, receipt and storage brokerage
operations meet the criteria covered by a categorical exclusion pursuant to 10
C.F.R. § 51.22(c)(14)(xii). However, in connection with the application for use
of the supercompactor, the Staff has completed an Environmental Assessment in
accordance with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 51.21. The major areas addressed
in the Environmental Assessment include environmental impacts, radiation doses
to workers, and potential for radiological exposure to transport workers and to
members of the general public. On the basis of the Environmental Assessment,
the Staff has concluded that the supereompaction operation will not have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment. Notice of issuance of
the Environmental Assessment has been published in the Federal Register. 52
Fed. Reg. 13,546 (Apr. 23, 1987).
.
As to the Petitioner's allegations concerning shallow wells, NRC's contacts
with state authorities revealed the following: (1) there is one water well on the
1We understand th.t the zoning or the property is being litig.ted. Zoning or the property where licensees operate
is I matter for localluthoritics.
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Chern-Nuclear site and several wells within 1Jz mile of the facility that traverse
a depth of about 30-40 feet below the ground surface, (2) the ground water may
be as close as within 10 feet of the ground surface, and (3) the predominant
geology is sand and gravel to a depth of 40-50 feet. (Illinois State Geological
Survey and Illinois State Water Survey.)
In order to ensure that the use of the supercompactor does not result in any
significant environmental impact on ground water, the NRC has determined that
Chern-Nuclear's license will be limited to the receipt, storage, and supercompaction of dry waste containing no transuranic or special nuclear radioactive
material, except as incidental to the receipt, storage, and supercompaction of
byproduct radioactive material. This will limit the potential effect on surrounding ground water to only that arising from the generation of small amounts of
liquid during the compaction process. This liquid will be fully contained within
the compaction cell area and no floor drains will be allowed in the compaction
cell area.
Additionally. the NRC has required Chern-Nuclear to install a foam fire suppression system and liquid collection system for the supercompactor facility and
to coordinate the use of the foam fire suppression system with the Channahon,
Illinois Fire Department when responding to a potential fire encompassing radioactive waste in·drums stored outside the facility.2
In conclusion, an Environmental Assessment has been prepared, and it is the
NRC's intent to limit Chern-Nuclear's license respecting use of a supercompactor in order to preclude adverse effects on ground water. The NRC Staff
has determined that operation of the supercompactor will not have a significant
effect on the public health and safety.
Petitioner's third allegation is that the Licensee's change of name to ChernNuclear Systems, Inc., did not change its character and that its character is
indicated by the conduct of a corporate predeCessor, Waste Management, Inc.,
which left several states with leaking landfill sites, and which inadequately trains
its personnel.
.
Waste Management, Inc., acquired Chern-Nuclear Systems, Inc., in 1982.
Since that time the NRC has issued four (4) licenses to Chern-Nuclear for the
use of radioactive materials. There is no history of significant violations under
any of these active licenses which would indicate that Chern-Nuclear poses a
threat to the public health and safety sufficient to warrant suspension of a license
as requested by the Petitioner. In fact, there has been only one minor violation
relating to the location of required records.
Notwithstanding Petitioner's general allegations of past leakage problems
experienced by Waste Management, Inc., the Petitioner has not presented specific
2The Staff believes !hIt !he potential for !his tyPe of /ire is negligible in view of !he license rcquimnent to ItOre
waste only in secure, steel drums.
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information to demonstrate that the operation of the supercompactor at the
Midwest Facility would be conducted improperly. Petitioner has not shown that
Waste Management, Inc. 's alleged record is related to Licensee's performance
under its NRC license. Where a petitioner has not provided the factual basis for
a request with the specificity required by 10 C.P.R. § 2.206, action need not be
taken on the request. Phi/adelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2), DD-85-11, 22 NRC 149, 154 (1985).
Moreover, the Staff notes that the alleged problems experienced by Waste
Management, Inc., appear to stem from leakage of hazardous chemicals from the
land disposal of hazardous waste. Since Chern-Nuclear's NRC license authorizes
storage and waste processing, not disposal or burial, of radioactive waste at the
Midwest Facility, land disposal problems similar to those allegedly experienced
by Waste Management, Inc., at other sites do not indicate that such problems
are likely to occur at the Midwest Facility.
The NRC has carefully reviewed ..the training for the Chern-Nuclear staff
who will be responsible for overseeing the NRC-licensed program at the
Midwest Facility, and concludes that it is adequate. The Petitioner has not
provided information that indicates that members of the Chern-Nuclear staff are
untrustworthy or otherwise unqualified to handle the supercompaction program.
In conclusion, the Staff has reviewed Chern-Nuclear's history of violations
under its licenses issued since 1982, when Waste Management, Inc., acquired
Chern-Nuclear, and has found no basis for suspension of its license. Moreover,
the Staff has carefully reviewed Chern-Nuclear's training for its Staff overseeing
its supercompactor program and concluded that it is adequate. Petitioner has
failed to provide the factual basis for her request with adequate specificity, and
it is the Staff's conclusion that there is no reason to believe Chern-Nuclear will
not perform its activities in compliance with its license.
Petitioner's fourth allegation is that Chern-Nuclear's technology and equipment is not from the 1980s, but from the 19505. Petitioner has failed to identify
any piece of equipment or technology that is allegedly outmoded, relying instead on a general allegation unsupported by a single fact. Petitioner has failed
to provide any factual basis for suspension, much less a factual basis with the
specificity required by 10 C.P.R. § 2.206, so no action on her request is required. Limerick, supra, 22 NRC at 154.
Independent of Petitioner's allegation, however, in the process of issuing the
December 9, 1986 amendment to Chern-Nuclear, the NRC carefully reviewed
the Licensee's radiation protection procedures, radiation detection equipment,
inventory systems, fire and security protection systems, and supercompactor device. In all these areas, Chem-Nuclear meets all applicable NRC regulations and
requirements. Moreover, the fire protection systems have been inspected by the
Channahon, Illinois Fire Department, and Chern-Nuclear has incorporated the
Fire Department staff's suggestions for making the system meet current industry
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standards. Further, some of the radiation detection instruments, the supercompac tor, and the computer system for tracking inventory have been developed
only in the last few years. Finally, the NRC Region m staff recently inspected
the facility and determined that all safety systems function as designed. Special tests were conducted with nonradioactive drum compaction and all systems
functioned normally. In sum, the Staff has no basis to conclude that ChemNuclear's equipment and technology fails to meet regulatory requirements by
reason of obsolescence.
Petitioner's fifth allegation is that employees who report violations lose
their jobs. The Petitioner has not presented specific information to support her
allegation that employees who report violations lose their jobs. She supplies
neither the names nor positions of any such employees, nor the dates nor general
circumstances surrounding her allegation that employees have been fired for
reporting violations. Where a petitioner has not provided the factual basis for
her request with the specificity required by § 2.206, action need not be taken on
the request Limerick, supra, 22 NRC at 154.
During recent inspections of the facility. when Licensee's employees were
asked by NRC inspectors what they would do if they saw violations of NRC
requirements, none indicated any reluctance to report safety violations to his
or her management or the NRC. In fact. they are trained to report such violations. The NRC has not received any other allegations regarding Chern-Nuclear's
terminating employees for reporting violations. The Staff has concluded. absent
any specific information to the contrary, that employees are not reluctant to
report safety violations.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above, I have concluded that no adequate basis
exists for suspending the license of Chern-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Accordingly,
the Petitioner's request for action pursuant to § 2.206 is' denied.
As provided in 10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be filed
with the Secretary for the Commission's review and the Decision will constitute
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the final action of the Commission 25 days after the date of issuance, unless the
Commission on its own institutes review of this Decision within that time.
Robert M. Bernero, Acting
Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
Dated at Silver Spring. Maryland,
this 30th day of April 1987.
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the hearing schedule in question did not provide the intervenors with a fair
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INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS

Except as specifically provided, the Commission's Rules of Practice prohibit
appeals from interlocutory licensing board rulings. 10 C.F.R. 2.730(f).
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INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW
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either (a) threatens the party adversely affected with immediate and serious
irreparable harm that could not be remedied by later appeal, or (b) affects the
basic structure of the proceeding in a pervasive or unusual manner. ALAB-858,
25 NRC 17,20-21 (1987).

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW
(SCHEDULING ORDER)
The Appeal Board ordinarily will review a licensing board scheduling order
only upon a showing that the schedule deprives the complaining party of its
right to procedural due process. ALAB-858, 25 NRC at 21.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DUE PROCESS

Fundamental fairness is at the root of procedural due process.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DUE PROCESS

There is no litmus paper test for determining whether, in a particular case, the
fundamental fairness standard of due process is satisfied. Palmer v. Columbia
Gas of Ohio, Inc., 479 F.2d 153, 165 (6th Cir. 1973).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DUE PROCESS

Assessment of whether the fundamental fairness standard of due process has
been met must be made on the basis of the totality of the relevant circumstances
disclosed by the record. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DUE PROCESS

•

Among the factors to be considered in determining if a hearing scheduling
order meets the fundamental fairness test are: (1) the amount of time allotted
for prehearing activity; (2) the number, scope and complexity of the issue(s)
to be tried; and (3) any established need for expedition. Expediency, however,
cannot serve to justify a hearing schedule that is so abbreviated as to make
adequate trial preparation a practical impossibility. Filzgerald v. Hamplon, 467
F.2d 755, 767 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

DUE PROCESS

Due process in administrative hearings does not yield to administrative "convenience or expediency, or because of a natural desire to be rid of harassing
delay." [d. at 767, quoting Ohio Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 301 U.S. 292, 305 (1937).
EMERGENCY PLANNING:
PRESUMPTION)

FEMA FINDING (REBUTI'ABLE

A rebuttable presumption of correctness attaches to FEMA findings on
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Before us is the joint motion of several intervenors 1 for directed certification
of the Licensing Board's March 20, 1987 memorandum and order (unpublished)
in the offsite emergency planning phase of this operating license proceeding involving the Seabrook nuclear facility located on the New Hampshire seacoast2
In that order, the Board below reaffirmed in its entirety the schedule, established
in its January 9, 1987 memorandum and order, for the hearing on the New
Hampshire Radiological Emergency Response Plan (hereafter the "New Hampshire Plan'').3 According to the intervenors, that "schedule is so compressed that
it will deny the parties to this proceeding a fair hearing," contrary to both 10
C.F.R. 2.718 4 and the constitutional requirement of due process.s Thus, intervenors maintain, our "prompt intercession is essential to assure" that the parties
"are provided with the minimum opportunity to prepare for and to participate
at a hearing in a complex area in a manner consistent with the Commission's
rules and due process.''6
For the reasons set forth below, we conclude that (1) the schedule in question
did not provide the intervenors with a fair opportunity to prepare for trial: .
and (2) neither the history of the litigation of New Hampshire emergency
planning issues nor current circumstances justify such severe curtailment of the
intervenors' procedural rights. Accordingly, we grant directed certification and
order adjustments in the schedule.
A. The Commission's Rules of Practice prohibit appeals from interlocutory
licensing board rulings of the type involved here.' And, as we recently had
occasion to observe anew in this proceeding, it is weU-settled that we wiII
exercise our discretionary power to review an interlocutory ruling by way of
directed certification only if that ruling either (a) threatens the party adversely
affected with immediate and serious irreparable harm that could not be remedied
by a later appeal, or (b) affects the basic structure of the proceeding in a
pervasive or unusual manner.' We went on to stress that "[w]here a scheduling

1 The Auomey General of Massachuscns m behalf of that Canmonwealth; Ihe Town of Hampton; Ihe Seacoast
Anti-Pollutim League (SAPL); and Ihe New England Coalitim on Nuclear Pollution (Coalition).
2 See 10 C.F.R.1.718{i); Public Service Co. 01 Nrw HlVfIFlUre (Seabrook Station, Uniu 1 and 2). ALAB-nl,
1 NRC 478, 482-83 (1975).
•
3 UnlCSI cd!erwise indicated, this
embraces New Hampshire state and local plans.
4 Intervenon
tolhe provision in lectim 2718 to the effect that "[a) presiding offi= [e.g., I licensing board)
has the duty to cmduct I fair Ind impartial hearing Iccording to law."
Sloint Intervenor Appeal by Motion for Directed Certification (March 'II, 1987) It 2

mer

=

61/Jid.
7 Ste 10 C.F.R. 2730(f).
'ALAB-858, 2S NRC 17,20-21 (1987) (cinllg Public Se",ice Co. ollltdioNl (Mlrble Hill Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-4OS, 5 NRC 1190, 1192 (19n».
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order is involved. that standard ordinarily requires a showing that the schedule
deprives the complaining party of its right to procedural due process.''9
. Thus, the question at hand is whether, as intervenors insist but the applicants
and NRC staff dispute, the challenged hearing schedule on the New Hampshire
Plan was so abbreviated as to deny intervenors a fair opportunity to be heard
on their contentions admitted for litigation. For, as implicitly, if not explicitly,
recognized by the Commission both in its Rules of Practice and elsewhere,
fundamental fairness is at the root of procedural due process.10
There is, of course, no litmus paper test for determining whether, in a
particular case, the fundamental fairness standard is satisfied. ll As the courts
have stressed, that assessment must be made on the basis of the totality of
the relevant circumstances disclosed by the record.tl Among the factors to be
considered are the amount of time that has been allotted for prehearing activity
and the number, scope and complexity of the issues to be tried. In addition, any
established need for expedition can be taken into account, although that factor
cannot serve to justify a hearing schedule that is so abbreviated as to make
adequate trial preparation a practical impossibility.u
'Id. at 21 (citillg Houstoll Uglstillg 4< Pow~r Co. (South TexIS Project. Units 1 and 2). ALAB-637, 13 NRC 367,
370-71 (1981». Su aUo Phi/aMlphia Ekcrric Co. (Umericlc Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-863, 25
NRC 273, 271 (1987); Wi.rcolUill EkClric Power Co. (point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-719, 17 NRC
387,391 (1983); COlUlUllm Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-468, 7 NRC 465, 468 (1978);
Public Service Co. o/INliDII/J (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-459, 7 NRC 179,
188 (1978); Public Service Co. o/NewHampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-295, 2 NRC 668,670
n.2 (1975); S0Il1111171 Cali/omia Edisoll Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-212,
7 AEC 986, 991 (1974). In Ihe S/JII OIlO/re casc, we overturned a Licensing Board ,cheduling determination on
Ihe ground lhat it violated procedural due process; i.e., because it deprived a party Nof a fair chance to prepan:
and present its case on all of Ihe issues ripe for adjudication." 7 AEC at 994.
10 Beyond Ihe dUly specifically imposed by acction 2718 to conduct a fair hearing (UI supra nOCe 4), Ihe
Commission had \his to lIy in its 1981 State_Ill 0/ Policy 011 CoNiuct 0/ UcelUillg Proceedillgs, CU-81-8, 13
NRC 452, 453:
Individual adjudicatory boards an: encounged to expedite Ihe hearing process by using Ihose management melhods already contained in [10 C.F.R.j Part 2 of Ihe Commission', Rules and Regulations. The
Commission wishes to emphasize Ihough lhat, in expediting Ihe hearings, Ihe board should ensure lhat
Ihe hcarlngs are fair, and produce a record which leads to high quality decisions lhat adequately prctcct
Ihe public heallh and aafety and Ihe envirmmcnt.

••••

The Commission', Rules of Practice provide \he boord wilh ,ubstantialaulhority to regulate hearing
procedures. In Ihe /inal analysis, Ihe actions, consistent with applicable rules, which may be tsken to
conduct an efficient hcarlng an: limited primarily by \he good acme, judgment, and managerial akills
of a presiding board which is dedicated to 'eeing lhat Ihe process moves along at an expeditious pace,
consistent wilh \he demands of fairness.
11 Palmer II. Columbia Gas olOllio,llIC., 479 F.ld 153, 165 (61h Cir. 1973) ("due process varies wilh Ihe subject
matter and Ihe requirement of each situation," citillg Fuelllu II. SIIevill, 407 U.S. 67, 82 (1972), and "[t]here is
no table of weights and measun:l for ascertaining what constitutes due process," quotillg Bunu II. WiLrOll, 346
U.S. 137, 149 (1953». Su also FilZg~rald II. Hamptoll, 467 F.2d 755, 764 (D.c. Cir. 1972) ('''due process'
ClnnOC be imprisoned wilhin Ihe treacherous limits of any formula,.
12 See Goldberg II. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970).
13 FilZgmdd 1I.lIamptOIl, 467 F.ld at 767 ("due process in administrative hcarlngs docs not yield to admWstntive
'convenience or expediency, or because of a natunl dcsin: to be rid of harassing delay:" quotillg Ohio Bell
TelepMIII CO. II. Public Uulitiu COmmissioll o/Ohio, 301 U.S. 292, 305 (1937». As just sccn. supra note 10,lhe

(CoIlli1lUtd)
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B.1. With these principles in mind, we turn to the challenged hearing
schedule on the New Hampshire Plan. So that the schedule may be viewed
in proper perspective, it is necessary first to refer briefly to events preceding its
adoption.
This operating license proceeding began in late 1981 - more than five
years ago. Some nineteen months later, in May 1983, the NRC staff forwarded
copies of a New Hampshire state plan to the Licensing Board and the parties.14
Several intervenors submitted contentions addressed to that plan and, on August
30, 1983, the Licensing Board ruled on their admissibility. Additionally during
1983, local plans surfaced for all but one of the New Hampshire municipalities
within the ten-mile Seabrook plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone
(EPZ). These plans also were the subject of intervenor contentions.
None of the contentions on either the state or local plans reached the hearing
stage in 1983 - or for that matter, in 1984, 1985 or 1986.15 This was not
due, however, to any foot-dragging on the part of the intervenors. We need
not set forth at great length the tortuous path that the litigation regarding New
Hampshire offsite emergency planning for Seabrook took during the period
betwccn the summer of 1983 and early 1987. Suffice it to say that the intervenors
were not responsible for it.
As acknowledged by applicants' counsel at oral argument, the emergency
planning contentions submitted on the state and local New Hampshire plans
given in 1983 to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) were
not promptly litigated because the applicants' financial problems brought about
a halt in plant construction. 16 In December 1985, however, a replacement New
Hampshire Plan - covering both state and local participation - was submitted
to FEMA and, the following month, obtained by the staff and the other parties
to the procccding. Given this development, the applicants asked the Licensing
Board to call for fresh contentions. As they pointed out, by taking this step and
dismissing as moot all prior contentions offered with respect to the superseded
plans, the Board would eliminate any need to compare one plan with anotherP
The Board in essence adopted the applicants' suggestion and established
a litigation schedule that provided for the commencement of the hearing on
any admitted new contentions on July 21, 1986. 18 Thereafter, the start of the

Commission itself has emphasized that expedition in the hearing process must be "consistent with the demand.
of flirness." St. also Limt'icl:. 2S NRC It 286 (Kohl. concurring).
14 The staff Ipparently transmitted the copies shortly Ifter its receipt of the plan from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
"Contentions dealing with I previous study performed by the Ipplicants of evaCUltion time estimates (ETE) were
litiglted in August 1983 but no decision was rendered by the Uc",sing Board.
16 App. Tr. 207.08.
11 Appliclnts' motion (January 14. 1986) It 2·3.
18January 17, 1986 memorandum Ind order It 2·3.
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hearing was postponed first until August 4,19 and then indefinitely.zo Although the
Board did not assign a reason for the indefinite postponement, it was apparently
prompted by FEMA's statement that its review of. the December 1985 New
Hampshire Plan would not be completed before October 1986.
On September 8, 1986, New Hampshire submitted a second revision to
its December 1985 Plan. (The first revision had been supplied on June 3.)
Revision 2 made numerous, significant changes in the Plan.z1 On November
4, the Licensing Board set December 1 as the deadline for the submission of
contentions arising out of Revision 2.21
On December 4, 1986, the Board announced that it would rule on the
admissibility of the newly submitted contentions by January 16, 1987, at which
time discovery would commence. The Board went on to direct that discovery
be concluded by February 3, with the hearing to start on or after April 27. Two
weeks after that schedule was established, however, the applicants filed a petition
with the Licensing Board under 10 C.F.R. 2.758(b), seeking to be relieved of the
requirement in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2) that it plan for an EPZ of approximately ten
miles in radius.Z3 This development led the Licensing Board to enter the January
9, 1987 order later ratified in the March 20 order under present attack. In the
January 9 order, the Board provided this revised schedule for the litigation of
Revision 2 of the New Hampshire Plan:
Date

Deadlines

February 13. 1987

Board Order ruling on contentions. discovery commences.

March 6. 1987

Discovery closed (last discovery request due).

March 19. 1987

Answers to last interrogatories due within 14 days after
the close of discovery.

March 26. ]987

Deadline for motions for summary disposition on latefiled Rev. 2 Contentions admitted or for other con-

19 April 29. 1986 memorandum and order II 101.
zo July 11. 1986 order at 221 The portion of Revisim 2 that pertains to Seabrook (rather than to the Vermont Yankee facility located across

the Connecticut River from New Hampshire) cOl\llists of 29 volumes containing over 8000 pages (lJIcluding
text. procedures. ligures•• nd tables.) A CUlSory cxamination reveal. thaI the portion of \his revisim directed
to state undertaldngs has effected changes in such .reas IS public alerting methods; evacultim .nd sheltering
criteria .nd procedures; .llocation of respol\llibilities between state .nd local police .uthorities; and lral\llportation
requirements. Perhaps the most notable change relates to the evacuation time estimates. As applicants conceded
at oral argument. the ETE study embraced in Revision 2 is essentially new. App. Tr. 205-06.
The portion of Revision 2 directed 10 the functions of the local governments reflects alteratims in the treatment
of such subjects as public alening. emergency ccrnmunicltiol\ll. protective ~pa!se. radiological exposure control.
recovery/re-entry. and the training of emergency respol\lle personneL
21 November 4. 1986 memorandum and order .1 37.
Z3 According to Ihe applicants. lone-mile EPZ would .dequately ensure the protectim of the public health and
safety. As will be seen. the licensing Board has just denied the pctitim.
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Date

April 16, 1987
April 27, 1987

Deadlines
tentions as to which ciralmstances have changed such
that summary disposition is now appropriate.
Response opposing or supporting motions due within
20 days.
Opposing parties may file responses to new facts and
arguments presented in statements supporting motions
for summary disposition.

May 11, 1987

Board Order ruling on motions for summary disposition.

May 21,1987

Prefiled testimony due 10 days after Board ruling on
motions for summary disposition.

No sooner than May 28, 1987

Hearings commence. (Date depends on arrangements
for space and location.)

Subsequently, the Board advised the parties that the hearing would start on
June 1 in the courtroom of the United States District Court in Concord. New
Hampshire, and would continue for that week and the week of June 22-26.24
As it turned out, the Licensing Board did not meet its self-imposed February
13 deadline for ruling on the intervenors' contentions on Revision 2 of the
New Hampshire Plan. Rather, the Board's order admitting twenty-one such
contentions and rejecting numerous others was not rendered until February 18.2$
It was not received by the intervenors until February 23.26 As a consequence,
the period for seeking discovery was cut almost in half, to a mere eleven days
(i.e., February 23 to March 6).
On February 25, the intervenors filed a motion with the Licensing Board
seeking an amendment of the hearing schedule to enlarge the discovery period to
four months and to adjust the other portions of the schedule accordingly. While
subscribing to that motion, on March 2 the Massachusetts Attorney General
submitted a separate request for a schedule adjustment that focussed upon the

24 February 18, 1987 memorandum and onler at 6. On April 2. the week of 1uly 2()'24. at the same loc:atioo, was
added to the hearing schedule.
2$ Seventeen of the admitted contentions were sponsored by the Coalition, SAP!. or Hamptoo; the other four
were advanced by the Town of Kensington, New Hampshire (which has nOI joined in the motion for directed
ccrt.ificatioo). Although the Massachusetts Attorney General. who is participating in the proceeding as the
representative of an interested state Wlder the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 2.715(c). did not submit any contentions of
his own respecting Revision 2 of the New Hampshire Plan. he intends to be an active participant in the litigation
of eleven of the admiued contentions concerned with sheltering. evacuation time estimates and ccmpensatory
plans. App. Tr. 145. All of those contentions were 'ponsored by the Coalition, SAP!. or Hampton. S66 AUomey
General Shsnnon', Notice of Intention to Participate (March 2. 1987) It I.
It should be further noted that the Licensing Boanl also has before it for trial twelve contentions di=ted to the
December 1985 version of the New Hampshire Plan that were admitted to the proceeding in April 1986 and not
superseded by Revision 2. Three of these contentions were 'ponsored by the Coalition. The remaining nine were
~resented by the Towns of Kensington. Rye, Hampton Falls. and South Hampton, New Hampshire.
Su App. Tr. 111.
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assertedly inadequate period between the filing of prepared testimony and the
June 1 date for the commencement of the hearing.
In its March 20 order, the Board denied both motions, prompting the request
now before us for interlocutory review.
2. The short of the matter is that, after several years during which the
litigation of New Hampshire emergency response planning issues was held in
abeyance for reasons not attributable to the intervenors, the Licensing Board
imposed upon them a hearing schedule of extreme tightness. Beyond that, the
Board manifested an arbitrary unwillingness to make any adjustments in that
schedule even when its own failure to meet the established deadline for ruling on
contentions had the effect of reducing the period for the submission of discovery
requests to eleven days.27
a. Discovery. Given the number and scope of the Revision 2 contentions
admitted by the Licensing Board, we deem totally unreasonable the limited
opportunity provided the intervenors to invoke the discovery procedures specified
in the Commission's Rules of Practice.28 This is particularly so in light of the
Board's lack of an explanation respccting why it has now become necessary
to conduct prehearing activities at a breakneck pace. Nor is any possible
explanation readily discernible. To be sure, Unit 1 of the Seabrook facility
is fully built and the applicants are understandably eager to obtain a fullpower operating license for it. But it is equally apparent that, even if all New
Hampshire emergency response planning issues are resolved in the applicants'
favor, formidable obstacles remain in the path of the achievement of that
objective.
A substantial portion of the tcn-mile EPZ is located within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and its governor has made clear that that state will
not participate in emergency planning activities. Although a grant of the applicants' pending petition seeking a reduction of the EPZ to one mile would leave
Massachusetts outside of its boundaries, the Licensing Board recently concluded
that the requisite prima facie showing that such relief is warranted had not been
made.z9 As matters currently stand, then, before Seabrook can be licensed for
Z1 We note in passing thai the LiCC'lsing Board', Fcbruazy 18, 1987 order niling on the Cattention, dirccte<l
10 Revision 2 of the New nampshin: Plan did not explain why panicular eontentiom were admitted or
rejected. Consequently, the Board was rtquired 10 ,ute in the order (at I) that it would "not acccpt any motion
concerning these nilings prior 10 [the issuance of] the [mJemorandum explaining the bases of its nilings."
As of this writing, the memorandum has not been issued. Thus, the five-day period provided by 10 C.F.R.
2.7S2(c) for the filing of objections to the rejection of certain contentions has still not begun 10 run. Yet, until the
objectiom are received and ruled upon, neither the panies nor the Licensing Board will know for ccnain precisely
what issues pertaining to the New nampshin: Plan are to be tried.
2B S,e 10 c.F.R. 2.740 et seq.
Z9LBP-87_12,2S NRC 324 (1987). Sit also 10 C.F.R. 2.7S8(c). Although the Liceming Board may not have
known on March 20 that it would reach that conclusion, it was then aware that the staff would not complete its
review of the .pplicants' proposed EPZ reduction until Jate this year. See Staff Response (1anuazy 28, 1987) .t
(Collli~d)
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full-power operation there must be acceptable emergency planning for the several Massachusetts communities within the ten-mile EPZ.
Accordingly, barring a change in position on the part of the Massachusetts
governor, it would appear that the applicants must count on the Commission's
adoption of a proposed amendment to its emergency planning regulations. More
specifically, a subsection (e) would be added to 10 C.F.R. 50.47 providing that:
The Commission may issue a full power operating license for a facility notwithstanding
non-compliance with other requirements of this section and 10 CFR Part SO, Appendix
E if non-complianee arises substantially from a lack of participation in the development
or implementation of offsite emergency planning by a State or local government, and if
the applicant demonstrates to the Commission's satisfaction that: (l) The non-compliance
could be remedied. or adequately compensated for by reasonable State or local governmental
cooperation; (2) Applicant has made a good faith and sustained effort to obtain the
cooperation of the necessary governments; (3) Applicant's offsite emergency plan includes
effective measures to compensate for the lack of cooperation which are reasonable and
achievable under the circumstances and which take into account a likely State or local
response to an actual emergency; and (4) Applicant has provided copies of the offsite plan to
all governments which would have otherwise participated in its preparation or implementation
and has assured them that it stands ready to cooperate should they change their position. 3O

Whether the Commission will promulgate subsection (e) after its evaluation of
the plethora of public comments it has received remains to be secn.3t Even if
it does, however, the applicants will still have the burden of demonstrating,
inter aUa, that their offsite emergency plan "includes effective measures to
compensate for the lack of cooperation which are reasonable and achievable
under the circumstances and which take into account a likely State or local
response to an actual emergency." It is fair to assume that the applicants'
endeavor to satisfy this burden will not go unchallenged and that substantial
time and effort will be required to resolve such issues.
It does not necessarily follow from these considerations that a protracted
schedule for the hearing of the New Hampshire emergency planning issues
would be justified. But, once again, we are not presented with such a schedule
here but, rather, with one that is the precise opposite. Insofar as discovery
requests are concerned, for example, the question is whether, in the totality
of circumstances, there was any practical reason why this important phase of
pretrial activity had to be compressed into such a fleeting period. We think that
question must be answered in the negative. Moreover, in contrast to the situation

S: Suff Response (February V. 1987), Affidavit of Scott Newbeny at 8. At the time of the entry of the March
20 order. the Board thus must have "l'I'n:ciated that in no event would In early gnnt of the Ipplicants' petition
be likely.
30 See S2 Fed. Reg. 6980. 6984 (1987).
31 As extended in In April 'IT notice. the period for public comments on the proposal will el<pilc m June 4,
1987. To date, over 2100 such comments have reached the Commission.
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addressed in the recent Limerick decision,32 we are additionally satisfied from
their uncontroverted representations at the oral argument that the intervenors
have suffered serious prejudice by reason of the failure of the Licensing Board
to establish a more reasonable discovery period.
b. Prepared testimony and start of hearing. We find equally, if not more,
troubling the portion of the Licensing Board's schedule calling for the submission of all prepared testimony within ten days of its ruling on the pending
motions for summary disposition and the commencement of the evidentiary
hearing five business days thereafter (the period between May 21 and June 1
includes two weekends and the Memorial Day holiday). In the absence of the
most dire necessity, and none was or could have been demonstrated here, such
compression is simply unacceptable.33
Perhaps most disturbing of all was the Licensing Board's explicit decision
not to provide an opportunity for prepared rebuttal testimony. In denying
reconsideration of its schedule, the Board opined that the proceeding would not
be benefitted by allowing such testimony. Rather, according to the Board, "[t]he
filing of testimony simullancously serves to promote fairness for all parties.''34
We believe that exactly the converse is the reality: in the circumstances of this
case at least, the lack of an opportunity for prepared rebuttal testimony patently
and seriously intrudes upon the intervenors' hearing rights.
This point is readily illustrated by a single example. Revision 2 is now before
FEMA for its consideration and evaluation. According to staff counsel, FEMA
has given assurance that it will meet the May 21 deadline for the submission
of its prepared testimony.3S When that testimony is filed, the intervenors will
learn for the first time whether FEMA finds Revision 2 acceptable and, if so,
the reasons for its finding.
By virtue of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(2), a rebuttable presumption of correctness
attaches to FEMA findings on questions of the adequacy and implementation
capability of emergency response plans. Under the Licensing Board's schedule,
however, how will intervenors be able to attempt to rebut through affirmative
evidence of their own any FEMA finding(s) with which they disagree? The
short answer is that, as staff counsel ultimately conceded,36 that opportunity
will be entirely denied to them because, by the time they obtain the FEMA
testimony, the period for the filing of their own prepared testimony will have
32 Su UlMrid, 2S NRC at Z17·78.
33 We recognize Ihat, in tclephooe conferences wilh Ihe parties on April 13 and 14,lhe Licensing Board aMounccd
Ihat it was summarily denying Ihe applicants' motion for summary disposition on seven of Ihe Revision 2
cootentioos. Su April IS. 1987 memorandum and order. But the applicants had moved for summary dispositioo
on aU lhirty·\hree admittc<l contentioos (su supra note 2S and API'. Tr. 189) and presumably Ihe parties will not
know until May 11 whelher Ihey need to prepare for trial 00 Ihe remaining twenty.six.
34 March 20, 1987 memorandum and order at 2 n.2
3S API" Tr. 209.
36 API" Tr. 209·16.
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expired. Inasmuch as prefiled testimony is a precondition to a witness taking
the stand, the Licensing Board. has effectively precluded the intervenors from
attacking the presumptively correct FEMA finding other than through crossexamination. If anything more than lip service is to be accorded the principle
that every litigant is entitled to a fair hearing - in the context of the matter
before us, a fair opportunity to present its case - that result cannot be tolerated.
C. For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that, without sufficient assigned
or apparent justification, the challenged hearing schedule was so grossly abbreviated in several respects as to impinge upon the intervenors' hearing rights and
thus to be violative of due process. That schedule must therefore be modified by
the Licensing Board to cure the infirmity. That modification shall be consistent
with the following:
1. The parties are to be given an opportunity for further discovery on
the admitted Revision 2 contentions of SAPL, Hampton, and the
Coalition. A period of at least fifteen days shall be provided for the
submission of additional discovery requests and a period of at least
like duration provided for responses to those requests.
2. On the assumption that FEMA will furnish to the parties a full
statement of its position on the New Hampshire Plan prior to June I,
1987 (either through pre filed testimony or in response to a discovery
request),37 the prefiled testimony of all parties to the proceeding on
. the SAPL, Hampton, and Coalition contentions shall be due on or
after July I, 1987, as the Licensing Board may specify. In the event
that a full statement of the FEMA position is not furnished to the
parties by June I, the deadline specified for the filing of the parties'
prefiled testimony on those contentions shall be no less than thirty
days after the statement becomes available.
3. The hearing on the SAPL, Hampton, and Coalition contentions shall
not be scheduled to commence on a date less than fifteen days after
the filing and service of the prepared testimony.38
Inasmuch as the Towns of Kensington, Rye, Hampton Falls, and South
Hampton did not join in the directed certification motion, the Licensing Board
remains free to apply the schedule set forth in the January 9 order to the
contentions of those intervenors. The Board may conclude, however, that it is
preferable to have prehearing activity on all New Hampshire emergency planning
issues proceed on the same timetable. If so, the Board may decide to make the
above-required modifications in the January 9 schedule applicable to the totality
of the contentions before it.
37 In light of lUff counsel', representation that FEMA hu given its assurance that its prepared testimony can be
available by May 21, this assumption seems funy justified.
38 Su 10 c.F.R. 2.743(b).
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Motion for directed certification granted; cause remanded to the Licensing
Board for further proceedings in conformity with this opinion. It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the

Appeal Board
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The Appeal Board in this operating license proceeding denies the requests
of the intervenors and the Massachusetts Attorney General for a stay pendente
Ute of a Licensing Board partial initial decision authorizing the issuance of a
license for low-power operation at the Seabrook nuclear facility.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

STAY OF AGENCY ACTION (CRITERIA)

The four factors to be considered in deciding whether to grant a stay, as set
forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.788(e), are: (1) whether the moving party has made a
strong showing that it is likely to prevail on the merits; (2) whether the party
will be irreparably injured unless a stay is granted; (3) whether the granting of
a stay would harm other parties; and (4) where the public interest lies.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

STAY OF AGENCY ACTION (CRITERIA)

Although none of the factors to be considered in granting a stay is necessarily
dispositive, the potential for irreparable injury and the likelihood of prevailing
on the merits generally get primary attention.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

STAY OF AGENCY ACTION (CRITERIA)

The strength of a movant's showing on one of the four stay factors determines
how strong the showing must be on other factors. Cuomo v. NRC, 772 F.2d 972,
974 (D.C. Cir. 1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY OF AGENCY ACTION
(IRREPARABLE INJURY)
The most significant factor as well as the first question often turned to in
deciding whether to grant a stay request is "whether the party requesting a stay
has shown that it will be irreparably injured unless the stay is granted."

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY OF AGENCY ACTION
(IRREPARABLE INJURy)
The risk of harm to the general public or the environment flowing from an
accident during low-power testing is insufficient to constitute irreparable injury.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY OF AGENCY ACTION
(IRREPARABLE INJURY)
Mere injuries, however substantial, in terms of money, time and energy
expended in the absence of a stay, are not enough to establish irreparable
injury. Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units I, 2 and
3), ALAB-385, 5 NRC 621, 628 (1977).

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY OF AGENCY ACTION
ORREPARABLEINJURy)
Change in the environmental status quo as a result of low-power testing does
not constitute irreparable injury. Cuomo. 772 F.2d at 976.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:
OF PROOF)

STAY OF AGENCY ACTION (BURDEN

To justify the granting of a stay, a movant need not always establish a
high probability of success on the merits. Probability of success is inversely
proportional to the degree of irreparable injury evidenced. A stay may be granted
with either a high probability of success and some injury, or vice versa. Cuomo,
772 F.2d at 974.
RULES OF PRACTICE:
REGULATION

CHALLENGE TO COMMISSION

When Commission regulations are believed to violate the hearing requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, any issues raised must be directed to the
Commission; the regulations are not subject to challenge before the Appeal
Board. 10 C.F.R. 2.758(a).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

REOPENING OF PROCEEDINGS

To prevail on a motion to reopen an evidentiary record, a movant must show
thac (1) the motion is timely, although an exceptionally grave issue may be
considered in the discretion of the presiding officer even if not timely presented;
(2) the motion addresses a significant safety or environmental issue; and (3) a
materially different result would be or would have been likely had the newly
proffered evidence been considered. 51 Fed. Reg. 19,535, 19,539 (1986).
RULES OF PRACTICE:
CONTENTIONS

NONTIMELY SUBMISSION OF

When reviewing a Licensing Board determination declining to admit a latefiled contention, the Appeal Board accords it wide latitude.
TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED
Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS).

APPEARANCES
Diane Curran, Washington, D.C. (with whom Andrea Ferster and Ellyn
R. Weiss, Washington, D.C., were on the brief) for the New England
Coalition on Nuclear Pollution.
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Paul McEachern, Portsmouth, New Hampshire (with whom Matthew T.
Brock, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, was on the brief) for the Town
of Hampton, New Hampshire.
Robert A. Backus, Manchester, New Hampshire, for the Seacoast AntiPollution League.
Donald S. Bronstein, Boston, Massachusetts (with whom Carol S. Sneider,
Boston, Massachusetts, was on the brief) for Massachusetts Attorney
General James M. Shannon.
Thomas A. Dignan, Boston, Massachusetts (with whom George H. Lewald
and Kathryn A. Selleck, Boston, Massachusetts, were on the brief) for
the Public Service Company of New Hampshire, et al.
Sherwin E. Turk for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.
United States Senator Gordon J. Humphrey or New Hampshire, Washington, D.C., filed a brief amicus curiae pro see

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
The New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution (the Coalition), the Town
of Hampton, New Hampshire, the Seacoast Anti-Pollution League (SAPL),
and Massachusetts Attorney General James M. Shannon each seek a stay
pendente lite of the Licensing Board's March 25, 1987 partial initial decision l
authorizing the issuance of a license for low-power operation (up to five percent
of rated power) of the Seabrook nuclear facility.l United States Senator Gordon
J. Humphrey of New Hampshire (the state within which the facility is located)
has submitted a brief amicus curiae in support of the requests for a stay. The
applicants Public Service Company of New Hampshire, et al. and the Nuclear

lLBP-87-10,2S NRC 177.
1 SAPL, the Attorney GenenI, Ind the Town of Hampton seck I ,tay roly pending resolution of issues they
plan \0 nise on Ippeal of LBP-87-10. The Coalitim asks us \0 atay the Licensing Board', decisim until the
Commission has mlched I detcrminltim IS well on the Ipplication for I full-power license. Motion for Stay on
Behalf of the Seacoast Anti-Pollutim League (April 8, 1987) [hemal\er SAPL Stay Motion]; Attorney GenenI
lames M. Shannon', Application for I Stay of Licensing BOlrd', Order (April 6, 1987) [hereafter Attorney
Genenl's Motion for Stay]; Town of nampton Notice of Appeallnd Application for I Stay (AprilS, 1987); and
New England Coalition m Nuclear Pollutim's Motion for I Stay of I Low Power Opention Pending Full Power
DecUion or Appellate Review (April S, 1987) [hemal\er Coalitim', Motion for Stay]. In I document dated May
S, 1987, Ind received by us m May 7, the Town of Hampton seemingly modified its stay request to embnce the
relief ,ought by the Coalitim.
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Regulatory Commission staff oppose the motions. As explained below, we deny
all stay applications.

I.
As we recently had occasion to observe, this operating license proceeding
has been in litigation since 1981.3 Although the State of New Hampshire has
tendered a radiological emergency response plan for that portion of the tenmile plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) that falls within
its borders, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has declined to submit a plan
covering its portion of the zone or otherwise to cooperate in emergency planning
matters. The effect of that refusal was the subject of earlier appeals by SAPL
and the Attorney General.
Late last year, they sought reversal of the Licensing Board's October 7,
1986 memorandum and order (LBP-86-34, 24 NRC 549) authorizing the issuance of an operating license allowing fuel loading and precriticality testing
at Seabrook. The Attorney General argued that the Commission's regulations4
require the submission of an emergency response plan for the entire EPZ before any license may be issued. SAPL joined in that argument but raised other
issues as well. In ALAB-853 and ALAB-854, we rejected those assertions.s In
particular, we found, in ALAB-853, that an applicant need not submit an offsite emergency response plan as a condition precedent to issuance of a license
authorizing fuel loading and precriticality testing.
In an unpublished order issued on January 9, 1987, the Commission announced its intention to review ALAB-853. It decided to consider whether the
applicants must submit a governmental or utility radiological emergency plan
before issuance of any operating license, including one limited to fuel loading or
low-power operation. The Commission did not alter the schedule for fuel loading
or precritieality testing. But, anticipating that the Licensing Board was about to
issue a decision addressing the applicants' request for issuance of a low-power
license, the Commission stayed the authority of the Director of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation to issue such license until its review was completed.
In an opinion issued on April 9, 1987, the Commission decided that special
policy considerations favored requiring the filing of a state, local, or utility
plan for Seabrook before any license could be issued.6 Shortly before the
announcement of the Commission's decision, however, the utility filed its own
offsite emergency plan for that portion of the EPZ located in Massachusetts. It
3 Su ALAD.864. 2S NRC 417. 422 (1987).
410 c.F.R. S0.33(g).
S ALAB.8S3. 24 NRC 711 (1986); ALAB·8S4. 24 NRC 783 (1986).
6CU.87·2. 2S NRC 267.
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also filed a motion suggesting that the issues before the Commission were now
moot and urging that the stay be lifted. In the circumstances, the Commission is
now considering whether the filing of that plan satisfies the requirement imposed
in its April 9 decision. Until it reaches a decision on that issue, its stay remains
in effect.?
II.

Consideration of stay applications requires us to apply the traditional stay
criteria enunciated by the courts and incorporated into the Commission's regulations.s Those criteria are (1) whether the moving party has made a strong
showing that it is likely to prevail on the merits; (2) whether the party will
be irreparably injured unless a stay is granted; (3) whether the granting of a
stay would harm other parties; and (4) where the public interest lies. None of
these factors is necessarily dispositive, but the potential for irreparable injury
and the likelihood that a movant will prevail on the merits generally get primary
attention. Moreover, the strength of a movant's showing on one of these factors
determines how strong the showing must be on other factors to justify a stay.9
When reviewing requests to stay licensing board decisions authorizing only
low-power operation, we do not write on a clean slate. The Commission, this
Board, and the courts have evaluated issues bearing on the four stay criteria
in connection with similar procecdings, particularly the Shoreham litigation. to
In that case, as here, intervenors argued that a stay was proper to preserve the
status quo until appellate review could be completed because there was a possibility that full-power operations would never be authorized or conducted. That
argument was rejected.
The Massachusetts Attorney General presses the point that this case can
be distinguished from Shoreham. 11 In particular, he asserts that the degree of
uncertainty that Seabrook will ever operate is greater than at Shoreham. He notes

? The Attorney General urges us to defer ruling 00 his Ny petition until the Canmission lifts the Ny now in
effect (assuming it does so) or, in the event we conclude that a Ny is not warranted, to del.y the effect of our
ruling to pennit the filing of a Ny request with the Commission or the court. We eschew either course but issue
our decisioo promptly in order to accord parties an opportunity to leek further relief fran the Commissioo. Our
action is intended to pennit the Commissioo to review any additional Ny appliestioos at the same time it considers
the issues already pending before iL
8 Su 10 C.F.R. 2.788(c). Su g"l~rally T~xas Utiliti~.. Electric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Statioo,
Unit 1), CU·864, 23 NRC 113, 121·22 (1986) (citillg Virginia P~troleum Jobb~r.. Ar..'I1 .... FPC, 259 F.2d 921,
925 (D.C. Cir. 1958), and Washillgtoll M~tropoli/all Ar~a TrD1l.fil Comm'lI .... Holiday Tows, IfIC., 559 F.2d 841
(D.c. Cir. 1977».
9 Cuomo .... NRC, 772 F.2d 972, 974 (D.c. Cir. 1985).
to Su, ~.g., ibid.; Lollg Island Lightillg Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station), CU·85·12, 21 NRC 1587 (1985);
id., CU·85·1, 21 NRC 275 (1985); id., CU·84-9, 19 NRC 1323 (1984); ill., CU·83·17, 17 NRC 1032 (1983);
and ALAB·810, 21 NRC 1616 (1985).
11 Su App. Tr. 14·20,25,98·102
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that it is two years since the stay decisions were made in the Shoreham litigation,
and it seems no more likely today that either Shoreham or Seabrook will
eventually receive a full-power license. But the gist of the Shoreham opinions
is that, assuming there are no other impediments, low-power operation should
be authorized unless the uncertainties surrounding offsite emergency planning
make it relatively clear that full-power operation will never be authorized. In
explaining an earlier Shoreham decision, the Commission recently indicated in
this proceeding that
[it] did not discount the possibility that a license for fuel loading and low-power testing could
be held up if it were established, beyond significant doubt, that there were truly insuperable
obstacles to issuance oC a license Cor operation at any substantial power level 11

That high level of certainty - "beyond Significant doubt" that there are "truly
insuperable barriers" - concerning Seabrook's eventual operation is simply
not present on the facts before us. In our view, assessing any differences in
the likelihood of full-power operation in the context of the current Seabrook
litigation as compared with the Shoreham case of two years ago is simply a
guessing game and not decisionally relevant.'3

m.
A.

Irreparable Harm

The Commission has observed that the most significant factor in deciding
whether to grant a stay request is whether irreparable injury will result in the
absence of a stay.t4 As a consequence, we often tum first to that question." The
movants assert that a variety of injuries will result from low-power testing. They
observe, for example, that there is the potential for harm to the public in
the event of an accident during low-power testing. However, the Commission
has found that certain factors contribute to a "substantial reduction in risk
and potential accident consequences for low-power testing as compared to the

11CU.S7-2.2S NRC at 271.
13 The court In the SlwrtMm litigation chanc:tcrizcd the likelihood of full-power operation at Shordwn as "a
matter for specu1ation." Cuomo. 772 F.2d at 977. We believe the aamc can be said for Seabrook. Counsel for
the applicants. In fact. argues that Seabrook is a Icmewhat more promising candidate for licensure. Among ocher
things. wilike Shoreham. Seabrook is located within a state which has filed an offsite emergency plan and is. to
lOme extent at least. cooperating with the applicants. The oppllSition from governmental parties comes largely.
although not exclusively. from neighboring Massachuscus. App. Tr. 6S-69.
14 Mttropo/ilall Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. Unit I), CU-84-17, 20 NRC SOl, S04 (1984).
IS Su Clt.elaNl Electric IIIumjNJlj", Co. (Pcny Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-820, 22 NRC 743,
746 (198S); United St4IU Dep't 01 Efltrgy (Cinch River Breeder Reactor Plant). ALAD-72I. 17 NRC S39, S43
(1983).
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higher risks in continuous full-power operation."16 First, the fission product
inventory generated during low-power testing is much less than during fullpower operation. Moreover, there is a reduction in the required capacity of
systems designated to mitigate any consequences of an abnormal occurrence
when a reactor operates at low power. Finally, there is more time available to
take actions to identify accident causes and to mitigate accident consequences. 17
Even the movants acknowledge that the potential for an accident with serious
consequences during low-power operation is considered extremely small.18
Simply stated, the risk of harm to the general public or the environment flowing
from an accident during low-power testing is insufficient to constitute irreparable
injury.
The intervenors point to other forms of injury that allegedly will also result
if a stay is not granted. Among other things, they claim that irradiation of the
reactor will result in a change in the status quo, that they will effectively lose
their appellate rights if the reactor is allowed to operate before their claims are
fully considered on appeal, and that workers may be exposed to radiation during
testing. These assertions were expressly evaluated by the court in the Shoreham
litigation and either rejected or found insufficient to justify grant of a stay. We
have considered them in the context of this case and can find no basis on which
to distinguish the arguments from those resolved in the Shoreham proceeding.
The movants assert that one argument they now present was not explicitly
raised in the Shoreham litigation - i.e., that the critical transition from fuel
loading to low-power operation contaminates much of the plant and reduces the
range of options available to the utility for use of the facility in the event fullpower operation is eventually precluded. Among other things, the salvage value
of the fuel and plant component parts is reduced and arrangements will need
to be made for the storage of the irradiated fuel. 19 In Shoreham, however, the
Commission weighed the environmental effects of low-power testing, including,
expressly, "moderate irradiation of the core and contamination of the remainder
of the primary coolant system,''20 One might reasonably infer from this that the
Commission was aware of - although it did not expressly discuss - both the
reduction in salvage value and the need to store irradiated fuel.
In any event, these drawbacks are largely economic. The courts and the
Commission have long held that economic effects are not generally sufficient to

16

46 Fed. Reg. 61.132 (1981).
17 1d. It 61,132-33. See alro 47 Fed. Reg. 30,232-33 (1982).
18 See Coalition Motion for StlY It 9 n.ll (the risk of an Iccident exists, although the Conunission considcs it
MinsigniJiclntj; SAPL Stly Motion It 6 (''nuc1eor operation p=ts the risk of In Iccident, however mnotej.
The Anomey General ~rlmlrily relie[s]" on this argument in support of his cairn of irreparable injury. App. Tr.
98-99.
20W-85-l2, 21 NRC at 1590.

19
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establish irreparable injury.2! To be sure, some economic costs could eventually
be borne by the ratepayers, but that is far from certain. An allocation of burdens
in the event that the Seabrook plant is unable to operate at full power will be
meted out in due course by the state agencies with responsibility in this area.22
Thus, any economic injury that may result generally to ratepayers, including the
intervenors, is in no sense irreparable.
We fully appreciate that the storage of the waste generated by low-power
operation is not entirely a matter of economics. There are potential safety and
environmental consequences that might not result if low-power testing were
simply foreclosed at this juncture. But the problem of waste disposal is generic
to nuclear power plant operation and is being addressed on a nationwide basis."3
While we cannot entirely discount the possibility that some radioactive waste
may have to be stored at the Seabrook site, the movants have not shown that
waste generated during low-power testing at Seabrook must inevitably be housed
there indefinitely or that, if so housed, it would pose serious health or safety
problems to the facility's neighbors.
The Attorney General concedes that the waste storage problem will be small
but argues that irreparable injury occurs because there is no justification for any
contamination of the plant and the consequent need for waste storage, given
the uncertainty that Seabrook will ever be licensed.2A In Shoreham, however,
the Commission rejected the notion that no changes in the environmental status
quo should be permitted simply because there is uncertainty as to whether a
full-power license will ever be issued.2.5 Similarly, the court acknowledged that
low-power testing represents "an irreversible change from the status quo," but
nonetheless declined to conclude that the significance of the change amounted
to irreparable harm.2.6 In our view, the question of whether waste storage rises to
the level of irreparable injury is properly resolved on the basis of these earlier
Commission and court decisions. Given those decisions, we cannot conclude
that the contamination of the plant and the possibility that waste may need to
be stored at Seabrook constitute irreparable injury.

"1 Sit Toudo Edisoll Co. (Davis·Besse Nuclear Power Station, Units I, 2 and 3), ALAB·38S, 5 NRC 621, 628
(19n) (quo tin, Virginia Pelrou/lJrI Jobbers Au'll v. FPC, 259 F.2d II 925) ("[mlerc injuries, however subsuntial,
in lermS of money, time and energy expended in Ihe absence of a ltay. are not enough").
22 Sit lenerally Pltilatlelploia Euetric Co. (limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·789, 20 NRC
1443, 1447 (1984) (citing Public Servia Co. 0/ New lIampsltire (Seabrook Station, Unit 2), CU·84·6, 19 NRC
975 (1984».
23 Sit Baltimore Gas.{ Eue. Co. v. Natura.l Resources De/elISe COUIICil,lnc., 462 U.S. 87 (1983).
2A API'. Tr. 100.
2.SCU.83.17, 17 NRC 1032
2.6 Cuomo, n2 F.2d at 976.
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n.

Likelihood of Success on the Merits

Because the movants have been unable to demonstrate that they will be
irreparably harmed if the stay is denied, they bear a heavy burden of showing
that they are likely to succeed on the merits of their appeal. As the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has explained:
To justify the granting of a stay. a movant need not always establish a high probability
of success on the merits. Probability of success is inversely proponional to the degree of
irreparable injury evidenced. A stay may be granted with either a high probability of success
and some injury, or vice versa:n

The movants here have not met that burden.
A number of the legal arguments advanced in support of the stay request
have already been addressed and rejected in the Shoreham proceeding or earlier
phases of this case. As an example, the Attorney General and the Coalition
assert that the Licensing Board erred in failing to require the preparation of a
supplemental environmental impact statement to assess the costs and benefits
of low-power testing where it appears that no full-power license may issue.28
The Commission and the court expressly rejected this claim in the Shoreham
procecding.29
The Attorney General and the Coalition also argue that issuance of a lowpower license pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 50,47(d) and 50.57(c) prior to resolution of
offsite emergency planning issues deprives them of their right to a hearing under
section 189(a) of the Atomic Energy Act. But section 50,47(d) gives applicants
an unqualified right to a low-power license if certain prerequisites are met even
if the Commission has yet to resolve all offsite emergency planning issues.30 To
the extent that the movants believe that the Commission's regulations themselves
violate the hearing requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, they must raise that
issue with the Commission; the regulations are not subject to challenge before
US.31

The Attorney General and the Coalition also maintain that a low-power
license cannot be issued until offsite emergency plans have been submitted for
the Massachusetts portion of the EPZ in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 50.33(g). As

27 14. It 974.
28 SAPL joins in Irgumc:nts presented by the Auomey Gc:ncral Su SAPL Stay Motion It 2.
29CU-85.12, 21 NRC It 1589; CU·84-9, 19 NRC It 1326; Cuomo. m F.2d It 974-76.
3OCU-85.1.21 NRC It 278. Cf. ALAB-8S4, 24 NRC It 790-91, where we Ipproved the issulnce of I license
authorizing fuclloading and precrlticllity testing despite the pendency of full-power issues.
31 10 c.F.R. 2. 758(a); DuA:I Pa-r Co. (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station. Units 1 and 2). AIAB-669. 15 NRC
453,464 (1982). Su also AIMricDII Nw:lIar Corp.• CU·S6-23. 24 NRC 704. 707 (1986). The Coalition cllims
thlt the requirement in section 50.47(d) of I finding concerning certain Ispects of offsite emergency plaMing hIS
not been satisfied. As we explained in AL\B-SS4, however. all necesslry requirements in this resard have been
fulfilled. Su 24 NRC Il 79(}'91.
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noted at the outset of this opinion, we concluded in ALAB-853 that section
50.33(g) does not impose any such requirement. Although the Commission did
not reject our legal analysis and construction of the regulations, it nevertheless
decided that special policy considerations, "which ultimately (the Commission]
alone should decide," warrant the filing of a state, local or utility plan before
issuance of any operating license for the Seabrook reactor.3l The applicants have
tendered a utility offsite emergency plan and the Commission is now actively
considering whether its policy requirements have been satisfied. This matter,
therefore, now rests eXClusively in the Commission's hands.
Certain arguments advanced in support of the stay requests have not been
the subject of earlier determinations. But we find them unavailing as well. First,
the Attorney General claims that the Licensing Board improperly granted the
applicants' motion for summary disposition of SAPL Contention 3, which
claimed that the requirements of the Commission's Policy Statement on the
consideration of accidents under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
have not been met. Specifically. he asserts:
The [environmental impact statement] for Seabrook did not include any analysis of consequences of a Class 9 accident; did not consider site-specific data; included no disolSsion
of external events, such as sabotage, which could affect the risks; and did not quantify the
tmcertainty bounds.33

We find no support for the Attorney General's attack on the staff's analysis. Conto his assertion, the environmental statement does contain a lengthy evaluation of severe, or so-called Class 9, accidents.34 That evaluation includes an
examination of site-specific data,35 makes reference to external events and explains why they are not separately analyzed,36 and makes an effort to quantify
analytical uncertainties." As a consequence, we are satisfied that the Attorney
General is not likely to succeed with his claim that the staff failed to include an
analysis of Class 9 issues. We take no position on the adequacy of the staff's
analysis or the overall propriety of the Licensing Board's summary disposition
determination - matters not pressed by the Attorney General at this stage of
the litigation.
The Attorney General next argues that the Licensing Board improperly
rejected two late-filed contentions concerning the adequacy of siren sound levels
in certain portions of the EPZ. The Board first refused to admit a contention that
trary

32CU-87-2, 25 NRC It 271.
33 Sl~ Anomey General', Motion for Stay It 6.
34 SI. NUREO-0895, Final Environmenul Statement Related to the Opcntion of Seabrook Station, Units 1 and
2 (Dcc:embcr 1982) It 5-47 to 5-71.
35fd. It 5-43, 5-44.
36 f d. It 5-48.
"fd. It 5-70, 5-71.
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only two sirens, rather than three, had been installed in the Town of Merrimac,
Massachusetts, and that the two sirens were not operational.38 The Board then
declined to entertain a contention alleging that a test of sirens in the Town of
East Kingston, New Hampshire, called into question the reliability of the siren
system.39 Finally, it rejected a second effort by the Attorney General to introduce
the Merrimac contention, this time to show that the sirens did not comply
with applicable regulations.4o In reaching its conclusion on both contentions,
the Licensing Board evaluated the three criteria for reopening a record set out
in 10 C.F.R. 2.734 and balanced the five factors contained in 10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)
against which late contentions must be measured. To convince us that he is likely
to prevail on the merits, the Attorney General must persuasively demonstrate
that both the Board's decision not to reopen the record and its determination
not to admit the late-filed contentions were wrong. We do not believe that he
has done so.
To prevail on a motion to reopen the record a movant must show that (i) its
motion is timely, although an exceptionally grave issue may be considered in the
discretion of the presiding officer even if not timely presented; (ii) the motion
addresses a significant safety or environmental issue; and (iii) a materially
different result would be or would have been likely had the newly proffered
evidence been considered.41 Insofar as the East Kingston sirens are concerned.
the Board concluded that the motion was timely filed but that the movant had not
shown that a significant safety issue was involved. Although the motion alleged
that the East Kingston sirens did not perform as expected, the Board (relying on
an affidavit submitted by the NRC staff) concluded that the "test" of the sirens
did not conform to the approved Seabrook test procedure (among other things,
the sirens were activated for only 15, rather than 3D, seconds and thus did not
complete a full rotation). As a consequence, the Board was unprepared to rely
on the test as a demonstration that a significant safety issue was present so as
to warrant a reopening of the record. The Board went on to note that the NRC
staff gave assurances that the sirens would be retested in accordance with proper
procedure and any needed corrections would be made. In the circumstances, the
Attorney General has failed to show that he is likely to prevail on the merits of
his claim that the Board acted unreasonably in declining to reopen the record.
Insofar as the Merrimac sirens are concerned, the Board found. first of all, that
the Attorney General had not demonstrated good cause for failing to raise the
matter in a timely manner. In the Board's view, the Commonwealth should have
been aware for more than six months that the Town of Merrimac had refused

38 LBP.87.3, 2S NRC 71 (1987).
39 Licensing Board March 23, 1987 Memorandum and Order (Wlpubllshed).
40 Licensing Board March 25, 1987 Memorandum and Order (Wlpublished).
41 51 Fed. Reg. 19,535, 19,539 (1986).
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to permit the electric connection of the sirens and had ordered the immediate
cessation of all work on the sirens.42 Equally important, the Board (again relying
on a staff affidavit) indicated that two of the three sirens would be equipped
with batteries and that those sirens can produce noise levels sufficient to meet or
exceed standards accepted by the NRC and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). The Board thus found that no significant safety issue had been
raised.43
The Attorney General thereafter resubmitted his request to reopen the record
and late-file the same Merrimac siren contention, this time asserting as its
basis that the sound levels produced by the sirens did not satisfy NRC/FEMA
standards (the Attorney General apparently abandoned the earlier bases for his
late-filed contention). The Board again found that the request was not timely
submitted. In this regard, it rejected the assertion that the Commonwealth
was "lulled into inaction" because the applicants had installed two sirens and
publicly announced that they would be operational before initial criticality.""
After reviewing various arguments and affidavits, the Board also found that the
siren design coverage in the Merrimac area met NRC/FEMA requirements.'"
The Attorney General objccts that, in reaching its decision, the Board improperly resolved factual disputes purportedly raised in conflicting affidavits. As
we read the Board's opinion, it recognized that compliance with NRC/FEMA
criteria may be demonstrated by showing either that the expected sound level
coverage is at least 60 dBC, or that the expected sound pressure level exceeds the
average measured summer daytime ambient sound pressure levels by 10 dB.46
Everyone agrees that the applicants did not satisfy the first criterion. The Board
went on to conclude, however, that there are two alternative means of taking
measurements to fulfill the second criterion. To satisfy regulatory requirements,
the ambient background noise level should be measured in the full or one-third
octave band containing the predominant tone of the sirens used. The Attorney
General's consultant utilized the full octave band. But the applicants applied the
one-third octave band and demonstrated that the criterion was met. The Board
relied on that latter demonstration.47 In the circumstances, we cannot conclude
that there is a factual dispute or that there is a substantial likelihood that the At-

42LBP_87_3.25 NRC at 7S.
4lld. at 7S n-S. 77.
"" Licensing Board March 25. 1987 Memorandum and Order at 7-9.
451d. at 14-16.
46 The pressure level of sound is measured relative to a small reference p = and is reported in units called
decibels (dB). These measun:ments can be weighted by diffcmtt filter circuits in the measuring equipment. One
such measurement is weighted by Io-called "/ilter C" and is referred to IS decibels C. or dBC. Su, '.r., A. Parrish,
M,chDllica/ ElIgillur's R,/,r,IIC' 800k, pp. IS-19 to 21 (11th ed. 1973).
47 March 25, 1987 Memorandum and Ord=- at 14-16.
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torney General will prevail on the merits of his claim that the Board improperly
declined to reopen the record.48
We also believe that the Attorney General has a difficult challenge in seeking
to overturn the Board's judgment that a proper balance of the five lateness
factors weighed against the movants. When reviewing a Board determination
declining to admit a late-filed contention, we accord it wide latitude. We will
not overturn its decision absent a showing of abuse of discretion.49 We need
not at this juncture finally determine whether the Board properly weighed all
five factors in 10 C.F.R. 2.714. Indeed the parties are entitled to amplify their
presentations in this regard in their briefs on appeal. For the present, we are
satisfied that the Attorney General has not pointed to any glaring deficiencies
in the Board's analyses so as to justify a conclusion of a strong likelihood that
he will succeed on the merits.
Finally, SAPL complains that the Board improperly failed to require a "fully
compliant" Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) as a condition to issuance
of the low-power license. Basically, an SPDS is designed to provide a concise
display in the control room of all critical safety parameters. Although all the
information available on the SPDS is displayed elsewhere in the control room as
well, the SPDS provides control room operators with a central display of critical
plant variables to aid them in rapidly and reliably determining the safety status
of the plant.so The key purpose of the SPDS is to aid control room personnel
during abnormal or emergency conditions."
Supplement 1 of NUREG-0737 sets out various requirements for the SPDS.
Among other things, it must display critical plant variables, be located in a place
that is convenient to control room operators, be isolated from safety-related
systems, and be designed to incorporate accepted human factors principles.~2
Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 also provides that SPDS requirements be implemented on a schedule to be negotiated between a licensee or applicant and the
NRC staff.~3 As far as Seabrook is concerned, the SPDS is not in total compliance with each of the requirements set out in the Supplement. To bring it into
full compliance, the staff proposed a schedule to remedy identified deficiencies

48 The Attorney Genenl conce4es !hit use of the ale-third OCUve band is Icceptable but Irgues !hit his
measllIatlents using the full ocuve band etette enough unCClUinty to justify evidentiary exploration. We
disagree. There Ire no facts in dispute and the Board reasonably concluded that the Ipplicants had satisfied
Ipplicable regulatory requirements.
49iWtatkiploia EuctricCo. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), AL\B-806, 21 NRC 1183,1190 (1985).
SOEckenrode, fol Tr. 822 at 2; Tr. 931. Su ,eMra/ly LBP-87-10, 2S NRC at 197.
~l St. NUREG.m37, Clarification ofTMI Action Plan Requirements (November 1980) at LD.2-1: id., Supplement
1 (December 1982) at 7.
nEckenrodc, fot Tr. 822 at 2-3.
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which, in the main, would require completion of outstanding items by the end
of the first refueling outage.54
During the course of the proceeding below, the Board decided that all such
corrections could not be deferred until the first refueling outage: At the same
time, it rejected SAPL's assertion that all items have to be corrected before
a low-power license is issued. Instead, it mandated certain actions concerning
three deficiencies before plant operations exceed five percent of rated power and
found that, with such actions, the public will be adequately protected. The bases
for the Board's conclusions are fuUy explained in its partial initial decision.55
SAPL challenges the reasonableness of the Board's determination but fails to
address the Board's specific findings. Instead, it continues to assert that NUREG0737 requires that all elements of the SPDS be in place before any license is
issued.
We disagree. Section 50.57(a)(I) provides generally that an operating license
may be issued if construction of the facility has been substantially completed
in accordance with statutory and regulatory requirements. Supplement 1, which
sets out the requirements applicable to the SPDS, does not impose any fixed
schedule for implementation of the SPDS. Rather, the schedule is left essentially
to the staff's discretion. Contrary to SAPL's assertion, we find no requirement
that all elements of the SPDS must be completed before low-power operation is
authorized. Thus, SAPL has failed to satisfy its heavy burden of demonstrating
that the Licensing Board's determinations concerning the SPDS are wrong.56
The foregoing conclusions do not mean that the intervenors' appeals from
the March 25 partial initial decision are necessarily doomed to failure. To begin
with, even on the issues raised in the stay applications, it is possible that a full
briefing will persuade us that the intervenors should prevail. All that we now
decide is that the stay papers do not themselves demonstrate the requisite high
probability of such success. Moreover, we do not consider on a stay application
any possible Licensing Board error not asserted by the movants. Presumably, the
intervenors will advance in their appellate briefs claims of error that, perhaps
because of the ten-page limit imposed by 10 C.F.R. 2.788(b), were not included
in their stay applications.

54,d. at 4-5. SCI also Safety Evaluation Report Related
SupplemQlt No.6 (October 1986) at 18·5 \0 18·6.

\0 the Operation of Seabrook Station Units 1 and

2,

55 Sill LBP-87-10. 2S NRC II 183.87.199·205.
56 SAPL also alleges thlt the Board erred in Cailing \0 direct the ataff to produce I witness who would explain
why an earlier schedule Igreed \0 by the appliclnts had not been enforeed. Although testimooy by I\ICh • witness
may have. bearing on the reasonableness of the schedule ultimately established, and the Ilfety implicatioos, if
Iny, oC such schedule; it would not Iffect our rejectioo of SAPL's Irgument that NUREG·0737 requires • "fully
canpliant" SPDS before I low-power license may be issued. Thus, il docs not bear at oor disposition of SAPL'a
Illy request. SAPL. of course, is entitled to panicularize its objectioo to !he reasooableness of the Board's decision
IS part of its 1ppea1 on the merits.
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C.

Harm to Other Parties

The applicants argue generally that the loss of the ability to conduct lowpower testing at the earliest time possible constitutes a genuine deprivation. Relying on an affidavit by his consultant, Dale G. Bridenbaugh, the Attorney General contends that low-power testing requires only three to four months and that
there is liule or no advantage to such testing where, as here, there is likely to be
a lengthy delay between completion of such testing and the commencement of
full-power operation. Indeed, in Mr. Bridenbaugh's view, "the initial operating
phase at a new nuclear unit can be most efficiently performed if a smooth transition is made from fuel loading to low power operation and on to the power
testing above 5%."57
The Commission has indicated that the primary benefit of prompt low-power
testing is "the early discovery and correction of unforeseen but possible problems
which may prevent or delay full-power operation at an enormous expense to [the
utility] and/or its customers."5! In the typical case, we would be inclined to weigh
this factor in an applicant's favor. In this instance, however, all issues related
to a low-power license were litigated in 1983, yet the Licensing Board did not
issue its decision for almost four years. Had it issued its decision in a more
timely fashion, appellate review of pertinent issues would undoubtedly have
long been concluded, obviating any stay request. At oral argument, counsel for
the applicants pointed out that financial difficulties led to a temporary halt in the
Seabrook project and, as a consequence, the applicants did not press the Board
to move promptly to resolve the pending maUers.59 Thus, the applicants bear
some responsibility for the urgency they now attach to the need for immediate
low-power testing. Although we do not question the reasonableness or necessity
of the applicants' decision not to have urged earlier resolution of issues related
to the low-power license, we find that any harm to the applicants would be to
some extent attributable to their own inaction.
D.

Public Interest

The Coalition asserts that the issues raised are important and novel and
that the "balance of equities" favors issuance of a stay to preserve the status
quo "pending a decision on the full power license or further review."tiO The
57 Attorney General', Motion for Stay, Exhibit 1 .t 4.
58CU-85-12, 21 NRc.t 1590.
'9 App. Tr. 194-95 (,'Nobody was pushing Ihat Board for. dccisioo at Ihlt point. Certainly I wu not..,. It WlS not
until June 1986lhat Ihe .pplicants tendered. motioo requesting issuance of • low-power license. Sec Applicants'
Motioo for Incorpontioo of Certain ~tcrials in Record; for Cosing of Record; and for Issuance of Psrtisl Initial
Decision Aulhorizing Issuance of Operating License for Operation Not in Excess of 5% of Rated Power (June 17,
1986).
GOCoalition Motioo for Stay at 10.
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other movants raise similar arguments. The applicants contest the movants'
assertions and claim, instead, that there is an affirmative public interest in
testing the readiness of the plant for operation as quickly as possible. The NRC
staff believes that the Commission recently addressed the public interest issue
impliCitly when it decided in CLI-87-2 to stay issuance of a low-power license
pending the submission of emergency plans for Massachusetts.61 The staff urges
us to await the Commission's resolution of the applicants' motion to vacate that
stay before reaching any overall public interest conclusions.
We have decided not to defer ruling on the public interest question until
the Commission completes its review of issues raised in CLI-87-2. The staff
argues that, if the Commission lifts the stay, we should be governed by its
judgment that the public interest favors issuance of a low-power license. But the
Commission's determination will be limited to the single issue concerning the
filing of an emergency plan for Massachusetts. It will not represent a judgment
on the overall balance of public interest considerations. Thus, we see no reason
to delay disposition of the stay requests before us.
Thrning therefore to the merits, we note that the Commission in the Shoreham
case provided an analysis of the public interest costs and benefits of low-power
testing in circumstances where it is unclear whether full-power operation will
ever be authorized. The Commission observed:
So long as an applicant is willing to invest the substantial effort and money necessary to
attempt to obtain a full·power license, the possibility o( full.power operation at a future date
gives substantial value to low·power testing. Moreover, whenever a low.power motion has
been filed where full.power issues are also pending (a common occurrence). there is always
uncertainty over the outcome o( the (ull.power proceeding. Delaying the low-power license
until that uncertainty is eliminated irretrievably deprives the applicant and its customers of
the substantial benefits of early low-power testing.62

The Commission observed that section 50.57(c) of its regulations, authorizing
the issuance of a low-power license, is premised on the idea that .. the inherent
benefits of early low-power testing outweigh the uncertainty that a full-power
license may be denied."63 We are bound by that determination absent, at least,
some demonstration that circumstances unique to Seabrook warrant a different
rcsult 64 There has been no such demonstration.

61 Su 2S NRC 267.

62Su CU·85·12, 21 NRC at 1590.
63 ,4.. at 1591.
64 The Court ot Appeals in Shorll\am was
the view that the public interest did not either strmgly tavor or
disfavor the grant ot. Illy. S" CUOMO. 712 F.2d at 918. Significantly. the court did not ca\c1ude that the public
interest required • maintenance ot the SlItus quo.
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The applications for stay of LBP-87-10 are denied.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
Barbara A. Tompkins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board
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In this Partial Initial Decision, the Board rules on all outstanding emergency
planning issues, finding in favor of the Applicant, provided that certain conditions are met concerning information to be provided to the public in Applicant's
emergency planning booklet
RULES OF PRACTICE:

PROPOSED FINDINGS

When a board requires proposed findings to be filed, the failure of a party to
file findings on an issue may be deemed a default by the party, and the board
may refuse to rule on the issue.
EMERGENCY PLANNING"

An applicant does not have to prove that every individual within the planning
area will be covered by the emergency plan under every conceivable set of
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circumstances. The Commission requires not perfection but rather prudent
planning calculated to meet the needs of the affected population.

APPEARANCES
On behalf of the Applicant: George L. Edgar, Esq., Thomas Schmutz, Esq.,
and Donald J. Silverman, Esq., Newman & Holtzinger, P.C., 1615 L
St, NW, Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20036.
On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff: Stuart Treby, Esq.,
and Elaine I. Chan, Esq., U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 7335
Old Georgetown Rd., Bethesda, MD 20014.
H. Joseph Flynn, Esq., Federal Emergency Management Agency, Washington,
DC.

On behalf of the Intervenor: Ms. Bridget Little Rorem, 117 North Linden
St, P.O. Box 208, Essex, IL 60935.

PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION ON
EMERGENCY PLANNING ISSUES
In this Partial Initial Decision, the Board resolves all outstanding issues concerning offsite emergency planning favorably to the Applicant. Commonwealth
Edison Company (CECa), subject to the condition that certain information specified by the Board be included in the next annual revision of Applicant's emergency information booklet
PROCEDURAL mSTORY
As finally refined for hearing, Intervenor Bridget Little Rorem's single, twopartl contention concerning emergency planning stated:
1. Intervenor contends that an adequate emergency plan for the Braidwood Station
should include the following:

1 A lhird part of !he original contmtion. 1(c), was dismissed by !he Board. Prdlearing Conference Order, August
1. 1985 (unpublished), at 2·3.
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(a) a program for informing the public within 10 miles of the Station of the means
for obtaining instructions for evacuation or other protective measures in the
event of a radiological emergency originating at the station;
(b) assurance that institutions within 10 miles of the Station, such as nursing
homes, can be evacuated or adequately protected in the event of a radiological
emergency.

In August of 1985, Applicant moved to particularize the first part of this
contention (referred to as Contention l(a», pointing out that the language could
be construed as referring to a public information program to be implemented
prior to an accident; or to notification of the public at the time of an accident; or
to both. A period of negotiations among the parties followed. When it became
apparent that a stipulated particularization of Contention 1(a) could not be agreed
upon, Applicant renewed its motion.
By Memorandum and Order dated October 18, 1985 (unpublished), the Board
restricted Contention l(a) to preaccident public education programs only. However, taking into account Intervenor's unfamiliarity with legal requirements concerning the full disclosure of her case, the Board made its ruling expressly subject to reconsideration if Ms. Rorem could present significant issues concerning
public information programs other than at the preaccident stage. Ms. Rorem
timely filed her request for reconsideration in the form of an offer of proof encompassing seven specific issues which were denominated Offer of Proof Issues
2-8.
When it became clear that Intervenor was unfamiliar with much of the factual
background to these issues, as contained in Applicant's emergency plan, the
Board directed the parties to embark on a schedule of filings and conferences
aimed at resolving or clarifying the Offer of Proof issues for hearing. As a
result of those efforts, Intervenor withdrew Offer of Proof issues 5, 7, and
8, and the remaining four issues were much more specifically defined and
focused. By Memorandum and Order dated January 31, 1986 (unpublished),
the Board accepted Offer of Proof Issues 2, 3, 4, and 6 for litigation.
Hearings on emergency planning issues were held on October 29, 1985, and
March 11 and 12, 1986. The record was closed at the end of the third day's
session. At the October 29, 1985 hearing, Applicant presented the testimony
of Lawrence D. Butterfield, Jr. Mr. Butterfield is the manager of Applicant's
Nuclear Technical Services Department; has been employed by Applicant for
about 19 years; and has been involved in emergency planning for at least the last
6 years. Testimony of Lawrence D. Butterfield, Jr., Concerning Contention l(a),
ff. Te. 465-B (hereafter Butterfield) and Supplemental Testimony of Lawrence
D. Butterfield, Jr., on Rorem Contention l(a), ff. Te. 465-B (hereafter Butterfield
Supp.). Staff presented the testimony of Gordon Wenger. Mr. Wenger is an
Emergency Planning Specialist at FEMA Region V and has held that position
for the last six years. He is the Federal Team Leader for Radiological Emergency
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Preparedness Planning for Illinois and Indiana. Testimony of Gordon ·Wenger
Regarding Rorem Contention l(a), cr. Tr. 518 (hereafter Wenger, ff. Tr. 518).
At the hearings in March 1986, Applicant presented the joint testimony of
Mr. Butterfield and Jana Fairow, the Radiological Emergency Planning Supervisor of the lllinois Emergency Services and Disaster Agency. Ms. Fairow
is responsible for developing, maintaining, and supervising the Illinois Plan
for Radiological Accidents (IPRA) for all seven nuclear power stations in Illinois. Testimony of Lawrence D. Butterfield, Jr., and Jana S. Fairow Regarding
Contentions l(a) and 1(b) (Emergency Planning), ff. Tr. 690 (hereafter Butterfield/Fairow). Staff presented additional testimony by Mr. Wenger (hereafter
Wenger, ff. Tr. 931). Intervenor sponsored no witnesses of her own, electing to
develop her case through cross-examination.
Proposed findings on all issues were filed by the Applicant and Staff.
Intervenor submitted findings only on Contention l(a) and Offer of Proof Issue
2. Applicant, supported by the Staff, has moved for dismissal of Contention 1(b)
and Offer of Proof Issues 3, 4, and 6.
RULING ON CONTENTION l(b) AND
OFFER OF PROOF ISSUES 3, 4, AND 6
At the close of the prehearing conference conducted on July 23, 1985, the
Board advised the parties that
Proposed findings pursuant to 10 C.F.R. section 2.754 are indeed required by this Board,
and ••• failure to file proposed findings is a default on any issue.

Tr. 272. Again, at the close of the hearings on March 12, 1986, at the urging of
the Staff, we reminded the parties of their obligation to file such findings, and
we specifically put Intervenor on notice that a failure to do so would result in
penalties. Tr. 1055.
As indicated in our discussion above of the procedural background to the
adoption of the pending emergency planning issues, the Board has been fully
aware of the difficulties faced by a pro se intervenor not fully conversant with our
proceedings. We have endeavored to assure that Ms. Rorem has been advised
of her obligations and has had ample opportunity to comply with them. In
light of our repeated instructions concerning the filing of proposed findings, we
must assume that Intervenor intentionally omitted findings on Contention 1(b)
and Offer of Proof Issues 3, 4, and 6, and that those issues have now been
abandoned. Under such circumstances, the Commission's Statement of Policy
on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLI-81-8, 13 NRC 452, 457 (1981),
authorizes us to refuse to rule on the abandoned issues, and 10 C.F.R. § 2.754(b)
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permits a finding that on those issues Intervenor is in default. Accordingly, we
hold that Contention 1(b) and Offer of Proof Issues 3, 4, and 6 need not be
further considered by this Board, and Applicant's motion to dismiss those issues
is granted.
STANDARD FOR DECISION
Applicant has the burden of proving that its offsite emergency plan complies
with the Commission's rules and guidance. Consumers Power Co. (Big Rock
Point Plant), LBP-82-77, 16 NRC 1096 (1982). The regulations governing
emergency planning are set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 50.47 and 10 C.F.R. Part
50, Appendix E. Guidance for compliance with those rules is contained in
NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-l, Rev. 1, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation
of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of
Nuclear Power Plants" (November 1980). Applicant does not have to prove that
every individual within the planning area will be covered by the plan under
every conceivable set of circumstances. See Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), LBP-85-12, 21 NRC 644, 653 (1985). The
Commission requires not perfection but rather prudent planning calculated to
meet the needs of the affected population.
With this standard in mind, we consider the remaining issues requiring
decision.
CONTENTION lea)
Contention 1(a), as restricted by the Board, focuses on the adequacy of
Applicant's plans for informing the public within the Emergency Planning Zone
(EPZ), prior to the occurrence of an accident, of the proper steps to be taken in
the event of an emergency originating at the Braidwood Station. Reduced to a
syllogism, Intervenor's case on this contention can be stated as follows:
The only vehicle planned for the preaccident dissemination of information to the public within the EPZ is the booklet entitled "Emergency Information - Braidwood.''2 "Intervenor's Proposed Findings.on
Emergency Planning Issues," Finding 1.3 The booklet is inadequate because (a) it is inaccessible to those who are illiterate or visually impaired
(id., Finding 2); (b) it does not address the nature of the danger of a

%Applicant'. Emergency Planning ExIu'bit No. I, .dmitled at Tr. 46S-B, rd'cmxI to hereafter as "!he booklet,"
and cited as "Booklet at _"
3 Intervenor filed 13 proposed findinp numbered 1 through 12, with two findinp numbered "9." The lint Finding
9 rclatea to Contention l(a); the second to Offer of Proof Issuc 2.
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radiological accident (id" Finding 3); (c) it does not provide adequate
information concerning the nature of a radioactive plume (id" Findings
4-7); (d) it contains misleading language concerning the provision of
information and instructions over the radio in the event of a sounding of
the Public Notification System sirens (id" Finding 8); and (e) the plan
for its distribution does not cover all possible EPZ residents (id" Finding 9). Therefore, Applicant'S preaccident public information program
is inadequate.
Our first observation is that Intervenor's major premise is overstated. Witnesses for both the Applicant and Staff testified that the overall public information program required by the Illinois Plan for Radiological Accidents includes provision for annual press briefings and the posting of signs giving information concerning the appropriate Emergency Broadcast Frequencies to be
tuned to in the event of a sounding of sirens.4 These additional elements of the
program both supplement and draw attention to the material provided in the
booklet The booklet itself is not the only means for preaccident education of
EPZ residents.
Nevertheless, the same witnesses make it clear that the booklet is the
cornerstone of the public information program.' If it were seriously deficient, the
program itself would almost certainly be inadequate as Intervenor asserts. The
Board finds, however, that the booklet is adequate to meet the requirements of
10 C.F.R. § 50.47(b)(7).
Visually Impaired and Reading-Handicapped Adults
Intervenor questions whether individuals who are visually impaired or illiterate, and therefore unable to read the booklet directly, will receive the preaccident information they need. A number of provisions in the Applicant's plan
for information dissemination suggest that they will; no evidence in the record
indicates that they will not.
Applicant's program clearly does depend on some degree of cooperation
among friends, relatives, and co-workers that is beyond CECo's ability to control, but there is nothing in the record to suggest such reliance is unreasonable.
Mr. Butterfield testified that he expected neighbors and members of the same
household would share the information contained in the booklet with others
needing help. Tr. 478, 482. The preface to the booklet itself encourages members of households to share and discuss the information provided, and also encourages employers to advise their employees of its contents. Booklet at 3. The
distribution plan for the booklet calls for multiple copies to be delivered an4 Butterfield Supp. It S-A to 6-A; Wenger. ff. Tr. 518. It 7.
, Suo ~.g.• Butterfield at 7·8.
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nually to major employers, schools, health care facilities, and senior citizen
centers. Butterfield at 13.
We find that these measures provide reasonable assurance that EPZ residents
who are visually impaired or reading handicapped will receive adequate preaccident information concerning measures to be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency at Braidwood.
Explanation of the Danger of a Radiological Accident
Section 7 of the booklet explains that waste products resulting from the
production of energy by a nuclear power plant "could be hazardous and must be
kept sealed away from the environment." Booklet at 14. If they were to escape
the plant's containment, they would emit radiation into the environment. Ibid.
Section 8 warns that "scientists believe that any amount of radiation, no
matter how small, carries some risk" and "very large radiation doses • • • may
be directly harmful or even deadly." If a nuclear plant accident were serious, it
advises, "state plans call for protection of the public by raking shelter indoors
or by evacuation." Booklet at 15.
We find this to be a reasonably balanced discussion of the danger of radiation
resulting from an accident. Mr. Wenger testified that the information provided
was sufficient to meet the requirements of NUREG-0654. Wenger, fr. n. 518,
at 3. We agree.
Information Concerning a Radioactive Plume
At the hearing on March 12, 1986, Mr. Butterfield testified that he had
developed language concerning the potential for radioactivity to move off site in
the form of a plume or cloud, and that he proposed to include this information in
the final paragraph of § 8 of the booklet. n. 1026-27. In her proposed findings,
Ms. Rorem asserts that this information is so important that it ought to have a
paragraph of its own (Finding 5); that it should be cross-referenced to other
sections (Finding 7) and that additional information describing the physical
characteristics of the plume should be added (Finding 6).
The Board strongly agrees that inclusion in the booklet of more complete
information concerning the nature and movement of a radioactive plume is
essential, and will serve to maximize the likelihood of public compliance with
emergency instructions. For example, despite the fact that § 8 of the booklet
warns that radiation is "invisible, silent, tasteless and odorless," the terms
''plume'' and "cloud" ordinarily connote visible phenomena. It is conceivable,
therefore, that some individuals considering disregarding evacuation instructions
(such as parents with children in nearby schools or recreation areas) (see
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Te. 1016) might be tempted to do so by the absence of any sign of a "radiation
cloud."
Mr. Butterfield testified that plume movement is dependent on wind direction
and that weather is the primary factor in deciding upon appropriate evacuation
routes. Te. 488-89. Unless this nexus is explained in the booklet, logically
selected routes may appear totally irrational to the members of the public
expected to abide by them. Some reference to the manner in which evacuation
routes are chosen should be included in § 3 of the booklet where evacuation
instructions are given.
Applicant has committed to include in the next revision of the booklet
additional information concerning the potential for movement of radiation in the
form of a cloud or plume and the importance of wind direction in determining
that movement. Te. 1026-27. The Board will require as a condition to its
ruling on this issue that Applicant abide by that commitment; that additional
language be included to explain the possible characteristics of the plume; and
that information about the relationship between weather and evacuation routes
be included specifically in the section of the booklet dealing with evacuation
(currently § 3).

Misleading Language Concerning Emergency Broadcasts
In her Finding 8, Intervenor argues that because Mr. Wenger testified that
there would be no case in which the Public Notification System sirens would
be sounded without followup information being broadcast over the Emergency
Broadcast System (EBS) (Tr. 536), the statement in § 1 of the booklet that
instructions will be broadcast "if there is a real call for concern" is misleading. In
the context of the fuUtine of questioning in which his comment occurs, however,
it appears that Mr. Wenger is talking about a deliberate initiation of the sirens
in response to an occurrence that might require emergency action (see, e.g.,
Te. 533). The "real call for concern" language, on the other hand, when read
in the context of the entire § 1 of the booklet, seems intended to differentiate
between an emergency activation of the system and a test or other nonemergency
sounding. Since only activation of the system for a genuine emergency would
be a "real call for concern," and only such emergency' siren soundings would
be accompanied by information broadcast over EBS stations, the booklet is not
misleading.
In fact, the real problem with the language complained of by Intervenor
is that it is accurate. If sirens are activated deliberately for test purposes or
inadvertently because of human error or equipment malfunction, no information
will necessarily be broadcast over EBS stations because there is no "real
call for concern." This is unfortunate. The Public Notification System is
intended to convey a sense of emergency. Such a message necessarily creates
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anxiety. The public deserves relief from that anxiety, when possible, just as it
deserves assistance when the emergency is real. Moreover, repeated soundings
without followup might well have a "cry wolf" effect. eventually diminishing
the effectiveness of the system.
Nevertheless, because the system is the responsibility of the State of lllinois
and not the Applicant, and because there is no basis in the record for our
concluding that the information dissemination policy as presented is contrary
to Commission regulations or otherwise inimical to safety, we can order no
change. We do, though, strongly urge the Applicant as a user of the system to
seek to modify that policy.
Distribution or the Booklet
Despite extensive cross-examination on this issue, Intervenor identified only
one situation in which an individual might not receive a mail-distributed booklet·
if the owner of a property were subletting, and still paying the electric bill,
and were having all mail to the property forwarded, and were not disposed to
advise the subtenant of the booklet, then the subtenant might never receive a
copy. 'fr. 512-13. This unlikely possibility becomes even more implausible when
the person's opportunity to obtain the booklet through his or her employer,
school, or health care facility is taken into account Butterfield at 13. We find
that the Applicant'S plan provides reasonable assurance that individuals within
the EPZ will receive copies of the booklet.

OFFER OF PROOF ISSUE 2
As admitted for hearing, Offer of Proof Issue 2 reads:
Applicant must develop and demonstrate its capability to provide through scripts and/or other
media information, substantive emergency information to adequately inform the public of
emergency information in the event of an accident at the Braidwood SUltion through all radio,
1V or EBS BUltions in the ingestion pathway zooe, so as to enable the public to effectively
evacuate in the event of an emergency and to effectively re-enter the affected zone in the
event of an emergency.

Intervenor's Proposed Findings 9-126 focus on the adequacy of warnings
contained in the booklet and in pre-scripted broadcasts to deter individuals responsible for schoolchildren or persons in hospitals, nursing homes, or recreational areas from attempting to pick them up when instructions to evacuate
are given. Ms. Fairow, on cross-examination, acknowledged that despite these
6This merence is to the second of the two findings numbcml "9."
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warnings, it was not unreasonable to assume that some parents might attempt
to pick up their children at school or recreational areas. Tr. 851, 1016.
As we stated above, the Commission's regulations require the formulation
of a plan providing reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures
can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. They cannot
and do not require contingencies to accommodate every conceivable set of
circumstances. In this case, the warning language used in the booklet, and
mimicked in the pre-scripted broadcasts, directs parents not to attempt to pick
up their children; warns them that they will probably miss connections if they
do try; and assures them that the children are being cared for by trained
personnel. Booklet at 7. Intervenor suggests that the danger of noncompliance
with instructions might be emphasized, but there is no record evidence that this
approach would be more effective, and it is at least as plausible that an emphasis
on danger would exacerbate parental fears and provoke irrational action.
Regardless, the language in question has bccn drafted by individuals experienced in emergency planning and has been found to be appropriate by FEMA
(Wenger, ff. Tr. 580, at 3). We find no basis in the record for requiring that it
be modified.
CONCLUSION
The Board concludes that with respect to all matters in controversy, the
offsite emergency response plan for the Braidwood Station complies with the
applicable provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 50.47 and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E,
and provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and
will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency; provided. that Applicant
shall include in the next annual revision of its booklet, "Emergency Information
- Braidwood" a discussion of (a) the physical characteristics of a radioactive
plume; (b) the significance of wind speed and direction in the movement of the
plume; and (c) the relationship between weather conditions and the selection of
optimum evacuation routes, the latter topic to be covered in the section of the
booklet dealing with evacuation.
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.760 of the Commission's Rules of Practice, this
Partial Initial Decision shall become effective immediately. It will constitute
the final decision of the Commission forty-five (45) days from the date of
issuance, unless an appeal is taken in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.762 or the
Commission directs otherwise. See also 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.764, 2.785, and 2.786.
Any party may take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal
within ten (10) days after service of this Partial Initial Decision. Each appellant
must file a brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days after
filing its Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the appellant). Within
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thirty (30) days after the period has expired for the filing and service of the
briefs of all appellants (forty (40) days in the case of the Staff), a party who
is not an appellant may file a brief in support of or in opposition to the appeal
of any other party. A responding party shall file a single, responsive brief only
regardless of the number of appellants' briefs filed. (See 10 C.F.R. §2.762.)
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Herbert Grossman, Chairman
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Richard F. Cole
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
A. Dixon Callihan
ADMINIS1RATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland,
May 13, 1987.
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Testimony of Lawrence D. Butterfield, Jr., and Jana S. Fairow Regarding
Contentions l(a) and 1(b) (Emergency Planning)
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689

690
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Illinois Plan for Radiological Accidents (IPRA), Volume I, State General
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693
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In this Concluding Partial Initial Decision, the Board finds in favor of the
Applicant with respect to a single remaining contention involving allegations of
harassment and intimidation of quality control inspectors.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
The quality assurance process is no more immune from error than the underlying construction program. Quality assurance failures should be considered
grounds for denial of an operating license only if they are so pervasive as to require a finding that there has been a breakdown in quality assurance procedures
of such dimensions as to raise legitimate doubt as to the overall integrity of the
facility and its safety-related components and structures.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
In considering whether or not quality assurance personnel are restrained in the
performance of their duties by cost and schedule considerations, the question is
not whether they are absolutely free from such considerations, ~ut whether they
have sufficient independence from cost and schedule when opposed to safety
considerations.
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CONCLUDING PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION
I.

INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL mSTORY

Commonwealth Edison Company ("Applicant" or "CECo" or "Edison'') is
the Applicant for operating licenses for Braidwood Station, which is located at
Braidwood, Illinois, approximately 60 miles southwest of Chicago. The Station
consists of two Westinghouse pressurized water nuclear reactors, each designed
to generate a net electrical output of approximately 1120 megawatts. Permits to
construct the Station were issued in 1975.1
In December of 1978, the Commission published in the Federal Register (43
Fed. Reg. 58,659) a notice of opportunity for hearing in connection with the
application for operating licenses for Braidwood Station. The notice provided
that any person whose interest may be affected by this proceeding may file a
petition to intervene. In response to that notice, petitions to intervene were filed
by Bridget Little Rorem et al. and Bob Neiner Farms, Inc. The petitions and
requests for hearing were granted with respect to certain contentions. The Neiner
Farms' contentions were ultimately disposed of in August 1985; one was settled
with the Board's approval, and the other was dismissed upon Applicant's motion
for summary disposition.2
Hearings in the Braidwood proceeding dealt with two contentions sponsored
by Ms. Rorem each involving a number of subissues. The first of these,
Contention l(a) concerned emergency planning and was the subject of our Partial
Initial Decision issued May 13, 1987 (LBP-87-13, 25 NRC 449). The second,

1 LBP-7S-74. 2 NRC 972 (1975).
2 Order Approving Settlement ofNciner Fanns Contention 4 (Railroad Explosion). August 12.1985 (unpublished);
Order Granting Conunonwea1th Edison's Motion for Summary Disposition of Nciner Farms Contention 1. August
12, 1985 (unpublished).
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Contention 2.C, deals with issues of harassment and intimidation of quality
control inspectors, and is the subject of this Decision.
On March 8, 1985, long after the deadline for filing of contentions had passed,
Intervenors filed a substantial, multipart contention alleging defiCiencies in the
Braidwood quality assurance (QA) program. In a Special Prehearing Conference
Order dated Apri117, 1985 (LBP-85-11, 21 NRC 609), the Board rejected the
contention but granted Intervenors leave to file an amended version meeting
certain stated requirements for specificity and basis.
An amended QA contention was submitted on May 24, 1985, and, except for
two parts that were rejected outright and Part 2.C on which the Board deferred
its ruling, the contention was admitted as revised.3 Subsequently, Contention 2.C
was also admitted by the Board pursuant to stipulation of the parties.4
In April of 1986, the Commission reversed the Board, ordering all of Intervenors' QA contentions except Part 2.C to be dismissed for failure to meet the
late-filing requirements of 10 C.F.R. §2.714(a){l).' The Commission also held
that § 2.714(a)(I) should have been applied to Contention 2.C, notwithstanding
the parties' stipulation, and it returned the issue to the Board to perform the
five-factor balancing test required by that section.6 Upon remand, the Board
found that those factors favored admission,' and Contention 2.C was admitted
in the following form:
QC INSPECfOR HARASSMFNf CONlFNfION
Cootrary to Criterion I, "Organization" of 10 c.P.R. Part SO, Appendix B, and 10
c.P.R. Section 50.7, Commonwealth Edison Company and its electrical contractor, LK.
Comstodc Engineering Coo!pany have failed to provide sufficient authority and organizational
freedom and independence from cost and schedule as opposed to safety considerations
to permit the effective identification of and correction of quality and safety significant
deficiencies. Systematic and widespread harassment, intimidation, retaliation and other
discrimination has [sic) been directed against Comstock QC inspectors and other employees
who express safety and quality concerns by Comstock management. Such misconduct
discourages the identification and correction of deficiencies in safety related components
and systems at the Braidwood Station.
Instances of harassment and intimidation include at least the following:
1. At various times since at least August 1984, including in March 1985, more than
twenty.five (25) Comstock QC inspectors have complained to the NRC about harassment and
intimidation by Comstock supervisors. Such harassment and intimidation has been carried

3 Memorandum and Order Admitting Ron:m ., Ill. Amended Quality Assunnce Cl¥rtenlion, LBp·SS·20, 21 NRC
1732 (1985).
4 Preheuing CatIcrcnce Order, August I, 1985 (unpublished) (confirming ruling_ made luly 28, 1985).
5 CLI.86-8, 23 NRC 241 (1986).
6 14. at 150-51.
7 Memorandum and Order (Admitting Harassment and Intimidation Issues at Fi_Factor Balance), Mly 2, 1986
(unpublished).
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out or panicipated in by QC Manager Irv DeWald, Assistant QC Manager Larry Seese, QA
Manager Bob Seltmann and QC Supervisor R.M. Saklak.
Such harassment included widespread pressure to approve deficient work, to sacrifice
quality for production and cost considerations and to knowingly violate established quality
procedures. Harassment and retaliatory treatment included threats of violence, verbal abuse,
termination of employment, transfer to undesirable jobs or work in areas where quality
deficiencies could not be noted, assignments to perform burdensome or menial "special
projects" and other adverse treatment. Such discriminatory action was taken because of
the victim's expression of quality or safety concerns. Former Level n QC inspector John
D. Seeders has knowledge of these widespread instances of harassment. By letter of August
17, 1984, Seeders complained to the NRC, Edison and Comstock management regarding
instances of harassment directed against him. Subsequently, Mr. Seeders was involuntarily
transferred to the position of Engineering Clerk in retaliation for his expression of quality
concerns. Such assignment was intended by Comstock to keep Mr. Seeders away from
sensitive work areas. Although QC Supervisor RM. Saklak was finally terminated in 1985 for
his mistreatment of QC inspectors and other misconduct, the effects of his harassment remain
uncorrected and systematic harassment continues at Comstock to the present. The existence
of widespread harassment impugns the integrity and effectiveness of on-going corrective
action programs designed only to address other widespread QA failures at Comstock.
2. Comstock management, including QC Manager Irv DeWald and Corporate QA Manager Bob Marino harassed, discriminated and retaliated against, and ultimately terminated
Level m QC Inspector Worley O. Puckeu because Mr. Puckett made numerous complaints
about safety and quality deficiencies which he identified in the course of his duties at Braidwood.

Mr. Puckeu was hired by Comstock in May 1984 in the newly created position of
Level m QC Inspector whose duties included conducting a review of Comstock procedures,
tests requirements for the more than 50 Level n QC Inspectors, review of the Level n's
inspection work, and the resolution of inspection disputes. Mr. Puckeu was highly qualified
with 20 years' nuclear Navy and nine years' nuclear power experience. Su. Resume, Exhibit
B. During the course of his employment with Comstock Mr. Puckett was shocked by
the widespread deficiencies in procedures. qualifications and workmanship. He identified
numerous instances of improper construction procedures, improper qualification of welders,
and material traceability deficiencies. He ultimately recommended a complete stop work
order for all welding activity to permit effective corrective action. Su, Memos of August
10 and August 17, 1984, Exhibits C and D.
Fmally, he warned QC Manager Irv DeWald that "we are approaching a complete breakdown in our QC program." August 22, 1984 Memo, Exhibit E. Puckett was lubjected to
harassment and retaliation because he raised these safety and quality concerns and was
terminated on August '1:1,1984 by DeWald on the pretext that he Ihould have scored higher
than his 86% on a qualification test. He filed a complaint with the U.S. Department of
Labor, alleging violation of the employee protection provisions of the Energy Reorgani~
zation Act, 42 USC 5851. Letter, September 5, 1984, Exhibit F. The U.s. Department of
Labor Area Director sustained Mr. Puckett's complaint finding unlawful discrimination by
Comstock against Puckeu and ordered relief. Notes of Decision, November 6, 1984, Exhibit G. Mr. Puckett presented his case at a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge on
Comstock's appeal Su, Complainants' Prehearing Exchange, Exhibit H. Comstock settled
Mr. Puckeu's claim before puuing on its case. The terms of settlement are subject to a
non-disclosure agreement between Comstock and Mr. Puckett.
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The evidentiary hearings on Contention 2.C began on May 6, 1986, required
almost 100 hearing days, and concluded on December 17, 1986. Sessions were
conducted in Kankakee, Markham, Joliet. and Chicago, Illinois (all within 50
miles of the Braidwood Station). The oral testimony of some sixty witnesses
occupies approximately 18,000 pages and the record includes over 500 exhibits.

li.

LEGAL STANDARDS

The task of the Board is to determine, with respect to the issues placed
in controversy in this proceeding, whether the Braidwood Station has been
constructed and will be operated in conformity with the rules and regulations
of the Commission; and whether there is reasonable assurance that the activities
authorized by an operating license can be conducted without endangering
the health and safety of the public. 10 C.F.R. § 50.S7(a). This is not an
enforcement action. We are not charged with meting out punishment for alleged
past violations of Commission regulations. We are concerned with specific
instances of improper conduct only insofar as they may influence the primary
determination we must make - the present existence or not of a "reasonable
assurance" of safety.
The Commission has long recognized that a major construction project
such as a nuclear power plant cannot be completed free from error. Union
Eleclric Co. (callaway Plant, Unit I), ALAB-740, 18 NRC 343 (1983). That is
why NRC regulations require the establishment and implementation of quality
assurance programs designed to provide "adequate confidence that a structure,
system, or component will perform satisfactorily in service." 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
Appendix B. But the quality assurance program itself is a major undertaking
involving large numbers of personnel making inspections, reporting findings,
developing solutions to problems identified. and ensuring that those problems
are corrected. This complex process is no more immune from error than
the underlying construction program. As the Appeal Board has stated, "there
inevitably will be some construction defects tied to quality assurance lapses,"
but such quality assurance failures should be considered grounds for denial of an
operating license only if they are so pervasive as to require a finding that "there
has been a breakdown in quality assurance procedures of sufficient dimensions
to raise legitimate doubt as to the overall integrity of the facility and its safetyrelated structures and components." See Callaway, ALAB-740, supra, 18 NRC
at 346.
In light of the foregoing, the Board will consider whether allegations of
violations of Commission regulations raised by Contention 2.C have becn
proven, and if proven, whether they demonstrate a pervasive breakdown of the
Applicant'S quality assurance program such as to warrant denial of an operating
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license, or whether notwithstanding such violations there is now reasonable
assurance that the activities authorized by such a license can be conducted
without endangering the public health and safety.

m.

SUMMARY OF THE DECISION

The issue in the proceeding concerns the administration of quality assurance
and quality control programs of one of the Applicant's contractors and the effect
of those practices on the eventual safe operation of the Station. The Intervenors
state that the Applicant is in violation of the provisions of 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion I, and 10 C.P.R. § 50.7. These NRC regulations pertain
to quality assurance criteria for nuclear power plants and employee protection,
respectively. The allegations upon which these charges are based deal with both
general and specific instances of harassment. intimidation, threats, and pressure
to increase the quantity of inspections allegedly at the expense of inspection
quality. In the nearly 100 days of evidentiary hearing, both sides of the story
were told. Our findings can best be summarized by response to several questions
which we believe thrust to the heart of the matter. With respect to Appendix B,
the questions are:
1. Did the Commonwealth Edison Company intentionally and unreasonably pressure Comstock's quality control managers to increase inspection productivity?
2. As a result of this pressure, or for whatever reason, did Comstock
quality control managers systematically engage in conduct intended to
pressure quality control inspectors to overlook deficiencies and accept
discrepant work?
3. Assuming production pressure was imposed, did the inspectors succumb to the pressure?
A fourth question brings us to the ultimate issue as to whether there was
a sufficiently large breakdown in quality assurance procedures that there is
no "reasonable assurance" provided that the safety systems at Braidwood will
perform their functions and the public health and safety will be protected.
To each of the first three questions, we respond with a qualified no. The
evidence indicates that there was production pressure, but it was not undue
pressure and there was adequate justification which was related to the overall
goal of a well-constructed and safe plant. We found considerable evidence
that the inspectors even under production pressure would strongly resist any
management attempts to circumvent procedures. In every instance, the Quality
Control inspector's testimony regarding their overall approach to their job
was consistent with their denial of any effect of management pressure on job
performance. That is, each seemed conscientious, proud of his work and well
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aware of the corporate and regulatory mechanisms that protect employees at
nuclear power plants from unlawful production pressure or retaliation for raising
safety concerns.
With respect to the fourth question, we find that there is reasonable assurance
that the Braidwood plant has been properly constructed and can be operated
without endangering the public health and safety. Our finding is buttressed
by the results of two large and independent reinspection programs which
statistically confirm the adequacy of the performance of Comstock's Quality
Control inspectors and provide statistical backup to statements attesting to the
ability of the Braidwood plant to operate safely.
Evidence concerning inspector transfers and terminations occupy a considerable portion of the record. While we found that certain of the actions of
Comstock Quality Control management indicated poor judgment and a lack of
appropriate communicative skills, there seemed to be at least the semblance of a
reasonable justification for the actions discussed in the hearing. We find none of
the indiscretions to be of sufficient severity to warrant license denial or a recommendation for civil penalty. We find no violation of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7. We find
in favor of Applicant and authorize the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
to issue the requested licenses.

IV.

ORGANIZATIONAL INDEPENDENCE

Under the Commission's regulations, an Applicant for an operating license
bears the burden of proving that there is "reasonable assurance" that the
nuclear facility for which a license is sought has been properly constructed
and can be operated without endangering the public health and safety. 10
C.F.R. § 50.57. The Commission's regulations require all applicants to establish
and carry out a quality assurance program designed to provide "adequate
confidence" that those systems, structures, and components having safety-related
functions "will perform satisfactorily in service." 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix
B (Introduction). Although an owner of a nuclear facility bears the ultimate
responsibility that a quality assurance program is established and implemented,
it "may delegate to others, such as contractors, agents, or consultants, the work
of establishing and executing the quality assurance program." Part 50, Appendix
B (Criterion 1). The regulations also require that the persons performing quality
assurance functions be able to perform their duties free from the pressure
of cost and schedule. [d. Quality assurance functions include identifying and
reporting quality problems; initiating, recommending, and providing solutions;
and verifying that appropriate solutions are implemented. [d. To ensure that
QAIQC individuals are not restrained improperly in the performance of their
duties by cost and schedule considerations, Criterion I does not permit such
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individuals to be supervised by those only concerned with cost and schedule
matters. Id. The question is not whether the Applicant's quality assurance
personnel are absolutely free from cost and schedule considerations, but whether
they have "sufficient independence from cost and schedule when opposed to
safety considerations." Id. (emphasis added).
Daniel Shamblin, Applicant'S Construction Superintendent, administers the
Comstock contract as well as those of the other major onsite contractors. He
oversees the production, engineering, and quality departments in Comstock and
other contractors. The issue of organizational independence arose in the hearing
as a result of Mr. Shamblin's involvement with the Comstock Quality Control
Department at Braidwood.
The oversight of Comstock Quality Control by CECo's construction superintendent is, according to Intervenors, contrary to the requirements of Criterion
I. We disagree.
The contractor performing electrical construction at Braidwood is L.K. Comstock & Co., Inc. (LKC). In order to ensure organizational freedom and independence from cost and schedule concerns, the QNQC functions are performed
by Comstock Engineering, Inc. (Comstock), a corporation organized separately
from and independent of the construction activities conducted by the Production
Department of L.K Comstock & Co., Inc.
Neither Mr. DeWald, Comstock's Quality Control Manager, nor Mr. Seltmann, Comstock's QA Manager on site, repon to Mr. Rolan, LKC's Project
Manager and top onsite production person. Comstock's QA and QC managers
repon to Comstock's Regional Manager, QNQC Services, who is located in
Chicago. The Regional Manager reports to the head of Comstock Engineering, Inc. Seltmann, ff. 'fr. 1960, at 4; DeWald, ff. 'fr. 1700, at 3; Shamblin,
ff. 'fr. 16,274, at 6; Int Exhs. 4, 7. None of these individuals is subordinate
to, or directed by, anyone on the "production" side. Comstock's Quality Control Department is responsible for identifying and reporting conditions adverse
to quality and is also responsible for verifying that such conditions have been
corrected. Shamblin, ff. 'fr. 16,274, Attach. 4. These responsibilities have never
been delegated to LKC production personnel.
Within the Comstock QNQC organization at BraidWOOd, the chain of command is such that there exists the required "sufficient independence" froni cost
and schedule to provide comportment with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part
50, Appendix B. See Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), ALAB-788, 20 NRC 1102, 1150 (1984).
CECo site QA and CECo corporate QA conduct audits of the contractor
QC departments and also of Construction Superintendent Shamblin's department CECo site QA does not repon to Mr. Shamblin's department but to CECo
corporate QA, which reports directly to Edison's Chairman and President Shamblin, ff. 'fr. 16,274, at 6.
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Intervenors do not argue strongly that the QA/QC organizational structure
is contrary to Appendix B but that Mr. Shamblin's instructions in June 1984
directing Mr. DeWald to report to him weekly on the activities of the Comstock
Quality Control Department, and Mr. Shamblin's other actions, such as ratifying
the Puckett termination and the Mr. Seeders transfer, and directing the investigation of the complaints by the twenty-four Comstock inspectors to the NRC,
all added up, in Intervenors' view, to exercising day-to-day control over the performance of Comstock's quality control functions. Intervenors further allege that
Mr. Shamblin took advantage of his position to apply regular and direct production pressure on Comstock Quality Control supervisors, who in turn transmitted
those pressures to Quality Control inspectors in the field. They allege that this
production pressure emphasized quantity of inspections over thoroughness and
quality of inspections. We disagree.
While it is true that Mr. Shamblin took an active interest in the affairs of
Comstock's Quality Control Department, neither Applicant nor Staff agree that
his actions constitute a violation of Criterion I of Part 50, Appendix B. To ensure
that the required freedom is maintained, an applicant is required to make sure
that quality assurance personnel not be subordinate to construction or production
personnel.
It is also true that Mr. Shamblin directed Mr. DeWald to report to him
weekly on the status of certain activities within his jurisdiction. Mr. Shamblin's
weekly status mectings with Mr. DeWald were a direct result of Applicant's
commitment made to the NRC that its Project Construction Department would
monitor Comstock's progress in eliminating the inspection backlog as well as
its ability to perform the other responsibilities within its scope of work. The
Board finds Mr. Shamblin's actions consistent with, not contrary to, regulatory
requirements of Part 50, Appendix B (Criterion II). Shamblin, ff. Te. 16,274, at
10, 15.
The elimination of the backlog was of great importance because an expanding
volume of installed work of indeterminate quality was being created and
because adverse quality trends in ongoing work might not be identified soon
enough to be corrected in a timely fashion. [d. at 8-9. Mr. Shamblin took
a number of steps to assist the Quality Control workforce in eliminating the
backlog. With Mr. DeWald's assistance, he developed a list of inspection
priorities and took measures to reduce the pressure on Comstock's Quality
Control Department by reallocating and reducing its workload. He monitored
quality by reviewing audits and by consulting with CECa QA to ensure that the
quality of inspections remained high during the backlog reduction effort. [d. at
9-14,20-21; Int. Exh. 7. As a result of the Comstock reduction effort, and with
Mr. Shamblin's cooperation, the inspection backlog was eliminated in September
1984. Shamblin, ff. Tr. 16,274, at 16-17. There is no doubt that considerable
pressure was put on Mr. DeWald by Mr. Shamblin, including the possibility of a
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work shutdown if progress on reducing the backlog was not made. In the Board's
opinion, this was a necessary action considering the potential consequences of
not reducing the backlog. Consideration of this circumstance leads us to conclude
that there was no unreasonable pressure on Comstock management or Quality
Control inspectors nor is there any evidence in the record of any denial of the
necessary resources to carry out the work. In fact, on more than one occasion,
Applicant extended the target date for completion of the backlog and approved
Comstock's request to hire additional inspectors. [d. at 15-17.

V.

PRODUCTION PRESSURE, HARASSMENT,
AND DISCRIMINATION

This section deals principally with four Comstock Quality Control inspectors
chosen from the group to which at least passing reference has been made
in these proceeedings. Their experiences are recounted in some detail in this
section. They, Worley Puckett, John Seeders, Richard Martin, and Gregory
Archambeault, have figured rather prominently in the contention and particularly
in the hearing itself. We consider them to be representative of the dozen or
so who did appear as witnesses and of the group of twice that many who
publicly raised concerns about their employment. Reference is made, of course,
to additional inspectors in the extent that it is fitting to discuss their interface
with other principals of the case.

A.

Worley O. Puckett

Intervenors contend that Level III Welding Inspector Worley O. Puckett was
fired for raising numerous safety and quality complaints regarding Comstock's
welding and weld inspection programs. Intervenors further contend that the alleged retaliatory dismissal operated to discourage other quality control inspectors
from identifying and reporting safety concerns.
Applicant contends and NRC Staff agrees that Comstock had legitimate
reason for firing Mr. Puckett. Based on the evidence in this record the Board
agrees that while it may not have been the best course of action, a case has been
made that justifies dismissing Mr. Puckett from his post as a Level TIl welding
inspector. The Board further finds the firing has no implications as regards the
safety of operation of the Braidwood plant.
Considerable hearing time was spent on the Puckett issue and each of
Mr. Puckett's allegations was discussed. None of the allegations remain as
safety issues. The items raised to the NRC by Mr. Puckett were either resolved
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or determined not to be a violation of NRC regulations. Puckett, Tr. 6663;
Schapker, ff. Tr. 10,954, at 5-45; Tr. 11,425; Appl. Exh. 51.
It is undisputed that Puckett identified quality problems and recommended
that welding be stopped and that thereafter he was fired. The determination that
must be made is whether he was fired because of those actions. The following
is a summary of the main points surrounding the termination of Mr. Puckett
Early in 1984, as a result of NRC concerns about their weld inspection
program, Comstock corpomte officials reviewed their Bmidwood weld procedures and identified inconsistencies which required correction. Following that
review, Comstock decided to hire a Level m welding inspector to resolve these
problems. Level m is the highest level of certification attainable, and candidates must have considemble experience and expertise. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at
41. The new inspector was to devote full time to the welding progmm, identify
additional problems and correct them, and interpret procedures, codes, and contmctual specifications. Id. at 40-41; Tr. 1763-64. Puckett was hired for this job
on May IS, 1984. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 42. The evidence presented demonstmtes that Mr. Puckett did quite well at identifying potential problems, but it
was his reluctance or inability to correct them, and his limited ability to interpret
codes and procedures that caused his fall from gmce and ultimate dismissal.
On the surface it would appear that Mr. Puckett had the necessary credentials. His resume reflected that he had 20 years' experience as a welder in the
nuclear navy and approximately 9 years in progressively responsible positions
in the civilian nuclear industry. Int Exh. 26. Comstock did not contact any of
Mr. Puckett's previous supervisors to provide assurance that they were selecting
the right man. Mr. Puckett's experience at the Zimmer Nuclear Plant is of some
interest in an evaluation of Puckett's capabilities to run a welding progmm. Had
Comstock taken the time to contact Mr. Puckett's supervisors at Zimmer it
would have obtained information that cast considemble doubt as to Mr. Puckett's ability to interpret and apply correctly the AWS D1.1 Code, the applicable
welding code at Bmidwood. Kostal, ff. Tr. 12,881, at 4; Kurtz, ff. Tr. 12,881,
at 6-9; Appl. Exhs. 43 through 47; Appl. Exh. 187 at 37, 101-05. DeWald,
Tr. 1772. Manfred Goedecke, Mr. Puckett's supervisor at Zimmer, flatly stated
that Mr. Puckett was not qualified for the position at Bmidwood. Appl. Exh. 187
(Goedecke Deposition) at 103. In discussing Mr. Puckett's abilities, he stated
that while his pmctical experience as a welder would unquestionably qualify
Puckett to make judgmental calls of acceptance or rejection on visual examination of weldments, he was not qualified to perform the functions of a Level III
Weld Inspector in that he was not able to make decisions on his own and did not
have full knowledge of code requirements or the ability to interpret codes.ld. at
37, 102-05. Mr. Goedecke was brought in at Zimmer to manage the welding program which up to that time was being handled by Mr. Puckett as Chief Welding
Engineer. Early on at Zimmer, Mr. Goedecke observed how Mr. Puckett ran the
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welding department, and he appointed a task force which determined that all of
the welding procedures had to be rewritten because none of them satisfied applicable code requirements. [d. at 33, 34,41,42. The NRC had identified serious
deficiencies in the welding program at Zimmer during Puckett's tenure. In fact,
Goedecke was brought in to resolve problems identified in an NRC survey that
resulted in civil penalty. [d. at 32. For other comments on Puckett at Zimmer,
see Shamblin, Tr. 16,338.
Mr. Puckett worked at Braidwood for 90 days. As with any newly hired
quality control inspector, Mr. Puckett's initial task was to get certified in
the discipline he would be inspecting. DeWald, Tr. 1651; Puckett, Tr. 641831. This entailed attending orientation lectures, attending classes relating to
the welding inspection program, reviewing inspection procedures, receiving onthe-job training, and passing written and practical examinations. Mr. Puckett
successfully completed everything except the practical exam. [d.; DeWald,
ff. Tr. 1700, at 41; Tr. 1651; Puckett, Tr. 6421. He never became certified as a
Level III inspector because he failed to pass the practical exam, which consisted
of evaluating the quality of actual welds. Mr. Puckett took the required practical
examination for Level III inspector at least three times. He apparently passed
the exam once but it was invalidated because none of the items he inspected was
rejectable. Puckett, Tr. 6428; DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 44; Tr. 1673. Mr. Puckett
claims to have taken an additional practical test administered in the field and
graded by Joseph HH, then a Level II welding inspector. Puckett, Tr. 644247. Mr. Hii denied knowledge of any such exam. Hii, ff. Tro 16,608, at 7. Puckett
was fired on August 27, 1984. The stated reason was poor performance on his
certification tests. Puckett, Tr. 6455. This was, however, only part of the reason
why Mr. Puckett was terminated.
During the course of his brief tenure at Braidwood, Mr. Puckett identified
a number of problems and inconsistencies, or what he regarded as such, in
the Comstock welding program. The majority of Mr. Puckett's concerns were
not documented, but Mr. Puckett claims he mentioned them to Quality Control
Manager Irving DeWald as he discovered them. Puckett, 'fro 5567,5577,5660,
6201-12, 6223. It is Applicant's position that the manner in which Mr. Puckett
handled these concerns caused both Applicant and Comstock management
to lose confidence in his ability to manage the welding program. Gieseker,
ff. Tro 2771, at 23, 24; Tr. 2867, 2895-96; DeWald, ff. Tro 1700, at 50; Shamblin,
ff. Tr. 16,274, at 32-34. We wiII discuss a few of these concerns because they
serve as the real basis for firing Mr. Puckett The A-36/A-446 issue wiII be
discussed first since it is the issue that seems to be of prime significance.
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1.

Stop Work on Welding of A·36 Steel to A-446 Sheet Steel

On August 9, 1984, Mr. Puckett recommended that all welding of A·36 steel
to A-446 sheet steel be stopped pending completion of a procedure qualification
test. Mr. DeWald authorized the work stoppage. Appl. Exh. 52. Mr. Puckett
had NCR 3099 issued to document the discrepancy. ld. Subsequent to the
work stoppage, James Gieseker, a CECo electrical engineer with responsibility
for working with Comstock's Quality Control Department, determined that the
problem might be solved by revising the weld procedure. He reviewed the AWS
Code 01.1·1975 and concluded that under' 5.5.1.1, a Procedure Qualification
Record ("PQR'') which qualified the welding of A·SOO steel to A-446 steel also
qualified the welding of A·36 to A-446. Attachments H and 0 to Comstock
Procedure 4.3.3 had qualified the welding of A·500 to A-446 but did not list
A·36 as a qualified metal as required by the Comstock procedure. Mr. Gieseker
concluded that all that was required to correct the problem was to revise
the procedure attachments to include reference to the qualification of A·36
material. Gicseker, ff. Tr. 2771, at 2, 21·22; Tr. 2934.
Because Mr. Gieseker did not consider himself an expert on welding codes, he
reviewed the matter with CECo QA and Sargent & Lundy. Both agreed with his
interpretation. Mr. Gieseker arranged a meeting on August 22, 1984, to resolve
the concerns documented in NCR 3099 so that the Stop·Work Order could be
lifted. Gieseker, ff. Tr. 2771, at 22. Present were representatives of Comstock,
CECo, and Sargent & Lundy.ld. Mr. Gieseker chaired the meeting and proposed
his solution to the problem. Mr. Gieseker's position was consistent with that of
Louden, an expert in welding metallurgy with Sargent & Lundy. All the other
participants, including Mr. Puckett, agreed that the appropriate corrective action
was to add A·36 to the applicable list of materials under Attachments Hand
to the welding procedure. Mr. Louden indicated that while it would not be
proper to list A·36 steel on the PQR, it would be appropriate and proper to add
A·36 to the list of materials on the welding procedure because it was qualified
through the A·500 to A-446 PQR. ld. at 21,22; Louden, ff. Tr. 2984, at 3-4;
Tr.3040.
Mr. Puckett stated that he would agree with Mr. Gieseker's resolution if CECo
were to put that resolution in writing. Mr. Gieseker agreed to do so and later that
day issued a "speed memo" authorizing Comstock to continue welding A·36 and
A-446 pending revision of Procedure 4.3.3 (Rev. C). Sellmann, ff. Tr. 1960, at
19; Gieseker, Tr. 2912.
Although no testimony indicates that Mr. Puckett raised concern about
Attachment 0 at the August 22, 1984 meeting, the ultimate disposition of
NCR 3099, made the following day, appears to have taken account of it. The
disposition concerned only Attachment H and lifted the Stop Work only on
welds larger than 3/8 inch. Appl. Exh. 55. At the hearing, Puckett testified that
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his true concern when he recommended that welding of A-36 and A-446 be
stopped was that the revised Attachment 0 had not been approved by Sargent &
Lundy, and therefore welds under 3/8 inch were not qualified. Puckett, Tr. 546364. That this was his main concern at the time of the Stop-Work Order does
not appear to be borne out by the evidence. The two memos Mr. Puckett wrote
concerning Stop Work on A-36/A-446 and NCR 3099 do not limit his concern
to smaller welds but refer to all welding, and those who talked to Puckett about
his concern did not understand it to be limited to smaller welds. The common
understanding was that Puckeu believed that it was improper to have qualified
welding under the AWS Dl.l Code rather than AWS D1.3. Appl. Exh. 52, 53,
54; Louden, ff. Tr. 2984, at 5; Gieseker, ff. Tr. 2771, at 22; Tr. 2863, 286667; Simile, ff. Tr. 3305, at 8; Schapker, Tr. 10,962-67, 10,972. 10,979, 10,982,
11,311; Weil, ff. Tr. 11,948, at 7.
The record also indicates that Attachment 0 was an acceptable procedure at
the time of the meeting. One of Puckett's first assignments at Braidwood was to
review Sargent & Lundy's "status 2" comments to Comstock Welding Procedure
4.3.3 (Rev. C). Status 2 is a term used when a Sargent & Lundy evaluation is
conditional but work using that procedure with the Sargent & Lundy condition
is allowed. The conditionally approved procedure is accompanied by "Status 2
Comments." These comments accompany and become part of the procedure,
and LKC has 30 days within which to revise the proposed revision to officially
incorporate Sargent & Lundy's comments. Seltmann, ff. Tr. 1960, at 9-10. With
respect to Comstock Procedure 4.3.3 (Rev. C), Sargent & Lundy determined,
inter alia. that Attachments 01, 02, 03, and 04 to Attachment 0 needed to
be revised because the procedure authorized the making of lI8-inch welds in
the field, but the test data set forth in Attachments 01 through 04 limited the
minimum weld size to 3/8 inch. Sargent & Lundy gave Comstock 30 days, or
until July 6, 1984, to act upon this comment. The responsibility for taking the
necessary actions to address this comment was given to Mr. Puckett. DeWald,
Tr. 1828. On July 5, 1984, Mr. Puckett resubmitted Attachment 0 to PTL for
approval. The revised Attachment 0 indicates that it was approved by PTL on
July 6, 1984. Puckett, Tr. 5368-69, 6717-18; Appl. Exh. 77.
On August 22, 1984, following the meeting, Mr. DeWald received from
Mr. Puckett a memo that recommended that all welding, including A-36 to A446, be stopped because Comstock was "dangerously approaching a complete
breakdown" in its Quality Control Program. In this memo Mr. Puckett stated
that procedures involving A-446 "were qualified using the cryteria [sic] of
AWS D1.1-1975 and it should never have been done." The memo further
stated that AWS Dl.l was never intended to be used to weld materials less
than 1/8-inch thick and that "all of our procedures that involve A-446 should
have been qualified using the cryteria [sic] of D1.3 which has a completely
different set of test requirements and a completely different set of essential
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varaibles [sic]." Appl. Exh. 56; DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 49; Tr. 1751-52. Among
other things, this memo made it clear to Mr. DeWald that Puckett had not
understood the discussion at the meeting that day. In particular, Mr. Puckett had
not understood that AWS D1.3 did not exist when work began at Braidwood
and that Comstock followed AWS D1.1-1975 as allowed. DeWald, Tr. at 4950.
At the hearing, Mr. Puckett stated that he did not intend to imply that it
was wrong for Comstock to use the AWS D1.1-1975 Code, only that it would
be "better" to use the more recent AWS D1.3 Code. The AWS D1.3 Code
did not exist prior to 1978. Louden, ff. Tr. 2984, at 5. The Comstock welding
procedures are governed by Sargent & Lundy specifications which in turn were
based on AWS D1.1-1975, the only appropriate code in existence when Sargent
& Lundy developed the designs and specifications for Braidwood. Comstock's
adherence to that code for the duration of the project was acceptable, since it
is the contractor's option to adopt subsequent codes or to adhere to the code
in effect when the original contract was issued. ld. In May 1984, Comstock
considered using the AWS D1.3 Code but declined because welders would have
had to be requalified under its requirements. DeWald, Tr. 1824-25. Also on
August I, 1984, the American Welding Society (AWS) issued an interpretation
confirming that the code in effect at the time contractual agreement is reached is
the applicable code.ld.; Board Exhs. 3, 4, and 5. Thus, to switch from the AWS
D1.1-1975 to the AWS D1.3 would entail a substantial and needless expenditure
of time and resources.
On August 23, at a meeting of the Procedure Review Board, Mr. Puckett
reasserted his opinion that the A-36/A-446 weld combination had not been
properly qualified. According to Mr. Gieseker and others who attended the
meeting, Mr. Puckett acted as if the previous day's meeting had never taken
place. This behavior caused Mr. Gieseker to lose even more confidence in
Mr. Puckett's technical ability to manage the welding program. Gieseker,
ff. Tr. 2771, at 23,24; Tr. 2867, 2895-96.
A Stop-Work Order is appropriate where continued work would impair the
ability of a safety-related system, structure, or component to perform satisfactorily in service. Based upon expert testimony, there was apparently no need for
Mr. Puckett to recommend that welding of A-36 to A-446 be stopped. Louden,
ff. Tr. 2984, at 8; Schapker Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 10,960, at 3;
Tr. 2906-07. Since the acceptability of the A-36/A-446 weld combination under
AWS D1.1 was demonstrated, there was no threat to any safety system, structure, or component. It was a matter of having the Comstock welding procedure
reflect what was already permitted under the umbrella welding specification AWS D 1.1-1975. As the Level TIl Weld Inspector, it was Mr. Puckett's responsibility to evaluate the severity of procedural violations and recommend appropriate remedies. Recommending that work be stopped, thus idling hundreds of
workers, pending a minor technical correction of a procedural violation that has
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no adverse effect on the quality of the work being performed in the field is a
remedy wholly disproportionate to the problem and is not a recommendation
or judgment one reasonably is entitled to expect from someone reputed to be a
welding and welding code expert.

2.

Weld Rod Issue

On July 6, 1984, Mr. DeWald asked Mr. Puckett to review weld rod withdrawal slips for a certain time period to determine whether heat numbers were
traceble to material receipt requests and to certification of filler metal. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 45-46; Puckett, Tr. 5594; Appl. Exh. 64. On August IS,
Mr. Puckett documented his review in a memo. He found a violation of Comstock procedures by the clerk issuing the weld rods and stated that an NCR
should be issued. Mr. Puckett made no attempt to issue an NCR nor did he take
any steps to revise the relevant procedure to prevent repetition. Mr. DeWald
regarded the issuance of a Nonconformance Report (NCR) and the resolution
of the problem by revising the appropriate procedure to be Mr. Puckett's responsibility. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 46; Tr. 1721-23; Puckett, Tr. 5632-33;
Appl. Exh. 65. Both of these steps were taken by Mr. Puckett's replacement after it was discovered that Puckett had not issued an NCR. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700,
at 46, 51; Simile, Tr. 3376-77, 3381.

3.

Stop Work on Stainless Steel Welding

On August 10, 1984, the day after his Stop-Work recommendation on A36/A-446 welding, Mr. Puckett recommended a Stop Work on all stainless
steel welding because the weld procedure had not been qualified in all of the
welding positions that could be used in the field. Simile, ff. Tr. 3305, Oroup
Exh. 1 at 1. Comstock Procedure 4.3.14 governs stainless steel welding at
Braidwood. The procedure was qualified in the "50" position. Under the AWS
Dl.l Code, qualification in the "50" (fixed horizontal) position also qualifies
a welder to weld in the "10" (flat), "30" (vertical), and "40" (overhead)
positions. It does not, however, qualify a welder to weld in the ''20" (horiz<?ntal)
position. Not only did Mr. Puckett recommend that stainless steel welding in the
''20'' position be stopped but that all stainless steel welding performed under
Comstock Procedure 4.3.14 be stopped immediately. The day after he received
this Stop-Work recommendation, Mr. DeWald sent Mr. Puckett a memorandum
in which he expressed exasperation at Puckett's failure to offer a solution to the
problems that had been brought to his attention. Int. Exh. 31 at 12. Mr. DeWald
asked of Mr. Puckett: "What is your solution to the problem?" Mr. DeWald
informed Mr. Puckett that it "is your responsibility to find these problems,
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find solutions, and get them resolved." Mr. DeWald then issued the Stop-Work
authorization. Simile, ff. n. 3305, Group Exh. 1 at 6, 14; Appl. Exh. 54.

4.

Puckett's Termination

Needless to say, Mr. Puckett's recommendations to stop work did not make
a favorable impression on CECo. Mr. DeWald, who actually issued the StopWork Order on the basis of Puckett's recommendation, was likely embarrassed
to learn that the Stop-Work Order he issued was akin to junking a new car
because it had a flat tire. Mr. Puckett was hired specificalIy to provide expert
advice and judgments of this type. In light of this, Mr. DeWald's already shaky
confidence in Mr. Puckett's expertise and judgment was further eroded. Imagine
Mr. DeWald's reaction when later that day he received another memorandum
from Mr. Puckett, this time recommending the stopping of all Comstock welding activities. In addition to reaffirming his position that AWS 01.1 was the
wrong code and that AWS 01.3 should have bccn used, Mr. Puckett informed
Mr. DeWald that there were so many "inconsistencies" in Comstock's other
procedures that he was certain that their adequacy also would be considered
"indeterminate." Appl. Exh. 56. Mr. Puckett neither identified the other procedures, explained in what respects they were indeterminate, nor suggested any
way to remedy the "inconsistencies." It was this August 22 memo that made it
apparent to Mr. DeWald that Mr. Puckett was not the knowledgeable practical
problem solver he assumed him to be. It was apparent now that he had made a
mistake in hiring Mr. Puckett as his Level III Weld Inspector. It was probably
at this point, for what he perceived as good cause shown, Mr. DeWald decided
to fire Mr. Puckett
On Monday August 27, Mr. DeWald fired Mr. Puckett. The stated reason
was poor performance on his certification tests. He did not telI Mr. Puckett
that it was because he had lost confidence in his judgment and technical
expertise. DeWald, n. 6454-61. Mr. Puckett was understandably suspect of
the motive for his firing since he genuinely believed the issues he raised
were important and significant He took all his concerns about safety and
quality to the NRC and his concern over his termination to the Department of
Labor. NRC Inspector Jerome Schapker conducted a thorough investigation of
each of Mr. Puckett's concerns and found only a single item of noncompliance
with NRC requirements. Appl. Exh. 51. The single noncompliance involved
minor clerical errors in Comstock's welder qualification records. These errors
did not render the welder's qualifications indeterminate and thus had no adverse
effect on the quality of the welds made by them in the field. In all other respects,
Mr. Schapker found Comstock's welding program to be in compliance with
regulatory and code requirements. In his testimony, Mr. Schapker found fault
with Mr. Puckett not for raising quality concerns, but for failing to research
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the problems adequately to determine whether they were safety significant and
thus warranted stopping work. Mr. Schapker, like Mr. DeWald, believed that it
was Mr. Puckett's responsibility to do a more thorough job in investigating his
concerns. Schapker, Tr. 11,296.
The notion that Mr. Puckett was fired so that his allegations might be swept
under the rug does not appear reasonable. His replacement, Anthony Simile, was
immediately given a list of all of Mr. Puckett's allegations and was instructed to
review the entire welding program to identify and resolve any problems. Simile,
ff. 'fr. 3305, at 9; 'fr. 3358·59. Mr. Simile found that the welding procedures
were adequate, but more cumbersome than necessary. He revised them by
deleting unnecessary material and simpifying the presentation of necessary
material. Simile, ff. 'fr. 3305, at 11. He found that various discrepancies required
the issuance and resolution of NCRs, and he supervised their resolution. NRC
Inspector Schapker concluded that Comstock's management had addressed each
and every one of Mr. Puckett's concerns and taken adequate corrective action
where needed. Schapker, Tr. 11,425. Mr. Puckett testified that he knew of no
instance where the safety of the Braidwood plant was compromised because of
any problem he identified. Puckett, Tr. 6663.
It is the Board's conclusion that Comstock did not violate 10 C.F.R. § 50.7(a)
in terminating Mr. Puckett but that he was terminated for legitimate reasons. Also, there is no evidence in the record to indicate that his firing had
a "chilling effect" on the other inspectors in that they continued to bring quality
concerns to the attention of NRC, CECo, and Comstock after Puckett's departure.
B.

John Seeders, Richard Saklak, and Richard Snyder

John Seeders has been employed by Comstock at the Braidwood site since
early August 1982.8 His first position, as a Level I Quality Control Inspector
for approximately 6 months, was followed by certification and promotion in
early 1983 to a Level II Inspector and assignment to calibration. There he
was responsible for the accuracy of tools, other measuring instruments, testing
devices, and, at one time, of welding machines. A number of incidents occurred
during his tenure, leading to an alleged verbal altercation between Mr. Seeders
and his supervisor once removed, R.M. Saklak. The confrontation was witnessed
by a number of Mr. Seeders' peers, including W.O. Puckett with whom he was
in conversation. Puckett, 'fr. 6238.
The outset of this interaction among Mr. Seeders and members of his
management can be traced, in part. to an audit of the Comstock calibration
8 Mr. Seeders h2d been discharged lane months earlier by another Braidwood cmtnctor for absenteeism. Seeders.
Tr.7293.
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responsibilities by a member of the CECa Quality Assurance Department in
May of 1984. (Appl. Exh. 83 (also known as Appl. Exh. 27); although this
document was identified and discussed on the record, it was never offered into
evidence.)
The audit disclosed the absence of a record of any examination and verification of inspections known to have been performed using tools or other
instruments previously determined to have been out of calibration. Seltmann,
ff. Tr. 1960, at 11.
Comstock procedures require close control and historical recording of each
item of testing and measuring equipment. Appl. Exh. 24 at 1-2.
The receipt, storage, retention, and issuance of this equipment is the respon- •
sibility of the Comstock warehouseman. The calibration and recalibration is the
function of an appropriate craftsman under observation by a Quality Control
inspector who, in turn, shall retain all records identifying the status of each item
to be subjected to the calibration-recalibration program. This Quality Control
person shall verify adherence to the established recalibration schedule and the
validity of inspections made by out-of-calibration and lost items. Appl. Exh. 24
at 2-4. In the present instance the Quality Control person is John Seeders.
As a consequence of the discovery, by the audit, of incomplete histories
of calibrations and of their consequences, Mr. Seeders was directed by the
Quality Control Manager to do a 100% review of the calibration files to establish
the presence of additional irregularities in the administration of the equipment
control procedures. A date for the completion of this review was established
to conform to a schedule set in the CECo audit. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 35;
Seltmann, ff. Tr. 1960, at 12.
Concurrently with the equipment record review, Larry Phillips, both Mr.
Seeders' lead and the Quality Control inspector in receiving, was absent on
personal matters, resulting in a shift of his receiving inspections to Mr. Seeders. Additionally, Mr. Seeders was a trainer of four potential inspectors - two in
calibrations and two in receiving. Mr. Seeders considered the effort required in
these several assignments to be beyond his capability, particularly when, on one
occasion while in conversation with still another inspector, he was rebuked by
Quality Control Supervisor Saklak, for what the latter deemed to be time wasting. These items, collectively and among others,9 were construed by Mr. Seeders
as harassment and intimidation and Comprise the theme of a letter, Mr. Seeders

9 In April 1984. ahorlly before the above occurrences. CcmstOdc hid inaugunted a ulary aeale for Level n
inspectors whereby. base $12 per hour was let. This 111m was to be augmented by an additional SO cents per
hour for each certification. aver one, earned by an individual Additionally, a ncassuy increase in the number
of weIl-qualiJied inspectors necessitated offering initial salaries greater than the above bue with the excess to be
"caught up" by certifications in additional disciplines. A result, at lesst temporary, was a lower wage for older
employees. Funher, the training
both new and advancing inspectors became the lot of older inspectors who
allegedly became deprived of time and opportunity to leek additional ccrlifications themaelves.
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or
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to Mr. DeWald (QC Manager), dated August 17, 1984 (Int. Exh. 23). Mr. Seeders emphasized in his letter that "he maintain[ed] the highest level of professionalism" and that he "never did nor will falsify documentation for •.• any
reason."
An investigation of the charges leveled by Mr. Seeders' August 17 letter at
Comstock management was reported by Mr. DeWald on September 25, 1984
(DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 37; see also id., Attach. 2.C (DeWald-5»,IO and
documents a number of errors in the letter. Six, not thirty, Level II inspectors
had left the Braidwood site since the establishment of the $12/hr wage scale. No
disciplinary action had been threatened against reluctant trainers. The Seeders'
statement. "[flor ••• six months, we have been subjected to endless harassment
and intimidation by . . . management to justify the incompetence and disregard
for all company inspectors," may have arisen from Mr. Seeders' own experience
with numerous (adverse) findings in calibration inspections.
One of the complaints voiced by Mr. Seeders in support of this claim of
harassment was the assignment to him of inspection of received goods, added
to calibrations, on the occasion of the absence of Phillips, the regularly assigned
receiving inspector.
Joe Hii, the present Comstock vault supervisor charged with custody of all
records, found Material Receipt Reports identifying thirteen shipments received
at Braidwood during the interval August 8 through 17, 1984. Mr. Seeders'
signature on each of the thirteen identified him as the responsible inspector. Hil,
ff. Tr. 16,608, at 2-3; Tr. 16,610-13.
In response to a line of inquiry by Applicant'S counsel, Mr. Seeders was
indefinite in his recollection and estimation of the time required, within the
100day period, to accomplish the inspection of the thirteen shipments he
processed. He did opine, however, that each required less than 1 day (Seeders,
Tr. 7400) and, in fact. testified that 1f2 to 1 hour sufficed for several.ld., Tr. 7396
ff. It was noted that the usual inspection consisted of counting the number (the
order of ten) of cartons or spools on a pallet or in an open-work crate (id.,
Tr. 7399, 7412-13); also, the inspector was not required, nor even permitted, to
physically handle any part of a shipment. such effort having been assigned to
craftsmen (id., Tr. 7407).
In summary, it becomes apparent that the assignment of receiving inspeCtion
could not have been burdensome to Mr. Seeders, certainly not a sufficient
addition to his usual work to warrant a claim of harassment

10 It is noted that in at least two copies of the tnnscript DeWald AIUc:h. 2.C (DeWald·S) in its entirety Is incorrectly
bound and even bound differently in those two transcripts. Specific n:Icrcncc here is made to only four pages
of DeWald-S. The tint is identified by Bates sump 00002012, a Comstoclr. memonndum dated 9-25-84 from
DeWald to distribution. subject: "Review of I. Secdrn Letter Dated 8-17-84," and is followed by three pages of
MI. SEEDERS LE'l"ffiR OF ACCUSATIONS AND CONCERNS." pages 1. 2, lrul3 of 11. bearing Bates sumps
00002013, 14. and IS. A complete copy of the DeW.tld Report is AppL Exit. 4 withdrawn at Tr. 2953.
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An extended colloquy between Mr. Seeders and Applicant's counsel and Mr.
Seeders and the Board (found at Tr. 7417-91) centered around Mr. Seeders'
letter of August 17, 1984, alleging harassment. The preparation of the letter, on
the evening of August 17, was triggered by a verbal clash between Mr. Seeders
and Mr. Saklak, earlier that day, when Mr. Saklak aecused Mr. Seeders of
wasting lime, also interpreted by Mr. Seeders as harassment, and by a formal
Employee Warning issued by Mr. Seese, Assistant Quality Control Manager,
and Mr. Saklak during the afternoon of that day. Seeders, Te. 7421-22; Seese,
ff. Tr. 2330, Attach. 2.C (Seese-3).
As a consequence of the results of an audit of instrumenVtool calibrations, the
Applicant had requested from Comstock, on July 3,1984, certain information, by
July 20, which required a review of all recent calibration-inspection reports. The
review was assigned to Mr. Seeders. Inquiry on the status of the review was made
of Mr. Seeders by Robert Seltmann, then a Comstock QA Engineer, on July 20
and again on July 23, only to learn that the task had not been completed. On
August 14, a partial response to the review requested some 5 weeks earlier was
available. Upon request by Mr. Seltmann, CECo granted extensions of each of
several intermediate target dates established after it became evident that those
expected dates would not be met. Mr. Seltmann's effort to comply with good
business practices by frequent inquiry into progress of a program to which there
had been commitment was characterized by Mr. Seeders as harassment. (See
Seltmann Response to Allegations by Seeders in August 17, 1984 Letter. The
response is a part of an attachment to Mr. DeWald's testimony, ff. Tr. 1700,
Attach. 2.C (DeWald-5) supporting Seese's Employee Warning Record dated
8/17/84. The Sellmann statement, dated 8/20/84, bears Bates number 00002035.)
Additionally to the allegation by Mr. Seeders of his subjection to harassment
and work overload, the record cites a history of the quality of his performance. Of
many, one responsibility of the calibrations inspector is to initiate Inspection
Correction Reports (ICRs) or Nonconformance Reports (NCRs) of instances of
out-of-calibration measuring devices. Seltmann, ff. Te. 1960, at 11-12.
As noted, supra, absence of reports of defects and of repairs to defective
instruments previously reported demand an investigation and inspection, as
necessary, of all items tested by a particular instrument during any period of
uncertainty in its capabilities. Comstock Procedure 4.9.1, Rev. C, Appl. Exh. 24,
~~ 3.3.7 and 3.3.7.1.
The CECo audit, in progress both before and after the preparation of
Mr. Seeders' letter of allegation, disclosed a number of deficiencies in the
calibration inspection effort. The matter of usc of out-of-calibration instruments
had surfaced in May and persisted into September 1984, in spite of additional
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training of Mr. Seeders the previous June.ll Seltmann, ff. Tr. 1960, Attach. 2.C
(Seltmann-3) Form 101.
The various audits and document reviews disclosed, as examples of procedural deficiencies, ICR/NCR documents listing eighty out-of-calibration torque
wrenches, half of which had been reissued to the field without correction, some
individual ones as many as twenty-five times. An additional ten wrenches were
found to have been observed as faulty in the June-August 1984 period, yet were
not so reported on an ICR. Seltmann, ff. Tr. 1960, Attach. 2.C (Seltmann-3).
These examples and other procedural violations, such as submitting reports
on forms that Mr. Seeders had photocopied after entering information prior to
an inspection (Seese,l1 ff. Tr. 2330, at 18), absences of calibration reports from
files and incompletely prepared reports, all traceable to the time of Mr. Seeders'
tenure, characterize the quality of his work.
The altercation between Mr. Saldak and Mr. Seeders occurred early in the
August 17, 1984. work day and, in Mr. DeWald's absence, was immediately
reported to Mr. Seese. Until late afternoon Mr. Seese investigated the occurrence through conversation with witnesses and with Mr. Seeders' supervisors,
including a review of Mr. Seeders' recent performance. Finally, late in the day,
Mr. Seese in the presence of Mr. Saklak and Mr. Seltmann, issued to Mr. Seeders an "Employee Warning" of possible future termination. The warning was
not solely the result of the encounter with Mr. Saklak earlier that day. Seese,
ff. Tr. 2330, Attach. 2.C (Seese-3) including Mr. Seese's report of the day's activities to DeWald dated August 20, 1984, the following work day. At the time
of the "warning meeting," Mr. Seeders listed a number of complaints. During
that evening he prepared the August 17 letter to Mr. DeWald.
Pursuant to a condition in the warning, Mr. Seeders' work performance was
observed closely during the ensuing period while his management continued
its investigation of the matter for several weeks, resulting in a report by
Mr. DeWald. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 37 and Attach. 2.C (DeWald-5); see
also Sellmann, ff. Tr. 1960, Attach. 2.C (Seltmann-3).
Persistence of procedural violations by Mr. Seeders into this post-warning period was disclosed during a September 1984 CECa audit (Seltmann, ff. Tr. 1960,
Attach. 2.C (Seltmann-3» including discovery of discrepancies which should
have surfaced in Mr. Seeders' record review assigned to him in July. These cumulative infractions lead to a decision by Comstock management at a meeting

11 Much was made in \he hearing of Ihe obsCIVltion lhat Ihe June training period WlS 10 minutes. At \he time of
\his refresher. Seedcn hid been I qualified Lcve11I calibntion inspector for stine 18 months. obviously preceded
by training. The l(}.minute session could not have been insufficient IS Intervenor implies. Int. Fdg. 305; .see also
DeWald. Tr. 16()().04. The Board is forced to inquire of Ihe time required to refer to two short p.ngnphs in
Al,pL Exit. 2A and/or to instruct In individual to prevent use of I flulty tooL
1 Mr. Seese is Comstock', ASIIistanl Qualily Conlrol M.nlger.1 Braidwood. During Ihe absence of Mr. DeWold
on August 17, 1984, Seese served IS Quality Control Manlger.
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where NRC and Applicant's personnel were present (DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 38)
to transfer Mr. Seeders, within Comstock. to a position less demanding and with
fewer responsibilities without financial and benefits penalty. Appl. Exh. 95. An
alternate presented to Mr. Seeders for choice was termination. In early October
1984 he became a clerk in Comstock Engineering. He subsequently received
a promotion to Assistant Field Engineer and a salary increase. He has been
complimented on his work. There has been no indication of his management's
dissatisfaction of a degree affecting his tenure. In hearing, however, Mr. Seeder
maintained he was transferred out of Quality Control because of the content of
his August 17, 1984 letter to Mr. DeWald. Seeders, Tr. 7490-91.
Also, the Intervenor would have the Board believe that the transfer of
Mr. Seeders from Quality Control inspection was a revengeful act Int Fdg. 301.
The preponderance of evidence on the Seeders incident, however, points to his
failure to comply with prescribed procedures necessary to his assignment and his
inattention to the details of his operations, including a disrespect for necessary
schedules of accomplishments.
The Board recognizes Mr. Saklak's scurrilousness and his correspondingly
characteristic manner with associates. It is also aware that such behavior contributed to his being done in at Comstock. DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 2627. Mr. Saklak exercised this temperamental behavior by affronting a number
of inspectors (DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 26), not only Mr. Seeders, as his manner of instilling his aggressiveness into his subordinates. His demeanor was
widely known among the inspectors where it was received with varying gravity (see, as examples, Snyder/Seeders, Tr. 4020-21; Snyder, Tr. 4038, 4196-97;
Rolan, Tr. 4653-58; Mustered, Tr. 4969, 4973-75; Holley, Tr. 5101-02; Hii,
ff. Tr. 16,608, at 4-5; Tr. 16,638.
Intervenors' witness Mr. Saklak himself gives some insight into his behavior
in his description of the Quality Control organization into which he was
brought as Supervisor in mid-1982. In his observation, Quality Control lacked
organization and control of its own activities. He characterized the office as
a "zoo" and its behavior as "a party •.• eight hours a day, five days a
week ••••tt Saklak. Tr. 8014. He believes the trek to the NRC inspectors
by more than twenty Comstock Quality Control inspectors in March 1985,
when the pressure to unionize them was high, was an effort to strengthen that
organizational process. Saklak, Tr. 8059, 8070-71, 8175-78. There is additional
support for this cause of the March meeting with the NRC. Hii, ff. Tr. 16,608,
at 6.
Additionally, Mr. Saklak observed individual problems within the Quality Control organization involving alcohol and controlled substances, obvious
absenteeism, and union-organization meetings during working hours. Saklak,
Tr. 8085-86, 8178, 8213.
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The Board perceives Mr. SaJdak as an overindustrious employee of Comstock interested in production and, in his way, in a productive inspection program. Unfortunately, his experiences as a supervisor were marred by his short
temperability and a domineering manner. His demeanor and his drive suited his
earlier position in construction, supervising crafts, better than being in charge
of a group of independent workers - the inspectors.
About a dozen present and former Comstock Quality Control inspectors, including those now working for Comstock's successor companies, testified before
this Board on various items of employee relations, work conditions, etc. Some
of these appearances are particularly noteworthy and are included in this Decision. One concerned John Seeders whose letter to Comstock management,
claiming intimidation in the form of excessive demands on his time and capabilities and allegedly leading to his transfer out of Quality Control, has been
discussed, supra.
A second instance centered on Richard Snyder, who succeeded John Seeders
as calibration inspector (DeWald, 'fr. 1617), and who in early March 1985 found
a Comstock weld machine out of calibration. Although the procedure governing
weld machines was under revision to eliminate reporting such deficiencies,13 the
revision had not then been officially effected. Consequently, Mr. Snyder and
Mr. Nemeth, his lead, persisted in reporting the machine deficiency contrary
to Mr. Saklak's instruction. Snyder, 'fr. 4182-83, 4185, 4195. Mr. Snyder was
supported by the QA Manager, Robert Seltmann, who ruled Saklak in error. Id.,
'fr. 4186. Mr. Saklak, in temper, threatened Mr. Snyder with bodily harm. [d.,
'fr. 4196. Although Mr. Saklak later apologized to Mr. Snyder, the latter reported
the incident to the NRC early on March 29, 1985, which led to the massive
audience of Comstock inspectors before the NRC later that day (id., 'fr. 4201),
which, in turn, at least contributed to the termination of Mr. Saklak a few days
later. SaJdak, 'fr. 8033; Snyder, 'fr. 4270-71.

C.

Gregory Archambeault

A third alleged instance of harassment concerned a Comstock Level II Quality
Control inspector certified and assigned to cable pull. The inspector's name
is Gregory Archambeault who appeared as a witness for the Intervenors. His
concerns/complaints, though connected, can be placed in two categories - one
having to do with work product and the second being personal. No item was
found to be of great consequence.
Mr. Archambeault was employed at Braidwood in early January 1986. Within
5 months he had reported to the NRC on alleged frustrations experienced

13This altentim was justified by the practice or inspecting all welds. Snyder. Tr. 4187.
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by Quality Control inspectors at Braidwood because of the "general attitude that quality problems are ignored • • .tt by Comstock. Appl. in camera
Exh. 125. Subsequently, the Witness prepared a detailed review of the inspection deficiencies on which he based his allegations. This document is identified
as Int. Exh. 108, not admitted into this record, but utilized, essentially in its
entirety, to guide his oral testimony. The assortment of alleged deficiencies and
irregularities will now be reviewed briefly and their disposition indicated.
An area above the control and adjacent rooms where electrical circuitry
is distributed is known as the upper cable spreading room. Archambeault,
Tr. 12,231. Within the spreading room are hundreds of cables of which Mr. Archambeault identified fifty-six discrepancies (Simile, Tr. 16,243) including cable
damage, cable bends too short (or tight), cable separations, cables not orderly in
trays (not trained). Archambeault, Tr. 12,232. Had this situation occurred in first
or primary inspection, an NCR or ICR would have been written. In the somewhat unusual situation here, however, where the installation had been turned
over to and accepted by the Applicant, thereby placing the cables beyond the
jurisdiction of Comstock inspectors (id., Tr. 12,247, 12,581), both the inspector and his lead were uncertain of the procedure they should follow until the
lead requested preparation of a memo to elicit guidance from a higher authority
in Comstock. Id., Tr. 12,578-79. That guidance, from Mr. Simile, Comstock's
Quality Control supervisor, was to prepare a generic NCR demanding that all
cables in the sprcading room be reinspected, contrary to Mr. Archambeault's
insistence that an NCR be prepared for each deficiency he had observed. Id.,
Tr. 12,580. In this way possible damages in the area not detected by Mr. Archambeault would be found. Simile, Tr. 16,206. Further, since the Applicant had
accepted the cables, the expense of the NCRs, either generic or singly, need not
fallon Comstock. A remark by his lead to Mr. Archambeault was construed to
mean that ensuring quality was overly expensive. Archambeault, Tr. 12,410. The
Applicant, having reviewed the cable room, prepared the ultimate NCR, making
Mr. Archambeault's moot and accounting for his impression that nothing had
been done. Simile, Tr. 16,238. FUrther, the investigation of the cable spreading
was continuing in October 1986. Id., Tr. 16,247. This disposition is now satisfactory to Archambeault. Archambeault, Tr. 12,246.
Another complaint concerned the absence of cable-length markers, spread
along the cable at 2-foot intervals to facilitate obtaining sections of proper
length. On an occasion the markers were not consecutive, a defect in manufacture, although, apparently, after an interruption the markings resumed in
the proper sequence. Id., 'fr. 12,514.14 When asked by the craft for an action,
Mr. Archambeault consulted his supervisor with the suggestion that the irregu-

14 At the lime transcript page. line 15. the Witness says differently.
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larity be referred to Comstock Engineering per the Comstock Cable Installation
(Work) Procedure 4.3.8, ~ 3.5.1.1. Appl. Exh. 124. The Supervisor pointed out
that inspectors did not "work to work procedures"u and directed continuation of
the cable-cutting operation. Archambeault, Tr. 12,198-204. The footage-number
mixup was not detrimental to the cable and its quality was not affected (id.,
Tr. 12,538); it could affect cable accountability (id., Tr. 12,540) and traceability
in case defects arise (id., Tr. 12,545). The Witness ascribed the remark by his
supervisor as a disregard for procedures. In any case, the issue is not safety
significant
Mr. Archambeault learned from another inspector that a CECo craftsman
had walked on cables and had disregarded the inspector's admonition not to
do so. The craftsman was verbally disciplined not to repeat the occurrence.ld.,
Tr. 12,679-81. This is hearsay repeated by the Witness.
In another instance, Mr. Archambeault was directed to assist in a cable pull
urgently needed by the Applicant which required 2 to 3 hours. The task is
known colloquially as a "hot pull." The direction came after he had completed
some field work but before he had finished the necessary documentation. Consequently, the records were not completed until the following day, then in a
satisfactory manner. The inspector considered this sequence to be a procedural
violation (Peoc. 4.8.8, ~ 3.6 (Appl. Exh. 124» and an instance of putting production ahead of inspection - quantity over quality. Archambeault, Tr. 12,28788, 12,602-12. In this instance cited there were no safety consequences. Id.,
Tr.12,612.
Another concern related to the required separation among cables in air and/or
in cable trays. Mr. Archambeault cited forty-two items he believed to be in
nonconformance with the requirements of Cable Installation Procedure 4.3.8,
~ 3.13.1, at 14. Appl. Exh. 123. Although it developed that the concern was
unfounded, having arisen from a misinterpretation of the procedure and some
inconsistency with Inspection Procedure 4.8.8, f 3.5.4.1 (Appl. Exh. 124), Comstock supervision took clarification of procedures under advisement Archambeault, Tr. 12,295-310, 12,615-20; Int Exh. 121.
The personal item is Mr. Archambeault's displeasure with working on the
second (evening) shift because of interferences in his family life. His claim
is that the first-shift union (pipefitters, Local 306) steward, at the entrance
interview, predicted Mr. Archambeault would soon be working on the first (day)
shift.ld., Tr. 12,655. The steward, Larry Bossong, denied having made such a
promise and disclaimed any authority to do so. Bossong, ff. Tr. 16,252, at 3;
Tr. 16,260-61. Tony Simile, the Comstock Quality Control Supervisor, confirmed
that disclaimer. Simile, ff. Tr. 16,180, at 9.

15 The remark implies Ihlt inspectors "work 10" Comstock Procedure 4.8.8, Cable IIISIlUation Inspcctim.
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On three occasions during the summer of 1986, Mr. Archambeault claims
to have filed with his union steward (second shift) a written request for a
shift transfer, only the third reached the responsible Comstock supervisor,
Mr. Simile, on a timely schedule. Archambeault, Tr. 12,272, 12,328, 12,335;
Simile, ff. Te. 16,180, at 8. In the 1985-1986 period, cable pulling had been
largely placed in the second shift, to avoid conflicts with other crafts, with
a concomitant need for inspectors. For this reason newly hired inspectors
and even some already on the first shift were assigned to the second. The
Archambeault complaint was aggravated by a retransfer back to the first shift of
two individuals selected by Mr. Simile from a June 1986 list of three, including
Mr. Archambeault,Hi prepared by the second shift supervisor. More than two
transfers would have overly depleted the second shift. The two transferees held
seniority over Archambeault in company service and in date of request. One of
them had a strong compelling personal reason and both had recently gone to the
second shift, albeit reluctantly, to cover a need. Simile, ff. Te. 16,180, at 2-5.
In late June, Mr. Simile received an indication from the NRC that it was
Mr. Archambeault who had cited alleged inspection problems, thereby placing him (Simile) in a potentially awkward position that would be publicized
- a transfer could be considered placative in view of this ongoing hearing; a
denial could be considered retributory. [d. at 6-7. Nevertheless, Mr. Archambeault was transferred to the first shift in early September 1986. Archambeault,
Te. 12,498. A prerogative of an employer is certainly the assignment of employees to areas and at times of need.
There is no evidence that the quality of Mr. Archambeault's work suffered
from the concerns and allegations he voiced. Archambeault, Tr. 12,404.

D.

Richard Martin

Richard Martin was hired into the Braidwood site on May 18, 1981, as a
Level I inspector. He remained at the site through the several changes in the
contractor responsible for Quality Control inspection, i.e., Comstock, BESTCO,
and now General Electric's Multicraft Installation Services. In each instance he
was assigned to the inspection of L.K. Comstock's electrical construction. He
was certified as a Level n inspector in a number of efforts, including cable
pulling, welding, and configuration of hanger supports over a period beginning
September 1, 1983. In early spring 1986, he was transferred to a position as
Technical Statistician. It is the cause of this transfer and the events leading to
it that are under consideration in this part of the Braidwood hearing. Martin,
Te. 8261-67. He was called as a witness by the Intervenors.

16Through this medium. Mr. Simile had a titst indication of Mr. Ardwnbeauh', desire fot. Innsfcr.
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At the time of his most recent appearance before this Board, in September
1986, Mr. Martin was favorably anticipating his return to inspection on a
schedule of his choice. Id., Tr. 12,726.
The transfer from inspection was occasioned by a confrontation between
Mr. Martin and a craft foreman named Krone. A news item reporting on
this hearing linked Mr. Martin with a supposed 500 weld-inspections-per-day
achievement which, according to Mr. Martin, may have arisen from an early
practice of transcribing from field notes several days' accomplishments onto
the official documents, the checklists, on a single day. Nevertheless, Krone
took the value as a measure of Mr. Martin's efforts and used it as a topic for
ridicule of Mr. Martin in front of his peers. He allowed Mr. Martin to offer
no explanation. Harsh words and body contact subsequently led to Krone's
discharge by Comstock and to Mr. Martin's assignment, a couple of weeks later,
out of field inspection. Id., Tr. 8376-94, 9590-92. According to Mr. Martin, he
was removed from cable-pull inspection at the instigation of a union steward
who reported that, after Krone's discharge, the cable pullers would not work
with Mr. Martin. Id., Tr. 8394.
Shortly before the Krone incident, Mr. Martin had been effectively removed
from cable-pulling inspection following his persistent requests to his lead for
assistance from other inspectors in effecting a continuous pull of a 350-foot-long
cable through a tortuous path, a common request to permit an alternative to the
more laborious method of pulling by sections called "pull-and-coil." Upon denial
of his request for aid, Mr. Martin expressed that he "didn't feel comfortable
doing it [that way]." Mr. Martin had never inspected a pull-and-coil operation
at Braidwood. Id., Tr. 12,765. Further, he believed helpful inspectors to be
available. As a result, another inspector was assigned to the pull and Mr. Martin
made work for himself during the next couple of weeks. Id., Tr. 12,704-20.
From time to time since his initial employment in 1981. Martin encountered
a number of irregUlarities in his work experience. His certifications were
withdrawn on two separate occasions for periods of a few months because of
large numbers of reversals, by PTL and CECo, of his inspection decisions. [d.•
Tr. 9348-50. Martin attributed this increase in reversals to his misinterpretations
of drawings, to inadequate training, and to his increased output which made
for more rejects though his fractional reject rate remained about normal. Id.,
Tr. 9547, 9582. After some retraining and investigation of previous work, the
certifications were reinstated. Id., Tr. 8326, 8329, 9344. Two record-keeping
matters were addressed in Mr. Martin's testimony. One was his practice of
recording field observations in notebooks, then subsequently transcribing them
en masse to the official checklists, usually in the office. Mr. Martin, together
with other inspectors, developed the practice of photocopying inspection forms
on which largely generic information had been added, then filling in blanks
of the copies with inspection-specific information. Signatures and dates were
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original. Id., Tr. 8330-31. This is to say, additionally, that the checklists were
seldom taken to the field. Id., Tr. 8370, 9576. The Witness asserted that in these
manners he and other inspectors had been trained by Irving DeWald, the then and
current Comstock QA manager. These irregular documentation practices were
uncovered during a CECo audit and came to the attention of Walter Shewski, the
CECo corporate QA manager, who ordered appropriate retraining. Immediately
thereafter Mr. DeWald held a training session. Id., Tr. 9574-77.
In spite of these and other somewhat similar occurrences, Martin retained a
very open and understanding attitude toward his management. He testified that,
whereas he perceived some actions were not in good taste, were unfair, and
stemmed from mismanagement, he did not identify the actions as harassing or
intimidating. On one occasion, in a meeting with Mr. DeWald and his assistant,
Mr. Seese, he assured them he was aiming not to cause trouble, he "wanted to
try to do better [at his job]" and asked "them for suggestions if there is anything
I could do to better myself." Id.• Tr. 9595-96. Neither did he consider transfer
to what he judged a less-interesting job to be retaliatory. Id., Tr. 12,756-77,
12,773-78. He expressed strongly his enjoyment of and his satisfaction with
his weld-inspector position. His industriousness even brought criticism from his
peers. Id., Tr. 9546. He was less sure of his responses to procedural requirements,
a reaction he attributed to deficient training. To himself he adequately justified
his practice of photocopying premature entries into checklists by noting that each
list bore his signature in the original and that it vouched for the performance
and acceptance of a weld. His problems with procedures and paper work he laid
to his inadequate training. Id., Tr. 9544-47. We state. succinctly, that he was
proud of his work and of being a pan of such a large effort as is Braidwood.
The Board cannot ascribe to Martin any support of the alleged harassment,
etc., voiced as the principal contention in this case, particularly as it may relate
to the ultimate safety of the operation of the Braidwood plant.

E.

Other Considerations

Additionally to those Quality Control inspectors whose testimony has bccn
reviewed in some detail above, about a dozen others appeared at the hearing either in person or through deposition. Among them are Larry Bossong, Francisco
Rolan, Michael Mustered, Terry Gorman, Dean Peterson, Therman Bowman,
Robert Wicks, Larry Perryman, Dan Holley, Robert Hunter, Herschel Stout,
Joe HH, and Mark KJachko. The concerns of many of these individuals with
the inspector-management relations at Comstock had been taken to a meeting
with the NRC in March 1985. Most were subsequently interviewed separately
by NRC personnel. The tenor of their contributions to the history of the inspection program is resemblant both to that already recounted and consistent
within themselves. With scarcely an exception, each inspector testified that he
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had encountered or observed outbursts of temper from Quality Control Supervisor Saklak. These instances have been described in great detail by the Staff in
its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, ,232 through ,413. The Board
adopts these paragraphs and the citations therein as an historic record of those
encounters. Collectively, they strengthen the picture of that individual that we
have drawn, supra. There were threats of discharge of Rolan, Martin, and Holley
though Mr. Saklak's authority did not extend that far; accounts by Mr. Gorman
of berating inspectors; the rebuff of Mr. Saklak's remarks by Mustered; a jestful
response by Mr. Peterson to Mr. Saklak's directive; a counterthrust by Mr. Bowman to Mr. Saldak's aggressive behavior.
Other members of Comstock management, particularly Mr. DeWald, were
the subject of complaints of poor communications, perceived aloofness, apparent
work place and time discrimination including allocation of overtime and attempts
to establish quotas for performance. Thrcats of discharge by Mr. DeWald were
more meaningful due to his position in the organization.
During this period of contention and apparent unrest, three inspectors, Hunter,
Arendt, and Stout, were discharged - Hunter and Arendt for improperly
inspecting welds that had been previously painted and Mr. Stout for absenteeism
and low productivity. (Truly, Stout resigned though his discharge was imminent.)
Applicant'S witness Laney, a person of considerable experience in construction, management, and direction at diverse nuclear facilities including the Quincy
(MA) shipyard, where nuclear-powered naval vessels are constructed, and the
Argonne National Laboratory, where nuclear reactors are developed, testified at
length on several aspects of the issues aired in this hearing. Laney, ff. Tr. 17,245;
Tr. 17,246 ff. The topics were both site specific and more general. Of relevance
here is Laney's judgment of Mr. Saklak's competence and behavior as a supervisor. On the basis of his review of summaries of depositions and oral testimony
of a number of inspectors and interviews with individuals, largely at supervisory
level, Laney concluded that inspectors considered Mr. Saklak a blusterer and, as
such, a weak supervisor whose threats were not or could not be always carried
out. He was looked upon as an irritant and a bother but not one whose promised
intimidations were to be taken seriously. Laney, Tr. 17,361. Laney cited experiences by Inspectors Snyder, Martin, and Mustered who rolled with Mr. Saklak's
punch only then to brush it off or to carry it to higher authority. rd., Tr. 17,350.
17,355-57. These actions are consistent with Laney's experience with and belief
in the position of an inspector who usually works alone at his task, utilizing his
skills in a professional manner. To his task an inspector brings his two essential
qualifications - his technical skills and his personal integrity - of which he
is both proud and protective. These represent his job security and, more importantly, they are his badge of acceptance in the work area and he will scrupulously
protect these basic assets, unaffected by external group dissension. As a group,
however, having belief in complaints centered around supervisor-inspector fric-
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tion, the expressed need to keep abreast of craft production, salary uncertainties,
and perhaps inequities, likely pressure to support the then-ongoing unionization
effort, the inspectors would be expected to voice their collective feelings as was
their behavior here in the audiences with the NRC. Laney, ff. Tr. 17,245, at
24-25. The Board shares and subscribes to these observations.
Although the actions and remarks of the Quality Control personnel, both
management and the inspectors, attest to a deteriorating esprit de corps at
Comstock, the result was not as catastrophic as Intervenors would have us
believe. Guild, Tr. 7915 ff.
VI.

REINSPECTION EVIDENCE

In response to Intervenors' theory that alleged acts of harassment, intimidation, and production pressure impaired the effectiveness of Comstock Quality
Control inspectors (Guild, Tr. 7903-04), Applicant presented the results of two
separate reinspection programs. The first program was the Construction Sample
Reinspection (CSR) which was part of the Braidwood Construction Assessment
Program (BCAP). The CSR consisted of a visual reinspection of a sample of
onsite, safety-related construction which had been completed, Quality Control
inspected, and accepted by Comstock as of June 30, 1984. The second program
consisted of the data obtained from the routine overinspections of Comstock
Quality Control-accepted work by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (P1L) during the period July I, 1982, to June 3D, 1986. Neither program was initiated
in response to Intervenors' allegations but they were conducted for other reasons. The reinspection programs were unrelated and were carried out by Quality
Control inspectors who were independent of the Comstock QNQC organization. DeIGeorge, ff. Tr. 16,740, at 6, 9; Kaushal, ff. 'fr. 13,068, at 9: Marcus,
ff. Tr. 15,568, at 1,7.
A stated objective of the BCAP program of which CSR is a part was to ensure
that no unidentified or unaddressed programmatic design-significant construction
problems existed at Braidwood. Kaushal, ff. 'fr. 13,068, at 3. A "designsignificant" deficiency is one that affects the ability of a safety-related system,
structure, or component to perform its intended safety function.ld. at 5; Thorsell,
ff. 'fr. 14,270, at 9. As regards struCtural components, "design significance"
relates to the ability to carry all design loads within code-established allowable
stresses. Kostal, cr. Tr. 14,270, at 16.
The CSR was carried out by an organization called the BCAP Task Force.
Most of the BCAP engineering staff was drawn from Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation and all of the quality control inspection staff was drawn
from the Daniel Construction Corporation. The BCAP Task RJrce Director was
an Applicant employee. None of the individuals, including the Task Force Di-
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rector, had any prior involvement with the work that was to be reinspected or
reviewed under BCAP. Kaushal, ff. n. 13,068, at 9. The NRC Staff concluded
that the BCAP Task Force personnel were "qualified for their assigned tasks with
a good balance of education and experience in the nuclear industry." Gardner,
ff. n. 17,606, at 12.
Sargent & Lundy, Applicant's architect-engineer, was assigned the task
of evaluating the discrepancies found by BCAP CSR inspectors. Kaushal,
ff. n. 13,068, at 7. Because Sargent & Lundy is responsible for developing the
Braidwood design, including all drawings and specifications, it has the greatest
expertise in evaluating the Significance of Braidwood construction discrepancies.
BCAP Task Fbrce activities, including the CSR, were overviewed by the
BCAP QA group established within Applicant's Quality Assurance Department BCAP QA personnel, none of whom had any ·prior responsibility for
construction at Braidwood, were drawn from Applicant, Gilbert Commonwealth,
and Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories. The BCAP Task RJrce, BCAP QA group,
and Sargent & Lundy were overviewed by an independent expert overview
group (lEOG) which was assembled by the Evaluation Research Corporation
and consisted entirely of individuals outside of the Commonwealth Edison Company. Smith, n. 14,196-97; Appl. Exh. 137; Kaushal, ff. n. 13,068, at 9,
10. All of the various groups including the lEOG were, in turn, overviewed
by a resident NRC inspector who dedicated full time to reviewing the BCAP
program. Kaushal, ff. n. 13,068, at 11.
The CSR sample program was set up to assure with at least a 95% confidence
level that at least 95% of the work in each construction category is free of
design-significant discrepancies. [d. at 6.
The BCAP/CSR was a large reinspection program and involved more than
90 man-years of direct engineering and reinspection effort in addition to the
engineering evaluation of identified discrepancies by Sargent & Lundy and the
support services provided by the various construction contractors on site. [d. at
7. The CSR data base includes the results from reinspections of 733 electrical
items including more than 10,000 welds and 276,000 inspection points. DelGeorge, ff. n. 17,082, at 19.
The PTI. data base includes more than 7200 components and over 28,000
welds, approximately 28% of the total number of components and 10% of the total number of welds completed and Quality Control-accepted by Comstock during the 4-year period from July 1982 through June 1986. Marcus, ff. n. 15,568,
at 12; DelGeorge, ff. n. 16,740, at 17, 32.
Using the data collected from both the CSR and the PTI. reinspection programs, the Applicant prepared a computerized data base that matched the reinspection results with the names of Comstock Quality Control inspectors whose
work was reinspected along with the dates of such "first-line" inspections. The
computerized data base permitted comparison of Comstock Quality Control in-
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spector performance over time with episodes of alleged harassment, intimidation, and undue production pressure. As shown in the following sections, the
data show no trends or correlations between inspector performance (as measured
by agreement rates with CSR and P1L overinspections) and episodes of alleged
harassment, intimidation, and undue production pressure.
Dr. Martin R. Frankel, a noted statistical sampling expert, participated in the
design of the CSR program and analyzed the results of both the CSR and PTL
reinspection programs. Frankel, ff. Tr. 17,082, at 1-4, 12-27. The CSR sampling
program made use of both probability samples and nonprobability samples in
six different electrical construction categories. ld. at 9-10. The total sample
for each category consisted of three parts. The first or "random" portion was
chosen in such a manner that each item in the population had an equal chance
of inclusion in the sample. This is the probability sample. The number of items
in the random portion of the CSR sample was sufficient to support a conclusion
with 95% confidence that a minimum of 95% of the population is free of designsignificant defects, assuming no defects were found in the sample. For the second
portion, engineering judgment was used to determine sample size and to select
items. This portion emphasized areas of plant construction that had previously
exhibited discrepancies or are parts of the safe-shutdown and emergency core
cooling systems. About half of this engineering judgment sample portion was
selected using random methods. The other half of this portion focused on
items that comprise, support, or enclose some of the most significant safety
systems. The third portion of the CSR sample was identified as "more highly
stressed" items. This included items where structural stress is a significant design
factor. A total of sixty-eight "more highly stressed" items was included in the
third portion. Kaushal, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 13-16.
No design-significant discrepancies were found in any of the six CSR
construction categories and using only the results from the first or random
portion of the CSR sample one can conclude with a 95% confidence level that
at least 95% of the electrical construction population at Braidwood is free of
design-significant defects.ld. at 16; Frankel, ff. Tr. 17,082, at 11. Even higher
levels of reliability and confidence will result when the reinspection data are
combined across all electrical populations. Further, the results of the additional
CSR sampling (the engineering judgment sample and the additional sampling
of "more highly stressed" items), adds even more confidence to the inferences
that may be drawn from the probability sample. Frankel, ff. Tr. 17,082, at 11;
Tr. 17,145-47.
Dr. Frankel also looked at Quality Control inspector "agreement rate" data.
Agreement rate is defined as the ratio of the number of inspection points
within a particular interval determined by CSR inspections to be acceptable (Le.,
nondiscrepanl), to the total number of inspection points reinspected in the same
interval. Since all of the inspections reevaluated in the CSR had been inspected
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and approved by Comstock Quality Control in their first-line inspection, it was
possible from the agreement rates derived from the CSR data to obtain a measure
of the quality of the product of Comstock inspectors. The CSR agreement rates
used in the evaluation represented points first inspected during time periods
before, during, and after incidents of alleged harassment. Dr. Frankel found that
the CSR agreement rates were statistically independent of the time period when
the first-line inspections were made. In particular, taking July I, 1982, when
Mr. Saklak became Quality Control Supervisor for Comstock as a dividing
point. Frankel observed that the CSR agreement rates prior and subsequent
to that date were essentially the same. This comparison, being sensitive to a
1% difference with a 99% probability, says that Mr. Saklak's entrance into
the Comstock Quality Control organization had no effect on the quality of the
product of his inspectors. Frankel, ff. Tr. 17,082, at 12-20. Dr. Frankel also
compared the agreement rates before and after August I, 1983 (DeWald started
as Quality Control Manager) and similarly found no statistically significant
difference. [d. at 20-21. In examining the results of the PTL overinspections,
Dr. Frankel concluded that while there are variations in agreement rate over
time, there does not appear to be a strong trend over time. He stated that while
there was some indication of increasing agreement rate, the linear relationship
between agreement rate and time was quite small. [d.. at 25-27.
Applicant presented the results of·a review of the combined and individual
P1L overinspection results of each of the 100 Quality Control inspectors
included in the 4-year period from July 1982 through June 1986. Applicant
selected an agreement rate of 90% as a threshold for acceptable work by the
inspector. Applicant used a fifty-inspection minimum for calculating combined
monthly agreement rate averages. Marcus, ff. Tr. 15,568, at 13, 14. For 8 months
the agreement rates were below 90%. During four of those months, the agreement
rate was within a couple of percentage points of the 90% threshold, and for 1
month there was insufficient overinspection data to draw a conclusion. [d. at
17. On only three occasions, the monthly Comstock agreement rate dropped
significantly below the 90% threshold level. No single inspector contributed to
more than one of the dips in the 7 months where sufficient inspections were
made and the agreement rate dropped below 90%. For each of these 7 months,
there was a single, technical reason that caused the drop in agreement rate. Each
of the seven technical reasons occurred only one time in the 4-year period. [d. at
18. None of these technical reasons was related to harassment. intimidation, or
undue production pressure. [d. at 18-33.
Mr. DelGeorge also reviewed agreement rate data for both the CSR and
PTL reinspection programs with particular attention to the class of twenty-four
Comstock inspectors who complained of harassment to the NRC on March 29,
1985. From his study of the CSR results, Mr. DelGeorge concluded that the
variation in results over time does not reveal any apparent relationship between
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Comstock Quality Control inspector performance and the incidents of alleged
harassment, intimidation, and production pressure. DeIGeorge, ff. Tr. 16,740, at
27-32. As regards the P1L overinspection results, his evaluation of the twentyfour Quality Control inspectors as a class, and individually, also did not reveal
any trends over time which would support Intervenors' claim of a pervasive
problem. [d. at 34-35.
Intervenors presented no witnesses to controvert Applicant's case analyzing
the CSR and P1L data. Rather, there was extensive cross-examination of
Applicant's witnesses. Intervenors question the independence of the BCAP CSR
program even though not a single person on the BCAP task force had any
prior involvement with electrical construction work at Braidwood. The only
specific point raised by Intervenors was that the Director of the BCAP Task
Force was an Edison employee and he reported to Edison's Braidwood Project
Manager. Kaushal, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 10. No evidence was presented as to how
that relationship compromised the validity of the data collected. The intense
regulatory spotlight and the built-in overviews under which the CSR program
was conducted would make compromise extremely unlikely.
Question was raised as to the applicability of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix
B criteria to the activities of BCAP. The question is of academic interest only,
since it appears that the program was conducted in accordance with the general
principles and requirements of Appendix B. Certainly the manner in which the
NRC BCAP inspector managed his activities indicated stringent adherence to
the requirements of Appendix B. Gardner, Tr. 17,685-88.
Intervenors also questioned the role of Sargent & Lundy, arguing that because
it had been responsible for Braidwood's original design and for evaluating and
accepting departures from that design, it had a vested interest in accepting its
. past design and evaluative work. There is no evidence to indicate that Sargent &
Lundy's participation in evaluating BCAP discrepancies was anything less than
highly professional and impartial. Sargent & Lundy did not perform construction, and there is no reason why it would be adversely affected by identified
construction defects. Gardner, ff. Tr. 17,606, at 8. Additionally, and as mentioned
previously, the overall regulatory atmosphere surrounding ~e BCAP program
with virtually continuous oversight by BCAP QA, mOG, and a full-time resident NRC inspector assigned only to BCAP activities reduced the possibility
of lenient treatment of discrepancies to virtually zero. In fact, there is considerable evidence in the record, attesting to the zealousness of the overinspectors,
wherein 30 to 40% of the "discrepancies" found by overinspectors were determined not to be discrepancies at all. Marcus, ff. Tr. 15,568, at 17; Kaushal,
Tr.13,338-47.
One of the principal reasons why no design-significant discrepancies were
identified is that Sargent & Lundy has provided large design margins in the
Braidwood electrical work, over and above code requirements. These margins
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arise due to the standardization of components and due to the engineer's recognition that construction work is not always perfect. The record is replete with
examples of the design conservatism and much hearing time was spent discussing the subject. Tr. 14,453-60, 14,477-90, 14,641-86, 14,755-805, 15,517,
16,675-76. One example that is illustrative of the conservatism used by Sargent
& Lundy is the design for conduit hangers. There are approximately one dozen
standard designs for conduit hangers. Each is based on conservative assumptions
of maximum conduit size, maximum cable weight, maximum hanger length, and
maximum space between hangers, even though all of these conditions will seldom, if ever, be present in any field installation. As regards seismic design,
peak seismic accelerations are used even though more refined analyses based on
actual component frequencies would result in considerably lower seismic design
forces. A further conservatism is provided by manufacturers who typically provide materials that exceed minimum strength requirements to avoid the potential
expense of scrapping substandard material. Kostal Revised (Appl. Exh. 179), at
7-9, 17-18,24-29. There are additional design margins for which no credit was
taken in the design-Significance evaluations. These are the code-required margins. The code writers typically use a margin of two between failure and code allowable. [d. at 18. Moreover, the AWS D1.1 Code indirectly provides additional
margin by requiring minimum sizes and lengths for welds. [d. at 25. Considering
the conservatism in the design, it was not swprising to find very large safety
margins even in the presence of discrepancies. For those construction categories
where notable discrepancies were found, the average design margin remaining
for all welds with discrepancies ranged from 300% above code-allowable stress
for cable pans to 900% for conduit hangers. Electrical equipment and cable pan
hangers were found to be an average of 500% and 800% above code-allowable,
respectively. No notable subjective discrepancies were found in the cable or
conduit construction categories. [d. at 18-21.
Intervenors wanted the reinspection results stated in terms of items rather
than inspection points. Since many items have thousands of inspection points,
the Intervenors' method would reject the entire item if one or more discrepant
points was found. This is clearly unreasonable and would be misleading. On the
other hand, presentation of data on an attribute or inspection point basis with,
for example, one weld having seventeen attributes might also be misleading by
presenting what might appear to be a high agreement rate. Applicant presented
results on both a weld basis and an inspection point basis. Applicant defends
its inspection point basis by stating that it permits judgment and meaningful
comparison of inspector and inspection performance particularly with respect to
items of differing complexity. The strongest argument that Applicant makes in
defense of its method of reporting results is that each individual inspection point
represents a necessary check of a potentially "design-significant" attribute. On
an inspection point basis the CSR results show that over 98% (actually 98.7%)
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of the inspection judgments made by Comstock Quality Control inspectors were
correct Analysis of the CSR results on a weld basis, produced an agreement
rate of about 85%. The corresponding value for PTL overinspections during the
period July 1, 1982, through June 30, 1986, is 93%. For the period in which the
CSR and PTL data overlap (July 1, 1982, to June 1984) the agreement rates were
89% and 90%, respectively. DeIGeorge, ff. Te. 16,740, at 37-38; Te. 16,802.
Intervenors argue that agreement rate is not a measure of inspector performance and the exercise revealed nothing except a large number of defects. The
Board disagrees. While a direct comparison of inspector accuracy would be desirable, the possibility of a direct comparison is long gone. The discrepancies
identified in first-line inspections are referred back to the craft for remedial
action and work is not considered complete until accepted by a Quality Control inspector. What Applicant is trying to determine is any change in QC inspection effectiveness (the identification and rejection of bad work) over time
to ascertain whether such changes can be correlated with Intervenors' allegations. Applicant'S witness Hulin concluded that agreement rates were "the best
available behavioral trace measure" and further stated that the CSR and PTL
data analyses do a reasonably good job of capturing the accuracy of Comstock's
Quality Control inspector performance. Hulin, ff. Te. 17.924, at 17; Tr. 17,93435, 18,231-32. The results of the analyses of the reinspection data for the entire
period show no significant change in agreement rate. Frankel, ff. Te. 17,082;
DelGeorge, ff. Te. 16,740; Marcus, ff. Te. 15,568.
Intervenors say the agreement rates are meaningless because nothing is known
of the craft error rate and efficiency of overinspection, and each can have
an effect on the agreement rate. The Board disagrees. While there exists the
possibility that there might have been changes in either or both craft error rate
and reinspector efficiency, there is no information in the record to substantiate
any conclusions as to whether there was an effect. Since there was little or no
change in agreement rate over considerable periods of time, some imagination
is required to foresee that these effects (craft error and overinspection efficiency
effects) masked the pervasive effects of intimidation and production pressure
described by Intervenors. The more logical explanation is that neither craft error
rate, overinspection efficiency, nor agreement rate changed appreciably over the
period of study.
Intervenors refer to the problems at Comstock as programmatic, systematic,
pervasive, widespread, massive, etc., and "on a scale which distinguishes
Braidwood from any recorded case in the annals of licensing proceedings." The
reinspection evidence presented covered a 6-year period ending in mid·1986
and encompassed all of the specific acts of intimidation and production pressure
that allegedly occurred. There apparently were some mistakes made and there
is evidence of some production pressure. There is, however, no evidence of
any effect of these on the quality of the Comstock Quality Control inspection
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work. Of all the Quality Control inspectors testifying at the hearing, not one
indicated that intimidation or production pressure had an effect on the manner in
which he did his work. The CSR and PTL reinspection programs were relatively
large as sampling programs go. Even Intervenors' witness Arvey stated that a
10% random sampling program would be very precise if the sampling size
were of the order of 10,000. Arvey, Te. 4435-42,4447. Each of the reinspection
programs greatly exceeded 10,000 observations, the bases upon which inferences
may be drawn. In the CSR program, 98.7% of all observations were found to
have been correct. Of the 1.3% found to be discrepant, the vast majority was
insignificant, and not a single discrepancy was such as to have an effect on
the capacity or ability of the component to perform its safety function. Kostal
Revised (Appl. Exh. 179) at 22.

VII.

GRID INSPECTIONS

Early in the period addressed in these proceedings, that is, in the first part
of the 1980s, electrical-related welding was inspected on a grid-area basis in
which a designated area of the plant, specified within a local coordinate system,
was assigned for inspection. During that period there were few Quality Control
inspectors, less than five. All relevant entities within that area were then reviewed
by one or more inspector, at a 35% sampling. DeWald, ff. Te. 1700, at 7. The
results were recorded in the inspector's notebook and, at some later time, several
days' worth of inspection results were entered into the official report. [d. at 24; .
Holley, Te. 5176; Martin, Te. 8285-89. In this grid-inspection procedure, large
numbers of inspections were lumped on one inspection report, bearing a single
date. That practice is in contrast to the present method in effect since November
I, 1982, when CECo directed that the installations of 100% of safety-related
items be inspected and, further, a copy of the inspection report be placed in the
file or package for each component, say a cable-pan hanger. 17
The increased work load reflected in the inspector population which progressively increased to 36 in August 1983, to 77 in May 1985, and to nearly 100 in
August 1985. Shamblin, ff. Te. 16,252, at 28; DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, at 10.
In the early scheme, as noted, supra, many welds located on many components, could have been reported on a single sheet, resulting in a confusing
record which, when coupled with the likely changes in item designations, made
difficult an identification of an item in the field with an entry on an inspection
report. Hunter, Te. 8892. It was virtually impossible to even correlate the number
of welds in a grid with the number on the corresponding inspection report, a

17 The older method resulted in an apparent m:ord that could be conruued u reporting a1arge number of welds
inspected on a lingle day. Bowman. Tr. 6933·35.
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necessary exercise to verify that all welds had been inspected. These discrepancies could have been due to design changes, welds added or removed. They
were aggravated by the fact that this exercise extended back into the era when
Ernst, the predecessor of Comstock, held the Quality Control inspection contract.u Hunter, Tr. 8738-43; Gorman, Tr. 5863.
Although Walter Shewski, the CECo corporate QA manager, was unable to
contribute to the discussion, there was agreement between Applicant and Intervenor counsel that the essence of the above grid-system inspection procedure
and the confused reporting were correct. Tr. 10,202-07.
In a discussion of the Validity of results from samples of various size taken
from large populations, Intervenors' witness Arvey testified that a 10% random
sample from a population of 10,000 would yield very reliable results with
the proviso that if that first sample of, say, welds showed a large number of
discrepancies, the sample size should be increased. Arvey, 1'1'. 4434-36, 4449.
As noted, the program of inspections of electrical items followed in the
grid-area scheme consisted of a 35% sample with an enlargement if an inordinate number of discrepancies were found. The weld population sampled was
large. Additionally, this pre-November I, 1982 work was caught in the BCAP
reinspection program.19 As noted elsewhere in this Decision, the BCAP reinspection revealed no discrepancy sufficiently severe to affect the capacity or
ability of an item to perform its safety function. See, for example, Kaushal,
Appl. Exh. 179, at 22. Accordingly, the Board discerns no cause to be concerned
about the utility of that Braidwood construction which was initially inspected
by the "grid-area" scheme.
VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

This case involves many questions of perceptions and credibility in addition
to questions of pure fact. It is not the typical type of case brought before a
licensing board. The Board is not asked to judge the adequacy of the design or
the suitability of the materials used in the construction of Braidwood. We are
asked to evaluate the quality of the electrical systems installed by Comstock only
insofar as the quality might have been affected by poor quality control inspection. We are asked to determine whether Comstock Quality Control inspectors
were harassed, intimidated, threatened, or pressured from adequately performing
18 The time tnd effort teqUircd \0 review tnd temedy !hcse tncient bistorical m:ords togclhcr wi!h !he inctuscd
worlt losd. 100% ..mp!" up frem 35% (lnt. Exh. 205. Attach. ID), contn'buted \0 !he infamous "backlog of
inspcc:Iion data .lleged \0 have been the cau", of undue worlr. pressure put on inspector1 more m:ently. DeWald,
ff. Tr. 1700, .t 7. nus worlr. backlog, which .t one time was composed of 14,000 welds and 50,000 documents
to be reviewed, wu eliminated in September 1984. Shamblin, ff. Tr. 16,274, It 17.
19 The BCAP reinspectim program reviewed .11 safely-related cautructim .t Braidwood which had been
ccxnp!tted as of lunc 30, 1984. Kaushal, ff. Tr. 13,068, It 3.
M
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their duties in accordance with applicable requirements. The harassment allegations are directed toward both Applicant CECo and Comstock managements
and center around three questions. Did the Commonwealth Edison Company
intentionally and unreasonably pressure Comstock's Quality Control managers
to increase productivity? Second, as a result of this pressure or for whatever reason, did Comstock Quality Control managers systematically engage in conduct
intended to pressure Quality Control inspectors to overlook deficiencies and accept discrepant work? Lastly, assuming production pressure was imposed on the
inspectors, did they succumb to that pressure? There are some other issues but
they are all related to the above three questions which constitute the heart of the
harassment matter. The issue of discrimination is also related to the above three
questions and involves only a few of the inspectors, notably Messrs. Puckett,
Seeders, Martin, and Archambeault, although others might be included.
In answering the first question, the record clearly indicates that there was
substantial pressure imposed on Comstock Quality Control management to reduce the backlog of inspections. Not reducing the backlog would inevitably
result in an inability to ascertain the quality of a rapidly expanding volume
of installed work. Such a consequence made reducing the backlog an absolute necessity. Given the requirement of reducing the backlog, the actions of
Mr. Shamblin, Applicant'S principal instrument on site, appeared to be necessary and reasonable. Comstock Quality Control management performance is not
quite as readily characterized. From the privileged position of looking back at
other's actions, there is little doubt in the Board's view that some things should
have been done differently. Mr. Saklak was obviously better suited to ride herd
over production workers than safety inspectors. Although he might not have had
any more success with welders than he had with Comstock's inspectors, his
bullying tactics are almost universally rejected and it is not surprising that such
actions resulted in his termination. The transfer of John Seeders following a
complaint letter to Quality Control Manager DeWald was viewed as a vengeful
act by Intervenors. The issue was fully ventilated in the hearing with the result
that the transfer appeared to be in the best interest of all parties. Mr. Seeder's
work performance record in the months immediately preceding his transfer show
a plethora of procedural violations and an inattention to detail combined with a
disdain for compliance with schedules. His performance after transfer has been
exemplary. As to Worley Puckett, he should have been hired for the position
he originally applied for. He went to Braidwood for a job as a Level II Quality
Control weld inspector, possibly the most qualified man in the country for that
job. Based on the evidence in this record, his strength was not in interpreting
weld procedures or welding codes, a task for which he was hired as a Level nr
inspector at Braidwood by Comstock. Because he was ill-suited for the task, his
performance was not what Comstock needed and he was fired. While the Board
is of the opinion that Comstock management had sufficient justification to re-
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move Mr. Puckett from his position as a Level III at Braidwood, its handling of
Mr. PuckeU from the initial mistake of hiring him for that post to his termination
bespeaks of a management lacking in judgment and communicative skills. The
firing of two other Quality Control inspectors for inspecting welds through paint
contrary to procedure appeared to be justified. Mr. Archambeault'S allegations
were both personal and quality related. All of his QC-related allegations were
found without substance or were resolved. His personal complaint was his objection to working the night shift. There appeared to be good and sound reason
for night-shift assignment and there is no reason why the issue should have been
before the Board. Most of the cable-pulling operations were conducted at night
so as not to interfere with other craft operations. He was eventually transferred
to day shift when the work load permitted.
Although we agree that some actions taken in dealing with Quality Control
inspectors crossed the line of acceptable behavior even for a large construction
site, on balance and in consideration of the overall environment in which all
of the actual or perceived instances of harassment or production pressure took
place, we do not find these indiscretions of sufficient severity to warrant the
precipitous action of license denial. The severity and consequences of such
unacceptable behavior might reach for civil penalty but the majority of this
Board, in a close call, declines to do so. There is no evidence that any of the
demonstrated instances of harassment or production pressure was intended to
have an effect on the quality of the inspcction or to promote the failure to observe
defects in workmanship. A consideration of the union organizing activity which
was concurrent with many of the allegations, the inspector shortage, wage and
work hour considerations, and inter alia. the notion that an inspector should
provide a day's work for a day's pay are all included in our decision not to
pursue a recommendation for license denial or civil penalty. That is not to say
that some other arm of the Commission might see the issues in another light
and move accordingly.
With respect to the third question, "Did the inspectors succumb to the
pressure?", even our dissenting colleague agrces that they did not. We find
that the Quality Control inspectors, in spite of management harassment and
schedule pressure, performed their inspection duties in a professional manner,
and the fruit of their labors was not poisoned by management's actions. The
Board subscribes to the judgment of a witness who described the inspectors
as members of a group that are proud and protective of their technical skills
and personal integrity. Their technical skill and integrity represent their job
security and their families' livelihood, but even more importantly. these are their
badge of acceptance in the work arena. The witness suggested that an inspector
working alone at his job wiII scrupulously protect these, his most basic assets,
unaffected by external group dissension. We agree. Our personal observations
of the demeanor and the testimony of more than a dozen Comstock Quality
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Control inspectors confirms those impressions. The Board notes the position
taken by the Intervenors on the value of testimony by witnesses describing
their professional behavior when under the alleged work pressure and subjection
to harassment. The Intervenors deprecatorily dismiss the sworn statements by
inspectors asserting that, though the conditions in their workplace may have
been clouded by strained management-employee relations, the quality of the
inspections was unaffected and that there was no compromise in the construction
of Braidwood. Intervenors claim such evidence to be self-serving, that, under
the circumstances, nothing different could have been expected and, therefore,
it should be heavily discounted. On the other hand, the Board observes that
not one shred of information was presented to it describing and authenticating
any significant shortcoming in the Braidwood construction that has not been
identified, evaluated, and corrected as necessary.
The Board finds reasonable assurance that the Braidwood Plant has been
properly constructed and can be operated without endangering the public health
and safety. Our finding in that regard is buttressed by the results of two large
reinspection programs presented as rebuttal evidence in this proceeding. The major thrust of this evidence established that there was no discernible difference in
the inspection agrcement rates between Comstock inspectors and the reinspectors before. after. or during periods of alleged harassment If harassment and
intimidation occurred on a scale commensurate with Intervenors' allegations, it
should have manifested itself in the results of both reinspection programs. No
effect was observed. Additionally, and of assistance to the Board in reaching a
conclusion on the ultimate issue, is the fact that not a single one of the discrepancies found in either reinspection program was such as to have an effect on
the capacity or ability of the component to perform its intended safety function.

IX.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

In reaching this Decision, the Board has considered all the evidence submitted
by the parties and the entire record of this proceeding. That record consists of
the Commission's Notice of Hearing, the pleadings filed by the parties, the
transcripts of the hearing, and the exhibits received into evidence. All issues,
arguments. or proposed findings presented by the parties, but not addressed
in this Decision, have been found to be without merit or unnecessary to this
Decision. Based upon our findings which are supported by reliable, probative,
and substantial evidence as required by the Administrative Procedure Act and the
Commission's Rules of Practice, and upon consideration of the entire evidentiary
record in this proceeding, the Board, with respect to the issues in controversy
before us:
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CONCLUDES that the Applicant, Commonwealth Edison Company, has
met its burden of proof on each of the issues decided in this Initial
Decision. As to these issues, there is reasonable assurance that the
Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2, can be operated without endangering
the health and safety of the public.

X. ORDER
WHEREFORE, in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, and the rules of the Commission, and based on the foregoing, IT
IS ORDERED TIIAT:
The Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized, upon making
the findings on all applicable matters specified in 10 C.F.R. § 50.57(a), as to
each respective reactor unit, to issue to the Applicant, Commonwealth Edison
Company, a license or licenses to operate Ute Braidwood Station, Units 1 and
2; provided, that prior to authorizing operation beyond 5% of rated power, the
Director shall assure compliance wiUt the conditions stated in our Partial Initial
Decision on Emergency Planning issues dated May 13, 1987.
Pursuant to 10 C.P.R. §2.760 of the Commission's Rules of Practice, this
Partial Initial Decision shall become effective immediately. It will constitute
the final Decision of the Commission forty-five (45) days from the date of
issuance, unless an appeal is taken in accordance with 10 C.P.R. § 2.762 or the
Commission directs otherwise. See also 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.764, 2.785, and 2.786.
Any party may take an appeal from this Decision by filing a Notice of Appeal
within ten (10) days after service of this Partial Initial Decision. Each appellant
must file a brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days after the
period has expired for the filing and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty
(40) days in the case of the Staff); a party who is not an appellant may file a brief
in support of or in opposition to the appeal of any other party. A responding party
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shall file a single, responsive brief only regardless of the number of appellants'
briefs filed. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.762.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. A. Dixon Callihan
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
May 19, 1987
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APPENDIX
Exhibit
No.

Description

Marked Received

APPLICANT'S EXHIBIT LIST
1

5/12/84 Memo from DeWald to Mennecke re
L 2790.

1823

1840

2

9/27/84 DeWald memo re Seeders termination.

1905

1906

3

LKC Proc. 4.11.3 (stop work), 3/31/83.

2213

2221

4

DeWald 9/25/84 review of Seeders 8/17/84
letter.

2946

2946

5

DeWald evaluation of Puckett's 8/22/84 test.

3084

16,579

6

Vogt test key.

3086

16,580

7

Excerpts of S&L 2790 plus Am. 40 718-84.

3324

3529

8

Am. 48 excerpt for S&L 2790, 11/4/85.

3324

3529

9

S&L Form 1701.

3324

3529

10

LKC Proc. 4.3.3, Rev. C.

3324

3529

11

LKC Proc. 4.3.3, Rev. F.

3324

3529

12

AWS Dl.I-1975.

3324

3529

13

NCRs 3710, 4649 thru 4656, 4795,
5014 thm 5018, 5028-29, 5044.

3499

3529

14

AWS DI.3-1978.

3525

3530

15

AWS DI.3-1981.

3525

3530

16

S&L Spec. 2790 thm Am. 39, 6/13fi7
(and 5/84).

3527

3530

17

Am. 40 to S&L Spec. 2790, 7/18/84.

3527

3530

18

Am. 41 to S&L Spec. 2790, 8/31/84.

3527

3530

19

Am. 42 to S&L Spec. 2790, 11/9/84.

3527

3530

20

LKC Proc. 4.3.10, Rev. C (12/20/83 eff.).

3532

3551

21

LKC Proc. 4.3.10, Rev. D (9/11/84 interim).

3532

3551
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22

LKC Peoc. 4.3.10, Rev. E (interim approval).

3532

3551

23

LKC Peoc. 4.3.3, Rev. D.

3650

3652

24

LKC Peoc. 4.9.1, Rev. C, Seeders
Dep. #4 (12130/83).

3966

4053

25

LKC Proc. 4.9.4 (5/22/81).

3984

4053

26

7/28/84 (Upper right-hand comer),
Seeders' writing/Snyder's writing
work day (7/21/84 Saturday).

3989

7497

27

CECo QA 20-84-528 audit, 5/21/84
(calibr. audit).

3997

28

27-Page calibr. audit report, 9/27/84,
Snyder, Sproull, Coss.

4053

29

Portions of LKC ICR log, Jan. 18, 1983,
thru Dec. 14, 1984 (lCR 2293 thru 7574).

4079

30

Package of materials - Rlrm 77s
for torque wrench A872; torque wrench
calibr. records PGCo, 3/24/83; 6/29/84.

4095

4175

31

furm 77s torque wrench A985,
and a Rlrm 23.

4115

4175

32

Rlrm 77s T.W. A1366; PGCo calibr.
certificate, 7/13/84.

4118

4175

33

Rlrm 77s T.W. 9702; PGCo calibr.
certificates.

4136

4175

34

Rlrm 77 T.W. 6018; PGCo calibr.
certificates.

4143

4175

35

Rlrm 77s T.W. A174, 8/15/83.

4147

4175

36

LKC NCR 3406, 10/9/84.

4149

4175

37

LKC NCR 3419 -

4160

4175

38

LKC Peoc. 4.9.1, Rev. D.

4165

4175

39

NRC Rlrm 3 (Notice to Employees).

4402

4439

1st 5 pp., 10/11/84.
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40

LKC Proc. 4.11.2, Rev. B (lCRs).

4543

4616

41

Saklak to DeWald, 10/17/84 (commendation
to terminations inspectors).

4742

4921

42

Seltmann to QC inspectors, 8/24/84
(backlog completion and OIR delay).

5146

5256

43

Employee performance appraisal and
development plan for Puckett,
July 1, 1980, to May 1, 1981.

5313

5357

44

Memo from Goedecke to Geri Keegan,
10/29/81.

5313

5357

45

Performance evaluation for Puckett,
10/5/81 to 4/15/82.

5313

5357

46

Memo from Goedecke to Don Biller, 4/20/82.

5313

5357

47

Performance evaluation for Puckett,
5/15/82 to 4/1/83.

5313

5357

48

Metals Engineering Institute course/tests
and certificate of Puckett's completion.

5329

5357

49

NRC Inspection Report on CG&E, 3/25/83,
No. 82-10.

5335

50

LKC furm 58 reading log.

5358

51

NRC Inspection Report on Braidwood,
11/21/85, No. 85-09.

5362

52

Memo from Puckett to DeWald, 8/9/84
(recommending stop work on A-36
to A-446).

-5390

5520

53

Memo from Puckett to DeWald, 8/13/84
(recommending stop work on A-36
to A-446).

5391

5520

54

LKC (Rolan?) memo stopping work on A-36
to A-446.

5393

5520

Puckett's required
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55

Another version of Int. Exh. 28, LKC NCR
3099 (Miner's NCR per Puckett instructions).

5395

5520

56

"Personal letter" from Puckett to
DeWald, 8/22/84.

5441

5520

57

LKC Proc. 4.3.14, eff. 9/17/80, until
5/85 (stainless steel welding).

5501

5520

58

LKC NCR 3145, dated 8/24/84.

5532

5605

59

LKC NCR 3145 (later version through on bimetallic weld reference).

5554

60

Group LKC NCRs (LKC NCR 388, 10/23/81;
NCR 2552, 5/22/84; NCR 2536, 6/13/84;
NCR 2571, 6/19/84; NCR 2572, 6/19/84;
NCR 3423, 10/12/84).

5559

61

Memo to Puckett from Tier, dated
July 12, 1984.

5583

5605

62

Response from Puckett, dated July 26, 1984.

5583

5605

63

Inspection Report 84-13, August 7, 1984.

5595

64

DeWald to Puckett, dated 7/6/84.

5626

5678

65

Puckett to Saklak "Apri115, 1984,"
rec'd 8/17/84.

5626

5678

66

Puckett to Saklak, August 17, 1984.

5626

5678

67

CM1R for Heat No. 401S7441, 402S9011,
3S202061.

5643

68

Puckett's review of welder qualification
records.

5678

69

Memo from Simms/Seltmann to
8/6/84, re fab shop audiL

6146

70

(Indoctrination) weld test facility, 3 pp.

6189

6314

71

Rules for LKC test facility, Puckett's 2 pp.

6189

6314

72

McGregor to Weil, August 28, 1984.

6279

6314

73

Comstock Proe. 4.7.1, Rev.

6297

6314

A.
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74

LKC NCR 3276.

6297

6314

75

LKC welder qualification log.

6297

6314

76

Puckett's welding practical exam
with Nemeth's notes, 7/6/84.

6681

6721

77

P1L QC document transmittal re Report
Nos. MWQ-530, MWQ-531, MWQ-532,
MWQ-533.

6716

78

Memo from T. Bowman to DeWald,
dated 12/8/84.

6813

6846

79

Memo from DeWald to Mennecke, dated
12/10/84.

6824

6846

80

LKC audit of Aug. 15-17, 1983.

7295

9469

81

CECo Audit Report 20-83-59.

7298

82

LKC written warning to Seeders, 12/5/83.

7308

83

CECo QA audit 20-84-528, dated 5/21/84
(same as Appl. Exh. 27).

7314

84

7-Page memo - virtually all Seeders'
handwriting, A960 Pyrocon, 5/22/84.

7324

85

Memo from Seltmann to Mazur, 7/23/84.

7343

86

Memo from Seltmann to Mazur, 8/14/84.

7348

87

Memo from Dominique to DeWald, 8/21/84.

7355

88

Memo from Seeders to DeWald with Saklak/
Seese notes re overtime, dated 8/16/84.

7371

7510

89

September request for overtime by S!!eders.

7381

7510

90

MRRs for I-week period of Seeders'
August 1984 work load.

7385

16,608

91

LKC Proc. 4.10.2, Rev. B for material inspections.

7410

92

Memo to file from Gieseker, dated

procedure

7465

8/22/84, re Seeders.
93

Memo to file from Gieseker, dated 8/23/84,
re meeting with Seeders and TapeJla.
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94

Memo from DeWald to Seeders re
termination and voiding by DeWald
9/27/84 (9128/84).

7489

95

Memo from DeWald to Seeders re transfer
of 9{28/84.

7489

96

Memo from Marino to file re Saldak,
dated 4/8/85.

8146

8236

97

DeWald training session Form lOIs of all
QC department re production pressure,
dated January 1985.

8171

8190

98

Memo from Corcoran to Saklak/Kast, files
dated 12/21/82, re certification of supervisors.

8182

8217

99

Request for inspection #532 re hanger
12 H 35, and signed by R.D. Hunter, 3/10/86.

8942

9042

100

Form 19 by R.D. Hunter, 3/10/86, for
hanger 12 H 35.

8952

9042

101

Tom Skidmore's April 16, 1986 memo re
Hunter/Arndt termination.

8996

102

Photograph of a portion of hanger
12 H 35 taken on 3/24/86.

9004

103

Group exhibit - copies of Martin
weld inspection notebook I-VIII.

9384

9396

104

Martin notes of Saklak tape incident

9404

9560

105

May 7, 1985 request by Perryman to Lamb
& Landers for transfer out of walkdown.

9759

9788

106

Letter from Shamblin to DeWald, dated
5/21/85, with attachment, Rev. 2, to
dispositioning of NCR 708nW and cable
pan walkdown.

9763

9788

107

Letter from Shamblin to DeWald, dated
5/27/85, with Rev. 3 of cable pan walkdown
procedure and dispositioning NCR 708n09.

9766

9788
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108

Memo to DeWald from Schriner & Simile
with personnel log form for 5(28/85
re Rev. 3 of cable pan waIkdown.

9768

9788

109

Memo from McGregor and Schulz, 3/29/85
(with McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

110

Memo from WeiI to NoreIius, 4/5/85
(with McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

111

Memo from McGregor and Schulz to Warnick
& Williams, 3/29/85 (with McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

112

Excerpt from HoUey deposition, pp. 86-91
(with McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

113

Perryman deposition excerpt, pp. 82-85
(with McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

114

Excerpt from Snyder deposition, pp. 78-83
and Snyder deposition Exh. 5 (with
McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

115

Excerpt from T. Stewart deposition, pp.
41-57 (with McKirnan notes).

10,277

10,392

116

Shewski excerpt of deposition, pp. 1-3
and 185-90.

10,419

10,420

117

Memo from Well to NoreIius re allegation
regarding qualifications of LKC inspectors.

11,717

11,718

118

Letter from Shamblin to Wallace re steps
of LKC re address inspector morale
problems; and, 1.0.0 policy statement and
personnel instruction logs.

11,845

119

Memo from Wm. Dircks, Director of
Operations, to BOO office, Directors
Reg. Administrators.

11,955

11,956

120

S&L Spec. L 2790, Amendments through 42.

12,465

12,883

121

S&L Spec. L 2790, Amendments through 48.

12,465

12,883

122

Group exhibit, volumes I-V. excerpts
from CECo Spec. L 2790 original contract

12,472

12.882

123

Proc. 4.3.8, Rev. G.

12,570

12,661
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124

LKC cable installation, Proc. 4.8.8, Rev. D.

12,570

12,661

125

LKC procedure tracking sheet, Proc.
4.3.8, Rev. G, in camera.

12,623

12,624

126

9/2/86 Memo from Weil to Norelius, re
employment discrimination allegation
involving the L.K. Comstock Company at
Braidwood, in camera.

12,637

12,637

127

Chart prepared by Guild, rescinded
(forerunner of lnt Exh. 145).

13,389

128

O'Conner to Keppler, 8/30/84.

13,757

13,758

129

Extract from Gardner deposition.

13,814

13,822

130

Observation CSR-R-M-l-005 (red line).

13,828

13,833

131

BCAP does re cable selection.

13,835

13,849

132

History of CBL 001.

13,849

14,254

133

Warry-Patlerson, 1/2/85.

13,907

14,139

134

List of attributes excluded.

13,908

13,916

135

Conduit support reverification.

13,927

13,940

136

BCAP observation CSR-R-E-CND-llO.

13,948

13,968

137

Paper V-I to V-3 from BCAP program
document

13,967

13,967

138

ERC report

13,973

139

8/13/86 Surveillance 5624; NCR 451 attached.

13,979

13,981

140

10/6/86 Orlov to Guild.

13,988

14,253

141

9/30/86 Steptoe to Guild.

13,995

13,995

142

Invalid and out-of-scope compilation by
G.Orlov.

14,035

143

10/9 Wozniac's drawing of an "easy" item
WS-conduit hanger.

144

Mr. Shevlin's "hard" item cable pan.
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14,332

14,333

145

Kostal sketch of SCC weld.

146

Kostal sketch of weld cross-section.

15,142

147

Thorsell sketch of cable array.

15,142

148

Thorsell sketch of cable cross-section.

15,143

149

Kostal sketch of conduit hanger and table.

14,516

15,143

150

Kostal ·sketch of conduit hanger
discrepancy; out of position.

14,533

15,143

151

S&L proposal tach. data for 600-volt cables.

14,627

15,144

152

S&L elec. cable installation info drawing
0-30008.

14,627

15,144

153

Bending-radius observations.

14,964

14,978

154

Thorsell sketch limit switch and min.
bend radius of conductors.

14,963

15,145

155

Thorsell letter to Okonite, dated
10/13/86, re Cable IVP004.

14,977

14,970

156

Okonite letter to Thorsell, dated
10/14/86, re Cable IVP004.

14,979

157

Kostal sketch of stress planner.

15,031

15,516

158

Kostal sketch of CPH 104 for seismic analysis.

15,031

15,516

159

Sketch tray loads: comparison of
"original analysis and new analysis."

15,036

15,145

160

Conduit hangers:
revised.

15,056

15,074

161

Hanger support loads over 90%.

15,064

15,074

162

S&L Design Proc. 19.3.1,9/23/85.

15,138

15,140

163

Kostal's sketch of material "ccrts"
failure graph.

15,485

15,516

164

S&L trend analysis -

15,496

15,514

more highly stressed,

tables and text
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165

BRIMOIX PTL overinspection painted!
nonpainted.

15.825

15.850

166

Correspondence from Cordell Reed to
Keppler re SALP IV (late 1984).

15.834

15.851

167

Rmr Simile photos of hanger
(AR002187-2190).

16.037

168

Puckett weld coupons.

16.507

16.579

169. 170. 171

16.507

16.579

172

S&L procedure for weld recount.

16.670

16.691

173

_

counting from CBH 104-004 (4 pp.)

16.670

16.691

174

BCAP verification pading CPH 104-004.

16.670

16.691

175

Struct. eng. div. calculation CPH 014-004.

16,670

16.691

176

Summary of changes in weld discrepancies
and disc. weld.

16,678

16,691

177

Kaushal Attach. 3, Rev. 2, 10/30/86.

16,680

16,691

178

Kaushal Attach. 4, Rev. 2. 10/30/86.

16,681

16,691

179

Kostal testimony with revised weld counts.

16.683

16.691

180

Seismic calc. CPH 104.

16.685

16.691

181

lnt. Exh. 145 with revised weld counts.

16,687

16,691

182

DclGeorge recalculation of agreement
rate - case 1.

16,918

17.047

183

Del George recalculation of agreement
rate - case 2.

16.959

17,047

184

DelGeorge recalculation of agreement
rate - case 3.

16.961

17.047

185

Excerpts from NRC Inspection Report 8203.

17,483

186

Interviews of all QC inspectors except Kimball.

18.296
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187

Designated portions of Goedecke
deposition, 3/12/86.

188

8/1/83 CECo response/closeout of GO
audit of contractors' records (referred
to in lnt Exh. 225).

Marked Received

INTERVENORS' EXIDBIT LIST
1

March 2, 1983 memo to Kast and Saklak
from Corcoran.

1232

1238

2

1/17/83 Letter to Spessard from Wallace.

1239

1243

3

1/31/84 Specific trouble report and
letter to Reed from Spessard, 1{27/84,
plus 1{27/84 NRC 1.R. 83-18.

1244

1245

4

QA manpower recap.

1260

1260

5

3/19/84 Memo to Paserba from DeWald;
3/16/84 Memo to Cosaro from Wallace.

1266

1267

6

3{2184 Letter to Keppler from Swartz.

1278

1278

7

3{23/84 Letter to Keppler from DeIGeorge.

1297

1297

8

6/9/84 Letter to Rolan and DeWald from
Shamblin.

1316

9

5/18/84 Memo to Mennecke from DeWald.

1304

1316

10

5{21/84 Memo to Mennecke and Quaka from
DeWald.

1326

1326

11

11/6/84 DOL letter to 'Ihlmble from Daniel
P. New re Puckett v. Comstock.

1328

1328

12

6/5/84 Memo to Rolan from DeWald re
BR-PCD 84.

1341

1343

13

2/6/85 Letter to Rolan from Shamblin re
LKC Proc. 4.13.1 and 4.13.2.

1364

1364
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14

3/8/85 Memo to Shamblin from DeWald.

1369

1369

15

4/19/85 Memo to Rolan from DeWald re
manpower.

1379

1379

16

2{1/85 Memo to distribution-attendees from
DeWald re site meeting minutes, 2{1/86.

1385

1386

17

DeWald - certificate of qualifications.

1432

1434

18

1/2/85 Memo to Mennecke from DeWald re
Asmussen letter dated 12/14/84.

1475

1475

19

DeWald checklist.

1493

1509

20

LKC forms.

21

Comstock QC evaluation form (Martin),
1/30/85.

22

4/29/85 Letter to DeWald from Quaka re
BR/PCD 85-288, 3/29/85.

1599

1580

23

8/17/84 Letter to DeWald from Seeders.

1583

1584

24

Nonconformance reports.

1584

1596

25

9/5/84 Handwritten letter to Dept of Labor.

1596

1637

26

Resume of Worley O. Puckett.

1651

1651

27

Discharge forms - Worley Puckett

1658

1659

28

Nonconformance report - LKC 3099+
documents.

1688

1699

29

Weld procedure meeting, 8/22/84.

1704

1705

30

7/6/84 Memo to Puckett from DeWald re
NRC finding on weld rod control.

1704

1706

31

Various LKC memoranda to DeWald, Saklak,
Puckett, Rolan.

1704

1714

32

R. Saklak personnel file review.

1760

1760

33

Larry Seese's diary.

2388

2473

2472

2473

33-A
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34

LKC NCR 4762.

2450

2451

35

Perryman's requests for transfer (three
memos in May 1985).

3428

3440

36

Paserba (LKC) letter to Shamblin, 4/1/85.

3870

3872

37

Saklak's letter to Shamblin re termination.

3878

3879

38

Shamblin letter to Saldak, 6/6/85.

3883

3886

39

Shamblin letter to Marino, 6/6/85.

3883

3886

40

Rlrm addressed to Preston, 8/20/85, re
Saklak - laid off.

3883

3886

41

March 13, 1985, NRC to R>rney from
from McGregor.

4322

4322

42

Group exhibit (3/29/85, 3/29/85, 4/5/85),
expurgated version.

4601

4604

42A

Same as Int Exh. 42, except
unexpurgated and in camera.

4602

4604

43

Handwritten notes [DeWald] of 11/20/84
meeting involving SaJdak and Rolan.

4780

4810

44

DeWald memo to R. Saklak file, 11/20/84.

4800

4810

45

Written warning to Saklak, dated 11/20/84.

4809

4810

46

Evaluation of Puckett by Kaiser at Zimmer.

6357

6359

47

Summary of W.O. Puckett history.

6421

48

August 2, 1983 Corcoran allegation to NRC.

6756

49

Seese memo, dated 12/3/83 (Wicks).

7124

7124

50

DeWald

7124

7124

51

August 20, 1982 evaluation of Saklak by
Brown.

8001

8006

52

September 14, 1983 evaluation of Saldak
by DeWald.

8007

8010

memo, dated 12/5/83 (Wicks).
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53

December 22, 1983 "6-month evaluation" of
Saklak by DeWald.

8011

8016

54

Wage rate change effective January 1,
1984, signed by Marino re Saklak.

8016

8018

55

Annual review by DeWald of SaJdak,
January 30, 1984.

8019

8021

56

January 5, 1985 review of Saklak by DeWald.

8022

8025

57

January 1985 payroll change notice for
SaJdak from Paserba and Marino.

8025

8027

58

January 20, 1984 payroll change notice
for Rick Martin.

8264

8317

59

September 1982 memo to Kast/Corcomn re
Level II and Martin certs.

8304

8316

60

Kast/Corcoran memo re Martin ccrts,
dated December 7, 1982.

8321

8327

61

October 6, 1983, from DeWald to Martin re
certs removal based on CECo audit [pre-copies
checkmarks; inspections while uncertified}.

8327

8334

62

Memo to DeWald from Hii and Seese re
Martin evaluation, dated November 17, 1983.

8396

8415

63

Memo dated 2/6/84 from Seese to
McGuigan file re Martin reinspection.

8418

8422

64

Memo dated 2/13/84 from DeWald to Netzel
re reinstatement of Martin certs.

8424

8431

65

Memo dated 2/4/85 by Seese - read and
reply re Martin certs and upgmde to Rev. C.

8437

8437

66

Group exhibit of Hunter speedy memos
requesting training.

8507

8515

67

R.D. Hunter'S review of the thirteen
hangers he had previously inspected.

8598

8618
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68

Two-page letter authored by R.D. Hunter
(handwritten), dated 3/25/86.

8606

8618

69

VWAC 2-page handout from CECo.

8621

8628

70

Two-page letter to Quality First

8636

8679

71

Request for inspection on hanger 13 H 13
and Bowman's ·analysis.

9064

9066

72

Employee warning to R. Martin, In/82.

9159

9162

73

Employee warning to R. Martin in 7/82
by Mike Kast.

9162

9165

74

Employee warning to R. Martin on 10/6/83
by SaJdak for documentation practices.

9166

9173

75

DeWald memo to file re R. Martin
decertification of 10/83.

9173

9177

12/4/84 Work performance memo from Seese

9178

9186

76

to Martin.

77

Handwritten note from Martin, dated
10/29/84 and 10/30/84.

9182

9188

78

1/5/85 Memo between Seese and DeWald.

9197

9199

79

1/29/85 Warning to Martin for reading
college book.

9202

9202

80

Cover sheet of Int Exh. 21 plus Attach. A.

9205

9469

81

Memo dated 4/8/85 from Seese re Martin
talking to Nemeth during Nemeth working
hours (7:52 a.m.).

9206

9208

82

Group beginning 4/10/85 memo from Rolan,
Sr. (5 pp.) and at end is another warning
to Martin dated 4/85 (4:22 clocked out).

9208

9213

83

Threatening notes to Rick Martin a/kIa
"Opie" of 2/84.

9252

9270
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84

OI investigation of Rick Martin threats
from craft in 2/84.

9264

85

Drawing of Martin weld stamp.

9586

9586

86

Letter from Keppler to JJ. O'Conner,
dated 2/2/83, re NRC I.R. 82-05.

10,001

10,028

87

Subjecc Braidwood technical support group
evaluation, signed by Maily and Wallace.

10,015

10,028

88

Letter from Keppler to O'Conner, dated 5n/84.

10,051

10,095

89

BPI's FOIA request to NRC of 11/21/85.

10,610

10,613

90

July 11, 1985 memo from Schulz to
McGregor.

10,618

11,669

91

9/25/84 Memo to furney from Schulz re
QC inspector concerns (0119-1).

10,659

10,663

92

USNRC Outgoing transmission service
request, 12/28/84, to Forney from
Schulz (re meeting with CECo Project
Manager and Construction Superintendent,
who then met with LKC Manager.

10,706

10,706

93

9/13/85 NRC memo from WeiI to Norelius
(0119-3).

10,707

10,713

94

2/24/86 NRC memo from Pclke (tracker of
allegations) to Region III file (0119-5).

10,714

10,718

95

NRC memo from Gardner to Warnick and WeiI
re LKC QC inspector who may discredit
mango (125}.

10,722

10,723

96

4/17/85 NRC memo by Pelke of allegation
review board minutes and assignment
of investigation to Mendez (66).

10,723

10,912

97

Memo from DeWald to Mennecke and Quaka,
dated 5/12/84, re L 2790.

11,078

11,079

98

Dave Thomas LKC checklist located by
Mendez.

11,339

11,340

S21
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NRC memo to Little from Hayes, dated
3/16/84, re Braidwood followup.

11,458

11,463

100

NRC memo to Knop from Hayes re comments
for second meeting with CECo on QA
problems.

11,458

11,477

101

2/6/84 Memo from McGregor to Weil with
4-page attachment ("Opic" materials) (see
lnt. Exh. 83).

11,492

11,503

102

NRC memo to McGregor and Schulz from
furney re division of responsibilities
and assignment as SRI.

11,507

11,509

103

NRC memo to McGregor and Schulz re
modification of responsibilities, dated 10/31/84.

11,522

11,528

104

NRC memo from Schulz and McGregor to
Greenman re ACRS Confcrence 2n/85 (?).

11,528

11,546

105

NRC memo from Little to Schulz re
BCAPs, dated 7/19/85.

11,614

11,627

106

NRC memo from Schulz to Little in
response dated 7/23/85.

11,635

11,642

107

NRC memo from Little to DRS inspectors
re final walkdowns, dated 3/19/86 with
attachmcnts from Schulz and McGregor.

11,682

11,696

108

Memo by Archambeault shortly before going
to NRC in 6/86, re Archambeault allegations.

12,141

109

Resume of Gregory Joseph Archambeault.

12,143

12,173

110

Cable Card Attach. "AI" to insulation
procedure, re Archambeault.

12,150

12,173

111

Division-Color-Segregation Code Table
Attach. "C1," re Archambeault.

12,154

12,173

112

LKC - Cable Raceway Release Attach. "B,"
re Archambeault.

12,160

12,173

99
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113

LKC - QC cable-pulling checklist, re
Archambeault.

12,172

12,173

114

LKC Kellum grid, Attach. J-l of the
installation procedures (photograph).

12,214

12,214

115

Memo from Archambeault to Revels, 3/4/86,
re cable violations.

12,233

12,261

116

NCR 4987,3/19/86, originator Archambeault,
QC Mgr. Seese, re cable installation.

12,252

12,261

117

List of damaged cable prepared by
Archambeault, re NCR 4987.

12,256

12,261

118

6/2/86 Handwritten letter from
Archambeault to Nemeth, re shift change.

12,273

12,276

119

6/1 0/86 Memo with attachments from
Mennecke to Deress, re one of forty-two
cable separation conflict reports (B511).

12,288

12,290

120

8n/86 S&L memo from Regan to Elias,
cable separation report BRCSR No. 62.

12,295

12,296

121

9/9/86 Hand drawing by Archambeault of
remote shutdown panel unit #1.

12,308

12,310

122

6/4/86 Handwritten memo from Archambeault
to NRC, re Archambeault allegations.

12,326

12,328

123

7/10/86 Second request for shift transfer
from Archambeault to Cartelli and Nemeth.

12,328

12,329

124

8n/86 Third request for shift transfer
by Archambeault. Middle of page is
Nemeth's response supporting the transfer,
dated 8/11/86. Bottom of page is Simile's
denial for transfer, dated 8/27/86.

12,336

12,336

125

8/19/86 Handwritten document by
Archambeault to LeSarge, re outlining
problems in obtaining transfer.

12,368

12,394
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126

Handwritten document from BareIs to
Simile re Revel's understanding of the
circumstances and his displeasure with
Archambeault's absence.

12,387

12,394

127

Typewritten document by Archambeault in
response to memo by Dougherty and
Gieseker, 8/27/86.

12,401

12,416

128

8/27/86 Memo from Dougherty and Gieseker
re Archambeault, reference only.

12,412

12,412

129

Archambeault questionnaire.

12,418

12,425

130

Last page of Int. Exh. 129, typed
paragraph attached to questionnaire
explaining its purpose, offer of proof only.

12,422

131

Group exhibit of completed Archambeault
questionnaires.

12,424

132

Questionnaire filled out by Archambeault.

12,477

12,479

133

8/27/86 Union grievance filed by
Archambeault.

12,493

12,496

134

8/28/86 Memo from Shamblin to Maiman,
DeIGeorge, Wallace, Preston, Marcus,
Gieseker, Dougherty, re Gieseker/
Dougherty memo of 8/28/86.

12,499

12,503

135

9/8/86 NCR 841 and attachment, 4/15/82,
recommended guidelines for field
examination of suspected nonconformed
cable-bending rndius.

12,504

12,507

136

Extract of response to 83-09.

12,935

12,938

137

CSR database corrections, 9/10/86.

13,040

138

CSR database corrections, 9/27/86.

13,040

139

Notes: NRC enforcement conf.,
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140

7/27/84 Keppler to O'Conner re BCAP.

13,115

13,125

141

BCAP CSR inspection points by S&L.

13,124

14,277

142

8/13/84 Kaushal to Maiman et al.

13,201

13,230

143

BCAP Proc. 06.

14,170

13,390

144

Quaka to Kaushal, 2/28/86, NCR 6145.

14,173

13,390

145

Table of percentage discrepant conditions
by item.

13,390

146

NRC report extract 8502.

13,422

13,940

147

3n/85 Kaushal to Maiman.

13,425

13,486

148

1/23/85 Kaushal to Byers.

13,428

13,488

149

NRC report extract 8506.

13,488

150

9/12/85 OrJov to Kaushal.

13,504

13,531

151

BCAP observation CSR-I-E-CPR-001-02.

13,534

13,552

152

CECo NCR 451, 12/21/82.

13,539

153

ERC (Hansel) to Kaushal, 1/30/85.

13,568

154

3/19/85, Smith-Kaushal Air 09.

13,603

155

CPR 104 observation package.

13,756

13,585

155-A

13,686

13,756

155-B

13,696

13,756

156

Palladino-Dingell, 2/1/82, w/attachment

13,731

157

Weiss handwritten comments on BCAP.

13,736

13,736

158

Pages ll-3 to 1I-5 of BCAP draft program doc.

13,738

13,755

159

Memo re sample selection for other five
electrical populations.

14,563

160

Cable pan hangers packet.

14,141

14,141

161

S&L procedure -

14,346

14,353

162

CBL observation CSR-I-E-CBL-130-02.

14,417

14,471

design single calculations.
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163

7/13/85, Bojan to Bartulucci.

14,580

14,581

164

NU-22 coordinate system sketch.

14,759

14,768

165

Sketch -

14,759

14,768

166

NU-7 coordinate system sketch.

14,760

14,768

167

Response spectra diagram.

14,768

14,778

168

CSR population: list of R values and design
margin (except for cables and conduits).

14,799

14,804

169

CSR-I-E-CPH highly stressed hangers (4 pp.).

14,807

170

Conduit hangers more highly stressed.

14,839

14,844

171

Highly stressed electrical equipment (2 pp.).

14,851

14,862

172

May 8, 1985 meeting notes, inspection
point counting.

14,864

14,919

173

List of reconstituted COH _

15,338

15,338

174

Sketch of CND observation package 1503
plus observation package from NCR 6145,
subparts 02, 03, and 04.

15,339
17,725

15,341

175

S&L trend process and summaries of trend
evaluation.

15,343

176

S&L trend guidelines.

15,394

177

Excerpts from IR 86-03.

15,478

178

COH pages - summary of missing welds
COH-69-OO2 diagram plus complete
observation package.

15,524

16,709

179

72 Undersize weld CPH observation.

15,530

16,709

180

PTI.. "good news story."

15,584

15,632

181

Excerpts from QCIRP.

15,632

15,653

182

10% visual weld inspection memo and
other related memos.

15,702

15,714

183

Memos relating to LKC getting inspectors
from PTL on loan.

15,715

15,733

local & global _

system.

•
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184

Inspecting-through-paint documents.

15,738

15,749

185

First page of PTL instruction sheet.

15,855

15,856

186

AV01419.

15,958

15,958

187

S&L BCAP CSR inspection/discrepancy
points (Revised lnt. Exh. 141).

16,702

16,706

188

BPI Tables #1, 2, and sample calculation.

16,808

16,841

189

Intervenors' redo of bar chart on weld
discrepancies.

15,738

15,799

190

Revisions of lnt. Exh. 189.

16,878

16,895

191

Del George timeline of harassment events.

17,020

17,041

192

Frankel CSR database printout.

17,104

193

Hulin interview outline.

17,994

194

Hulin interview notes.

17,998

195

Kimball interview.

18,191

18,120

196

Excerpts of Noble interview.

18,134

18,137

197

3/3/82 Comstock memo, Corcoran to
installation reports indicating
incomplete fabrication.

198

3/29/82 Comstock memo, Brown to all
personnel, re documentation requires
(i.e.) black ink.

18,440

199

7/12/82 Comstock memo re correction of
quality documents (no whiteout, etc.).

18,440

200

7/19/82 Comstock memo, Brown to Cosaro
re QC inspection status as of 7/19/82.

18,442

18,442

201

8/17/82 Tapella memo re cable separation
(same as HROOO31).

18,445

18,445
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202

8/18/82 Comstock memo, SakIak/Kast to all
QC inspectors re NCR/ICR closeout action
to be complete in 2 days.

18,446

203

7/16/82 Comstock memo, Stiles to all QC
personnel re documentation and
correction of documents.

18,448

204

9/17/82 Comstock memo, Corcoran to QC
supervisors re supervisor duties/
authorities.

18,449

205

10/25/82 CECo surveillanee report 2466 re
35% inspection to 100% inspection.

18,451

18,451

206

9129/82 Comstock memo, Corcoran to all
employees re Saturday, 1012/82 overtime.

18,452

18,452

200

10/28/82 Comstock memo, Rolan to Brown re
100% inspection requirements effective
11/1/82.

18,454

208

11/8/82 Comstock memo, Corcoran to Saklalc/
Kost re elimination of daily summary reports.

18,455

209

11/15/82 Comstock memo, Corcoran to
Sommerfield re meaning of LI/LII
signatures on quality documents.

18,467

18,467

210

Comstock memo to all employees re jobsite .
work rules.

18,468

18,468

211

12127/82 Comstock memo, Tapella to Rolan
re inspection of system control hangers.

18,470

18,470

212

4/11/83 Comstock memo, Rolan to
Corcoran re non-SR cable ends 'stored in
turbine bldg.

18,477

18,477

213

6/16/83 Comstock memo, Kast to all
welding inspectors re hanger installation
reports.

18,480

18,480
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214

8/16/83 Comstock memo, DeWald to Lechner/
Saklak/Brown/Rolan/Phillips re daily
inspection status reports.

18,481

18,481

215

10/16/83 Comstock memo, DeWald to Marino
re formulated plan to complete backlog!
document review.

18,481

18,481

216

2/27/85 Comstock memo, DeWald to all
supervisors re field activity inspectors not working.

18,481

18,481

217

2/20/85 CECo memo, Shamblin to all site
contractor management re policy statement
on servicing audit groups.

18,484

218

3!9!85 Comstock memo, DeWald to
Worthington re supervisor responsibilities.

18,484

18,484

219

3/11/85 Comstock memo, DeWald to Saklak
re supervisor responsibilities.

18,484

18,484

220

3/11/85 Memo, Tapella to DeWald/Qualm.
re LKC to stop CPH configuration
inspections unless per 705nO.

18,484

18,484

221

3/15/85 Comstock memo, DeWald to
Supervisor Distribution re supervisions
required by 6/1!85.

18,484

18,484

222

Saklak handwritten notes from staff
meeting re Tyler inspection through paint.

18,484

18,484

223

10/8/82 Memo, Brown to Corcoran re
definition of M-process inspection.

18,485

224

10/11/82 Memo, Sommerfield/Cosaro to
Rubino/Brown/Patton/Pruitt re upgrade
inspection personnel.

18,486

18,486

225

11/12/82 Comstock memo, Coreomn to
Marcus re response to CECo G.A. audit.

18,489

18,489

226

1/11/83 Comstock read and reply re
inspection of RRRs - no ad~itional
personnel.

18,492
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227

2/2/83 Comstock memo, KastlSaklak/
Corcoran to QC personnel re QC
production charts.

18,492

228

3/10/83 Comstock memo, Corcoran to Kastl
Saklak re writing NCRs instead of ICRs.

18,492

18,492

229

5/11/83 Memo, Cosaro to site contractors
re description of original QCIRP.

18,493

18,493

230

3/17/83 Comstock memo, Corcoran to Kastl
Saldak re in supervision responsibilities
missing inspection records of LKC inspectors.

18,493

18,493

231

4/28/83 Comstock memo, Saklak/Corcoran to
Marino re improper review by construction
of installation procedures.

18,493

18,493

232

5{3/83 Comstock memo from Rolan to
Corcoran, yes, re safety-related cable cards.

18,496

18,496

233

4/6/83 Comstock memo from Saklak/Brown to
F. Rolan re safety-related cable-pull cards.

18,497

234

5/16/83 Comstock memo, Corcoran to Rolan!
Mennecke re weld in inspection
nonreported backlog chart condition.

18,498

18,498

235

7/7/83 Comstock memo, Corcoran to Rolan re
NCR for nonsafety-related work.

18,498

18,498

236

7/19/83 Comstock memo, Corcoran to Saklak/
PyseU re NCR 929, inspection of
configuration and welding.

18,499

18,499

237

8/5/83 Comstock memo, DeWald to Saklak/
Phillips re weld rod control.

18,499

18,499

238

10/23/83 Comstock memo, Hii to all
welding and configuration inspectors re
welding and configuration meeting 9/22/83.

18,499

18,499

239

Sample daily inspection status report.

18,499

18,499
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240

10/3/83 Comstock memo, Seltmann to
Sommerfield/Rolan re trend analysis
report 9/1/82...!d/31/83.

18,502

18,502

241

10/5/83 Comstock memo, DeWald to training
file re checklist/procedures in field during
inspections.

18,503

18,503

242

10/11/83 Comstock memo, DeWald to Rolan
re DeWald signature authorization to Saklak.

18,503

18,503

243

10/19/83 Comstock memo, Saklak/Baranowski
to Mennecke re vendor welding hangers.

18,506

18,506

244

10/24/83 Speed letter, Hansen to Matz re
continue installing hangers in Unit II
wing walls.

18,506

18,506

245

11/1/83 Comstock memo, DeWald/Saklak to
LKC construction/QC re stamping vendor
welds by LKC weld inspection.

18,506

18,506

246

11/8/83 Comstock memo, DeWald to all QC
inspectors re completing documentation in
field and work hours.

18,506

18,506

247

1/12/84 Comstock memo, Seese to DeWald re
backlog/phase II completion schedule
5/1/84).

18,506

18,506

248

1/23/84 Comstock memo, Rolan to area
managers re limit ICRs open.

18,506

18,506

249

1/24/84 Memo, Hill to Shamblin/Mennecke
re electrical bulk quantity curves.

18,509

18,509

250

1/25/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Seese/
Brown/Saklak re ICRs - transmitting
Rolan memo to QC supervisors.

18,509

18,509

251

Status from original QCIRP.

18,509

18,509

252

2/9/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Seese re
NCR/ICR closeout QA surveillance 3244.

18,509

18,509

253

2/27/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Seese re
identification requirements for QC supervisors.

18,509

18,509
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254

4/18/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to all QC
personnel re cross-training (on one's
own time).

18,509

18,509

255

4/26/84 Saklak meeting notes re problems
between QC and craft

18,510

18,510

256

5/1/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Seese/
Saklak/Seltmann re T. Paserba memo
(84-04-27 -03).

18,512

18,512

257

5/2/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Quaka re
weld coupons with known defects for
practical.

18,512

18,512

258

5/2/84 Comstock memo, Seese to Saklak re
rework program started.

18,512

18,512

259

5/5/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Seese/
Saklak re Cosaro request for matrix of
QC special projects.

18,512

18,512

260

5/5/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Rolan re
AVD review - estimated completion date.

18,515

18,515

261

5/8/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Seese!
SaklakIKIacko/Hii re QC-US reports and
4-inch x 6-inch x 1/2-inch laminated
plate surveillance.

18,518

18,518

262

5/10/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Rolan re
safety-related cable-pulling stopped.

18,520

18,520

263

5/12184 Comstock memo, Seese to Saklak re
new daily inspection status report Saklak comments.

18,521

18,521

264

5/12/84 Comstock memo, Seese to DeWald re
QC matrix.

18,521

18,521

265

5/16/84 QA memo, Quaker to all site
personnel re MRR processing.

18,523

18,523

266

4/19/83 CECo letter to Comstock, Getschow
& Pullman from Cosaro re installation
clearance.

18,526

18,526
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267

6/9/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to all leads
re daily inspection assignments.

18,527

18,527

268

6/13/84 Comstock memo, Saklak to Nelson
re beam stiffener installation.

18,528

18,528

269

6/16/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to
Worthington/Saklak re improving
inspection productivity.

18,528

18,528

270

6/23/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Saklak
re rework review - turnaround time is
1 day.

18,529

18,529

271

6/27/84 Comstock memo, Klena to Rolan re
BCAP meeting attendance.

18,532

272

6/27/84 Comstock QC staff meetingDeWald/Worthington/Saklak/Seese.

18,533

273

6/30/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to
Worthington/Saklak re inspectors
directing craft

18,534

274

7/9/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to
Worthington/Seese/Saklak re suggestions
from 7/30/84 meeting with QC inspectors,
open-door policy.

18,536

18,536

275

7/21/84 Comstock memo, Seese to DeWald
re weekly status reports -7/13/84-7/19/84.

18,536

18,536

276

7/30/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Saklak
re Saklak - expedite training in areas
he supervises.

18,536

18,536

277

8/16/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Saklak re
NCR for ECE DCRs - Saklak response.

18,536

18,536

278

7/23/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to
Worthington re drop in number of
inspections performed.

18,536

18,536

279

8/10/84 Comstock QC staff meeting
attendance, DeWald/Seltmann!S aklak/Seese/
Nash/Worthington.

18,536

18,536
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280

8/1/84 Comstock memo, Worthington to
DeWald re backlog counts.

18,536

18,536

281

8/1/84 Comstock memo, Seese to DeWald re
Worthington memo 84-08-01-05.

18,536

18,536

282

8/22/84 Comstock QC meeting re Puckett!
Hii practical, 72-hour shift.

18,536

18,536

283

10/4/84 Seese memo re steady increase in
number of inspections.

18,536

18,536

284

10/23/84 Comstock memo, DeWald to Saklak/
Simile re were any welds inspected
through paint?

18,536

18,536

285

1985 Quality First file re BCAP
AROO7388-7480.

18,572

18,572

NRC STAFF EXillBIT LIST
1

Cover letter to Snyder re transmittal by
NRC of 4/8/85.

4617

4618

2

Cover letter to Rolan re transmittal by
NRC of 4/8/85.

4830

4831

3

Cover letter to Mustered re transmittal
by NRC of 4/8/85.

5071

5072

4

4/8/85 Letter, Weil to Gorman,
transmitting memo.

5871

5889

5

4/8/85 Letter, Weil to Peterson,
transmitting memo.

5970

5972

6

12/4/85 Letter, Weil to Puckett,
transmitting inspection report.

6485

6637

7

9/6/84 Letter, Weil to Spessard/Norelius,
Puckett allegations.

6528

11,931

8

9/26/84 Letter, Weil to Puckett, transmitting
transcript of 9/11/84 meeting at Region III.

6532

6637

9

9/6/84 Letter, Wei! to Puckett, re
meeting at Region III.

6579

6637
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10

Transcript of 9/11/84 meeting at Region
TIl re Puckett concerns.

6629

11

4/8/85 Letter, Weil to Bowman.

6963

6963

12

8/29/84 Letter from WeiI to Seeders re 8/17/84.

7743

7756

13

1/21/85 Letter from Weil to Seeders
enclosing Schulz inspection report.

7748

7756

14

NRC inspection report.

7748

15

4/8/85 Letter, Weil to Martin,
transmitting memo.

9508

9560

16

4/10/85, portion of Intervenors' 42A
transmiual from McGregor to Weil.

9508

9560

17

11/11/85 I.R. 85-21.

10,437

10,943

18

Memo from Forney to Weil, 8/23/84, re
allegations - Braidwood.

11,941

19

Memo from Weilto Norelius, 8/27/84, re
harassment and intimidation of QC
inspectors.

11,941

20

Memo from Pawlik to Weil, 1/2/85, re
1/21/85 memo re allegation on L.K.
Comstock at Braidwood.

11,941

21

Memo from Weil to Spessard and Pawlik,
10/26/84, re allegation regarding
welding by LKC at Braidwood.

11,941

22

Memo from Pawlik to Weil, 12/16/85, re
allegations regarding welding by LKC at
Braidwood.

11,941

23

Memo from Weil to Pawlik, lIn/85,
allegation re harassment of LKC
inspectors at Braidwood.

11,941

24

Weil to Hii, 4/8/84.

16,637

25

NRC Inspection Report 86·03.

17,566

17,607

26

Prefiled testimony of William Little.

18,290

18,290
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LICENSING BOARD EXIllBIT LIST
1

5/14/86 NRC memo for Region III files
from B. Stapleton re OJ status of
Puckett.

6732

2

Chicago Tribune article dated Sunday,
July 6, 1986, re QC inspectors' fears
about visiting NRC.

6732

3

CECo request by Chris Hayes for AWS
interpretation.

9097

9130

4

AWS authorized interpretation, signed
Moss V. Davis.

9102

9130

5

Excerpt from 10/84 Welding Journal re
Dl.1 applicability and D1.3.

9109

9130

6

Chicago Tribune article, 9/15/86, re

12,868

investigation of Braidwood media leaks.
7

In camera memo, Well from R.B. Landsman,

13,225

Project Inspector, DRP re Braidwood
allegations.

8

Regulatory Guide 161.

16,693

16,693

9

Memos: Ifl7/86, Little to McGregor and
Schulz; 1/30/86, McGregor to Little;
1/30/86, Schulz to Little; 3/19/86, Little
to Moffett et al.

17,388

17,388
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I.
A.

MINORITY OPINION

Matters of Dissent

I cannot agree with a number of conclusions reached in the majority opinion. In this Minority Opinion and underlying Minority Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law I find, contrary to my colleagues, that 10 CF.R. Part 50
was violated by certain practices and in certain instances: Commonwealth Edison Company's Project Construction Department improperly asserted production pressure on its electrical contractor, Comstock, which, in tum, improperly
asserted pressure on its Quality Control inspectors; Comstock improperly appointed Irving DeWald as Quality Control Manager to orient the Quality Control
Department away from good quality control practices to production; Comstock
management improperly gave supervisory authority to Richard Saklak for the
purpose of promoting quantity over quality; Commonwealth Edison Company
and Comstock improperly terminated Level III Quality Control welding supervisor Worley Puckett for raising legitimate quality concerns; and. Comstock
management harassed and attempted to intimidate Quality Control Inspectors
Perryman, Archambeault, and Martin, and retaliated against them for raising
quality concerns.
I also find that the complaints of twenty-four inspectors to the NRC on March
29, 1985, evidenced improper production pressures asserted on them by their
management; that the grid system of weld inspection in effect prior to October
of 1983 totally lacks credibility as an inspection program; that the sampling
reinspection programs (BCAP and PTL overinspection) were inadequate to
support the efficacy of the quality assurance program or the soundness of the
electrical system instatlation; and that NRC Staff's approval of the Comstock
Quality Control effort should be afforded little weight.
Notwithstanding my findings of improper production pressure and instances
of harassment, intimidation, and retaliation, I find that the Quality Control
inspectors properly performed their inspections for the period in issue (post1983) and that there is reasonable assurance that the electrical system was
properly installed. However, contrary to my cotleagues, I cannot find reasonable
assurance of the safety of the plant without further evidence of the efficacy of the
grid system welding inspections performed prior to October 1983, and I would
recommend the imposition of civil penalties on Applicant and Comstock under
10 C.P.R. § 50.7(c)(2) for the Puckett, Archambeault, Martin, and Perryman
matters.
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B.

Background

Intervenors' harassment contention asserts that, contrary to 10 C.F.R. § 50.7
and Criterion I of Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Applicant and L.K. Comstock Engineering, Inc. ("Comstock" or "LKC''), the organization that performed
the Quality Control inspections of the electrical work at Braidwood, failed to
provide Quality Control inspectors with sufficient authority and organizational
freedom and independence from cost and schedule, as opposed to safety considerations, to permit the effective identification and correction of quality and
safety-significant deficiencies. The contention also asserts the existence of systematic and widespread harassment, intimidation, retaliation, and discrimination
by Comstock Quality Control management against inspectors who expressed
safety and quality concerns.
Three bases for the contention are recited, namely that:
1. Comstock QC inspectors have been subjected to harassment and intimidation by
Comstock QC management, Messrs. DeWald, Seese, Seltmann and Saklak, from at
least as early as August 1984 through the presenL Such harassment, it is asserted,
included widespread pressure to approve deficient works, to sacrifice quality for
production and cost considerations and to violate knowingly established quality
procedures.
2. QC inspector John Seeders was subjected to harassment about production pressure
and was the subject of retaliation and discrimination by virtue of an involuntary
transfer to Comstock's engineering department some six weeks after he wrote a
letter of complaint to Comstock management (with a copy to the NRC resident
inspector).
3. QC inspector Worley Puckett was subjected to harassment and discrimination and
improperly terminated by Comstock management, Messrs. DeWald and Marino,
because he raised safety and quality concerns.

The time frame for determining when alleged occurrences of harassment are
within the scope of the contention was purposely left vague at the time the
stipulated contention was accepted by the Board, The early date of interest
was characterized with the Board's approval as "at various times since at
least August 1984." The end date was stipulated as being the "present" Our
purpose was to allow Intervenors the opportunity during discovery to identify
as many relevant instances of harassment as possible to buttress their allegation
that Comstock's Quality Control inspectors were subject to "systematic and
widespread harassment, intimidation, retaliation, and other discrimination,"!
Intervenors have had that opportunity, and the scope of the contention is now
defined by the evidence received in this record.

1 Tr. 254-59 and 266-68.
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The evidence as to whether or not a pattern of harassment existed at Comstock
centers on its Quality Control Manager, Mr. DeWald. Evidence involving
Mr. DeWald's predecessor or events occurring prior to the date of Mr. DeWald's
arrival at the Braidwood site as Quality Control Manager was limited to its
historical value for purposes of perhaps providing insight as to the motives for
actions taken during DeWald's tenure as Quality Control Manager. I, therefore,
find that the alleged acts of harassment more relevant to the contention are those
that occurred after Mr. DeWald's appointment as Quality Control Manager at
Bmidwood in August 1983.
The end date is less easy to define. The evidence adduced indicates that
the alleged events of harassment carry on through March 1985. Thereafter, in
1985, only one alleged act of harassment and discrimination was considered on
the record. We made it clear that the "present" as we approved its use in the
contention was not intended as a continuum. Rather, it allowed Intervenors to
pursue and use alleged new instances of hamssment as they were discovered.l It
was on this basis that we admitted the issues involving Quality Control Inspectors
Hunter, Martin, and Archambeault which arose in March and September 1986,
respectively. No other issues have been identified. Accordingly, I limit the reach
of the contention, in terms of the "present," to these issues.

C.

Organizational Pressure

Intervenors perceive two violations of Criterion 1. One involves the suggestion
that Comstock's Quality Control organization lacks the requisite organizational
independence from cost and schedule considerations, an issue prompted by Applicant's Construction Superintendent's involvement with the Comstock Quality
Control Department in 1984. The second issue is whether actions instigated
by the management of the Comstock Quality Control Department constituted
a pervasive pattern of harassment, intimidation, and production pressure that
destroyed the independence of Comstock's Quality Control inspectors.
L.K. Comstock was awarded the electrical contmct for Bmidwood Units 1
and 2 by Applicant on February 5, 1979. Prior to L.K. Comstock's involvement,
the electrical work had been performed by E.C. Ernst Company.
Until November 1982, LKC performed its Quality Control inspections on
a 35% sampling basis. Only thirty-five welds out of a population of 100
welds would be inspected by Quality Control inspectors. The remaining sixtyfive welds would not be inspected unless deficiencies identified in the sample
population indicated the need to expand the inspection sample. In November
1982, CECo required LKC to perform inspections of 100% of all activities
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requiring Quality Control inspectors because of errors in LKC's sampling
methodology. This change in inspection policy required LKC to go back and
inspect all electrical, safety-related work performed prior to November 1982. At
this time, Comstock's Quality Control organization was inadequately staffed
in that there were only three or four Quality Control inspectors to cover
100 welders. As a consequence, an immediate and substantial backlog of
approximately 14,000 inspections was created.
In November 1983, the NRC conducted an inspection of the Braidwood
facility, including LKC's Quality Control Department. As a result of that
inspection, the NRC expressed serious reservations regarding LKC's ability
to perform the inspections necessary to eliminate the backlog created by the
change in inspection policy while simultaneously keeping pace with current
inspections. Accordingly, the Staff contemplated ordering Applicant to cease
all electrical installation work until the backlog was eliminated or reduced
considerably.
In May 1984, CECo selected Daniel Shamblin to replace Richard Cosaro as
Project Construction Superintendent at Braidwood. Shortly thereafter, Mr. Shamblin held a number of discussions with Comstock regarding inspection backlog
problems. In response to Mr. Shamblin's concerns, LKC Quality Control Manager Irving DeWald submitted a ptan on June 5, 1984, pursuant to which the
backlog of inspections in the welding, cable pan, and cable tray, conduit, and
terminations disciplines would be targeted for completion by July 12, 1984. Under the plan, however, the backlog of inspections of junction boxes and small
equipment would exist until September 1984. Mr. Shamblin was not entirely satisfied with that completion date of September 1984 and, in a letter dated June 9,
1984, informed Mr. DeWald and DeWald's superior Mr. Rolan that, according
to CECo's records, the amount of all backlog inspections exceeded 6000 in number. The letter stated that the reduction in this backlog "must be the first priority
of LKC Production, Engineering and Quality Control Personnel" (emphasis in
original). Mr. Shamblin also indicated in the letter that "positive results (i.e.,
significant current inspection backlog reductions) must be seen very shortly"
(emphasis in original). H such results were not soon forthcoming, Mr. Sham- .
blin was prepared to suspend LKC's operations. Finally, Mr: Shamblin directed
Mr. Rolan and Mr. DeWald to report to him every Monday on the progress in
eliminating the backlog that had been made the previous week.
L.K. Comstock had replaced its prior Quality Control Manager, Thomas Corcoran, with Mr. DeWald in August 1983, because Mr. Corcoran had been too
quality conscious and not sufficiently construction oriented. Prior to that, in July
1982, Comstock had appointed 24-year-old Richard Saktak as Quality Control Supervisor charged with the mission by Comstock construction of trying
to bring the Quality Control Department tinder control and to organize a production system for responding to the installation reports from the Production
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Department. Mr. Saklak had previously been employed as a cost and scheduling engineer at Edison's LaSalle station and immediately prior to his Quality
Control reassignment had been a planning and scheduling engineer for Comstock production at Braidwood. He had no prior quality control work experience. Very quickly after Mr. DeWald's appearance as Quality Control Manager
in August 1983, DeWald evaluated Mr. Saklak as a "very aggressive individual" who had taken on added responsibilities under him, duties that would have
been performed by an assistant quality manager "with great enthusiasm and
zest." Mr. DeWald concluded that "Rick is a real asset to the Braidwood QC
department." When Mr. Saklak became a Quality Control Supervisor in July
of 1982, he shared his supervisory position with another individual. At about
the time Mr. DeWald became Quality Control Manager, Mr. Saklak became the
sole supervisor of Quality Control inspectors.
In May 1984, at the time Mr. Shamblin became CECo Project Construction
Superintendent at Braidwood and began overseeing the Comstock Quality
Control Department, Comstock's Quality Control management developed a
status tracking system. Under this system, each Quality Control inspector was
required to complete and submit to his lead inspector a report documenting the
numbers of inspections he had completed that day. The lead inspector would
then use this information to compile a daily inspection status report for his group
and submit that report to his supervisor. Each supervisor, in turn, was to use this
information to compile a daily status report for each of the inspection disciplines
under his jurisdiction to be submitted to Quality Control management. The
Quality Control inspectors were concerned that the daily status report they turned
in to their lead inspectors might be used by management to establish quotas or
to punish them if they failed to perform a certain average number of inspections,
although Comstock management assured them that that was not the case.
Also during this time Mr. DeWald would meet with the LKC Quality
Control inspectors each Friday to discuss LKC's inspection activities. During
these meetings, inspectors frequently were exhorted to redouble their efforts to
eliminate the inspection backlog and perform current inspections in a timely
fashion. It was also at these meetings that Mr. DeWald, on more than one
occasion, stated that Comstock was in danger of losing its contract if it
failed to satisfy certain promised completion dates. The threatened loss of
Comstock's contract was shoptalk among the Quality Control inspectors at
that time. At one meeting in the summer of 1984, Comstock Quality Control
Manager Robert Seltmann indicated that if the backlog of inspections were not
eliminated, it could mean that the livelihood of Comstock at Braidwood would
be lost. Assistant Quality Control Manager Larry Seese indicated at another
meeting that things were looking very critical for Comstock and that everyone's
help was needed to eliminate the backlog. Mr. DeWald acknowledged such a
rumor that Comstock was in jeopardy of losing its electrical contract. However,
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he recalled the rumor circulating in January 1985. Ultimately, Comstock did lose
its contract for a portion of the electrical work on Unit 2 to the Gus K. Neuberg
Company.
It is against this background that we must consider the aUeged instances of
harassment, intimidation, and production pressure. The main instances involved
the termination of Worley E. Puckett as a Level TIl Welding Inspector in August
of 1984, the transfer of John Seeders from a Level II Quality Control inspector's
position to a clerIc's position in the engineering department of Comstock in
October 1984, and the March 29, 1985 incident in which twenty-four Quality
Control inspectors complained to the NRC of harassment, intimidation, and
production pressure. Other, lesser incidents involved Quality Control Inspectors
Perryman, Bowman, Archambeault, Martin, Hunter, Peterson, Rolan, Mustered,
and Stout.

D.

Incidents of Harassment, Intimidation, and Retaliation

1.

Worley O. Puckett

In the spring of 1984, faced with the enormous backlogs-of inspections and
quality documents requiring review, Comstock interviewed and hired Worley
O. Puckett as a Level III Weld Inspector to address NRC-identified problems in
the welding inspection area. Mr. Puckett's background as reflected in the interview and his resume demonstrated qualification for this position. Mr. Puckett
brought with him almost 20 years' experience as a welder in the U.S. Navy. He
had graduated with honors from the Navy's year-long welding school. After
retirement from the Navy, Mr. Puckett was hired at the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station by the Henry J. Kaiser Company where he worked in a variety of positions for some 9 years until the project was cancelled in January 1984. He was
initially hired and qualified as a Level II Mechanical Quality Assurance Inspector, a position he held for approximately 18 months. Thereafter, he was promoted
to the position of Lead Mechanical Inspector and then later transferred from the
quality assurance to the construction department where he was promoted to the
position of Chief Weld Engineer. In that capacity he was responsible for aU of
the weld-related activities at the Zimmer project. Mr. Puckett received favorable
evaluations in these positions.
However, in April 1982, Mr. Puckett received the first critical evaluation that
he had received at any time in his Navy or civilian nuclear program experience. As part of a site-wide management restructuring, in which new management was brought into virtually all departments including quality and construction, Mr. Puckett had been displaced in the senior weld engineering position
by Mr. Manfred Goedecke, who gave him the critical evaluation. Although he
was evaluated as meeting the requirements overall, Mr. Puckett sought and re-
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ceived clarification of the adverse aspects of this evaluation~ Five days later,
Mr. Goedecke clarified the performance evaluation in a more extensive memorandum to acknowledge many of Mr. Puckett's exceptional abilities and to
indicate that his deficiencies were attributable to the extensive work load that
prevented Mr. Puckett from keeping up with new construction requirements.
Mr. Puckett subsequently took a course taught by Mr. Ooedecke on the
American Welding Society Code. Tests were administered after each day's
lecture, of which there were at least fourteen in number, and Mr. Puckett scored
the highest in the class. Thereafter, Mr. Puckett received his last performance
evaluation at Zimmer from Mr. Goedecke, which indicated that Mr. Puckett
had "improved tremendously," had passed all examinations with excellent
marks in the in-house course, and had attained knowledge from seminars and
courses in the areas of code applications, procedure preparation, interpretation of
codes, standards and specifications requirements, and the practical application
of welding and nondestructive examination processes. The evaluation further
indicated that Mr. Puckett ''needs to reassume a supervisory position," and "will
be placed in a supervisory position as soon as one becomes available."
During the course of Mr. Puckett's brief tenure at Comstock (which lasted 89
days), he undertook wide-ranging activities to review the work of the welding
and welding inspection program at Comstock and he identified numerous areas
for improvement or revision. One of the duties assigned to Mr. Puckett by
Quality Control Manager DeWald involved the review of Comstock's welding
procedures.
At the beginning of August 1984, Mr. Puckett made three written recommendations to Quality Control Manager DeWald for the issuance of Stop-Work
directives that led to Mr. Puckett's termination. The first recommendation, on
August 9, 1984, was that all welding be stopped involving the welding of A-446
sheet metal to A-36 structural steel; the second recommendation, on August 10,
1984, was that all stainless steel welding be stopped until the welders are qualified in the "20" (horizontal) position; the third recommendation, on August 22,
1984, was that all welding, including the welding of A-446 to A-36, be stopped
because Comstock was "dangerously approaching a complete breakdown in its
QC program." In this third Stop-Work memo to Mr. DeWald, Mr. Puckett stated
that procedures involving A-446 "were qu:iIified using the criteria of AWS D1.17S and it should never have been done" because that code was never intended
for thin-gauge materials like A-446, and all procedures involving A-446 "should
have been qualified using the criteria of D1.3."
Comstock management issued Stop-Work directives for the first two StopWork requests by Mr. Puckett, but issued them only in informal memoranda that
were not made a part of a permanent log, in violation of Comstock procedures
which required the issuance of formal documentation that is logged into the
company's files. Mr. Puckett, however, fo]]owed these informal Stop-Work
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directives with NCRs to document his concerns, which he persuaded a certified
Quality Control inspector to issue since Mr. Puckett was not, himself, certified
at the time. No Stop-Work directive was ever issued in response to Mr. Puckett's
third recommendation, and Mr. Puckett was terminated before taking any further
action on it.
With regard to the subject of the first Stop-Work recommendation, the
welding of A-446 to A-36, Mr. Puckett was correct that no company procedure
qualified the welding of those two materials to each other. Applicant and NRC
Staff appeared to take the pOSition that this omission was only a technical
violation of the procedures and that the joining of these two metals could
have been qualified by merely adding A-36 material to the welding procedure
specifications that already authorized the welding of A~46 to A-SOO, since A36 and A-SOO are similarly prequalified metals under AWS Code D1.1. There
is some doubt on reading Dl.1 whether a prequalified metal such as A-36 can
be added to a welding procedure specification covering another prequalified
metal, A-Soo, if that specification includes a nonprequalified material such as
A~46. That proposed resolution is even more questionable from the language
of Comstock's welding procedures which appear to offer only the alternatives of
qualifying a welding procedure on the basis of its having either all prequalified
joints and prequalified materials, or of utilizing a qualification test for each
joint in which any of the metals or procedures are not prequalified. Since A446 was not a prequalified material under Code Dl.l, a qualification test might
have to be run for each particular joint with every identifiable material to be
welded in the field. Company procedures did not authorize the addition of any
material to a Welding Test Record that had not actually been welded in the test,
and Welding Procedure Specifications covering nonprequalified metals or joints
merely summarized the Welding Test Record.
Furthermore, as Mr. Puckett pointed out in meetings held to resolve this concern, there was no valid welding procedure in effect at that time to which A-36
could be added that would cover welds smaller than 3/8 inch, which constituted
the bulk of Comstock's welding. The Welding Procedure Specification covering
the welding of A-36 to A-SOO for welds ofless than 3/8 inch was invalid because
the test that was utilized to qualify the procedure did not'meet the requirements
of the welding procedures.
But whether or not Mr. Puckett's concerns regarding the welding of A~46
to A-36 could be simply resolved, as alleged by Applicant and NRC Staff,
by the addition of A-36 to the Welding Procedure Specifications qualifying the
joining of A~46 to A-Soo, Mr. Puckett had raised a valid concern. Furthermore,
Mr. Puckett did not objcct to the proposed resolution of adding A-36 to the
existing procedure specification, if th~ disposition were in writing. It was
Engineering, not the Quality Control Department, that was responsible for
dispositioning the concern, and Mr. Puckett's concurrence was not even required.
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Neither Staff nor Applicant dispute the correctness of Mr. Puckett's concern
reflected in his second Stop-Work recommendation, concerlling the welding
of stainless steel in the 2G position. The welders had not been qualified in
the 2G position. The NCR that Mr. Puckett had instigated was subsequently
dispositioned on the basis of requalifying the weld procedure and welders to
include the 2G position for welding, removing the previously installed horizontal
welds, and replacing the welds after requalification.
With regard to Mr. Puckett's third Stop-Work recommendation, concerning
the conversion to AWS Code 01.3 from AWS 01.1-1975, the parties have
differences in both opinion and fact According to Applicant. Mr. Puckett
insisted that it was improper to weld to AWS Code 01.1-1975 because that
code was not intended to cover thin materials that the company was welding,
such as A-446. According to Intervenors and Mr. Puckett, Mr. Puckett had
not insisted that the utilization of Code 01.3 was mandatory but only that
01.3 should be adopted as an improved alternative to 01.1-1975 since the
existing Comstock welding procedures were fundamentally flawed and would
have to be revamped in any event AWS Code 01.1-1975 specifically addressed
only structural steel. Structural steel materials such as A-36 and A-SOD were
specifically listed in 01.1 as prequalified materials that could be welded without
performing qualification testing provided the joints to be welded were also
prequalified in that code. Code 01.1-1975, however, was applied to all welding
and, if the welding involved thinner materials such as A-446, tests would have to
be run involving those materials in order to qualify the procedure. The American
Welding Society adopted Code 01.3 and incorporated it into Code 01.1 on
September 1, 1978. AWS Code 01.3 addressed thin materials such as A-446
and gave them prequalification status by listing them specifically, much as the
older version of 01.1 had specifically listed structural metals such as A-36 and
A-500.
Applicant's position that it need not adopt a version of 01.1 later than the
1975 edition was founded on the contract specifications for Braidwood having
been adopted before September 1, 1978, their specification of being bound by
the latest edition of the applicable codes in effect at the time of contract. and the
American Welding Society's permission to companies to continue utilizing an
older edition of the code than currently in effect if specified by the contract The
main thrust of Applicant'S criticism of Mr. Puckett at hearing was that he
demonstrated his incompetence in failing to recognize that Comstock had not
committed itself to a later edition of AWS 01.1 that included AWS 01.3 and,
consequently, that Comstock had the option of utilizing either the early edition
of AWS 01.1 or a later one if it so desired.
As the testimony of Applicant's witnesses further indicated, however, the
contract documents specifying the use of the latest edition of the applicable
codes then in effect were not executed by Comstock until February 5, 1979,
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after AWS Code D1.3 had already been incorporated into Code DU. It was
Comstock's predecessor, Ernst, that had committed itself only to the earlier
edition of Code D1.1. If Applicant and Comstock had intended to carry that
provision over to the new contract, they had failed to incorporate it in their
documents. Had Mr. Puckett familiarized himself with the contract documents
when he assumed the position as a Level III, as Applicant's witnesses believed
he should have, he would not have concluded that Comstock was not bound to
Code D1.3 with regard to thin material.
Moreover, even if the Ernst specification had been carried over, the situation
regarding Comstock's option to use either DU-1975 or a later edition of Dl.l
which included D1.3 was not all that clear to the experts at the time. Although at
hearing they denigrated Mr. Puckett's competence for allegedly not recognizing
Comstock's option to use either code, shortly after Mr. Puckett's termination,
CECo's Quality Control Engineer requested (on October 17, 1984) a formal
interpretation from the American Welding Society on whether the welding on
material of less than 1/8 inch could be accomplished under the earlier editions
of Code D1.1.
Even ignoring the contract specification that may have required Comstock to
adopt AWS Code Dl.3, Mr. Puckett'S recommendation to adopt that later code
appears eminently reasonable. The situation of Comstock's welding of sheet
metal under the old edition of Code Dl.l appeared to be an anomaly. Most of
the time under AWS Code D1.l, contractors use prequalified procedures and
stay with the materials listed in the code. AWS Code Dl.l-1975 did not give a
prequalified status for any sheet metals. Consequently, any company utilizing the
early editions of Code D 1.1 would have to end up dOing qualifications for all the
sheet metals, and the qualification requirements are very stringent. The problem
Comstock encountered with qualifying A-446 to A-36 was an uncommon
problem that resulted from Comstock's not using D1.3, which would have
prequalified the sheet metal.
Nor does it appear that Mr. Puckett's proposal to adopt D1.3 would have
created a difficult burden. The welding procedures at the Zimmer nuclear
plant were requalified from the earlier editions of AWS Dl.1 to D1.3, and
at Braidwood, the heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) contractor
completely requalified its procedures and welders to D1.3. It would have taken
only a week of qualification of welders and the weld procedures to make that
conversion, and there is no indication that welding under the older edition of
D1.l could not have gone forward while the conversion was being made.
In summary of the three matters raised in Mr. Puckett's recommendations for
Stop Work - the A-446/A-36 welds, the welding in the 20 position, and the
adoption of AWS Code D1.3 - Mr. Puckett's analyses and recommendations
had much merit. He may not have been fully correct in the final analysis
(although he appears to have been), but his raising of these issues cannot
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be faulted and certainly cannot be considered as reflecting adversely on his

competence. Nor was there any suggestion that he was insubordinate with regard
to the proposed dispositioning of these issues. The record is clear that., while
Mr. Puckett may not have agreed with the proposed dispositions, he was willing
to accept them provided that they were in writing. That these issues may not
have had safety significance in the sense that the welds created were not done
poorly should not detract from his raising the issues. Mr. Puckett was assigned
the task of correcting the procedures and no restriction was placed on him with
regard to raising only safety-significant issues.
At various times Applicant offered reasons other than Mr. Puckett's alleged
incompetence to support his termination. These reasons were all pretextual. To
the Department of Labor, Comstock claimed that Mr. Puckett was dismissed
because of his low score on the Weld Inspector Proficiency Exam. Mr. Puckett's
score of 88 exceeded both the established passing score of 80 and even the score
of 85 achieved by Level III Weld Inspector and Quality Control Manager Irving
DeWald on the same exam.
In defense of Mr. Puckett's claim for unemployment compensation, Comstock asserted he was fired because of "falsification of his credentials during his
interview." Mr. DeWald disclaimed any knowledge of this assertion by Comstock and agreed that Mr. Puckett had neither falsified his credentials nor inaccurately presented his work experience in his resume. Applicant has failed to
demonstrate that Mr. Puckett's resume contained any misstatements, concealments, omissions, distortions, inaccuracies, falsifications, or exaggerations, or
was, in any way, misleading.
At hearing, Applicant offered a considerable amount of testimony to suggest
that Mr. Puckett was terminated because of his failure to become certified
in welding by not having passed his practical examination by his 89th day
on the job, when he was terminated. But Comstock attached little or no
importance to whether Level III supervisors passed their qualification tests and
became certified. Mr. SakIak, Mr. Puckett's predecessor as Quality Control
Supervisor over welding (from August 1983 until May 1984), never became
certified. Mr. Puckett's successor, Mr. Tony Simile, who supervised weld
inspection activities from September 1984 onward, did not become certified
until July 12, 1985, a period of over 10 months. Similarly, other supervisors
supervised Quality Control disciplines for many months without becoming
certified.
During his tenure at Braidwood, Worley Puckett appeared to have been highly
respected by the Quality Control inspectors who were familiar with his work. For
example, welding inspector Danny Holley volunteered:
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Well, r could say Mr. Puckett was, you know - maybe I'm out of line, but the welding
inspecton that were around when Mr. Puckett was here really respected his - his professionalism and his backgrolDld and really felt that he was doing a good job.
When he was let go, a lot of people, you know, brought to their own mind, "Why was he
let g07"
There was

talk. like r said, that was going on arolDld the office.

Mr. Puckett testified over a number of days at hearing. Despite grueling examination by Applicant's and Staff's counsel, who had been well prepared by
their respective experts, Mr. Puckett demonstrated an extensive knowledge of
the welding procedures and codes, and a clear grasp of the issues discussed. Although he did not speak as an educated man in the traditional sense and his syntax suffered, his positions and opinions were expressed clearly and logically. On
the basis of his testimony, Mr. Puckett appeared to be a highly conscientious,
knowledgeable, and competent welding authority - certainly as competent in
his area as any of the other experts who testified. On the other hand, we have
no way of knowing how much of Mr. Puckett's knowledge and inSight into the
welding procedures and issues before us was acquired after his termination.
Applicant has failed to sustain its burden of proving that Mr. Puckett was not
terminated for raising quality concerns. In fact, the preponderance of evidence
is that Mr. Puckett was terminated for raising legitimate concerns and requiring
that they be dispositioned in writing. Nor is this an instance in which Applicant,
Commonwealth Edison Company, has only derivative liability for Mr. Puckett's
improper termination by its contractor, L.K. Comstock. In addition to Commonwealth Edison's placing production pressure on Comstock because of Comstock's backlog in inspections and documentation at that time, which made Comstock inhospitable to Mr. Puckett's proposed revamping of inadequate procedures, CECo had direct responsibility in Mr. Puckett's termination. Mr. Gieseker,
a CECo official, had played a large part in the Stop-Work conferences that led
to Mr. Puckett's termination and had disparaged Mr. Puckett at those conferences. At one point, when the issue of the use of the AWS Dl.1 Code arose,
Mr. Gieseker told Mr. Puckett to "Shut up. I don't want to hear [any] more about
it" The decision to terminate was a joint one between Comstock and CECa and
was finalized in a conference on August 27, 1984, attended by D. Shamblin,
CECa Project Superintendent for Braidwood; J. Gieseker; and Irving DeWald,
Comstock Quality Control Manager.

2.

John Seeders

For the most part I agree with Applicant, ~C Staff, and my colleagues that
John Seeders was transferred from Quality Control to a clerk's position in the
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Engineering Department because he failed to discharge his duties properly as
a calibrations inspector. Comstock had a legitimate reason for transferring him
even though the record suggests that he was treated unfairly with regard to a
dispute with his supervisor, Richard Saklak.
Although Mr. Seeders may not have been treated fairly by his supervisor,
Mr. Saklak, and by other Comstock management in reviewing his dispute with
Mr. Saklak, he was not transferred for raising quality concerns. That one of
the reasons for his transfer may have been unreasonable behavior on the part
of his supervisor Saklak is not the Board's concern because we are not here to
examine Comstock's management practices, except to the extent that they affect
quality control requirements. The major reason for Mr. Seeders' transfer was the
poor quality control practices within his department, and L.K. Comstock was
justified in transferring him for that reason. However, Comstock management
is not blameless for the poor quality practices that existed in the Calibration
Department. Not only did they assign poorly trained Seeders to be the sole
calibrations inspector, but they also. assigned Mr. Saldak to supervise the
department when he was uncertified and unqualified in that discipline. The lack
of certification of Comstock Quality Control supervisors was in violation of LKC
Procedure 4.1.2 and later became the subject of NCR 4528. Despite the problems
encountered in the Calibration Department because of lack of knowledgcable
supervision, not only by Mr. Seeders but also by his successor, Richard Snyder,
Comstock was inexplicably permitted to disposition NCR 4528 by eliminating
the requirement from its procedures that the Quality Control Supervisor obtain
certification prior to assuming his responsibility.

3.

Other Instances of Alleged Harassment

On the morning of March 29, 1985, six Comstock Quality Control inspectors
walked into the NRC Braidwood office and raised a number of complaints
against LKC Quality Control management One of these complaints concerned
a threat made against one of the inspectors, Richard Snyder, the previous
day by his supervisor Richard Saklak. Other inspectors also complained about
Mr. Saklak's conduct. In addition, the Quality Control inspectors raised a
number of other complaints against Quality Control management. Among these
complaints were that Edison's "Quality First" program was not effective, that
unqualified persons were awarded lead inspector positions, that certain of LKC's
Quality Control management tearn harassed and intimidated Quality Control
inspectors, and that management was more concerned with the quantity rather
than the qUality of the inspectors' inspections.
After the meeting adjourned, the two NRC Senior Resident Inspectors
present, Leonard McGregor and Robert Schutz, contacted their superiors in
the Regional Office to bring to their attention the events that transpired that
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morning. Mr. McGregor and Mr. Schulz recommended to the Region that
someone from the Regional office be sent to Bmidwood immediately to take
sworn statements from the Quality Control inspectors.
Mr. Weil, Mr. McGregor's supervisor in the Region, asked Mr. McGregor to
arrange a telephone conference with the six Quality Control inspectors. Mr. McGregor in turn contacted some of the inspectors and asked them to attend a
meeting in his office during their lunch break. He also indicated that any other
inspectors who wanted to attend should feel free to do so.
At approximately 12:00 noon, twenty-four inspectors, including the six that
had visited the NRC office previously that day, were present in the NRC office
for a conference with the NRC Region. The Quality Control inspectors reiterated
the complaints made earlier by the six inspectors with regard to production
pressure by LKC management. At some point during the meeting a request was
made for a show of hands to determine how many Quality Control inspectors
agreed that Comstock Quality Control management was emphasizing quantity
over quality. Senior Resident Inspector McGregor recalled that the twenty-four
inspectors' agreement with the statement was unanimous, without abstentions or
denials, and that he or Mr. Schulz relayed that agreement to the Region during
the conference call.
Despite Mr. Schulz and Mr. McGregor's recommendation that the Regional
office send an inspector immediately to take sworn statements from the Quality
Control inspectors, an NRC inspector was not sent until a month later. That
inspector had not been trained in investigating allegations of wrongdoing.
Much of the testimony given during the hearing was presented by some
of the twenty-four inspectors who complained about Comstock's emphasizing
quantity over qUality. The examination of these witnesses was directed toward
establishing whether there were concrete instances of harassment, intimidation,
or retaliation by Comstock management because of quality concerns raised by
Quality Control inspectors. Testimony was also presented with regard to alleged
acts of harassment, intimidation, or retaliation occurring after the March 29,
1985 complaints to the NRC that, Intervenors assert, show a continuing improper
Quality Control management pmctice of harassment and intimidation. Staff and
Applicant find only two instances of harassment and intimidation in a quality
sense. Those were perpetrated by Quality Control Supervisor Richard Sak1ak:
one was against Mike Mustered and the other against Richard Snyder. In the
first instance, Mustered successfully resisted Saklak's attempt to intimidate him
into improperly closing some ICRs he had written to document discrepancies. In
the other instance, Mr. Saklak was terminated for threatening Mr. Snyder.
Having found that Mr. Puckett was properly terminated, Mr. Seeders was
properly transferred, Mr. Saklak was properly disciplined for his later act of harassment and intimidation, and there were no other instances of established acts
of harassment and intimidation, Applicant and Staff conclude that the Quality
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Control inspectors were not harassed, intimidated, threatened, or pressured into
failing to perform their duties in accordance with the applicable regulatory and
procedural requirements.
I do not agree that only concrete acts of harassment and intimidation can evidence improper production pressure by management in violation of Criterion I
of Appendix B to Part 50. Exhortations by management to increase production at
the expense of quality, even if not accompanied by harassment and intimidation,
constitute improper production pressure. Under that circumstance, Quality Control inSpectors might cooperate with Quality Control management in adopting
improper inspection practices without any threatened retaliation. I did not find
any evidence in this proceeding of such a general Quality Control management
practice of encouraging inspectors to disregard quality for quantity. However,
there is evidence, as discussed above, that Edison's project construction manager did improperly assert pressure on Comstock's Quality Control management
at weekly meetings to speed production under threat of loss of contract and that
Comstock Quality Control management, in tum, improperly transmitted that
message of increased production under threat of loss of contract to its Quality
Control inspectors at weekly meetings. That twenty-four Quality Control inspectors also gathered en masse to the NRC onsite office to complain of improper
production pressure also establishes its existence notwithstanding that there may
not have been concrete instances of harassment and intimidation to compel the
inspectors to succumb to the production pressure and sacrifice the quality of
their inspections. Moreover, I do find concrete instances of harassment and intimidation that further support the presence of improper production pressure and
a failure to maintain the Quality Control organization's independence from cost
and schedule required by Criterion I of Appendix B to Part 50.
In addition to the improper termination of Worley Puckett, discussed above,
significant acts of harassment and intimidation against Quality Control Inspectors
Perryman, Archambeault, and Martin are discussed in my Minority Findings, infra. Those acts of. harassment and/or retaliation reflected the improper attitude
and practice of Quality Control management in discouraging Quality Control inspectors from raising any large item that might interfere with produc.tion. Other,
lesser acts of harassment and intimidation discussed in the Findings, such as
incidents involving Mr. Bowman and Mr. Pete(son, are ordinary occurrences on
any construction site and cannot be assumed to be reflective of Quality Control
management attitudes.
In addition to the enumerate<t instances of harassment and intimidation, Comstock management also appointed Mr. Saklak as a Quality Control Supervisor
in July of 1982 and, later, under Quality Control Manager DeWald, expanded
Mr. Saklak's supervisory authority in violation of Comstock's procedures and
in contravention of good quality control practices. Mr. Saklak had no quality
control background, had pri~arily a scheduling and production background, was
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not knowledgeable about the disciplines he supervised. and was temperamentally suited only for driving his inferiors toward greater production. Even though
he was removed from his position after the second concrete instance of his harassment and intimidation explored at the hearing, involving Richard Snyder, his
lack of knowledge and experience in quality control and the disciplines he supervised was well known to his superiors before that time. He was retained in his
position for the primary purpose of maintaining pressure on production. Comstock's violation of its regulations, which required Quality Control supervisors
to be knowledgeable and certified in the disciplines they supervised, by maintaining Mr. Saklak in his supervisory position and expanding his authority when
he was neither knowledgeable nor certified, contributed to poor quality control
practices in at least the Calibration Department, for. which John Seeders was
disciplined. It was not merely a technical violation of Comstock's procedures;
it was substantive.
Notwithstanding Edison's and Comstock's violation of Criterion I through
the de facto change in organization by which Comstock Quality Control management reported weekly to Edison's Project Construction Manager, who assened excessive production pressure on Comstock's Quality Control management, which in tum assened improper pressure on its Quality Control inspectors
and, notwithstanding the few major instances of Edison and/or Comstock harassment, intimidation, or retaliation against inspectors for raising quality concerns, the evidence indicates that the Quality Control inspectors continued to
perform their inspection activities properly in the period from October 1983
onward. They withstood the improper production pressure and performed their
inspections in a satisfactory manner.
For that period, October 1983 to present, I would apply the test in Union
Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit I), ALAB-740, 18 NRC 343, 346 (1983), and
determine that there has not been a breakdown in quality assurance procedures
of sufficient dimension to raise legitimate doubt as to the overall integrity of
the installation of the electrical system. There is reasonable assurance that
the electrical system installed after October 1983 can be operated without
endangering the public health and safety.
Because of the gravity of the violation of 10 C.F.R. §S,o.7 by Comstock
and Edison in the termination of Worley O. Puckett, I would recommend the
imposition on Applicant of a substantial civil penalty under § 50.7(c)(2). A
lesser penalty should be imposed for the Archambeault, Manin, and Perryman
incidents.
E.

Grid·Area Weld Inspections

Although neither the practice of grid-area weld inspections nor the period in
which they took place, prior to October 1983, were in issue in this proceeding,
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evidence was adduced with regard to that practice. The evidence was offered
to support allegations of a poor quality attitude of Quality Control Manager
Irving DeWald who was reputed to have inspected over a thousand welds in
one day. Numerous Quality Control inspectors testified that they had seen a
checklist by Mr. DeWald covering over a thousand welds. Other inspectors had
heard rumors to that effect. No such checklist had been found during discovery
and Mr. DeWald doubted that he had ever documented a thousand or more welds
on a single inspection checklist. A DeWald checklist covering 551 welds was
discovered. as were checklists of over a thousand welds by other Quality Control
inspectors. All of the welds on these checklists were found to be acceptable by
the original Quality Control inspector. One Quality Control inspector observed
a checklist covering up to 2500 to 3000 welds.
According to the testimony of Quality Control Manager DeWald and Mr.
Richard Martin, both of whom had inspected during the grid-basis weld inspection era, there were only a small number of inspectors. They would inspect a
grid area covering a number of installed components over a period of from 1
to 4 days and then document their inspections on the day following when they
returned to the office. As a rule, no official documentation of rejected conditions was ever made unless the craft couldn't fix the defect promptly. Only then
would an Inspection Correction Report be issued documenting the defect. Only
acceptable items were documented on the official weld inspection checklist. The
reason that inspectors did not fill out inspection reports as they completed each
component was because there were only three or four inspectors covering a
hundred welders.
Evidence adduced with regard to one of the checklists, covering 1166 welds
deemed acceptable. indicated that one of the seventy-seven hangers listed on
the grid inspection cover sheet was later the subject of a 1984 reinspection
which identified extensive welding defects not identified in the original grid
inspection. Other evidence indicated that the quality of the welds inspected
under the grid system was poor.
In 1984 and 1985, under the Braidwood Construction Assessment Program, a
random sample of welds that had been previously inspected was reinspected. Of
over 13,000 welds reinspected, approximately 16% were found to be deficient in
one or more respects that might have an effect on their safety function. Assuming
at least a 50% original Quality Control inspector effectiveness, at least 32%
of the welds would have been discrepant originally (i.e., before inspection). If
we project these percentages to the example of the 1166-weld checklist, one
might expect at least 340 welds to have been discrepant originally. Not only
is it inconceivable that the weld inspection reports indicating acceptances of
multi-hundred welds could have reflected the original condition of the welds, it
is also inconceivable that such large numbers of discrepancies could have been
reworked or repaired during the I, 2, 3, or 4 days between the beginning of
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the inspection and the signing of the inspection repOrL Neither time nor space
would be adequate for such operations even if craft were not otherwise occupied
in its further construction activities.
Moreover, the failure to record discrepant conditions, which surely must have
existed in the multi-hundred weld inspections under the grid system, if observed,
would violate Criterion XVII of 10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix B, which requires,
as a minimum, a record of any deficiencies noted. On the basis of the evidence
adduced, which indicates that the inspection standards of a significant portion
of the weld inspectors were substandard, that the inspectors failed to observe
significant numbers of discrepancies, and that the weld inspectors failed to
document discrepant conditions as required by Appendix B, the weld inspections
performed under the grid system, in effect until October of 1983, are totally
lacking in credibility. Under those circumstances, a 100% reinspection program,
rather than a sampling program, is ordinarily required to determine whether
there is reasonable assurance about the safety of the construction. However,
since the grid system inspections and the time period in which those inspections
conducted were not directly in issue in this proceeding, Applicant should have
the further opportunity of proving the efficacy of those inspections.

F.

Applicant Sampling Reinspection Programs

In an attempt to prove the effectiveness of the Comstock Quality Control
Program, Applicant presented the results of two large sample reinspection programs: (1) the Construction Sample Reinspection (CSR) portion of the Braidwood Construction Assessment Program (BCAP), and (2) the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) routine overinspection of Comstock's Quality-Controlaccepted work. Neither of these programs was designed to measure Quality
Control effectiveness and neither program, as presented by Applicant, was able
to offer any assurance that Comstock's Quality Control Program was effective
or that the electrical system was properly installed by Comstock.
Most of the evidence concerned BCAP. Three types of data were produced as
a result of the BCAP CSR Program. First, the raw data from the CSR reinspections were tabulated in terms of the number of discrepancies and the number of
acceptable conditions identified by the CSR reinspectors. Second, those numbers were used to compute so-called "agreement rates." Third, the discrepancies
were analyzed to determine whether they were "design significant."
Sargent & Lundy categorized all discrepancies sent to it for evaluation of
design significance as either: "insignificant," "notable," or "design significant,"
depending on their severity. Discrepancies that reduced an item's capacity by
less than 10% but did not impair its ability to perform its safety-related design
function were termed "insignificant." Discrepancies that reduced an item's
capacity by 10% or more but did not impair its ability to perform its safety-
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related design function were termed "notable." Any discrepancy that would
impair the item's ability to perform its safety-related design function within
code-allowable stresses was called "design significant." Sargent & Lundy's
evaluation of discrepancies for each of the six electrical construction categories
concluded that there were no design-significant discrepancies.
.
Each inspection criterion used to determine the acceptability or rejectability
of an item was identified and termed an "inspection point." Each inspection point
that resulted in a CSR discrepancy was termed a "discrepancy point" On that
basis, a high percentage of the inspection points were found to be nondiscrepant
and more than two-thirds of the discrepancy points were termed "insignificant."
Applicant also presented the CSR results for the electrical construction
categories on a per-weld basis. About 84% of the welds had no discrepancies.
A third way of looking at the CSR results was supported by Intervenors in
this proceeding. Any item with one or more discrepancies would be termed a
"discrepant item." On an item basis, a majority of the cables, cable pans, conduit,
conduit hangers, cable pan hangers, and electrical equipment installation would
be deemed "discrepant items."
None of these units was satisfactory for evaluating the efficacy of the Quality
Control inspection.
An item-basis determination equates very dissimilar reinspection outcomes.
For example, a huge cable pan hanger with hundreds of welds, one of which
might be discrepant due to an arc strike, would count the same as a conduit wall
strap support that was totally missing.
On the other hand, judging the quality of the original inspection on the percentage of attributes that were discrepant, as Applicant proposed, was similarly
unrealistic. It seems unlikely that any weld that had more than two or three discrepant inspection points (i.e., attributes) would have become the subject of an
original inspection by an L.K. Comstock Quality Control inspector. If a craftsman were to weld a weldment with more than two or three faulty attributes, such
as being undersized, cracked, lacking fusion, etc., it is likely that he would redo
that weld himself without waiting for Quality Control to reject it On a practical
level then, the original Quality Control inspector is inspecting welds that might
have, at most, one, two, or three defective attributes (although any of those,
such as a crack. might render the weldment.totally nonfunctional). But, even
if we were to assume that the Quality Control inspector inspected and passed
only discrepant welds (those with one, two, or three defective attributes). his
percentage of acceptable calls (i.e., his "agreement rate" under BCAP) would
range between 82% and 94%. On its face, an 82% to 94% rate does not seem
egregious, even though it should because, in our example. the Quality Control
inspector missed every discrepant weld that the craftsmen would not have redone
of their own volition.
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There are infirmities in the BCAP CSR reinspection program that go beyond
the question of whether components, subcomponents (such as welds), or inspection points should be tallied to determine the percentage of discrepancy. Even if
we were to choose one of these, we would still lack the perspective to judge the
quality of the original Quality Control inspection.' The main element Jacking in
the evaluation would be the number of the discrepant units (components, subcomponents, or attributes) that the original Quality Control inspector reported,
as opposed to those that he missed, only the latter being disclosed under the
BCAP program.
As an example, let us use welds as the unit of measurement and 15%
of the welds as being found discrepant under the BCAP reinspection program. (Appl. Exh. 181 indicates that approximately 16% of the welds examined
by the BCAP inspectors were found to be discrepant.) If we assume that the
craftsmen had welded 45% of their welds discrepantly, the Comstock Quality
Control inspector would have had to miss one-third of those discrepant welds
(lf3 x 45%) to have been found 15% discrepant under BCAP. If, on the other
hand, the craftsmen had welded 20% of the welds discrepantly, the Comstock
Quality Control inspector would have had to miss three-quarters of the discrepant
welds (3/4 x 20% = 15%). Consequently, unless we know either explicitly or
deductively (or inductively, as the case may be) how many discrepancies were
reported by the original Quality Control inspectors, we do not know whether
the Comstock Quality Control inspectors were 67% effective, 25% effective, or
any other percentage.
There would seem to be no reason why the discrepancies uncovered by
the BCAP reinspectors could not be compared to the discrepancies originally
reported by the Comstock inspectors, as contained in the inspection packages
for the sampled components. Under the requirements of Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XVII, the original inspection records should be retrievable. Criterion
XVII states, inter alia:

xvn.

Quality Assurance Records

• • • Inspection and test records shall. as a minimum. identify the inspector or data recorder,
the type of observation. the results. the acceptability. and the action taken in connection with
any deficiencies noted. Records shall be'identifiable and retrievable.

It would appear that even at this point a comparison can be made between
the discrepancies found by the BCAP inspectors and those found by the
original Quality Control inspectors. We need only examine the original sampling
packages, with no need for any further sampling, if we wish to measure the
effectiveness of the original Quality Control inspectors. Whether any such
comparison was ever made has not been disclosed and is not a part of the
record. In the absence of such comparison the BCAP program cannot be accepted
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as any measure of the effectiveness of the original Quality Control inspector. It
might also be noted at this juncture that if a comparison had been made, the
entire controversy over which units (i.e., components, subcomponents, inspection
points) should be measured would have been obviated. Had Applicant compared
only those attributes examined by the BCAP reinspector with the comparable
attributes originally inspected by the Comstock Quality Control inspector,
Intervenors would have no basis for challenging the results. Of course, even
if Applicant had measured apples against apples and oranges against oranges,
it would only have arrived at a percentage of the effectiveness of the original
Quality Control inspector. Unless those results were determinative on their face
(i.e., either an extremely high rate of Quality Control inspector effectiveness
or an extremely low rate), the results would still have to be evaluated by the
experts and the Board.
Without any measure of effectiveness of the Quality Control inspector,
and with only a measure of the absolute numbers of discrepancies missed, a
meaningful comparison cannot be made between different periods of inspection
activity. Moreover, any BCAP sampling comparison between the pre-DeWald
(as Quality Control Manager) era and the period in which the contention
alleges that management harassed and intimidated inspectors, is particularly
inappropriate. Mr. DeWald became Quality Control Manager in August of
1983, shortly before the grid-area basis for weld inspectors was discontinued
in October of 1983. The grid system was not a proper or effective method of
inspection and, consequently, neither the grid system period nor the DeWaldSaldak period represents a standard against which any other period can be
judged.
In the absence of any measure of Quality Control effectiveness based upon a
comparison between discrepancies missed and discrepancies reported, the BCAP
evaluations of "design significance" were presented as a measure of Quality
Control effectiveness. But the question of whether a discrepancy is "design
significant," is totally irrelevant to the function of a Quality Control inspector. He
is not charged with seeking out design-significant discrepancies or even with
determining whether any putative discrepancies are significant from a safety
standpoint. His obligation is to report all discrepancies. Any attempt by him to
ignore those discrepancies that he might consider insignificant would interfere
with this obligation. The question of whether a discrepancy is design significant
is uniquely in the province of an engineer to evaluate based, in part, on the
inspector's findings, but also based on a variety of other data and expertise
that are not immediately known to a Quality Control inspector. The measure
of the qualification of a Quality Control inspector is whether he can inspect to
established acceptance criteria.
The only value, therefore, that BCAP could have for us, considering the way
it was programmed, is with regard to the constructed hardware, rather than with
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regard to the effectiveness of the Quality Control inspection program. However,
even there, little weight can be given to the results. The main problem is with
the party selected to make the determination of design significance, Sargent &
Lundy.
Sargent & Lundy is the architect/engineer on the project and, as the accompanying Minority Findings suggest, is too committed to the licensing of the plant
to be considered an objective evaluator. And, as detailed in the accompanying
Minority Findings, not only is S&L committed institutionaUy to supporting the
licensing of the facility and to contributing to a finding that there are no designsignificant defects, but it failed to perform its design-significant evaluations in
a manner that could inspire confidence. Moreover, the design-significant evaluations that it performed do not lend themselves to a statistical application by
which they can be projected to the population of inspected items at large. The
calculations and evaluations appear to be unique, and suitable only for the particular items selected.
While Sargent & Lundy is certainly entitled to evaluate the plant's construction under BCAP or any other program for its own purposes to determine for
itself whether the plant is properly constructed, its commitment to the licensing
of the plant is too strong for me to accept its opinions as impartial. Furthermore,
its past actions and testimony at trial confirm its partisanship in that regard. Its
attitude in general appeared to be that it had designed the plant with so much
safety margin that no deficiencies in construction and inspection in the electrical
area could impair the ability of the electrical system to function safely. While
that might be the case, that opinion should be expressed by someone other than
the designer of the plant to be afforded much weight.
For the same principal reasons that the CSR agreement rates are not indicative
of the efficacy of the original Comstock Quality Control inspector, because
there is no comparison between the discrepancies he missed and those that he
found, the PTL overinspection results are similarly unilluminating. furthermore,
the sampling for PTL was not done on a statistically random basis and P1L
inspectors were permitted to overinspect welds through paint, which could have
distorted the results considerably. Although the PTL witnesses claimed that only
7% of the welds were inspected through paint, the testimony was not credible,
as discussed in the Minority Findings, below.
G.

NRC Staff's Review

For reasons detailed throughout my Findings, I do not find NRC Staff's
approval of various aspects of the Comstock Quality Control effort to be
meaningful. See, e.g., Min. Fdgs. 83-91, 107-112, 192-194, 235-253, 339. In
general, NRC Staff prejudged the incidents of aUeged harassment in favor of
Comstock. and assigned inspectors to inspect only the hardware, rather than the
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existence of any improper actions by management The NRC inspectors assigned
to the inspections were generally exceedingly accepting of Applicant and
Comstock's positions. Those who became somewhat critical of Applicant and
Comstock, such as the two Senior Resident Inspectors, soon found themselves
out of favor with NRC management. The quality of the NRC inspection reports
reflects the uncritical nature of the underlying analyses.

H.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated in this Minority Opinion, the accompanying Minority
Findings, and the accompanying Minority Ultimate Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, I would find that there is reasonable assurance that the portion
of the electrical system installed after October 1983 can be operated without
endangering the public health and safety.
I would recommend that a substantial civil penalty be imposed on Applicant
under 10 C.F.R. § 50.7(c)(2) for the improper termination of Worley O. Puckett,
and that a lesser penalty be imposed for the Archambeault, Martin, and Perryman
incidents.
I would also require that Applicant prove the efficacy of the Quality Control
inspections when the grid-area welding inspection system was in effect before
October 1983, or find some other satisfactory method of proving that the welding
was done adequately.

n.
A.

MINORITY FINDINGS OF FACTS

Organization

I accept Staff's Proposed Findings I-IS, in toto, as Findings 1-15.
1. [1.] Commonwealth Edison Company ("Applicant" or "CECo") is the
owner of the Braidwood Nuclear Station, located in Braceville, Illinois. As
the owner, Applicant ultimately is responsible for the design, construction,
and operation of the facility. Applicant engaged Sargent & Lundy ("S&L") to
design the Braidwood Station. Various contractors were retained by Applicant to
construct the facility, only one of which - Comstock, the electrical contractor
- is pertinent to these findings. In particular, our focus is on certain activities
and events involving that contractor during the period August 1984 through
March 1985.
2. [2.] Comstock was awarded the electrical contract for Braidwood
Units 1 and 2 by Applicant on February 5, 1979. Testimony of Bobby Treece,
ff. Tr. 12,881, A.13 at 6 (Treece Test). Prior to LKC's involvement, the electrical
work had been performed by E.C. Ernst Company. Id.
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3. [3.] Comstock performs two important functions at Braidwood: electrical equipment installation and quality control and assurance. Testimony of
Irving DeWald, ff. Tr. 1700, A.3 at 2 (DeWald Test). L.K. Comstock and Company, Inc., performs the production function at Braidwood. Testimony of Daniel
Shamblin, ff. Tr. 12,274, A.S at 6 (Shamblin Test). Responsibility for the production function is vested in LKC's Project Construction Manager. Int Exh. 7 at
9. Comstock Engineering, Inc., performs the quality assurance (QA) and quality
control (QC) functions. Shamblin Test., A.8 at 6. Responsibility for QA and QC
at Braidwood is reposed in the Manager for QC. Id. at 11. Both L.K. Comstock
and Company, Inc., and Comstock Engineering, Inc., are subsidiaries of a parent
company, the Comstock Group, Inc. Shamblin Test, A.S at 6. In these findings
of fact, parent company and its subsidiaries are referred to as ''LKC.''
4. [4.] LKC has had three Quality Control Managers and one Manager for
QA during the time it has been the electrical contractor at Braidwood: Robert
Brown, Thomas Corcoran, Irving DeWald, and Robert Seltmann. Mr. Brown was
Quality Control Manager until November 1982, at which time he was replaced
"because he lacked administrative abilities." Int Exh. 6 at 2. Mr. DeWald
has held the position since August 1983. In November 1985, as a result of
a reorganization, the position of QA Manager was created. Testimony of Robert
Sellmann, ff. Tr. 1960, A.2 and AA at 1-4 (Seltmann Test.). Mr. Seltmann was
selected to fill this position. Id. As Manager of Quality Assurance, Mr. Seltmann
was Mr. DeWald's superior. Id.; DeWald Test., A.3 at 2.
5. [5.] The Quality Control Manager reports to Thomas Paserba, LKC's
Regional Manager for QAIQC Services in Chicago, Illinois. DeWald Test., A.3
at 3. Mr. Paserba reports to LKC's Corporate Manager for QA/QC Services,
Robert Marino, who in tum reports to the head of L.K. Comstock Engineering,
Inc. Int Exh. 4. Below the Quality Control Manager on the chain of command are
the following: Assistant Quality Control Managers, supervisors of inspectors,
lead inspectors, and Quality Control inspectors. Tr. 1281-89; Int Exh. 7 at 17;
Int. Exh. 4.
6. [6.] Mr. DeWald previously was a weld inspector at Braidwood. DeWald Test., A.2 at 1. In 1981, Mr. DeWald was transferred by LKC to the
D.C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant where he served as the Quality Control Manager and Level III Electrical Inspector until August 1983, when he assumed
Quality Control Manager at Braidwood. Id.
7. [7.] The Assistant Quality Control Manager is Larry Seese. Testimony
of Larry Seese, A.l at 1 (Seese Test.). Mr. Seese has held this poSition since
October 1983. Id.• A.2 at 2. Like Mr. DeWald, Mr. Seese came to Braidwood
from the D.C. Cook nuclear facility. Id. As the Assistant Quality Control
Manager, Mr. Seese is responsible primarily (or administrative matters such as
compiling status reports used by LKC to track its progress on its work load. Id.•
A.3 at 3-4.
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8. [8.] The other senior LKC Quality Control Department official at the
Braidwood site during the relevant period was Robert Seltmann. Mr. Seltmann
has been employed by Comstock Engineering, Inc., since February 1978. Seltmann Test, A.2 at 1. Mr. Seltmann was transferred to the Braidwood Station
in September 1983 to fill the position of QA Engineer. [d. Prior to this transfer,
Mr. Seltmann was employed by LKC for more than 5 years at the Enrico Fermi
II Nuclear Project, serving in a variety of QC and QA positions. [d. at 2. As
the QA Engineer at Braidwood, Mr. Seltmann was responsible for conducting
audits of LKC's Quality Control Program; responding to audits and inspections
of LKC's activities conducted by CECo and the NRC; and revising LKC's procedures to incorporate recommended changes. [d. at 2-3. In November 1984,
Mr. Seltmann's title was changed to QA Manager, a title that more accurately
reflected his managerial duties. [d. at 3. And, as noted earlier, a year later,
Mr. Seltmann was elevated to a position superior to Mr. DeWald and became
the ranking LKC Quality Control Department on site. [d. at 34.
9. [9.] The Quality Control inspections themselves are conducted by certified inspectors. The Quality Control inspectors fall into two general categories:
welding and nonwelding. The nonwelding category can be further subdivided
into disciplines such as terminations, cable pulling, configurations, calibrations,
conduits, and receipt inspections. See Int Exh. 7 at 7.
10. [10.] The number of Quality Control inspectors has varied over the
course of LKC's tenure at Braidwood, ranging from a handful in 1981 to a high
of nearly 100 in 1986. See Int Exh. 4; DeWald Test., A.6 at 10.
11. [11.] Until July 23, 1985, LKC Quality Control inspectors were
hired and employed by LKC. However, in July 1985, Applicant contracted
with Brand Examination Systems and Testing Company (BESTCO) to provide
Quality Control inspectors for LKC's scope of work. DeWald Test., A.l1 at
17. Testimony of Thomas Maiman, ff. Tr. 3806, A.11 at 11 (Maiman Test). At
that time aU Quality Control inspectors then employed by LKC were discharged
by LKC and immediately rehired by BESTCO. DeWald Test., A.ll at 17;
Maiman Test., A.l1 at 12.
12. [12.] BESTCO's contract with Applicant was terminated on July 27,
1986, and its functions assumed by GE-MCIS. Tr. 6761. Both BESTCO and GEMCIS are what is known in the industry as '10b shoppers." Tr. 8262. Although
BESTCO and later GE-MCIS were responsible for hiring, firing, and paying the
Quality Control inspectors they provided to LKC, LKC retained the authority
to direct the Quality Control inspectors in the performance of their work
activities. DeWald Test, A.3 at 34; Maiman Test., A.11 at 12.
13. [13.] LKC's construction or "production" function was the responsibility of the Project Construction Department Shamblin Test., A.8 at 6. At
all times relevant for our purposes, the Project Manager was Frank Rolan. See
Int Exh. 7. Mr. Rolan reports to the L.K. Comstock Central Region Vice-
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President, who in turn reports to superiors in L.K. Comstock and Company,
Inc. Tr. 1300; Int. Exh. 7 at 9; Shamblin Test, A.S at 6. Beneath Mr. Rolan on
the chain of command are the project engineers, craft foremen, and individual
craftsmen. Int. Exh. 7 at 9.
14. [14.] As noted at the outset, CECo is the owner and thus ultimately
is responsible for the design, construction, and operation of the Braidwood
nuclear station. CECo personnel charged with administering its quality assurance
program do not report to those with construction responsibilities. Shamblin Test.,
A.S at 6. Thomas Maiman, CECo Vice-President and Manager of Projects is
responsible for the construction, licensing, and operation of the Braidwood
facility. Maiman Test., A.3 at 1-2. Mr. Maiman reports to James O'Connor,
President and Chairman of the Board of CECo. Beneath Mr. Maiman in the
chain of command are Michael Wrulace, the Braidwood Project Manager, and
Mr. Shamblin, the Braidwood Project Construction Superintendent Shamblin
Test.. A.9 at 7. As Project Construction Superintendent, Mr. Shamblin is
responsible for administering the Braidwood construction contracts let to LKC
, and other major contractors. Shamblin Test., A.6 at 3. All told, Mr. Shamblin
ultimately is responsible for the design, construction, and QA activities of more
than 4000 employees. Tr. 16,429.
15. [15.] For the past 13 years, Walter Shewski has served as CECo's
Corporate Manager of Quality Assurance. Tr. 10,113. Since the spring of 1984,
Mr. Shewski has reported directly to Mr. O'Connor. Tr. 9998, 10,122. Prior to
that time, the chain of command was Mr. Shewski, Eugene Fitzpatrick, Assistant
to Corporate Manager of QA (Te. 10,148), and Thomas Quaka, CECo's QA
Manager at Braidwood. See Shamblin Test., A.18 at 15; Tr. 11,581. CECo QA
is responsible for conducting audits and surveillances of activities relating to
quality to ensure compliance with CECo's quality assurance program. Shamblin
Test., A.9 at 7.
'

B.

Nature or LKC's Quality Control Work

I accept, in toto. Staff's Proposed Findings 16-36 as Findings 16-36.
16. [16.] At Braidwood, one of the principal duties of a Quality Control inspector is to ensure that safety-related components, structures, and systems installed by craftsmen are installed pursuant to applicable procedure. See
Int. Exh. 40. Work that is not safety related generally falls outside the jurisdiction of the Quality Control Department. In performing his inspections a Quality
Control inspector is guided by the acceptance criteria set forth in the applicable
inspection procedure./d. The actual inspection, however, is documented on an
inspection checklist which lists the. most important attributes that must be found
acceptable in order for the activity being inspected to pass muster. See, e.g.•
Appl. Exh. 124 (Form 37).
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17. [17.] Each inspection performed by a Quality Control inspector is
reviewed by another inspector. Testimony of Rogelio Mendez and John Neisler,
A.25 at 12, ff. Tr. 10,490 (Mendez or Neisler Test). Since all of the Quality
Control inspectors presently utilized by LKC are certified to Level II under the
ANSI N45.2.6 (1978) standard, this review is limited to determining whether the
inspection report is completed. See id. The reviewer does not and is not required
to determine that the inspection was performed properly. [d. Also, pursuant to
LKC Procedure 4.1.2 (Rev. C), the reviewing inspector must be certified as a
Level II in the particular discipline (e.g., welding, terminations, cable pulling)
that is the subject of the inspection. Mendez Test., A.25 at 12-13. Prior to
September 1984, the procedure only required that the reviewer be certified to
Level n in any inspection discipline. [d.
18. [18.] If the activity inspected by the Quality Control inspector satisfies
the applicable acceptance criteria and the report documenting that inspection is
complete, the work is accepted and the inspection report is transmitted to LKC's
document vault and maintained by LKC as a permanent record until such time
that it is "turned over" to Applicant On the other hand, if the activity being
inspected fails to meet one or more acceptance criteria, the Quality Control
inspector is required to document that condition on an Inspection Correction
Report (ICR) or a Nonconformance Report (NCR). Appl. Exh. 40. One of the
differences between an NCR and an ICR is that an NCR must be reviewed
by the responsible individuals in CECo's production, engineering, and quality
assurance departments. ICRs need only be reviewed by LKC personnel. In either
event, the documented deficiency must be "dispositioned:' See id. What this
means is that an evaluation must be performed to determine whether the item
involved is able to perform satisfactorily in service in its "as-is" condition or
whether the defiCiency must be corrected. [d. In the latter instance, after the
item is repaired or replaced, a new inspection must be performed. [d.
19. [19.] Until November 1982, LKC performed its Quality Control inspections on a 35% sampling basis. DeWald Test., A.5 at 7. What this means
is that, for example, only thirty-five welds out of a population of 100 would be
inspected by Quality Control inspectors. The remaining sixty-five welds would
not be inspected unless deficiencies identified in the sample population indicated
the need to expand the inspection sample.
20. [20.] In November 1982, CECo required LKC to perform inspections
of 100% of all activities requiring Quality Control inspections because of errors
in LKC's sampling methodology. Int Exh. 205. This change in inspection policy
required LKC to go back and inspect all electrical safety-related work performed
prior to November 1982.
21. [21.] There was another important consequence of the change in policy. An immediate and substantial backlog of approximately 14,000 inspections
was created. DeWald Test, A.S at 7. Although LKC's inspection work effec-
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tively increased by almost 200% (from 35% to 100%), this increase was not
immediately offset by a corresponding expansion of the Quality Control inspector workforce. [d.
22. [22.] This dramatic expansion of LKC's inspection responsibility had
yet another repercussion. In November 1983, the NRC conducted an inspection
of the Braidwood facility, including LKC's Quality Control Department. Int.
Exh. 3; Te. 11,479-85. As a result of that inspection, the NRC expressed serious
reservations regarding LKC's ability to perform the inspections necessary to
eliminate the backlog created by the change in inspection policy while simultaneously keeping pace with current inspections. Int. Exh. 3, passim. Accordingly,
the Staff contemplated ordering Applicant to cease all electrical installation work
until the backlog was eliminated or reduced considerably. See id.
23. [23.] To address the NRC's concerns regarding the ability of LKC
to perform its quality function effectively, Applicant and LKC had undertaken
the following measures by March 1984: (i) LKC created two new supervisory
positions - "Supervisor of Inspectors" and "Lead inspector" - in order to
"provide additional uniformity of inspection" and (ii) LKC expanded its Quality
Control inspector workforce from twenty-two to fifty-one. Int. Exh. 7 at 11. This
increase in Quality Control inspectors was intended to ensure "that timely
inspections are performed and that the number of backlogged inspections is
reduced." [d. In addition, CECo pledged to "monitor the progress and closeout
of L.K. Comstock open items" and "corrective actions" as well as the LKC
Quality Control inspector workforce to "assure that it is adequately staffed to
address any additional work ..••" [d.
24. [24.] In May 1984, shortly after CECa had been advised by the NRC
of the need "for more aggressive CECo management" to ensure that its contractors remained in compliance with applicable regulations and other commitments
(lnt. Exh. 88 at 1), CECa selected Daniel Shamblin to replace Richard Cosaro
as Project Construction Superintendent at Braidwood. Shamblin Test., A.2 at 1;
Te. 3815. Mr. Shamblin, who is a Registered Professional Engineer and holds
an M.B.A. from the University of Chicago, previously held the position of
Project Construction Superintendent at CECo's LaSalle County Nuclear Power
Station. Shamblin Test., A.3 and AA at 1-2. Shortly after asslll1ling the Project
Construction Superintendent position at Braidwood, Mr. Shamblin observed that
LKC was "having difficulty coping with the inspection backlog problems." [d.,
A.I0 at 8. In response, a number of discussions between LKC and Mr. Shamblin
were held and, to allay Mr. Shamblin's concern, on June 5, 1984, Mr. DeWald
submitted a plan pursuant to which the backlog of inspections in the welding,
cable pan and cable tray, conduit, and terminations disciplines would be targeted
for completion by July 12, 1984. Int. Exh. 12; Te. 1338-45. Under Mr. DeWald's
plan, however, the backlog of inspections of junction boxes and small equipment would exist until September 1984. Int. Exh. 12; Shamblin Test., A.13 at
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10-11. Under Mr. DeWald's plan, twenty LKC Quality Control inspectors were
dedicated to performing backlog inspections and thirty-four Quality Control inspectors were assigned to "current inspections." lnt Exh. 12 at 4-5.
25. [25.] Mr. Shamblin was not entirely satisfied with Mr. DeWald's target completion date of September 1984 for the junction box and small equipment backlog. See Shamblin Test., A.13 at 11. In a letter dated June 9, 1984,
Mr. Shamblin informed Mr. Rolan and Mr. DeWald that according to CECo's
records, the amount of all backlogged inspections exceeded 6000 in number. Int. Exh. 8 at 1. Mr. Shamblin observed to Mr. DeWald and Mr. Rolan that
CECo was "very concerned about the large existing backlog" and stated that
"[r]education of this backlog must be the first priority of LKC Production, Engineering and Quality Control personnel."ld. (emphasis in original). Mr. Shamblin
also took note of the fact that LKC's request for additional time to reduce the
inspection backlog had been granted. indicating that "positive results (Le., significant current inspection backlog reductions) must be seen very shortly." ld. (emphasis in original). If such results were not soon forthcoming, Mr. Shamblin
was prepared to suspend LKC's operations. Shamblin Test, A.18 at 15. Finally,
Mr. Shamblin directed Mr. Rolan and Mr. DeWald to report to him every Monday on the progress in eliminating the backlog that had been made the previous
week. Int Exh. 8 at 2.
26. [26.1 In May 1984, LKC developed and instituted a system to enable
it to monitor the progress of the activities within its scope of work, particularly
those intended to eliminate the inspection backlog. DeWald Test., A.17 at 20;
Testimony of Larry Seese, ff. Tr. 2330, A.5 at 8-9 (Seese Test.); Tr. 2498. Under
this system, each Quality Control inspector was required to complete and submit
to his lead inspector a report documenting the numbers of inspections he had
completed that day. Seese Test., A.tO at 11; Tr. 2518. The lead inspector
would then use this information to compile a daily inspection status report
for his group and submit this report to his supervisor. Tr. 2518, 6380. Each
supervisor in turn was to use this information to compile a daily status report
for each of the inspection disciplines under his jurisdiction to be submitted
to Mr. Seese. Tr. 2388, 2518. Mr. Seese would use the information obtained
from the Quality Control supervisors to compile his weekly status reports which
were distributed to senior LKC Quality Control management. Seese Test., A.5
at 8. Mr. Seese's report was used by LKC to determine, among other things,
whether in light of progress made, target completion dates set by LKC were
feasible. ld. at 8-9.
27. [27.J While the status reports served an important purpose in enabling
LKC management to monitor effectively the performance of the Quality Control
Department in eliminating the inspection backlog, that also caused consternation
on the part of LKC's Quality Control inspector workforce. Tr. 2370, 237677. This was because it was possible to use such reports to monitor an individual
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inspector's output Tr. 2522. Inspectors were concerned especially that the
daily status reports they turned in to their lead inspectors might be used by
management to establish quotas or to punish them if they failed to perform
a certain average number of inspections. See Tr. 2370; Dep. Test. of Mark
K1achko, ff. Tr. 18,539, at 98-100. To dispel any apprehension among the
Quality Control inspectors that the status reports they were required to complete
would be used against them, LKC met with the inspectors in October 1984
to explain that the purpose of the status reports was not to monitor the daily
output of any individual inspector. Tr. 1576-77, 2371, 2498. The inspectors
were assured by LKC management that their status reports would not be used
to establish inspection quotas or to reward or punish them for their inspection
output Tr. 2498. LKC even decided to post the weekly status for the department
on an office bulletin board to develop a "spirit of togetherness and teamwork"
between the inspectors and their management Seese Test., A.5 at 9; Tr. 2499.
28. [28.] Also during this time, Mr. DeWald would meet with the LKC
Quality Control inspectors each Friday to discuss LKC's inspection activities. Tr. 1786. During these meetings, inspectors frequently were exhorted to
redouble their efforts to eliminate the inspection backlog and perform current
inspections in a timely fashion. E.g., Tr. 4241-55, 7567.
.
29. [29.] In April 1984, after LKC had requested and received from CECo
authorization to hire fourteen additional Quality Control inspectors (lnt. Exh. 9
at 1; DeWald Test., A.5 at 7), LKC launched a recruiting drive. [d. During this
time period, however, there was a shortage of available experienced electrical
inspectors. [d. at 6. Consequently, to attract new Quality Control inspectors,
LKC usually had to offer a salary that was higher than that being paid to its
most senior current inspectors. [d.
30. [30.] The disparity in levels of compensation of newly hired inspectors
fostered resentment on the part of LKC's veteran inspectors. Int. Exh. 23;
Tr. 4034, 7740. That dissatisfaction was exacerbated by the fact that these
inspectors were required to provide the training necessary for the newly hired
inspectors to obtain their certifications. Te. 4034, 7739-42. In this connection, it
should be noted that even though a newly hired inspector may have been certified
as a Quality Control inspector at some other nuclear facility, he was still required
to be certified to LKC's Quality Control procedures. To obtain certification in
any particular discipline, a candidate was required to attend a I-hour orientation
lecture, complete 8 hours of classroom study and 40 hours of on-the-job training,
and pass both a written and a practical examination. Tr. 3951, 7737.
31. [31.] To make its pay scales more competitive and thus reduce the
number of LKC inspectors resigning their positions for more lucrative opportunities elsewhere, LKC initiated in April 1984 a new compensation policy. DeWald Test, A.7 at 10-12. Mr. Marino, LKC's Corporate Manager for QA/QC
Services, decreed that retroactive to April 1, 1984, all Quality Control in spec-
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tors henceforth would be paid a minimum of S12.00/hr. DeWald Test, A.7 at
11. Furthermore, inspectors would be compensated at the rate of $.50/hr for
each certification they held in excess of one. 1d. Inspectors who were then making more than $12.00 per hour would suffer no reduction in pay but would
be required to be certified in five disciplines. As a result of this compensation
policy many of the veteran inspectors received substantial raises, some as much
as $5,000.00 per year. 1d., A.9 at 14-15. According to Mr. DeWald, the new
policy "put the emphasis on the individual inspector to excel and," as of May
1984, appeared "to be accepted quite well by the existing group of Inspectors." Int Exh. 9 at 3.
32. [32.] The new compensation policy, however, had an unintended
consequence. Since an inspector's compensation was now tied to the number
of certifications he held, it was in his economic interest to obtain as many
certifications as possible. Int. Exh. 9 at 3; DeWald Test., A.9 at 15. In one
sense this was also to the advantage of LKC because the more certifications
an inspector held, the more flexibility LKC would have in putting his abilities
to use. Seese Test., A.25 at 18; see Int. Exh. 8 at 5. What LKC failed to
foresee, however, is that the policy they promulgated would set off a flood
of requests from the inspectors to receive the training necessary to certify in
new diSCiplines. The reason LKC was inundated with requests for training was
because it turned out that the only groups of Quality Control inspectors who
were eager for cross-training were those who held multiple certifications; all
other Quality Control inspectors were eager to obtain cross-training either to
maintain their salary or to earn more money. DeWald Test., A.9 at 14-15. Indeed,
it appeared to some that many inspectors were more interested in receiving
training than they were in performing inspections in the disciplines in which
they were certified. DeWald Test, A.8 at 13.
33. [33.] Additionally, because cross-training was to be provided by Quality Control inspectors, it was necessary to arrange matters such that an inspector
would be able to perform inspections and receive training in another discipline
himself. 1d. at 12-14. Furthermore, LKC was confronted with complaints that
many newly hired inspectors were receiving precedence in obtaining training
"to justify their high salaries," as one inspector later put it Int. Exh. 23 at 1. To
respond to "these unprecedented demands for cross-training" and to minimize
disruptions to its inspection work requirements, LKC established training schedules and hired a training coordinator, who began work on June 1, 1984. DeWald
TesL, A.S at 13-14.
34. [34.] Unfortunately, the training coordinator was injured seriously in
an automobile accident on June 25, 1984. 1d. at 13. More than 3 weeks passed
before Jeffrey Dominique was selected as his replacemenL 1d.
35. [35.] Also, requests for training from some inspectors who were
assigned to high-priority inspections (such as the inspection backlog) or special
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projects were denied or postponed by LKC management citing the press of
business. See, e.g., Int. Exh. 66; DeWald Test., A.8 at 14. In fact, on August 24,
1984, all inspectors assigned to perform welding and configurations backlog
inspections were asked to forego cross-training until the backlog had been
eliminated. Appl. Exh. 42.
. 36. [36.] Finally, it should be noted that during much of 1984, Local 306
of the Pipefitters union sought to obtain the right to bargain collectively on
behalf of the LKC Quality Control inspectors. DeWald Test., A.ll at 15-16;
Maiman Test., A.I0 at 9-10. This organization effort culminated in November
1984 when a majority of LKC Quality Control inspectors voted in favor of
the union. Maiman Test., A.1O at 10. However, the validity of the election
was contested by LKC and the issue was not resolved in the union's favor
until April 1985. DeWald Test., A.12 at 16-17. Contract negotiations between
LKC and Local 306 began the following month (id.), but soon reached an
impasse. Maiman Test., A.I0 at 10. To break this deadlock, on July 23, 1984,
Mr. Maiman contracted with BESTCO (which already had a contract with Local
3(6) to supply electrical Quality Control inspectors for LKC.ld., A.ll at 12. On
that date, LKC laid off aU Quality Control inspectors, document reviewers and
clerks, and Quality Control engineers, all of whom were rehired the next day
by BESTCO. DeWald Test., A.ll at 17; Maiman Test., A.ll at 12.
In addition I add the following five findings (37-41):
37. In July 1982, newly promoted Quality Control Supervisor Richard
Sa1dak was charged with the mission by Comstock construction of trying to
bring the Quality Control department under control and to organize a production system for responding to the installation reports from the production department. Tr. 8014-15. At 24 years of age, the young Mr. Saklak had previously
been employed as a cost and scheduling engineer at Edison's LaSalle station
and immediately prior to his Quality Control reassignment had been a planning
and scheduling engineer for Comstock production. Tr. '7992. He had no prior
Quality Control work experience. Very quickly after Mr. DeWald's appearance
as Quality Control manager in August of 1983, he evaluated Mr. Saklak as a
"very aggressive individual" who had taken on added responsibilities under him,
duties that would have been performed by an Assistant Quality Manager, "with
great enthusiasm and zest." Mr. DeWald concluded that "Rick is a real asset
to the Braidwood QC department." Int. Exh. 52. When Mr. Saklak became a
Quality Control supervisor in July of 1982, he shared his supervisory position
with another individual. At about the time Mr. DeWald became Quality Control
Manager, Mr. SaJdak became the sole supervisor of Quality Control inspectors. Tr. 8000.
38. LKC replaced its prior Quality Control Manager Thomas Corcoran
with Mr. DeWald in August 1983, because Mr. Corcoran had been too quality
conscious and not sufficiently construction oriented. Tr. 1220-27. Mr. DeWald
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relied upon the Friday meetings, referred to above, as a primary means for
communication with Quality Control inspectors. Tr. 1786. Management usually
described those areas of inspection that were behind and those areas that needed
more manpower allocated to them. Tr. 4241. Assistant Quality Control Manager
Larry Seese would read the status reports that detailed the progress being
made on projects to eliminate inspection backlogs and the projected dates of
completion of those projects. Tr. 4243, 6871-73, 9663. John Seeders testified
that at these meetings Mr. DeWald commented about being under schedule
pressure from Edison. Tr. 7567. From these meetings, Seeders understood that
the quantity of inspections was emphasized over inspection quality because the
weld inspectors would comment that "DeWald wants numbers again" when
Mr. DeWald pushed inspectors for greater productivity. Tr. 7566. Quality Control
Inspector Terry Gorman also interpreted these weekly meetings as reflecting
management's emphasis of quantity over quality in urging inspectors to perform
more inspections. Tr. 5798. Mr. Gorman recalled Mr. DeWald's complaints
that not enough work was being accomplished because too many people were
sitting around the office when they should have been out in the field performing
more inspections. Tr. 5776-77. Quality Control Inspector Robert Wicks testified
that he believed quantity was emphasized over quality because Comstock
management was trying to meet Edison-imposed deadlines. Tr. 7077-78. It was
shoptalk among Quality Control inspectors that Comstock stressed quantity over
quality. Tr. 7087. Several inspectors remembered Mr. DeWald's talking about
a minimum required number of inspections to be performed as an attempt to
eliminate inspection backlog. Tr. 6866-67, 9240-41.
39. Six inspectors testified that Comstock Quality Control management
was pressuring inspectors for production under an Edison threat to cancel the
Comstock contract if the inspection backlog was not eliminated by certain
dales. Gorman, Tr. 5840-41; Holly, Tr. 5151-52; Bossong, Tr. 9857; Hunler,
Tr. 8499-8500, 8744-47; Peterson, Tr. 5950-51; Seeders, Tr. 7567-69. Three
inspectors acknowledged that the threatened loss of Comstock's contract was
shoptalk among the Quality Control inspectors. Bossong, Tr. 9857; Gorman,
Tr. 5840-41, 5871, 5884-85; Seeders, Tr. 7568. Mr. Seeders testified that
such shoptalk was fairly common when Comstock was not meeting its deadlines. Tr' 7568. Inspector Danny Holley recalled a meeting in the summer of
1984 at which QA Manager Robert Sellmann indicated that if the backlog of
inspections were not eliminated, it could mean that the livelihood of Comstock
at Braidwood would be lost Tr. 5151-52. Inspector R.D. Hunter testified that
more than once a't the weekly meetings during 1984, Mr. DeWald had stated
that Comstock was in danger of losing its contract if it failed to satisfy certain
promised completion dates. Tr. 8499-8500, 8655, 8744, 8747. Inspector Dean
Peterson recalled a special meeting where assistant Quality Control Manager
Larry Seese indicated that things were looking very critical for Comstock and
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that everyone's help was needed to eliminate the backlog. Tr. 5950-51. Mr. DeWald acknowledged such a rumor that Comstock was in jeopardy of losing
its electrical contract However, he recalled the rumor circulating in January
1985. Tr. 1345-47. Ultimately, Comstock did lose its contract for a portion of the
electrical work on Unit 2. The Gus K. Neuberg Company has replaced Comstock
for a portion of the Unit 2 electrical installation and inspection work. Tr. 1349.
40. In order to monitor inspector productivity and manage the inspection
backlog elimination program as well as the performance of inspections on
current installations, Comstock's Quality Control management developed a
status traCking system. Under this system, the scheduled completion of various
inspection tasks, including the inspection backlogs that existed in the spring
of 1984, was projected on the basis of the number of average inspections
an individual inspector was expected to perform in a day, e.g., an average
expected level of performance, goal, or quota. Int Exh. 23; Secse Pref.,
ff. Tr. 2320, at 8-10; Seese, Tr. 2350-51; Saklak, Tr. 8116-18. fur example,
Mr. DeWald's early June 1984 backlog completion schedule was based on
the average of five welding, equipment, and configuration inspections per day;
six termination inspections per day; and seven conduit inspections per day
on average. Int. Exh. 12. The status report figures showing the number of
inspections actually performed were compiled from individual inspectors' daily
reports, then passed through the inspectors' leads, who summarized and routed
them to the status department Comstock management posted the periodic status
reports for Quality Control inspectors' information. Seese, Tr. 2498-99; DeWald,
Tr. 1576-78. Comstock management acknowledged utilizing the status reports
and tracking system to regulate inspector overtime assignments, and to transfer
inspectors from one inspection area to another. Seese Pref., ff. Tr. 2320, at 9;
Seese, Tr. 2350.
41. It is against this background that I consider alleged harassment, intimidation, and discrimination cited by Intervenors in their inspector harassment
contention. First, I take up the matter of Worley O. Puckett, a Level III Weld
Inspector, who, according to Intervenors, was fired by LKC because he "[made]
numerous complaints about safety and quality deficiencies which he identified
in the course of his duties at Braidwood." Second, I consider the case of John
Seeders, an LKC inspector who allegedly was transferred out of LKC Quality
Control Department to a clerk position in LKC's Engineering Department "in retaliation for his expression of quality concerns." Contention 2.C. Third, I discuss
the complaints of harassment and intimidation made to the NRC by twenty-four
~KC inspectors in March of 1985. Finally, I discuss additional instances of
alleged harassment and intimidation not cited specifically in Intervenors' contention.
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C.

Alleged Instances of Harassment, Intimidation, and Production
Pressure

1.

Worley O. 'Puckett

42. In the spring of 1984, Edison and Comstock were responding to
concerns expressed by the NRC regarding the continued effectiveness of the
Comstock Quality Assurance/Quality Control problem to address the enormous
backlogs of inspections and quality documents requiring review. Int Exhs. 6,
7. To respond to these problems, Comstock had proposed additions to the
Quality Control inspector. workforce including the addition of one Level III
Weld Inspector to address NRC-identified problems in the welding inspection
area Int Exh. 9; DeWald Pref., ff. Tr. 1700, at 40-41; DeWald, Tr. 176364. On May 15, 1984, Comstock interviewed and hired Worley O. Puckett for
this Level III position. Mr. Puckett's background as reflected in the interview
and his resume demonstrated qualification for the Level III position. DeWald
Peef., ff. Tr. 1700, at 42.
43. Mr. Puckett brought with him almost 20 years' experience as a
pipefitter, shipfitter, and nuclear component welder in the U.S. Navy. Mr. Puckett
graduated with honors from the Navy's year-long welding school and spent
4 years at the Specialized Nuclear Test Facility at Idaho Falls as a nuclear
component welder and shop supervisor making repairs and installing components
on nuclear prototype reactors and training nuclear welders and Navy officers
on welding and repair techniques. Mr. Puckett also served as supervisor of
Nuclear Submarine Tender Pipe Shop and Repair Facility, where he performed
planning and estimating functions supporting the maintenance of thirteen nuclear
submarines and surface craft Int Exh. 26.
44. During the course of Mr. Puckett's Navy nuclear welding work,
Mr. Puckett had occasion to supervise and inspect the work of other nuclear
welders both at the nuclear power training unit. Idaho Palls, and on the
nuclear sub tender where from eighteen to twenty welders worked under his
supervision. Tr. 6330-31. At Idaho Falls, Mr. Puckett supervised other senior
enlisted men who were also certified nuclear component welders (Te. 3332)
who he understood were handpicked by Admiral Rickover for these specialized
positions. Tr. 3332.
45. After retirement from the U.S. Navy, Mr. Puckett was hired at the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station in Moscow, Ohio, by the Henry J. Kaiser Company,
where he worked in a variety of positions for some 9 years until the project was
cancelled in January 1984. Int Exh. 26; Tr. 6336-418. At the Zimmer facility,
Mr. Puckett was initially hired and qualified as a Level II Mechanical Quality
Assurance inspector, a position he held for approximately 18 months. Thereafter, he was promoted to the position of Lead Mechanical Inspector charged
with performing visual weld inspections, mostly to the ASME Boiler and Pees-
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sure Vessel Code. Mr. Puckett personally inspected 4000 to 5000 welds and
supervised from ten to twenty other Level IT inspectors. Tr. 6334-35. No NRC
items of noncompliance were identified with respect to Mr. Puckett's weld inspection activities. Tr. 6340. Thereafter, Mr. Puckett transferred from the quality
assurance to the construction department at Zimmer where he was promoted to
the position of Chief Weld Engineer in which capacity he was responsible for
all of the weld-related activities at the Zimmer project including operation of
the weld test facility, tool room, and weld rod issuance facilities. Tr. 634748. Mr. Puckett was evaluated as meeting or exceeding all requirements in this
position by project construction superintendent Sandlin. Appl. Exh. 43; Tr. 635257. Mr. Puckett had received similar good evaluations during his prior tenure at
Zimmer. Tr. 6358; Int. Exh. 46.
46. In April 1982, Mr. Puckett received the first critical evaluation that
he had received at any time in his Navy or civilian nuclear program experience. Tr. 6351. Mr. Puckett had been effectively displaced in the senior weld
engineering position by Mr. Manfred Goedecke as part of a site-wide management restructuring in which new management was brought into virtually all
departments including quality and construction. The new Zimmer project manager, Mr. Alberson, brought Mr. Goedecke with him from the Midland facility in
Michigan. Tr. 6348-49. While he was evaluated as meeting requirements overall
(Appl. Exh. 45), Mr. Puckett sought and received clarification of the adverse
aspects of this evaluation. Appl. Exh. 46. Mr. Goedecke noted that Mr. Puckett
had been responsible for a welding organization consisting of only one welding
engineer, two aides, and a clerk which was in dire need of additional qualified personnel. Goedecke noted that Puckett was exceptionally industrious and
possessed exceptional ability, knowledge, and understanding of general welding methodologies and techniques. He noted that Mr. Puckett had demonstrated
an exceptional administrative ability and showed promising higher management
potential. He recommended that organizational changes under way be made
so that Mr. Puckett may have the opportunity for improvement and advancement. Appl. Exh. 46. Thereafter, Mr. Puckett was reassigned positions in the
weld engineering department as the Zimmer project management was restructured and widespread corrective action programs were implemented, ultimately
leading to the cancellation of the project. Mr. Puckett successively held positions
of Project Weld Engineer and Lead Historical Weld Engineer through January
1984, when the project was shut down. Int. Exh. 26.
47. After Mr. Puckett left the senior weld engineering position in 1981
and had been replaced by Manfred Goedecke and his associate, Mr. Flaherty,
the NRC Staff identified numerous items of noncompliance at Zimmer, including items of noncompliance in the Zimmer welding program. 'fro 637181; Appl. Exh. 49. For example, in an inspection conducted by NRC Inspector J.P. Schapker, among others (Mr. Schapker later investigated Mr. Puckett's
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technical concerns at Braidwood and testified in this proceeding), the NRC imposed a civil penalty for a Severity Level III violation stemming from welder
qualification document deficiencies and failure to adequately control weld fiIIer
metal in the test facility. Appl. Exh. 49, Transmittal Letter at 1-2. In Mr. Puckett's opinion, the deficiencies identified at Zimmer were the responsibility of
Mr. Goedecke, who had directed the programs that were found at fault. Tr. 638190, 6393-413. Mr. Puckett was never disciplined or reprimanded for any involvement in the NRC's findings at Zimmer. 'If. 6413.
48. Mr. Puckett's experience with the NRC's enforcement activities at
Zimmer served as a powerful standard and precedent for his evaluation of the
Comstock welding inspection program at Braidwood. Based on his experiences
with NRC enforcement at Zimmer, Mr. Puckett determined to prevent a recurrence of similar problems at Braidwood. In Mr. Puckett's opinion, problems
he encountered during the course of his duties as the newly hired Level III
weld inspector at Comstock were every bit as serious as those that had led to
the cancellation of the Zimmer project 'If. 5592-93. According to Mr. Puckett,
however, after acting to prevent a recurrence of a QA breakdown at Braidwood
and suffering retaliatory termination as a consequence, Mr. Puckett found that
the NRC, and Inspector Schapker in particular, apparently had two different sets
of rules - one for Zimmer and one for Braidwood. Under similar facts, the
NRC treated Zimmer problems "as serious as a heart attack," but at Braidwood
such concerns were dismissed as not serious. 'If. 5591-92, 6380-81, 6413, 6491,
and 6589-90.
49. During the course of Mr. Puckett's brief tenure at Comstock, he undertook wide-ranging activities to review the work of the welding and welding
inspection program at Comstock and to obtain the site certifications necessary
for him to perform the duties of a Level III inspector. Mr. Puckett familiarized
himself with the work of the Level II welding inspectors and solicited their opinions on needed changes in the inspection program. For example, with Level II
Quality Control Inspector Therman Bowman, an experienced welding inspector,
Mr. Puckett discussed the applicability of the AWS D1.1 Code to thin-gauge materials within the scope of the Sargent & Lundy specification L 2790 at the site as
well as the applicability of the AWS D 1.3 Code. 'If. 6970-71. Mr. Bowman suggested to Mr. Puckett that the field limit its use of the otherwise qualified E6013
electrode and instead utilize the more appropriate E7018 electrode for making
cable pan to tube steel and unit strut welds. Mr. Bowman made the suggestion
on the basis that special welding skill was required for use of the 6013 highpenetration rod on such light material. Mr. Puckett agreed with the suggestion
and, subsequently, a procedural change was adopted accordingly. 'If. 6972-73.
50. Mr. Puckett toured the Braidwood facility generally and observed the
qualify of field work performed by Comstock. Early in his tenure at Braidwood,
Mr. DeWald took Mr. Puckett on a tour of the facility. Mr. DeWald pointed
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out welds to Mr. Puckett that Mr. DeWald had inspecte... when he previously
worked as a Level II Weld Inspector. The welds were on a very large hanger
but even through glancing at the welds, Puckett observed a number that he
deemed unacceptable. The welds he observed had undercut, excessive spatter,
slag, overlap, and craters below the nominal wall thickness. While Mr. Puckett
acknowledged that the acceptability of welds is a matter of individual inspector
judgment within limits, Mr. Puckett stated that he would not have had a
weld inspector working for him who had accepted some of the welds he
observed. Tr. 6214-20. Mr. Puckett expected that after he had become qualified,
he would have returned to these areas and further dispositioned the welds he
observed.
51. During his tenure, Mr. Puckett undertook the assignment of overseeing
the Comstock welder test facility. Mr. Puckett qualified two other Level II
Quality Control inspectors to run the facility and wrote a set of test facility
opemting rules to be provided to each welder candidate to ensure that the
welder was aware of the rules during the test. AppI. Exh. 71. Mr. Puckett was
concerned that there be adequate Quality Control inspector verification of the
welder qualification process. Tr. 6186-97, 6202.
52. During his tenure, Mr. Puckett identified concerns regarding errors,
inconsistencies. and alterations of Comstock's welder qualification records. Tr.
6136-41, 6150-51,6162-64, 6176-79.
53. In the course of his tenure at Comstock, Mr. Puckett also developed a
concern that Comstock did not have an adequate procedure or pmctice for the
control of weld filler material in the field. At the time he was at Braidwood,
Mr. Puckett observed that the craft was not required to turn unused weld
rod or electrode into the weld rod withdrawal facility. Tr. 5210-11. Instead,
the pmctice followed permitted a welder to dmw a certain amount of rod
and then to store unused electrodes in an uncontrolled manner overnight or
over the weekend to be used at a later time. Rod at the time was being
issued by craftsmen to cmftsmen without supervision by Quality Control or
engineering. Tr. 5612. Mr. Puckett further believed that the procedure itself
should require Quality Control involvement in the issuance and control of filler
material to ensure that it was properly controlled. Tr. 5613-14. Mr. Puckett
brought these concerns to the attention of Messrs. DeWald, Seese, and Saklak
who told him that the procedure was to be changed to take these concerns into
account.
54. During the course of his tenure, Mr. Puckett identified a number of concerns about deficiencies in Comstock's welder qualification records. Tr. 6137-38,
6149-52,6155, 6159-63. These concerns were identified by Mr. Puckett during
the course of only a partial review which was under way at the very time of
his termination. Tr. 5679; Appl. Exh. 68. In Mr. Puckett's opinion, the errors,
alterations, and inconsistencies in the quality records made the actual qualifica-
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tion of the welders indeterminate and would necessitate either the identification
of sufficient objective evidence to properly correct the documents or the requalification of the welders. Even without seeking such objective evidence, Puckett
was aware that the NRC had cited the Zimmer facility for serious violations
of NRC regulations because of such inconsistencies of welder qualifications
records. Tr. 5686, 5694, 6159-64.
55. In addition, Mr. Puckett had identified a number of problems and
inconsistencies with Comstock's existing welding procedures which he believed
required general rewriting and requalification using the more contemporary
American Welding Society D1.3 Sheet Metal Code. Tr. 5456-63. According
to Mr. Puckett, Comstock welding procedures as written were a mess. Instead
of providing clear, written instructions for both the craftsman and the inspector
as to the essential variables including base metals, filler materials, and specified
techniques in the body of the procedure, the reader was forced to sheaf
through innumerable confusing, contradictory, and redundant attachments to the
procedure which, themselves, were the only source of specification of essential
welding variables. In effect, the use of more than a dozen technique sheets
for a particular procedure gave the Quality Control inspector the option of the
reasoning, "jf this one doesn't work, let's use this other one. If it doesn't work,
use another one." 11". 5455-56, 5472-83.
56. One of the duties assigned to Mr. Puckett by Quality Control Manager
DeWald involved the review of L.K. Comstock's welding procedures. The vast
majority ofL.K. Comstock's welding activities involved "structural" carbon steel
welding: only a small portion of L.K. Comstock's welding activities involved
"stainless steel" welding. Tr. 2972-5509. Structural welding during the period of
Mr. Puckett's employment with L.K. Comstock was governed by L.K. Comstock
Procedure 404.3 (Rev. C). Appl. Exh. to. L.K. Comstock Procedure 4.3.3 also
sets forth the instructions that welders must follow when making welds. These
instructions are contained on a "Welding Procedure Specification" form. Two of
the welding procedure specifications, Attachments Hand 0 to Procedure 4.3.3,
permitted the welding of A-446 galvanized sheet metal to A-500 structural tube
steel. These welding procedural specifications, Attachments H and 0, combine
the qualifications of underlying attachments called "Procedure Qualification
Records" (PQRs). PQRs document the quatification "testing of the procedure
being qualified. Welding Procedure Specification H combined qualifications in
Attachments H.1, H.2, H.3, and HA, the welding procedure qualification test
records qualifying the fillet welding of A-446 to A-SO~. Similarly, Attachment
o combined the qualifications of Attachment 01, 02, 03, and 04, the PQRs
documenting the qualification testing of flair bevel groove welds joining A-446
to A-500. Appl. Exh. 10; 11". 3471-72, 3638.
57. On August 9, 1984, Mr. Puckett recommended to Mr. DeWald that
all welding be stopped involving the welding of A-36 to A-446 using E7018
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electrode. Appl. Exh. 52 at 1. In Mr. Puckett's view, L.K. Comstock did not
have a procedure to weld A-36 to A-446, and all such welding previously
done was indeterminate. Appl. Exh. 55. It should be noted that Attachments
H and a qualify the welding of A-446. to A-5oo, not to A-36. L.K. Comstock
Procedure 4.11.3 governs the issuance of Stop-Work orders. Tr. 2217-19;
Appl. Exh. 3. Under § 2.1 of that procedure, only the Quality Control manager
can order that work be stopped. Appl. Exh. 3 at 1 of 3. Thus, only Mr. DeWald
had the authority to order the stoppage of the welding of A-446 to A-36
base metal. Consistent with this practice, on August 15, 1984, Mr. DeWald
adopted Mr. Puckett's recommendation and issued a memorandum to Mr. Rolan,
L.K. Comstock's Production Manager, directing that all structural welding
using A-36 and A-446 be stopped pending completion of a valid procedure
qualification test. Int. Exh. 31 at 8-9; Tr. 5540.
58. Mr. DeWald's Stop-Work order did not comply with LKC Procedure
4.11.3. Tr. 2229; Appl. Exh. 3. According to § 3.3 of the procedure, the Quality
Control manager is required to complete a "Stop-Work Report" (Form 62).ld. A
properly completed Form 62 describes precisely the activity to be stopped, the
reasons for the stoppage, and the conditions that must be satisfied to lift the
Stop-Work order. ld. at 4. The reason it is important to use the proper form is
because Form 62 becomes part of a permanent document file and is entered into
a report log, while memoranda, such as the one issued by Mr. DeWald, are not
logged.ld. at 3-4; Tr. 2226-31.
59. After receiving Mr. DeWald's Stop-Work order, Mr. Rolan issued a
memorandum on August 17, 1984, effective immediately, in which he directed
all LKC craftsmen "to STOP immediately all welding of ASTM A-36 to ASTM
A-446 material using E7018 electrode until weld procedure 4.3.3 is qualified in
accordance with AWS Dl.l 1975 Sect. 5, Part B." lnt. Exh. 31 at 10. Mr. Rolan
also directed craftsmen "to stop all welding operations on stainless steel until
welders are qualified in all positions as indicated on memorandum of August
IS, 1984 from lrv DeWald ..••" ld.
60. On August 17, 1984,4 days after recommending that work be stopped
with respect to the welding of A-36 to A-446 base metals, Mr. Puckett caused
to be generated NCR 3099. Tr. 5395; Schapker Test., A.I07 at 45. Because
Mr. Puckett was not yet certified, the NCR was written by a Level II Quality
Control inspector at Mr. Puckett's request and under his direction. Tr. 5395,
5422-23. Although Mr. !?eWald disputed the suggestion that only certified
inspectors could write NCRs (DeWald Test., A.30 at 45), this fact was confirmed
by NRC Inspector Jerome Schapker in the course of his inspection of LKC's
welding program. Schapker Test., A.106 at 45.
61. On August 22, 1984, a meeting was convened to discuss NCR 3099.
DeWald Test., A.30 at 48-50; Gieseker Test., A.26 at 22; Seltmann Test., A.15
at 18-19; Louden Test., A.4-5 at 2; see lnt. Exh. 29. Present on behalf of LKC
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were Mr. DeWald, Mr. Puckett, Mr. Seltmann, and Mr. Rolan; representing
CECo were Edward Netzel, Anthony D'Antonio, Mr. Gieseker, and Mr. TapelIa;
representing S&L were James Louden and Stuart Klevens. Int Exh. 29 at 1;
Gieseker Test, A.26 at 22. The purpose of this meeting was to resolve the
situation documented in NCR 3099 so that the Stop-Work order on A-36 to
A-446 welding could be lifted. Gieseker Test, A.26 at 22.
62. Mr. Gieseker opened the meeting by stating his understanding of
the problem and suggested a means to resolve the problem. Id. Mr. Gieseker
proposed that LKC Procedure 4.3.3 (Rev. C) be revised to include a reference
to A-36 on the appropriate Procedural Qualification Records (PQRs). Id. A
PQR documents the results of a test conducted to establish that particular base
metals when welded together conform to the requirements of the AWS 01.1
Code. Louden Test, A.9 at 3. The reason Mr. Gieseker made this proposal
was because, in his view, since LKC already had a valid PQR for A-446 to
A-500 weld combinations, and A-36 and A-500 were compatible materials,
under §5.5.1.1 of the AWS D1.1 Code, the PQR for the A-446/A-500 weld
combination could be relied upon to establish the acceptability of A-36/A-446
weld combinations. Gieseker Test., A.26 at 21-22; Tr. 2939-35.
63. Allhough Applicant's witnesses testified that Mr. Puckett indicated
that he would go along with Gieseker's proposed resolution if CECo were
to put that resolution in writing (Seltmann Test, ff. Tr. 1960, A.15 at 19;
DeWald Test, ff. Tr. 1700, A.30 at 49), it was clear that Mr. Puckett had
reservations. According to Mr. Gieseker, Mr. Puckett very strongly took the
position that it was inappropriate to attempt to qualify the welding of A-446 to
A-36 by relying upon AWS Code Dl.l, 1975 edition, but that the welding of
those materials should be qualified under the later edition of Code 01.1, which
included Code 01.3, covering thinner materials. Tr. 2862-67.
64. The next day, August 23, 1984, a meeting of the Procedure Review
Board was held. The purpose of the meeting was to revise LKC Procedure 4.3.3
(Rev. C) to include a reference to A-36 on the appropriate PQRs. Mr. Gieseker,
Mr. DeWald, Mr. Seltmann, Mr. Puckett, and several other of the individuals
who had attended the meeting held the previous day were present According
to Mr. Gieseker, Mr. Puckett reasserted his opinion that the A-36/A-446 weld
combination had not bccn properly qualified. As a result of this incident,
Mr. Gieseker testified that his impression of Mr. Puckett's usefulness as a Level
III Quality Control inspector was "extremely low both because he seems to
exhibit a poor u~derstanding of the AWS Code, and because of his erratic
behavior once he identified what he perceived to be a major problem." Gieseker
Test, ff. Tr. 2771, A.26 at 22-23.
65. The AWS 01.1 Code section on which he relied, § 5.5.1.1, states, in
pertinent part, as follows (Appl. Exh. 12):
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Qualification of a welding procedure established with a base metal included in 10.2· • •
shall qualify the procedure for welding any other base metal or combination of those base
metals included in 10.2 that have a minimum specified yield point equal to or less than that
of the base metal used in the test.

66. Structural base metals A-36 and A-sOO are listed in § 10.2. Steel sheet
metal A-446 is not It is possible to interpret § 5.5.1.1 as Mr. Gieseker and other
Applicant witnesses have, as authorizing the welding of A-446 (the sheet metal)
to A-36 because there has already been a qualification by testing of the welding
of A-446 to A-sOO. Since the qualification involved the base metal A-sOO which
is listed in 10.2, base metal A-36, which is also listed in 10.2 and has a lower
yield point, may be substituted for A-sOO under this theory.
67. It is also possible to interpret this provision as applying to procedures
involving only the structural base metals listed in 10.2. Where the procedure
involves a nonprequalified sheet metal such as A-446, every change in the
welding procedure (e.g., the welding of that nonprequalified material to a
different metal) must be qualified again by testing even if the new procedure
involves merely the substitution of one base metal included in 10.2 for another
that had been included in the initial procedure.
68. Whatever may have been the interpretation of Applicant'S witnesses
at hearing, it appears that the welding procedure at Braidwood to which LKC,
S&L, and CECo were bound may have embraced the latter interpretation. The
purpose and scope of Welding Procedure 4.4.3 was stated to be as follows
(Appl. Exh. 10):
20 PURPOSE/SCOPE

21 This procedure is proposed to meet and assure the requirements of AWS 01.1-75,
Structural Welding Code. and is applicable to the base metals specified in AWS

01.1.75, Sections 8.2 and 10.2 or as specified by a Welding Procedure Test Record.

69. A-446 (sheet metal) was not specified in AWS Code D1.1-7s, §§ 8.2
and 10.2, and the joining of it with another metal would have to be specified by
a Welding Procedure Test Record (i.e., PQR). Section 3.0 of Welding Procedure
4.4.3 similarly states further, as follows (id.):
3.0 PROCEDURE

3.1 Bose Melal
3.1.1

Steel will comply with the specifications of AWS 01.1·75, Paragraphs 8.2 and 10.2
or as specified by a Welding Procedure Test Record.

70. Apparently, unless the material being welded, in this case, A-446, was
listed in AWS D1.1-7s, §§ 8.2 and 10.2, each procedure involving that metal
must be specified by a welding procedure test record. There was no welding
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procedure test record covering the welding of A-446 to A-36, which was a listed
metal, but only Attachments H-l to H-4 and 01 to 04, involving the joining of
A-446 to A-Soo, a different listed metal. Welding Procedure 4.4.3 does not seem
to allow for the hybrid of a Welding Procedure Test Record involving an unlisted
metal (A-446) and a listed metal (A-5OO), and the subsequent substitution on
the Welding Procedure Specifications of a different listed metal (A-36) for the
original listed metal (A-Soo), without further testing.
71. Although Mr. Oieseker proposed adding A-36 to the PQRs underlying
Attachments H and 0, without pretesting the welding of A-446 to A-36, this
proposal may have been improper for another reason. Applicant's expert, Sargent
& Lundy's Mr. Louden, testified clearly and unequivocally that it would have
been improper to add A-36 to the Procedure Qualification Records (PQRs),
Attachments H-l, H-2, H-3, H-4, and 01, 02, 03, 04 that were combined in
Attachments H and 0, respectively, because the PQRs should really only tell
exactly what was done to qualify the procedure, and the qualification tests used
only A-5oo, not A-36. Tr. 3036-37.
72. Mr. Puckett was correct that these problems would have been obviated
by adopting a later edition of AWS Code D1.1 which includes AWS Code
D1.3. Code D1.3 specifically relates to sheet steel and lists A-446 as approved
sheet steel within its ambit, similar to the listing of the structural steel base
metals A-36 and A-5oo in § 10.2 of Code 1.1-75. Appl. Exh. 14, AWS D1.3-78,
§ 1.2.1.1. Further, AWS Code 1.3, § 6.4 states, in pertinent part, as follows:
6.4 PROCEDURAL QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

•••

• • • where a sheet steel [e.g., A-446] is to be welded to a supporting steel
member [e.g., A-SOO] listed in AWS 01.1, Structural Welding Code, that sheet
steel may be welded to all other AWS 01.1 approved steels [e.g., A-36] of an
equal strength or less, provided that the steel used in the qualification procedure
has a yield strength of SO KSI or less (stt AWS 0.1.1, § 5).

73.. Moreover, adding A-36 to Attachments Hand 0, even if it were
proper, would affect only a small portion of the welding involving A-446. At the
meetings involving this issue, when it was proposed to add A-36 to Attachments
Hand 0, Mr. Puckett indicated that Attachment
had not been qualified;
that it had been rejected; that it had been resubmitted to Pittsburgh Testing
Laboratory as a different type of weld; and that Comstock had not yet received
the results of the testing. n. 5375. Accordingly. where Mr. Oieseker had
proposed dispositioning NCR 3099 (Tnt. Exh_ 28; Appl. Exh. 55) by indicating
would be utilized to permit the welding of
that revised Attachments Hand
A-446 to A-36, he now lined through the reference to Attachment 0 on the
disposition of NCR 3099./d.,·
5377. Although Applicant now wanted to rely
upon only Attachment H, Mr. Puckett objected because Attachment H limited

°

°

n.
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the welds to a 3/s minimum-size fillet weld. The welds that were intended to be
done, A-446 to A-36, in almost all cases were in the 1/4-inch and 3h6-inch size
where Attachment H could not be utilized because the welds were smaller than
the 3/s-inch minimum size requirement. Tr. 5377, 5381, 5398-99, 5409. NRC
Staff Inspector Schapker later confirmed that the bulk of the welding was on
welds less than the 3/s-inch minimum. Tr. 11,331.
74. Whether or not D1.1-75 and Comstock Procedure 4.3.3 would have
permitted adding A-36 to Attachments Hand 0, Mr. Puckett indicated that he
had no objection to such addition, but that the main discussion at the meetings
was with regard to the invalidity of Attachment 0 and the attempted use of
Attachment H for the welding of the smaller welds. Tr. 5425, 6654-55. At
hearing, Mr. Puckett indicated that he had not been aware that the disposition of
NCR 3099 had been changed by striking through the reference to adding A-36
to Attachment 0, and believed that that might have been done at or after the
meetings to satisfy the concerns that he had raised with regard to improperly
using the invalid Attachment O. Tr. 5428. Mr. Puckett had also been concerned
that Attachment H would be used without the size limitation even though there
had always been that limitation on Attachment H, because few people were
aware of it. Tr. 5429.
75. Applicant asserts (Prop. Pdg. 287) that the record indicates that Attachment 0 was not in fact a rejectionable procedure on the date of the meetings
regarding the A-446/A-36 issue. According to Applicant. revised Attachment 0
was approved by P1L on July 6, 1984, and S&L had authorized the use of
the procedure while it was being revised. Applicant states further that. although
Mr. Puckett disclaimed knowledge of the S&L authorization, it appears plainly
on page 3 of the procedure (Appl. Exh. 10 at 3).
76. Applicant's assertion is inconsistent with the events that transpired and
with a plain reading of the procedure. If Attachment 0 had been in effect. those
dispositioning NCR 3099 would not have lined through "and 0" on August
23, 1984, and would not have included the note "8/23/84: PER MTG ON
8/23/84, FIELD IS TO CONTINUE TO WELD TO AITACHMENT H FOR
THE WELD SIZES INDICATED IN AITH. H. ATIH. 0 IS NOT TO BE
WELDED UNTIL APPROVED BY CECO IN REV. D 4.3.3." Appl. Exh. 55
at 1; Int Exh. 28 at 1. Nor would Mr. Gieseker have testified (Tr. 2968-70) that
there had been that problem and that work was to remain stopped for the specific
weld sizes not covered by Attachment H until Attachment 0 had been approved
by CECo. And, while Procedure 4.3.3 (Rev. C) may have been approved on an
interim basis with regard to all the other changes from Revision B, that status
clearly did not apply to any welding under Attachment O. On page 2 of the
Quality Control Division Welding Procedure Review (AppI. Exh. 10 at third
page), comment E states as follows:
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E) Procedure qualification Auachrnents 01, 02, 03 and 04 are unacceptable since the
required effective throat is lIS inch yet none of the test data meet this requirement.

77. If the test data did not properly qualify the Procedural Qualifications
Records, the PQRs were unacceptable. And, if the underlying PQRs were unacceptable, the welding procedure specification, Attachment 0, which combined
the attributes of the underlying PQRs, could not be considered valid. To use it
would have violated the AWS Code. It was obviously based on this recognition,
as insisted upon by Mr. Puckett, that Mr. Gieseker eliminated any reliance upon
Attachment 0 from the disposition of NCR 3099.
78. In light of these disclosures, an unanswered question still remains:
On what basis did Comstock resume its welding of less than 3/s-inch weldments
if no valid procedure was in effect that would permit it? If we refer to
the subsequent revision of Procedure 4.3.3, Rev. D, which was. initiated on
September 4, 1984, Attachment H does, indeed, contain. the added words
"and A-36," so as to authorize the welding of A-446 to A-36 for 3/s-inch or
greater weldments. Attachment 0, however, contains no reference to A-36 and
continues to authorize only the welding of A-446 to A-SOO (id., Tr. 3701-02),
notwithstanding that S&L expert Mr. Louden testified that it would be improper
to weld A-446 to A-36 without procedural authorization (Tr. 3008-10, 303435) and that only Engineering could add a material to the welding procedure
(Tr.3041).
79. To justify the welding of A-446 to A-36 materials in weldments of less
than 3/s inch, notwithstanding that no weld procedure specification authorized
such welding, Mr. Puckett's successor, Anthony Simile, testified {Tr. 345564) that no such procedure was necessary. According to him, the mere fact
that a procedure specification existed for welding A-446 to A-500 permitted
the welding of A-446 to A-36 without any particular specification. Aside from
this testimony's directly contradicting the previous testimony of the Sargent
& Lundy AWS Welding Code expert, Mr. Louden, it is inconsistent with
the AWS Code D1.1 provisions. Even where a prequalified joint welding
procedure (Le., where metals, such as A-36 and A-500, are prequalified by
listing in Code § 10.2 and the joints have been prequalified as described in
§ 2.6) is utilized, AWS Code § 5.1.2 requires the use of a written procedure
specification showing the information required, as specified in the form shown in
Appendix E to AWS Code D1.1. The suggested form contains the requirement of
"Materials specification." Appl. Exh. 12. Similarly, where the welding procedure
is not prequalified and it is necessary to established the welding procedure by
qualification (Le., by using a welding procedure qualification test reflected on the
PQR), the procedure must be recorded as a procedure specification.ld. § 5.5.1. It
would make no sense that, in the third case, where the joint welding procedure is
not prequalified and is not even evidenced by a welding procedure test record, the
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materials to be joined need not be listed in the welding procedure.3 Moreover,
even if we could accept such mogical testimony by Mr. Simile, it could not
validate the joining of A-446 to A-36 with welds of less than 3/8 of an inch
prior to the validation of Attachment 0 that occurred after Mr. Puckett had been
terminated.
80. It might be noted that for all the criticism Mr. Puckett received for
suggesting that AWS Code D1.3 (as contained in AWS Code Dl.1 editions
beginning in 1978) be adopted, the technical specification governing the welding
at Comstock, L 2790, was amended on November 9, 1984, approximately 2
months after Mr. Puckett was terminated, to include the following provision
(Appl. Exh. 19, Amend. 42 to Specification L 2790, at 4-3):
401.18.1 Welding shall be in accordance with the requirements of AWS 01.1. At the option
of the Contractor, where base metals thinner than 1/8 inch are to be welded. the
requirements of AWS D1.3 may be applied in lieu of AWS D1.1. Welders may be
qualified to either· • • AWS Dl.l or AWS D1.3 (for materials less than l/g"'thick
requirements).

Whether Comstock ever utilized that November 9, 1984 amendment to apply
the AWS D1.3 Code to the welding of A-446 to A-36 is unclear. It is clear,
however, that since A-446 sheet steel is listed in AWS Code D1.3, § 1.2.1.1,
and since qualification testing had been performed with the welding of A446 material to A-SO~, AWS Code D1.3, §6.4, would have permitted the
issuance of a welding procedure for the joining of A-446 to A-36 without further
testing. Appl. Exh. 14, AWS Code D1.3. It appears to be the case that AWS
Code D1.3 was utilized beginning with Revision F to Welding Procedure 4.3.3,
initiated on December 5, 1984. Appl. Exh. 11. Mr. Puckett's successor, Anthony
Simile. testified (Tr. 3466-67) that Sargent & Lundy found at that time that A-446
material was a prcqualified material and waived any procedure qualification for
weldability of this material. That material was listed with all other prequalified
material on page 14 of 14 of that revision. Appl. Exh. 11. Page 14 of 14 reveals
that A-446 material was included as a typed edition to the preprinted table of
base materials derived from AWS Code D1.1-1975, and was described as "A446 Gr. A, B, E."
81. However, as noted above, AWS Code D1.1-1975 does not include A446 in its listings of prequalified materials in §§ 8.2 and 10.2, containing the
only materials considered to be prequalified. All other materials were required to
be qualified by testing under the requirements of § 5.2. Only AWS Code D1.3

3 See also the published American Welding Society intcrprmtion, DW.S4.014(8). which .uggests thlt the
informatioo categories shown on the forms in Appendix E to AWS Dl.t, which included the cltegory of "Mlterial
specificltion," must be completed IS I minimum requirement. BOlrd Exit. 5, Welding JolU1lfJ1 of October 1984 It
64.
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lists A-446 as an approved metal. It listed it, not surprisingly, in almost the
same descriptive language as in revision F, page 14 of 14, as "A-446 Grades
A, B, C and E." Appl. Exh. 13, § 1.2.1.2. Although Sargent & Lundy did not
adopt Code 1.3, in toto, for sheet metal, as authorized by the Nov~mber 9, 1984
amendment of specification L 2790, it appears to have adopted enough of that
code to' consider A-446 as a prequalified material (perhaps improperly).
82. Applicant (Prop. Fdgs. 297-299) and Staff (Prop. Fdgs. 148-151, 180184) appear to rely heavily on the A-446 to A-36 matter as reflecting adversely
on Mr. Puckett's competence and justifying his termination. In particular, they
harp on his alleged inability to ''resolve'' the problem. If, however, we were
to view Mr. Puckett's performance as incompetence, what are we to make of
performance of the other principals in this incident - the responsible officials
from Commonwealth Edison and Sargent & Lundy, and Mr. Puckett's successor,
Anthony Simile? Although Sargent & Lundy's expert, Mr. Louden, and the
NRC expert, Mr. Schapker, take the position that the welding of A-446 to
A-36 would be improper unless the welding procedure in question includes
A-36 as a specified material, Anthony Simile testified that it is unnecessary
to list A-36. Mr. Louden testified at the hearing that it is improper to add a
material such as A-36 to a procedure qualification record (PQR) if that material
had not actually been tested. But the resolution of the problem proposed by
Mr. Gieseker of Commonwealth Edison, and apparently approved by the other
participants (from CECo, S&L, and LKC) at the meetings of August 22 and
23, 1984, was to include A-36 in the PQRs (not merely the welding procedure
specifications). And, if Attachment 0 had actually been approved by P'IL on
July 6, 1984, and S&L had authorized use of the procedure while it was being
revised, as Applicant alleges (Prop. Fdg. 287), then those who dispositioned
NCR 3099 and resolved the entire incident after Mr. Puckett had been terminated,
erroneously deleted any change to Attachment 0 from the disposition of NCR
3099 and erroneously failed to add A-36 material to Attachment O. Moreover,
after Mr. Puckett had made his Stop-Work recommendation and instigated NCR
3099, his responsibility in the matter basically ceased. With regard to his quality
control function, Mr. Puckett's proposed resolution was implicit in his raising
the matter: adopt a welding procedure, by whatever means necessary, to cover
the welding of A-446 to A-36. It is not h Quality Control function, but an
Engineering function, to determine how such a welding procedure specification
can be implemented - by testing a weld of A-446 to A-36, by relying upon
prequalification provisions in the existing welding procedure and code, by
adopting a revised edition of the code, or by any other means. Tr. 2922-23,
2928-29, 3041.
83. That Comstock, Commonwealth Edison, and Sargent & Lundy reacted
so vigorously to Mr. Puckett's alleged continued disagreement with the proposed
resolution of this problem when Mr. Puckett had no further official responsi-
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bility in the dispositioning of the matters he raised, may reveal a heretofore
unmentioned misgiving with Mr. Puckett: his refusal to acquiesce to the proposed disposition of the matters he raised did not preclude their being dispositioned along the lines suggested by Mr. Gieseker, but his continued presence and
nonacquiescence prevented them from withdrawing the entire matter, rather than
dispositioning it properly. While Staff glosses over DeWald's failure to complete
the proper "Stop-Work Report" (Form 62) and his having issued an informal
memorandum instead, as having "complied with the spirit but not the letter, of
LKC Procedure 4.1.1.3" (Staff Prop. Fdg. 137), the violation was considerably
more egregious. Had Mr. Puckett agreed to Gieseker's resolution of the matter,
the informal Stop-Work memorandum, not having been logged as would be the
formal "Stop-Work Report," could simply be withdrawn, with no documentation being brought to the NRC's attention. Mr. Puckett complicated matters by
causing the issuance of NCR 3099 five days after he initiated the Stop-Work
request. But even after that, the NCR could have been dispositioned on the basis of Gieseker's recommendation and no one would have been the wiser about
the invalidity of Attachment 0 or the inapplicability of Attachment H to the
bulk of the welding being done had Mr. Puckett acquiesced to Gieseker's suggestions. NRC Staff's treatment of LKC's failure to use the proper Stop-Work
directive as benign is much more charitable than the circumstances warrant.
84. Mr. Puckett's job was terminated on August 27, 1984. At approximately 8:30 a.m. on August 28, 1984, Mr. Leonard McGregor, the NRC's
Senior Resident Inspector (Operations) at Braidwood, received an anonymous
note informing him that he should contact Mr. Puckett at the telephone number listed on the note. Appl. Exh. 72; n. 11,512. Mr. McGregor called
Mr. Puckett and reached him at his home in Ohio. Appl. Exh. 72; n. 646163, 11,512. Mr. Puckett had driven all night and arrived home shortly before
Mr. McGregor called. n. 6461-63.
85. In this conversation, Mr. McGregor was informed by Mr. Puckett that he had been terminated by LKC because he was "too quality conscious" and "started to make too many waves too soon." Appl. Exh. 72 at
1; n. 6461-66. Mr. Puckett also informed Mr. McGregor about his August
22, 1984 letter to Mr. DeWald in which he recommended to him that all
welding be stopped. Appl. Exh. 72 at 1. Mr. Puckett also described to Mr.
McGregor several alleged procedural irregularities in LKC's weld inspection
program. Appl. Exh. 72 at 1-2.
86. After he finished speaking with Mr. Puckett, Mr. McGregor composed
a memorandum referring Mr. Puckett's situation through his branch chief, Robert
Warnick, to Mr. Weil, the NRC's Region m Investigation and Compliance
Specialist n. 11,514; Weil Test, ff. n. 11,948, A.16 at 5; AppI. Exh. 72. In
his memorandum, Mr. McGregor stated that Mr. Puckett "seemed very calm
and sure about the findings he was reporting to me," and recommended
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that the NRC "do a full examination of the electrical contractor . . . now,
immediately •.•." Appl. Exh. 73 at 3; see Tr. 11,514.
87. Subsequently, Mr. Puckett had a few more interviews with NRC
personnel concerning his allegations. On February 25, 1985, Jerome Schapker
was assigned to investigate Mr. Puckett's technical concerns. Testimony of
Jerome Schapker, ff. Tr. 11,012, A.8 at 4. Mr. Schapker has been employed
by the NRC Region III since January 1980. Schapker Test, Exh. 1. Currently,
Mr. Schapker is employed as a reactor inspector in the Division of Reactor
Safety. [d. Mr. Schapker is an expert in the areas of welding technology,
nondestructive examination, and quality assurance, and has more than 19 years'
experience in these fields. [d. Prior to reassignment to the regional office in
Glen Ellyn, Illinois, in June 1985, Mr. Schapker served as the Senior Resident
Inspector at two nuclear construction sites: Marble Hill Nuclear Generating
Station in Nabb, Indiana. and Hartsville Nuclear Generating Station in Hartsville,
Tennessee. [d. at 1.
88. Thereafter Mr. Schapker reviewed a transcript of an interview Mr.
Puckett had had with NRC personnel and a memorandum listing Mr. Puckett's
allegations prepared by NRC personnel. Schapker Test., ff. Tr. 11,012, A.ll at
5. Mr. Schapker then visited the Braidwood site and met with representatives
of CECa and with Mr. Simile, from whom Mr. Schapker obtained copies of
procedures and other documents needed by him to perform his inspection. [d. at
5-7. Thereafter, Mr. Schapker met with Mr. Puckett on March 12, 1985, for
approximately 4 hours. During this meeting, Mr. Schapker reviewed each of
the allegations that had been compiled by NRC personnel on the basis of
prior interviews with Mr. Puckett rd. Soon thereafter Mr. Schapker returned to
Braidwood to commence the inspection of each of Mr. Puckett's concerns. All
told, Mr. Schapker devoted 192 hours reviewing Mr. Puckett's concerns between
March 5 and November 7, 1985.
89. On November 21, 1985, the NRC issued a report documenting the
results of Mr. Schapker's inspection efforts. Appl. Exh. 51; Schapker Test,
ff. Tr. 11,012, A.6 at3. The report dismissed the A-446/A-36 allegation as being
"substantiated with no adverse effect on the quality of the welds." FUrthermore,
it accepted the disposition of NCR 3099 on the basis of the qualifications
performed with regard to Attachment H, which qualified the procedure welding
A-446 to A-500, and the AWS D1.1-1975 Code provision allowing for the
substitution of a prequalified metal (A-36) for another prequalified metal (A5(0). Although the inspection report appeared to recognize that the alleged
invalidity of Attachment 0 was part of the A-446/A-36 allegation, it dismissed
this matter as follows:
The weld procedure was in error in that the A-446 [sic) base material was not listed as
required and that teclutique sheet "0" was referenced with rejected test results within the
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procedure. The inspector reviewed the revised procedure and the NCR and found them to
be acceptable. This item was satisfactorily resolved.

Nowhere in the inspection report was there recognition of Mr. Puckett's complaint that Attachment H only qualified a small portion of the welding being
performed by Comstock at Bmidwood, involving weldments of 3/8 of an inch
or greater, and that no procedure qualified the welding of A-446 to A-36 for the
smaller welds, Mr. Puckett's major complaint. Although Mr. Schapker was aware
at the time he investigated the allegation that the welds being done were predominantly less than 3/8 of an inch (Tr. 10,972), he asserted that Mr. Puckett had never
expressed his concern to Mr. Schapker about the welds of less than 3/8 inch in
size not being covered by Attachment H (Tr. 10,970). Mr. Schapker's ignorance
of this issue is somewhat remarkable since the deletion of any reliance upon
Attachment 0 from the disposition portion of NCR 3099 is apparent on the face
of that NCR, as is the limitation in the disposition of NCR 3099 to "THE WELD
SIZES INDICATED IN ATTH. H." Appl. Exh. 55; Int. Exh. 28. Mr. Schapker
had also concentrated on both Attachment H and Attachment 0 in his investigation (Te. 10,970), and Attachment H had added to it "A-36," while Attachment
o had not. It is not surprising, however, that Mr. Puckett might not have fully
expressed his concerns with regard to the absence of a procedure for welding
small welds of A-446 to A-36, since Mr. Schapker never reviewed the welding
procedure with Mr. Puckett, including Attachments H and 0 to the body of the
procedure, when he interviewed Mr. Puckett. Tr. 11,139. Furthermore, after the
initial 4-hour interview with Mr. Puckett, Mr. Schapker spent the remainder of
his field inspection, 192 inspector-hours, at the Bmidwood site, discussing the
matters with Comstock management. Appl. Exh. 51 at 4. Mr. Schapker never
reviewed any of his proposed resolutions or conclusions with Mr. Puckett, and
never gave Mr. Puckett the opportunity to correct any of Schapker's misconceptions about Mr. Puckett's allegations. Mr. Schapker became, in effect, a
spokesman for Comstock management's position. In fact, although the NRC
issued Mr. Schapker's inspection report on November 21, 1985, it did not mail
that report to Mr. Puckett until December 4, 1985. Staff Exh. 6. That ensured
that the report would not reach Mr. Puckett's home in Ohio until he was in
transit to a deposition in Illinois on December 6, 1985, and that he would not
see the inspection report until Applicant'S counsel was ready to question him
on it. 'Ii". 6485-86.
90. At hearing, Mr. Schapker's testimony was little more than an apologia
for Applicant. Although Mr. Schapker's inspection report and his testimony
appeared to substantiate almost all of Mr. Puckett's concerns, they denigrated
the allegations as having no technical or safety significance. Included in this
denigration of Mr. Puckett's allegations was Mr. Schapker's dismissal of the
A-446/A-36 issue as involving only a "procedural violation," not an AWS Code
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violation. Te. 10,991, 11,330. However, when asked repeatedly by the Board
whether it would have been an AWS Code violation for Comstock to have
welded less than 3/s-inch welds on the basis only of Attachment H, Attachment
H having been limited to 3/s-inch or greater welds and Attachment 0 being
assumed to be invalid at the time, Mr. Schapker would not answer that question
directly. Te. 11,331-34.
91. With AWS Code 1.1-1975 (Appl. Exh. 12) now before us, the answer is
clear: unless the welding procedures are exempted by virtue of the metals' and
the welding procedures' having been prequalified under the AWS Code, §S.2
requires that the welding procedures be qualified "by test" Since Attachment H
did not reflect any testing of weldments of less than 3/s inch arid Attachment 0
was invalid at the time because it had relied upon testing that was inappropriate
for the specifications authorized, the making of welds of less than 3/s of an inch
in size would have violated the code because it was neither prequalified nor
qualified by testing.
92. On August 10, 1984, one day after Mr. Puckett recommended to
Mr. DeWald that all welding be stopped with regard to the welding of A36 to A-446, Mr. Puckett wrote another memorandum to Mr. DeWald. In this
memorandum, Mr. Puckett recommended "that all work be discontinued utilizing
Procedure 4.3.14 Rev. 09-17-80. This procedure is only qualified in the SG
position. AWS 01.1-75 Part B Para. 5.8.1.2 requires that it be qualified in all
positions." Int. Exh. 31 at 12. LKC Procedure 4.3.14 governs stainless steel
welding. Appl. Exh. 57. Under the AWS Dl.l Code, qualification in the "SG,"
or fixed horizontal position also qualifies a welder to weld in the "IG" (flat),
"3G" (vertical), and "4G" (overhead) positions. Schapker Test, ff. Te. 11,012.
A.20 at 10. It does not, however, qualify a welder to weld in the "2G" or
horizontal position. Id., A.21 at 10. Mr. Puckett's concern was that despite their
lack of qualification, welders were welding in the 2G position in the field. Id.,
A.20 at 9-10; Te. 5509-10.
93. Mr. DeWald authorized the Stop Work after pointing out to Mr. Puckett
that it was his responsibility to find solutions to such concerns and, on August
17, 1984, the Stop Work was issued. Simile Prep. Test., ff. Te. 3305, Group
Exh. 1 at 6, 14; Appl. Exh. 54. On August 24, 1984, Puckett apparently
had Quality Control Inspector John Minor issue NCR 3145 to document this
concern. DeWald Prep. Test., ff. Te. 1700, at 48; Gieseker, Te. 2972.
94. The NCR was subsequently dispositioned on the basis of requalifying
the weld procedure and welders to include the 2G (horizontal) position for
welding, removing the previously installed horizontal welds, and replacing the
welds after requalification. Appl. Exh. 51, Body of Report at 4.
95. On August 22, 1984, after his first meeting with Gieseker and other
CECa, S&L, and LKC personnel regarding the A-446/A-36 issue, Mr. Puckett sent Mr. DeWald a third memorandum concerning stopping work on weld-
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ing. This memorandum recommended that all welding, including A-36 to A-446,
be stopped because Comstock was "dangerously approaching a complete breakdown" in its Quality Control Program. In the memorandum, Mr. Puckett stated
that procedures involving A-446 "were qualified using the criteria of AWS 01.11975 and it should never have been done." That code, he explained, was never
intended for thin-gauged materials like A-446, and all procedures involving A446 "should have been qualified using the criteria of 01.3." Appl. Exh. 56:
DeWald Prep. Test, ff. Te. 1700, at 49: DeWald, Te. 1751-52.
96. Mr. Puckett admitted that he did not expect Mr. DeWald to stop work
based on his August 22, 1984 memorandum. Te. 6250-51. Indeed, he conceded
that the drastic recommendation to stop all welding was "a little strong" and
was designed to attract strong attention within the organization. Te. 6273,
6276. Mr. Puckett wrote it to get Mr. DeWald's attention so that the two
men could discuss a broad range of issues troubling Mr. Puckett because
Mr. Puckett believed Mr. DeWald was not paying sufficient attention to concerns
he expressed orally. This discussion never took place. Te. 6254, 6258-59, 6273.
97. To place these Stop-Work requests by Mr. Puckett in perspective, we
must consider the testimony of Therman Bowman. Mr. Bowman was a Level
II Quality Control inspector with a background of approximately 20 years of
welding and a year in junior college studying welding metallurgy. Te. 676768. Because of his experience in welding, Mr. Puckett had used him as a
sounding board for some of his ideas. Te. 6975. Mr. Puckett had discussed with
him the problems concerning the application of AWS 01.1-1975 to the thin
material being welded at Braidwood. Te. 6969-72. Mr. Puckett had expressed
to Mr. Bowman his opinion that certain of the procedures for the welding of
different materials had not been properly qualified at the time and had discussed
with him the application of AWS 01.3. Te. 6970-71. Mr. Puckett had also
discussed with Mr. Bowman the advisability of Mr. Puckett's requesting a StopWork directive as a possible solution. Te. 6967. Mr. Bowman had had some
experience with requesting a Stop-Work directive. Mr. Bowman had identified
a recurring, nonconforming condition that was being repeated by craft despite
Mr. Bowman's identification of it as improper. Although he had written three
NCRs on that problem, the practice was not stopped until Mr. Bowman had
approached the engineering group, threatening them with his recommending a
Stop-Work procedure. Tr. 6956-57, 6968·69. Mr. Bowman's discussions with
Mr. Puckett may have persuaded Mr. Puckett that a similar recommendation to
stop work with regard to the problems Mr. Puckett encountered might also get
the desired action. At hearing, Mr. Bowman believed that if Mr. Puckett had
taken other measures that had proven unsuccessful in controlling the deficiencies
that he had identified and that the measures that he had tried to correct the
problem had not corrected it, then the only recourse he had would have been a
Stop-Work request. Te. 6958-59.
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98. Considering the discussions that Mr. Puckett had had with Mr. Bowman and Mr. Bowman's past experience with recalcitrant management in which
Mr. Bowman had had to resort to a threat of a Stop-Work recommendatiort
before the discrepant condition would be corrected, it was not unreasonable or
unjustified fQr Mr. Puckett to recommend any of the Stop-Work requests even
when, as in the third request, the circumstances may not have required that work
be stopped immediately. C~mstock's past history must be taken into account in
determining whether Mr. Puckett's Stop-Work requests were reasonable.
99. The Board heard extensive testimony with regard to Mr. Puckett'S
recommendation that AWS Code 01.3 be utilized for the welding of sheet
materials at Braidwood other than with regard to the welding of A-446 to A-36,
which we have already explored in depth. Applicant's witness Gieseker testified
(Tr. 2866-67) that, while Mr. Puckett had agreed to the minor revision of the
welding procedure proposed by Mr. Gieseker with regard to adding X-36 to the
A-446 procedures, Mr. Puckett continued to believe that the real solution to the
problem was the use of a later AWS Code D1.1 which included D1.3.
100. Much of Applicant and Staff's position that Mr. Puckett's job performance at Braidwood demonstrated his incompetence is based upon Mr. Puckett's persistence in recommending that Comstock adop.t a later code. AWS Code
01.3 was promulgated for the purpose of addressing welding on thin-gauge materials, such as the galvanized metal used in cable pans which Comstock employed at Braidwood. 'fr. 1752. Even Mr. OeWald, the Quality Control Manager
who terminated Mr. Puckett, agreed that AWS Code 01.3 was a more appropriate code to use for that kind of work than the earlier version of AWS Code
01.1. Tr. 1753. However, Applicant's witnesses took the position that use of
either the earlier version of AWS Code 01.1 or a later version which included
AWS Code 01.3 was optional and that Mr. Puckett's behavior waS "erratic"
in continuing to advocate the conversion to the later AWS Code. Tr. 2867. In
fact, they recognized that Mr. Puckett had agreed to the resolution of the narrow
A-446/A-36 question on the proceduml change suggested by Mr. Gieseker, but
that Mr. Puckett thought "the real solution to the problem was use of this later
code." [d. According to CECo's Mr. Gieseker, who apparently was a moving
force behind Mr. Puckett's termination, it was "very straightforward" (fr. 2931)
and "quite evident" (fr. 2867) in the electrical specification that Comstock had
the option of using either 01.1 or 01.3. Gieseker's poor opinion of Mr. Puckett
arose over the fact that he would "expect him to know that as a Level III" that
Comstock had the option of using either code (fr. 2866) and when Mr. Puckett
came on board as the welding expert, one of the first things that he would undertake to do is ask himself "Exactly what codes am I supposed to be working
to here?" and have resolved that concern (fr. 2932). As Applicant'S witnesses
further testified (see. e.g .• 'fr. 12,924-25) and as Staff agrees (Prop. Fdg. 145) if
the company had the option of using either code edition, to switch from AWS
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Code D1.1 to AWS Code D1.3 would entail a substantial but needless expenditure of time and resources.
101. While Applicant and Staff may have taken a position at hearing and
on brief that Comstock's option to use either D1.1-1975 or Dl.3 was clear,
Applicant's actions at the time belie that claim. On October 17, 1984, CECo's
Quality Assurance Welding Engineer requested a formal interpretation from the
American Welding Society on precisely that question raised by Mr. Puckett of
whether welding on material of less than 1fs of an inch could be accomplished
under the D1.1 Code "even though later Editions state that it is not intended for
materials less than one-eighth inch?" Board Exh. 3, Inquiry 3. The American
Welding Society replied that "[t]he Code specified in the contract document
applies unless modified by the Engineer." Board Exh. 4, Reply 3.
102. Applicant offered a number of witnesses to testify that "the contract
betwccn Commonwealth Edison and L.K. Comstock * * * required that welding
be performed with AWS D1.1-1975." See, for example, Prepared Testimony of
Kurtz, ff. Tr. 12,881, at A.4. On further examination, those witnesses clarified
that testimony to indicate that, although the 1975 edition of AWS D1.1 was not
specified as such in the Comstock contract documents, it was the 1975 edition
that was applicable per the contract documents. See, e.g., Tr. 12,885. The basis
for this theory was that the contract documents specified that all references to
the standards to be utilized are to be to the latest issues of the standards as
of the date of the contract. As this testimony offered, the contract documents
in question consisted of the purchase order by the contractor and incorporated
Specification L 2790 and Form 1701, and were adopted prior to the issuance
of D1.3. Consequently, the latest edition of the AWS Code in effect at that
time was D1.1-1975. Prepared Testimony of Kostal, ff. Tr. 12,881, at A.5-A.ll;
Tr. 12,875-80, 12,887.
103. This testimony turned out to be inaccurate. It was at the time that the
contract to Comstock's predecessor at the site, Ernst, was adopted that Dl.l1975 was the latest edition of the code. AWS Code 01.3 was incorporated
into Code D1.1 on September I, 1978. Tr. 12,891. Comstock did not have
a completed contract with Commonwealth Edison until February 5, 1979,
the date of execution of the purchase order. Tr. 12,903, 12,908. Had that
contract incorporated the latest edition of the AWS standard on that date, as
its express language indicated, it would have adopted D 1.3 as the applicable
code. Tr. 12,908-10. Similarly, the incorporated specifications, L 2790 and
Form 1701, each of which contains similar language specifying the use of
the latest edition of the code then in existence, had been amended with
an effective date later than the adoption of AWS Code D1.3. Amendment
1 to L 2790, specified in the purchase order, was issued on February IS,
1979. AppI. Exh. 16 at A-I. Form 1701 had bccn withdrawn and was rcadopted
on October II, 1978. Tr. 12,946. Applicant'S witnesses did not rely upon
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the contract documents themselves to support their position that 01.1-1975
was the governing code for Comstock welding; they relied upon what they
perceived to be the "understanding of ·Commonwealth Edison" (n. 12,917)
at the time Commonwealth Edison and Comstock entered into the agreement,
to adopt the same specifications to which Comstock's predecessor, Ernst, had
been operating under, even though they did not specify such in the contract
documents. Tr. 12,891-92, 12,905, 12,916-17.
104. It is clear that had Mr. Puckett familiarized himself with the contract
documents when he assumed the position as a Level III, as Mr. Gieseker believed
he should have, he would not have concluded that Comstock was not bound
to Code 01.3 with regard to thin material. Applicant's witnesses, Treece and
Kostal. admitted that viewing the completed contract as a whole would have
put into effect the latest issued version of the AWS standards which would have
included AWS 01.3. Tr. 12,908-10.
105. But, to be fair to Applicant, it does not appear that Mr. Puckett
made his recommendations in the context of a review of the contract documents. Rather, it appeared that his recommendation was based upon his experience and expertise with regard to welding and the welding codes. And, considering that context, one must conclude that Mr. Puckett's recommendation to
adopt the later code appears eminently reasonable. The situation of Comstock's
welding sheet material under the older edition of Code 01.1 appeared to be an
anomaly. Most of the time under AWS Code 01.1, contractors use prequalified
procedures and stay with the materials listed in the code. AWS Code 01.1-1975
gave a prequalified status for only those materials listed, but none of the sheet
metals were listed. Consequently, any company utilizing the earlier editions of
Code 01.1 would have to end up doing qualifications for aU the sheet metals,
and the qualification requirements are very stringent. The problem Comstock
encountered with qualifying A-446 to A-36 was an uncommon problem that
resulted from Comstock's not using 01.3, which would have prequalified the
sheet metal. Tr. 3014-15.
106. Nor does the factual evidence support Applicant's suggestion that
Mr. Puckett's proposal to adopt Code 01.3 would have created a difficult
burden. The welding procedures at the Zimmer Nuclear Plant were requalified
from the earlier editions of AWS 01.1 to 01.3 in 1982 or 1983. Tr. 5444-45. At
Braidwood the heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) contractor
completely requalified its procedures and welders to 01.3. Tr. 12,927. It would
have taken only a week of qualification of welders and the weld procedures to
make that conversion (n. 2915), and there is no indication that welding under
the older edition of 01.1 could not have gone forward while the conversion was
being made. It is surprising that, in the 6 years between the adoption of 01.3
by the American Welding Society on September I, 1978, and Mr. Puckett's
recommendations in August of 1984, CECo, Comstock, and Sargent & Lundy
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had continued to qualify the welding of sheet materials by tests rather than
convert to AWS 01.3 and utilize prequalification listings.
107. NRC Staff's review of this issue was less than adequate. The NRC
inspector believed that at "the time the contract was le[t] to Comstock" that
the prevailing AWS Code was 01.1-1975. Furthermore, in his supplemental
testimony (Schapker Test., ff. Tr. 11,012, at A.6-A.8), he treated AWS 01.1 as
the welding standard at Braidwood and AWS 01.3 as a separate, more recent,
code of record. According to his testimony, Applicant committed itself in the
PSAR and FSAR to the AWS 01.1 Code. Further, the testimony states that,
although an applicant may conform to the requirements of subsequent revisions
of the applicable code, "before an applicant can deviate from a standard to which
it has committed in its PSAR or FSAR, it must first obtain authorization from
the NRC to do so." On its face, this testimony suggests that CECo and Comstock
were bound to the earlier edition of 01.1 and could only adopt 01.3 by first
obtaining authorization from the NRC. F\uthermore, such deviations from the
provisions of AWS 01.1 would be permitted only "if supported by acceptable
engineering evaluations." Id.
108. Upon Board examination, the NRC inspector gave an entirely different
picture. Comstock and CECo could freely change from AWS Code 01.1-1975
to a later edition of 01.1 which includes 01.3 for a number ofreasons: (1) The
FSAR referred to AWS 01.1 and did not specify the year of edition (Tr. 11,315);
(2) Comstock had blanket authorization to deviate from the FSAR standards
(Tr. 11,288); (3) a subsequent revision to the applicable code, such as the
inclusion of 01.3 in later editions of 01.1, was not a deviation from a standard
that would require prior authorization from the NRC to adopt (Tr. 11,288-90); (4)
any change in the specifications to the contract, in this case L 2790, presupposes
an acceptable engineering evaluation that permits a deviation from the codes
specified in the FSAR (Tr. 11,090). Subsequently, the NRC inspector indicated
that the FSAR did not explicitly reference Specification L 2790 and that the
NRC would not even require a change to that specification in order to permit a
revision to the AWS Code. Tr. 11,314-16.
109. At one point in his testimony, Mr. Schapker indicated that Mr. Puckett
was justified in raising his concerns and should have insisted on their being corrected. What Mr. Schapker found fault with was Mr. Puckett's recommendations
to stop work on the A-446/A-36 and AWS Code 01.3 issues, which Mr. Schapker believed did not require a Stop-Work directive because those issues were not
"safety significant." Tr. 11,293-99. Mr. Schapker had earlier elaborated on his
standard for issuing a Stop-Work order in his supplemental prepared testimony
(ff. Tr. 11,012 at 3): "A stop work order * * * would not be necessary if the
nonconformance involved only a procedural or technical error having no adverse
impact on the affected structures, systems, or components."
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110. Mr. Schapker's standard, requiring an evaluation of "safety significance" before a Stop-Work order might be issued is at variance with Comstock's
Stop-Work Procedure, LKC Procedure 4.11.3 (Appl. Exh. 3). Section 2.5 of that
procedure states, in pertinent part, as follows:
25 The following are typical operations in which stoppage may be considered:

2.5.1 A work operation proceeding in violation of hold instructions placed on drawings,
specifications. proudUTal requirements. equipment, or material installation.

(Emphasis added.) In the five subsections (2.5.1-2.5.5) to §2.5, only subsection
2.5.3, involving malfunctioning or inoperative equipment, contains any express
or implied safety-significant items. It is difficult to believe that either Comstock
or the NRC Staff could ever adopt a standard such as Mr. Schapker's which
would permit discrepant work to continue at the option of a quality' control
inspector, who would make an engineering judgment as to the safety significance
of the discrepant condition.
111. In summary of the three matters raised in Mr. Puckett's recommendations for Stop Work - the A-446/A-36 welds, the welding in the 20 position,
and the adoption of AWS Code D1.3 - Mr. Puckett's analyses and recommendations had much merit He may not have been fully correct in the final analysis
(although he appears to be), but his raising of these issues cannot be faulted and
certainly cannot be considered as reflecting adversely on his competence. Nor
was there any suggestion that he was insubordinate with regard to the proposed
dispositioning of these issues. The record is clear that, while Mr. Puckett may
not have agreed with the proposed dispositions, he was willing to accept them
provided that they were in writing. That these issues may not have had safety
significance in the sense that the welds created were not done poorly should not
have detracted from his raising the issues. Mr. Puckett was assigned the task of
correcting the procedures (see. e.g., Tr. 1827), and no restriction was placed on
him with regard to raising only. safety-significant issues.
112. In this regard, one must view the Staff inspection report on Mr. Puckett in perspective. The NRC inspector was not assigned the task of investigating
Mr. Puckett's dismissal from Comstock to determine whether it was improper,
but was asked to address the technical concerns that were expressed by Mr. Puckett. Schapker Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 11,012 at A.7. Therefore, the question of whether
the technical concerns had immediate safety significance has more importance
in the context of the inspection report than with regard to any impropriety in
Mr. Puckett's dismissal. Moreover, when the inspector wrote his inspection report he was not aware of the fact that Mr. Puckett had not approached the NRC
with regard to these matters and was not raising them as "allegations." See
Tr. 11,118-27. Some of these so-called "allegations" were, in fact, matters that
Mr. Puckett was assigned by Comstock and had not yet fully resolved. As an
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example, "Allegation 2" (Appl. Exh. 51 at 7-8) concerns heat traceability numbers on weld filler material withdrawal forms. The inspection report and the
NRC inspector's testimony at hearing (id., Schapker Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 11,012,
at A.36-A.38) made it appear as though Mr. Puckett had initiated an allegation
concerning the lack of consistent heat numbers between the material withdrawal
forms and weld material certifications, and that the NRC inspector managed to
trace the forms disclosing that there were no deficiencies in this area. In reality,
Mr. Puckett had been assigned the heat traceability project, an issue raised in
a prior inspection report, and had managed to trace most of the questionable
documentation. The three heat numbers that Mr. Schapker traced and accounted
for in his inspection report were the only three remaining after Mr. Puckett's
efforts. See Appl. Exhs. 64, 65 (misdated April IS, 1984, rather than August
15, 1984), 66.
113. To buttress its position that Mr. Puckett was fired for incompetence,
Applicant also relied upon deposition testimony of an unavailable witness,
Manfred Goedecke, who had displaced Mr. Puckett as the Senior Weld Engineer
at Zimmer and had become Mr. Puckett's supervisor. Appl. Exh. 187. Mr.
Goedecke's initial performance evaluation of Mr. Puckett (Appl. Exh. 45) was
the first critical evaluation that Mr. Puckett had received during his professional
career. Five days later, Mr. Goedecke clarified the performance evaluation
in a more extensive memorandum (Appl. Exh. 46), to acknowledge many of
Mr. Puckett's exceptional abilities and to indicate that his deficiencies were
attributable to the extensive work load that prevented Mr. Puckett from keeping
up with new construction requirements. Mr. Puckett subsequently took a course
taught by Mr. Goedecke on the AWS Code. The course was also taken by
other persons in the engineering department, including graduate engineers
and people that had previously qualified as certified weld inspectors to the
AWS Code. Tests were administered after each day's lecture, of which there
were at least fourteen in number, and Mr. Puckett scored the highest in
the class. Tr. 6415-18. Thereafter, Mr. Puckett received his last performance
evaluation at Zimmer from Mr. Goedecke, covering the period from April
IS, 1982, until April 1, 1983. Appl. Exh. 47. The evaluation indicated that
Mr. Puckett had "improved tremendously," had passed all examinations with
excellent marks in the in-house course, and had attained knowledge from
seminars and courses in the areas of code applications, procedure preparation,
interpretation of codes, standards and specifications requirements, and the
practical application of welding and nondestructive examination processes. The
evaluation further indicated that Mr. Puckett "needs to reassume a supervisory
position," and "will be placed in a supervisory position as soon as one becomes
available."
114. Mr. Goedecke's testimony on deposition was generally disparaging
of Mr. Puckett Not only did Mr. Goedecke make negative remarks about
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Mr. Puckett's professional ability, but he also volunteered negative information
about Mr. Puckett's relatives who worked for Mr. Puckett at Zimmer. See
AppI. Exh. 187 at 72-73, 155. The deposition testimony was surprising not
only because it appeared to contradict Mr. Goedecke's most recent evaluation
of Mr. Puckett but also because Mr. Puckett had had a cordial professional
relationship with Mr. Goedecke throughout Goedecke's tenure at the Zimmer
plant (Tr. 5316) and had maintained contact with Mr. Goedecke while at Braidwood (Tr. 6231-37). He and Mr. Goedecke had discussed by telephone some of
the issues that Mr. Puckett had encountered at Braidwood. [d. Mr. Goedecke's
deposition testimony appears to reflect more upon Goedecke's character than
upon Mr. Puckett's competence. In any event, it is Mr. Puckett's competence at
Braidwood, not at Zimmer, that we must evaluate.
115. At various times, Applicant offered other reasons for Mr. Puckett's
termination. All of them were clearly pretextuaI. In response to Mr. Puckett's
complaint of retaliatory discharge in violation of the Employee Protection
Provisions of the Energy Reorganization Act, Comstock claimed Puckett was
dismissed because of his low score on the weld inspector proficiency exam. The
U.S. Department of Labor Area Directory rejected this assertion in favor
of its conclusion that Mr. Puckett's protected activity was the basis for his
firing. Int. Exh. 11. Mr. Puckett's score of 88 exceeded both the established
passing score of 80 and even the score of 85 achieved by Level III Weld Inspector
and Quality Control Manager Irving DeWald on the same exam. Te. 1661-63;
Int Exh. 17.
116. In defense of Mr. Puckett's claim for unemployment compensation,
Comstock asserted that yet another ground was relied upon for his firing: "falsification of his credentials during his interview." Int. Exh. 27. The Administrator of Ohio Bureau of Employment Services rejected this claim by Comstock
as unsupported. [d. Mr. DeWald disclaimed any knowledge of this assertion by
Comstock and agreed that Mr. Puckett had neither falsified his credentials nor
inaccurately presented his work experience in his resume. Te. 1650-57.
117. Applicant has failed to demonstrate that Mr. Puckett's resume (Int.
Exh. 26) contained any misstatements, concealments, omissions, distortions, inaccuracies, falsifications, or exaggerations, or was, in any way, misleading. And,
compared to the backgrounds of Mr. Puckett's predecessor and successor as the
Level III supervisor of Quality Control weld inspectors, Mr. Puckett's credentials are more impressive. Mr. Saklak, who was the supervisor over the welding
inspectors from August 1983 until Mr. Puckett became supervisor in May 1984
(Tr. 7995, 8018, 8043-45; Int. Exhs. 24 (at 3) and 54), had never been a welder
or quality control inspector (Tr. 7990-97, 8190-91). Mr. Simile, Mr. Puckett's
successor. had never done any welding (fr. 3345), as contrasted to Puckett's 20
years of welding in the Nuclear Navy (Int. Exh. 26).
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118. A considerable amount of testimony, involving a number of witnesses,
documentary evidence, and physical evidence, was proffered by Applicant to
suggest that Mr. Puckett was terminated because of his failure to become certified in welding by not having passed his practical examination by his 89th day on
the job, when he was terminated. Similarly, Applicant and Staff devote a significant portion of proposed findings to Mr. Puckett's failure to achieve certification
by virtue of not having passed that practical examination. Appl. Prop. Fdgs. 262266; Staff Prop. Fdgs. 116-128. Mr. Puckett had passed one practical examination, on July 19, 1984. Although he correctly determined that the item in question contained no deficiency welds and thus met acceptance criteria, through no
fault of his own that passing performance was invalidated when it was discovered that the inspected item did not contain any nonconforming conditions as
required by LKC Procedure 4.1.3. DeWald Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 1700, at A.29;
Tr. 1673-74. There is also some question as to whether Mr. Puckett passed another practical examination taken under the supervision of Joseph Hii. According
to Mr. Puckett, the practical examination was graded by Mr. Hii who informed
him that he had passed. When, after a few weeks had passed and Mr. Puckett had
not yet received official confirmation of this fact, Mr. Puckett went to discuss
the matter with Mr. DeWald. According to Mr. Puckett, Mr. DeWald informed
him that he could not find his test papers and thus LKC had no record by which
to demonstrate that Mr. Puckett had, in fact, passed the examination. Thus, he
would have to take and pass yet another practical examination. Tr. 6442-49.
119. Mr. Puckett's testimony on this point was disputed by Mr. Hii. According to Mr. Hii, he did not grade any of Mr. Puckett's examinations, practical
or written, and had no recollection of the incident described by Mr. Puckett
"ever taking place." Hii Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 16,608 at A-IS. Mr. Hii's testimony
is somewhat undermined by the minutes of the Comstock's supervision staff
meeting of August 22, 1984, which states: "Puckett failed his practical per
J. Hii. 1st test paperwork lost. 2d. test failed. Took coupon test." Int. Exh. 282
at 1. '
120. There is no dispute, however, that Mr. Puckett took another practical
welding inspection examination. This examination was administered by Jeffrey
Dominique, then LKC's Training Coordinator on August 22, 1984. Testimonyof Jeffrey Dominique, ff. Tr. 16,512, A.8 at 4 and A.16 at 6. According to
Mr. Dominique, soon after Mr. Puckett completed the examination he (Mr. Dominique) delivered Mr. Puckett's test papers to Mr. DeWald for grading. Dominique Test., A.16 at 6. Mr. DeWald graded what purports to be Mr. Puckett's
test on August 22, 1984. Appl. Exh. 5; Rebuttal Testimony of Irv[ing] DeWald,
ff. Tr. 16,512, A.5 at 2. Using Mr. Vogt's grading key (DeWald Test, A.29
at 44), Mr. DeWald determined that Mr. Puckett had answered incorrectly four
of the sixteen questions. See Appl. Exh. 5. Since a score of 100% was required to
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pass, Mr. DeWald determined that Mr. Puckett had failed. DeWald Test., A.29
at 44.
121. There are several questions surrounding the reliability of Applicant's
testimony, particularly that of Mr. DeWald, on this matter, however. For
example, Mr.. Dominique testified that he delivered Mr. Puckett's test papers
to Mr. DeWald for grading on August 22, 1984. Dominique Test., A.16 at
6. Mr. DeWald, however, did not grade Mr. Puckett's examination until 4
days later. DeWald Rebuttal Test., A.5 at 2. An additional question involves
the weld coupons offered by Applicant which are purported to be the weld
coupons utilized in Mr. Puckett's examination. On their face the weld coupons
do not precisely correspond to the examination graded by Mr. DeWald inasmuch
as the examination reflects that fourtecn weld coupons were evaluated by
Mr. Puckett even though Mr. Vogt's key indicates that there were sixteen weld
coupons. Although Applicant produced fourteen weld coupons (AppI. Exhs. 168171), Mr. Dominique, who was the custodian of the weld coupons, could not
account for the whereabouts of the two missing coupons. Tr. 16,527. According
to him, they "just disappeared." [d.
122. Moreover, although Mr. DeWald graded Mr. Puckett's practical examination, it was unusual for a Level m supervisor. to grade those exams. That
was usually done by a Level II, although Mr. DeWald would review the results and assign the grade. Tr. 16,644-45, 16,653-54. When Mr. DeWald graded
Mr. Puckett's exam, Mr. DeWald had already decided to fire Mr. Puckett and
Mr. Simile had already been contacted to replace Mr. Puckett. Tr. 16,548. At the
time Mr. Puckett took the exam, he was assigned the task of going to the Quality
Control vault to review all the welders' qualifications withdrawal forms that had
been issued on the project since it started, to review all the welding procedures
and make the required changes in them within a week. Although he complained
that this was a "physically impossible" task, he was given no help. Tr. 6260. Under these circumstances, Mr. Puckett had no time to prepare for the practical,
although well-experienced inspectors are usually given at least 10 working days
and up to 6 or 8 weeks to train for the practical. Tr. 13,782-83. Furthermore, the
calls that Mr. Puckett allegedly missed on his practical were discrepancies that
were on the coupon near the welds, not on the welds themselves: slag near
weld number 5 and an arc strike ncar we!d number 9. See AppI. Exhs. 5, 6. But
it is a matter of judgment, that varies from project to project, as to whether
defects near the welds are close enough to be considered part of the judgment
call on the weld itself. Tr. 16,549-53. From the testimony adduced at hearing,
even Level III Weld Engineer Vogt who had written the test answers employed
by Mr. DeWald in grading Mr. Puckett would have failed the practical on the
answers he supplied. Tr. 3255-59, 3284-85.
123. More importantly, Comstock attached little or no importance to
whether Level III supervisors passed their qualification tests and became cer-
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tilled. Mr. Saldak, Mr. Puckett's predecessor as Quality Control Supervisor
over welding (from August 1983 until May of 1984), never became certified. Mr. Puckett's successor, Mr. Tony Simile, who supervised weld inspection
activities from September 1984 onward, did not become certified until July
12, 1985, a period of over 10 months. Similarly, Mr. Saklak supervised other
diSCiplines such as Cable Pull, Conduit, Cable Tray, Equipment, Terminations,
and Calibrations for periods ranging from 4 1/2 months to 21/2 years, during
the period of July 1, 1982, to March 29, 1985, before becoming certified, if
at all. Int. Exh. 24 at 3. Similarly, other supervisors such as M. Kast, J. Hall,
L. Phillips, R. Thite, J. Hii, J. Walters, A. Simile, and K. Worthington supervised
Quality Control disciplines for many months without becoming certified. Id.
124. During his tenure at Braidwood, Worley Puckett appeared to have been
highly respected by the Quality Control inspectors who were familiar with his
work. fur example, welding inspector Danny Holley volunteered (Tr. 5273):
Well, I could say Mr. Puckett was, you know - maybe I'm out of line, but the welding
inspectors that were around when Mr. Puckett was here really respected his - his professionalism and his backgrOlmd and really felt that he was doing a good job.
When he was let go, a lot of people, you know, brought to their own mind, "Why was he
let go']"
There was talk, like I said, that was going on around the office.

125. Mr. Puckett testified over a number of days at hearing. Despite
grueling examination by Applicant'S and Staff's counsel, who had been well
prepared by their respective experts, Mr. Puckett demonstrated an extensive
knowledge of the welding procedures and codes, and a clear grasp of the issues
discussed. Although he did not speak as an educated man in the traditional sense
and his syntax suffered, his positions and opinions were expressed clearly and
logically. On the basis of his testimony, Mr. Puckett appeared to be a highly
conscientious, knowledgeable, and competent welding authority - certainly as
competent in his area as any of the other experts who testified. On the other
hand, we have no way of knowing how much of Mr. Puckett's knowledge and
insight into the welding procedures and issues before us was acquired after his
termination.
126. Applicant has failed to sustain its burden of proving that Mr. Puckett
was not terminated for raising quality concerns. In fact, the preponderance of
evidence is that Mr. Puckett was terminated for raising legitimate concerns
and requiring that they be dispositioned in writing. Nor is this an instance in
which Applicant, Commonwealth Edison Company, has only derivative liability
for Mr. Puckett's improper termination by its contractor, L.K. Comstock. In
addition to the production pressure placed on Comstock by Commonwealth
Edison because of Comstock's backlog in inspections and documentation at that
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time, which made Comstock inhospitable to Mr. Puckett's proposed revamping
of inadequate procedures, CECo had direct responsibility in Mr. Puckett's
termination. Mr. Gieseker, a CECo official, had played a large part in the StopWork conferences that led to Mr. Puckett's termination, and had disparaged
Mr. Puckett at those conferences. At one point, when the issue of the use of
the AWS D1.1 Code arose, Gieseker told Mr. Puckett to "Shut up. I don't
want to hear [any] more about it" Tr. 6262. The decision to terminate was
a joint one between Comstock and CECo and was finalized in a conference
on August 27, 1984, attended by D. Shamblin, CECo Project Superintendent
for Braidwood; J. Gieseker; and Irving DeWald, Comstock Quality Control
Manager. Int Exh. 31 at 7, Memorandum of Meeting of August 27, 1984.

2.

John Seeders

I accept, in toto, NRC Staff's Proposed Findings 38-100, as 127-189.
127. [38.] Intervenors allege that John Seeders, a former LKC Level II
Quality Control inspector was threatened with termination, and ultimately
transferred out of LKC Quality Control Department, because he complained to
senior LKC management, CECo, the NRC, and others about alleged harassment
and intimidation, and unreasonable production pressure visited upon him and
other Quality Control inspectors by certain LKC Quality Control managers,
namely Mr. Saklak, Mr. Seltmann, and Mr. Seese.
128. [39.] John Seeders has been employed in LKC's Engineering Department as an Assistant Field Engineer at the Braidwood facility since about July
1985. Tr. 7291. Before he was promoted to this position, Mr. Seeders worked
in the Engineering Department as a Clerk from October 1, 1984, until October
1985. Tr. 7292. Prior to joining the Engineering Department in October 1984,
Mr. Seeders was employed by LKC as a Level I Quality Control inspector for 6
months beginning in August 1982 and a Level II Quality Control inspector for
approximately the next 21/2 years ending in October 1984 (Tr. 7293, 7537-38) at
which time he was transferred to the Engineering Department Tr. 7292, 7488.
129. [40.] At the time of his transfer to the Engineering Department,
Mr. Seeders was certified in both calibration and receipt inspections, although he
was assigned primarily to perform calibration inspections. Tr. 1605-06, 7578,
7666, 7692. Larry Phillips was the inspector who was assigned by LKC to
perform receipt inspections. Tr. 7341. He received his on-the-job training from
a Quality Control inspector named Lisa Oakley. Tr. 7538. Ms. Oakley and Janet
Peters Laboll, respectively, preceded Mr. Seeders as the inspectors assigned
to perform calibration inspections. Tr. 7540. During Mr. Seeders' tenure as
calibration inspector, other inspectors were certified in calibrations: Mike Kast,
Janet Peters, and Myra Sproull (Tr. 7341, 7541, 7579), but only Mr. Seeders,
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however, was employed full time as a calibrations inspector. Tr. 1605-06,7431,
7578, 7666. The others were assigned to other disciplines. See Int. Exh. 7 at 12.
130. [41.] In August 1984, Mr. Phillips was Mr. Seeders' lead inspector. Tr. 7543. Above Mr. Seeders and Mr. Phillips on the chain of command
were Mr. Saklak and Mr. DeWald. Tr. 7547, 7665-66. Neither Mr. Phillips
nor Mr. Saklak were certified in calibrations during the time they supervised
Mr. Seeders. Tr. 4318-19, 7665-66. Mr. DeWald, as the Quality Control Manager, was certified to Level TIl in calibrations. Tr. 1994. Nor did Mr. DeWald
play in overseeing the daily activities of Mr. Seeders. Tr. 1608,7556-67.
131. [42.] In general, the duties of a calibration inspector entail evaluating
periodically precision tools used by LKC craftsmen and Quality Control inspectors.
132. [43.] The purpose ofLKC Procedure 4.9.1 (Rev. C), entitled "Control
of Measuring and Test Equipment," is, as stated in § 2.1, "to assure that tools,
gauges, instruments and other measuring and testing devices used in safety related areas are properly controlled, calibrated and adjusted at specified periods
to maintain accuracy within required limits." Appl. Exh. 24 at 1 of 7. Section
3.3.1 of the procedure states that "[i]t will be L.K. Comstock's Q.C. Department's responsibility to verify that all items specified to be recalibrated with a
certain time frame has [sic] been accomplished and documented:' Appl. Exh. 24
at 3 of7.
133. [44.] Pursuant to § 3.3.2 of LKC Procedure 4.9.1 (Rev. C), LKC is
to maintain adequate records which sufficiently identify all measuring tools
and equipment used in safety-related areas. These tools are to be listed on an
"Inventory Control Log" (Form 76) which is to contain an inventory control
number; a deScription of the item; the name of the manufacturer; the serial
number of the item, if any; and the "frequency of calibration."
134. [45.] Section 3.3.3 of the procedure requires that a calibration "Control
Card" be maintained for each item of measuring and test equipment identified
in the Inventory Control Log. The calibration inspector uses the control card
to record the results of his calibration inspection and the date the. item is next
scheduled for recalibration. Tr. 3980. The actual calibration inspection is performed by craftsmen in the presence of the calibration inspector. Appl. Exh. 24
at 3 of 5.
135. [46.] In the event an item is "found to have an expired calibration date
and/or found to be outside the acceptable tolerance," § 3.3.7 of the procedure
requires the calibration inspector to initiate an ICR (Form 30) which, inter
alia, "directs the Project Manager to remove the equipment immediately to the
warehouse for storage and recalibration." Where an ICR is issued because an
item exceeds the applicable acceptance tolerance, § 3.3.7.1 of the procedure
requires that "an evaluation be made and validity of previous inspections or test
results determined." Although LKC Procedure 4.9.1 is silent as to the person or
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department that is to perform this evaluation (see Appl. Exh. 24 at 3 of 5), LKC
Procedure 4.11.3, which governs ICRs, provides that corrective actions are to
be taken by the Engineering and Production Departments. Appl. Exh. 40. After
the tool is recalibrated with satisfactory results, it may be reissued to the
field. AppJ. Exh. 24.
136. [47.] The Quality Control Department is not responsible for dispensing tools to the field. Section 3.2.1 of the procedure states that ''L.K. Comstock's
warehouse foreman shall provide storage and document the issuance of items
by recording the recipient's name, tool control number and date issued" on a
"Tool & Instrument Sign Out Log" (Form 3). AppJ. Exh. 24 at 2 of 7.
137. [48.] On May 31. 1984, Eugene Mazur of Commonwealth Edison
Company's Quality Assurance Deparunent completed an audit of LKC's Calibration Deparunent. Appl. Exh. 27. In the course of that audit Mr. Mazur found,
inter alia. that ICRs "were not generated to evaluate the validity of previous inspection or test results for all instruments/gauges found out of calibration." [d. at
5. What this means is that while ICRs had been generated in four instances for
certain tools found out of calibration, the disposition of the ICRs did not indicate that an evaluation had been performed to determine whether the inspections
or work performed using the out-of-calibration tool were acceptable. Seltmann
Test., A.14 at 16-17.
138. [49.] A copy of Mr. Mazur's report was received by Mr. DeWald and
Mr. Seltmann on May 29, 1984.ld. Mr. Mazur directed LKC to respond to'the
audit findings not later than June 12, 1984. [d. at 1. Specifically, Mr. Mazur
directed LKC to determine whether there were similar instances in addition to
those identified in the audit where LKC failed to generate appropriate ICRs
for tools found to be out of calibration. [d. at 5. Ultimate responsibility for
responding to the audit findings belonged to Mr. DeWald, since he was LKC's
Quality Control Manager. However, the responsibility of preparing LKC's
written response to the audit findings was given to Mr. Selunann, LKC's Quality
Assurance Manager. Tr. 1609,2101,7667.
139. [50.] On June 12, 1984, Mr. Selunann transmitted a written response
to Mr. Mazur's audit report. Appl. Exh. 27 at 8. In that response, Mr. Seltmann
stated that LKC had taken the following action to preclude recurrence of the deficiency discussed above: "A training class was held on 6-9-84 with J. Seeders
concerning the issuance of ICR/NCR for all tool discrepancies." ld. On July 3,
1984, CECo Quality Assurance notified LKC that this corrective action was not
entirely satisfactory because it was prospective in nature and did not address
the question of whether there remained any unidentified instances of (i) inappropriately dispositioned ICRs, or (ii) failures to issue ICRs for tools found to
be out of calibration. DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-5 at 9. LKC was directed
to address this issue in a further response to be submitted to CECo Quality
Assurance not later than July 20. 1984. Selunann Test., A.9 at 11-12.
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140. [51.] According to Mr. DeWald, he assigned Mr. Seeders the task of
conducting a complete review of LKC's calibration records to satisfy CECo's
concern. DeWald Test., A.25 at 35. Mr. DeWald, however, acknowledged that
he could not recall whether he gave this assignment to Mr. Seeders himself
or through an intermediary. ld. Similarly, Mr. DeWald could not recall the
exact date Mr. Seeders was given the assignment but was sure Mr. Seeders had
received it by July 12, 1984. ld. at 36; see id., Attach. DeWald-6. Mr. Seeders
disputed this assertion. Tr. 7668. According to Mr. Seeders, he and Mr. DeWald
had no communications regarding this subject prior to September 28, 1984, the
date Mr. Seeders was transferred to LKC's Engineering Department. ld.
141. [52.] Mr. Seeders testified that he had never been asked to assist in
responding to an audit finding. Tr. 7732. According to Mr. Seeders, Mr. Seltmann asked to conduct a "partial review" of the calibration records. Tr. 7332-34,
7669-70. Mr. Seeders stated that he was neither given a copy of Mr. Mazur's
report nor informed by Mr. Seltmann of the scope of the review he was to
conduct. Tr. 7343-52, 7357-65, 7667-75, 7672-75.
142. [53.] Mr. Seltmann testified that he spoke with Mr. Seeders on July
20, 1984, the date that LKC's response was due, and asked him about the
status of his work. Seltmann Test., A.lO at 12. According to Mr. Seltmann,
Mr. Seeders had been directed by Mr. DeWald to perform a 100% review of all
calibration records.ld. But, like Mr. DeWald, Mr. SeItmann could not recall the
date Mr. DeWald gave this assignment to Mr. Seeders. Tr. 2100-02. It should
also be noted that while Mr. Seltmann was aware that LKC's response to CECo's
July 3, 1984 request was due by July 20, 1984, and that he was responsible for
preparing LKC's response, he made no effort to determine whether LKC would
be in a position to respond to the request until July 20, 1984, the response due
date. Tr. 2100.
143. [54.] According to Mr. Seltmann, he was informed by Mr. Seeders
on July 20, 1984, that the calibration records review had not begun but that
Mr. Seeders was going to spend the next day (Saturday, July 21, 1984) working
on it. Seltmann Test., A.I0 at 12. Mr. Seltmann agreed and informed Mr. Seeders
that he would speak with him the following Monday, July 23, 1984, "to obtain
the results of Saturday's work." ld. Mr. Seltmann testified that he did not instruct
Mr. Seeders to perform a "partial" review of the calibration records, although he
admitted that he stated to Mr. Seeders that a partial review "might produce the
information" needed to respond to CECo.ld. Mr. Seltmann also testified that he
explained to Mr. Seeders that a partial review "might produce the information"
needed to respond to CECo. ld. Mr. Seltmann also testified that he explained to
Mr. Seeders the reason why the requested information was needed. Tr. 2102.
144. [55.] On Monday, July 23, 1984, Mr. Seltmann contacted Mr. Seeders
to obtain the information the two had discussed the previous Friday.ld. Not only
did Mr. Seeders not have the information Mr. Seltmann sought, but according to
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Mr. Seltmann, Mr. Seeders acted as though their previous conversation "had not
occurred or that he didn't remember it" /d. at 13. Because the calibration record
review was not complete, Mr. Seltmann was forced to write CECa that date to
inform it that LKC "has initiated a review of our calibration records to determine
if other situations arise similar to the items found in referenced finding. The
review is being performed by J. Seeders, Quality Control Inspector. as directed
by I.P. DeWald." /d., Attach. Seltmann-1. Mr. Seltmann also informed CECo
that although the review had started on July 21, 1984, the completion was
"indeterminate." /d. Mr. Seltmann promised CECo that he would update his
response by August 13, 1984. /d. Mr. Seltmann sent a copy of this memorandum
to Mr. DeWald and Mr. Seeders, among others. /d. Mr. Seeders denied receiving
a copy of Mr. Seltmann's July 23, 1984 memorandum (Tr. 7343, 7674), but,
other than the possibility that Mr. Seltmann did not in fact send it to him, could
not offer any explanation as to why he would not receive a document addressed
to him. Tr. 7734.
145. [56.] On Saturday, July 21, 1984, Mr. Seeders worked on the assignment Tr. 3978,7336. Mr. Seeders admitted, however, that he felt his primary responsibility was to complete his calibrations inspection duties, although he tried
to work on the review as much as possible. Tr. 7683-84. He was assisted in this
endeavor by Richard Snyder, who had been hired recently as a Quality Control
inspector and was being trained in calibrations by Mr. Seeders. Tr. 3978. The
two men spent the day reviewing calibration records. /d. Mr. Seeders prepared
a five-page handwritten list of the tools he and Mr. Snyder had checked and the
results of their review. Appl. Exh. 26. Although Mr. Seeders insisted that this
handwritten list represented only a part of his efforts (Tr. 7338-39), he could
not describe what additional efforts were undertaken by him in this regard or
whether those efforts were memorialized in writing. Tr. 7338-41.
146. [57.] Over the next few weeks Mr. Sellmann periodically inquired of
Mr. Seeders of the status of his review. Tr. 7425, 7673. 7685. According to
Mr. Seeders, on several of these occasions he informed Mr. Seltmann that a
100% review of the calibration records was a monumental and time-consuming
undertaking because there existed literally thousands of such records which
would have to be examined to complete a 100% review. Tr. 7679-84. Mr. Seeders
testified that he told Mr. Seltmann that it was not possible for him to remain
current in his daily calibration inspection activities and complete the requested
review in a short period of time unless he received assistance. Tr. 768081. According to Mr. Seeders, Mr. Seltmann was not sympathetic to his plight
and insisted that the calibration record review be completed by himself, as
there was no help available. Tr. 7682-85. Mr. Seeders admitted, however, that
Mr. Seltmann did not direct or suggest that he falsify documents. Tr. 7427.
147. [58.] In addition to his normal calibration inspection duties, two other
circumstances operated to complicate Mr. Seeders' task. One was the fact that
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beginning about August 8, 1984, his lead, Mr. Phillips, was away on funeral
leave which later was extended by several weeks to encompass Mr. Phillips'
vacation. Tr. 7686·87. Mr. Seeders was responsible for handling Mr. Phillips'
material receiving inspection assignments during his absence. Tr. 7686. The
second circumstance was the fact that during this time Mr. Seeders also
was responsible for providing training in the areas of receipt inspection and
calibration to a number of individuals. Tr. 7434, 7694·95.
148. [59.] On August 14, 1984, the day after the date on which he had
promised CECo that LKC would respond to the audit findings, Mr. Seltmann
summoned Mr. Seeders to his office to discuss the status of Mr. Seeders' review
of the calibration records. Seltmann Test., A.10 at 13; Tr. 7675, 7677. Also
present in Mr. Seltmann's office was Mr. Saldak. Tr. 7675·76. Mr. Seeders had
given the handwritten "partial review" to Mr. Saldak who in turn had handed
it to Mr. Seltmann. Seltmann Test., A.lO at 13; Tr. 7677. After reviewing the
document Mr. Seltmann indicated to Mr. Seeders that he was dissatisfied with
his report. Seltmann Test, A.I0 at 14; Tr. 7676·77. He then hurled the document
back toward Mr. Seeders and told him to leave and get back to work. Seltmann
Test, A.I0 at 14; Tr. 7677,7735. Mr. Seeders again responded that conducting a
100% review of the calibration records would be an enormous undertaking that
he could not complete in a short period of time especially if he was still required
to perform his normal calibration inspection duties. Tr. 7680-85. According to
Mr. Seltmann, Mr. Seeders also stated that Mr. DeWald and Mr. Seltmann were
responsible for any deficiencies in the Calibration Department Seltmann Test.,
A.lO at 13-14.
149. [60.] Subsequent to this meeting, Mr. Seltmann drafted another memorandum to CECo Quality Assurance informing it that "[a]t this point in time,
the review of our tool calibration records is partially completed. Mr. Seeders has
issued a preliminary report and will submit a final report when completed. This
report is expected by 8/24/84." [d., Attach. Seltmann-2. Mr. Seltmann also sent
a copy of this memorandum to both Mr. DeWald and Mr. Seeders. [d. It should
be noted that while Mr. Seltmann's memorandum indicates that Mr. Seeders was
still working on the calibration records review, neither Mr. Seltmann, Mr. Seeders, nor Mr. Saldak could confirm that Mr. Seeders was still assigned to this
task as of August 14, 1984. Tr. 7423·27, 7809-12, 7983.
150. [61.] Three days later, in the morning of Friday, August 17, 1984,
Mr. Seeders was observed by Mr. Saklak engaging in conversation with a
newly hired Level III Weld Inspector named Worley O. Puckett. Tr. 6237-38;
Seese Test., A.13 at 12; Tr. 7700. Mr. Saklak then approached Mr. Seeders
and asked him, angrily, how he had time to waste talking to others but not
have the time to do his work assig~ments. Tr. 6238·39, 6241, 7701. The
exchange between Mr. Saldak and Mr. Seeders was witnessed by the following
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bystanders: Donald Coss, Danny Holley, Richard Snyder, Mr. Puckett, and
Robert Wicks. Tr. 6238, 6243; see DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-5.
151. [62.] Mr. Saldak indicated to Mr. Seeders that 'he (Saldak) was going
to have him reprimanded for loafing. See Tr. 7701-07. Mr. DeWa]d was not at
work that day and 'therefore Mr. Seese, the Assistant Quality Control Manager
was in charge. Tr. 2476. Mr. Saklak instructed Mr. Seeders to follow him into
Mr. Seese's office where Mr. Saldak asked Mr. Seese to suspend Mr. Seeders
for 3 days for idling on the job. Tr. 2476-79, 7376. Mr. Seeders told Mr. Seese
that he was not loafing and that he had "work in his hand." Tr. 2484, 7701,
7705. Mr. Seeders also gave Mr. Seese the names of several witnesses who
would verify his story. Tr. 2484, 7705-06; Appl. Exh. 4. Mr. Seese advised
Mr. Salc1ak and Mr. Seeders that he would review the matter and meet with
them again at 11:00 a.m. that same morl'ling. See Aug. 20, 1984 MemoranUum
from Seese to DeWald at 1, DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-5.
152. [63.] Beeause Mr. Saklak was not available, the 11:00 a.m. meeting
was postponed until 1:00 p.m., and then postponed again until 4:45 p.m. rd. During this time Mr. Seese interviewed Myra Sproull, Mr. Coss, and Mr. Wicks
(Seese Test., A.12 at 11), each of whom confirmed that Mr. Seeders "had work
in hand" at the time he was approached by Mr. Sak]ak. Seese Memorandum to
DeWald, supra. Mr. Seese also consulted with Thomas Paserba, LKC's VicePresident for QAlQC Services who happened to be visiting Braidwood that day;
Kenneth Worthington, an LKC Quality Control Supervisor; and Mr. Sellmann
(id.), each of whom indicated that the 3-day suspension requested by Mr. Salc1ak
was not warranted.ld.
153. [64.] The meeting finally took place late that afternoon. Seese Test.,
A.12 at 10. Present during the meeting were Messrs. Seese, Seeders, Se]lmann,
and Salc1ak. Tr. 2072. Since Mr. Seeders had requested that a witness be allowed
to attend the meeting (Tr. 7707), Mr. Seese asked Mr. Se]tmann to attend as an
"objective observer." Tr. 2072,2761,7707.
154. [65.] During this meeting Mr. Seeders "was read [his] charges."
Int. Ex-h. 23; Seese Memorandum to DeWald, supra. Mr. Seese presented
Mr. Seeders with a written reprimand which he invited him to read. Tr. 7707. Unbeknownst to Mr. Seeders, the reprimand had been prepared by Mr. Saklak. Tr. 7709. The reprimand issued to Mr. Seeders charged that "[flor the
past two months John Seeders' work and conduct has been degenerating to a
point where supervision cannot get through to him. He is constantly displaying a
downgrading attitude towards management moves and directives .•.•" DeWald
Test, Attach. DeWa]d-5.
155. [66.] The reprimand presented to Mr. Seeders for his signature charged
that Mr. Seeders: (i) failed to appear at Ju]y 26, 1984 training session which
he was scheduled to conduct; (ii) used "foul language" and ridiculed the Quality
Control program when conducting the rescheduled session; (iii) failed to follow
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certain unidentified directives given him prior to August 7, 1984, by Mr. Phillips,
his lead; (iv) failed to submit status reports for August 10 and 13, 1984; (v)
"commented in a negative direction" to Mr. Sajdak when Mr. Saklak requested
him to explain in writing why he wanted to work overtime on August 18, 1984;
and (vi) "failed to complete a total research of the calibration files ••. due on
8-13-84" and then denied "knowing anything about the full scope of work that
needed to be done." DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-5. The reprimand closed by
stating that "Mr. Seeders needs to immediately correct his attitude and to perform
in a professional manner. His work habits and attitude will be closely monitored
for the next 90 days and any repeat action wiII be dealt with immediately and
could lead to termination." [d.
156. [67.] Mr. Seese testified that the reason the reprimand was issued in
that form was because he wanted to emphasize that the reprimand "wasn't a
result of that morning's incident; however, it was a result of that attitude that
his situation was worsening." Tr. 2479. According to Mr. Seese, Mr. Seeders
was reprimanded because "we wanted him to stay with the company and just
correct the attitude problem that we found unacceptable." Tr. 2479-80.
157. [68.] Mr. Seeders asked Mr. Seese whether he had talked to any
of the witnesses that he had asked him to interview. Tr. 7706. According to
Mr. Seeders, Mr. Seese replied to the effect that it did not matter what any of
the witnesses said because if LKC did not like him they could get rid of him
and his family would suffer. Tr. 7706; Int. Exh. 23. Mr. Seese, however, denied
making this or a similar assertion. Seese Test., A.17 at 14.
158. [69.] Mr. Seeders refused to sign the reprimand. Tr. 7714; DeWald
Test, Attach. DeWald-5. He testified that at the time he felt that LKC was "out
to get rid of me." Tr. 7739. Instead, according to Mr. Seeders, he requested (but
was denied) the opportunity to respond to each of the charges (Tr. 7714-18;
an assertion disputed by Mr. Seese). See Seese Test., A.17 at 14. Mr. Seeders
also stated to Mr. Secse that LKC did not treat its employees like professionals
(Tr. 7418), and indicated that he wanted to put his response to the reprimand
in writing. Seese Test., A.18 at 14. Mr. Seltmann said he should address his
concerns to Mr. Marino. [d., A.20 at 15. Mr. Seese suggested he address his
concerns to Mr. DeWald instead. [d. Prior to this incident, Mr. Seeders had
not been involved in any confrontation with Mr. Sellmann, Mr. DeWald, or
Mr. Saklak. Tr.7739.
159. [70.] Although he testified that he had intended to put his concerns in
writing to Mr. DeWald "for some time" (Tr. 7739), Mr. Seeders took Mr. Seese's
advice and that evening composed a Jetter to Mr. DeWald. Tr. 7423. Corresponding copies of that letter were directed to Robert Schulz, the NRC's
Senior Resident Inspector (Construction) at Braidwood; Mr. Marino; Richard
Cosaro, Mr. Shamblin's predecessor; and Mr. F. Black, an attorney in private practice. Tr. 7445-47; Int Exh. 23. In his letter, Mr. Seeders complained
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of a number of actions taken by LKC management which he considered improper. Among Mr. Seeders' complaints were the following: (i) that Mr. Seltmann and Mr. Saklak had ordered him to falsify documentation; (ii) that
Mr. Saklak had improperly and arbitrarily denied his requests to work overtime; and (iii) that Mr. Saklak had threatened, without justification, to deprive
him of receiving training in other inspection disciplines. Id. Mr. Seeders also
stated in his letter that the morale of other Quality Control inspectors was deteriorating due to unkept promises of LKC management regarding compensation
and cross-training. Id. Mr. Seeders stated that these acts of alleged harassment,
intimidation, and production pressure did not cause him to compromise the
qualily of his work. stating: "I have never have nor will I ever falsify documentation." Int. Exh. 23 at 1. Mr. Seeders closed his lelter by asking Mr. DeWald to look into his concerns and notify him of the actions taken to resolve
them. Id. Mr. Seeders hand-delivered a copy of his letter to Mr. DeWald that
following Monday, August 20, 1984.
7744.
160. [71.] After reading Mr. Seeders' letter, Mr. DeWald met with Mr.
Rolan, Mr. Seese, Mr. Sellmann, and Mr. Saklak.
1610. Each of them was
given a copy of Mr. Seeder's letter and asked to prepare a response. DeWald
Test, Attach. DeWald-5. Later that afternoon Mr. Seese, Mr. Sellmann, and
Mr. Saklak each provided Mr. DeWald a written statement. [d. In his ''private
and confidential" memorandum to Mr. DeWald, Mr. Seese summarized the
events leading up to and through the meeting at which the reprimand was issued
and concluded "that the warning meeting was conducted in a positive tone
and that the management team acted properly during this affair." Id. For his
part, Mr. Sellmann informed Mr. DeWald of his involvement with Mr. Seeders
in connection with the calibration records review needed to respond to the
CECo Quality Assurance audit.Id. Mr. Sellmann denied that he had attempted
to pressure or had harassed and intimidated Mr. Seeders into completing the
calibration records review by the due date. Id. Mr. Sellmann explained his
differences with Mr. Seeders thusly: "From the initiation of Mr. Seeders'
review to the present antiCipated completion date of 8/24/84, is approximately
four (4) weeks time." Id. Similarly, Mr. Saklak informed Mr. DeWald that he
was not guilty of any of the charges of misconduct leveled against him by
Mr. Seeders. [d. In Mr. Saklak's view, Mr. Seeders' allegations were either
false or the result of a misinterpretation of his remarks. [d.
161. [72.1 According to Mr. Seeders, on August 13, 1984, Mr. Saklak told
Mr. Seeders that he would be in charge of both calibration and material receipt
inspections, in addition to training other inspectors in these areas.
7431,
7437. Mr. Saklak informed Mr. Seeders that other inspectors would do the
"legwork" while Mr. Seeders would only have to sign off the documentation as
he was the only inspector certified in those areas at that time.
7431-32.

n.

n.

n.

n.
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162. [73.] Mr. Seeders understood Mr. Saldak's instruction to mean that
he should send other inspectors who were not certified in the area out to do
the inspection, while he (Seeders) would fill out the paper work and sign it
off. Tr. 7692. When Mr. Seeders objected to this instruction as a violation of
NRC regulations, Mr. Saklak told him that "[s]ometimes you have to play a
little chess in the business to keep your job." 'fr. 7692-94. Myra Sproull had
only been "book certified" in calibrations and was not experienced or confident
enough to handle calibration duties on her own. Tr. 7432. When Mr. Seeders
refused to accept this assignment, Mr. Saklak told him that he would never be
trained in any other inspection disciplines.ld.; 'fr. 7695, 7700. Unbeknownst to
Mr. Secders at the time, he was scheduled for training in concrete expansion
anchor (CEA) inspections on August 14-15. 'fr. 7432-33. Mr. Seeders testified,
however, that Mr. Saklak did not tell him to falsify documentation or to violate
procedures for material receipt and calibration inspections. 'fr. 7437.
163. [74.] It would not have been possible for Mr. Seeders to be trained
in CEA as he was conducting calibration and material receipt inspections and
training others in those areas as well. 'fr. 7433-34. Mr. Seeders alleged that
Mr. Saklak harassed him and assigned such a large work load in an attempt to
run him off the job. 'fr. 7435-37. Mr. Seeders testified, however, that Mr. Saldak
did not tell him to falsify documentation or to violate procedures for material
receipt and calibration inspections. 'fr. 7437.
164. [75.] As noted above, in May 1984, Mr. Shamblin replaced Mr. Cosaro
as Applicant's Project Construction Superintendent 'fr. 3815; Gieseker Test,
A.5 at 5; Shamblin Test., A.2 at 1. Consequently, Mr. Seeders' letter was received by him rather than Mr. Cosaro. In response to the letter, Mr. Shamblin
appointed one of his deputies, James Gieseker, a CECo Project Construction
Engineer, to meet with Mr. Seeders "to try to understand his concerns better." Shamblin Test., A.21 at 18; see Gieseker Test, A.6 at 6. Mr. Gieseker met
with Mr. Seeders on two occasions. ld. The first meeting took place on August
21, 1984. Appl. Exh. 92; Tr. 7765-66. At this meeting, Mr. Seeders explained
to Mr. Gieseker "that he wanted to inform CECo of harassment that he felt was
being directed at him and other Quality Control inspectors by LKC Quality Control supervision, and of the fact that he had written a letter about the problem to
Mr. DeWald." Gieseker Test., A.7 at 6. Mr. Seeders complained to Mr. Gieseker
that there was a morale problem in LKC's Quality Control Department which
Mr. Seeders attributed "to pressure being placed on QC management, who in
turn, passed it on through QC supervision to the inspectors." ld. Mr. Seeders
also confided to Mr. Gieseker that he was fearful of losing his job because of
his current difficulties with Mr. Saldak. ld. Mr. Gieseker advised Mr. Seeders that he would meet with him again after he had discussed his concerns with
Mr. Shamblin.ld. Before the meeting concluded, however, Mr. Gieseker assured
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Mr. Seeders that he had acted properly in bringing his concerns to Mr. DeWald's
attention. [d.
165. [76.] The next day, Wednesday, August 22, 1984, Mr. Gieseker met
with Mr. Shamblin to brief him on his meeting with Mr. Seeders. Gieseker Test,
A.8 at 8; Sham~lin Test, A.25 at 22. Mr. Shamblin indicated to Mr. Gieseker that
CECo was aware of the morale problem in LKC's Quality Control Department
and the actions being taken by CECa to address it. [d. The following day,
Mr. Gieseker met with Mr. Seeders for a second time. Gieseker Test., A.9 at
9. Accompanied by Lawrence Tapel1a, a CECo Project Construction Engineer,
Mr. Gieseker explained to Mr. Seeders that CECo understood that "LKC
was undergoing a particularly stressful time on the project" due to a number
of problems, including the temporary loss of the Training Coordinator, the
backlog in the approval by CECo of inspector certifications, and ongoing
corrective action programs. [d. Mr. Gieseker stated to Mr. Seeders tha't CECa
had taken a number of actions to address these problems such as assigning CECo
personnel to LKC's Quality Control Department and expediting the certification
process. [d. With respect to the latter item, CECo had agreed that LKC could
implement the $0.50 raise awarded a Quality Control inspector for additional
certifications as of the date that his certification package was approved by LKC
reviewers rather than the date of CECo's approval of that certification package as
was the former practice. Shamblin Test, A.28 at 25. Mr. Gieseker also assured
Mr. Seeders again that he had acted properly in bringing his concerns, to his
management's attention and that he was to feel free to come to CECo to discuss
the matter further if he felt the need to do so. Gieseker Test., A.9 at 10.
166. [77.] After becoming aware of Mr. Seeders' letter, Mr. Shamblin
directed Mr. DeWald "to investigate the matters involving Mr. Seeders' work
situation and the alleged harassment he had experienced" (Shamblin Test., A.25
at 22), and inform him of the results of LKC's investigation. [d. Mr. DeWald
commenced an investigation in late August 1984 and issued his report on
September 25, 1984. DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-S; Tr. 1600-30. This
investigation consisted of interviews by Mr. DeWald of Mr. Puckett, Mr. Snyder,
Donald Coss, Ms. Sproull, Mr. Phillips, Donald Schirmer, Norman Kimble, and
Janet Peters Labou, all of whom were LKC Quality Control inspectors and
some of whom were witnesses to the confrontation between Mr. Saklak and
Mr. Seeders. [d. Mr. DeWald also spoke with and received written statements
from Mr. Seese, Mr. Seltrnann, and Mr. Saklak. DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald5. According to Mr. DeWald's September 25, 1984 report (see DeWald Test.,
Attach. DcWald-S), Mr. DeWald met with Mr. Seeders on August 21, 1984, to
discuss his concerns and allegations and to "obtain a possible root cause for the
issuance of the subject letter." [d. Mr. Seeders stated that after he had written
his letter, Mr. DeWald called him in to his office and suggested to him that he
retract or "reword" his letter, which Mr. Seeders refused to do. Tr. 7743. In any
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event, it is clear that Mr. Seeders was not afforded an opportunity to respond to
any information provided to Mr. DeWald by others that may have been adverse
to him. Compare Tr. 7743 with DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-S.
167. [78.] After completing his investigation, Mr. DeWald concluded that
Mr. Seeders' allegations lacked merit and that no disciplinary action against any
member of LKC's Quality Control management team was warranted because
none had acted improperly. Tr. 1630; DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-S. Specifically, Mr. DeWald concluded that the reason Mr. Seeders wrote his August 17,
1984 letter was "to combat the written warning that he was given for his poor
cooperative attitude prior to the warning." [d. In Mr. DeWald's view:
[11he enrire issue has stemmed from previous assignment given to Mr. Seeders for completion
of which he blatantly [sic] failed to do and when contacted as to his progress of the assignment
did not have a response. and when management redirection was given he instantly became
defensive for his lack of attention to the assignment, therefore, becoming disrespective [sic]
and blaming other individuals being the cause of the problem in the area of which he
is responsible. The harassment, intimidation and blackmail accusations are Mr. Seeders'
version of retaliation because he has been given a warning due to his attitude problem
toward management when given direction.

DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-S. Mr. DeWald advised Mr. Shamblin orally of
the results of his investigation (Shamblin Test., A.26 at 23), and provided him
a copy of the report shortly after September 28, 1984. [d.; Gieseker Test., A.19
at 15.
168. [79.] It should be noted that in every instance in which a concern or allegation expressed by Mr. Seeders in his letter was disputed by either Mr. Seese,
Mr. Seltmann, or Mr. Saldak, Mr. DeWald credited the respondent and discredited Mr. Seeders. Compare Int. Exh. 23 with DeWald Test, Attach. DeWald5. This was so even when Mr. DeWald had neither personal knowledge of
the matter nor evidence to corroborate the respondent's statement. For example, Mr. Seeders alleged that Mr. Saklak threatened him with denial of training
in concrete expansion anchors (CEAs) if he did not complete the calibration
records review, perform his normal calibration inspections. handle Mr. Phillips'
material receipt inspections, and provide training to four other Quality Control
inspectors. Int. Exh. 23 at 1. According to Mr. Seeders, Mr. Saklak is alleged to
have said that "sometimes you have to play chess in this business to keep your
job." [d. To which Mr. Seeders is said to have responded: "I didn't know that
chess and blackmail are the same thing." [d. In his memorandum to Mr. DeWald, Mr. Saklak denied that he threatened Mr. Seeders with denial of CEA
training (and the concomitant loss of a $0.50 per hour increase in salary) but
admitted that he "related scheduling cross training to a game of chess in that
both require planning ahead in order to be successful." See DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-5. Even though Mr. DeWald was aware that Mr. Saklak's temper
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sometimes "would get the better of him and he would say things he normally
would not say otherwise" (DeWald Test, A.21 at 26), he accepted Mr. Saklak's
explanation at face value and simply discredited Mr. Seeders. See DeWald Test,
Attach. DeWald-S.
169. [80.] In the same vein, Mr. DeWald accepted the statements of Mr.
Seese and Mr. Seltmann suggesting that Mr. Seeders was being disingenuous
in disclaiming knowledge of the scope of the calibration records review assignment. Id. Mr. DeWald acknowledged that he personally did not direct Mr. Seeders to perform a 100% review of the calibration records and could not recall
who did.ld. Nor did Mr. DeWald know what deadline, if any, had been given
Mr. Seeders. Id. Yet, Mr. DeWald agreed with Mr. Seese and Mr. Seltmann that
Mr. Seeders "blatently [sic] failed" to complete a 100% review of the calibration
records which he had been assigned to perform. Id.
170. [81.] Mr. Seeders was relieved subsequently of further responsibility
for completing the review of the calibration records. Tr. 8196. The record is
unclear as to the date Mr. Seeders was relieved of the assignment. Te. 7427,
7813. Nor is the record clear as to who issued the order although it appears
that it was either Mr. Sellmann or Mr. Saldak. Tr. 8196. It also appears that
Mr. Seeders was relieved of the assignment sometime between August 14, 1984,
and August 24, 1984. The earlier date was when Mr. Seeders turned in to
Mr. Seltmann his "partial" report; the latter date was when Mr. Seltmann wrote
to CECo Quality Assurance to advise it of LKC's progress in connection with
the calibration records review since his August 14, 1984 memorandum. Gieseker
Test, A.14 at 13.
171. [82.] In his August 14, 1984 memorandum, Mr. Seltmann informed
CECa Quality Assurance that as of that date all LKC Calibration Control Cards
(Forms 77) had been reviewed and all identified discrepancies were being researched in the individual tool packages in the QC Records Vault and in the ICR
and NCR files. Gieseker Test., A.14 at 13. Mr. Seltmann also informed CECo
Quality Assurance that the calibration records review was at that time being
performed by Mr. Snyder who at that time had not yet received his calibrations
certification although he had completed all of the requirements (see" Tr. 396265), and two other calibration inspectors - Ms. Sproull and Mr. Coss.ld" A.IS
at 13; see SeHmann Test., A.13 at 16. This is 'not inconsistent with Mr. Snyder's recollection. Tr. 4046-47. Mr. Snyder testified that around August 17,
1984, he, Ms. Sproull, and Mr. Coss were requested by Mr. Saklak to go to
the vault and review all the tool packages. Tr. 4046. Mr. Saklak did not inform them that the purpose of the review was to enable LKC to respond to
CECo Quality Assurance audit finding. Tr. 4047. Nor, according to Mr. Snyder,
did Mr. Saklak give them any written instructions relating to the scope of their
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work assignment. only the oral instruction to go to the vault and research the
tool records for problems. [d.
172. [83.] In the course of their review, Mr. Snyder, Ms. Sproull, and
Mr. Coss identified a number of troubling types of discrepancies that called
into question the integrity of LKC's calibration records. Seltmann Test., Attach. Seltmann-3; Gieseker Test, A.17 at 14; see Tr. 4046, 4053-4130; see
Appl. Exh. 28. For example, they found numerous instances where no ICR or
NCR was generated for a tool that had been determined to be out of calibration
in violation of § 3.3.7 of LKC Procedure 4.9.1 (Rev. C). Te. 4064; Seltmann
Test, A.14 at 17; see, e.g., Appl. Exh. 28 at 2. Mr. Snyder and Ms. Sproull also
found several instances where an out-of-calibration tool had been released for
use in the field even though an ICR or NCR had been generated. Seltmann Test,
supra; see, e.g., Appl. Exh. 28 at 12. Another type of discrepancy identified by
Mr. Snyder and Ms. Sproull was the failure to evaluate the acceptability of work
performed using out-of-calibration tools, which was a violation of § 3.3.7.1 of
the procedure. Te. 4044; Appl. Exh. 28 at 18.
173. [84.] These and other findings were documented by Mr. Snyder and
Ms. Sproull in a September 7, 1984 "interim report" to Mr. Seltmann. Appl.
Exh. 28; Te. 4100, 4332. Ten days later, on September 17, 1984, Mr. Seltmann
provided an update to CECo Quality Assurance on the status of the calibration
records review and indicated that a further update would be forthcoming on
September 21, 1984. Gieseker Test., A.14 at 130. Mr. Snyder and Ms. Sproull
completed their research prior to October 9, 1984, for on that date Mr. Seltmann
notified CECa Quality Assurance that the review had been completed and that
LKC was in the process of evaluating the results. Gieseker Test, A.14 at 13.
174. [85.] Two weeks before Mr. Seltmann's October 9, 1984 communication to CECa Quality Assurance, he submitted a September 25, 1984 memorandum to Mr. DeWald regarding the adequacy of LKC's tool calibration program. Seltmann Test., A.14 at 16 and Attach. Seltmann-2. In his memorandum,
Mr. Seltmann related to Mr. DeWald a discussion he had with a CECo Quality Assurance auditor on September 13, 1984. [d. According to Mr. Seltmann,
Mr. Felz, the CECa auditor, indicated to him that he had found five (5) instances
in which an ICR had not been issued for a tool found to be out of calibration or where an evaluation had not been performed to assess the acceptability of previous inspections or test results conducted with an out-of-calibration
tool. [d. at 1-2. According to Mr. Felz, these five instances represented 40%
of the items he had sampled. [d. at 2. Mr. Seltmann also described in detail
several other deficiencies in the calibration records identified by Mr. Snyder
and Ms. Sproull. [d. at 4. Mr. Seltmann closed his memorandum by stating to
Mr. DeWald that because of the problems documented in his memorandum, he
had "strong concerns surrounding our calibration program as I would suspect
you would also." [d. at 6. Mr. Seltmann recommended to Mr. DeWald "that
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corrective action be taken immediately to resolve the discrepancies noted from
reoccurring in the future" and advised him that "this requires your utmost attention in order to get this program back on track." Id. Mr. Seltmann and his'
concerns "stem[med] from actions taken by QC Inspectors, J. Seeders, and his
implementation of our calibration Procedures 4.9.1 and 4.9.4." [d. Copies of
Mr. Seltmann's memorandum were sent to Mr. Marino, Mr. Rolan, Mr. Shamblin, and Thomas Trumble. Id. Mr. Trumble is LKC's Corporate Administrator. See Int. Exh. 11; n . .1564. According to Mr. DeWald, Mr. Trumble is
contacted when "legal aspects" (such as termination) are involved. Tr. 1564.
175. [86.] Mr. Seltmann was disturbed particularly by the findings of
Mr. Snyder and Ms. Sproull because Mr. Seeders had received remedial instruction as to the requirements of LKC Procedure 4.9.1 (Rev. C) on June 9,
1984. Attach. Seltmann-3 at 3. The record reflects that Mr. Seeders had in fact
received 10 minutes of instruction from Mr. Seese on that date. n. -1997; see
Personnel Instruction Log attached to Seltmann-3. Mr. Seltmann pointed out
to Mr. DeWald that notwithstanding this additional training, Mr. Seeders had
"failed to adequately comply with the procedural requirements of 4.9.1, Paragraphs 3.~.7 and 3.3.7.1." Attach. Seltmann-3 at 3. As Mr. Snyder testified.
when a deficiency is identified, corrective action must be taken to prevent recurrence. n. 1682-84, 4452. Mr. Snyder agreed that one way to minimize the
recurrence of a particular deficiency is to remove or replace the person who
made the error, in this case Mr. Seeders. Id.
176. [87.] In October 1984, NCR 3419 was issued to document the deficiencies identified by Mr. Snyder and Ms. Sproull. Gieseker Test, A.20 at
16-17. NCR 3419 required LKC to conduct a comprehensive review and evaluation of the calibration records and, where necessary, reinspections to ensure
that work performed in the field with out-of-calibration tools is acceptable. Id.,
A.21 at 17-18; n. 1605-06. These corrective actions were sufficient to remedy
the documented deficiencies. Gieseker Test, A.21 at 18, 19-20.
177. [88.] On Friday, September 28, 1984, three days after he had received
Mr. Seltmann's memorandum, Mr. DeWald attended a meeting in Mr. Shamblin's office. Present were Mr. Shamblin, Mr. Gieseker, Mr. DeWald, Mr. Seltmann, and Mr. Schulz. Gieseker Test, A.19 at 15; DeWald Test, A.25 at 38;
Seltmann Test., A.13 at 15-16; Shamblin Test, AAO at 34. Two of the purposes
of this meeting were to discuss Mr. Seeders' August 17, 1984 letter and the
problems with LKC's calibration records. Seltmann Test, A.13 at IS. During
this meeting Mr. DeWald apprised the others in attendance of the problems
that had been discovered in the Calibration Department. DeWald Test, A.25 at
38; Gieseker Test, A.19 at 14-15. Mr. DeWald indicated to the others that he
planned to terminate the Quality Control inspector responsible for those problems, Mr. Seeders. [d. He was dissuaded from doing so, however, by Mr. Shamblin. n. 1591; Shamblin Test., A.42 at 34-35.
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178. [89.] Mr. Shamblin suggested that Mr. Seeders instead be transferred
out of the Calibrations Department to some other position that was less critical. ld. Mr. Shamblin was aware that Mr. Seeders previously had complained of
harassment but did not oppose Mr. DeWald's plan to remove Mr. Seeders from
his position because he was sure that the two events were not related. Tr. 16,44850. Mr. Shamblin testified that although he believed termination was not unwarranted in the circumstances, he recommended that Mr. Seeders be transferred
to LKC's Engineering Department because he believed Mr. Seeders "might
be able to perform satisfactorily in a less challenging position." ld. According to Mr. Shamblin, LKC was hiring additional personnel for its Engineering
Department to perform essentially clerical functions. Since these positions required some familiarity with the Braidwood site and LKC's organization and
operating procedures. Mr. Seeders appeared to be ideally suited for the position.ld. Mr. DeWaid decided to adopt Mr. Shamblin's recommendation. DeWald
Test, A.26 at 368; Tr. 1591. Mr. Schulz. the NRC Senior Resident Inspector
(Construction) at Braidwood, was asked to give his views on the actions being
contemplated with respect to Mr. Seeders but declined to do so, stating that it
was improper for the NRC to get involved in personnel matters. Gieseker Test.,
A.19 at 16.
179. [90.] Later that same day, Mr. DeWald met with Mr. Rolan and
"arranged for the transfer to take place if Mr. Seeders would agree." DeWald
Test., A.25 at 38. After meeting with Mr. Rolan, Mr. DeWald summoned
Mr. Seeders to his office. Tr. 7488; DeWald Test., A.25 at 38. Also in
attendance was Mr. Seltmann. Tr. 7488. Mr. DeWald presented Mr. Seeders
with a typewritten notice of termination which he had prepared the day before,
September 27, 1984. Tr. 1594-95. The document set forth in detail the reasons
Mr. DeWald believed warranted Mr. Seeders' termination. Appl. Exh. 94. The
notice stated that Mr. Seeders was being fired because of his "unattention
[sic] and substandard work practices." Appl. Exh. 94 at 2. Mr. DeWald relied
heavily on the violations of procedure for which Mr. Seeders was blamed by
Mr. Seltmann in his September 25, 1984 memorandum to Mr. DeWald and the
40% deficiency rate found by Mr. Felz, the CECo Quality Assurance aUditor.ld.
180. [91.] Mr. DeWald explained to Mr. Seeders that he had the option of
accepting a transfer to a clerk position in LKC's Engineering Department or
be terminated for substandard work performance. Tr. 1595. Under § 20-60-30
of LKC's personnel rules, a copy of which is provided to all LKC employees (DeWald Test., A.16 at 20), "unsatisfactory job performance" is grounds
for termination. DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-I. According to Mr. Seeders,
Mr. DeWald did not give him a chance to explain why he failed to issue certain
ICRs. Tr. 7637,7721-23. Mr. Seeders then asked Mr. DeWald whether he could
have until the following Monday to make his decision. Tr. 7638. Mr. DeWald refused and insisted he make a decision immediately. Tr. 7638. Because he needed
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to provide for his family, Mr. Seeders accepted the transfer. n. 7724. Mr. DeWald then arranged for Mr. Seeders to meet with the men who would be his new
supervisors, Mr. Rolan and Mr. KIena (DeWald Test, A.25 at 38; Tr. 7724),
and later wrote Mr. Seeders a memorandum confirming his transfer to the Engineering Department. Appl. Exh. 95. Mr. DeWald informed Mr. Seeders 'that his
transfer would be effective Monday, October 1, 1984, and offered Mr. Seeders
his best wishes in his new assignment, an aSSignment in which Mr. DeWald felt
Mr. Seeders would exce1.ld.
181. [92.] The foIlowing Monday, October 1, 1984, Mr. Seeders reported
for duty to LKC's Engineering Department. Tr. 7639. This job action, while neither a promotion nor a lateral transfer, did not result in any decrease in Mr. Seeders compensation nor did it affect his employee benefits. DeWald Test., A.25 at
38. The transfer, however. subjected Mr. Seeders to § 20-06-30 of LKC's new
employee policy pursuant to which any employee may be terminated without
cause or notice within the first 90 days of his employment [d. Ordinarily, transferred employees whose tenure exceeds 90 days transferred are not subjected
to this provision. See DeWald Test., Attach. DeWald-I;
1875. According
to Mr. DeWald, the reason that provision was applied in Mr. Seeders' case is
because Mr. Rolan insisted on it n. 1875.
182. [93.] As stated earlier, Mr. Seeders made a copy of his letter available
to NRC Senior Resident Inspector Schulz. n. 7746. According to Mr. Seeders
he delivered a copy of his letter to Mr. Schulz in person. n. 7746. Mr. Schulz
forwarded a copy of Mr. Seeders' letter to his superior, William Forney,
and Charles Weil, the Investigation and Compliance Specialist for Region
III. Testimony of Charles Weil, A.5 at 2; Staff Exh. 18.
183. [94.] On August 29, 1984, Mr. Weil sent Mr. Seeders a letter in which
he acknowledged receipt of his August 17, 1984 letter and informed him that the
NRC would investigate his concerns. Weil Test. at A.6; Staff Exh. 12. Mr. Weil
also asked Mr. Seeders to telephone him collect if he had any questions or
additional concerns. Staff Exh. 12 at 1.
184. [95.] On August 27, 1984, Mr. Weil sent a memorandum to Eugene
Pawlik. the Director of the Region III Field Office of the NRC's Office of
Investigations (OI). Well Test., A.7 at 2. In that memorandum Mr. WeiI informed
Mr. Pawlik of Mr. Seeders' allegations and transmitted a copy of Mr. Seeders'
letter. ld. or is customarily informed by Mr. Weil of allegations received
by Region III so that OI can determine whether an investigation should be
conducted. Tr. 12,059-60. Mr. Pawlik responded to Mr. Weil's memorandum
orally on August 27. 1984, and notified him that OI did not plan to investigate
Mr. Seeders' allegations because Mr. Seeders did not state that the alleged
harassment and intimidation "affected his work and forced him to do something
contrary to procedure or regulation." Staff Exh. 19 at 1; Weil Test, A.8 at
2. OI generally does not investigate allegations received by NRC offices unless
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there is some indication that criminal misconduct has occurred. Tr. 11,982-83,
12,061. Mr. Pawlik, however, asked Mr. Weil to keep him informed as to the
Staff's inspeetion efforts and to notify him of any additional information that
might warrant OJ's involvement Tr. 11,977-78.
185. [96.] On August 27, 1984, Mr. Wen issued a memorandum referring
Mr. Seeder's allegation to Charles E. Norelius, Region III Director, Division
of Reactor Projects (DRP). Weil Test., A.7 and A.9 at 2-3; Staff Exh. 19. The
DRP in turn assigned the matter to Mr. Schulz. Wei! Test., A.9 at 3.
186. [97.] Mr. Schulz met with Mr. Seeders and four other Quality Control
inspectors suggested by Mr. Seeders on September 21, 1984. Tr. 7747, 7752;
Int Exh. 91. The meeting was held in Mr. Schulz's office. Tr. 7747-48;
Int Exh. 91 at 1. The Quality Control inspectors explained to Mr. Schulz that the
morale among the LKC Quality Control inspectors was not good "due to poor
management" (lnt. Exh. 91 at I), and LKC's compensation of Quality Control
inspeetors. Tr. 7750-53. Mr. Schulz attempted to elicit from the inspeetors
specific information concerning the possible falsification of documents and
instances of harassment or intimidation but none of the inspectors, including
Mr. Seeders, could provide any. Tr. 7755-57; Int. Exh. 91. Consequently,
Mr. Schulz concluded from his discussion with Mr. Seeders and the four other
Quality Control inspectors that "there does seem to be a serious morale problem,
but it cannot be substantiated that this morale problem affects safety-related
installations." Int. Exh. 91 at 2. Mr. Schulz, on his own initiative, however, met
with CECo site management to inform them that there were morale problems
in the LKC Quality Control Department. Int Exh. 91 at 2.
187. [98.] On January 21, 1985, Mr. Wei! sent Mr. Seeders a copy of
the NRC's report regarding his allegations and asked him to telephone him
collect if he had any questions, concerns, or comments. Staff Exh. 13. Although
he received these materials (Tr. 7746), Mr. Seeders did not respond to this
request. Wen Test., A.15 at 4. Mr. Wen also sent a copy of the NRC's report to
OJ Director Pawlik (Wei! Test, A.9 at 3), who responded on January 25, 1985,
that he did not "anticipate any OJ investigation on the issues addressed." Staff
Exh.20.
188. [99.] On September 13, 1985, Mr. Wei! again wrote Mr. Seeders. Wei!
Test., A.14 at 4. This letter was prompted by information Mr. Weil had received
from the U.S. Department of Labor in connection with another matter then
pending before that agency. WeiI Test, A.14 at 4; see Int Exh. 93. The
Department of Labor (DOL) had provided Mr. wen a copy of a statement
that Mr. Seeders had given to a DOL investigator investigating claims made by
another LKC Quality Control inspector.ld. In that statement, Mr. Seeders again
stated that he had been asked to falsify documenta'tion by his superiors. ld. In
his September 13, 1985 letter, Mr. Weil informed Mr. Seeders that the NRC's
investigation of his concerns was being reopened and asked Mr. Seeders to
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provide him with any information he had bearing on the question of document
falsification.ld. Again, Mr. Seeders did not respond to Mr. Weil's request. Weil
Test., A.14 at 4.
189. [100.] Mr. Weil wrote Mr. Seeders for a third and final time on
March 6, 1986. ld. Again, Mr. Weil asked Mr. Seeders to provide him with
any information he had concerning attempted document falsification at Braidwood. ld. For the third time Mr. Seeders failed to respond to Mr. Weil's request. ld.
190. Although Mr. Seeders may not have been treated fairly by his supervisor, Mr. Saldak, and by other Comstock management in reviewing his dispute
with Mr. Saklak, he was not transferred for raising quality concerns. That one
of the reasons for his transfer may have been unreasonable behavior on the part
of his supervisor, Saklak, is not the Board's concern because we are not here to
examine Comstock's management practices, except to the extent that they affect
quality control requirements. The major reason for Mr. Seeders' transfer was the
poor quality control practices within his department, and L.K. Comstock was
justified in tra1'.lsferring him for that reason. However, Comstock is not blameless
for the poor quality practices that existed in the Calibration Department. Not
only did they assign poorly trained Seeders to be the sale calibrations inspector, but they also assigned Mr. Saklak to supervise the department when he
was uncertified and unqualified in that discipline. The lack of certification of
Comstock Quality Control supervisors was in violation of LKC Procedure 4.1.2
and later became the subject of NCR 4528. Int Exh. 24. Despite the problems
encountered in the Calibration Department because of lack of knowledgeable
supervision, not only by Mr. Seeders but also by his successor, Richard Snyder (see Tr. 4218-19), Comstock was inexplicably permitted to disposition NCR
4528 by eliminating the requirement from its procedures that the Quality Control
supervisor obtain certification prior to assuming his responsibility. ld.
3.

Richard Snyder

191. As noted, supra. Quality Control Inspector Richard Snyder had gone
to see Senior Resident Inspector McGregor on March 13, 1985, to discuss a
concern he had regarding possible noncompliance by LKC with two provisions
of LKC Procedure 4.1.2 (Rev. B). Int. Exh. 41; Tr. 11,557. One of these
provisions, § 1.21, required that Quality Control supervisors "shall be trained and
knowledgeable in the assigned areas of responsibility and certified to Level II
capability in those areas." Int. Exh. 41 at 2. According to Mr. Snyder, Mr. Saklak,
the Quality Control Supervisor responsible for calibration inspections, was not
certified to Level II in calibrations. Mr. Snyder also indicated to Mr. McGregor
that LKC was in violation of § 1.22 of LKC Procedure 4.1.2 (Rev. B), which
required lead inspectors to be certified to Level II in each area for which they
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held lead responsibility. Tr. 4318, 11,559-67; Int. Exh. 41 at 2. According to
Mr. Snyder, Mr. Nemeth, the lead inspector for calibrations, was not certified
to Level IT in that discipline. Upon receipt of this information, Mr. McGregor
referred the matter to his supervisor in the Region III offices. ld. Mr. Snyder's
allegation was listed as Allegation No. RIII-84-A-0062. Region III OI Director
Pawlik declined to launch an investigation into the maller because wrongdoing
was not alleged. Appl. Exh. 117.
192. Mr. Mendez was assigned to inspect Mr. Snyder's allegation. Mendez
Test., ff. Tr. 10,490 at A.8. In conducting his inspection, Mr. Mendez rcviewed LKC Procedure 4.1.2, LKC certification records, and LKC organization charts and confirmed that Mr. Saklak was not certified to Level IT in all
of the areas for which he had supervisory responsibility. ld. at A.21; see Staff
Exh. 17. Mr. Mendez found that Mr. Saklak's lack of certification violated
LKC Procedure 4.1.2. Mendez Test. at A.22. Mr. Mendez also confirmed that
Mr. Nemeth and one other lead inspector were given lead responsibility before
they had obtained Level II certification in their respective lead disciplines in
violation of LKC Procedure 4.1.2.ld. at A.24.
193. Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler explained that these violations of LKC
Procedure 4.1.2 had no safety significance because neither the Quality Contral supervisors nor lead inspectors performed inspections or approved an inspection performed by another Quality Control inspector. Mendez/Neisler Test.,
ff. Tr. 10,490, at A.22, A.42.
194. The NRC inspectors apparently ignored the requirement that Quality
Control supervisors be "trained and knowledgeable" in their disciplines and
the adverse impact Mr. Saklak's lack of training and knowledge may have had
on the Calibration Department They did not examine the question of whether
Comstock's violation of its procedures in appointing an unqualified supervisor,
Richard Saklak, whose main function was to speed production, caused or
contributed to the Calibration Department problems for which John Seeders had
previously been transferred.

4.

March 29, 1985 Incident

I acccpt NRC Staff's Proposed Findings 190-228, in /0/0, with the exception
of the second sentence in Proposed Finding 201, the last two sentences in
Proposed Finding 220, and the second sentence in Proposed Finding 224, as
representing a fair and comprehensive presentation of the March 29, 1985
incident as follows:
195. [190.] On the afternoon of Thursday, March 28, 1985, Mr. Snyder,
who by now had assumed Mr. Seeders' former position as calibration inspector,
engaged Mr. Saklak in a discussion. Tr. 4182. The discussion centered on a
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question posed by Mr. Snyder to Mr. Saklak regarding the appropriate action to
be taken with respect to an out-of-calibration weld machine. Tr.4181-87.
196. [191.] Under §4.0 of LKC Procedure 4.9.1 (Rev. C), the thenapplicable calibration procedure, a weld machine was scheduled to be calibrated
every 6 months to ensure that it did not deviate more than 5 amps from the
established tolerance. Appl. Exh. 24 at 4 of 7. If the weld machine exceeded
this tolerance range, an ICR was required to be issued; pending disposition of
the ICR, the weld machine was not to be used in the field. Appl. Exh. 24 at
3 of 7. Under §3.0 of LKC Procedure 4.11.2 (Rev. B), it is the responsibility
of the Engineering Department to establish the condition~ that must be fulfilled
before the weld machine can be used again in the field. Appl. Exh. 38 at 1-2 of
4; see Tr. 4192. After the appropriate corrective action has been taken and verified by the Quality Control Department, a representative of the Quality Control
Department (typically a calibration inspector) signs the ICR indicating that the
ICR has been closed. Appl. Exh. 38 at 3 of 4.
197. [192.] Sometime prior to March 28, 1985, LKC Procedure 4.9.1
(Rev. C), was revised to delete weld machines from the class of tools requiring calibration. Seltmann Test, A.16 at 20. LKC determined that it was not
necessary to calibrate weld machines because all safety-related welds made
by LKC welders were now required to undergo a Quality Control inspection. Tr. 4189. Since each weld was to be inspected, it was felt that any deficient
weld caused by an out-of-calibration weld machine would be identified and corrected. Tr. 4189. In addition, weld inspectors periodically monitored welders to
ensure that weld machines were operating correctly. Tr. 4191. However, as of
March 28, 1985, neither CECo nor S&L had approved LKC's request to revise
the calibration procedure to delete weld machines. Seltmann Test, A.16 at 2021. Accordingly, as of that date, an ICR was required to be generated for an
out-of-calibration weld machine, and the ICR was to be processed in accordance
with LKC Procedure 4.11.2. [d.
198. [193.] In their discussion on March 28, 1985, Mr. Saklak suggested
to Mr. Snyder that he close out an ICR that he (Snyder) had written on a weld
machine earlier that day. Tr. 4182. According to Mr. Snyder, Mr. Saklak took the
position that because the calibration procedure was being revised to delete weld
machines from the class of tools requiring calibration, it was not necessary to
generate an ICR since the Engineering Department would indicate that all welds
made with the machine were visually inspected. Tr. 4185, 4994. Mr. Snyder
disagreed, and informed Mr. Saklak that because the revised procedure was
not yet effective, an ICR was required to be issued and acted upon by the
Engineering Department, and that he (Snyder) could neither make the required
engin€(ering evaluation nor close out the ICR without it. Tr. 4190. According
to Mr. Snyder, Mr. Saklak remarked to him: "No wonder we have such a
backlog of documents around here; you won't evaluate them or close them
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out." Appl. Exh. 109 at 1. Mr. Snyder, accompanied by his lead, Mr. Nemeth,
then went to discuss the matter with Mr. Seltmann who agreed with Mr. Snyder's
interpretation. Tr. 2096-98.
199. [194.] Mr. Snyder and Mr. Nemeth left Mr. Seltmann's office and
returned to their work station. Tr. 4196. When Mr.Saklak saw them return, he
approached Mr. Snyder and, apparently perturbed that Mr. Snyder had "gone
over his head" ('fr. 2097, 4196, 4467), said to him "you make me so pissed
off that if beatings were legal you would be dead'" Tr. 4196. Although he did
not then fear for his personal safety, Mr. Snyder was stunned and "shocked" by
Mr. Saklak's outburst. Tr. 4196, 4198. Mr. Saklak is a very large man, standing
about 6 foot 3 inches. Tr. 4196.
200. [195.] A short while later, Mr. Nemeth informed Mr. Seltmann of the
outburst he had just witnessed. Seltmann Test, A.l6 at 21. Mr. Seltmann, however, took no action that day to investigate the incident Tr. 2097-98. Mr. DeWald
was not informed of the incident until 1:00 p.m. the next day and it was Mr. Seese
who informed him. Tr. 1872. Mr. Seese informed Mr. DeWald that a group of
Quality Control inspectors had gone to see the NRC Senior Resident Inspectors
earlier that morning to complain about Mr. Saklak's behavior. Tr. 8172. Although by 10:00 a.m. they were aware of the incident involving Mr. Saklak and
Mr. Snyder, neither Mr. Seltmann nor Mr. Seese acted on the information they
had received. Tr. 2098. After Mr. Seese briefed Mr. DeWald, Mr. DeWald met
with Mr. Snyder who described the "chain of events" and with Mr. Nemeth and
Timothy Stewart, both of whom confirmed Mr. Snyder's story. DeWald Test.,
ff. Tr. 1700, A.23 at 30-31.
201. [196.] Mr. Snyder, for his part, had resolved to bring the matter to the
attention of the NRC. Tr. 4201. Although he did not know whether Mr. Saklak
intended to cause him physical harm ('fr. 4198), Mr. Snyder did not feel he
should ignore the incident because he knew that this was not the first time
Mr. Saklak had abused a Quality Control inspector. Tr. 4197, 4202, 422432. Consequently, Mr. Snyder discussed the incident with some of his, colleagues
who agreed to accompany him to the offices of Mr. McGregor and Mr. Schulz,
the Senior Resident Inspectors at Braidwood. Tr. 4205-06. Based on his previous
experience, Mr. Snyder considered Mr. McGregor to be a fair and concerned
individual. Tr. 4593.
202. [197.] At approximately 8:15 a.m., the next morning. Friday, March
29, 1985, Mr. Snyder, accompanied by five other Quality Control inspectors
"walked into the NRC Braidwood office with numerous allegations which
'effect' the quality of work being accomplished by the electrical contractor,"
LKC. Int. Exh. 42 at 1; Tr.421O, 11,567. Mr. McGregor advised the inspectors
of their right to remain anonymous but informed them that the NRC would
like to know their identity in order to obtain further information from them if
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necessary and to advise them of the results of the meeting. Int. Exh. 42 at I;
Tr. 11,567.
.
203. [198.] During this meeting, Mr. Snyder informed the NRC inspectors
of the threat made against him the previous day by Mr. Saklak. Tr. 4211,
11,569. Other inspectors complained to the NRC about Mr. Saklak's conduct
as well. Appl. Exh. 11, Tr. 11,569, 11,736. In addition, the Quality Control
inspectors raised a number of other complaints against LKC Quality Control
management in this meeting. AppI. Exh. 109. Among these complaints were
that CECo's "Quality First" Program was not effective; that unqualified persons
were awarded lead inspector positions; that certain of LKC's Quality Control
management team harassed and intimidated Quality Control inspectors; and that
management was more concerned with the quantity rather than the quality of
the inspectors' inspections. [d.; Tr. 11,569.
204. [199.] After the meeting adjourned, Mr. McGregor and Mr. Schulz
contacted their superiors in the regional office to bring to their attention
the events that transpired that morning. Well Test., A.63 at 16; 'fr. 11,56970. Participating in that conference call were Mr. Warnick, Mr. Weil, and
Mr. Forney. Weil Test., A.16 at 16. The NRC inspectors informed the Region that
six LKC Quality Control inspectors had complained to them about harassment
and intimidation from Mr. Saklak and an overemphasis on quantity at the
expense of quality of LKC's Quality Control managemenL Mr. McGregor and
Mr. Schulz also reported to the region "that the LKC quality control inspectors
were threatening a walkout the following Monday." Weil Test., ff. Tr. 11,948,
A.16 at 16.
205. [200.] Mr. McGregor and Mr. Schulz also recommended to the Region
that someone from the regional office be sent to Braidwood immediately to
take sworn statements from the Quality Control inspectors. See Tr. 11,582. Mr.
McGregor and Mr. Schulz also recommended that the Region consider issuing
an order stopping LKC from performing further work pending an inspection
of the quality of work already performed. Appl. Exh. 109. The inspectors
believed these actions appropriate because they had previously notified CECo
of discontent in LKC's Quality Control Department and CECo apparently had
failed to take sufficient action to address the problem. Tr. 11,740-56.
206. [201.] After speaking with Mr. McGregor and Mr. Schulz, Mr.
Warnick, Mr. Weil, and Mr. Forney discussed the matter among themselves and
decided that CECo should be notified of the substance of the Quality Control
inspectors' allegations. Weil TesL, ff. Tr. 11,948, A.65 at 16. [1'hls ~eurse-cl
action- Wftg- eom1stent -with -tlte-poIiey- ef-lhe -NR£- whielt- !..'reeogfti~ -that-6R
appliOORt-ltas -6 -streng-ifuerest-in- .Jeaming-cl'1lftd- taking 1lppmpriate ~Hon-te
oorreGt-any-prebl&ms-wbiGIHRay-affeGt .the~tion4 its-nueJear-faciluy.!!old:;'
see-Apph-Exlt:-H9-ftt-r.] The Region determined that it would be appropriate
to notify CECo of the substance of the allegations that had been made "because
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the allegations involved CECo personnel and the information to be provided
Applicant did not appear to be of such character as to enable Applicant to
compromise a subsequent NRC inspection or investigation." Weil Test., A.66 at
17; see Appl. Exh. 119. Mr. Weil was therefore asked "to advise the six LKC
quality control inspectors of the NRC's proposed course of action and ascertain
whether any of them desired to remain anonymous." Id., A.65 at 17.
200. [202.] Mr. Wei! then called Mr. McGregor to ask him to arrange
a telephone conference with the six Quality Control inspectors. Te. 11,570.
McGregor in turn contacted some of the inspectors and asked them to attend a
meeting in his office during their lunch break. Te. 4265. Mr. McGregor indicated
that any other inspectors who wanted to attend should feel free to do so. Tr. 4265,
11,571.
208. [203.] At approximately 12:00 p.m., the conference call began. Te.
11,571-74; Weil Test., A.67 at 18. Mr. Weil was informed at that time by
Mr. McGregor that eighteen Quality Control inspectors, in addition to the
Original six, were present in the NRC office. Weil Test., ff. Tr. 11,948, A.67 at
18; see Te. 11,573.
209. [204.] As stated above, the purpose of the telephone conference was
to advise the six Quality Control inspectors of the action Region III proposed
to take and determine whether any of them wished to remain anonymous. Weil
Test., A.65 at 17; Te. 11,971-72. Accordingly, Mr. Wei! spoke with each of
the original six Quality Control inspectors and asked whether there was any
objection to the NRC notifying CECo of the substance of the allegations. Weil
Test., A.68 at 18; Te. 11,972. None of these Quality Control inspectors expressed
any disagreement or objection with this proposal to Mr. Wei!. Id. Mr. Weil also
asked each of these inspectors whether they wished to remain anonymous and
was informed by each that confidentiality was not desired. Id. Mr. Weil then
afforded the other Quality Control inspectors in attendance an opportunity to
speak; ten of those Quality Control inspectors took advantage of this opportunity
and made statements. [d.
210. [new] Senior Resident Inspector McGregor testified that at some point
during the meeting a request was made for a show of hands to determine
how many Quality Control inspectors agreed that Comstock Quality Control
management was emphasizing quantity over quality. Mr. McGregor recalled
that the twenty-four inspectors' agreement with the statement was unanimous,
without abstentions or denials, and that he or Mr. Schulz relayed that agreement
to the Region during the conference call. Te. 17,534-35.
211. [205.] The telephone conference lasted between 30 and 40 minutes. Te. 4269. Mr. Weil then notified OJ Director Pawlik of the allegations
received from the Quality Control inspectors and was informed by Mr. Pawlik
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that an "investigation by OI:RITI was not warranted" based on the information
then available. Staff Exh. 23.
212. [206.] At approximately 1:15 p.m. that afternoon, another telephone
conference was held, this time between officials of Region III and Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo). Tr. 11,579. Present on behalf of the Region
were Mr. Forney, Mr. Williams, Mr. Well, and Rogelio Mendez, an NRC inspector. Well Test, ff. Tr. 11,948, A.74 at 19; Testimony of Rogelio Mendez and
John Neisler, A.9 at 4. Present on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company
were Thomas Maiman, CECo Vice-President and Manager of Projects; Eugene
Fitzpatrick, CECo Assistant Manager of Quality Assurance; Lewis Kline, CECo
Licensing Assistant; and Mr. Shamblin. Prepared Testimony of Thomas Maiman,
ff. Tr. 3806, A.6 at 4.
213. [207.] CECo was informed by Mr. R>rney of the substance of the
allegations that the NRC had received regarding LKC's Quality Control management. Tr. 11,578-79, 11,762-73; Maiman Test., ff. Tr. 3806, A.7 at 5; WeiI
Test., ff. Tr. 11,948, A.74 at 19; Mendez Test., cr. Tr. 10,490, A.74 at 4. None
of the identities of any of the Quality Control inspectors who had spoken with
the NRC was disclosed to CECo. WeiI Test., A.74 at 19; Tr. 12,007.
214. [208.] Mr. R>rney informed CECo that the NRC attached a high
degree of importance to the allegations and asked what action CECo intended
to take in response to them. Tr. 11,579; Maiman Test., ff. Tr. 3806, A.7 at
5. Mr. Maiman stated that CECo shared the NRC's concern and would "promptly
investigate and report back to the NRC later that afternoon with a plan of
action." [d.
215. [209.] Immediately following this conversation, Mr. Maiman met with
Mr. Shamblin, Mr. Fitzpatrick, and Thomas Quaka, CECo Quality Assurance
Superintendent, to discuss the allegations. rd., A.8 at 5. They subsequently contacted Mr. DeWald and Mr. Seltmann who informed them that they were aware
of the incident involving Mr. Snyder and Mr. SakIak. [d. at 6. Mr. Maiman directed Mr. DeWald "to temporarily remove Mr. Saklak from his supervisory position pending further investigation." [d. Mr. Maiman also directed Mr. Shamblin
to schedule a meeting for 8:00 a.m. the following Monday with LKC's Quality
Control management and inspectors "for the purpose of reemphasizing CECo's
commitment to quality and its ongoing desire to listen to and act upon quality
concerns of inspectors or others." [d. Mr. Fitzpatrick also suggested that CECo
send LKC a letter reminding LKC of its contract obligation to comply fully with
all quality requirements and informing LKC that CECo intended to investigate
all concerns brought to Quality First by LKC Quality Control inspectors. rd. In
addition to these measures, Mr. Shamblin was directed by Mr. Maiman to develop a longer-range plan "to adequately investigate and address the allegations
and 'to improve the working relationship between the LKC Quality Control inspectors and LKC management." [d.
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216. [210.] Mr. DeWald met with Mr. Saldak later that afternoon and told
him not to report for work the following day. DeWald Test, ff. Tr. 1700, A.23 at
32. Mr. DeWald notified Mr. Paserba of the incident, and the two men met with
Mr. Shamblin the next day to discuss the maller. Id. Mr. Paserba subsequently
contacted Mr. Marino, who met with Mr. Saklak on Wednesday, April 3,
1985, and terminated his employment with LKC. Id.; Tr. 8033. Mr. Saklak's
termination papers indicate that he was "laid off due to lack of work" rather
than fired. Tr. 8037; Int. Exh. 40. According to Mr. Saklak, he was not
informed by Mr. Marino of the reasons for his termination (Tr. 8036), although
he acknowledged that he surmised it had something to do with the incident
involving himself and Mr. Snyder. Tr. 8147-48. For its part, CECa "barred"
Mr. Saklak from future employment in any safety-related capacity on any CECo
facility. Int Exhs. 38, 39; Tr. 3883-89.
217. [211.] At approximately 4:30 p.m. on March 29, 1985, CECa contacted the NRC to notify it of the actions it had taken in response to the allegations. Tr. 11,596-600; Appl. Exh. 111; Mendez Test., ff. Tr. 10,490, A.11
at 5.
218. [212.] The events of March 29, 1985, were memorialized in three
memoranda, two of which were authored jointly by Mr. Schulz and Mr. McGregor and the other by Mr. Weil. The first McGregor/Schulz memorandum, dated
March 29, 1985, and addressed to Mr. Warnick and Mr. Weil, documented the
meeting held that morning with Mr. Snyder and the five other Quality Control inspectors who accompanied him. Tr. 11,575; AppI. Exh. 109. Mr. Schulz
and Mr. McGregor concluded this memorandum by repeating their recommendation that the Region (i) consider issuing an order directing LKC to stop
work, and (ii) send someone to Braidwood to take sworn statements from the
LKC Quality Control inspectors. [d.: Tr. 11,578, 11,582, 11,586-88. The second
Schulz/McGregor memorandum. also dated March 29. 1985, and addressed to
Mr. Williams and Mr. Warnick, summarized the second telephone conference
between the NRC and CECo. Tr. 11,576; Appl. Exh. 111. Mr. McGregor and
Mr. Schulz concluded this memorandum by observing that "the residents were
satisfied with CECo's comprehensive. and extremely swift corrective actions
taken this afternoon." Id. at 4.
219. [213.] Mr. Weil's memorandum, which was dated AprilS, 1985, reported the information received, and actions taken, by the regional officials
with respect to the events of March 29, 1985, including his lunchtime conference with the LKC Quality Control inspectors. AppI. Exh. 110; Weil Test.,
ff. Tr. 11,948. A.69 at 18. Both of the Schulz/McGregor memorandums were
attached to Mr. Weil's memorandum which was addressed to Charles Norelius,
the Director of the Division of Reactor Projects (DRP) for Region m.ld. Copies
of Mr. WeU's memorandum also were sent to the following NRC personnel: OJ
Director Pawlik; the DRS Deputy Director; the Technical Assistant to the DRS
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Director; the Braidwood Senior Resident Inspectors; and the Regional Administrator. Weil Test, A.70 at 18.
220. [214.] On April 8, 1985, copies of Mr. Weil's April 5, 1985 memorandum, with the attached Schulz/McGregor memorandum, were sent to each
of the LKC Quality Control inspectors who attended either of the two meetings
with the NRC for whom Mr. Weil had an address. [d. In his letters, Mr. Wei!
thanked each addressee for his assistance and asked that he review the enclosed
materials "which document [the NRC's] understanding of your concerns," and
contact the NRC if he had any changes, corrections, clarifications, or comments
to make to any of the matters set forth therein. [d., A.72 at 19; see, e.g., Staff
Exh. 1 at 1. Only one Quality Control inspector, Richard Martin, made any
changes to any of the statements contained in Mr. Weil's memorandum. Weil
Test, A.73 at 19; in camera Staff Exh. 16 at 2-3.
221. [215.] Not a single copy of Mr. Weil's memorandum or either of the
Schulz/McGregor memorandums was made available by Mr. Wei! or, to the
best of his knowledge, by any other NRC Region III employee to any CECo
employee or LKC management official. Weil Test., ff. Tr. 11,948, A.71 at 19.
222. [216.]" On April 12, 1985, Rogelio Mendez was assigned to conduct
an inspection relating to the allegations raised on March·29.. 1985, by the LKC
Quality Control Program that had been received recently by the NRC.ld. These
allegations were assigned to Mr. Mendez because he was the NRC's lead
electrical inspector for Braidwood. Mendez Test., ff. Tr. 10,490, A.9 at 4.
223. [217.] Mr. Mendez received his degree in electrical engineering from
the University of Illinois in 1976. ld., Exh. 1. For nearly 6 years he has
been employed by NRC Region III as a reactor inspector. /d. As a reactor
inspector, Mr. Mendez is responsible for performing inspections of electrical
and instrumentation systems to ensure that those systems comply with regulatory
requirements. [d., A.2 at 1. Mr. Mendez previously conducted inspections
regarding allegations received against electrical contractors at the Marble Hill
and Perry nuclear construction sites. [d., A.14 at 6.
224. [218.] Mr. Mendez first became aware of the LKC Quality Control
inspectors' allegations on March 29, 1985. [d., A.9 at 4. At approximately
1:00 p.m. that day, Mr. Mendez's supervisor, Mr. Williams, asked him to
attend the telephone conference during which the NRC informed CECo of
the substance of the allegations it had received from the LKC Quality Control
inspectors. [d. Mr. Mendez also attended the second telephone conference during
which CECo nOlified the NRC of the actions it had taken and planned to take
in response to those allegations. [d., A.ll at 5.
225. [219.] Mr. Mendez arrived at Braidwood on April 30, 1985, to begin
his inspection.ld., A.16 at 7; Tr. 11,604. By this lime, CECo had completed its
own investigation of the LKC Quality Control inspectors' allegations. Tr. 10,501.
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226. [220.] The regional management did not adopt the recommendation
of Mr. McGregor and Mr. Schulz and direct LKC to cease opemtions pending
an investigation of the Quality Control inspectors' allegations. As Mr. Neisler,
himself a former Senior Resident Inspector, explained, a Stop-Work order was
not warranted because the Quality Control inspectors' allegations did not indieate
that the quality of the installed hardware had been affected adversely. Tr. 10,90304. A Stop-Work order generally is a remedy exercised in connection with
opemting plants "where there is a danger ofmdioactive releases." [d. This danger
is not present in the case of a construction site. [d. [The-NRe1\lgo~ad-vaHd
rearoR .for -net-seRding-an-iRSflec-tor -te- Bmidweed- imme6iately-ta -look -inte- the
~ttaHty-eontroHnspeetorst't aHegatitm~ A~ fleted-etlftief; -it-is- the -pelky -at: theNR€ iO-notify-Hcensees ~!!potential safety- eoneerftS-1'8~-by-sHegtition!""-and
allow-the-licensee-an-<>Vl'ofttmIty-to '8ddress- tho3eilHegtItions" !.!stJbject -to-ftJrthef'
audit -by NRG:;' -Awl-:- Exh. H9...at -I.-The -R-egiOIl- Hl-managemeflt!s-oetion!l- were
eonsistent -with -this- poliey: ~fo -1-1-,-951-S&]
227. [221.] When he arrived at Braidwood, Mr. Mendez met with Mr.
McGregor to discuss the allegations. Tr. 10,898, 11,605. Mr. McGregor suggested the names of some Quality Control inspectors that Mr. Mendez should
interview (Tr. 10,898) and arranged for him (Mendez) to meet with Charles
Schroeder of CECa's Licensing Department. Tr. 11,606. Mr. Mendez asked
Mr. Schroeder to make available to him CECa's records documenting the results of its investigation of the allegations. Mendez Test., ff. Tr. 10,490, A.16 at
8. After reviewing these record, Mr. Mendez requested that sixteen LKC Quality
Control inspectors be made available for interviews. [d.
228. [222.] The sixteen LKC Quality Control inspectors interviewed by
Mr. Mendez were: Danny Holley, Larry Perrym:m, Larry Bossong, Richard
Snyder, Richard Martin, Dean Peterson, Robert Wicks, Michael Mustered,
Hershel Stout, Terry Gorman, Therman Bowman, Mark Klachko, Julie Bullock,
Sam Rissman, Ranco Rolan, and Kermit Williams. Tr. 10,503-04, 10,745,
10,773. With the exception of Mr. Sproull, Ms. Bullock, Mr. WilIiams, and
Mr. Rissman, all of these Quality Control inspectors gave testimony in this
proceeding.
229. [223.] To assist him in his interviews, Mr. Mendez prepared a detailed questionnaire containing about fifty questions. Mendez Test., A.lS at
7. In formulating this questionnaire, Mr. Mendez used the March 29, 1985
Schulz/McGregor memorandum (Appl. Exh. 109) and the April 5, 1985 Weil
memorandum (Appl. Exh. 110) as well as the materials relating to the other
allegations he had been assigned. Mendez Test., A.lS at 7. These questions
were designed to elicit from the Quality Control inspectors information to enable Mr. Mendez to determine whether there was merit to the allegations and
if so, whether the integrity of any safety-related activity conducted by LKC had
been compromised as a result. Tr. 10,883-87. The inspectors were aware that
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Mr. Mendez was conducting an inspection of the allegations that had arisen from
the events of March 28-29, 1985, and were encouraged to speak candidly. See,
e.g., Tr. 4478. Mr. Mendez, as a representative of the NRC, assured each Quality Control inspector that none of the information he or she provided would
be used against him or her. Tr. 10,738. All but two Quality Control inspectors,
Kermit Williams and Terry Gorman, appeared responsive and eager to cooperate. Tr. 10,547-48.
230. [224.] On August 27, 1985, 10hn Neisler was assigned by his Section
Chief, Raymond Love, to report to Braidwood and assist Mr. Mendez in
conducting the inspection. Neisler Test, A.13 at 6. [Mr.-Neisler'Wtl.!-as~gned to
assist-Mr-;-MeHde:t because in~ttly -l985-the-NRG had-fmtlred the-Atemie Safety
and -L-iceft~ng-Board-tfiat -tIS 4nspeetion-of-tfle...bKG. ~-iRspeotors! -alIegatiens
wettld -be- eompleted-by-5eptember i985;-'fr;- iO;m~buf o1t't'-Tf.-H ;61244;]
231. [225.] Mr. Neisler currently is employed as a reactor inspector by
the Region III office of the NRC. Tr. 10,897; Neisler Test., A.3 at 2. Prior
to assuming this pOSition, Mr. Neisler served as senior resident inspector at the
Callaway Nuclear Plant in Missouri. Neisler Test., cr. Tr. 10,490, Exh. 2. In total,
Mr. Neisler has been employed by the NRC for nearly 10 years. Mr. Neisler
has substantial experience in inspecting allegations of all types. Id., A.14 at 6.
232. [226.] Since Mr. Mendez had already developed the inspection plan
for the inspection, there was no need for Mr. Neisler to develop a separate
one. Id., A.17 at 8. Instead, when Mr. Neisler arrived at Braidwood, he
and Mr. Mendez discussed the allegations and how he could most effectively
assist Mr. Mendez in completing the inspection. Id. The two men agreed that
Mr. Neisler would inspect the allegations identified as "Concerns" 1-3, 57, 9, and 13-16. Id. Mr. Neisler interviewed six Quality Control inspectors:
Mr. Walters, Mr. Bullock, Mr. Bowman, Mr. Peterson, Mr. Holley, and either
Mr. Snyder or Mr. Hunter. Tr. 10,511 ..
233. [227.] Between them, Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler devoted 152 hours
inspecting the LKC Quality Control inspectors' allegations during the period
April 30 to September 5, 1985. Staff Exh. 17 at 4. On November 4, 1985,
the NRC issued a report (Inspection Report Nos. 50-456/85-21; 50-457/85-22)
documenting the results of their inspection. Mendez Test., cr. Tr. 10,490, A.7 at
3; see Staff Exh. 17. After completing their inspection of the Quality Control
inspectors' allegations and reviewing the actions taken by CECo to address these
concerns, Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler concluded that:
The problems between LKC management and the Quality Control inspectors generally
stemmed from a lack of communication between management and employees, and the
bullying tactics of one Quality Control supervisor [Mr. Saklak] who was removed from
the cdnstruction site. These concerns have been resolved or are in the process of resolution
by the licensee.
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StaffExh. 17 at 25. According to Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler, these problems
"could have been avoided had LKC management communicated more effectively
with its Quality Control inspectors and taken stronger or earlier action" against
Mr. Saklak. Mendez/Neisler Test, ff. Tr. 10,490, A.90 at 33.
234. [228.] On November 8, 1985, Mr. Weil mailed a copy of Inspection
Report Nos. 50456/85-21, 50457/85-22, to each of the LKC Quality Control
inspectors for whom he had a home address. Weil Test., A.78 at 20. The
preceding day, November 7, 1985, Mr. Weil provided a copy of the inspection
report to OJ Director Pawlik. Id.,· see Staff Exh. 23.
235. In the objectionable portion of Proposed Findings 201 and 220, NRC
Staff asserts that the decision by NRC Staff management, contrary to the
recommendations of Senior Resident Inspectors McGregor and Schulz, to notify
CECo about the substance of the Quality Control inspectors' allegations and
to defer sending an NRC inspector to Braidwood, was consistent with NRC
policy. That policy is referred to as being one in which licensees are to be notified
of potential safety concerns raised by allegations and allowed an opportunity to
address those allegations subject to further audit by NRC. Staff relies upon
a memorandum from NRC's Executive Director for Operations, dated April
24, 1984, to regional administrators. Appl. Exh. 119. The "principal guidance"
offered by the Directive is that the licensee/vendor should be advised of potential
safety concerns as soon as feasible in order to take action to protect the health
and safety. Two exceptions were given to the guidance to inform the licensee:
where the release of information would compromise the identity of a confidential
source and where the licensee could compromise an investigation because of
knowledge gained from the release of information, especially if wrongdoing is
involved.
236. It was within this guidance, and appropriate, for NRC Staff to advise
CECo about the Saklak/McGrcgor matter in order to take immediate action
against Mr. Saklak. Mr. Saklak was immediately removed from his pOSition as
a result, and that action was appropriate.
237. However, what immediate corrective action Staff expected with regard
to the numerous complaints about the climate of production pressure that could
not await the immediate dispatch of an investigator to take sworn statements
from the complaining Quality Control inspectors and begin his field inspection, is unclear. Moreover, the second exception to the EDO's guidance, where
wrongdoing is involved, was applicable. There could hardly be a clearer case
of alleged wrongdoing as when twenty-four inspectors arrive en masse to make
what appears to be a unanimous complaint about improper production pressure. To be sure, NRC was informing CECo, not L.K. Comstock management
about the complaints, but NRC had no reason to believe that CECa would not
immediately inform LKC about the allegations or that CECo was not itself
implicated in the production pressure. As the facts were demonstrated later at
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this hearing, there was a consistent belief among the Quality Control inspectors at the time and representations made to them by LKC management to the
same effect, that the production pressure originated with CECo. According to
the testimony, the beliefs of the Quality Control inspectors and the statements
of Quality Control'management were to the effect that Edison pressured LKC
management under a threat to cancel the construction contract if the inspection
backlog were not eliminated by a certain date and that LKC management, in
turn, pressured the Quality Control inspectors.
238. No plausible reason based either on the EDO guidance or the particulars of the situation has bccn offered by Staff to support its not having dispatched
an investigator immediately to investigate the Quality Control inspectors' complaint, whether or not CECo was informed of the allegations. NRC Staff's failure
to investigate immediately was not only a negligent act considering the circumstances, but it may have resulted in the full facts underlying the inspectors'
complaints not being eventually disclosed.
239. The apparent reason for the delay in the NRC's investigation of
the March 29; 1985 incident had little to do with the EDO Directive. It
was because NRC management decided, despite the ~agnitude of Quality
Control inspector complaints at the March 29 mccting of improper production
pressure and harassment, that the inspector complaints were because of a labormanagement dispute, and NRC management wanted to give Commonwealth
Edison the benefit of the doubt. Tr. 10,608, 10,730. That prejudgment o(the
issues to be investigated was conveyed to Inspector Mendez by his Section
Chief when he was assigned his inspection task, and in the end became
his own conclusion. [d. Commonwealth Edison issued its report on April
25. Mr. Mendez began his investigation on April 30 and had CECo's report
at that time. Tr. 10,731.
240. The objectionable portion of Staff's Proposed Finding 224 asserts that
Mr. Neisler was assigned to assist Mr. Mendez because the NRC had assured
the Licensing Board that its inspection of LKC Quality Control inspectors' allegations would be completed by September 1985. However, Leonard McGregor,
the Senior Resident Inspector at Braidwood at that time, testified to the contrary, that Mr. Neisler was assigned because Mr. McGregor had complained
to Mr. Mendez's superior that Mr. McGregor and his fellow Senior Resident
Inspector Schulz believed Mr. Mendez's draft report "whitewashed" the Quality
Control inspector problems. Tr. 11,612-14.
241. Mr. McGregor's explanation is the more credible, in light of the
testimony of Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler at hearing, which indicates serious
deficiencies in the methodology of the inspection and in the substance of even
the final report co-authored by Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler. Mr. McGregor
never reviewed the final report produced after Mr. Neisler joined Mr. Mendez
on the inspection. Tr. 11,614.
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242. Although the twenty-four inspectors were complaining about harassment, intimidation, and production pressures, during their inspection, Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler were unaware of two significant allegations
about retaliatory termination and retaliatory transfer over quality concerns that
had recently been brought to the NRC's attention - by Worley Puckett and John
Seeders in August and September of 1984. This, despite the Department of Labor's notification to the NRC by letter dated November 6, 1984 (lnt. Exh. 11),
that it had found in Mr. Puckett's favor, and the clear indication in the NRC
memorandum of March 29, 1985, concerning the meeting with twenty-four inspectors that a person named John was "railroaded out" of his job through no
fault of his own (lnt. Exh. 42 at 2). Even though they were assigned to review
the inspector's complaints, Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler never inquired about
who "John" was and never determined that he was John Seeders. Tr. 10,662,
10,708-09, 10,711-12, 10,719, 10,879.
243. Neither were Mr. Mendez and Mr. Neisler aware of internal NRC
documents predating the March 29, 1985 incident by a few months, indicating other Quality Control inspector complaints about Quality Control management. Included in these documents was a September 25, 1984 memorandum
from R.D. Schulz, a Senior Resident Inspector at Braidwood to the Chief of
Project Section lA (lnt. Exh. 91) about a visit to his office by five Comstock
Quality Control inspectors complaining, among other things, of low or nonexistent morale due to poor management. Tr. 10,660. Nor had they seen the memorandum of December 28, 1984 (lnt. Exh. 92), in which Mr. Schulz met with the
CECo project manager and construction superintendent to discuss the issue of
Comstock site Quality Control management intimidation and harassment. They
were not even aware of the meeting. Tr. 10,705, 10,708. Mr. Mendez had not
even made any specific inquiry of Mr. McGregor or Mr. Schulz to ask about
past difficulties with Commonwealth Edison or Comstock. Tr. 10,658.
244. In conducting the interviews with Quality Control inspectors, Mr.
Mendez took no precautions against having the Quality Control managers
complained about, Mr. DeWald, Mr. Seese, Mr. Simile, etc., learn the names
of the inspectors being interviewed and the exact times of interview. The
procedure adopted was to notify Commonwealth Edison of the person to be
interviewed at the NRC site residents' office, who in turn would give the name to
L.K. Comstock management. LKC management would, in turn, call that person
off the job and inform him that the NRC wanted to speak to him. Tr. 10,734-44.
245. The inspection report itself, Staff Exh. 17, demonstrates a superficial
inspection of the allegations raised by the Quality Control inspectors. For
example, in Concern No. I, in which the LKC inspectors complained about lack
of qualification and certification of their Quality Control supervisors because
they "could not depend on the Quality Control supervisors to answer questions
in the areas where Quality Control inspectors were uncertain of QC related
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matters," the NRC inspectors merely referred to corrective actions being initiated
by CECo. [d., Body of Report at 3-4. Those corrective actions, however, were
directed toward eliminating the requirement that Quality Control supervisors be
certified before attaining their position, and did not address the Quality ·Control
inspectors' main complaint, of the lack of knowledge and guidance that could
be offered by their supervisors. See Min. Fdg. 124, supra.
246. Similarly, Concern No.6 (Staff Exh. 17, Body of Report at 17-18)
involves the Quality Control inspectors' allegations that the Braidwood Quality
First Team was not responding to their concerns. Instead of addressing the
question of general lack of responsiveness of Quality First, which would have
disclosed that Quality First's activities had been suspended over a period of time,
the NRC inspectors merely reviewed certain of the technical complaints that had
been made by the Quality Control inspectors to Quality First and determined that
they were being acted upon. It was not until the hearings in this proceeding that
the NRC inspectors learned that Commonwealth Edison Company management
had directed Quality First to put all complaints by Comstock's Quality Control
inspectors on hold, beginning in February of 1985, and did not permit Quality
First to resume its activities until after the twenty-four Quality Control inspectors
had gone to the NRC on March 29, 1985. Tr. 10,808-09.
247. That the investigation of the March 29, 1985 incident by Mr. Mendez
and Mr. Neisler was not a model of incisive investigatory work is not surprising
considering their lack of training for such a task. They were trained as technical people, and performing investigations was not within the scope of their
duties. Tr. 10,590-91. Nor can they be faulted for not having received from NRC
management the relevant background material concerning prior allegations and
harassment, and for having received the prejudgment by their management that
the Quality Control inspector complaints were attributable to labor-management
problems.
248. The disagreement between Senior Resident Inspectors Schulz and
McGregor on the one hand and the NRC management on the other was not
confined to the issue of the investigation of the March 29, 1985 incident. A July
11, 1985 memorandum from Schulz to McGregor memorialized Mr. Schulz's
complaints that an NRC branch chief had instructed CECo officials not to give
information to Mr. Schulz on a discrepant condition that had been discovered by
Mr. Schulz, complained that the NRC management did not produce documents
to GAP (Government Accountability Project) in response to an FOIA request
that had been forwarded to management by Schulz, complained about NRC
management's handling of the March 29, 1985 incident, and complained about
NRC management's assigning Intervenor interrogatories to persons not familiar
with the \ issues for the purpose of restricting the flow of information, rather
than to the Senior Resident Inspectors at Braidwood who were more familiar
with the issues. Int Exh. 90. On February 7, 1985, Senior Resident Inspectors
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Schulz and McGregor complained about NRC management's recent decision
not to include them in an ACRS conference on Braidwood. Int Exh. 104;
Tr. 17,506. McGregor testified at hearing that his Section Chief had restricted
him from looking at a Commonwealth Edison Company rework of a Corrective
Action Letter. Tr. 11,459. On July 1, 1985, Mr. Schulz's superior, W.S. Little,
Director, Braidwood Project, recognized in a memorandum of that date to
Mr. Schulz, Mr. Schulz's unhappiness with the Region's handling of the
Braidwood corrective action programs. Int. Exh. 105.
249. At the time of hearing, Mr. Schulz was no longer employed by the
NRC. Although the Board encouraged the parties to seek to bring him before
the Board as a witness, Mr. Schulz was reluctant to appear. Intervenors' counsel
submitted that it was because of fear of retaliation in his position within the
nuclear industry; counsel for Staff and Applicant disagreed. All, however, were
reluctant to compel him by subpoena to appear, and the Board did not wish to
have him appear under those circumstances. See Discussion, Tr. 1102-34.
250. NRC Staff also objected to making Mr. McGregor available, but
the Board requested his presence. Tr. 2272-93. Mr. McGregor testified that
Mr. Schulz had left the NRC when his performance appraisal had been held up
for 3 months and Mr. Schulz was fearful that he would receive an unsatisfactory
rating. Schulz sought another position and, when he found it, received his
satisfactory evaluation 3 months late, with the explanation that the delay was
attributable to an administrative error. Tr. 11,651-54.
251. Mr. McGregor began testifying on August 27, 1986. After a few days
of testifying, on September 4, 1986, Mr. McGregor abruptly requested that
he be excused from testifying further until he could consult with his private
attorney because questions being asked of Mr. McGregor by Applicant's counsel
related to a criminal investigation of him being conducted by NRC Office
of Inspector and Auditor (OIA). The Board had previously been unaware of
such an investigation. The investigation apparently concerned allegations, later
found to be unsubstantiated, that Mr. McGregor had recorded conversations
with Commonwealth Edison officials. At a time when the licensing hearings
were expected to be concluded by June of 1986, Mr. McGregor had been
assured that the criminal investigation of him would be formally concluded
in the week of July 4, 1986. The field investigation that found the charges
to be unsubstantiated had apparently been concluded by June of 1986. By
September 4, 1986, Mr. McGregor was concerned that questions directed to
him by Applicant's counsel on cross-examination that touched on the subject
matter of the criminal investigation at a time when the investigation was not
yet formally concluded, had an intimidating effect on his testimony. The Board
temporarily excused Mr. McGregor from further testifying at that point and
requested further information from Staff with regard to the conclusion of the
criminal investigation. Tr. 11,898-915. NRC Staff counsel indicated that he
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would endeavor to determine why the investigation had not been completed
by July 4, 1986, as promised. Tr. 11,912-13.
252. Thereafter, both on and off the record, the Board requested that the
criminal investigati0':l be formally concluded at an early date if only formalities
were involved, so that we could continue with Mr. McGregor's testimony. See,
for example, Tr. 17,006, 17,063, 17,065-66. It was not until the middle of
November of 1986 that Mr. McGregor was formally notified that he was
exonerated and he was able to resume testifying. See Tr. 17,197. Apparently,
during the hiatus in McGregor's testimony, another investigation had also been
conducted that might have inhibited his testimony, alLhough he was not a subject
of it. The Office of Inspector and Auditor began investigating the identity of the
person or persons who had leaked internal NRC documents to Intervenors dm:ing
the course of the hearings that, apparently, had been improperly withheld from
Intervenors and the Board under discovery rules, FOIA requests, and Board
notification procedures. Mr. McGregor apparently was not implicated in the
disclosure of those documents.
253. The investigation was misdirected. More appropriate investigations
could have been directed toward ascertaining whether the. charges brought
against Mr. McGregor and a failure to timely complete his formal exoneration
were an attempt to intimidate Mr. McGregor, whether documents had been
deliberately and improperly withheld from the Board and the parties, and
whether Mr. Schulz's performance evaluation had been improperly delayed
because of any disagreement with NRC management on his inspection activities.

s.

Larry Perryman

254. Quality Control Inspectors Larry Perryman, Larry Bossong, and three
others were assigned in March 1985 to work on a cable pan hanger walkdown
program. The walkdown program was part of a corrective action for discrepancies in cable pan hanger fabrication and installation involving actions by Comstock, Edison, and Sargent & Lundy (S&L), that was specified in the disposition of Edison NCRs 708 and 7(1). Tr. 3416-17, 3423-25, 9720, 9805-06;
Appl. Exh. 106; Simile Pref. Test., ff. Tr. 3305, Attach. 3 at 25.
255. The task of Comstock Quality Control inspectors was to compare the
as-built configuration of hangers actually found in the field which had been
fabricated by Systems Control Corporation (an offsite vendor) with the design
drawings for the hangers. Simile Pref. Test., ff. Tr. 3305, at 20; Tr. 341617. The Quality Control inspectors, assisted by the S&L engineer, were to
mark in red pencil any differences between the as-built hanger configurations
found in the field and the design on the design drawings. Tr. 3417-18, 342122. These red-line drawings prepared by the Quality Control inspectors were
called "Rev. 0" drawings. Tr. 9680, 9846-64. Thereafter, Sargent & Lundy
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engineers were to perform a design evaluation of any deviations between
the as-built hanger configurations found in the field and the design on the
design drawings. Acceptable hanger configurations were depicted by S&L on a
different set of drawings called "Rev. A" drawings. Tr. 9680, 9865. Comstock
Quality Control inspectors would then reinspect the hangers to determine
whether the as-built configuration of the installed hanger corresponded with
that shown on the Rev. A drawing. The inspectors were to use checklists to
indicate acceptance or rejection of the hangers. Tr. 3418, 3421-22; Simile
Prer. Test., ff. Tr. 3305, at 20. The Rev. 0 drawings were accompanied by hanger
configuration checklists (Forms 7) which were normally utilized in performing
configuration inspections. Under LKC Procedure 4.8.12, signing off on a Form 7
indicated acceptance oia hanger. Under this special program, the inspectors were
expected to use such a Form 7 to document and verify the accuracy of the as-built
hangers as reflected in the red-lined drawings. Tr. 9674-80, 9865. Mr. Bossong,
Mr. Perryman, and the other inspectors objected to this use of the configuration
checklist Form 7, believing that it might be improperly understood as reflecting
final Quality Control verification of the adequacy of the hanger's configuration
instead of simply verifying that the Rev. 0 drawing reflected the as-built
condition. Tr. 3424-25, 9675-81, 9866-69. Mr. Perryman was even fearful that
he might later be accused of falsifying the quality document. Tr. 9690-91.
256. Because management was unresponsive to their concerns, Mr. Perryman, Mr. Bossong, and the other inspectors requested transfers from the walkdown program to the in-process inspection duties to avoid future misinterpretation of their signatures on these checklists. Tr. 3428-32, 9720-22, 9682-86,
9759-62, 9679, 9865, 9869; Appl. Exh. 105; Int. Exh. 35.
257. Repeated requests for transfer by Mr. Perryman and Mr. Bossong
were denied. Tr. 9684-85, 9762, 9873-75; Int. Exh. 35. The requests were
renewed. Tr. 9685, 9762, 9880; Int. Exh. 35. Management denied these transfer
requests asserting that such a transfer was not possible at this time for the
duration of this short-term project not scheduled for completion until August
1. This was DeWald's response of May 15, 1985, to Mr. Perryman's May 13
fourth request for a transfer. Int. Exh. 35. Mr. Perryman again made written
request for a transfer to Comstock management on May 17, 1985, explaining
his concerns (Int. Exh. 35):
I'm requesting transfer out of the cable pan walkdown due to management and misleading
information on the part of LKC management and the QA departmenL I was informed that
I was verifying the as-built dimension information of the hangers and that this information
was not to determine actual acceptance in any way, shape or form other than my own review
at a later date for these hange[r)s to an approved design documenL Any intention of use of
the r-erm 7's I have signed up to this date other than dimensional verification, was not my
intenL At this lime, I wish 10 make correclions 10 my Form 7's in accordance 10 procedure
4.13.1 to reflecl this facL
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Ultimately, after these repeated expressions of concern and after Perryman had
discussed this matter with the NRC (see Tr. 10,582·86), management acceded to
the inspectors' complaints and adopted a clarification to the walkdown procedure
on May 30, 1985, providing for a notation on the Form 7 checklists limiting their
construction as requested by the inspectors. Appl. Exhs. 107, 108; Tr. 3547-48,
9767·69, 9878·80. But the clarification to the procedure was not made until
Mr. Perryman and other inspectors began withholding their completed !brm 7
checklists. They withheld them "for a weck before the change was made. Tr. 9679·
80,9776·78. On May 31, 1985, Mr. DeWald responded to Mr. Perryman's May
17, 1985 transfer request as follows: "Transfer from walkdown is granted,
supplement has been revised to include your concerns." Int. Exh. 35. In fact,
Comstock management, Tony Simile in particular, determined to punish the
dissenting inspectors for maintaining their quality concerns. Mr. Simile advised
Mr. Perryman, Mr. Bossong, and the others that their transfers had been granted
but told them they would not like where they were going. Tr. 9691·92, 9723·24,
9778, 9870. But see also Tr. 3435. One inspector declined this transfer to the un·
sought and undesirable second shift. His objection was sustained. Mr. Perryman
also objected; however, his objections were not honored. Tr. 9723·25. Aware
that Mr. Perryman's mother was dying of cancer and that a transfer to night
shift would interfere with his ability to care for her, Mr. Simile determined to
nonetheless transfer Mr. Perryman for his complaining. Tr. 9692.
258. Whether or not management intended to misuse the Rev. 0 drawings
later as Quality Control acceptance of the adequacy of the hanger configura·
tions, Mr. Perryman and the other inspectors were justified in insisting that
the procedure be clarified so that their documentation could not be miscon·
strued. Since the use of the Form 7's for the Rev. 0 drawings was violative of
LKC Procedure 4.8.12, management's refusal, at first, to aecede to the reason·
able quality concerns of the inspectors was more than a mere technical violation
- it was substantive. By, in effect, forcing the inspectors to withhold their
completed Form 7's, Comstock put the inspectors to the unacceptable choice
of later facing charges of fraud (for documenting inspections never performed)
or being terminated for not fulfilling their job obligations. Mr. Perryman and
the others' complaints about the procedure were protected activities under 10
C.F.R. § 50.7. On the evidence adduced, Mr. Perryman's transfer to second shift
was in retaliation for his having engaged in protected activities, and violated
§50.7.
.

6.

Therman L. Bowman

25~. Therman L. Bowman is a Level II Quality Control Inspector certified
in welding, configurations, conduit, cable pull, and terminations. Tr. 6770. One
reason Mr. Bowman went to the NRC at noon on March 29,1985, was to report
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his concerns about LKC management's response to his reporting of a base metal
reduction problem in a structural weld. Tr. 6770, 6791-96; see Appt. Exh. 110 at
3. Mr. Bowman testified that LKC management's attitude toward the inspectors
was shifting away from good quality control practices and that the people they
depended on for supervision and direction were drifting away from what the
inspectors believed to be good practices. Tr. 6830-31.
260. Another reason Mr. Bowman went to the NRC was to support the other
inspectors' complaints about Mr. Saklak. In Mr. Bowman's view, Mr. Saktak had
crossed over the line of good judgment in dealing with inspectors. According to
Mr. Bowman, Mr. Saktak's threat against Mr. Snyder was "the straw that broke
the camel's back." Tr. 6826, 6831.
261. Mr. Bowman and Mr. Saklak did not get along. Mr. Bowman considered Mr. Saklak to be aggressive, browbeating, and arrogant According to
Mr. Bowman, Mr. Saklak had a very high opinion of his own thoughts and
how things should be done, and tried to impose his opinions upon the inspectors. Mr. Bowman recalled suggesting to other inspectors, including Mr. HoUey
and Mr. Gorman, that the way to deal with Mr. Saklak was to stand up to him
and let him know that you wouldn't back down. Tr. 6774-75, 6784-86, 6949.
262. Mr. Bowman testified that a base metal reduction incident illustrated
LKC management's poor attitude toward inspectors. The base metal problem
that Mr. Bowman identified was the removal by grinding of auxiliary steel
from the web of two "I-beams." The web is a vertical member between two
horizontal flanges. After discovering the problem, Mr. Bowman researched
current drawings, determined that the auxiliary steel had been installed by LKC,
and wrote an NCR. While Mr. Bowman was in the office trying to identify the
steel, his lead, Mr. Walters, questioned why he was not out in the field. When
told of the problem, Mr. Walters replied that any damage to the I-beam belonged
to another contractor's inspecting group. Mr. Bowman took the information on
the location of the problem to Mr. Walter's supervisor, Daryl Landers, and
explained his concern. Mr. Landers replied, "Keep up the good wo* or we will
take you off overtime." Mr. Bowman interpreted the first part of the comment as
a sarcastic remark and the second part as an implied threat. Mr. Bowman related
the Walters-Landers matter to Quality First. After Mr. Landers found out that
Mr. Bowman had gone to the NRC on March 29, 1985, with the other inspectors,
Mr. Landers indicated that his statement was meant as a joke. Tr. 6796-811,
6833-78.
263. Later on the day of the incident with Walters and Landers, Mr. Worthington (Bowman's supervisor, above Walters and below Landers) approached
Mr. Bowman and told him to deal with the problem in any manner he saw fit,
and if he needed to write an NCR, to do it Mr. Bowman wrote the NCR and
later testified that the I-beam was repaired even though he did not close the NCR
himself. Al Parker, the area engineer for LKC, later informed Mr. Bowman that
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the problem occurred due to the carelessness of a workman in removing the
angle clips to the web of the beam in the process of removing and replacing
the auxiliary steel because of interferences with other components. Tr. 6813,
6816-17.
264. Mr. Walters' and Mr. Landers' responses to Mr. Bowman constituted
an improper, albeit minor, attempt to discourage Mr. Bowman from documenting
a discrepant condition.
7.

Gregory Archambeault

265. Gregory Archambeault began working as a Quality Control inspector
at Braidwood on January 6, 1986. He was hired by BESTCD and assigned to
work as an electrical inspector for Comstock. Tr. 12,141-42.
266. Prior to his employment at Braidwood, Mr. Archambeault had been
employed at four other nuclear sites as a certified Level II inspector. Mr. Archambeault performed cable-pulling inspections at two of those other sites,
termination inspections at two sites, and a full range of electrical inspections at
one of those sites. Int Exh. 109; Archambeault, Tr. 12,144-46.
267. After he arrived at Braidwood, Mr. Archambeault underwent a series
of training activities including classroom and on-the-job training. After that
training, he was examined as to his qualifications in the area of cable pull.ing;
he passed his examinations and was certified as a Level II inspector. Tr. 12,147.
268. Mr. Archambeault was initially assigned for training purposes to the
night shift at Braidwood, but it was his understanding that he would be moved to
the day shift as a matter of course. According to Mr. Archambeault, Tom Skidmore, the Braidwood Site Representative for Archambeault's employer, gave no
indication to Mr. Archambeault that he would be regularly working the night
shift, and Larry Bossong, the second-shift steward, assured him that the secondshift assignment was only for training purposes. Tr. 12,142, 12,691. Mr. Bossong
later denied making any promises to Mr. Archambeault about being allowed to
transfer to first shift. Bossong Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 16,252, at A.8, A.9; Tr. 16,26061, 16,264-65. The Work Referral slip filled out by Mr. Bossong and signed by
Mr. Archambeault on the day hired indicates "Possible 2nd Shift" Attachment
to Bossong Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 16,252; Tr. 16,264-65.
269. Mr. Archambeault has a wife and children, and working the night shift
caused a hardship in his family. Tr. 12,142, 12.691.
270. Shortly after his certification in February 1986, Mr. Archambeault
identified a number of quality concerns in the cable area that ultimately led
him to lodge complaints with Comstock and the NRC of production pressure
taking precedence over quality considerations. The first set of problems identified by Mr. Archambeault surfaced during a cable pull that he performed
with a trainee in the upper cable spreading room at Braidwood soon after his
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certification. Mr. Archambeault and the trainee noticed a number of what he
termed "gross violations" involving cable bend radii, cable separation, damage
to cables, and cables dangling out of cable trays. Archambeault, Tr. 12,23132. Int. Exh. 115. Mr. Archambeault immediately brought the problems to the attention of his lead, Don Schirmer, and his supervisor, Mr. Harry Revels, who told
him (Archambeault) to write a memo documenting the discrepancies. Mr. Archambeault pointed out to Mr. Revels that such discrepancies should be reported by means of a nonconformance report (NCR), but Mr. Revels insisted
that Mr. Archambeault instead write an informal memorandum. Mr. Revels'
explanation to Mr. Archambeault was that before writing an NCR Mr. Revels
wanted to check with Sargent & Lundy to see if this problem had already been
addressed. Mr. Archambeault was unaware of any procedure or regulation that
permitted him to delay writing an NCR until someone had checked with Sargent
& Lundy. Tr. 12,233-34, 12,244-45.
271. Mr. Archambeault also indicated to Mr. Revels that he believed that
the individual cables should be identified for future corrective action. Mr. Revels
replied to Mr. Archambeault that such individual identification wasn't within the
scope of Comstock's duties and that Comstock did not have the man-hours to
undertake it. Tr. 12,246.
272. Mr. Revels told Mr. Archambeault that he would have Mr. DeWald,
Mr. Simile, and some other personnel "look at the problem." In the days that
followed, Mr. Archambeault repeatedly questioned Mr. Revels about how the
matter would be handled. Mr. Revels responded each time that Mr. DeWald,
Mr. Simile, and others "didn't have the time to look at it today." Mr. Revels
did not give Mr. Archambeault any kind of response about how the problem
would be handled until some weeks later when he arranged for Mr. Simile and
cable engineers from Comstock and Edison to accompany Mr. Archambeault to
observe the problems. Mr. Simile agreed that the discrepancies were significant
and ordered Mr. Archambeault to write an NCR. However, Mr. Simile directed
Mr. Archambeault not to identify individual cables but rather to write a "generic"
NCR, which Mr. Archambeault did. Tr. 12,248-52; Int. Exh. 116.
273. Mr. Archambeault continued to be troubled by the failure to identify
the individual cable discrepancies, and, on his free time over the next 2 weeks,
he compiled a comprehensive list of the individual discrepancies that he had
seen. Tr. 12,255-56; Int. Exh. 117.
274. After Mr. Archambeault wrote up the NCR, dated March 19, 1986, he
continued to work the night shift. Tr. 12,272. Archambeault's understanding was
that any shift changes had to be initiated through the Local 306 union steward,
Mr. George Nemeth. Tr. 12,274. On June 2, 1986, Mr. Archambeault wrote a
note to Mr. Nemeth indicating his understanding that he had been hired to work
the day shift and requesting a transfer to that shift. Int. Exh. 118. He never
received a response from Mr. Nemeth. Tr. 12,275.
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275. Soon after Mr. Archambeault made his request to Mr. Nemeth, another
Quality Control inspector, Dennis Loos, was transferred from second shift to
first shift, even though he did not request such a transfer. 'fr. 12,278.
276. Mr. Archambeault subsequently made verbal requests for transfer to
both Mr. Nemeth and his supervisor, Harry Revels. Mr. Revels responded
that he had nothing to do with shift transfer decisions. Mr. Nemeth told
Mr. Archambeault to submit another written request. 'fr. 12,279-80.
277. During the last week of May 1986, Mr. Archambeault continued to
be disturbed by Comstock's failure to deal adequately with the cable damage
he had found in the upper spreading room. He came to the conclusion. after
talking with other inspectors and observing Comstock operations, that there was
generally an emphasis on quantity over quality at Comstock. He drafted a letter
to the NRC detailing his concerns, but before he sent it he tried to resolve the
problems through Mr. Revels by showing Mr. Revels a copy of his letter in
the hope that Comstock would be spurred to some action. Mr. Revels gave no
indication that he would respond to Mr. Archambeault's concerns. 'fr. 12,36468.
278. On June 3, 1986, Mr. Archambeault was performing a cable-pull
inspection when he noted a cable separation violation involving forty-two safety
cables. Mr. Archambeault began to take the steps required to initiate a Cable
Separation Conflict Report. Mr. Archambeault reported the problem to Harry
Revels who checked Sargent & Lundy documentation on those cables. Before
Mr. Archambeault could write the Cable Separation Conflict Report, he was
reassigned by his lead. Don Schirmer, to a "hot pull" that was about to take
12,281-87.
place.
279. Mr. Archambeault told Mr. Schirmer that he was unhappy with the reassignment because he understood that procedures required him to complete his
reporting on the previous pull before he was assigned to another pull. Mr. Archambeault "felt that production was overshadowing quality" in this instance and
made clear to Mr. Schirmer that he felt his reassignment to the new cable pull
was inappropriate. Nevertheless, Mr. Schirmer insisted that Mr. Archambeault
assist with the new pull. 'fr. 12.886-88.
280. The "hot pull" occupied Mr. Archambeault for the rest of that day and
he was not able to return to his reporting on the separation problems until the
next day, June 4.ld.; Int. Exh. 119.
281. The "hot pull" reassignment convinced Mr. Archambeault that it was
time to go to the NRC. Later on June 4, Mr. Archambeault contacted Charles
Weil of the NRC's Region m staff to convey Mr. Archambeault'S growing
concerns about an emphasis on production over quality concerns at Comstock. Specifically, Mr. Archambeault reported his concerns with the condition
of the spreading room cables and the attitude that had been revealed by Comstock's reassigning Mr. Archambeault to the hot pull before he was able to com-
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plete his reports on the cable separation problems. Archambeault, Tr. 12,31112. Mr. Archambeault also reported numerous other related concerns. For example, Mr. Archambeault reported to Mr. Weil that the majority of BESTCO
Quality Control inspectors were frustrated by Comstock's indifference to quality problems. Mr. Archambeault passed on a number of comments by BESTeD
inspectors that reflected their lack of morale as a result of Comstock's attitude. Mr. Archambeault stated that the general consensus among Quality Control
inspectors was that those who performed their jobs conscientiously "would be
blacklisted" or "looked down upon" or "moved around." In support of that belief Mr. Archambeault reported to Mr. Weil that Quality Control Inspector Rick
Martin had been reduced to a document reviewer from a field inspector "because
he did his job too well." OLher specific problems reported to Mr. Weil were an
instance involving a cable pulled in violation of procedures while the inspector was still performing his pre-pull waJkdown, instances of nonconformance
reports being written but "never closed in a timely fashion," examples of cable tray overfill conditions, problems with erroneous cable markings, and other
problems at Comstock indicating a serious indifference to quality. Tr. 12,312-21;
Int Exh. 122.
282. On July 10, 1986, Mr. Archambeault made a second written request
to Mr. Nemeth and a Mr. Cartelli for a transfcr to the day shift. Tr. 12,328;
Int. Exh. 123. That request was not granted. Tr. 12,330.
283. At some point after July 10, the NRC undertook a series of inspection
activities of Archambeault's concerns. Tr. 12,330-34.
284. Again, on August 7, 1986, Mr. Archambeault submitted a third written
request for a transfer to the day shift. Archambeault, Tr. 12,335. On August 27,
1986, Tony Simile denied Mr. Archambeault's transfer request. Tr. 12,335-36;
Int Exh. 126.
285. During the time that Mr. Archambeault had formal transfer requests
pending, up through mid-August 1986, four Quality Control inspectors had been
transferred from the second shift to the first shift Dennis Laos was transferred in
late spring, and Ron Nelson, Ken Willoughby, and Les Peters were transferred to
the day shift in the latter part of July and early August, after Mr. Archambeault
had submitted his second formal transfer request. When the three openings
occurred in the first shift, Mr. Revels approached five inspectors to ask if they
would be interested. One inspector, John Thomas, declined the transfer. Of the
remaining four who expressed a willingness to be transferred, Mr. Archambeault
was the only one who was passed up, even though he was qualified to perform
any of the open inspection jobs. Te. 12,355-58.
286. Of the four other inspectors who were transferred, apparently only
Mr. Willoughby made a writtcn transfer request. Mr. Loos did not request
a transfer at all, and Mr. Nelson and Mr. Peters apparently made only oral
requests. Tr. 12,363-64.
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287. Mr. LeSage then set up a meeting between Mr. Archambeault, Edison
representatives Mr. Gieseker and Mr. Dougherty, Mr. Nemeth and Mr. Cartelli.
At that meeting Mr. Archambeault voiced his concern,s, and the participants
agreed to set up a second meeting the next day including representatives
from Comstock and the NRC. Nothing was resolved at that second meeting. Tr. 12,381-83.
288. Mr. Archambeault was granted his transfer to the day shift after his
deposition in this case in early September 1986. Tr. 12,497-98.
289. Subsequent to Mr. Archambeault's testimony, his Quality Control
Supervisor, Tony Simile, gave his side of the story. Mr. Simile was responsible
for ensuring that each of Comstock's three staffs is equipped with enough
Quality Control inspectors to accommodate inspection needs. He testified that
he was unaware of Mr. Archambeault's written request for transfers to the first
shift, made in June and July of 1986, until September of that year, and did
not see the August 7. 1986 written request until August 27, 1986. Mr. Simile
testified that, prior to a meeting on August 19, 1985, in which Mr. Archambeault
brought up the fact that he wanted to be transferred to the first shift, Simile's
only knowledge of Mr. Archambeault's desire to transfer was his inclusion with
two other shift inspectors by Mr. Harry Revels in June 1986 of inspectors who
were interested in being transferred to first shift. Mr. Simile indieated that the
other two inspectors had previously spoken to him about being transferred to
first shift and he (Simile) had promised them that he would transfer them. Si!l1iIe
Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 16,180.
290. Mr. Simile did not recall whether he had heard of Mr. Archambeault's
raising concerns with the NRC (on June 4, 1986) when Mr. Simile decided to
transfer the other two inspectors, rather than Mr. Archambeault, on June 18,
1986. Mr. Simile acknowledges that during the summer of 1986 he discussed
with Harry Revels, Mr. Archambeault's request for transfer in the context with
the concerns that Mr. Archambeault had raised with the NRC. According to
Mr. Simile, what he had expressed to Mr. Revels was that, if he transferred
Mr. Archambeault, the newspapers might construe that action as an effort to
remove Mr. Archambeault from an area in which he raised quality concerns
and, on the other hand, if he did not transfer Mr. Archambeault, it would be
interpreted as punishing him for having raised those concerns. He indicated
that this conversation took place after he had already transferred the other two
inspectors to the day shift.ld. at A.13-A.14.
291. Applicant did not call either Mr. Nemeth or Mr. Cartelli to confirm
Mr. Simile's testimony that Mr. Archambeault's written requests for transfer
were not transmitted to Mr. Simile. It would be odd if those written requests had
not been transferred to Mr. Simile since Mr. Simile was responsible for staffing
the three shifts (id. at A.4). while Mr. Cartelli and Mr. Nemeth were GE-MCIS
project manager and union steward, respectively (id. at A.16), who would have
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no authority over Comstock's operations. Furthermore, Mr. Simile's testimony
about his concern over transferring Mr. Archambeault being misconstrued as
an effort to remove him from an area in which he raised quality concerns is
implausible, in view of Mr. Archambeault's previous oral request for transfer
of which Mr. Simile was aware, even if Mr. Simile was unaware of the
two prior written requests. Mr. Simile's explanation does little to change the
appearance that Mr. Revel's statement to Mr. Archambeault, at the instigation
of Mr. Simile, that a transfer of Mr. Archambeault would appear to the NRC or
newspapers to be retaliation against Mr. Archambeault was a cynical attempt to
inform Mr. Archambeault that his request for transfer would not be granted as
punishment for expressing concerns to the NRC.
292. Mr. Simile also defended Comstock's position with regard to the first
concern raised by Mr.' Archambeault, concerning the numerous violations that
Mr. Archambeault had observed in the upper cable spreading room for which,
eventually, a "generic" NCR was written. According to his thesis, a "generic"
NCR should have been written in that case, without containing a listing of
individual cables that were discrepant, in order for the engineers to consider
other cables that might be discrepant because of the same problem. Nowhere
in his testimony was he able to offer a reason why a listing of the individual
cables that were already found to be discrepant would preclude the engineers
from examining other, related cables for the same condition. Moreover, as he
conceded, any engineering disposition of a discrepant condition that appears to
have some generic problem would be reviewed for its generic basis. The only
conceivable reason for omitting the individual cable deSCriptions from the NCR
would be to facilitate a dispositioning of the NCR without requiring a correction
of the individual discrepancies already identified by Mr. Archambeault. See
Tr. 16,230-48. In fact, the only list ever compiled of discrepant cables that
Mr. Archambeault had observed was compiled voluntarily by Mr. Archambeault
within 2 weeks after he had written the NCR. It has never been asked for by
Comstock nor provided. Tr. 12,255-56; Int. Exh. 117. There is no indication
that these discrepancies, involving over sixty cables with multiple discrepancies
(id.), have ever been individually addressed.
293. With regard to the incident involving Mr. Archambeault's having
been temporarily assigned to the "hot pull," Comstock appears to have acted
properly. The exigencies of the situation, the short period that Mr. Archambeault
was taken away from his current assignment, and the absence of any indication
that Mr. Archambeault's superiors otherwise interfered with his reporting of the
cable separation violations (which he had already reponed to his lead, Harry
Revels, but had not yet already written up), suggests that any interference with
Mr. Archambeault's documenting a quality problem was unintentional and not
violative of the company's procedures. Similarly, except for the cable spreading
room violations, discussed above, it does not appear that the other quality
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concerns expressed by Mr. Archambeault have been substantiated as involving
Comsmckimproprieties.

8.

Richard Martin -

Cable·Pulling Inspection Incident

294. Richard Martin began performing cable-pulling inspections on the second shift in October 1985. In early 1986, craft laborers and craft supervision
had complained that their cable-pulling activities were being delayed by unavailability of cable-pulling inspectors. Rumors circulated on the second shift that
Comsmck was going m replace the second-shift cable-pulling Quality Control
supervisors in an attempt m "clean house" and eliminate any delays or potential
conflicts with the crafts. n. 12,698-701.
295. On April 28, 1986, Mr. Thite and Mr. Lechner took over as secondshift cable-pulling supervisors. They held a meeting with all the second-shift
cable-pulling inspecmrs. At that meeting, Mr. Thite assured the Quality Control
inspecmrs that he was not "out m get" them and that he and Mr. Lechner were
there to make sure that Quality Control did not get unfairly blamed for delays
that were really the fault of the production side. On the subject of inspectors
who required assistance in performing their Quality Control inspection of cable
pulling, Mr. Thite said that if an inspector needed help or assistance on a pull
he should get it whether it involves two, five, or even seven inspectors as long
as the request is reasonable. n. 12,701-03.
296. A cable-puIIing inspecmr is responsible for verifying that cable installation by the craft conforms with LKC Welding Procedure 4.3.8 (Rev. G). n.
12,200, 12,148-49, 12,704. Unlike most other types of inspections, a cable-pull
inspection is an "in-process" inspection which conforms with LKC Welding
Procedure 4.8.8 (Rev. E). n. 12,162-63. The reason the inspector's presence is
necessary is because violations of the cable installation procedure may occur
during the installation process but may not be apparent after the cable is installed. n. 12,183-84, 12,209-10. For example, if the craftsmen coil or twist the
cable too tightly, the minimum bend radius set fortli in the governing procedure
may not be met, thus possibly damaging the cable. Tr. 12,765-66. This damage
would not be visible upon later examination because the cable itSelf is enclosed
in thick rubber insulation. See Int. Exh. 135, Part 2.
297. It had been a common practice on second shift for Quality Control
inspecmrs to assist one another in conducting cable-pull inspections. On lengthy
cable pulls involving multiple bends in multiple rooms, the common practice was
to have the Lead Quality Control inspector follow the head of the cable down the
length vf the pull while other inspectors stationed themselves at various bends
and in various rooms to ensure proper labeIIing and to assure that the cable was
not binding or subjected m stress or bend radius violations. Additional inspectors
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were also used in places where the cable dropped or rose through risers from
one elevation to another. Tr. 12,704-06.
298. The number of inspectors that were needed to assist on a pull depends
on the number of rooms, principally, but also on other factors such as the number
of bends. For example, a cable-pull involving a run of three different rooms
might require anywhere from one to four people to assist the lead inspector,
depending on the number of bends. Mr. Thite and Mr. Lechner's predecessor,
Mr. Fray, always found a way to accommodate Quality Control inspectors'
requests for assistance in inspecting a pull. There were twelve to thirteen cablepull inspectors on second shift so that there were genernlly people available to
use as assistants on a given cable pull. Tr. 12,706-09.
299. The first evening that Mr. Thite and Mr. Lechner were assigned to
second-shift cable pulling, Mr. Martin was assigned to a complex cable pull
of approximately 350 feet that went through seven different rooms and around
approximately twelve bends of risers. Mr. Martin performed a walkdown and
determined that he would need at least three and possibly four inspectors to
assist him. Tr. 12,711-14. When he requested assistance from Mr. Lechner,
Mr. Lechner replied that "we were going to be doing pulls differently, and that
we were going to pulling - doing pulls by ourself." Mr. Lechner told Mr. Martin
that inspectors on the day shift normally worked without assistance and that
Mr. Martin "could just go ahead and do the pull by [him]self." Tr. 12,71415. When he denied Mr. Martin assistance, Mr. Lechner was aware of the
length and complexity of the pull. Mr. Lechner denied the request in spite of
the fact that there were perhaps four or five inspectors who had no other pulling
assignments and were free to assist Mr. Martin. Tr. 12,715-16.
300. Because Mr. Martin had misgivings about one inspector's ability
to monitor such a complex pull, he wrote Mr. Lechner a note which he
described "an official memo" asking for the assistance of three inspectors on
the pull. Mr. Lechner refused the request and when Mr. Martin insisted that
the pull required more than one inspector, Mr. Lechner replied "Fine. You just
sit there. We'll get somebody else to do it." Mr. Lechner than assigned Don
Schirmer to take over the pull. Tr. 12,718. Mr. Schirmer performed the pull with
the assistance of a trainee. [d.
301. As stated above, determining the number of inspectors needed to
assist the principal cable~pull inspector depended on the complexity of the
pull and was made by the principal inspector after conducting his or her
pre-pUll walkdown. After making this determination, the principal inspector
would inform his or her lead who usually authorized him or her to "grab"
whichever inspectors were available. In the event that there were not enough
other cable-pull inspectors available, the practice was either to postpone the
pull until enough help was available or perform the pull using the "pull and
coil" method. Tr. 12,706-08. Under the "pull and coil" method, the cable is
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pulled and inspected in sections. At each interval, the remainder of the unpulled
cable is coiled while the pulled section is being inspectt?d. As each section is
completed, the cable is uncoiled and the pulled section inspected. Tr. 12,708,
12,770-71. Mr. Martin was familiar with the "pull and coil" method but never
used it himself because he thought it an inferior type of inspection since the
increased coiling of the cable heightened the possibility of a minimum bend
radius violation. Tr. 12,744-45, 12,765-66, 12,771. According to Mr. Martin,
Mr. Lechner did not indicate that the inspection could be performed using the
"pull and coil" method, or that there were no inspectors available to assist
Martin. Tr. 12,715-16.
302. Mr. Martin had been assigned to a particular craft foreman, Mr. Murphy, all of whose cable pulls Mr. Martin inspected. On the evening of April
28, 1986, after Mr. Lechner assigned Mr. Schirmer in Mr. Martin's place to the
disputed cable pull, Mr. Lechner also removed Mr. Martin generally from his
assignment to foreman Murphy and replaced him with Mr. Schirmer. Tr. 12,719.
303. The rest of the evening of April 28, Mr. Martin simply sat in the
office and was not assigned any other cable-pulling work. The next day, April
29, Mr. Martin was assigned to perform hold-tag verifications,.a task that lasted
about a week. Tr. 12,721-22.
304. On April 29, Mr. Martin asked his shop steward, George Nemeth, to
arrange a meeting with Mr. Lechner and Mr. Tuite to clear the air. Mr. Nemeth
told Mr. Martin on the night of the 29th that he had set up a meeting with
Mr. Lechner and Mr. Tuite for the night of the 30th. On the 30th, Mr. Martin
went to work as usual and Mr. Nemeth said he would contact Mr. Martin when
Mr. Thite and Mr. Lechner arrived for the meeting. Mr. Lechner and Mr. Thite
never showed up for the meeting. Mr. Martin discussed the situation with
Mr. Nemeth, and both agreed that Mr. Martin should take his concerns to the
NRC. Subsequently, Mr. Martin went to see Mr. Kropp at the NRC. Tr. 12,72832.
305. After he finished the hold-tag verifications, Mr. Martin was assigned
no further cable-pull work. He occupied himself by assisting other inspectors on
his own initiative; no one assigned him to help them. That situation lasted for
approximately 2 weeks. In mid-May, Mr. Martin was taken off the second shift,
reassigned to the first shift, and assigned to do clerical work for Mr. Seese. He
was given no further inspection work. Tr. 12,722-24.
306. Shortly after his deposition in this case, Mr. Martin was reassigned to
the third shift, on what he termed "clean up inspections." Martin, Tr. 12,726-27.
307. NRC Staff appears to dismiss the incident on the basis of Mr. Martin's
testimony that he did not regard his reassignment to hOld-tag inspection as either
harassment or intimidation. Staff Prop. Fdg. 455. Staff, however, misconstrues
Mr. Martin's testimony. While Mr. Martin did not wish to charge his management with harassment or intimidation, or otherwise impute to management the
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motivation for his transfer as retaliation for quality concerns, he was not a1>soJving management from those possibilities. While Mr. Martin did not want
to be a "judge" of whether it was harassment (Tr. 12,774), "point the finger"
(Tr. 12,775), or "cry harassment" (Tr. 12,778), he felt he was mistreated, that
there was a mismanagement problem, and that it was unfair that 'he was taken
off inspections (Tr. 12,774-75). He was not making a judgment that it was not
harassment. [d.
308. Although management has considerable leeway in providing staffing
for various activities, it would be improper to require Quality Control inspectors
to approve an installation in which the inspector cannot verify the process that
he documents. If he cannot verify compliance with pull requirements, such as
compliance with bend,radii limitations, either by observing all aspects of the
pull himself or having other quality personnel assist him by directly observing
those conditions, he should not be required to document an approval of the
process. Furthermore, ifhe complains about his inability to verify the compliance
with installation procedures, any retaliation against him for his complaint would
violate 10 C.P.R. § 50.7, whether or not the inspector alleges harassment or
intimidation. On the evidence submitted with regard to this incident, Applicant
has failed to sustain its burden of proving that Mr. Martin was not removed from
cable-pull inspections in retaliation for his raising a proper quality concern.
309. On the other hand, the denial of Mr. Martin's request for additional
inspectors on the cable pull did not appear to institute a new company practice. Other inspectors appeared to receive assistance on the cable-pull inspections
when they requested it, although they may not have received the full number
of assistants requested. See Tr. 12.746-49. The denial of Mr. Martin's request
for assistance and his subsequent transfer from cable-putt inspections may have
also been due to personal animosities, not merely the quality issue raised by
Mr. Martin. See Tr. 12,775.
9.

Miscellaneous Findings

310. Quality Control Inspector Robert D. Hunter was properly terminated
for inspecting through paint. See Tr. 8469-9084.
311. Quality Control Inspector Dean Peterson was improperly pressured
by Comstock management to inspect welds that had not been fully cleaned of
paint, in order to increase his production. Mr. Peterson resisted this pressure
and accepted a transfer out of that department. See Tr. 5905-09, 5915, 6039-42,
6099-103.
312. Quality Control Supervisor Richard Saklak's threat to fire Quality
Control Inspector Franco Rolan for not identifying a craft electrician on an
NCR did not constitute harassment or intimidation. See Tr. 4665-69.
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313. Quality Control Supervisor Richard SakIak threatened and abused
Quality Control Inspector Mike Mustered in attempting to coerce Mr. Mustered
into retracting three ICRs on the grounds that Sargent & Lundy engineers
were going to delete the design specifications. Mr. SakIak's actions ,constituted
harassment and intimidation of a Quality Control inspector to impede him in the
proper performance of his tasks. Mr. Mustered successfully resisted Mr. SakIak's
'
threat and wrote the ICRs. See Te. 4970-72,5900-03.
314. Herschel Stout was properly reprimanded for extremely low inspection
production. The use of Comstock's daily status reports to verify his low
production does not establish the status reports as a tool for establishing
production quotas. Because of his extremely low production, Mr. Stout's case
was unique.
D.

Grid-Area Weld Inspections

315. In 1981, Quality Control Manager Irving DeWald had worked at
Braidwood as a Level II QC Inspector for L.K. Comstock. He and a few
other weld inspectors including Richard Martin performed so-called "grid-area
basis" inspections, documenting large numbers of welds on single inspection
reports. DeWald Pref. Test, ff. Te. 1700, at A.19. There was a general and
consistent belief among Quality Control inspectors that Mr. DeWald had signed
a checklist that documented his inspection of a thousand or more welds in
a single day. Eight of the Quality Control inspectors who testified had heard
through general talk among the inspectors of a Mr. DeWald lOoo-plus checklist,
but had not seen it themselves. Hunter, Tr. 8495-98; Martin, Tr. 8294; Mustered,
Tr. 5061-62, 5086; Rolan, Tr. 4762-63, 4769-71; Stout Dep., Tr. 144-45;
Klachko Dep., Tr. 192, 265-66; Hii Pref. Test, ff. Tr. 16,608, at 3; Gorman,
Tr. 5817-18, 5828. Six of the inspectors that testified claimed to have actually
seen one or more DeWald WOO-plus weld checklist Bossong, Tr. 9848-50;
Bowman, Tr. 6890-91; Holley, Te. 5154-56; Perryman, Tr. 9652-57; Peterson,
Te. 5933-35; Wicks, Te. 7151-54.
316. Mr. DeWald testified that he is ''pretty certain" that he had never documented a thousand or more welds on a single inspection checklist. Tr. 4092. He
doubted that it was possible that he ever did so. At the direction of his Supervisor, Tony Simile, Quality Control Inspector Bowman undertook a search for
this checklist during the course of the proceeding, but was unable to locate the
document. Tr. 6894; Bowman Pref. Test., ff. Tr. 16,000, at A.13-A.15.
317. On deposition, Mr. DeWald had been asked the maximum number of
welds he had documented on a single checklist and could not remember, until
found in a casual search through his old weld inspection checklist, documenting
as many as 551 welds on a single inspection checklist. Te. 15,000; Int. Exh. 19.
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318. Allhough the inspectors originally believed that those inspection
checklists represented inspections done over the period of one day, they were
subsequently informed that the checklist could have been the result of several days' work. See, e.g., Tr. 6892. Mr. DeWald testified that, while the inspected welds may have been covered by a single checklist, "it may have been
a day, two days, three days it took me to complete all the particular inspections." Tr. 1482. With regard to the particular checklist covering 551 welds
(lnt. Exh. 19), Mr. DeWald believed that it took 2,3, or 4 days to complete his
inspections. Tr. 1490. He had found all the welds acceptable. Tr. 1491.
319. Quality Control Inspector Richard Martin had observed a checklist
covering sixty cable tray hangers and associated auxiliary steel that could have
covered up to 2500 to 3000 welds. Mr. Martin, who had inspected on the grid
basis alongside of Mr. DeWald, recalled actually inspecting on the order of
300 to 350 welds in one day. Tr. 8376. Earlier, on deposition, he even recalled
inspecting 500 welds on one day. Tr. 8377-78. Mr. Martin had also seen a
checklist filled out by Quality Control Inspector Thomas with over a thousand
welds. Tr. 8294.
320. In December of 1984, Inspectors John Walters, Mike Blake, and Dan
Asmussen reviewed a 1979 checklist by Quality Control Inspector Richard
Yankeitis, documenting, on a single sheet, the inspection and acceptance of
1166 welds. In a letter of concern to management, Mr. Asmussen stated, "I
can not accept a 0% reject rate for that many welds inspected." One of the
seventy-seven hangers listed on the grid inspection cover sheet was later the
subject of a 1984 reinspection which identified extensive welding defects not
identified in the Original grid inspection. Mr. Asmussen, speaking for himself and
the other inspectors, indicated that they recognized their responsibility to bring
their concerns to management's attention and felt that this situation deserved
"immediate management investigation." Int. Exh. 18 at 5-6.
321. Mr. DeWald, as Quality Control management, agreed that the total
number of welds (1166) being inspected in a Single day did appear to be a
considerable number for one individual to accomplish. However, he dismissed
that problem on the basis that the inspections written on the checklist could
possibly have represented a total of several days' work. He dismissed the other
concern, regarding the acceptance of all the welds, as follows:
The other questionable item brought out by Mr. Asmussen is zero (0) rejects. To him, this
is questionable, although it is felt the individual was a competent inspector.

Mr. DeWald concluded that if Mr. Asmussen had any question concerning the
validity of the inspection, he could reinspect the items himself "to ensure a good
valid inspection." [d. at 1.
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322. As Mr. DeWald described the grid-basis weld inspections, there was
only a small number of inspectors, they would complete an area, document it
on the P1L coversheet, and fill out the inspection report on various days. They
did not complete their inspection reports on each and every day that they had
done inspections. Tr. 1479. The reason that they didn't fill out inspection reports
as they completed each component was because there were only three or four
inspectors covering a hundred.welders. Tr. 1483.
323. Mr. Martin, who had served as a weld inspector along with Mr. DeWald, described the weld inspection documentation practices in more detail. Tr. 8343-78, 9384-97. As a rule, no official documentation of rejectable
conditions was ever made unless the craft couldn't fix the defect promptly. Only
then would an Inspection Correction Report be issued writing up the defect. Tr. 8349. Mr. Martin would simply note rejectable conditions in his personal notebook without indicating the identity of the welder or the particular
weld found defective. Tr. 8351. Only acceptable items were documented on the
official weld inspection checklist. Tr. 8352. This system, employed by Mr. Martin and the others for performing and documenting weld inspections, was not
provided for by any Comstock quality procedure. Tr. 8358.
324. It was not until October 1983, after a Commonwealth Edison Company
audit, that the practice of documenting weld inspections on personal notebooks
and completing checklists later in the office was uncovered and brought to an
end. Tr. 9570-77.
325. In 1984, Mr. DeWald took newly hired Level III welding inspector
Worley Puckett on a tour of the Braidwood facility. Mr. DeWald pointed out
welds to Mr. Puckett that he (DeWald) had inspected when he previously worked
as a Level II weld inspector. The welds were on a large hanger. Mr. Puckett
testified that although he just glanced at the welds, he saw welds that he (puckett)
would not have accepted. The welds he had observed had undercut, excessive
spatter, slag, overlap, and excessive craters. Mr. Puckett indicated that he would
not have had inspectors working for him that would have accepted some of those
welds. Tr. 6215-17.
326. Robert D. Hunter joined the L.K. Comstock Company at Braidwood in
October of 1983. Within 30 days thereafter, he became a welding inspector. He
had had plenty of experience as a welder and welding inspector. Tr. 847181. When he first began inspecting at Braidwood, Mr. Hunter was asked by
Quality Control Manager Irving DeWald to review some of Richard Martin's
welds. Mr. Martin had been one of the few inspectors inspecting welds under
the grid system, and had been trained by Mr. DeWald. Mr. Hunter reported
to Mr. DeWald that Mr. Martin's work was lacking in certain areas. Mr. Martin would miss things such as undercut, cold-lap, and other things of that nature. Subsequently, in early 1984, Mr. Hunter accompanied Mr. Martin to the
field, reviewed Mr. Martin's work, and discussed Mr. Martin's prior training
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with him. According to Mr. Hunter, Mr. Martin didn't know some simple things
about welds. For example, he didn't know what rod-craters were, and what the
face or toe of a weld should look like. Tr. 8484-92. Quality Control Inspector
Therman Bowman also testified with regard to reinspecting Mr. Martin's early
welding inspections. Although he testified reluctantly on this matter, Mr. Bowman indicated that he had found one-third of the welds inspected by Mr. Martin
to have been rejectable. Tr. 6888.
327. In 1984 and 1985, the "Braidwood Construction Assessment Program"
was instituted which reinspected samples of prior Quality-Control-accepted
construction work. Of over 13,000 welds reinspected, approximately 16% were
found to be deficient in one or more respects that might possibly have an effect
on their safety function. Other, lesser types of deficiencies were ignored. The
sampling was done on a statistically random basis and, presumably, should
have represented the population at large. If the approximate 16% figure for
discrepant welds represents discrepancies after at least one original Quality
Control inspection, it is inconceivable that any large numbers of uninspected
welds would be free of discrepancies. If the percentages arrived under the BCAP
hold true, in an inspection of 500 welds, one might expect 80 welds to be
discrepant (500 x 16%), even after the welds were inspected at least once by
Quality Control. Assuming at least a 50% Quality Control effectiveness on the
welds examined under the BCAP Program, 160 welds out of 500 would have
been discrepant originally (Le., before inspection). In the case of Mr. Yankeitis's
1166 welds examined by Mr. Asmussen, one might similarly expect at least 340
welds to be discrepant Not only is it inconceivable that the weld inspection
reports indicating acceptances of multi-hundred welds could have reflected the
original condition of the welds, but it is also inconceivable that such large
numbers of discrepancies could have been reworked or repaired during the I,
2, 3, or 4 days between the beginning of the inspection and the signing of the
inspection report Neither time nor space would be adequate for such operations
even if craft were not otherwise occupied in its further construction activities.
328. Moreover, the failure to record discrepant conditions, which surely
must have existed in the multi-hundred weld inspections under the grid system,
if observed, would violate Criterion XVII of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B,
which requires, as a minimum, a record of any deficiencies noted.
329. On the basis of the evidence adduced, which indicates that the inspection standards of a significant portion of the weld inspectors was substandard,
that the inspectors failed to observe significant numbers of discrepancies, and
that the weld inspectors failed to document discrepant conditions as required by
Appendix B, the weld inspections performed under the grid system, in effect
until October of 1983, lack credibility.
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E.

Applicant's Sampling Reinspection Programs

330. In an attempt to prove the effectiveness of the Comstock Quality Assurance Program, Applicant presented the results of two large sample rein spection programs. The first program was the Construction Sample Reinspection
(CSR) conducted as part of the Braidwood Construction Assessment Program
(BCAP). This data spans the time period from the start of construction until June
30, 1984. The second set of datil results from the routine overinspection of Comstock Quality-Control-accepted work by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL) for
Applicant's Quality Assurance Department for the period July 1, 1982, to June
30, 1986. These reinspection programs were conceived, designed, and carried
out independently of each other. DeIGeorge Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 16,740,
at 6, 9; Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 15,568, at 7-8.
331. The Braidwood Construction Assessment Program (BCAP) was a program of reinspections and reviews carried out by Edison in 1984 and 1985
covering safety-related construction activities at BraidWood. The BCAP was
comprised of three principal program elements. These were (l) the Construction
Sample Reinspection (CSR), (2) the Reverification of Procedures to Specification Requirements (RPSR), and (3) Significant Corrective Action Program
(RSCAP). Kaushal Pref. Test., ff. Tr. 13,068 at 4. Only the CSR program element was presented at hearing.
332. The CSR consisted of a visual reinspection of a sample of onsite,
safety-related construction work which, as of June 30, 1984, had been completed and Quality-Control inspected. The sample was selected based in part
on engineering judgment and in part on the use of statistical concepts. The
reinspections were carried out from October 1984 through July 1985. Kaushal
Pref. Test, ff. Tr. 13,069 at 3, 13-16.
333. The CSR (and other elements of BCAP) were carried out by the BCAP
Task Force. The BCAP Task Force Director was Edison employee Dr. Narindar
Kaushal. Kaushal reported directly to the Braidwood project manager, Mike
Wallace, who had principal production responsibilities at Braidwood. [d. at
9-10. The BCAP QA group, a part of Edison's ·QA Department, under the
direction of an Edison employee, Neil Smith, oversaw the BCAP Task Force
activities. [d. at 10.
334. Discrepancies found by BCAP CSR inspectors were evaluated for
design significance by Sargent & Lundy (S&L), which was responsible for
developing the design drawing specifications for Braidwood. The activities of
Sargent & Lundy, the BCAP Task Force, and BCAP QA were reviewed by an
Independent Expert Overview Group (IEOG) established through the Evaluation
Research Corporation. [d., ff. Tr. 13,068 at 10-11.
335. The NRC Staff assigned Inspector Ronald Gardner to monitor on site
the implementation of the BCAP program. Gardner was on site from August
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20, 1984, until June 1985, during which time he engaged in daily oversight of
BCAP activities. Gardner Pref. Test., ff. Tr. 17,606 at 3, 7.
336. BCAP Director Kaushal was assigned to BCAP in March 1984,
after BCAP was conceived but before it was implemented. Tr. 13,098. NRC
Inspector Gardner was assigned to BCAP in August 1984. Gardner Prer. Test.,
ff. Tr. 17,606 at 3; Tr. 17,569.
337. BCAP was not designed to look at suspected problems or to respond to
the possible effects of harassment and production pressure on Quality Control inspector work performance. Nor was BCAP designed to look for isolated designsignificant defects. Rather, BCAP was designed as a quality "confirmation" program; the program design assumed that construction quality was good and relied
on a sample size that would reveal only recurring, programmatic construction
problems. Kaushal Pref. Test., IT. Tr. 13,068, at 3-6, 16-17; Tr. 13,326-28.
338. The record contains evidence that NRC officials had misgivings about
the sufficiency of the BCAP design, but no evidence that the NRC actually
approved that design. Edison forwarded the BCAP program document to NRC
Inspector Keppler and his staff for comments in June 1984. Keppler's response to
Edison, Intervenor's Exhibit 140, made twenty-seven specific recommendations
for changes in the program design. With only one exception, Edison responded
to each of Keppler's comments that "Edison believes that no change to the
existing BCAP document is warranted." Kaushal, Tr. 13,114-17.
339. The Board ruled that Mr. Gardner was not competent to vouch on
behalf of the NRC for the adequacy of the BCAP program design or the S&L
design-significance evaluations because he had no role in either aspect and
that if Edison or the Staff wished to establish that the NRC had approved the
BCAP design or design-significance evaluations, they would have to present
other witnesses. Tr. 17,566-606. No such witnesses were ever produced.
340. The CSR was a sample program. For purposes of taldng samples, the
entire population of onsite contractors' safety-related construction work was
divided into thirty "construction categories," which were defined as groups
of hardware constructed using similar processes or containing similar types
of components. Six of those construction categories contained electrical work:
cables, cable pans, cable pan hangers, conduit, conduit hangers, and electrical
equipment installation. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 13,068, at 11-13. The
total sample for each construction category consisted of three parts. The first or
"random" portion was chosen in such a manner as to support formal statistical
conclusions with at least 95% confidence and at least 95% reliability concerning
each sampled construction category. [d. at 13-16; Frankel Rebuttal Prep. Test.,
ff. Tr. 17,082, at 9-11. For the second portion of the sample, engineering
judgment was used to determine sample size and to select items. This portion
emphasized types of items that are part of safe-shutdown or emergency core
cooling systems. It was initially intended that the "engineering judgment"
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portion of the CSR sample would also emphasize the lypes of items that
had previously exhibited deficiencies at Byron and Braidwood. However, for
each of the electrical construction categories it was determined that none
of the previously identified deficiencies could be limited to a subset of the
construction category. Therefore, additional items were chosen using random
methods. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 13,068, at 14-15. Although both
the "random" and "engineering judgment" portions of the CSR sample already
included more highly stressed items, in the cable pan hanger category, ten
additional more highly stressed items were added as the third part of the CSR
sample.ld. at 15-16; Kostal, Tr. 15,074-75. Under the provisions of the CSR, if
any design-significant discrepancies had been found in the initial CSR sample,
the sample size would have been increased. These sample expansion provisions
could have led to a 100% reinspection. However, since no design-significant
discrepancies were identified, the sample was not expanded. Kaushal Rebuttal
Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 6-7; Tr. 13,756-57, 14,148-49.
341. The CSR inspection checklists and instructions were developed by the
BCAP Task Force engineers based on relevant design information provided by
S&L. The attributes selected for reinspection were those that (1) arc required
by applicable codes and standards, (2) potentially have an effect on the item's
ability to perform its safety-related design function, and (3) are currently
observable. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 18-19. In the electrical
construction categories, the CSR checklists and instructions were not bascct on
the original Comstock inspection checklists, and did not include attributes with
no potential for design significance. Kaushal, Tr. 13,180-86, 13,375, 13,385.
342. The CSR electrical sample was chosen from items that had been
Quality-Control inspected and accepted as of June 30, 1984. Edison estimated
that only 24% of the total research construction items in the plant were
"valid" and had been Quality-Control inspected and accepted as of June 30,
1984; only those items were therefore eligible to be included in the CSR
sample. Appl. Exh. 133, Int. Exh. 159. Thus only 17% of conduit hangers,
29% of electrical equipment installations, 39% of cable pans, 42% of conduits,
and 59% of cable pan hangers were eligible to be included in the CSR
samples. Appl. Exh. 133; Int. Exh. 159. The remaining 76% of the electrical
construction items in the plant (some 72,216 items out of a total of 94,947
electrical items in the plant) were ineligible for the CSR samples and were thus
not covered by the CSR program at all.
343. The fact that the CSR program covered only 24% of the total electrical construction population at Braidwood limits the overall conclusions that
can be drawn from the BCAP program with respect to Quality Control inspector performance. The CSR cutoff date of June 30, 1984, bears no relation to
Intervenors' contention concerning harassment and production pressure. Many
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of the incidents exhibiting harassment or production pressure that have been
developed in this record occurred after June 30, 1984:
• The Comstock campaign to eliminate the backlog was reaching
its most intense period in June 1984. During that month, DeWald
received a memorandum from Shamblin emphasizing the urgency of
eliminating the backlog and announcing weekly meetings for progress
reports.
• The termination of Inspector Puckett, arguably the most egregious
incident of harassment in this extensive record, occurred in August
1984.
• On March 29, 1985, twenty-four Comstock Quality Control inspectors
went to the NRC to complain about problems at Comstock, including
production pressures that, in their view, placed an emphasis on
quantity over quality in the Comstock Quality Assurance organization.
• Allegations of harassment and production pressure continued well into
1986 as exemplified by the retaliatory incidents involving Richard
Martin and Gregory Archambeault.
Early in the CSR program the NRC Construction Assessment Team identified
deficiencies on three of six pipe supports/restraints which the BCAP Task Force
inspectors had previously reinspected. The BCAP Task Force rcinspectors had
not identified these deficiencies. In addition, lEOG overinspections identified
deficiencies associated with a concrete placement which had not been identified
during the BCAP CSR reinspections. Gardner Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 17,606,
at 8-9. In response to these findings and following a meeting with Mr. Gardner on
January 23, 1985, Mr. Kaushal temporarily suspended CSR reinspections. [d.,
ff. n. 17,605, at 8-9; Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. n. 13,068, at 21-22;
Int Exh. 148. Corrective actions were taken to address the identified CSR
reinspection discrepancies and to ensure that future CSR reinspections were
performed in an acceptable manner. These actions included the partial repeat
reinspection of previously reinspected mechanical pipe supports; the review
of electrical conduit support packages, and partial repcat reinspection of such
supports, where necessary; the implementation of additional training for BCAP
inspectors; the revision and clarification of BCAP checklists and instructions;
and the initiation of the BCAP Quality Control overview of BCAP Task Force
inspections. Gardner Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. n. 17,606, at 9-10; Staff Exh. 25
at 5; Appl. Exh. 135; Wozniak Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 5-7; Smith
Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 7-14.
344. Kaushal believed that the root cause of the CSR reinspection errors
identified by the CAT and the IEOG prior to January 23, 1985, was a misunderstanding by the BCAP Task Force inspectors of certain attributes on their
checklists. Tr. 13,941-42. Mr. Gardner, on the other hand, concluded that the root
cause of these CSR reinspection deficiencies was the fast pace at which BCAP
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Task Force inspectors were working. Gardner Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 13,068,
at 10. Although Mr. Gardner did not discuss this concern with Kaushal in their
meeting on January 23, 1985, or document it in his inspection reports, he continued to monitor BCAP inspectors' attitudes and instructions. Tr. 18,369. Subsequently the CSR reinspectors were instructed to disregard any pace concerns
and take as much time as necessary to perform their inspections. Tr. 17,623-24.
345. Three types of data were produced as a result of the BCAP CSR
program. The first, the raw data from the CSR reinspections, were tabulated in
terms of the number of the discrepancies and the number of acceptable conditions
identified by the CSR overinspectors. Second, those numbers were used to
compute so-called "agreement rates." Third, the discrepancies were analyzed
to determine whether they were design significant
346. All CSR reinspection observations reported by the BCAP Task Force
inspectors were reviewed by their lead discipline inspectors for clarity, completeness, and accuracy. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 13,068, at 22-23. If
suitable for further processing, the observations were evaluated for validity by
BCAP engineers. Under BCAP procedures (Int. Exh. 143), CSR observations
that had previously been identified by Applicant or its contractors on an existing nonconformance report or other controlled system were considered to be
invalid. Conditions that were in accordance with current design documents or
design documents current at the time of the original Comstock inspection were
also not valid. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 13,068, at 23; Int Exhs. 143,
154; Tr. 13,588-603. Observations that related to items not within the CSR sample or attributes not on the CSR checklists were declared "out of scope." In
addition, because the objective of the CSR was to look for previously unidentified and unaddressed construction problems, observations that pertained to
known conditions addressed prior to the CSR through existing procedures or
other documented plans for future construction completion activities (for example, all cable pan hanger configuration observations) were also declared "out of
scope." Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 13,068, at 22-24,26-27; Tr. i3,53538, 13,799-802; Int Exh. 143. The remaining (valid, in-scope) observations were
termed "discrepancies" and were transmitted to Sargent & Lundy for evaluation
of design significance. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test, cr. Tr. 13,068, at 25-26.
347. Early in the CSR program, Sargent & Lundy engineers reviewed each
discrepancy sent to them by BCAP for validity as well as for design significance. However, in March 1985, NRC Inspector Gardner assessed an item of
noncompliance against BCAP for invalidating thirty-seven so-called "red-line"
observations all relating to a Phillips-Getschow documentation practice, based
on an inadequate rationale provided by S&L. Although the focus of the NRC
Staff's concern was the invalidation itself, rather than S&L's role, after this time
BCAP:06 was modified to emphasize that S&L could only recommend invalidation and only the BCAP Task Force could invalidate BCAP observations. There-
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after, S&L played little or no role in the invalidation process. Gardner Rebuttal
Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 17,606, at 11-12; Gardner, Tr. 17,764-67, 18,328-34; Kaushal
Rebuttal Prep. Test, cr. Tr. 13,068, at 25; Tr. 13,489-503, 13,828-34, 14,343-45,
14,476-77.
348. Sargent & Lundy categorized all discrepancies sent to it for evaluation of design significance as either. "insignificant," "notable," or "design
significant," depending on its severity. Appl. Exh. 179 at 15; Thorsell Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 14,270, at 9-10. Discrepancies that reduced an item's
capacity by less than 10% but did not impair its ability to perform its safetyrelated design function were termed "insignificant" Discrepancies that reduced
an item's capacity by 10% or more but did not impair its ability to perform
its safety-related design function were termed "notable." Any discrepancy that
would impair the item's ability to perform its safety-related design function
within code-allowable stresses was called "design significant." Thorsell Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 14,270, at 9-10; Kostal Rebuttal Prep. Test, ff. Tr. 13,068,
at 16-17, 28; Appl. Exh. 179. Sargent & Lundy's evaluation of discrepancies
for each of the six electrical construction categories concluded that there were
no design-significant discrepancies.
349. The Board heard substantial testimony regarding S&L design-significance evaluations for CSR discrepancies. CSR sample items cable pan hanger
("CPR'') 104, and cable ("CBL'') 130 were vehicles for a comprehensive
evidentiary review of S&L's approach and methodology; see generally, Kostal,
Tr. 14,641-86, 14,755-805, 15,517, 16,675-76; Thorsell, Tr. 14,453-60, 14,47790, 14,565-66; Int Exhs. 155, 155A, 155B; Appl. Exhs. 159, 173, 180. Sargent
& Lundy initially calculated the design margin for CPR 104, taking into account
CSR-identified weld discrepancies, to be 1.03. Tr. 14,781-83; Int. Exh. 155B
at 14-15. Any value equal to or greater than 1.0 is not design significant
and therefore acceptable. Tr. 14,781; Int Exh. 161. Subsequently, a revised
calculation was performed using the actual cable tray weights tPat existed
in the pan, rather than the conservatively estimated load used iIi the initial
calculation. Tr. 14,756, 14,784-85, 15,181-82; Appl. Exh. 159. That calculation
resulted in a design margin of 1.89, but an improper shortcut was taken in the
second calculation. Correcting for the shortcut, the design margin was calculated
at 1.28. Tr. 14,781-84. With respect to cable 130, Sargent & Lundy erred in
closing out a minimum bend radius violation observation on the basis of technical
acceptance criteria contained in a letter from the cable manufacturer, Okonite
Company, without first specifically pointing that cable out to the manufacturer's
representative, or providing a written description of the bend radius violation to
the manufacturer. Thorsell, Tr. 14,482-83.
350. The criteria in the letter for approval of the bend radius did not
apply to cable 130 without a further determination by the manufacturer of the
condition of the cable, and a different cable was examined by the manufacturer's
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representative than assumed by Sargent & Lundy. Th. 14,456-62, 14,482-89,
14,565-67. The errors in both the CPH 104 and cable 130 design-significant
evaluations were not discovered and corrected until the S&L experts were crossexamined by Intervenors' counsel at hearing.
351. The quality control inspection of an item such as a cable or a cable
pan hanger requires the inspector to verify that the item conforms to design requirements for each attribute on his checklist. Verification of each such attribute
may require one or more inspection judgments. Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test..
ff. Th. 13.068, at 19-20; Th. 13,761-62. Moreover. the items included in the
CSR sample varied greatly in their complexity and thus in the number of inspector judgments required for the initial Quality Control inspection and for the
CSR reinspection. Th. 13.758-59. 14.166-73; Appl. Exhs. 143. 144. To permit
meaningful judgment of inspector performance and meaningful comparison of
inspector performance with respect to items of differing complexity, the BCAP
Task Force together with BCAP Quality Assurance and Sargent & Lundy developed the concept of "inspection points" and "discrepancy points." Th. 13,75859, 13,770, 13,173, 14,173-79. Each inspector check to determine the acceptability or rejectability of an item or an attribute was identified and termed an
"inspection pointtt Each inspection point that resulted in a CSR discrepancy
was termed a "discrepancy point" Kaushal Rebuttal Prep. Test., IT. Tr. 13,068,
at 19-20; Kostal Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Tr. 14,270, at 13-14; Th. 13,76064. On this basis, over 98% of the inspection points were found to be correct
(non discrepant) and more than two-thirds of the discrepancy points were insignificant. Appl. Exh. 179 at 16; Thorsell Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Th. 14,270,
at 11; Kostal Rebuttal Prep. Test, fr. Tr. 14,270, at 22.
352. Applicant also presented the CSR results for the electrical construction categories on a per-weld basis. About 84% of the welds had no discrepancies. Appl. Exh. 181; Rebuttal Prep. Test., ff. Th. 16,740, at 38. The comparable
figure for the PTL overinspection data for the period July 1. 1982. to June 30,
1986. is 93%. For the period in which the two data bases overlap (July I, 1982,
to June 30, 1984), the agreement rates are 89% and 90%, respectively. DelGeorge Rebuttal Prep. Test. IT. Th. 16,740, at 37-38; Th. 16,801-02.
353. A third way of looking at the CSR results was supported by Intervenors
in this proceeding. Any item with one or more discrepancies would be termed
a "discrepant item." The NRC had originally required that any conclusions
on expanding the CSR sample size be based on the percentage of acceptable
items, irrespective of the number of attributable inspection points. Int. Exh. 140,
BCAP Comments 11-4; Tr. 17.710-11. Applicant committed itself to this requirement Appl. Exh. 128, Attach. A at 3 of7. Although Applicant's statistician did
some early analyses based on an item, rather than inspection point, basis, Applicant inexplicably breached its commitment to the NRC and abandoned that
basis. Tr. 17,141-42, 17,631, 17.710-18. On an item basis, 60.0% of the cables,
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64.4% of the cable pans, 59.0% of the conduit, 56.4% of the conduit hangers, 86.2% of the cable pan hangers, and 72.5% of the electrical equipment
installation would be deemed "discrepant items." Appl. Exh. 181. Applicant's
witnesses did not view this as a reasonable or fair measure of Comstock Quality
Control inspector performance - both because it masks the actual number of
inspector errors on each item and because it equates very dissimilar reinspection
outcomes. For example, a huge cable pan hanger with hundreds of welds, one
of which might be discrepant due to an arc strike, would count the same as
a conduit wall strap support that was totally missing. Kaushal, Tr. 13,758-59;
Shevlin, Tr. 13,770; Kaushal, Shevlin, Wozniak, and Smith, Tr. 14,173, 14,179.
354. NRC InspectQr Gardner agreed that in grading inspector performance
he would not equate such dissimilar "discrepant items." Mr. Gardner did not
believe that Applicant Exhibit 181, standing alone, presents a balanced portrayal
of the CSR reinspection results. Nonetheless he recommended that the Licensing
Board should consider all the data available to it, including the data presented on
an item basis. Mr. Gardner stated that his own personal standards were high, and
he would expect a good inspection program would have resulted in lower rates of
discrepant items than is shown in Appl. Exh. 181. However, he conceded that he
had never developed acceptance criteria for differentiating good from average or
poor inspection programs using data presented in Intervenors' suggested "item
basis" format Tr. 17,63345, 17,807-11, 18,34749. In Mr. Gardner's view,
the Comstock Quality Control inspectors were not effective in the "classical"
10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B sense of identifying all defects, but they were
effective and adequate in the sense that they did not miss any design-significant
defects. Tr. 17,807-09, 17,813-15.
355. There is merit in both Applicant's and Intervenors' positions. Clearly,
if we are dealing with a complex component containing a number of welds, each
of which is evaluated on the basis of seventeen design-significant attributes, it
would be unrealistic to judge the original Comstock inspection as a failure if
one attribute on the component were discrepant, as Intervenors suggest. On the
other hand, judging the quality of the original inspection on the percentage of
attributes that were discrepant, as Applicant proposes, is similarly unrealistic. As
an example, welds were divided into seventeen inspection points (or attributes). It
seems unlikely that any weld that had more than two or three discrepant
inspection points (i.e., attributes) would have become the subject of an original
inspection by an L.K. Comstock Quality Control inspector. If a craftsman were
to weld a weldment with more than two or three faulty attributes, such as being
undersized or cracked, lacking fusion, etc., it is likely that he would redo that
weld himself without waiting for Quality Control to reject it On a practical
level then, the original Quality Control inspector is inspectmg welds that might
have, at most, one, two, or three defective attributes (although any of those,
such as a crack, might render the weldment totally nonfunctional). But, even
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if we were to assume that the Quality Control inspector inspected and passed
only discrepant welds (those with one, two, or three defective attributes), his
percentage of acceptable calls (i.e., his "agreement rate" under BCAP) would
range between 82% and 94%. On its face, an 82% to 94% rate does not seem
egregious, even though it should because, in our example, the Quality Control
inspector missed every single discrepant weld that the craftsmen would not have
redone of their own volition.
356. There are infirmities in the BCAP CSR reinspection program that go
beyond the question of whether components, subcomponents (such as welds),
or inspection points should be tallied to determine the percentage of discrepancy. Even if we were to choose one of these, we would still lack the perspective
to judge the quality of the original Quality Control inspection. The main element
lacking in the evaluation would be the number of the discrepant items (components, subcomponents, or attributes) that the Original Quality Control inspector
reported, as opposed to those that he missed, only the latter being disclosed
under the BCAP program.
357. As an example, let us use welds as the unit of measurement and
15% of the welds as being found discrepant under the BCAP reinspection
program. (Applicant'S Exhibit 181 indicates that approximately 16% of the
welds examined by the BCAP inspectors were found to be discrepant) If we
assume that the craftsmen had welded 45% of their welds discrepantly, the
Comstock Quality Control inspector would have had to miss one-third of those
discrepant welds (113 x 45%) to have been found 15% discrepant under BCAP. If,
on the other hand, the craftsmen had welded 20% of the welds discrepantly,
the Comstock Quality Control inspector would have had to miss three-quarters
of the discrepant welds (3/4 x 20%
15%). Consequently, unless we know
either explicitly or deductively (or inductively, as the case may be) how many
discrepancies were reported by the original QC inspectors, we do not know
whether the Comstock QC inspectors were 67% effective, 25% effective, or any
other percentage.'

=

'The calculation made in this example is lOI1Iewhat aimplificd. Since I do not distinguish between weld
discrepancica missed by an anginal Comstock QC inspector and any Ccmstoclt rcinspcctor, but usc only the
final producta of their cumulative inspections, it is unncc:essa'Y to adjust the calculation for welds that were
reinspected, as in the eumplcs presented at hearing where the eumplca began with a hypothetical 100 welds to
be initially inspcetcd.
I also do not take into aec:cunt in this aimp1ified calculation the possibility of the BCAP reinspcetors' not being
100% accurate. I m:ognizc that they could be expected to have missed discrepant welds, as offc=! by Intervenors
and ApplicanL I do not also accept the proposition offered by Applicant that these BCAP reinspcetors would
have erroneously reported nonexisting discrepancies under a rate comparable to, or greater than, that of missed
discrepancica. I do not believe that one could expect inspectors to find things that weren't there, except in unusual
eircumstaneca. That docs not go to say thlt there mighl nol have been differcneca in judgment between the BCAP
reinspcctor and the original Comstock QC inspector, but I woold expect that any errors in judgment on the part
of the BCAP inspector would have been weeded out in the BCAP review that he was subject to which, in all
probability, also weeded out any marginal calls he made, even if corrceL
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358. There would seem to be no reason why the discrepancies uncovered
by the BCAP reinspectors could not be compared to the discrepancies originally
reported by the Comstock inspectors, as contained in the 'inspection packages
for the sampled components. Under the requirements of Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion xvn, the original inspection records should be retrievable. Criterion
xvn states, inter alia:

xvn.

Quality Assurance Records

• • • Inspection and test records shall. as a minimum. identify the inspector or data
recorder. the type of observation. the resulu, the acceptability, and the action taken in
connection with any deficiencies noted. Records shall be identifiable and retrievable.

359. It would appear that even at this point a comparison can be made
between the discrepancies found by the BCAP inspectors and those found by
the original Quality Control inspectors. We need only examine the original
sampling packages, with no need for any further sampling, if we wish to measure
the effectiveness of the original Quality Control inspectors. Whether any such
comparison was ever made has not been disclosed and is not a part of the
record. In the absence of such comparison the BCAP program cannot be accepted
as any measure of the effectiveness of the original Quality Control inspector. It
might also be noted, at this juncture that if a comparison had been made, the
entire controversy over which units (i.e., components, subcomponents, inspection
points) should be measured would have been obviated. Had Applicant compared
only those attributes examined by the BCAP reinspector with the comparable
attributes originally inspected to by the Comstock Quality Control inspector,
Intervenors would have no basis for challenging the results. Of course, even
if Applicant had measured apples against apples and oranges against oranges,
it would only have arrived at a percentage of the effectiveness of the original
Quality Control inspector. Unless those results were determinative on their face
(Le., either an extremely high rate of Quality Control inspector effectiveness
or an extremely low rate), the results would still have to be evaluated by the
experts and the Board.
360. Without any measure of effectiveness of the Quality Control inspector,
and with only a measure of the absolute numbers of discrepancies missed, a
meaningful comparison cannot be made between different periods of inspection
activity. Moreover, any BCAP sampling comparison between the pre-DeWald
(as Quality Control Manager) era and the period in which the contention
alleges that management harassed and intimidated inspectors, is particularly
inappropriate. Mr. DeWald became Quality Control Manager in August of
1983, shortly before the grid-area basis for weld inspectors was discontinued
in October of 1983. The grid system was not a proper or effective method of
inspection (see Min. Fdgs. 315-329, supra) and, consequently, neither the grid-
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system period nor the DeWald-Saldak period represents a standard against which
any other period can be judged.
361. In the absence of any measure of Quality Control effectiveness based
upon a comparison between discrepancies missed and discrepancies reported,
the BCAP evaluations of "design significance" were presented as a measure
of Quality Control effectiveness. But the question of whether a discrepancy is
"design significant," is totally .irrelevant to the function of a Quality Assurance
inspector. He is not charged with seeking out design-significant discrepancies or
even with determining whether any putative discrepancies are significant from
a safety standpoint His obligation is to report all discrepancies. Any attempt
by him to ignore those discrepancies that he might consider insignificant would
interfere with this obligation. The question of whether a discrepancy is designsignificant is uniquely in the presence of an engineer to evaluate based in part on
the inspector's findings but also based on a variety of other data and expertise
that is not immediately known to a quality control inspector. The measure of
the qualification of a quality control inspector is whether he can inspect to
established acceptance criteria. Tr. 16,775-76.
362. The only value, therefore, that BCAP could have for us, considering
the way it was programmed, is with regard to the cons'tructed hardware,
rather than with regard to the effectiveness of the Quality Control Inspection
Program. However, even there little weight can be given to the results. The main
problem here is with the party selected to make the determination of .design
significance, Sargent & Lundy.
363. The BCAP program document recognized the need for independence
of the Independent Expert Overview Group reviewing the program. The document provided that the IEOG members "will be free of any significant contacts
with Commonwealth Edison Company" and "will not have participated in the
design, construction, or quality assurance activities related to the Braidwood Station or with Braidwood site contractors within the last five years." AppI. Exh. 137
at V-2. The IEOG was not shown at hearing as being any more than a token
oversight group. However, the BCAP Director, Mr. Kaushal, was an Edison employee. He and BCAP were answerable directly to Edison management in the
person of Mike Wallace, the Braidwood project manager who was responsible
for cost and scheduling considerations at Braidwood. Kaushal, Tr. 13,716. More
importantly, Sargent & Lundy, which performed the design-significant evaluations, the only evaluations of any importance5 in the BCAP program, did not
meet the independence criteria. Sargent & Lundy failed the independence criteria on almost all grounds. As architect/engineer, it designed Braidwood and was
5 It would not have mattered me iou whethcr there had been half IS many or twice IS many discrepancies or
nouble discrepancies found by the: BCAP inspectolS. The entire conclusion IS to whether the facility passed the
BeAP test WI' founded on S&L'. determining whether any of the discrepancies WII design significant
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intimately involved with its construction. As consulting engineer, it advised on
construction and dispositioned NCRs and ICRs that documented discrepant construction activities. It was in day-to-day contact with Applicant, the Commonwealth Edison Company. Because of its intimate involvement in the construction
activities, whether or not it was the case, Sargent & Lundy appeared to the Quality Control Manager of L.K. Comstock to be the prime electrical contractor and
Comstock only the subcontractor. DeWald, Tr. 1805-06. Were the Braidwood
facility to fail to meet its licensing requirement or were its construction to prove
deficient in some degree, it is likely that Sargent & Lundy's liability exposure
would surpass that of even Applicant, the Commonwealth Edison Company.
364. An example of S&L's direct liability for design-significant defects is
cable 130, which violated the manufacturer's bend radii limitations and which
S&L evaluated (incorrectly, at first) as having no design significance. The bend
radii's violation was attributable to the cable being placed in a junction box that
was too small to permit the cable to be bent properly. S&L had designed and
ordered the equipment and installation, and had failed to require an adequate
junction box. Tr. 14,923-25.
365. Not only would Sargent & Lundy have failed the independence test
in the BCAP program document, but other reasons exist for questioning the
objectivity of its evaluations on the BCAP. Just prior to the critical period
in issue in this proceeding (beginning with the summer of 1984), Sargent
& Lundy had complained that the Comstock Quality Control inspectors were
being "over-critical and were marking discontinuities which S&L felt were
acceptable." Appl. Exh. 1 at 1. Sargent & Lundy had complained in particular
about the Quality Control inspectors' interpretation with regard to overlap,
undercut, arc strikes, lack of fusion, tack welds, base metal reduction, and
spatter. Sargent & Lundy was concerned that these interpretations constituted
"overinspection." [d.
366. Consistent with the evidence of Sargent & Lundy's concern about
inspections being too critical, was the Quality Control inspectors' recurrent testimony during the course of the hearing that they were becoming somewhat
demoralized because of Sargent & Lundy's practice, as evaluating engineer, of
dispositioning QC-determined discrepancies on a "use as is" basis. Tr. 816264, 10,485, 10,576, 12,320, 12,632, 17,363; Testimony of Mendez and Neisler,
ff. Tr. 10,490, at 30. Many of the Quality Control inspectors believed these dispositions to be unjustified and had voiced complaints to the NRC. Id. Some had
successfuIly challenged the S&L engineers' "use as is" dispositions. Tr. 816264.
367. Further disquieting about the role of Sargent & Lundy as an objective
evaluator under BCAP were its participation in the improper termination of
Mr. Puckett and its testimony in defense of that termination, its errors and
evaluations of the two sample BCAP packages randomly selected by Intervenors
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for examination at hearing. its improper invalidation of thirty-seven red· line
drawings under BCAP, its complaints to Comstock's management concerning
Quality Control inspectors who sought engineering advice from them for not
having gone through channels (i.e., through their Quality Control supervisors
with whom they disagreed), its unilateral departure from FSAR standards (e.g.,
with regard to response spectra (see 'fro 15,176-79, 15,197-201» in evaluating
BCAP design significance, and the seeming inability of Sargent & Lundy
witnesses to answer Intervenors' questions directly with regard to the BCAP
program.
368. As a general matter, by virtue of its direct involvement in the design
and construction of the Braidwood plant and its potential liability to Commonwealth Edison for any construction or licensing problems. Sargent & Lundy is
too committed to the licensing of the plant to be considered an objective evaluator. While it is certainly entitled to evaluate the plant's construction under
BCAP or any other program for its own purposes to determinefor itself whether
the plant is properly constructed, its commitment to the licensing of the plant
is too strong for acceptance of its opinions as impartial. Furthermore, its past
actions and testimony at trial confirm its partisanship in that regard. Its attitude
in general appeared to be that it had designed the plant with so much safety
margin that no deficiencies in construction and inspection in the electrical area
could impair the ability of the electrical equipment to function safely. While that
might be the case, that opinion should be expressed by someone other than the
designer of the plant to be afforded much weight.
369. Further questions exist with regard to whether the design-significant
evaluations made by Sargent & Lundy are satisfactory samples for statistical
application. In the statistical process, one can select sufficient items on a random
basis to project to the population at large. The population being sampled,
however, must have a degree of homogeneity in order for that statistical
projection to be valid. But in this case, the calculations and evaluations made
for design Significance appear to be unique calculations suitable only for the
particular items selected. While Sargent & Lundy began its evaluations with
standard design calculations, it departed from these standards through a series
of so-called "refinements" when the design margins became minimal. Sargent
& Lundy's design-significance calculations were carried out by using successive
levels of "refinement" When one set of calculations produced results that
indicated a concern about design significance, Sargent & Lundy turned to
"more refined calculations" which, by eliminating purported conservatisms in
the first set of calculations, enhanced the acceptability of an item. Sargent
& Lundy employed· multiple layers of refinement in order to arrive at its
conclusions that no discrepancies were design significant 'fro 15,076, 14,08385. These refinements took many forms, including examinations of the "as-built"
configuration of the sample item and its neighbors lO determine if additional
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safety margins exist, departures from the FSAR specifications to those based
upon its own engineering judgment to see if further safety margins exist, and
departures from the equipment manufacturers' specifications' and requirements
on the basis of its own engineering judgment to determine if further safety
margins exist. Many of these departures from the original design specifications
adopted in the FSAR were based on ad hoc exercises in engineering judgment,
and all were in the direction of finding additional safety margins in the asbuilt construction. Absent were any suggestions of refinements in the direction
of reduced safety margins because of as-built conditions that might have
included observations of less-than-satisfactory workmanship or materials in
the sampled item, or in a neighboring item that might adversely affect the
sampled item. Given the predisposition of Sargent & Lundy to validate the
construction of Braidwood as satisfactory, which was the expressed purpose of
the BCAP program, and considering Sargent & Lundy's resourcefulness and
their predisposition for searching only for matters that would show an increased
safety margin, it is difficult to see how they would ever find a discrepancy of
design significance.
370. For the same principal reasons that the CSR agreement rates are not
indicative of the efficacy of the original Comstock Quality Control inspector,
because there is no comparison between the discrepancies he missed and those
that he found, the PTL results are similarly unilluminating. Furthermore, in
addition to the sampling's not being done on a statistically random basis, there
is further doubt as to how representative the sampling was. The PTL inspectors
were permitted to overinspect welds through paint. Although the PTL panel
experts claimed that this amounted to only 7% of the inspected welds, this
testimony was questionable.
371. They arrived at the 7% figure by reviewing PTL's overinspection
records for July 1982 through June 1986 and determined how many of the
welds were noted in the remarks section of the inspection reports as having
been inspected through paint This amounted to 7% of the total welds that were
overinspected. The PTL witnesses testified that it was PTL's practice, although
not a written procedural requirement, to indicate in the remarks section ofPTL's
inspection reports which welds were overinspected through paint. They believed
that the PTL inspectors followed this practice whenever they inspected through
paint Tr. 15,749-54.
372. That testimony is not acceptable. On its face, the 7% figure seems very
low considering the practice of Comstock of coating welds with Galvanox after
the initial installation and Quality Control inspection. Tr. 8533, 8541. Galvanox
was a heavy, thick, gray-colored paint used as a protective coating to prevent
welds from rusting. Tr. 8531, 8540. It would be less surprising if the figure
given for welds covered by Galvanox by the time of the PTL overinspection
was 70%, rather than 7%. Furthermore, not only did PTL's written procedures
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not require noting the welds overinspected through paint, but neither did the
checklist given to the PfL overinspectors. Te. 15,780-81. Nor was there any other
written direction to note those inspections through paint: Te. 15,782. But PTL,
no less than the original Quality Control inspection group, is required by Part 50,
Appendix B, to document in writing its procedures and instructions. Criterion
V states, in pertinent part, as follows:
V. Instructions. Procedures. and Drawings
Activities affecting quality shall be prescnoed by documented instructions • • • ,

Criterion
XVIII,

xvm states, in pertinent part:

Audits

• , • The audits shall be performed in accordance with the written procedures or check
lists by appropriately trained penonne1 • , , ,"

373. If PTL, which had been overinspecting visual inspections of welds
since 1977, had not memorialized any directions to its overinspectors to note
welds inspected through paint (as it had documented its" other requirements)
by the period for which it offers its conclusions, 1982-1986. we cannot accept
the testimony that these instructions existed and were uniformly applied, And,
if in fact a large number of welds were inspected through paint, P1L's high
agreement rate with Comstock Quality Control inspectors means very little
because many discrepant attributes would have been obscured by the paint. The
Galvanox coating could obscure cracks, undercut, cold lap, porosity, and other
attributes. Te. 8531-32. Moreover, one could not be sure that the sampling by
P1L, which was not statistically random in the first instance, would not be biased
by Comstock's making sure that the more questionable welds were Galvanoxed
immediately:

m.

MINORITY ULTIMATE FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Having the Comstock Quality Control onsite management report to
Edison's Project Construction Superintendent, Dan Shamblin, beginning in May
of 1984, did not per se violate Criterion I of Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 because Comstock was organizationally required to continue to report to the Comstock offsite Quality Assurance management. Edison could legitimately monitor
the activities of the Quality Control organization of its contractor, L.K. Comstock, without violating Criterion I's requirement that the organizations performing quality assurance functions have authority and organizational freedom
to identify quality problems, including independence from cost and schedule,
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because of prior problems that Comstock had encountered in fulfilling its quality assurance functions. Comstock's inspection and documentation backlog and
its deficient inspection practices were a proper concern of Edison.
2. However, by assuming, in fact, the function of day-to-day ,supervision
of the Comstock onsite Quality Control management and by asserting continuous
production pressure on Comstock that Comstock Quality Control management,
in turn, imposed on its Quality Control inspectors, Edison's practices were
violative of Criterion I.
3. There is no credible evidence, and only self-serving testimony with
no corroborative support, that Edison's project construction superintendent
promoted good quality practices, rather than merely asserted pressure for
increased production. .
4. The pressure asserted by Edison's project construction department was
based upon the thrcat of terminating the Comstock construction contract.
5. The production pressure asserted by Edison upon Comstock management resulted in practices and actions by Comstock that were violative of the
quality control standards established by Appendix B to Part 50. Certain of these
improper practices and actions are enumerated in the following paragraphs.
6. The two major improper practices adopted by Comstock onsite Quality
Control management were (1) to promote a climate of intense production pressure and (2) to attempt to discourage the documentation of any major deficiency
that could result in a lengthy delay in production. Certain of these improper
activities of Comstock Quality Control management predated Mr. Shamblin's
overseeing of Comstock Quality Control and were attributable to the pressure
on Comstock management of a backlog of inspections and documentation. Comstock had built up this backlog because of its improper practice of assigning too
few Quality Control inspectors to document construction deficiencies.
7. Richard Saklak was improperly given supervisory authority over Quality Control inspectors although he lacked any background in quality control or
the particular disciplines he supervised. He was appointed, and his authority was
subsequently expanded, only because of his production and scheduling background and his dedication to speeding production. His lack of certification in
the quality control disciplines that he supervised, attributable to his lack of background, was in direct violation of L.K. Comstock procedures and contributed to
deficient practices in the Calibration Department, for which John Seeders was
later transferred. Mr. Saklak's push for production, which was encouraged by
Quality Control management, resulted in the Mustered and Snyder harassment
incidents and exacerbated the Seeders' incident
8. Irving DeWald was appointed as Comstock Quality Control Manager
to improperly orient the Quality Control Department away from quality control
and toward production.
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9. The intense pressure for production directed by Comstock Quality
Control management against its Quality Control inspectors resulted in the March
29, 1985, complaints of the twenty-four Quality Control inspectors to the
NRC. Their marching en masse to the NRC office with their complaints was
only precipitated by the Saklak-Snyder incident and reflected a more fundamental
problem, the climate of intense production pressure fostered by Quality Control
managemenL Although there were only a few incidents subsequently related
by these Quality Control inspectors that amounted to an actionable incident of
harassment and intimidation in a quality sense, the unanimity, or near-unanimity,
of the complaints about improper production pressure reflected its presence.
to. Worley Puckett was improperly terminated because the matters he
raised with regard to improper Quality Control practices and procedures would
have resulted in some delay, perhaps considerable, in Comstock production. Mr.
Puckett's recommendations came at the time of the most intense pressure by
Edison on Comstock to reduce its inspection and documentation backlog, disposition all open NCRs and ICRs, and increase the pace of current inspections,
and would have delayed those efforts. Considering the correctness of Mr. Puckett's recommendations and the high regard in which Mr. Puckett had been held
by other Quality Control inspectors, his improper termination was a major violation of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7. Although this Board is not directly involved in the
labor-management aspect of the termination, which was submitted to the Department of Labor, but only in its effect on LKC's quality control function, the
effect on Mr. Puckett of being improperly labeled as incompetent, when he was
not, and perhaps rendering him unemployable, should be taken into account in
assessing the gravity of the offense. Edison was fully involved in the decision
to improperly terminate Mr. Puckett
11. The incidents of harassment and intimidation involving Messrs. Perryman, Archambeault, and Martin, although not as serious as the termination of
Mr. Puckett, were violations of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7 that resulted from the improper
attitude of L.K. Comstock toward matters raised by Quality Control inspectors
that might delay production.
12. Other instances of harassment, intimidation, or retaliation, that were
evidenced in this proceeding were isolated acts that might have occurred in any
organization no matter how devoted its management might have been to quality
practices. At most they were merely technical violations of 10 C.F.R. § 50.7.
13. Although Comstock management improperly overemphasized production and, in a few instances, improperly pressured Quality Control inspectors
not to raise major items that might delay production, the weight of the evidence
is that management made no attempt to discourage inspectors from documenting
ordinary discrepancies.
14. With regard to the period after October 1983, the evidence is that
the Comstock Quality Control inspectors performed their field inspections
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competently and successfully resisted any attempts that may have been made by
management to sacrifice quality for quantity. In making that determination, no
weight has been given to the direct testimony of any Quality Control inspector
that he did not deliberately disregard a discrepancy that he observed or that
he had not seen any other inspector disregard such a discrepancy which the
testifying inspector had not reported. It would be unrealistic to expect contrary
testimony, because that could result in the immediate termination of employment
of the testifying inspector. This evaluation of the good quality practices of
the Quality Control inspectors also takes into account the fact that the Board
heard testimony primarily from those inspectors who complained to NRC about
Quality Control management and would most likely be the ones to uphold good
quality control practices.
15. Had the other evidence not supported the adequacy of the Quality
Control inspectors' inspection activities for the period after October 1983,
Applicant'S sampling reinspection programs would have been insufficient to
satisfy Applicant's burden of proving the adequacy of the quality assurance
program. Nor do the sampling reinspection programs, in any way, add to
the weight of evidence in favor of acceptable construction. The reinspection
programs were not designed and staffed to afford any assurance that the Quality
Control inspection efforts were effective or that the construction was adequate.
16. Similarly, NRC Staff's approval of the Comstock Quality Control
effort has little weight because NRC Staff did not fully investigate Quality
Control inspectors' complaints of harassment and intimidation, and adopted too
sympathetic an attitude toward Applicant.
17. On the evidence adduced, Comstock's Quality Control inspections of
welding on the grid-area-system basis, in effect until October of 1983, are totally
lacking in credibility. Under those circumstances, a 100% reinspection program,
rather than a sampling program, is ordinarily required to determine whether
there is reasonable assurance about the safety of the construction., Since the
gnd system inspections and the time period in which those inspeCtions were
conducted were not directly in issue in this proceeding, Applicant should have
the further opportunity of proving the efficacy of those inspections.
18. Under the test in Union Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit 1), ALAB740, 18 NRC 343, 346 (l983), it is determined that there has not been a
breakdown in quality assurance procedures of sufficient dimension to raise
legitimate doubt as to the overall integrity of the installation of electrical
system for the period after October 1983. There is reasonable assurance that
the electrical system installed after October 1983 can be operated without
endangering the public health and safety.
19. Because of the gravity of the violation of 10 C.P.R. § 50.7 by Comstock and Edison in the termination of Worley Puckett, a substantial civil penalty
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should be imposed on Applicant under § 50.7(c)(2). A lesser penalty should be
imposed for the Archambeault, Martin, and Perryman incidents.
20. NRC Staff should investigate to determine whetherL.K. Comstock improperly treated A-446 sheet material as prequalified material without adopting
AWS Code D1.3 after it terminated Mr. Puckett.
Herbert Grossman, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
May 19, 1987
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Synopsis
This inquiry was instituted by the Commission in December 1985, following
investigations by the NRC Staff and GPU Nuclear Corporation C'GPUN',)
consultants that flowed from former employee Harold Hartman's allegations of
leak rate surveillance improprieties at TMI-2 during 1978-1979. Hartman had
alleged that the tests were at times purposely manipulated in several different
ways and that records of unacceptable results were discarded to cover up
problems with this surveillance. We accepted into evidence the reports of the
prior investigations, which include a voluminous analysis of the technical aspects
of the leak rate surveillance at TMI-2 and interviews of people that had been
involved. However, we have assessed independently the implications of this and
other evidence to reach our own conclusions concerning the issues before us.
On December 31, 1985, the Board sent a letter to 120 present and former
employees at TMI-2 who might have lcnowledge of or involvement with the
subject of this inquiry. The ensuing petitions to intervene resulted in admission
of six parties to this proceeding: (1) a group of twenty-five present and
former employees of TMI-2 ("Numerous Employees"); (2) Mr. Kidwell, a
former employee; (3) Mr. Herbein, a former officer of Metropolitan Edison
Company ("Met-Ed"); (4) Mr. Miller, an employee of Met-Ed; (5) GPUN;
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and (6) Marjorie M. and Norman O. Aamodt The petition of Marvin 1. Lewis
was denied. Pursuant to the Commission's initial Order, the NRC Staff did
not participate as a party; however, the Staff provided extensive documentary
material, and Staff witnesses appeared at the hearing to respond to several
hundred questions on the technical aspects of leak rate testing at TMI-2. In
addition, technical experts who had prepared reports for Met-Ed and GPUN were
called as "Board witnesses" to answer questions concerning technical aspects of
their work.
The hearing began in September 1986 and required 33 hearing days with a
resulting transcript of over 5000 pages. Forty-se~en witnesses testified, most of
whom prefiled testimony. -Twenty-five exhibits were entered into the record. All
parties filed proposed findings of fact and reply findings which we have
considered in detail in reaching our assessment of this record.
The "Numerous Employees" submitted a memorandum of law in support of
their proposed findings of fact, in which several issues including the question of
the appropriate standard of proof were raised. Upon consideration of comments
from various parties, we concluded that the usual ''preponderance of the evidence" standard is appropriate, except with respect to findings of manipulation
and falsification. Primarily because findings of manipulation and falsification are
likely to have strong reputational impacts, we apply the "clear and convincing"
standard to such evidence.
The scope of this inquiry was delineated in the Commission's Order in the
form of four multipart issues. Our findings are arranged to address these specific
issues. We also developed findings on the organizational structure at TMI-2
during 1978 and 1979, the TMI-2 Technical Specifications ("Tech Specs"), and
the training program, to provide a perspective viewpoint in considering the
performance of individuals.

1. Tech Spec Interpretation
The first Commission issue covered the interpretation and implementation
of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 and the events of October 1978 when an NRC inspector
discovered that that Tech Spec was not being properly interpreted. Tech Spec
3.4.6.2 established five leakage limits, including one gallon per minute ("I gpm")
for "unidentified" leakage, the leakage measured by the leak rate test involved in
this inquiry. The "Action Statement" in Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 stated that if leakage
exceeded that limit, the operators must "reduce the leakage rate to within limits
within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours." Tech Spec 4.4.6.2 stated
that Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within limits
by four different surveillances, including "performance of a RCS water inventory
balance at least once per 72 hours during steady state operation."
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Virtually all Operations Department personnel worked under an erroneous
interpretation of the above Tech Specs under which entry into the Action
Statement was required only if they were unable to obtain a leak rate test result
of 1 gpm or less once in a 72-hour period. If a test result of less than 1 gpm
were obtained, any other tests run during the same period that showed excessive
leakage were not considered to require entry into the Action Statement This
incorrect interpretation, coupled with the operators' cynicism about the test,
resulted in a practice whereby lest results greater than 1 gpm were routinely
discarded, and test results of 1 gpm or less were filed.
Some Operations Department personnel would search for leakage or "eyeball"
plant parameters for indications of excessive leakage after obtaining a test result
greater than 1 gpm, but many did nol Particularly during the last 3 months of
operation, the operators were, in effect, going through the motions of satisfying
a procedural requirement, without regard to the validity of the test results.
During our questioning of the operators and foremen, it became apparent
that there was a pervasive ignorance of the safety significance of the leak rate
test. Classroom training on the leak rate Tech Specs and associated surveillances
was virtually nonexistent during 1978-1979. We were quite surprised by the
operators' total unfamiliarity with the "leak-before-break" concept, and the
safety analysis of leaks in the TMI-2 FSAR. The conclusion is inescapable that
the lack of meaningful training was a major cause of improper attitudes toward
leak rate testing at TMI-2.
The improper interpretation of the Tech Specs was discovered by an NRC
inspector in October 1978, and the chronology of events associated with this
inspection is detailed in our hearing record. The resulting Licensee Event Report
conveyed no clear explanation to the NRC or to the operating personnel that
the interpretation of the Tech Specs had been wrong. Similarly, an Operations
Memorandum to shift foremen and supervisors contained only a single, cryptic
paragraph that was an inadequate attempt toward instruction on proper leak rate
practice. The clear answer to the Commission's question whether the Licensee's
corrective action was sufficient is no.

2.

Difficulties with Leak Rate Surveillances

The second Commission issue pertained to the difficulties operators experienced in conducting leak rate surveillances. The test was performed by typing a
code into the computer; the computer then carried out the data acquisition and
computation of the leak rate at the end of a I-hour test interval. The difficulty the
operators experienced was that the test results were quite variable. Successive
tests during a shift or from shift to shift showed computer-calculated leak rates
that were inconsistent and. therefore, unbelievable, i.e., a large leak does not
spontaneously become smaller. There is near unanimity in the record that there
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was a lack of confidence in the computer-calculated test results and, yet, these
tests were routinely approved by operators and shift foremen and the papers
filed as a demonstration of compliance with the surveillance requirement. Such
specious performance was remarkably unprofessional.
The specific reasons for the difficulty were not known to anyone in the
Operations Department, but were generally thought to be in the computer
program. Unreliability of the computer-based surveillance should have led the
operators to use the manual procedure that also is part of the TMI-2 Surveillance
Procedure 2301-3D1. Furthermore, the Operations Department personnel failed
to follow Administrative Procedure 1010 to conclude that the tests were not
satisfactory and to classify them as either an exception or deficiency. If deficient
test results had been retained and properly classified, it seems probable that
appropriate attention might have been given to the technical defects in the test
The technical defects represented the summation of (a) procedure errors, (b)
instrument inaccuracies, and (c) oscillations in plant conditions. The technical
experts identified thirteen procedure errors, of which four were quantitatively
important and, singly or in combination, may have produced errors of 1 gpm
or more on some tests. Instrument inaccuracies or variability were estimated by
the technical witnesses as possibly producing errors of up to approximately ± 1
gpm. Plant oscillations contributed another large (± 1 gpm) source of variability
to the leak rate test results. It is clear on this record that'the operators at TMI-2
were faced with a grossly inadequate surveillance system. However, we also
find that much of the difficulty could have been attenuated if attention had been
given to the problem. For example, the effects of the instrument errors and plant
oscillations could have been drastically reduced by extending the test interval;
i.e., a l-gpm error with a I-hour test interval would become a 0.25-gpm error
with a 4-hour test interval.
Apart from these technical defects, there were certain "idiosyncrasies" associated with the TMI-2 leak rate test that made it even more difficuit for the
operators to demonstrate compliance with the l-gpm limit Thus, when Regulatory Guide 1.45 refers to 1 gpm as being measurable in sumps as an industry
experience, it seems clear that room temperature is implied. In the TMI-2 Tech
Specs, the l-gpm limit is applied at reactor operating temperature, thereby effectively reducing the limit to 0.72 gpm.
The TMI-2 test limit did not include an "evaporative loss factor" for the ReS,
in contrast to some other Babcock & Wilcox power reactors. fur example, TMII, Rancho Seco, and Oconee have evaporative loss factors in their test limits that
range from 0.51 to 0.73 gpm. The actual evaporative losses at TMl-2 were not
established in our inquiry, but it seems probable that such losses may have been
approximately 0.5-0.7 gpm, making it probable that test results would frequently
exceed the l-gpm limit
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The Superintendent of Technical Support (Seelinger in 1978 and Kunder in
1979) and the Unit 2 Superintendent (Logan in 1979) were aware that there were
difficulties with the leak rate test, but they did not explore the situation and failed
to initiate effective corrective actions. Only one substantive corrective action was
finally taken on March 16, 1979, and it was technically flawed. Unidentified
leakage was calculated as the difference between gross leakage and identified
leakage. Beginning in February 1979, substantial leakage developed from valves
on the pressurizer, and this identified leakage was estimated from the rate of
water collection in the reactor coolant drain tank (RCD]). One of the errors in
the test procedure was the failure to convert the volume of water collected in the
RCDT at room temperature back to RCS temperature before it was subtracted
from the gross leakage. The volume of a given mass of water is 1.4 times
greater at RCS temperature than it is at room temperature. Thus, when the rate
of drain tank collection reached 2.5 gpm around February 25, 1979, the net or
unidentified leakage was in error by 1 gpm. The March 16 temporary change
notice called for a manual calculation that properly corrected for this error, but
did not call for correction of the similar error in not converting the volume of
water added to the make-up tank to its volume at the RCS temperature. It should
have been obvious that both volumes should be corrected to RCS temperature.
The Commission also raised the question whether the operators felt pressure
to obtain surveillance results that did not exceed Tech Spec limits. The record
shows that the operators felt a general sense of pressure to keep the plant 011 line
and they were asked questions about the status of the leak rate test or told to get
a "good" leak rate. However, this pressure did not translate into feelings that
adverse actions would be taken against them if they failed to obtain a "good"
leak rate test result.

3.

Discarding Leak Rate Test Results

The Commission raised the question whether unacceptable test results were
discarded. The evidence is that 50% or more of the tests were discarded. The
practice of discarding results greater than 1 gpm began at TMI-l and carried over
to TMI-2. Every CRO, shift foreman, and shift supervisor who appeared before
us (with one exception) testified he was either aware of the practice or personally
discarded tests. Some testified that searches for leaks were carried out before
a test was invalidated and discarded. Others claimed that they compared the
test results to plant parameters, and apparent inconsistencies led to discarding
test results greater than 1 gpm. fur the most part, however, any test over 1
gpm was routinely discarded without any effort to "validate" it Indeed, it was
not possible to validate quantitatively against a l-gpm standard by "eyeball"
reference to other plant parameters.
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The skepticism with which the operators viewed test results was not unreasonable, but their behavior in discarding the papers rather than documenting
the apparent problems permitted those problems to go uncorrected month after month. The Supervisor of Operations, Mr. Floyd, and the Superintendent
of Technical Support, Mr. Seelinger, were aware of the practice of discarding
tests; we have not found any excuse for their countenancing these improper
practices. There is no evidence that any members of management above Floyd
and Seelinger knew that tests were being discarded.
4.

Leak Rate Test Manipulations

The concluding section of our findings covers the individual responsibility of
the thirty individuals who worked in the Operations Department and the Supervisor of Operations, Mr. Floyd, with respect to manipulation and falsification
of tests. We do not attempt to summarize these resultS; the findings for each
individual are self-explanatory.

RECOMMENDED DECISION

Introduction and Procedural Background
The Board adopts and sets forth, below, GPU Nuclear Corporation's Part
I of its proposed findings, entitled "Introduction and Procedural Background,"
1'1-28 at 1-16, except
28 is modified by the Board.
"1. On March 24, 1980, Harold W. Hartman, Jr., a control room operator
at Three Mile Island-Unit Number 2 ('TMI-2') prior to the accident, publicly
alleged that reactor coolant system ('RCS') leak rate surveillance tests ('leak
rate tests')l were at times purposely manipulated and records of unacceptable
results were discarded to cover up the fact that over an extended period of time
the results of the tests exceeded Technical Specification ('Tech Spec') limits for
unidentified leakage. Hartman alleged that the computer program for calculating
leak rates was unreliable, frequently yielding unrealistic results. This made it
more difficult to get 'good' leak rates. Hartman further alleged that operators at
TMI-2 sometimes manipulated leak rate test results by inputting wrong data into
the computer, adding hydrogen gas to the make-up tank during leak rate tests,

as,

1 The Jeak nlC terll were used 10 useu wbClhCl" primary .yrtcm leakage m1pusccJ llmilS contained in the
facility" technical apec:iJicationa. The leak nlc: leSt is canmonly known by ,evenl namca or acronyms. mch II:
"Leak Rate," "LKf." "Reactor Coolll11 Inventory Balance." "RCm." or "Mall Balance." Gcnenlly.the \CrnI .,eak
nlc: leSt" will be utilized in this decision except when dictated otherwise in quoting or panphnling testimony or
documc:ntuy evidence.
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adding water to the malee-up tank during a leak rate test and not inputting the
addition into a computer, and adding water to the make-up tank while performing
water transfer operations involving other tanks. Hartman"specifically alleged that
shift supervision was aware of such improper conduct Inquiry into Three Mile
Island Unit 2 Leak Rate Data Falsification, CLI-8S-18, 22 NRC 877 (1985)."
"2. Shortly after Hartman made these allegations public, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ('NRC') Office of Inspection and Enforcement ('I&E')
began an investigation. In the early stages of this NRC investigation, the United
States Department of Justice ('DOJ') was advised of evidence uncovered by the
NRC, and on April 28, 1980, DOJ assumed control of the investigation. I&E
remained involved only to the extent of providing assistance to DOJ. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 2.''2
"3. On April 16, 1980, Metropolitan Edison Company (,Met-Ed'), then
the operator of TMI-2, retained the law firm of Faegre & Benson to conduct
an investigation of Hartman's allegations. Id. Because of the criminal nature
of the investigation being conducted by DOl, Faegre & Benson could not gain
access to key witnesses. Id.: Board Exh. 2, Faegre & Benson Report. Vol. 1
at 13. However, they did interview Hartman for two days in April 1980 and
performed extensive technical analyses of leak rate testing at TMI-2. Board
Exh. 2, Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 2 at 2; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report.
Vol. I at 2. Their report was issued on September 17, 1980. Board Exh. 2, Faegre
& Benson Report"
"4. While the criminal investigation of leak rate testing was pending, the
NRC received a status report from its Region I personnel who had conducted
the original investigation. That report was presented on June 3, 1983, and
summarized the findings of I&E up to the point where the investigation was
turned over to DOJ. The NRC subsequently instructed its Office of Investigations
('01') to investigate TMI-2 leak rate test practices. On June 27, 1983, OJ
began an investigation that was also limited because of the pending DOJ
investigation. Like Faegre & Benson, OJ was not able to interview critical
witnesses. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 2-3t
"5. On November 11, 1983, the DOJ investigation resulted in an elevencount indictment returned in the U.S. District Court, Middle District of Pennsylvania (Criminal No. 83-(0188), charging Met-Ed with criminal offenses arising
out of leak rate practices at TMI-2. On February 28 and 29, 1984, Met-Ed entered into a plea agreement with the Government ending the criminal prosecution. Met-Ed pleaded guilty to one count of the indictment and nolo contendere
to six other counts of the indictment. Id. at 3; see also id., Vol. V(A), Tab 3

2 Appendix A provides • list of ~hibilS offered or rcc:eived in !his proceeding.
Nov. 19. 1985 (unpublished).
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Sll

Tr. S221; Board Order of

(Statement of Metropolitan Edison Company with respect to the Plea Agreement}."
"6. When the Government and Met-Ed entered the plea agreement with
the Court, both the United States Attorney and Met-Ed entered statements into
the record. [d., Vol. I at 3. In urging the Court to accept the plea agreement,
U.S. Attorney David Queen, inter alia, stated that the evidence developed in the
Grand Jury inquiry did not indicate that any of the directors and officers of GPU
Nuclear Corporation ('GPUN') from its inception in 1982 as successor operator
of TMI-2 to Met-Ed to the date of the indictment, or any of the directors of MetEd 'participated in, directed, condoned, or was aware of the acts or admissions
that are the subject of the indictment.' CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 879."
''7. After the Court accepted the plea agreement, Met-Ed and the NRC
moved to obtain the release of the evidence presented to the Federal Grand
Jury. On April 10, 1984, and June 25, 1984, the Court denied those motions,
and the evidence on which the Grand Jury relied has remained sealed. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 3."
"8. In January of 1984, GPUN retained Edwin Stier, a former Director,
New Jersey Division of Criminal Justice, to conduct an independent investigation
into leak rate testing at TMI. [d. at 4. Stier's report examined the attitudes and
behavior of TMI-2 personnel toward leak rate testing during the full year of
TMI-2 operation, the 222 leak rate tests for which records presently exist, and
statements made by individuals possibly involved in leak rate testing. See id. at
11-16. The Stier Report, entitled 'TMI-2 Reactor Coolant Inventory Balance
Testing,' was issued on September 5, 1985. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report."
"9. The Commission asked
to examine whether Michael Ross, Manager
of Operations at TMI-I, had participated in, directed, or condoned leak rate
falsifications at TMI-2. OJ interviewed Ross and others under oath regarding
Ross's involvement at Unit 2, reviewed pertinent records, and concluded that
Ross's role at TMI-2 was minimal. In its report of April 16, 1984, OJ foond that
during the period falsifications took place, Ross was present at TMI-2 only the
minimum time necessary to maintain his TMI-2 license and was not involved
in the falsifications. See CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 879,"
"10. In July 1984, the NRC Staff issued NUREG-0680, Supp. No.5, dealing
with the restart of TMJ-1. Among the subjects discussed in that report was
management involvement in leak rate testing at TMI-2. The NRC Staff relied
on two sources of information: (1) the statement issued by the U.S. Attorney
and (2) all of the evidence that had been gathered by the NRC up to that time,
including evidence developed by OJ in its then pending investigation. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 4,"
"II. OJ issued a report on August 15, 1984, summarizing its findings as
of that date. In his cover memorandum, OJ Director Ben Hayes described his
report as follows: '[I]t does not set forth the facts and evidence obtained as a

or
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result of a completed investigation but sets forth the information accumulated
by the NRC since May 1979: Id. (citing Memorandum, Ben B. Hayes to NRC
Commissioners, Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Station Unit 21Alleged
Falsification of Leak Rate Surveillance Test Data (1-83-010), August 15, 1984,
at 1)."
"12. Both the August 1984 OI Report and the July 1984 NUREG-0680,
Supp. No.5, indicated that the 'NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
('NRR ') and 01 would jointly continue an investigation of leak rate test
practices by some individuals who had been licensed at TMI-2 or had held
dual licenses for TMI-l and TMI-2. NRR worked with OI on investigations
of ten licensed operators3 to determine their involvement, if any, in improper
activities associated with leak rate testing at TMI-2 before the accident. NRR
performed a technical evaluation of 161 leak rate tests performed at TMI2 during the period September 30, 1978, to March 28, 1979:4 In addition,
joint NRR/OI interviews were conducted with thirteen former control room
operators and two shift foremen. NRR prepared a report on each of the ten
individuals under investigation, identifying the individual's role in leak rate
testing irregularities and evaluating the individual's current performance.s Board
Exh. 5-A, NRR Report, Vol. 1, Enclosure 1. On April I, 1986, the joint NRR/OI
Report - 'Results of NRR's Investigation and Evaluation of Ten Licensed
Operators Involved in TMI-2 Preaccident Leak Rate Testing Irregularities' was issued. Board Exh. S-A, NRR Report."
"13. In an Order issued in the TMI-l Restart Proceeding on February 25,
1985, the Commission stated that it would institute a separate hearing apart from
the Restart Proceeding to develop the facts surrounding the RCS leak rate data
falsifications at TMI-2 prior to the March 28, 1979 accident in sufficient detail
to determine the ultimate status of those possibly involved. The Commission's
Order specifically excluded those individuals whom the U.S. Attorney at the
sentencing hearing of Met-Ed had stated were not involved and those individuals

31be ten operators were Raymond R. Booher, Joseph R. Congdon, Martin V. Cooper, CRig C. Faust, Edward
R. Frederick, Carl 1.. Gulhrie, Theodore F. nip, Hugh A. McOovcm, Adam W. Miller, and Dennis I. Olson. NRC
chose to investigate these individuals because they continued, at the time, to be licensed NRC cp....to... Although
Booher and Olson were no longer licenaed by the time NRC c:anplctcd the investigation and issued the NRRIOI
Repon. the Report included finding., conclusion., and recommendations concerning all ten. Su Board Exh. S·A,
NRR Report.
4 Stier reviewed all 222 leak Rte tests at TMI·2 for which record. presently exist. Stier used different numbering
of tcaU from NRR. Generally, the Board will refer to the number assigned to the test by NRR (e,g., NRR Test
No. I). Stier test numbers will be uaed for those tests that NRR did not review or when Stier', evaluation of the test
is being discuued (e.g., Stier Test No. I). NRR tcaU are fllUnd in Board Exh. S-A, NRR Report, Vols. 2-4. Stier
tcaU are fOWld in Board Exh. I·A, Stier Repon. Vols. IV(C)·(K). Appaulix C provides a list com:1ating the NRR
and Stier test numbers.
'The Board excluded u evidence in this proceeding ponions of Ihe NRRIOI Report regarding current per.
formance. The individuals' ammt perl'onnance and rccanmendationl for actions that may be taken with respect
to anyone involved in leak nte fa1si1ications were beyond the sccpc of our fact·finding process. Su CU·8S·18,
22 NRC at 883·84.
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whom OI already had reviewed and found not to be implicated in its TMI-1
leak rate investigation (i.e., Michael Ross). Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI-85-2, 21 NRC 282, 298-99 (1985)."
"14. In December 1985 the Commission issued an Order and Notice of
Hearing for this proceeding. CLI-85-18, 22 NRC 877. It directed this Board to
address the following issues:
(a) How were the Technical Specification 3.4.6.2 requirements for reactor coolant system lUlidentified leakage interpreted and implemented by control room operators
(CROs), shift foremen, shift supervisors and onsite and offsite management? rollowing the discovery by an NRC inspector in October 1978 that Technical Specification 3.4.6.2 requirements were not properly interpreted or implemented, what
corrective action was taken by management personnel? Was the corrective action
taken sufficient to ensure compliance with the Technical Specification 3.4.6.2 by
the personnel performing and reviewing the leak rate surveillance tests?
(b) What difficulties, if any, were operators experiencing when conducting leak rate
surveillance tests required by Technical Specification 4.4.6.2.d? Who Imew about
these difficulties? What corrective actions were taken? Did operators feel pressure to
obtain leak rate surveillance test results which did not exceed technical specification
limits? H so, what type of pressure was perceived or exerted and who was
responsible?
(c) Were unacceptable leak rate surveillance test results required by Technical Specification 4.4.6.2d discarded? H so, who knew of, condoned or directed this practice? Were lUlacceptable leak rate surveillance test results discarded in an attempt
to hide them from the NRC?
(d) Did operators manipulate data or take other actions during leak rate surveillance
testing in an attempt to improperly influence test results? Who performed, condoned, directed or was Imowledgeable of data manipulation or other improper actions during leak rate surveillance testing? This would include, but is not limited
to the following:
(i) inputting the wrong data into the plant computer;
(ii) adding hydrogen gas to the make-up tank during the test in an attempt to
influence make-up tank level indication;
(iii) adding water to the make-up tank during the test and either not including
the addition in the computer calculation or lUlderrecording the addition in
the computer;
(iv) taking advantage of differences or inaccuracies in plant instrumentation (e.g.,
make-up tank level indicators) in an attempt to influence parameters critical
to the leak rate surveillance test calculation;
(v) taking or failing to take any action in violation of technical specification
requirements?

CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 880-81."
"15, The Commission's Order and Notice of Hearing of December 18,
1985, established the procedures for the hearing. Pursuant to the Order and
Notice of Hearing, the hearing was not conducted under 10 C.F.R. Part 2,
Subpart G, except as noted in the Commission's Order. The Presiding Board
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('Board') did have the powers specified in 10 C.P.R. §§ 2.718(a), (e), (f), (h), (i),
<D, and (k). The hearing was conducted using a legislative hearing format [d. at
882."
"16. The Commission directed the Chief Administrative Judge, Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board Panel, to appoint a three-person Presiding Board
to rule on petitions to intervene, to conduct any prehearing procedures and
the hearing, and to render a recommended decision setting forth the facts
surrounding the falsifications and identifying those individuals who participated
in, or knew of and condoned, or by their dereliction or culpable neglect allowed,
the leak rate falsifications at TMI-2. [d. at 881."
"17. On December 20,1985, Administrative Judges James L. Kelley, Glenn
O. Bright, and Jerry R. Kline were appointed to serve as the Board. Judge Kelley
was appointed the Chairman. On August 27, 1986, Administrative Judge James
H. Carpenter replaced Judge Kline, who was unable to continue because of
a schedule conflict. Appointment of Presiding Board to Conduct a Legislative
Hearing, 50 Fed. Reg. 53,489 (1985)."
"18. Any person who had an interest that the hearing may have affected
was allowed to petition to intervene. If the Board determined that the petitioner
had an interest that could be affected and the petitioner was likely to contribute
to the development of an adequate record, the petition was to be granted. CLI85-18, 22 NRC at 881-82."
"19. On December 31, 1985, as a supplemental notice to potentially interested individuals, the Board sent a letter by certified mail to about 120 present
and former employees of Met-Ed who were associated with TMI-2 between
February 2, 1978, and March 28, 1979. The group represented those employees who might have been involved in or had knowledge of the RCS leak rate
data that was the subject of this inquiry.6 Memorandum and Order, February
14, 1986, at 1. We enclosed a copy of the Commission's Order and Notice of
Hearing of December 18, 1985, and invited those interested to file a petition to
intervene by January 30, 1986."
"20. R>l1owing the Commission's Order and Notice of Hearing and this
Board's supplemental notice, the Board received petitions to intervene from the
following: (1) twenty-five present and former employees of Met-Ed ('Numerous Employees'),' (2) John M. Kidwell, a former employee of Met-Ed, (3) John
6 One of the objectives of this proceeding was 10 exculpate individuals whose names hive arisen in connection with
falsified lealc rate testing at TMI·2. Memorandum and Ord .... luly 16, 1986 (unpublished). at IS. After conducting
a canprehensive evidcnticy hearing. the BOlrd has determined thlt the record warrants the cxonention of any
addressee of cur lc:tter whom we do net discuss in this opinion. Su Appendix D. Of c:oune. as 10 those whom
we do discuss, cur decision governs.
'1bc following employees .ought intctventlon: Ctarles D. Adam!, Raymond R. Booher.lohn A. Brummer,
Kennelh P. Bryan,loseph 1. Ctwutyk, Mn!t S. Coleman. William T. Conaway,loseph R. Congdon, Craig C. Faust.
lames R. fJoyd, Edward R. Frcdcridc. Leonard P. Germer. Carl L. Guthrie, Gregory R. Hit%, Sr.• Kenneth R. noyt.
(Conli1!JUd)
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G. Herbein, a former officer and employee of Met-Ed, (4) Gary P. Miller, an
employee of Met-Ed, (5) GPUN, (6) Marvin I. Lewis, and (I) Marjorie M. and
Norman O. Aamodt Each of the first five petitions alleged facts demonstrating
an interest of the petitioner that this proceeding could have affected, and a likely
ability to contribute to the record - the standards for intervention established
by the Commission. For those reasons, the Board granted the first five petitions
listed above.· [d. at 4."
"21. The Numerous Employees filed oppositions to the petitions to intervene from the Aamodts and from Lewis. We initially had questioned whether
the Aamodt and Lewis petitions met the standards for intervention in this proceeding and had called for further information in our Memorandum and Order
of February 14, 1986. We subsequently received written responses to our request
from the Aamodts and Lewis. In addition, Mrs. Aamodt attended the prehearing
conference on March 7, 1986, and argued her entitlement to intervention. We
subsequently allowed the Aamodt intervention but denied Lewis' request. Memorandum and Order, March 26, 1986, at I."
"22. The NRC Staff did not participate in this proceeding as a party. See
CLI-8S-18, 22 NRC at 882. The Staff made available to the parties and to the
Board relevant documentary material within its possession. In addition, the Staff
provided testimony and assistance to the Board to help ensure that the hearing
record was fully developed."
"23. Under the Commission's Order and Notice of Hearing, no discovery
was conducted. The Commission intended the hearing to serve as the fact-finding
mechanism. [d."
''24. Only the Board was allowed to call witnesses or to question them. The
Board also had the power to issue subpoenas if necessary to compel the
attendance of witnesses. [d. Prior to the commencement of the hearing, we
made available to the parties a list of the individuals that we intended to call as
witnesses. Memomndum and Order, March 26, 1986, Attachment A. We invited
the parties to submit recommendations regarding additional witnesses. See, e.g.,
Memomndum and Order, March 26,1986, at 10; Memorandum and Order, May
22, 1986, at 3; Tr. 3604-05 (Kelley, J.)."
"25. Because the Board had exclusive authority to call witnesses, we considered all witnesses to be 'Board witnesses.' We even extended the designation
of 'Board witnesses' to experts (Rockwell and Stier) who had prepared reports
as paid consultants to Met-Ed and GPUN and in the conventional licensing case

Theodore F. mje!. George A. Kunder, Walter 1. Marshall, Hugh A. McGovern, Brian A. Mehler. Clade! F. MeIl,
Adam W. Miller, Fredericlc J. Sc:hc:imann, Bernard G. Smith, and William IL Zewe.
8 On May 7, 1986, Bryan, Ole of the original Numerous Employee!, and Kidwell withdrew IS partie! to this
proceeding. Memorandum and Order, May 22, 1986 (\II1published). at 13. Both men. however. submitted preliled
testimony and testified in this proceeding. Su Tr. 45394610 (Bryan); Tr. 3285·3399 (Kidwell).
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would have been expected to appear as witnesses for GPUN. Memorandum and
Order, April 3, 1986, at 3. Although these experts were paid -by GPUN, they
appeared as Board witnesses. 'fr. 216-18 (Kelley, J.). In addition, the Board
proposed and subsequently adopted a 'no access' rule to promote on-the-record
discussion of the issues and equal party access to the facts and to minimize burdens on technical witnesses. See Memorandum and Order, April 13, 1986, at 3;
Memorandum and Order, May 22, 1986, at 13. The rule prohibited counsel for
any of the parties from communicating with these Board witnesses prior to their
appearance at the hearing. See Memorandum and Order, May 22, 1986. We subsequently modified this rule to alJow the parties to contact these Board witnesses
to discuss their conclusions and opinions concerning individual culpability for
leak rate falsification at Unit 2. Memorandum and Order, August 7, 1986, at 3."
"26. Before each witness testified, we invited the parties to submit questions
in writing to the Board that they believed we should pose to the witness. The
Board had the discretion to use the questions suggested by the parties. CLI-8S18, 22 NRC at 882. All witnesses testified under oath."
''27. The hearing commenced on September 8, 1986, in Bethesda, Maryland. It consumed 33 hearing days and resulted in over SOOO transcript pages.
furty-seven witnesses appeared and testified, most of whom filed prefiJed testimony.9 Twenty-five exhibits were entered into the record. See note 2, supra."
28. The following findings of fact address the specific issues the Commission directed this Board to consider. See' 14, supra. The findings are divided
into six major parts. The first part of the findings covers the organization of TMI2. The second part gives an overview of the TMI-2 Tech Specs and procedures
concerning leak rate testing. These first two parts provide a background and
overview necessary to an understanding of these findings and conclusions. The
third part discusses the conduct of leak rate testing at TMI-2 in 1978 and 1979,
including training on the subject, and events and actions relating to an NRC
inspection of TMI-2 in October 1978. The fourth part addresses the difficulties operators were experiencing when conducting leak rate tests, who knew
of those difficulties, the actions taken to correct those difficulties, and whether
operators felt pressure to obtain leak rate results that did not exceed Tech Spec
limits. The fifth part covers the documentation and retention of leak rate tests
at TMI-2. The third through fifth parts are largely concerned with patterns of
conduct, as distinguished from individual responsibilities (although individual

9 Appendix B provides • list of witnes.ses and transcript citations to their lestimooy, .s wdI ... list of documentary
matcrl.al bound into !he transcripts.
Because Wright did not adopt his prefiled testimony. we had his p~filed testimcny bound into !he lCCord, not
.. substantive cvidcnc:e, but .. a brief accunte summary or. lcnger ltatement placed in !he record (Board Exh. 6,
01 Report. Exh. 18. Wright Interview) and regarded U lubstantive evidence. Tr. 2662-63 (Kelley, I.).
John J. Blessing was subpoenaed by !he Board. However. he did not eomply wi!h !he lubpoena and did not
testify. See Tr. 4332, 4542 (Kelley, 1.).
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responsibility issues concerning certain senior supervisory and management personnel are also discussed). For example, in discussing widespread misinterpretation of the technical specifications, we cite the testimony of several operators
to show the prevalence of the problem, but not to provide a complete listing of
the operators involved. The sixth part addresses individual responsibility issues
concerning each CRO, Shift Foreman, Shift Supervisor, and the Supervisor of
Operations in Unit 2, Mr. Floyd. This part is organized by shifts and begins
with a summary description of improper conduct common to that shift - e.g.,
discarding tests. We then address whether the operator manipulated data to influence test results improperly or took other improper actions. We also consider
whether the shift foreman or' supervisor participated in, condoned, directed,
knew of, or by culpable neglect allowed manipulation of leak rate tests or other
improper actions.
29. All parties filed proposed findings of fact and reply findings. The Board
has considered all the proposed findings. Except in a few instances, we have
not separately discussed findings or lines of findings with which we disagree, or
which we find to be irrelevant or unnecessarily detailed. We believe, however,
that our findings and the reasons for them are fully stated, and that we have
addressed all of the significant points.
30. The Board adopts the following proposed reply findings of GPUN:
"Both the Aamodts and Numerous Employees requested at the time of the
submission of their findings that the Board take into account as evidence certain
documentary materials which never had been introduced (or attempted to have
been introduced) in what is a very lengthy hearing record. We were asked at
the findings stage in two instances by Numerous Employees and two instances
by the Aamodts to take 'official notice' of documents, and in the case of two
other documents by the Aamodts at this stage to consider them for the Board's
convenience. No explanation was provided for the timing of these requests. We
reject this notion, absent good cause, that parties may wait until months of
hearings are completed and thousands of pages of documentary evidence are
compiled. and at the time of filing findings ask the Board to take additional
materials into account through official notice or some other device. These
documents are not necessary to our decision and we decline to take them into
evidence for the reasons outlined above and discussed in more detail hereafter."
31. "In their proposed findings of fact dated February 2, 1987, the Aamodts
requested the Board to take official notice of the following documents provided
to the Board as attachments: (1) 'Preliminary Notification of Event or Unusual Occurrence - PNO-79-67,' dated March 28, 1979 (Attachment 1), and
(2) reproduced pages of TMI-2 Control Room Logs 'covering the six weeks
preceding the accident (February 15 through 4 a.m. March 28, 1979), (Attach-
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ment 2). Aamodt Proposed Findings of Fact ('Aamodt Findings') at 9, 14.10 The
Aamodts also attached to their findings, 'for the B~d's convenience,' 'Table
1, which tallies daily water additions and Figure 1 which plots this data from
the control room logs provided' (Attachment 3). Aamodt Findings at 14."
32. "None of these documents attached by the Aamodts to their findings
after the close of the record of this proceeding will be considered by the Board. If
the Aamodts wished to have the documents entered into the record, where they
. would have been subject to objections by the parties, they should have raised
the documents as exhibits before the close of the record. They did not do so."
33. "The request of the Aamodts for the Board to take official notice of
Attachments 1 and 2 is baseless. The rules and regulations on official notice
carve out a narrow area of applicability and clearly indicate that official notice
of the Aamodt attachments would not be appropriate. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.743(i);
Fed. R. Evid. 201; see also Union Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit 1), ALAB740, 18 NRC 343, 349-50 (1983); Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute
(CobaIt-60 Storage Facility), ALAB-682, 16 NRC 150, 154 n.3 (1982); Public
Service Co. of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-31, 12
NRC 264, 277 (1980). Like Attachments 1 and 2, Attachment 3 should have
been proposed as an exhibit before the close of the record and not provided
along with findings under the guise of 'the Board's convenience.' "
34. "In a similar fashion, the Numerous Employees sought to introduce into
evidence after the close of the record two documents attached as appendices to
Volume One of their Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law filed
on January 23, 1987: (1) the Indictment filed on November 7, 1983, in United
States v. Metropolitan Edison Co. (Criminal No. 83-00188) (Appendix C) and
(2) eight pages excerpted from '1i"anscript of Proceedings/Change of Plea and
Sentencing,' dated February 28-29, 1984, again in United States v. Metropolitan
Edison Co. (Appendix D). In a letter accompanying its findings submitted to the
Board on January 23, 1987, Counsel for the Numerous Employees simply stated
that the Board should take official notice of Appendices C and D 'because the
Commission did so in its order establishing this proceeding.' "
35. "The Commission, however, did not take official notice of Appendices
C and D in its order establishing this proceeding; the Commission only referred
to the indictment and plea agreement in its section on 'Background.' See Inquiry
into Three Mile Island Unit 2 Leak Rate Data Falsification, 'Order and Notice of
Hearing,' CLI-85-18, 22 NRC 877, 878-79 (1985). The regulations, rules, and
caselaw on official notice cited above in discussing the Aamodts' requests apply
with similar force and effect to the request of the Numerous Employees. Mere
10 By 1c:Uer 10 the Board dated February 3. 1987. rorwarding "Emta." the Aamodts appmntly backed away rrom
"all, or nearly all~ of me attachment to their findings while adding still more attachments. We decline to consider
any or the "attachments" I I evidence.
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reference by the Commission to documents in a background section of an order
and notice of hearing does not provide sufficient basis for a request that the Board
take official notice of those documents as evidence in this proceeding. Like the
Aamodts, if the Numerous Employees were interested in introducing Appendices
C and D into evidence, they should have followed the proper course of proposing
that the Board enter the documents as exhibits before the close of the record."
36. Several of the parties and the NRC Staff proposed numerous corrections
to the transcript. No objections were filed to these proposals, except that the
Numerous Employees objected to a few such proposals from two parties and
the Staff. All of the proposed corrections are adopted, except that the objections
of the Employees are sustained and the alternative proposals they advance are
adopted.

Standards of Proof and Other Issues Suggested
by the Numerous Employees
1. The Numerous Employees submitted a memorandum of law in support
of their proposed findings of fact. The Board then invited comments on certain
of the issues they had raised; comments were received from the NRC Staff,
GPUN, and the Aamodts. The Employees filed comments on the Board's
invitation. These matters are discussed in this part and also arise, implicitly
or explicitly, in certain of the findings.
STANDARDS OF PROOF

2. The Commission could have specified a standard or standards of proof
for this unique, discretionary proceeding, but it did not do so. Therefore, those
questions devolve upon the Board. As the Numerous Employees point out,
the theoretical choice is between the three generally recognized standards "preponderance of the evidence," "clear and convincing evidence," or "guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt." See Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 410, 423-24
(1979). Since the criminal standard of guilt beyond reasonable doubt is clearly
inappropriate in a civil inquiry where the Board lacks any sanctioning power,
the real choice is between the "preponderance" and "clear and convincing"
standards. 1l

11 Mr. Ouistopher. chief investigator and author of the OI Report, Exhibit 6. testified that he had applied a "bc)'<X1d
a reasooable doubt" "andud in reaching his cooclusioos about individuals. Tr. 2385-86. While we do not apply
that llandard, we note thlt Mr. Christopher" applicatioo of it will have no effect 00 em conclusions. Our interest
in the OI and other investigative reporu in the record is in the evidence they present on the issues before us and
(COlllifUUd)
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3. There appear to be no controlling precedents and, as we view the
relevant factors, the choice is fairly arguable. Two factors weigh in favor of
the more stringent clear-and-convincing standard.
4. First, a finding in this proceeding that, for example, a particular
individual has falsified leak rate tests at least implies dishonesty or fraud
and could result in severe reputational injury. Arguably, more than a bare
preponderance of evidence should underlie such a finding. See Addington
v. Texas, supra, at 424. We note, however, that findings of fraudulent conduct
can sometimes be based on the preponderance standard. See Steadman v. SEC,
450 U.S. 91 (1981).
5. Second, this Board's inquiry came very late in the day. The events
in question occurred in 1978-1979 and the witnesses were finally asked to
testify about those events before this Board in the fall of 1986, 7 to 8
years later. While certain of the issues could be adequately explored through
documentary evidence, proof of many important and disputed points depended
upon faded or lost recollections about persons present, what was said and
done, and by whom. It was obvious to the Board that many witnesses honestly
could not remember details about their participation in leak rate testing at TMI2. Apparently at the request of the Justice Department, which was then seeking
criminal sanctions for TMI-2 leak rate activities, the NRC did not interview many
persons involved in the criminal investigation between 1980 and 1984. See-Stier
Report, Vol. I at 2-4; Te. 172. As a result, this inquiry, which otherwise probably
could have been conducted in 1982, did not occur until 1986. We did not probe
the reasons for the prolonged delay in the NRC investigation because, from
the employees' standpoint, those reasons were irrelevant. Whatever the reasons,
the delay before serious charges against them could be fully aired was greatly
protracted. In a case like this, where an issue depends on strained and faded
memories, it would be unfair to find a person guilty of dishonest or fraudulent
conduct on a mere preponderance of the evidence, which can mean only that
the record underlying a finding makes it slightly more likely than not
6. Several other factors, however, suggest that the less stringent preponderance standard may be appropriate, at least on some types of issues. Generally
speaking, the stringency of the standard of proof depends upon the sanction
that may be imposed in the proceeding. Thus, the highest standard applies in a
criminal caSe, particularly felony cases (records receive their closest scrutiny in
death penalty cases). But if it is only a matter of money - a damage award or
a traffic ticket - a preponderance suffices. The Board in this proceeding does
not have the power to impose any sanction, not even a traffic ticket Indeed, the

the investigaton' analyses of that evidence. We ate attlching IinIe or no weight to \he ultimate conclusions the
investigaton may have drawn about particular individuals. Su Onler of May 22, 1986, at 6.
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Commission has explicitly provided that any facts we find "will not be binding
in [any] subsequent enforcement or licensing proceeding." Commission Order
of December 18, 1985, CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 884. This total lack, of sanctioning power and de novo treatment of our factual determinations suggests the
appropriateness of a preponderance standard.
7. Moreover, while a finding of falsification of leak rates would carry with
it severe reputational injury, many of the issues we are addressing do not have
comparable potential for reputational impact For example, we see no realistic
expectation of severe reputational injury attaching to a finding that a person ran
a test when the reactor was, not in "steady state."
8. Furthermore, one can argue that public health and safety considerations
support application of the preponderance standard in this context. In order to
protect the public safety - that .argument would run - inquiries should be
structured to maximize detection of violations of safety standards, even at the
risk of possible unfairness to some individual operators.
9. Balancing the foregoing factors, we believe that we probably could
apply the preponderance standard to all issues in this proceeding. As a matter of
discretion, however, we are applying the clear-and-convincing-evidence standard
to findings of manipulation and falsification because those findings are likely to
have strong reputational impacts and because they tended to involve the most
serious memory difficulties in this proceeding. We resolve all other issues on
the basis of the preponderance-of-the-evidence test
10. We conclude our consideration of standards-of-proof questions with
these observations:
Although we use the traditional verbal formula "clear and convincing"
evidence, we note that we are not bound by that exact form of words
(see Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-74-5, 7
AEC 19, 32 n.27 (1974» and that, in any event, that standard does not
imply a complete lack of conflicting evidence. Otherwise, a mere denial
from a person against whom there is strong evidence of falsification
would defeat an adverse finding against him. By "clear and convincing
evidence" we mean that we are reasonably, if not entirely, sure that an
adverse finding against a person on a particular issue is warranted, based
on the record as a whole.
As to many of our findings, no question arises as to standard of
proof because the finding is based directly on voluntary statements of
the person in question and/or because the adverse finding is warranted
under any standard of proof - e.g., that virtually all the CROs discarded
leak rate tests.
Finally, owing to the way in which this proceeding was structured, no
party had the "burden of proof" in the traditional sense of that phrase. In
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the final analysis, the burden was on the Board to ensure that each of its
findings is supported by evidence that meets the applicable standard.

OTHER ISSUES
11. The Numerous Employees took the position in their Memorandum of
Law (at 14-20) that Met-Ed Administrative Procedures are not legal requirements
imposed on the employees. We invited the parties to comment on that legal
position and on whether we should make findings on violations of administrative
procedures, even if such procedures were not legally binding on the employees.
12. We agree with GPUN and the Staff that we need not reach the legal
question of whether a violation of a Met-Ed administrative procedure can form
the basis of NRC enforcement action. This is a factual inquiry. It is clear from the
record that various Met-Ed administrative procedures were violated and that such
violations contributed to the problems with leak rate testing at TMI-2. As such
violations are relevant to the factual issues put to us, we are making appropriate
findings. We leave to the Staff and the Commission whether such violations can
form the basis of NRC enforcement action.12
13. We asked for comment on the Employees' distinction between procedures being "established, implemented, and maintained" versus their being "adhered to." We agree with the Staff and GPUN that this distinction is unsound.
14. We asked whether the TMI-2 Tech Specs required satisfactory leak
rate test results measuring unidentified leakage as a condition of continued
operation. That is the import of the literal language of the Tech Specs. See § II.A,
'5, below. As explained by the Staff and GPUN (taking somewhat different
approaches), . the answer to that question is affirmative. In that connection,
we asked whether any of the other three surveillance methods could have
been employed to demonstrate continued compliance with the l-gpm Limiting
Condition for Operation ("LCO"). The Staff says no, emphasizing Lltat the leak
rate test was the only test that could measure uniden~fied leakage as defined in
the Tech Specs, a definition that included intersystem leakage. We agree that that
point is technically valid. We also believe, however, that inclusion of intersystem
12 The Board nOleS IItlt on Fcbruuy n, 1987, Counsel for lite NumercuJ Employees filed !he following clarificatim
of lIteir position:
The licensed operatorS who are parties to lite Memorandum of Law intend to Idhere to all facility
operating procedun:s, including adminislntivc procedures, and lite legal position taken by Numerous
Employees at plges 14-18 of !he Memorandum of Law docs not cmllict willt lite individual written Ind
oralllltements concerning Idhen:nce to procedures made by lItose licensed opentora to lite NRC during
its investigatim of leak pte testing It TMI·2.
clarilicatim is being filed willt lite Presiding Board 10 IS to avoid lite n~sity (in lite Staff',
view) for enforcement Ictim while lite issue herein is pending before lite Board.
The Aamodts' motions of Much 11, 1987, based m lite Employees' filing of February n, 1987, to reopen and
expand Ihia proceeding are pltently willtout merit and Ire denied.

:nus
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leakage in the definition made little practical difference because, as implemented
at TMI-2, the operators were told to subtract steam generator leakage from the
unidentified leak rate computation. Such leakage is the principal component of
intersystem leakage. In any event, we agree with GPUN that, in fact, no other
method was used to demonstrate compliance with the l-gpm LCO.
15. GPUN suggests that the sump method could have been used to measure
unidentified leakage. We agree that that method could have provided a measurement of unidentified leakage into containment but would not have met the Tech
Specs' broader definition of unidentified leakage. In any case, as GPUN points
out, during the time period in question, no effort was made to demonstrate
compliance with the l-gpm LCO with sump data.
16. Related to the preceding point, we asked whether it was necessary to
enter the Action Statement "when a leak rate test showed unidentified leakage
in excess of 1 gpm and there was no clear basis for invalidating the test" The
Numerous Employees say no, and we disagree. The Staff and GPUN endorse
our view that that is precisely the situation in which the Action Statement must
be entered. The leak rate test was the only method the Employees had and used
to demonstrate compliance with the l-gpm LCO.
17. Finally, we sought comment on a contention of the Employees that
they had met all relevant NRC requirements regarding retention of leak rate
tests. This issue is discussed at length in Part V. Suffice it to say here that we
agree completely with the NRC Staff's comments on this issue, and that we find
the Employees' arguments devoid of merit

Findings of Fact
The Board adopts in substantial part and sets forth below, GPU. Nuclear
Corporation's Part II.A subtitled "What Was the Organizational Structure of
TMI-2 During 1972 and 19787", ,'39-73 at 16-35. Board changes or additions
are indicated in brackets.

I.

WHAT WAS THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF TMI-2
DURING 1978 AND 1979?

1. "The Operations Department at TMI-2 was responsible for the administration of the leak rate test. The Supervisor of Operations headed the Department The chain of command below this position consisted of the shift supervisors, shift foremen, control room operators ('CROs'), and auxiliary operators. The Supervisor of Operations, together with the Unit 2 Superintendent of
Technical Support, reported to the Unit 2 Superintendent The Unit 2 Superintendent reported to the Station Superintendent, who was the highest member of
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management at the facility. The Station Superintendent reported to the Manager
of Generation, who in turn reported to the Vice President of Generation. After
the Station Superintendent became Station Manager in March 1979, the position reported directly to the vice presidential level. The offices of both the Vice
President and the Manager of Generation were located in Reading, Pennsylvania, about 50 miles from the facility. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 47,
131-32; id., Vol. VI(F), Herbein 2/8/85 Interview at 9; Herbein, ff. Tr. 5268 at
6-7."
2. "In addition to the chain of command, several bodies existed to [provide]
independent review of plant activities and to provide managemcnt with a
source of information concerning operation of the plant These groups included
the Plant Operations Review Committee (,PORC'), the Generation Review
Committee (,GRC'), the Quality Assurance Dcpartmcnt ('QA'), and the General
Office Review Board ('GORB'). Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 132."
A.

Management13

3. "John G. Herbein was the Vice President of Generation for Met-Ed,
stationed in Reading, Pennsylvania. He was responsible for the overall operation,
maintenance, administration, quality assurance, and related technical engineering
support activities at the nuclear, fossil, and hydro generating stations owned and
operated by Met-Ed. Herbein, ff. Tr. 5268 at 3-4."29
4. ''The Manager of Generation Operations (Lawyer) reported to Hcrbein. In March 1979, the TMI Station Manager (G. MiIlcr) began reporting
directly to Herbein rather than to the Manager of Generation Operations. [d. at

7."
5. "Herbein relied on the chain of command and the formal review committees to bring issues requiring his input to his attention. On a day-to-day
basis, he received information primarily from the managers who reported to
him. About every 4-6 weeks, he visited TMI to meet with station management During those visits, he periodically would speak with employees to indicate that upper management was interested in and supportive of them and that
the Reading corporate organization was concerned about activities at TMI. [d. at

5-7."
6. "Lawrence L. Lawyer was the Manager of Generation Operations, stationed in Reading, Pennsylvania. He was responsible for the maintenance and
operation of Met-Ed's nuclear, fossil, and hydro generation stations. Lawycr
reported to the Vice President of Generation (Hcrbein). The Station Superintendents of the generating stations, including the TMI Station Superintendent
29 BOlrd nOlc: This .ection essentially provides an overview of management 1tnlctUn:. The Board'. conclusions
lbout the responsibilities of plrticular individulls in management positions In: found It pp. 73542, below.
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(G. Miller) until March 1979, reported to Lawyer. In March 1979, when the
TMI Station Superintendent's title changed to Station Manager, the Station Manager began reporting directly to the Vice President of Generation rather than to
Lawyer. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(G), Lawyer 11/10/83 Interview
at 5-7, 9; G. Miller, fr. Tr. 5039 at 4-5."
7. "Generally, Lawyer received daily station status reports during morning
conference calls to each station superintendent The TMI Unit Superintendents
participated in the call with the TMI Station Superintendent While Lawyer did
receive daily copies of the Daily Plant Status Reports, he primarily depended
on the daily morning conference calls and other phone calls from the plant to
identify problems that need~ his attention.I4 In addition to monthly meetings
with his station superintendents, which occasionally took place at TMI, Lawyer
usually traveled to TMJ once a week to meet with the TMI Station Superintendent. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(G), Lawyer 11/10/83 Interview at
7-10, 19-22,62-63."
8. "Gary P. Miller held the title of Station Superintendent at TMI until
March 1979 when the title of the position changed to Station Manager. This
position, the highest level of management stationed at TMI, was responsible
for the supervision of TMI-l and TMJ-2 and was responsible for compliance
with the operating licenses, Tech Specs, and all applicable regulations. While
Station Superintendent, Miller reported to the Manager of Generation Operations
(Lawyer). When the position title changed to Station Manager, Miller began
reporting directly to the Vice President of Generation (Herbein). Persons in
three principal operating positions reported to the Station Superintendent/Station
Manager. They were the Unit 1 Superintendent, the Unit 2 Superintendent, and
the Site Maintenance Superintendent, who was responsible for maintenance at
both units. G. Miller, ff. Tr. 5039 at 2-5; Herbein, ff. Tr. 5268 at 7; Board
Exh. 2, Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 3B, Exhibit 70 at 2."
9. "Insofar as operation of the units was concerned, Miller relied principally on the Unit 1 and 2 Superintendents. Typically, he spent most of the time
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, in meetings. He did not regularly
attend meetings involving plant operations. Miller estimated that he spent from
20% to 40% of his time away from TMI. While his goal was to visit the Control
Rooms about once a week, Miller in practice was not able to visit them that
frequently. G. Miller, ff. Tr. 5039 at 6, 12, 14; Tr. 5041, 5066-67 (G. Miller)."
10. "Miller kept abreast of the daily status of the units primarily through
two mechanisms, namely the Daily Plant Status Report and a daily morning
conference call typically involving Miller, the Units 1 and 2 Superintendents,

I4Thc naily Plant Stanu Report listed plant parameters. including unidentified leak pte, and provided areas ror
canments and special problems. O. Miller. fr. Tr. 5039 at 13. Sc,. ~.g •• Board Exh. I·A. Suer Report, Vol. V(B).
Tab 10.
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and his superior in Reading. On those days when he was at TMI, Miller tried
to review the Daily Plant Status Report each morning. While he did not recall
seeing shift supervisor turnover notes attached to the reports, Miller believed,
based on documents shown to him during the Stier Unit 2 leak rate investigation,
that he did receive them. Miller recalled that he relied on the morning call as
his principal daily source of information on the status of the units. O. Miller,
ff. Ti'. 5039 at 12-14."
11. "On matters of plant operations Miller expected his subordinates to use
normal channels. His office was outside the security fence at TMI precisely
so that employees would deal with their unit managements rather than coming
directly to him on routine operation matters. [d. at 15."
12. "Because of his numerous responsibilities, Miller necessarily depended
on his subordinates to bring to his attention operating matters that involved
safety or unit availability. He was not in a position independently to seek out
such problems. [d. at 11; Ti'. 5066 (G. Miller)."
13. "Until late 1978, Miller concurrently held the title of Unit 2 Superintendent at TMI along with the Station Superintendent title. Joseph B. Logan,
who had been hired by the company in January 1978 for the position of Unit
2 Superintendent, formally assumed the position toward the end of 1978 after
obtaining an NRC Senior Reactor Operator License and familiarizing himself
with the unit and staff. O. Miller, ff. Ti'. 5039 at 3; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. VI(G), Logan 3/27/85 Interview at 3."
14. "Miller believed that while he himself held both the Station Superintendent and Unit 2 Superintendent positions in 1978, James L. Seelinger, the Unit
2 Superintendent of Technical Support, substantially discharged the responsibilities of Unit 2 Superintendent. Miller testified that because of his station responsibilities he depended on Seelinger to supervise day-to-day operations. G. Miller,
ff. Ti'. 5039 at 3-4; Tr. 5050-53 (G. Miller). Seelinger took issue with Miller's
view of him as acting Unit 2 Superintendent. Seelinger did allow that his and
Miller's perception of his role in Unit 2 could have differed. Seelinger clearly
did not view his authority as broadly as Miller did. Sf!e Seelinger, ff. Ti'. 4623
at 4-6; Ti'. 4627-28 (Seelinger)."
IS. "The Unit 2 Superintendent reported to the TMI Station Superintendent
and was responsible for the administration, operation, and maintenance of TMI2 and for ensuring compliance with the Tech Specs. Administrative Procedure
(' AP') 1010, 'Technical Specification Surveillance Program, t gave him specific
responsibility for ensuring compliance of the Surveillance Test Schedules with
the Tech Specs. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(A), Tab 6 (Unit Superintendent Position Description); id., Vol. V(C), Tab 17 (AP 1010, § 2.1.)."
16. "Jbe four principal operating pOSitions reporting to the Unit 2 Superintendent were the Unit Superintendent of Technical Support, the Supervisor
of Operations, the Supervisor of Maintenance, and the Supervisor of Radiation
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Protection and Chemistry. G. Miller, ff. 5039 at 4; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. VI(G), Logan 11/18/83 Statement at 1."
17. "As Unit 2 Superintendent, Logan generally kept abreast of plant status
and activities by participating in the morning conference calls between TMI
and management in Reading, attending plan of the day ('POD') meetings,15
and reviewing the Daily Plant Status Reports, shift supervisor turnover notes,
control room logs, and documents generated by PORC. He also made tours of
the plant and visited the control room several times each day. Board Exh. I-A,
Stier Report, Vol. VI(G), Logan 3/27/85 Interview at 20-22, 27-31, 33."
18. "James L. Seelinger was the Unit 2 Superintendent of Technical Support
at TMI until December 1978, when he became the Unit 1 Superintendent and
George Kunder replaced him as Superintendent of Technical Support. Seelinger,
ff. 'fr. 4623 at I; Kunder, ff. 'fr. 4800 at 1."
19. "The Unit 2 Superintendent of Technical Support reported to the Unit
2 Superintendent and was responsible for supervision of the technical aspects
of plant engineering and for ensuring TMI-2 operation complied with the Tech
Specs. The lead engineers assigned to TMI-2 reported to him. In addition to
other responsibilities, the Unit 2 Superintendent of Technical Support chaired
the PORCo Kunder, ff. 'fr. 4800 at I; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol V(A),
Tab 6 (Unit Superintendent of Technical Support Position Description)."
20. "Seelinger perceived his responsibilities as principally being charged
with the writing and approval of the procedures for operating TMI-2. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(J), Seelinger 4/4/84 Interview at 7. He typically
attended the POD meetings. 'fr. 4678 (Seelinger)."
21. "Kunder saw his relationship to the Operations Department as advisory,
with no direct role in the operation of the unit and no responsibility for
operational decisions. He usually learned about operational problems through
members of his staff who performed the engineering tasks assigned to the
department. Kunder, ff. 'fr. 4800 at 1-2. Typically, assignments to the department
did go through him; however, plant personnel could deal directly with Kunder's
engineers in accomplishing tasks. 'fr. 4814-16 (Kunder). Kunder normally
attended most of the POD meetings. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(G),
Kunder 3/6/85 Statement at 26."

15 The POD meetings Logan attended were held daily in each unit carlyon the 7 a.m.-3 p.m. shift. The primary
purpose of those meetings was to discuss plant problems and plant evolutions scheduled to be performed that
day. The typical attendees included the Unit Superintendent, the SUpe!Visor of Operations. the Superintendent of

Technical Support, me or more shift lupcrvisors. and a representative from the Maintenance DcpaI1mC:nt. Tr. 467879 (Scc1inger); Bryan. ff. Tr. 4540 at 2; Mehler. ff. Tr. 3842 at 3; Board Em. I-A. Stier Report. Vol. V1(G).
Logan 11/18/83 Statement at 1-2
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B.

The Operations Department

22. "The Operations Department at TMI-2 was headed by the Supervisor of
Operations, James R. Floyd, who reported to the Unit 2 Superintendent. He was
responsible for the overall administration of his department and for ensuring
compliance with the Tech Specs. The shift supervisors and two Operations
engineers reported to him. The Supervisor of Operations was required to hold an
NRC Senior Reactor Operator License. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(A),
Tab 6 (Supervisor of Operations Position Description); Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894 at
1-2; Marshall, ff. Tr. 4380 at 1; G. Miller, ff. Tr. 5039 at 2-3. An Administrative
Procedure 1012, 'Shift Relief and Log Entries,' required the Supervisor of
Operations to review and sign the Control Room Log and Shift Foreman's Log
at least once per week. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 18 (AP
1012, § 2.2)."
23. "Floyd delegated the actual running of TMI-2 to the shift supervisors
and expected them to discuss any problems they had with him. He perceived
his job as primarily that of a 'crisis fighter,' living out of the control room and
the shift supervisor's office with close contact with CROs. Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894
at 2; Tr. 4969. 4974-75 (Floyd)."
24. "One means by which Floyd gave direction to the Operations Department was through the periodic issuance of Operations Memoranda, which were
compiled in a binder in the Control Room. Tr. 4943. 4999-5001 (Floyd); Tr. 2637
(Coleman); Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report. Vol. VI{I), A. MiIIer 3/22/85 Interview at 84."
25. "Floyd believed he attended the POD and shift supervisor meetings, but
rarely PORC meetings. Tr. 5031 (Floyd). Although he was on the distribution
list for the Daily Plant Status Reports, he did not scrutinize them. He viewed
them as the means by which his superiors were advised of plant status on a
daily basis. Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894 at 6-7."
26. "The TMI-2 Operations Department work force was divided initially
into five groups, referred to as 'crews' or 'shifts,' that would rotate among
three daily shifts of 7 a.m.-3 p.m., 3 p.m.-ll p.m., and 11 p.m.-7 a.m. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 47. Prior to the establishment of the sixshift rotation. certain individuals were specified for relief. After addition of the
extra shift, however. it became easier to provide relief personnel since a relief
shift became a part of the normal shift rotation. Tr. 2329 (Russell). A shift
supervisor, who held an NRC Senior Reactor Operator License, headed each
shift. The license authorized him to direct the licensed activities of licensed
operators and to manipulate the controls of the plant. The license itself stated that
'[i]n directing the licensed activities of licensed operators and in manipUlating
the controls . • • the licensee shall observe the operating procedures and other
conditions specified in the facility license • • • .' Because the shift supervisor
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was responsible for overseeing Operations Department activities at both Units
I and 2, he divided his time between TMI-I and TMI-2 during his shift The
shift foreman for each unit reported to the shift supervisor. Board Exh. I-A,
Stier Report, Vol. I at 47, 49; id., Vol. V(A), Tab 6 (Shift Supervisor Position
Description); Board Exh. 10-A, SRO License."
27. "The shift supervisor was responsible for ensuring that plant operations
did not jeopardize the health and safety of the employees and public. The
shift supervisor was also responsible for ensuring that the surveillance testing
program was conducted in compliance with the Final Safety Analysis Report
('FSAR'). Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(A), Tab 6 (Shift Supervisor
Position Description)."
28. "The turnover notes prepared by the shift supervisor on the 11 p.m.-7
a.m. shift were attached to Daily Plant Status Reports distributed at TMI. Id.,
Vol. I at 137; id., Vol. VI(H), Mehler 2/28/85 Interview at 76-77; see, e.g., id.,
Vol. V(B), Tab 10."
29. "Monthly shift supervisor meetings were held at TMI. The minutes of
the meetings indicated that personnel matters were the main topic of discussion. Smith, ff. Tr. 4331 at 2; Bryan, ff. Tr. 4540 at 2; Mehler, ff. Tr. 3842 at
3; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. nCB), G. MiIIer Summary at 5."
30. "A shift foreman, who held an NRC Senior Reactor Operator License,
directly supervised the TMI Operations Department staff on shift at each
unit. The license authorized him to direct the licensed activities of licensed
operators and to manipulate the controls of the plant The license itself stated that
'[i]n directing the licensed activities of licensed operators and in manipulating
the controls . • • the licensee shall observe the operating procedures and other
conditions specified in the facility license . . . .' The CROs reported to the
shift foreman. Board Exh. 10-A, SRO License; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. V(A), Tab 6 (Shift Foreman Position Description); id., Vol. I at 48."
31. "Like the shift supervisor, the shift foreman was responsible for ensuring that plant operations did not jeopardize the health and safety of the employees and public and that the surveillance testing program was conducted in
compliance with the FSAR. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(A), Tab 6
(Shift Foreman Position Description)."
32. "The shift foreman would assign work among his subordinates and
would personally become involved in the resolution of any problems encountered
on his shift The manner in which shift foremen performed their responsibilities
varied. Some foremen spent more time in the Control Room than others who
devoted more of their time to inspecting the plant Id., Vol. I at 48-49."
33. "The outgoing shift communicated information to the oncoming shift
through shift turnovers. Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894 at 7; Tr. 2623 (Coleman)."
34. "Although SurveiIIance Procedure ('SP') 2301-301, 'RCS Inventory,'
did not define specific responsibilities for the shift foreman, AP 1010, 'Technical
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Specification Surveillance Program,' provided that '[d]ata sheets will be signed
by the person performing the task, and reviewed and approved by his foreman
where required by the forms and procedures.' As a general rule. the shift foreman
would approve leak rate test results for filing by signing the leak rate test
sheet Board Exh. I-A. Stier Report, Vol. I at 48; id.• Vol. V(A). Tab 6 (Shift
Foreman Position Description); id., Vol. V(C), Tab 17 (AP 1010, § 3.2.2)."
35. "AP 1012, 'Shift Relief and Log Entries,' required the shift foreman to
maintain a Shift Rlreman's Log. The shift foreman was responsible for review
and sign off of the log at the completion of each shift The procedure did not
specify that the log contain any information relating to leak rate tests. [d., Vol. I
at 44; id., Vol. V(C), Tab 18 (AP 1012)."
36. "The CROs, under the direction of a shift foreman, were responsible for
operating the plant. Each CRO was required to hold an NRC Reactor Operator
License. The license issued to the operator, which authorized him to manipulate
all controls of the plant, stated that '[i]n manipulating the controls . . . the
licensee shall observe the operating procedures and other conditions specified
in the facility license .•• .' Board Exh. IO-B, RO License; Board Exh. I-A,
Stier Report, Vol. V(A), Tab 6 (Control Room Operator Position Description)."
37. "Two to four CROs comprised each shift, possibly including one or
more CRO trainees whom the NRC had not yet licensed. The CROs were
responsible for directing the work of several auxiliary operators. Board Exh. 1A. Stier Report, Vol. I at 48; McGovern, ff. Tr. 3148 at 2; Conaway, ff. Tr. 3097
at 2. Although the division of responsibilities among the CROs on shift did vary,
one CRO was assigned to the control panel, where his responsibilities included
maintaining the Control Room Log. The responsibility for 'switching and
tagging' equipment to control its proper use and for taking readings from plant
instruments was assumed by the second CRO on shift (or divided between two
or more CROs on crews that included a total of more than two CROs). The CRO
responsible for taking readings usually would also be responsible for performing
the leak rate test In practice, the CRO duties overlapped somewhat The
switching and tagging CRO might malee entries in the Control Room Log, and
the CRO assigned to the Control Panel might, on occasjon, perform a leak rate
test.16 Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 48-49."
38. "Like the shift foremen, the CROs used turnovers to communicate
information from shift to shift. Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894 at 7; Board Exh. I-A, Stier
Report, Vol. VI(G), .IlIjes 2fl/85 Interview at 45; id., Vol. VI(D), Frederick
3/12/85 Interview at 127-28; Board Exh. 6, OI Report, Exh. 24, Faust Interview
at 6."

16 fur uch of the leak nlc tests. Stier and NRR attempted 10 determine individual assignments for each or the
individuals on shift. Su Board Exh. I-A. Stier Report. VoL
Tables 1-2; Board Exh. S-A. NRR Report,
VoL 2. Table 11.

meA).
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39. "The procedures implementing the Tech Spec requirements for leak
rate testing imposed several requirements on the CRO. AP 1012, 'Shift Relief
and Log Entries,' required CROs to maintain and sign a Control Room Log,
including a record of the start and completion or suspension times of all tests
required by Tech Specs. Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report. Vol. I, Enclosure 1 at
2; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report. Vol. I at 44; id., Vol. V(C), Tab 18 (AP 1012,
§§2.4 and 3.3.17). AP 1010, 'Technical Specification Surveillance Program,'
provided that the operator performing a surveillance task sign the data sheets
where required by the forms and procedures. AP 1012 also required the test
performer to document problems encountered during surveillance testing and
test results not meeting test acceptance criteria on an 'Exception and Deficiency
List.' Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report. Vol. I, Enclosure 1 at 2; Board Exh.
I-A, Stier Report. Vol. I at 45; id., Vol. V(A), Tab 17 (AP 1010, §§ 3.2.2 and
3.2.4). SP 2301-3Dl, 'RCS Inventory,' required the responsible CRO to enter
the Action Statement under Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 if a leak rate test indicated that a
limiting condition for operation had been exceeded. Tr. 653 (Kirkpatrick); Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report. Vol. V(C), Tab 19 (SP 2301-301, §§6.4 and 7.2)."
40. "Several auxiliary operators were assigned to each shift Generally, they
reported to the CRO who operated the panel. They were stationed throughout
the plant and assisted the eROs. Their duties included operating equipment that
could not be operated from the Control Room. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report.
Vol. I at 48-49. These individuals were not required to hold any NRC license."
41. "The following chart provides the shift compositions for both the fiveshift rotation, from September 30, 1978, to December 1978, and the six-shift
rotation, from January 1979 to March 28, 1979:"17

Shift

Position

SeptemberDecember 1978

JanuaryMarch 1979

Al8

Shift Supervisor
Shift Foreman
CRO
CRO
CRO-in-training

Zewe, W.
Scheimann, F.
Frederick, E.
Faust, C.
McGovern, H.19

Zewe, W.
Scheimann, F.
Frederick, E.
Faust, C.

17 The individualJl on a particular ahif\ lOmCIlmes valied primarily because of vacations. illnesses. and training. The
actual ahif\ c:anposition for a particular test wa. rcconslrUc:lcd by SUer and appears in Board Elh. I-A. Stier
Report, VoL meA). Tables 1 and 218 1978 Shift A -su Board Elh. S-A. NRR Report, Vol 1. Fnclosurc 1 of Fnclosurc 10 at 6; 1979 Shift Asu id.. Fnc10surc 1 of Encloswe 6 at 1.
19 McGovern was in training until receiving his RO license in November 1978. S~~ id.. Encloswe 1 of Enclosure
10 at 6.
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Shift
B20

cn

E'24

Position

SeptemberDecember 1978

JanuaryMarch 1979

Shift Supervisor
Shift Foreman
CRO
CRO
CRO-in-training
CRO-in-training

Chwastyk, J.
Conaway, W.
Kidwell, J.
llljes, T.
Mell, C.
Hemmila, E.ll

Chwastyk, J.
Conaway, W.
Kidwell, J.
IlIjes, T.
Mell, C.

Shift Supervisor
Shift Foreman
CRO
CRO
CRO-in-training

Mehler, B.
Adams, C.
Congdon, J.
Cooper, M.
Phillippe, M.

No change
after December
1978

Shift Supervisor
Shift Foreman
CRO
CRO
CRO

Hitz, G.
Miller, A.
Olson, D.
Wright, L.
Coleman, M.

No change
after December
1978

Shift Supervisor
Shift Foreman
CRO
CRO
CRO-in-training
CRO-in-training

Smith, B.
Hoyt, K.
Booher, R.
Hartman, H.
Blessing, J.
Germer, L.

Smith, B.
Hoyt, K.
Booher, R.
Hartman, H.
Blessing, J.

Shift Supervisor
Shift Foreman
CRO
CRO
CRO-in-training

eF'Shift
did not
exist

Bryan, K.
Guthrie, C.
Hemmila, E.
McGovern, H.
Germer, L.

20 Shift B -

lie id.. Enclosure 1 of Enclosure 9 at 1.
II Hcmmila was in tninin& until =eivin& his ltO license in De=nbcr 1978. Ste id.. Enclosure 16 at 2; Board
Em. I-A. Stier Report, VoL veAl. Tab 4 e8/lSnS Shift Assignment Sheet).
n Shift C - su Board Exh. S-A. NRR Report, Vol. 1. Enclosure 1 of Enclosure 5 at 1.
13Shift D -su id.. Enclosure 1 of Enclosure 12 at 1.
'24 Shift E - su id.. Enclosure 15 at 2; id.. Enclosure 1 of Enclosure 3 at 1.
13 Shift F - s~~ ill.. Enclosure t of Enclosure 10 at 6.
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C.

Bodies Outside of the Chain of Command

42. "The Plant Operations Review Committee was an advisory group that reported to the Unit Superintendent. It was an interdisciplinary committee consisting mostly of department heads and key individuals from the plant. PORC was
responsible for review of procedure changes and plant modifications, as well as
activities directly affecting the nuclear safety of the operating unit. Tech Spec
6.5.1.6 set forth the specific charges of PORCo One such charge was investigating violations of Tech Specs, including preparing reports covering evaluations
and recommendations to prevent recurrence to the Station Superintendent and
the GRC. PORC also was responsible for reviewing events requiring 24-hour
notification to the NRC. The Tech Specs required PORC to provide written notification within 24 hours to the Station Superintendent and the GRC Chairman
of disagreement between PORC and the Unit Superintendent The Unit Superintendent, however, had responsibility for resolving the disagreements. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech Specs 6.5.1.6 and 6.5.1.7);
Kunder, ff. 'fro 4800 at 3-4; 'fro 4817-20 (Kunder); Herbein, ff. 'fro 5268 at 8."
43. "The General Office Review Board was an advisory group that reported
directly to the President of Met-Ed. GaRB reports provided the President, who
was not involved in the day-to-day operational activities of the station, with
the broad perspective of maintaining nuclear safety and appropriate radiation
protection. Herbein, ff. 'fro 5268 at 8."
44. "The Generation Review Committee was a group organized to provide
an independent review and audit of activities important to nuclear safety,
which included procedural changes, plant modifications, and violations of
regulations. [d."
45. "The Quality Assurance organization audited and inspected safetyrelated activities, including operations, maintenance, engineering, and licensing,
to ensure compliance with procedures developed by the functional groups. [d. at
9. QA had a specific responsibility to oversee surveillance testing. Board Exh.
I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 138."

n. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS DURING OCTOBER 1978
NRC INSPECTION
A.

Technical Specifications and Procedures Relevant to Leak
Rate Testing

In this section the Board generally adopts the GPUN Proposed Findings set
forth in their § II.B. Such findings not modified by the Board are enclosed in
quotation marks.
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1. ''The TMI-2 Operating License incorporated Tech Specs that established limiting conditions for operation. Two sections ·of the Tech Specs addressed the requirements for pressure boundary leakage detection, §§ 3.4.6.1
and 3.4.6.2. Each of these sections was divided into four parts: (1) limiting
conditions for operation establishing minimum requirements for plant operation;
(2) an 'Action' section, generally referred to as the 'Action Statement,' describing the steps to be taken if a limiting condition for operation was exceeded; (3)
surveillance requirements, designed to assure compliance with limiting conditions for operation; and (4) 'bases' describing the background or purpose of the
limiting conditions for operation. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. 1 at 36;
id., Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech Specs 3.4.6.1 and 3.4.6.2)."
2. Tech Spec 3.4.6.1 follows the provisions of Reg. Guide 1.45 by requiring
the three leakage detection systems recommended in that Guide. The Tech Spec
required radioactive particulate and sump monitoring systems in addition to
either an air cooler condensate or a gaseous radioactivity monitoring system. The
Action Statement of this Tech Spec described the steps to be taken in the event
these systems were not continuously in operation. Its corresponding surveillance
requirements specified how plant personnel were to demonstrate that these
systems were operable. The ''bases'' of this Tech Spec explained that it was
intended to be consistent with Reg. Guide 1.45. Tech Spec 3.4.6.1, however,
did not specify the leakage limits that it was intended to monitor, and it did not
require an inventory balance test. Id., Vol. I at 36-37; id., Vol. V(B), Tab 12
(Reg. Guide 1.45).
3. Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 established the following leakage limits as the limiting
conditions for operation:
•• no pressure boundary leakage;
b.

1 gpm of unidentified leakage;

c.

1 gpm of primary-to-secondary leakage through the steam genera ton;

d.

10 gpm of identified leakage from the Reactor Coolant System;

e.

8 gpm controlled leakage at. Reactor Coolant System pressure of 21SS ± SO psig.

Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech Spec 3.4.6.2).
4. The corresponding Action Statement to Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 required that
if any pressure boundary leakage were found, the plant had to be in "hot standby"
within 6 hours and in "cold shutdown" within the next 30 hours. For any other
leakage, including unidentified leakage, in excess of a limiting condition for
operation, leakage was to be reduced to within Tech Spec limits within 4 hours
or the plant'had to be in hot standby within the next 6 hours and in cold shutdown
within the next 30 hours.
:..
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5. Tech Spec 4.4.6.2, which provided the corresponding surveillance requirements, stated:
4.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within each of the
above limits by:
a.

Monitoring the containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitor at least
once per 12 hours.

b.

Monitoring the containment swnp inventory and discharge at least once per 12
hours.

c.

Measurement of the CONlROllED LEAKAGE from the reactor coolant pump
seals when the Reactor Coolant System pressure is 2155 ± SO psig at least once
per 31 days.

d.

Performance of a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance at least once
per 72 hours during steady state operation.

As the Board reads this language, all four of these surveillances were required. Id" Vol. I at 37-38; id" Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech Spec 4.4.6.2).
6. "Tech Specs 1.14 through 1.17 defined the categories ofleakage referred
to in Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 as foIIows (Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 38-39;
id" Vol. V (B), Tab 14 (Tech Specs 1.14-1.17); see also Wermiel, fr. Te. 376 at

5):
IDENTIFIED lEAKAGE
1.14 IDEN11FIED LEAKAGE shall be:
a.

Leakage (except CONlROllED LEAKAGE) into closed systems. such as
pwnp seal or valve packing leaks that are captured and conducted to a swnp or
collecting tank.

b.

Leakage into the containment atmosphere from sources that are both specifically
located and known either not to interfere with the operation of leakage detection
systems or not to be PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.

c.

Reactor coolant system leakage through a steam generator to the secondary
system.

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE
1.15

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be all leakage which is not IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE or CONlROllED LEAKAGE.

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE
1.16 PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall be leakage (ex:c'pt steam generator tube
leakage) through a non-isolable fault in a Reactor Coolant System component body.
pipe wall or vessel walL
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CONI'ROUED LEAKAGE
1.17 CON1ROu.ED LEAKAGE shall be that seal water /low supplied from the reador
coolant pump seals. • • ."

7. "The Tech Specs also established requirements for reporting to the
NRC when a limiting condition for operation was exceeded. Tech Spec 6.9.1.8
provided that in such instances a report had to be made to the NRC within 24
hours. This had to be followed by a more detailed Licensee Event Report within
14 days describing the event. the corrective action taken, and the steps that the
licensee intended to take to prevent recurrence. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. I at 39; id., Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech Spec 6.9.1.8); see also Wermiel,.
ff. n. 376 at 5, 11."
8. "Finally, Tech Spec 6.10 required 'records of surveillance activities
••• required by these Technical Specifications' to be retained for at least 5
years. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 40; id., Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech
Spec 6.10); see also Wermiel, ff. n. 376 at 11."
9. "The TMI-2 FSAR described the leak rate test as the 'primary means
of detecting reactor coolant system leakage.' Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. I at 41; id., Vol. V(C), Tab 15 (FSAR); see also Wermiel, ff. n. 376 at
8-9; Board Exh. 22, FSAR §§5.2.7.3 and 5.2.7.4. It was in fact the only one
of the tests prescribed in the Tech Specs that provided a quantifiable mean~ of
measuring unidentified leakage as defined in the Tech Specs. See n. 683 (Stier,
Russell); Tr. 3865 (Mehler)."
10. "The following three interrelated procedures implemented Tech Spec
requirements for leak rate testing: (I) SP2301-3DI, 'RCS Inventory,' controlling the performance of leak rate tests; (2) AP 1012, 'Shift Relief and Log
Entries,' dealing with logging requirements; and (3) AP 1010, 'Technical Specification Surveillance Program,' covering reporting the results of surveillance
tests.u Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 41; id., Vol. V(C), Tabs 17 (AP
1010), 18 (AP 1012), 19 (SP 2301-3D1)."
Un.c NRC Sulf identified me Idditional procedure, AP 1036, "'Instrument Out·of·SctVice Control" (Board
Exhs. 12-A and 12·B), as I ze!cvant procedure to this proceeding. Tr. 1167·68 (Russell). Mr. Russeliitated:
The purpose of the procedure is to describe the method of cmtrol of readout devices which become
inoperable or Ire ruongly IUSpected of being inoperable, luch that they Ire marked, documented Ind
controlled until repair is effected. Thlt'l under lection 1.1; purpose.
Under § 21. responsibilities:
shift IUpezvisors. lhift foremln and control room operators. The lhift lupcMSor and/or lhift foreman
and/or control room operators arc responsible to .. sure out·of·service instruments Ire identified and
logged out·of·service. They are also rcspcnsible \0 assure that work tequcsu Ire IUbmitted to effect repair
and remove the out-of'lczvice stickers fran the instruments and close out the out·of·service instrument
log entries.
This is the procedure that promulgates the log that we have been discussing. and I think the procedure is quite
clear and it indicates that out-of·lczvice instruments and suspected instruments are not to be used and they arc to
be tagged and indicated and those tags are to remain m them untilluch time II repairs arc effected and they are
again Jdiable for the purpose of operating the facility. Tr. 1803 (Russell).
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11. "SP 2301-301 stated that its purpose was to assure compliance with
the leakage limits set forth in Tech Spec 3.4.6.2. It required performance of a
leak rate test at least once every 72 hours during 'steady state' in Modes 1"2,3,
and 4, when, according to the Tech Spec definition of Modes, RCS temperature
averaged greater than 200°F. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 42; see
also Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report, Vol. I, Enclosure 1 at 2."
12. "The procedure prescribed the plant conditions required for the performance of a leak rate test Certain 'operations should not be conducted,' for
example, '(a) makeup or chemical addition to the makeup system, ••. (e) boration or deboration.' 'Operations such as adding water to the make-up tank or
sampling the RCS [reactor coolant system] may be accounted for [in the test
calculation] • • • , however, these should be avoided if at all possible.' The
reactor coolant and make-up systems ,should be maintained in a 'steady state
condition.' Valve lineups should be maintained the same throughout the test,
and reactor power and RCS temperature and pressure should not be altered. The
procedure also directed use of the same instruments to obtain data at the beginning and end of the test. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 42."
13. ''The procedure also provided for the performance of the test normally
by means of the plant computer. Operators were alerted to the inability of the
computer to perform leak rate test calculations when ReS temperature was
below 520°F. At such times, operators were to perform the calculation manually,
and the procedure provided a data sheet for that purpose.ld. at 43; Board Exh. 2,
Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 4, Tab 2 (SP 2301-3Dl, Rev. 3, §4.3); see also
Board Exh. 5-A. NRR Report, Vol. 1, Enclosure 1 at 2."
14. "If an operator had to change the RCS inventory during the test, he
had to account for the change in the calculation and complete a 'Data Sheet
4' to indicate the quantity added to the RCS and the operation that caused the
change. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 43."
15. "The procedure contained directions for responding to test results that
exceeded limiting conditions for operation. The first requirement was that an
operator begin a new leak rate test. Next, the operator was to determine whether
unaccounted-for operator action had affected the initial test. If such action had
taken place, the operator was to invalidate the test. The procedure required that
the operator record such action in the 'remarks' section of the data sheet. Id.,·
see also Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report, Vol. I, Enclosure 1 at 2."
16. "Operators were then required to check for leakage. If an operator found
such leakage, he was to document the leakage on a 'Data Sheet 3' along with
its flow rate and a description of the method used to determine the rate. The
shift supervisor was then required to evaluate the safety significance of any such
leakage that the operator had identified. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at
43-44."
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17. "If, after these steps were taken, test results remained in excess of
acceptance criteria, the procedure required that the process of shutting down the
plant should begin according to the Action Statement of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2.ld. at
44; see also Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report, Vol. I, Enclosure 1 at
18. "AP 1012 set forth requirements for logging surveillance tests. A
Control Room Log, maintained by a CRO, was to include a record of the start
and completion or suspension times of all tests required by Tech Specs. The
Supervisor of Operations was required to review and sign the Control Room
Log at least once per week, indicating that he was satisfied with the recording
techniques and was familiar with any operating abnormalities. The procedure
also required maintenance of a Shift fureman's Log, but did not specify that the
Log contain any information relating to leak rate tests. Board Exh. I-A, Stier
Report, Vol. I at 44; see also Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report, Vol. I, Enclosure
1 at 2."
19. "AP 1010 established a system for documenting the results of surveillance tests that could not be performed successfully or failed to meet acceptance
criteria. Any surveillance test that had an unsatisfactory result had to be documented on an 'Exception and Deficiency List' and filed. Filing an 'Exception'
was necessary in the event of a failure to obtain 'required plant conditions'
or an inability to use 'an existing procedure (i.e., equipment out-of-service or
a procedure which cannot be followed).' Filing a 'Deficiency' was necessary
when a test had been completed but acceptance criteria had not been met Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 45; see also Board Exh. 5-A, NRR Report,
Vol. I, Enclosure 1 at 2-3."
20. "A shift supervisor was required to review and initial all Exceptions
and Deficiencies ('E&Ds') 'as soon as possible.' In the case of a Deficiency,
he was to determine whether a reportable occurrence had taken place. If so, he
had to bring the matter to the attention of the Unit Superintendent. The E&D
List would then be attached to the test data package and filed with the GMS
Coordinator. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 45:"
21. "The GMS Coordinator, who was appointed by the Unit Superintendent
to administer the GMS (Generation Maintenance System) program covering all
plant maintenance and testing, would inform the PORC Chairman and the QC
Supervisor when the maximum allowable time interval between surveillance
tests had been exceeded. The OMS Coordinator would forward any E&D to
the PORC Chairman and QC Supervisor as soon as practicable. He would also
maintain a followup action log of all E&Ds. Finally, the QC Supervisor was
designated to provide general oversight for all surveillance testing. ld., at 4546."

1.':
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B.

Training

The Board generally adopts the Proposed Findings of the Numerous Employees as set forth in their §§ V.A and V.B except as deletions are indicated by
"

. . ..

It

.

22. "The testimony of Mr. Dennis J. Boltz, who was a training instructor
assigned to the licensed operator training group at TMI-2 during 1978-1979,
Tr. 2218-19, made apparent the fact that classroom training regarding the
performance of leak rate tests was virtually nonexistent. Mr. Boltz acknowledged
that, in 1978-1979, the TMI-2 training department focused exclusively on
'textbook type' training consisting of little more than providing a copy of the
Technical Specifications to the operators and supervisors to read, and thus it
'had to rely heavily [on] the operations and on-the-job training aspects of [the
CROs'] training programs with qualified personnel on shift.' Tr. 2225, 2226;
see Tr. 2582, 2714, 2799, 2839."
23. "Mr. Boltz searched training records from 1978-1979 and found only
one document that referred to leak rate testing; it merely states that a CRO must
be '[c]apable of using [the] computer for calculations of leak rate, heat balance,
Reactivity Balance, etc.' Exh. 16; see Tr. 2220, 2226."
24. "Mr. Boltz's testimony before this Board also highlighted the important
information concerning leak rate testing that was omiUed from the TMI-2
classroom training program. The training program did not include a discussion of
the requirement of Administrative Procedure 1012 to log the start and completion
(or suspension) of each leak rate test performed, n. 2224-25, nor did it include a
discussion of the Administrative Procedure 1010 requirement that leak rate tests
not performed successfully or that failed to meet the acceptance criteria should
be documented through the use of an exception or a deficiency. Tr. 2224. The
classroom training program at TMI-2 also failed to provide any instruCtions
regarding the performance of leak rate tests by hand. Tr. 2229. Nor were such
instructions provided during the 3-week course at the B&W simulator taken by
all CRO trainees prior to becoming licensed. Tr. 2231."
25. ''The only instruction as to how to perform leak rate tests was provided as part of an operator's on-the-job training (1i'. 2225; see, e.g., Mell
Prep. St. at 1-2, ff. n. 3239), but the TMI-2 training department took no action
to assure that the on-the-job leak rate test training was consistent among the
shifts. Tr. 2224. The Board thus finds that classroom training concerning leak
rate testing at TMI-2 was essentially nonexistent during 1978-1979, and failed
to teach the TMI-2 operators and supervisors the requirements pertaining to,
and proper procedures for, leak rate testing."
26. ''The evidence of record is that the on-the-job instruction received by
the TMI-2 operators concerning leak rate testing was confined to a basic demon-stration of the steps necessary to conduct the leak rate test. As Mr. McGovern
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testified before this Board, '[a]ll I remember about performing leak rates and
learning how to do them was what I was taught by the CROs. This is how you
punch it out and make the leak rate test come out That's what I remember about
leak rate training.' Te. 3207; see Mell Prep. St at 1-2, ff. Te. 3239."
27. "Mr. McGovern's recollection was echoed by the testimony of several
other operators. Mr. Coleman testifie4 that the on-the-job instruction he received
concerning leak rate testing was not 'very extensive.' Tr. 2583. Mr. Cooper
testified that apart from being shown how to perform a leak rate test, his only
instruction concerned the prescribed limits for plant leakage. Te. 2916. Thus,
there is ample testimony illustrating the limited nature of the on-the-job training
received by the TMI-2 operators in 1978-1979. In essence, there was no training.
on the meaning or purpose of the test. Tr. 523-24."
28. "The TMI-2 operators and shift foremen were unanimous in testifying
that their on-the-job training on leak rate testing never included any discussion
of the relationship between the test and the potential safety significance of a
critical crack in RCS piping. Mr. IIIjes, a CRO, could not recall having received
'any specific training on leak rates or the [safety] implications' .of. performing
them. Te. 3082. Nor could Mr. Mehler (a shift supervisor) (Te. 3859-60) or
Mr. Adam Miller (a shift foreman) (Te. 3628) recall any such training. Other operators who testified to this void in their training include Mr. Cooper (Tr. 2916),
Mr. Wright (Te. 2672), Mr. Ritz (Te. 3707), Mr. Guthrie (Te. 4126), Mr. Olson
(Te. 4009-11) and Mr. Conaway (Te. 3105)."
29. "The on-the-job training at TMI-2 was also deficient in that it failed
to instruct operators to take the prescribed actions in response to unsatisfactory
leak rate test results. Numerous operators testified that they were never taught to
apply Administrative Procedure 10tO, the Exception and Deficiency procedure,
to unsatisfactory leak rate test results. Mr. Wright's testimony is typical in this
regard. He stated that the requirement to apply the Exception and Deficiency
Administrative Procedure to unsatisfactory leak rate test results was never
'impressed upon me, either in training or anything else.' Te. 2672. The testimony
of Messrs. Coleman (Te. 2636), Conaway (Te. 3108), Hitz (Te. 3669), Miller
(Te. 3648), Smith (Te. 4344), and Scheimann (Te. 2795) supports Mr. Wright's
recollection .•••"
30. "It is also clear that the on-the-job training never conveyed the proper
interpretation of the '72-hour' rule and the 'Action Statement' requirement The
TMI-2 operators believed that they were obligated to enter the Action Statement
only upon failing to obtain one satisfactory leak rate test result within a 72-hour
period. E.g., Illjes Prep. St, ff. Te. 3010, at 2-3; Scheimann Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2831,
at 2; Cooper Prep. St, ff. Te. 2835, at 5. Only a few TMI-2 operators and supervisors seemed to have correctly understood that the requirement to invoke the
'4-hour clock' in the 'Action Statement' applied whenever a valid leak rate test
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depicted unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm. Frederick Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2447,
at 2; Zewe Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2946, at 2."
31. "The Board finds that on-the-job training at TMI-2 ess'entially consisted
of a demonstration of the manner in which to perform the leak rate test, with
virtually no guidance as to the significance of the test or the actions to be
taken if test results were unsatisfactory. See Tr. 4967-71 (Board summary of
testimony). The conclusion is inescapable that the lack of meaningful training
was a major cause ••. of the problems with leak rate testing at TMI-2."

C.

Chronology or Events During October 1978 NRC Inspection

The following section is based largely upon § n.C(iii) of the GPUN proposed
findings. However, the Board's numerous departures from those proposals make
it impracticable to identify the source of particular language.
32. In October 1978, NRC Inspector Donald Haverkamp discovered that
certain inappropriate leak rate test practices were being followed. The record
indicates that on October IS, 1978, at 7:27 p.m., a leak rate of -0.3504 gpm
was obtained.2' See NRR Test No. 12. On October 16, 1978, at 7:35 p.m., a
leak rate of 2.5645 gpm was obtained, substantially above the l-gpm limit set
by the Tech Specs. See NRR Test No. 12A. On October 17, 1978, at 1:27 p.m.,
a leak rate of 2.0738 gpm was obtained, again substantially above the Tech Spec
limit See NRR Test No 12B. On October 18, 1978, at 5:13 a.m., a leak rate of
1.7754 gpm was obtained, again well above the Tech Spec limit. See NRR Test
No. 12C.
33. The shift supervisor turnover note from the midnight to morning shift
on October 18 stated, "[sltill could not get a leak rate - 1900 today is deadline
doing hand calculations." Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(B), Tab 10
(l0/l8n8 Daily Plant Status Repon at 104, Item 11). Brian Mehler, shift
supervisor of the shift that was on duty that morning, said he was aware of
the need for a good leak rate and the fact that the 72-hour clock was running
out. Tr. 3893 (Mehler). At 7:35 a.m., a leak rate of 1.2939 gpm was obtained. See
NRR Test No. 120. Charles Adams, the shift foreman on Mehler's shift, testified
that James Floyd, TMI-2 Supervisor of Operations, usually came into the Control
Room around 6:00 a.m., and, though he did not recall exactly what time Floyd
arrived on October 18, he recalled Floyd sitting at the computer console, where
leak rate tests were run. Tr. 3797 (Adams). Floyd claimed not to recollect
the morning events of October 18, but he did note that he frequently sat at
'Z7 ror purposes of this discussioo. the Board assumes that IUcb a relatively Intall negative leak nte might
reasooably be talSidcn:d valid. taking into account the nonna! ranges of instrument error, Su Tr. 4901
negative leak ntes were considered
(Floyd). Our assumption is IUpported by the record. which indicates that
acceptable.
Tr. 2797·98 (Schcimann); Tr. 4901 (Floyd); Tr. 2529·32 (Faust); Coleman, ff. Tr. 2579 at 5;
Tr. 2652·53 (Coleman).
'

.man
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the computer console and sometimes started a test for an operator by typing
"RCSL." Tr. 4898-99 (Floyd). Mehler did not recall Floyd's presence in the
Control Room "immediately in the morning, early" but implied that Floyd was
there before Haverkamp arrived. Te. 3893-94 (Mehler). At 8:59 a.m., a leak rate
of 1.3219 gpm was obtained. See NRR Test No. 12E.
34. At approximately 9:00 am. on October 18. Haverkamp, who was on
site conducting a routine inspection of plant operations, arrived in or near
the Control Room and overheard a discussion by a CRO, shift foreman, and
shift supervisor about bad tests. Board Exh. 20, Haverkamp Testimony at 23. Haverkamp joined the discussion and saw several leak rate test results that
exceeded the l-gpm LCO. ld. Haverkamp interrupted his routine operations
inspection schedule to question Mehler and/or Floyd about the tests. ld. at
4. He then learned of the interpretation being given to the Tech Specs and
left the Control Room to discuss this with James Seelinger, the Unit 2 Superintendent of Technical Support. in his trailer. ld. Haverkamp went directly
to Seelinger because Seelinger was Haverkamp's "primary point of contact for
TMI-2." Tr. 2113 (Haver1camp). Discussing the type of day-in. day-out relationship he had with Met-Ed, Haver1camp testified that ''when it came to plant operations, technical questions about engineer-related questions, I spoke frequently
with Mr. Seelinger, probably .•• during each inspection." ld.
35. Haver1camp recalled that, shortly after he began his meeting with
Seelinger, Floyd entered Seelinger's trailer office and joined the discussion.
Board Exh. 20, Haverkamp Testimony at 4-5. Haverkamp clearly recalled Floyd
telling him, in effect. that unidentified leakage test results must be calculated to
be under 1 gpm only once every 72 hours to be in legal compliance with the
Tech Spec surveillance requirements. ld. In Floyd's view, any number of test
results could be greater than 1 gpm as long as acceptable results were obtained
once every 72 hours.ld. Haverkamp informed Floyd that his interpretation was
clearly incorrect and stated that the Tech Spec limiting conditions for operation
limits must always be met. in accordance with the applicable Tech Spec facility
operating modes, including the results of leak rate tests that were conducted more
often than required by the 72-hour Tech Spec surveillance frequency. ld. Floyd
claimed not to recall this conversation, but said that he had no reason to believe
Haver1camp's recollection was incorrect Tr. 4926-27 (Floyd).
36. In the discussion with Seelinger and Floyd, Haverkamp was informed
that plant operators were attempting to identify any leakage sources to reduce
unidentified leakage to less than 1 gpm. Board Exh. 20, Haverkamp Testimony at
6. Seelinger assured Haver1camp that the plant would be operated in accordance
with the applicable Tech Spec Action Statements and informed him that the
matter would be referred to PORC for its review as a potentially reportable
occurrence.ld.: see also Tr. 2050-51 (Haverkamp); Tr. 4630-32 (Seelinger). Also
during this discussion, the possibility of rounding off test results was discussed
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after Haverkamp raised some questions about the specified limit being "I"
gpm as opposed to "1.0" gpm.ZB Board Exh. 20, Haverkamp Testimony at 8-9;
Tr. 2111-13 (Haverkamp); Seelinger, ff. Tr. 4623 at 7; Tr. 4770-72 (Seelinger).
37. Sometime on the morning of the 18th, Seelinger met with Gary Miller,
TMI Station Superintendent and Unit 2 Superintendent, and informed him of
the Haverkamp-related events. Tr. 4722-27 (Seelinger). Seelinger recalled that
during this meeting, a telephone conversation took place with a Met-Ed manager
in Reading about how to handle the situation. [d. Although Seelinger is the
only member of either onsite or offsite management who remembered such a
telephone conversation, no one disputes that it took place. The message Seelinger
recalls receiving during that conversation was to review the item for reportability
and act appropriately. [d.
38. At 10:16 a.m., a leak rate of 1.0246 gpm was obtained. See NRR Test
No. 13. At approximately noon, Mark Bezilla, the procedure coordinator and
PORC secretary for TMI-2 (Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(A), Bezilla
2/22/85 Interview at I), at Seelinger's request brought Floyd three tests, NRR
Test Nos. 12C-E, to analyze. 'fro 4913-20 (Floyd). On Test No. 12C, which
indicated a leak rate of 1.7754 gpm at 5:13 a.m., Floyd wrote that "rounds
off high but is corrected by leak rate 1O/18n8. 7:35:27 start time i.e. into
action statement at 5:13:02 out of it at 7:35:27." n. 4913-14 (Floyd). On Test
No. 12D, which indicated a leakage of 1.2939 gpm at 7:35 a.m., Floyd wrote,
"OK by roundoff, JRF, 1200, 1O/18n8." Tr. 4914 (Floyd). On Test No. 12E,
which indicated a leakage of 1.3219 gpm at 8:59 a.m., Floyd again wrote, "OK
by roundoff." These tests indicate that by noon on October 18, a practice of
rounding off test results was in effect Mehler specifically recalled that at some
point in time Floyd came to him and advised him that he was going to be able to
roun'd off leak rates as a result of a discussion Floyd had had with Haverkamp,
whose opinion allowed rounding off to the nearest whole number. Board Exh. lA, Stier Report, Vol. VI(I), Mehler 3/15/85 Interview at 18. Mehler then rounded
off Test No. 13, which had been run that morning, and wrote on the test ''Net
Unidentified Leak Rate rounded off To Nears whole Number 1 GPM." See id. at
19, 37-39; see also id., Vol. VI(A), Adams 3/13/85 Interview at 44-48.
39. At 12:21 p.m., a leak rate of 0.1081 gpm was obtained, later corrected
by William Fels29 to indicate a leak rate of -0.283 gpm. See NRR Test No. 14;
Tr. 4520-31 (Fels). Probably in the early afternoon, Haverkamp was shown this
test, with an acceptable leak rate of 0.1081 gpm, and was informed that some
the short-term pnctice of rounding off test results to one significant figure is of lane interest in
undentanding this lequence of events. evidence bearing on the questioo of who initiated a discussioo of rounding
off is in emmet and the emmet need not be resolved.
29 Between March 1978 and March 1979. FcIs was the engineer assigned to atart up and check theTMI-2computer
IYltcmS. Boan! Exh. I-A, Stier Report. Vol DCA). FcIs Summuy at I. He was the individual who installed the
canputcrlzed leak nte test prognm at TMI-2./d.. Vol VI(C). FcIs '1/2S/8S Interview at 2.

28 Although
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amount of leakage had been identified and a computer input error found and
corrected, both reducing unidentified leakage. Board Exh. 20, Haverkamp Testimony at 6-7; Tr. 2054-57,2131 (Haverkamp). Statements about an identification
of leakage and a correction of a computer input error were repeated in the subsequent Licensee Event Report (LER) and are addressed below.

m.

A.

COMMISSION QUESTIONS CONCERNING TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS AND RESPONSES TO
OCTOBER 1978 INSPECTION

Incorrect Interpretations of Technical Specifications and Inadequate
Corrective Actions

The first group of issues the Commission requested the Board to address is
separated into three parts for clarity. We quote and address them, below.
How were the Technical Specification 3.4.6.2 requirements for reactor coolant system
unidentified leakage interpreted and implemented by control room operators (CROs), shift
foremen, shift supervisors and onsite and offsite management?

1. From the period of time when leak rate testing began in March 1978
to October 1978. virtually all Operations Department personnel, including
CROs, shift foremen, shift supervisors, and the Superintendent of Operations,
Mr. Floyd, generally worked under an interpretation that Tech Spec 3.4.6.2
and its corresponding surveillance requirement, Tech Spec 4.4.6.2, required
entry into the Action Statement only if they were unable to obtain a leak rate
test result of 1 gpm or less once in a 72-hour period. If such a result were
obtained, any other tests run during the same period and showing excessive
leakage were not considered to require entry into the Action Statement. See,
e.g., Congdon, ff. Tr. 2709 at 2; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(G),
Illjes 2f7!85 Interview at 14; Cooper, ff. Tr. 2835 at 5; Hitz, ff. Tr. 3644
at 3; Bryan, ff. Tr. 4540 at 2; McGovern, ff. Tr. 3148 at 3; Tr. 3151-52
(McGovern). Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894 at 3; Tr. 4753-57 (Seelinger). This erroneous
interpretation contributed to a practice whereby tests greater than 1 gpm were
discarded and tests of 1 gpm or less were filed. See, e.g., Tr. 2715-16 (Congdon);
Hitz, ff. Tr. 3664 at 3; Adams, ff. Tr. 3776 at 2; Tr. 3614-15 (A. Miller); see
also Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 58-59.
2. Some operators at times would search for leakage or "eyeball" plant
parameters for indications of excessive leakage after obtaining a test greater
than 1 gpm, but most of them would not make any efforts to determine the
validity of a test before discarding it. The lack of such efforts was particularly
true during the last 3 months of operation. See, e.g., Tr. 2714-16 (Congdon);
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Tr. 2522-24 (Faust); Tr. 3109-11 (Conaway); Tr. 4117-lS (Guthrie); Tr.424147, 4252-53 (Hoyt); Smith, ff. Tr. 4331 at 4; Tr. 4359-62 (Smith); Tr.4545-46
(Bryan). Virtually all of the operators, in effect, were simply going through
the motions of conducting leak rate tests to satisfy a procedural requirement,
without regard to the validity of the test.
3. The responsibilities of management above the level of TMI-2 Superintendent of Operations for interpretation of Tech Specs and other issues in this
proceeding are discussed in pp. 736-42, below.
B.

''Following the Discovery by an NRC Inspector in October 1978 That
Technical Specification 3.4.6.2 Requirements Were Not Properly
Interpreted or Implemented, What Corrective Action Was Taken by
Management Personnel?"

4. Late on October IS, PORC met and determined that a reportable
occurrence had occurred when the limiting condition for operation for Tech
Spec 3.4.6.2 was not invoked at 7:35 p.m. on October 16 when a leak rate of
2.6 gpm was obtained. Tr. 4780-81 (Seelinger); see also Board Exh. I-A, Stier
Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 31 (Seelinger 10/19nS Letter to Grier ("Grier Letter"».
5. In the afternoon of October 19, Seelinger informed Haverkamp, who
was still on site, that PORC had met to review operation of the facility during
October 16-18 with unidentified leakage greater than 1 gpm and that PORC had
determined the matter to be a reportable occurrence. Board Exh. 20, Haverkamp
Testimony at 6-7.
6. Later in the day on October 19, Seelinger sent a letter to Boyce
Grier, Director of Regulatory Operations at NRC's Region I, informing him
of the reportable occurrence. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab
31 (Grier Letter). BeziIIa, TMI-2 Procedure Coordinator and PORC secretary,
wrote the body of the Grier letter; Seelinger probably made corrections to it./d.,
Vol. VI(A), Bezilla 2(22/85 Interview at 15-22.
7. The Grier letter also contains the statement that "[u]nidentified leakage
was reduced to [Tech Spec] limits at 0735 on 10-18-78" but does not state
that rounding off was the method of reduction. We find that the statement is
misleading.
8. On October 20, FJoyd issued an Operations Memorandum to the TMI-2
shift foremen and supervisors explaining in the first two paragraphs, respectively,
that (1) the leak rate computer program had been modified to round off and (2)
"[i]f the unidentified leakage is equal to or greater than 2 gpm, then the 4hour time clock commences with the output time of the printout i.e., the time
the final data was taken." Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 34
(Floyd 10{lSnS Operations Memorandum); see also Tr. 4934-44 (Floyd). The
Board finds that the second paragraph was a poorly phrased and under the
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circumstances, completely inadequate attempt by Floyd to instruct the operators
about the need to enter the Action Statement immediately on obtaining a valid
test equal to or greater than 2 gpm.3O The Board also finds that Floyd, as the
member of onsite management responsible for the memorandum and the overall
supervision of the operators, had the duty to take whatever followup actions
were necessary to implement the memorandum, including specific discussions
of the subject with shift supervisors. Such actions were never taken.
9. During the week following the October 18 inspection, Haverkamp
telephoned NRR to determine the acceptability of rounding off. Board Exh. 20,
Haverkamp Testimony at 8-9. Haverkamp was informed that the rounding off
of test data was not an allowable practice and conveyed this conclusion by
phone to Seelinger, who stated that the rounding off practice would not be
employed. Id. Seelinger admitted that in this conversation between Haverkamp
and him, which Seelinger estimated occurred 10 days after the inspection,
or approximately on October 28, he "wasn't 'terribly straightforward" with
Haverkamp about the extent to which the rounding off practice had been relied
on to achieve acceptable results. Te.4772-74 (Seelinger). The record indicates
that the rounding off practice was actually terminated beginning on October
27. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 143.
10. Sometime after the decision by PORC that a reportable occurrence
had occurred, Seelinger asked Bezilla and James Stair, the licensing engineer
responsible for writing up LERs (Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(K.), Stair
3/1/85 Interview at 2), to assist him in drafting the 14-day followup LER. Id.,
Vol. VI(A), Bezilla 2/22/85 Interview at 19. Stair spent a total of about 1112 hours
on work related to the LER, including talking with the cognizant engineer, on
whom he relied for factual information, drafting the original words of the LER,
and attending the PORC meeting where the LER was reviewed and edited.ld.,
Vol. VI(K), Stair 3/1/85 Interview at 11-20; see also Te. 4641 (Seelinger); Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(A), Bezilla 2/22/85 Interview at 24. PORC
met and provided input to the LER on October 31, when a final draft LER
was prepared and submitted to typing by Stair. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. V(C), Tab 32 (Accountability Checksheet).
11. Sometime after the October 31 PORC meeting, Seelinger in his crtpacity
as PORC Chairman sent the LER with a one-paragraph Narrative to George
Troffer, Manager of Quality Assurance, in Reading. See id., Tab 28 (Seelinger
Memorandum to Troffer); Te. 4647-51 (Seelinger). On November 1, 1978,
Herbein formally submitted the completed LER with a revised three-paragraph
Narrative to Grier at the NRC. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C),

30 Floyd', refc:rence 10 2 gpm is appropriate because reprogramming Ihe canputer 10 round off meant lhat lealc
nics oll.01·1.49 gpm would round off 10 1. an accept.able number. whc:reallealc ntCi of 1.50-2.49 gpm would
round off 10 2, an unaccept.able number.
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Tab 29 (Herbein 11/lnS Letter to Grier). These two versions of the LER
Narrative (i.e., the one-paragraph version drafted at the site and forwarded to
management at Reading after PORC approval and the three-paragraph version
that ultimately accompanied the LER forwarded to NRC by Herbein) contained
several erroneous or questionable statements in common: (1) the reference
to 10:00 a.m. on October 19 when a determination was made that the Tech
Specs had been violated; (2) the statement that reduction of unidentified leakage
to within allowable limits was accomplished at 7:35 a.m. on October IS; (3)
two statements concerning discovery and correction of errors in inputting data
to the computer; and (4) the statement that appropriate personnel would be
instructed on the relevant requirements of the Tech Specs and surveillance
procedures. These statements are discussed, seriatim.
12. The first phrase of both Narratives repeats the inaccurate time and
date that appeared in the Grier letter - 10:00 a.m. on October 19 - when
Seelinger stated the determination was made that the Tech Specs had been
violated. Although either Stair or Bezilla may have written this phrase, the
source of the pbmse was Seelinger. Mr. Seelinger's best recollection of why the
time and date were misreported was that although the PORC had met on the ISth
(late in the day) Mr. Floyd did not attend the meeting, and he was not "brought
on board" until 10 o'clock on the 19th. Tr. 47S0-82 (Seelinger). Inasmuch as
NRC Inspector Haverkamp, to Seelinger's knowledge, was already aware of the
situation since his discovery of it on the ISth, the Board finds that this error
was probably innocent and was, in any event, inconsequential.
13. Both "narrative" versions state that action was being taken to reduce the
unidentified leakage to within allowable limits and that that was accomplished
at 7:35 a.m. on October IS. Seelinger was aware, however, that the only action
then being taken to reduce unidentified leakage was simply to round off, not to
identify or correct leakage. See Tr. 4685-701 (Seelinger). Furthermore, even the
rounding off was done retroactively, since Floyd approved of the 7:35 a.m. test at
noon. See § II, ,38. Thus the "accomplishment" at 7:35 a.m. of reducing leakage
to within allowable limits was merely a retroactive paper change, not a real
change in the leak rate. The Board does find, however, that unidentified leakage
was reduced to below 1 gpm around noon on October IS, not by rounding off,
but by identifying leakage. See NRR Tests 12E, 13, 14.
14. After the transmittal of the one-paragraph Narrative to 'Iiuffer in
Reading, the format of the Narrative was changed to three paragraphs, minor
changes were made, and, of significance, the phrase "by determining a portion
of this to be identified leakage from the Reactor Coolant System and to be well
within the limits of Tech. Spec. 3.4.6.2c" was added to describe, purportedly,
how reduction of unidentified leakage was accomplished at 7:35 a.m. on October
18. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 29 (Herbein l1/lnS Letter
to Grier); Tr. 4685-S8 (Seelinger). As discussed above, the only "reduction" at
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that time appears to have been by retroactive rounding off, a·fact that was not
disclosed to the NRC, nor apparently to Met-Ed management including Miller
and Herbein. Although the Board has been unable to determine the source and
reason for this erroneous language, Seelinger testified that it is unlikely that
someone in Reading changed the Narrative without first checking with someone
at TMI. Tr. 4651-61 (Seelinger).
15. The Narrativ~ also contain two incorrect statements concerning the
input of data to the computer: (1) "In addition, it was discovered that errors in
inputting data to computer caused indicated leakage to be greater than actually
was occurring" and (2) "[i]nput data for the computer program which calculates
unidentified leakage has also been clarified." See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report,
Vol. V(C), Tab 28 (one-paragraph Narrative). Fels testified that input data had
not been clarified as of November 1. Tr. 4529 (Fels); see generally Tr. 4512-31
(Fels). In fact, the only involvement FeIs had with any generic computer problem
associated with the leak rate test occurred sometime between November 9 and
November 22, well after the LER had been drafted, approved, and sent to the
NRC. Tr. 4514-17, 4528-29 (Fels). In that period of time, Fels .discussed the
possibility of program errors and decided to add a note to the program heading
stating that a decimal point must be entered with leakage values. Tr. 4515 (Fels);
compare NRR Test No. 40 (1l/9{l8) with NRR Test No. 41 (llfl2{l8). The
only involvement prior to November 9 that Fels could recall having was limited
to a specific test, NRR Test No. 14 conducted on October 18, where FeIs may
have told the operators involved to redo the calculation using the correct sign
because the leakage sign convention looked wrong. Tr. 4520-31 (Fels); see NRR
Test No. 14.
16. Seelinger testified that he partially drafted the first computer-related sentence and that he entirely drafted the second one. Tr. 4640-44, 4407 (Seelinger).
In any event, he obviously approved both sentences at the time of the drafting
of the one-paragraph Narrative. Seelinger stated that his practice was to rely on
Fels for computer matters. Tr. 4704 (Seelinger). Seelinger also stated that, having
heard the testimony by Fels, he believed that "Fels and I may have been on a different wavelength" when they discussed a possible program problem, with Fels
stating something specific and Seelinger hearing something generic. Tr. 4705-07
(Seelinger). Finally, Seelinger stated that he vaguely recalled that within the few
weeks following October 18, he went to Bezilla, the PORC Secretary, and asked
him to request a writeup from FeIs on the supposed clarification of computer
input data, but BeziIIa was "unsuccessful" in obtaining such a writeup. Tr. 470607 (Seelinger). Seelinger felt "some sense of resistance" but did not understand
why and did not pursue the matter. [d. The request for a writeup was apparently
withdrawn at Seelinger's request. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C),
Tab 30 (TM1-2 PORC Action Items, § III).
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17. The Board finds the LER to be flawed in several respects. Given the
numerous errors concerning times, dates, and circumstances, it falls short as a
straightforward description of the event Indeed, the Board strongly suspects that
at least some of the errors were not inadvertent, but reflected a conscious attempt
to put the best light possible on the incident Given the collective authorship of
the document, however, it is not possible to assign responsibility for such an
attempt to any specific person. More importantly, however, the LER conveyed no
clear explanation to the operating personnel that their interpretation of the Tech
Specs had been wrong, and that they were required to enter the Action Statement
whenever a leak rate test reflected leakage in excess of 1 gpm and there was no
valid basis for declaring the particular test invalid. The only information in that
regard was the statement in the Narrative that "[t]he appropriate personnel will
be instructed on the requirements of the applicable sections of the Tech Specs
and the requirements to immediately invoke applicable action statements when
the provisions of limiting conditions for operation are not met." This was, at
most, a present promise of a future instruction which, as we next discuss, was
never effectively carried out
18. Walter J. Marshall, one of two Operations engineers assigned to Floyd,
was given the responsibility for implementing and following up on the LER;
in particular, the PORC Action Item specified that Marshall was to ensure that
the Narrative sentence on instruction of appropriate personnel was "documented
by Ops review" of the LER. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab
30 (TMI-2 PORC Action Items, § III; see also Tr. 4389-96 (Marshall». The
PORC Action Item initially was given a due date of November 20 and was
signed by Seelinger; however, the "Document Review" form (i.e., "signature
sheet") required review of the LER by November 10. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier
Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 30 (pORC Action Item Sheet and Document Review
Form). Someone other than Marshall filled in the signature sheet requiring the
100day turnaround. Tr. 4396-97 (Marshall).
19. Marshall stated that the phrase "documented by Ops review" meant
"that the document went to the Control Room with the cover sheet and that the
operators had the opportunity to initial and read it." Tr. 4398 (Marshall). Marshall explained that he fulfilled his followup responsibility simply by making
sure the LER and a signature sheet were placed in the three-ring notebook in
the Control Room with other LERs and by reviewing the binder periodically to
see if any CROs, shift foremen, and shift supervisors had still not signed the
sheet indicating their review. Tr. 4397-400, 4408-09, 4414-16 (Marshall); see
also Tr. 4713-14, 4664-68 (Seelinger); Tr. 4943-44 (Floyd). If someone had not
signed the signature sheet, Marshall "would tell the group to take a look at it
and sign it." Tr. 4409 (Marshall). No one has claimed that Marshall had any
further responsibilities concerning this Action Item.
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C.

''Was the Corrective Action Taken Sufficient to Ensure Compliance
with the Technical Specification 3.4.6.2 by the Personnel Performing
and Reviewing the Leak Rate Surveillance Tests?"

20. The signature sheet attached to the LER indicates that all the CROs, shift
foremen, and shift supervisors (with the exception of Bryan) signed the signature
sheet indicating their review. See Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab
30 (Document Review fuern); Tr. 4574-80, 4608-09 (Bryan). However, mere
placement of the LER in the Control Room binder evidently did not constitute
sufficient instruction of appropriate personnel. Operator after operator testified
that he never received any clear instruction on the correct interpretation of
the Tech Spec following the LER. See. e.g .• Tr. 3699-700 (Ritz); Tr. 3619-20
(A. Miller); Tr. 4455 (Phillippe); Tr. 4573-80 (Bryan); Tr. 2718-19 (Congdon);
Tr. 2967-69 (Zewe); Tr. 3858-59 (Mehler); Tr. 3818-19 (Adams); Tr. 3244-46
(Mell); Tr. 3083-84 (llljes); Tr. 3115-16 (Conaway); Cooper, ff. Tr. 2835 at 6-7;
Bryan. ff. Tr. 4540 at 5.
21. Only one operator, Dennis Olson, testified that he changed his practice
in some respects following the LER. See Tr. 4007-09 (Olson); Olson, ff. Tr. 3911
at 3-4. Olson stated that he was "pretty sure" that out of the LER came the
word not to discard bad tests and not to accept negative tests. Tr. 4007-09
(Olson). Even Olson, however, nowhere suggests that he received instructions
on the requirements to enter the Action Statement whenever a test showed
unidentified leakage over 1 gpm.
22. In sum, operators had at least three possible ways of receiving instruction on the requirements of the Tech Specs and surveillance procedures
pertaining to leak rate testing. First, superiors like Floyd, and to a lesser extent Seelinger, who were aware of the need for such instruction following
Haverkamp's inspection, could have directly communicated with the Operations
Department personnel. The record is clear, however, that effective direct communications never took place. Second, Floyd's October 20 Operations Memorandum to shift foremen and supervisors was an attempt to ensure that operators
were instructed on proper leak rate practice. The cryptic language of the critical second paragraph of the Memorandum, however, led to the failure of this
attempt also. The record indicates no further efforts by Floyd to elucidate the
meaning of the Memorandum. (Seelinger even speculated that operators may
have interpreted Floyd's putting an "X" through his October 20 memo after
learning that the rounding off practice should be terminated to mean cancellation of the entire memo, not only the first paragraph, which dealt with rounding
off, and a return to the practice prior to the LER. See Tr. 4680-81 (Seelinger);
Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 34 (Floyd 10{20n8 Operations
Memorandum». Third, placement of the LER itself in a required reading book
gave the operators potential notice of the problem but resulted in virtually no
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instruction to them or change in practices. The record does not indicate any
further meeting or memorandum to fulfill the promise of instructing appropriate
personnel. The record is clear that operators did not receive adequate instruction by any means on the requirements of the Tech Specs and leak rate test
surveillance procedures growing out of the October 18 inspection.
23. The Board concludes that, despite the apparent review of the LER and
the October 20 Floyd Operations Memorandum by the operators, the operators
following the Haverkamp inspection did not change their general practice of
repeatedly running tests and discarding bad tests based on misunderstanding the
Tech Specs only to require one "good" test every 72 hours.
24. Initially scheduled for completion by November 20, 1978, the PORC.
Action Item had its due date extended to "no later than December IS, 1978"
because ''plant problems and test program" had "overshadowed" the item. See
Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 30 (TMI-2 PORC Action Item
Extension). Despite the force of the language "no later than December IS,
1978," action relating to this item inexplicably was not completed until March 5,
1979. See id. (pORC Action Items). See also 1'1'. 4397-98,4404-05 (Marshall).
25. Seelinger testified that he made the following personal efforts to implement the corrective actions described in the Narrative:
In any event, I attempted to implement the corrective actions descn"bed in the Narrative by
assuring myself that Mr. Floyd followed Mr. Haverlcamp's interpretation (which he appears
to have done by issuing his Operations Memorandum dated October 20, 1978), by instructing
Mr. Walter Manhall (by memorandum) to inform the operaton of the correct interpretation,
by disQming the matter in a plan-of-the-day (POD) meeting and again at a later date on
second shift with Shift Supervisor, by satisfying myself that appropriate computer changes
had been made, by advising Mr. O'Uanlon (the then-Unit 1 Superintendent), in October 1978,
of the NRC', interpretation of the Action Statement requirement, and by assuring myself
(after I became Unit 1 Superintendent) that Unit 1 operaton would also take comparable
action if unidentified leakage was greater than 1 gpm.

Seelinger, ff. 1'1'. 4623 at 8; see 1'1'. 4669-79 (Seelinger); see also Board Exh.
I-A, Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 36 (Seelinger 8/9/84 Letter to Palladino). The
Board finds that, based on the record cited in these findings, these personal
efforts, while well meant, were not adequate to correct the situation.
26. As we have already indicated (see § m, '22), what was needed in this
situation was a sustained effort to make certain that the operators and their
immediate supervisors understood that they had been misinterpreting a Tech
Spec, and that they must change their interpretation and their practices with
respect to leak rate tests indicating excessive leakage. In our judgment, two
basic steps should have been taken: first, the problem area - including a
description of the previously prevailing misinterpretation of the Tech Specs, the
correct interpretation, and the Action Statement requirement - should have been
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put in memorandum form in simple English, with a copy to each CRO, foreman,
and supervisor. Floyd's single, cryptic sentence in his Operations Memorandum
was no substitute for a full and clear informational message. Second, all of the
CROs, foremen, and supervisors should have been told, in face-to-face meetings,
about the informational memorandum and given an opportunity to ask questions
about the matter.
27. In sum, the Board finds that the efforts to implement the corrective
actions articulated in the LER Narrative were totally inadequate. The members
of management responsible for these efforts were primarily Floyd and to a
lesser extent Seelinger. There is no indication in the record that any members
of management above Seelinger and Floyd had any direct responsibility for the
implementation of any corrective actions arising out of the LER.
IV. DIFFICULTIES IN PERFORMING LEAK RATE TESTS;
SENIOR SUPERVISOR AND MANAGEMENT KNOWLEDGE
AND RESPONSIBILITIES; PRESSURE TO OBTAIN
"GOOD" TESTS
The Commission's questions in this area are quoted and discussed below.
What diffiwlties, if any, were operators experiencing when conducting leak rate surveillance
tests required by Technical Specification 4.4.6.2.d? Who knew about these difficulties? What
corrective actions were taken? Did operators feel pressure to obtain leak rate surveillance
test results which did not exceed technical specification limits? If so. what type of pressure
was perceived or exerted and who was responsible?

CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 880, Issue (b).
A.

Difficulties the Operators Were Experiencing

1. The surveillance requirements of Tech Spec 4.4.6.2.d required that RCS
leakages be demonstrated to be within prescribed limits by "[p]erformance of
a Reactor Coolant System water inventory balance at least once per 72 hours
during steady state operation," as well as by the other three required surveillances
in this Tech Spec. Stier Report, Vol. V(B), Tab 14 (Tech Spec 4.4.6.2).
2. The TMI-2 operators typically performed a leak rate test on each 8hour shift, in contrast to the Tech-Spec-required frequency. Stier Report, Vol. I
at 51; Exh. S-A, Enclosure 1 at 9. A test was performed by every shift if the
computer was available and if the performance of other shift evolutions and
responsibilities did not interfere. The practice of performing a leak rate test on
every 8-hour shift was established at TMI-l and was subsequently implemented
at TMI-2. Stier Report, Vol. I at 52.
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3. TMI-2 Surveillance Procedure 2301-301 governed the performance of
the leak rate test and is set out in the Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 19. The
actual performance of a leak rate test was rather routine and uncomplicated. It
was usually performed (although not always) by the "switching and tagging"
CRO, that is, the CRO who was not manipulating the controls of the plant (i.e.,
"assigned to the panel"). If there were three CROs or more on shift, one would be
assigned to the panels, one to "switching and tagging," and one to surveillance
tests. E.g., Olson Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3911 at 2-3. The CRO performing the test
would instruct the computer, which was located in the TMI-2 control room,
to calculate the RCS leakage by entering the appropriate code (URCSL"). E.g.,
Cooper Prep. St., ff. Tr. 2835 at 3-4. At the same time, the CRO would specify
the time interval in which the test was to be performed (which, in practice,
was always 1 hour). The computer would then conduct the leak rate test and at
the end of the hour would request certain information of the CRO to complete
the test The CRO was asked to enter any identified leakage and any operatorcaused change to the volumes of the RCDT or RCS. With that information, the
computer would print the initial and final values of the parameters used in the
leak rate test and the calculated values for the gross leakage, identified leakage,
and unidentified leakage. Stier Report, Vol. 1 at 52-53; Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 1
at 2.
4. Generally, although not always, the CRO who performed the test signed
the sheet printed out by the computer; on occasion, however, a licensed operator
other than the CRO who performed the test signed it Stier Report, Vol. I at 54;
e.g., NRR Test Nos. 96, 98, 108, 154, Tr. 3986-87. The test was then approved
by an SRO, usually the shift foreman on duty during the performance of the
leak rate test. Exh. S-A, Enclosure 1 at 2.
5. Generally, the CRO performing the leak rate test would inform the CRO
assigned to the panel that the computer was being instructed to conduct a leak
rate test On occasion, however, the CRO performing the test failed to so alert
the CRO at the panel. This lack of communication led to occasional mistakes in
the performance of the test, since the panel operator might manipulate the reactor
controls to violate the "steady-state" conditions required by procedure or add
water to the make-up tank without informing the operator who was performing
the test. The Board infers that, since tests with such mistakes were approved,
the foremen that approved the surveillance test results did not examine either
the log or the make-up tank strip chart to confirm the absence of such mistakes.
6. The difficulty that the operators were experiencing was that the test
results were quite variable. Successive tests during a shift or from shift to shift
showed computer-calculated leak rates that were inconsistent and, therefore,
unbelievable, i.e., a large leak does not spontaneously become smaller. There is
near unanimity in the record that there was a lack of confidence in the computercalculated result of this Tech-Spec-required surveillance test. Tr. 2007, 2904,
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2988, 3017, 3196, 3249, 3487, 3526, 3528, 3826, 3924, 4134, 4341, 4352,
4462. The reasons for the difficulty (below) were not known to anyone in
the Operations Department but were generally thought to be in the computer
program.
7. The Board finds that the general knowledge that the computer-based
surveillance was unreliable and erroneous should have led the operators, with
concurrence from the shift foremen and shift supervisors, to use the manual
procedure that also is part of the TMI-2 Surveillance Procedure 2301-301.
8. The operators were not obliged to file or foremen to approve these
many dubious test results. They failed to follow Administrative Procedure 1010
to conclude that the tests were not satisfactory and classify them as either an
exception or deficiency (see § n, , 19). During the hearing, the Board inquired
of a sufficient number of the Operations Department personnel to find the
Exception and Deficiency mechanism was well known to them and used in
other surveillance tests. Tr. 2177, 2194, 2222, 2268, 2545, 2672, 2795, 3524,
3648, 4007, 4345, 4587, and 4992.
9. The causes of the difficulties the operators were experiencing when
conducting the leak rate tests generally fall into one of three categories: (a)
procedure errors, (b) instrument inaccuracies, and (c) oscillations in plant
conditions. The effects in each of these categories had some potential to cause
the test to reflect a result other than actual unidentified leakage. In addition
to the difficulties the operators were experiencing in conducting the leak rate
test, there were certain idiosyncrasies associated with the implementation of the
leak rate test that contributed to the operating personnel's negative or confused
reaction to the test performance.
10. The record indicates that the degree of error caused by each of the
difficulties was not necessarily cumulative. In some instances the errors cancelled
each other out ('fr. 888 (Kirkpatrick» or a particular error was not present
because of plant conditions at the time of the test ('fr. 891 (Russell».

Procedure Errors
11. The technical experts identified thirteen procedure errors that could have
produced leak rate test results at variance from the true values. The degree of
variance would have been dependent on the conditions existing at the time each
test was performed. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. JV(A) at 1lI.3-11I.4:
Kirkpatrick, ff. Tr. 376 at 18-20 and Attachment 4. Four of these errors were
quantitatively important
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1.

Lack of RCDT Density Compensation

12. The leak rate test procedure failed to correct for a difference in density
that existed between RCS leakage collected in the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank
(''RCDT'') and the water in the RCS itself. The difference in density was caused
by the different temperatures of the water in the RCDT and in the reactor. This
defect in the leak rate test procedure produced a significant error in the test
calculation and seriously compromised the accuracy of the test. Faegre & Benson
Report, Vol. 1 at 21-22; Stier Report, Vol. IV(A), § III, Table III-2; id., Appendix
A at A.16-A.18; Kirkpatrick & Wermiel Prep. St., ff. 'fr. 376, Attachment 4.
13. Average RCS temperature was approximately 581°F. Stier Report,
Vol. IV(A), § VI at VI.4. The RCS leakage collected in the RCDT was cooled
to approximately 85OP. The failure of the leak rate test procedure to account
for this difference produced an error that was typically about 40% of the
total RCS leakage added to the RCDT during a leak rate test. 'fr. 853-54;
Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1 at 21. "The temperature compensation error
was significant and affected virtually every leak rate test." Faegre & Benson
Report, Vol. 1 at 22. The impact of the error on calculated unidentified leakage
ranged between 0.07 and 2.10 gpm. Stier Report, Vol. IV(A), § III, Table III-2;
'fr. 843. This was "a very significant error." 'fr. 843. fur example, if the actual
unidentified leakage was zero but the identified leakage collected in the RCDT
was 2 gpm, the value for unidentified leakage increased by 1 gpm due solely
to this error. Tr. 844. From mid-February 1979 to March 16, 1979, identified
leakage exceeded 2 gpm. 'fr. 844-45, 848; Stier Report, Vol. IV(A), § IV, Figure
IV-14 (RCDT collection rate and other identified leakage).
14. This defect in the TMI-2 leak rate test procedure was corrected by a
Temporary Change Notice (''TeN'') that became effective on March 16, 1979,
12 days before the TMI-2 accident. Stier Report, Vol. V(C), Tab 21. The TCN
required that each leak rate test be corrected by a hand calculation to compensate
for the failure of the test procedure to correct the temperature of the RCS leakage
to the average temperature of the RCS. Tr. 857; Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1
at 22. There is no evidence in the record that explains how this defect was
discovered or why it took so long to discover it. Tr. 858.
2.

Lack of Density Correction for Additions to the MUT

15. The leak rate test procedure failed to account for the difference in
density between water in the MUT and in the reactor because of the difference
between the temperature of the water added to the MUT and the average
temperature of the RCS. Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at A.16-A.18;
id" Vol. IV(A), § III, Table III-2; Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1 at 21-22. This
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defect produced an error in a leak rate test result if water was added to the MUT
during a test
16. According to the Stier Report, there were thirty-one leak rate tests
during which water was added. Stier Report, Vol. IV(A), § VI, Table VI-l (listing
31 of 222 tests evaluated). Therefore, the failure to correct for the difference in
density between water added to the MUT and water in the reactor did not affect
every leak rate test. In any event, this error would have offset (in whole or in
part, depending upon the amount of water added) the corresponding error in the
leakage to the RCDT, if both occurred during a leak rate test, until the TCN
was adopted on March 16, 1979. Tr. 1958 (Stier).
17. The failure to account for the difference in density between additions to
the MUT and in the reactor was not discovered and corrected until August 21,
1979, after the TMI-2 accident. Tr. 878-79. No technical witness could explain
why this defect was not discovered when the RCDT temperature compensation
error was corrected by the March 16, 1979 TCN. Tr. 881. It is clear that the
TCN should have corrected the leak rate test procedure for both the MUT and
RCDT density differences (and, to be precise, the difference in density between
identified leakage other than that collected in the RCDT and the density of RCS
inventory at average RCS temperature).
3. RCS Temperature Was Not Correctly Entered i/Temperature
Exceeded 582°F

18. The TMI-2 leak rate test procedure failed to account for changes in the
ReS temperature when it exceeded 582°P. Stier Report. Vol. IV(B), Appendix
A at A.18-A.19. An RCS temperature of 582"F was used in the leak rate test
procedure when the RCS temperature exceeded 582°F. This defect produced
an error of 2.49 gpm in the test calculation for every degree of change in the
temperature above 582°F. Tr. 885; Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at
A.18. There is no explanation in the record for the failure of the test procedure
to account for changes in the RCS temperature when it exceeded 582°F. Tr. 803,
882. Mr. Kirkpatrick suggested that the test was based on the TMI-l leak rate
test procedure and that 582"F was "an acceptable limit [at TMI-l] because the
plant hardly ever got above 582 degrees Fahrenheit." Tr. 882. But at TMI-2, the
evidence indicates that the RCS temperature exceeded 582°F in approximately
fifty filed leak rate tests (Tr. 803, 883-86 (49 out of 161 tests); Tr. 885-86 (54
out of 170 tests); Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at A.18 (54 tests).
19. The failure of the leak rate test procedure to account for changes in RCS
temperature;: when it exceeded 582°F frequently produced errors in the leak rate
test results of up to 1 gpm. Tr. 803, 883-86; Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix
A at A.I8; id" Vol. IV(A), § III, Table I11-2; Kirkpatrick & Wermiel Prep. St.,
ff. Tr. 376, Attachment 4, Table 1. An error of approximately I gpm occurred
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if temperature changed OS'F. 'fr. 805, 883. However, in one test, on September
22, 1978, RCS temperature changed IS'F, which caused an error in the test
result of several gpm. 'fr. 885; Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at A.19.

4. ReS Pressure Differences Were Not Accurately Taken into Account
20. The TMI·2 leak rate test procedure failed to consider accurately the
changes in the RCS pressure. Stier Report, Vol. IV(B) , Appendix A at A.7,
A.l1; Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1 at 22·23. If the RCS was maintained in
steady state (with respect to pressure), there would be no impact on the leak
rate test as a result of this error. However, RCS pressure was not a variable that
was within the control of the TMI·2 operators. 'fr. 760-61.
21. Changes in RCS pressure often had a "significant impact on the leak
rate test." 'fr. 761. A change in the RCS pressure of ± 50 pounds per square
inch (psi) "was typical of the test" (Tr. 762), and produced an error of 1.08 gpm
in the test result. Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at A-II.
22. Staff witnesses Kirkpatrick and Wermiei agreed that the failure of the
TMI-2 leak rate test procedure to account for the changes in the ReS pressure
"had a very significant effect on the error in the leak rate calculation." 'fr. 771,
786-87. The Faegre & Benson analysis (based on an ReS pressure change of 15
psi) and the Stier analysis (based on an RCS pressure change of 50 psi) are in
substantial agreement. 'fr. 785. There is no systematic analysis of the changes
in the Res pressure at TMI·2 in 1978 and 1979. However, the technical experts
indicated that the typical change ranged from 20 to 50 psi during a leak rate
test. 'fr. 802-03. On at least one occasion, during January 4-5, 1979, a change
in the ReS pressure of 60 to 65 psi produced an error in a leak rate test result
of 2 gpm. 'fr. 778-80, 785.

Instrument Errors
23. The normal instrument errors associated with the TMI-2 leak rate
test procedure naturally affect the accuracy of the measurements used in the
test. These measurements included the temperature in the two RCS hot legs,
the temperature in two of the four cold legs, the pressurizer level, the MUT
level, and the RCDT level. Stier Report, Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at A.6A.7. The impact of these normal instrument errors was estimated by the technical
witnesses. [d., Vol. IV(A), § m at m.8-Ill.10; id., Vol. IV(B), Appendix A at
A.19-A.27. Kirkpatrick & Wermiel Prep. St., fr. 'fr. 376, Attachment 4, Table 2;
Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. I at 24-26. The cumulative impact of these normal
instrument errors might have produced an error in a leak rate test of between
0.7 and 1.24 gpm, with a probability of I in 20, i.e., these values correspond
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to approximately 2 standard deviations. 1'1'. 894 (1 gpm) (Kirkpatrick); 1'1'. 895
(1.24 gpm) (Rockwell); 1'1'. 896 (0.7 gpm) (Stier).
24. These normal instrument errors were, according to Mr. Kirkpatrick,
"the kind of instrument error that you would expect in any kind of installation
like this." 1'1'. 897. The effect of these errors could have been reduced by
the performance of a leak rate test for more than the I-hour test interval
that was always used at TMI-2. 1'1'. 897. Mr. Moore testified that "we've
learned a lot in these last few years and that, today, people are running longer
tests .•• :' 1'1'. 936. Mr. Kirkpatrick testified that Regulatory Guide 1.45 fails
to discuss normal instrument errors. 1'1'. 934.
25. In June 1983, the NRC published NUREG-0986, entitled "RCSLK8:
Reactor Coolant System Leak Rate Determination for PWRs." In that report,
the NRC Staff recommended a test interval of 4 hours. 1'1'. 950. Prior to the
publication of NUREG-0986, there was no recommendation on the part of the
NRC concerning the leak rate test interval. 1'1'. 95,1. Mr. Kirkpatrick testified that
the random error would be approximately 0.1 gpm if the test were performed
over an 8-hour interval, 0.2 gpm over a 4-hour interval, and 0.34 gpm in a
2-hour interval. 1'1'. 953-54. Given that it was not until June 1983 that the NRC
recognized in print the advantage of performing the leak rate test over these
longer intervals, we do not fault the TMI-2 operators for failing to do so.
26. In addition to the above ''normal'' instrument errors, the technical
witnesses agreed on the existence of a defect in the MUT level sensor that
produced errors. This defect may have been the result of a loop in the dry
reference leg of that instrument, which on occasion, it is hypothesized, became
filled with water from the MDT. This could produce a "loop seal" effect in that
the pressure in the MUT tank gas phase would not be accurately transmitted
to the sensor. Stier Report, Vol. IV(A), § III at 111.10-111.12; id" Vol. IV(B),
Appendix A at A.27-A.32; Id .• Figure A-4; Kirkpatrick & Wermiel Prep. St,
ff.Tr. 376 at 25-29 and Attachment 5; Rlegre & Benson Report, Vol. 2 at 68-69;
id.• Vol. 3A, Exhs. 22-31; id.• Vol. 1 at 23-24.
27. The defect in the MUT level sensor was not conclusively established
in the record to be the result of a "loop seal" effect 1'1'. 960, 963-65, 972, 99596. A defect in the MUT level sensor existed, and the existence of the "loop
seal" effect is "a reasonable hypothesis." 1'1'. 965 (Stier). However, we agree
with Mr. Stier that it is not critical to understand whether the defect was caused
by the "loop seal" effect or by something else. [d. The important point is that
some operators were aware of the defect and used it to affect tests, as discussed
below.
28. The existence of a "loop seal" in the dry reference leg of the TMI2 MUT level sensor could have had "a very significant effect under certain
circumstances." 1'1'. 968 (Kirkpatrick). A positive bias might occur if water or
hydrogen was added to the MUT, or a negative bias might exist as the MUT
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level decreased during a leak rate test Tr. 968-69. The existence of a "loop
seal" in the MUT dry reference leg could have resulted in an overstatement in
the change in the MUT level during a leak rate test Stier Report, Vol. IV(B),
Appendix A at 27; Tr. 975. According to Stier, the effect of the overstatement in
MUT level could have been as high as 30%. Tr. 991 (Stier); see also Tr. 992-94
(Kirkpatrick).
29. The operators were not aware of the "loop seal" but rather some
operators became aware that a water addition might be overindicated by the MUT
level sensor and cause an erroneous "bonus" that would affect the computed
leak rate. The technical experts also postulated that the "loop seal" was the
cause of the spurious increase in the MUT level signal that sometimes occurred
when hydrogen was added to the MUT. Kirkpatrick & Wermiel, ff. Tr. 376, at
26. These defects provided an opportunity for operators to manipulate the leak
rate tests by adding either water or hydrogen to the MUT during the tests. We
review the record to ascertain the evidence for individual responsibility in § F,
below.
30. The "loop seal" effect was not discovered by the NRC until 1980, during
the initial investigation of the allegations raised by Mr. Hartman. Tr. 983. There
is evidence in the record to suggest that Met-Ed should have discovered the
problem prior to 1980:
B&W anticipated the possibility of certain problems with a dry-reference-Ieg system and
suggested measures to minimize those problems_ In panicular. B&W suggested a reference
leg with a condensate loop and draining capabilities. The suggestioo was not incorporated
in the actual modification as identified in the vendor's instructioo manual. Incorporating the
vendor's suggestion probably would have avoided the physical eonditioo which may have
allowed hydrogen additioos to the malee-up tank to affect level instrumentations.

Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 2 at 63 n.· (footnotes omitted).
31. Met-Ed should have discovered and corrected this leak rate test defect
well in advance of its discovery by the NRC in 1980. Tr. 1066 (Kirkpatrick)
("there were several indications of the loop seal problem which Met-Ed should
have investigated but did not''); Tr. 1068 (Rockwell) ("any engineer looking at
the configuration would recognize the potential for a problem''). As Mr. Kirkpatrick observed, "any competent instrument design engineer should have realized that accumulation of water in this - in a low spot would have caused
instrument problems." Tr. 1079. We note that Mr. Chwastyk, Shift B Supervisor,
testified that the reference was frequently "blown out," Tr. 3477. and that he
had asked I&C to check the reference leg. Tr. 3473-75. Even so, the problem
was not corrected.
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OscUlations In Plant Conditions
32. Another defect in the TMI-2 leak rate tests was the impact of ReS
oscillations on the calculation of the ReS leakage by the computer during the
performance of a test. Stier Report, Vol. IV(A) at III.13-III.15; id., Vol. IV(B),
Appendix A at A.34-A.36; Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1 at 25; id., Vol. 2 at
93-108; id., Vol. 3B, Exhs. 37-42; Kirkpatrick and Wermiel Prep. St., ff. Tr. 376
at 17-18. The oscillations occurred in the ReS temperature and pressure, the
pressurizer level, and the MUT level. The impact of these oscillations produced
"a significant effect on the leak rate test results." Faegre & Benson Report,
Vol. 1 at 25.
33. Mr. Moore testified that the oscillations were the result of a problem
with the integrated control system. Tr. 1095-96. These oscillations caused similar
oscillations in the RCS, thereby affecting the leak rate test and compromising
its ability to quantify ReS leakage. Tr. 1097 (Russell) ("the oscillations caused
high variability in the computed unidentified leak rate"), 'fro 1098 (Rockwell)
("there was a direct correlation between the oscillation in these plant parameters
and the oscillation in the leak rate test results.").
34. If the oscillations in these parameters took place simultaneously or in
phase, the leak rate procedure would have compensated for small changes in the
values, which is the purpose of recording the magnitude of aU these parameters
three times at the beginning and end of the test. However, the analysis by Faegre
& Benson found that these parameters did not vary in phase. Exh. 2, Faegre &
Benson Report, Vol. 2 at 99. They used some reactimeter data for January 4-5,
1979, that recorded the plant parameters every 3 seconds to calculate a large
series of leak rates, starting the calculations 3 seconds later on each successive
calculation. Figure 1 shows a sample of the results. Faegre & Benson Report,
Vol. 3B, Exh. 38-1. As may be seen for this particular data set, an operator could
have obtained a gross leak rate test result ranging from 0.7 gpm to 3.3 gpm for
gross or total leakage. The identified leakage was approximately 0.6 gpm, so
that unidentified leakage would have ranged from 2.7 gpm to 0.1 gpm. This
example may represent a time of near maximum oscillations but clearly shows
that variable test results would have been obtained by the operator and that any
single test was not a reliable measurement of leakage due to this problem.
35. The GPU Nuclear Proposed Finding 152 quotes the MPR report as
stating:
At wont, the effect of the oscillation would cause an additional error of the same magnitude
as the instnunent errors. On a "typical" basis the additional error would be leu. Since it
is independent of the instrument errors, it would combine with them on a random basis,
producing only a minor increase on the overall expected error.

Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. IV(B) at A.36.
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Gross Leakage Calculations, from Exh. 38 in Board Exh. 2. See § IV, ,34.

36. The Board does not agree with this quote. If there are two independent
sources of error, they would combine to produce a total variability (expressed
as a standard deviation) equal to the square root of the sum of squares of
the individual standard deviations.3 ! For equal-sized errors, the resulting error
would be 1.4 times the individual error. We find this to be a minor technical
point. However, there is a more important aspect that can be seen in the data
plotted in Figure 1. The data do not show a time variation or frequency of
values that corresponds to a normal or Gaussian distribution, i.e., frequent small
deviations from the mean value and less frequent larger deviations. In fact, the
visual impression of Figure 1 is that extremely high or low values are as probable
as the mean or, in fact, somewhat more probable. Conventional error analysis
techniques that assume the ''normal'' frequency distribution are not applicable
to these errors due to oscillations. We note further that the plant was in "steady
state" as required by the procedure and was steadily oscillating.
37. The rapid variations (less than a minute) in Figure 1 appear to us to
be a reflection of instrument errors. They are roughly 0.3-0.4 gpm rather than
the 0.7-gpm to 1.24-gpm estimates provided by the expert witnesses. The Board
notes that instrument errors in general at other plants may not be as great as this
record would otherwise indicate. See § IV, f 23.
38. The Board finds that the oscillations caused by the Integrated Control
System at TMI-2 were a major contributor to the difficulty that the operators
experienced in attempting to carry out the inventory balance surveillance test. It
is clear to us that one of the reasons for specifying four surveillances in Tech
Spec 4.4.6.2 is to provide redundancy or "defense-in-depth," and the problems
with the inventory balance test should have led the Operations Department to
utilize the containment sump inventory (required each 12 hours) to monitor
leakage into containment until the ICS was adjusted properly. However, the
Unit 2 Superintendent, Mr. Logan, testified "I don't think anybody ever tried to
quantify by use of the sump pump or whatever a leakage." 'fr. 5115.
39. The technical witnesses also testified that the sump surveillance was
not properly carried out. 'fr. 475-91. The failure to perform this sump inventory
surveillance (4.4.6.2.a) was another violation of the Tech Spec requirements.
40. In addition to the difficulties induced by methodology and instrument
errors, certain other aspects made it more difficult for the operators to obtain
unidentified leak rate results smaller than the Tech Spec limit of 1 gpm. The
difficulties in this class reflect the following idiosyncrasies in the TMI-2 leak
rate test:
a. Both GPU in PF 153 and Numerous Employees in PFs 138-145 point out
that there were inconsistencies between Reg. Guide 1.45 and the TMI-2
3! We take official notice of the textbook, 1M MalIumalics 01 Pltysiu alld CMmLrtry. Margenan and Mwphy,
D. VanNOItnnd Co., Inc., 11498 (1943), to rupport this generally recognized fact.
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Tech Specs. The water inventory balance test is mentioned only once in
Reg. Guide 1.45 as a means "of obtaining indications of uncontrolled
or undesirable intersystem flow," (id. at 1.45-2); whereas, Tech Spec
4.4.6.2 calIs for the water inventory balance test without restricting it
to intersystem leakage. We agree that this definitional inconsistency
would have made it more difficult for the operators 10 obtain test
results lower than the l-gpm LCO, since both pressure boundary leakage
and intersystem leakage contributed to the measured values. The fact
remains that the reactor water inventory balance surveillance was the only
procedure that the Operations Departtnent used to quantify unidentified
leakage.
b. TMI-2 Tech Specs and surveillance procedures did not incorporate
Reg. Guide 1.45 latitude to compare values of unidentified leakage
obtained by different detection methods, e.g., sump pump. Reg. Guide
1.45 states that monitoring sump data is a reliable and sensitive way to
measure unidentified leakage (Board Exh. 2, Faegre & Benson Report,
Vol. 1 at 29-30), yet the TMI-2 Tech Specs provided no guidance on
how to reconcile differences between detection methods (Board Exh.
I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 40). Tech Spec bases would seem to indicate
a need for comparison to determine "effectiveness" of different methods
of detecting leakage. Rlegre & Benson Report, Vol. 2 at 18-21.
c. Unidentified leakage was based upon a volume rate of 1 gpm determined
at RCS average temperature of 581°F rather than reactor building
temperature (room temperature). When Reg. Guide 1.45 refers to 1 gpm
as being measurable in sumps as an industry experience, it seems clear
that room temperature is implied. Use of the l-gpm number at the reactor
temperature meant that effectively the LCO was 0.72 gpm rather than the
1 gpm described in Reg. Guide 1.45. The Tech Spec 4.4.6.2.b required
that the containment sump inventory and discharge be monitored at least
once per 12 hours. An LCO of 1 gpm for the sump surveillances should
have corresponded to an LCO of 1.4 gpm for the inventory balance
surveillance because of the temperature difference, but the Tech Specs
make no mention of this aspect of the leak rate detection systems.
d. While the foregoing differences between the TMI-2 Tech Specs and
Reg. Guide 1.45 made it more difficult, as a technical matter, to obtain
the required l-gpm result, we reject the premise put forward by the
Numerous Employees (pF 145) that the differences and ambiguities
arising when the two documents are read together actually caused
confusion among the operators. Reg. Guide 1.45, standing alone, was, of
course, not binding on the operators, any more than any other regulatory
guide. Furthermore, we disagree with the assertions of GPUN (PF
75) and the Employees (PF 145) that the Tech Specs "incorporated"
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Reg. Guide 1.45. That suggests that the Reg. Guide in its entirety was
binding on the operators, and overstates the case. Although the "Bases"
section of Tech Spec 3.4.6.1 does make an explicit reference to the
Reg. Guide, that reference, in its context, does not reflect an intention to
"incorporate" the entire Reg. Guide into the Tech Specs. Legal analysis
to one side, there is no evidence in this record that any of the operators
had everread Reg. Guide 1.45,let alone been confused by the differences
and ambiguities we have discussed.
e. The 1MI-2 leak rate test procedure failed to include an "evaporative loss
factor" for losses from the ReS. Th. 1134. Other Babcock & Wilcox
power reactors were allowed to include an evaporative loss factor in
their leak rate test procedures. fur example, TMI-l, Rancho Seco,
and Oconee all include evaporative loss factors in their leak rate test
procedures. Th. 1135. The evaporative loss factor for TMI-1 was 0.51
gpm; for Oconee-I, 0.68 gpm; for Oconee-2, 0.73 gpm; and for Oconee3, 0.52 gpm. Riegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1 at 19 n.·. Assuming
that evaporative losses at 1MI-2 were comparable to those at TMII, the failure of the 1MI-2 leak rate test procedure to include such
a factor resulted in the increased estimates of unidentified leakage in
the calculation of the 1MI-2 unidentified leakage of as much as 0.5
gpm. [d. Mr. Stier concluded that this was a primary problem in the
performance of the leak rate test at 1MI-2:
There were several major causes of the difficulty experienced at TMI-2. First,
the TMJ-I leak rate calculation permitted the subtraction of 0.5 gpm from gross
leakage to account for "evaporative losses." At TMI-l, this helped offset the
variability of test results caused by such factors as instnnnent error and oscillation
within the reactor coolant system. The TMI-2 procedure contained no similar
provision, thereby increasing the frequency with which calculated unidentified
leakage exceeded 1.0 gpm due to inherent test variability.

Stier Report, Vol. I at 21.
41. The Staff witnesses contended that the use of an evaporative loss factor
at TMI-2 was inappropriate. Th, 1138. Staff's position, as we understand it,
is that such a factor is not appropriate because, as plant operations continue,
"frequently the amount of evaporative loss would be reduced so that you didn't
know what it was." Th. 1139. That may be true, but the basis of Staff's position
might not apply to 1MI-2 because it had not yet become a mature plant. Th. 1121.
42. Staff witness Russell testified with respect to the evaporative loss factor
that "it would have been an error to include it, since the maximum reactor coolant
pressure boundary flaw size assumed in the safety analysis is that associated with
a 1 gpm leak, not a 1 gpm plus an evaporative loss factor," Th. 1138. In contrast
to Mr. Russell's statement, the FSAR stated:
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Based upon the above analysis the critical parameter would be a crack in the col" leg piping
of approximately 9 gpm. In establishing a maximum lUlidentified leakage, the following
criteria are considered:
1. The magnitude of the leakage should be well below the leakage associated with a
crack of critical size.
2. The magnitude should be well within the capability of the normal makeup system.
3. The magnitude should be sufficiently large to allow for ease of detection within a
reasonable period of time.
4. Offsite releases should be within 10 eFR 20 limits.
Accordingly, a 1 gpm leak was selected as the maximum allowable lUlidentified leakage
rate. This value is well below the leakage associated with a crack of critical size. It can be
detected within a reasonable period of time as discussed previously. • • •

Exh. 22 at 5.2-25; see also Stier Report, Vol. V(B), Tab 12, Reg. Guide 1.45 at
1.45-1 to 1.45-2 (basis for selection of 1 gpm (instead of some higher number
less than 9 gpm) as the LCO for unidentified leakage is "industry practice''). We
take the view that the l-gpm LCO is essentially an ALARA number, having no
bright-line safety significance - i.e., it is not the case that 0.9 is "safe" and 1.1
is "unsafe." Be that as it may, the Board finds that the TMI-2 operators were
faced with a new plant that probably had an evaporative RCS loss of 0.5-0.7
gpm.
43. The Board concludes that the aggregate effect of the errors and idiosyncrasies discussed above would have produced erratic and usually inaccurate results in leak rate tests at TMI-2. The experts expressed a similar conclusion. Tr. 450, 1230-37. Indeed, those effects would have been such that should
the test have produced an occasional result that happened to correspond with
actual unidentified leakage, such a result would have been attributable more to
a random confluence of errors than to any residual technical merit in the test in the vernacular, a "happy accident," Having viewed erratic test results over
time, the operators' skepticism of the test as a source of useful information was
fully justified.

B.

Managers Who Knew of the Leak Rate Test Difficulties

44. The difficulties with the leak rate test that the operators were experiencing manifested themselves over a long period of time in an inability to run
two tests back to back, with no power changes or operator-caused changes, and
obtain the same results. The test results were described as "unpredictable," and
"quite erratic." Adams, ff. Tr. 3776 at 3; Cooper, ff. Tr. 2835 at 6; Guthrie,
ff. Tr. 4113 at 2; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(F), Hitz 4/24/84 Interview at 31; Hitz, ff. Tr. 3664 at 4. But see Frederick, ff. Tr. 2447 at 4. All
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of the CROs, their foremen and shift supervisors knew of these difficulties in
some degree, as shown below in our discussion of individuals. In response to
the Commission's next question, we discuss in this section the knowledge of
management personnel about leak rate test difficulties.
45. James Floyd, Supervisor of Operations, characterized himself as a
"crisis fighter." He allowed his shift supervisors to run the plant on a day-to-day
basis and, as long as something had not come to the crisis level, it rarely came
to his attention. 'Ii'. 4969 (Floyd). With regard to leak rate testing in particular,
Floyd stated that "[a]s soon as this plant would have been shut down for a leak
rate test I'm sure I would have been acutely aware of the problem." 'Ii'. 4969
(Floyd). It was his testimony, however, that he has "no recollection of knowing
about any of these problems" and that he was "basically. • • ignorant of what
was going on here [TMI-2]." 'Ii'. 4976 [Floyd].
46. Despite Floyd's recollection, the weight of the evidence is that Floyd
was aware of operator problems with leak rate tests. Floyd had a discussion
in early October 1978 with Seelinger concerning the interpretation of the leak
rate test procedure and was aware of and involved in many of the events of
October 18, 1978. He expected difficulties with erratic leak rates during initial
operation of the uniL Floyd, ff. 'Ii'. 4894 at 5-6. Fels believed he discussed
leak rate problems with Floyd; Chwastyk recalled a Floyd briefing on leak rates
after the events on October 18; Haverkamp had a very strong recollection of
Floyd being present when he spoke to Seelinger on October 18th; Cooper was
aware Floyd was getting feedback from shift supervisors concerning leak rate
problems; and Guthrie was "sure" Floyd knew the operators had problems with
the leak rate. Tr. 4509-10 (pels); Tr. 3502 (Chwastyk); Tr. 2050 (Haverkamp);
Tr. 2903 (Cooper); Board Exh. 6, OJ Report, Exh. 30, Guthrie Interview at
17. Also the NRC inspector, Mr. Haverkamp, testified that "Mr. Floyd expressed
a lack of confidence in the computer calculated results of the RCS unidentified
leakage" in October 1978. 'Ii'. 2097.
47. Floyd generally portrayed himself as a "hands on" manager who spent
a lot of time in the control room working directly with the CROs. For example,
on the morning of October 18, a foreman testified that Floyd was in the control
room sitting at the leak rate computer console. Tr. 3797. Given Floyd's style
of operation, we think it highly probable that Floyd was quite familiar with
the difficulties CROs were experiencing with leak rate tests. We reject Floyd's
claim that he was basically ignorant of those problems.
48. James Seelinger, Superintendent of Technical Support at TMI-2, while
knowledgeable of the fact that getting an acceptable leak rate test was difficult,
had little in-depth knowledge of the various factors that were at play in those
difficulties. As he revealed in his testimony:
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(Judge Carpenter] With respect to Unit 2 and it! interprcution, did you .it down with

Mr. Floyd and ask yourself the question: What are the parameters that control this test,
that are significant in the test? And how much variation do we have in those parameters? And
what is the numerical effect of that variation? Did you do an analysis, is what I'm asking
you?

A. No, sir, not at that time. And not at any time that I recall that I participated in.
Tr. 4749 (Seelinger).

49. Mr. Seelinger first ]earned of the practice of discarding leak rate tests
that were greater than 1 gpm about 21/2 weeks before the Haverkamp incident He
found at the same time that the Action Statement was not being entered if a
high leak rate was measured, as long as a "good" leak rate was obtained within
72 hours of obtaining a previous "good" leak rate. At the time, he did not think
that either action was permissible. Tr. 4745 (Seelinger).
50. Two incidents that occurred shortly thereafter persuaded Seelinger to
change his attitude, at least temporarily. The shift supervisor who had told him
about discarding tests informed him that his interpretation of the Tech Specs
would result in shutting down TMI-l. Seelinger resolved to meet wilh the TMI1 PORC and straighten out the situation, but had to go to an offsite meeting for
several days. When he returned, the plant was shut down and continued to be
shut down for the next 7 to 10 days. Other matters occupied his attention, and he
did not confer wilh the TMI-l PORC before the Haverkamp incident. Tr. 474647 (Seelinger).
51. As to the second incident, be and Mr. Floyd conferred about the proper
interpretation of the Tech Specs. The result of the discussion was, in Seelinger's
words:
We came out of that conversation with an interpretation that I agreed to for a period of time
- that the leak rate test was to be set aside if it exceeded the criteria on the basis of the
fact that the plant was not in steady state operation and would allow the running of another,
or another, and we didn't specify the number, of leak rate tests.

Tr. 4746 (Seelinger). This meant, as a practical matter, that any test over 1
gpm would be disregarded (set aside) and tests would continue to be run until
a "good" test emerged from the computer.
52. After the Haverkamp incident, the resulting LER indicated that the
Action Statement would be entered after any leak rate test result over 1 gpm was
obtained. However, this interpretation was never implemented by the Operations
personnel, as we have seen. See pp. 720-22, supra.
53. Against this factual backdrop, the Board finds that Mr. Seelinger was
gUilty of culpable neglect as described in GPUN's Proposed Findings 212-213,
which we adopc
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212 ••• In early October 1978, the record is clear that James Seelinger le;:med of the
practice of discarding testa. The fact that a shift supervisor subsequently told him that TMI1 would shut down if Seelinger's interpretation of the Tech Specs were adopted and that
Seelinger then intended to raise this issue with the TMI-l PORC does not excuse Seelinger
from the affirmative duty to act and follow through after gaining actual knowledge of a
potentially improper practice. Furthermore, the meeting with floyd at which Seelinger claims
they reached a common ground of interpretation does not justify following an interpretation
when Seelinger had actual knowledge that adherence to such an interpretation in practice
meant the repeated running of tests and the discarding of all tests greater than 1 gpm.
213 ••• The Board believes that Seelinger's awareness in early October 1978 of the
practice of repeated fUming and discarding of testa in and of itself is sufficient evidence
for the Board to find that Seelinger by dereliction or culpable neglect allowed impr~r
operator actions. Seelinger, however, allowed a bad situation to get wone. He had admitted
that he was the source of an instruction to shift supervison not to leave tests lying around
to prevent the NRC from seeing them and becoming aware of an interpretation of the Tech
Specs with which he was uncomfortsble. Tr. 4756 (Seelinger). Seelinger's concern about the
NRC's possibly finding bad testa lying around was realized on October 18 with Haverkamp's
arrival in the Control Room; at the same time, the interpretation with which Seelinger was
\D\comfortsble and which led him to advise the shift supervison to keep bad tests out of
sight was replaced by the immediate Action Statement entry interpretation insisted on by
Haverkamp. See Tr. 47S7.fIJ (Seelinger). Despite the relatively short duration of Seelinger's
coocern, the Board does not view his decision to keep information from the NRC as either
reasonable or tolerable.

As we have previously indicated the Board believes that Mr. Seelinger could
have exercised more vigor in following up the corrective action after the
Haverkamp incident.32 We do find that he did what he thought was within his
authority. He directed Mr. Marshall to see that the LER was read by all shift
personnel and assured himself that Mr. Floyd wrote an Operations Memorandum
32 One aspect or Mr. Seelinger', lCStimony .... very puzzling 10 the Board. Gil)' Miller, It the time in question
both Station Superintendent Ind TMI·2 Superintendent, tCltified thlt he depended on Mr. Seelinger foe the dlYto-day mpervision of TMI·2 opcratilll'l. Tr. SOS()'S3 (G. Miller). Mr. Seelinger, however. did not believe thlt
he had Iny IUthority oUllide his own chain of c:anrnand (which did not include Mr. Floyd Ind the Operations
Department). Tr. 4627·28. It become. even mo'" puzzling if we elllmine. relCVlltl pottilll'l of the job descripUllI'I
of the Unit 2 Superintendent of Technical Support.
The ovenlllCOpC or the responsibility or the Unit Superintendent Technical Suppott is 10 assist the Unit
Superintendent in the integrated operation. maintenance Ind Idministration of I generating unit It the
Three Mile blind flcility 10 ensure thlt the unit is operated Ind maintained in , life, efficient manner
Ind that allipplicable regulatory requirements are Idhered to. This means that not mly dOCI the incumbent
Ict I I the Unit Superintendent during the Superintendent', Ibsence, but actually urwncs many of the
nonnal duties of the Unit Superintendent with the lime kind of IUthority IS the Superintendent when
such luthority is 10 delegated and is not in CIlI'Iftict with Cltlbliahcd manlgement policy IS outlined in
the Technical Spccilication.
Stier Report, Vol. VeA), Tlb 6. It would be highly ipCCUlativc 0( the Board 10 Iller! that if Mr. Seelinger
had been lware of the =ponsibility that Mr. Miller thought he hid Ind that his job descriplilll'l reinfOCCCl. the
limltion during the time in questilll'l here would haw been improved. Nor do we intend 10 imply thlt this Ipparent
misunderstanding ...... totally Mr. Seelinger', rault; it WlS clearly Mr. Miller', responsibility 10 ldequately inform
his subocdinates I I 10 what .... expected or them. Mr. Miller never mlde clear 10 Mr. Seelinger just what
his ltInding was. Tr. 5047·S0 (G. Miller). In Iny event, we do believe thlt this is In illullrltion or In overall
management limltion gone Iwry.
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to be read by all shift personnel which supposedly would explain the new
procedures to be used in carrying out leak rate tests, among other things. See
p. 720, supra. That the actions taken did not produce the desired results cannot
be directly laid at Mr. Seelinger's doorstep. In the Board's view, he had every
reason to believe that Mr. Floyd, who did not report to Mr. Seelinger,33 would
follow up with the Operations Department personnel. We also note that on or
about December 1, 1978, Mr. Seelinger was promoted to Unit Superintendent
at TMI-l and was not present at TMI-2 during the time of greatest difficulties
in performing the leak rate tests. The Board, in considering the entire record
on the adequacy of these corrective actions, finds that Mr. Seelinger's actions,
while imperfect, do not constitute culpable neglecL
54. The Board found Mr. Seelinger to be an unusually forthright and candid
witness. His admission that he had instructed shift supervisors not to leave tests
lying around for the NRC to see was volunteered by Mr. Seelinger and may not
have come to light at all but for his admission.
55. George Kunder succeeded Seelinger as the Unit 2 Superintendent of
Technical Support in early December 1978. Although Seelinger was uncertain
whether he had informed his successor of the difficulties with the leak rate test
{Te. 7783-84 (Seelinger», Kunder had some limited knowledge of the difficulties
with the tests. He also was aware that some effort was being undertaken to
correct the difficulties.
56. Sometime in 1979, Kunder became aware that there was some question
whether leak rate test results accurately reflected plant conditions. Kunder
believed the question was whether the calculation used to determine leakage
was in error so that erroneously high readings were being obtained. Kunder
was also aware that his department was requested to look at the leak rate test
procedure or calculation to determine if a problem actually existed, and if so, to
resolve it Kunder, ff. Tr. 4800 at 2-3. Kunder had only limited recall of how he
became aware of the difficulties and no recollection of what was accomplished
to correct them. 'IT. 4811-12, 4834-35, 4840-41 (Kunder). During this time,
Kunder worked considerable overtime and had a very heavy work load,
attempting to not only take over the reins of. • • managing the engineering organization but
also take care of the collateral duties of PORe chairmanship, beginning some preparations
for the refueling outages which [he] was responsible to coordinate the planning for, and
••• in particular, deal with a myriad of issues and problems that existed at the time to
attempt to get [himself] up to speed on the details of the Unit 2 systems; that is, to prepare
for senior reactor operator's license ••••

33 He was explicitly informed of Ihi. during his job interview with Mesm.IlCIbcin, Miller, and ColiIL Prep. TCSL,
fr. Tr. 4623 at 3.
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'fro 4803 (Kuocler). We believe Kunder's inability to recall details with respect
to his awareness of difficulties reflects his actual limited knowledge of these
difficulties during the period of operation of TMI-2. We find no excuse for his
failure to pursue this ongoing problem, and that such failure constitutes culpable
neglect.
57. Joseph Logan, Unit 2 Superintendent, also had some knowledge of the
difficulties operators were experiencing. Logan thought the problem was with the
computer because the leak rate test results were inconsistent. Although he does
not know when he became aware of the difficulties, Logan does recall having
had discussions with shift supervisors, Kunder, and Floyd. 'fro 5117, 5123-24
(Logan). Logan considered negative leak rate test results as an indication that
there were computer program errors associated with this test. 'fro 5143, 5145
(Logan). However, Logan felt that the problem was recognized and the work
being done led him to believe that a solution to correct the problems would be
found. 'fro 5119, 5133 (Logan). Logan does recall that a change was made, but
has no recollection if it was effective. n. 5134 (Logan).
58. The Board reviewed several leak rate surveillances with Mr. Logan,
and Mr. Logan was able to recognize the several different kinds of operator
errors that caused these tests to be invalid. 'fro 5153-76. The fact that Mr. Logan
had been aware that there were problems with the leak rate tests but had never
bothered to look at the test results reflects discredit on his discharge of his
duties. While his subordinates, Mr. Floyd and Mr. Kunder, should have handled
the leak rate test problems, their failure to do so should have led Mr. Logan to
investigate the performance of the tests and to instruct them that the problems
should be resolved without delay. Mr. Logan's inattention to the leak rate test
records, coupled with the other circumstances we have noted, leads us to a
finding of culpable neglect by Mr. Logan.
59. Gary Miller, TMI Station Manager and, until December 1978, Unit
Superintendent of TMI-2, was aware to a limited extent of the difficulties the
operators were experiencing. Miller was routinely exposed to several sources
of information containing data that, if analyzed (such as comparing leak rate
test results day after day) might have raised a question in his mind to inquire
further. See generally Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. ll(B), G. Miller
Summary at 4-11. Miller, however, did not carry out such a comparison:
"In short, I simply did not realize that such repetitive results were being
recorded." G. Miller, fr. 'fro 5039 at 19. The primary source Miller depended
on to raise operational problems was the morning conference call. Miller did
not believe that the subject of continuing leak rate surveillance difficulties was
ever discussed during these calls nor does he believe that anyone ever advised
him about such difficulties on any other occasion. [d. The record supports this
statement.
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60. The extent of Miller's knowledge concerning the violation of the Tech
Specs probably comes from Seelinger's conversation with Miller on October 18,
1978. While Miller has no current recollection of their conversation, he believes
it well could have taken place.
61. By Seelinger's account of the conversation, Miller probably became
aware that the operators had experienced some difficulty with the leak rate test at
that time. Te. 4723-27 (Seelinger). Miller also was aware that an LER was issued
(Te. 5056 (G. Miller», but for the reasons previously discussed concerning the
accuracy and completeness of the LER (see § m, " 10-17, supra), it is doubtful
that the LER expanded Miller's awareness. More likely the LER would have
suggested to Miller that there was a one-time problem (not a consistent pattern
of procedural abuse) and given Miller confidence that the matter was being
resolved. Te. 5085-86 (G. Miller).
62. Mr. Miller was not aware of any of the questionable practices concerning the leak rate tests performed at TMI-2. As he testified:
I did not know that unaccquble leak rate surveillance test resuIts were being discarded. I
have testified before that this is something I would have expected to have been broUght to
my attention. I do not recall. however. that that was ever done. In my view. the discarding
of leak rate tests on the scale on which it was apparently done was improper. and I would
not have condoned iL

63. Mr. Miller's testimony is uncontroverted in the record. Although we
have to some extent questioned his and others' management style (see § IV, , 53,
note 32), we find no evidence of any wrongdoing therein. He clearly had no
direct responsibility for or knowledge of improper leak rate practices at TMI2. The Board finds that Mr. Miller exhibited neither dereliction nor culpable
neglect in the performance of his duties.
64. John Herbein, Vice President of Generation, had no knowledge of
the difficulties. The strongest potential source of information that might have
alerted Herbein to the difficulties was the Licensee Event Report 78-62/1T. On
November 1, 1978, Herbein signed the transmittal letter sending the LER to
the NRC. Herbein, however, has no independent recollections of the LER
or surrounding events. Herbein, ff. Te. 5268 at 10-11. The circumstances
surrounding the preparation of the LER and Herbein's signing of the transmittal
letter are covered at § nI, ,,10-14, supra.
65. The LER failed to identify that the sources of the problem were repetitive test results exceeding acceptance criteria, and the Operations Department's
lack of confidence in leak rate test results. The LER also failed to point out that
the solution to the problem had been the decision to round off test resUlts. Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 143. Given these inaccuracies and inadequacies
in the LER, the Board cannot impute knowledge of the difficulties that operators
were experiencing to Herbein. In fact, to the extent Herbein would have had any
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question of the existence and subsequent resolution of operators' difficulties, his
questions might have disappeared the following January when the NRC notified
him that the LER had been selected for onsite followup. The notification stated
that "the inspector verified that the reporting requirements • • . had been met,
that appropriate corrective action has been taken, that the event was reviewed
by the licensee as required by Tech Specs, and that continued operation of the
facility was conducted in conformance with Tech Spec limits." Board Exh. 20,
Haverkamp Testimony, Exh. E, Enclosure at 10-11.
66. While we conclude that Herbein and Miller are not chargeable with
"culpable neglect" on the specific issues before us, neither do we wish to imply
any determination that their conduct with respect to the leak rate fiasco was all
that it should have been. The record indicates that there was insufficient depth
of senior management capability at TMI during much of Unit 2's operation. For
many months, the post of Superintendent of Unit 2 was vacant, this at a time
when the unit was in its initial "shakedown" phase of operation. No one was
ever formally designated as "Acting" Unit Superintendent and the record reflects
differences in the minds of Miller and Seelinger as to the scope of the latter's
responsibilities. Seelinger Prep. St., ff. 'fr. 4623 at 6; G. Miller Prep. St,
ff. 'fr. 5039 at 6. In any event, apparently Seelinger was overworked and it
is clear that Miller was grossly overworked. Miller testified that he worked an
average of 80 hours per week, far more than should have been required of a
person in a senior management position potentially affecting public health and
safety. Herbein knew (or clearly should have known) that his senior managers
were stretched too thin at TMI, and that this might compromise their ability
to do their jobs properly. Yet no effective efforts were made to remedy this
situation.

C.

Corrective Actions for Technical Errors

67. Despite the fact that there were many difficulties associated with the leak
rate test, only limited corrective actions for the technical errors were taken to cure
the fundamental deficiencies that caused the difficulties. Two such corrections
are discussed below. That more corrections were not made or attention paid
to the host of deficiencies with the leak rate test was explored by the Board
with a number of witnesses. One explanation is that operators felt it was being
cured. Chwastyk, ff. 'fr. 3407 at 3; Faust, ff. 'fr. 2511 at 3; Frederick, ff. 'fr. 2447
at 4. Another was that the plant was still new. Adams, ff. 'fr. 3776 at 23. Virtually no one seemed overly concerned with the problems.
68. An attempt to correct leak rate test problems was prompted when in
February 1979, the collection rate of the RCDT began to increase. This high
rate of collection had not been experienced before at TMI-2 for any extended
period of time. Stier Report, Vol. I at 91. The leak rate test calculation failed
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to convert RCDT collection from room temperature to RCS temperature before
it was subtracted from gross leakage. A volume of a given mass of water is 1.4
times greater at reactor coolant temperature than it is at room temperature. [d.
69. Because of this error, the calculated unidentified leak rate was overstated
by an amount equal to 40% of the RCDT collection rate. Thus, when RCDT
collection reached a rate of 2.5 gpm at room temperature, the unidentified
leak rate calculated at RCS temperature would be greater than the actual
unidentified leakage by 1.0 gpm, even if the actual unidentified leak rate had
not changed. This rate of drain tank collection (2.5 gpm) was reached around
February 25. [d. at 92.
70. Having recognized that RCDT collection was driving up the unidentified leak rate measurements, on March 16 a procedural change was made to
correct the calculation error that was causing RCDT collection to be understated. Thereafter, each test calculation was supposed to be corrected for this
error by hand. This change, however, did not produce the desired result Operators continued to experience difficulty in obtaining satisfactory leak rate test
results. The apparent reason is that an inaccuracy in the make-up tank level
transmitter continued to cause a 20 to 50% exaggeration in the drop in make-up
tank level. Therefore, if RCDT collection were 4.0 gpm, the error in make-up
tank level measurement would overstate the calculated unidentified leak rate by
1.1 to 2.8 gpm. [d. at 100.
71. The second, but largely insignificant, attempted cure to leak rate test
difficulties occurred in the Fall of 1978. On October 31, 1978, the Instrument
and Control Department reported a problem. The instruments for both the wet
reference leg and the dry variable leg of the make-up tank were connected to a
common set of sensing lines. This arrangement made it impossible to perform
maintenance on one instrument without affecting the other. By November 9,
1978, installation was completed of separate sensing lines with a common
penetration on the make-up tank. Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 2 at 65; Stier
Report, Vol. V(D), Tab 53 (Field Questionnaire). There was no apparent overall
benefit from this change with respect to the subsequent accuracy of the make-up
tank level measurement.
D.

Pressure to Obtain Leak Rate Test Results That Did Not Exceed
Technical Specification Limits

72. This Board examined the issue of whether operators felt pressure to
obtain leak rate test results that did not exceed the Tech Spec limit.
73. CROs felt pressured by shift supervisors and shift foremen to obtain
test results under 1.0 gpm. Shift foremen felt similar pressure from their shift
supervisors. The evidence does not indicate that shift supervisors experienced
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similar pressure from their superiors. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at
124-25.
74. The pressure felt by the CROs was depicted as a general sense to keep
the plant on line (w., Vol. VI(G), Illjes 2(1/85 Interview at 57-58); being asked
questions about the status of the leak rate test (Board Exh. 6, OJ Report, Exh. 10,
Cooper Interview at 24; Chwastyk, cr. Tr. 3400 at 6); and being told to get a good
leak rate (Coleman, ff. Tr. 2579 at 2-3; Tr. 2586 (Coleman); Booher, ff. Tr.4175
at 3; Stier Report, Vol. VI(B), Congdon 4/10/80 Interview at 2). Despite the fact
that some CROs felt pressure, that pressure did not translate into a sense that
adverse action would be taken against them if they failed to obtain a good leak
rate test result (Booher, ff. Tr. 4175 at 3; Board Exh. 6, OI Report, Exh. 18,
Wright Interview at 109-10). Some shift foremen felt pressure to keep the plant
on line as much as possible. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. VI(B), Conaway
2/21/85 Interview at 37-38; Board Exh. 6, OI Report, Exh. 30, Guthrie Interview
at 45-46.

V.

DISCARDING LEAK RATE TESTS

Were In'Iacceptable leak rate surveillance test resulu required by Technical Specification
4.4.6.2d discarded? If so, who knew of, condoned or directed this practice? Were unacceptable leak rate surveillance test resulu discarded in an attempt to hide them from the NRC?

CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 880, Issue (c).
The Board adopts and sets forth below GPUN's Proposed Findings 180-191,
except as changes are indicated by ". • ." or by brackets.
1. "The third issue specified by the Commission in this proceeding concerns whether unacceptable leak rate surveiIIance test results required by Tech
Spec 4.4.6.2.d were discarded. If the Board found that records were discarded, it
was supposed to determine who condoned or directed this practice and whether
there was an attempt to hide unacceptable leak rate surveiIIance test results from
the NRC. CLI-85-18, 22 NRC at 880. In connection with this issue of documentation, we also explored the operators' compliance with related paperwork
requirements, including logging and filing of E&Ds."
2. ''The administrative procedures applicable to the documentation of leak
rate testing are discussed at [GPUN's] ,,81, 91-94, supra. [Summarizing the
key requirements, records of "surveiIIance activities" - including the results
of leak rate tests - were required by Tech Spec 6.10 to be retained for 5
years. Furthermore, AP 1010 required that any surveillance test that had an
unsatisfactory result - e.g., a leak rate test showing unidentified leakage in
excess of 1 gpm - had to be documented on an ''Exception and Deficiency
List" and filed.] The plant records at TMI-2 show that the only leak rate
tests ever 'filed' were those showing unidentified leakage under 1 gpm. Board
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Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 60; id., Vol. meA), Table 1. Stier estimated
that at least 50% of all the tests performed were discarded because the results
showed unidentified leakage exceeding 1 gpm.[d., Vol. I at 60. MPR Associates
performed two statistical analyses of recorded tests. [d. First, they determined
that the variability of the frequency with which tests were filed was high,
indicating that tests were filed at irregular intervals and raising the possibility
that significant numbers were discarded. [d. Second, MPR plotted test results
as histograms, and from the apparent truncation of the resulting distributions,
estimated that about half or more of the expected results would have exceeded
1 gpm but were not filed. [d.: id., Vol. JV(A) at V.2-V.8. Testimony obtained
from TMI-2 personnel indicated that as many as two or three leak rate tests
may have been discarded for every one that was filed. [d., Vol. I at 61 (citing
the Interviews of Smith, 2/8/85 at 70; McGovern, 2/6/85 at 15; Hljes, 2/7/85 at
10-11, 114; Faust, 'l/I9/85 at 138; and Adams, 3/8/85 at 81)."
3. ''The practice of discarding leak rate test results greater than 1 gpm
began at TMI-l and carried over to TMI-2. Tr. 4325 (Smith); Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894
at 2; Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 58. Every CRO, shift foreman, and
shift supervisor who appeared before the Board, except Frederick,34 testified that
he was either aware of the practice of discarding tests or personally discarded
tests. Tr. 2250 (Hartman); Te. 2544 (Faust); Coleman, ff. Te. 2579 at 2; Te. 2673
(Wright); Congdon, ff. Tr. 2709 at 4; Tr. 2795 (Scheimann); Cooper, ff. Tr. 2835
at 4; Tr. 2958 (Zewe); IIljes, ff. Tr. 3010 at 2; Tr. 3110 (Conaway); Tr. 3204
(McGovern); Te. 3243 (Men); Kidwell, ff. Tr. 3285 at 3; Tr. 3487 (Chwastyk);
A. Miller, ff. Tr. 3608 at 3; Hitz, ff. Tr. at 3; Adams, ff. Tr. 3776 at 2; Mehler,
ff. Tr. 3842 at 5; Tr. 4007-08 (Olson); Hemmila, ff. Tr. 4039 at 3; Tr. 4115
(Guthrie); Booher, ff. Tr. 4175 at 2; Hoyt, ff. Tr. 4233 at 3; Tr. 4325 (Smith);
Phillippe, ff. Tr. 4432 at 2-3; Bryan, ff. Tr. 4540 at 2."
4. "Descriptions of the practice of discarding tests differed somewhat
among the witnesses. Some witnesses testified that CROs or auxiliary operators were dispatched to search for leaks before a test was invalidated and discarded. Tr. 2250 (Hartman); Tr. 3109-10 (Conaway); Booher, ff. Tr. 4175 at
2; Smith, ff. Tr. 4331 at 4. Other witnesses testified that they compared the
leak rate test to plant parameters. If they found that the leak rate test results
were inconsistent with the plant parameters, they discarded the leak rate test
results greater than 1 gpm. Tr. 2817 (Scheimann); Zewe, ff. Tr. 2946 at 3. Some
operators testified that results over 1 gpm were given to the shift foreman to
discard. Faust, ff. Tr. 2511 at 3; Congdon, ff. Tr. 2709 at 4. Most operators, shift
foremen, and shift supervisors testified that leak rate test results above 1 gpm
were retained until a leak rate test result below 1 gpm was obtained; and then
34 Frederick testified thlt he give the leak ole tests to his shift fOlmlln and was unaware that the tests were being
discarded. Frederick. fr. Tr. 2447 It 6.
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the tests above 1 gpm were discarded. Coleman, ff. Tr. 2579 at 2;35 Congdon,
ff. Te. 2709 at 4; Cooper, ff. Te. 2835 at 4; II1jes, ff. Te. 3010 at 2; Tr. 3243
(Mell); Kidwell, ff. Te. 3285 at 3; Te. 3487 (Chwastyk); A. Miller, ff. Te. 3608
at 3; Adams, ff. Te. 3776 at 2."
S. "James Floyd, the Unit 2 Supervisor of Operations, was aware that
••• leak rate tests were being discarded. Floyd, cr. Te. 4894 at 2. Floyd
maintained that he never directed that leak rate tests be discarded, but the practice
of discarding tests carried over from TMI-l. [d. Floyd was also of the 'opinion
that blatantly bad leak rates (for example, excessively negative ones) had no
connection with reality; consequently, it was permissible to discard them.' [d. at
2-3." [Be that as it may, Floyd was in charge of Operations at Unit 2 and he
probably knew, or certainly should have known, that many of his subordinates
were systematically throwing out tests showing unidentified leakage over 1 gpm,
without regard to their validity.]
6. "In early October of 1978, James Seelinger, the Unit 2 Superintendent of Technical Support, became aware of the practice of discarding
[seemingly]36 .valid tests above 1 gpm and running another test. Te. 4745
(Seelinger). The extent of Seelinger's knowledge of the practice of discarding
tests, and the actions he took when he discovered the practice, are discussed at
[GPUN'SJ, ,,103-105, 108-113, supra. In sum, Seelinger testified that after a
meeting with Floyd in early October, he (Seelinger) agreed that the Tech Specs
required one leak rate test under 1 gpm every 72 hours and entry into the Action
Statement only at the end of such a 72-hour period. Te. 4764-65 (Seelinger). Because Seelinger 'did not particularly care for the interpretation' and he 'was not
particularly crazy on having the NRC involved with that interpretation or finding
out about that interpretation,' he subsequently advised one or more shift supervisors 'that the tests were not to be left out and lying around,' where the NRC

35 Coleman testified th.t m me occasion he obtained • lcalc nte test in exCCSl of 1 apm. signed the test. put it
on his lhift forem.n·, desk. Ind I abort time later. tluec people came out of the Ihift IUpavisor', office .nd one
told him that they did not want to scc lcalc ntes th.t exceeded the Tech Spcca. After that incident. Coleman beg.n
throwing .way lcalc nte test results aver I gpm. Colem.n. IT. Tr. 2519 It 3.
36 We &ly Naccmingly" valid bec.use. as we h.ve found (su § IV. '44 •• bove) the errors built into the lcalc nte
test made it inherently unrdiablc. The test .t TMI-2 never was Nyalid" in the 1CI\5C of consistently giving an
Iccurate measurement of unidentified lcabge. On the other hand. the operators did not understand the technical
defc:cu in the test and h.d to deal with the test results as they Ippeared. Thus. for cxample. when In operator ran
I tCit showing 1.2 &pm and then: was nothing he could point to (such IS operator error) to invalidate the test. he
WlS requinld to go into the Actim Statonent.
Stier and MPR Ittonptcd to determine through lUmp pump d.ta times during which Ictual identified lcabge
probably did exceed the l-apm LCO. Su Stier Report. Vol. N(A). The Numerous Employees cli.rpute the Stier
findings. arxuing that excessive unidentified lcabge only occurred during a brief period in October. Ws 225236. We an: making no findings on actual unidentified lcabge p"rtly becluse it would be cxtremely difficult to
do 10 m the record before us but. more fundomcntally. because lUeb findings an: not ncccssary to resolve the
issues before us. Even if it were possible now to determine historic unidentified leabgc. the ract remains that the
employees did not know what it WlS It the time. except for the erratic data being given them by the lcalc nte
test. They nevertheless continued to run the reactor without any rcIiIble basis for believing thlt its operation was
in continuing c:onfonnity with the l-apm LCO.
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might find them. Tr. 4756 (Seelinger). After Haverkamp's visit, Seelinger stated
that he interpreted the Tech Specs to require immediate Action Statement entry
on obtaining a test result greater than 1 gpm. Tr. 4758-59 (Seelinger). Such an
interpretation should have ended the practice of discarding tests. [d. Seelinger
acknowledged, however, that he never effectively put the word out to the shift
supervisors to adopt the new interpretation of the Tech Specs. [d. Therefore, the
practice of discarding leak rate tests apparently continued up to the accident at
TMI-2."
7. "Operators did not log the starting time of the leak rate test [as required
by AP 1012.] See, e.g., Tr. 2496 (Frederick); Congdon, ff. Tr. 2709 at 3;
McGovern, ff. Tr. 3148 at 3; Hitz, ff. Tr. 3664 at 5; Tr. 4116 (Guthrie); Bryan,
ff. Tr. 4540 at 3. Some operators did log the completion time of leak rate test
results below 1 gpm. See, e.g., Chwastyk, ff. Tr. 3407 at 3; Smith, ff. Tr. 4331
at 3."
8. "No E&Ds were ever filed with any of the leak rate test results at
TMI-2. Tr. 2268 (Hartman); Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 60. Most
witnesses testified that they just did not think about using E&Ds with the leak
rate test or had no explanation for why E&Ds were not used with the leak
rate test Tr. 2452 (Frederick); Tr. 2671 (Wright); Congdon, ff. Tr. 2709 at
3; Tr. 2794 (Scheimann); Tr. 2988-89 (Zewe); Tr. 3668-69 (Hitz); Mehler,
ff. Tr. 3842 at 4; Tr. 4078 (Hemmila); Tr. 4742 (Seelinger). Some witnesses
testified that they thought that the E&D procedure may have been inapplicable
to the leak rate test because the test was conducted on the computer. Tr. 2911
(Cooper); Tr. 3018 (Hljes); McGovern, ff. Tr. 3148 at 4; Tr. 3524 (Chwastyk);
Tr. 4346 (Smith); Bryan, ff. Tr. 4540 at 5. Finally, some witnesses claimed that
the E&D procedure did not apply to the leak rate test because the test was a
routine surveillance. Tr. 2545 (Faust); Tr. 3018 (Illjes); Floyd, ff. Tr. 4894 at

3."
9. "Based on the evidence in the record, it is clear that TMI-2 personnel
uniformly failed to document leak rate testing properly • • • . Leak rate tests
were routinely discarded by CROs and shift foremen [if they registered more
than 1 gpm without regard to their validity.] Shift supervisors were aware of this
practice •••• Further, James Seelinger, at one point, told TMI-2 personnel not
to leave leak rate tests lying around. This instruction may have led at least some
TMI-2 personnel to discard leak rate tests so that the NRC would not discover
them."
10. "In addition, TMI-2 personnel failed to log the start times of leak rate
tests and failed to file E&Ds. Board Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 60. Floyd
failed to enforce the application of the E&D procedure to the leak rate test Floyd,
ff. Tr. 4894 at 3. He claimed that E&Ds were not filed because the leak rate
test was run more frequently than required by the Tech Specs. [d." [While true,
that factor is irrelevant. The practice of discarding seemingly valid tests only
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because they showed unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm - engaged in
by virtually all the CROs with the knowledge (and some participation) of the
shift foremen and supervisors - was, in the Board's view, much more than a
mere administrative default. The individuals knew or should have known that the
tests were supposed to have some safety significance. Detection of "unidentified
leakage" is a red flag of that. When coupled with the practice, by the same
individuals, of keeping all tests that registered unidentified leakage of less than
1 gpm (but for which there was no technical basis for the differentiation) this
pattern of conduct borders on falsification of test results.37 It is no answer to
say that the discarding of tests "came over from Unit 1." The people involved
should have known better and many of them surely did.] ,
11. "No members of management above Floyd and Seelinger apparently
knew that tests were being discarded where unidentified leak rate results exceeded 1 gpm. Floyd was the most senior person who admitted E&Ds were
not filed when leak rate tests failed to meet acceptance criteria. See Board Exh.
I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 133; Te. 4745 (Seelinger); Floyd, ff. Te. 4894 at
3. By their very nature, the practices of discarding tests and failing to follow
procedures for documenting test results tended to conceal such conducL Board
Exh. I-A, Stier Report, Vol. I at 135. Although the CROs and shift foremen
openly followed these practices, the evidence does not show that any management officials participated in their activities, and, other than Floyd and Seelinger,
observed their conducL"
12. "Both Kunder and Logan testified that they did not know that operators
were discarding leak rate tests. Te. 4839 (Kunder); Te. 5138 (Logan). G. Miller
also had no knowledge operators were discarding leak rate tests. As Station
Superintendent, G. Miller had no direct involvement in leak rate testing. Miller
testified that he depended primarily on the morning conference call as a means
of identifying operational problems. G. Miller, ff. Te. 5039 at 19. Miller did not
believe that the subject of continuing leak rate surveillance difficulties was ever
discussed during those calls./d. It was his belief that surveillance records were
retained and collected by the Surveillance Coordinator. Board Exh. I-A, Stier
Report, Vol. II(B), G. Miller Summary at 1. Herbein was informed of the daily
status of the plant through subordinates. Herbein, ff. n. 5268 at 7. Herbein's
371bc:re arc indicatiall in thc record that lanc operators in signing tests they nn. and IOmC foremen signing
their approval thought !hey were merely ccnifying th.t !he result WII lesl !han 1 gpm. Sc. Stier Repon. Vol. I
It .54. That is an impermissibly narrow. indeed. f.tuous. view o(!he ligniJicance 0( these signatures. As 10 .11
filed tests, it is clear from the f.ce 0( the canputer-generated test result that the JeSuit WIS lea. th.n 1 gpm. No
aignatuJeS were necessary for th.t delermination. Although the signific.nce 0( these signatures apparently was
not apelled cut in company directives. we believe that any reasmablc opc:rator Ihould have known that, by his
aignature. he was warranting that he had conducted thc test in accordance with preacribed procedures and th.t, at
a minimum, he had no specific bases (II distinguilhed fran general skepticism) 10 believe that the particular test
WlS not accurate. Similarly, in our view, a fomnan by his .ignature wll warranting that the JeSuits, at least on
their face, appeared 10 be valid and that he too had no specific bases 10 believe lhat the particulu test wu not
accurate.
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subordinates never informed him that CROs or others were discarding or failing
to document unsatisfactory leak rate tests.ld. at 13:'

VI. INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY OF CROs, THEm FOREMEN
AND SUPERVISORS, AND THE SUPERVISOR OF OPERATIONS
FOR LEAK RATE DATA MANIPULATION AND KNOWING
CERTIFICATION OF FALSE TESTS AND FOR OTHER
VIOLATIONS OF LEAK RATE TEST PROCEDURES
Introduction
1. In this section, we make findings with respect to the individual
involvement of each CRO, shift foreman, and shift supervisor in leak rate testing
at TMI-2 in 1978-1979, in response to the following Commission question:
Did operators manipulate data or take other actions during leak rate surveillance testing in
an attempt to improperly influence test results? Who performed, condoned, directed or was
knowledgeable of data manip!1ation or ocher improper actions during leak rate surveillance
testing?

Our findings cover thirty individuals, twenty-eight of whom appeared as
witnesses in the proceeding. We also make further findings concerning the
responsibility of the Supervisor of Operations, Mr. Floyd.
2. Our findings on individual responsibility are grouped according to the
shift on which each person served. The individual CROs and shift foremen (and
to some extent, the shift supervisors) cannot be viewed realistically in isolation,
for several reasons. The performance of a leak rate test was often a "joint
enterprise" involving two, and sometimes more, people on a shift. Thus if water
were added during a test, that would normally be done by the CRO assigned
to the panel, who should then inform the surveillance CRO - the person who
took the computer readings and signed the test. Alternatively, the surveillance
CRO might ask the panel CRO if he had added water during the test See, e.g.,
Stier, Vol. IV, Interviews with Olson (10/22/84 at 8); McGovern (2/6/85 at 96);
Coleman (2/5/85 at 5). 'fr. 2843-46 (Cooper). The surveillance CRO WOUld,
in turn, present the test to the shift foreman for approval. The point is well
illustrated by Stier's. discussion of water manipulation by Shift D, as follows:
On January 11, 1979, the fint accounted-for water addition during the course of a leak
rate test occurred on Coleman's shift. He was the test performer while Olson was the Control
Room Operator operating the control room panel. Testimony from numerous memben of
the Operations Department makes it clear that water was usually added to the system by the
Control Room Operator controlling the panel.
The next water addition appean on February 16, 1979. On that occasion, Olson was
performing the test while Coleman was controlling the panel
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Thereafter, II tests containing logged water additions in February and March were
performed on as many of Coleman's conserutive assigned shifts. In each case, the water
addition was made near the end of the test, suggesting some degree of collaboration between
the operator assigned to the panel and the operator performing the test. Coleman and Olson
performed all of these tests, sometimes with assistance from Wright. ••.
This test data makes it clear that it is unlikely Coleman acted alone when making logged
water additions during the course of the leak rate test in an effort to manipUlate results. The
evidence also makes it clear that Coleman had to be aware of the participation of others
during this period, although he insists he does not recall at this time.

Stier, Vol. I1(A), Coleman Assessment at 12-13.
3. Pointing to testimony that the roles of the CROs in leak rate testing
varied from time to time and/or that tests were often performed in a perfunctory or sloppy manner (Tr. 3024, 3079, 3306, 3995), the Numerous Employees
propose that the Board "cannot conclude that any given leak rate test that may
have been falsified or that violated procedures was necessarily the responsibility
of any particular CRO or SRO." Employees' Proposed Finding 275. We emphatically reject that conclusion, a conclusion that would render this proceeding
largely futile. While the roles of shift members varied from time to time, it is
equally clear that there were routine ways of doing things, and that such routines were generally followed. Such routines provide some basis for an inference
that the routine was followed in the particular case.38 Thus, if there is evidence
that a particular water addition was made in order to manipulate a test result,
the "joint enterprise" aspect of the test procedure would usually provide some
independent evidence that the surveillance CRO, the panel CRO, and perhaps
the shift foreman knew about the manipulation,
4. An inference of shared knowledge of manipulation may also be
supported by direct testimony of a CRO concerning his shiftmates, or by an
apparent pattern of manipulation involving a single shift, based upon expert
analysis of test records. In the latter regard, the clear pattern of manipulation by
underrecording water additions by all three CROs on Shift D - discussed in
detail below - constitutes the strongest evidence in the record of manipulation
by an entire shift
5. We stress, however, that merely because we may have found evidence
of manipulation of a test by a particular person, we did not automatically impute
knowledge of or participation in such manipulation to other members of that
shift. Rather, we looked at all the facts and circumstances surrounding that test
38 Apart from the "joint atteIpdsc" aspect that is most relevant here, acme CROs cvc:n testified that they may have
signed tests IS "operator" when they had not themselves NIt the \est.'fur example, John Kidwell testified that he
might simply have taken a test printoot fran the canputer and signed it if it reflected less than 1 gpm. Tr. 3305·
07. Given the cynicism of the open ton toward the test, that may sometimes have OCQImd.lIowcvcr, we think it
Cair to assume that the pet'Soolisted as "opentor" 00 the test (1) was primarily responsible Cor its performance,
(2) performed the calculations required. and (3) c:cniJies the test as accunte. The individual operators were given
an oppottunity to deny the aun'butions oC test performance by NRR and MPR. Such denials were not made.
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and other tests run by that shift, including the testimony of the CROs, levels of
communication among that shift, and other relevant factors.
6. We use the terms "manipulate" and "falsify" in a similar sense. Both
terms connote an intent to deceive and to produce a false result We generally use
the term "manipulate" with reference to data - e.g., by adding water, knowing
it will be underrecorded, an operator "manipulates" a test result from one value
to another. We generally use the term "falsify" to mean the act of certifying a
test as accurate when the CRO making the certification knows that the test data
have been manipulated. We believe that our use of these terms is consistent with
the Commission's use of the same terms. We reject the Numerous Employees'
argument to the contrary. See PF 394.
7. In general, the operators are directly responsible for their own violations of procedure. The concept of "dereliction" or "culpable neglect" - the
terms used by the Commission - came into play at the foreman level and
above. In some respects, however, the foreman may be personally chargeable
with a procedural violation - e.g., where he was personally involved. In other
respects, most notably manipulation, the foreman's responsibility may be based
entirely upon culpable neglect Again speaking generally, the shift supervisors
were one step removed from the leak rate test process and were not usually
involved in particular tests. Allhough circumstances vary, the shift supervisors
are responsible only on a "culpable neglect" basis.
8. The Commission did not define the words "dereliction" or "culpable
neglect," nor is a dictionary definition particularly helpful in the circumstances
of this case. We reject the Numerous Employees' suggestion that the words "connote an element of scienter, or knowledge." PF 49. That suggestion would place
too high a premium on ignorance and effectively immunize from responsibility
supervisors who exhibited a disregard for the conduct of their subordinates. We
agree with the following language proposed by GPUN:
The Board has not applied a standard whereby a managerial position alone carries with it
a basis for finding fault in this proceeding. We do not interpret the Commission order as
requiring a standard of vicarious or imputed responsibility, but rather one of negligence
that considers the panicu1ar tasks and duties of a position and what the individual knew or
reasonably should have known. PF 195.

9. Mr. Hartman had alleged, among other things, that leak rate tests
had been manipulated by "taking advantage of discrepancies between the level
indication read by the two make-up tank level indicators." Faegre & Benson
Report, Vol. I at 48. All of the investigators attempted to document this allegation
in the test records. Similarly, there were concerns that operators might have used
"feed and bleed" operations as a cover for test manipulation, and this possibility
was fully investigated. Although several tests raise questions along these lines.
there is no solid evidence in the record that any operator either switched level
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indicators or used a "feed and bleed" operation to manipulate a tesL In view
of that conclusion, it is not necessary for us to address the numerous findings
proposed to us in those areas concerning particular test records. We may refer
to such tests, not as evidence of manipulation, but for other purposes, such as
to illustrate sloppy performance.

Shift A
10. Shift A was made up of the Shift Supervisor William H. Zewe, Shift
Foreman Frederick J. Scheimann, and two CROs, Craig C. Faust and Edward
R. Frederick. The record shows that there were no communications problems
among its members.
11. The shift had some of the problems common to most of the shifts in
that neither of the CROs followed Administrative Procedures 1010 and 1012
(filing exceptions and deficiencies and logging start and stop time of leak rate
tests), and neither supervisor required them to do so. Tr. 2460 (Frederick); Faust
Prep. St., ff. Tr. 2511 at 4; Tr. 2544 (Faust); Tr. 2794 (Scheimann); Tr. 2988-89
(Zewe).
12. Insofar as manipulating or falsifying leak rate tests or test results is
concerned, the NRR and Stier investigators could find no evidence that any such
manipulations or falsifications ever occurred. We discuss that subject and that
of discarding leak rate tests below.
Craig C. Faust

13. In 1973, Mr. Faust began employment with Met-Ed as an AO. He
became a CRO at 1MI-2 in 1977. He is currently employed in the GPU nuclear
training department as an Instructor IV, and he maintains an SRO license. Faust
Prep. St., ff. Tr. 2511 at 1. Mr. Faust was assigned to "A" Shift during the
1978-1979 period
14. Mr. Faust's shift generally divided its responsibilities by assigning
one CRO to operate the plant and maintain the CRO log and the other CRO to
perform surveillance tests. Tr. 2559-61. If Mr. Faust were assigned to perform
surveillances, he would usually conduct a leak rate test within the first hour of
his shifL Tr. 2526. He tried to obtain a leak rate test on a shiftly basis, if plant
conditions permitted. Tr. 2542. He did recall that he performed leak rate tests
on the day shift. if the computer was available. Tr. 2543.
15. Mr. Faust regarded the leak rate test as the principal way to satisfy the
l-gpm LCO for unidentified leakage. Tr. 2533. He did not question the accuracy
of the leak rate test and he believed that the test had some relationship to actual
plant leakage. Tr. 2533-34.
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16. If a leak rate test result was under 1 gpm of unidentified leakage,
or within a fairly narrow range of negative values, Mr. Faust would sign the
test without detailed analysis. Tr. 2534. If Mr. Faust obtained a leak rate test
result in excess of 1 gpm, he attempted to determine whether the result was
valid. Tr. 2522. If he could invalidate the leak rate test result. he threw it away
and started another test. [d. He did not need supervisory approval to discard the
test. Faust Prep. St. at 3; also see Tr. 2959 (Zewe).
17. Mr. Faust discarded leak rate test results regardless of the value for
unidentified leakage if he had either conducted the test improperly, added water
but inadvertently failed to account for it. or encountered a change in power
level. Tr. 2524, 2571. If Mr. Faust could not invalidate a leak rate test result.
he discussed it with the shift foreman or placed it on the shift foreman's
desk. Tr. 2524-25. At times, he would be ordered to check the test result further
for inaccuracies or to search for leakage. Stier Report. Vol. VJ(C), Tab F, Faust
2/19/85 Interview at 122-23; Tr. 2524. Mr. Faust presumed that either he or the
shift foreman found a reason to invalidate all leak rate test results not meeting
the l-gpm LeO, because excessive leak rate tests did not cause his shift to enter
the Action Statement of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2. Faust Prep. St. at 3-4.
18. The record contains four negative leak rate tests signed and filed by
Mr. Faust. They are NRR Test No. 98 (Stier Test No. 60); NRR Test No. 102
(Stier Test No. 56); NRR Test No. 118 (Stier Test No. 40); and NRR Test
No. 149 (Stier Test No.9). Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 11; Stier Report.
Vol. llI(A), Table 2 (Faust). All of these tests were within the range of - 0.1
gpm to - 0.9 gpm. Stier Report. Vol. IV(E) (Test Nos. 56 and 60); id., Vol. IV(D)
(Test No. 40); id., Vol. IV(C) (Test No.9). In light of Mr. Faust's awareness, in
1978-1979, that instrument errors and plant oscillations could result in negative
leak rate test results, we find that Mr. Faust acted reasonably in treating such
tests as valid. Tr. 2529, 2532 (Faust).
19. Mr. Faust never manipulated or falsified a leak rate test. Tr. 2547. The
record is devoid of any allegations that he did so. Tr. 1486-87 (Mr. Russell exonerated Mr. Faust of any involvement in intentional leak rate test manipulation);
Stier Report. Vol. II(A), Tab F, Faust Assessment at 9-13.
20. Mr. Faust did not know, during 1978-1979, that the addition of water
could cause the MUT level strip chart to record a greater addition than the
amount of water actually added. Faust Prep. St. at 5. While he heard a rumor
that hydrogen added to the MUT could affect the leak rate test. he did not
believe the theory and he never added hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate
test to determine its effect. [d. at 5-6.
21. Mr. Faust is aware of LER 78-62/IT only through subsequent investigations. [d. at 6. He would not have changed his interpretation of Tech Spec
3.4.6.2 because of that LER. because he knew during 1978-1979 that his shift
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would have to enter the Action Statement if they could not invalidate a leak rate
test result in excess of the l-gpm LCO. [d. at 7.
22. In summary, we found Mr. Faust to be "a forthcoming and candid
witness." Te. 2577 (Kelley, J.). It is clear from the record that Mr. Faust never
attempted to manipulate or falsify a leak rate test.
Edward R. Frederick

23. Mr. Frederick began employment with Met-Ed in 1973 as an AO. He
obtained his TMI-2 RO license in 1977. He is currently an Instructor V for
GPU Nuclear in its training department, and he holds an SRO license. Frederick
Prep. St., ff. Te. 2447 at 1; Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 1. In 1978-1979,
Mr. Frederick was assigned to "A" Shift in TMI-2 as a CRO.
24. As a licensed operator, Mr. Frederick realized that he had an obligation
to ensure that TMI-2 was operated safely. He believed that one part of this
obligation was to obtain a leak rate test result depicting unidentified leakage
less than 1 gpm once every 72 hours while the plant was in operation. Frederick
Prep. St. at 2. He understood that to perform the leak rate test properly, he had to
establish the appropriate conditions for the test. [d. While running a leak rate test,
he habitually monitored pressurizer level, MUT level, RCS average temperature,
and other plant parameters, so that there was no disruption of steady-state
conditions. Te. 2471. Mr. Frederick recalled knowing that the purpose of the
leak rate test was to give the operator an indication of a developing leak which
might propagate and thereby lead to a more hazardous condition. Tr. 2462.
25. After Mr. Frederick obtained a leak rate test result, he examined the
printout for obvious inaccuracies. Tr. 2476. In examining a leak rate test result,
Mr. Frederick went beyond merely verifying that the value for unidentified
leakage was less than 1 gpm, because he regarded the test as a valid indicator
of leakage. Tr. 2478.
26. Mr. Frederick gave all leak test results to his shift foreman (including
any depicting negative unidentified leakage), Tr. 2459, although he did hold the
belief that negative leak rate test results were attributable to normal instrument
errors. Tr. 2458.
27. If Mr. Frederick determined that the leak rate test result was inaccurate, he gave it to the shift foreman, along with an explanation of the inaccuracy. Tr. 2477. He did not recall discarding any leak rate test, Frederick
Prep. St. at 9, because he gave all the tests that he completed to the shift foreman
and left the ultimate decision about the validity of the test to him. Te. 2475. Mr.
Frederick presumed that his shift foreman must have discarded leak rate tests
that he invalidated. Frederick Prep. St. at 6. Although Mr. Scheimann could not
corroborate Mr. Frederick's recollection that he (Frederick) gave Mr. Scheimann
all of his completed leak rate tests, Mr. Scheimann did acknowledge that he
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reviewed leak rate tests given to him by his shift, and that he (Scheimann) discarded tests he determined to be invalid. Tr. 2785, 2787, 2820 (Scheimann).
28. Mr. Frederick was neither aware of, nor involved in, leak rate test
manipulation at TMI-2. Mr. Frederick has testified that he never manipulated
leak rate tests in any fashion. Frederick Prep. St at 8-10; see also Stier Report,
Vol. ll(A), Frederick Assessment at 1 (insufficient evidence that Mr. Frederick
intentionally manipulated leak rate tests through either water or hydrogen
additions to the MUT); Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 7 at 2 (Mr. Frederick's "testimony
regarding his lack of personal involvement in leak rate test manipulation or
falsification is consistent with NRR's technical analysis"). He was not aware
that leak rate tests could be manipulated through either hydrogen additions to
the MUT (Frederick Prep. St at 7; Stier Report, Vol. VI(D), Tab F, Frederick
3/12/85 Interview at 31-32, 68-69), or "underrecorded" water additions to the
MUT (Frederick Prep. St. at 7; Stier Report, Vol. VI(D), Tab F, Frederick
3/12/85 Interview at 33).
29. Mr. Frederick tried to avoid water additions to the MUT during a leak
rate test. Tr. 2498. If he added water during a leak rate test, he did so only for
legitimate operational reasons such as to maintain proper MUT water inventory
or ReS boron concentration. Te. 2497-98.
30. Mr. Frederick took precautions in setting up a leak rate test because he
doubted that the test was perfectly accurate.ld. at 3. We find that Mr. Frederick's
diligence did produce a high percentage of valid results; in fact, of the twelve
Shift A tests labeled "questionable" in Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 8, only
five were signed by Mr. Frederick and none involved manipulation. Exh. 5-A,
Enclosure 7 at 5; Te. 1486-87, 1493 (Russell).
31. Mr. Frederick did sign two tests during which the plant might have,
arguably, been in nonsteady-state condition, but .these are disputed; the first by
Mr. Frederick, the second by MPR. The first test, NRR Test No. 10, occurred
while the shift began a reactor startup. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 11; Stier
Report, Vol. III(A), Table 2 (Frederick). Mr. Frederick disputed the contention
that the startup made conditions unstable. Te. 2463. He emphasized that the
startup to criticality did not affect temperature or pressure, and that the numbers
printed out at the beginning and end of the test were steady. Id. According to
MPR, the second test, NRR Test No. 108, was also not performed during a
period when plant conditions were unstable. Exh. I-B (Green Volume), Stier
Test No. 50.
32. NRR agreed that Mr. Frederick did not sign any tests involving a
hydrogen addition to the MUT; however, NRR alleged that two of the tests
signed by Mr. Frederick involved an unrecorded or "underrecorded" water
addition to the MUT. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Tables 7 and 11. As to the
unrecorded water addition attributed to him by NRR (NRR Test No. 98), MPR
refuted NRR's conclusion that there was a water addition during the test Exh.
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1-B (Green Volume), Stier Test No. 60. As to the test allegedly involving
an underrecorded water addition to the MUT according to NRR (Exh. 5-B,
Attachment 5, Table 11, NRR Test No. 149), MPR concluded that there was
a legitimate reason to add water to the MUT during that test. Stier Report,
Vol. III(A), Table 2 (Frederick).
33. Mr. Frederick stated that he was aware, during 1978-1979, of the need
to enter the Action Statement of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 if his shift obtained a valid
leak rate test with unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm. Frederick Prep. St. at
9-10. Mr. Faust had a similar understanding prior to the accident. Faust Prep. St,
ff. Te. 2511 at 7. However, both Messrs. Frederick and Faust agreed that it was
the shift foreman's decision whether to enter the Action Statement. Tr. 2475
(Frederick); Te. 2524-25, 2556 (Faust).
34. We agree with Mr. Frederick's assessment of his leak rate tests:
He had a good record, with a relatively high percentage of valid leak rate
tests. Frederick Prep. St. at 10. He obviously tried to perform the leak rate tests
with a degree of care, and the arguably invalid tests he performed are remarkably
few, given the defects in the test procedure. Accordingly, we agree with
Mr. Russell's and Mr. Stier's exoneration of Mr. Frederick of any involvement
in the intentional manipulation of leak rate tests at TMI-2. Te. 1486-87; Stier
Report, Vol. I1(A), Tab F, Frederick Assessment at 1.

Frederick J. Scheimann, Jr.
35. During 1978-1979, Mr. Scheimann was the shift foreman assigned
to "A" Shift. Mr. Scheimann currently is employed as a training consultant
by Mechanical Equipment Consultants, and he is stationed at the Crystal River
Nuclear Power Plant Scheimann Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2831 at 1. He does not maintain
a license to operate a nuclear power plant Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 1;
Te.279O.
36. Mr. Scheimann's view of compliance with Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 was
that if one leak rate test meeting the l-gpm LCO was obtained during a
72-hour period, Mr. Scheimann believed that he did not have to enter the
Action Statement of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2, even if another leak rate test result
exceeded the l-gpm LCO during that period. Te. 2802-03, 2805. However,
Mr. Scheimann testified that he responded to leak rate test results depicting
unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm by checking for operator error or
searching for leakage. Tr. 2803.
37. Mr. Scheimann viewed the leak rate test as a tool to aid in the detection
of ReS leakage. Tr. 2792-93. He did not recall that the leak rate test had inherent
problems, or that satisfactory leak rate test results became increasingly difficult
to obtain during February-March 1979. Tr. 2789. Presumably, Mr. Scheimann
was not aware of problems with the leak rate test because he did not have to
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perform it (id.), and because his shift encountered fewer difficulties than other
shifts in obtaining leak rate test results meeting the l-gpm LCO. Scheimann
Prep. SL, ff. Tr. 2831 at 5; Tr. 1493 (Mr. Russell concluded that "Shift A did
not have the high percentage of invalid or questionable tests that the other shifts
had'').
38. Mr. Scheimann directed his shift to perform the leak rate test during
every shift if conditions permitted. Scheimann Prep. St. at 2-3. As a general rule,
if the CROs on his shift obtained a leak rate test result over 1 gpm, they gave
it to Mr. Scheimann if they could not invalidate iL Tr. 2787. Mr. Scheimann
did not dispute Mr. Frederick's assertion that he gave Mr. Scheimann all of
his completed leak rate test results. Tr. 2785. Mr. Scheimann also agreed with
Mr. Faust's recollection that Mr. Faust invalidated and discarded some leak rate
test results on his own. Tr. 2818. Mr. Scheimann was most likely to review test
results sometime after they had been performed because he was frequently out
of the control room. Tr. 2787-88. He claimed that he never ignored leak rate
test results (Tr. 2822), and he discarded only those test results that he deemed
invalid. Tr. 2820. As part of his validation process, Mr. Scheimann reviewed
MUT level and, on occasion, pressurizer level. Tr. 2788, 2830. Since Shift A
never entered the Action Statement, Mr. Scheimann claimed, in effect, to have
"invalidated" every test reflecting leakage in excess of 1 gpm. The Board is
somewhat skeptical of this claim because of the erratic results the test produced
and the consequent likelihood that some tests could not have been invalidated
by the methods Mr. Scheimann described. However, in the absence of other
evidence, we accept Mr. Scheimann's description of his actions.
39. It is also clear that Mr. Scheimann himself was unaware, during 19781979, that leak rate tests could be manipulated by either "jogging" water into
the MUT (Scheimann Prep. SL at 4), adding water to the MUT and obtaining
a "bonus" effect (Tr. 2809), or adding hydrogen to the MUT (Scheimann
Prep. St. at 4).
40. Mr. Scheimann did not receive classroom training on the performance
of leak rate tests. Tr. 2799. He learned how to perform the leak rate test on
shift as a TMI-2 CRO. Scheimann Prep. St. at I; Tr. 2799. It is apparent to
the Board that Mr. Scheimann's knowledge was no more adequate than the
operator's. As a shift foreman, Mr. Scheimann generally did not participate in the
training process.ld. If he had been asked to supervise a trainee, Mr. Scheimann
would have directed his CROs to assume responsibility for leak rate test
instruction. Tr. 2801.
41. Although Mr. Scheimann knew that the existence of a negative rate of
leakage was theoretically impossible (Tr. 2798), he did approve negative leak
rate test results for filing. Tr. 2789. Mr. Scheimann believed that negative leak
rate test results were caused by normal changes in plant parameters, such as
slight temperature increases, and as such were not aberrant. See Tr. 2788-89,
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2798. However, he did not approve negative leak rate test results in excess of
- 1.0 gpm of unidentified leakage. Te. 2798; see Stier Report, Vol. meA), Table
1 (Stier Test Nos. 9, 40, 56, 60, 75, and 152) (a11 between 0 and -1 gpm).
42. Mr. Scheimann did not approve any tests involving manipulation
through either hydrogen or water additions to the MOT. Te. 1484-94 (Russell);
Te. 1494-98 (Stier). According to NRR, Mr. Scheimann approved two tests
involving "questionable" water additions to the MUT: NRR Test No. 98 (Stier
Test No. 60) and NRR Test No. 149 (Stier Test No.9). Exh. 5-B, Attachment
5, Tables 9 and 11; Stier Report, Vol. III(A), Table 1.
43. NRR claimed that its Test No. 98 had a possible water addition to the
MOT 6 minutes before the end of the leak rate test. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5,
Table 11 at 14. MPR did not agree that water was added during that test because
it appeared the trace deflections during the test were similar to others around
the time of the test, and the level trace had a uniform overall slope before and
after the end of the test. Exh. 1-B (Green Volume), Stier Test No. 60.
44. NRR Test No. 149 involved an alleged water addition to the MUT 19
minutes before the end of the leak rate test that caused a 36-gallon differential
between the amount of water recorded and the amount shown on the MUT
level strip chart; nevertheless, we accept MPR's conclusion that a legitimate
operational reason existed for that water addition. Accordingly, we find no basis
to agree with NRR's allegations about its Test Nos. 98 and 149.
45. NRR found that Mr. Scheimann's shift did not add hydrogen to the
MUT during leak rate tests (Exh. 5-A, Table 10) and Mr. Stier agreed. Te. 149498 (Stier).
46. During 1978-1979, Mr. Scheimann never realized that he was not com·
plying with Administrative Procedure 1010, the "Exceptions and Deficiencies"
Procedure, by not applying that procedure to invalid leak rate tests. Te. 2794. His
noncompliance did not result from management pressure to refrain from apply.
ing that procedure, but rather, it resulted from the fact that no one informed him
that the procedure applied to leak rate tests. Te. 2795.
47. Mr. Scheimann did not require that his operators log the start or
the stop time of leak rate tests in accordance with Administrative Procedure
1012. See Frederick Prep. St., fr. Te. 2447 at 5. Mr. Scheimann was following
the consistent practice at TMI in not applying AP 1010 and AP 1012 to leak
rate tests. See Floyd Prep. St., ff. Te. 4894 at 2-3. The Board does not accept
this as an excuse for not following proper procedures.
48. Mr. Scheimann agreed that it was his responsibility to communicate
the meaning of an LER to his CROs. Te. 2812. He was unable to recall whether
he analyzed LER 78-62/lT, or instructed his shift about the interpretation of
the Tech Specs that it reported. Te. 2807. Mr. Scheimann was unsure whether
he ever changed his interpretation that only one leak rate test result depicting
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unidentified leakage of less than 1 gpm was required every 72 hours. Tr. 280405.
49. In summary, we find that Mr. Scheimann was an accessible, conscientious shift foreman. Tr. 2557 (Faust). As we have found, the majority of the
leak rate tests he approved for filing were valid (Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table
9); none of the leak rate tests he approved involved manipulation. Tr. 1484-94
(Russell); Tr. 1494-98 (Stier).
50. The investigators were unanimous in concluding that "A" Shift did not
falsify or manipulate leak rate tests. Tr. 1486-87 (Russell), 1494-98 (Stier); see
Stier Report, Vol. I1(A), Tab F, Assessments of Messrs. Faust and Frederick. The
Board agrees. However, as shift foreman, we find that Mr. Scheimann failed to
meet his responsibilities to ensure that the performance of leak rate tests by his
eROs followed the applicable Tech Specs and administrative procedures. The
record shows that Mr. Scheimann did little or nothing to adequately inform his
people, and in that regard the Board finds him to be culpably negligent

William H. Zewe
51. Mr. Zewe began employment with Met-Ed in 1972 as an AO. In 1973,
he was promoted to shift foreman, and in 1976 he was promoted to shift
supervisor. At Unit 2, he supervised "A" Shift. Zewe Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2946
at 1. Mr. Zewe is still employed by Met-Ed as Manager of Titus Generating
Station.ld. He no longer holds a license to operate a nuclear power plant Exh. 5B, Attachment 5, Table 1.
52. Mr. Zewe acknowledged that, as shift supervisor. it was his ultimate
responsibility to ensure that unidentified leakage was below the I-gpm LeO
prescribed by the Tech Specs. Tr. 2951. The shift foreman directed actual compliance with leak rate testing practices, however. Zewe Prep. S1. at 2. Mr. Zewe
could not recall ever performing a leak rate test (fr. 2949), and he never formally
approved a test for filing from September 30, 1978. to March 28, 1979. Exh. 5B, Attachment 5, Tables 9 and 11.
53. Mr. Zewe knew that to comply with the Tech Spec requirement that
unidentified leakage be kept within the l-gpm LeO, his shift sought a leak rate
test depicting unidentified leakage of less than 1 gpm during a 72-hour period
while the plant was in operation. He recalled that. his shift tried to perform a
leak rate test at least every day and sometimes every shift Zewe Prep. St at
2. He, unlike Scheimann, thought that his shift would have entered the Action
Statement of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2 in response to a valid leak rate test result over
1 gpm (id., Tr. 2972-73, 2979), although he does not recall his shift ever doing
so. Tr. 2961, 2974.
54. Mr. Zewe testified that his operators were not authorized to discard
leak rate tests in excess of the l-gpm LeO. unless they had made a de-
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termination that the test was invalid. Tr. 2958; Zewe Prep. St. at 3. Mr. Zewe
expected his operators to make this determination on their own. [d. They
did not have to explain their decision to Mr. Zewe or to his shift foreman,
Mr. Scheimann. Tr. 2959. Mr. Zewe does not recall ever discarding a leak rate
test. Tr. 2995.
55. The record does demonstrate that members of "A" Shift were conscientious in evaluating leak rate test results against other plant parameters. Tr. 2817
(Scheimann); Tr. 2524-25, 2533 (Faust); Tr. 2475-78 (Frederick). Indeed,
Mr. Zewe recalls that he personally investigated for, and inspected, leaks in
the plant on many occasions. Zewe Prep. St. at 2-3.
56. Mr. Zewe thought that the l-gpm standard for unidentified leakage
was "too conservative," because of Unit 2's oscillation problems and because
of the large volume of water in the ReS. Tr. 2955-56. He recalls believing that
it would be merely a matter of time until the oscillations and inaccuracies in the
leak rate test procedure were resolved, and the leak rate program and the new
plant became compatible. Tr. 2953, 2957.
57. During 1978-1979, Mr. Zewe was not aware of leak rate tests being
manipulated through any method. Tr. 2691. Specifically, he had no awareness of
leak rate test manipulation through the addition of either hydrogen or water to
the MUT (Zewe Prep. St. at 6; Stier Report, Vol. VI(K), Tab Z, Zewe 3/29/84
Interview at 43-45). Prior to the TMI-2 accident, Mr. Zewe was not aware of
the effect that hydrogen additions to the MUT could have on leak rate test
results. Zewe Prep. St. at 6; Stier Report, Vol. VI(K), Tab Z, Zewe 3/29/84
Interview at 50.
58. Mr. Zewe could not recall any of the circumstances leading to the
issuance of the November 1, 1978 LER concerning leak rate testing, although
he does recall that leak rate test results were rounded to whole numbers for a
short period of time. Zewe Prep. SL at 6-7; Tr. 2969-70. He did try to read
all documents on the required reading list. Tr. 2969. He understood that it was
his responsibility to see that his shift received and understood the information
contained in the LER. Tr. 2968. Neither Mr. Faust nor Mr. Frederick recall being
given any instruction on the implication of the LER. Faust Prep. St., ff. Tr. 2511
at 6-7; Frederick Prep. SL ff. Tr. 2447, at 8. Inasmuch as Mr. Zewe had the
responsibility to ensure that his shift was aware of the actions that resulted from
the LER, but evidently did nothing substantive about it, we must find Mr. Zewe
guilty of culpable negligence.
59. The investigators have agreed that Mr. Zewe's shift did not manipulate
leak rate tests. Tr. 1486-87 (Mr. Russell stated that "there was insufficient
evidence to support a conclusion that they [Messrs. Faust, Frederick, et al.]
engaged in intentional leak rate manipulation.''); see Stier Report, Vol. nCB),
Tab Z, Zewe Assessment at 1; Tr. 1494-98 (Stier). Accordingly, we find that
there is no evidence that Mr. Zewe was aware of, or involved in, leak rate
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test falsification or manipulation at TMI-2. We do find, however, that it was
Mr. Zewe's responsibility in his capacity as shift supervisor to make sure that
all the people on the shift were properly applying the relevant Tech Specs and
administrative procedures. This he did not do. We therefore find that Mr. Zewe
was guilty of culpable neglect of this part of his duties.
Shift B
60. This shift included CROs Theodore F. Dljes and John M. Kidwell and
a trainee, Mr. Charles F. Mell. The shift foreman was William T. Conaway, II,
and the shift supervisor was Joseph J. Chwastyk.
61. Shift B misinterpreted the Tech Spec requirements and considered it
sufficient to obtain at least one leak rate test below the l-gpm LCD during a 72hour period. Ff. Tr. 3010 at 2-3 (llljes); ff. Tr. 3285 at 1 (Kidwell); ff. Tr. 3239
at 2 (Mell); Tr. 3128-29 (Conaway); ff. Tr. 3407 at 2 (Chwastyk). They regularly
discarded tests that showed exceedance of the l-gpm limit and regarded the tests
as a meaningless administrative requirement, rather than as an accurate measure
of leakage. Ff. Tr. 3010 at 2 (llljes); ff. Tr. 3285 at 3 (Kidwell); ff. Tr. 3239 at
2 (Mell); Tr. 3104 (Conaway); cr. Tr. 3407 at 3 (Chwastyk).
62. The shift members had not been given adequate training with respect to
the leak rate test and its safety implications. Tr. 3019 (llljes); Tr. 3288-89 (Kidwell); Tr. 3247, 3274 (Mell); Tr. 3105 (Conaway); ff. Tr. 3407 (Chwastyk). The
shift did not follow Administrative Procedures 1010 and 1012 that required the
filing of exception and deficiency statements and the logging of start and completion times for surveillances. Tr. 3018 (llljes); Tr. 3293 (Kidwell); Tr. 3108
(Conaway); ff. Tr. 3407 at 3 (Chwastyk).

Theodore F. [lljes
63. Mr. llIjes began employment with Met-Ed in 1971 and became a CRO
at TMI-2 in 1976. Mr. IIIjes is still employed at TMI-2 by GPU Nuclear as a
licensed shift supervisor. IIIjes Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3010 at 1.
64. Mr. IlIjes testified that "it would appear, now, that the leak rate test
procedures I followed were not always in strict col,llpliance with the requirements
imposed on us, in that I usually discarded test results showing unidentified
leakage greater than 1 gpm." [d. at 2. He also admitted that he did not understand
the Tech Specs by testifying that "during 1978 and 1979, I thought it sufficient
to obtain at least one leak rate test result below 1 gpm during a 72-hour
period." [d. at 2-3. The Board has reviewed the ten tests signed by Mr. llIjes,
and we find many other kinds of noncompliance with procedural requirements
and that 70% of his surveillances were not valid.
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65. On October 31, 1978, Mr. Illjes carried out and signed a leak rate
test in blatant disregard for the procedural requirement that the test only be
performed during steady-state conditions. This test was carried out with primary
plant testing in progress and large changes in pressurizer level (+ 10.5 inches)
and MUT Level (-7 inches) occurred. Em. 5-A, Enclosure 9 at 3 of Enclosure 1.
66. On December S, 11, and 20, 1978, and January 7, 1979, Mr. Illjes
conducted leak rate tests with an unstable and erroneous level sensor connected
to the computer. Mr. Illjes testified that "I do not recall a problem with a
fluctuating transmitter ••••" Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3010 at 4. Mr. Stier noted in his
evaluation of Mr. Dljes that:
There is testimony that the makeup tank level instrumentation problem was well known in
the Operations DepartmenL This testimony is corroborated by plant records that demonstrate
an awareness of the problem. particularly on the shift to which IDjes was assigned. During
the relevant period. IDjes' shift submitted two work requests to repair the level transmitter
and filed a Shift Supervisor turnover note indicating that the transmitter was out-of·service.

Stier Report, Vol. II(B), Tab 1 at 7.
67. The Board cannot understand how Mr. Illjes could have been unaware
of level transmitter malfunctions. The implication is that he was very inattentive
to the control room situation and, thus, incompetent.
68. On February 12, 1979, a leak rate test was conducted while Mr. Illjes
was the control panel operator. The MUT strip chart shows that ca. ISO gallons
of water were added to the MUT, but Mr. IUjes did not record this addition in
his log. While this behavior could reflect deliberate falsification of the test, it
may also be a careless mistake by Mr. Illjes. Also the RCDT was pumped down
in violation of procedural controls. At any rate, the Board finds this test reflects
discredit on his performance as an operator.
69. On February 17, 1979, Mr. Illjes conducted a leak rate test and was
also the operator assigned to the control panels. According to the Auxiliary
Operator's log, hydrogen was added at 0500. The hydrogen addition was not
logged by Mr. Illjes. The strip chart (see Figure 2) shows an upward offset
of the MUT level coincident with the hydrogen addition and which biased
the unidentified leak rate toward a falsely lower value than would have been
otherwise obtained. If there were additional tests implicating Mr. ntjes in
hydrogen manipulation, this test might be viewed as "clear and convincing"
evidence that Mr. Illjes carried out such manipulation. Since this test may
represent inadvertence with the hydrogen added to the MUT for legitimate
purposes, we regard this test as inconclusive evidence of manipulation.
70. Two leak rate tests were conducted on February 19, 1979, when
Mr. Illjes was the panel operator. NRR Test Nos. 124 and 125. Mr. Kidwell
signed as the operator on these surveillances, and both Mr. Stier and NRR have
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Figure 2. MUT strip chart record on February 17, 1979, showing the upward offset in the level indicator
associated with the addition of hydrogen. There was a I-hour and 30-minute difference between actual
time and the preprinted chart time. Thus, the hydrogen addition at 0500 a.m. corresponds to a chart time
of 0630 a.m.

taken the posture that these tests represent manipulation with hydrogen and that
Mr. IlIjes would have been involved in the postulated hydrogen additions. Stier
Report, Vol. II(B), Tab I at 8 to 13; Exh. SA, Test Evaluation Worksheets
for Test Nos. 124 and 125. These tests merit careful scrutiny because of the
potential implications concerning Mr. Illjes, and also Mr. Kidwell, with regard
to test manipulation by hydrogen additions.
71. The Board finds these tests (NRR Test Nos. 124 and 125) represent
ambiguous evidence for the following reasons:
a. There was no logging of any hydrogen addition. The experts' allegations of hydrogen additions during these tests represent speculations:
Mr. Stier imputes hydrogen additions and NRR alleges either water
or hydrogen. [d.
b. Figure 3 is a copy of the MUT water level strip chart record for part
of February 18 and 19, 1979, that includes the time interval when
the tests were conducted. As may be seen, this strip chart record
displays numerous anomalies before, during. and after the times of
the tests. We do not see anything distinctive or diagnostic in this
strip chart, except that the level-sensing system was providing erratic
data. The clear upward offset associated with a logged hydrogen
addition two days previously (Figure 2) is not apparent, and the
absence of this potentially diagnostic pattern precludes a conclusion
that these tests reflect manipulation by hydrogen additions.
72. In a September 30, 1986 letter that was served on all parties, Mr. Stier
provided copies of strip chart records showing the effects of hydrogen additions
at times when leak rate tests do not appear to have been performed. At 1540
and 2235 hours on February 21, 1979, there were logged hydrogen additions,
and the strip chart record shows clearly, for both of these additions, an upward,
persistent offset that closely resembles the pattern of hydrogen effect that is
shown in Figure 2 for February 17, 1979. The fact that the strip chart hydrogen
response was plainly observable both 2 days before and 2 days after the tests
on February 19, 1979, contributes strongly to our view that hydrogen additions
did not influence the tests on February 19, 1979, because the expectable effect
is not present in the strip chart for that date.
73. Mr. Stier's opinion is that these tests (NRR Test Nos. 124 and
125) represent some experimentation carried out by Mr. Chwastyk, the shift
supervisor. Mr. Chwastyk had stated that he had become aware that adding
hydrogen could affect the leak rate test and he had observed it. Stier Report,
Vol. VI(B), Chwastyk 4/24/84 at 25-27. Mr. Chwastyk stated that he was not sure
when he became aware of the problem, but he believed that it was sometime
in the latter half of 1978. [d. NRR has cited this interview and noted that
NRR Test No. 69 conducted by Mr. IlIjes on December 20, 1978, might have
involved a hydrogen addition which would be in a time frame consistent with
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Figure 3. MUT strip chart record for February 18 and 19, 1979, showing anomalous traces before, during,
and after two leak rate tests. Lack of persistent upward offset suggests hydrogen additions were
not made during these tests.

Mr. Chwastyk's testimony. Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 9 at 11. We find that a hydrogen
addition cannot be reliably ascribed to this test.
74. However, Mr. Stier reports a turnover note as indicating this experiment was conducted on February 19, 1979. Mr. Stier quotes the note and expresses his view as follows:
The Shift Supervisor turnover notes for February 19, 1979, written by OIwastyk, contain the
following. "At 6Ir level in MUT & 5-6 psig H2 overpressure we get good LR."43 The clear
implication of this is that the experimental hydrogen addition was made during the course
of the second leak rate test on February 19, 1979. A review of the makeup tank level strip
chart reveals an elevation in the trace close to the 60 inch level at a point corresponding to
the running of the test.44 In light of the foregoing, we have concluded that the offsets in the
strip chart for that date were caused by hydrogen additions.
43 Shift Turnover Notes. February 19, 1979 crab 10).
44YoL IV (MPR Report), App. K. Test No. 33./d. at 21.

Stier Report, Vol. II(B), Tab I at 11.
75. The Board questioned Mr. Chwastyk at length concerning this turnover
note and NRR Test Nos. 124 and 125. Tr. 3412-61. Mr. Chwastyk was unable
to determine unequivocally from the test records that these corresponded to the
time when he did hydrogen experiments. Tr. 3459. As the Board reads the total
turnover note - not just the Stier excerpt - the thrust relates to "[1]eakage out
of RCS looks Like is due to MU-RI (outlet relief from MU1)." The last part of
the note reads "may want to break flange downstream of MU-RI to check for
leakage." Stier Report, Vol. V(B), Tab 10 at 00325. Mr. Chwastyk appears to
be reporting a suspected leak, rather than the results of experimentation with
hydrogen - whether or not Test Nos. 124 and 125 represent attempts to estimate
the magnitude of the suspected leak would be conjecture that cannot be resolved
on this record. Since there is an alternative view to Mr. Stier's opinion that
seems quite plausible, we conclude that manipulation with hydrogen in these
tests is not established in this record.
76. On March 14, 1979, Mr. Illjes conducted a leak rate test. The test
results are blatantly invalid, because Mr. IlIjes added a large amount of water
during the test and then included the addition in the wrong step in the computer
program. This simple mistake is not remarkable. What is remarkable is that
Mr. IlIjes would run a test that produced a calculated gross leak rate of minus
6.7 gpm and then sign it as a valid work product.
77. NRR evaluation of Mr. Hljes concluded that:
The weight of available evidence. including statements by his former Shift Supervisor
(Mr. OIwastyk) and the technical analysis. strongly suggests that Mr. IDjes Wall either
not truthful in answering questions regarding his role in or knowledge of leak rate test
manipUlation or he was grossly negligent in performing leak rate tests.
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Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 9 at 6.
78. At the hearing, Mr. Illjes stated that "I did not have the motivation
or inclination in 1978 or 1979 to manipulate leak rate tests." Illjes Prep. St.,
fr. 'fr. 3010 at 4. The Board finds that the seven invalid tests Signed by Mr. Illjes
demonstrate a careless and unprofessional performance of his duties. While
one test was influenced by a hydrogen addition, we do not see a "clear and
convincing" pattern of test manipulations, and, therefore, agree with the NRR
view that he was grossly negligent.

John M. Kidwell
79. Mr. Kidwell began employment with Met-Ed in 1974 as an auxiliary
operator at TMI-l. In 1978, he was promoted to CRO at TMI-2. He left Three
Mile Island in 1980. Kidwell Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3285 at 1.
80. From October 1978 through March 1979, Mr. Kidwell conducted eight
leak rate tests that he signed. Exh. 5-A, Table 11. While an unstable sensor was
used in one test and he failed to account for added water in another test, we find
no evidence of manipulation or falsification in these tests. In a test on February
14, 1979, hydrogen was added near the end of the leak rate test; but Kidwell
came on watch only 5 minutes before the hydrogen was added by the auxiliary
operator. It seems improbable that this hydrogen addition represents deliberate
manipulation.
8l. Mr. Kidwell testified that:
Prior to Harold Hartman's allegations, I had no knowledge whatsoever of operators deliberately adding hydrogen or water to the makeup tank for the purpose of manipulating the
end result of the leak rate calculation. I do not recall receiving instruction in any form that
provided me with guidance that I was to refrain from adding hydrogen during leak rate tests.

Kidwell Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3285 at 4.
82. The two leak rate tests on February 19, 1979, that we have discussed in
detail in our above review of Mr. Illjes were signed by Mr. Kidwell. We do not
find reliable evidence that these represent manipulation by adding hydrogen. We
find that this record substantiates Mr. Kidwell's claim that he did not manipulate
the tests.

Charles F. Mell
83. Mr. Mell became employed by Met-Ed as an auxiliary operator in
1976. He became a CRO trainee in 1978 and received his RO license in the
summer of 1979. Men Prep. St, ff. 'fr. 3239 at 1; 'fr. 3263.
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84. From October 1978 through February 1979, Mr. MeU carried out seven
leak rate tests that he signed. Only two of the tests are not questionable and the
several questionable tests reflect the woefully inadequate training program with
respect to this surveillance. Mr. Men testified that he did not get a feeling that
the test was a useful tool and that it would make a contribution to the safe
operation of the plant. Tr. 3275.
85. On October 29, 1978, and February II, 1979, Mr. Mell's surveillances
were invalid because water had been added to the MUT and was not included
in the computer calculation. These appear to be examples of careless conduct.
86. On October 13, Mr. Mell performed and signed a leak rate test that
showed an unidentified leak rate of minus 8.S gpm, which is a result without
any possible physical reality. This test reflects great discredit on the CRO's
training of Mr. Mell and the shift foreman for approving such nonsense, but also
demonstrates that Mr. Mell did not take his duties in running this surveillance
in a properly serious manner.
.
87. Mr. Men carried out two tests using a malfunctioning MUT level
sensor. His behavior appears to have been in accord with the general lack of
professionalism with which this shift conducted the leak rate tests.
88. Mr. Men testified that he was unaware that adding "hydrogen could
effect the leak rate test or that anyone was deliberately hying to do this." He
also testified that he did not remember
the perfonnance of an experiment with hydrogen on his shift. I do nal remember Joseph
Otwastyk cautioning us nal to add hydrogen during a leak rate; in my opinion, if he had
noticed a problem with hydrogen, he would have kept it close to his chest until he had
so fully checked it out that he could explain it I recall that I fint discussed the hydrogen
phenomenon with my crew after the Hattman allegations were made known, and we were
all surprised by Hattman's claims.

Men Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3239 at 3 and 4.
89. The Board finds no evidence of manipulation or falsification of leak
rate tests by Mr. Mell.

WlIIiam T. Conaway, II
90. In 1973, Mr. Conaway began employment with Met-Ed. He was an
AO at TMI-l until he was promoted to CRO at TMI-2 in 1975. In 1978, he
was promoted to shift foreman at TMI-2. He is currently a Radioactive Waste
Support Manager at TMI-2, and he no longer holds an NRC license. Conaway
Prep. St., ff. Th. 3097 at 1.
91. Mr. Conaway testified that ''we did not have a lot of faith in the leak
rate test itself. The Operations Department in general had little confidence in
the validity of the leak rate test A lot of the tests were not valid. For example,
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we got a lot of high negative leak rates." [d. at 3. Mr. Conaway approved the
October 13, 1978 test that showed unidentified leakage of - 8.S gpm and the
March 14, 1979 test that showed gross leakage of -6.7 gpm. The Board finds
that Mr. Conaway could have easily ascertained that these tests were due to
non steady-state plant operation and a computational error. His failure to do so
is a clear case of culpable neglect.
92. The many invalid tests that he approved reflect the perfunctory way
in which the tests were reviewed and approved by him. Mr. Conaway testified
that:
We were primarily concerned with the safe operation of Unit 2 in 1978-79. We were not as
concerned with the administrative requirement of demonstrating that the plant was operating
within the limiting conditions for operation for RCS leakage. We regarded the actual plant
lafety as more important than the leak rate tests, the pieces of paper, that were often invalid.

[d.
93. Mr. Conaway was guilty of culpable neglect in his attitude toward the
test and in allowing the CROs under his supervision to treat the test in a casual
manner.
94. Mr. Conaway testified that the safety implications of the leak rate
surveillance had never been explained to him. Tr. 3105. The Board finds his
profound lack of knowledge and understanding to be an egregious example of
the poor training at TMI-2.
95. With respect to the hydrogen experiment that Mr. Chwastyk carried
out, Mr. Conaway testified that "I have no recollection of being involved in that
test and I do not recall any discussion by the CROs of the effect of hydrogen
additions on leak rate tests. Nobody ever brought it to my attention as far as I
know, with the exception of Marty Cooper, after the accident." [d. at 5-6. While
Mr. Chwastyk has testified that he issued a brief oral instruction that hydrogen
should not be added during a leak rate test (Tr. 3451), we accept Mr. Conaway's
assertion that Mr. Chwastyk's brief statement did not make any impression on
him. The Board does not find any evidence that Mr. Conaway was aware of or
involved in any manipulation of leak rate tests.

Joseph J. Chwastyk
96. Mr. Chwastyk began employment with Met-Ed in 1968. In 1969 he
became a CRO at TMI-1. In approximately 1973, he became a shift foreman at
TMI-l, and shortly thereafter a Unit 1 shift supervisor. In 1977, he became a
dual-licensed shift supervisor for both TMI-l and TMI-2. Chwastyk Prep. St,
ff. Tr. 3407 at 1.
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97. If his shift obtained a leak rate test result over 1 gpm, they would run
another leak rate test; if the next one was under 1 gpm, they would discard the
first one. [d. at 3. At the time, Mr. Chwastyk approved the discarding of leak
rate tests because he thought that once a test had been declared invalid, there
was no reason to keep it Tr. 3490. Mr. Chwastyk believed that if the test result
was not discarded, and it was later reviewed, it could not be determined at that
later time if the test was in fact a valid test or not. Tr. 3490. Mr. Chwastyk now
recognizes that recordkeeping practices at TMI-2 were deficient. Tr. 3535-36.
98. Mr. Chwastyk has stated that he was aware in the latter half of 1978 that
the addition of hydrogen might have an effect on the leak rate test results. Stier
Report, Vol. VI(B), Chwastyk 4/24/84 Interview at 26. When asked who brought
this to his attention, Mr. Chwastyk replied "I believe it was my CROs. And 1
think I remember, specifically, it was Ted IJljes." [d. at 27. Mr. Chwastyk did
not identify Mr. IJljes specifically before this Board when asked if "sitting here
today do you have any independent recollection of Illjes or anybody else telling
you that?" Tr. 3411. We give little weight to the fact that Mr. Chwastyk was
unable to confirm his previous identification of Mr. Illjes. On the other hand, in
view of the repeated denials of Mr. Illjes that he had knowledge of the hydrogen
addition's effect on the leak rate test and in the absence of any corroboratory
evidence, the Board finds that this reference to Mr. IUjes falls short of a "clear
and convincing" implication of leak rate test manipulation by Mr. flIjes.
99. As we have described above, Mr. Chwastyk has testified that he
gave attention to the rumors that hydrogen additions had an effect on the
leak rate test. In his GPU interview, Mr. Chwastyk stated that "it was right
after commercial operation had started," which further reinforces our view that
February 19, 1979, was not the time when he carried out the experiments. Stier
Report, Vol. VI(B), Tab C. Chwastyk 4/24/84 Interview at 27. Be that as it may,
Mr. Chwastyk testified that, as a result of his observations, he requested the 1
and C to "go look at it." [d. However, there is not any evidence in this record
that Mr. Chwastyk's verbal request produced any resolution to the leak rate test
problem.
100. Mr. Chwastyk does not remember his shift being aware of his experiment, but he does remember later ordering that hydrogen not be added to the
MUT during leak rate tests, and recalls that Messrs. Illjes and Conaway were in
the room when he gave that directive. Tr. 3451, 3456.
101. Mr. Chwastyk acknowledged that Messrs. Illjes and Conaway might
not have recalled his directive to refrain from adding hydrogen to the MUT
during leak rate tests, because he did not involve them in the experiment
('fr. 3451-52), and when he gave them the direction to refrain from adding
hydrogen during leak rate tests, it was extremely brief and was not followed up
with additional instructions or discussion. Tr. 3537, 3551.
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102. Mr. Chwastyk recalled receiving some instruction on the meaning of
LER 78-62/lT. Tr. 3502. He was told by the TMI-2 Supervisor of Operations,
Mr. Floyd, that he was to enter the "Action Statement" of the Tech Specs if his
shift obtained a valid leak rate test result with unidentified leakage greater than
1 gpm. Tr. 3502-04. The LER did not change Mr. Chwastyk's interpretation
of the Action Statement requirement. Tr. 3509. Therefore, Mr. Chwastyk did
not instruct the operators on his shift on the meaning of the LER, because he
assumed they already knew how to interpret the Tech Specs.ld. As the record
shows, his assumption that the shift properly understood the Tech Specs was in
error, and we find Mr. Chwastyk is guilty of culpable neglect because he failed
to properly instruct Shift B.
103. We found Mr. Chwastyk to be a candid and knowledgeable witness
who made a sincere effort to recall the facts concerning leak rate testing at
TMI-2. We found no evidence that he had knowledge of involvement in test
manipulations or falsifications. We do find that, in view of the numerous sloppy
and invalid tests filed by his shift, his performance in supervising Mr. Conaway
reflects culpable neglect
Shift C
104. Shift C was made up of two CROs, Joseph Congdon and Martin
Cooper; one CRO-in-training, Mark Phillippe; the Shift fureman, Charles
Adams; and the Shift Supervisor, Brian Mehler. The record shows that this
was a "friendly" shift, with good personal relationships and no communications
problems.
105. This shift exhibited many of the problems and practices in leak rate
testing observed in other shifts:
They misinterpreted the Tech Specs to require only one "good" test,
i.e., not over 1 gpm, every 72 hours, regardless of the results of other
tests. Cooper Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2835 at 5; Tr. 2718 (Congdon). Phillippe
Prep. St., ff. Tr. 4432 at 2; Adams Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3776 at 2; Tr. 3848
(Mehler).
Tests reflecting excessive leakage were routinely discarded; "good"
tests were routinely filed. This was a direct violation of the TMI2 Tech Specs. Tr. 2715-16, 2780 (Congdon); Cooper Prep. St. at
4; Phillippe Prep. St. at 3; Adams Prep. St. at 2; Mehler Prep. St,
ff. Tr. 3842 at 3-6.
The operators did not receive any significant training in leak rate
testing. Tr. 2713-14 (Congdon); Tr. 4485 (phillippe); Tr. 2839-40
(Cooper).
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The operators did not follow Administrative Procedures 1010 and
1012 requiring the filing of exception and deficiency statements and
the logging of start and stop times for the leak rate tests. Tr. .2911-15
(Cooper); Congdon Prep. St. at 3; Tr. 4439 (phillippe); Stier Report.
Vol. VI(A). Tab A. Adams 3/8/85 Interview at 123-24; Tr. 3870
(Mehler).
106. There are no disputes about the foregoing points. The operators and
supervisors either conceded them in their testimony or they are conclusively
demonstrated by the record. Therefore. as to those points. there is no need
to freight this opinion with detailed findings about each member of the shift,
beyond the foregoing summary.
107. There is evidence of culpable negligence and test manipulation for
Shift C. We discuss this evidence in the following findings for each member of
the shift.
Mark D. Phillippe
108. Mr. Phillippe appeared at the Board's request; he waived the issuance
of a subpoena. Mr. Phillippe is presently employed as a Quality EngineerNuclear at Waterford 3. Phillippe Prep. St.. ff. Tr. 4432 at 1.
109. Mr. Phillippe began employment at TMI-2 in 1976 as an AO. He
commenced training to become a CRO in May 1978 (Tr. 4435) and received
his RO license in July 1979. During late 1978 and until March 28. 1979.
Mr. Phillippe was assigned to "Ctt Shift as a CRO trainee.
110. Mr. Phillippe testified that if a water addition was made to the MUT
during a leak rate test or water was removed from inventory during the test. it
was the practice of his shift to invalidate the results and discard them. Phillippe
Prep. St. at 3. He said that he was never aware of anyone on his shift adding
water to the MUT during a leak rate test in order to falsify the test result. ld.
111. Mr. Phillippe had a general recollection of being informed that the
addition of hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate test could improve the
test result. Tr. 4440-42. He did not recall who informed him of this phenomenon.ld. Questioned specifically about whether he had discussed the effect
of hydrogen additions with his co-workers. Messrs. Congdon and Cooper. he
denied having done so. Tr. 4443-55. Mr. Phillippe stated that he did not learn
about the effect of a hydrogen addition through participation in an experiment
conducted on his shift to determine the effect of adding hydrogen to the MUT
during a leak rate test. Phillippe Prep. St. at 3. It appears from the CRO logs
and plant daily attendance records that Mr. Phillippe was not on shift following
February 11. 1979. and consequently was not present when a hydrogen experiment was performed on his shift on February 15. 1979. Tr. 4445. 4451-53.
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112. Mr. Phillippe stated that he never added hydrogen to the MUT during
a leak rate test for pmposes of falsifying the test resulL His testimony is borne
out by the fact that the experts found no evidence of hydrogen additions to the
MUT during any of the six tests that he submitted. See Exh. 5-B, Attachment
5, Table 11. Mr. Phillippe further stated that he had no knowledge that others
on his shift added hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate test for the pmpose
of falsifying the resulL Te. 4440.
113. The Board accepts Mr. Phillippe's testimony as candid and truthful,
and finds that he was not involved in leak rate test falsification through the
addition of hydrogen to the MUT, and that he was unaware that others on his
shift might have been purposely adding hydrogen during leak rate tests.

Joseph R. Congdon
114. Mr. Congdon became employed by Met-Ed in 1974 as an AO in Unit
1 after 7 years of service in the United States Navy. He obtained his RO license
in 1977 and was a CRO in TMI-2 throughout 1978-1979. Congdon Prep. SL,
ff. Te. 27(1) at 1. Mr. Congdon is a shift foreman at TMI-2, and he maintains
an NRC license in that position. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 1.
115. The Board finds that the record does not support any claim that
Mr. Congdon added water to the system in order to manipulate the results
of leak rate tests. He denies that he knew of any water effect, and states that
he made every effort not to add water to the make-up tank during a leak rate
test. Board. Exh. I, Stier Report, Congdon 2/13/85 Interview at 77-81. Both
NRR and Stier agree that no tests by Mr. Congdon involved other than incidental
water additions. Te. 1585 (Russell); Board Exh. I, Stier Report, Vol. 3, Tables
1 and 2.
116. Although we find no evidence that tests were manipulated by water
additions, the record shows a situation concerning the addition of hydrogen
to the MUT to affect leak rate test results. At some point during 1978-1979,
Mr. Congdon became aware that hydrogen additions to the MUT sometimes
affected the MUT level indicator. Te. 2725, Stier Report, Vol. VI(B), Tab C,
Congdon 2/13/85 Interview at 52. His best recollection was that he heard about
this effect from operators on another shifL [d. at 53.
117. In order to determine if such an effect existed, Mr. Congdon participated in an experiment during a leak rate test (NRR No. 120) in which the
MUT level strip chart was deliberately marked at the time the hydrogen was
added. He cannot remember what the effect on the leak rate test result was,
but does recollect adding hydrogen to other tests in an effort to enhance the
results. [d. at 56,57. He went on to testify:
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Q You did know at that time that, in fact, the make-up tank would be reRecting an
inaccurate level?

A I knew that it could. Not always did the make-up tank level go up when you added
hydrogen. Sometimes it did and sometimes it did not. Sometimes it didn't have any
change at all I couldn't really explain that in my own mind why it should have
any effect on it due to the type of level transmitten we had. The level transmitter
is supposed to compensate for the overpressure, but I did observe that sometimes
it did affect the level indicator.

Q And you would file the test if it was a successful test?
A

TItat's correct.

Id. at 57, 58.
118. It is clear, from his own admission, that Mr. Congdon was aware of
the potential effect of hydrogen additions to the MUT. He also admits that
he deliberately added hydrogen during leak tests in order to "enhance" the
results. He also admits that, after adding hydrogen, the test would be accepted
if the result was under 1 gpm. The Board accepts his admission that he both
manipulated and falsified leak rate tests and test results.
119. The Board found Mr. Congdon to be a candid and cooperative witness.

Martin V. Cooper
120. Mr. Cooper became employed by Met-Ed at TMI-2 following 6 years
of Naval service and employment with Stone &: Webster Corporation as an
engineering aide. Cooper Prep. St., ff. 'fr. 2835 at 1-2. His first position at
TMI-2 was as an AO; he became a CRO in 1977 and obtained his RO license
in 1978. Id. at 2. In 1980, he obtained an SRO license and became a shift
foreman. Subsequently, he became a shift supervisor. He left the employ of
Met-Ed in 1982. He is now employed by Southern California Edison Company
at its San Onofre nuclear facility as a shift supervisor.Id. at 1-2. He is not a party
to the proceeding (id. at 2) but appeared as a Board witness under subpoena. At
the Board's request, Mr. Cooper travelled to Bethesda to testify, although he
had expressed a preference for testifying near his home or work. Tr. 2944.
121. Mr. Cooper's duties as a CRO included conducting the actual operation
of the plant and performing the switching and tagging operations and necessary
surveillance testing. Mr. Cooper recalled having difficulty with the leak rate test,
including widely varying results from back-ta-back tests despite there being no
significant change in plant conditions. Mr. Cooper recalls that several changes
were made to the computer program for leak rate testing "to improve the leak
rate calculations." Id. at 5-6. However, he continued to believe "that the tests
were almost meaningless because we got such inconsistent results." Id. at 6.
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122. Mr. Cooper denied adding water during a leak rate test and not
accounting for it, and he also denied adding water to manipulate leak rate
tests. Tr. 2921. Mr. Capra testified that "[w]e did not conclude that Mr. Cooper
was involved in manipulation of tests through the use of water additions." Tr.
1552. We conclude that Mr. Cooper did not manipulate leak rate tests through
water additions.
123. Mr. Cooper recalled that he was aware that the addition of hydrogen
during a leak rate test might affect the MUT level, but he denied that he ever
added hydrogen to affect leak rate test results. Cooper Prep. St. at 6-7. However,
in the course of the NRR and OJ investigations, Mr. Cooper has also testified
as fotIows:
MR. CHRISTOPHER: Your statement is that you personally deny that you ever initiated
any action to intentionally manipulate leak rate test results.
TIlE WITNESS: I told you that I did realize that if I added hydrogen during a leak rate,
it could affect it, and it may very well give me the result but it wasn't done with the intent
of getting a good result. If I got one, I accepted iL

MR. CHRISTOPHER: But you are saying you did not specifically take the action of adding
hydrogen for the purpose of affecting a leak rate test result?
TIlE WITNESS:

Yes.

MR. McBRIDE: The answerMR. CHRISTOPHER: It is a little \DIclear.
MR. McBRIDE: Are you, or are you not saying that you ever added hydrogen to affect a
leak rate test result? Answer it in words rather than yes or no so the transcript will be clear
of exactly what you are saying.
TIlE WITNESS: Okay. As I said, I wouldn't add hydrogen to affect the result of the leak
rate. though I was aware that if I did add hydrogen while the leak rate was occurring. it
could affect the result and did.

Board Exh. 6, OJ Report, Cooper 9(lP,/84 Interview at 82-83.
TIlE WITNESS (Cooper): It may be splitting hairs. I think the final line is it wasn't okay,
we are doing a leak rate, let', add hydrogen and maybe we'll get a good leak rate out of
iL It is more like okay, we've got a leak rate in progress, the hydrogen is low, I've got to
add hydrogen, let's see how that affects the resulL If the result carne out good, we accepted
iL

[d. at 49; also see Tr. 2895.
124. With these somewhat more complete statements, we can come to
several conclusions. Mr. Cooper was aware that the addition of hydrogen could
sometimes cause a reduction in the leak rate test results. Even though he
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knew this, when a leak rate test was being run he would add hydrogen if the
overpressure indicator was low. If the test turned out to be a "good one," i.e.,
under 1 gpm, he would accept the results.
125. If Mr. Cooper had not known about the potential effect of adding
hydrogen to the MUT, the Board would, in all probability, have found nothing
culpable in this actions. Even if he had known about it, but had aborted the
leak rate test if hydrogen needed to be added to the MUT, there would be no
culpability. He did none of these things. The Board therefore must, and does,
find that Mr. Cooper knowingly manipulated and falsified the results of leak
rate tests by the addition of hydrogen to the make-up tank.
Charles Adams

126. Mr. Adams served in the United States Navy for 8 1/2 years; upon his
discharge he went to work for Carolina Power & Light Company in Southport,
North Carolina. At Carolina Power he was a CRO and obtained his SRO
license. He began employment with Met-Ed in October 1975 as a shift foreman
at TMI-2. Adams Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3776 at 1. He was the only TMI-2 operator
to have had prior experience at a nuclear facility other than TMI and the only
foreman not to have been a CRO. Stier Report, Vol. VI(A), Tab A, Adams
3/19185 Interview at 50; see 'fr. 3656 (A. Miller). During 1978-1979, he was
assigned to "C" Shift under the supervision of Mr. Mehler.
127. Mr. Adams stated that he was not aware, in 1978-1979, that a hydrogen
addition to the MUT could have an effect on MUT level. He testified that he
does not recall any discussion about the hydrogen effect among the CROs or
his supervisors. Stier Report, Vol. VI(A), Tab A, Adams 3/19/85 Interview at
36.
128. Mr. Adams was shown a copy of the MUT level strip chart for NRR
Test No. 120 with the words "Pressurized MUT" written on it See Exh. 18. He
was unable to identify the person who wrote those words. Tr. 3805. He stated
that it was possible that he had participated in an experiment involving that test
and written those words on the MUT level strip chart, but he could not recall
doing so. Tr. 3808. Mr. Adams further testified that the first time he recalled
being shown the MUT level strip chart for NRR Test No. 120 was in 1985, 6
years after the event, and that he could not recall anything about that test after
that length of time. Tr. 3806.
129. Both Mr. Congdon and Mr. Cooper recall that Mr. Adams probably
participated in an "experiment" to determine the effect on leak rate test results
when hydrogen was added to the MUT.
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Q Do you remember personally participating in the addition of hydrogen during a
leak rate test as an experiment? Do you have any penonal recollection of your
penonally being involved in that?
A

[Cooper] I don't personally recollect, like this leak rate test 120 or any specific
test. But I believe that I did participate in some kind of experiment to see what
kind of effect we could get for a hydrogen addition. And I think it happened more
than once.

Q All righL In connection with that, recollection, do you have any recollectioo as to
who was working with you?
A

Specifically, no. I would assume it would be my sbiftmates:
Phillippe, and Chuck Adams.

Joel Congdon, Mark

'fr. 2927 (Cooper).
Q Having been involved in this test, Mr. Coogdon, can you explain those words?
A

What I believe occurred is at that time frame I had heard something to the effect
that hydrogen did have an effect on makeup tank level indication. I thought it might
be good to attempt to pressurize it and note what effect it did have. In the coune of
doing that, to the best of my recollectioo, Chuck suggested why don't we mark the
chart at that point, so we referenced what time we actually add the hydrogen. And
I processed to log it in the boole and, to my best recollectioo, Chuck made that
notation on that chart. I might be wrong on thaL

Q The notation that we are looking at right now that says, "pressurized MU1"?
A That's correct, sir.

'fr. 2730 (Congdon).
130. In view of Mr. Adams' lack of any recollection of such an event, but
his refusal to deny that it happened, coupled with the apparent close working
relationship on this shift, the Board believes. and so finds, that Mr. Adams
was at least aware that adding hydrogen to the MUT could affect leak rate test
results.
131. Both Mr. Congdon and Mr. Cooper gave testimony that indicated that
they thought Mr. Adams was probably aware of their hydrogen additions during
leak rate tests
Q Okay. In terms of knowledge, you say Floyd -

speaking generally, at least knew about leak rate problems. Are you aware of whether the phenomenon of
hydrogen added during a test when you were adding it to keep the band up, that
phenomenon, do you know whether that was known to him?

A I don't know that.
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Q It was known
A

to Adams. I assume?

Yes. sir.

Tr. 2905 (Cooper)
Q Did other people on your shift know that from time to time you would do this?
A I think they probably did.

Q And. specifically. who would know?
A Probably Marty Cooper. probably Chuck

[Ada~s].

Stier Report, Vol. VI(B), Tab C, Congdon 2/13/85 Interview at 58, 59.
132. When Mr. Adams was advised that there was testimony that implied
that he was aware that the CROs on his shift were adding hydrogen in order to
affect leak rate tests, Mr. Adams testified that this was possible, but that he had
no recollection of being aware of it. Stier Report, Vol. VI(A), Tab A, Adams
3/19/85 Interview at 43-44. However, he testified that, if he had been aware, in
1978-1979, that a CRO was adding hydrogen to the MUT in an effort to affect
leak rate test results, he would not have approved the practice. [d. at 45.
133. There is no evidence that either Mr. Adams or Shift C was involved
in leak rate test manipulations through any method other than hydrogen additions. Stier Report, Vol. il(A), Tab A, Adams Assessment at 16; see Tr. 1552,
1585 (Messrs. Congdon and Cooper did not manipulate leak rate test results
through water additions).
134. The record shows that Mr. Adams tolerated and participated in the
procedural violations cited in § VI, ~ IDS, above. We find that in his supervisory
position as shift foreman, such violations clearly constitute culpable neglect of
his duties. Additionally, the Board finds that the high probability that he knew
of the potential effect of adding hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate test
and his allowance of this practice by his CROs constitutes culpable neglect.

Brian A. Mehler
135. Mr. Mehler commenced employment with Met-Ed in 1967. From 1969
until 1976, he was a CRO at TMI-1. Thereafter, he became a shift foreman at
TMI-2, and a dual-licensed shift supervisor in April 1978. Mehler Prep. St.,
ff. Tr. 3842 at 1. In 1978-1979, Mr. Mehler supervised "c" Shift in both
Units. Tr. 3861.
.
136. As a shift supervisor, Mr. Mehler generally had little direct involvement in leak rate testing: "it was very unusual for [him] to run a leak rate test
[himself]." Mehler Prep: St. at 2; see Tr. 3858. Only when he was advised of
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a particular problem with a specific leak rate test would he get involved. He
testified that he was unaware of significant problems with the leak rate test
procedures, and he believed that the test was the only tool available to quantify
unidentified RCS leakage. Tr. 3852-67. During January-March 1979, Mr. Mehler
knew that CROs were having a difficult time obtaining satisfactory leak rate test
results: he attributed the problem to unidentified leakage from the pressurizer
valves. Tr. 3862-63.
137. Mr. Mehler expected his operators to determine the validity of leak
rate test results exceeding 1 gpm of unidentified leakage. Mehler Prep. St. at
3. He testified that the operators did this by running another leak rate test, and by
evaluating the leak rate test result against other plant indications. ld. Mr. Mehler
was aware of the practice of discarding leak rate tests considered to be invalid. He
relied upon the CROs under his supervision to determine the validity of a given
test. ld. at 3-6. He believed that his operators would have known to enter the
Action Statement if a leak rate test exceeding the l-gpm LCO appeared valid.ld.;
Tr.3854.
138. At Unit I, Mr. Mehler had observed that an addition of hydrogen to the
MUT produced a slight increase or decrease in the MUT level indication. This
negligible change convinced him that adding hydrogen to the MUT would have
no significant effect on leak rate test results. Mehler Prep. St. at 7. During 19781979, he had no knowledge of anyone adding hydrogen or water to the MUT
to manipulate a leak rate test. Tr. 3845.
139. Mr. Mehler also was unaware that the MUT level strip chart could
depict a water addition greater in volume than that actually added. Mehler
Prep. St. at 7. No one on Mr. Mehler's shift manipUlated leak rate tests through
water additions to the MUT. E.g., Tr. 1485, 1552.
140. Mr. Mehler could not recall whether he was on duty on February
15, 1979, when the words ''Pressurized MUT" were written on the MUT level
strip chart. Tr. 3898. (Given his dual responsibilities for the two units, and
our observation that TMI-2 shift supervisors had little direct involvement in
leak rate testing (see Tr. 3844) it is not surprising that Mr. Mehler would
be unaware of the notation.) Mr. Mehler testified that the handwriting was
not his. Tr. 3899. He could not identify the handwriting as that of his shift
foreman, Mr. Adams. Mr. Mehler was not familiar enough with the handwriting
of Mr. Congdon, Mr. Cooper, or Mr. Phillippe to say whether the handwriting
was theirs. Tr. 3899.
141. Mr. Mehler did not recall LER 78-62/1T, although he thought that he
read it because his initials were on the cover sheet. Tr. 3858 (Mehler). The only
action he thought was necessary was the placing of the LER in the required
reading file. Tr. 3858-59 (Mehler). Neither Mr. Cooper nor Mr. Congdon recalls
the LER, and do not remember that any instruction from Mr. Mehler on a change
in the 72-hour interpretation of the Tech Spec was to be made. It is clear that
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it was never adequately explained 10 them, as they continued their previous
interpretation of the Tech Spec. Cooper Prep. St, ff. Tr. 2835 at 6; Tr. 2717-18
(Congdon). The Board finds that Mr. Mehler did not adequately carry out his
supervisory duties and was therefore guilty of culpable neglect
142. Mr. Mehler could not recall receiving any specific training on the
safety significance of the leak rate test Tr. 3859·60. He did recall that he had
general training on the Tech Specs and their bases. Tr. 3860. However, most of
his knowledge about the leak rate test came from his experience as a CRO in
Unit 1. Tr. 3853.
143. Other than NRR Test No. 13 (Stier Test No. 144), the only leak rate
test in which Mr. Mehler appears 10 have been involved is NRR Test No. 68
(Stier Test No. 90). Em. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 9. No investigator has alleged
that it was manipulated. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 1; Stier Report, Vol. IV(F), Test
No. 90. Accordingly, we find that Mr. Mehler had virtually no direct involvement
with leak rate testing at TMI-2, and we exonerate Mr. Mehler of any awareness
of, or involvement in, leak rate test falsification or manipulation at TMJ-2.
144. Mr. Mehler did, however, have knowledge of procedural violations
of the Tech Specs and administrative procedures in force at TMI-2, as we see
in § VI, f lOS, above. He did nothing 10 correct these practices, which was a
clear dereliction of his duties as a shift supervisor. The Board therefore finds
Mr. Mehler 10 be culpably negligent in this matter.
Shift D
145. Three CROs were assigned 10 Shift D - Mark Coleman, Dennis
Olson, and Lynn Wright The Shift Foreman was Adam Miller and the Shift
Supervisor was Gregory Hitz.
146. Shift D's understanding and handling of leak rate tests was typical of
other shifts in the following respects:
They misinterpreted the Tech Specs 10 require only one "good" test in
72 hours, regardless of the results of other tests. Tr. 2588 (Coleman);
Olson Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3911 at 2; Wright OJ Interview of 3/27/85 at
45; Miller Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3608 at 2; Tr. 3718-19 (Hitz).
Tests reflecting excessive leakage were routinely discarded. "Good"
tests were filed, without regard to their validity. Thus, leak rate tests
were regarded as a meaningless administrative requirement, not as
a real measure of leakage. Tr. 2589, 2592, 2637 (Coleman); NRR
Table 5 (Olson); Tr. 2704 (Wright); Miller Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3608 at
3; Tr. 3611, 3615 (Miller); Tr. 3720, 3677-78 (Hitz).
The operators did not receive any significant training in leak rate
testing. Tr. 2582 (Coleman); Tr. 4009 (Olson); Tr. 2672 (Wright);
Tr. 3628 (Miller); Tr. 3700 (Hitz).
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The operators did not follow Administrative Procedures 1010 and
1012 requiring the filing of exception and deficiency statements and
logging of start and stop times. Te. 2636 (Coleman); 01 Interview at
42, S4 (Wright); Olson Prep. St., ff. Te. 3911 at 3; Stier Vol. VI{I),
3/20/85 Interview at 76; Te. 3611 (MiIIer); Te. 3668-69 (Ritz).
There are no disputes about the foregoing points. Either the operators, foreman,
and supervisor conceded them in their testimony, or the point is irrefutably
demonstrated by other record evidence. fur example, almost all bad tests were
discarded and no "E&Ds" were ever filed. Therefore, as to those points, there
is no need to freight this opinion with detailed findings about each member of
Shift D, beyond the foregoing summary.
147. There is very clear and convincing evidence, and we find that all three
CROs on Shift D manipulated test data and falsified test results by making water
additions toward the end of leak rate tests for the purpose of influencing test
results. Coleman admitted the practice. Wright admitted adding water during
tests but claimed - falsely, the Board finds - that he did so to make the
tests more accurate. The Board did not believe Olson's denials of manipulations
through water additions.
148. Striking proof of these manipulations is provided by the NRR analyses
of a series of tests performed by Shift D. According to NRR, all of these tests
were manipulated by adding water toward the end of the test, with the knowledge
that the level sensor in the make-up tank (MOT) would sometimes inaccurately
register the addition of more water than was actually added. See § IV, '26,
above, for more detailed discussion of the so-called "loop seal" effect. fur
example, if 200 gallons were added to the MUT by the batch controller and
included in the leak rate test computation by the surveillance CRO, the level
sensor might "tell" the computer that the MUT level had risen 260 gallons as
a result of the 2oo-gallon addition. The extra 60 gallons, on a I-hour test run,
would decrease the unidentified leak rate by 1 gpm. Coleman testified that he
knew about this "loop seal" effect and took advantage of it to manipulate data
and falsify leak rate tests.
149. The repeated pattern evident from test analyses and involving not only
Coleman, but Olson and Wright as well, virtually compels the conclusion that all
three were involved in this method of manipulation. These patterns are clearly
shown in NRR Tables 7 and 10. Thus, NRR Table 7 reflects that the CROs on
Shift D were involved in underrecorded water additions to a far greater extent
than any other CROs. Furthermore, for an extended period of time - February
10 to March 13, 1979 - Shift D was the only shift involved in underrecorded
water additions. There were eleven such tests during that period, and each of
Shift D's three CROs - Coleman, Olson, and Wright - had some role in
several of these tests, as shown by the following table:
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NRR
Test No.

Water Added
Minutes Before
End of Test

CRO

Approved by

122

Surveillance: Olson
Coleman
Panel:

13

Miller

129

Surveillance: Coleman
Wright
Panel:

4

Miller

131

Surveillance: Coleman
Olson
Panel:
Surveillance: Olson
Wright
Panel:

17

Miller

4

Miller

Olson
Olson
Coleman
Coleman

3

Ritz

2

Miller

Surveillance: Olson
Panel:
Wright
Surveillance: Wright
Olson
Panel:
Surveillance: Olson
Wright
Panel:

10

Miller

1

Miller

3

Miller

142

Surveillance: Wright
Panel:
Olson

3

Ritz

146

Surveillance: Olson
Panel:
Coleman

5

Miller

133
137
138
139
140
141

Surveillance:
Panel:
Surveillance:
Panel:

The additions of water in the last 5 minutes of most of these tests - additions
that were to be avoided "if at all possible" - provide a distinctive signature of
manipulation.39 Although NRR and MPR differed in their technical analyses of
some tests, there were no disagreements between them on these particular tests.
39 There were frequent discrepancies in !he times shown on leak ntc test results and Ihe times reflected on Ihe
leak nte Itrip charts. Thus it was necclsary to adjust Ihe chart times by reference to timed entries in Ihe log
books. in order to determine whelher a partiOl!ar evolution (Nch as a Wlter Idditim) occurr<>d during I leak ntc
test. It WII not alwlYs possible to reconstruct Ihe timing of evolutions and tests p=iseIy and. in a few Clles.
one probably cannot lIy Cor certain whelher a partic:u1u evalultion occurred during a tesL In genenl. however.
it was possible to reconstruct Ihe time of evaluations and tests. There WlS good agreement between Ihe times
rec:onstruc:tcd by NRR and MPR. Tr. 1298-99. None of Ihe tests cited by Ihe Employees II involving qucstimable
timing (Employccs' PF 286) is important to cur findings. Fmally. Ihere WlS no dispute about Ihe timing of Ihe
Wlter additiona in Ihe series of tests under discussion here. Nor. except by Olsm. could Ihere be. since Coleman
and Wright admitted adding water atlhe end of the tests.
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150.
shows:

As to the roles of the three CROs in these tests, the foregoing table

eRO

Surveillance eRO Tests

Panel eRO Tests

Coleman
Wright
Olson

129, 131, 138
140, 142
122, 133, 137, 139, 141, 146

122, 138, 146
129, 133, 139, 141
131, 137, 140, 142

The record indicates that normal levels of communication existed between these
three CROs. (Compare the conflicts among CROs on Shift E, as described below.) Therefore, there is no reason to believe that information about manipulation would not have been shared by all three CROs. While we would not
expect the CROs to recall details of such discussions, we find not credible their
professed inability to remember anything about the knowledge of their fellow
CROs, particularly in light of the very striking pauern of their joint involvement
in manipulation that emerges from the records analysis.
151. We note, in conclusion, other circumstances indicating common
knowledge of manipulation by every member of Shift D, including Adam Miller,
the Shift Foreman, and possibly including Gregory Ritz, the Shift Superintendent. As previously discussed, it was increasingly difficult to get a "good" leak
rate during February and March 1979 because of increasing leakage from the
pressurizer and code safety values. See § IV, , 13, above. During the period
between 2:30 a.m. on March 3 and 3:20 a.m. on March 9, 1979, Shift D was
the only shift that was able to produce "good" leak rates at TMI-2. Shift D produced six consecutive "good" leak rate tests in that period, each of which was
manipulated by an underrecorded water addition. Miller approved four of these
tests (138-141) and Ritz approved two (137, 142). Under the circumstances,
we think it unlikely that Shift D's unique ability to produce "good tests" can
be attributed to coincidence or that that ability would have gone unnoticed by
Miller and Ritz and perhaps other supervisory personnel.

Mark S. Coleman
152. Mr. Coleman began his employment with Met-Ed as an AD at TMI1 in January 1974. In 1976, he became a CRO at TMI-2, and subsequently
received his RO license. Coleman Prep. St., ff. Tr. 2579 at 1. Mr. Coleman
was a CRO in TMI-2 until the date of the accident. Stier Report, Vol. VI(B),
Tab C, Coleman 2/5/85 Interview at 3-4. During part of 1978 and through the
1979 accident, Mr. Coleman was assigned to "D" Shift, under the supervision
of Gregory Ritz and Adam Miller. The other CROs assigned to the shift were
Messrs. Olson and Wright. Coleman Prep. St. at 1.
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153. Shonty after Mr. Coleman began performing leak rate tests at TMI-2,
he signed and turned in a test result showing unidentified leakage of over 1
gpm. He was then told by a supervisor (whose identity he could not recall and
whom we could not identify) that they did not want to see tests that exceeded
the I-gpm LCO for unidentified leakage. That incident prompted Mr. Coleman
to discard leak rate test results exceeding the l-gpm LCO.ld. at 2-3; 'fr.258384. Mr. Coleman felt that he was under a lot of pressure to obtain a leak
rate test result meeting the l-gpm LCO when the 72-hour period since the last
satisfactory leak rate test was about to expire. 'fr. 2589-91.
154. Mr. Coleman admitted adding hydrogen to the make-up tank to manipulate leak rate tests, testifying as follows:
When I was first interviewed by the NRC in April 1980. I informed the investigators that
00 some occasions I added hydrogen to the makeup tank during the performance of a leak
rate test in order to get a good result. I first found out about this phenomenon when a
control room operator from another shift, I believe it was Harold Hanman, told me about
it. I experimented myself and determined that sometimes if you added hydrogen, usually
toward the end of the test, it could affect the makeup tank level indicator.

Coleman Prep. Test., fr. 'fr. 2579 at 3-4. The analyses by NRR and MPR of
retained tests include no clear examples of hydrogen manipulation involving
Coleman. (The references in Stier to MPR Test Nos. 39 and 122 are inaccurate
because those tests did not involve Coleman. Stier Report, Vol. I, Coleman at 910.) On the other hand, as his prepared testimony indicates, some of Coleman's
attempts to manipulate with hydrogen would have been unsuccessful and the
tests would have been thrown away. We find that Coleman at least attempted to
manipulate leak rate tests with hydrogen, whether or not he was successful.
155. Mr. Coleman also admitted adding water to the make-up tank to
manipulate leak rate tests, testifying as follows:
lhecame aware that the water additions sometimes had the same effect on the level transmitter
as did hydrogen additions. If water were added toward the end of a test, Cor a short period
of time the level indicator would reflect a higher level in the makeup tank.

Id. at 4. With reference to specific tests, the Board finds that Coleman participated in manipulation of NRR leak rate Test Nos. 129 and 131 as the surveillance
CRO and that he falsified those same tests when he signed and thereby certified
them as accurate, knowing that the data had been manipulated. We further find
that Coleman was the CRO assigned to the panel and that he participated in
manipulating NRR Test Nos. 122 and 146. As to NRR Test No. 138, Coleman
both ran the panel and signed the test, manipulating and falsifying it by himself.
156. While Coleman appears to have been candid with prior investigators
and the Board about his own manipUlations, the Board did not believe that he was
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candid before us with respect to his knowledge of his shiftmates' involvement in
manipulations, and their common knowledge and cooperation with one another
in test manipulations. To begin with, the CROs on all the shifts were facing a
common problem - how to get an erratic, seemingly arbitrary test procedure
to produce a result under 1 gpm. We would think it perfectly natural for three
people, working closely together over time, to share any helpful technique one
of them might discover. This is particularly true if we are to believe Coleman's
claim that he did not, at the time, think that he was doing anything wrong, that
he just "took advantage of a glitch in the system." Tr. 2588.
157. More importantly, given the normal division of responsibilities among
CROs on a shift, we find that there was collaboration between the panel CRO
and surveillance CRO on most if not all of the tests in which we have found
manipulation by Shift D. As the Stier Report points out, "[t]estimony from
numerous members of the Operations Department makes it clear that water
was usually added to the system by the Control Room Operator controlling the
panel." Stier Report, Vol. II(A), Coleman at 12. Yet the surveillance CRO was
in overall charge of the test Presumably, he would have to tell the panel CRO
when to add water in order to take advantage of the "loop seal" effect which (so
Coleman thought) had to be done at the end of the test Coleman's testimony
before us on this point was very evasive. Tr. 2601-04, 2607-12. While repeatedly
failing to provide straight answers to the Board's' questions, Mr. Coleman
attempted to suggest that manipulation might have been accomplished by a CRO
acting alone, a proposition that was not in question. Coleman finally agreed with
a prior statement by shiftmate Olson that "the person assigned to the control
panel was generally responsible for adding water, although this could be done
by other operators." Tr. 2615.
158. Coleman did not flatly deny discussing test manipulation with other
operators or his supervisors. He denied recollection of such discussions, except
for one incident in which Olson allegedly walked away from a manipulation
discussion Coleman had begun. Tr. 2604-07. Coleman's denials in that regard
are not credible. Given the circumstances described above, the Board finds that.
Coleman did discuss and collaborate in manipulations with Olson and Wright.
159. In his prepared testimony, Mr. Coleman stated that at the time he was
making hydrogen and water additions during leak rate tests, "I never thought I
was falsifying leak rate tests." Coleman Prep. St at 3. Of course, Mr. Coleman's
recollection of his subjective beliefs at the time, even if we were to credit it,
would not be controlling on the issue of falsification. Mr. Coleman is responsible
for the natural and foreseeable consequences of his own acts and he must be
deemed to have intended those consequences. He intentionally added hydrogen
and water for the purpose of changing a test result, knowing that that change
would not be related to any actual change in unidentified leakage from the
plant In that sense, Coleman intended to and did falsify leak rate tests. Indeed,
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under examination by the Board, Coleman admitted that severnl tests he had
manipulated with water were false. Tr. 2629.
Dennis 1. Olson

160. Mr. Olson is not a party to these proceedings; he testified under
subpoena. Nevertheless, he filed a prepared statement discussing his involvement
in leak rate testing at TMI-2. Olson Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3911.
161. Mr. Olson became employed by Met-Ed at TMI as an AO in 1971,
after 8 years of Naval service. After approximately 5 years as an AO, he became
a CRO at TMI-2 in 1976. He received his RO license in 1978; during 1979,
he was assigned to "0" Shift. He left TMI in 1981. At that time, he became
employed by Louisiana Power and Light Company at its Waterford m reactor,
where he was a control room supervisor with an SRO license. He resigned from
Waterford m in 1985. He no longer holds an NRC RO or SRO license. [d. at
1-2; Tr. 3914.
162. As discussed above, both the NRR and MPR experts found that a
series of leak rate tests conducted by 0 Shift between February 10 and March
13, 1979, were manipulated by underrecorded water additions at the end of the
test. See § VI, , 149, above. With reference to these tests, Olson testified that
he could "no longer recall why water was added, or explain its addition based
on available plant records." Prep. Test., cr. Tr. 3911 at 5. He further testified
that he "never falsified leak rate test results ...•" [d. The Board does not
believe Mr. Olson's denials. For the reasons summarized below, we find that
he manipulated test results with underrecorded water additions and certified test
results knowing them to be false.
163. As shown in § VI, , 149, above, of the three CROs on 0 Shift, Olson
was the most heavily involved in the water manipulations of February 10 to
March 13, 1979 tests. Specifically, Olson was involved in three such tests as the panel CRO in NRR Test Nos. 31, 137, 140, 142, and as the surveillance
CRO in NRR Test Nos. 122, 133, 137, 139, 141, and 146. Had he been involved
in only one or two of these tests, he might have been able to convince us that his
involvement was innocent, that any manipulation was being done by Coleman
or Wright without his knowledge. But that claim is simply not credible, in light
of his very extensive involvement in highly suspect tests. Indeed, on the basis
of test record analysis, Olson's involvement in such manipulation was more
extensive than any other CRO at TMI-2.
164. In the proposed findings for Mr. Olson, an attempt is made to persuade
us that Mr. Olson did not know what Coleman and Wright were up to in
manipulating tests. See Numerous Employees' PFs 797-799. This attempt is
not persuasive. Of course it is true that communications among CROs were
not perfect, and that normal assignments of responsibilities were not rigid and
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unvarying. Nevertheless, even according to Olson, the CRO assigned to the panel
generally made water additions ('fr. 3919, 3928), while the surveillance CRO
''ran the test" Tr. 4003. Given the pervasive pattern of manipulation reflected
in the record, the suggestion that Olson was an innocent bystander on Shift D
is not credible.
165. Mr. Olson was asked about the distinctive pattern whereby Shift
D CROs consistently added water at the end of leak rate tests. Tr. 136871. Coleman has testified, it will be recalled, that he believed his manipulation
technique only worked when performed at the end of the test. See § VI, , ISS,
above. As shown in § VI, , 149, above, the nine manipulated tests in which Olson
participated all involved additions at the end of the test. Olson failed to offer
any explanation for this pattern in his tests. Tr. 3971. Olson suggested that he
may have added water to change the boron concentration in the reactor coolant
system in order to keep the control rods from moving out of the prescribed
band. Tr. 3918, 3973, 4018-22. We find this suggestion unpersuasive, for several
reasons.
166. First, while it may have been occasionally necessary to change the
boron concentration to affect rod position, it is not credible to suggest that such
a need would have arisen consistently a few minutes before the end of each in
a long series of leak rate tests. That asks too much of coincidence.
167. Second, while the records of the individual tests are not conclusive on
this claim, several record indications are inconsistent with it. Thus, in Olson's
Test Nos. 137 and 140, the CRO log indicates that the water was added from
reactor coolant bleed tank, not the demineralized water tank. Such an addition
would not significantly affect rod position. Furthermore, in Olson Test Nos. 133,
141, and 146, Olson filled out a "Data Sheet 4" which required him to "identify
operation that caused change." In each case, the cause Olson gave was "increase
MUT tank level." He gave no indication that the water addition had anything
to do with boron concentration or rod position. In two of the three tests - 133
and 141 - there was not even an arguable operational justification for adding
water before the end of the test to raise the MUT level- the reason Olson gave
for the addition. The MUT level at the time of the addition was well above the
prescribed 60-inch minimum. Even in the third'test, 146, the MUT level was
slightly above the 6O-inch level, and the water addition could have readily been
postponed 5 minutes, until the end of the test, to raise the MUT level - the
reason Olson gave for the addition.
168. Finally, while the addition of small quantities of demineralized water,
as occurred in several of Olson's tests (122, 131, 139, 141, 142, 146) could
alter boron concentration and reactivity levels ('fr. 1210-11), an addition of
demineralized water alone was not the usual or most efficient method for altering
boron concentrations to the degree that rod positions would be changed. As
stated in the NRR Report, "feed and bleed operations were used routinely
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to increase or decrease the boron concentration in the RCJ." NRR Report,
Enclosure 1 at 7. See also Th. 1312-16. According to NRR's analysis, only one
of the eleven tests that involved manipulation by Shift D (141) also involved a
feed-and-bleed operation. For all of these reasons, we conclude that Mr. Olson's
claim that he may have added water to keep the control rods in position is not
credible.
169. We note in this connection the letter of February 17, 1987, from
Counsel for GPUN to the Board confirming the existence of hourly recordings
of rod positions taken by a plant computer, information we were not aware of
during the hearing and which, of course, is not in the record. It is possible that
information of this type could be useful in determining whether a particular
water addition might have been made in order to change boron concentration
and move control rods. It is also possible, however, that such hourly data would
not be close enough in time to the water addition to shed much light on that
issue. In any event, there is nothing to indicate that Stier, Rockwell, or the NRC
investigators used these data in their test analyses. We do not find it necessary
to consider these data in resolving Olson's (or any other operator's) claim that
they added water for the purpose of moving control rods. While we appreciate
Mr. Blalce's bringing these data to our attention, we see no need to call for their
addition to the record. None of the parties has done so.
170. According to NRR's analysis, Mr. Olson was not involved in hydrogen
additions during leak rate tests. Exh. 5-13, Attachment 5, Tables 7 and 10.
171. Mr. Olson recalled discarding leak rate tests until the Havercamp
incident of October 18, 1979, but that thereafter he did not discard excessive
leak rate tests. Olson Prep. St., ff. Th. 3911 at 3; Th. 4007. He recalled giving all
leak rate test sheets to his foreman, and stated that he did not know what became
of them. Th. 4007-08. His testimony in the latter regard is inconsistent with the
testimony of his shiftmates, Coleman and Wright. Th. 2583, 2673. However, the
Board gives Olson the benefit of the doubt on this point

Lynn O. Wright
172. Mr. Wright began employment with Met-Ed as an AO at TMI1. Exh. 6, 01 Report, Exh. 18, Wright 3/21/85 Interview at 4 (hereafter "01
Interview"). In 1975, he began training for his CRO license at TMI-2, and
was assigned to "D" Shift [d. at 5. Mr. Wright left TMI-2 in 1984 to open
his own business. [d. He no longer holds a license to operate a nuclear power
plant Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 1.
173. Mr. Wright recalled that it was always difficult to obtain a leak rate test
result meeting the l-gpm LCO. Th. 2704. He had little faith in the computergenerated leak rate test. Th. 2670. He believed management personnel were
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aware that it was difficult to obtain reliable leak rate test results from the
computer. Tr. 2676.
174. Mr. Wright testified that he sometimes added water toward the end of
a leak rate test. That much is clear from our earlier discussion of tests in which
Wright was involved. See § VI, , 149, above. To repeat, Wright was surveillance
CRO in NRR Test Nos. 140 and 142 and the panel CRO in NRR Test Nos. 129,
133,139, and 141-in each of which water was added in the final minutes of the
test. However, he denied knowledge of the so-called "loop seal" phenomenon,
and he denied any intent to falsify the test. Tr. 2862; 01 Interview at 93, 104.
175. Mr. Wright claimed that his purpose in adding water at the end of leak
rate tests ''was to bring the malee-up tank back up to its original level so as to
minimize instrument error." Tr. 2678; 01 Interview at 78. Wright claimed he had
been concerned at the time that the make-up tank level sensor might introduce
inaccuracies into the leak rate calculation because of "calibration" problems,
and that such problems could be minimized, in his view, by returning the level
in the tank to the point it had been at the start of the test. He would then include
the amount of water he had added in the computation of the leak rate. In that
connection, Wright claimed that there were problems with the batch controller
at times, and that when that happened he would derive the amount of the water
addition by eyeballing the strip chan. Tr. 2685-87; Wright 01 Interview at 74,
103. Wright's claim that he added water to enhance the accuracy of the test is
not supported by the record. fur the reasons that follow, we reject that claim
and find that Wright was manipulating and falsifying leak rate tests in the same
manner and for the same reasons as Coleman and Olson.
176. The Board agrees that, in theory, Wright's claimed approach might
have enhanced the accuracy of the test, provided he had applied his approach
consistently and provided he had used an accurate method to measure water
additions. However, the evidence indicates inconsistencies in his approach and
raises questions about his water addition computations.
177. In order to maximize the effectiveness of Wright's approach, it would
have been necessary to restore the make-up tank water level to the same point
at which the test began. In that regard, Wright did not claim a high degree of
precision, only that the level was restored "approximately. Within, I'd say, you
know, an inch or so." Tr. 2684. The records of the suspect tests in which Wright
participated show that most of his end-of-test levels were more than an inch
away from start-of-test levels.
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NRR
Test No.

140
142
129
133
139
141

Wright's
Role

Start-orTest Level

End-orTest Level

Surveillance
Surveillance
Panel
Panel
Panel
Panel

79.2
67.8
79.5
74.6
68.2
73.5

77.8
66.1
78.2
72.9
67.2
73.6

Net
Change

-1.4
-1.6
-1.3
-1.7
-0.9
0.1

Even employing an eyeball method, it should have been easy to return the makeup tank level to within half an inch or less of the starting point. Wright's failure
to do that bespeaks a sloppiness inconsistent with his professed desire for greater
instrument accuracy.
178. There are a number of other inconsistencies in Mr. Wright's asserted
rationale for adding water. He claimed that there were problems with the batch
controller (fr. 2685) and that when those problems arose, he computed amounts
of water additions from the strip chart. The record does not support that claim. In
each of the six tests in the table above, it is clear that the water addition
included in the calculation was derived from the log and probably from the
batch controller. fur example, in two tests, the amount included in the test
was given to single digits (fest No. 142 - "181" gallons; Test No. 139 "128" gallons). In all six cases, had the size of the addition been derived from
the strip chart, it would have been substantially larger. To be sure, the water
addition amounts included in the leak rate computations in these tests appear to
be accurate but, by virtue of the "loop seal" effects in the level sensor, the leak
rate test result was artificially low. It seems very unlikely that an operator who
watched strip charts as closely as Wright claimed he did, would not have been
aware of the large errors being p~oduced by the "loop seal" effect.
179. Assuming, contrary to the record, that Mr. Wright may have derived
the size of some water additions from the strip chart, such a practice casts
further doubt on his professed desire to minimize instrument inaccuracy. fur
one thing, it is difficult to derive a gallonage reading accurate to, say, 10
gallons or less. by eyeballing a strip chart. Yet Wright said he chose that
method rather than trust a specific meter reading from the batch controller. More
fundamentally. and assuming for the moment that Wright did derive some of his
water addition amounts from the strip chart, he would have been building back
into his calculation the very inaccuracy he claimed he was seeking to avoid in
the first place. Tr. 2687-90.
180. Wright was aware of the fact that SP 2801-301 directed operators
to avoid adding water to the make-up tank during leak rate tests "if at all
possible." OJ Interview at 74. He must have known that that direction had been
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given to provide accuracy in the test. Yet, if we are to believe Mr. Wright, he
took it upon himself to implement a procedure of his own devising that was
directly contrary to SP-2301-3D1, supposedly to enhance accuracy of the test
181. One would think that if a CRO like Mr. Wright had devised a better
way to run an erratic surveillance test, he would have at least shared it with his
fellow CROs. Wright claimed not to recall discussing his water additions with
Coleman and Olson. Te. 2678, 2682, 2703. On this record. that claim is not
credible. Wright testified that the three CROs - himself, Coleman, and Olson
- "communicated well" and that there were no serious antagonisms among
them. Te. 2698-99. The great weight of the evidence including our generally
negative assessment of Wright's credibility, supports, clearly and convincingly,
a finding that Wright's claimed reason for adding water to leak rate tests
- enhanced "instrument accuracy" - was a fabricated cover story for test
manipulation.

Adam W. Miller
182. Mr. Miller is currently Manager, Plant Operations, at TMI-2. He holds
an SRO license. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Table 1. Mr. Miller began employment
with Met-Ed in 1973 as an AO at Unit 1. He was promoted to CRO in August
1975 and shift foreman at TMI-2 in August 1978. Miller Prep. St, ff. Te. 3608
at 1. Between March and August 1978, he was a CRO at TMI-2. Te. 3612. He
appears to have been assigned to "c" Shift during that period. Stier Report,
Vol. I1I(A), Table 1.
183. Between August 1978 and March 1979, Mr. Miller was the foreman
on "0" Shift in TMI-2. Miller Prep. St. at 2. Mr. Miller was responsible for
supervision of the monitoring of RCS leakage, including the leak rate test Stier
Report, Vol. VI(I), Miller 3{20/85 Interview at 9, 34; Miller Prep. St. at 2.
184. Mr. Miller learned how to perform the leak rate test as a CRO from
the people who ran leak rate tests from TMI-1. Te. 3614. He believes that
he understood that the l-gpm LCO for unidentified leakage was related to
plant safety, but he was not trained on the safety significance of the leak rate
test. Te. 3628; Stier Report, Vol. VI(I), Miller 3{20/85 Interview at 18-23. As
a CRO, Mr. Miller discarded leak rate tests himself. Te. 3611, 3615. When he
became a shift foreman, he permitted his operators to discard leak rate test
results reflecting unidentified leakage in excess of the 1 gpm, and he did not
conduct a review of the tests that the operators discarded. Te. 3615; Stier Report,
Vol. VI(I), Miller 3/20/85 Interview at 98. He filed all leak rate tests reflecting
unidentified leakage under 1 gpm, without regard to their validity. Te. 3646. Stier
Report, Vol. VI(I), Miller 3/20/85 Interview at 53, 56. Indeed, according to Stier
and the MPR investigators, "almost two-thirds of the tests that Miller approved
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should have been determined invalid:' Stier Report, Vol. n(B), Assessment of
Adam Miller at 6.
185. Mr. Miller believed that the leak rate test was inaccurate because
test results varied considerably despite no apparent changes in plant. conditions. Tr. 3647. However, he did not further investigate those inaccuracies or
take any other action to see that they were corrected.
186. On the contrary, as we have already indicated, Mr. Miller adoptedand displayed to his subordinate CROs - an utterly cynical attitude toward the
leak rate test He did not treat the test as an important and the only quantified
indication of unidentified leakage in the plant, but rather as a meaningless gesture
required to be performed periodically. To repeat, he would perfunctorily approve
any test reflecting leakage under 1 gpm, and he sanctioned his CROs' practice of
automatically discarding any test result over 1 gpm. Miller's actions must have
sent a clear message to Coleman, Olson, and Wright: Rlreman Adam Miller
doesn't care how leak rate tests are performed, as long as the paper result from
the computer reads less than 1 gpm.
187. The most serious issue involving Mr. Miller is whether he knew of or
participated in the manipulations of tests engaged in by Coleman, Olson, and
Wright between February 10 and March 13, 1979. In that regard, Mr. Miller
claimed that he "had absolutely no knowledge that the practice was going on,
if it was." Prep. St, ff. Tr. 3608 at 4. R>r their part, none of the CROs could
recall discussing water additions with Miller. The other evidence on this point
is indirect and conflicting.
188. Pointing toward knowledge of manipulation, if not participation, on
Miller's part is the very striking and consistent pattern shown by the numerous
suspect tests, especially as shown in the strip charts. Miller himself acknowledged that pattern when asked to review the test records. Tr. 3638, 3643. Furthermore, Shift D was the only shift that was consistently able to produce a
"good" leak rate test during that period. When all the other shifts were having
so much difficulty, one would think that foreman Miller would have at least
been curious about his shift's secret of success. Mr. Miller was unable to offer
a persuasive explanation why he simply signed the tests but made no inquiry at
the time. Tr. 3644.
189. On the other hand, Mr. Miller's total lack of concern about the validity
of leak rate tests constitutes the most persuasive indirect evidence that he did
not know about manipulations by his CROs. Again, the strip charts, viewed
together, provided the clearest evidence of the manipulations in question. But
Miller testified that he did not review the strip charts for trends, a claim we can
readily credit in light of his cavalier attitude toward the test Tr. 3639.
190. Part of the reason we found that the Shift D CROs knew of and
collaborated in one another's manipulations was that the normal operational
performance of the test involved two CROs working together. But a foreman,
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like Miller, had no operational role in the test And if, like Miller, the foreman
was indifferent to how the test was run, there is little reason to believe that he
would have known how tests were run.
191. We have no clear and convincing evidentiary basis for finding knowledge or collaboration by Miller in test manipulations. However, we do find that
Miller was guilty of culpable neglect in his attitUde toward the test, in his total
failure to supervise his CROs in performing the test, and in creating a work
atmosphere where repeated manipulations could occur.
192. Mr. Miller did not apply or require his CROs to apply Administrative
Procedure 1010, the "Exceptions and Deficiencies" Procedure, to leak rate test
printouts in excess of 1 gpm. Miller was unable to provide any substantial
explanation for his consistent failure to follow an applicable and important
procedure. Stier Report, Vol. VI(I), Miller 3(20185 Interview at 76. Te. 3648.
193. Mr. Miller did not require his CROs to log the start and completion
times of all leak rate surveillance tests. Te. 3611. He did recall that his shift
logged the completion of "good" leak rate tests - i.e., tests under 1 gpm to keep track of the 72-hour period. Stier Report, Vol. VI(I), Miller 3{20/85
Interview at 81. His shift did not log the start or finish of unsatisfactory leak
rate tests, i.e., tests over 1 gpm. No valid reason was offered for this violation
of procedure. See id. at 82-83 for an invalid reason.
194. Mr. Miller had no independent recollection ofLER 78-62/1T, although
he did initial the checkoff sheet associated with it Te. 3618-19. He believes that
the meaning of that LER was never made clear to him (Te. 3620), because he
does not recall ever going into the Action Statement Stier Report, Vol. VI(I),
Miller 3(20185 Interview at 55.

Gregory R. HiIz, Sr.
195. Mr. Hitz began employment with Met-Ed in 1969. After working as
an AO and a CRO, he was promoted to shift foreman in 1975 at Unit 1. He
became a dual-licensed shift supervisor in 1977. Hitz Prep. St., ff. Te. 3664 at
1-2. Mr. Hitz was assigned to supervise "D" Shift at TMI-2 during the latter
part of 1978 and early 1979. [d. at 2.
196. Mr. Hitz had interpreted the leak rate Tech Specs as requiring a leak
rate test result depicting unidentified leakage below 1 gpm every 72 hours while
the plant was in operation. Te. 3718. If a satisfactory leak rate test result could
not be obtained within that 72-hour period, they were required to invoke the
Action Statement of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2. Te. 3719.
197. It was Mr. Hitz' responsibility to see that leak rate tests were performed
and that the plant was operating within specified leakage limits. Prep. St. at
3. Generally, however, leak rate tests did not go beyond Adam Miller, his shift
foreman. Te. 3630. Mr. Hitz understood that leak rate tests depicting unidentified
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leakage in excess of 1 gpm were discarded by his shift, without entry into the
Action Statement. Tr. 3720. Mr. Hitz assumed that before the operators on
his shift discarded a leak rate test they, but not the foreman, engaged in a
determination whether the test was valid. Tr. 3677; Hitz Prep. St. at 3. Mr. Hitz
acknowledged, however, that he never observed his operators engaging in that
process. Tr. 3677-78. The record demonstrates that, in fact, the members of
D Shift did not attempt to validate test results by reference to other plant
parameters. On the contrary, Shift D accepted any test under 1 gpm and discarded
any test over 1 gpm. See Tr. 3615, 3644, and § VI, 1146, above. Mr. Hitz had
no factual bases for his assumptions about validation.
198. In 1978-1979, Mr. Hitz knew that his shift at TMJ-2 was having
problems obtaining leak rate test results meeting the l-gpm LCO. Tr. 3666. He
recalled seeing highly variable leak rate test results. Tr. 3667. At the time,
Mr. Hitz did not blame these problems on inaccuracies in the computer program
used to conduct leak rate tests. [d. Rather, he attributed the difficulties to plant
oscillations and to secondary-side plant problems which, be believed, would
be corrected over time. Tr. 3670. He acknowledged that, in retrospect, these
problems prevented anyone from knowing, with certainty, whether the l-gpm
LCO for unidentified leakage was being met. Tr. 3695.
199. The existence of plant oscillations prompted Mr. Hitz to accept as
valid leak rate test results depicting small negative numbers for unidentified
leakage. Tr. 3680-81. He was convinced that such negative results were likely
to occur, and were therefore acceptable. Tr. 3682, 3686; see Exh. 21 at 3.
200. Mr. Hitz recalled receiving classroom training concerning the Tech
Specs, as well as the bases for those Specs. Tr. 3707. When he became a shift
supervisor, he received training by observing other shift supervisors performing
their administrative work. Hitz Prep St. at 2. He testified that there was no on- the-job training focusing specifically on the leak rate test, however. Tr. 3707.
201. Mr. Hitz had no recollection of the incident described by his CRO,
Coleman, in which three individuals emerged from the shift supervisor's office
and told Mr. Coleman they did not wish to see lCatc rate tests with unidentified
leakage in excess of 1 gpm. Tr. 3678. Mr. Hitz believed that it was not a fair
assumption that he was the shift supervisor involved. because Mr. Coleman's
uncertainty about the timing of this occurrence other than that it was "early on,"
made it likely that he was not yet Mr. Coleman's shift supervisor. Tr. 3678. The
Board believes that Mr. Coleman's recollection is too vague to support the
conclusion that Mr. Hitz gave Mr. Coleman the instruction in question, especially
in the face of Mr. Hitz' denial.
202. Mr. Hitz remembered hearing of the MUT "loop seal" phenomenon
after the March 28, 1979 accident at Unit 2. Tr. 3712. Prior to learning of that
phenomenon, he was unaware that a hydrogen addition to the MUT could affect
the leak rate test. [d. As a-unit 1 CRO, Mr. Hitz had seen a brief, temporary
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effect on the MOT level caused by a hydrogen addition, but he believed that
the effect was insignificant Te. 3690, 3692.
203. In retrospect, Mr. Hitz could not justify the practice of not applying
the "Exceptions and Deficiencies" Procedure to invalid leak rate tests. Te. 366869.
204. Mr. Hitz could not remember the November 1, 1978 Ucensee Event
Report (78-62/11), but recognized that his initials were on the coversheet for the
version sent to the control room. Hitz Prep. St. at 6; Te. 3698. Mr. Hitz presumed
that the LER had no effect on operations at TMI-2. Te. 3722. He agreed that it
would have been his responsibility to ensure that all those under his supervision
knew the importance of this LER, and he agreed that after the issuance of the
LER, he should have verified that his shift was entering the Action Statement
upon obtaining leak rate test results over 1 gpm. Te. 3721, 3723.
205. Mr. Hitz had no knowledge of any operator falsifying or manipulating
leak rate tests. Te. 3725. He was convinced that his shift foreman, Mr. Adam
Miller, was also unaware of any pattern of falsification or manipulation. Te. 372829.
206. We know of no evidence that Mr. Hitz was aware of leak rate
test falsification or manipulation. Mr. Coleman, for example, could not recall
discussing his leak rate testing activities with Mr. Hitz. Tr. 2604. He was rarely
involved even in the approval of leak rate tests, and signed only two tests (Stier
Test Nos. 16 and 21); therefore, it is understandable that he would not have been
aware of the practice of Messrs. Coleman, Olson, and Wright, during FebruaryMarch 1979, of adding water to the MOT during leak rate tests to affect test
results. As Mr. Hitz explained, "once you [become] a shift supervisor, you
kind of get removed from the Control Room Operator somewhat" Stier Report,
Vol. VJ(F), Hitz 3(29/84 Interview at 26.
207. We find, however, that Mr. Hitz must be charged with culpable neglect
in two respects. First, he failed to keep himself adequately informed about the
conduct of leak rate tests and to oversee Adam Miller's direct supervision of
such tests, particularly in light of his knowledge that the test was presenting
problems. Those failures, coupled with Miller's dereliction as direct supervisor
of the Shift D CROs, allowed those CROs to manipulate leak rate tests for a
substantial period of time. Second, Hitz conceded that it should have been his
responsibility to see to it that those under him understood and implemented
the LER correcting the previous misinterpretation of the Action Statement
requirement. Te. 3721-23. We agree, and make the same finding as to each shift
supervisor, except Bryan.
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Shirt E

208. Three CROs were assigned to Shift E - Harold W. Harunan, Jr.,
Raymond R. Booher, and John R. Blessing. Mr. Blessing was initially a trainee
on this shifL The ·Shift Foreman was Kenneth P. Hoyt, and the Shift Sup·ervisor
was Bernard G. Smith.
209. Mr. Harunan and Mr. Blessing had admitted, previous to this proceeding, manipulation of leak rate tests by adding hydrogen to the MUT. Mr. Booher
denies involvement in manipulation or falsification of the tests. Mr. Hoyt and
Mr. Smith denied any knowledge of Mr. Hartman's or Mr. Blessing's activities
that produced falsification. In view of Hartman's and Blessing's admissions, we
make only limited findings with respect to them.
210. This shift, in common with others, misinterpreted the Tech Specs to
require only one "good" leak rate test in 72 hours, regardless of the results of
other ''bad'' tests. Ff. Tr. 4175 at 2 (Booher); ff. Tr. 4233 at 3 (Hoyt); ff. Tr. 4331
at 3 (Smith). They routinely discarded tests that indicated leakage in excess of 1
gpm, and they filed "good" tests, even though they had had serious doubts about
the accuracy of the test results. Ff. Tr. 4175 at 2 (Booher); Tr. 4236 (Hoyt);
ff. Tr. 4331 at 3 (Smith).
211. The shift did not receive adequate training with regard to the potential
safety significance. of the leak rate test. Tr. 4229-30 (Booher); Tr. 4361-62
(Smith). Administrative Procedures 1010 and 1012, requiring filing of exception
and deficiency statements and the logging of all start times of surveillances, were
not followed. Ff. Tr. 4175 at 3 (Booher); Tr. 4269 (Hoyt); Tr. 4344 (Smith).

Harold W. Hartman, Jr.
212. Mr. Harunan precipitated the several investigations that led to this
proceeding by alleging in a television interview on March 24, 1980, that various
methods had been used at TMI-2 by several personnel to obtain false leak rate
test results. Stier Report, Vol. I at 1. Mr. Harunan did not become a party to
this proceeding, but appeared voluntarily to respond to Board questions.
213. At the hearing, Mr. Hartman confirmed that he had used hydrogen
additions during leak rate tests as a means of manipulating the test. He testified that he could not recall seeing anyone else using hydrogen but that he
got the information on the hydrogen effect from other operators and he believed that there was common knowledge of the hydrogen effect among operators. Tr. 2240. Mr. Hartman was unable to specifically identify any operator
who had told him of the hydrogen effect. [d. He could not recall any knowledge
of hydrogen additions by Mr. Blessing, even though Blessing has admitted such
actions. Tr. 2304. Mr. Hartman did not claim that his shiftmates were involved
in manipulation by hydrogen additions.
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214. With respect to Mr. Hoyt and Mr. Smith, he stated that "I'd never do
it during a day shift you know when there was a lot of people around, that's it,
you know and I even kind of hide it from Shift Foreman, Shift Supervisor so
that they didn't see me generally that was no problem." Stier Report, Vol. VI(E),
Hartman 3/26/80 Interview at 29.
215. With respect to the addition of water to the MUT for the purpose
of manipulating the leak rate test, Mr. Hartman denied that he used this technique. Tr. 2242. However, he testified that he believed that he had observed
Mr. Booher making slow (jogged) additions of water for the purpose of test
manipulation on one occasion. [d. He thought the time frame might have been
3 months before the accident He also stated, however, that the incident occurred during a period of considerable leakage through the pressurizer relief
valves, which on this record probably was 6 weeks or less before the accident. [d. Mr. Hartman could not identify the particular time when this occurred,
which poses difficulties in confirming this allegation.

John R. Blessing
216. Mr. Blessing did not respond to the Board's invitation to participate in
this proceeding and also disobeyed the Board's subsequent subpoena requiring
an appearance. Board Chairman letters, dated August 6, 1986, and October 22,
1986. Since Mr. Blessing had admitted to having added hydrogen to the MUT
on numerous occasions during leak rate tests in his Apri110, 1980 interview by
Mr. Christopher and Mr. Martin of the Region I office, the Board did not pursue
Mr. Blessing. The Board finds his admission sufficient basis to conclude that
Mr. Blessing manipulated tests and falsified the tests by signing the test result
document. We find his excuse that on nine out 'of ten occasions the hydrogen
addition did not work totally lacking as a justification. Indeed, on those nine
unsuccessful attempts, Mr. Blessing was guilty of attempted manipulation, which
reflects as unfavorably on him as successful manipulation.
217. Mr. Blessing was interviewed by NRC Staff on April 10, 1980, and
December 14, 1984, and summaries of these two interviews were admitted
into the record of this inquiry as Exhs. 5 and 6 included in Exh. 6 of our
proceeding. Mr. Blessing was provided copies of these interview summaries in
a Board mailing on August 6, 1986. Absent any response from Mr. Blessing, and
noting that at the December 14, 1984 interview, he affirmed the correctness of
the April 10, 1980 interview summary, the Board accepts these two documents
as reliable and probative.
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Raymond R. Booher

218. Prior to joining Metropolitan Edison in 1971, Mr. Booher was in the
United States Navy for 6 years. From 1971 to 1981, he was employed by MetEd, first as an auxiliary operator in TMI Unit I, then as a control room operator
in TMI Unit 2. He obtained a TMI-2 license in 1977 and retained it until he
terminated his employment with Met-Ed in 1981. He then became employed by
Louisiana Power & Light (LP&L) as a control room supervisor, licensed as a
Senior Reactor Operator. In 1985, he terminated his employment with LP&L. He
was then employed as Training Consultant at Palisades Nuclear Power Plant in
Michigan.
219. Mr. Booher testified that he discarded tests that did not come out within
the specified limit because he believed that he only needed one acceptable test
with less than l-gpm unidentified leakage during the 72-hour period. Booher
Prep. St., ff. Tr. 4175 at 2. He stated that "I never felt that my job would be in
jeopardy if I did not produce a successful test result." [d. at 3.
220. Mr. Booher testified that "although the NRC has accused me of
deliberately adding water during the leak rate tests to affect the results, I never
did this, and I believe that I have been unfairly accused." [d. at 5. He stated
further that "I do not know why Harold Hartman stated I added water to falsify
leak rate tests. According to the NRC investigators, he believed that I was not a
good operator; perhaps that is why he feels that I was involved in the conduct
similar to his." [d.
221. The "Results of Joint NRR/OI Investigation and Evaluation of Raymond R. Booher" are found as Enclosure 3 of Exh. 5-A of this inquiry. Mr. Russell concludes that "[iJn summary, the weight of the evidence, including technical analysis and statements by other operators on Mr. Booher's shift, strongly
suggest that Mr. Booher was not truthful in answering questions regarding his
partiCipation in or knowledge of leak rate test manipulation at TMI-2 during the
period September 30, 1978, to March 28, 1979." The basis for this appears to
be Items 6 and 7 on page 3 of this report.
222. Item 6 on page 3 reads "Mr. Booher stated that he was unaware
that hydrogen additions to the make-up tank could affect make-up tank level
indication, and, thus favorably influence leak rate test results." Exh. 5-A,
Enclosure 3 at 3. In contrast to this characterization of the Booher Interview
on 11/15/84, page 46 of that interview reads in part:
Q Were you aware that it could?
A I remember of hearing discussions. I don't remember when the discussions were.
But I thought it was kind of ridiculous, to teU you the truth. to have lome kind of
a gas make a level change. I still believe that, to tell you the truth.
I don't undentand how adding hydrogen to a tank would make the level change.
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Q But you had heard about it back at that time?
A I heard thaL I don't remember when.

The Board finds that Mr. Booher was aware that other operators thought adding
hydrogen might have an effect At any rate, the NRR technical analysis did not
implicate Mr. Booher with respect to hydrogen additions. Also, Mr. Hartman at
the September 25, 1986 hearing responded to a question "[i]s it a fact that you do
not recall seeing any TMI-2 operator add hydrogen to the reactor coolant system
to affect a leak rate test result?" with the response "That's correct." Tr. 228586. We do not find untruthfulness with respect to hydrogen additions.
223. Item 7 reads "Mr. Booher stated that he never added water to the makeup tank for the purpose of altering leak rate tests results." Exh. 5-A, Enclosure
3 at 3. It also states that "the technical analysis shows that dUring every leak
rate test in which Mr. Booher took part from December 26, 1978, through the
date of the accident (8 tests), all include water additions to the make-up tank
that were not accounted for in the leak rate test calculation." [d.
224. Based on Table II, Individual Test Synopsis, of Exh. 5-A, we take the
referenced tests to be the following:
NRR

eROs

Test No.

Date

Surveillance!Panel

77
94
97
128
143
144
145
148

12/26
1/13
2/02
2/23
3/10
3/12
3/13

Booher/Hartman
Hartman/Booher
Blessing/Booher
Hartman/Booher
Hartman/Booher
Booher/Blessing
Hartman/Booher
Booher/Blessing

3/15

225. The Board has reviewed the individual test records and we find that
they all involve possible water additions but in different manners and to different
degrees; i.e., a clear pattern is not apparent
226. Test 77 was conducted under unstable plant conditions and it is clear
that Mr. Booher violated the surveillance procedure requirement of "steady state
conditions." Staff speculation that there was a possible water addition of 20 to
30 gallons is impossible to confirm since the strip chart record shows transient
changes or oscillations during the test and both before and after the test time
period that are larger than the postulated small addition.
227. Test 94 appears to be a situation where Mr. Booher as the panel
operator added 117 gallons of water and logged the addition. Mr. Hartman
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did not include the water addition in the leak rate calculation. Since the water
addition was logged, there was no hidden manipulation. Mr. Booher can be
faulted for adding water and violating the procedure's stricture that water
additions should be avoided "if at all possible." Mr. Hartman can be faulted
for not inquiring whether water had been added and for failing to check the
log book. This appears to us to be simple carelessness in conducting the test,
primarily on the part of Mr. Hartman.
228. Test 97 is unusual in that Mr. Booher logged a 300-gallon water
addition as having taken place at 0100, but there is no indication of such
an addition on the strip chart record. It is conceivable that a feed-and-bleed
operation could have taken place and water removed at the same time and
at the same rate that water was added but we consider it more probable
that this represents a logging error. Be that as it may, this test does not
represent manipulation by water addition. However, it clearly reflects an error
by Mr. Booher.
229. Test 128 has a strip chart record that shows a feed-and-bleed operation
was carried out during the test time interval. Water addition of 150 gallons
was logged by Mr. Booher at 1135. However, an additional 150 gallons
appears to have been added as part of a second feed-and-bleed and was not
logged. Mr. Hartman did not include the logged water addition in the leak rate
calculation. Mr. Hartman can be blamed for failing to check the log or learn
from Mr. Booher that water had been added. This erroneous test reflects sloppy
performance by both Mr. Booher and Mr. Hartman with either a failure to
communicate or a casual disregard for the test requirements.
230. Test 143 is regarded by NRR as displaying a jogged (added slowly)
water addition. Figure 4 is a copy of the MUT strip chart for the time period
that includes the test interval. MPR Associates reviewed the NRR conclusion
and stated that the water addition was "not confirmed. Trace flattening appears
typical of other times." Exh. I-B. The Board agrees that the MUT strip chart
record shows numerous slope flattenings (see Figure 4), and the change in slope
near the end of the test may be only a chance occurrence. We note further that
Hartman was conducting the surveillance and he has not alleged that he and
Booher collaborated in manipulating tests by jogging water. We cannot reach a
finding that this test is evidence for jogged water additions.
231. Test 144 was carried out by Mr. Booher, and NRR ascribed a 100gallon jogged water addition starting at 0150. MPR Associates reviewed the
NRR conclusion and stated "not confirmed. No clear deflection at 0150, trace
deflection appears typical of others during the day" and also noted that "from
0130 to 0315 overall slope is clearly less than before or after that period" and
"the test may have started before the 300-gallon addition logged at 0130 was
complete. Note initial MUT level may be appro 2 in. low." Exh. I-B.
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Figure 4. MUT strip chart record showing slope decrease near end of NRR Test No. 143
and similar decreases at times when tests were not being conducted. Sharp, vertical increases
associated with logged water additions.

232. Figure 5 is a copy of the MUT strip chart record for the time interval encompassing Test No. 144. Mr. Russell testified that "NRR believes
that the slope changes at 0150 and 0220 were caused by jogged water additions." 1'1'. 1716. The referenced slope changes are visible in Figure 5, but the
Board finds such changes were not uncommon when the test was not being
run. Transitory slope flattenings such as these or, for example, the more pronounced one at 1115 to 1130 on March 11, 1979, may be ascribed, in our view,
to poor performance by the level-sensing system or plant transients rather than
slow and intermittent addition of water by the operators. Also, we note that the
anomalous slope persists for 30 minutes after Test No. 144 was completed - a
very unlikely operator action.
233. Mr. Russell testified further that there were "no logged evolutions
in progress that would cause this change in slope unless it were operatorinduced •.•." 1'1'.1717. However, as seen in Figure 5, the level-sensing system
produced an apparent reduced slope from ca. 7 to 8 p.m. on March 11, 1979, and
we do not see anything in the panel operator's log that would have caused that
reduced slope either. We find that the slopes tend to be uniform, but anomalies
are to be found when no operator action would be postulated. The Board finds
that Test No. 144 does not demonstrate jogged water additions by Mr. Booher.
234. Test No. 145 was conducted by Mr. Hartman. NRR concluded that
water was added (jogged) near the end of the test. However, MPR Associates'
review did not confirm this conclusion, and the Board agrees with the testimony
by Mr. Stier that "there is a trace deflection during the course of this test, but
you can see from examining our copy of the strip chart that it is similar to trace
deflections in other positions of the strip chart where leak rate tests are not on
file." 1'1'. 1727. We note that a water addition should produce a persistent upward
offset, and this strip chart shows a temporary (IS-minute) upward offset with a
return to substantially lower values. The Board finds this test to be inconclusive
with respect to manipulation.
235. Test No. 148 was executed by Mr. Booher while Mr. Blessing was
the control panel operator. The MUT strip chart record shows a clear, persistent
upward offset that starts near the middle of the test. NRR ascribed this offset
to a possible jogged water addition, but MPR Associates did not confirm this
as a water addition and felt that "because of the similarity of this trace to a
known hydrogen addition on February 15th, that it was a possible hydrogen
addition." 'It. 1730. Mr. Blessing has stated during his Apri1lO, 1980 interview
that "he had in fact added hydrogen to the make-up tank while running leak
rates" and the Board finds (that the possibility that hydrogen was added, as
suggested by MPR, cannot be excluded. This is clearly a questionable test but,
since a similar pattern can be found from midnight to 0030 when a leak rate
test was not being run, there exists a question whether any clear conclusion can
be reached.
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Figure S.

MUT strip chart record showing slope during Test No. 144 and
slopes during other times.

236. In summary, the Board finds that the eight tests (above) show careless
and unprofessional performances by this shift. The several cases where water
was added and not considered in the test calculations are either failures to
communicate or sloppy errors. There does not appear to be collusion by these
operators. Mr. Booher testified that his relationship with Mr. Hartman was not
"extremely close."n. 4184. Mr. Hartman thought Mr. Booher was not a good
operator. Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 3 at 11. Mr. Blessing testified that neither he
nor Mr. Hartman were friendly with Mr. Booher, and communications were
particularly bad. Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 13 at 3. As a result, his activities as a
trainee were supervised by Mr. Hartman and not Mr. Booher. ld.
237. In contrast to Mr. Hartman's negative views, Mr. Hoyt, the Shift
fureman, testified that Mr. Booher was his ''right-hand man" when Mr. Hoyt
was not in the TMI-2 Control Room, and that Mr. Booher was the CRO that
''really carried the shift" n. 4287. We find that resentment of Mr. Booher by
Mr. Hartman is a reasonable conjecture. At any rate, the Board is unable to
confirm Mr. Hartman's allegation of manipulation with water by Mr. Booher on
this record.

Kenneth P. Hoyt
238. fullowing almost 10 years in the United States Navy, Mr. Hoyt was
employed by Metropolitan Edison in 1971 as an auxiliary operator at Unit 1. He
became a CRO at Unit 2 in 1976 and a shift foreman in 1977. He is currently
employed at GPU Nuclear Corporation as a Decontamination Supervisor in
Recovery Operations. Hoyt Prep. St, ff. n. 4331 at 1.
239. Mr. Hoyt testified that he did not feel the inputs to the computer were
"totally accurate" and he doubted the results of the leak rate tests. n. 4260,
4262. He stated that "I believe that I could ensure that unidentified leakage
did not present a safety problem by checking other monitoring methods, which I
used routinely. These methods included observing makeup tank level, pressurizer
level, system temperature and the sump pump." Hoyt Prep. St., ff. n. 4331
at 2. He stated that he spent approximately one-half of his time touring and
inspecting the plant.ld. at 1. Mr. Hoyt testified that he depended on these visual
inspections to a substantial extent and, therefore, discarded all leak rate tests
showing unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm "because in my judgment those
tests were invalid." ld. at 3.
240. Mr. Hoyt testified that he talked about the problems in the test with
his shift supervisor. n. 4265. He had the impression that the problems were
being worked on and he had no control of the schedule. n. 4266.
241. The Board finds Mr. Hoyt's visual inspections were not a proper
substitution for the Tech-Spec-required leak rate surveillance. His failure to
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document the difficulties that Shift E had in conducting this surveillance and
his wriuen approval of unreliable tests constitute culpable neglect.
242. The Board found Mr. Hoyt to be straightforward and knowledgeable
at the hearing. In contrast to many others, he understood the safety significance
of leaks and the difference in importance between a valve stem leak and a
pipe or weld crack. 'If. 4292-93. We find no evidence that he put pressure
on the operators or was aware of any manipulation of the leak rate tests. As
Mr. Hartman testified (see § VI, '214), he would not carry out manipulations
when he could be observed, which confirms Mr. Hoyt's posture that he had no
reason to be suspicious of the operators.

Bernard G. Smith
243. Mr. Smith was a shift foreman at Unit 1 and then became a shift
supervisor in both units. During 1978-1979, he supervised "E" Shift at TMI2. Smith Prep. St., ff. 'If. 4331 at 1.
244. Mr. Smith was aware that his shift encountered difficulties in obtaining
leak rate test results that depicted unidentified leakage below 1 gpm. He
attributed the problem primarily to the TMI-2 computer's software. 'If. 4341. Mr.
Smith believed that those who were technically competent to do so were devoting
time to correct the computer program. 'If. 4352-53; Smith Prep. St. at 5.
245. Mr. Smith placed greater reliance on his ability to detect leakage
through visual review of plant parameters than he did on the numbers reflected
on the leak rate test computer printout 'If. 4367; Smith Prep. St at 4. He
recognizes now that his reliance on his own ability to visually detect leakage
was misplaced. 'If. 4360.
246. Mr. Smith could not recall any training to comply with Administrative
Procedure 1010 insofar as leak rate testing was concerned. 'If. 4344. Mr. Smith
testified that, in retrospect, "we didn't do things the right way at that time." 'If.
4347. Mr. Smith also testified that, in general, the training he received was very
limited compared to present industry practices. 'If. 4361-62.
247. Mr. Smith was unaware of any falsification or manipulation of leak rate
tests that may have occurred on his shift. 'If. 4374; Smith Prep. St at 6-7. His
lack of knowledge of such actions was confirmed by Mr. Hartman. 'If. 2241,
2286, 2292, 2303. Mr. Hartman has consistently testified that Mr. Smith was
not necessarily aware of his leak rate test falsification. Stier Report, Vol. VI(F),
7/16/82 GPU v. B&W Deposition at 1-2; Id., 8/18/82 GPU v. B&W Deposition
at 276. Mr. Smith testified that he was surprised by Mr. Hartman's and
Mr. Blessing's admissions regarding leak rate test manipulation. 'If. 4374; Smith
Prep. St., ff. 'If. 4331 at 7.
248. The Board finds that Mr. Smith was tolerant of improper practices
at TMI-2, which can be attributed to inadequate training and supervision. In
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common with other shift supervisors, he failed in his duties to ensure that the
Tech Specs were properly understood and applied, which constitutes culpable
neglect.
Shift F
249. Shift F was constituted in early January 1979. It was comprised of
two CROs - Hugh A. McGovern and Earl D. Hemmila - one CRO Trainee,
Leonard P. Germer, Shift Foreman Carl L. Guthrie, and Shift Supervisor Kenneth
P. Bryan.
250. Shift F's understanding and handling of leak rate tests was typical of
other shifts in the following respects:
They misinterpreted the Tech Specs to require only one "good" leak
rate test in 72 hours, regardless of the results of other tests. Tr. 321920 (McGovern); Hemmila Prep. St, ff. Tr. 4039 at 2; Germer
Prep. St., fr. Tr. 5236 at 2; Tr. 4115, 4121 (Guthrie); cf. Tr. 4564
(Bryan).
Tests reflecting excessive leakage were routinely discarded. "Good"
tests were filed, without regard to their validity. Thus, leak rate tests
were regarded as a meaningless administrative requirement, not as
a real measure of leakage. Tr. 3199, 3204 (McGovern); Hemmila
Prep. St., ff. Tr. 4039 at 4; Germer Prep. St, ff. Tr. 5236 at 2-3; § VI,
f 272, below (Guthrie).
The operators did not receive any significant training in leak rate
testing. Tr. 3207 (McGovern); Germer Prep. St. at 2.
The operators did not follow Administrative Procedures 1010 and
1012 requiring the filing of exception and deficiency statements and
logging of start and stop times. Tr. 3221 (McGovern); Tr. 4024
(Hemmila); Tr. 4116 (Guthrie); Tr. 4588 (Bryan); Bryan Prep. St,
ff. Tr. 4540 at 3-4.
There are no disputes about the foregoing points. The operators, foreman,
and supervisor conceded them in their testimony; or they are conclusively
demonstrated by the record. Therefore, as to those points, there is no need to
freight this opinion with detailed findings about each member of Shift F, beyond
the foregoing summary.
251. Shift F and its members can be discussed relatively briefly because
we find that no manipulation occurred on that shift There is no strong evidence
of manipulation on Shift F, and none Qf the investigators believed that it had
occurred. There is some indirect evidence of possible manipulation which we
analyze below. Our negative conclusion about manipulation rested in part on
our favorable impression of the Shift F members as wiUlesses, who came across
as candid and responsible people.
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Hugh A. McGovern
252. Mr. McGovern is currently employed by GPU Nuclear as Plant Operations Manager for TMI-2. McGovern Prep. St., ff. Tr. 3148 at 1. He maintains
an SRO license in that position. [d. at 2. He commenced his emploYlll:ent with
Met-Ed in 1976 as an AO at TMI-2, and he advanced to the position of licensed
CRO at TMI-2 in late 1978. [d. at 2. In January 1979, he was assigned to ''F'
Shift in TMI-2.
253. Mr. McGovern's shift had the typical division of responsibilities. For
example, water additions to the RCS typically would be made by the panel
operator (Tr. 3164-65), and the individual assigned to perform surveillance tests
typically would complete the questions that were part of the computer-generated
leak rate procedure. Tr. 3165. His shiftmates attempted to communicate with
each other concerning the commencement of a leak rate test, and Mr. McGovern
could not remember having communication problems with respect to leak rate
testing. Tr. 3165-66.
254. Mr. McGovern knew that he was to avoid adding water to the MUT
during a leak rate test unless there was an operational need to do so. Tr. 3152.
The typical operational reasons for adding water during a leak rate test were
to maintain proper inventory and to adjust boron concentration. Tr. 3225. Mr.
McGovern was unaware that the MUT level strip chart could reflect an amount
of water higher than the amount actually added to the MUT. McGovern Prep.
St. at 5.
255. Mr. McGovern signed four leak rate tests in which water was added
during the course of the test, and the amount of water recorded in the log was
different than the amount reflected on the MUT level strip chart They are NRR
Test No. 150 (Stier Test No.8), NRR Test No. 151 (Stier Test No.7), NRR Test
No. 153 (Stier Test No.5), and MPR Test No.2 (which was not analyzed by
NRR). These tests were performed between March 17 and 27,1979. MPR found
that these water additions, while carrying some indications of manipulation,
could not be found "with certainty" to have been "made with the intention to
influence the tests." Stier Report, Vol. I at 101. Stier and MPR analyzed these
tests as follows.
There are two factors that militate against a finding of intentional conduct. First, there is no
direct evidence implicating any of the members of the two crews that performed all of the
filed tesU in this form of manipulation. Knowledge of the effect of water additions on the
leak rate test does not appear to have circulated as widely as information about the effecu
of hydrogen. For example, Hartman stated that he was unaware that a water addition that
was accounted for in the calculation could affect the leak rate tesL
Second, the pattern of water additions between mid·March and March 28 differed from the
previous period. Water was not consistently added within the last few minutes of each test
as had been the case from mid· February through mid·March. In addition, the reactor coolant
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drain tank collection rate became 10 high by mid-March that water additioos were required
at short intervals to compensate for the loss to the reactor coolant system. Operators may
have added water to the makeup tank during tests out of necessity. Therefore. we cannot
be certain that the water additions made between mid-March and March 28 were for the
purpose of manipulating tests.

[d. at 101-02. The NRR analysis of these tests is generally consistent with the
Stier-MPR analysis. See NRR Report, Vol. I, Enclosure 10 at 4-5.
256. These tests, particularly Nos. 151 and 153 (where water was added
near the end) suggest manipulation. However, the addition during No. 151 could
have been caused by a perceived need to maintain make-up tank inventory. More
importantly, the increased rate of leakage during this time period made frequent
water additions necessary. In the absence of some other strong evidence of
manipulation, we cannot find an intent to manipulate in these tests.
257. Mr_ McGovern was unaware that the addition of hydrogen to the makeup tank could affect leak rate test results. Te. 3167, 3202. He knew that hydrogen
had to be added periodically to the make-up tank to maintain overpressure and
to provide net positive suction head for the make-up pumps. Te. 3201. NRR
identified only one test involving Mr. McGovern (NRR Test No. 121) during
which it alleges hydrogen may have been added to the MUT. Exh. 5-B,
Attachment 5, Table 11 at 5. We reject NRR's analysis of its Test No. 121. MPR
did not agree that there was a possible hydrogen addition during NRR Test
No. 121, because the trace deflections on the make-up tank level strip chart did
not show a definite offset similar to the confirmed hydrogen addition on February
15, 1979 (NRR Test No. 120, Stier Test No. 38). Exh. I-B (Green Volume),
Stier Test No. 37. Rather, MPR concluded that the MOT level strip chart trace
deflections during NRR Test No. 121 appeared typical of other deflections that
occurred on the same day. The Board agrees.
Earl D. Hemmila
258. Mr. HemmiIa appeared in response to a subpoena issued by the Board;
he agreed to come to Bethesda to testify. He is currently employed as a contract
consultant at Davis-Besse in the plant training department Hemmila Prep. St,
ff. Te. 4039 at 1. Mr. Hemmila was employed at TMI-2 from 1976 until
1982. [d. at 2. In 1978, he was a CRO in training. [d. He received his RO
license on ·December 6, 1978. Te. 4043. Beginning on January 1, 1979, he was
assigned as a CRO on uF' Shift. Te. 4044.
259. Mr. Hemmila was aware that the leak rate procedure cautioned against
the addition of water to the MOT. Te. 4050. However, there were occasions when
it became necessary to add water to the MOT during a leak rate test Hemmila
Prep. St at 4. fur example. after mid-March 1979, water was being added with
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increasing frequency to keep the MUT level above the required minimum or to
keep the control rods within the proper operating band. Tr. 4051-52. TMI-2 had
a low-level alarm on the MUT. Tr. 4140. The alarm would sound if the operator
let the level go below 60 inches. Tr. 4148-49. Mr. Hemmila's shift foreman,
Mr. Guthrie, testified that a prudent operator would endeavor to replenish the
MUT level before the alarm went off. Tr. 4151-52. The frequency of required
water additions is illustrated by NRR Test No. 150, at which time water was
added ten times to the MUT during an 8-hour shift. Tr. 4059. Similarly, in
connection with NRR Test No. 153, water was added 12 times during an 8-hour
shift. Tr. 4090-93.
260. In 1978-1979, Mr. Hemmila was not aware of any phenomenon by
which the volume of water added reflected in the make-up tank level strip chart
was greater than the volume measured by the totalizer. Hemmila Prep. St. at 4-5;
Tr. 4080. He testified that neither he nor any other operator, to his knowledge,
deliberately falsified leak rate tests by making unrecorded or underrecorded
water additions to the make-up tank. Hemmila Prep. St. at 5. He felt that a lack
of communication between operators would account for any instances in which
water was added during a test but not properly included in the test calculation.ld.
261. Mr. Hemmila was the eRO assigned to the panel during NRR Test
Nos. 150-153. We have already discussed these tests in our consideration of
Mr. McGovern. See § VI, ,255, above. We reach the same conclusion here that Mr. Hemmila was not engaged in manipulation in these or any other tests.
262. During 1978-1979, Mr. Hemmila was not aware that the addition of
hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate test could affect the test result. There
was no explicit rule prohibiting the addition of hydrogen during a leak rate
test. On the contrary, Mr. Hemmila was aware that Unit 2 Superintendent
Logan checked hydrogen levels frequently, and so Mr. Hemmila believed that
maintaining proper hydrogen pressure was very important. During 1979, when
he was a licensed operator, it was not always possible to add hydrogen from
the control room. When that happened, the addition had to be done manually
by an AO. It is possible that an AO may have added hydrogen to the make-up
tank during a leak test without the eROs knowing about it. ld.
263. Mr. Hemmila stated that he never added hydrogen to the make-up tank
in an effort to falsify leak rate tests and that he had no knowledge that other
operators had done so. ld. at 5-6. There is only one test (NRR Test No. 152)
signed by Mr. Hemmila during which hydrogen was added. See Exh. 5-B,
Attachment 5, Table 11 at 20. The hydrogen addition was duly noted in the CRO
log (id.), and there is no evidence that it was made with intent to manipulate'
or that Mr. Hemmila even knew about it (he was not on the panel). See Stier
Report. Vol. IV(C), Test No.6, eRO log at 70.
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Leonard P. Germer
264. In 1977, Mr. Germer began his employment with Met-Ed as an AO at
TMI-2. Germer Prep. St, ff. n. 5236 at 1. Mr. Germer became a CRO trainee
assigned to "E" Shift in October or November of 1978, and was transferred
to "F' Shift in early January 1979. [d. at 1-2. As a trainee, Mr. Germer was
permitted to perform leak rate tests only under the supervision of a licensed
CRO. [d. at 2.
265. In light of our finding that as a CRO trainee, Mr. Germer's involvement
in leak rate testing at TMI-2 was minimal (Te. 4169 (Kelley, J.)), we decided not
to call Mr. Germer as a witness. n. 4541. Instead, we ordered that Mr. Germer's
prefiIed testimony be bound into the record as the testimony he would have given
had he been called as a witness. n. 5236.
266. Mr. Germer had very minimal involvement in the logging of leak rate
tests during 1978-1979, because that typically was a function performed by a
licensed CRO. Germer Prep. St at 3. He has no present recollection of ever
being instructed to conceal the fact that a leak rate test had been performed by
not logging it. [d.
267. Mr. Germer did not falsify any leak rate result during 1978-1979, nor
was he aware of any other operator who falsified any leak rate test during that
time. [d. at 3-5.
268. Several findings of fact proposed for Mr. Germer (Numerous Employees' ,,536-540), seek to equate NRR's "questionable" label with deliberate
manipulation of tests. That equation is not valid. When NRR classifies a test
as "questionable," it is merely taking the position that the test appears to have
been conducted in violation of procedures. That is not equivalent to charging
the person or persons who conducted the test with manipulation. There is some
basis for a finding of irregularity in each of the tests cited in NRR's Table 8 as
involving Mr. Germer, either as surveillance CRO or panel operator.

Carl L Guthrie
269. Mr. Guthrie was a shift foreman at TMI-2 during the 1978-1979
period. He had been employed by Met-Ed since 1971. His first assignment was
as an AO at Unit I, then as a Unit 1 shift foreman. In January 1979, he was
assigned to "F' Shift in Unit 2. Mr. Guthrie currently is a radwaste foreman at
TMI-2. Guthrie Prep. St., ff. n. 4413 pt 1. He maintains an SRO license in that
position. Exh. 5-A, Enclosure 2 at 11~
270. Leak rate tests were run by Mr. Guthrie's CROs. Stier Report, Vol.
VJ(D), Tab G, Guthrie 2/12/85 Interview at 7. Mr. Guthrie did not directly
monitor their performance of leak rate tests. Moreover, he might not have
been in the TMI-2 control room when a leak rate test was performed, because
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the selection of the time for running the test was a decision left to the
operator.ld. Mr. Guthrie did not personally perform a leak rate test at TMI-2.ld.
271. Mr. Guthrie recognized "his responsibility ••• to provide first line
supervision of the control room operators." Prep. St, ff. Tr. 4113 at 1. He further
stated that "[g]enerally, I directed the performance of various surveillance tests
••• and had to ensure compliance with the Technical Specifications." ld. at
1-2. The record reflects, however, that Mr. Guthrie did not provide proper
supervision of the control room operators in performing leak rate tests and in
ensuring that the l-gpm LCO in the Tech Specs was being met. As previously
noted, the Shift F CROs treated the leak rate test in a perfunctory manner. A
test was considered valid or invalid depending entirely on its result, not upon
the manner or conditions of its performance.
272. The Stier-MPR analyses of Shift F tests led them to conclude that:
In addition to tolerating, and participating in. the discarding of all unsatisfactory test results
obtained on his shift, Guthrie approved the filing of nwnerous satisfactory leak rate test
results that were inaccurate or performed in violation of a test procedures. Almost half of
the tests that Guthrie approved should have been determined to be invalid.

Stier Vol. ll(A), Guthrie Assessment at 6. Similarly, the NRR investigation
concluded that:
Mr. Guthrie's review only involved looking at the "bonom line" test results. Thus, if a test
result was greater than 1 gpm, it would be discarded and another test would be started. If
a test was less than 1 gpm it would be retained with linle or no review to ensure it was a
valid tesL

NRR Report, Enclosure 8 at 4. The record underlying the quoted statements
amply supports them.
273. Mr. Guthrie spent substantial time attempting to detect plant leakage. He measured leaks in accessible areas of the plant and estimated leakage in
inaccessible areas. Tr. 4117-18. Mr. Guthrie often found that leakage depicted
by the leak rate test was inconsistent with his own assessment of plant leakage. ld. His inability to corroborate leak rate test results caused him to question
the accuracy of the test. ld. Mr. Guthrie was also skeptical of the leak rate test
because it did not produce consistent results. ld.
274. In 1978-1979, Mr. Guthrie heard a rumor from a source he has since
forgouen, that the addition of hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate test could
affect leak rate test results. Tr. 4116. While in Unit I, he had observed the effect
of a hydrogen addition to the MUT, but he thought that the very temporary,
very slight increase he observed could not affect a leak rate test result Guthrie
Prep. St. at 4; Tr. 4139. We find no substantial evidence to dispute Mr. Guthrie's
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statement that he was unaware of the fact that the addition of hydrogen to the
MUT could affect leak rate test results.
275. Mr. Guthrie did not know until after the March 28, 1979 accident
that a water addition to the MUT, even if accounted for in the leak cite test
procedure, could produce a more favorable leak rate test result, nor was he aware
of any operator who manipulated leak rate tests in that fashion. Stier Report,
Vol. VI(D), Tab G, Guthrie 2/12/85 Interview at 74-75; Te. 4145-46. Mr. Guthrie
was not aware of any unrecorded water additions to the MUT made to falsify a
leak rate test. See Te. 4116. None of the operators on his shift talked about this
phenomenon or acted as though this was a method they might use to manipulate
leak rate tests. Id.
276. Mr. Guthrie approved NRR Test No. 150 (Stier Test No.8), NRR Test
No. 151 (Stier Test No.7), and NRR Test No. 153 (Stier Test No. 5). We
have previously discussed these tests and concluded that no manipulation
occurred. See § VI, ,255.
277. In conclusion, we find that, in addition to the procedural violations
cited in § VI, , 250, above, in which he was personally involved (e.g., discarding
tests, not filing E&Ds), Mr. Guthrie was gUilty of culpable neglect in his attitude
toward the test and in allowing the CROs under his supervision to treat the test
in a perfunctory manner.
Kenneth P. Bryan

278. Mr. Bryan began employment with Met-Ed in 1967. He became a
CRO at TMJ-l in 1974 and a shift foreman at TMI-l in 1976. Between October
1978 and June 1979, he was a dual-licensed shift supervisor. Bryan Prep. St,
ff. Te. 4540 at 1.
279. Between October and December 1978, Mr. Bryan was a supervisor in
training. Te. 4573. He received a permanent assignment to uF' Shift in January
1979. Te. 4571-72. Mr. Bryan currently is a nonlicensed, self-employed nuclear
consultant. Bryan Prep. S1. at 1.
280. Mr. Bryan testified as follows:
Unit 2'. tedutical specificatioos required that a successful leak rate test be perfonned every
7Z hoon. Company policy required us to perform one every shift. By obtaining a test
with unidentified leakage less than I gpm, we extended the 72·hour time c1ocJc. If the
exxnputer printout indicated that the unidentified leakage was high or excessively low, it was
my W1dentanding that the opcraton would evaluate it based 00 plant parameten including
makeup tank levels, radiatioo levels, and 10 forth. If nothing indicated why there was a
change from previous leak rates, the test performer would discard that printout and initiate
another. It was my undentanding that we had to enter the aelioo statement if we obtained a
leak rate higher than I gpm that we could n~ invalidate. I did believe that if I had looked
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at everything else and did not think that I had ol:uined a valid lealc Ole, I did not have to
start the time clodc.

Bryan Prep. Sl at 2-3. The foregoing testimony, viewed in the light of our
findings on the other members of Shift F, shows that Mr. Bryan was out of
touch with the performance of the leak rate test by his shift. As we have seen,
the CROs made little or no attempt to "validate" tests. They simply filed all
tests under 1 gpm and discarded all tests over 1 gpm. Although they ran many
tests over 1 gpm, they never entered the Action Statement.
281. Mr. Bryan did not review leak rate test results. There are no tests from
September 1978 through March 28, 1979, that he performed or approved. Exh. 5B, Attachment 5, Tables 9 and 11; Stier Report, Vol. III, Table 1. He did not
recall any instance of Guthrie's bringing him a test for review. Te. 4550. Nevertheless, he was aware that there were problems with the leak rate test. As he
testified, "[l]eak rates were hard to gel" Te. 4570.
282. Mr. Bryan realized that adding hydrogen to the MUT could affect the
leak rate test. Te. 4563-64. He candidly testified that while he hoped that he had
instructed his operators not to add hydrogen to the MUT during a leak rate test,
he could not specifically recall issuing such an order. Te. 4564. There are only
two leak rate tests (NRR Test Nos. 121 and 152) performed by his shift during
which NRR alleged that hydrogen was added to the MUT. Exh. 5-B, Attachment
5, Tables 5, 6, and 11; Stier Report, Vol. III(A), Table 1. We agree that neither
of these tests supports a conclusion that 'F' Shift's operators manipulated test
results through hydrogen additions to the MUT. Te. 1660 (Capra).
283. Although Mr. Bryan witnessed the effect of hydrogen addition on MUT
level, he did not observe that a water addition could produce a similar, false
MUT reading. Te. 4555. NRR found three instances where "F' Shift "partially
included" water additions during leak rate tests. Exh. 5-B, Attachment 5, Tables
6 and 10, NRR Test Nos. ISO, lSI, 153. As previously discussed (see § VI,
, 255), we believe that these tests do not represent operator efforts to manipulate
leak rate test results. Te. 1486-87 (Russell); Te. 1847-49 (Stier).
284. Mr. Bryan permitted his shift to file a leak rate test result depicting negative unidentified leakage if the result was a small negative number. Tr. 4570. He
could not remember the range of negative values he would accept or whether
there was a specific rule concerning an acceptable range. Te. 4571. He considered that the status of Unit 2's development made it possible that negative leak
rate tests would result. Te. 4570. While he agreed that negative leak rate tests
might not appear logical, he was convinced that the "swings" in instrumentation
in the ICS made it just as likely to obtain a negative as well as a positive leak
rate. Te. 4596. We essentially agree with Mr. Bryan on this point.
285. Mr. Bryan recalled that the Technical Change Notification (TCN) to
the leak rate surveillance procedure was implemented to correct an error in the
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leak rate test procedure and not to create an improper bias toward the production
of favorable test results. 'fr. 4597, 4605. He believed that he would not have
noticed any problems in the TeN or objected to tests performed pursuant to
it. 'fr. 4596, 4605.
286. Mr. Bryan did not initial the sign-off sheet attached to LER 786'lJIT. 'fr. 4608. Mr. Bryan believed that he did not read the LER, because someone else erroneously entered his initials alongside Mr. Bryan's name. 'fr. 4609.
Not surprisingly, therefore, Mr. Bryan bad no recollection of that LER. Bryan
Prep. St. at 5. Although, arguably, Mr. Bryan should nevertheless have read the
LER and seen to it that his foreman and shift corrected their interpretation of
the Tech Specs, under these circumstances we do not charge him with culpable
neglect with respect to the LER.
287. We find that Mr. Bryan must be charged with culpable neglect in that
he failed to keep himself adequately informed about the conduct of leak rate
tests and to oversee Mr. Guthrie's direct supervision of such tests, particularly
in light of Bryan's knowledge that the test was presenting problems. 'fr. 4570,
4607-08.

James R. Floyd, Supervisor of Operations
288. Mr. Floyd was the Supervisor of Operations of TMI-2 during the
period relevant to this proceeding. Floyd Prep. St., ff. 'fr. 4894 at 2. Mr. Floyd
reported to the Unit 2 Superintendent, Mr. Gary Miller, until December 1978,
and Mr. Logan thereafter. Miller Prep. St, ff. Tr. 5039 at 2-5. He did not report
at any time to Mr. Seelinger. 'fr. 4625-26, 4769 (Seelinger): 'fr. 5004-05 (Floyd).
289. We have already discussed Mr. Floyd in relation to (1) the events
leading to the November I, 1978 LER, (2) his knowledge of difficulties the
operators were having with leak rate tests, and (3) his knowledge of the practice
of discarding tests. We will not repeat those discussions in detail here. The
findings in those discussions stand independently. The purpose of this section is
to summarize and provide our overall assessment of Mr. Floyd's performance.
290. As the Supervisor of Operations, Mr. Floyd bears greater responsibility for what went wrong with leak rate tests at TMI-2 than any other single
individual. He - above the operators, foremen, and shift supervisors - had
overall responsibility for seeing to it that the leak rate test was conducted correctly and that the unit was operated in accordance with the Tech Spec limit
on unidentified leakage. He failed in that responsibility in several respects. Furthermore, taking into account the many conflicts between Floyd's testimony and
the evidence in the record and Floyd's demeanor before this Board, we find
that Floyd was not fully forthcoming and candid. Indeed, Floyd was, in our
judgment, the least candid wibless to appear in this proceeding.
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291. As discussed above (§ IV, '46), there is considerable evidence, and
we find, that Floyd knew about the difficulties the operators were having with
the leak rate test Apart from the specific evidence we have cited, that conclusion
is compeUed by Floyd's close relationship with the CROs and the way he
functioned on the job. It is inconceivable to us that a self-styled "crisis fighter"
like Floyd who "lived out of the control room" (fr. 4875) would not have been
quite familiar within the difficulties we have described. We reject as incredible
Floyd's claim that he had "no recollection of knowing any of these problems,"
that he was "basically ••. ignorant of what was going on." 'fr. 4976.
292. The most striking lack of candor in Floyd's testimony relates to the
misinterpretation of the Tech Specs under which seemingly valid tests reading
over 1 gpm were not considered to trigger the Action Statement if one "good"
test had been obtained in the preceding 72 hours. The great weight of the
evidence shows that that was Floyd's interpretation until the Havercamp incident,
and that it continued under Floyd when the "Havercamp correction" was not
implemented. Mr. Seelinger, a believable witness, testified that that was the
Floyd interpretation. 'fr. 4745-47, 4764-65. Mr. Havercamp, also a believable
witness, testified that:
I clearly recall Mr. Floyd telling me, in effect, that RCS unidentified leakage test results
must be calculated to be within acceptable limits (less than I gpm) only once every 72
hours in order to be in legal compliance with TS surveillance requirements. In his view, any
number of RCS unidentified leakage measurement test results could be greater than I gpm,
so long as every 72 hours acceptable leakage results were obtained. I did not attempt to
determine whether this was a long-standing view or a hastily-formed justification or excuse
that Mr. Floyd had argued to avoid a violation of the TS. However, I informed Mr. Floyd
that in my view his interpretation was clearly incorrect.

Floyd himself, in his prefiled testimony, testified that:
Until October of 1978. it was the general opinion that we had to get one valid leak rate
of less than one gallon per minute unidentified leakage into the record every 72 hours to
comply with the Unit's technical specifications. After October 20, 1978, if there was a bad
leak rate and an operator could not convince himself that it was invalid, steps were to be
taken to shut the Unit down. ••• I issued a memorandum in October of 1978 to explain
the change in interpretation of Operations personnel.

At the hearing, however, Mr. Floyd apparently recognized that his long-standing
Tech Spec interpretation was untenable. Accordingly, he engaged in some
unconvincing backpedaling from his own prefiled testimony. 'fr. 4903-07. The
Board credits the Seelinger and Havercamp testimony on this point and rejects
Floyd's attempt to obfuscate the record.
293. In addition to the foregoing, we adopt the following quoted portions
of findings proposed by GPUN:
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208 ••• Floyd admitted that he should have been aware of the failure by operators to
record the start and stop times of leak rate tesu in the CRO Log Book, as required by AP
1012, "because I was required to review the log book once a week." Floyd, ff. Tr. 4984 at
6. Floyd also admitted that he did not enforce the application of E&Ds to leak rate tests, as
required by AP 1010. rd. at 3; su also Tr. 4991·93 (Floyd). Operaton thus were "{ailing
to take [actions] in violation of technical specification requirements." CU-8S-18, 22 NRC
at 881. By failing to review the CRO Log and enforce the application of E&Ds to leak rate
tests, Floyd through "dereliction or culpable neglect" was allowing such improper actions to
occur. These very actions, if corrected, might well have highlighted the greater underlying
problems with leak rate testing practices and led to their correction.
210 ••• Floyd admitted that the analysis of plant stanIS he provided on October 18,
1978, was invalid because he attempted to determine the "legality" of cootinuing to operate
the plant without asking for all of the relevant information. Tr. 4919-20 (Floyd); su, 115,
supra. In response to the Board's inquiry concerning how Floyd could correctly answer
Seelinger, who had sent Bezilla with three tests for analysis, NRR Test Nos. 12C-E, Floyd
responded, "All I was asked for was to look at these three pieces of paper:' Tr. 4919
(Floyd). The Board believes that the Supervisor of Operations must initiate and probe as
well as receive and observe. By failing to demand the further information necessary for a
valid analysis, Floyd lost a critical opportunity to discover that operators were again failing
to take an action - entry into the Action Station immediately upon obtaining a valid leak
rate over 1 gpm - in violation of Tech Spec 3.4.6.2. We therefore find that Floyd by his
"dereliction or culpable neglect" allowed one of the improper actions enumerated by the
Commiuion in its Order and Notice of Hearing.

294. Mr. Floyd testified that he was unaware, prior to the TMI-2 accident,
that adding hydrogen to the MUT might affect leak rate test results. Floyd
Prep. St. at 6; Tr. 5026-27. Because of Mr. Floyd's understanding of differential
MUT level transmitters, it is plausible that he would not believe that hydrogen
additions would have had such an effect. See Faegre & Benson Report, Vol. 1
at 42-43. We find that Mr. Floyd was not aware of hydrogen additions to the
MUT made during leak rate tests for the purpose of manipulation. See Tr. 502728. There is no evidence that Mr. Floyd had any knowledge of or participated in
manipulation or falsification of leak rate tests by water or by any other means.40

40The Aamodll did not attend the hearing. AI a matter or grace. not or right. the Board allowed the Aamodts to
IUbmit questiOllJ to the Board to be put to witnesses, IUbject to prior review by the Board and possible objections
by the panics. We sustained an objection to a question proposed by the Aamodts far Mr. Floyd. Tr. SOO8-09, S0343S. The Aamodtl JUbscquently liIed a belated "'Request for Relief"" arguing that the objection to their question was
Invalid. acc:using the counsel ror Mr. Floyd who made the objection of "Cnud," and urging us to put the question
now to Mr. Floyd. Other counsel ror Mr. Floyd =pondcd to the Aamodt requests by letter dated April 3, 1987.
objecting to them in various respects. but providing a response to the question in order to put the matter to rest.
The original objection was IUstained m the basis of a stipulation described by counse1, a description that the
Aamodta now question. This point is arguable. The litcrallanguage of the stipulation ravon the Aamodts. but
the pwpose and likely intent or the ltipulatim raVOlS counsel ror Mr. Floyd. We need not resolve that issue
because, in any event, the question is ilrelcnnt to any issue in this proceeding. Furthermore, the question has
now been anawe:rcd. The Aamodt·, penonal attack m Mr. Floyd" counsel is baseless and is !ejected. In view
or our prior wuning to the Aamodta about baseless penonal a!taw, and were this not the final chap«cr in this
request to "terminate the Aamodta' disruptive participation in this
Board'a proceeding, '"' might grant
proc:ecding." S66 Memorandum and Order of March 26. 1986. at S

counsel·,

Do·.
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The Board trusts that the foregoing recommended decision is responsive to
the Commission's requests.
Respectfully submitted,
James L. Kelley, Chairman
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
Glenn O. Bright
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
James H. Carpenter
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF EXmBITS
TMI-2 LEAK RATE PROCEEDING
Exh.
No.

Description

Identified
at Tr. Page

Received
at Tr. Page

I-A

TMI-2 Reactor Coolant Inventory
Balance Testing, prepared for GPU
Nuclear Corp. by Edwin H. Stier,
September 5, 1985, all volumes.

388, 391 (as
modified
at 569)

388 (as
modified
at 570),
5104,5221

I-B

Review of NRR and OI Reports on
TMI-2 Reactor Coolant Inventory
Balance Testing, prepared for GPU
Nuclear Corp. by Edwin H. Stier,
August 28, 1986.

388,391 (as
modified
at 569)

388 (as
modified
at 570),
5104,5221

l-C

Letter from Edwin H. Stier to Philip
R. Clark, dated September 2, 1986.

388,391 (as
modified
at 569)

388 (as
modified
at 570),
5104,5221

2

Results of Faegre & Benson
Investigation of Allegations of Harold
W. Hartman, Jr., Concerning Three
Mile Island Unit 2, September 17,
1980, all volumes, but excluding
Vol. I, § IV, and Vol. 2, Ch. 9.

388-89

389,
5104,5221

3

Portion of Page 12 of Report of GPU
Assessment Panel for Individuals
Involved in TMI-2 Leak Rate Testing
(in 1978-1979), January 6, 1986 (re
Herbein).

389

389,
5104,5221

4

TMI-2 Computer Log (October 27,
1978).

389

389,
5104,5221

SeA

Results of NRR's Investigation and
Evaluation of Ten Licensed Operators
Involved in TMI-2 Preaccident Leak
Rate Testing Irregularities, including
attachments and supporting documents
(per the Board's 6(1.4/86 Order at 7.

389 (as
modified
at 569-71

389 (as
modified
at 571),
5104,5221
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Exb.
No.

Description

Identified
at Tr. Page

Received
at Tr. Page

undifferentiated references to
"management" are to be disregarded).
5-B

Memorandum from William Russell to
Harold Denton, dated September 20,
1985, with enclosed report.

389 (as
modified
at 569-71

389 (as
modified
at 571),
5104,5221

6

Office of Investigations Report
entitled: Three Mile Island-2:
Investigation of Individual Operator
Actions Concerning the Falsification
of Leak Rate Test Data, including all
attachments.

389-90

390,
5104, 5221

7

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
TMI-l Restart: An Evaluation of the
Licensee's Management Integrity as
It Affects Restart of Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station Unit I, Docket
50-289 (July 1984) (NUREG-0680,
Supp. No.5. §4.0).

390

390,
5104,5221

8

Memorandum of Oct. 27, 1978.

390

Withdrawn
5103,5221

Photographs of TMI-2 Control Room.

377-81 (as
renumbered)

381 (as
renumbered
at 391),
5104.5221

Photograph of the TMI-2 make-up
storage tank level indicator,
pressure indicator, and temperature
indicator.

1182

1183,
5104,5221

Sample SRO license.

1025-26

Sample RO license.

1026

1027.5104
5221
1027,5104
5221

9-A
thru
9-F
9-G

100A
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Description

Identified
Received
at Tr. Page at Tr. Page

ll-A
and
ll-B

J. Moore Charts, Effect of

1025

5104,5221

12-A

Administrative Procedure (AP) 1036,
Instrument Out-of-Service Control.
Rev. 0, March 1978.

1354-55

5104, 5221

12-B

Administrative Procedure (AP) 1036,
Instrument Out-of-Service Control,
Rev. 1. August 1978.

1354-55

5104,5221

13

Drawing of peak-to-peak v. slope
offset calculation (included in
Exh.24).

1845 (as
modified at
5103-04)

5104,5221

14

Stier cover letter to Board with two
strip charts showing hydrogen
additions (included in Exh. 24).

1862 (as
modified at
5103-04)

1862

15-A
and
15-B

Curriculum vitae of Dr. Harrison and
Mr. Cole.

2008

2008,
5104.5221

16

Thtining Department Administrative
Memorandum Number 5, Change 2,
dated October 8, 1976 (SubjectCategory IV CRO Training Program).

2219-20

2234,5104
5221

17

Excerpts from Instrument Out-ofService Log.

2400

2400,5104
5221

18

RCIB Test of 2/15n9, portion of CRO 3470
Log and MUT Strip Chart.

3470,5104
5221

19

TMI-2 Control Room Layout diagram.

3500-01

3501,5104
5221

20

D; Haverkamp Prefiled Testimony and
Attachments.

4336

4337.5104
5221

21

Bettenhausen Affidavit.

4336

4337,5104
5221

Exh.
No.

Oscillations.
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Exh.
No.

Identified
Received
at Tr. Page at Tr. Page

Description

22

TMI-2 FSAR Pages 9.3-26 thm 9.3-30
and 5.2-16 thru 5.2-27.

4431

4431, 5104
5221

23

TMI-2 FSAR § 5.2.3.4, and Table
5.2-12.

4431

4431,5104
5521

24

Stier Letter to Judge Kelley, dated
5103-04
September 30, 1986, with Attachments.

5221

25

MRP Letter to Edwin Stier, dated
September 30, 1986.

5104

5221

26

Letter dated Nov. 3, 1986, from R.
Gallo to Rochester Gas and Electric
Corp., enclosing NRC Region I
Inspection Report No. 50-244/86-16,
and Numerous Employees' FoIlowup
Questions for Donald R. Haverkamp.

5266-67

Rejected
5267

27

Letter dated Oct. 21, 1986, from
J.P. Moore to W.A. RockweIl,
Subject: MUT Level Transmitter.

Bd. Order
1/19/86

Bd. Order
1/19/86
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES AND TESTIMONY

Witnesses
Adams, Charles D.
Boltz, Dennis J.
Booher, Raymond R.
Brummer, John A.*
Bryan, Kenneth P.
Capra, Robert A.

Oral
Testimony

Date

ff. 'fr. 3776

3775 to 3841
2218 to 2234
4175 to 4232

10/15
9/25
10/28

ff. 'fr. 4175
ff. 'fr. 5236
ff. 'fr. 4540· 4539
374
2207
2313
2314
ff. 'fr. 3407 3405
374

Cluistopher, Keith
Chwastyk, Joseph J.
Cole, Norman M., Jr.

Coleman, Mark S.
Conaway, William T.,
Congdon, Joseph R.
Cooper, Martin V.
Faust, Craig C.
Fels, William J.
Floyd, James R.
Frederick, Edward R.
Germer, Leonard P.*
Guthrie, Carl L.
Harrison, Dwight H.

Written
Testimony

n

ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.

'fr.
'fr.
'fr.
'fr.
fC. 'fr.

2579
3097
2709
2835
2511

ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.

4894
2447
5236
4113

'fr.
'fr.
'fr.
'fr.

Hartman, Harold W., Jr.
Haverkamp, Donald R.

Exh.20

Hemmila, Earl D.
Herbein, John G.
Hitz, Gregory R.
Hoyt, Kenneth R.
HIjes, Theodore F.

ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.

'fr.
'fr.
'fr.
'fr.
'fr.

2578
3096
2708
2835
2511
4489
4892
2446

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

2657
3141
2782
2945
2577
4535
5036
2510

4112 to 4159
374 to 2034

2239
2042
5237
4039 4038
5268 5267
3664 3663
4233 4233
3010 3010
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to 4610
to 1904
to 2209
to 2439
to 2438
to 3600
to 2034

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

2309
2210
5267
4111
5320
3732
4299
3096

10{31
9/8, 9/9, 9/10, 9/11,
9/12,9/16,9/17,
9/18, 9/25, 9{30
9{30
10/10
9/8, 9/9, 9/10,
9/11, 9/12, 9/16,
9/17,9/18, 9/19
10/1

Ion
10/2, 10{3
10/6
9{30, 10/1
10{30
11/4, 11/5
9{30
10/17
9/8,9/9, 9/10,
9/11, 9/12, 9/16,
9/17,9/18,9/19

9(l.5
9(l.4
11/12
10/17
11/12
10/14
10/28

Ion

Written
Testimony

Oral
Testimony

Kidwell, John M.
Kirkpatrick, Donald C.**

ff. Tr. 3285
ff. Tr. 376

3285 to 3399
374 to 1243

Kunder, George A.
Logan, Joseph B.
Marshall, Walter J.
McGovern, Hugh A., Jr.
Mehler, Brian A.
Men, Charles F.
Miller, Adam W.
Miller, Gary P.
Moore, James P.

ff. Tr. 4800 4799 to 4889
5105 to 5220
ff. Tr. 4380 4379 to 4424
ff. Tr. 3148 3147 to 3235
ff. Tr. 3842 3841 to 3907
ff. Tr. 3239 3239 to 3282
ff. Tr. 3608 3607 to 3662
ff. Tr. 5039 5038 to 5096
374 to 1165

Olson, Dennis I.
Phillippe, Mark D.
Rockwell, Winthrop A.

ff. Tr. 3911 3911 to 4034
ff. Tr. 4432 4431 to 4489
374 to 1165

Witnesses

Russell, William T.

374 to 1904
2313 to 2438

Seelinger, James L.
ff. Tr. 4623
Scheimann, Frederick J., Jr. ff. Tr. 2831
Stier, Edwin H.

4614 to 4784
2783 to 2831
374 to 2034

Smith, Bernard G.
Wermiel, Jared S.**
Wright, Lynn 0.***
Zewe, William H.

ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.

Tr. 4331 4330 to 4379
Tr. 376
374 to 801
Tr. 2663 2661 to 2707
Tr. 2946 2945 to 3006

Date
10/9
9/8, 9/9, 9/10,
9/11,9/12
11/4
11/6
10/29
10/8
10/15
10/9
10/14
11/5
9/8, 9/9, 9/10,
9/11
10/16
10/30
9/8, 9/9, 9/10,
9/11
9/8, 9/9, 9/10,
9/11,9/12,
9/16,9/17,
9/18,9/30
11/3
10/3
9/8, 9/9, 9/10,
9/11,9/12,
9/16,9/17
9/18,9/19
10/29
9/8, 9/9, 9/10
10/2
10/6

Documentary Material Bound into the Transcript
Description

Page

Date

Professional Qualifications of
Robert A. Capra.

ff. Tr. 651

9/9

Surveillance Data Flow Chart.

ff. Tr.731

9/9

823

Description

Page

Date

Questions 5 thru 8 Submitted by Numerous
Employees for D.R. Haverkamp.

ff. 'fr. 2169

9/24

Personal Resume of Dennis J. Boltz.

ff. 'fr. 2217

9/25

Paragraph from Page 7 of Prefiled
Testimony of B.G. Smith.

Tr.2262

9/25

List of EXhibits.

ff. 'fr. 5221

11/6

*'The Board did not call Brummer and Germer II witnesses. Their prefiled testimony, however, WIS bound into
the record and zeftCCII what the witnesses would have IWorn 10 had they Ippeared. Their ltatementl could be
teferred 10 II If the witnesses had Ippean:d 10 testify. Tr. 5236 (KeIley,J.).
"Joint prefiled - Kirlcpatridc and Wermie1
---Because Wright did not adopt his preliled testimony, it WIS bound into the record, not IS IUbstantive evidence.
but II I brief Ic:curate IIlI11mUY of I longer statement pIsced in the record (BOlrd Exh. 6, OI Report. Exh. 18,
Wright Interview) and regarded IS rubstantive evidence. Tr. 2662-63 (Kelley, J.).
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APPENDIX C·
CORRELATION OF NRR AND STIER TEST NUMBERS
FOR EACH Thfi·2 LEAK RATE SURVEILLANCE TEST
PERFORMED BETWEEN 9/30178 AND 3/28179
NRR Test
No.

Stier Test
No.

NRR Test
No.

SEP1EMBER 1978
1
161
OCTOBER 1978
2
160
3
159
4
158
5
157
6
156
7
155
8
154
9
153
10
152
11
151
12
150
12A
149
12B
148
12C
147
12D
146
12E
145
13
144
14
143
142
15
141
16
17
140
18
139
19
138
20
137
21
136
22
13S
23
134
24
133
25
26
132
131
27

Stier Test
No.

28
130
29
130
128
30
31
127
NOVEMBER 1978
32
126
33
125
34
124
35
123
122
36
37
121
38
120
39
119
40
118
41
117
DECEMBER 1978
42
116
43
115
44
114
45
113
46
112
47
111
48
110
49
109
50
108
51
107
52
106
105
53
104
S4
55
103
102
56
101
57
100
58
S9
99
825

NRR Test
No.

Stier Test
No.

60

98
97
96
95

61

62
63
64

94

65
66
67
68
69
70

93
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77

71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

NRR Test
No.

FEBRUARY 1979
97
61
98
60
99
59
100
58
101
57
102
56
103
55

76

JANUARY 1979
83
84

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

Stier Test
No.

75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66

65

104

54

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

53
52
51
50

94

64

131

95
96

63
62

132
133
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49

48
47
46
45
44

43
42
41

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33

32
31
30

29
28
27
26
25

NRR Test
No.

Stier Test
No.

MARCH 1979
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

24

23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14

NRR Test
No.

Stier Test
No.

146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

.12

-

(No test)

156

·s•• Board Exh. SoB, NRR Report, Anachment 1.
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11

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

APPENDIX D
The following individuals, in addition to those who appeared and testified,
were sent copies of the Board's December 31, 1985 letter offering them the
opportunity to appear. They did not participate in these proceedings. After
review by the Board, it was found that their appearance would be peripheral
to the case in point and that therefore no further action by the Board was
necessary. See ~ 19 and note 6 at p. 684.
Mr. James R. Barry
Mr. Joseph R. Bashista
Mr. Robert P. Beeman
Mr. Marshall L. Beers
Mr. Nelson K. Bennett
Mr. Richard W. Bensel
Mr. Michael L. Benson
Mr. Donald A. Berry
Mr. Mark B. Bezilla
Mr. George J. Bixler
Mr. John J. Blessing
Mr. Floyd D. Bomgardner, Jr.
Mr. Stuart W. Brantley
Mr. Dennis A. Buchter
Mr. Curtis A. Conrad
Mr. Barry L. Corkle
Mr. Ember A. Curry
Mr. George L. Cvijic
Mr. Terry S. Daugherty
Mr. Michael D. Demmy
Mr. Walter R. Desh
Mr. Richard W. Dubiel
Mr. Ronald K. Fountain, Sr.
Mr. Jack K. Garrison
Mr. Timothy R. Gilbert
Ms. Juanita A. Gingrich
Mr. Thomas M. Hawkins
Mr. Danny L. Heilman
Mr. James L. Hetrick
Mr. Phillip L. Hetrick
Mr. John Hilbish
Mr. Brad E. Hoffman
Mr. Richard S. Hutchison·

Mr. Dwayne B. Jenkins
Mr. Richard E. Johnson, Jr.
Mr. Thomas M. Kauffman
Mr. Richard G. Kleinfelter
Mr. David C. Knerr
Mr. Henry M. Kohl
Mr. Peter A. LaBar
Mr. Dale J. Laudermilch
Mr. John D. Lawton, Jr.
Mr. Lawrence L. Lawyer
Mr. Randy H. Lightner
Mr. John K. Lionarons
Mr. P. Lydon·
Mr. Joseph Manoskey, Jr.
Mr. Edward T. Matincheck*
Mr. David B. Mayhue
Mr. Donald R. Miller
Mr. Thomas Morck
Mr. Steven L. Mull
Mr. David A. Neumann·
Mr. William G. Olge, Jr.
Mr. James R. Paules
Mr. George A. Pierce
Mr. Ivan D. Porter, Jr.
Mr. William E. Potts
Mr. William H. Sawyer
Mr. Charles C. Seitz
Mr. Merrill R. Shaffer
Mr. Patrick H. Shannon
Mr. Richard W. Sieglitz
Mr. Henry B. Shipman
Mr. Daniel M. Shovlin
Mr. Earl D. Showalter
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Mr. William J. Wantling
Mr. Ronald P. Warren
Mr. Douglas Weaver
Mr. David B. Wilson
Mr. James T. Wright
Mr. Richard W. Zechman

Mr. Eugene H. Shue
Mr. David M. Smith
Mr. James Stair
Mr. Joseph Stupak
Mr. Frank D. Telenko
Mr. Gerald Thompson·
Mr. Garry J. Tilley
-Individuals we were unable to make ccnllct with.
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LBP-87-16

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND UCENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge:
Dr. Oscar H. Paris

Docket No. 70-364-MLA
(ASLBP No. 815-511-Q1-ML)

In the Matter of

BABCOCK AND WILCOX
(Parks Township, Pennsylvania,
Volume Reduction Facility)

May 18, 1987

This Supplemental Decision (on Remanded Issue) reverses Condition 2 ordered by LBP-86-40. 24 NRC 841. 900 (1986). which authorized the NRC Staff
to issue a license amendment to Babcock & Wilcox authorizing it to operate
an incinerator at its Parks Township Facility. provided certain conditions had
been mel Condition 2 required an expansion of the NRC's environmental monitoring contract with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to include monitoring
of tritium (H-3). carbon-14 (C-14). and iodine-125 (1-125). Subsequently the
Commonwealth refused to sign the contract calling for the expansion of the
monitoring system. and as a result the Commission remanded LBP-86-40 to the
Presiding Officer for reconsideration of Condition 2. This Supplemental Decision reverses Condition 2 on the grounds that the NRC Staff will require B&W
to expand its monitoring program to include routine offsite environmental monitoring.
TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED
Releases of H-3. C-14. and 1-125 by the incinerator and their health effects.
Reasons for requiring ofTsite environmental monitoring of these radioisotopes.
The expanded environmental monitoring that the Staff will require of B&W.
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APPEARANCES
Maurice Axelrad, Michael A. Bauser, and Frank R. Lindh, Esqs., Newman
& Holrzinger, P.C., Washington, D.C., for the Licensee, Babcock and
Wilcox.
Dennis Paul Zawacki, Esq., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for the Intervenors, John
P. Bologna and FruUe Johnson.
Thomas Au and John R. McKinstry, Esqs., for the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.
George E. Johnson, Esq., for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff.

SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION
(On Remanded Issue)
BACKGROUND
On December 23, 1986, a Decision entered in this proceeding authorized
the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards to issue Babcock
and Wilcox (B&W) an amendment to NRC Materials License No. SNM-414
authorizing B&W to operate a Volume Reduction Services Facility (VRSF) at its
Parks Township, Pennsylvania, facility. LBP-86-40, 24 NRC 841, 899-900. The
VRSF would consist of a supercompactor and an incinerator. The Decision
authorized Staff to issue the amendment to operate the compactor immediately;
the amendment to authorize operation of the incinerator, however, was ordered
deferred until certain conditions had been met. Ibid.
Condition 2 in the Decision required that the environmental sampling contract
between NRC and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania be expanded to include
sampling and analysis for tritium (H-3), carbon-14 (C-14), and iodine-125 (1125). The sampling condition was based on a statement in a letter dated July
8, 1986, from Thomas T. Martin, Director, Division of Radiation Safety and
Safeguards, NRC Region I, to Mrs. Mildred Chelko, a portion of which had been
read into the record during oral argument. 24 NRC at 857, 900; Tr. 475. The
statement in Mr. Martin's letter gave the impression that the contract expansion
had already been agreed upon by the Commonwealth. Because there was no
direct testimony regarding the expansion of the NRC/Commonwealth monitoring
contract, the matter was made Condition 2 of the Decision.
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On March 2,1987, a memorandum to the Commission from Richard E. Cunningham, Director, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, advised
the Commission and the parties to this proceeding that the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania had refused to sign the contract to implement the expanded monitoring program. On March 4, 1987, B&W responded to the NRC Staff Memorandum, and on March 18, 1987, Intervenors John P. Bologna and Frutie Johnson
responded.
The Commission, which had extended the period within which it could review
LPB-86-40, entered an Order on March 23, 1987 (unpublished), remanding
the December 1986 Decision to this Presiding Officer for reconsideration of
Condition 2. The Commission's Order directed the presiding officer to consider,
inter alia, B&W's March 4 Response.
Because the matter of expanding the environmental monitoring contract
between the NRC and the Commonwealth had not been well ventilated during
oral argument, the Presiding Officer wrote to the parties on March 25, 1987,
providing an opportunity for them to file written argument and, if desired, written
testimony with respect to Condition 2. In addition, the Staff was requested to
respond to six questions raised by the Presiding Officer in the March 25 letter. On
Apri115, 1987, aU the parties and the Staff responded in writing. Based on
the record of the December 23, 1986 Decision and the subsequent filings of
the parties, this Supplemental Decision reverses Condition 2 and authorizes
operation of the incinerator subject to certain other conditions.

THE MONITORING ISSUE
The purpose of Condition 2 in the 1986 decision was to ensure that the
expanded environmental monitoring program for H-3, C-14, and 1-125 would
be instigated; these isotopes will be released in the incineration process and
will not be detected by the real-time radiation monitor in the incinerator's
exhaust stack. B&W argues, however, that Condition 2 should be deleted
because it plans to conduct a limited offsite monitoring program and in-stack
continuous sampling and analysis of H-3, C-14, and 1-125. B&W believes
that these efforts will enable it to comply with applicable NRC regulatory
requirements. B&W's Response at 1-3; B&W's March 4 Response at 57. B&W's affiant, A. Scott Dam, attests that B&W also is continuing to evaluate
available real-time monitors that would be sensitive enough and durable enough
to monitor gaseous releases of H-3, C-14, and 1-125 in the incinerator stack,
but none has been found. Affidavit of A. Scott Dam on Monitoring Relating
to Releases from Incinerator Operation, dated April 13, 1987, at 3. In lieu of
real-time monitors, B&W will continuously collect gaseous H-3, C-14, and 1125 samples and make periodic analyses of the samples. When industrial and
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institutional wastes are being processed the samples will be analyzed daily; when
only nuclear reactor wastes are being processed the samples will be analyzed
weekly. Ibid. In addition, a program consisting of weekly analyses of continuous
air samples from four locations for H-3 and, analyses for H-3 in weekly grab
samples of precipitation from eight locations, will be conducted for a period of
13 weeks during which institutional materials constitute a substantial part of the
incinerator throughput. Only H-3 will be sampled because results from the study
should be applicable to C-14 and 1-125. B&W will also monitor vegetation by
monthly analyses ofH-3 in grab samples of vegetation collected at two locations
during the growing season. The purpose of the offsite monitoring program to
be carried out by B&W is to confirm that dispersion estimates are accurate or
conservative and that the projections of low concentration of these isotopes in
the environment are correct or conservative. Id. at 4-5.
Intervenors argue that offsite monitoring of H-3, C-14, and 1-125 will be
needed to determine the doses of these isotopes to the pubHc because 1-125 is a
major contributor to the thyroid dose and H-3 and C-14 are dominant contributors
of doses to other organs. They argue that these isotopes will be released from
both the incinerator and the compactor, and noted that the Staff assumed in the
Environmental Assessment that all H-3, C-14, and 1-125 would pass through
the filters and into the atmosphere. Moreover, Intervenors maintain that offsite
monitoring for these isotopes is needed to determine whether B&W's operations
are being conducted properly. Intervenors' Response at 2-3.
The Commonwealth's Response explains the reasons it refused to sign the
contract for an expanded monitoring program. It refused to sign because of
the cost of the expanded mOnitoring program and the additional staff it would
require. Commonwealth's Response at 2-4. Inasmuch as the Commonwealth's
Response does not address the question of whether offsite monitoring for H-3,
C-14, and 1-125 is necessary or desirable, it need not be considered further here.
The NRC Staff fully addressed the six questions put to it by the Presiding
Officer's March 25, 1987 letter. In the discussion to follow, the questions will
be set forth and Staff's answers will be recited verbatim if short or summarized
if lengthy:
Question 1
What considerations led the Staff to suggest that the offsite monitoring contract with the
Commonwealth be expanded to include sampling for H-3, C-14, and 1-1257

Staff stated that it sponsored a state confirmatory environmental monitoring
contracts program in order to evaluate the quality of licensees' environmental
monitoring. Staff Response at 1. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania currently
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has an NRC-funded state contract for environmental confirmatory measurements,
but neither the Licensee's program nor the state contract confirmatory program
includes the measurement of the three isotopes, H-3, C-14, and 1-125, that
are at issue here. Because the Commonwealth has participated in cooperative
confirmatory environmental monitoring for five nuclear power plants as well as
the B&W sites, Staff had assumed that the Commonwealth would also participate
in an environmental sampling program that was modified to include H-3, C-14,
and 1-125 around the Parks Township site. Id. at 2.

Question 2
Has the Staff considered or attempted further negotiations with the Commonwealth in an
attempt to reach an agreement on the expanded contract?
Yes, the staff has had further discussions with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. However, for the reasons set forth in its February 5, 1987 letter, the Commonwealth has not
altered its position.

Ibid.

Question 3
Does the Staff believe that an attempt to negotiate further might be fruitful? Please give the
reasons for your answer.

Staff responded affirmatively, stating that once B&W's monitoring requirements are established (see Response to Question 5), additional participation by
the Commonwealth in the voluntary state-federal program could be explored. It
noted, however, that in such future negotiations the NRC's budget constraints
would have to be considered. Ibid.

Question 4
How essential or desirable docs Staff consider offsite monitoring for H·3, C-14, and 1·125
to be?
The Staff believes that offsite monitoring for H·3, C·14, and 1·125 is important as a
supplement to the stade effluent monitoring program to ensure that regulatory limits are
not exceeded and that environmental impacts will be negligible. Because of the vel}'
low levels of releases anticipated during normal operations, the Staff docs not believe
environmental monitoring will detect these radionuc1ides if the incinerator operates
as designed. Nevertheless, obtaining such negative results is one of the purposes of
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environmental monitoring. The monitoring program should, however, be able to detect
releases due to improper operations or from accidents.

Id. at 3.
Question 5
H StafC considers such ofCsite monitors to be desirable or essential, could B&W be required
to install them if the Commonwealth continues to reCuse to cooperate?

Staff stated that in light of the considerations noted in answer to Question
4, it has reconsidered its previous evaluation of B&W's environmental commitments. As a result. the Staff will require B&W to expand its planned environmental monitoring program for the purpose of sampling appropriate indicator
media for air and ingestion exposure pathways for H-3, C-14, and 1-125. In
addition to B&W's existing environmental monitoring program and the commitments made by B&W in its license amendment application for the VRSF,
Staff will request B&W to submit for approval prior to authorizing operation
of the incinerator a revised and expanded environmental sampling program that
includes the following: (I) sampling and analysis for H-3 in air and in precipitation as part of the routine sampling program;1 (2) periodic sampling and analysis of appropriate vegetation for H-3, C-14, and 1-125; and (3) an evaluation to
determine appropriate sampling locations that takes into consideration the effect
of the incinerator's 50-foot stack. In addition, Staff will require particulate air
sampling and periodic soil sampling to assess any buildup of particulate activity
in the environment. B&W will be required. by a license condition, to establish
such a program whether or not the Commonwealth expands its participation in
the voluntary federal-state confirmatory monitoring program. Ibid.
Question 6
Does Staff consider the independence of ofCsite monitors from Ucensee control to be
important? H so, is there any alternative means of achieving such independence?

Staff considers confirmatory environmental monitoring to be desirable but
not essential. It requires licensees to conduct onsite effluent and offsite environmental monitoring with or without independent verification. In fulfilling its

1 In addition, Staff lUted that it may require IImpling and analysil for C-14 and 1-125 in air alae, depending on
its evaluation of the program that B&W proposes. Staff Response at 3.
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responsibility to protect public health and safety and the environment, Staff
ensures the adequacy of licensees' monitoring programs through its inspection
program. Should NRC's inspectors find reason to suspect or question the adequacy of B&W's program, the NRC would perform additional evaluations that
could include independent sampling and analyses. [d. at 4.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. An expanded environmental monitoring program is necessary to ensure
that offsite releases of H-3, C-14, and 1-125 remain within regulatory limits and
to detect releases resulting from improper operations or accidents.
2. The Staff will require B&W to revise and expand its routine environmental monitoring sampling program to include sampling and analysis of air
and precipitation for H-3 (and possibly C-14 and 1-125 as well), sampling of
vegetation for H-3, C-14, and 1-125, and sampling of air and soil for buildup of
particulate activity.
3. The expanded offsite monitoring that Staff intends to require of B&W
is an adequate substitute for the expanded monitoring program required by
Condition 2 of the 1986 Decision.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based upon the evidentiary record and upon the findings set forth above, the
Presiding Officer makes the following conclusions of law:
1. The expanded environmental monitoring program that Staff proposes to
require B&W to perform will ensure the protection of the public health and
safety and the environment.
2. Given the implementation of the expanded monitoring program by B&W,
Condition 2 can be deleted from LPB-86-40.
ORDER
The Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards or his designee is

authorized to issue B&W an amendment to NRC Materials License No. SNM414 authorizing operation of the incinerator at B&W's Volume Reduction
Services Facility, provided that conditions I, 3, 4, and 5 as set forth in LBP-8640 have been met prior to issuance. In addition, the requirements set forth in
the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law herein are made a condition for
issuance of the license, and therefore Condition 2 of LBP-86-40 is reversed.
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This Supplemental Decision shall become effective immediately. Pursuant to
the Commission's Orders issued luly 24, 1985, and March 23, 1987, it will
become final agency action thirty (30) days after date of issuance unless the
Commission, on its own motion, undertakes a review of the Decision. No petition
for review will be entertained by the Commission regarding this Supplemental
Decision.
PRESIDING OFFICER
Dr. Oscar H. Paris

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 18th day of May 1987.
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In the Matter of

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR
POWER CORPORAll0N
(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station)

May 26,1987

In a proceeding involving the proposed expansion in capacity of a spent fuel
pool. the Licensing Board rules on standing and contentions. grants two petitions
to intervene. and establishes schedules for discovery and oral argument.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

INTERVENTION

Under NRC rules. admission to a proceeding as an intervenor requires the
submission of at least one valid contention within the scope of issues set forth
in the notice initiating the proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

CONTENTION, ADMISSIBILITY OF

A contention must have its bases set forth with reasonable specificity. In
setting forth the bases for contentions, however. a petitioner need not detail the
evidence that will be offered to support each contention.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

CONTENTION, ADMISSIDILITY OF

In reviewing a contention and its bases for adequacy, a licensing board must
not reach the merits of the contention.

OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT:
HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

NO SIGNIFICANT

The "no significant hazards consideration" determination under 10 C.F.R.
§ 50.91 is a procedural determination stemming from the Sholly amendments to
§ 189a of the Atomic Energy Act. The determination can only be made by the
NRC Staff or Commission and cannot be challenged in an adjudicatory licensing
proceeding.

LICENSING BOARD:

CONSIDERATION OF GENERIC ISSUES

An allegation falling within the scope of a licensing proceeding that relates to
a proposal under review may be heard notwithstanding that it may also constitute
a generic issue.

POLICY STATEMENT ON SEVERE REACTOR ACCIDENTS:
REVIEW OF BEYOND·DESIGN·BASIS ACCIDENTS
The Commission's Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents, 50 Fed.
Reg. 32,138 (Aug. 8, 1985), explicitly removes plant-specific reviews of con·
trol or mitigation of beyond·design-basis accidents from adjudicatory consideration. Only the risk of such accidents may be explored, as contemplated by
the Commission's Statement of Interim Policy on ''Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations Under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969," 45
Fed. Reg. 40,101 (June 13, 1980).

OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT:
REPORT

SAFETY EVALUATION

In an operating license amendment proceeding, the public is entitled to be
apprised in clear terms in the Staff's SER that a particular issue is being resolved
in a given manner. Where a detailed desCription of an issue does not appear in
the application documents or in the Staff's SER, a party is not barred by res
judicata from raising the issue in a later proceeding.
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NEPA:

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

If the NRC Stafe were to determine, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.22(c)(9),
that an environmental assessment need not be prepared because a proposed
action involves "no significant hazards consideration," that determination would
become litigable under 10 C.F.R. § 51.l04(b).

NEPA:

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Although there is no per se requirement for an environmental impact statement in a proceeding involving the expansion in capacity of a spent fuel pool,
there is also no categorical exclusion. Whether such a statement need be prepared is a litigable question.

NEPA:

LONG-TERM WASTE STORAGE

The possibilities or effects of a reactor site being used as a long-term or openended storage facility for high-level radioactive waste may not be considered in
a licensing proceeding seeking expansion of the storage capacity of a spent fuel
pool. 10 C.P.R. §§ 2.758(a), 51.23, and 51.95(b).

NEPA:

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

The adequacy of an environmental assessment may be litigated pursuant
to 10 C.P.R. § 51. 104 (b). However, a contention questioning the potential
inadequacy of such assessment may not be submitted prior to the issuance of
such assessment Instead, it may only be considered as a late-filed contention
following issuance of the assessment Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460, 466-67 (1982), rev'd in part on other
grounds, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041 (1983).

NEPA:

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

The Commission encourages the litigation of environmental questions as early
as possible in a proceeding. Notwithstanding the lack of any formal requirement
for an applicant's environmental report in a proceeding involving expansion of
the capacity of a spent fuel pool, a contention questioning the adequacy of an
applicant's environmental information submitted in support of such expansion
may be accepted.
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LICENSING BOARD:

JURISDICTION

If a licensing board in a license amendment proceeding were to reject all
proposed contentions of every petitioner for intervention, the board would have
to dismiss the petitioners and terminate the proceeding. R>llowing termination,
it would lose its jurisdiction to consider late-filed contentions.

NEPA:

PROCEDURES

Interpretation of NRC rules to permit the timely filing of safety-based
contentions at a given time but to allow environmental contentions only to
be submitted later, on a late-filed basis, constitutes an improper disparity
between the litigation of Atomic Energy Act and NEPA issues. Calvert Cliffs'
Coordinating Committee v. AEC. 449 F.2d 1109, 1117 (1971).

NEPA:

CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES

An agency's evaluation of alternatives is governed by two sections of NEPA
- § 102(2)(C) when an impact statement is required, and § 102(2)(E) whether
or not an impact statement is prepared.

PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER
(Rulings on Standing, Contentions; Schedules)
This proceeding involves the proposed expansion of the capacity of the spent
fuel pool at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station, a boiling water reactor located in Vernon, Vermont, approximately 5 miles south of Brattleboro,
Vermont. The early history of the proceeding is recounted in our Memorandum and Order (Schedules for Further Filings and for Prehearing Conference),
LBP-87-7, 25 NRC 116 (1987). As there set forth, three requests for a hearing
and petitions for intervention have been filed - by the New England Coalition
on Nuclear Pollution (NECNP), the State of Vermont (Vermont), and James
M. Shannon, Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Massachusetts).
We scheduled a prehearing conference for April 21-22, 1987, in Brattleboro,
Vermont, to consider the petitions before us. 1 Represented at the conference

1 A formal Notice of Preheating Conference was issued at March 11. 1987. and published at 52 Fed. Reg. 8393
(Mar. 17. 1987).
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were the three petitioners, the ApplicantZ (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Corporation), and the NRC Staff. (The State of New Hampshire, which has
thus far not filed any intervention petition, also sent a representative to the
conference.)
Following is a description of the matters considered at the conference, and
rulings stemming therefrom. For reasons set forth below, we are admitting two
of the petitioners as parties to the proceeding (NECNP and Massachusetts) and
are permitting the third (Vermont) to participate as an interested State (if it
wishes to do so).

I.

STANDING

As set forth in LBP-87 -7, two of the petitioners for intervention (Vermont and
Massachusetts) had successfully demonstrated their standing to participate in the
proceeding, whereas the other (NECNP) needed to file additional information
in order to perfect its showing of standing (namely, authorization by at least
one NECNP member living near the plant for NECNP to represent his or her
interests in the proceeding). NECNP timely filed such information.3 Neither the
Applicant nor the NRC Staff objected to NECNP's showing of standing:' We
find that NECNP has adequately demonstrated its standing to participate in this
proceeding.

II.

CONTENTIONS

Under NRC rules, admission to a proceeding as an intervenor requires
the submission of at least one valid contention, within the scope of issues
set forth in the notice initiating the proceeding. 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b); Public
Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-316, 3 NRC 167, 170 (1976). Such a contention must have its "bases
••• set forth with reasonable specificity" (10 C.P.R. § 2.714(b». In setting forth
the bases for contentions, however, a petitioner need not detail the evidence
that will be offered to support each contention. Mississippi Power & Light
2 Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. is IeCIdna an amendment to ita operating license in this proceeding. Althoogh it refc:n to iuel! ... licensee (presumably by virtue of iu poACSIim of an operating license), no modification of ita license is being IOUght by any party or petitioner, except the forqoing amendment. In the poowre of
this proceeding, thCldorc:, Vermmt Yankee is more appmprlaldy deemed an Ipplicant for new IUthOrity rather
than lliCCftlCC. We willlhua refer to it IS "Applicant.·
3"Ncw Fngland CoWtion at Nuclear Pollution', Response to Baud Order Februuy 'n, 1987: Statement
of Contentions and Standing." dated Matdt 30, 1987 (hereinofter "NECNP Cmtentions").
4 Tr. 9 (Applicant); "NRC Stiff Response to Contentions
thc State
Vermont, Commonwealth
Mas..chusctta and Ncw England CoWtion on Nuclear Pollution," d.ted Apri113, 1987 (hereinofter "Stiff Responsc"),
It 16.

or

or
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or

Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 423,
426 (1973). Furthermore, in reviewing a contention and its bases for adequacy,
a Board must not reach the merits of a contention. Houston Lighting and Power
Co. (AlIens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590, 11 NRC
542, 548 (1980); Grand Gulf, ALAB-130, supra. We need only determine
"whether (1) the requisite specificity exists; (2) there has been an adequate
delineation of the basis for the contention; and (3) the issue sought to be raised is
cognizable in an individual licensing proceeding" (Alabama Power Co. (Joseph
M, Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-182, 7 AEC 210, 216-17
(1974», If those criteria are satisfied, the contention is admissible "irrespective
of whether resort to extrinsic evidence might establish the contention to be
insubstantial" (id. at 217),
AlI three petitioners submitted proposed contentions on a timely basis,
NECNP submitted six such contentions,s Vermont submitted four,1i and Massachusetts two.7 The Applicant and Staff responded to the contentions,s each
claiming that no contention of any petitioner was valid, NECNP filed a reply to
the responses of the Applicant and Staff.9
Certain of the proposed contentions overlap in their coverage, As a result,
at the conference we discussed the various contentions by subject matter, using
the NECNP contentions as a point of departure (since they to a great degree
envelope the other parties' contentions),l°
A.

Sarety-Based Contentions

There are several categories of safety-based contentions (i,e., contentions
based on requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and implementing regulations)
submitted by one or more of the petitioners, All three of them have submitted "severe-accident" contentions - claiming in effect that the facility is not
adequately designed to handle the consequences of certain greater-than-design-

5"NECNP Contentions," IIIprtl note 3. Although numbered u NECNP Contentions 1-5, we regard Contention 5
as including two cattentiona and are treating it II IUd!..
Ii "Introductory Slatement and Contentions or the Slate or Vermont," dated March 30, 1987 (hereinafter "Vermatt
Contentionaj. We view, m or this document 10 include two c:mtcntions (III.A and mB) and "IV and V 10
include one each.
7 "ConIenIiona or the Commonwealth of Musac:huseus," dated March 30, 1987 (hereinafter "MassachUle!1l
Contentionsj.
• Licensee', Response 10 the Contention[I] of the Slate or Vc::mont, the Commonwealth of MuuchUlelll,
and New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution. ICpU&te doc:umenlS each elated April 9, 1987 (hereinafter
"Applicant" Response to •• •j; Staff Respmse. IIIpTa ncAe 4.
9 "New Engltnd Coa!ition on Nuclear Pollution', Respmse 10 Objectiona 10 Contcntiona," elated April 16, 1987
"NECNP Respmsej.
°Vermont and Massac:huseus did not objecllo this approach (fr. 13). We leparatdy discussed the Vermont
c:mtcntiona <'I' m.A and m.B) which were diffcrmt from any of NECNP', contentions.

Pclcreina!ter
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basis accidents.lI NECNP has submitted two contentions questioning the adequacy of the cooling system for the expanded-capacity spent fuel poolP Vermont
additionally has submitted two contentions the terms of which are directed at
the potential ''no significant hazards consideration" determination which NRC
may be called upon to address. l ]
1. At the outset, we turn to Vermont's contentions directed at the "no
significant hazards consideration" determination. As we understand it, Vermont
has in mind the determination that the Commission may make under 10
C.F.R. § 50.91.
That determination is a procedural one stemming from the so-called Sholly
amendments to § 189a of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a). The
determination is one that can only be made by the NRC Staff or the Commission. When such a finding has been made, the NRC may make effective a proposed license amendment prior to any hearing on the request. The determination
itself, however, cannot be challenged in a licensing proceeding of this type:
No petition or other request for review of or hearing on the staff's significant hazards
consideration determination will be entertained by the Commission. The staff's determination
is final, subject only to the Commission's discretion, on its own initiative, to review the
determination.

10 C.F.R. § 50.58(b)(6) (1987); Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-86-12, 24 NRC 1,4 (1986), rev'd in
part on other grounds, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 799 F.2d
1268 (9th Cir. 1986).
For this reason, we agree with the Applicant and NRC Staff that, to the
extent Vermont's Contentions ill.A and m.B seek to affect the Staff's "no
significant hazards consideration" determination under § 50.91, they are beyond
our jurisdiction and must be rejected on that ground.14
2. The "severe accident" contentions of NECNP, Vermont, and Massachusetts all claim essentially that the consequences of severe accidents will be
exacerbated by the expansion in capacity of the spent fuel pool. In none of
these contentions (NECNP Contentions 1 and 2, Vermont Contentions, f V, and
Massachusetts Contention 1) is it alleged that the planned expansion fails to meet
the governing safety requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50 or applicable regulatory
guidelines.

11 NEon> Contentiona 1 and 2; Vermont Contentiona. "V; Musac:hU&eUS Contention I (except to \he extent lhat
it lucru "'!lA" ~on.).
12NECNP Contentions 3 and 4.
13 Vermont Contcntiona,,, lILA and m.B.
14To the extent these contmtionl may nisc environmental questions.IU pp. 86().61. Ufra.
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a. In its Contentions 1 and 2, NECNP claims that the exacerbated consequences pose an "undue risk to public health and safety," are contrary to the
Commission's Policy Statement on Severe Accidents, and that the expansion
should therefore be disapproved. It bases its exacerbated-consequences claims
on a combination of circumstances: (1) the greater likelihood of failure in the
event of an accident of a GE Mark I BWR containment (as is used at Vermont
Yankee) as contrasted with other designs; (2) the location of the pool in the reactor building, which is not designed to take severe accident loads; (3) the failure
of the pool or its cooling systems to be designed to accommodate such severe
accident loads; (4) the possibility of hydrogen leakage to the reactor building
in such an accident, resulting in hydrogen defiagration and detonation; and (5)
an increase in potential consequences of such an accident by the 40% increase
in the amount of fuel stored, particularly because of the increased inventory of
cesium and strontium.
In evaluating the litigability of these claims, we note first that the concept of
"risk" to which NECNP refers falls under the purview of both the Atomic Energy
Act and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). By incorporating by
reference these same claims into its Contention 5, NECNP has raised the NEPA
aspects of risk, and we will discuss those aspects in connection with the EIS
portion of Contention 5 (see pp. 853-55, infra). As NECNP states, Contention 1
clearly raises Atomic Energy Act claims based on the concept of "undue risk"
appearing in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, and by NRC's use of those terms
to describe the Atomic Energy Act's statutory standard of "adequate protection
to the health and safety of the public." 42 U.S.C. § 2232(a).15 Moreover, as we
shall see, the regulatory standards for accepting risk-based contentions differ
significantly depending on the statutory foundation for the contention.
As for the opposition to Contention I, we must first reject the Applicant's
claim that the contention challenges only those aspects of the facility's design
that were reviewed earlier and hence (according to the Applicant) are not
subject to challenge in this proceeding. The contention raises questions as to
the ability of the facility to withstand additional fission product and heat loads
allegedly imposed by the sought amendment. As such, it falls within the ambit
of this proceeding. For the same reason, we reject the Applicant's claim that the
increased consequences relate only to the "no significant hazards consideration"
determination over which we have no jurisdiction. As NECNP points out, while
the contention may be relevant to the "no significant hazards consideration"
determination, it is clearly also relevant to the "undue. risk to public health and
safety" questions that the amendment may create and we may consider.16
15 NEon> Response, IUprtJ note 9 ••t 1.216 1d. .t 34. Moreover. U let forth btfra p. 861. under certain circumstances we may have authority to review a
"no lignifieant hazards consideration" finding by the Staff.
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We also reject the Staff's claim that certain elements of NECNP's hypothesized accident raise generic issues that have no particular applicability
to Vermont Yankee or to the proposed amendment NECNP is setting forth
a proposed accident scenario which includes enhanced consequences allegedly
resulting from the increased storage capacity of the spent fuel pool. That this
allegation falls within the scope of this proceeding is obvious; whether it has
merit may not be considered by us at this stage of the proceedingP
We find, however, that we must reject this contention for a different reason. The accident scenario that is sought to be considered is clearly a "beyond
design basis accident"18 There is no allegation (in this contention) that the proposed license amendment fails to meet one or more safety standards (regulation
or other criteria). The Commission's Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents, 50 Fed. Reg. 32,138, 32,144 (Aug. 8, 1985), explicitly removes plantspecific reviews of control or mitigation of severe accidents from the review
of operating license applications. The same policy "also applies to any hearing
proceedings that might arise for an operating reactor" - such as the instant
proceeding. As set forth by the Commission for these proceedings:
Individual licensing proceedings an: not appropriate forums for a broad examination of
the Commission's regulatory policies relating to evaluation, control and mitigation of
accidents more severe than the design basis (Class 9).••• The Commission believes that
considerations which go. • • to the possible need for safety measures to control or mitigate
severe accidents in addition to those required for conformance with the Commission's safety
regulations or conformance with the Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements, should
not be addressed in case·related safety hearings.

50 Fed. Reg. at 32,144-45 (footnote omitted).
Litigation ofNECNP Contention 1 as a safety-based contention seeking denial
of the proposed amendment as a means of controlling or mitigating the alleged
enhanced consequences of a beyond-design-basis accident clearly is proscribed
by the Policy Statement. (As a risk contention under NEPA, however, we reach a
different conclusion.l 9) NECNP Contention 2, which seeks to examine whether
the proposed amendment is consistent with the Policy Statement itself, may be
a subject that the NRC Staff may examine under the Policy Statement The

17 To the extent lhat the Staff is implying lhat a gencnc issue cannot be consi~ in Ibis procccding, lhat claim
also must be n:jcctcd. VireWa Euctric alld POtWr Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-491,
8 NRC 245, 248 (1978); Gull Statu Ulilitiu Co. (Ri-- Bend Station. Units 1 and 2). ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760
(1977); cf. CotlSlllMrs POtWr Co. (Midland Plant, Unita 1 and 2), LBP·82·63, 16 NRC 571, 584-85 (1982); id..
LBp·82-118, 16 NRC 2034, 2037·39 (1982).
IS As aclditimal .upport for Ihia contentim. NECNP hu pointed 10 the Brookhaven National Laboratory Draft
Report on "Beyond Dcsign·Buis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools." NECNP Response, 11I{1/'Q note 9, at 3 n.l.
19n.e Policy Statement pcrmiu us 10 examine the risk of the type of accident IOIIgbt 10 be litigated by NECNP
Contentions 1 and 2 as wcllas by Muuc:huscus Contention I. In accepting \he ElS ponion of NECNP Contention
5 (ill/ra pp. 853·55). ,." ate examining auch risk.
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portions of the Policy Statement cited by NECNP define activities that the
Staff may undertake.1O But consideration by a licensing board in an adjudicatory
proceeding is barred by the hearing provisions quoted above. For that reason,
we must reject both NECNP Contentions 1 and 2.
b. In its Contention I, Massachusetts also seeks to litigate the alleged
increase in consequences of a severe accident not dissimilar to the accident
posed by NECNP. To the extent this contention seeks mitigative or control
measures for severe accidents, it must be rejected for reasons comparable to
those underlying our ruling on NECNP Contentions 1 and 2. (To the extent the
contention raises risk issues, see our discussion of NECNP Contention 5, infra
pp. 854-56.)
c. For its part, Vermont Contentions, ~ V, likewise seeks to litigate the enhanced consequences of a "severe" accident. But it fails to define, in other
than the most general terms, which accidents it has in mind. The two accident sequences that it portrays are so general that a party could not properly
respond. Accordingly, for lack of a particularized basis (as well as the proscriptions of the Policy Statement), we reject Vermont Contentions, , V.
3. NECNP's Contentions 3 and 4 raise questions concerning the effect of
the amendment on the facility's system for maintaining the temperature of the
spent fuel pool water within certain specified limits. Contention 3 claims that
the system as proposed "violates the single failure criterion." Contention 4
claims that the system would "reduc[e] the safety margin and increas[e] the
probability of a radioactive release from the pool." The pool cooling system,
upon which both of these contentions focus, consists of the dedicated spent fuel
pool cooling pumps augmented or superseded in specified instances by one train
of the reactor's residual heat removal (RHR) system.
a. Citing the relevant portions of the Applicant'S expansion application,
together with the Applicant's responses to certain Staff questions, NECNP in
Contention 3 maintains that the Applicant has not established that its proposed
method of spent fuel pool cooling ensures that both the fuel pool cooling system
and the RHR system are single-failure proof.11 The Applicant and Staff each
would have us reject this contention as lacking a nexus to the present application
and, accordingly, not within the ambit of issues properly before us.
The Applicant describes the augmented cooling system as "a question of
original plant design."11 The Applicant and Staff both claim that, under existing
technical specifications, the reactor may utilize the RHR system to augment the
fuel pool cooling system for all periods during which the Applicant seeks to
use it. They assert that no further modification of the technical specifications is
10 NECNP Contentions at 5·6.
111<1. at 6-7.
11 Applicant Response to NECNP at 3.
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required for the current application. Absent any required change, they perceive
the use of the RHR system as not within the scope of the presently sought
amendmenl13 In response, NECNP asserts that, at the very least, the RHR system
will have to be used to a greater extent than previously and that the Applicant
had previously sought authority to use the RHR system for pool cooling only
for standby or backup purposes.24
Based on the material before us, we have found no review of or authorization
for use of the RHR system for cooling of the spent fuel pool at the time of the
original operating license authorization.l$ As far as we can ascertain, use of the
RHR system to augment the spent fuel pool cooling system was first considered
in conjunction with a 1977 application to increase the storage capacity of the
spent fuel poo1.26 NECNP was, of course, a party to the 19771icense amendment
proceeding. The question, therefore, is whether it should be barred at this time
from raising an issue which, according to the Applicant, NECNP could have
raised in the 1977 proceeding.
The record of the 1977 proceeding appears to support NECNP's position
that, during that proceeding, the RHR system was considered only for backup
purposes or in situations where a greater-than-usual amount of fuel was offloaded
from the reactor - for example, a full-core offload. Thus, the 1977 expansion
application states, with regard to the adequacy of the spent fuel pool cooling
system to handle the heat load resulting from additional fuel assemblies:
The heat load resulting from the presence of additional spent fuel assemblies is within the
capacity of the existing cooling system.

•••

In the event of the loss of primary spent fuel pool forced circulation cooling, the residual
heat removal system can be cross connected to the spent fuel pool to provide the necessary
cooling lIow.27

Moreover, the Staff's analysis of spent fuel pool cooling in connection with the
1977 expansion discussed the use of the RHR system only in conjunction with
"larger than normal batches of spent fuel" - more particularly, situations where
a full-core offload is necessary.2S
According to the present application, the RHR cooling system would have to
be used much more frequently than for full-core offload situations. In fact, the
13 14. at 3-4; Staff Response at 18-19.
24 Tr.54.

Staff'. SER, dated Iune 1,1971, at 58 (19.2).
much (Tr. 62, 63).
%7 Application letter from Vermont Yankee to NRC Staff, dated November 5, 1916, Enclcsme 2 at 3. 6. We haw
found no ccher JUbmilsion by the Applicant providing any further details c:mceming proposed usage of the RHR
1$$66

26Tbe Applicant c:mccdea u

~Ilem for cooling the apcnt fuel pooL

Staff SER,"ted 1une 10, 1m, at 3-4; SER, Supp. I, dated June 20, 1m, at 1-2.
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Applicant seemed to indicate that the RHR system not only would be used but
in fact is being used for every fuel offload.29 There apparently are no technical
specifications that define limits for the use of the RHR system for spent fuel pool
cooling during periods when the reactor is in a cold shutdown mode. But did
NECNP (which was a party to the 1977 proceeding involving the first capacity
expansion of the spent fuel pool) have a fair opportunity to challenge the use
of the RHR system for use other than for full-core offload or other larger-thannormal offload situations?
NECNP claims it did not have such an opportunity,30 and we are inclined to
agree. Indeed, the public is entitled to be apprised in clear terms in the Staff's
SER that a particular issue is being resolved in a given manner. See River Bend.
Station, ALAB-444, supra, 6 NRC at 774-75. The 1977 SER discussed the
use of the RHR system only for extra-normal fuel offloads, such as full-core
offloads which are likely to occur only three or four times during the life of a
reactor. As indicated by NECNP, the current application presents a question that
is different in degree (if not in kind) from the 1977 issue.31 Notwithstanding the
current status of the technical specifications, NECNP has not previously had a
fair chance to challenge the proposed routine (yearly) use of the RHR system
for cooling the spent fuel pool.31
During the prehearing conference, the Applicant also argued that the singlefailure criterion does not apply to the spent fuel pool cooling system.3] It reasoned that Criterion 61, ''Fuel storage and handling and radioactivity control,"
which governs spent fuel pools, does not refer to the single-failure criterion,
whereas other criteria - e.g., Criterion 38, referring to "Containment heat removal" - specifically incorporate the single-failure criterion where applicable.J4
NECNP did not cite any particular design criterion as being applicable but
referred instead to the introductory portion of the General Design Criteria, which
states that the definition of systems subject to the single-failure criterion is still
under developmenL35 NECNP also claims that where no particular rule governs
a subject, the applicable standard for judging the admissibility of contentions is
whether "the matter poses a significant safety problem." Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 anti 2), LBP-86-21, 23
NRC 849, 852 (1986). As for the Staff, it asserts that Criterion 44, "Cooling

29Tr. 59, 61.
3OTr.78.
31Tr.55.

or

31 We are not raising any question u

to whether the StaIr in 1977 should have aulhorized use
the RH syrtcn
for other than full-cote offload lituations. We are mly determining whether a put)' IUcn al NECNP should be
barred by ,u judicata principles from raising the issue at this time.

33Tr. 64, 67.
J4 Tr.58.
"Tr.57-58.
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water," is applicable to spent fuel pools but, at the present time, is applied
by the Staff only to "active" components; it has under study whether to apply
the single-failure criterion to "passive" components.36 In addition the Applicant
acknowledged that the current Standard Review Plan (which is not a regulation)
applies the single-failure criterion to spent fuel pools."
Given the differences in opinion as to whether the single-failure criterion is
or should be applicable, either through regulatory requirement or Staff guidance,
we will not at this time rule out NECNP Contention 3 on legal grounds. Because
NECNP did not have a fair chance to raise the issue at an earlier date, we will
also not bar it on that basis. We accordingly will admit NECNP Contention 3,
in the form set forth as Contention 1 in Attachment A to this Order.
We note that the contention raises questions as to the applicability of the
single-failure criterion both to the spent fuel pool cooling system and to the
RHR system. The Applicant acknowledges that the criterion is applicable to the
RHR system when the system is being used as part of the ECCS system but
not during periods when the reactor is in cold shutdown (during which the RHR
system could and would be used for spent fuel pool cooling).38 NECNP claims,
however, that the RHR system may be needed for decay heat removal even when
the reactor is in cold shutdown; and under those circumstanCes, were one train of
the RHR system being used for spent fuel pool cooling, the required redundancy
would not be achieved.39 A recently issued licensing board opinion (in another
proceeding) acknowledged a paucity of information concerning accidents that
may be initiated during periodS of reactor shutdown. Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-87-12, 25 NRC 324, 33334, 338 (1987). We would expect that the need for a redundant RHR system
for decay heat removal purposes during periods of cold shutdown would be
explored as part of this contention.
In addition, the Applicant noted that the RHR system could be used for
spent fuel pool cooling for limited periods of time during which the reactor is
in full operation."'o We read the contention as broad enough to encompass the
applicability of the single-failure criterion during such periods.
Finally, the contention as submitted questioned RHR system usage as proposed to keep pool water at a bulk temperature of 150°F. That temperature was
used in the 1977 evaluation of the pool, and it was carried over into the current application. The Staff's current Standard Review Plan, however, which was

36 Tr. 68. The Applicant disagrees with the Sulf as to the applicabilily of Criterion 4410 ipmt fuel pools (id.). The
Applicant and Staff agree thai Criteria 60, 62, 63, and 64 (as well as 61) lovern Ipc:nl fuel poo1s (rr. 69) but
none except 61 Ite relevant to NECNP', proposed contention.
"Tr. (I}. The Staff is usin& the current Standan! Review Plan to review the instant application (fr.74).
38Tr. S9-60, 61.
39NECNP ltcapon..: al6-7; Tr. 71.
40 Applicant', Response to NECl'p' at 3-4 n.1; Tr. 72·73, 79·81,83·86.
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adopted in 1981, provides that pool water temperature be kept to 140°F, except
in the event of "abnormal heat load." SRP (NUREG-0800), Rev. July 1981,
§9.1.3, ~III.1.d and h. In litigating this contention, we propose to consider the
applicable temperature to be 140°F, unless the Applicant can demonstrate why
some other temperature should be controlling.
b. As for NECNP Contention 4, the other cooling-system contention, it
relies on the same basis as Contention 3 but claims, instead, that the system
as proposed lessens the margin of safety currently available. Margins of safety,
however, are not prescribed by regulation or guidelines. They are primarily
relevant to the "no significant hazards consideration" finding which, as we
have stated earlier, is not within our jurisdiction to review. If a system meets
applicable public health and safety criteria or guidelines, it perforce will have
an adequate safety margin for licensing purposes. (That question, of course, is
part of Contention 3, which we have accepted.) Accordingly, for jurisdictional
reasons, we reject NECNP Contention 4.
We note, however, that if the Staff were to determine under 10 C.F.R.
§ 51.22(c)(9) that an EA need not be prepared for the proposed amendment
because of the lack of significant hazards consideration (see infra note 41), a
reduction in safety margin might be relevant and would be litigable under 10
C.F.R. § 51.104(b). A proposed contention such as NECNP Contention 4 might
then become litigable, and we would consider doing so subject to appropriate
standards. See ~ II.B.6 of the Order, infra p. 861.

B.

Environmental Contentions

Each of the three petitioners has submitted at least one environmental
contention. In general, they focus upon NRC's failure to have prepared an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and/or an Environmental Assessment
(EA). NRC concededly has not at this time prepared either an EIS or an EA
- indeed, the Staff reports that an EA is being prepared but will not be issued
until July I, 1987, at the earliest (I'r. 91-92).41
1. The broadest of the environmental contentions is NECNP Contention 5,
which asserts generally that the NRC has not complied with the provisions of the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) or of its own rules in 10 C.F.R. Part
51 (which implement NRC's compliance with the requirements of NEPA). As
bases, NECNP cites (a) the failure of NRC to prepare an EIS reflecting the
environmental impact of the proposal and discussing alternatives, and (b) the
failure of NRC to prepare, as a minimum, an EA. (As noted earlier, at note
5, we regard NECNP Contention 5 as constituting two separate contentions.)
41 The Staff a1so indicated, however, that this application may not require an EA, aince it may be categorically
excluded by 10 C.F.R. fSl.22(c)(9). Su Tr. 110. We will discuss Ihe nmilication. of this position, W.... p. 861.
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In this connection, NECNP describes the areas of specific concern to it as the
increased health risks (as set forth in its health-and-safety contentions) and the
consideration of alternatives - particularly dry-cask storage and independent
pool storage, both of which allegedly provide safety advantages over the
proposed expansion in capacity of the spent fuel pool.
Vermont also seeks an EIS. Its sole basis is the alleged lack of availability of
long-term waste disposal facilities and the resulting open-ended storage at the
Vermont Yankee site (Vermont Contentions, , IV). For its part, Massachusetts
Contention n complains of a failure to consider alternatives such as a dry spent
fuel storage facility (i.e., dry-cask storage) or an in-ground spent fuel pool essentially the same alternatives that NECNP seeks to have examined As a
basis, Massachusetts cites the possibility of a severe accident, as defined in its
contention on that subject, and asserts that an EA has not been prepared by the
Staff. Although Massachusetts does not specifically seek an EIS, the accident it
hypothesizes as a basis for an EA (set forth in Massachusetts Contention I) is
essentially the same as that hypothesized by NECNP as grounds for issuance of
an EIS. Moreover, Massachusetts has indicated that it is seeking an EA only if
an EIS is not to be prepared (1i". 126). Therefore, we will discuss the similar
accident claims of Massachusetts and NECNP in our discussion of the EIS
portion of NECNP Contention 5.
2. The Applicant and Staff each find all of these proposed contentions
unacceptable. They first observe that there is no per se requirement that an EIS
be prepared in a case such as this (citing 10 C.P.R. § 51.20) and that the NRC
determines whether to do so on a case-by-case basis (citing Diablo Canyon, CLI86-12, supra, 24 NRC at 12). The Staff has not yet made such a determination
in this case. The Applicant and Staff go on to assert that, in order to challenge
a determination not to prepare an EIS, a petitioner must allege some specific
deficiency in the environmental evaluation, not just a generalized disagreement
with the Staff's conclusion (citing Diablo Canyon, CLI-86-12. supra), and that
NECNP and Vermont have advanced only generalized conclusory statements as
their bases for why an EIS should be prepared. As for Vermont, the Applicant
adds that the basis advanced is outside the scope of matters that we are authorized
to consider. pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 51.23.
With respect to the EA contentions of NECNP and Massachusetts, the
Applicant takes the position that, since the EA has not yet been issued, a
petitioner cannot advance a contention that purports to challenge an EA. It views
the EA allegations as an effort to have us direct the Staff with respect to a matter
committed to the Staff's jurisdiction and hence beyond our authority. Moreover,
with regard to NECNP's EA contention, the Applicant regards it as the equivalent
of a "bookmark article" in a Town Meeting Warrant, a practice it deems to be
not an accepted practice in NRC proceedings (citing Duke Power Co. (Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687. 16 NRC 460, 466-67 (1982),
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rev'd in part on other grounds, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041 (1983». In response
to our inquiry, the Applicant also expressed reservations whether a petitioner
may formulate environmental contentions based on the Applicant's submissions,
since there is no regulatory requirement in a case such as this for an applicant
to submit any such information (Tr. 93, 108).
The Staff takes a somewhat different approach to NECNP's and Massachusetts' EA contentions. It states that, at this stage of the proceeding, these
contentions should be directed to perceived deficiencies in the Applicant's environmental report and not to the Staff's yet-to-be-issued document (citing
Catawba, CLI-83-19, supra, 17 NRC at 1049). It adds that any challenge to
the Staff's EA advanced after issuance of the EA would have to be considered
as late filed, under the criteria in 10 C.P.R. § 2.714(a) (citing Catawba, CLI83-19, supra, 17 NRC at 1045, 1048). In response to our inquiry, however, the
Staff recognized that an environmental report need not be filed in a case such as
this (Tr. 92-93) and also. for that reason. questioned whether a petitioner could
formulate an environmental contention based on information submitted by the
Applicant (Tr. 114).
3. Turning first to the proposed contentions seeking preparation by NRC of
an EIS, governing rules appear to permit litigation of an issue of this type (10
C.P.R. § 51.104(a) or (b». Similar contentions have been accepted in a number
of spent fuel pool expansion cases, although (insofar as we can determine)
there is no such case where an EIS has been found to be required. See. e.g .•
Portland General Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant). ALAB-531, 9 NRC 263,
264-68 (1979): Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating
Plant, Units 1 and 2). LBP-77-51. 6 NRC 265. 267-74 (1977). modified on other
grounds. ALAB-455, 7 NRC 41 (1978).
However. there is no categorical exclusion to considering contentions seeking
an EIS in spent fuel pool expansion cases (see 10 C.F.R § 51.22(c». Indeed.
the Commission has stressed that this determination is open for case-by-case
consideration. Diablo Canyon. CLI-86-12, supra, 24 NRC at 12. Moreover. to
raise a contention of this type. a petitioner must allege some specific deficiency
in the Staff's environmental review (where that has been peiformed) or a specific
demonstration of sufficient impacts to warrant preparation of an ElS (id.). Thus,
if a petitioner advances adequate reasons in a particular case why there may
be sufficient environmental impact resulting from 8 proposed action to warrant
an EIS, the contention may be accepted, irrespective of the validity of those
reasons.
The reasons advanced by Vermont cannot serve as a basis for a valid contention. They seek to examine the possibilities or effects of the Vermont Yankee
site being used as a long-term or open-ended storage facility. However. we are
precluded by regulation from entertaining or considering a contention embody-
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ing those concerns in a proceeding such as this. See 10 C.P.R. §§ 2.758(a),
51.23, and 51.95(b). fur that reason, we reject Vermont's Contention IV.
On the other hand, NECNP's major reason for seeking an EIS is to discuss
a particular accident scenario: the same accident scenario the safety aspects
of which it sought to examine in its Contention 1.42 (Massachusetts seeks to
explore the environmental impacts of a similar accident in its Contention I.) In
support of this scenario, NECNP relies on several studies or draft studies in particular, NUREG-1150, draft dated February 1987; Brookhaven Report A3825R, draft dated October 1986; NUREG/CR-4624; and NUREG-12S0, draft
dated February 1987.
At the outset. we must reject the Applicant's claim that NECNP has presented
"nothing more than generalized statements to the effect that the proposed remck
is a 'major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment' and would increase the risk to the public health and safety."43 The
scenario described above (which is incorpomted by NECNP through reference
to its safety contentions) is considembly more than that and is sufficient to
constitute a basis set forth with reasonable specificity." Assuming the basis is
not objectionable for some other reason, it is sufficient to undergird an acceptable
contention.
The Staff also claims that this contention has not been set forth with adequate
basis and specificity. We reject that claim for the same reason as we rejected the
Applicant'S claim. However, by reference to its arguments on Vermont's severe
accident contention (which we are designating as Vermont Contention V), the
Staff also raises the question whether a contention of this type is consistent with
the Commission's Policy Statement on Severe Accidents.
We earlier held that the Policy Statement precluded us from examining
measures to control or mitigate the proffered accident, which is an accident more
severe than the design-basis accident for this facility. The Staff would also read
the Policy Statement as barring the examination of this accident under NEPA,
citing the Appeal Board's statement in Limerick, ALAB-819, supra, 22 NRC
at 696 n.l0, that considemtion of such accidents need not be undertaken under
NEPA, as ''NEPA could not logically require more than the safety provisions of
the Atomic Energy Act."
We do not read the litigation bar of the Policy Statement to extend as broadly
as the Staff suggests. We construe it to apply only to the considemtion of control
or mitigative measures to counter the effects of such an accident.4s It does not
42 NECNP Contentions at 2-3. 8·9. Su p. 84S. supra. fer a further description or this accident scenario.

43 Licc:nsec·. Rc:sponsc to Contentions of NECNP at S•

.. SII • •., •• PItiIDtUIp/IUJ E~crric Co. (Limerick Generating Sution, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·819, 22 NRC 681,
693·9S (1985).
4SThe Appeal Boud'. IIstemcnt in Uirurid:. AL\B.819, quoted above, Mled to a contentim that IOIIght to
explore c:crtIin Mdesign a1tcrmtives to ",;tigou
accidents." 22 NRC at 692 (emphasis IUpplied).
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extend to the NEPA-mandated consideration of the risks of such an accident. In
the explicit language of the Policy Statement:
The Commission has llIlIlounccd a policy regarding Class 9 environmental reviews and
bearings in its Statement of Interim Policy at "Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations
Under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969" (45 FR 40101, June 13, 1980) and
expects to contin~ this policy. The environmental issues deal essentially with the estimation
tmd description of the risk of severe accidents.

50 Fed. Reg. 32,138, 32,144-45 (Aug. 8, 1985) (emphasis supplied). The
Commission stressed that only "considerations which go beyond that to the
possible need for safety measures to control or mitigate severe accidents in
addition to those required for conformance with the Commission's safety
regulations ••. should not be addressed in case-related safety hearings." [d. at
32,145 (emphasis supplied).
This language clearly leaves open, to a limited degree, the examination of
the risks of a beyond-design-basis accident. NECNP clearly wishes to explore
such risks 46 (even though its contention probably goes further than that). We
will admit the EIS portion of its proposed Contention 5 to the extent it asserts
that the particular accident scenario set forth (see supra p. 845) represents an
impact serious enough to warrant an EIS to discuss its risk. The discussion
of risk would be undertaken as provided by the Commission's Interim Policy
Statement on "Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations Under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969," 45 Fed. Reg. 40,101 (June 13, 1980). The
contention is set forth as Contention 2 in Attachment A to this Order. (Because
of the similarity of the accident scenario posed by Massachusetts Contention I,
we will consider Massachusetts to be a joint sponsor of this contention.)
4.a. In seeking to introduce their EA contentions (both of which by their
terms seek a Staff analysis of two specified alternatives), NECNP and Massachusetts find themselves in a procedural quagmire (at least under the analyses
presented to us by the Applicant and Staff). On the one hand, the petitioners are
advised that it is premature for them at this time to raise challenges to an EA
that has not yet been issued. Such a challenge is deemed to fall within the scope
of nonspecific contentions condemned by the Appeal Board in Catawba, ALAB687, supra. Any such challenge must await the issuance of the EA and would
then be considered (if at all) under the late-filing criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a).
On the other hand, the petitioners are told that they cannot challenge the
adequacy of the Applicant'S treatment of alternatives, since NRC imposes no
regulatory requirement on an applicant in a case such as this to submit an analysis

46 Tr. 4344.
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of alternatives. The only obligation to consider alternatives (if there be any) is
said to lie with the Staff.
We must further note that, if we were to reject all contentions at this time,
as the Applicant and Staff urge, we would have to dismiss the petitioners and
terminate the proceeding. We would lose our jurisdictien to consider late-filed
contentions.47 Thus, the statement that petitioners could challenge the EA by
virtue of a late-filed contention means that, to do so, they would have to petitien
the Cemmissien (or at least the Appeal Beard, if it still retained jurisdictien)
te institute a new proceeding .or reopen the recerd - both tasks much mere
difficult even than filing a late-filed contentien. Altheugh we are accepting ether
contentiens at this time, we must consider the EA contentiens as if we had net
dene so, since the Applicant and Staff .oppose all cententiens and ceuld exercise
their appeal rights if we accepted any .of them.
Under this analysis, both procedurally and environmentally speaking, the
petitieners find themselves caught between a rock and a hard place. They are
told that they cannet challenge the adequacy of the Applicant's environmental
infermatien, because there is ne regulatery requirement that an applicant submit
any such infermatien. But they alse cannet challenge the as-yet-unissued EA,
because it is premature to do so. Further, they alse cannet challenge the EA when
it is issued (or the Staff's determinatien that an EA is not required) because (if
the Applicant and Staff were to succeed in all their arguments) the proceeding
would be terminated and we would no lenger have jurisdiction to consider latefiled contentiens. The very act of the Staff's delaying issuance .of an EA (or a
determination that an EA is not necessary) - whether or not justified - could
operate to deprive a petitioner of a bearing on environmental issues, irrespective
of the potential merit of a petitioner's pesition on such issues.
The Applicant (supperted by the Staff) urges this result as a necessary
consequence of the various Catawba rulings. We do not agree. Such a reading
of these rulings, in our view, constitutes the type of "crabbed interpretatien of
NEPA" and its implementing regulatiens that we thought had leng age been
laid to resL See Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee v. AEC. 449 F.2d 1109,
1117 (1971}.48
Fortunately, the Catawba rulings need net be read se proscriptively. In the
first place, the Catawba rulings were in the context of an operating license
proceeding ,with multiple contentiens already at issue. The only question was
the showing needed to accept a late-filed cententien, net the situatien where
a late-filed contentien would be ruled out jurisdictienally. In that context, the
47 See Tr. 121.

48 Under Ihe Applicant"

reading, Ihe disparate treatment in cases of this type of Atomic Energy Act issues (for
which an application JItI1It be filed) Inc! NEPA issues (where no infonnation need be filed) - and !he differing
procedural corucquences atemming thc:tefrom - zeprelcna a lituation I I egregious I I the pmcedural disparities
condmuted by the Ca1vm Cliffs' court. See 449 F.ld at 1118-19, 1127·28.
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Appeal Board ruled that a valid contention could not be submitted challenging
a Staff document not yet issued, and the Commission appears to support that
ruling. CLI-83-19, supra, 17 NRC at 1049.
Beyond that, the Appeal Board in Catawba had permitted a less-than-usual
showing to support a late-filed contention following issuance of one of the
Staff review documents. The Commission reversed that narrow aspect of the
Appeal Board's ruling, holding that the usual standards for considering late-filed
contentions, as spelled out in 10 C.P.R. § 2.714(a), would have to be followed. In
so holding, the Commission stressed that
application of the five factors in 10 CFR 2.714(aXl) only increases the showing required for
the admission of a late contention, and dou IIOt act to automatically or lUI1'ea.ronably cut

off hearing rights.

Id., 17 NRC at 1047 (emphasis supplied).
The Commission also rejected the claim that use of the five factors would
allow applicants and the NRC Staff "to manipulate the availability of licensingrelated documents to deprive intervenors of their rights to a hearing." It explained:
The situation under consideration here resulu from the Commission'. generic establishment
of schedules and, thus, is not susceptible to manipulation by the parties to a proceeding. If
undue delay .hould occur, it can be as easily dealt with in a balancing test as by a per se

rule.

[d.
FinaUy, with respect to environmental issues, the Commission recognized
that the adequacy of NRC's environmental review is an appropriate issue for
litigation. Although the adequacy of such review could not be determined
before the issuance of the Staff documents, the Commission emphasized that
environmental concerns reflected in an applicant's environmental report should
be raised as early as possible and should not await issuance of the Staff
documents.Id. at 1049. It concluded:
intervenors are expected to raise issues as early as possible. To the extent that this leads to
contentions that are superseded by the subsequent issuance of licensing-related documenu,
those changes can be dealt with by either modifying or disposing of the supeneded
contentions.

Id. at 1050.
b. The EA contentions of NECNP and Massachusetts each seek the consideration of two specified alternatives - dry-cask storage and independent pool
storage. The Applicant, in its application documents, rejected each of these alternatives as not being available in the time frame within which it allegedly
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needed additional fuel storage capacity, specifically because no such facilities
had ''previously been fully licensed" by NRC.49 The Applicant indicates that,
"in general" the unlicensed options had "not been demonstrated on other than a
theoretical or prototype basis, adding to the uncertainty concerning the schedule
for design and construction."5O The Applicant's application documents do not
discuss the environmental aspects of either of the two suggested alternatives (or,
for that matter, any other alternative).
An agency's evaluation of alternatives is governed by two sections of NEPA,
§§ 102(2)(C) and 102(2)(E), 42 U.S.C. §§4332(2)(C) and 4332(2)(E). The
former section is applicable only when an EIS is required; the latter applies
whether or not an EIS is prepared. These sections are implemented within
NRC by 10 C.P.R. §§ 51.45(b)(3), 51.53, 51.71, and 51.91(a) (for the discussion of alternatives in an EIS, as required by § 102(2)(C) of NEPA), and 10
C.F.R. § 51.30(a)(I)(ii) and (iii) (for the discussion of alternatives in an EA, as
required by § 102(2)(E) of NEPA).
In addition, although an applicant need not submit an environmental report
for a spent fuel pool capacity expansion application (see 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.45,
51.50, 51.53, 51.54, 51.60, 51.61, 51.62, and 51.68), the Staff may require
an applicant for a license amendment to submit "such information • . • as
may be useful in aiding the Commission in complying with section 102(2) of
NEPA" (10 C.F.R. § 51.41). By letter to licensees dated April 14, 1978, which
transmitted NRC guidance on spent fuel pool modifications (entitled "Review
and Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and Handling Applications',), the NRC
outlined the type of information (including environmental information) 'needed
by the Staff to review spent fuel pool modification applications, together with
acceptance criteria to be used by the Staff in authorizing such modifications.'!
Environmental information is outlined on pp. II-I and V-I through V-4. The
Applicant here has referenced at least some portions of this guidance document
in submitting its application.$Z
Notwithstanding its approval and use by the Staff, and the reliance upon it by
this Applicant, the NRC guidance document does not constitute a formal regulatory requirement Neither, however, does information provided by the Applicant
in response to such guidance constitute an entirely gratuitous submission. For it
is clear that the Staff envisages using such information in its review of appli-

49 Letter rlOltl Applicant 10 NRC. dated April 25. 1986. at 3, and anamed Rcpucc:ment Report at 5-6.
50 It!, Letter at 3; Rcpuccmcnt Report at 6.
'1 The April 14, 19781e:Ucr wu IIlPPlemented by ale:Ucr dated Ianuary 18, 1979, but the lupplement did not deal
with enviroomental infonnation.
Sl. Application 1e:Ucr, 611prtl nQtc 49, at 6, 7; Replacement Report at 1.
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cations such as this, and might well request it if not voluntarily supplied by the
Applicant."
Given this situation, it is not surprising that NECNP and Massachusetts
focused their EA contentions on the failure of the Staff to analyze alternatives,
rather than on an alleged failure of the Applicant to analyze alternatives
adequately. The Applicant need not submit an environmental report, although it
may be asked by the Staff to provide environmental information.54 The Staff has
the sole regulatory burden of reviewing and analyzing alternatives in a case such
as this, and its analysis clearly is a proper subject for litigation. Only because of
the Staff's delay in issuing an EA would contentions worded as are NECNP's
and Massachusetts' EA contentions become questionable.
In its Catawba ruling, the Commission emphasized that a major foundation
of its holding was to commence the consideration of particular issues as soon as
possible, using the Applicant's information as grounds for contentions. Thereafter, when the Staff's review was completed, contentions could be modified
or disposed of, as appropriate (subject to proper standards). Notwithstanding
the lack of any formal requirement in a case such as this for an applicant to
submit an environmental report, it would appear to be consistent with Catawba
to accord the Staff's April 14, 1978 guidance with some regulatory significance
and to entertain contentions on the sufficiency of an applicant's environmental submissions under those guidelines (or, as applicable, the lack of any such
submission). Such contentions have been accepted in cases such as this. See,
e.g., Diablo Canyon, LBP-86-21, supra, 23 NRC at 869 (Mothers for Peace
Contention 1). And, as the Commission observed, such contentions can later be
modified, as appropriate, but at an early date can serve to permit the commencement of proceedings.
NECNP's and Massachusetts' EA contentions do not, by their terms, focus
on the Applicant'S analysis of alternatives. But they clearly are aimed at the
substance of the Applicant's analysis, since they criticize the lack of any
environmental evaluation of alternatives and claim that the alternatives provide
safety advantages. NECNP even sets forth facts undercutting the Applicant's
claim of lack of availability of one of the alternatives (dry-cask storage)." And,
at the prehearing conference, it became apparent that the time frame in which
the availability of alternatives should properly be analyzed may be far lengthier
than is reflected in the application documents.56

53 Su Aprll14, 1978 StaffLeuerIo UcmsCCl: MProviding Ihe information needed 10 evaluate Ihe mitten covered
~ this document would likely avoid Ihe neceasity for NRC questions ••••"
Beyond Ihe information encompassed by the April 14, 1978 guidance letter, Ihe Staff haa Ihua far not ""'aht
any infonnation on altcmativea in this case (fr. 95).
"NECNP Contentiona at 10.

56Tr.9-12.
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Given the clear intent of these contentions, we perceive the wording used by
NECNP and Massachusetts as imprecise, attributable to the absence of an environmental report requirement coupled with the overlay of the Catawba procedural requirements for contentions. The substance of NECNP's and Massachusetts' claims is that the analysis of alternatives thus far is deficient Contentions of this sort have been accepted with far less specificity and basis than
are provided byNECNP and Massachusetts. See Grand Gulf, ALAB-130, supra,
6 ABC at 425-26. Moreover, as the Appeal Board has observed, "[ilt is neither
Congressional nor Commission policy to exclude parties because the niceties
of pleading were imperfectly observed. Sounder practice is to decide issues on
their merits, not to avoid them on technicalities." Houston Lighting and Power
Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-549, 9 NRC 644, 649 (1979).
fur the foregoing reasons, we are accepting the EA contentions of NECNP
and Massachusetts in substance but are rewriting them to constitute a challenge
to the adequacy of the Applicant's submission. Given their similarity, we are
also combining NECNP's and Massachusetts' contentions and are limiting the
approved contention to the two alternatives specifically mentioned therein. This
contention is set forth as Contention 3 in Attachment A to this Order.
5. In f m.B of its contentions, Vermont asserts an impact of the proposed
amendment on its ability to handle low-level waste, as to which it assumes
certain responsibilities in 1993. Although as worded the contention appears to
be directed at the "no significant hazards considemtion" determination under 10
C.F.R. § 50.91 (and hence beyond our jurisdiction, except to the extent it might
be considered under 10 C.P.R. §51.104(b»," we inquired what basis Vermont
had for its concerns. It could not particularize how Vermont's obligations would
be changed, although it sought to examine the environmental impact that might
result (fr. 139-44, 147). The Staff volunteered that removal of the old racks
themselves would perhaps increase the amount of low-level waste (Tr. 146) but
added that such removal would occur long before 1993 (fr. 152, 153).
That being so, we find no basis for this contention and additionally reject it
on that ground.
6. We earlier pointed out that we lack jurisdiction to entertain claims
concerning the ''no significant hazards consideration" determination that the
Staff may make pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 50.91. We also noted that the Staff
indicated (Tr. 110) that it may determine that it need not prepare an EA on
that same basis - i.e., that an EA is categorically excluded for an action that
involves no significant hazards consideration. 10 C.P.R. § 51.22(c)(9).
If the Staff should determine that an EA is categorically excluded for that
reason, however, such a determination would be subject to litigation pursuant to

57 Su rupra p. 844.
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10 C.F.R. § 5l.104(b). If the Staff were to make such a determination, we would
be prepared to consider, albeit on a late-filed basis, contentions that challenge
such a determination.
In that connection, we note that Vermont Contentions, "m.A and m.B,
would not qualify on other grounds - m.A as inconsistent with 10 C.F.R.
§ 51.23, m.B for lack of basis. But NECNP Contentions 1 and 4, to the extent
they may be read as challenges to a "no significant hazards consideration" finding, might well be litigable on the basis of a challenge to a determination under
10 C.F.R. § 51.22(c)(9), if they were not litigable on some other basis. Absent
any Staff action, we express no opinion at this time on this question.

m.

STIPULATION BETWEEN PARTIES

As part of the resolution of issues in the 1977 fuel pool expansion application,
the parties entered a stipulation of certain facts. LBP-77-54, Appendix A (slip
op.) (Aug. 30, 1977).58 The Applicant, NRC Staff, NECNP, and the State
of Vermont were, inter alia, parties to that stipulation. Reflecting Vermont's
reference to this stipulation as part of the material supporting its contentions,
we asked parties and petitioners to address the effects of the stipulation (if any)
at the prehearing conference. Memorandum dated April 14, 1987 (unpublished).
Based on the views of all of the parties and petitioners (Te. 154-68), we
conclude that the stipulation does not bar the Applicant (either on an estoppel
or a "clean hands doctrine" basis) from seeking the current expansion. We
also conclude that the stipulation does not by its terms impose any additional
obligation on the Applicant to explore alternatives. We note, however, that the
stipulation does suggest a need to explore alternatives, but that current regulatory
guidelines also reflect that need. Our admission of NECNP Contention 5 (both
portions) and Massachusetts Contention II reflects those guidelines.
IV.

SCHEDULES

Under the hybrid hearing procedures that are to govern this proceeding, a
period of discovery follows the admission of contentions. Except in exceptional
circumstances, such period shall not exceed 90 days. 10 C.F.R. §2.1111. With
respect to the three admitted contentions, we are providing approximately 60
days' discovery, with additional discovery provided for new contentions (if any)
or with respect to the effect of yet-to-be-issued Staff documents on existing
contentions. Following discovery, parties are to submit to us "all the facts, data,
58 Although Ihe body of WP-T1-S4 was published It 6 NRC 436 (1977). Appendix A ..... not published (jd. It
449).
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and arguments that are known to the party at such time" and on which the party
proposes to rely with respect to a contention. We are to consider such material at
an oral argument prior to determining whether any issues shall go to hearing. 10
C.F.R. §§2.1113 and 2.1115.
We hereby establish the following schedule:

1. Formal discovery commences:

Within 5 days of service of
this Order (approximately
June I, 1987)

2.

August 3, 1987 (or
within 45 days of our
acceptance of new contentions
based on Staff review
documents, or within 45 days
of the issuance of such
documents, whichever is later)

Formal discovery closes
(i.e., answers to interrogatories
received, second round questions
asked and answered, document
production completed, etc.)

3. Filing date for new
contentions based on Staff
review documents

Within 14 days of service of
the particular review document

4.

September 8, 1987

Filing date for oral
argument material (tentative)

5. Oral argument (tentative)

Late September or early
October 1987

Although we are not at this time consolidating any of the parties, we recognize
the multiple sponsorship of several of the admitted contentions. We expect the
parties to coordinate their discovery efforts so that duplicative requests are not
filed.

v.

ORDER

For the foregoing reasons, it is, this 26th day of May 1987, ORDERED
1. NECNP Contentions 3 and 5 (both portions), and Massachusetts Contentions I (to the extent it raises risk questions) and IT are hereby accepted,
rewritten as described in the Attachment to this Order;
2. NECNP Contentions 1,2, and 4, Massachusetts Contention I (except to
the extent it raises risk questions), and all of Vermont's contentions are hereby

rejected.
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3. The requests for a hearing and petitions for intervention of NECNP and
Massachusetts are hereby granted. NECNP and Massachusetts are admitted
as parties to this proceeding, pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.714. Massachusetts is
also admitted as an interested State, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.71S(c). Vermont's
request pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.714 is denied. If Vermont wishes to participate
as an interested State, it should so advise us and we will permit it to do so.
4. A Notice of Hearing, in the form set forth in Attachment B (not
published) to this Order, will be published in the Federal Register.
S. Petitions for reconsideration will be considered on the same terms as if
10 C.P.R. § 2.7S1a were applicable to this proceeding.
6. This Order is subject to review by the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board under the terms of 10 C.P.R. § 2.714a. A notice of appeal with
accompanying supporting brief must be filed within ten (10) days after service
of this Order. Please note that any appeals must satisfy the criteria set forth in
10 C.P.R. §2.714a(b) or (c), as applicable.
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Glenn O. Bright
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. James H. Carpenter
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 26th day of May 1987.
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ATTACHMENT A

CONTENTIONS
Contention 1
(Derivation: NECNP Contention 3)
The spent fuel pool expansion amendment should be denied because, through
the necessity to use one train of the reactor's residual heat removal system (RJIR)
in addition to the spent fuel COOling system in order to maintain the pool water
within the reguiatory limits of 140OP, the single-failure criterion as set forth in
the General Design Criteria, and particularly Criterion 44, will be violated. The
Applicant has not established that its proposed method of spent fuel pool cooling
ensures that both the fuel pool COOling system and the reactor cooling system
are single-failure proof.

Contention 2
(Derivation: NECNP Contention 5, Massachusetts Contention I)
The proposed amendment would create a situation in which consequences and
risks of a hypothesized accident (hydrogen detonation in the reactor building)
would be greater than those previously evaluated in connection with the Vermont
Yankee reactor. This risk is sufficient to constitute the proposed amendment
as a "major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment" and requiring preparation and issuance of an Environmental
Impact Statement prior to approval of the amendment.

Contention 3
(Derivation: NECNP Contention 5, Massachusetts Contention TI)
The Applicant has failed to submit an adequate analysis of alternatives
to the proposed action, as required by §§ 102(2)(C) and 102(2) (E) of the
National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§4332(2)(C) and 4332(2)(E),
and implementing NRC regulations or guidelines. Specifica11y, the Applicant
has failed to analyze adequately the alternatives of (1) dry-cask storage and (2)
independent pool storage. Both of these alternatives are available options and
provide obvious safety advantages over the instant proposal.
[Attachment B has been omitted from this publication but can be found in the
NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20555.]
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADMINISTRATlVE LAW JUDGE
Ivan W. Smith

Docket No. 30-16055-SP
(ASLBP No. 87-545-o1-SP)
(BML No. 34-19089-01)
(EA 86-155)

In the Matter of

ADVANCED MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
(One Factory Row
Geneva, Ohio 44041)

May 4,1987

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER CONCERNING NRC
STAFF'S MOTION FOR STAY OF PROCEEDING
I.

BACKGROUND

Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (AMS), of Geneva, Ohio, is authorized by
an NRC byproduct material license to possess and use cobalt-60 and cesium-137
in the manufacture, installation, and servicing of radiography and teletherapy
devices. On October 10, 1986, the Director of the Office of Inspection and
Enforcement issued an immediately effective order suspending AMS' authority
under the license to install, service, maintain, or dismantle the devices.
AMS demanded a hearing. Before the proceeding progressed very far, the
NRC Staff administratively relaxed the terms of the order. Licensee is now authorized to resume the suspended activities, but under new conditions. 1 Counsel
for the parties have reported during several informal prehearing conferences
that, despite the relaxation of the suspension order, there are legal and factual
issues remaining to be heard. Those issues have never been sufficiently defined

1Letter fran Regioou Administrator lames G. Keppler to Advanced Mediea1 Systems. Inc., February 2, 1987.
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because, at the informal request of the Department of Justice, and with the
consent of AMS, prehearing conferences were postponed. Formal discovery has
not yet been authorized, although the Staff had begun voluntarily providing information to AMS.
On March 9 the Department formally requested NRC Deputy General Counsel
James P. Murray to seek a stay of this proceeding.2 On March 19 the Staff filed
the instant motion appending the Department's request and adding the Staff's
own arguments for a stay.3 AMS opposes a stay.
The Department's request explains that its Criminal Division received a case
referral from the NRC's Office of Investigations in August 1986, but that the
Department then deferred action pending the NRC's investigation because the
allegations presented immediate public health and safety concerns. Noting that
the NRC has since issued the suspension order and has permitted resumption of
opemtions under conditions that have apparently resolved those health and safety
concerns, the Department now wishes to proceed on the earlier allegations and
on more recent allegations. The Department notes further that this proceeding
has advanced to the point where AMS will have the right to make discovery
demands of materials developed by NRC's Staff offices to the detriment of the
criminal investigation. For example, the Department represents that there is a
"gmve risk" that witness statements and other information may be unnecessarily
and prematurely disclosed to criminal targets through administmtive discovery in
this proceeding. The problem arises because discovery under the Pedeml Rules
of Civil Procedure, and by analogy the NRC discovery rules, is much more
liberal than the Fedeml Rule of Criminal Procedure 16. See, e.g., 4A Moore's
Federal Practice § 34.04 (2d ed. 1984).
The NRC Staff has accepted the Department's representations and moves
that this proceeding be stayed until the completion of the ongoing criminal
investigation of AMS and any prosecution by the Department of Justice. The
Staff recognizes that an open-ended stay may raise due-process questions, but
suggests that the stay need not be extended beyond a reasonable time because
resumption of the hearing is within the discretion of the NRC. The Staff believes
that since AMS may now perform its normal business under the conditions
of the relaxed suspension order, a stay would not be unduly burdensome on
AMS. Staff Motion at 7-8.
AMS opposes the motion for a stay on two principal grounds: (1) the motion
is without adequate evidentiary support, and (2) a long stay could prejudice
AMS by delaying the discovery essential to its defense. Significantly, AMS does
2Leuer fran William F. Weld. Assistant Anomey General. Criminal Division. By Victoria Tocnsina. Deputy
Assistant Anomey General. U.S. Depat1ment of Justice. to lames P. Mwny. AlSociate General Counsel. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Much 9. 1987.
3 Theze is privity of inl=st between \he NRC Staff and \he Depat1menl.. For \he purpose of \he molion, I aomctimes
regard \hem jointly u \he "GovemmenL"
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not assert a financial burden in operating under the unwanted conditions of the
relaxed suspension order. In fact, AMS disdains an economic defense on the
grounds that it is irrelevant to the due-process issue of delayed discovery. AMS
Brief at 5-6, 10-11.

n.
A.

DISCUSSION

Evidentiary Basis (or Stay

AMS challenges even the authenticity of the March 9 letter from the Department of Justice, which according to AMS was "supposedly issued by a William
F. Weld who is apparently an Assistant General Counsel in the Criminal Division . • • ." AMS Brief at 2.
There is no reasonable doubt that there really is a William F. Weld, who is
an Assistant Attorney General of the Department of Justice, and that his Deputy,
Victoria Toensing, signed the March 9 letter to Mr. Murray requesting the
stay. Nor is there reasonable doubt that there actually is a criminal investigation
into the activities of the Licensee here and that the statements to that effect
contained in the letter and the motion are generally accurate. Nevertheless, the
matter is a very significant concern to the Licensee. AMS is entitled to be
assured that the motion for a stay has a solid evidentiary footing.
In Commonwealth Edison Co. (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and
2), ALAB-735, 18 NRC 19 (1983), the Appeal Board refused to accept the
generalized representation of counsel that premature disclosure of matters under
investigation by the Office of Investigations could seriously compromise those
investigations. [d. at 23-24. Affidavits of officials having first-hand knowledge
of the impact of such disclosure were deemed essential to Staff efforts to prevent
disclosure. [d.
Accordingly, in the order below, the Staff is granted an opportunity to provide
affidavits in support of its motion consistent with the Appeal Board's discussion
in Byron. [d. In the meantime, however, to spare AMS further procedural delay
in this proceeding, I assume the authenticity of the March 9, 1987 letter from the
Department of Justice. I also assume that the criminal investigation alluded to
in the letter and in the Staff's motion are based essentially on the same factual
allegations at issue in the NRC civil proceeding at hand.

B.

Authority to Stay NRC Proceeding

AMS does not dispute the authority of the NRC to stay the proceeding; its
argument is directed to the unfairness of any such stay. The NRC Staff, citing
lAndis v. North American Co., 299 U.S. 248, 254-55 (1936), correctly asserts
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that it is well established that courts may stay a civil proceeding if the harm
from staying the civil proceeding is outweighed by the difficulty imposed on the
criminal proceeding if both are permitted to go forward simultaneously. Motion
at 6.
The NRC Staff also forthrightly acknowledges that, as the party seeking
the stay, it "must make a clear case of hardship or inequity in being required
to go forward if there is even a fair possibility that the stay for which he
prays will work damage to someone else." Motion at 6, citing Landis v. North
American, supra, 299 U.S. at 254-55. The Staff also concedes that the NRC
is not required to suspend its administrative proceeding because of a criminal
investigation into the same matter. Motion at 5, citing General Public Utilities
Nuclear Corp. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2), 0...1-83-24, 18 NRC
315,318 (1983).
In the General Public Utilities decision, the Commission declined to quash
administrative investigative subpoenas inquiring into the TMI-2 leak rate matter. The Commission, relying upon SEC v. Dresser Industries, Inc., 628 F.2d
1368 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (en banc), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 993 (1980), explained
that the NRC, as did the Securities and Exchange Commission in the Dresser
case, had a mandate to make investigations promptly for the protection of the
public, which mandate should not be blocked because of a Grand Jury inquiry
into the same matter. In United States v. Kordel, 397 U.S. 1 (1970), also cited in
the General Public Utilities decision, the Court held that a governmental agency
such as the FDA need not invariably choose either to forego recommending a
criminal prosecution once it seeks civil relief, or to defer its civil proceedings
pending the ultimate outcome of the criminal trial./d. at 9, 10.
While the Commission, in General Public Utilities, declined to suspend its
civil proceeding solely on the basis of the Gnind Jury's inquiry, it went on
to consider whether the parallel investigations would "demonstrably prejudice
substantial rights of the investigated parties." Supra, 18 NRC at 323-24. Again
drawing upon SEC v. Dresser for its rationale, the Commission acknowledged
that the constitutional privilege against self-incrimination might require a stay of
the civil proceeding. Nevertheless, the Commission decided that, as in Dresser,
a weak case for staying the administrative proceeding was made, and, as noted,
declined to stay the NRC investigation.
The decisions of the Commission in General Public Utilities and the courts
in SEC v. Dresser and United States v. Kordel, relied upon by the Staff, provide
incomplete guidance in this proceeding. Those decisions establish only that it is
within my discretion to stay the civil proceeding before me if substantial rights
are ~tened, and that, where the public interest requires going forward, a civil
proceeding need not be stayed pending the completion of the parallel criminal
matter. Factually the instant proceeding is quite different from the cited cases. In
the General Public Utilities case and those cited there, the targets of the parallel
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investigations sought the stay. In this case the Government seeks the stay. Unlike
the situations in the cited cases, in this proceeding there is no immediate public
interest in a stay. As all parties agree, the immediate public health and safety
aspects of the proceeding have been satisfied by the conditions of the Regional
Administrator's action relaxing the suspension order.

C.

Legal Standards for Balancing the Government Need for a Stay
Against the Licensee's Need for an Undelayed Proceeding

In a recent case cited by the NRC Staff (at 6). United States v. Eight Thousand
Eight Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($8,850). 461 U.S. 555 (1983), the Supreme
Court described the test to be applied in determining whether a delay in bringing
the government's administrative proceeding prejudiced the defendant's rights to
a speedy trial. The similarities in the proceeding here against AMS and the case
in $8,850 provide useful guidance. In $8,850 the Customs Service (under the
Bank Secrecy Act of 1970), before any hearing. seized the money at issue from
the defendant upon her entry into the United States. In this proceeding, the NRC
Staff, by imposing the immediately effective suspension order against AMS,
seized its relief before any hearing, notwithstanding the partial relaxation of
that order later. In $8,850, the government delayed some 18 months in bringing
its civil forfeiture action against the defendant. In this case, the stay sought by
the Government could amount to a similar delay in AMS' hearing. In $8,850,
as in this proceeding, the Government sought to justify the delay in going
forward with the administrative proceeding by arguing that the parallel criminal
proceeding justified the delay because of concern for improper opportunities for
the defendant to discover administratively the details of the pending criminal
case./d. at 567.
The Court in $8,850 recalled that, in Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514
(1972), it had established a balancing test composed of weighing four factors
for determining when the government has abridged the right to a speedy
trial. The "Barker test" factors were: length of the delay, the reason for the
delay, the defendant's assertion of his right to a trial, and prejudice to the
defendant. $8,850, supra, 461 U.S. at 564.

1.

Length of Delay

In $8,850 the Court considered being deprived of such a sum of money over
18 months was a significant burden. But the Court acknowledged that when a
delay becomes presumptively improper depends upon the facts of a particular
case. In this case, as noted above, AMS does not assert a financial burden. In
considering the length of a possible delay sought by the Government in this
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proceeding, I am guided most by the amount of injury any such delay might
impose upon the Licensee in defending the charges against it

2.

Reason For Delay

The Government in the instant proceeding has advanced a traditional and
appropriate reason for seeking a delay, as discussed above. An argument could
be advanced that a total stay of the proceeding is unwarranted, as compared
to, for example, going forward under a protective order, or limiting discovery
to noncriminal aspects of the proceeding. But as I understand the facts now
available to me, a distinction between the noncriminal and the civil aspects
of the matter cannot now be easily made. As to a protective order, no party
has suggested that approach. fur the short term of the stay imposed below, the
problems of devising and administering a protective order outweigh any benefits
to be realized.
It does not appear that the Government has failed to move expeditiously on
both the civil and criminal tracks. The period between the time that the Department first reported that it wanted a postponement to consider the consequences
of civil discovery in the NRC proceeding, until its March 9 formal request for
a stay, and then until the Staff's March 19 motion for the stay was only a few
weeks. Presumably the request for a stay was not lightly made. The time in
seeking it would reflect the fact that the idea was carefully considered beforehand.

3.

Licensee's Assertion of Its Right to a Prompt Hearing

The Court in $8,850 found that the defendant there did not avail herself of her
remedies to ensure an early judicial hearing on her rights. No such finding can be
made in this proceeding. AMS has moved the proceeding along as expeditiously
as possible. While counsel for AMS did not oppose the requests for continuances,
the delays were not long. Counsel's acquiescence in those delays was no more
than normal professional courtesy. In any event, AMS is now demanding a
prompt hearing.

4.

Prejudice to the Ucensee

The final "Barker test" factor is whether AMS will be prejudiced by any
significant delay in the NRC proceeding. AMS asserts that it has a discovery
plan it wishes to pursue and that if denied its opportunity for discovery, its
defense will be irreparably harmed "as memories of key witnesses will inevitably
fade." The Court in $8,850 looked to whether the delay in the civil proceeding
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hampered the defendant there in presenting its defense, for example, through the
loss of a witness or other evidence. Finding that the defendant had not alleged
that the delay affected her ability to defend against the government's civil action,
the decision was rendered against her. Id., 461 U.S. at 569.
In contrast, the Commission in General Public Utilities expressed its concern
that "the recollection of individuals may be fading with the passage of time, and
delaying the NRC's investigation any longer could seriously prejudice the NRC's
ability to resolve this matter." Supra, 18 NRC at 325. See also SEC lI. Dresser,
supra, 628 F.2d at 1377.
AMS' concern about its ability to prepare its defense after a long delay is well
founded. Memories do fade. Witnesses become unavailable and documents are
lost. The Staff's case seems to depend relatively little on technical documents
and other objective, endwing evidentiary records. This proceeding seems to
depend more upon human motivation, memories, and perceptions than most
conducted by the NRC. This is precisely the type of evidence I have found to be
the most perishable in NRC proceedings. Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), Partial Initial Decision (Reopened Proceeding),
LBP-82-56, 16 NRC 281 (1982), and Partial Initial Decision on the Remanded
Issue of the Dieclcamp Mailgram, LBP-85-30, 22 NRC 332 (1985). A long delay
in the civil aspects of the proceeding will have the dangerous potential of fatally
impairing Licensee's ability to mount a defense. If such be the case, the NRC
Staff may also be impaired in its ability to impose the relief it deems needed in
the public interest.
I have not accepted the Staff's statement that "AMS is fully aware of the
Staff's evidentiary case." Motion at 9. That statement is contradicted by the
very grounds asserted for the motion, i.e., civil discovery will disclose more
information about the Staff's case to the detriment of the Government's criminal
investigation. Nor do I understand the Staff's next assertion: "A delay in the
hearing will not affect the evidence which AMS seeks to challenge." Id. True,
while the delay may not affect the nature of the evidence the Staff may present
for AMS to challenge, a long delay would affect AMS' ability to challenge that
evidence.

m.

CONCLUSION

There is no basis to believe that the Licensee in this proceeding has any
scheme or plan to use the NRC discovery process to frustrate the Government's
criminal investigation. In many of the cases touching on the tension between a
criminal target's broad discovery rights in a related civil proceeding, and the very
limited rights to discover in a criminal proceeding, there has been a solid basis
to fear that the target would abuse the civil process to discover for the criminal
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proceeding. fur example in the frequently cited case of Campbell v. Eastland,
300 F.2d 478 (5th Cir. 1962), the court viewed with suspicion the discovery
efforts of a taxpayer who, knowing he was the target of a criminal proceeding,
initiated a civil suit for a refund of the taxes in issue. The court inferred the
filing of the civil suit and the motion for discovery were tactical maneuvers and
a "dodge" to gain advance information over the criminal proceeding.ld. at 483,
487,490; distinguishing Frazier v. Phinney, 24 F.R.D. 406 (S.D. Tex. 1959), and
Commissioner v. Licavoli, 252 F.2d 268 (6th Cir. 1958) (taxpayers were targets
of criminal proceedings and involuntary defendants in tax deficiency suits).
In this proceeding, AMS is an involuntary party to a proceeding brought
by the NRC and is entitled to all due-process rights consistent with the public
interest in the criminal investigation.
As noted, the Department requested an open-ended stay until the conclusion
of any criminal prosecution. The Staff supported that request although it suggested that some earlier, unspecified resumption might be appropriate. Neither
discusses anything short of a total stay, e.g., the possibility of a protective order,
answering interrogatories under seal, or other forms of limited discovery. This is
not surprising because the NRC Staff already has what it needs by way of relief
and possibly by way of information. But the Government's position shows an
insensitivity to the due-process rights of the Licensee. Having failed to request
anything short of an absolute stay for as long as the Department wishes, it falls
upon me to fashion a more reasonable solution,· which mayor may not serve
the Government's convenience.

IV.

ORDER

This proceeding is stayed until August IS, 1987. The stay, however, is subject
to the Staff's filing supporting affidavits for the stay as discussed above on or
before June I, 1987.
The Staff may file a motion for a continuation of the stay, but any such
motion shall be supported by affidavits, shall report the expected time needed
to complete the criminal investigation. and any other information bearing on
the reasonableness of the length of any continuation. In the event a motion
to continue the stay is filed, arguments may be presented on whether relief
short of an absolute stay will serve the Government's needs. fur example,
the feasibility of an order limiting information to AMS' counsel, responses to
discovery kept under seal until the conclusion of the criminal investigation, or

10 D.rU",er Y. MilClr611. 442 F.2d 782, 787 (D.C. CU. 1971); McSunly
(D.c. CU. 1970).
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Y.

McCulla", 426 F.2d 664, (;12

permitting discovery only on specifically defined subject-matter areas may be
relevant to any such motion.
In the meantime, as a condition of granting this stay, the NRC Staff shall
carefully preserve all evidence that would otherwise be available to AMS in
discovery and make a particular effort to identify and preserve evidence that
might be exculpatory to AMS.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Ivan W. Smith
ADMINIS1RATIVE LAW JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
May 4, 1987
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Lando W. Zech, Jr., Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstlne
Frederick M. Bernthal
Kenneth M. Carr

In the Matter of

Docket Nos. 50-443-0L-1
50-444-0L-1
(Onslte Emergency Planning
and Safety Issues)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, ef al.
(Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2)

June 11, 1987

The Commission finds that under existing circumstances there can be no
low-power operation at Seabrook beyond fuel loading and prccriticality testing
unless and until the Applicants file a bona fide utility offsite emergency plan
for Massachusetts that satisfies the Commission's threshold requirements. The
Commission accordingly denies Applicants' request to vacate CLI-87-2 (25 NRC
267 (1987» as moot and to lift the stay on low-power operations at Seabrook.
EMERGENCY PLAN:

UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE

Commission case law has very clearly defined a utility plan as one that
provides measures to be taken by the utility to compensate for the absence of
governmental participation in emergency planning. See Long Island Lighting
Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), LBP-83-22, 17 NRC 608, 625,
aff'd, CLI-83-13, 17 NRC 741 (1983); id., CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22 (1986).
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EMERGENCY PLAN:

UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE

Where, as here, the Commission has required submittal of an emergency plan
in the absence of state and local governmental cooperation in providing some
of the materials that normally are essential to support a fulI-power license under
Commission regulations, an adequate filing would be one intended for actual
implementation as a utility emergency plan and intended to be subjected to Staff
and FEMA review and litigation on that basis.

EMERGENCY PLAN:

UTILITY PLAN AS SUBSTITUTE

While "realism" may playa role in the ultimate decision on the acceptability
of planning that lacks state participation, it cannot repair the void caused by the
failure to submit a utility plan that reflects the utility's compensatory measures
and efforts to facilitate the state's participation in the event of an emergency.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Today we deny the motion of Public Service Company of New Hampshire
(''PSNH'' or "Applicants'') to vacate our decision in CLI-87-21 as moot and to lift
the stay on low-power operations at Seabrook. The result of today's decision
is that under existing circumstances there can be no low-power operation at
Seabrook beyond fuel loading and precriticality testing unless and until the
Applicants file a bona fide utility offsite emergency plan for Massachusetts that
satisfies the Commission's threshold requirements. As we explain below, the
plan that PSNH filed with the Commission on April 8 is not, in fact, a bona fide
utility plan, and cannot by its very nature satisfy the Commission's threshold
requirements specified in CLI-87-2.

I.
A.

BACKGROUND

Proceedings Before Adjudicatory Boards

By order dated October 7, 1986, the Licensing Board designated to hear onsite
emergency planning and safety issues authorized the issuance of an operating
license allowing fuel loading and precriticality testing at Seabrook. See LBP-8634, 24 NRC 549. The Attorney General of Massachusetts ("Attorney General"
or "Massachusetts"), a party to this proceeding, appealed this decision to the

125 NRC 267 (\987).
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (Appeal Board) on a single issue2:
whether 10 C.F.R. § 50.33(g) requires that utility applicants file a radiological
emergency response plan for the entire plume exposure pathway emergency
planning zone (EPZ) for the facility before any license may be issued. It had
been conceded that PSNH had not submitted such a plan for the portion of the
EPZ that lies within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In ALAB-853, the
Appeal Board decided that the lack of a plan for the entire Massachusetts portion
of the Seabrook EPZ did not bar the issuance of a license to permit low-power
operations.

B.

Proceedings Before the Commission

Shortly thereafter, the Commission commenced a deliberative process on
whether its sua sponte review of this issue would be warranted. The Commission
recognized that although fuel loading and precriticality testing had gone forward,
the Appeal Board's interpretation of the regulations expressed in ALAB-853
would, if unreviewed, become at the low-power stage subject to later modification or overruling by the Commission. Because the same issue would be relevant
to any later decision on issuance of a low-power license, the Commission decided sua sponte to resolve the issue so that the later decision on low-power
licensing could be made with Commission guidance in hand. Thus, on January
9, 1987, the Commission took review. Order, this docket (unpublished), at 1
(January 9, 1987).3 By the same order the Commission stayed the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) from authorizing further low-power operations at the Seabrook facility until the Commission's review was concluded.
On consideration of the briefs submitted on review of ALAB-853, the
Commission decided not to affirm the Appeal Board. It said:
We acknowledge that there is some merit to both sides' positions, and we commend the
Appeal Board for its eareful analysis of the question. But the question before us is not a
strictly legal one, but rather a question of regulatory policy which ultimately we alone should
decide. In the special circumstances of this case our judgment is that sound policy favors
requiring the ruing of a state, local, or utility plan before any operating license is issued,
including a license confined to fuel loading or low-power testing.

CLI-87-2, 25 NRC at 270.

2 Intervenor Seacoast Anti-Pollutioo League (SAPL) joined in the Attorney Genera!'. appeal and in addition nised
aepante issues. For reasoos explained by the Appeal Board (su ALAB-8S3, 24 NRC 711. 713 n.2 (1986), the
original issue was heard and decided aepantely and is the sole issue of that phase reviewed by the Commission.
3 s~. QUO Cll·87-2, supra. 2S NRC at 268 n.2. S~. id. at 268·69 for parties, their positions, and the Iil<e, which
we need not here repeal.
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Consistent with its decision the Commission left its stay in place, noting
that on the eve of its formal affirmation of CLI-87-2 it had received PSNH's
notification that it was submitting "a utility emergency plan" for that portion of
the EPZ that lies in Massachusetts. PSNH had suggested that because of this
new development the issue on review was moot, and requested the Commission
to lift its stay. See PSNH's "Suggestion of Mootness and Request for Vacation of
Stay," April 7, 1987. Instead of deferring its CLI-87-2 decision, the Commission
said it would consider PSNH's motion as one to vacate CLI-87-2 as moot and
to lift the stay. It is that motion that we now decide.

n.
A.

OPINION

The Issue

The issue that governs the Commission's decision on the motion before us
is whether PSNH's April 8, 1987 submittal of "a utility emergency plan" for
Seabrook satisfied the Commission's intent in CLI-87-2 in requiring the filing
of a state or local governmental or utility plan.
As explained below, CLI-87-2 imposed two requirements: (I) PSNH was
to file a bona fide utility plan, and (2) must demonstrate on summary review that
adequate emergency planning is "at least in the realm of the possible." Since
we find that PSNH's submittal fails to meet the first requirement, and therefore
that the low-power stay must be maintained, we need not and do not address
the further question of whether the second requirement can be met by PSNH's
submittal.
D.

The Standards -

a Dona Fide Utility Plan

In the circumstances of this proceeding, it is clear that neither the state
nor local governments in Massachusetts had sponsored or currently intended to
sponsor a plan. Thus it is beyond doubt that the Commission intended PSNH
to submit a utility emergency plan.· It has very clearly been developed in
Commission case law that a utility plan is one that provides measures to be
taken by the utility to compensate for the absence of governmental participation
in emergency planning. See Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit I), LBP-83-22, 17 NRC 608, 625, affU, CLI-83-13, 17 NRC 741
(l983); id., CLI-86-13, 24 NRC 22 (1986).

4Tbe Commission here reiterates what it has suted in • variety of fon. that it would wc)ccrne and prefer
governmental participation. Nonetheless, itJ decision in CU·87·2 recognized the cunent unlikelihood of such
participation occurring in the near future.
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In CLI-87-2, the Commission required submittal of a plan in circumstances
where "some of the materials that normally are essential to support a full-power
license under our regulations were missing." 25 NRC at 270. It cannot then
be supposed that the Commission contemplated that it was requiring anything
less than would be required of any submittal of materials supporting a license
application under the regulations. The very minimum for such a submittal would
be a bona fide utility plan. An adequate filing in this case would be one intended
for actual implementation as a utility emergency plan, and one intended to be
subjected to Staff and FEMA review and litigation on that basis.
C.

Positions of the Parties5 and Judgment of the Commission

At the outset, PSNH described its submittal as "a utility plan," but it did not
repeat that characterization. 6 Moreover, in effect PSNH later conceded that its
submittal was not a utility plan by acknowledging that it was a plan developed by
the state for execution by the state, and contained no measures to compensate for
the lack of governmental participation. Letter from George S. Thomas, April 24,
1987. The Applicants apparenUy were satisfied to fill this void by the statement
that such measures could be developed.'
The parties that oppose the motion and the Staff arc in accord that the plan
is not in fact a utility plan.
There appears to be no dispute that PSNH's independent contribution to the
plan that it submitted was solely a new cover page. For each volume each such
page bears the marking "For Information Only." The letter of submittal includes
a sworn statement by a cognizant official of the Applicants that the information
in the plan is true "on knowledge and belief." PSNH does not specifically discuss
as a separate matter the bona fides of its filing.
The parties in opposition take the position that the plan is not a good-faith
filing for a number of reasons, most significanUy that PSNH failed to eliminate

5 The partie. that submitted view. a", the Applicants. New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution. Seacoast
Anti·Pollution League. Massachusetts Attorney General James M. Shannon. Town of We.t Newbury, Town of
Hampton, Town of Amesbury, and the NRC Staff. For convenience we characterize generally IS the opposing
position the thrust or the Intcrvenon Ind governmental entities. all of which that filed did so in opposition to
PSNll's motion. We note that the State of New Hampshim took no position in the instant matter.
6 Ste Applicants' "Suggestion of Mootncss and Request for Vacation of Stay" It 2,
(April 7, 1987). and Letter
from George S. Thomas to NRC, April 8, 1987 (transmitting ''utility plan." Cf. "Views of the Applicants in
Response to Cll·87·2" and Letter from George S. Thomas to NRC, April 24, 1987 (clarification ''to assist in the
review and understanding of th[elsubmittal").
, Alternatively, PSNlI Ippears to place reliance on I ....,.!ism" Irgument that the state Ind local governments
would perform in an emergency under the plan that they had developed. "Views of the Applicants in Response
to Cll·87·02" at 12 They Iiso a.. ert that due to various specified ..,.sons, the governments will be capable of
responding pursuant to the plans. Letter from George S. Than.. , supra. It 2 While ....,.!ism" may play I role in
the ultimate decision on the Icceptability of planning that lacks state participation. it cannot "'Pair the void caused
by the failure to submit I utility plan that reHects the utility's canpcnsatory measures Ind efforts to facilitate the
state'. participation in the event or an emergency.
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information demonstrably known by it to be obsolete or otherwise wrong,
especially including participation of governmental and private institutions that
had made contrary written statements.
While the Staff does not directly address the good-faith issue, it notes in
the course of its evaluation that the plan includes a restrictive marking, "For
Information Only." While Staff advises us that PSNH has sought a meeting on
the plan, Staff also informs us that PSNH has neither requested FEMA review
nor suggested that litigation should commence on the merits of the plan in
conjunction with their realism argument.
On balance, the Commission is unable to find that the submittal satisfies the
intent of CLJ-87-2. PSNH was (or certainly should have been) well aware that
what it was submitting was not its plan, was not a utility plan, and contained
obsolete and wrong information that no effort had been made to remove.8
Moreover, PSNH has marked the submitted plan "For Information Only" and
has not specifically requested a FEMA review of the plan. Such a specific
request, as the Staff points out, would be made in the normal course of events,
were the plan submitted with the intent to be implemented and as the subject of
review and eventual findings on emergency planning adequacy. See NRC Staff's
Response to Applicants' "Suggestion of Mootness and Request for Vacation of
Stay," nn.15 & 19.

III.

JUDGMENT

In light of the foregoing, the Commission finds that the Applicants' submittal
is insufficient to meet the requirement imposed on it by the Commission's
decision in CLJ-87-2. Accordingly, the Commission neither vacates its decision
~
nor lifts its stay.
Commissioners Carr and Roberts disapproved this order. Commissioner
Carr's dissenting views (with which Commissioner Roberts agrees) are attached. Commissioner Asselstine's additional views are also attached.

8 Su NRC Staff'. Response to Applicants' "Suggestion of Mootncss and Request for Vacation of Stay:' n.6
(May I, 1987) and Affidavit there cited. S•• al.ro Town of Amesbury'. Rcspon<e to Applicants' "Suggestion of
Mootness and Request for Vacation of Stay" at 2,' S (April 10, 1987), and Em. A-C.
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It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission*
SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission
Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 11th day of June 1987.
COMMISSIONER CARR'S DISSENTING VIEWS
I dissent from this order for the simple reason that I would not have
reversed ALAB-853, nor continued the stay and embarked on the course that
the majority chose in CLI-87-2. I offer no view on the correctness of the
majority's application of the criteria against which it assesses the adequacy
of the Applicants' submittal of an emergency plan for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE
I approve the order as far as it goes. I also would have found that the plan
filed by the utility does not meet the threshold established in CLI-87-2, i.e., that
it does not demonstrate that adequate emergency planning is "at least in the
rcalm of the possible."

*Commissioner Bernthll was not present for the fonnal aflinnation of this onIer; had he been present he would
have approved iL In order to allow the will o.f the majority to prevail, Commissioner Carr did not participate in
the formal .ffinn.tion of this order.
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James K. Asselstlne
Frederick M. Bernthal
Kenneth M. Carr

Docket No. 50-322-0L

In the Matter of
LONG ISLAND UGHTING
COMPANY
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1)

June 11, 1987

The Commission decides that while emergency planning issues remain unresolved it has no legal basis to grant without a hearing a utility request for immediate authorization to increase power for Shoreham from 5% to 25% of rated
capacity. In the absence of means to resolve differences over these issues, an
immediate authorization is not possible because it would be necessary to resolve
new factual issues raised by the request under normal adjudicatory procedures
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 50.57(c) and 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart G. Because the
Licensee appears to desire a more expedited procedure than would be required,
the Commission therefore denies the utility's request for a 25% license without
prejudice to Licensing Board consideration of the request if the Licensee so
desires.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
On April 14, 1987, Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO) requested
immediate Commission authorization to increase power for Shoreham from
5% to 25% of rated capacity. Accompanying the request was a motion for
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expedited Commission consideration. The primary basis for the request and
motion was LILCO's belief that 25% operation was necessary to prevent a
critical shortage of electrical power for Long Island this summer. The NRC
Staff offered no views on the merits of the request, but supported LILCO's
motion for expedition. Intervenors New York State, Suffolk County, and Town
of Southampton opposed both the request and the motion, asserting, among other
things, that LILCO's claims of an impending power shortage were baseless.
LILCO's request introduces a series of new material factual issues into this
alrcady complicated and prolonged proceeding, but neither LILCO nor the NRC
Staff has offered any suggestion as to how these factual issues can possibly be
resolved before the end of this summer if we follow our normal adjudicatory
hearing procedures in 10 C.F.R. § 50.57(c) and 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart
O. LILCO may be suggesting some different decision procedure for its motion,
but has made no specific suggestion in this regard and has offered no explanation
of how the Commission may lawfully circumvent its usual rules for decisions.
We are not in a position to agree or disagree with LILCO's assertion that
a 25% license is needed for electrical power on Long Island this summer. But
on the basis of the filings before us, we can say that unless the State of New
York, Suffolk County, and the other parties to this proceeding agree on Long
Island's power needs and propose some means to settle the outstanding issues,
there is nothing the Commission can lawfully do to grant LILCO's request for
immediate authorization to operate at 25% power}
Accordingly, LILCO's request for a 25% license is denied. LILCO may refile
its request under § 50.57(c) with the Licensing Board when and if it believes
that some useful purpose would be served thereby.
It is so ORDERED.
For the Commission*
SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission
Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 11th day of June 1987.

1 In respmse 10 LILCO'I request and 10 the NRC Staff', plans for review of the SlUdies underlying the request.
Intervenors submined a motion asking us 10 direct the Staff 10 cease it.! review. In view of our disposition of the
request. we presume that Staff will no longer need 10 expend resources 10 review the request. unless necessary 10
respmd 10 a renewed request for such authorization at some future time. Of course, nothing should prevent Staff
from reviewing any of Ln..CO·1 supporting material for any other lawful purpose. For example. review of the
PRA could offer useful insight.! inlO the safety of the Shoreham pIant and how plant lafety might be improved.
*Commissioner Bernthal was not present when this order was affirmed. If he had been present. he would have
approved iL
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In the Matter of

Docket No. 50-322-0L-3
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LONG ISLAND UGHTING

COMPANY
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1)

June 11,1987

The Commission evaluates, under the criteria of 10 C.F.R. § 2.734, Intervenors' motion to reopen the Shoreham emergency planning record on three
issues. The Commission grants the motion to reopen as to the withdrawal of
WALK Radio as the primary emergency broadcast system (EBS) radio station
for the emergency plan. However, the reopened issue is remanded to the Licensing Board with instructions to delay the admission of contentions until receipt
of the utility's modified emergency plan.
The Commission denies Intervenors' request to reopen on the two other
issues: (1) the lack of an agreement between the utility and the American Red
Cross (ARC) for its participation in emergency response; and (2) the absence of
agreements between the ARC and certain shelter owners for the use of shelters in
a Shoreham emergency. Because the ARC's charter and policy require it to assist
in emergency response whether or not there is an agreement, the Commission
concludes that movants have not demonstrated that there would have been a
materially different result, or that such a result would have been likely, had the
absence of the agreements been considered initially.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:
RECORD

REOPENING OF AN EVIDENTIARY

A motion to reopen a closed evidentiary record will not be granted unless
the movant satisfies all of the criteria for reopening under 10 C.F.R. § 2.734.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Intervenors ask the Commission to reopen the emergency planning record
based on two "new" developments: (1) the withdrawal of WALK Radio as the
primary emergency broadcast system (EBS) station for the Shoreham emergency
plan, and (2) a letter from the Nassau County Chapter of the American Red
Cross (ARC) to LILCO denying that there is any agreement between LILCO
and ARC pertaining to emergency response for Shoreham. These developments,
Intervenors allege, show that the LILCO plan is deficient because there are
no viable provisions for activating tone-alert radios or for broadcasting EBS
messages, there is no indication of the willingness or ability of ARC to provide
assistance "as required under the plan," and there are no congregate care facilities
due to ARC's "inability and refusal to agree, identify, designate, open, or
operate such centers in a Shoreham emergency." Motion at 1-2 (November 10,
1986). While maintaining that there are existing contentions under which these
issues could be litigated, Intervenors submit proposed contentions with their
motion so as to focus any further hearings. On the proper ground that it lacked
jurisdiction to reopen as requested, the Licensing Board dismissed Intervenors'
request,l and Intervenors now seek relief directly from the Commission.2

THE COMMISSION'S REOPENING STANDARDS
The Commission has evaluated the motion under 10 C.F.R. 2.734, which
provides:
(a) A motion to reopen a closed record to consider additionat evidence will not be
granted unless the following criteria are satisfied:

1 Both

Ihe Licensing and Ihe Appeal Boards have already completed hearings and rende:ed decisions 00 Ihe issues

for which reopening is sought.
2The licensing Board dismissed for bck of jurisdic:tioo after Ihe parties had submitted Iheir pleadings 00 Ihe
motion. The panies agreed Ihat Ihe pleadings submitted initially to Ihe Licensing Board represented !heir views
sufficiently to avoid Ihe necessity for new filings. The Commissioo endoned !his approach in a November 19.
1986 Order (unpublished). pennitting but not requiring new papers. Only ULCO submitted new material (in a
brief "Answer ••• j (Nov. 21, 1986). Thus unless otherwise noted. Ihe pleadings referenced a.e Ihose initially
filed wilh Ihe Licensing Board.
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(1) The motion must be timely, except that an exceptionally grave issue may be
considered in the discretion of the presiding officer even if untimely presented.
(2) The motion must address a significant safety or environmental issue.
(3) The motion must demonstrate that a materially different result would be or would
have been likely had the newly proffered evidence been considered initially.
(b) The motion must be accompanied by one or more affidavits which set forth the factual
and/or technical bases for the movant's claim that the criteria of paragraph (a) of this section
have been satisfied. Affidavits must be given by competent individuals with knowledge of
the facts alleged, or by experts in the disciplines appropriate to the issues raised. Evidence
contained in affidavits must meet the admissibility standards set forth in § 2743(c). Each
of the criteria must be separately addressed, with a specific explanation of why it has been
met. Where mUltiple allegations are involved, the movant must identify with panicularity
each issue it seeks to litigate and specify the factual and/or technical bases which it believes
suppon the claim that this issue meets the criteria in paragraph (a) of this section.

•••

(d) A motion to reopen which relates to a contention not previously in controversy among
the parties must also satisfy the requirements for nontimely contentions in § 2714(a)(I)(i-v).

We conclude, as to WALK Radio, that the motion satisfies these standards
and that, as to the other issues, it does not.3
WALK RADIO

The Staff and LILCO agree that the withdrawal of WALK Radio does justify
reopening the record, but submit that the admission of contentions should await
LILCO's proposal of plan modifications to deal with the WALK situation. Staff
Response at 6 n.2; LILCO Response at 4. LILCO opposes the remainder of the
motion, while Staff supports the remainder,
We grant the request to reopen on this matter. Intervenors' request was
timely, addresses a significant safety issue, demonstrates that a materially
different result would have been likely, and was supported by an appropriate
affidavit. However, we believe that it's premature to admit contentions on the
EBS situation until LILCO provides updated information on public notification
procedures which may elicit additional contentions. We see no gain to going
through the contention admission process twice rather than once.

3In ..... sing the motion, we .Iso considered. recent FEMA cvaluatim of ULCO·. plan. On Dea:mbc:r 30.
1986, FEMA delivered to the NRC', Executive Director for Opcntims an a.. essment by its Rcgimal Advisory
Conunittcc (RAC) of ULCO', P1an. Letter from Dave McLoughlin (FEMA) to Victor Stello (NRC). Bued on the
Icttc:rs from WALK Radio and the ARC, FEMA cmcluded that there were sevenl inadequacies in the Plan. As
to the lauer, the RAC cmc1uded that the ARC lct1cr "ruses many questims cmccming the panicip.tim of the
Red Cross in a Shoreham incidcnL •••" Id., Attachment 1 at 10. The RAC also found "unworhble" the lack of
letten of agreement between the ARC and shelter owners. Id.
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AMERICAN RED CROSS
Under Lll.CO's plan, the Nassau County Chapter of the American Red
Cross is relied upon to provide substantial assistance in caring for evacuees,
and is to identify, open, and operate congregate care centers (shelters) for
evacuees. Intervenors' Contention 24.P alleged that Lll.CO lacked an agreement
with ARC to ensure the provision of these services. Based on a 1984 letter from
the Chapter's then-Chairman to the effect that there was such an agreement, the
Licensing Board found for Lll.CO. PIO, LBP-85-31, 22 NRC 410, 416-17, 420
(1985).
In an August 21, 1986 letter to LILCO, the present Chapter Chairman of
the ARC made clear that there's no ARC "agreement" with the utility. Rather,
he characterized the 1984 ARC letter as a "statement of the policy of the
Red Cross," as "mandated by the charter granted to the Red Cross by the
U.S. Congress." Letter from Walter Osterbrink (ARC) to Elaine D. Robinson
(Lll.CO). This letter, Intervenors assert, mandates a reopening of the record on
Contention 24.P. The Staff agrees, and Lll.CO opposes.
The Staff argues thaC
[tlhe letter disavowing that such an agreement exists might be significant and might lead to a
different [Ucensing Board decision], if the ARC did not in the same letter seem to recognize
that the ARC still has an obligation, under its policies and under its charter from Congress,
to provide aid to LILCO in the event of an emergency at Shoreham. The meaning of the
ARC letter, and just what aid the ARC would provide in the event of a Shoreham emergency,
is far from clear.••• Because ••• hearings are necessary on other matters raised by the
letter in regard to whether the ARC can provide an adequate number of [shelters]. this maller
of the ARC's obligations in a Shoreham emergency should be consolidated with those other
matters.

Staff Response at 7 (emphasis in original). The Staff also notes that it may
be possible to decide on the basis of documentary evidence - without an
evidentiary hearing - whether ARC's obligations under its policies are any
different from its obligations under the purported agreement [d. at 8 n.4.
LILCO argues, in contrast, that this issue fails to meet two of the three
Commission criteria for reopening. First, Lll.CO argues, the issue isn't" a
"significant safety or environmental issue." Second, the new letter doesn't
"demonstrate that a materially different result would be or would have been likely
had the newly proffered evidence been considered initially." Thus, according
to LILCO, the ARC's "'statement of policy .. .' is at least as good as an
agreement [because] the role described in the earlier letter is 'mandated by the
charter granted to the Red Cross by the U.S. Congress.''' Answer at 5. further,
says LILCO, the proffered contention on this issue fails to satisfy the standards
for late-filed contentions because it alleges the absence of an agreement where
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there's a "policy" as good as an agreement. thus raising no significant safety
issue. [d.
The critical questions here are whether the new letter raises a significant
safety issue and is likely to lead to a different result. The Staff observed that
the ARC letter "might be significant and might lead to a different result if the
ARC did not in the same letter seem to recognize that the ARC still has an
obligation, under its policies and under its charter from Congress, to provide aid
to Lll.CO." But. Staff adds, the letter is "far from clear," and FEMA's December
30, 1986 assessment states that the letter "raises many questions concerning [the
ARC's] participation in a Shoreham incident." [d., Attachment 1 at 10.
We find no implication in the letter that for Shoreham, ARC is disavowing its
general policy. The Licensing Board found the earlier letter to provide reasonable
assurance that the Red Cross will perform the duties that Lll.CO relies upon the
Red Cross to perform in the Shoreham emergency plan. 22 NRC at 420. The
new letter does not appear to erode this reasonable assurance finding. Indeed, the
ARC letter states that the earlier letter relied upon by the Board was "a statement
of the policy of the Red Cross in any radiological, or natural disaster." Emphasis
added. The apparent purpose of Mr. Osterbrink's letter is to make clear that ARC
neither "supports [n]or opposes the opening of Shoreham."
As we noted above, the Red Cross letter led FEMA to find the Plan inadequate
in certain aspects. While we believe that FEMA's assessment is entitled to our
deference, at least initially, for the reasons given above we are unpersuaded that
the lack of an agreement in this instance would lead to a different result.
Since Intervenors have failed to carry their burden as movants to show that
reopening the record is likely to lead to a materially different result. we deny
the motion to reopen on this issue.

CONGREGATE CARE FACILITIES
Intervenors claim that the recent ARC letter places in doubt the Licensing
Board's findings concerning adequate shelter for evacuees. Motion at 11-12,
citing PID, 22 NRC at 422-23. Intervenors had argued to the Licensing Board
that the agreements for shelters between ARC and other organizations (generally
churches and schools) were revocable at will, did not explicitly provide for the
use of those shelters in a Shoreham emergency, and that the owners of the
facilities would not agree to such use.
Based in part on the letter from the ARC stating that there was an agreement
with Lll.CO for ARC to provide shelters, and based upon an attached list of facilities, the Board found that ARC's agreements with Lll.CO and with other organizations provided reasonable assurance that ARC would perform adequately
the duties expected of it under the plan, including the securing of sufficient
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space for shelters. The Licensing Board didn't disagree with Intervenors' assertions that the agreements were revocable at will and that they didn't explicitly
provide for use of the facilities in a Shoreham emergency. However, the Board
noted that ARC is experienced in locating shelters using established criteria and
procedures, and that "[i]f facilities become unavailable the Red Cross finds other
suitable facilities." PID, 22 NRC at 421. The Board viewed the identification
of specific facilities as a "ministerial duty" not requiring formal adjudicatory
procedures. See id. at 423.
Intervenors argue that the recent ARC letter invalidates the Board's findings,
asserting that:
(1) the Red Cross has not agreed to identify, designate, Open, or operate congregate care
centers in the event of a Shoreham emergency; and (2) in any event, the facilities to which
ULCO - and [the] Board - previously assumed evacuees could and would be sent in the
event of a Shoreham accident, are not available for that purpose.

Motion at 12-13.
The Staff agrees with Intervenors that the record should be reopened on
this issue, hinging its agreement on the statement in the latest ARC letter
that a "significant" number of facilities would be unavailable, thus "creat[ing]
an issue as to whether the extent of withdrawals causes the ARC, on whose
representations the Board relied, to believe that it cannot implement the LILCO
plan." Staff Reply at 8 n.5.
LILCO, in contrast, argues that the letters from the facility owners are old
news, having been argued about to the Board on many occasions since early
1985, to the Appeal Board since early 1986, and to the Commission shortly
thereafter. Further, LILCO argues, the Board relied not on specific facilities,
but on "the standards the Red Cross uses to choose" shelters, the Board having
directed the Staff to verify that agreements for the facilities are up to date, a
ministerial act not requiring an evidentiary hearing. LILCO's Answer.at 6.
While FEMA found "unworkable" the lack of agreements with shelter owners,
we believe that several factors argue against reopening. First, the Licensing
Board seems to have been well aware of the dispute over shelter availability at
the time it issued its PID. Second, while Intervenors argue that thirty-two letters
from facility owners attached to Mr. Osterbrink's letter support the request to
reopen, adding that the letters also were attached to a September 26, 1986 limited
appearance statement, Intervenors fail to note that most of these were bound into
the transcript of the proceeding on June 25, 1985, 2 months prior to the Licensing
Board's issuance of its PID.4 Thus we find that the bulk of the evidence presented

4 See Tr. 15,986. Intervenors should have noted their sponsorship of these 1et1ctS in 1985. While Intervenors dm',
claim tha' the let1ctS arc new. tha' is the implicaMII of the motim.
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in the motion to reopen is not, in fact, new evidence. Rather, it was available
to the Licensing Board when that Board rendered its PIO. It also appears that
the Licensing Board was not relying specifically on listed facilities, but rather
on the standards used by the Red Cross to choose and locate facilities, and on
the ARC's past success in locating facilities. See PIO, 22 NRC at 423. The new
ARC letter doesn't weaken this basis for the Board's decision, and therefore the
motion to reopen does not demonstrate that a materially different result would
have been reached by the Licensing Board, even assuming arguendo that the
information is new.
CONCLUSION

The motion to reopen is granted as to WALK Radio. As to agreements with
the ARC and shelter owners, it is denied. We remand to the Licensing Board on
the reopened issue, with the Board to admit "new" contentions only to the extent
they assist in focusing further the litigation on earlier-admitted issues, and only
after LILCO provides updated information on public notification procedures.
Commissioner Asselstine approved in part and disapproved in part. His
separate views are attached.
It is so ORDERED.
For the Commission*
SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission
Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 11th day of June 1987.
SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

I agree with the decision to reopen the record on the WALK Radio issue. However, I would also have reopened the record on the other two issues as
well.

*Commissicner Bemthal was not pJeScnt when this order

approved iL
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The Commission grants a written public hearing, as a matter of discretion,
on eight pending South African uranium import license applications. Because
the Commission has concluded that it is appropriate to order further public
proceedings in this matter and admit Petitioners as parties, it need not resolve
the issue of whether Petitioners are entitled to a hearing as a matter of right.
Citing the inappropriateness under its regulations of the usage of formal
procedures for export!import license applications. the Commission denies Petitioners' request that formal adjudicatory procedures be used. The Commission
notes that formal procedures are particularly inappropriate in this case because
the major issues facing it are legal questions which are traditionally resolved
through written pleadings.

ORDER
On February 17, 1987, seven members of the United States House of Representatives (Congressmen Ronald V. Dellums, Mervyn M. Dymally, William
H. Gray, m, Edward J. Markey. Charles B. Rangel, Bill Richardson, and Howard
Wolpe), The Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union,1 The Nuclear Control Institute, American Committee on Africa. Transafrica. Inc., and
the Washington Office of Africa filed a Petition for Leave to Intervene and
Request for Hearing on the above-captioned import license applications. Each
of the Applicants seeks authorization to import South African-origin uranium
in various forms. Petitioners seek intervention to argue that (1) the proposed
imports, if authorized, would violate the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of
1986 (p.L. No. 99-440) ("Anti-Apartheid Act"); (2) the proposed imports would
be inimical to the common defense and security of the United States; (3) the
proposed imports would violate the international legal obligations of the United
1The Union subscqucnlly withdrew from the proceeding.
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States with respect to Namibia: and (4) that the license applications are deficient
because they do not contain all of the information that is required under NRC
regulations.
Petitioners request that the Commission: (1) consolidate the eight license applications; (2) consolidate consideration of the consolidated license applications
with consideration of a petition that these same Petitioners 'filed on February 17,
1987, asking the Commission to revoke eleven existing licenses that authorize
the import of South African-origin uranium; (3) grant Petitioners a hearing as
a matter of right on the consolidated applications and revocation request; and
(4) hold a formal adjudicatory public hearing at which interested parties, after engaging in discovery, may present oral and written testimony and conduct
cross-examination of witnesses.
After the period for filing intervention petitions had expired, Petitioners
requested that their petition be amended to include three new parties - Robert
L. Chavez, New Mexico State Senator Carlos Cisneros, and Henry Issacs.
The only Applicant to respond to the intervention petition was Advanced
Nuclear Fuel. It argued that Petitioners are not entitled to a hearing as a matter
of right because they lack standing, and further asserted that the Commission
should not hold a hearing as a matter of discretion. The NRC Staff also argued
that Petitioners were not entitled to a hearing as a matter of right and concluded
that the circumstances did not necessitate the granting of the hearing request as
a matter of discretion. The Staff noted, however, that the Commission may wish
to hold a hearing as a matter of discretion. The Staff asserted that should the
Commission decide to hold a hearing, it should not be conducted using formal
adjudicatory procedures. Staff opposed consolidation of the pending applications
with consideration of the license revocation petition filed by Petitioners.
After reviewing these submissions, the Commission has determined that it
need not resolve the issue whether Petitioners are entitled to a hearing as a
matter of right. This is because the Commission has concluded that it would
be appropriate to order further public proceedings in this matter and admit
Petitioners as parties. The Commission has determined 'that such proceedings
would assist it in making the statutory determinations required by the Atomic
Energy Act and would be in the public interest. See 10 'C.F.R. § 110.84(a)(I)
and (2).
In light of this decision to hold further public proceedings, the request of
Petitioners to add the three additional parties to their petition is granted. Although
their request to intervene was untimely, the grant of this motion would not
broaden the scope of the proceeding or delay action on the applications. See 10
C.F.R. § 110.84(c)(2).
The Commission denies Petitioners' request that the proceeding be conducted
using formal adjudicatory procedures. Such procedures are not provided for in
the Commission's regulations set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 110. In promulgating
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those regulations the Commission made the determination that export and import
license applications frequently involve sensitive foreign policy and national
defense considerations and that resolution of such concerns through the use
of formal adjudicatory procedures is inappropriate. This certainly is the case
here. Use of formal adjudicatory procedures is particularly inappropriate here
because the major issues facing the Commission are legal questions regarding
what is the scope of the uranium import bar contained in the Anti-Apartheid
Act. Legal issues traditionally are resolved through written pleadings, not
through use of formal adjudicatory procedures such as cross-examination.
Accordingly, pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 110.85, the hearing will consist of
written comments. The Executive Branch, Petitioners, Applicants, and any other
member of the public are invited to submit written comments on the issues
raised by the license applications by July 13, 1987. Any participant may submit
reply comments responding to the views of other participants by July 28, 1987.
There will be no discovery, but to assist commenters, the NRC Staff already
has placed documents that it believes to be pertinent to these applications
in the Commission's Public Document Room. All comments received by the
Commission in response to this order will also be placed in the Public Document
Room where they will be available for inspection and copying.
Although participants may address any issue they believe to be relevant to
Commission consideration of the import license applications, the Commission
is particularly interested in receiving detailed legal analysis based on a review
of the legislative history of the Anti-Apartheid Act on the following questions:
(1) Did Congress bar only the import of uranium ore and uranium oxide, or
did Congress intend to bar all forms of uranium? (2) Does the import bar cover
imported uranium regardless of its intended end use, or does it only bar the
import of uranium that will be used domestically and not be reexported? (3)
Did Congress bar South African-origin uranium ore and uranium oxide that have
been "substantially transformed" into another form of uranium in countries other
than South Africa or the United States? The Commission is also interested in
views regarding what constitutes "substantial transformation" of uranium ore or
uranium oxide: (4) Did Congress assign to the Executive Branch, or to the
NRC, or to both the responsibility for interpreting the scope of § 309(a) of the
Anti-Apartheid Act and for implementing that section?
With regard to Petitioners' consolidation requests, the Commission is consolidating the eight applications for the sole purpose of receiving public comment. This consolidation does not bar the Commission from acting on the license
applications separately at a later date as the issues raised by each application
vary. The Commission is not consolidating consideration of these applications
with consideration of Petitioners' motion to revoke the eleven existing licenses
that authorize the import of South African-origin uranium. That request is being
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handled separately because the legal framework for acting on initial applications
differs from that with respect to the revocation requests.
It is so ORDERED.
For the Commission*
SAMUEL J. CHll..K
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this 12th day of June 1987.

*Comrniuiooer Berntlal was abs=>1 when !his Order was affinned. If Commissioner Bernlhal hid been present,
he would have approved it.
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In the MaHer of

Docket No. 27-39-SC

US ECOLOGY, INC.
(Sheffield, IllinoIs Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal SIte)

June 1S, 1987

On the appeal of the licensee from two Licensing Board memoranda and
orders in this show-cause proceeding involving the Sheffield, Illinois Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Site, the Appeal Board vacates the two orders and
terminates the proceeding upon the representation of the parties that regulatory
jurisdiction over the site has been transferred from the Commission to the State.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

MOOTNESS (LOSS OF JURISDICTION)

Where a licensing board order under appeal is mooted by the loss of agency
jurisdiction over the subject matter prior to the completion of appellate review.
the Appeal Board may vacate the order. United States v. Munsingwear, Inc.,
340 U.S. 36, 39-41 (1950).

APPEARANCES
Mark J. Wetterhahn, Robert M. Rader, and Nils N. Nichols, Washington,
D.C., for US Ecology, Inc.
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Neil F. Hartigan, Henry L. Henderson, H. Alfred Ryan, Gabriel M. Rodriguez, and Diane Rosenfeld Lopata, Chicago. Illinois. for the State
of Illinois.
Ann P. Hodgdon and Robert M. Weisman for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
This show-cause proceeding involving the Sheffield. Illinois Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Site is before us on the appeal of US Ecology.
Inc •• from two Licensing Board memoranda and orders.1 Last month. the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the State of lllinois executed an agreement2
whereby. as no party to the proceeding disputes. regulatory jurisdiction over the
Sheffield site was transferred from the Commission to the State effective June
1. 1987.3 On full consideration of the views of US Ecology. Illinois. and the
NRC staff respecting the appropriate course in these circumstances. we vacate
the two orders subject to the appeal and terminate the proceeding. United States
v. Munsingwear.lnc .• 340 U.S. 36. 39-41 (1950).4 In this connection, it is our
1 SII LBP.87-5. 2S NRC 98 (1987); March 10, 1987 memorandum and order (unpublished).

'}. Su 52 Fed. Reg. 22,864 (1987).
3 In a Februuy 20, 1987 wriuen submissial, us Ecology had requested !he Commission to exclude Sheffield
flOl:1 !he ICope its \hcn.propo$Cd Igreement wi!h Dlinois pending !he canpletion of !he shOW'Cluse proceeding
It bu. SIC Canments of US Ecology, Inc., to !he Nucleaf Regulatory Canmission aI !he Notice
Proposed
!he Commissioo', Regulatory Authority
Agreement with the Stlte of Dlinois for the Assumption of Certain
Pursuant to Sectial Z14
the Atanic Energy Act. In recent Ii1ings wi!h us, US Ecology explicitly Icknowledges
!hIt !he Commission rejected !hat requClt. Su us Ecology', Motion to Vacate the Order to Show CaUIC of March
20, 1979, and All Resulting Adjudicatory Orders (May 20, 1987) at 3 n.6; US Ecology" ~wer to NRC Suff
Motial to Terminate Proceedings on Appeal and to Vacate Licensing Board', Decisials (lune 2,1987) It 2. Illinois
and the NRC iliff lilr.ewise have affirmatively represented to US that the agreement extends to Sheffield. Su Stlte
ofDlinoia' Objections to Motions to Vacate Show Cause Order and Board Decisions (lune 12, 1987) at 1-3; NRC
Suff Motion to Terminate Proceeding on Appeal and to Vacate Licensing Board', Decisions, etc. (May 28, 1987)
r:ercaftcr "NRC SuIf' Motionj at 5.
It ,uffices to observe thlt there is no merit to Dlinois', position that its agreement with the NRC strips us
of jurisdiction to take any action other than to terminate the NRC show-cause proceeding. Dlinoia insists that,
al!hough the agreement brought that proceeding to an end, the orders rendered in it by the Licensing Board retain
their viulity. This is Slid to be ,0 because, according to Dlinois, the agreement simply transferred the authority
to review !hose orders fran us to its Depanment of Nuclear Safety. But Dlinois hIS pointed to no agreement
provision Of other authority (and we have found none) that might possibly acrve to support that proposition. More
parUcutady, the agreement docs not suggest that the Commission intended to clothe a atlte agency with the power
to affirm, to reverse, or to modify orders issued by In NRC adjudicatory tribunal in I now,c1osed proceeding !hat
had been instituted by the NRC and conducted under its Rules
Practice and other regulatory provisions. In the
absence of a clear IIItcment
such a .eemingly novel purpose, one is not to be inferred. Accordingly, inasmuch
IS the agreement manifestly has the effect of depriving US Ecology of its pre-existing ability to obtain review
within the NRC the Licensing Board', orders, operative effect must be removed from those orders IS an incident
of !he termination of the prooceding in which !hey were rendered. As MlUISillgwear teaches, this objective can be
accanp1iahcd by simply vacating the orders.
(COII/ilUUd)

or

or

or

or

or

or
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or

understanding that, in light of the agreement, the staff has withdrawn, or shortly
will withdraw, its March 20, 1979 show-cause order directed to US Ecology.s
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

It does not necessarily follow that Illinois is precluded from utilizing for any pwposes the fruits of the NRC
proceeding or from reaching the lime result arrived at by the UCCNUls Board. 1bose are questions we neither
need nor do consider here. Our action in vacating the challenged orders below means merely that Illinois cannot
rely on them IS representing the conclusions of this agency on the matters in controversy. Rather. by reason of
the NRC·Illinois agreement that brought about the termination of the show-causc proceeding while the orders
remained on Ippeal, the NRC must be taken IS hiving no current (or future) position on those matters.
5 Su NRC Stiff Motion at 10.
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Docket No. 40-2061-SC

In the Matter of

KERR-McGEE CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
June 23, 1987

(Kress Creek Decontamination)

The Appeal Board concludes that the Commission's agreement (under section
274b of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2021b)
transferring certain regulatory authority to the State ofDlinois has not terminated
its jurisdiction over the NRC staff's appeal in this show cause proceeding, and,
accordingly, the Board denies the staff's motion to terminate the proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

JURISDICTION OF BOARDS

Adjudicatory bodies have the authority and the responsibility to determine in
the first instance the scope of their own jurisdiction. Duke Power Co. (perkins
Nuclear Station, Units 1,2 and 3), ALAB-591, 11 NRC 741, 742 (1980); Kansas
Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. I),
ALAB-321, 3 NRC 293,299-300 (1976), off'd, CLI-77-1, 5 NRC 1 (1977).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

JURISDICTION OF BOARDS

Where a tribunal finds in favor of its jurisdiction to act upon a particular
request for relief presented to it, it normally then goes ahead and rules upon
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the merits of the request without awaiting appellate confirmation that such
jurisdiction in fact exists. Duke Power Co. (perkins Nuclear Station, Units I, 2
and 3), ALAB-597, 11 NRC 870, 873 (1980).
ADJUDICATORY BOARDS:

RESPONSIBIUTIES

Adjudicatory boards are bound by the unequivocal determinations of the
Commission.
ADJUDICATORY PROCEEDINGS:

DUE PROCESS

The staff's failure to provide any reasons for a determination is akin to a
party's failure to brief its case adequately and an adjudicatory board's failure
to give specific reasons for its findings and conclusions; in each case, a fair
opportunity for meaningful response by one who disagrees is precluded. See
Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit
I), ALAB-650, 14 NRC 43, 49-50 (1981), aff'd sub nom. Township of Lower
Alloways Creek v. Public Service Electric and Gas Co., 687 F.2d 732 (3d
Cir. 1982); Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-422. 6 NRC 33, 41 (1977), aff'd, CLI-78-1, 7 NRC I, aff'd, New
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution v. NRC, 582 F.2d 87 (1st Cir. 1978).
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT:

COOPERATION WITH STATES

Section 2740 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 20210, imposes more stringent requirements for the transfer of authority over
section l1e(2) byproduct material than for the transfer of authority over source
and other material. See Petition of Sunflower Coalition, CLI-82-34, 16 NRC
1502, 1504 (1982). See also ''Evaluation of Agreement State Radiation" Control
Programs: Final General Statement of Policy," 52 Fed. Reg. 21,132, 21,135
(1987).
TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED
Source material
Byproduct material
Rare earths.
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Stephen H. Lewis and Robert M. Weisman for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff.
Peter

J. Nickles, Richard A. Meserve, and Sonya D. Winner, Washington,
D.C., for licensee Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
The NRC staff has moved to terminate this show cause proceeding and
to vacate the Licensing Board's initial decision, LBP-86-18, 23 NRC 799
(1986). The staff contends that we no longer have jurisdiction over its pending
appeal from LBP-86-18 because, by agreement pursuant to section 274b of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA), as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2021b, the NRC
has transferred all regulatory authority over the subject matter of this case to
the State of llIinois. Licensee Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation disagrees. It
maintains that the state agreement does not, in fact, apply to the subject of
this proceeding and that, therefore, we still retain jurisdiction over the staff's
appeal. In the alternative, Kerr-McGee argues that we should dismiss the staff's
appeal with prejudice and render the Licensing Board decision (which was
favorable to Kerr-McGee) "final agency action." For the reasons set forth below,
we conclude that the Commission's agreement with llIinois has not terminated
our jurisdiction and, accordingly, deny the staff's motion.

I.

BACKGROUND

Kerr-McGee holds a materials license under 10 C.F.R. Part 40 to possess
thorium at its Rare Earths Facility in West Chicago, Illinois.' In a March
1984 order, the Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards directed Kerr-McGee to show cause why it should not be required to
take certain remedial actions with regard to radiological contamination (thorium
and daughter products of thorium decay) found along nearby Kress Creek and
the West Branch of the DuPage River (hereafter collectively referred to as "Kress
Creek"). 49 Fed. Reg. 9288.:: Kerr-McGee invoked its right to a hearing on the
matters specified in the show cause order. After a hearing in which only the

'Production atlhis facility ceased in 1973.
2 According to the show cause order. plant wastes were discharged into Ihe C=!<. 49 Fed. Reg. at 9288.
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staff and Kerr-McGee participated,3 the Licensing Board rejected the staff's
position concerning what regulatory standards should apply to the Kress Creek
contamination and concluded that certain other standards were not exceeded. The
Board thus dismissed the show cause order. LBP-86-18, 23 NRC at 823.
The staff appealed. After the submission of briefs and the issuance of our
order scheduling oral argument for late October 1986, the staff informed us
that on or about January 1, 1987, it expected the Commission to execute an
agreement with lllinois under section 274 of the AEA relinquishing the NRC's
"regulatory authority over the radiological material along Kress Creek and the
West Branch of the DuPage River."4 The staff also noted that, "[a]t that time
[it] will move the agency tribunal before which this proceeding is then pending
for an order terminating the proceeding." Letter from Stephen H. Lewis to
Appeal Board Members (October 9, 1986). As a consequence of this letter, we
postponed oral argument indefinitely and ordered the proceeding to be held in
abeyance. Appeal Board Order of October 10, 1986 (unpublished).
Raising essentially due process concerns, Kerr-McGee objected to this action
and sought, instead, expedition of the staff's appeal. Kerr-McGee argued that
termination of the proceeding without final agency action would unfairly deprive
it of the victory it had won before the Licensing Board. It also noted some
confusion surrounding the proper characterization of the contamination and
asserted that this might raise questions about the scope of the state agreement
and thus our jurisdiction. Although we agreed that there were jurisdictional
problems and confusion concerning the nature of the contamination, we decided
that the better course at that point was "to abide the potential clarification of
this matter through the agreement process." Appeal Board Order of November
13, 1986 (unpublished) at 8.
Kerr-McGee did not give up and sought reconsideration of that order. We
directed the staff to respond to the motion for reconsideration and to answer
certain questions we posed as well. Appeal Board Order of November 26, 1986
(unpublished); Appeal Board Order of December 3, 1986 (unpublished). We
denied Kerr-McGee's motion, stressing again that we were only deferring
consideration of the staff's appeal, pending execution of the state agreement,
in the hope that the agreement would crystallize or clarify the perceived
jurisdictional problems. In addition, we suggested that, if termination of the
proceeding were eventually necessary, we would be willing (in response to KerrMcGee's "fairness" arguments) to consider maintaining the status quo of the
3 Originally, !he SUIe of Illinois and ano!hcr party interVened in !he proceeding. The laner wi!hdrew before !he
hearing began. The Licensing Board dismissed lome of lllinois'. cmtcntions as a unction for !he SUte's failure
to comply wi!h discovery orders, but did not dismiss it as a party. Illinois, however, did not participate at !he
hearing. LBP-S6-IS, 23 NRC at S02·03. Su infra n~e 6.
4 mr • brief discussion of !hescction 274 ,UIe agreement proc:css,6U Petitio,. 0/ SUIIjfower CoolitiOrl. CU·SI-13,
13 NRC 847, S49-51 (1981).
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Licensing Board's initial decision - i.e., neither vacating, affirming, reversing,
·nor modifying it. Appeal Board Order of January 7, 1987 (unpublished).
Despite the staff's initial prediction that the agreement with Illinois would
be executed around the first of the year, the agreement was not signed by both
parties (the NRC and Illinois) until May 18, 1987, and became effective June
I, 1987, The staff moved quickly to terminate this proceeding and to vacate
the initial decision. ('The staff also indicated it would withdraw the March 1984
show cause order that initiated this proceeding.) The staff's basis for seeking
termination is simply stated. Under the now-executed agreement with TIlinois,
the Commission has relinquished its regulatory authority over, inter alia, "source
material" within Illinois. Source material is defined in section lIz of the AEA,
42 U.S.C. § 2014z, as:
(1) uranium, thorium, or any other material which is determined by the Commission punuant
to the provisions of section 61 to be source material; or (2) ores containing one or more of the
foregoing materials, in such concentration as the Commission may by regulation detennine
from time to time.

See also 10 C.P.R. §40.4(h). According to the staff, it
has characterized the radiologieally contaminated materials in and around Kress Credc IS
source material and the Commission has approved the relinquishing of regulatory authority
aver these materials to the State. Because the Order to Show Cause pertained to these source
materials, the agreement will terminate the Commission's jurisdiction with respect to the
radiological materials that are the subject of this proceeding. • • • Once jurisdiction has
passed to Dlinois, the Commission, including iu adjudicatory boards, may not take funher
regulatory action with respect to the source material in and around Kress Creek. In these
circumstances, the Appeal Board is compelled to terminate this proceeding.

NRC Staff Motion to Terminate Proceeding (May 28, 1987) at 4-5 (footnotes
omitted).
Kerr-McGee opposes the staff motion. It vigorously challenges the staff's
characterization of the contamination in and around Kress Creek as source
material. It argues that, based on the staff's own testimony before the Licensing
Board, the contamination is "byproduct material" as defined in section lle(2)
of the AEA, 42 U.S.C. § 2014e(2) - i.e., "the iailings or wastes produced by
the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed
primarily for its source material content.'~ As such, this material is beyond the
scope of the Commission's agreement with Illinois and, therefore, we have not
lost jurisdiction over the subject matter of this proceeding. Kerr-McGee also
argues that, if we nonetheless conclude that we no longer have jurisdiction in
5 This provision was Idded 10 the AEA by the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act or 1978, Pub. L No.
95-604. f 201. 92 Stat. 3021. 3033.
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this case, the proceeding should be terminated by dismissing the staff's appeal
with prejudice and making the Licensing Board's initial decision final agency
action. Kerr-McGee Response to Staff Motion to Terminate (June 5, 1987).6
Because Kerr-McGee's response raises certain new arguments, we directed
the staff to reply to it. The staff first asserts that Kerr-McGee's arguments
are addressed to the wrong tribunal. The staff claims that Kerr-McGee had the
opportunity to present its arguments to the Commission and in fact did so before
the agreement was executed. In the staff's view, "the Commission has now
adopted the Staff's determination that the contamination in and along the Creek
should be classified as source material and jurisdiction over the material has been
relinquished to the State." NRC Staff Reply to Kerr-McGee Response to Staff
Motion to Terminate (June 15, 1987) at 3. It adds that "it would be improper for
the Appeal Board not to defer to this determination of the Commission." Id. at
5. As for Kerr-McGee's alternate suggestion that the staff's appeal be dismissed
with prejudice, the staff contends that the equities of this case militate against
such action.ld. at 6.

n.

ANALYSIS

As Kerr-McGee points out - and the staff agrees - we have the authority
and the responsibility to determine in the first instance the scope of our own
jurisdiction. Duke Power Co. (perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3), ALAB591, 11 NRC 741, 742 (1980); Kansas Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf Creek
Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-321, 3 NRC 293, 299-300
(1976), aJJ'd, CLI-77-1. 5 NRC 1 (1977). See also Duke Power Co. (perkins
Nuclear Station, Units 1. 2 and 3), ALAB-597. 11 NRC 870, 873 (1980)
("[w]here a tribunal finds in favor of its jurisdiction to act upon a particular
request for relief presented to it, it normally then goes ahead and rules upon
the merits of the request without awaiting appellate confirmation that 'such
jurisdiction in fact exists''). Because the staff argues, and Kerr-McGee disputes,
that we have lost jurisdiction as a result of the agreement transferring certain
of the NRC's regulatory authority to nlinois, it is thus necessary for us to
construe that agreement and the premises underlying it in order to determine
whether the staff is correct in its jurisdictional argument Compare US Ecology.
Inc. (Sheffield, nlinois Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site), ALAB-

6 minois. which technically remains I party to !hi. proceeding. has filed no pleadings with \IS relating to either
the merita of the staff'. appeal or the procedural and jurisdictional issues that we have been addressing .ince the
staff lint advised \IS of the expected agreement with minoi!.
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866, 25 NRC 897 (1987) (no dispute that this state agreement transferred
jurisdiction over facility involved in that proceeding to lllinois).7
The agreement itself makes no mention of either the Kerr-McGee facility or
the contamination in Kress Creek. It simply states that the NRC is relinquishing
its regulatory authority over "Source materials" (and other material not pertinent
here) to Dlinois. 52 Fed. Reg. 22,864, 22,865-66 (1987). The "legislative history"
of the agreement, however, sheds some limited light on the matter. The Federal
Register notice of the proposal for the transfer of authority to Illinois stated,
without elaboration, that the NRC staff had determined that the contamination in
Kress Creek is source material.8 The notice further indicated that "[j]urisdiction
over source material in Kress Creek and the West Branch of the DuPage River
will be relinquished to Illinois when the Agreement becomes effective." The
notice referred to this proceeding and stated that the staff would request
its termination after the agreement takes effect 52 Fed. Reg. 2309, 2322
(1987). Thus, the staff's intent is clearly that the subject matter of this proceeding
be transferred to Illinois pursuant to the section 274 agreement. Equally clear is
that, if the contamination in Kress Creek is source material, regulatory authority
over it is now vested in Illinois, pursuant to the terms of the agreement Two key
questions remain, however. Is the contamination in the Creek, in fact, source
material, so as to bring it within the ambit of the agreement? By executing the
agreement, did the Commission actually and necessarily reach this unequivocal
factual conclusion? We answer both questions in the negative.
A. Because it deemed it unnecessary for the purpose ofresolving the particular issues before it, the Licensing Board did not characterize the contamination
in Kress Creek as either source or section lle(2) byproduct material. LBP-8618, 23 NRC at 805. In an effort to obtain clarification of the matter, however,
7 In our Order of Ianuary 7 at 3 n.3, we lUted:
Whdher the lUff hu correc\ly cnancterized the material involved here is neither evident fran the
JeCOn! below nor relevant to the matter now at hand [Lc., whether to hold the appeal in abeyance
pending execution of the lUte agreement]. IT the NRC lUff IIYS it is tnnsfcrring its jurisdiction over this
proceeding, we perceive no basis on which to cmclude othCIWise and must accept that claim.
TIat rune order and our Order of November 13, however, rellected our intent, as well as the necessity, to revisit
the issues of materhl cnanctcrization and .cope of the agreement, mec that agreement was finalized and the .taff
was actually before us with a particular request for relief.
Now that the lUte agreement has bcc:n executed and new information has come to light (see irifra pp. 907-10),
there is a basis for challenging the IUff'l chanctcrization of the matcri.aI in Kresa Credt and the lCope of the
agreemenL Nevertheless, the staff urges us to adhere to our previously expressed view and to Iccept. without
questioning, the staIr. ipse dixit that the Creek is contaminated with lourcc material and that the Commission
has already dClcrmined that our jurisdiction over this proceeding has cessed. But by scrutinizing the rcconl and
the parties' arzuments in this ~gan!, we arc doing that which an adjudicatory body of\cn docs - intcrprcling and
applying the prooounccments of a higher authority, whether generic or specific to the given ca!<C, to the instant
matter before iL See, •. ,., Mllropolira1l Etliso1l Co. (Ibrcc Mile Island Nuclear Statim, Unit No. I), AIAB-705,
16 NRC 1733, 1741 (1982); Alla1llic Ru~ardt Corp. (Alexandria, Virginia), ALAB-S94, 11 NRC 841, 84546
(1980). M we .how below, there is .ome doubt that the Commission hu dClcrmined that the material in the
Creek is, in ract, source material and thus is subject to the agreement with Illinois.
8 Scctim 274c of the AEA, 42 U.S.c. f 2021e, requires publicatim of proposed lUte agreements {or four
consecutive wedts in the F~deTa1 R~giskT.
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we asked the staff to advise us, "in the clearest possible terms," if "the NRC's
regulatory authority over the particular subject matter of this show cause proceeding [was] to be transferred to the State of lllinois" under the then-proposed
agreement Order of December 3 at 1 (emphasis in original). The staff's entire
response was:
Yes. The subject matter of this show cause proceeding is thorium contamination in Kress
Creek. Thorium is a source malerial under Section liz of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2014. The proposed agreement with the Stale of lllinois includes
source malerial. The agreement would follow the statutory direction of Section 274b of
the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. §2021, and discontinue Commission authority over the
material. The State would then regulates [sic1 under authority of Stale law and regulations.

NRC Staff Response to Kerr-McGee's Motion for Reconsideration (December
11, 1986) at 9.
The Federal Register notice preceding the execution of the agreement contained an equally conclusionary statement to the same effect: i.e., the radiological contamination in Kress Creek is source material because the NRC staff
has determined it to be such. See 52 Fed. Reg. at 2322. The recent notice
announcing execution of the agreement also contains no explanation for the
staff's classification of the material as source material. It does note, however,
that counsel for Kerr-McGee filed comments with respect to the agreement, that
the Commission fully considered those comments, and that the staff's response
to the comments could be found in the NRC's Public Document Room. 52
Fed. Reg. at 22,865. The referenced staff response is included in an internal
document from the Director of the NRC's Office of Governmental and Public
Affairs to the Commissioners, SECY-87-104 (April 21, 1987). This document
acknowledges that "[f]rom a factual standpOint, accurate characterization of the
materials at the Kerr-McGee West Chicago site is not an easy task." SECY-87104, Enclosure C at 4. This is apparently because thorium (the contamination in
the Creek) can be either source or section lle(2) byproduct material, depending
on its "history." SECY-87-104 discusses the history of the West Chicago facility and site and explains the staff's characterization of the contamination with
reference to essentially three areas - a nearby landfill at Reed-Keppler Park,
the now demolished Rare Earths Facility itself, and the Creek. (Only the Creek
is involved in this show cause proceeding.)
The staff explains that the landfill was created prior to the early 1940s and
is composed of wastes attributable to the production of rare earths. [d. at 6, 7.9
Because these wastes were not produced "by the extraction or concentration of

9 Rare CAMs arc clements in the "lanthanide series" in the Periodic Table of the Elements. with atame numbers
from 57 to 71. Neither uranium nor thorium is included within this aeries. S. Glasstone, &UTccbook 011 Atomic
EMrlY 16, 17 (3d edt 1967).
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uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material
content," they cannot be classified as section lle(2) byproduct material under
the AEA, 42 U.S.C. §2014e(2). Thus, the staff has placed the landfill waste
under the broader rubric "source material." SECY-87-104, Enclosure C at 67. With respect to the onsite wastes and building rubble from the facility itself,
the staff has determined that these wastes are mostly attributable to the thorium
production conducted at the facility pursuant to the license it held from the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) beginning in 1956. Consequently, the staff
considers these wastes to be section lle(2) byproduct material. Id. at 7.
Insofar as Kress Creek is concerned, however, a real explanation for the
staff's determination is lacking. The staff states:
The NRC staff has also characterized OIher offsite materials determined to be contaminated as
a result of the operations of the West Oticago Rare Earths Facility as source material. These
materials include landfill at Reed.Keppler Park and in certain residential areas of DuPage
County, and contaminated areas in Kress Creek and the West Branch of the DuPage
River. The staff based these characterizations on the fact that most of the process wastes
created prior to 1953, particularly prior to the early 1940's, are properly anributable to the
production of rare earths. It is these materials that were removed from the West Chicago site
and used as landfilL

Ibid. The staff has thus grouped the Creek with the landfill area and implies
that the contamination in the Creek is attributable to the same source as that
of the landfill, namely, the rare earths production that occurred well before the
facility was licensed in 1956. But as Kerr-McGee points out, this conflicts with
the staff's own testimony before the Licensing Board in this proceeding. KerrMcGee Response to Staff Motion to Terminate at 8-9. The staff testified that
"the contamination [of Kress Creek], in part, occurred during the period the Rare
Earths facility operated under AEC license" (when it was engaged in thorium
production). Horn, et aI., fol. Tr. 349, at 15. This testimony is supported by
numerous references to events occurring after 1956. Id. at 15-20.10 Based on
this evidence, the Licensing Board found - without objection from the staff that "the material in Kress Creek came from the West Chicago facility while it
was licensed under the Atomic Energy Act." LBP-86-18, 23 NRC at 806. See
also id. at 816.

10 There iJ other.tafI' testimony to the effect that the cmtamination in the Creek "may ••• be clauified IS .ouree
m.tcrlaL" Cool, et Il, rol. Tr. 425, It S. The .tafI', however, mcrdy cites to the definition of IOUtCe material found
in 10 C.F.R. 140.4(h)(1) - "Uranium or thorium, or any canbinalion thereof. in Iny phyaicaJ. or chemical form"
- and llltes that, because the contamination contains thorium, it thus may be classified as 10= material. 1hls,
of came, begs the question. As Kerr-McGee: points out, this theory would require all uranium and thorium raili1lgs
to be defined IS IOUtCe material because they CIOIItain uranium or thorium. 1hls is Cattruy to the AEA definition
of byproduct material in section lle(2) and NRC pmcedcnt. Kerr-McGee: Response to Staff Modon to Terminate
at 4 n.S (citing Pl/ilio1l 0/ SWtftower Coalitio1l, 13 NRC at 850).
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Thus, because the contamination of the Creek resulted predominantly from
licensed thorium production (the same cause of the contamination of the onsite
waste and building rubble), a fortiori, the contamination should be classified
the same as the onsite waste - section l1e(2) byproduct material. The staff's
characterization of the Creek contaminants as source material therefore does
not withstand scrutiny as measured against the staff's own testimony and the
Licensing Board's unchallenged findings in this proceeding.
B. Notwithstanding our belief that the contamination in Kress Creek is
section lle(2) byproduct material, if the Commission has, in fact, already
announced an unequivocally contrary conclusion, we would be bound by that
determination. The staff contends that this is precisely the case. We disagree,
finding considerable room for doubt that the Commission has spoken so as to
foreclose our consideration of the matter.
First, as previously noted, there is nothing in the actual state agreement
- the only pronouncement by the Commission itself - to indicate that "the
Commission has now adopted the Staff's [source material] determination." NRC
Staff Reply to Kerr-McGee Response at 3. See 52 Fed. Reg. at 22,865-66. The
accompanying Federal Register notice states that comments filed on behalf of
Kerr-McGee - comments neither identified nor discussed in the notice - "were
fully considered by the Commission in its deliberations on the Illinois request
[for the agreement]." Id. at 22,865. It also notes the availability of the staff
response to those comments (Le., SECY-87-104) in the NRC's Public Document
Room. Ibid. On this basis, the staff claims that "Kerr-McGee has thus had an
opportunity, and has availed itself of that opportunity, to raise the same issues
before the Commission that it seeks to have this Appeal Board consider." NRC
Staff Reply to Kerr-McGee Response at 3. Our review of the record, however,
shows otherwise.ll
To be sure, Kerr-McGee filed comments on the state agreement with the
Commission, including an argument that challenged the staff's source material
characterization of the Creek contamination. The gist of its argument was that
the staff thus far had provided "no explanation whatsoever" for its characterization, and that, "with a simple definitional flourish, the Staff seeks to turn thorium
II The Federal Register notice Cor the final agreement notes that, althoogh he approved the agreement, Canmis·
aioncr Bcrnthal believes that Nall matmals and contaminated areas which have =lted Cran operations or the
West Chicago Rue Earths Facility would more properly be classified as 'byproduct matcrlal' under lection llc(2)
oC the Atomic Energy Act," and that Njurisdiction Cor these materials and contaminated areas should remain with
the Canmission until ,uch time as the State or IDinois elects to acelt authority Cor all byproduct matmal." S2
Fed. Reg. at 22,864-65 (emphasis in original). The iliff does not mentien or rely en this IlItcment as IUpport
Cor ita view that the Canmissien has already considered Kcrr·McOcc', arguments. Were the iliff to make luch
In argument, however, it would be unavailing. Canmissiener Bemthal', IlItcment, as we read it, essentially con·
cerns the broader issue or whether jurisdiction over the leveral areas IUrroonding the Rare Earths Facility Ihoold
be divided between the NRC and IDinois; it does not reflect consideration by the Commission or the specific
arguments concerning the Creek that Kerr-McOcc now presses before us necessarily Cor the first time. Su i1t/ra

pp.909·l0. .
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byproduct material •.. into source material •••." Notice of Proposed Agreement with State of TIlinois, Comments by Kerr-McGee (February 20, 1987) at
17. Kerr-McGee endeavored to attack the staff determination (id. at 14-20),
but, as we have shown, it had nothing specific to shoot at until SECY-87-104
was made publicly available - after the Commission had already approved the
agreement. See supra pp. 906-08. SECY-87 -1 04 was the first place the staff provided any reasoning for its source material characterization and, thus, that was
the first real opportunity for Kerr-McGee to respond directly.11 Upon learning of
SECY-87-104, Kerr-McGee immediately seized the opportunity and sent a letter
to the Commission attacking the staff's newly articulated reasoning. Letter from
Richard A. Meserve to Chairman Lando W. Zec[hl, Jr. (May 22, 1987). But
Kerr-McGee was too late, for the agreement had already been approved and
executed. 13
Kerr-McGee's next opportunity to take on the staff's explanation was in its
response to the staff's Motion to Terminate - the pleadings now before US.14
Thus, this is the first actual airing of the material characterization issue. In the
circumstances, we therefore cannot agree with the staff that Kerr-McGee had
a full and fair opportunity to present its views to the Commission. And, in
the absence of those views, the Commission did not have all the information
necessary to have ruled definitively on whether the contamination in Kress Creek
is, in fact, source or section lle(2) byproduct material.
C. Finally, it is important to note that the characterization of the contaminants in Kress Creek is more than a matter of semantics. Section 2740 of the
AEA, 42 U.S.C. § 20210, imposes more stringent requirements for the transfer of
authority over section lle(2) byproduct material than for the transfer of authority
over souree and other material. See Petition of Sunflower Coalition. CLI-82-34,
16 NRC 1502, 1504 (1982). See also "Evaluation of Agreement State Radiation
Control Programs: Final General Statement of Policy," 52 Fed. Reg. 21,132,
21,135 (1987). There is no evidence here that these requirements have been
met. Indeed, the Federal Register notice for the proposed agreement makes
clear that Illinois does not want this authority (at least at this time) and that,
therefore, section 2740 is inapplicable. 52 Fed. Reg. at 2310, 2322-23. Thus,

.ta!r.

11 The
earlier failure \0 provide any _sons fot its detennination is akin \0 a party's failure to brief its
cue adequately and an adjudicatory board'. failure \0 give spcciJic reasons fot its findings and cooclusia'lS. We
have criticized both because. in each casco a fair opportunity fot meaningful response by one who disagrees is
precluded. Su Pllblic Serviu Electric cvul Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB·650, 14
NRC 43, 49·S0 (1981), a/!'d.rub lID"" TOWfl.fNp 0/ Lower Alloway.. Crill v. Pllblic Service Electric aNi Gas
Co., 687 F.24 732 (3d Cir. 1982); Pllblic Service Co. 0/ NIW HampJNre (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB422, 6 NRC 33, 41 (1977), alf'd, CLI-78-I, 7 NRC I, a/!'d,NIWE",IaNiCoali/io" 0" Nuclear Pol/utio"
v. NRC, S82 F.ld 87 (1st Cir. 1978).
13 As far u we have been able to ascertain, !here has been no response \0 Kerr-McGcc's May 22lcttcr.
14 In order to afford !he staff a fair opportunity to respond to Kerr·McGee, we directed the iliff to file a
reply. Although it did 10, il did not address Kerr-McGcc', assertions with regard \0 the staff testimony in this
record. SU NRC Staff Reply to Kerr-McGee Respatsc II 2-S.
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despite the fact that the intent of the parties to the state agreement may be to
transfer jurisdiction over the material in Kress Creek to Illinois, if the material
is in fact section lle(2) byproduct material (as we have concluded here), the
agreement fails to effect the transfer of authority because it does not satisfy the
statutory requirements of section 2740.
We therefore conclude that the staff has incorrectly characterized the contamination in and along Kress Creek as source material. Consequently, the section
274 agreement does not transfer regulatory authority over this material from the
NRC to the State of Illinois. Our jurisdiction over this proceeding is likewise
unaffected, affording no basis on which to terminate the staff's pending appeal.15
The staff's Motion to Terminate Proceeding and Vacate the Licensing Board's
Initial Decision is denied. The staff's appeal will no longer be held in abeyance
and will be disposed of in due course.16
It is so ORDERED.
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
Eleanor E. Hagins
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

15 Obviously. we need not reach the issue of how the proceeding should be terminated.
16 We have not yet decided if it will be nCCCSSlry 10 reschedule oral argument on the appeal.
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In the MaHer of
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC
COMPANY, et sl.
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, UnIt 1)

June 30, 1987

On appeals of the applicants and the NRC staff pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
§2.714a(c), the Appeal Board affirms the Licensing Board's grant of the intervenors' petitions to intervene in this construction permit extension amendment
proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE:
REQUIREMENTS)

CONTENTIONS (LATE-FILING

The Commission's regulations provide that a contention filed after the first
prehearing conference in a proceeding may be admitted by a licensing board only
upon a favorable balancing of the five factors set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(1).
See 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(3).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

LICENSING BOARDS

The five factors of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(1) were placed in the regulations to
"giv[e] the Licensing Boards broad discretion in the circumstances of individual
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cases." Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (West Valley Reprocessing Plant), CLI-75-4,
1 NRC 273, 275 (1975).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

APPELLATE REVIEW

Appellate review of a licensing board's balancing of the five factors of 10
C.P.R. § 2.714(a)(I) is necessarily limited to determining whether the Board
abused its discretion. Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-806, 21 NRC 1183, 1190 (1985); Detroit Edison
Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-707, 16 NRC 1760,
1763-64 (1982).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

APPELLATE REVIEW

To demonstrate that a licensing board abused its discretion in balancing the
five factors of 10 C.P.R. § 2.714(a)(I), the appellants have a substantial burden
on appeal:
It is not enough for [them] to establish simply that the Licensing Board might justifiably
have concluded that the totality o( the circumstances bearing upon the five lateness (actors
tipped the scales in favor of denial of the [contention]. In order to decree that outcome, we
must be persuaded that a reasonable mind could reach no other resulL

Washington Public Power Supply System (wpPSS Nuclear Project No.3),
ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1171 (1983).

RULES OF PRACTICE:
REQUIREMENTS)

CONTENTIONS (LATE-FILING

Once intervenors satisfactorily explain the lateness of their contention (the
first factor), a much lesser showing on the other four factors is required in order
for them to prevail. Florida Power & Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No.2), ALAB-420, 6 NRC 8, 22 (1977), afJ'd, CLI-78-12, 7 NRC 939
(1978).

RULES OF PRACTICE:

BRIEFS

An issue is not properly briefed by incorporating by reference papers filed
with a licensing board. See Tennessee Valley Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Plant,
Units lA,2A, 1B and 2B), ALAB-367, 5 NRC 92, 104 n.59 (1977).
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RULES OF PRACTICE:
REQUIREMENTS)

CONTENTIONS (LATE.FILING

Regarding the five factors set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a), "[flor purposes
of the fifth factor, the question is whether, by filing late, the [intervenor] has
occasioned a potential for delay in the completion of the proceeding that would
not have been present had the filing been timely." Washington Public Power
Supply System (wpPSS Nuclear Project No.3), ALAB·747, 18 NRC 1167,
1180 (1983) (emphasis in the original).
RULES OF PRACTICE:
BASIS)

CONTENTIONS (SPECIFICITY AND

Although the Rules of Practice do not state a precise equation for determining
what is an adequate basis for a contention, "such judgment must be exercised case-by-case, with the underlying purposes of this requirement in mind,"
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB845, 24 NRC 220, 230 (1986), and licensing boards exercise "a considerable
amount of discretion ••• in this area." Philadelphia Electric Co. (peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 21 (1974).
RULES OF PRACTICE:
BASIS)

CONTENTIONS (SPECIFICITY AND

The basis requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b) is merely a pleading require·
ment designed to make certain that a proffered issue is sufficiently articulated
to provide the other parties with its broad outlines and to provide a licensing
board with enough information for determining whether the issue is appropriately litigable in the instant proceeding.
RULES OF PRACTICE:
BASIS)

CONTENTIONS (SPECIFICITY AND

The basis requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b) generally is fulfilled when
the sponsor of an otherwise acceptable contention provides a brief recitation of
the factors underlying the contention or references to documents and texts that
provide such reasons. See Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear
Power Plant), ALAB-837, 23 NRC 525, 540-41 (1986); Houston Lighting and
Power Co. (Aliens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB-590, 11
NRC 542,547-49 (1980); Mississippi Power and Light Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 423, 425-26 (1973). See also
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Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. (Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1
and 2), CLI-72-23, 5 AEC 5, 5-6 (1972).
RULES OF PRACTICE:
BASIS)

CONTENTIONS (SPECIFICITY AND

The fact that a contention complies with the basis requirement of 10 C.F.R.
such
a contention is subject to being rejected on the merits prior to trial under the
summary disposition provisions of the Rules of Practice. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.749;
Philadelphia Electric Co. (peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 21 (1974).
§ 2.714(b) does not mean that the issue is destined to go to hearing -

RULES OF PRACTICE:
BASIS)

CONTENTIONS (SPECIFICITY AND

The regulation, 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b), does not require the detailing of
admissible evidence as support for a contention. See Houston Lighting and
Power Co. (AlIens Creek Nuclear Genemting Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590, 11
NRC 542, 547-49 (1980).
RULES OF PRACTICE:
BASIS)

CONTENTIONS (SPECIFICITY AND

In assessing the admissibility of a contention, it is not permissible for
a licensing board to reach the merits of the contention and "[w]hether the
contention ultimately can be proven on the merits is 'not the appropriate inquiry
at the contention-admission stage.' tt Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon
Harris Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB-837, 23 NRC 525, 541 (1986).
RULES OF PRACTICE:

APPELLATE REVIEW

Because a licensing board exercises a substantial amount of discretion in determining the adequacy of the basis for a contention, appellate review is limited
to whether the board abused its discretion. Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick
Genemting Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-845, 24 NRC 220, 231 (1986). See
Philadelphia Electric Co. (peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3),
ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 21 (1974).
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Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., Boston, Massachusetts (with whom R.K. Gad, ITI,
WiUiam S. Eggeling and Kathryn A. Selleck, Boston, Massachusetts,
were on the brief) for the applicants Texas Utilities Electric Company,

et al.
Anthony Z. Roisman, Washington, D.C. (with whom Juanita Ellis, Dallas,
Texas, was on the brief) for the intervenors Meddie Gregory and Citizens
Association for Sound Energy.
Geary S. Mizuno for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

Opinion for the Board by Mr. Moore, in which
Mr. Rosenthal joins:
Before us are two sets of appeals by the applicants, Texas Utilities Electric
Company, et al., and the NRC staff in this construction permit extension
amendment proceeding. In the ftrst appeal, the applicants and the staff each
challenge, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.714a, the Licensing Board's May 2, 1986,
order granting the intervention petitions of Citizens Association for Sound
Energy (CASE) and Meddie Gregory. The Board granted the petitions on the
strength of nearly identical contentions proffered by each intervenor, which the
Board then combined and admitted. After oral argument of the first appeal, we
certifted a controlling legal question to the Commission. On the heels of the
Commission's response to the certified question, and while the appeals were
still pending, the intervenors jointly moved the Licensing Board to amend their
original contentions in order to reflect the substance of the Commission's latest
decision. We stayed our hand and the Licensing Board admitted one of the
intervenors' new amended contentions in an October 30, 1986, memorandum
and order. The applicants and the staff both flIed a second appeal pursuant to
10 C.F.R. § 2.714a, again asserting that the Licensing Board erred in admitting
the contention and claiming that the petitions should have been denied.
fur the reasons that follow, we afftrm the Licensing Board's admission of
the intervenors' amended contention. This being so, the intervenors have met
the condition of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714{b) that participation as a party requires the
admission of "at least one contention," and the Licensing Board properly granted
the intervention petitions. Accordingly, the first set of appeals of the applicants
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and the staff no longer lies under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714a(c). That provision permits
interlocutory appeals from an order granting an intervention petition only on
the question of whether the petition "should have been wholly denied." The
same section directs that "[n]o other appeals from rulings on petitions ••• shall
be allowed" Thus, the first appeals of the applicants and the staff are now
impermissible interlocutory ones.

I.

PROCEDURAL mSTORY

Section 185 of the Atomic Energy Act provides that a construction permit
"shall state the earliest and latest dates for the completion of the construction."l
The Act specifies that "[u]nless the construction. • . of the facility is completed
by the completion date, the construction permit shall expire, and all rights
thereunder be forfeited, unless upon good cause shown, the Commission extends
the completion date.''2 The agency's regulations parallel the statute and, in
addition, state that
[t]he Commission will recognize, among other things, developmental problems attributable
to the experimental nature of the facility or fire, flood, explosion, strike, sabotage, domestic
violence, enemy action, an act of the elements, and other acts beyond the control of the
permit holder, as a basis for extending the completion date. 3

The events leading to the instant appeals began with the applicants' January
29, 1986, application for a two-year extension, nunc pro tunc, of their construction permit for Comanche Peak, Unit I, which by its terms had expired almost
six months earlier on August I, 1985. The applicants labeled their failure to
file a timely extension application "an administrative oversight'" The Commission, however, later termed it "a regrettable and wholly avoidable omission" that
represented "the first time in the history of the civilian nuclear power program
that the holder of a construction permit allowed its permit to expire without
making a timely request for an extension.'" As good cause for the extension,
the applicants asserted that
[p]hysical construction on Comanche Peak Unit 1 was essentially completed in early
1985. However, major dforlS to reinspect and reanalyze various structures, systems, and
components have been ongoing since the fall of 1984 in order to respond to the questions

142 U.S.c. § 2235 (1982).

zld.
310 C.F.R. §50.s5(b).

"Letter fran William G. Council, Executive Vice President, TexIS Utilities Generating Company,
R. Denton, Director. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (January 29. 1986) It 2.
'CU.86-4.23 NRC 113. 115 (1986).
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raised by the NRC Staff's Technical Review Team ("TRT'), by the Board and panies
in the ASLB operating license proceedings, and raised by other external sources. The
TRT was fonned by senior NRC Staff management in March of 1984 to consolidate and
carry out the various reviews necessary for the Staff to reach its decision regarding plant
licensing. Applicants formed the Comanche Peak Response Team and submitted a Program
Plan to respond to the TRT's questions, the ASLB issues, and the other external sources
issues. That Plan is presently being implemented It is anticipated that such implementation
will not be complete before the second quarter of 1986.6

In response to the applicants' construction permit extension application,
CASE (an intervenor in the ongoing Comanche Peak operating license proceeding) immediately sought various relief from the Commission. First, it requested
that the Commission assess civil penalties against the applicants for all construction activities taking place after the permit expired. Next, it asked that the
Commission require the applicants to file a new application for a construction
permit. Alternatively, CASE requested that the Commission find that the application raised significant hazards considerations and that it order a hearing before
a licensing board on the extension amendment.'
While CASE's request for relief was pending before the Commission, the
staff published an environmental assessment concluding that the grant of the
construction permit extension would not have a significant impact on the environment.s Thereafter, the staff determined that the requested construction permit
extension involved no significant hazards considerations requiring prior public
. notice and issued the amendment extending the Comanche Peak Unit 1 construction permit.9 In doing so, the staff stated that the applicants' characterization of
their need for more time raised matters that "were not foreseen" by the applicants and that the applicants had not "been dilatory in pursuing completion of
the plant."IO It then concluded "that 'good cause' for the delay has been demonstrated by the applicants so as to warrant an extension of the construction permit
for Unit 1."11
After the staff granted the construction permit extension, CASE sought from
the Commission a stay of the permit amendment. 12 A month later, the Commission denied the stay motion as well as CASE's requests that the applicants

6Leuer from William O. Council. supra note 4, It 1.
'CASE Request for Imposition of FUle, for Suspension of Construction Activities. and for I Hearing on
A~p1iCltion to Renew Construction Permit (Janulry 31,1986).
SI Fed. Reg. 4834 (February 7, 1986).
9 SI Fed. Reg. S622 (February 14, 1986).
IOEvaluation of Request for Extension of the Construction Permit Completion Date, Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station, Unit No. I, TexIS Utilities Electric Company, et at., Docket No. S~S (February 10, 1986)
It 1.

11/d. It 1·2IlCASE Request for Stay of Effectiveness of Construction Permit Extension and for Other Relief (February II,
1986).
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be directed to file a new construction permit application and that the Commission find the extension amendment involved significant hazards considerationsP
The Commission, however, referred CASE's caB for enforcement action to the
staff. Similarly, it referred CASE's hearing request to the Licensing Board, noting that CASE "is entitled to a hearing on the construction permit extension"
but cautioning that "the scope of the proceeding is limited to challenges to [applicants'] effort to show 'good cause' for the extension."14
Subsequently, CASE and Meddie Gregory each filed petitions to intervene
containing the contentions they sought to litigate.1S Over the objections of the
applicants and the staff, the Licensing Board granted the intervention petitions
after finding that each petition set forth one admissible contention, which the
Board then consolidated.16 It rejected all of the intervenors' other proffered
contentionsP As later characterized by the Commission, the admitted contention
alleged that the applicants had failed to demonstrate good cause for the extension
because they "had a corporate policy to construct the plant in violation of
NRC requirements, and that subsequent discovery and efforts to correct these
violations caused the delay."18
Both the applicants and staff appealed the Licensing Board's grant of the intervention petitions. Specifically, they each challenged the Board's admission of
the consolidated contention claiming that it lacked a reasonable basis as required
by 10 C.F.R. §2.714{b). Further, the applicants argued that the contention was
barred by the Commission's decision in WPPSS.19 In that construction permit extension proceeding, the Commission considered the admissibility of a contention
alleging that the applicant had not demonstrated good cause for an extension
because plant construction had been delayed as a result of the applicant's violation of agency regulations. In holding the contention inadmissible in WPPSS,
the Commission stated that
Ihe admission of such a conlention in a construction permit extension proceeding. • • would
be contrary to Ihe overall intent of Ihe Atomic Energy Act and Ihe Commission's regula.
tions. If a permit holder were to construct portioos of a facility in violation of NRC regula.

tions, when Ihose violatioos are detected and corrections ordered or voluntarily undertaken,
Ihere is likely to be some delay in Ihe constructioo caused by Ihe revisioos. Nooelheless,
such delay, as wilh delay caused by design changes, must give "good cause" for an extension. To consider it olherwise could discourage permit holden from disclosing and correcting

13CU.86-4,23 NRC at 117-24.
t4/d. at 121.
15 Petition to Intervene of Citizens Association for Sound Energy (April 7 • 1986); Petition to Intervene of Mcddie
Gregory (April 7, 1986).
16 Speciai Pn:hearing Conference Memorandum and Order (May 2. 1986) at 6-10.13.
t7/d. at 11-12.
18CU.86-1S,24 NRC 397, 399 (1986).
19 Wa.r/UlllIoII Public POtWr Supply Syst~m (wpPSS Nuclear Project Nos. 1 & 2), CU·82·29, 16 NRC 1221
(1982).
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bnproper construction for fear that corrections would cause delays that would result in a refusal to extend a construction permit, a result obviously inconsistent with the Commission's
efforts to ensure the protection of the public health and saCcty.zo

The applicants claimed this policy-based reasoning created a per se rule that
precluded the admitted contention because the need for more time to find
and to correct possible construction deficiencies constitutes good cause for an
extension, regardless of the underlying cause.
We certified to the Commission the single question whether the CASEI
Gregory contention was foreclosed as a matter oflaw by WPPSS.Zl In its decision
responding to the certified question, the Commission rehearsed its view of
section 185 of the Atomic Energy Act, the regulations implementing the statute,
and agency case law, and it concluded that there are two independent avenues
available for an applicant to establish good cause for a construction permit
extension.zz An applicant can either show that there was good cause for the past
delay in completing the facility or, alternatively, demonstrate that there currently
is good cause to permit more time for plant completion.23
The Commission apparently then assumed that the applicants' extension
application addressed both avenues and it analyzed, in reverse order, the
intervenors' admitted contention as challenging each means of establishing good
cause. First, it stated that if the applicants were seeking to show there now is
good cause for the extension, the intervenors' contention was inadequate because
it focused only upon past conduct. Second, the Commission indicated that if the
intervenors' contention was challenging the applicants' assertion that there was
good cause for the past delay in not completing the facility, the contention was
insufficient because it did not also allege that the applicants' regulatory violations
were continuing.2.4 In reaching this result, however, the Commission concluded
that the analytical framework of its precedents had not been formulated to deal
with charges of intentional misconduct and its analysis could not be applied to
a claim that the real cause of an applicant's failure to complete the plant was
its "past and still ongoing policy of deliberate violations" of agency regulations
because that "would • • • reward such wrongdoing.''2.5 Thus, the Commission
held "that if there was a corporate policy to speed construction by violating NRC
requirements, and that policy was discarded and repudiated by the permittee, any
delays arising from the need to take corrective action would be delays for good

ZOCU-82-29, 16 NRC at 123G-31.
ZI Memorandum and Order (July 2. 1986).
ZZCU.86-1S,24 NRC at 400.
231d. at 4()()'()1.
2.4fJ. at 401-02.
'J.j fJ. at 402.
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cause:'26 It then instructed us to determine the admissibility of the intervenors'
contention in accordance with this guidance.
Immediately after the Commission's decision on the certified question, the
intervenors filed a joint motion with the Licensing Board seeking admission of
two new contentions (labeled "amended" contentions) or, in the alternative, the
reconsideration of certain contentions that had been -denied previously by the
Board27 We withheld any further consideration of the pending appeals until the
Licensing Board acted on the intervenors' motion.2S Thereafter, on October 30,
1986, the Licensing Board, over the objections of the applicants and the staff,
admitted amended contention 2.19 That contention alleged that "[t]he delay of
construction of Unit 1 was caused by Applicants' intentional conduct. which
had no valid purpose and was the result of corporate policies which have not
been discarded or repudiated by Applicants."JO As its bases, the intervenors
offered a three-page description of the past and present activities of the applicants
that they claimed indicated the applicants had an ongoing corporate policy to
violate the Commission's licensing requirements that had not been discarded
or repudiated. The applicants and the staff each then filed a second appeal
challenging the Licensing Board's order admitting the intervenors' amended
contention.
ll.

THE LATE·FILED AMENDED CONTENTION

The Commission's regulations provide that a contention filed after the first
prehearing conference in a proceeding may be admitted by the Licensing Board
only upon a favorable balancing of the following five factors:
(i) Good cause, if any, (or failure to file on time.
(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest will be protected.
(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably be expected to
assist in developing a sound record.
(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by existing parties.
(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or delay
the proceeding.3t

Because the intervenors' amended contention 2 was filed after the initial pre·
hearing conference in the case, the LicenSing Board was required at the outset
261d. 114m.
17 Motion to Admit Amended Contentions or, in Ihe Alternative, for Reconsideration of Certain Previously Denied
Contentions (September 30, 1986).
2SMcmorandum (October 9,1986).
29LBP.86-36A, 24 NRC 575 (1986).
30 1d. 11578.
31 10 C.F.R. 12.714(1)(1), (3).
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to balance these five factors in determining whether the contention was admis·
sible.32 Although it offered several theories suggesting that such balancing was
unnecessary in the circumstances, the Licensing Board nevertheless considered
each of the factors and determined that. on balance, they called for the contention to be admitted. The Board found that the intervenors had good cause for
not filing their amended contention on time and that the second, third and fourth
factors also favored admission, while only the fifth factor counselled against it.3l
On appeal, the applicants first attack this Licensing Board determination.
As the Commission long ago indicated, the five factors of 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.714(a)(1) were placed in the regulations to "giv[e] the Licensing Boards
broad discretion in the circumstances of individual cases."34 Thus, our review
of the Licensing Board's balancing of these factors is necessarily limited to
determining whether the Board abused its discretion.3.5 To demonstrate that the
Licensing Board has crossed that line, these applicants have a substantial burden
on appeal:
It is not enough Cor [them] to establish simply that the Ucensing Board might justifiably
have concluded that the totality of the circumstances bearing upon the five lateness factors
tipped the scales in favor of denial of the [contention]. In order to decree that outcome, we
must be persuaded that a reasonable mind could reach no other resulL36

They have fallen far short of meeting this burden. Based on our review of the
Licensing Board's consideration of the five factors of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(I),
we cannot conclude, as the applicants apparently would have it, that a reasonable
mind couId reach no other result than to reject the intervenors' late-filed
contention.
The applicants initially question the Licensing Board's good cause determination. In its order admitting the late-filed contention, the Board first reviewed the Commission's decision in CLI-86-1S. It concluded that the Commis·
sion "struck a new balance" in those construction permit extension proceedings
where an applicant sought more time to correct deficiencies and the extension
was opposed on the grounds that the applicant had an unrepudiated past and

n See Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Statim, Uniu 1 and 2), ALAB·806, 21 NRC 1183, 1190
(1985).
3lLBP.86-36A,24 NRC at 579·80.
34 Nuclear FIUI Se",icu,lfIC. (West Valley Reprocessing Plant), CLI·75-4, 1 NRC 273,275 (1975).
3'Umericl:, 21 NRC at 1190; Detroit Edisofl Co. (Enrico Fermi Atanic Power Plant, Unit 2), ALAB·707,
16 NRC 1760, 1763-64 (1982); Ci"dMllli Gil.! aM Electric Co. (Wm. It Zimmer Nuclear Power Station),
ALAB·595, 11 NRC 860, 865 (1980); F/oridD Pmwr .{ Ugh: CO. CSL Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.2),
ALAB-420, 6 NRC 8, 13 (1977), aIf'd. CU·78·12, 7 NRC 939, 946 (1978).
36WIl.!hiflglofl Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No.3), ALAB·747, 18 NRC 1167, 1171
(1983). Su lIamllg"''' Y. DeVito, 656 F.2d 264,269 (71h Or. 1981), cert. de";ed. 455 U.S. 993 (1982) ("abuse
of discretim only occurs where no reasonable persm could take the view adopted by the trial court [and) rile
re.asmlblc persons could differ, no abuse of discretion can be found}.
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present policy to violate licensing requirements. 37 Based on this reading of CLI86-15, the Board ruled that the Commission's decision provided good cause for
the intervenors not having filed their amended contention originally.3s Before us,
the applicants argue, with little elaboration, that "[aJt most, CLI-86-15 was a
decision which decided a legal question of first impression," and it cannot provide good cause for a late-filed contention because "[t]o hold otherwise would
be to invite administrative chaos and have the potential to flood any ongoing
proceeding with late-filed contentions every time the Commission or an Appeal
Board speaks to a legal question.''39
The applicants' ''parade ofhorribles" reasoning fails to undercut the Licensing
Board's conclusion. Indeed, the applicants' attack on the Board's good cause
finding has a hollow ring in light of their own delay, due to "an administrative
oversight," in seeking a construction permit extension.40 In any event, the
applicants' argument ignores the fact that, as in most cases, the good cause
determination here is case specific and based solely upon the impact of CLI86-15 on this proceeding. Moreover, the applicants' inability to provide us any
agency decisions granting or denying late-filed contentions in similar situations
seemingly belies their dire predictions of administrative chaos in the future. More
important, however, is the fact that the applicants' argument overlooks the
significant legal and policy question the Commission resolved in CLI-86-15
- the very reason we certified the question to it. Before the Licensing Board,
as well as in their appellate brief, the intervenors have spelled out, chapter
and verse, their view of the agency's prior case law and the reason they could
not have anticipated the Commission's ruling in CLI-86-15 so as to have filed
their amended contention originally. We need not rehearse that case history
here. Suffice it to state that the applicants have not challenged the Licensing
Board's characterization (with which we agree), that the Commission "struck a
new balance" in construction permit extension cases.41 Thus, the Commission's
announcement of a new pleading standard in CLI-86-15 clearly sets this case
apart from those that the applicants label as merely "speak[ing] to a legal
question." In the circumstances, we cannot conclude that the Licensing Board
acted unreasonably in ruling that the Commission's decision provided good
cause for the intervenors' late-filed contention.
With respect to the second and fourth factors (i.e., the availability of other
means to protect intervenors' interest and the extent other parties will represent
37 LBP-86-36A, 24 NRC at 5n.
3S/d. at 579.

39Bnef of the Applicants (November 10, 1986) at 11·12-

40 S~~ supra p. 917.

41 We also note that the Commissim's new standard for challengin8 an applicant's usertim of good cause for
an extensim based upon its need to co=t deficiencies in the facility applies to both an applicant" claim that
there is good cause for past delays, IS well IS its claim that there now is good cause for granting the extensim.
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intervenors' interest).. the Licensing Board found these factors favored admission
of the late-filed contention. On appeal, the applicants have not challenged these
determinations so we need not consider them further. We note, however, that
once the intervenors satisfactorily explained the lateness of their contention, a
much lesser showing on the other four factors is required in order for them to
prevail.41
The Licensing Board determined that the third factor - the extent intervenors
may reasonably be expected to assist in developing a sound record - also
favored admission of their contention. In reaching this conclusion, the Board
stated that one of the intervenors already had demonstrated its ability to
contribute to the technical and nontechnical portions of the proceeding in
the related opemting license proceeding. It further decided that because the
issues in the construction permit extension proceeding were not technical ones,
but issues "involving the interpretation of management conduct concerning
willful violations of regulations or repudiation of past conduct, intervenors'
lawyers' extensive experience in NRC proceedings is highly relevant.''''3 The
applicants' challenge to the Licensing Board's treatment of this factor is brief and
unadorned. They argue that the intervenors' failure to identify their prospective
witnesses and testimony as required by agency case law, and the Board's
reliance instead on the skills of intervenors' counsel and the ability of one of the
intervenors in the Comanche Peak opemting license proceeding is "at complete
odds" with the Commission's decision in Braidwood.44
Although a cursory reading of Braidwood lends some credence to the
applicants' argument, we do not think that decision properly can be read as
broadly as the applicants advocate, so as to compel rejection of the Licensing
Board's determination on this factor. In Braidwood, the Commission reviewed,
41 St.l.w:U. 6 NRC at 22
In opposing the admissim of the interVenors' amended contentims before the licensing Boanl. the ltaff h[did)
not contest Cmsolidated interVenors' view that good cause exists for the filing of amended contentims." NRC Staff
Response in Oppositim to CASE', Motion for Admissim of Amended Cmtention (October IS, 1986) at 3. In
light of this Itaff cmccssion, the lesser showing needed on the other flctors cnee good eause is established. and the
narrow appellate review of the licensing BoanI', balancing of the factors enumerated in 10 C.F.R. § 2714(1)(1),
we Ire not IUrprised that the staff hIS not vigorously pursued its Ippeal of this issue. Rather, in a footnote to
its brief, the .taff merely states that a balancing of the five factors weighs against admissim of the intervenors'
cmtentim, and it then cites its oppositicn below to the interVenors' contenticns. Brief of the NRC Staff (November
13. 1986) at S 0.7. A, the staff is welllWlre, a party', failure to brief adequately an issue on appcal"is tantamount
to [its)abandonmenL" Dw Puwer Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station. Units I and 2), ALAB·3SS. 4 NRC 397, 413,
recoMidera/iotl tk1lkd, ALAB·3S9, 4 NRC 619 (1976). Accord Carolina Power and Uglol Co. (Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB·8S6. 24 NRC 802, 80S (1986); PetIMy/wl1Iia Power and Uglol Co. (Susquehanna
Steam Electric Statim, Units I and 2), ALAB·693,16 NRC 952, 956-57 (1982). Nor should we have to remind the
staff that an issue is not properly briefed by incorporating by reference papers filed with the Uccnsing Board. See
renMssu ValUy AulJoority (Hillsville Nuclear Plant, Units lA, 2A. IB and 2B), ALAB·367, 5 NRC 92, 104
n.59 (19n); 1.<I1Ig Island Ugloling Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Statim), ALAB·IS6, 6 AEC 831, 832·33
(1973). Acconlingly, we shall treat the staff', IUcmpt to appeal (Xl this issue IS abandmcd.
43 LBP.86-36A, 24 NRC at 579·80.
44 Brief of the Applicants at 13 (citing CommallWealth Ediso1l Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power Station. Units I
and 2), CLI·86-8. 23 NRC 241, 246-47 (1986».
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sua sponte, and reversed the Licensing Board's admission of an intervenor's

late-filed quality assurance contention in an operating license proceeding. With
respect to the third factor, the Commission declared that the sponsor of a
late-filed contention must demonstrate its special expertise on the subjects it
seeks to raise. It stated that, to do this, the intervenor" .'should set out with
as much particularity as possible the precise issues it plans to cover, identify
its prospective witnesses, and summarize their proposed testimony.' ''45 Rather
than judging the intervenors' likely assistance in developing a sound record on
this basis, the Licensing Board relied upon the contribution to the record made
by intervenors' counsel in another reactor licensing proceeding - a practice
the Commission criticized, stating: "No principle of law has been called to
our attention that allows a court or an agency to make judgments, positive
or negative, about the merits of a party's case based upon its evaluation of
the performance of its counsel in a different proceeding."46 Accordingly, the
Commission held that the Licensing Board's determination that the third factor
favored admission of the contention was erroneous because the intervenors had
failed to provide specifics as to their witnesses and issues and the Board had
relied upon counsel's action in another proceeding:l7
Here, the Licensing Board was faced with a different situation than the Commission dealt with in Braidwood. As the Board recognized, the primary issues
in the extension proceeding are not technical ones that require specialized technical expertise to litigate. Rather, the ultimate issue is the garden variety one of
whether the applicants established good cause for a construction permit extension. Unlike the complex quality assurance contention in Braidwood, the good
cause issue here, as set out in the intervenors' amended contention, translates
into whether the applicants had a past and stiII ongoing, unrepudiated corporate
policy to violate licensing requirements. In this instance, the intervenors had
already speIIed out the issue they sought to litigate in their amended contention
with its attendant bases:48 Additionally, as the Licensing Board again recognized,
the nontechnical questions involved in this case boil down to whether applicants
45 CU-86-8, 23 NRC at 246 (quotillg Mississippi Power a1Id Ught Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. Units I and
2), ALAn-704, 16 NRC 1725, 1730 (1982».
46CU_86-8,23 NRC at 247.

4'/d.
48 As indicated previously (su IlIprQ note 45), Ihe Ctmmission in Braidwood quoted our statement in Grand
Gulf for Ihe pmposition that M[w]hen 1 petitiOllct IcMrcsses Ihis [Ihird] criterion it should set out wilh IS much
puticularity IS possible Ihe precise issues it plans to cover ••••" 16 NRC at 1730. Grand Gui/involved ltatofiled intervention petitioll, not mcrcly 1 late-filed C01lk1ltio1l, IS in Ihe present CISCo AIlhough Ihe five factors oC
10 c.F.R. 12.714(a)(1) Ipply in both instances (m 10 c.F.R. §2714(a)(3»,1his distinction is important insofar
IS Ihe third factor is COIlccrned. A timely intervention pctitim need not COIltain any proffered contentims (su 10
C.F.R. 12.714(.)(2) because Ihe Rules of Practice provide that 1 supplemental petition ahall be filed cmtaining
Ihe contentions (.ru 10 c.F.R. 1 2714{b». The Rules do not provide a aimiJar opponunily to file a IUpplemental
petition containing contentions in Ihe case oC alate-filed intervention pctitim Ihat is filed aCter Ihe first prchcaring
conference. Consequently, Ihe late-filed petition necessarily must COIltain Ihe issues it aeeks to raise. But in the
case of any cmtcntion, timely or late-filed, Ihe issue is already identified by Ihe cmtentim itself.
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intentionally violated Commission regulations and whether such conduct was
repudiated. Faced with questions of this stripe (where any testimonial evidence
likely would come from applicants' employees or contractors), the intervenors
could not reasonably be expected to identify their prospective witnesses and tes·
timony at such an early stage of the proceeding before they had an opportunity
to conduct discovery. This is in marked contrast to the type of issues involved in
Braidwood where, at least in theory, it was possible to identify expert witnesses
and the gist of some of their testimony in advance of formal discovery. Indeed. in the present situation, it is unlikely the intervenors could ever proffer
such witnesses' testimony because, even though called by the intervenors, they
would be hostile witnesses who, as a practical matter, would have to be crossexamined.49 Here, of course, the intervenors had already provided the bases for
their amended contention, which, in this instance, also referenced documentary
material that spelled out the foundation for much of their claim. To demand
more would require the intervenors to be clairvoyant about the results of their
yet-to-be-conducted discovery.
Furthermore, in these circumstances, we cannot logically fault the Licens·
ing Board's determination that it was "highly relevant" that these intervenors,
in contrast to many intervenors who appear in agency proceedings pro se, had
experienced counsel to wage their battle. This is so because nontechnical issues
like "good cause" and "intent" are matters attorneys routinely confront, while
such issues are not standard fare for lay representatives. Similarly, because the
intervenors' testimonial case would most likely be made by cross-examination
(and that skill is experienced counsel's stock-in-trade), the fact that the intervenors were represented by such counsel markedly increased "[t]he extent to
which the [intervenors'] participation may reasonably be expected to assist in
developing a sound record."so Nor does Braidwood compel a different result. Although there the Commission spoke broadly in criticizing the Licensing Board's
reliance on the participation of intervenors' counsel, it also specifically noted
that the parties had not called to its attention any competing factors calling for
a different result.31 The Commission was not faced with a contention raising
a nontechnical issue where the intervenors could make their testimonial case
only by cross-examination - a welI-established principle of NRC practice.52
Therefore, the importance of counsel's participation in that specific context was

49 Su WPPss. ALAB-747, 18 NRC at 1182-83 (Edles. concurring).
50 10 c.P.R. § 2.714(a)(I)(iii). For this lime reasm. the applicants' tel.iance on 1I0USlOII Ligh/illl alld Po_r
Co. (Allens C=k Nuclear Generating Station. Unit 1). ALAB·671, 15 NRC 508. 513 n.14 (1982) is inapposite.
31 23 NRC at 247.
32 Su TtllllUsu VaIli)' Authority (JlutsviIle Nuclear Plant, Units lA. 2A. lB, and 2B). ALAB-463, 7 NRC
341.356 (1978); Commo~alth Edisoll Co. (Zim Statim. Units 1 and 2). ALAB-226. 8 AEC 381, 389 (1974);
WirCOMII Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-137, 6 AEC 491, 504-05 (1973).
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not before the Commission in Braidwood.53 fur these reasons, we cannot find
that the Licensing Board acted unreasonably in concluding that the third factor
favored the admission of the intervenors' amended contentions.
Finally, the Licensing Board found that the fifth factor - the extent the
contention will broaden the issues or delay the proceeding - weighed against
admission of the contention "as it almost always docs."'" The applicants accept
without comment this Licensing Board determination and, in their brief, offer
no alternative supporting arguments to buttress the Board's conclusion. On the
other hand, in defending the Licensing Board's admission of their late-filed
contention, the intervenors suggest that the Board's conclusion on this factor is
unduly harsh because any delay would be quite limited. The intervenors' point
is valid. As we have held, "[f]or purposes of the fifth factor, the question is
whether, by filing late, the [intervenor] has occasioned a potential for delay
in the completion of the proceeding that would not have been present had the
filing been timely."5s Applying this test, it is difficult to attribute any delay in the
completion of the construction permit extension proceeding to the intervenors'
late-filed contention in light of the unique procedural posture of the case. And,
as the intervenors point out, the extension amendment has already been granted
which harms them, not the applicants.56 Further, without deciding the first set of
appeals - a course we have eschewed - these same unique procedural factors
preclude a definitive answer to whether the late-filed contention broadens the
issues in the proceeding. Thus, assuming the fifth factor can be considered to
weigh against the admission of the contention as the Licensing Board found, it
docs not do so significantly.
In sum, we concur with the Licensing Board's balancing of the five lateness
factors. We clearly cannot find, as the review standard dictates we must in order
to reverse the Board's balancing of these factors, that a reasonable mind could
reach no other conclusion than to reject the contention. On this score, we need
only add that, although totally persuaded that the third factor tips in favor of the
admission of the late-filed contention, acceptance of the applicants' position that
this factor should be placed on the other side of the ledger would not change our
ultimate result Even when viewed in the light most favorable to the applicants,
the analyses of both the third and fifth factors produce extremely close calls. In
contrast, as we have seen, the second and fourth factors concededly support the

53 Similarly. because of the context in which Braidwood arose. the Commission had no occasion to consider
that the Rules of Practice. 10 C.F.R. § 2.713(b). authorize l.y representation. and that feature of NRC pnc:tic:e, as
licensing boards are well aware. often results in a wide disparity in the quality of evidentiary presentations and
cross-examination in agency adjudications.
'" LBP·8&.36A. 24 NRC at 580.
"WPPSS. 18 NRC at 1180 (emphasis in the original). Accord D~troil Edison Co. (Greenwood Energy Center.
Units 2 and 3). ALAB-476. 7 NRC 759. 763 n.8 (1978).
56 S~~ SI. Luci8. 6 NRC at 23.
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intervenors' side of the controversy. It is equally apparent that the very significant
first factor - the existence of a good reason why the contention was not earlier
filed - also inures to the intervenors' benefit by a wide margin. This being so,
there is simply no way in which the third factor could be employed to pin the
label of irrationality on the outcome of the Licensing Board's balancing of all
five factors.

III.

THE BASES FOR THE INTERVENORS'
AMENDED CONTENTION

A. In their amended contention challenging the applicants' assertion of good
cause for a construction permit extension, the intervenors allege, in effect, that
the delay in construction of Comanche Peak, Unitt, was due to the applicants'
intentional violation of agency licensing requirements and that such corporate
policies have not been discarded and repudiated. In support of this allegation,
the intervenors provided a three-page statement of bases. As further support.
the statement referenced over fifty pages of summaries of findings and excerpts
from some twenty different survey reports, safety evaluation reports, inspection
reports and the like all dealing with Comanche Peak, as well as Licensing Board
findings from the Comanche Peak operating license proceeding,57
In a nutshell, the intervenors' statement of bases for the contention maintains
that the applicants had a long-standing corporate policy that caused the delay
in completing the facility. It specifies that the applicants deliberately refused
to reform their flawed quality assurance-quality control (QA/QC) program,
as well as the faulty design of the' facility, This was in the face of longstanding, consistent criticism of recurring deficient practices and procedures
called to their attention by independent auditors, the NRC and the Licensing
Board, The statement next indicates that, despite these criticisms, the applicants
have given no valid reason why they refused to change the implementation of
their QAIQC program or to address and to correct design deficiencies in the
plant Consequently, we are told, the applicants have built an unlicensable plant
that now must be reinspected, redesigned and reconstructed,58 The statement

'7

The collectim of documents the intervenors incmporate by reference wu originally filed by one of the
interVenors IS Appendix B to CASE', initial filing with the Commission in this maner. Su supra note 7. In
the ,tatement of bases, however. the intervenors lUte the documents were filed IS Appendix B to CASE', Motion
for Eaublishment of an Evidentiary Standard and Request for Board Directed Independent Inspection (February
4, 1985) in the Ccrnanche Peale operating license proceeding. Apparently no cmfusim IS to which documents the
interVenors sought to reference resulted from this error, however, because the intervenors attached the packet of
documents to their brief opposing the first appeals of the applicants and the staff. Cmscquently, this package of
documents was _dily aVlilable to the panies when the intervenors' amended contention wllfiled. Indeed. neither
the applicants nor the lUff mentim this labeling error in their briefs and the applicants' brief even perpctultes
the mistake.
'8 Cmsolidated Intervenors' Amended Cootentions 1 and 2 (September 30. 1986) at 2·3.
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of bases then says that the "applicants have never acknowledged that this or
any other corporate policy was the cause of the delay or that anything in the
control of corporate management caused the delay, and thus Applicants have
never discarded or repudiated the policies that caused the delay. "59 Further, it
points out that the applicants have left in place their previous corporate policies
and the personnel primarily responsible for the delay. Among other examples,
it lists a number of specific individuals who were purportedly responsible for
the original judgments leading to deficient conditions and who continue to work
on the project. Similarly, the statement notes the applicants' use of production
quotas for inspectors on the Comanche Peak Response Team and the continued
harassment and intimidation of inspectors as indicators that the applicants'
faulty policies persist and have not been discarded and repudiated. Finally, the
statement indicates that the applicants need to embrace numerous items, such as
a fully independent response team, in order to establish that they have discarded
and repudiated their past delay-causing policies and practices.oo
After reviewing the intervenors' asserted bases and referenced documents for
their amended contention, the Licensing Board noted that "we are not authorized
to analyze those documents in depth at this stage of the proceeding."61 Rather, it
stated, "[a]t this stage of the proceeding, we do not finally determine facts. Our
sole job is to pass on whether contentions have provided an adequate basis for
inquiring furlher."62 It then found that the stated bases for amended contention
2 were "more than adequate."63
Before us, the applicants and the staff argue that the Licensing Board
erred in concluding that the intervenors' contention set forth an adequate-basis. Both agree that the Commission's decision in CLI-86-15 establishes a twopronged pleading standard and that the intervenors must provide a basis for both
prongs. First, the intervenors must set forth a basis for the proposition that the
applicants had a corporate policy to violate agency licensing requirements. Second, they must state a basis for the proposition that the applicants have not
discarded and repudiated the policy. From this point of agreement, their arguments diverge. As their counsel made clear at oral argument, the applicants claim
that the intervenors' asserted bases do not directly support either prong of the
standard and that inferences cannot provide the bases for a contention.64 On the
other hand, the staff argues that the intervenors' asserted bases do not support a

591d. It 3.
60 Id. It 4-S.

61 LBP-86-36A. 24 NRC It S8!.
621d.
63/d.
64 Brief of the Applicants It 1S-18; App. Tr. 26.
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reasonable inference that the applieants had a deliberate policy to violate NRC
requirements or that the applicants continue to have such a policy.6s
The Commission's Rules of Practice provide that an intervenor's contention
must set forth "the bases for each contention. . . with reasonable specificity.''66
Although the Rules do not state a precise equation for determining what is an
adequate basis, we have noted that "such judgment must be exercised caseby-case, with the underlying purposes of this requirement in mind,"67 and that
the licensing boards exercise "a considerable amount of discretion . . . in this
area."68 Moreover, the purposes of the requirement are well established. The
bases requirement is intended to ensure, at the pleading stage, that the agency's
adjudicatory process is not invoked for impermissible purposes, such as attacks
on statutory requirements or challenges to Commission regulations, and that
the issue at hand is appropriate for litigation in the particular proceeding.69
Additionally, the requirement "help[s] assure that other parties are sufficiently
put on notice so that they will know at least generally what they will have to
defend against or oppose.'t70 Thus, the bases requirement is merely a pleading
requirement designed to make certain that a proffered issue is sufficiently
articulated to provide the other parties with its broad outlines and to provide the
Licensing Board with enough information for determining whether the issue is
appropriately litigable in the instant proceeding. The requirement generally is
fulfilled when the sponsor of an otherwise acceptable contention provides a brief
recitation of the factors underlying the contention or references to documents
and texts that provide such reasons.7! But the fact that a contention complies
with the bases requirement of section 2.714(b) does not mean that the issue is
destined to go to hearing - such a contention is subject to being rejected on
the merits prior to trial under the summary disposition provisions of the Rules
of Practice.72
The bases requirement most assuredly "should not be read and construed
as establishing secretive and complex technicalities such as in some other areas of the law are associated with special pleading requirements for which some

6S Brief of NRC Staff at 5·14.
6610 C.F.R. §2714(b).
67 PNlatklphia Electric Co. (Limerick Genenting Station. Units 1 and 2). ALAB·845, 24 NRC 220. 230 (1986).
68 Philatklphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atanic Power Station. Units 2 and 3). ALAB·216, 8 AEC 13. 21
(1974).
691d. at 20-21. See Florida Power aNI Ugltl Co. (Tutkey Point, Units 3 and 4), 4 AEC 787, 787 n.2. 788 (1972).
',0 Peach Bottom, 8 AEC It 20.
71 See CarolilUl Power and Ugltl Co. (Shearon lIarriJ Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB·837. 23 NRC 525. 54041
(1986); lIousto" Ugltli"g aNI Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station. Unit I), ALAB·590, II NRC
542.547-49 (1980); Mississippi Power aNI Ugltl Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB·130,
6 AEC 423. 425·26 (1973). See auo Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. (Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Units
lind 2), CU·72·23, 5 AEC 5. 5·6 (1972).
7l Su 10 C.F.R. §2.749; Peach Bottom, 8 AEC at 21.
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practitioners have an almost superstitious reverence."73 The regulation does not
require the detailing of admissible evidence as support for a contention.74 And,
in assessing the admissibility of a contention, it is not permissible for a licensing
board to reach the merits of the contention.75 As we have held repeatedly,
"[w]hether the contention ultimately can be proven on the merits is 'not the
appropriate inquiry at the contention-admission stage.' "76
Because the Licensing Board exercises a substantial amount of discretion in
determining the adequacy of the bases for a contention, our review of its ruling
on this score is limited to whether the Board abused its discretion.77 Neither
the applicants nor the staff mentions the required review standard in calling for
reversal of the Licensing Board's determination. But, in order for us to reverse
the lower Board, we must be persuaded that no reasonable person could take
the view adopted by it.78 Manifestly, that is not the case here.
As amplified by the statement of bases, the intervenors' contention clearly
raises an issue that is a fit candidate for resolution in the agency's adjudicatory
process and, specifically, this particular proceeding. The intervenors contest
the applicants' claim in the construction permit amendment application that
there is good cause for an extension of time for the applicants to complete
Comanche Peak, Unit 1. As evident from their statement of bases accompanying
the contention, the intervenors' challenge is aimed directly at the applicants' past
and present conduct and raises factual matters of the type that are appropriate for
resolution by adjudication. From this focus of the contention, it is equally clear
that the intervenors do not seek to invoke the agency's hearing process for any
impermissible purpose. fur example, the contention does not seck to challenge
any regulatory or statutory provisions.79 Rather, in attacking the applicants'
assertion of good cause - the only grounds recognized by section 185 of the
Atomic Energy ActSO and 10 C.F.R. § 50.55(b) for granting a construction permit
extension - the intervenors' contention seemingly secks to enforce compliance
with the Act and NRC regulations.
Similarly, the intervenors' statement of bases demonstrates that the good
cause issue is appropriate for resolution in this particular proceeding. Indeed,
the intervenors' challenge to the applicants' claim of good cause for an extension

73 Peach Bottom. 8 AEC at 20.
74 Su AllefLf Cruk. 11 NRC at 547-49.
75 SMarollllarris. 23 NRC at 541.
76 14. (quo/illg Philatklphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Statim. Units 1 and 2), ALAB·819. 22 NRC 681.
694 (1985)).
77 Umerick. ALAB.845, 24 NRC 1\ 231. Su Peach BO/lOm. 8 AEC 1\ 21.
78 Su supra note 36 and accompanying tcxL
79 Compare Turuy Poilll. 4 AEC .t 787 n.2, 788 (where intervenors' contentions sought to nise the issue of
the effect of an enemy attack 00 a plant in contnventioo of 10 C.F.R. § 50.13 and IOOght to contest the atatutory
limitation 00 liability containcxl in section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. §2210 (1982».
8°42 U.S.c. §2235 (1982).
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can be adjudicated within the NRC only in this construction permit extension
amendment proceeding and nowhere else. After referring CASE's hearing request to the Licensing Board for further proceedings, the Commission expressly
limited any extension amendment proceeding to challenges of the applicants'
claims of good cause for the extension.sl In narrowly prescribing the bounds of
this proceeding, the Commission referenced and followed its earlier interpretation of section 185 of the Atomic Energy Act and 10 C.F.R. § 50.55 announced
in WPPSS: "that the scope of a construction permit extension proceeding is
limited to direct challenges to the permit holder's asserted reasons that show
'good cause' justification for the delay."82 Here, of course, the contention directly attacks the applicants' claim of good cause for the extension, so it is
suited for resolution in this extension amendment proceeding.s3
Moreover, the intervenors level their attack against the applicants' good cause
assertion in the manner prescribed by the Commission in CLI-86-15. As the
statement of bases in effect asserts (and the intervenors' referenced documents
tend to corroborate), the applicants had a policy to violate agency licensing
requirements in building Comanche Peak, connoted by the long history of
repeated warnings from the NRC and others of recurring improper practices
and procedures that resulted in the need for the applicants to reinspect, redesign
and repair the plant. The intervenors' statement also asserts that the applicants'
improper policies are still occurring and have not been discarded and repudiated
as indicated by the applicants' use of such things as production quotas for
inspectors and their continuing harassment and intimidation of inspectors. Thus,
it is apparent that the intervenors' contention complies with the Commission's
requirements for challenging the applicants' claim of good cause so that it is
appropriate for adjudication in this proceeding.
Finally, the asserted bases for the intervenors' contention let the applicants
and the staff "know at least generally what they will have to defend against or
oppose" - the final purpose served by the bases requirement. 84 Despite the applicants' assertion that they have no idea what they need to defend against,SS the

8l CU.S6-4.23 NRC It 121.
82CU.82.29. 16 NRC It 1229.
83 In its brief, the suff also asserts !hat. in reality, the intervenors' contentim cliallenges the adequacy of the
applicants' corrective action prognm far Comanche Peak. The staff cairns this is so because in the intervenors'
statement of bases they Jcly upon alleged inadequacies in that prognm to demonmate that the Ipplicants have net
discarded and repudiated their faulty past policies. From \his asserted premise, the suff Irgues that the sufficiency
of the applicants' corrective Iction prognm is a health Ind safety issue that can be raised only in In operating
license proceeding, not I constnJctim pennit proceeding. The short answer to the staff's argument is thlt the
intervenors are bound by the literal lennS of their cmtentim. CaroliM POlWr aM Ught Co. (Shearon Hanis
Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB·852. 24 NRC 532. 545-46 (1986). Any matters conuined in the statement of bases
for the contentim thlt are outside the intervenors' challenge to the applicants' claim of good cause are simply
extraneous and irrelcvanL Sell
infra p. 938.
84 Peach BOt/om, 8 AEC at 20.
85 App. Tr. It 22.
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statement of bases reasonably delineates the outline of the intervenors' challenge
to the applicants' claim of good cause for construction permit extension. Like
modem notice pleading in the federal courts. the purpose of the bases requirement is to provide only general.notice of the intervenors' c1aim.86 As the applicants are well aware. they may fill any gaps in their knowledge of the intervenors'
case through discovery against the intervenors. Thus. the intervenors' statement
of bases in support of amended contention 2 fulfills each of the purposes of
the basis requirement and. as the Licensing Board found. the asserted bases are
"more than adequate.''87
The applicants assert. however. that the statement of bases and its referenced
documents are inadequate because they do not present direct evidence that the
applicants had a corporate policy to violate agency requirements and that such
policy is still in place. They claim that an inference cannot provide the basis
for a contention and that a statement of asserted facts from which one infers
a conclusion is inadequate. The applicants' position misapprehends the basis
requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b) and its underlying purposes. This provision
sets forth a pleading requirement. not an evidentiary standard. The Rules of
Practice do not mandate the detailing of admissible evidence as support for a
contention.ss Nor. obviously. do the Rules proscribe pleading a conclusion drawn
from asserted facts. as the applicants contend.89 As should hardly need mention,
an inference is merely a deduction based on asserted facts or indications.90 At the
initial pleading stage of determining the admissibility of a contention, the merits
of the issue, i.e., its truth or falsity, simply is not the subject of inquiry.91 In
like vein, the staff's position that the intervenors' asserted bases do not support
a reasonable inference of intentional, unrepudiated, impermissible conduct by
the applicants must also fail because. at bottom, its argument requires us to
reject the intervenors' position in the face of the countervailing information
they assert. The earliest that inquiry can take place, however, is in deciding
motions for summary disposition. We are not persuaded, therefore. that the
Licensing Board abused its discretion when it found the bases for the intervenors'
contention adequate.
B. Our dissenting colleague also claims that the Licensing Board erred in
admitting the intervenors' amended contention. He arrives at this conclusion,
however. using arguments that were neither advanced nor endorsed by any of

86 See, ~.r., Fed. R. Civ. P. 8.
87LBP.8&-36A,24 NRC at 581.
88 Su Shearo1l lIanir, ALAB-837, 23 NRC at 540-41; AlulU Cred:, ALAB-S90, 11 NRC at 547~9; GraNI
Gulf, ALAB·130, 6 AEC at 425-26.
89 See Wa.rhillgto1l PubUc Puwcr Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No.2), ALAB-722, 17 NRC 546, 551
(1983).
90 Sec id.: Shearoll Harris, 23 NRC at 540-41.
91 Shearo1l Harris, 23 NRC at 541; UmuicJ:, ALAB-819, 22 NRC at 694.
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the parties. By taking a few words from a Commission decision totally out of
context, he avers that the Commission reads the basis pleading requirement of 10
C.F.R. § 2.714(b) - a generic rule applicable 10 all agency construction permit,
opcmting license and amendment proceedings - to require evidentiary proof
when applied to a construction permit amendment proceeding. He then concludes that the intervenors' amended contention fails to measure up to his novel
interpretation of the basis requirement by delving into the record of the ongoing
Comanche Peak opemting license proceeding - a proceeding not even before
us - and deciding on the merits that the contention is wrong. Alternatively,
the dissent asserts, again by taking a few words from a Commission decision
out of context, that the Commission has proscribed litigating in a construction
permit extension proceeding the intervenors' challenge to the applicants' claim
of good cause for an extension. As is shown below, neither of the dissent's
arguments can withstand analysis. Both are in the teeth of the Commission's
precedents and our own decisions as well as the Rules of Practice. If followed,
the dissent's position would, in contravention of the Administmtive Procedure
Act, arbitmrily deny the intervenors' right under the Atomic Energy Act to a
hearing on the extension amendment
The dissent first alleges that the Commission in WPPSS~ interpreted the basis
requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b) to impose, at the initial pleading stage, a
unique evidentiary burden of proof on the sponsor of the contention.93 But the
dissent's claim finds absolutely no support in the Commission's opinion. Indeed,
that decision does not address the basis pleading requirement at all.
In WPPSS. the Commission confronted the question of the proper scope of a

construction permit extension amendment proceeding. Paced with petitions for
hearings on extension requests that raised "a broad range of issues concerning
the construction and opcmtion of the two units by WPPSS," the Commission
deviated from its usual procedure of referring the petitions to the Licensing
Board for decision "because of the uncertainty the Commission perceives exists
as 10 the proper scope of a construction permit extension proceeding . . . ."94
Instead, it "determined to take up this matter in the first instance in order to
clarify for all concerned the nature of the issues that can be asserted in challenging a permit holder's extension request''9' The Commission then detailed
the statutory and regulatory provisions on construction permit extensions and
stated that
[flrom these two provisions it is apparent that the focus of any construction pennit extension
proceeding is to be whether "good cause·· exists for the requested extension. Ukewise. this

91 16 NRC at 1231.
93 Ste ifl/ra pp. 939. 94~1 and note 6.
9416 NRC at 1223.

9' It!..
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requirement of "good cause" is the focal point of any consideration of the scope of the
contentions that can be admitted at such a proceeding.96

Next, after reviewing two appeal board precedents on the scope of an extension
proceeding, the Commission reiterated that it was "tak[ing] this opportunity to
reexamine the scope of construction permit extension proeeedings"97 and held
that "[w]e believe that the most 'common sense' approach to the interpretation
of section 185 and 10 CFR. § 50.55 is that the scope of a construction permit
extension proceeding is limited to direct challenges to the permit holder's
asserted reasons that show 'good cause' justification for the delay.''98 It explained
its conclusion by stating that
[t)he avenue afforded for the expression of health, safety, and environmental concerns in
any pending operating license proceeding, or in the absence of such a proceeding, in a
petition under 10 C.F.R. §2.206 would be exclusive despite the pendency of a construction
permit extension requesL This does not mean, however, that no challenge can be made
to an application for an extension of a construction permit oompletion date. In seeking an
extension, a permit holder must put forth reasons, founded in fact, that explain why the
delay occurred and those reasons must, as a matter of law, be sufficient to sustain a finding
of good cause. Certainly, the factual basis for the reasons for delay asserted are always open
to question in that the permit holder cannot invent reasons that did not exisL Moreover,
the permit holder cannot misrepresent those reasons upon which it seeks to rely, for, as
the Appeal Board in [Indiana and Michigan Elulric Co. (Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-129, 6 AEC 414 (1973») noted, any determination of the sufficiency
of a permit holder's reasons for delay "would be influenced by whether they were the
sole important reasons for the delay or whether, instead, the delay was in actuality due in
significant part to other causes (which perhaps might have indicated that the applicants have
been dilatory in the conduct of the construction work and that this factor was the principal
explanation for the need for an extension of the completion deadlines)." 6 AEC at 417. An
intervenor is thus always free to challenge a request for a permit extension by seeking to
prove that, on balance, delay was caused by circumstances that do not constitute "good
cause.'099

Thrning next to the proffered contentions contained in the hearing petitions,
the Commission determined that all but two were "outside the scope of the
procecding."loo With respect to those two, it found one must be dismissed for
policy reasons. IOI As to the other, which claimed that construction delays had
been under the full control of WPPSS management, the Commission concluded
that "[t]o the extent [petitioner] is seeking to show that WPPSS was both

96rd. It 1225-26. Su supra p. 917.
9716 NRC It 1228.
98rd. It 1229.
99rd. It 1229-30 (footnotes omitted).
100 rd. It 1230.
laird. It 1230-31. Su supra pp. 919-20.
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responsible for the delays and that the delays were dilatory and thus without
'good cause' this contention, if properly particularized and supported, would be
litigable. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.714."102 The Commission then referred the petition
to a Licensing Board to determine if the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714 had
been meL
The dissent focuses on the above five underlined words to claim that they
represent the Commission's new interpretation of the basis pleading requirement
of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714. According to the dissent, that interpretation requires the
pleader to meet an evidentiary burden at the initial pleading stage and to submit
evidence proving its contention in order to fulfiIl the basis requirement. Contrary
to the dissent's assertion, however, the Commission made no such ruling in
WPPSS. Rather, the Commission addressed only the scope of a construction
permit proceeding and, in considering the proffered contentions, determined
only which contentions fell within the subject matter jurisdiction of such
a proceeding. It then found that one contention feIl within that jurisdiction
and referred the petition containing it to a Licensing Board to determine
whether the requirements of 10 C.P.R. § 2.714 had been met. In making that
determination, the Commission, citing 10 C.F.R. §2.714, merely used synonyms
(i.e., "particularized" and "supported") for the regulatory terms "specificity" and
"bas[i]s" when it stated that the contention was within the jurisdiction of an
extension proceeding and thus would be litigable if it met the requirements of
section 2.714. Accordingly, neither the context of the WPPSS decision nor the
language of the Commission's opinion supports the dissent's claim.IOJ

102 16 NRC It 1231 (emphlsis lupplied).
IOJ The dissent'l claim also disregards our decision in WPPSS. ALAB.722, 17 NRC 546 (1983), handed down 00
Ippeal Ifter the C<mmission referred the hearing pctitioo to the Uccnsing Board. That Board denied the petition.
finding that the contcntion It issue was inadmissible. and we affirmed the Uccnsing Board', ultimate ruling. In
the counc of our discussion c:onccming the bascs of the petitioner'l cootcntion. we ltated that
[tJhis is not to lIy that the [petitioner'l] mismanagemenl claims Ire Iccuntc. AI the pleading atage all
thaI is ftlCjuircd is thaI the cootcntion be apeciJic and have I basis. Whether or not the cootcntion is true is
left 10 litigation on the merits in the 1icalsing proceeding. S" HOIUIa"
olld PlYWCr Co. (Allena
Creek Nuclear Generating Statim, Unit 1). ALAB·590, 11 NRC 542 (1980).
17 NRC al 551 n.5. Although the dissent decries the basis stsndard enunciated in AlUM Cruk. our reliance upon
that case in WPPSS necessarily indicates an acceptance of the lime basis requiremenl for conruuctioo permil
amendment extension proceedings as any other licensing or amendment proceeding to which 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b)
applies.
The dissent also claims thaI our decision in Sluat'ort Hom", 23 NRC al 54042. is inconsistcnl with AlleM Creek
and ltates thaI in ALAB·S37 we found the contcntioo at issue Icceptable lolely because the faewal averments
in the cootcntioo derived IUpport from exlnncous lOUrces. Our dissenting co:teaguc leriously misapprehends
what we held in SIseat'OrI Hom". We are confidenl thll I reading of the relevant four-pangnph Sluarort Hpris
discussion will dispel any such notion. In this regard, it is also plainly n~ !.Ne. as the dissent ltates. that we have
given the AlUM CruklGroNl Gu/fline of decisions I new broader intc!pretatioo in this calC. To the conlnry, our
dissenting colleague reads those decisions more broadly than they have been before or than is warnnted, when
he asscrll thaI illhcse cascs leem to say that il docs nol maner whether the rccilltioo has any foundatioo in fact
or if the references are totally inc:tedible" and that "[u]nder the GroM Gulf and AlUM Creek atandard for the
bUd and IpcciJiciry ftlCjuirement, virtually any c:ontcntioo can be made admissible. if well-crafted, with litlle or
no supporting basis." Su iTrfra p. 939.
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To ascribe to the Commission the interpretation of WPPSS put forth by the
dissent necessarily assumes that the Commission, without any mention that it
was addressing the basis requirement of section 2.714(b), would propound a
significant new standard of pleading reserved exclusively for construction permit
extension cases and then not explain its actions. Such a claim would have the
Commission ignore the fundamental tenet of administrative law that agency
actions must be explained. I04 AdditionaIIy, the dissent's assertion would attribute
to the Commission a reading of the regulations that does violence to the plain
meaning of section 2.714. That generic rule applies to all construction permit,
operating license and amendment proceedings without exception. lOS To engraft
upon that section, without any textual support. an exception applicable only to
construction permit extension amendment proceedings, as the dissent would do
in the guise of interpreting the rule, would be arbitrary. It is elementary that
the Commission may not interpret its regulations "as meaning something other
than what those words •.• may rationally convey."I06 Unlike the dissent, we
are unwilling to attribute such arbitrary action to the Commission. I07
The reliance in the dissent upon Seabrook lO3 is equally misplaced. Once
again, our coIIeague has seized upon the Commission's employment of a
particular word - here "show" - to support his thesis that, without expressly
acknowledging it has done so or explaining its action, the Commission has taken
an avowedly generic rule and given it different operative effects in different

104 Su 8rools v. Atomic EMrgy Co"""ww", 476 F.:M 924, 926-27 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
I0.5Su 10 C.F.R. '2.700.
I06 CUARD v. NRC, 753 F.2d 1144, 1146 (D.C. Cir. 1985).
Our dissenting colleague opines that his construction of 10 C.F.R. ,2.714(b) is permissible because this is
merely I construction permit extension Imendment procee<ling and, before the coostruc:tioo permit was issued,
there already was a hearing 00 the health, ..relY and environmental coosequences of plant operation. lie then
equates an extension proceeding to I request to IropCIIlhe record and opines he can raise the pleading threshold
to ensure the extensioo proceeding would be productive. But, IS previously indicated, section 2.714(b) is a generic
pnctice rule that contains no hint of textual support for his novel interpretatioo. Moreover, the dissent'. reasoning
overlooks that the good cause requirement for an extensioo is mandated by .tatute and does not necessarily have
any conncctioo to health. safely or environmental issues. Similarly, it should hardly need mention that tegardless
of the type of proceeding involved, there is a significant difference in the functioo of the pleading tequiremmt
to initiate the adjudicatory process and the requirements to IropCII a record after a hearing already has been
conducted.
107 Our dissenting colleague's Ipplication of his new interpretation of the basis requirement illustntes why such
I standard hIS Iinle to commend iL For example, he asserts thlt the basis for the intervenors' Imended contention
is insufficient to prove that the applicants hive not discarded and repudiated their purported improper co!pOnte
policy that the intervenors claim caused the delay in completing the nuclear planL According to the dissent,
just the opposite is true because the teeord of the COfflDllChe Peak operating license proceeding shows it is the
"indisputable fact that substantial changes hive been made in the applicants' management .tructute and in their
.enior management personnel." (Su infra p. 942.) A. ''proof'' of that view, the dissent then relies upon sevcrsl
hearsay documents that Ire not even part of the evideltfiary record of that proceeding, which proceeding, in Iny
event, is not even before us. Unlike our colleague, we think any decision 00 the issues in controversy should
await rcsolutioo of a motion for summary disposition or I hearing on the merits and that it is improper to decide
the truth of the matter on the initial pleadings or the Idministrative record of another proceeding that i. not even
before us.
103 Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Unit 2), CIl·S4-6, 19 NRC 975, 978 (1984).
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types of amendment proceedings.109 What he apparently has overlooked is that
"show" has more than one definition. While he would have it that the term is
invariably used as a synonym of "prove," it can also be a substitute for "allege"
or "plead."llo
Alternatively, the dissent asserts that the intervenors' contention should be
rejected because it raises issues that the Commission has prohibited from being
litigated in construction permit extension proceedings. Specifically, the dissent
claims that in WPPSS the Commission ruled that "[a] contention cannot be
litigated in a construction permit extension proceeding when an operating license
proceeding is pending in which the issue can be raised."lIl It then argues
that because the intervenors' contention, in part, challenges the efficacy of
the applicants' corrective action program, the intervenors' challenge can be
raised only in the pending Comanche Peak operating license proceeding. The
dissent's argument, however, is again premised on an out-of-context statement
from the WPPSS decision. The remark at issue was made in the context of the
Commission's observation regarding two appeal board decisions indicating that
"the purpose of a construction permit extension proceeding is not to engage
in an unbridled inquiry into the safety and environmental aspects of reactor
construction and operation . • . , an observation in which we wholeheartedly
concur."112 Thus, properly read, it is only health, safety and environmental issues
that cannot be raised in a construction permit extension proceeding. As the
Commission in WPPSS held, "the scope of a construction permit extension
proceeding is limited to direct challenges to the permit holder's asserted reasons
that show 'good cause' justification for the delay" and it emphasized that "[a]n
intervenor is thus always free to challenge a request for a permit extension
by seeking to prove that, on balance, delay was caused by circumstances
that do not constitute 'good cause.' "1\3 Thus, to read WPPSS to preclude the
intervenors' challenge to the applicants' claim of good cause for a construction
permit extension is inconsistent with that Commission opinion. Moreover, such
a reading also would be inconsistent with the intervenors' statutory right under
section 185 of the Atomic Energy Act to a hearing on the good cause issue.ll4
Accordingly, the Licensing Board's grant of the intervention petitions is

affirmed.

109 Stt iff/ra p. 940 note 6.

IIO Ste W.bslu's Ni1llA Ntw Colugiau DicrioMry 1091 (1984).
III CU.82-29. 16 NRC It 1227. Ste infra p. 943.
111 16 NRC 111227.
1\3 1d. It 1229-30.
11442 U.S.Co § 2235 (1982). Ste Brooks v. MC. 476 F.2d It 927-28.
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It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

Dr. Johnson, dissenting:
In my opinion the Licensing Board erred in admitting the intervenors'
amended contention. By doing so, it unnecessarily allows the proceeding to go
forward on mallers that are already in litigation (or that could have been raised
by the intervenors) in the ongoing operating license proceeding. I would reverse
the Licensing Board, with instructions to deny the admission of the contention
and terminate this construction permit extension proceeding. 1
Admission of the amended contention is wrong for two fundamental reasons. First. the contention fails to meet the basis requirement of our Rules of
Practice for construction permit extension cases as those rules have been interpreted by the Commission.2 Second, it raises issues of the kind the Commission
has proscribed for construction permit extension cases.
A.1. In deciding to affirm the Licensing Board's admission of the contention, my colleagues conclude that it meets the basis and specificity requirements of our Rules of Practice. Citing the Grand Gulf and AI/ens Creek line of
cases, they find that those cases require only that the contention be accompanied by "a brief recitation of the factors underlying the contention or references
to documents and texts that provide such reasons.") These cases seem to say
that it does not maller whether the recitation has any foundation in fact or if
the references are totally incredible; all the recitation or references necd to do
is give an applicant and other affected parties notice of what they will have
to defend against and not seck to invoke the agency's hearing process for any
impermissible purpose.
Thus, under this Grand Gulf and Aliens Creek standard for the basis' and
specificity requirement. virtually any contention can be made admissible, if
lin !his regard, I belleve the Canmission determine<! in CU·86-1S tim the intervenors' original contention
was inadmissible. As pointe<! out by the Commission, ''this particular contention [the original one) is barred by
our WPPSS decision because, as currently worde<!, it focuses only 00 the permittee', [i.e., the applicants') past
conduct." 24 NRC at 402 In any event, I find the original contention subsume<! by the amende<! contention. lienee,
denial of the amende<! cootention would end the procce<ling.
2 As note<! earlier (su supra p. 929), 10 C.F.R. §2.714(b) requires that to be acceptable for litigation, a
contentioo must have its basis set forth with reasonable specificity.

) Su supra p. 930.
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well-crafted, with little or no supporting basis. This, to me, is unreasonable,
particularly in the context of a construction permit extension proceeding where
the Commission has emphasized following a "common sense" approach.4
Be that as it may, I do not find Grand Gulf/Aliens Creek controlling for
determining the admissibility of contentions in a construction permit extension
case.' For, as I read the Commission's intent in decisions I find more pertinent,
something more than mere allegations or references to documents is required
to justify a permit extension hearing: there must be supporting evidence that
shows that the allegations have a basis in law or in fact 6
Moreover, there is no statutory or regulatory requirement that the very
liberal threshold that has evolved for admitting contentions at the outset of a
construction permit or operating license proceeding be likewise applied to permit
extension cases.' To the contrary, there is good reason for requiring that a more
stringent standard be met before subjecting an application for a construction
permit extension to a hearing. In every such case, a hearing has already been
held on the health, safety, and environmental consequences of plant construction,
and there is the likelihood that a hearing on plant operation either is under way
or will take place. As I view the matter, therefore, an attempt to obtain a hearing
simply to litigate the extension of the permit completion date is akin to a request

4WPPSS. 16 NRC It 1229.
'The majority points 10 the footnote Iefcrc:nce 10 AlltM Creel in the WPPSS case. ALAB·722. 17 NRC at 551
n5. 10 indicate that an appeal board had applied the AlltM Creel: basis standard 10 pennit extemioo proceedings
and thlt the case is thus controlling here (sec "'Pro p. 936 note 1(3). I do not Igree. Fint, this position igno=
the Cmunission'l indications 10 the contrlry. Su ifl/,a note 6. Secood. the majority reads more inlo WPPSS
than is there. The Appeal Board there, after all. evaluated the documents submitted by the petitionen. at the
Commission'l direction (..ee irt/ra note 7). 10 lee if there WIS any basis for the proffered cootention, and found
thlt there WIS. A. for footnote 5, its wording IhOWl thlt the Board cited AlleM Creel solely for the principle
thlt, It the preliminary stlge, the issue for determinatioo is nO( the ultimate truth of a cootention. See 11 NRC
at 549. I have no quarrel with thlt principle. But it simply does not address the ltand.rd 10 be applied for the
admissioo of a contentioo.
6For example. when the Canmission coosiden:d the contentioos submitted in WPPSS. it 'Uted:
To the extent [the intervenor] is aeeltin& 10 abow that WPPSS WIS both rcspoosible for the del.y. and
that the delays were dilatory and thus without "good causc" this contention, if properly particu14riud
and supported. would be litigable. Set 10 C.F.R. § 2.714.
16 NRC at 1231 (emphasis added). And in Public Service Co. of New Hamp..hire (Seabrook Sution. Unit 2).
CU·&4-6. 19 NRC 975. 978 (19&4). the Canmission explained (emphasis added):
To be admissible. a contentioo must either challenge Ipplicants' reason for del.y or show that other
reasons. not coostituting good cause, are the principal basis for the delay.•••
• • • • In Olher words. rItt propofltr&l of rItt cor&le1lli01l murl articulate SO"" bMis 10 show that the
applicant ia responsible for the delay and has acted intentionally and without a valid business purpose.
The Commission reiterated these last words in this very proceeding in response 10 the question we certified to
iL Su CU·86-15. 24 NRC at 401. It is significant the Cornmissioo repeatedly used the word "show" - "to mue
IFflrent or clear by evidence, 10 prove." B/ack.·.. Law DiclioMry 1237 (5th ed. 1979).
I would observe thlt the broad interprcution the majority now gives 10 AlleM CrttklGra1ld Gulf is not fully
coosistent with past Appeal Board practice. ror exlmple in Shlarollllarn.. cited by the mljority (..e. supra p. 930
nOle 71). the Board noted, among Olher things, the accuracy of the factors recited in the cootentioo and pointed 10
other "well·known circumstances" in ordering the contention'.ldmission. 23 NRC It 541. Had the Appeal Board
there taken the majority'. view here of the buis and specificity requirement, there would hive been no occasion
for the Board 10 rely on those factors in arriving It its decision. Su a1.ro supra p. 940 note 6.
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to reopen a record. In the circumstances, it makes practical sense to demand
a more stringent test for admission of a contention, to provide a reasonable
expectation that an ensuing hearing would be productive. An appropriate test
for permit extension cases might be the one we set forth in Diablo Canyon for
reopening the record in an operating license proceeding, which the Commission
endorsed in Waterford:
At a minimum. • • the new material in support of a motion to reopen must be set forth with
a degree of particularity in excess of the basis and specificity requirements contained in 10
C.F.R. 2714(b) for admissible contentions. Such supporting information must be more than
mere allegations; it must be tantamount to evidence. • • [and) possess the attributes set forth
in 10 C.F.R. 2743(c) defining admissible evidence for adjudicatory proceedings. Specifically,
the new evidence supporting the motion must be "relevant, material, and reliable:08

I see no difficulty in applying pleading criteria for satisfying the basis
requirement of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b) in permit extension cases that differ
from those applied in construction permit or operating license cases. Although
section 2.714(b) is applicable to all types of Commission proceedings, it merely
establishes a requirement that an intervenor set out the basis for each contention
with reasonable specificity. It does not elaborate on how the requirement is to be
met Our particularization of the pleading or evidentiary requirements necessary
to satisfy section 2.714(b) has evolved through case interpretation, essentially in
the context of construction permit or operating license cases. I see no necessity
to apply that case law automatically to the very different circumstances of permit
extension proceedings.'
2. I do not believe that the intervenors have satisfied the basis requirement
appropriate for permit extension cases. To be admissible here, the contention
must rest on some bases that show that the applicants had a corporate policy to
violate NRC regulations and that this policy is continuing and unrepudiated. I
find that the intervenors' submission demonstrates neither.
As the basis for the first part of their contention, the intervenors direct our
attention to some 50 pages of material from the operating license proceeding that
purportedly support their position that there was a deliberate corporate policy
8 Pacific Gas and Euctric Co. (Diablo Canyoo Nuclear Power Plant. Units 1 and 2), ALAB·775, 19 NRC
1361, 1366-67 (foolnotc omitted), crff'd sub 110m. Sail Luis Obispo MotMrs lor Peace v. NRC, 751 F.2d 1287
(D.c. Cir. 1984), al/'d, 789 F.2d 26 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (en bane); Louiriafla Power dt Ughl Co. (Waterford Steam
Electric Sution, Unit 3), CU·86-I, 23 NRC I, 5 (1986).
'Su, e.g., Public Service Co. olNewllampshire (Seabrook Sution, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·853, 24 NRC 711,
715 (1986), rev'd Oil otMr groUNl.r, CU·87-2, 2S NRC 267 (1987) (requiranent in 10 C.F.R. ISO.33(g) for the
filing of lUte and local emergency plans as a condition for issuance or operating licenses is applied differently
to licenses for fuel loading and prccriticality testing as opposed to licenses for full-power operation even though
uscction SO.33(g) docs not distinguish between full-power licenses and licenses for opcratioos at less than full
power"); cf. Lo1lg lslaNJ UghrI1Ig Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Sution. Unit I), CU·86-13, 2A NRC 22,32
(1986) (specific emergency planning measmes not explicitly mentioned in the rcgulatioos may nevertheless be
required for a "rcasooable assurance" finding).
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to violate Commission regulations.IO Relying on this, they argue that applicants
ignored criticism of their quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) system
over a long period of time, that the plant is not properly designed, and,
hence, that the plant is not licensable.l1 However, contrary to the intervenors'
allegations, none of these documents provides, either directly or by inference,
any indication of a corporate policy to violate Commission regulations. The
documents reference cases of failure to reform portions of the QA program and
note other QA shortcomings. On the other hand, they also include instances of
the applicants' response to inadequacies. What they do not show is that the QA
failures were the result of a deliberate corporate policy to violate regulations.
The intervenors' basis for the second aspect of their contention consists,
first, of their statements to the effect that the policy has not been discarded or
repudiated, and that the personnel responsible for this policy are still in their
same positions. This is followed by a series of criticisms of the Comanche Peak
Response Team Program (CPRT), and a recitation of intervenors' proposals for
that program's revision.
It is undeniable that the applicants have not issued a statement in which
they explicitly discard and repudiate any past corporate policy to violate NRC
regulations. This is not surprising. Unless the applicants were first to admit that
they had a deliberate policy to violate regulations (which here they do not do),
it is unlikely that they would (or could) explicitly discard and repudiate such
a policy.12 In any event, the intervenors do not assert that the applicants had
announced a policy that they have failed to discard. Rather, their position is that
the documents they cite inferentially support the existence of such a continuing

policy.
Those documents, selectively chosen, however, tell only part of the story. A
broader look at the record of the Comanche Peak operating license proceeding
clearly shows that the applicants have taken steps to correct the deficiencies
in plant constructionP Particularly significant is the indisputable fact that
10 Su supra p. 928 and note 57. No specific citations are provided by the intervenors to particular ltatements in
these documents.
11 Intervenors' Amended Contentions 1 and 2 (september 30, 1986) at 2. 3.
12This would be the regulatory "'luivalent of trying to answer the question "Have you rtopped beating your
wife. I do not believe this is what the Commission had in mind when it spoke of discarding and repudiating a
policy. In discussing this issue in CU-86-15, the Commission aaid (24 NRC at 401):
For Clt&mple, if a utility were to adopt a corporate policy to construct the plant in willful violation of NRC
requirements, but were then to reverse that policy, remove the wrongdocn, and cmbadc on a new effort
to construct a ufe plant in full ccmpliance with NRC requirements, we could find that the new policy
constituted Wgood cause" for an extension. We will not pena.lize a currtnt management for the mistakes
of its predecessors in this regard.
13 My colleagues criticize my reliance on material from the ""enting license proceeding. But much of the material
intervenors tendered in aupport of the contention is part of the record of that proceeding and even includes, as my
colleagues acknowledge, "licensing Board findings frem the COf'UVlCM PIal; openting license proc=ling." Su
supra p. 928. Moreover, as the lUff points out, in concluding that there WlS an ad"'luate basis for the contention
"the licensing Board was relying upon information known to it from the operating license proceeding in an attempt
M
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substantial changes have been made in the applicants' management structure
and in their senior management personne1.14 In particular, an Executive VicePresident, a Vice-President, and the three senior personnel in the QNQC arca,
all with extensive nuclear experience, have recently been hired from the outside
to serve in a revised organizational structure for the construction of Comanche
Peak.15 In addition, the applicants have expressed dissatisfaction with the state
of affairs at Comanche Peak, and their determination to put the plant right,
outlining the new effort designed to bring the plant into compliance with NRC
regulations.16 In summary, the applicants have initiated "a new effort to construct
a safe plant in full compliance with NRC requirements" and thus satisfy the
Commission's test for determining good cause for permit extension.!'
B. Apart from the lack of an adequate basis to support it, the contention
should be rejected for another reason. The intervenors' amended contention is
so broadly worded as to encompass every possible deficiency and rule violation
associated with the design and construction of the plant. Its few particularized
aspects, however, deal almost exclusively with the CPRT and associated efforts
to seek out and correct construction and quality assurance deficiencies at the
plant. 18 Thus, fairly read, the contention and supporting documents indicate
that the intervenors' real quarrel is with the mechanism the applicants have
set up to correct deficiencies - not with whether good cause exists for the
permit extension. Issues involving the CPRT clearly fall within the ambit of
the pending operating license proceeding, and the Licensing Board has already
made it known that these hearings will focus on the CPRT.19It is clear to me that
that is the proper forum for litigating the concerns encompassed by intervenors'
contention. As the Commission has said: "A contention cannot be litigated in a
construction permit extension proceeding when an operating license proceeding

lntencnon' SUtement of basis."' NRC Staff Brief in Support of
AppeaIat 9-10.
14 Su "Applicants' Current Management Views and Management Plan for Resolution of All Issues" (June 28,
1985) (henceforth. Management Views).
15 Ttl. at 9-11. Attachment (Updated section 13.1 of CPSES FSAR. Amendment 55). See also NUREG-0797.
Comanche Peak Safety Evaluation Report Supplement 12 (Oc!obcr 1985) It 13-3, where the NRC staff evaluates
the revised organization and find, it acceptable.
16 Management Views It 7.12.15.16-17.18-21. See also NUREG-0797, Supplement 13 (May 1986) at 5-1.
where the NRC suff coocludes that the CPIIT ''provides an ovcrallltnlcturc for addressing all existing constnlction
and design issues and any future such issues that may be identified from further evaluation." In this document
the staff abo evaluates. and finds acceptable under 10 C.F.R. Part SO Appendix B. the CPIIT quality a .. urance
plan.ld. at 4-\ \D 4-7.
17 Su supra p. 942 note 13. The Commissioo djd 1101 conditioo its basis for I good cause detmnination 00
the degree of lUcccas that a new management pursuing a new policy and mounting a new effort might have in
ccmpleting a plant that was safe and in compliance with the regulations. And rightly 10. For under the existing
two-stage licensing process. the evaluation of the as-built plant and the applicants' lbility \D operate it are health
and safety issues that may be coosidcred It the time of the application for an operating license.
18 Intervenors' Amended Contentions \ and 2 It 4. S. S~~ also App. Tr. 48, 78.
19LBP-8S-32, 22 NRC 434 (1985). See also LBP-85-39, 22 NRC 755 (1985).

\D r<:medy the deficiencies in the Coosolidated
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is pending in which the issue can be raised.''20 The gist of the intervenors'
amended contention - challenging the efficacy of applicants' organization and
methods to correct design and construction deficiencies at Comanche Peak is precisely the type of matter that should be litigated in the operating license

case.

2.0 Su WPPss. 16 NRC at 1227 (Canmission approval of em earlier observation "Ibat the putpose or a
constnlction permit extension proceeding is not to engage in an unbridled inquhy into the safety and environmental
upcc:IS of Jelctor oonstnlction and operation"). S66 a1.ro id. at 1231 n.4.
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In the Matter of

TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC
COMPANY. 6t sl.
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station. Units 1 and 2)

June 1.1987

The Licensing Board holds that work prepared for Intervenors as part of a
nonrecord filing is privileged under the nontestifying witness corollary to the
attorney work product privilege and need not be produced in discovery. The fact
that the nonrecord filing of the Intervenors was made in response to a Board
Memorandum and Order does not make the people who prepared the filing
"witnesses."

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DISCOVERY (NONTESTIFYING WITNESS)

Intervenors need not respond to discovery requests addressed to non testifying
witnesses. The participation of a person in making a nonrecord filing does not
make him a witness.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:
THE RECORD)

DISCOVERY (DEFINING TERMS USED IN

A party is not obligated to make a detailed search of the record in order to
respond to interrogatories concerning how it has used a certain term ("WalshDoyle issues'') in the record.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Discovery Sets 1987-6, -7)

Memorandum
On April 10, 1987, Texas Utilities Electric Co. et al. filed a Motion to
Compel with respect to four questions comprising Sets 1987-6 and _7. 1 Citizens'
Association for Sound Energy (CASE) responded on April 27, 1987 (Response).

I.

LEGAL PRINCIPLES

The applicable legal principles are straightforward. Under 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.740(b), parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the proceeding. An exception
has been created for nonwitness experts (experts hired in anticipation of litigation but not expected to testify), whose testimony may not be elicited except
under special circumstances. Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. (West Chicago Rare
Earths Facility), LBP-85-38, 22 NRC 604, 610, 613-14 (1985).

II.

MOTION TO COMPEL 1987·6

Set 1987-6 is a single interrogatory asking CASE to provide information
concerning each and every expert witness, without limitation as to scope. Applicants claim that it is only fair that CASE respond because Applicants have
already been required to respond concerning their expert witnesses.
CASE's response is that it has answered this question as well as it can by
stating that it has not yet identified any expert witnesses.:2 It also states that this
Board has never required Applicants to file information concerning nonwitness
experts, but that we have clearly ruled at 'fr. 24,793-94 that CASE could obtain

1 Motioo to Compc111 2.

:2 Respoosc at 2.
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information about the work of the Comanche Peak Response Team, which is
work that is directly relevant to the correction of deviations found in the plant
and is therefore not covered by the nonwitness expert exception.)
We agree with CASE that we have not required Applicants to disclose information about work being done by consultants employed solely as nonwitness
experts. Likewise, we would not require CASE to disclose the names of individuals whose role is solely as nonwitness experts.
A part of the difference here is that Applicants are still responding to Board
findings, in December 1983, that the design of the plant and Quality Assurance
(QA) for design are deficient They are also responding, within the scope
of Contention 5, to findings of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff of
deficiencies in QA for construction. Other portions of their current efforts are
now indirectly related to CASE and Staff allegations, stemming from Cygna
findings and CPRT findings. All of this is basic information about the plant
relevant to Contention 5.
In the present instance, there is some ambiguity as to what a witness is. The
ambiguity arises because the Board issued an order stating some of its concerns
about the adequacy of the CPRT plan. No one needed to respond to those
concerns, which were stated for the purpose of disclosing the Board's thinking
and avoiding surprise that might occur after the Applicants had implemented an
extensive program of research and corrective action. However, both Applicants
and CASE have responded. We received and read their responses, but we treated
them in the nature of Board notifications. They are not part of the record and
not in evidence. We do not consider that the filing of an affidavit as part of such
a filing makes the individual a "witness."
There will come a time when CASE will need to disclose expert witnesses. It
has acknowledged that in its Response. CASE also has agreed that when it has
identified expert witnesses, it will file their names.
There is nothing for us to compel with respect to this interrogatory.

m.

MOTION TO COMPEL 1987·7

These interrogatories appear to be designed to clarify what the meaning of
"Walsh/Doyle Allegations" is. CASE's response is that it did not originate the
term and is not sure what it means.4

) Whelhcr • rubpocnled party is an expert specially IClIined in Inticipation of litigatim is necessarily I flctual
determination. in this elSe based on the evidence of !he expert" relltimship wi!h !he licensee. Kerr·McGu, 22
NRC 11613.
4 Reapmsc 10 Interrogatories, Much 23. 1986, "' 4.
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The Board considers CASE's response to be complete, particularly considering the six-page history furnished by CASE in its response.5 The Walsh/DoyJe
allegations are in the record, and CASE need not have assisted Applicants to
search the record, even to the extent that they have.
This said, we realize that we are only asked to speak on a definitional
matter. Applicants should be aware that what is transpiring appears to be
a continuously opening cone of items descended from initial Walsh/Doyle
contentions. It appears that both Applicants and CASE agree that Walsh/Doyle
issues are defined in the record of the proceedings. Under the circumstances,
the Applicants are as able to search the record (and undoubtedly already have
done so as part of the CPRT project) to identify Walsh/Doyle issues.
Of course, in the following stage of proceedings, after Applicants have
determined the proper resolution of Walsh/Doyle issues, there will be massive
new documentation concerning plant safety. At that time, it will be essential to
recognize the developing nature of this case and to narrow the issues for trial. A
fair procedure will, in time, be adopted for that purpose, upon motion. At the
present time, however, we are still awaiting Applicants' effort to accurately
depict their current program. Applicants themselves do not yet have a final
position on which Walsh/DOyle issues they accept as valid.
Given that the issues to be litigated are still unfolding and that we have no
proposal for efficiently addressing the constantly changing flux of Applicants'
work, the time for narrowing issues has not yet come. Nor do we think it
appropriate to require CASE to further list or discuss issues already raised by it
on the record of this case.
IV.

SUMMARY

The complexity of this case results from CASE's success in raising questions
of substance that have not yet been resolved. Given Applicants' own difficulty in
resolving those questions, as well as the Staff's reluctance to approve Applicants'
evolving response, it would not be proper for us to require CASE to clarify its
position at this time.
Hence, we shall deny the motion to compel in its entirety.

Order
For all the foregoing reasons and based on consideration of the entire record
in this matter, it is, this 1st day of June 1987, ORDERED:

5/d. at 5·10.
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That Applicants' Motion to Compel, filed April 10, 1987, is denied.
FOR TIIE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD
Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
Before AdminIstrative Judges:

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
Dr. A. Dixon Callihan
Dr. Richard F. Cole

Docket Nos. 50-456-0L
50-457-0L
(ASLBP No. 79-410-03-0L)

In the Matter of

COMMONWEALTH EDISON
COMPANY
(Braidwood Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1 and 2)

June 10, 1987

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
DENYING INTERVENORS' MOTION TO ADMIT
LATE·FILED CONTENTIONS ON FINANCIAL
QUALIFICATIONS
On May 6, 1987, the Intervenors, Rorem et ai., filed a motion, purportedly
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.714, moving the Board to admit a late-filed contention
concerning "the financial qualifications of the potential new co-licensees of
Braidwood." The motion is founded on information supplied by Commonwealth
Edison about the proposed new ownership and financing arrangements for Byron
2 and the Braidwood Units. As Intervenors' motion acknowledges, Edison has
to date applied for an operating license amendment to authorize the changes for
only Byron 2. However, Edison has signaled its intention to apply for a similar
amendment to the Braidwood operating licenses.
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In effect Intervenors' motion is not a motion to add a late contention to the
Braidwood operating license proceeding. It is functionally an effort to anticipate
the filing of an application for a Braidwood operating license amendment and to
insert the financial qualification issue into any proceeding stemming from that
application.
This Board is without jurisdiction to consider the merits of Intervenors'
motion. The Board was established pursuant to the Commission's notice of
hearing to preside over the operating license proceeding.1 Our jurisdiction over
the Braidwood facility will terminate when our jurisdiction over the operating
license proceeding terminates.2 That is to say, as the Commission's delegates
under the notice of opportunity for hearing, we were granted jurisdiction solely
for the hearing thereby ordered, but not for any future proceeding founded upon
new applications.
This principle of licensing board jurisdiction is well settled. fur example, in
Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Units I, 2, 3, and 4), LBP-79-19,
10 NRC 37 (1979), a licensing board, established to preside over the Shearon
Harris construction permit proceeding, attempted to extend its jurisdiction into
a future proceeding by requiring that the issue of management capability be
included in the operating license notice of hearing. [d. at 98-99. The Shearon
Harris Appeal Board, however, reversed and vacated the Licensing Board's
action, noting that U[A]n authorization to conduct an adjudicatory proceeding
pursuant to a notice of hearing issued by the Commission does not carry with
it by necessary implication the power to order the initiation at a later date of a
separate and distinct proceeding." ALAB-577, 11 NRC 18, 30 (1980). Although
the Commission in Shearon Harris reversed the Appeal Board on other grounds,
it agreed that the Licensing Board's attempt to influence future proceedings
exceeded the authority granted by the notice of hearing. CLI-80-12, 11 NRC
514, 516 (1980), citing Florida Power and Light Co. (Thrkey Point Nuclear
Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), 4 AEC 9, 15-16 (1967).
Approaching the issue from a slightly different perspective, it is true that
the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing in the Braidwood operating license proceeding, in the common form for such notices, did not exclude consideration of
financial qualification issues from the proceeding. Except for the Commission's
Policy and the provisions of 10 C.F.R. § 2. 104 (c) (4) , this Board might have had
jurisdiction over the issue of Commonwealth Edison's financial qualification to
engage in the activities under the license applied for. But Intervenors' motion, by
1 Su 43 Fed. Reg. 58.659 (Dec. 15. 1978) (Notice of Opportunity for Hearing) and 44 Fed. Reg. 5732 (Jan. 29.
1979) (Establishment of Atanic Safety and Licensing Board to Preside in Proceeding).
2The Licensing Board', initial decision authorizing operation of the Bnidwood facility issued on May 19. 1987.
and May 22, 1987. LBP·87·14. LBP·87·14A. 2S NRC 461 (1987). A notice of 'ppea1 by Inte:vencm was filed on
June I, 1987. However, the Inte:vencm' motion was not disposed of before the initid decision issued. Therefore
we retlined jurisdiction to Iddress in the first instance, It least. the jurisdictionallspeclS of the motion.
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its very terms, is relevant only to a corporate structure and method of financing
not yet in existence. The proffered contention can become an issue only when,
and if, the Licensee applies for a Braidwood operating license amendment, and
when, and if, the Commission publishes a notice of opportunity for hearing on
that application. For this Board to accept the financial qualification issue before
the respective proceeding even commences would be clearly contrary to the
Appeal Board and the Commission Shearon Harris decisions, supra.
The motion therefore is denied for want of jurisdiction.
This is an appealable order. It disposes of the last issue before the Licensing
Board.
FOR TIiE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD
Ivan W. Smith, Chairman
ADMINIS1RATIVE LAW JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
June la, 1987
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
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Docket No. S0-445-CPA
(ASLBP No. 86-S2S-02-CPA)

In the Matter of

TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC
COMPANY, st at.
(Comanche Peak Steam ElectrIc
Station, Unit 1)

June 22, 1987

The Licensing Board finds a management report prepared by Applicants in
preparation for rate-making proceedings to be privileged under the nontestifying
witness corollary to the attorney work product privilege, but requires the
information to be supplied to the intervenors if relevant to Appendix B, Part
50 determinations of the cause of deficiencies in construction or design.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

DISCOVERY (NONTESTIFYING WITNESS)

Information that is relevant to the contention and is related to Applicants'
obligation to determine the cause of deficiencies in their plant, shall be disclosed
in discovery even though it is privileged under the nontestifying witness corollary
to the attorney work-product privilege.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Discovery Concerning Cresap Report)

Memorandum
In its discovery request, Joint Intervenorsl seek access to a Retrospective
Audit of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Project. being conducted
by Cresap, McCormick & Paget (Cresap Report). Applicants2 contend that the
Cresap Report, which does not yet exist in final form, should not be produced for
the Joint Intervenors because it is privileged under the attorney work product
privilege and the privilege covering the work of nontestifying experts. Joint
Intervenors deny the applicability of the privileges and urge that the privileges
be narrowly construed so that the requested information will be produced. They
also argue that the need for the information is great because it is difficult to
obtain otherwise.

I.

LEGAL PRINCIPLES

The applicable legal principles are straightforward and have been explained
by us on June I, 1987, in a discovery order (LBP-87-18, 25 NRC 945) in
the companion Operating License proceeding. Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.740(b),
parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is
relevant to the subject matter involved in the proceeding. An exception has

been created for nonwitness experts (experts hired in anticipation of litigation
but not expected to testify), whose testimony may not be elicited except
under special circumstances. Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. (West Chicago Rare
Earths Facility), LBP-85-38, 22 NRC 604, 610, 613-14 (1985). The special
circumstances required to override the privilege are discretionary with the court,
although there are a variety of precedents that may be used as guidance.
The purpose of the discovery rules is to make information readily available
in licensing cases. The purpose of the nonwitness expert rule is to provide a
party an incentive to thoroughly prepare for trial without having to turn over the
fruits of its preparation to its adversary. The purpose of the special circumstances
exception to the privilege is to balance the interest in disclosure against the need
to create incentives for thorough trial preparation.
In this case, Applicants have argued that they employed a nontestifying
witness for the purpose of gathering information for a related proceeding,
a public utilities proceeding concerning appropriate utility rates. Thus, by
1 Citizens Association for Sound Energy and Meddie Gregory.
2Texu Utilities Electric Co. ~I Dl.
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protecting the confidentiality of this report, we would protect Applicants' rights
in the other proceeding.
Nevertheless, Applicants still have obligations under Appendix B to 10
C.F.R. Part 50. Pursuant to that Appendix, Applicants must:
In the case of significant conditions adverse to quality, ••• assure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective action taken to preclude repetition. The identification
of the significant condition adverse to quality, the cause of the condition, and the corrective
action taken shall be documented and reponed to appropriate levels of management

Consequently, whenever Applicants have found significant conditions adverse to
quality, they must determine the cause of the conditions. That is their routine
obligation. To the extent that Applicants would have been required to collect
this information anyway, the purpose of the privilege - creating an incentive
for trial preparation - is not even applicable. The information would have been
produced and made available if pertinent to this proceeding.
Of course, the task of determining the "cause" of deficiencies in a plant with
many deficiencies is a task of great complexity. Applicants must consider all
information available to them affecting the judgment about "cause," including
information about management decisions that could affect the quality of the
plant and that were obtained in the course of a management study commissioned
for a rate proceeding. Hence, information generated by the Cresap team may
fall within this category of relevant information. If information supplied to
Cresap is relevant to Appendix B "cause" determinations, then we find that
it is discoverable and should be provided to Joint Intervenors in response to
discovery and should also be studied by appropriate personnel of Applicants
dealing with issues of cause of deficiencies.

n.
A.

THE NATURE OF THE CRESAP AUDIT

Work Specification
The work specification for the audit states that:
TUEC [Texas Utilities Electric Co.] is initiating a retrospective audit of the project
management decisions during construction of CPSES .••• The auditor performing the
retrospective audit will present findings in a detailed written report to TUEC. The auditor
also may be called to provide expert testimony at public hearings in support of its findings.3

310int Intervenors' Oppositim to Motims for Protective Order and Motion to Canpel Re:
(Sets S and 6) (Motion) It 3.
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Gtegory Discovery

We also know, based on the Affidavit of Homer C. Schmidt, that the Cresap
Report was begun on advice of counsel and that the audit team reports to a
Management Review Committee, one of whose members is TUEC's attorney
responsible for rate case litigation.'
Under the circumstances, we agree with Applicants that these materials were
prepared in anticipation of litigation and are covered by the attorney work
product privilege.5

n,

Relevance

In its brief,ti invited by the Board, the Staff of .the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (Staff) concludes that the Cresap Report appears to be relevant
to issues in the construction permit amendment case, which include whether
past delay was due to intentional misconduct and whether misconduct has been
repudiated7 Staff, with whom we agree, states that the following subissues are
relevant to this case:
To determine TUGCO's ability to control each of these factors and related events.
To assess the performance of TUGCO management in identifying and responding to these
factors. B

It is Joint Intervenors' allegation in both the operating license case and the
construction permit case that Applicants have favored completion of the plant on
schedule over the safety of the plant, We admitted Joint Intervenors' contention
that Applicants' favoring of schedule over safety amounted to the intentional
disregard of Commission regulations. The contention of which that allegation is
a part is before us, pending appeal.

4 Pcnnittees' Rcspatse 10 Joint Intervenon' Opposition 10 Motions Cot Protective Order and Motion to Compel
Re: Gregory Discovery (Sets 5 and 6), Much 17, 1987 (Response), lIanached Affidavit or Homer C. Schmidt.
5 We wen: not penuaded by Joint Intervenors' ugument that the Wuri. Specification contradicts the affidavit
of Mr. Homer Schmidt concerning the principal ptllpClllC or the Cresap audit. A ltUdy or management Cor
purposes oC • utility rate hearing necessarily would cover many of the subjects that Joint Intervenors find
contradictory. Consolidated Intervenors' Reply to TUEC', Opposition to Motion to Compel Re: Gregory
Discovery (Sets 5 & 6), April 20, 1987.
6 NRC Staff Views on Discovery Dispute Involving Intervenor Meddie Gregory', Discovery Request Cot the
Cresap Audit, May 18. 1987 (Staff Views).
7 /d. at 7.

BId.
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Ill.

CONCLUSIONS

We find that Applicants are entitled to the work product privilege for the
Cresap ReporL Nevertheless, we also find that Applicants are obligated to
supply to Joint Intervenors all information9 and all admissions 1o (including
factual statements obtained from present or former project employees by Cresap
pcrsonnelll) relevant to Appendix B requirements and cause determinations and
supplied to Cresap.1:Z At an appropriate time, under the McGuire l3 doctrine,
information also should be made available to the Board by the Applicants.
We shall require Applicants to comply with this Memorandum and Order
promptly.

Order
For all the foregoing reasons and based on consideration of the entire record
in this maUer, it is, this 22d day of June 1987, ORDERED:
Texas Utilities Electric Co. et al. (Applicants) shall comply promptly with
the Board's conclusions in the accompanying memorandum.
FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD
Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Bethesda. Maryland

9 Informatim includes records or lltatements about Ip<=ciIic plant cooditims or about ccrutructim. design.
actions of particular managers or lupervisors. management responsiveness. management policy. or management
practices. It docs not include informatim that is lolely rclsted 10 plant financing; but this exccptim docs not exclude
informstim related 10 the basic question of whether Applicants have placed schedule or short·run efficiency abovc

safety.
10 Any lltatemcnt that could be construed unfavorably 10 any of AppliCints' positions in this litigatim should be
cmsiden:d an admission. Applicants may. of COUI'IC, choose 10 release all opinim ltatements by interviewees in
order 10 balance the record or place the admissions in full cootexL
II These factuulltatemcnts, because they were obtained from respmsible peraonnel by "frienclly" fact finders.
cannot readily be dupliCited by intervieWi conducted by Intervenors. Wc do not cmlider this lituation analogous
10 giving Intervenors access 10 intcvieWi of thinl-pany witnesses who have no relation 10 applicants. Nor do we
cmsider the ba1ancing test to opente in the lame fashion IS in civil ClSC$ where there is lesl of a public interest
than occurs for issues rclsted 10 the life constrUction and opention of nuclear power plants.
12 It is the intent of Appendix B that deficiencies be promptly identified and corrected. We expect that AppliCints
have a canprcbensive Iystem for keeping track of the serious concerns of any responsible pcrsm (including
Cresap employees or agents or cmsultants hired by Applicants' lawyers) with access 10 informatim about this
lanL
3DuUP~rCo. (William B. McOuircNuclear Station, Units 1 and 2). ALAB-143.6 AEC623. 625-26 (1973).

f
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In the Matter of

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT
COMPANY
(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Plant, Units 3 and 4)

June 23, 19S7

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board concludes that an issue
raised by a Staff Board Notification, over which it had retained jurisdiction, does
not adversely affect its previous disposition of the sole remaining contention in
the proceeding. The Board grants Licensee's motion to terminate the proceeding.

RULES OF PRACTICE:

MOTION TO REOPEN

To justify reopening the record, supporting information must be more than
mere allegation; it must be tantamount to evidence. Thus, intervenors' "belief'
that a regulatory criterion would be exceeded if reanalysis were required is not
sufficient to warrant reopening.
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RULES OF PRACTICE:

MOTION TO REOPEN

The licensing board has no authority to order the licensee to perform
a reanalysis for the purpose of determining whether the record should be
reopened. The board must decide the motion to reopen on the information before

it

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Terminating Proceeding)

I.

INTRODUCTION

On July 24, 1986, the Licensing Board in the above-captioned proceeding
issued an initial decision (LBP-86-23, 24 NRC 108) in which it found that
the amendments for Thrkey Point Units 3 and 4 "shall remain in full force
and effect without modification." ld. at 130. The Licensing Board resolved
Contention (d), the sole remaining contention, in Licensee's favor by finding
that: (1) the Licensee's analysis of departure from nucleate boiling ratio
was performed using NRC Staff-approved methodology and compensates for
appropriate uncertainties and (2) the issuance of the amendments has not reduced
the margin of safety for the operation of the plant. ld. at 129. The Board,
however, retained jurisdiction with respect to an issue related to Contention (b)
- a contention the Board had summarily disposed of - pending receipt of
further information from the Staff in view of the Staff's June 30, 1986 Board
Notification (BN-86-17).ld. at 130-31.1
In BN-86-21, dated October 23, 1986, the Staff provided information about
the Staff's followup actions in the matter and reiterated its previous conclusion
that the Board's grant of summary disposition of Contention (b) is not adversely
affected by the need for changes in the Westinghouse ECCS evaluation models
using either the FLECHT correlation or the BART code.
On November 20, 1986, Licensee filed a motion (Motion to Relinquish
Jurisdiction and Terminate Proceeding) requesting that the Board terminate this
proceeding. As grounds for its motion that the Board relinquish jurisdiction and
terminate the proceeding, Licensee states that the additional information relating
to Contention (b) which the Board was awaiting has now been provided and that

lIn BN·86-17, Ihe Stafhtated lhat it had been Wonncd by Westinghouse Electric Corporation of Ihe need to make

certain additions and conections to Ihe 1981 Westinghouse Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) evaluation
models using Ihe FLECUr condation and Ihe BARr computer code. The Staff also indicated in BN·86-17 Ihat
it WlS considering Ihe action. necessary for interim and cmtinued operation of Westinghouse planta which. after
taking into account Ihe maximwn increases in peale cladding tanpcratun: resulting fran Ihe mor!. n:main wilhin
or exceed Ihe 22000 P acc:eptance critcrim lpecified in 10 C.F.R. § SO.46(b).
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the Staff has indicated that no further action is required of the Licensee. Motion
at 2.
The Staff filed an answer on December 10, 1986, fully supporting Licensee's
motion.2 Intervenors submitted an opposing response on December IS, 1986,
10 days out of time.' Intervenors' response was accompanied by a motion for
extension of time.·

II.

DISCUSSION

Before the Board was informed of the need to make corrections or additions
to the ECCS models used by Licensee, the calculated peak cladding temperature
(PC1) using the FLECHT correlation was 2130°F plus lOoF for the effects of
the transitional core, and the calculated PCT using the BART code was 20510P
(Plus lOoF for the effects of the transitional core). Supplement to the Safety
Evaluation in Support of Amendment Nos. 99 and 93 for the Turkey Point Plant
(SSE), dated May 14, 1985, § 4.2.
In BN-86-17, the Staff opined that the rationale underlying the Board's summary disposition ruling would not be adversely affected by the new information
concerning the model errors. Specifically, the Staff stated that:
First, the Board's dismissal of Contention (b) was based primarily on the ECes evaluation
model calculation using the FLECHT correlation and there is only, at most, a 12°F estimated
increase in the previously calculated PCT (i.e., 21S2°F). Second, the staff expects that the
PC!' calculation using the corrected ECCS evaluation model using BART would be below
2200"F. Thus, the staff expeclJ that a corrected analysis with both models would satisfy 10
C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix K, and 10 C.F.R. §50.46.

BN-86-17 at 5. The Licensing Board, noting that (1) the Board's grant of.
summary disposition of Contention (b), although based primarily upon the
Licensee's ECCS analysis using the FLECHT correlation, also considered the
ECCS analysis using the BART computer code; (2) the Staff indicated in BN-8617 that it was considering actions necessary for interim and continued operation
with respect to Westinghouse plants which would continue to meet, or may
exceed, the 10 C.F.R, § S0.46(b) acceptance criterion of 2200°F; and (3) the
Staff would keep the Board informed of Staff actions in the matter, concluded
that it would retain jurisdiction pending further actions by the Staff, LBP-86-23,
24 NRC at 130.
2 "Slaff Response to Moum to Terminate Proceeding" (De«mber 10, 1986).
"'InterVenors' Response 10 Licenscc'. Motion to Relinquish Jurisdiction snd Terminate Proceeding" (December
IS, 1986) (hereafter "Intervenors' Respoosc").
4,'InlCtVCnOrs' Motim for Extension of Time to Respond to Licenscc'. Motion for Tcrminaum of Proeccding"
(Deamber IS, 1986). For good cause shown, Ihe motim is grallUd.
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In BN-86-21, dated October 23, 1986, the Staff informed the Board that
the calculated PCrs resulting from both the corrected ECCS model with the
FLECHT correlation and a reanalysis using the approved addendum to the
BART code are Jess than 22000P and satisfy 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix
K, and 10 C.F.R. § 50.46. The Staff also told the Board that the Staff is not
requiring a reanalysis to be performed by any applicant or licensee using the
FLECHT correlation, and the Staff is not requiring any applicant or licensee to
perform a reanalysis using the corrected evaluation model using the BART code
unless such applicant or licensee has a licensing action that uses the BART code
pending before the NRC. BN-86-21 at 3.
In their Response to Licensee's Motion, the Intervenors asked the Licensing
Board to require "the Licensee to perform an ECCS analysis with the corrected
version of the BART computer code" and "to revoke the subject license
amendments" if the results of the analysis do not comply with the requirements
in § 50.46 and Part 50, Appendix K. Intervenors' Response at 4. Since these
requested actions are without justification based upon the evidence currently in
the record, the requests necessarily contemplate a reopening of the record on
Contention (b) in this proceeding. However, it is apparent that the Intervenors
have not provided a sufficient basis for reopening the record on Contention (b).
Section 50.46 and Part 50, Appendix K, set forth acceptance criteria for
emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) and the models used to evaluate these
systems. Among other things, these criteria state that an ECCS is acceptable if
the peak cladding temperature (PCT) calculated by an acceptable evaluation
model does not exceed 2200°F in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). Contention (b) questions whether a model used by the Licensee in
support of its amendment application meets the Commission's ECCS acceptance
criteria.
In an Order dated August 16, 1985, the Licensing Board granted summary
disposition of Contention (bV LBP-85-29, 22 NRC 300 (1985). This Order
recited the facts that the Licensee performed evaluations using two different
ECCS models approved by the NRC (one model used the FLECHT correlation
and the other used BART code), that the Intervenors only raised concerns
regarding BART, and that the PCT calculated by each model was less than
2200°F. Since the Intervenors raised no genuine issue about FLECHT or
whether the PCT predicted by FLECHT meets the 22000P standard, the Board
granted summary disposition of Contention (b) notwithstanding the Intervenors'
concerns regarding BART.

'This Order necessuily round that the Intcrvenon had presented no genuine issue of material ract requiring an
evidentiary hearing with respect to Cootention (b). Nothing in the Intcrvenon' Respoose nises • genuine issue of
material ract on Contention (b) or calls into question the conectneso or thlt Order.
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After issuance of this Order, the NRC Staff submitted Board Notification BN86-17 on June 30, 1986. BN-86-17 stated that there was a "need for additions
and corrections to the currently approved 1981 Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) evaluation model [including FLECHT] and the 1981 ECCS evaluation
model including BART." In particular, BN-86-17 stated that both of these
models did not properly account for the effect of control rod thimbles, which
results in a 6 to 12°F increase in PCT calculations using FLECHT and a 10
to 20°F increase in PCT calculated using BART. Additionally, BN-86-17 stated
that 100°F should be added to the PCT calculated using BART to account
for removal of a hot assembly power adjustment BN-86-16 further stated that,
when these increases are taken into account, the PCT calculated by each model
would still be less than the regulatory limit of 2200OP. Consequently, BN-86-17
concluded that this information does not adversely affect the rationale underlying
the Board's grant of summary disposition of Contention (b). Finally, BN-86-17
noted that the Staff was considering whether additional action was necessary
and promised to keep the Board informed of the Staff's actions regarding this
matter.
Thereafter, the Staff issued Board Notification BN-86-21 (October 23, 1986)
which, among other things, pointed out again that a reanalysis using the
FLECHT correlation would result in at most a 12°F estimated increase in the
previously calculated peak cladding temperature, and that the 120°F increase
using the BART code would be largely mitigated by an addendum in the code
approved by the NRC. Thus, BN-87-21 concluded:
In summary, the slight change of 12°F has no significant impact on the previously calculated
Per of 2130°F for the TUrkey Point Plant and a reanalysis using the approved addendum
to the BART code would result in only a slight change in the previously calculated Per
of 2051°F for the Turkey Point Plant, thus both analysis would result in a PCf less than
2200'F and satisfy 10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix K, and 10 C.F.R. 50.46.

The Intervenors' requests for Board action regarding Contention (b) are based
almost entirely upon BN-86-17. However, BN-86-17 does not form a sufficient
basis for reopening the record on Contention (b). Under 10 C.F.R. § 2.734,
a motion to reopen a closed record to consider additional evidence will not
be granted unless (1) the motion is timely, addresses a significant safety or
environmental issue, and demonstrates that a materially different result would
be or would have been likely had the newly proffered evidence been considered
initially; and (2) the motion is accompanied by one or more affidavits by
competent individuals or experts in the appropriate disciplines, which set forth
the factual or technical bases for the movant's claim that the criteria in (1) are
satisfied. Thus, a party seeking to reopen the record has a "heavy burden" to
bear. Kansas Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit 1),
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ALAB-462,7 NRC 320, 338 (1978). Intervenors' reliance on BN-86-17 docs
not satisfy this burden.
BN-86-17 does not raise a significant safety or environmental issue and does
not support a result that is materially different from the Board's order granting
summary disposition of Contention (b). As BN-86-17 itself notes, use of a
corrected ECCS model with FLECHT would only cause a 6 to 12°F increase in
calculated PCT. A change of this magnitude is not significant See 10 C.F.R. Part
50, Appendix K, ~ II.l.b (which defines a "significant change" in an ECCS
evaluation model as a change that would result in a change of more than 20°F
in PC1). Furthermore, as noted in BN-86-17, use of corrected models including
either FLECHT or BART would not result in a calculated PCT temperature that
exceeds the 2200°F regulatory limit. Therefore, the performance of a reanalysis
using these corrected models would not result in a material change in the Board's
conclusions granting summary disposition of Contention (b).
Intervenors state that they "have reason to believe" that the regulatory
criterion would be exceeded if the Board were to require the Licensee to
perform a reanalysis with the corrected version of BART. Intervenors' Response
at 3. However, the Intervenors have offered no evidence in support of this
speculation and have not supplied any affidavits from competent experts to
justify this claim. As the Appeal Board stated in Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-775, 19
NRC 1361, 1366-67 (1984), "supporting information must be more than mere
allegations; it must be tantamount to evidence." Consequently, the Intervenors'
"belief' is not sufficient to warrant a reopening of the record on Contention (b).
The Intervenors appear to be of the opinion that the Board should require a
reanalysis of whether the license amendments comply with the Commission's
limits, merely because the analysis performed in support of the amendments did
not use the corrected BART code. See Intervenors' Response at 3-4. However,
the Staff has concluded, based upon its review, that these limits would not be
exceeded; in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, it would be a pointless
(and expensive) exercise to perform such a reanalysis. Furthermore, the Board
has no authority to order the Licensee to perform a reanalysis for the purpose of
determining whether the record should be reopened. As the Commission stated
in Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and
2), CLI-86-7, 23 NRC 233, 235 (1985):
[AJ Board is to decide a motion to reopen on the information before it and has no authority
to engage in discovery in order to supplement the pleadings before iL Simply put, the burden
of satisfying reopening requirements is on the movant and Boards must base their decisions
on what is before them.
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Thus, it would be improper for the Board to order the Licensee to perform a
reanalysis in order to decide whether the record on Contention (b) should be
reopened.
The Intervenors have not presented suf~cient justification to reopen the
record.

m.

CONCLUSION

The validity of the Licensing Board's ultimate conclusion on summary
disposition that the Licensee's analysis meets 10 C.~.R. Part 50, Appendix
K, and 10 C.F.R. § 50.46 has not been altered, and there are no longer any
issues pending concerning Contention (b). Accordingly, we are relinquishing
jurisdiction and terminating this proceeding before the Licensing Board.

IV.

ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of the entire record in
this maller, it is, this 23d day of June 1987, ORDERED:
1. That Licensee's November 20, 1986 Motion to Relinquish Jurisdiction
and Terminate Proceeding is granted;
2. License Amendment Nos. 99 and 93 to Operating License Nos. DPR-31
and DPR-41, respectively, issued by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation on
December 23, 1983, shall remain in full force and effect without modification;
and
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3. This proceeding before the Licensing Board is terminated.
FOR TIIE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD
Dr. Robert M. Lazo, Chairman
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMINISlRATIVE JUDGE
Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
. ADMINISlRATlVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 23d day of June 1987.
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In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2)

May 22,1987

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board requires the parties
to submit all filings pertaining to the record for decision on computer-readable
diskettes in order to permit electronic storage and retrieval.

LICENSING PROCEEDINGS:
PROCESS

EXPEDITING THE HEARING

Commission policy encourages licensing boards to expedite the hearing
process and to produce a record that leads to high-quality decisions by using the
authority granted them in 10 C.F.R. § 2.718 to regulate the course of hearings
and the conduct of the parties. This Board seeks to further that policy by drawing
on available computer technology to create an electronically searchable hearing
record.

·This issuance was inadvertently anittcd fran the May 1987 Issuances.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Order Requiring the Filing of Documents on
Diskettes Suitable for Electronic Storage and Retrieval)
I.

INTRODUCTION

The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board seeks to expedite this proceeding
to the benefit of all parties pursuant to the directions of the Commission in its
Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLI-81-8, 13 NRC
452 (1981). That guidance encouraged adjudicatory boards to "expedite the
hearing process" and ''produce a record which leads to high quality decisions"
by using the management methods set out in 10 C.F.R. Part 2, which includes
the power of the boards to regulate the course of the hearing and the conduct
of the parties under 10 C.F.R. § 2.718 (1987). Statement of Policy at 453.
The guidelines in the policy statement are not inclusive, "but rather are to be
considered ilIustrative of the actions that can be taken by individual boards." [d.
This Board seeks to carry out those responsibilities by drawing on the computer
technology that has been so long employed by many, if not most, of the attorneys
in this country who litigate complex lawsuits.
The requirements and procedures described in this Memorandum and Order
are not intended to, and do not, replace the standard filing requirements in
Nuclear Regulatory Commission proceedings. The parties will file hard copy
as usual in conformance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.708 (1987). That hard copy, as in
all NRC proceedings, wiII be the record upon which the Board wiII make its
decision.
While the procedures and requirements for electronic filing are in addition to
the normal method of filing, they are intended to benefit the parties, not burden
them. The purpose of creating a computer-searchable record is to increase the
speed and facility of the parties and the Board in finding specific documents
and transcript references, preparing findings of fact and conclusions of law, and
preparing a written decision from the record in this proceeding. 1
To those ends, this Memorandum and Order directs the capture, in computerreadable form, of a significant portion of the record for decision. Specifically,
the Board seeks to capture on computer-readable diskettes three categories of
record materials, namely: (a) pre filed testimony; (b) proposed findings of fact
and conclusions of law; and (c) the transcript of the hearing. Electronic capture
will assist the parties and the Board in the following ways:

1This Memorandum Ind Order is part of I 1l1'ger effon by !he Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel to
standardize computer-readable filings and procedures for all cues wherever Ind to !he extent feasible.
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1.

Make available to the Board and the parties a full-text, electronically
searchable record to aid and expedite the preparation of findings,
conclusions, and the initial decision by replacing the slow and timeconsuming method of manual indexing and record search with a
virtually instantaneous electronic full-text index system;
2. Aid and expedite the presentation of evidence and the conduct of
cross-examination during the hearing (if the requisite equipment is
then available) through a fully indexed and virtually instantaneous
electronic search system on a portable computer at the hearing;
3. Ensure the completeness and reliability of the parties' filings and the
Board's issuances, particularly the initial decision, as they relate to
prefiled testimony and the hearing transcript, by making available the
eidetic memory of a computerized, full-text search system.
The full benefit of the foregoing effects will not be fully realized in the instant
proceeding because some exhibits and other portions of the record up to this
point have not been captured for computer search. The parties are encouraged
to make available in the electronic form described below whatever exhibits they
may already have captured in that medium. In any event, substantial benefit
will accrue to the Board, the parties, and the proceeding from the time saved
in finding record references and producing findings, conclusions, and an initial
decision, because the vast majority of the record on which the Board's decision
will be based will be available electronically.

n.

COMPUTER RESOURCES

The Board is equipped with IBM personal computers (IBM PC-XTs with 640
kilobytes of memory, a 360-kiIobyte disk drive, and a 20-megabyte hard disk).
Each computer has an AT&T Dataphone II modem (1200 baud), is operated
by PC-DOS 3.1, and uses the IBM DisplayWrite 3 word-processing program.
The Board also has available to it a Compaq 386 personal computer (with 130
megabytes of memory and a 40-megabyte backup tape drive) and a laser printer.
For indexing, the Board uses "ZyINDEX," which can index every word for
computer search in up to 15,000 files.2 The Board will compile a central data
base of all computer-readable filings received in this proceeding and index it
with ZyINDEX at the request of the parties.
In response to the Board's inquiry, the parties have stated that they have
IBM equipment or the capability to submit filings in pure ASCII form. Counsel
2Tho Board also has • more powClful full-lext indexing program. "Bluefish," which can handle IS millicn files.
Bluefish can find and list fM:t'J occum:nce of. given word or phrase in 15,000 pages of \ellt within 2 seconds.
However. the indexed files ftlCjuUo twice again as much .pace as the \ext iuelf. Consequently. Bluefish requires
more pelImal computer capacity than ZylNDEX.
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for the Sierra Club has an IBM PC with "Word Perfect" software for word
processing.
Applicant is preparing its filings on a Wang system but can convert from
the Wang format to file in pure ASCIP with relatively little effort. Applicant
also notes, however, that certain characters and symbols may not be converted
successfully into pure ASCII. Applicant can file approximately 150 pages of
prefiled testimony plus a significant portion of its exhibits on computer-readable
diskettes and will furnish enough diskettes to receive a complete copy of the
fully indexed data base. Applicant reports that it has access to the ZyINDEX
program and requests that the data base be indexed with that program.
NRC Staff has IBM Pes operating with the IBM 5520 Administrative System.
Staff's response to the Board's inquiry recites at some length its objections to the
Board's proposed order, the initially proposed format, the value of a central data
base, and various other matters. However, Staff also recites that it is "willing
to accommodate the Board's legitimate interest in efficiency and expedition,"
and Staff is able to furnish diskettes in pure ASCII. Staff also has ZyINDEX,
but not Bluefish, and apparently is unaware that the latter is readily available.
Staff expects to file 100 pages of hard copy prior to the hearing and estimates
that Intervenor will file a like number of pages. Consequently, it appears that
prefiled material will be approximately 1000 pages, transcript pages will number
approximately 750 pages, and the complete data base will total approximately
1800 pages.
Test Results
All parties have submitted diskettes to the Board in pure ASCII form to
test the system proposed in our April 30, 1987 order. All submittals were
successfully captured and indexed.

m.
A.

PROCEDURES

Filings

Each party will accompany its prefiled testimony and proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law with a computer-readable diskette copy of the text
("hard copy'') in pure ASCII form and the format they normally use pursuant to

3 ASCII (the American National Standard Code for Informatim Interchange) is a standard code used for exchanging
information ammg data processing IYStems and associated equipment. An ASCII file is a text file (alphanumeric
characters. special characters. line feed. and carriage return characters) in which the characters are represented in
ASCn codes.
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10 C.F.R. § 2.708 (1981). If prefiled testimony includes drawings, that material
is not to be captured in computer-readable form.
With respect to symbols, equations, and other items that are difficult to (or
will not) transmit in pure ASCII, the parties are to insert asterisks where that
material occurs and the Board will have that material keyed into its captured
data base for completeness.
B.

Indexed Central Data Base

Upon receipt of the diskettes, the Board will have them recorded in a single
repository which will serve as the central data base for the computerized portion
of the record in this proceeding. Each word in the data base will be fully indexed
using ZyINDEX. After all materials filed have been recorded and indexed, the
Board will make copies of the complete data base and return one copy on the
diskettes the parties have supplied to each of them for their use. If any party
wishes to receive the data base fully indexed with Bluefish, they should so
request at the time they file. The Board will mail to each party a diskette(s)
containing a complete copy of the data base, indexed in accordance with each
party's request, within 3 working days of receipt of the last party's filing.
The Board had hoped to bring to the hearing the fully indexed data base
on a portable Compaq computer for use during the hearing. It now appears,
however, that the equipment may not be available. The indexed feature of the
data base would have enabled the Board and the parties to substantially reduce
the time needed to search for references during the course of direct and crossexamination. If circumstances change and the equipment becomes available,
the Board will be the primary user of the Compaq data base, but will make it
available to the parties, when and as convenient to the proceeding.
C.

Transcript

Finally, the Board has arranged with its court reporter to have the hearing
itself recorded on computer-readable tape so that it can be added to the
proceeding data base. This recording is in addition to the normal hard-copy
transcript requirement. Copies are obtainable by the parties under the terms of
the Commission's court reporting contracL
The Board reitemtes its desire to effect a system of mutual benefit to all at a
minimum of effort and encoumges the parties to seek affirmative solutions to any
obstacles this order may present them. Counselor their representatives should
call Jack Whetstine, Chief, ASLBP Information Processing Section (Telephone:
301/492-7858), with any technical or procedural questions this proposed order
raises. Mr. Whetstine is directed to seek flexible solutions to any such problems.
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Order
Accordingly, upon consideration of the filings of the parties and the entire
record in this matter, it is, this 22d day of May 1987, ORDERED
That the parties shall submit computer-readable diskettes with their hard-copy
filings in the form and manner described in the foregoing memorandum.
FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD
B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
Dated at Bethesda, MaryJand,
this 22d day of May 1987.
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GENERAL PUBUC Ul1L1TIES
NUCLEAR CORPORATION
(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station.
Unit 2)

June 22. 1987

In this Memorandum and Order, the Administrative Law Judge overrules
the Department of Labor's motion to quash a subpoena on the grounds that
the Department's so-called "Touhey" regulation (29 C.P.R. § 2.22) does not
constitute a substantive privilege against disclosure of information otherwise
producible in discovery.
RULES OF PRACTICE:

DISCOVERY (PRIVILEGED MATTER)

Regulations promulgated under 5 U.S.C. § 301 providing control over the
custody and use of executive department records are housekeeping regulations
only. The statute, by its express terms, does not authorize the withholding of
information from the public.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER RULING ON
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MOTION
TO QUASH SUBPOENA
I.

BACKGROUND

In this civil penalty proceeding. GPU Nuclear is charged with several counts
of the "whistleblower" provisions of 10 C.P.R. § 50.7 and § 210 of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974. The NRC Staff alleges that GPUN discriminated
against Richard Parks because Parks, employed in the cleanup of TMI-2,
reported safety concerns to his management. requested assistance from the NRC,
and because Parks initiated a related employee-protection proceeding with the
Department of Labor under the Act
The factual issues underlying the resulting Department of Labor proceeding
share the factual issues of this proceeding. A question of Mr. Parks' credibility
has been identified as an important subissue in this proceeding - both as a
matter of witness credibility and as related to his job performance. Whether
Parks provided unreliable information to the U.S. Government agencies officially
investigating his allegations is especially relevant to Licensee's defense. Tr. 2427.
The Department of Labor, supported by the NRC Staff, however, has resisted
Licensee's discovery effort. through a subpoena, to depose the key Department
investigator. Consequently there is now pending before me the Department of
Labor's Motion to Quash Subpoena, served June I, 1987, and GPUN's June 15
Response to the Motion.

n.

THE SUBPOENA

On May 28, 1987, at the request of GPUN, I issued a subpoena for the
deposition testimony of Mr. David Feinberg, now retired, who conducted the
investigation into the allegations made by Mr.' Parlcs, including direct interviews with Mr. Parks. I also issued the same day a subpoena duces tecum- to
the Administrator, Wage and Hour Division, Department of Labor, for records
relating to Mr. Parks' complaint, 1 On June 9, the Department moved to quash

1The respective subpoenas wc::c originally the subject of GPUN', mruon for subpoenll dated Fcbruuy 4. 1987,
which the NRC opposed on March 3. and 10 which the Department of Labor respcndcd by letter received on March
S. The Motion was argued by cowtsc1 for GPUN, NRC Stiff, and the Depanmo:nt of Labor at the prdlearing
c:onf=ce of May 8, 1987. The Department" Motion to Quash and GPUN', response themo largely restate the
arguments made earlier. I have considered an of the earlier written and oral arguments by the parties.
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the Feinberg subpoenal on three grounds: (1) Mr. Feinberg may not testify
because the Deputy Solicitor of Labor withholds authorization for him to do so
under the Department of Labor "Touhey" regulations, (2) Mr. Feinberg has no
information not already produced, and (3) Mr. Feinberg, approaching age 70,
has health problems.

A.

DOL's "Touhey" Regulations

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 301,3 the Department (as have other federal agencies)
promulgated a series of regulations intended to control the method of disclosing information in the Department's official files. 29 C.P.R. §§ 2.20-2.25. Of
particular relevance are the provisions of 29 C.F.R. § 2.22:
No employee or former employee of the Department of Labor shall. in response to a demand
of a court or other authority. produce any material contained in the files of the Department
or disclose any information relating to material contained in the files of the Department. or
disclose any information or produce any material acquired as part of the performance of his
official duties or because of his official status without approval of the appropriate Deputy
Solicitor of Labor.

In this case, the Deputy Solicitor of Labor, citing the foregoing, informed
Mr. Feinberg that he is not authorized to testify in response to the subpoena. Exhibit C to Motion to Quash. Below, I explain why the Deputy Solicitor's action
has improperly frustrated duly authorized discovery in the proceeding. It is inconsistent with the statute authorizing the so-called Touhey regulations. The
cases cited by the Department in connection with its motion to quash fail to
support the Deputy Solicitor's position.
Beginning with the statute, it is clear, by its express terms, that the regulations authorized thereunder are intended to be housekeeping measures, and
not privileges against the disclosure of information otherwise required to be
disclosed by law. Note 3, supra.
In United States ex rei. Touhey v. Ragen. 340 U.S. 462 (1951) (the name
source of the so-called ''Touhey'' regulations), relied upon by the Department,

oc

2 Apparently Ihc issue Ihe subpoena duces ICCUm to Ihc Administntor is mOOL The nepa11ment does not move
to quash it, noting Ihe rparse ccntents oC Ihe case file, which In any event, will be made avaihble to GPUN on
request. Medon. Affidavit or Cordelli. GPUN has not objected to \his response. but on Iune 18. 1987. GPUN
counse1statcd In a telephone conference !hat he assumes !hat Intetview noteS taken by Mr. Feinberg would be
available during any deposition or Mr. Feinberg. The order below should be understood to Include produelng
Mr. Felnberg's Intetview noleS.
3 S U.S.C. § 30 I. Depa11mental regulations
The head oC an Executive depa11ment or military depa11ment may prescribe regulations for Ihe government
his depa11ment, Ihe conduct or its employees. Ihe dimibution and performance
its business, and
Ihc custody. use. and preservation or its records, papers, and propeny. This section does not aulhorize
wilhholdlng Information from Ihe public or limiting Ihc availability oC records to Ihe public.

or

or
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the issue was whether employees of the Department of Justice could be held
in contempt for declining to disclose information in obedience to the Attorney
GenemJ's standing order not to disclose. The Touhey court expressly did not
decide the issue of "the ultimate reach of the authority of the Attorney General
to refuse to produce. • • papers in his possession" because the Attorney General
himself had not been before the triaJ court. Id. at 467.
The Department cites a series of decisions for the proposition that the validity
of its "Touhey" regulations has been upheld by the courts. Indeed the cases
do support that general proposition. But they do not support the additional
proposition, impliCit in the Department's action, that information otherwise
producible may be withheld under that nonsubstantive, housekeeping regulation.
For example, in Reynolds Metal Co. v. Crowther, 572 F. Supp. 288 (D. Mass.
1982), a question of sovereign immunity from suit was presented when DOL
Occupational Safety and Health Administmtion investigators declined under the
DOL regulation to testify in a private litigation in a state court. Enforcement
was sought in the U.S. District Court. There the Coun noted that the purposes
of the regulation were to centralize control of whether subpoenas should be
obeyed or challenged, and to reduce the burden upon the OSHA program. Id. at
290. The Court went on to note that one of the policy considemtions of the
Touhey regulations (contmry to the case at hand) was to "minimize government
involvement in controversial matters unrelated to official business." Id. Moreover
the Court in Reynolds Metal expressly left open the question of "under what
circumstances a federal court could compel a federal employee to give testimony
contmry to instructions from the head of a department." Id. at 291, citing Touhey,
supra.
Boatright v. Radiation Sterilizers, Inc., 592 F. Supp. 1314 (D. Colo. 1984)
(also cited by the Department) is very similar to the Reynolds Metal, supra,.

decision. The testimony of OSHA inspectors had been sought in private statecourt litigation. The DOL regulation was, of course, upheld. But the District
Coun went on to muse:
These housekeeping regulations [29 C.F.R. § 2.22] don't, of themselves, create an exemption
the disclosure requirements of the Freedom of Wonnation Act ("FOIA''). Likewise, the
FOIA does not alter the long established rule that a govermnent official could withdraw
from his subordinates the power to release public documents. This apparent "Catch-22" is
addressed by the appeal provisions of the FOIA.

10

[d. at 1315. See also Smith v. CRC Builders Co., 626 F. Supp. 12 (D. Colo. 1983).

In this proceeding, the Licensee appropriately addresses the "Catch-22" aspect
of the DOL regulation by exercising the discovery rights afforded to it under the
Atomic Energy Act, the Administrative Procedure Act, and the NRC regulations.
Hotel Employees-Hotel Ass'n Pension Fund v. Timperio, 662 F. Supp. 606
(D. Fla. 1985) is also instructive. Again the testimony of DOL employees was
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sought by the plaintiff in private litigation and again the DOL regulations were
recognized as an appropriate bar to the testimony. However, the District Court
made its own analysis of the adequacy of the information already provided to the
plaintiff by the Department, and determined that, under the rules of evidence,
the testimony sought was unnecessary to the plaintiff's case.ld. at 607-08. By
evaluating the plaintiff's evidentiary requirements against the purpose of the
regulation, the Court implicitly recognized that the DOL regulation does not
bestow a substantive privilege against disclosure of information. Factually, this
proceeding must be contrasted with Hotel Employees, because a determination
has been made that the information withheld by the Department (Mr. Feinberg's
testimony) has no functionally equivalent substitute, and that the information is
material to the preparation of the Licensee's defense.
There are several very fundamental flaws in the Department's application of
its ''Touhey'' regulation to the circumstances of this NRC proceeding. First, the
Licensee in this case is not a private litigant in a state court proceeding. The
NRC, charged by the Atomic Energy Act with affording to Licensee a fair hearing, is a sister federal agency. The NRC shares with the Department of Labor
complementary responsibilities to enforce § 210 of the Energy Reorganization
Act. In fact, the NRC and the Department have entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding acknowledging their complementary responsibilities, and pledging "to promote access to all information each obtains concerning a particular
allegation."" Par from the situation in Reynolds Metal, supra, the objective of the
regulation, "minimizing government involvement in controversial matters unrelated to official business," is not relevant to the Department's refusal here. The
Licensee, through NRC subpoena power, seeks information directly related to
the common official business of the Department and the NRC.
Second, the Deputy Solicitor cannot fairly assert that the housekeeping
purposes of the Act are served by his action. There would be no burden
imposed upon the Wage and Hour Division program by taking the testimony of
Mr. Feinberg. He is no longer employed by the Department and his deposition
cannot adversely affect the Department In this context, it should be noted that
the Department does not suggest that the deposition of Mr. Feinberg would
infringe upon any recognized privilege - for example, exemptions to the
Freedom of Information Act, deliberative process, work product, attorney-client,
or any other traditional category of privileged information. In fact, nowhere
does the Department explain exactly why it would be injured by permitting
Mr. Feinberg to testify.
Third, the Deputy Solicitor has made a unilateral judgment as to the NRC's
evidentiary needs in this case. It is true that the Department has cooperated
4 Memorandum of Understanding Between NRC and Department of Labor. Employee Protection, 47 Fed. Reg.

S4,s8S (Dec. 3. 1982).
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with the NRC Staff and has released a large amount of information for use
in this adjudication. The issue, however, is not the quantity of information,
but the particular needs of this adjudication. The Atomic Energy Act, the
Commission's Notice of Hearing, and the Administrative Procedure Act charge
the administrative law judge and NRC reviewing adjudicators with affording
due process to the parties, including discovery concerning the charges against
the Licensee/defendant here. After carefully considering the arguments of all
the parties against the factual background of this proceeding, the Licensee
has convinced me that it is entitled to the information sought through the
deposition of Mr. Feinberg. By making an uninformed determination that the
NRC adjudication does not need Mr. Feinberg's testimony, the Deputy Solicitor
of Labor has usurped the NRC's adjudicatory responsibilities and has frustrated
the orderly litigation of an important health and safety case.

n.

Information Already Produced

The Department represents, with supporting affidavits, that it has already
provided to GPUN all factual and substantive information contained in the
investigation file. It has even obtained releases from persons whose statements
were taken in confidence in the spirit of cooperation with the NRC. Motion to
Quash at 5-6. Mr. Feinberg states in his affidavit that he included in his report
and the case file all the factual information that he obtained, and that he retained
no personal records or notes regarding his investigation. The investigation was
closed 4 years ago, but Mr. Feinberg recently reviewed the factual portion of
the file, and reports that he has no further information regarding the matter.
GPUN states, however, that even if Mr. Feinberg has no further factual
information to ofTer, it means merely that the deposition will be short and that
GPUN is nevertheless entitled to probe Mr. Feinberg's memory. I agree.
The issues in this proceeding are subtle. Reliable evidence may be elusive. The proceeding involves issues of motivation. Mr. Parks' credibility, as
noted at the outset, may be central to the resolution of some of the issues. Counsel for Licensee has a formidable task in preparing a defense. My evaluation of
that task has persuaded me that a deposition of Mr. Feinberg may go far to resolve this important credibility issue. Moreover, GPUN's persistence in seeking
to depose Mr. Feinberg is driven by more than speculation. Counsel has provided evidence from a recent deposition of Mr. Parks that he, Parks, challenges
the accuracy of Mr. Feinberg's interview notes. Attachment to Response. If,
as the Department states, Mr. Feinberg has no additional information to offer,
nothing will be lost; the deposition will be short
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c.

Mr. Feinberg's Age and Health

Mr. Feinberg states in his affidavit that his age, approaching 70 years old,
and some health problems would make it difficult for him to submit to a
deposition. He provided no other information concerning that statement. GPUN
responded by observing that as recently as March 23, 1987, Mr. Feinberg
was apparently fit enough to be scheduled for court testimony. Attachment to
Response.
The subpoena calls for Mr. Feinberg to appear at a place and time mutually
convenient to him and GPUN representatives. In its response, GPUN further
agrees to any reasonable structuring of the deposition to avoid any excessive
burden on Mr. Feinberg. The record does not provide any basis upon which I may
excuse Mr. Feinberg because of his age or health problems, but if Mr. Feinberg
needs further protection on that account, I shall entertain his request for relief.

m.

ORDER AND APPEAL

The Motion to Quash the Subpoena to Mr. Feinberg is overruled. The
Department of Labor may take an appeal from this order by filing a notice
of appeal within 10 days after it has been served, and a brief supporting its
position within 30 days after filing its notice of appeal. Any briefing by other
parties shall be in accordance with procedures established by the Appeal Board.
Ivan W. Smith
ADMINIS1RATIVE LAW JUDGE
Bethesda, Maryland
June 22, 1987
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
Thomas E. Murley, Director

Docket Nos. 50-280

In the Matter of

50-281

VIRGINIA POWER COMPANY
(Surry Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1 and 2)

June 5, 1987

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition and
supplemental petition submitted by Mr. Thayer Cory and Ms. Judy Zwelling, on
behalf of Citizen Action for a Safe Environment (CASE) requesting (1) that the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation require Virginia Power Company (the
Licensee) to show cause why reopening the Surry Nuclear Power Station would
not endanger the health and safety of the community and (2) that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) issue an order directing that both reactors at
Surry Nuclear Power Station remain shut down until the Licensee takes a number
of actions specified in the petition.

DffiECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206
INTRODUCTION
By Western Union Mailgram dated December 11, 1986 (petition), and a supplement to that petition dated January 20, 1987, Mr. Thayer Cory and Ms. Judy
Zwelling (the Petitioners), on behalf of Citizen Action for a Safe Environment
(CASE), requested pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 of the Commission's regulations that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation require Virginia Power
Company (the Licensee) to show cause why reopening the Surry Nuclear Power
Station would not endanger the health and safety of the community and that the
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issue an order directing that both reactors at Surry Nuclear Power Station remain shut down until the Licensee takes a
number of actions discussed in their petition. The Petitioners requested that both
reactors at the Surry Power Station remain shut down until the Licensee fully
inspected all pipes and publicly issued a complete report on the December 9,
1986 pipe break accident at Surry Unit 2. In addition, the Petitioners requested
that NRC order the Licensee to keep the Surry Power Station shut down until
the Licensee demonstrated that the plant complied with NRC regulations and
could be operated with reasonable assurance of safety. The Petitioners also requested that, before the Surry Power Station be allowed to resume operation,
NRC condition the Surry operating license to require the Licensee to inspect all
piping handling condensate and feed water during each refueling outage, including inspection of all check valves. The Petitioners presented several bases for
the requested actions, including the following:
1. the December 9, 1986 pipe-break accident at Surry Unit 2;
2. an alleged ongoing pattern of violations in areas such as plant operations, surveillance, fire protection, radiological control, emergency
preparedness, security and safeguards, quality assurance, and administrative control affecting quality;
3. inadequacies in the emergency alert system and evacuation plans for
the Surry Power Station; and
4. alleged falsification of welder verification and an allegedly poor
quality assurance program.
Shortly after the pipe-rupture event, the NRC formed an Augmented Inspection Team (AlT) and dispatched it to the Surry site. The purpose of the AIT
was to augment the inspection efforts by the Senior Resident Inspector at Surry
in identifying the cause of the event and in monitoring followup actions taken
by the Licensee. In addition to the AIT inspection activities, other inspectors
knowledgeable in security, fire protection system, water chemistry, and check
valve design were assigned to review specific concerns in these areas. The NRC
Staff issued an Augmented Inspection Team Report (AIT Report) on February
10, 1987. In the AIT Report, the Staff reviewed the detailed information on the
December 9, 1986 event, including a recovery plan and corrective actions the
Licensee planned to take before restart The Staff agreed with the Licensee's
recovery plan and the corrective actions planned before restart.
By letter dated February 13, 1987, from Richard H. Vollmer to the Petitioners, the NRC acknowledged receiving their petition. addressed a majority of the
issues raised, and concluded that delaying restart of plant operation at the Surry
Power Station until all the issues raised in the petition had been resolved was not
warranted. Unit 1 resumed operation on February 23, 1987, and Unit 2 resumed
operation on March 20, 1987. On March 30, 1987, we sent the AIT Report to
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Petitioners. For the reasons stated in this Decision, their requests are denied. My
Decision in this matter follows.
DISCUSSION
On December 9, 1986, while Surry Power Station Unit 2 was operating
at full power, an 18-inch suction line to main feed water pump A failed
catastrophically. The break was located in an elbow in the 18-inch-diameter
line about 1 foot from the 24-inch-diameter header. The unit was taken to cold
shutdown by the morning following the accident. The pipe is believed to have
failed in Surry Unit 2 because the pipe wall had become thin as a result of
single-phase flow erosion/corrosion mechanisms. The failure in the December
9 accident occurred in piping that is not essential for shutting down the reactor
or for preventing or mitigating the consequences of an accident The NRC does
not classify this piping as "safety-related" piping, and therefore, no specific
requirements are imposed on its licensees to inspect such piping. In contrast, the
NRC considers reactor coolant piping safety related and specifically requires its
licensees to inspect such piping periodically as required by the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Reactor
coolant piping is fabricated from stainless steel and is not considered to be
susceptible to degradation by erosion/corrosion mechanisms such as occurred in
the carbon steel feed water piping at the Surry facility.
Experimental results and field experience have shown that stainless steel
exposed to reactor coolant flow is highly resistant to erosion/corrosion. The
loss-of-normal-feedwater events have been analyzed in the Final Safety Analysis
Report for Surry and there is no reason to conclude that the recent Surry 2 event
exceeded those analyses.
By a letter dated January 14, 1987, from WL. Stewart to Dr. J. Nelson
Grace, the Licensee forwarded to NRC a report entitled "Surry Unit 2 Reactor
Trip and Feedwater Pipe Failure Report, Revision 0, January 14, 1987." This
report provided detailed information on the December 9, 1986 accident and the
Licensee's recovery plan and planned corrective actions. Before Surry began to
operate again, the NRC reviewed the report and concurred with the Licensee's
actions.
After reviewing this report, we concluded that the Licensee had taken appropriate steps to inspect those piping systems that are susceptible to erosion/corrosion mechanisms, and identified the extent of the degradation of piping
in both units. The Licensee has taken appropriate actions to provide reasonable
assurance that both units can be operated without posing any undue risk to the
health and safety of the public. The corrective actions include replacing some
piping and modifying other piping, as well as increasing inspections, as appro-
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priate. Although the Licensee did not inspect all piping at the Surry facilities
as Petitioners requested in their petition, the Licensee did inspect piping that
is highly susceptible to erosion/corrosion mechanisms experienced in feedwater
systems. In addition, the Licensee inspected several safety-related piping systems
(i.e., auxiliary feedwater and chemical and volume control systems) in which
erosion/corrosion is not expected. The NRC found the scope of these inspections
sufficient to permit the facility to operate. Based on the review of information
provided by the Licensee and generic evaluation discussed in the next paragraph, the Staff concludes reasonable assurance exists that other safety-related
piping at Surry is not subject to the type of erosion/corrosion mechanisms that
occurred in the feedwater piping. On February 10, 1987, the NRC issued the
AIT Report, documenting the Staff's finding about the December 9, 1986 event
and concurring on Licensee's recovery plan and actions to take before restarting
power production at the Surry Plant.
The NRC Staff is continuing to evaluate the generic implications of the
erosion/corrosion mechanisms that occurred at the Surry plant. On January
15, 1987, nuclear power industry and NRC experts from several engineering
disciplines met to discuss the failure mechanism in feedwater piping at Surry
Unit 2. From the panel discussion, it was generally agreed that the important
variables influencing the erosion/corrosion mechanisms are: material, local
fluid velocity/turbulence, water chemistry, and operating temperature of the
system. It should be noted that the ASME standards for inservice inspection
of piping only require inspection of the welds, not a more general inspection
of the pipe wall for thinning. This is based on the experience that most failures
result from cracks near welds, not from thinning of the sort that occurred at
Surry. The NRC Staff is collecting additional information from various plants
and will make appropriate generic recommendations after analyzing all pertinent
data collected from the industry.
The February 10, 1987 AIT Report also evaluated the cause_of the failure of
the main steam trip valve that Petitioners mentioned. The Staff concluded that
the valve was tested to verify that it was in compliance with Technical Specifications, and did not fail to perform its safety function. However, the Licensee did
not provide adequate' detailed instructions in maintenance piocedures for corrective maintenance. The Staff issued a Notice of Violation to the Licensee. In
accordance with the "General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 C.P.R. Part 2, Appendix C (1986), this violation was
considered to be a Severity Level IV violation. This level of violation did not
warrant suspending plant operation.
The AIT Report also addressed in detail the issue of check valve failure, concluding that the failure of the check valve did not cause the pipe rupture. However, the condition of the check valve would have contributed to the amount
of feedwater that came out from the feed1ine break and. possibly, the extent of
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the pipewhip that followed. The Licensee has inspected other Unit 1 and Unit
2 feedwater pump check valves and modified the valve internals. Because these
valves are not considered to be safety related, they do not have specific inspection requirements similar to those required for safety-related components. The
Staff is considering this issue on a generic basis and will make appropriate
changes, if necessary.
In addition. Petitioners alleged that an ongoing pattern of violations existed
in the areas of plant operation, surveillance, fire protection, radiological controls,
emergency preparedness, security and safeguards, quality assurance, and administrative control, and that these affected quality. Petitioners stated that they believed that the Licensee should have been required to take action before restarting
the units. It should be noted that the NRC Staff identified these violations earlier in the Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) reports. The
Staff uses the reports to: (1) improve the NRC regulatory program and permit
sound decisions regarding NRC resource allocations, (2) improve licensee performance, and (3) collect available observations on a periodic basis and evaluate
licensee performance based on those observations through an integrated NRC
Staff effort. Positive and negative attributes of licensee performance are considered. The SALP process is oriented to improve NRC's understanding of the
manner in which: (1) licensee management directs, guides, and provides resources for ensuring plant safety and (2) such resources are used and applied. The
integrated SALP assessment is intended to provide enough diagnosis to offer a
rational basis for allocating NRC resources and to provide meaningful guidance
to licensee managemenL All of the violations Petitioners detailed had already
been factored into NRC's evaluation of the Licensee's performance. These violations are important considerations in assessing the Licensee's performance,
and all of these violations have been reviewed and evaluated by the Siaff on a
case-by-case basis. These violations are categorized (in accordance with NRC
regulations in 10 C.P.R. Part 2, Appendix C) in terms of five levels of severity
to show their relative importance. Severity Level I is assigned to violations that
are the most significant in terms of public safety; Severity Level V violations
are the least significant. The severity levels assigned to the violations Petitioners
wrote to us about did not warrant suspension of the plant operation. In addition,
as indicated in a recent SALP Report, the Staff found the Licensee's overall
performance to be satisfactory in all areas. Therefore, it is not appropriate to
suspend plant operation on the basis of these violations.
Petitioners also raised the issue of plant aging by referring to a report from
the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences, entitled
''Revitalizing Nuclear Safety Research," and requested that before restarting the
plant, the Licensee should be required to work with the NRC and the Department
of Energy (DOE) to implement an extensive research program on plant aging. It
should be noted that the report Petitioners referenced discussed the research
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activities required to extend the lifetimes of plants beyond current license
periods. Moreover, the Licensee already actively participates in a research
program for extending the lifetimes of existing facilities in cooperation with
NRC and DOE. In addition, the surveillance and maintenance practices that
are implemented in accordance with the ASME Code and the facility Technical
Specifications provide reasonable assurance that any unexpected degradation in
safety-related components in the plant will be identified and corrected during
current license periods. Therefore, I do not believe it is appropriate to suspend
the plant operation on the basis of the generic aging considerations Petitioners
asserted.
Petitioners also raised the issue of allegations brought in 1985 against the
Licensee by members of the International Brotherhood of Boilermakers that
raised the issues of falsification of welder certifications, poor workmanShip,
and health and safety concerns at the Surry Power Station. Because the NRC
Office of Investigations is currently reviewing these allegations, and because no
significant safety concerns have been identified at this time by the NRC Staff,
it is not now appropriate to suspend the operation of the Surry Power Station
on the basis of this issue.
Petitioners also expressed concerns about high radiation exposure to the
workers in the Surry Power Station and the potential deficiencies in the quality
assurance program. Staff addressed these issues in detail in its SALP Report
dated December 11, 1986. The NRC Staff found the Licensee's overall performance in these two areas satisfactory and rated the Licensee's performance in
these areas at SALP Level II, indicating that the Licensee performed at the industry average and better than minimally satisfactory. The Licensee currently meets
all applicable radiation protection and quality assurance requirements. Consequently, there is no basis to take any actions based on Licensee's performance
in the radiation protection and quality assurance areas.
In the area of emergency planning, Petitioners asserted that the siren system
for Surry Power Station and the surrounding communities is inadequate because
it is unreliable and in some cases is inaudible to certain residents.
Furthermore, Petitioners expressed concerns about the feasibility of existing
evacuation plans. Section 50.54(q) of 10 C.F.R. requires the Licensee to have
a satisfactory emergency plan that meets certain criteria established in 10
C.F.R. § 50.47(b) and Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. The Licensee's
emergency plan has been upgraded to meet the requirements of these rules,
including the installation and testing of a public alert and notification system. On
May 13, 1983, the NRC reviewed the onsite emergency plans and level of onsite
preparedness and found them acceptable. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 50.47(a)(2),
the NRC bases its finding on the adequacy of offsite emergency plans on the
findings and determinations of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). The FEMA evaluation of the Licensee's level of offsite preparedness
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included a review of state and local plans and the observation of full-scale
exercises. Specifically, FEMA approved the Commonwealth of Virginia's state
and local emergency plans and level of preparedness for the Surry Power
Station in February 1983, under the 44 C.F.R. Part 350 rule. This approval
was conditioned with successful demonstration of adequacy of the public
alerting and notification system in accordance with the standards set forth in
Appendix 3 of the NRC/FEMA criteria of Revision 1 of NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-I, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency
Response Plan and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," and
the subsequently published standards in FEMA-43, "Standard Guide for the
Evaluation of Alert and Notification Systems for Nuclear Plants." The last
full-participation exercise of the offsite preparedness plans for Surry Power
Station was conducted on October 4, 1985, and state and local authorities
participated fully. The evaluation prepared by FEMA did not identify any
significant deficiencies in the exercise. Moreover, on the basis of the results of
this exercise, FEMA concluded that offsite radiological emergency preparedness
is adequate to provide reasonable assurance that appropriate measures can be
taken off site to protect the health and safety of people living near the site in the
event of a radiological emergency. Therefore, the 44 C.F.R. Part 350 approval
granted in February 1983 remains in effect
In June 1986, the Licensee conducted a demonstration of the adequacy of the
public alerting and notification system as required by FEMA's conditional approval in 1983. FEMA is currently evaluating the results from that exercise. The
Licensee has stated that the system was designed to meet the objectives for
area coverage in the times prescribed by Appendix 3, NUREG-0654/FEMAREP-I. The NRC will consider FEMA's evaluation when it is received. At this
time, we have no basis for taking any action based on the emergency planning
concerns raised in the petition.
CONCLUSION
fur the reasons discussed above, no basis exists for initiating a showcause proceeding pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.202 and no basis exists to suspend
operation of the Surry Nuclear Power Plant Consequently, the petition is denied.
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A copy of this Decision win be filed with the Secretary for the Commission's
review in accordance with 10 C.P.R. § 2.206(c).
Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this Sth day of June 1987.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROJECTS
James G. Keppler. Director

Docket Nos. 50-445

In the Matter of

50-446
TEXAS UTlLmES ELECTRIC
COMPANY. ef al.
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station. Units 1 and 2)

June 25. 1987

The Director of the Office of Special Projects denies a petition by the Brazos
Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. The Petitioner requested that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission order Licensee and License Applicant Texas Utilities
Electric Company to assume co-owner/co-applicant Brazos' ownership interest
in the Comanche Peak Project based upon the allegation that Texas Utilities
Electric Company had made material false statements to the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Boards presiding over the Comanche Peak operating license and
construction permit extension proceedings.
LICENSING BOARDS:
PROCEEDINGS

AUTHORITY TO REGULATE

Where a petition pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.206 challenges the sufficiency of
representation by applicants in licensing proceedings, this is a matter within the
power and responsibility of the boards themselves to address rather than the
Director of an NRC office. See 10 C.P.R. §§2.713, 2.718(e), (m).
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT:

MATERIAL FALSE STATEMENTS

False statements that relate solely to the scope of representation of several
co-owners/co-applicants in NRC licensing proceedings do not involve matters
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that affect the public health and safety, the environment, or the common defense
and security and would not be considered material false statements under § 186
of the Atomic Energy AcL
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION:

AUTHORITY

It is beyond the NRC's authority to direct utility owners to buyout the
ownership interest of a co-owner. The NRC's authority does not extend to
contractual arrangements among co-owners except insofar as they might affect
mauers regarding public health and safety, the environment, or the common
defense and security.

DffiECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
On March 11, 1987, the Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. (Brazos)
filed its "Request for Modification of Licenses" (petition) before the Director
of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.1 Brazos requested the Director,
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206, to institute a show-cause proceeding pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. § 2.202 to modify the construction permits and licenses already
issued and to impose a prospective condition on any permits and licenses
subsequently issued or renewed for the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station,
Units 1 and 2 (Comanche Peak Project), or for such other action as may be
proper. Specifically, Brazos requested that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) order Licensee and License Applicant Texas Utilities Electric Company
(IU Electric) to assume co-owner/co-applicant Brazos' ownership interest in
the Comanche Peak Project by purchase at Brazos' net book cost, and for such
other relief as may be appropriate. The basis for the relief requested was the
allegation by Brazos that TU Electric has made material false statements to the
atomic safety and licensing boards (boards) presiding over the Comanche Peak
operating license and construction permit extension proceedings. fur the reasons
that follow, Brazos' Petition pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 is denied.

1 FoIlowina IUlmiual oC the Petition. Ihe Office or Special Projccu ...... created wilh cwenU NRC Staff
responsibility for Ihe Comanche Peak Projea. The Petition ...... IUbscquently rd'ezred to \he Office or Special
Projects for actiOfL
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DISCUSSION
In its Petition, Brazos asserted that law firms hired by TU Electric have
specifically and repeatedly informed the-Commission and its boards that they
represented all Comanche Peak co-owners, including Brazos. Brazos further asserted that, in separate state court litigation involving the co-owners of the Comanche Peak Project, TU Electric has argued that attorneys retained to appear
before the NRC have in fact never represented Brazos in any traditionally recognizable attorney-client relationship.-Brazos argued, therefore, that TU Electric's
representations to the NRC, through its legal counsel, have been material false
statements. Such material false statements, and the situation created with respect
to the representation issue in the NRC proceedings, Brazos argued, cast doubt
on the veracity of all of TU Electric's statements as they pertain to Brazos. Brazos submitted that TU Electric's assertions of its representation of Brazos as a
co-owner/co-applicant, through its licensing counsel in proceedings before the
NRC, constitute intentional material false statements under § 186 of the Atomic
Energy Act and thus are a sufficient ground under 10 C.F.R. § 2.202 for the
Commission to modify the construction permit to require that TU Electric assume Brazos' interest in the Comanche Peak Project. Brazos further argued that
these false representations are clearly information that a reasonable NRC Staff
member should consider in performing the task of evaluating the character and
management integrity of an NRC permittee, fuel licensee, and operating license
applicant such as TU Electric.
fur the following reasons, I have decided to deny Brazos' Petition. First, no
health and safety issues have been identified in the Petition that warrant the requested relief. While specific false statements have been alleged. there has been
no showing that these alleged false statements warrant any action. Brazos suggests in its Petition that its allegations bear upon the character and management
integrity of TU Electric. However, the Petition presents no particulars in this
regard. The Petition fails to identify any instance where information submitted
to the NRC by TU Electric contained a material deficiency. The Petition also
presents no information to support an argument that any potential improprieties
on the part of counsel for Lead Applicant TU Electric are linked to TU Electric
management itself and thus call into question the character and management
integrity of TU Electric. Thus, it is inappropriate at this time to modify either
. the outstanding construction permits or special nuclear material licenses for the
Comanche Peak Project due to health and safety concerns.2
Secondly, under well-established Commission principles, relief under 10
C.F.R. § 2.206 is not available when, as here, there is an existing forum

2'J'hiJ is particulady 10 since !he facility is IIill under c:msuuction.
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available to the Petitioner in which issues raised should more logically be
presented.3 Where a board is presiding in a proceeding with jurisdiction to
consider the matter, a party to that proceeding may not choose to avoid that
forum by use of 10 C.F.R §2.206.4 The issues underlying Brazos' Petition
in essence challenge the sufficiency of the representation by the Applicants
in the Comanche Peak proceedings. In particular, Brazos contended that Lead
Appiicant's counsel represented to the Board that it represented all Applicants
in the proceeding, which Brazos claims was not the case in that it, Brazos, was
not represented by counsel for Lead Applicant. This is a matter within the power
and responsibility of the boards themselves to address rather than the Director
of an NRC Office. See 10 C.P.R. §§ 2.713, 2.718(e), (m). This is particularly
so where the Petitioner, here Brazos, is a party to the proceedings, currently
pending before the Board, in which the alleged false statements' were made. To
the extent then that Brazos wishes to raise issues regarding the sufficiency of the
representation by Lead Applicant TU Electric before presiding Comanche Peak
Boards or the character or management integrity of TU Electric, Brazos should
submit a specific request to such Boards.1i Since Brazos has not identified any
public health and safety issues that warrant action by the staff, deferral to the
Boards is appropriate.
Finally, I note that even if all of Brazos' allegations were true, the specific
relief requested by Brazos, i.e., a buy-out of Brazos' ownership interest, is
beyond my authority to direcL' For the above reasons, I am denying the Petition.

3 BruMlhculd undc:mand that the NRC Staff viewll it .. a party to the Cananche Peak procccdingi with the duty
to bring relevant ialuea to the auention of presiding board•• To the cxten1 an asr=nent that Bnzoa has entered
into may purport to limit its dutics to the board. IUCb agreement must yield to Bnzoa' duty to fully disclose.
4 PtlCific Gas GIld Ekctric CD. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear PoMr Plant.. Units 1 and 2), CU·SI-6, 13 NRC 443, 446
1981 ).
The "false staten1ents" identified by Bnzoa rdate lolcly to the rcopo or representstion rL!he acvcn1 co-mmers/ec>
applicanU. Since these statements do not involve mal1crl that affect the public health and ..rely, the environment,
or the common defense and Icc:wity, they wculd not be considered "matezia1 falle statements" under 1186 of the

1

AIomic EnCIJY Act.
15 One atanic ..rely and 1icenaing board h.. considered iaIuea rdated to the BlUOOI' Petition and issued a
Mcmonndum and Order discussing them. Tua.r Uliliriu EllCtric CD. (Cananche Peak Stcsm Electric Station,
Units I and 2), Docket No. 5044S-CPA, Slip op. (May 4, 1987). To the extent that BlUOOI la not lltislied with
the Board'i consideration or laNCS to date, it may punue the maU~ with the Board.
'The NRC'. authority docs not cover tho COIIInctual. mangements between 11JEC and the oth~ ownen except
insaCar u they might affect matten affecting public health. ..rely, and the environment. or the canmon ddcnae
and acc:wity. Tho issue or the adequacy of 11JEC'. tepr'Clentltion or the minority Ihare owners, a. presented in
Brazoa' Petition, hu no effect on these matters. Further, even if it were found that 11JEC had made matezia1
false statements, the relief aousht by BruM docs not appear to be wunntcd or appropriate. Rath~, aomc other
remedy would have to be fashioned to CIlIIIlC that information provided by all ec>app1icants or ec>1iccnsccs would
be canpletc and accurate. The relief .ought by BlUOOI would have no .uch effect.
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CONCLUSION
The relief requested in the Petition is denied. No specific health and safety
issues have been identified in the Petition. To the extent that the Petition alleges
misrepresentation on the part of counsel for TU Electric as Lead Applicant
before the Boards sitting to resolve issues regarding the Comanche Peak facility,
the issue is more logically addressed by the sitting Board. Brazos, as a party
to the proceedings before the Board, should bring this issue to the Board's
attention. Furthermore, the specific relief requested by Brazos is inappropriate.
A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Commission's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R §2.206(c). As provided in 10
C.F.R. § 2.206(c), this Decision will become the final action of the Commission
twenty-five (25) days after issuance unless the Commission elects to review this
Decision on its own motion within that time.
James O. Keppler, Director
Office of Special Projects
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 25th day of June 1987.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
Thomas E_ Murley, Director

In the Matter of

Docket Nos. 50-528
50-529
50-530

ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
COMPANY, et 81.
(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 1, 2, and 3)

June 22, 1987

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition
filed by Mr. Myron L. Scott and Mr. Stephen M. Kohn, on behalf of the Coalition
for Responsible Energy Education (CREE), requesting action with regard to the
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station. CREE had requested the initiation of
a proceeding to revoke the licenses of Palo Verde Units 1, 2, and 3 based on
an alleged deceptive response given by an Arizona Public Service Company
(APS) official to a control question during a polygraph examination. CREE
claimed that this response by this official raised serious questions about APS'
management integrity and established that documentation at the nuclear facility
had been falsified.
STANDARD FOR INITIATING A SHOW-CAUSE PROCEEDING

A show-cause proceeding under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 must be based on substantial health and safety issues.
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RESULTS OF POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS
A response by an APS offiCial to a control question during a polygraph
examination was not considered to be reliable information for purposes of
initiating a show-cause proceeding under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.206
INTRODUCTION
By petition dated October 21, 1986, Mr. Myron L. Scott and Mr. Stephen
M. Kohn, on behalf of the Coalition for Responsible Energy Education (CREE
or Petitioner), filed a request pursuant to 10 C.P.R. § 2.206 with the Director,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement. CREE asked the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) to provide relief by (1) issuing an Order to Show Cause
why the licenses and permits for all three Palo Verde units should not be
suspended or revoked because of management character, incompetence, and
lack of integrity; (2) initiating an investigation to determine the severity and
extent of apparent document falsification by APS officials; (3) ordering a public
hearing on the foregoing; and (4) imposing a civil penalty or such additional
enforcement action as may be deemed necessary. By letter dated December 12,
1986, the Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, advised CREE that
the allegations raised in the petition were under consideration, that Arizona
Public Service Company (APS or Licensee) had been asked to respond to the
allegations, and that CREE would be informed of action taken with respect
to its petition. By letter dated January 20, 1987, the Licensee responded to
the CREE allegations. The petition was subsequently referred to the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation for response. For the reasons set forth below, I have
determined that the petition should be denied.
DISCUSSION
This petition concerns the results of certain polygraph tests of APS officials
that were conducted during an investigation of whether an APS employee
leaked safeguards information to local news media. CREE alleges that the
results of these tests (1) demonstrate that documentation at the Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station was falsified and (2) raise serious questions about
management competence and integrity. As a basis for its claim, CREE attached
to its petition a portion of a transcript of an October 14, 1986 deposition
of a polygraphist who performed the polygraph tests of these APS officials
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(transcript or Tr.). In that transcript, the polygraphist states that she obtained a
deceptive response from APS Executive Vice President, Mr. E.E. Van Brunt,
Jr., during his polygraph exam. Mr. Van Brunt's alleged deceptive answer was
in response to the question: "[b]etween the ages 40 and 50 did you falsify
company paperwork or documents for personal gain?" As the petition points
out, this was a "control question" which was specifically intended to elicit a
deceptive response so that the polygraphist would have a standard by which she
could measure untruthful answers. CREE also alleges that other APS officials
also answered the same control question deceptively during polygraph tests, but
it has not furnished any documentary evidence or other proof of these allegations.
On the basis of these alleged deceptive responses to this control question,
CREE contends that there has been apparent falsification of company documents
for personal gain by APS management officials and that serious questions have
been raised concerning the honesty of these officials. CREE also claims bad
faith by these officials in ordering plant employees to be polygraphed when
these officials, themselves, provided deceptive answers during the tests.
A show-cause proceeding under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 must be based on substantial health and safety issues. See Washington Public Power Supply System
(wpPSS Nuclear Project No.2), DD-84-7, 19 NRC 899, 923 (1984). The information provided by CREE fails to rise to this standard because its only evidence is Mr. Van Brunt's single alleged deceptive response to a control question
which was to be used as a standard for comparing responses to other questions. The claims by CREE fail to consider the nature of polygraph tests. For
polygraph tests to be reliable, they must include one or more control questions
so that the examiner can have a point of comparison. Because polygraph tests,
by design, include questions intended to elicit deceptive responses, it is expected that those being tested usually will give deceptive responses to control
questions. In addition, because polygraph tests are designed only to test the
truthfulness of relevant questions, they do not conclusively establish the truthfulness of control questions. To establish the truthfulness of control questions,
a different set of questions would have to be asked so that the control questions
would qualify as relevant questions.
In this instance, Mr. Van Brunt was asked a control question to elicit a
deceptive response so that the polygraphist would have a basis for determining
the truthfulness of his answers to relevant questions. See "fr. 13-14. Because
it is likely that most people would answer this control question deceptively,
Mr. Van Brunt's response did not provide any information other than that
expected. Moreover, this question did not qualify as a relevant question. Under
these circumstances, the answer to the control question is not reliable information
that Mr. Van Brunt falsified company paperwork or documents for personal
gain. Even if he had been untruthful in his response to the control question, the
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generality of the question, as worded, could have elicited a deceptive response
for numerous reasons unrelated to health and safety issues.
The initiation of a show-cause proceeding would also be inappropriate in
this instance because CREE's charges do not include any specific incidents of
document falsification which feasibly could be investigated. Because Mr. Van
Brunt has been manager of the Palo Verde facility for over 10 years, an attempt
to locate falsified documents among all the documents he might have been
involved with during this period would entail an improper "fishing" expedition
without sufficient basis and with no realistic likelihood of success.
CONCLUSION
Based upon the foregoing discussion and the information contained in the
referenced documentation, I have concluded that this petition fails to provide
sufficient information to take further action under 10 C.P.R. § 2.206. Accordingly, CREE's request is denied. A copy of this Decision will be filed with the
Secretary of the Commission for the Commission's review in accordance with
10 C.F.R. § 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations.
Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 22d day of June 1987.
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CLI-87-7 was inadvertently omitted from the June 1987 issuances, and, therefore, this Order can be found at 26 NRC 1.
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right of nonparty to appeal order granting discovery against it; ALAB·861, 25 NRC 133-34 (1987)
Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·226, 8 AEC 381, 389 (1974)
importance of counsel', participatim where teebnica1 issuea ue involved; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 926 (1987)
Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Unit 2), LBP·82·25, 15 NRC 715, 718·19 (1982)
responsibility for deciding who will represent an int=sted ltate; ALAB·862, 25 NRC 149 (1987)
Consumers Power Co. (Big Rock Pmnt Plant), LBP.82-77, 16 NRC 1096 (1982)
burdm on applicant to prove c:anp1iance with Commission emergmcy planning rules; LBP·87·13, 25
NRC 453 (1987)
Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plan1, Units 1 and 2), ALAB.395, 5 NRC 772, 779 (1977)
definitim
in-eparable injwy; ALAB·861, 25 NRC 138 (1987)
Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plan1, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-468, 7 NRC 465, 468 (1978)
atandanl for cliscretimary interlocutory teYiew; ALAB·864, 25 NRC 421 (1987)
Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plan1, Units 1 and 2), CU·74-5, 7 AEC 19, 32 o.'n (1974)
interpretatim of clear and convincing standard of cvidc:nc:e; LBP-87·15, 25 NRC 691 (1987)
Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP·82·63, 16 NRC 571, 584-85 (1982)
consideration
gmcrie UIIleI in spent fucl pool. expansion proceedings; LBP·87·17, 25 NRC 846 0.17
(1987)
Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP·82·118, 16 NRC 2034, 2037·39 (1982)
consideration
gmcrie
in spent fuel pool. expansion proceedings; LBP·87·17, 25 NRC 846 0.17
(1987)
Cuano v. NRC, m F.2d 972, 974 (D.c. Cir. 1985)
detemtinant of auength
thowing that must be made m ltay factom; ALAB·865, 25 NRC 435 (1987)
Cuano v. NRC, m F.2d 972, 976 (D.c. Cir. 1985)
effect of ongoing litigation and political conflicts over run·power licensing m issuance low-power
license; CU·87·2, 25 NRC 'nO (1987)
Cuc:mo v. NRC, m F.2d 972, 976-78 (D.c. CU. 1985)
consideration of likelihood of evmlllal run-pow.:r operatim in determining motion for ltay
low-power
operation; ALAB·865, 25 NRC 436 n.13, 438, 446 (1987)
De1Iinger v. Mitchell. 442 F.2d 782, 787 (D.c. CU. 1971)
authority to limit ltay in order to proccct due-process rights
licensee; AU·87-4, 25 NRC 872 (1987)
Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Powcr Plant, Unit 2), AI.A!l.707, 16 NRC 1760, 1763-64 (1982)

or

or

or

or

usucs

or

or

or

or
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'cope ~ appcl1ate review ~ licauing board', admiaien or Iato-filed ccntcnIion; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 921
(1987)
Detroit Ediaen Co. (Greenwood Fneru Center, Unita 2 and 3), ALAB-476, 7 NRC 759, 763 0.8 (1978)
applicatien of potattial·for-delay lOst to Iato-li1cd contonticnr, ALAB·868, 2S NRC 9%7 (1987)
Dub Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Unite 1 and 2), ALAB·355, 4 NRC 397, 411·12 (1976)
admiut1rility ~ beamy evidcnc:o In NRC proceedInas; ALAB·863, 2S NRC Z79 (1987)
Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Unite 1 and 2), ALAB·355, 4 NRC 397, 413, rcconsiclcntion
denied, ALAlJ.359, 4 NRC 619 (1976)
trealmcnt of Inadequately brlcf'cd!Jsuel en appeal; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 924 (1987)
Dub Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Unita 1 and 2), ALAB·687, 16 NRC 460, 464-65 (1982), rev'c! In
part on other JftlU11dI, CU·83·19, 17 NRC 1041 (1983)
appealability of ru1inp that limply admit anocher contontien; ALAB·861, 2S NRC 135 (1987)
Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Unita 1 and 2), ALAB·687, 16 NRC 460, 466-67 (1982), rev'c! In
part 011 other JftlU11dI, CU·83·19, 17 NRC 1041 (1983)
cba1leztgea to environmental useamClltl that have DOt yet been laucd; lBP.S7·17, 2S NRC SSZ-53
(1987)
Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Unita 1 and 2), ALAB·813, 22 NRC 59, 74 (1985)
ltandud for appcl1ate review of .cbccluling dec:isiOlll; ALAB·863, 2S NRC Z77 (1987)
Duke Power Co. (PakIna Nuclear StatIcn, Unital, 2 and 3), ALAB·591, 11 NRC 741, 742 (1980); ALAB·597,
11 NRC 870, 873 (1980)
board alllhorlty to cIctormlne.cope ~ ita OW'II jurlsclic:1ion; ALAB·867, 2S NRC 90S (1987)
Duke Power Co. (William B. McOuIro Nuclear Station, Unita 1 and 2), ALAB·I43, 6 AEC 623, 625·26 (1973)
obligation or applicanta to report a11Wormatien and anploycc admlsaiOlll relevant to plant quality;
lBP.87·20, 2S NRC 957 (1987)
Duke Power Co. (William B. McOulnI Nuclear Station, Unita 1 and 2), ALAB-669, 15 NRC 453, 464 (1982)
appeal board authorlty to entertain c:ha11enges to IqIlIaticnr, ALAB·B6S, 2S NRC 439 (1987)
F'llZgerald v. Hampton, 467 F.2d 755, 764 (D.c. Cir. 1m)
test for dctcnninlng whether fundamental fairness atandud Ia .pplied; ALAB·864, 2S NRC 421 0.11
(1987)
FloDda Power and Ught Co. (SL Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), ALAB·335, 3 NRC 830, 842 n.26 (1976)
appealability of unchallenged testimeny; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 281 (1987)
Florida Power and Ught Co. (SL Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), AU.B-420, 6 NRC 8, 13 (1977). aff'cI,
CU·7S·12, 7 NRC 939,946 (1978)
.cope ~ appcl1ate review ~ licaulng board', admiaaicn ~ Iato-filed cmtention; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 921
(1987)
Florida Power anc! Ught Co. (SL Lucie Nuc1e&r Power Plant, Unit 2),lBP·87·2, 2S NRC 32 (1987)
.tandud for discrelienuy grant ~ Interventien; lBP·87·7, 2S NRC 119 n.2 (1987)
Florida Power and Ught Co. (I\ul<cy Paint Nuclear Cla1enting Plant; Unita 3 and 4), 4 AEC 9, 15·16 (1967)
1icaIaing board authority to Inlluence future procccdIngs; lBP.87·19, 2S NRC 951 (1987)
Florida Power and Ught Co. (I\ul<cy Paint Nuclear Oencrating Plant, Unita 3 and 4), 4 AEC 787, 787 n.2, 788
(1972)
pwp<lICI of blala zequimncnt for admission ~ cmtenticnr, ALAB·868, 2S NRC 930 (1987)
Florida Power and Ught Co. (I\uI<cy Paint Nuclear Oencrating Station, Unite 3 and 4), lBP·79-21, 10 NRC
183, 191-92 (1979)
need fot a hearlng on a materials licaue amendment; DJ>.87·7, 2S NRC 4ff1 u.S (1987)
Frazier v. PhInney, 24 F.R.D. 406 (SD. Tcx. 1959)
UIC ~ civil discovery procca to obtain Wormation at crlmInallnvestiptien; AU·87-4, 2S NRC 872
(1987)
Fucntoa v. ShevIn, 4ff1 U.s. 67, 82 (1972)
test for dctcnninlng whether fundamental fairness atandud Ia applied; AU.B·864, 2S NRC 421 0.11
(1987)
0encra1 Public Utilitiea Nuclear Cotp. (Threo Mile bland Nuclear StatIcn, Unit 2), CU·83·24, 18 NRC 315,
318 (1983)
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aced fa: NRC 10 IDIpeDd civil pmccedinp bec:aUle of crimlnallnvestilltion Into the .ame matter;

AU-874,2S NRC 168 (1987)

Goldbc:ra v. Kelly, 397 U.s. 2S4 (1970)

uaeument mfundamental fairness of a dcclsion; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 421 (1987)

Goldbera v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 271 (1970)

buia fa: presidinl officer'. decision In civil paW!y proceccIina: AU-87-lo 2S NRC 22S (1987)
GUARD v. NRC, 7S3 F.ld 1144,1146 (D.c. Cr. 1985)
Commiaion In!erJmtation of rcaulatic:m: ALAB-868, 2S NRC 937 (1987)
Gulf SUIea Utilit.iea Co. (River Bend Sution, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-317, 3 NRC 17S, 176-80 (1976)
appel1 zi&ht.a of 2.71S(e) participants: ALAB-861, 2S NRC 133 (1987)
Gulf Sutea Utilities Co. (River Bend Sution, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760 (1977)
CClIIIidention m&merle Isl\lelln Ipenl fUel pool upansion proceedinp: lJJP-87-17, 2S NRC 846 ft.17
(1987)
Hauinatm v. DeVito, 656 F.2d 264, 269 (7th Cr. 1981), cert. denied, 4SS U.S. 993 (1982)
atandard for finding mabuse of Iic:alSinl board cliJcrction; ALAB-B68, 2S NRC 922 (1987)
HOld Employees-HOld Au'a Pension Fund v. T'unperlo, 662 F. Supp. 606 (D. Fla. 1985)
applicabilliy of Touhey rcaulation 10 testimony by Labor Dcpu!ment inYaItiptor in NRC civil penalty
proceecIina: AU-87-S, 2S NRC 976 (1987)
HOUIIOn lJahtina and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Sution, Unit I), ALAB-S3S, 9 NRC 377,
393-97 (1979)
abowina aeceuuy 10 eat.ablish orpnizational atandina: lJJP-87-7, 2S NRC 118-19 (1987)
Houston lJahtin& and Power Co. (AlIena Creek Nuclear Generating Sution, Unit I), ALAB-S9O, 11 NRC S42
(1982)
apecilicity requUed mCOIltaIIiona at pleading &tale: ALAB-868, 2S NRC 936 n.l03 (1987)
Houston lJahtina and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Sution, Unit I), ALAB-S90, 11 NRC 542,
S4749 (1980)
fulfillment of buia noquirement fa: admission of COIltaIIim: ALAB-B68, 2S NRC 931>-31 (1987)
Houston lJahtina and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Sution, Unit I), ALAB-S90, 11 NRC S4lo
S48 (1980)
.cepe licenIing baud review a COIIIeI1tion'. buea for adequacy: LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 843 (1987)
Houston lJahtina and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Oenenting Sution, Unit I), ALAB-61S, 13 NRC 309,
310 (1981)
IItIIldud for cliscretimaryln!erlocutory review or Iic:aISins baud rulings; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 134 (1987)
Houston lJahtina and Power Co. (AlIeni Creek Nuelear Generating Sution, Unit I), ALAB-671, IS NRC SOS,
S13 n.14 (1982)
demonatrltim or 1n!erYena:'a ability 10 cmt:ributo 10 the record: ALAB-868, 2S NRC 926 (1987)
HOUlton lJahtin& and Power Co. (South Tuu Project, Uniu 1 and 2), ALAB-S49, 9 NRC 644, 646-47 (1979)
organlutimal atandinalhroush the Inte:zeata of the orpnIzation'. membcrr, lJJP-87-7, 2S NRC 118
(1987)
Houston lJahtina and Power Co. (South Tuu Project, Unital and 2), ALAB-S49, 9 NRC 644, 649 (1979)
Camniaion policy on deciclina iaueI on technicalitiea nther than mc:rita; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 860
(1987)
HOUIIOn lJahtina and Power Co. (South Tuu Project, Unitl 1 and 2), ALAB-617, 13 NRC 367, 370 (1981)
.tandard for cliscretimaryln!erlocutory review m Iicenaing baud rulings; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 134 (1987)
HOUIIOn lJahtin& and Power Co. (South Tuu Project, Unita 1 and 2), ALAB-&37, 13 NRC 367, 371>-71 (1981)
.bowing aeceawy fa: dircctocI cel1ificatim of .chedulins order; ALAB-8S8, 2S NRC 21 (1987)
IItIIldud for cliscretimaryln!erlocutory review: ALAB-864, 2S NRC 421 (1987)
Indiana and MichIpn Electric Co. (Donald C. Cook Nuclear P1ant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-I29, 6 AEC 414
(1973)
buIs for dctcrmlnina aufficiency of permit holder'. rcuona fot dellY or ~!11 completion;
ALAB-B68, 2S NRC 93S (1987)
Kansu Ou and Electric Co. (WcM Creek Nuclear Oencrating Slitim, Unit I), ALAB-321, 3 NRC 293,
299-300 (1976), afr'd, CLIm-l, S NRC 1 (1977)

m

m
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board authority to cIetcrmlne .cope of its own jurisdiction; ALAB·867, 2S NRC 905 (1987)
Kansas Gu and E1ectrlc Co. CNoI! Creek Gcnenting Station, Unit I), ALAB-462, 7 NRC 320, 338 (1978)
burden on party seeking to reopen a teCOtd; LBP·87-21, 2S NRC 962-63 (1987)
Kerr-McGeo Chemical Corp. CNest Oticago Rare Earths Facility), CU-82-2, 15 NRC 232 (1982), aff'd, West
Chicago Y. NRC,701 F.2d 632 Olh Cir. 1983)
use of infonnal procedures (or materWa 1iccnJing proceeding; LBP-87-11, 2S NRC 288 (1987)
Kerr·McGeo Chemical Corp. CNest OticaSO Rare Earths Facility), LBP-8S-38, 22 NRC 604, 610, 613-14
(1985)
iliaCOYeZ)' ofnonwitness experts; LBP-87-18, 2S NRC 946 (1987); LBP-87-20, 2S NRC 954 (1987)
Landis Y. North American Co., 299 U.S. 248, 2S4-55 (1936)
.tandard (or Illy o( a civil proceeding; AU-87-4, 2S NRC 867-68 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Jamesport Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 631, 638
(1975)
prtW:tion of economic int=ta; DO-87-5, 2S NRC 26S (1987)
.cope of int=ta protected under \he AtonUc Enczgy Act; DO-87-7, 2S NRC 407 n.7 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-156, 6 AEC 831, 832-33 (1973)
incorporation of reference papetS filed wilh licmOng board deemed improper IIIppOrt (or appellate brief;
ALAB·868,2S NRC 924 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-810, 21 NRC 1616 (198S); CU-83-17,
17 NRC 1032 (1983): CU·84-9, 19 NRC 1323 (1984); CU.85-1, 21 NRC 'Z15 (1985); CU.8S-12, 21 NRC
1587 (1985)
eriteria (or Ilay of low.power operating license; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 435 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), ALAB-780, 20 NRC 378, 38()'81 (1984)
right of nonparty to appeal order granting discoveIy against it; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 133 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), ALAB-787, 20 NRC 1097, 1100 (1984)
c:onslrlints on appeal board aulhority when a licmsing board has a 2.758 petition before it; ALAB-860, 2S
NRC 67 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), ALAB-788, 20 NRC 1102, 1150 (1984)
independence of quality assurance program fmn cast and schedule considentiona; LBp-87·14, 2S NRC
469 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), ALAB-832, 23 NRC 135, 143, review
pending. CU-86-11, 23 NRC 577, S79 (1986)
.cope of appellate review allegation. of licensing board mor; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 15 n.8 (1987)
Lata Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), CU-83-17, 17 NRC 1032, 1034 (1983)
effect of unreaolvable emergency planning issues on issuance of low-power 1iccnJing; CU.87.2, 2S NRC
'Z1()'71 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), CU·86-13, 24 NRC 22 (1986)
definition of a utility.sponsored emergency plan; CU-87-3, 2S NRC 878 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), CU-86-13, 24 NRC 22, 32 (1986)
rcquircmcnt (or specific measures not explicitly mentioned in regulations; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 941 n.9
(1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), LBP·83-22, 17 NRC 608, 625, aJf'd,
CU·83-13, 17 NRC 741 (1983)
definition of a utility·sponsored emergency plan; CU-87-3, 2S NRC 878 (1987)
Latg Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit I), LBp-8S-12, 21 NRC 644, 653 (1985)
.cope of individual CO'iClIge encompassed by emergency planning rules; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 453 (1987)
Louisiana Power and Light Co. CNaterford Steam E1ectrlc Station, Unit 3), ALAB-732, 17 NRC 1076, 1106-07
(1983)
need for details of emergency plan implementing procedures to make reasonable assurance finding;
ALAB.8S7, 2S NRC 11 (1987)
Louisiana Power and Light Co. CNaterford Steam E1ectrlc Station, Unit 3), CU-86-1, 23 NRC I, S (1986)
proposed test for contention admission in construction permit extension proceeding; ALAB·868, 2S NRC
941 (1987)
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McSure1y v. McClellan, 426 F.2d 664, 672 (D.C. Cit. 1970)
IU!hOrity to limit Illy in order to protect due-process righta of licensee; AU·874, 25 NRC 872 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB·685, 16 NRC 449, 451·52 (1982)
constraints en Ippeal board lu!hority when I licensing board has I 2.758 petition before it; ALAB·860, 25
NRC 67 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Three Mile Isllnd Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB·697, 16 NRC 1265, 1269·72
(1982)
Idequacy of emergency call·up procedures for off-duty com:ctienal officers; ALAB·863, 25 NRC 284
(1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB·699, 16 NRC 1324, 1327 (1982)
jurisdictien to impose license ccnditions; ALAB.859, 25 NRC 27 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB·705, 16 NRC 1733, 1741 (1982)
board lu!hority to intc!pret Ind Ipply decision of higher lulhorities; ALAB·867, 25 NRC 906 n.7 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), ALAB·791, 20 NRC 1579, 1583 (1984)
effect on basic structwe of I proceeding of where Idmissien of a cent..,tien results from a licensing board
ruling !hIt is impotUnt or novel; ALAB·861 , 25 NRC 135 (1987)
Metropolitan Ediscn Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), CU·82-6, 15 NRC 407 (1982)
litiglbility of psychological atrcss in NRC proceedings; 00-87·5,25 NRC 264 (1987)
Metropolitan Ediscn Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), CU·82·31, 16 NRC 1736, 1738 (1982)
limits of presiding officer'. jurisdiction in civil penalty proceeding; AU·87·2, 25 NRC 224-25 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), CU·83·25, 18 NRC 327, 333 (1983)
"civic duty" as blsis for atanding to intc:vene; LBP·87·2, 25 NRC 35 (1987)
Itlndlrd for discretienlry grant of intcrventim; lJ)P·87·7, 25 NRC 119 n.2 (\987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), CU·84·17, 20 NRC 801, 804 (1984)
definitien of iIreparable injury; AL\B·861, 25 NRC 138 (\987)
most significant flctor in determining Illy requests; ALAB·865, 25 NRC 436 (1987)
Metropolitan Ediscn Co. (Thn:e Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit I), LBP·S2·56, 16 NRC 281 (1982)
type of prooccding that is mOllt vulnerable to dellY; AU·874, 25 NRC 871 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. (Thn:e Mile Isllnd Nuclear Station, Unit I), LBP.85·30, 22 NRC 332 (1985)
type of proceeding that is mOllt vulnerable to dellY; AU·874, 25 NRC 871 (1987)
Metropolitan Edisen Co. v. Pecple Aglinst Nuclear Energy, 460 U.S. 766 (1983)
litiglbility of psychological atrcss in NRC proceedings; 00-87.5, 25 NRC 264 (1987)
Mississippi Power and Ught Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·130, 6 AEC 473, 425·26
(1973)
fulfillment ofbuis requirement for Idmissien ofcontmtion; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 930 (1987; LBP.87·17,
25 NRC 84243 (1987)
Mississippi Power and Ught Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·704, 16 NRC 1725
(1982)
showing necessary on ether flctotS for Idmissien of lato-filcd contmtion when good cause is not shown;
lJ)P·87·3,25 NRC 76 (1987)
Mississippi Power and Ught Co. (Grand Oulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB·704, 16 NRC 1725, 1730
(1982)
identificatien of scope of an intc:venor'. ability to contnbutc to !he record in justifying late Idmission of
contmtion; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 925 (1987)
Norlhcm Indianl Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear·I), CU·78·7, 7 NRC 429, 434 (1978),
Iff'd sub nan. Porter County Chapter of !he IzaIC Walton League of America v. NRC, 606 F.2d 1363
(D.C. Cit. 1979)
need to reconsider issues when no new informltien is provided; 00-874, 25 NRC 258 (1987)
Norlhcm States Power Co. (Plaine Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units lind 2), LBP·77·51, 6 NRC 265,
267·74 (1977), modiJicd en other grounds, ALAB455, 7 NRC 41 (1978)
litigability of need for EIS on opent fuel pool expansion; LBp·87·17, 25 NRC 853 (1987)
Nuclear Advisors Inc., 2 AEC 196 (1962), 2 AEC 2S4 (1963)
possession ofnuclcar waste; LBP·87·S, 25 NRC 106 (1987)
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Nuclear Rlel Services, Inc. (West Valley Reprocessing Plant), CU-754, 1 NRC 273, ZT5 (1975)
purpose or five-fac:tor test for late intervention; ALAB-868, 25 NRC 922 (1987)
Offshon: Power Systmts (Manufacturing License for floating Nuclear Power P1atu), AUJJ-517, 9 NRC 8, 11
(1979)
atandard for discretionary interlocutory review or licensing board rulings; AUJJ-861, 25 NRC 135 (1987)
Offshon: Power Systmts (Manufacturing License for floating Nuclear Power P1atu), AUJJ-689, 16 NRC 887,
890, afJ'd m other grounds, CU-82-37, 16 NRC 1691 (1982)
appeal board .oa Ipmte authority to review decisions where no appeal has been taken; ALAB-8S9, 25
NRC ZT (1987)
Ohio Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Utilities Commissim of Ohio, 301 U.S. 292, 305 (1937)
violatim or due process in expedition of hearing achedule; ALAB-S64, 25 NRC 421 (1987)
Pacific Gu and Electric Co. (Diablo Canym Nuclear Power Plant, Unital and 2), AUJJ-6S3, 16 NRC 55, 72
(1981), anac:hed to CU-82-19, 16 NRC 53 (1982)
definitim or prima racie; ALAB-860, 25 NRC 69 n.19 (1987); LBP-87-12, 25 NRC 32& (1987)
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canym Nuclear Power Plant, Unita 1 and 2), AUJJ-775, 19 NRC 1361,
1366-67, aff'd .ob nom. San Luis Obispo MothCII for Peace v. NRC, 751 F.ld 12&7 (D.C Or. 1984), afJ'd,
789 F.2d 26 (D.C Or. 1986)
proposed test ror cmtentim admission in construction permit extension proceeding; AUJJ-868, 25 NRC
941 (1987)
supporting information necesmy to reopen a record; LBP-87-21, 25 NRC 963 (1987)
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canym Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CU-81-6, 13 NRC 443, 446
(1981)
use of 2.206 procedun:s to avoid an existing forum; DD-87-10, 25 NRC 992 (1987)
Pacific Gu and Electric Co. (Diablo Canym Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), CU-86-12, 24 NRC 1,4
(1986), rev'd in part on other grounds, San Luis Obispo MolhCII for Peace v. NRC. 799 F.2d 1268 (9th
Or. 1986)
challenges to no ligniJicant hazuds determination consideratim in licensing proceedings; LBP-87-17, 25
NRC 844 (1987)
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canym Nuclear Power Plant, Unita 1 and 2),1BP-86-21, 23 NRC 849,
852 (1986)
nandan! for judging admissibility of contentions where no puticu1ar xule govema the .object or the
cmtentions; LBP-87-17. 25 NRC 849 (1987)
Pacific Gu and Electric Co. v. Federal Power Comm'n, 506 F.2d 33, 38-39 (D.C CU. 1974)
Commission views m and uses ofpo1icy statenlentl; DPRM-87-1, 25 NRC 59 (1987)
Palmer v. Columbia Gas or Ohio, Inc., 479 F.2d 153, 165 (6Ih Or. 1973)
test for dc:tc:mtining whether fundamental fairness ItIndanl is applied; ALAB-864, 25 NRC 421 (1987)
Pennaylvania Power and Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), AUJJ-593, 11 NRC
761 (1980)
ltandan! for discretimuy interlocutory review or licensing board rulings; ALAB-861, 25 NRC 134 (1987)
Penruylvania Power and Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), AUJJ-641, 13 NRC
550,552 (1981)
effect on basic Itnlcture of a proc:ceding of wh..-e admlssim of a cmlentim results !tom a licensing board
ruling that conflicts with cue law, policy or Commissim tegulatiorts; ALAB-861, 25 NRC 135 (1987)
Pennsylvania Power and Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Unita 1 and 2), AUJJ-693, 16 NRC
952, 956-57 (1982)
tteatment of inadequately brief'ed Issues m appeal; AUJJ-868, 25 NRC 924 (1987)
Pctitim or SunllO'lla" Coalition, CU-81-13, 13 NRC 847, 849-51 (1981)
aute agteement process; AUJJ-867, 25 NRC 903 0.4 (1987)
Pctitim or SunllO'lla" Coalition, CU-82-34, 16 NRC 1502, 1504 (1982)
rcquircments for transfer or authority over byproduct material VI. source material; AUJJ-867, 25 NRC
910 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Statim, Unit I), AUJJ-833, 23 NRC 257, 261 (1986)
intedocutory appeals where allegations ate premature; AUJJ-860, 2S NRC 69 (1987)
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Philadelphia Elec:trlc Co. (Umeric:lc Generating Statim, Unit I), ALAB·83S, 23 NRC 'JfJ7, 270 (1986)
.cope m.ppeal boud .tay authority; ALAB·8S8, 2S NRC 20 n.7 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Umeric:lc Omenting Statim, Units 1 IlId 2), ALAB·789, 20 NRC 1443, 1447 (1984)
responsibility for allocation burden m ntepayeR if nuclear plant is not allowed to operate; ALAB·86S, 2S
NRC 438 (1987)
Philadelphia Elec:trlc Co. (Umeric:Ic Generating Statim, Units land 2), ALAB·806, 21 NRC 1183, 1190 (1985)
latitude given on appeal to licensing boud dc:tc:nnination in denial mlate-filed contentions; ALAB·86S,
2S NRC 443 (1987)
test for .dmissim mcontention after first preheating conference; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 922 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Umeric:Ic Generating Station, Units 1 IlId 2), ALAB·819, 22 NRC 681, 693·9S
(1985)
lltisfaction mbasis requimnent for admissim ma contention; lBP·87·17, 2S NRC 854 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Umeric:lc Generating Station, Units IIl1d 2), ALAB·819, 22 NRC 681, 694 (198S)
proscriptim against merits judgments mcontentions at admissim ItIge; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 931 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerlc:lc Generating Station, Units 1 IlId 2), ALAB.84S, 24 NRC 220, 230 (1986)
.tandard for determining adequacy ma contention'. basis; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 930 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Umeric:lc Omenting Station, Units 1 IlId 2), ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273, 277 (1987)
atandard for discretionary interlocutory teView; ALAB·864, 2S NRC 421 (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Umeric:lc Generating Station, Units 1 IlId 2), D0-8S.11, 22 NRC 149, IS4 (1985)
specificity required of 2.206 petitions; DO-87·S, 2S NRC 'JfJ3 (1987); D0-87·7, 2S NRC 404 n.2 (1987);
D0-87·8,2S NRC 414-lS (1987)
Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom AIomic Power Station. Unita 21l1d 3), ALAB·216, 8 AEC 13,20-21
(1974)
licensing boud clisexetion in determining adequacy of a contention'. basil; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 930-31
(1987)
PorIland Omenl Electric Co. (Pebble Spring. Nuclear P1ant, Units 1 IlId 2), CU·76-27,4 NRC 610, 613·14
(1976)
showing necessary to establish orgmizationalatanding; LBP·87.7, 2S NRC 118 (1987)
PorIland Omenl Electric Co. (Pcllble Springs Nuclear Plant, Unill IIl1d 2), CU·76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614
(1976)
protection of economic inten:sts; DO-87·S, 2S NRC 26S (1987); D0-87·7, 2S NRC 400 n.7 (1987)
Portland Omenl Electric Co. (Pebble Spring. Nuclear P1ant, Units Illld 2), CU·76-27, 4 NRC 610, 614-17
(1976)
atandard for discretionary intervention; LBP·87.2, 2S NRC 3S (1987); lBP.87.7, 2S NRC 119 n.2 (1987)
Portlllld Omenl Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant), ALAB·S31, 9 NRC 263, 'JfJ4-68 (1979)
litigabilily mneed for E1S on spent fuel pool expansion; LBP·87·17, 2S NRC 8S3 (1987)
Project Management Corp. (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), ALAB·330, 3 NRC 613, 61S, rev'd on other
grounds, CU·76-13, 4 NRC 67 (1976)
standard for grant of discretimary interlocutory teView; ALAB·861, 2S NRC 13S (1987)
Public Service Co. mIndiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station. Unilllll1d 2), ALAB·316, 3 NRC 167,
170 (1Y76)

contention requirement for intervention; LBP.87·17, 2S NRC 842 (1987)
limits of presiding officer's jurisdiction in civil penallY proceeding; AU·87·2, 2S NRC 224 (1987)
Public Service Co. mIndiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 IlId 2), ALAB·322, 3 NRC 328,
330 (1976)
orgmizatimalltlnding through the interests of the organization's membc:n; LBP·87·7, 2S NRC 118
(1987)
Public Service Co. mIndiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station. Units 1 and 2), ALAB-40S, S NRC
1190,1192 (1977)
standard for directed certiJieation; ALAB·8S8, 2S NRC 21 (1987); ALAB.861, 2S NRC 134 (1987)
standard for disexetionary interlocutory teView; ALAB·864, 2S NRC 420 (1987)
Public Service Co. mIndiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 IlId 2), ALAB4S9, 7 NRC 179,
188 (1978)
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,tandard for discretimary interlocutory revicw; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 421 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Unit 2), CU-84-6, 19 NRC 975 (1984)
responsibility for allocation of burden m ntcpayen if nuclear plant is not allowed to operate; ALAB-865,
2S NRC 438 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Unit 2), CU-84-6, 19 NRC 975, 978 (1984)
contentions litigable in consuuction permit extension prooecdings; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 940 n6 (1987)
difference in operative effects of generic rolcs in different t)'pCI of proceedings; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 937
(1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-27I, I NRC 478, 482-83
(1975)
standard for directed certilicatim of scheduling orden; ALAB-858, 2S NRC 20 (1987); ALAB-860, 2S
NRC 68 (1987); ALAB-864, 2S NRC 420 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units I and 2), ALAB-27I, I NRC 478, 483 (1975)
Ccrnmission policy on interlocutory appeals of lingle issucs; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 134 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units I and 2), ALAB-295, 2 NRC 668, 670 n.2
(1975)
standard for discretionary interlocutory review; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 421 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-338, 4 NRC 10, 12 (1976)
requests for modificatim of hearing Ichedules; AUB-858, 2S NRC 22 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-422, 6 NRC 33, 41 (1977),
aff'd, CU-78-I, 7 NRC I, aff'd, New England Coalition on Nuclear PoUutim v_ NRC, 582 F_2d 87 (lst
Cit_ 1978)
licensing board _ponsibility to detail the basis for its decision; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 14-15 (1987)
treatment of Starr failure to provide reasons for its determinations as violatim of due process; ALAB-867,
2S NRC 910 nl2 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-838, 23 NRC 585, 592 (1986)
standard for gnnt of discretimary interlocutory review; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 135 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New Hampshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-853, 24 NRC 711, 715 (1986),
rev'd on other groonds, CU-87-2, 2S NRC 267 (1987)
proposed chsngc in pleading criteris for cmtcntions in constNctim permit extcnsim proceedings;
ALAB-868, 2S NRC 941 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of New llunpshire (Seabrook Statim, Units 1 and 2), LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324, 333-34, 338
(1987)
information about accidents occurring during reactor shutdown; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 850 (1987)
Public Service Co_ of Oklahoma (Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), CU-8(}'31, 12 NRC 264, 277 (1980)
official notice of documents attached to intervenor', proposed findings after close of the record;
LBP-87-15, 2S NRC 688 (1987)
Public Service Electric and GIS Co_ (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB-588, 11 NRC 533, 536
(1980)
standard for discretionary interlocutory review of licensing board rolings; ALAB-861. 2S NRC 134 (1987)
Public Service Electric and Gas Co_ (Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit I), ALAB-650, 14 NRC 43, 49-50
(1981), aff'd sub nom. Township of Lower Alloways Creclc v_ Public Service Electric and Gu Co_. 687 F_2d

732 (3d Cit_ 1982)
treatment of Staff failure to provide reasons for its determinations as violation of due process; ALAB-867,
2S NRC 910 nl2 (1987)
Puget Sound Power and Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units I and 2), ALAB-572, 10 NRC 693, 694
(1979)
standard ror discretionary interlocutory review of licensing board rolings; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 135 (1987)
Puget Sound Power and Light Co. (Skagil/llanford Nuclear Power Project, Units I and 2), ALAB-712, 17 NRC
81 (1983)
appealability of licensing board rejection of a single contention; ALAB-861. 2S NRC 136 (1987)
Radiation Technology, Inc_. ALAB-567, 10 NRC 533, 546, 547 (1979)
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usc cL unlicensed, but trained. employee .. head of nuclear pacemaker progmn; AU-87-2. 2S NRC 230
(1987)
Reich ~PhysieaI. Inc.. AU-8S-1. 22 NRC 941 (1985)
authority of prmding officer to assign a penalty level mOte ICVcrC that that assigned by a Director;
AU-87-2. 2S NRC 224 (1987)
Reich ~PhysieaI. Inc•• AU-8S-1. 22 NRC 941. 9S1 (1985)
licensee authority to arbitmily determine that its employee Is qualified for an NRC·licensed position;
AU-87-2.2S NRC 230 (1987)
Renegotiation Board v. Bannen:raft. 41S U.S. 1.24 (1974)
definition of i=puable Injwy; AUB-861. 2S NRC 138 (1987)
Reynold. Metal Co. v. Crowther. 572 F. Supp. 288 (D. Man. 1982)
applicability of Touhey zegulition to testimony by Labor Department imutigator In NRC civil pendty
proceeding; AU·87-S. 2S NRC 976 (1987)
Rochester Gu and Elec:tric Corp. (Sterling Power Project, Nuclear Unit No.1). ALAB-S07. 8 NRC SSI (1978)
pOlleu!on of nuclear -lie; LBP·87-S. 2S NRC 106 (1987)
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station). AUB-746. 18 NRC 749
(1983)
appeal board authority to impose license conditions; AUB-8S9. 2S NRC 'Z1 (1987)
SEC v. Dresser Industrles. Inc.• 628 F.2d 1368 (D.c. CU. 1980) (en bane). cert. denied, 449 U.S. 993 (1980)
need for NRC to IUlpend civil proceedings because of crlminal investigation Into the lime matter;
AU-874.2S NRC 868 (1987)
Smith Y. CRC Build... Co., 626 F. Supp. 12 (D. Colo. 1983)
applicability of Touhey zegulation to testimony by Labor Department imutigator In NRC civil pendty
proceeding; AU-87-S. 2S NRC 976 (1987); AU·87-S. 2S NRC 000 (1987)
South Carolina Elec:tric and Gu Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit I), AUB-642. 13 NRC 881. 895
(1981)
weights given to five factora of 10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(I); LBP·87-3. 2S NRC 7S (1987)
South Carolina Electric and Gu Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station. Unit 1). AUB-663. 14 NRC 1140.
1162 (1981)
atandard for discretionary Interlocutory review of licensing board rulings; AUB-861. 2S NRC 134 (1987)
Southern California EdIson Co. (San Onofze Nuclear Generating Station, Unita 2 and 3). AUB-212. 7 AEC
986. 991 (1974)
.tandard for discretionary Interlocutory review; AUB·864. 2S NRC 421 (1987)
Statement of Policy at Conduct of Ucensing Proceedings. W-81·8; 13 NRC 452 (1981)
expedition of proceeding by requiring all filings at computer diskettes; LBP·87-21A. 2S NRC 967 (1987)
Statement of Policy at Conduct of Ucensing Proceedings. W-81-8. 13 NRC 452. 4S3 (1981)
baud options for alleviating its scheduling cmIlicts; AUB-863. 2S NRC 286 (1987)
fundamental ftimen Ilandard to be followed by boards In expediting hearings; AUB-864. 2S NRC 421
(1987)
licensing board authority to expedite proceedings; LBp-87-3. 2S NRC 76 (1987)
Statement of Policy at Conduct of Ucensing Proceedings. W·81-8. 13 NRC 452. 457 (1981)
licensing board authority to refuse to IUle on issues for which Intervenors have filed not proposed findings
of fact; LBP-87-13. 2S NRC 4S2 (1987)
Steadman v. SEC, 4S0 U.S. 91 (1981)
.tandard-of·proof choices In civil proceedings; LBP-87-1S. 2S NRC 690 (1987)
SufI'olk County and State of New Yolk Motion to Rescind Reconstitution cL Board (Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station. Unit 1). LBP-86-37A. 24 NRC 726, 729 &: n.2 (1986)
board options for alleviating ill scheduling conOicts; AUB-863. 2S NRC 286 (1987)
Tennessee Valley Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Plant, Unill lA. 2A. lB. and 2B). AUB-367. S NRC 92. 104
n.59 (1977)
incorporation of mcn:nce papers filed with licensing board deemed improper aupport for appellate brief;
AUB·868. 2S NRC 924 (1987)
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Tennessee Valley Authority (llutsvil1e Nuclear Plant, Units lA, 2A, lB, and 2B), ALAB-463, 7 NRC 341, 356
(1978)
importance or counsel', participation where technicallssucs are involved; ALAB·868, 15 NRC 926 (1987)
TexIS Utilities Electric Co. (Cananchc Peak Steam Electric Statioo, Unit I), CU·8~, 23 NRC 113, 121·22
(1986)
criteria for gnnt of a my; ALAB·865, 15 NRC 435 (1987)
Toledo Edison Co. (Davis·Besse Nuclear Power Station, UnitS 1,2. and 3), ALAB·385, 5 NRC 621, 628 (1977)
delinitioo or irreparable injury; AlAB·861, 15 NRC 138 (1987)
economic effects IS irrepanble injury for purpose of obuining • ltay; ALAB.86S, 15 NRC 438 (1987)
Tnnsnuclcu, Inc. (fen Applications for Low·Enriched Uranium Exports to EURATOM Member Natioos),
CU·77·24, 6 NRC 515, 531 (1977)
'howing necessary to establish organizatiooa1mnding; LBP·87·7, 15 NRC 118 (1987)
Unioo Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit I), ALAB·740, 18 NRC 343, 346 (1983)
quality of construction needed for opcnting license islUll1ce; LBP·87-14, 15 NRC 466 (1987)
test for determining breakdowns in quality ,ssurance; LBP·87·14, 15 NRC 5S3, 669 (1987)
Union Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit I), ALAB·740, 18 NRC 343, 349-50 (1983)
official notice of documents 'ttached to intervenor', proposed findings after close of the record;
LBP·87.1S,15 NRC 688 (1987)
Unioo of Cooccmed Scientists v. NRC, 73S F.2d 1437,1444-48 (D.c. Cit. 1984)
lcope
.nowabl" litigation on adequacy
emergency exercises; ALAB-861, 15 NRC 142 (1987)
United States Department of Energy (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant), ALAB-721, 17 NRC 539, 543
(1983)
weight given to irreparable injury ,tandard for gnnt of. my; AlAB·865, 15 NRC 436 (1987)
United States ex reI. Touhey v. Ragen, 340 U.S. 462 (1951)
applicability to ,ubpoena of Labor Department investigator; AU·87·S, 15 NRC 975 (1987)
United States v. Eight Thousand Eight Hundred and Ftfty Dollars, 461 U.S. 555 (1983)
test for balancing government" need for a my against a licensee', need for an IDldclaycd proceeding;
AU·874,15 NRC 869 (1987)
United States v. Kordel, 397 U.s. 1 (1970)
need for government agency to choose between criminal prosecutioo and civil rc1ieC; AU-874, 15 NRC
868 (1987)
United States v. Munsingwear, Inc., 340 U.S. 36, 39-41 (1950)
vacatioo
order llDdcr appeal that is mootlld by lou
agency jurisdiction; ALAB·866, 15 NRC 898
(1987)
US Ecology, Inc. (Sheffield, IDinois Low·1.evcl Radioactive Waste Disposal Site), ALAB-866, 15 NRC 899
(1987)
loss or NRC regulatory authority because of agreement transferring authority to lllinois; ALAB·867, 15
NRC 905-06 (1987)
Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB491, 8 NRC 245, 248
(1978)
coosideration of generic issues in apcnt fuel pool expansion proceedings; LBP·87·17, 15 NRC 846 n.17
(1987)
Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-522, 9 NRC 54, 56 (1979)
organizatiooa1ltanding 00 basis
member', residence within close proximity to a facility; LBp-87·7, 15
NRC 118 (1987)
Virginia Electric .nd Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-741 , 18 NRC 371, 378
(1983)
effect of admission of 'ingle contentioo 00 basic structure of. proceeding; ALAB·861, 25 NRC 135
(1987)
Virginia I'I:trolcum Jobbers Ass'n v. FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 915 (D.c. Cir. 1958)
criteri. for grant of a my; ALAB-865, 25 NRC 435 (1987)
delinitioo
irreparable injury for purpose
obtaining interlocutory appeal; ALAB-861, 25 NRC 138
(1987)

or

or

or

or

or

or

or
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economic dTccts as irreparable injury for purpose of obtaining a at.ay; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 438 (1987)
Washingtm Metropolit.an Aru Transit Canm'n y_ Holiday Tours, Inc_, 559 F.2d 841 (D.c. Cir. 1977)
criteria for grant of a NY; ALAB-865, 2S NRC 435 (1987)
Washington Metropolit.an Aru Transit Canm'n y. Holiday Tours, Inc., 559 F_2d 841, 843 n.3 (D.c. Cir. 1977)
definition of ilreplrlble injury for purpose of obt.aining interlocutory appeal; ALAB-861 , 2S NRC 137
(1987)
Washingtm Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2), AIAB-722, 17 NRC 546, 551
(1983)
ntisfaction of basis n::quircment for admission of contentions; AIAB-868, 2S NRC 933 (1987)
Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2), DD-84-7, 19 NRC 899,923 (1984)
It.andud for initiating a Ihow-cause proceeding; DD-87-1I, 2S NRC 995 (1987)
Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No.3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1171
(1983)
bun:!en on applicant in appeal of admi.!sion of bt.e-Iiled contentions; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 922 (1987)
Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project NOI. 1 &. 2), CU-82-29, 16 NRC 1221
(1982)
admissibility of contentions in construction permit extension proceedings; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 919 (1987)
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit I), ALAB-719, 17 NRC 387, 391 (1983)
at.andud for discretionary interlocutory review; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 421 (1987)
Wisconsin Electric Power Co_ (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-137, 6 AEC 491, 504-0S (1973)
importance of counsel', participaticn where technical issues Ire involved; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 926 (1987)
Wisconsin G.. Co. y_ FERC, 758 F_2d 669, 674 (D.c. Cir. 1985)
definition of ilreplrlble injury for purpose of obtaining interlocutory appeal; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 138
(1987)
Wong Yang Sun y. McGrath, 339 U_S. 33, 46 (1950)
authority of presiding officer to nve Director fran failed theory of hiS case by substituting another theory;
AU-87-2, 2S NRC 22S (1987)
Yip y_ Pagano, 606 F. Supp. 1566, 1567-69 (DNJ_ 1985)
basil for amicus curiae participation at licensing board level; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 150 (1987)
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1 C.F.R. 305.71-3. 305.76-5
Cc:mmission views m and uses or policy statements; DPRM·87-1. 2S NRC 59 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2104(c)(4)
Iitigability of financial. qualifications of potential new co-Iicensees; LBP-87-19. 2S NRC 951 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2202
false statements relating ,oIely to ,cope of representation of applicants u grounds for cmstructim
permit modification; DOo87-10. 2S NRC 991 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2205
violations or NRC requirements for medical diagnostic and Ibenpeutic uses or nuclear materials;
AU-87-2, 2S NRC 222. 224 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2205(1)
scope or actims Ibat can be taken by presiding orficer in civil penalty proceeding; AU-87-2, 2S NRC
224 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2206
denial of petitim alleging inadequacies in canputer program for containment integrated leak rate test
practices; DOo87-2. 2S NRC 122 (1987)
denial of petitim alleging QA deficiencies. lack of management character and canpetcnce, and improper
documentation and performance of constNction procedures; DOo87-6, 2S NRC 389 (1987)
denial of petitim or minority owner Ibat NRC order licensee to assume co-applicant" ownership
interest; DOo87-10. 2S NRC 990 (1987)
denial of petitio" questioning management integrity m basis or polygraph results; DOo87-11. 2S NRC
995 (1987)
denial of petitim questioning ,afety or ammonium nitrate fertilizer program and adequacy or ,ecurity at
Scquoyah facility; DOo87-7. 2S NRC 403 (1987)
denial of petition raising scismic design concerns; DOo87-4. 2S NRC 2S4 (1987)
denial of petitim to extend plume EPZ; DOo87-1. 2S NRC 44-47 (1987)
denial of request for license ,uspensim because or aUeged cmtamination; DOo87-5. 2S NRC 261 (1987)
denial of request for suspensim or warle at TMI because of quality assurance deficiencies; DOo87-3. 2S
NRC 245 (1987)
forum for treating issues outside Ihc scope or materials license amendment proceeding; LBP-87-8. 2S
NRC 157 (1987)
pU1pOse or petitions under; ALAB-868. 2S NRC 935 (1987)
specificity required of pctitims under; DOo87-7. 2S NRC 404 n.2, 408 n.8 (1987); DOo87-8. 2S NRC
414 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2700
applicability of. to conStNction permit proceedings; ALAB-868. 2S NRC 937 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2704(d)
board options for aUeviating its scheduling conflicts; ALAB-863. 2S NRC 286 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2708
need for parties to submit aU lilings in hard-copy IS well IS computer diskette form; LBP-87-2IA. 2S
NRC 967. 970 (1987)
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10 C.F.R. 2.713
authority to entcrUin challenges to the sufficiency
applicant" reprcsenl.ltioo; DI).S7·10, 25 NRC 992
(19S7)
10 C.F.R. 2.713(b)
effect of lay tepreSClll.ltion in NRC proceedings 00 evidentiaty prescnl.ltions and cross-euminatioo;
ALAB·S68, 25 NRC 9T1 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714
late-filed contentioo 00 linancisl qualifications of potential new co-liccnsees; LBP·87·19,
admissibility
25 NRC 950 (1987)
admission standards for contentions addressing adequacy of ancrgcncy exen:ises; ALAB·S61, 25 NRC
141 (1987)
appeal board latitude when dctcnnining adequacy of licensing board', balancing
five factors;
ALAB·865, 25 NRC 443 (1987)
contcntioos litigable in coostructioo pc:nnit extcnsioo proceedings; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 936, 940 n.6
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)
admission standards Cor chal1engca to documents that have not yet bcc:n issued; LBP·87·17, 2S NRC
S53, S55, S57 (1987)
criteria applied in dctcnnining admissibility of late-filed contentions; ALAB·S65, 25 NRC 441 (1987)
sl.lndard Cor imcrvcntion in proceedings involving hybrid proccdun:s; LBP·87·7, 25 NRC 118 (1987)
standing to intervcnc: in operating license amendment proceeding; LBP·87·2, 25 NRC 34-35 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(l)
distinction between late-filed intervention petitioo and late-filed contention; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 925
n.48 (1987)
five Cactors to be addressed by late intervenor; ALAB·S62, 25 NRC 152 (1987)
five-factor test for admission of late-riled cootcntion; LBP·87·3, 25 NRC 74-76 (1987)
need to apply five-factor balancing teat for late-filed contention even when contention's admissioo has
bcc:n stipulated to by other partica; LBp·87 ·14, 25 NRC 464 (1987)
purpose
five-factor test for late intervention; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 922 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(1)(i)-(v)
weights given to; LBP·87·3, 25 NRC 75 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(I)(iii)
danonstratioo
intervenor', ability to contribute to the record; ALAB·S68, 25 NRC 926 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(l)
test for admission of contentioo after lint prehearing confcn:ncc; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 921 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(2)
need for cootcntions to acccmpany timely intervention petition; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 925 n.48 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)(3)
amendment of organizatioo', petition to intervene to establish sl.lnding on one
its members;
LBP·87·7, 25 NRC 119 (1987)
distinCllon between late-filed intervention petitioo and late-filed contention; ALAB·S68, 25 NRC 92S
n.48 (1987)
test for admission of contentioo after lint prehcaring confcn:ncc; ALAB.S68, 25 NRC 921 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.714(b)
basis rcquimncnt for cootcntioo admission in coostructioo permit extcnsioo proceedings; ALAB·86S, 25
NRC 936 n.103, 937 n.l06, 939 (1987)
basis with spcciJicity rcquin:ment for admissioo or cootcntions; ALAB.86S, 25 NRC 930 (1987);
LBP·S7·17, 25 NRC 842 (1987)
challenge to board admission
contentioo ext grounds that it lacked sufficient basis; ALAB·S68, 25
NRC 919 (1987)
contentioo rcquin:ment for intervention in proceedings involving hybrid procedures; LBP·87.7, 25 NRC
118 (1987)

or

or

or

or

or

or

or
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contmtion nquirement for intervention; AUB-868, 2S NRC 916 (1987); LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 842
(1987)
evidentiary bunlen imposed by basis rcquimnc:nt for Idmission of c:ontc:ntion; AUB-868, 2S NRC 934
(1987)
prehearing .ejec:tion of c:ontc:ntions thlt c:omply with blsis rcquirc:ntc:nt; AUB-868, 25 NRC 930 (1987)
proposed test for Idmission of c:ontc:ntions in c:onstruc:tion permit extension proceeding; ALAB-868, 25
NRC 941 (1987)
purpose of basis rcquirc:ntent for c:ontc:ntions; AUB-868, 25 NRC 933 (1987)
timely filing of c:ontc:ntions in ropplement to intervention petition; AUB-868, 2S NRC 925 n.48 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.7141
Ippeal of Idmission of bt... filed c:ontc:ntions; ALAB-868, 25 NRC 916 (1987)
Ipplic:obility to c!irec:tcd c:ertific:otion of lic:c:nsing board scheduling ruling; AUB-860, 25 NRC 68 n.12
(1987)
exc:eption to proscription Iglinn interloc:utory Ippeals of lic:c:nsing board orders; AUB-861, 25 NRC
134-35 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.7141(b)
lppea1sbility of licensing board .ejec:tion of I single c:ontc:ntion; AUB-861, 2S NRC 136 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.7141(c)
lppea1sbility of licensing board Ic:c:eptanc:e of c:ontc:ntions; AUB·861, 2S NRC 136 (1987)
interloc:utory Ippeals of intervention orders; AUB-868, 25 NRC 917 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.715(1)
Plrticipational rights of persons making limited Ippearmc:e statements; AUB·862, 25 NRC 148 (1987)
submission of public statemCZllS for informal mlteriili lic:c:nse proceeding; LBP-87-4, 25 NRC 82 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.715(b)
c:ontc:ntion rcquirc:ntent for intervention by public: official; ALAB·862, 25 NRC 149 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.715(c)
Ippeal rights of state or governmental entities participating under; AUB·861, 25 NRC 133 (1987)
right of U.S. ICIlltor to p"rticipate in I proc:ccding under provisions of; ALAB-862, 25 NRC 146,
148-49 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.71S(d)
amicus participation by public official It lic:c:nsing board level; AUB-862, 25 NRC 150 (1987)
time limit for filing lmic:us briefs; AUB-862, 25 NRC 151 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.718
board luthority to nquircd all filings to be provided on c:omputcr cfulcettes; LBP-87-21A, 2S NRC 967
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.718(1), (e), (0, (h)-(k)
board powers and hearing format for leak nte data falsific:otion hearing; LBP-87-1S, 2S NRC 684
(1987)
10 c.F.R. 2.718(e), (m)
luthority to entertain challenges to the sufficic:nc:y of Ipplic:ant's representation; D0-87-10, 25 NRC 991
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.718(i)
Ippeals of intcrl0c:ut0ry rulings via disc:retionlty c!irec:tcd c:ertific:otion; AUB-861, 25 NRC 134 (1987)
standard for c!irec:tcd c:ertific:otion of scheduling ordC%S; AUB-8S8, 25 NRC 20 (1987); AUB-860, 25
NRC 68 (1987); AUB-864, 25 NRC 420 (1987)
tJeatment of FEMA petition for leave to Ippeallic:c:nsing board Ic:ecptanc:e of c:ontentions; AUB-861,
2S NRC 140 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.720
disposition of disc:overy lCCjUests filed prior to designltion of Idministrative law judge; AU-87-1, 25
NRC 40 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.720(1)
showing nec:esllty for issuanc:e of subpoena; AUB-863, 25 NRC 279 (1987)
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10 c.P.R. 2.720(f)
board authority to refuse to issue a IUbpoena; ALAB·863, 25 NRC 2799(1987)
10 C.P.R. 2.721(d)
licensing board alternatives to expediting a proceeding; ALAB·863, 25 NRC 285·86 (1987)
10 C.P.R. 2.730(f)
appca!.tbility of licensing board interlocutoty orders; ALAB·858, 25 NRC 20 (1987); ALAB·861, 25
NRC 134 (1987); ALAB·864, 25 NRC 420 (1987)
10 C.P.R. 2.732
burden of proof in civil penalty proceedings; AU·87·2, 25 NRC 224 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.734
criteria applied in determining admissibility of !.tte-filed contmtions; ALAB·865, 25 NRC 441 (1987)
criteria for reopening a record; ALAB.857, 25 NRC 13 (1987); CU·87·5, 25 NRC 885 (1987);
LBP·87·3,25 NRC 76 (1987)
supporting information necessary to reopen a record; LBP·87·2I, 25 NRC 962 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.734(aXI)
.tandard for cliscretionary grant of motim to reopen a record; LBP·87·3, 25 NRC 76-77 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.740
unreasonable amount of time for intervenors to invoice cIiscovety procedures; ALAB·864, 25 NRC 425
(1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.74O(b)
discovery of nmwitness experts; LBP·87·18, 25 NRC 946 (1987); LBP.87·2O, 25 NRC 954 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.743(b)
minimum time between filing and service of prepared testimmy and hearing; ALAB·864, 25 NRC 428
(1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.743(c)
proposed teat for admission oC contmtims in construction permit extensim proceeding; ALAB·868, 25
NRC 941 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.743(i)
official notice oC documents attached to intervenor'. proposed findings after close of the record;
LBP·87·15, 25 NRC 688 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.744
disposition of cIiscovety mJUests filed prior to designatim of aclministntive !.tw judge; AU·87·1, 25
NRC 40 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.749
prehearing rejection oC contentims that satisfy basis mJUirement; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 930 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.7S2(c)
dead\ino for filing objectim to rejoction of contmtim.; ALAB·864, 25 NRC 425 n:l7 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.7S4(b)
licensing board authority to reCuse to rule on lssuea Cor which intervenors have filed not proposed
finding. of fact; Ulp·87·13, 25 NRC 452 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.758
definitim of prima Cacie; ALAB·860, 25 NRC 68 (1987)
petitim for waiver of 10 C.F.R. SO.47(c)(2); UlP·87·12, 25 NRC 325·27 (1987)
mJUesI for reduc:tim in
of plume EPZ to I mile; ALAB·858, 25 NRC 19 (1987)
.howing necessary for waiver of or exemptim from regulatims; ALAB·860, 25 NRC 65, 66 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.758(a)
appeal board authority to entertain challenges to regu\aticns; ALAB·86S, 25 NRC 439 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.758(b)
mJUesI for exemptim from mJUirement to pLtn for l()..mile EPZ; ALAB·864, 25 NRC 423 (1987)
.hawing necessary for waiver of regu\atims; LBP·87.12, 25 NRC 325·26 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2.758(c)
.howing necessary for waiver of emergency planning regulatims; ALAB·864, 25 NRC 425 (1987)

me
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10 C.F.R. 2.758(d)
Ccmmission authority to direct fw1her proceedings that it deems appropriate; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 70
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.76Oa
licensing board authority to niJe issue of confonnance of spent fuel facility with GDC 5; LBP-87-2, 2S
NRC 36 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.764(b)
NRR Di=tor'. authority to issue low-power openting licenae; ALAB-859, 2S NRC Z1 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.764(0
basis for Commission determination of lmmecIiate efi'cctivmClI of licensing board decision .uthorizing
full-power operation; CU-87-1, 2S NRC 2 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.764(0(1)(i)
NRR Di=tor'. authority to issue low-power operating licenae; ALAB-859, 2S NRC Z1 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.764(g)
effect of Ccmmission determination to authorize facility operation on petition for appellate review of
othCZ' partial Initial decision; CU-87-1, 2S NRC 4 n3 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.785
appeal board authority to perfonn Commission functiona; ALAB·860, 2S NRC (jJ (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.785(b)(1)
.tandard for cIin:cted ccrtiIication of scheduling orders; ALAB-858, 2S NRC 20 (1987); ALAB·860, 2S
NRC 68 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.786
effect of Ccmmission determination to authorize facility operation on petition for appellate review of
othCZ' partial initial decision; CU-87-1, 2S NRC 4 n3 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.788
applicability of ltay requests to scheduling orders; ALAB-858, 2S NRC 20 (1987)
forum for aeeking ltay of decision denying mscindment of suspension order; AU-87-1, 2S NRC 41 n.·
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.788(b)
page limit on appellate brief.; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 444 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.788(e)
criteria for grant of a ltay; ALAB-865, 2S NRC 435 (1987)
definition of inepmble injuty; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 138 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.1111
period for discovery following admission of contentions under hybrid hearing proocdums; LBP-87-17, 2S
NRC 861 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 2.1113 and 2.1115
basis fer board determination of which issuCi &han go to hearing; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 862 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 2, Appendix A, ID(b)
participational rishtl of persons making limited appearance ltatemcntl; ALAB-862, 25 NRC 148 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 2, Appendix C
appropriateness of uses.scd civil penalty; AU·87-2, 25 NRC 223 (1987)
chmcterization of procedunl control violations relative to reactor building polar cnne; DD-87-3, 2S
NRC 250 (1987)
classification of violations; DD-87-9, 2S NRC 985 (1987)
issuance of notice of violation for licenscc's faiIwe to provide adequate instructions for corrective
maintenance; DD-87-9, 25 NRC 984 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 20
occupational dosCi from land burial of low·level ndiOictive waste; LBP-87-11, 2S NRC 289, 299
(1987)
ndionuclidc conccntntions in nffinate; DD-87-7, 2S NRC 404-05 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 2O.1(c)
limits on ndiation exposure at uranium hexalluoride convCZ'sion facility; LBP-87-8, 25 NRC 163 (1987)
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10 c.P.R. 2O.I05(a)
limill on radiaticn exposwe at uranium hexafluoride cawenicn facility; LBP-87-8, 25 NRC 163 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2O.201(b)
failure of licensee to maintain records of lUn'eys for technetium-99 contamination; AU-87-2, 25 NRC
236 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 2O.202(a)(1)
excmpticn from requirement for hospital mmes to wear radiation badges during bnc:hythenpy;
AU-87-2, 25 NRC 228 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 20.301·20.304
manner and conditions of radioactive waite disposal; LBP-87·S, 25 NRC 102, 104-06 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 2O.302(a)
authority for land burial of low·level radioactive ",aste; LBP-87·11, 25 NRC 288, 29()'91 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 2O.302(b)
ownership of radioactive "'ute burial lites; LBp·87·S, 25 NRC 102 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 2O.401(b)
failure of 1icensee to maintain records of lUn'eys for technetium-99 contamination; AU-87-2, 25 NRC
236 (1987)
10 c.P.R. Put 20, Appendix B, Table 2
uranium conc:entraticns in ammcnium nitrate fertilizcr produced from raffinatc; 00-87·7, 25 NRC 406
(1987)
10 c.F.R. Put 21
aUegaticns of deficiencies in !epOrting seismic design violations; 00-87-4, 25 NRC 254 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 21.1
adequacy of 1iccnsec reporting of design deficiencies; 00-87-4, 25 NRC 258 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 30.4(r)
classllicaticn of 1trOnIium,90 plaque applicator; LBP.87-4, 25 NRC 86 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 30.33
liecnsability of lIroItIium·90 fot \lIC in plaque applicator; LBP.87-4, 25 NRC 84, 94, 96 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 30.36
conditions on termination of licc:nscs for fuel production facilities; 00-87·S, 25 NRC 264 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 30.41(c), 4O.5l(c), 70.42(c)
possession of nuclear waste; LBP-87·S, 25 NRC 106 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 33.14(f)('2)
failure of lic:cnscc to inventory calibration or rcfcmtce IOUlCCI on a quarterly basis; AU-87·2, 25 NRC
23S (1987)
10 c.P.R. 3S.12, 3S.13, 3S.14
applicability to thenpcutic \lIC of strmtium-90 applicator; LBP·87-4, 25 NRC 83, 94, 96 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 3S.14(b)(S)(i)
failure of 1icensee to perform lCniannual leak tests on Group VI sourccs; AU·87·2, 25 NRC 234-3S
(1987)
10 c.P.R. 3S.100
applicability to thenpcutic usc of lIroItIium-90 .pplicator; LBP.87-4, 25 NRC 81, 83·84 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 3S.100(f)(7), 3S.4OO(e)
.cheduled uses of lIroItIium·90; LBP·87-4, 25 NRC 81, 84 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 4O.4(h)
dcfiniticn of IOUrCC material; ALAB-867. 2S NRC 904 (1987)
10 c.P.R. 4O.4(h)(I)
classllicaticn of contaminaticn caIlaining thorium u IOUrCC material; ALAB-867, 25 NRC 908 n.10
(1987)
10 c.P.R. Put SO
adequacy of Braidwood quality usunncc/quality control; LBP·87.14, 25 NRC S38 (1987)
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10 C.F.R. 50.7
authority, organizatimal freedom. and indcpcndc:nce of Braidwood quality assurance program;
LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 539 (19S7)
discrimination a8ainst employee for reporting ..rcty c:atcems to management; AU-87-5, 2S NRC 974
(1987)
hanssment and intimidatim of quality assurance inspectors as a violation of; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 668
(1987)
recommendation for civil penalty for termination of quality assurance Inspector; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC
669 (19S7)
sciousneas of quality assurance deficiencies at Braidwood; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 467. 468 (1987)
termination of quality assurance Inspector as • violation of; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 66S (19S7)
10 C.F.R. 50.7(a)
good cause for tcnnInation of quality assurance Inspector; LBP-87-14. 2S NRC 479 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.7(c)(2)
recommendation for civil penalty for grid-systems welding Inspectimr, LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 538 (19S7)
recommendation for civil penllty for hanssment of quality assurance Inspectors; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC
553, 560 (19S7)
10 C.F.R. 50.12
standanl for grant of waiver from emergency planning regulations; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 327 (19S7)
10 C.F.R. 50.13
scope of issues litigable In construction permit extension proceeding; AlAB-868. 2S NRC 931 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.33(g)
need for submission of state emergency plan prior to Issuance of low-power license; AlAB-865. 2S
NRC 434, 439-40 (1987)
need for utility applicants to file • ndiological emergency response plan for entire plume exposure
pathway emergency planning zone before any license may be Issued; W-87-3, 2S NRC 877 (1987)
proposed change In pleading c:rlteria for contentions in c:atstruction. permit extension proceedings;
AlAB-868. 2S NRC 941 (1987)
.ubmittal of offsite emergency plans II • licensing rcquiIanent independent of ultimate rt>qUircd findings
on plans; CU-87-2, 2S NRC 269-70 (19S7)
10 C.F.R. 50.46(b)
adequacy of Wcatinghousc plants In light of additions and corrections to ECCS evaluation models;
LBP-87-21. 2S NRC 959 n.l (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.47
adequacy of Braidwood ofTsite c:mcrgency response plan; LBP-87-13. 2S NRC 458 (19S7)
proposed amendment of; AlAB-864, 2S NRC 426 (1987)
sources of guidance for complying with emergency planning JUles; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 453 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 50.47(aXl)
adequacy of emergency exercise results to dcmmstnte reasmable assunnce finding; AlAB·861. 2S
NRC 132 (19S7)
finding necessary for issuance of full-power license; AlAB-863. 2S NRC 276 n.2 (19S7)
significance of chanctcrizing emergency plan deficiencies as permanent or Interim; ALAB-8S7. 2S NRC
12 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.47(aX2)
basis for NRC finding of adequacy of offsite emergency phm; DD-87-9, 2S NRC 986 (19S7)
rebutuble presumption atuching to FEMA findings; AlAB·864, 2S NRC 427 (1987)
right of Interested parties to rebut FEMA findings on adequacy and Implementation capability of
emergency plans; AlAB-861. 2S NRC 139 n.38 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)
basis for reasonable assurance finding; AlAB-863. 2S NRC 276 n.2 (19S7)
10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(4)
adequacy of emergency classification and action Icvd scheme; LBP-87-10. 2S NRC 183. 190-91. 193
(1987)
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10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(S)
adequacy of procedures for notification of off-duty prison c:om:ctional ofliCClS; AUB·863, 2S NRC Z16 •
nol (1987)
conditioning of low·power license upon compliance with; LBP·87·3, 2S NRC 73, 77 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(7)
adequacy of public information booklet for cmcrgc:ncy planning; LBP·87·13, 2S NRC 454 (1987)
10 C.F.R. SO.47(b)(10)
content of emergency plans where spc:c:ial provisions an: made 10 satisfy planning standardS; AUB·857,
2S NRC 13 (1987)
significance of chanc:terlzing emClllcncy plan deficiencies I I permanent or interim; AUB .857, 2S NRC
12 (1987)
size and configuration of plume EPZ; ALAB·858, 2S NRC 20 n.4 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)
altcmltives 10 canpliance with planning standards of; LBP·87·12, 2S NRC 328·29 (1987)
request for reduction in size of plume EPZ 10 1 mile; ALAB·8S8, 2S NRC 19 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2)
petition for reduction in size of plume EPZ; LBP·87·12, 2S NRC 3Z1 (1987)
request for exemption from rcquimnent 10 plan for IG-mile EPZ; ALAB·864, 2S NRC 423 (1987)
.ize and configuration of plume EPZ; ALAB·858, 2S NRC 20 n.4 (1987)
10 C.F.R. SO.47(d)
issumce of low·power license prior 10 resolution of emClllcncy planning issues; AUB·86S, 2S NRC
439 (1987)
need fot findings on adequacy of emClllcncy plans fot low.power operation; Cll·87·2, 2S NRC 269·70
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.49
postac:c:ident qualification time duration of c1cc:!rlc:a1 equipment important 10 .afety; LBP·87·10, 2S NRC
188·89, 2QS.{)6, 209 (\987)
10 C.F.R. 50.49(d)
rcc:ords required on cnvirtmncntaJ. qualification of c1cc:t:rlc:a1 equipment important 10 safety; LBp·87·10,
2S NRC 2C11 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.49(f)(2)
adequacy of environmental qualification by testing of aimi1ar items; LBP·87·10, 2S NRC 210 (1987)
10 c.F.R. 50.49(j)
need 10 maintain rcc:ords of environmental qualification of c1cc:t:rlc:a1 equipment important 10 safety;
LBP·87·10, 2S NRC 206 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.54(f)
Commission action when it IUSpCc:!S that a lic:cnscc is not adequately implementing its programs;
DPRM·87·1, 2S NRC 60 (1987)
10 C.F.R. SO.54(q)
need for license condition where apc:c:ia1 provisions an: made 10 satisfy emClllcncy planning standards;
ALAB.857, 2S NRC 13 (1987)
upgrading of emClllcncy plan at Surry facility; DD-87·9, 2S NRC 986 (1987)
10 C.F.R. SO.55(b)
grounds for extension of c:onstruction canplction cl.ate; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 917, 931·32, 935 (1987)
10 C.F.R. SO.57
burden on applicant for operating license; LBP·87·14, 2S NRC 468 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.57(a)
finding nccessuy for operating lic:cnsc issuance; LBP·87·14, 2S NRC 466 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.57(aXl)
adequacy of Shearon Hanis c:onstruc:tion; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 391 (1987)
need fot fully operational safety panmctcr display system for low-powcr operation; AUB-865, 2S NRC
444 (1987)
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10 C.F.R. S0.57(a)(3)
Canmission authority to bar licensee employee from supervisory responsibilities; AU·87-3, 2S NRC
382 (1987)
10 C.F.R. S0.57(e)
issultlce of low-power liccnsc prior to resolution of emergency planning issues; ALAB-865, 2S NRC
439 (1987)
purpose of low-power testing; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 446 (1987)
10 C.F.R. S0.58(b)(6)
challenges to no significant hazards dctcrmi.n.tion ca1sideration in licensing proceedings; LBP-87-17, 2S
NRC 844 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.91
discussion of "no .ignificant hazards consideration dctcrmi.nation"; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 844 (1987)
litigability of adequacy of "no significant hazards coosideration" determination; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 860
(1987)
need for Staff to make "no significant hazards" finding for sharing of IpCIII fuel facilities; LBP-87-2, 2S
NRC 36 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 50.92{c)
facton taken into accoont in Staff "no significan1 hazards coosideration" finding on sharing of spent fuel
facilities; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 35, 36 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix A
allegations of seismic design deficiencies in control building. turbine building and dicsc1 generator
enclosures; DD-87-4, 2S NRC 2S4 (1987)
NEPA v•. ABA aspects of risk; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 845 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 5
applicability to lhared lpent fuel facilities; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 35 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B
applicability to Braidwood Construction Assessment Prognm; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 496 (1987)
mClIU!e of effectiveness of quality allurancc inspcctolS at Braidwood; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 659 (1987)
obligltiono of app1icantl tegaromg testimony by nonwitncs. experts; LBP-87-20, 2S NRC 955 (1987)
purpose of quality assurance program; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 466 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix B, Introduction
burden on applican1 for operating licenlC; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 468 (1987)
independence of quality assurance program from cost ItId schedule considerations; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC
469 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion I
authority, orgmizational freedom, and independence of Braidwood quality assurance program;
LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 539,552, 601 (1987)
hlftssment and intimidation of quality assurance inspectors; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 467 (1987)
quality control onsite management reporting to constnIction superintendent .. a violation of; LBP-87-14,
2S NRC 666 (1987)
right of applicant to delegate rcsporm"bility for establishing and executing QA program; LBP-87-14, 2S
NRC 468 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix B, Criterion m
posuccicfcn1 qualiJication time duration of c1cctrical equipment irnportlnt to ..fety; LBP-87-10, 2S NRC
188-89, 2OS.{)6, 209 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix B, Criterion VI
control of documcn1S at Shearon Harris; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 398 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix B, Critcra XI, and xvn
posuccident qualiJication time duration of electrical equipment irnportlnt to safety; LBP-87-10, 2S NRC
188-89, 2OS.{)6, 209 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part SO, Appendix B, Criterion xvn
fwu... to record weld discrepancies under grid-system welding inspcclion; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 555, 651
(1987)
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10 c.P.R. Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion xvm
need far documentation in writing of inspection procedures and lnstructionJ; lBP-87-14, 2S NRC 666
(1981)
10 c.P.R_ Part 50, Appendix E
adequacy of Braidwood offritc emergmcy RSpOnIc plan; lBP-87-13, 2S NRC 458 (1981)
.oon:cs of guidance far c:unplying with emcrgmcy planning lUlel!; lBP-87-13, 2S NRC 453 (1981)
10 c.P.R_ Part 50, Appendix E, IV
content of emergency plans where .pecia1 provision an:: madc to lltisfy planning at.anduds; AUJI-857,
2S NRC 13 (1981)
emergency cxcrclsc requirements; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 141 (1981)
10 c.P.R. Part 50, Appendix E, IV.B
adequacy of emcrgmcy c1l11iJication and action levellCbemc; lBP-87·10, 2S NRC 183, 191, 193
(1981)
10 c.P.R. Part 50, Appendix E, IV.C
time at which emergency penonnc1 an:: mobilized; ALAB-863, 2S NRC 283 (1981)
10 c.P.R. Part 50. Appendix I
adequacy of c:unputer program far containment Integrated leak nte testing; DO-87-2, 2S NRC 122, 126
(1981)
10 c.P.R. Part 50, Appendix K, U.1.b
definition of ••igniJicant changc in an ECes evaluation model; lBP-87-21, 2S NRC 963 (1981)
10 c.P.R. Part 51
need to ConJider nonradioactive, chemical Impaeta of land burial of low-level ndioactive waste .Iudge;
lBP-87-11, 2S NRC 295, 299 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.20
need far EIS on .pent fuel pool expansion; lBP-87·17, 2S NRC 852 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.21
need far cnvironmc:ntsl aSSClStnent far lUp=ompaction of ndioactive wastes; D0-87-8, 2S NRC 412
(1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.22(c)
Iitlgability of need for EIS on apcnt fuel pool expansion; lBP-87-17, 2S NRC 853 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.22(c)(9)
Iitlgability of challenges to "no .igniJicant hazards ConJideration" detcrminationJ; lBP-87-17, 2S NRc
861 (1981)
Iitlgability ol reduction in .afely margin caused by increased cooling needed far expanded .pent fuel
pool; lBP-87-17;2S NRC 851 (1981)
need far environmental assessment far actiCllll that involve no significant hazards ConJidention;
lBP-87-17, 2S NRC 851 n.41, 860 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.22(cXI4)(xii)
need far cnvironmc:ntsl ISSCIStncnt far JeCeipt and atongc ol ndioactive waste; D0-87-8, 2S NRC 412
(1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.23
.cope of matten to be considered in apcnt fuel pool expansion proceeding; lBP-87-17, 2S NRC 852
(1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.28
need far Indian Nation partidpation in .coplng process Cor cnvironmc:ntsl assessment of unnium
hcxalluoride c:onvenion facility; lBP-87-8, 2S NRC 168 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.30
need far E1S on unnium hcxalluoridc convcmon facility; lBP-87-8, 2S NRC 168 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.3O(aXI)(u') and ("ill)
need far discusaion of alternativea in an cnvironmmtal uscssment; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 858 (1981)
10 c.P.R. 51.41
information to be .ubmittcd with application for apcnt fuel pool cxpansion; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 858
(1981)
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10 C.F.R. 51.45
need far an environmental report to accompany a spent fuel pool expansim applicatim; LBP-87-17, 2S
NRC 858 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.4S(b)(3)
need far eva1uatim of alternatives to .pent fuel pool expansion; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 858 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.50
need far an environmental report to accompany I spent fuel pool expansim applicatim; LBP-87-17, 2S
NRC 858 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.53
need far an environmental report to accompany a spent fuel pool expansim applicatim; LBP-87-17, 2S
NRC 8S8 (1987)
need far eva1uatim of alternatives to spent fuel pool expansion; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 8S8 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.54, 51.60, 51.61, 51.62, 51.68
need far an environmental report to accompany a rpmt fuel pool expansim applicatim; LBP-87-17, 2S
NRC 858 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.71
need far evaluatim of alternatives to .pent fuel pool expansion; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 8S8 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.91(a)
need far eva1uatim of alternatives to .pent fuel pool expansion; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 858 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.1 03 (b)
amendment of c:nvironmcntal ISscsmlent for land burial of low-level radioactive waste; LBP-87-lI, 2S
NRC 322 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.1~(a)
litigability of need for EIS m spent fuel pool expansim; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 853 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 51.1~(b)
litigability of adequacy of "no significant hazards cmsidention" determination; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC
860-61 (1987)
litigability of need for EIS m rpmt fuel pool expansim; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 8S3 (1987)
litigability of mluctim in wcty margin caused by inmascd cooling needed far expanded .pent fuel
pool; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 8S1 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 55
proposed revisim to, and regulatory guides related to; DPRM-87-1, 2S NRC 55, 60, 61 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 61
conditions for withdrawal ot license for radioactive ....ate burial site; LBP-87-5, 2S NRC 103 (1987)
exemptim of some low-level Wister from the requiremc:nts ot; LBP-87-lI, 2S NRC 291 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 61.1(a)
applicability of Put 61 to licenses already in effc:ct; LBP-87-5, 2S NRC 103 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 61.16(b)(1)
applicability of critical mass limitatim to buried waste; LBP-87-5, 2S NRC 106 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 70
need far plant decmtaminatim after termination of fuel production operations; DD-87-5, 2S NRC 264
(1987)
10 C.F.R. 70.38
conditions on termination of licenses far fuel production facilities; DO-87-5, 2S NRC 264 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 7l.5
improper .hipping proced1ms for nuclear pacanaken; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 236 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Part 73
applicability of plant security regulatima to Scquoyah Fuels facility; DD-87-7, 2S NRC 408 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 73.1(b)
need far physical protectim ot uranium heufluoride convetSim facility; DD-87-7, 2S NRC 409 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 100, Appendix A
aUegatima of seismic design deficiencies in control building, turbine building and diesel generator
enclosures; DO-87-4, 2S NRC 2S4 (1987)
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10 C.F.R. Put 100, Appendix A, m(c), (d)
definition of Trojan facility'. life shutdown and operating basis earthquakes; DO-87-4, 25 NRC 256
nn.3 &. 4 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put 110
procedures appropriate for hearing on import license applications; CU·87-6, 25 NRC 893 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 110.84(a)(I) and (2)
hearing tights on uranium import license applications; CU·87-6, 25 NRC 893 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 110.84(c)(2)
grant of late intervention request to add three parties to a petition; CU-87-6, 25 NRC 893 (1987)
10 C.F.R. 110.8S
procedures fot heating on Import license applications; CU-87-6, 25 NRC 894 (1987)
10 C.F.R. Put ISO
NRC authority to transfer regulatory responsibilities over buried nuclear waste to states; LBP-87-S, 25
NRC 104 n.3 (1987)
10 C.F.R. IS0.11(b)
possession of buried ndiOictive waste; LBP-87-S, 2S NRC 104, 106, 108, 110 (1987)
29 C.F.R. 2.20-2.25
control of disclo.rures from Department of Labor official files; AU-87-S, 2S NRC 97S (1987)
40 C.F.R. Put 141
ndium-226 concentration in nffinate to be used for ammonium nitrate fertilizer; D0-87-7, 2S NRC 40S
(1987)
40 C.F.R. Put 190
dOile commitments from human consumption of food products grown using treated nffinate; D0-87-7,
25 NRC 405 (1987)
40 C.F.R. Put 261, Subpart D
haun! posed by aludge containing low-level ndiOlctive waste; LBP-87-11, 25 NRC 317 (1987)
40 C.F.R_ Part 261, Appendix II
chemical t ..ting requirements fot land disposal of low-level ndiOlctive waste; LBP-87-11, 25 NRC 317
(1987)
40 C.F.R_ 261.21, 261.22. and 261.23
chanc:terlstics of .ludge containing low-level ndiOictive waites; LBP-87-11, 2S NRC 317 (1987)
40 C.F.R. 26 1.24
toxicity limiu fot land burial of ndiOictive wute; LBP-87-11, 2S NRC 317 (1987)
44 C.F.R. Part 3S0
basis fot approval of emergency plans; DO-87-9, 25 NRC 987 (1987)
49 C.F.R. Parts 170-189
Improper shipping procedures for nuclear pacemakers; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 236 (1987)
49 C.F.R. 173.47S(i)
Improper shipping procedures for nuclear pacemakers; AU-87-2, 25 NRC 236 (1987)
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Administrative Procedure Act. S U.S.C. SSI
hearing righls oC licensee employee who hIS been batred by NRC from lupervisory responsibilities;
AU·87-3, 25 NRC 383 (1987)
Administrative Procedure Act. S U.S.C. SS2(A)(I)(D) and (A)(2)(B»
Ccmmission views at and uses or policy Itttc:ments; DPRM-87-1, 25 NRC S9 (1987)
Administrative Procedure Act. S U.S.C. SS6(d)
burden at NRC Staff in civil penalty proceeding; AU-87-lo 25 NRC 224 (1987)
Anti-Apsnheid Act. 309(1)
responsibility for interpreting ICope or and implementing; CU-87-6, 25 NRC 894 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. lle(2), 42 U.S.C. 2014e(2)
definitiat or Kress Creek emtaminatiat IS byproduct material; ALAB-867, 25 NRC 904, 906-11 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 11z, 42 U.S.C. 2014z
definitiat or thoriwn as source material; AIAB-867, 25 NRC 904, 9fJ1 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 103
Ccmmission authority to conditiat licenses Cor removal oC licensee employees from nuclear-rellted
responsibilities; AU-87-3, 25 NRC 382 n.12, 383 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 161(b), 42 U.S.c. 2201 (b)
ICOpe or Commissiat luthority; AU-87-3, 25 NRC 382 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 170
protection of economic intcresU; 00-87-S, 25 NRC 26S (1987); 00-87-7, 25 NRC 407 n.7 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 170,42 U.S.c. 2210 (1982)
scope or issues litigable in cmruuctim pennit extensim proceeding; ALAB-868, 25 NRC 931 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 18S, 42 U.S.c. 223S
grounds for extension oC constructim canpletim date; ALAB-868, 25 NRC 917, 931-32, 93S (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 186
Ccmmission authority to require removal or licensee employees from nuclear-relatod rcsponstbilities;
AU-87-3, 25 NRC 382 n.12 (1987)
ltatements relating lolely to scope oC repn:scntatim or applicants as material false ltttc:mmU; 00-87-10,
25 NRC 991 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 189(1)
hearing rights m issuance oC low-power license prior to rcsolutim or orCsite emergency planning issu,,";
ALAB-86S, 25 NRC 439 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 192
emergency preparedness requirements for low-power operation; CU-87-lo 25 NRC 260 n5 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 234, 42 U.S.c. 2282
violatims or NRC requirements for modical diagnostic and thmpcutic uses or nuclear materials;
AU-87-lo 25 NRC 222 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 42 U.S.C. 2014 (1984)
classifieatim or waste products; LDP-87-S, 25 NRC 101 (1987)
Atomic Energy Act. 274b, 42 U.S.c. 202 I (b)
jurisdictim over appeal following transCer oC Commissim authority under Ag=ent State Program;
AIAB-867, 25 NRC 902, 907 (1987)
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Atomic EnetBY Act, 274b(4). 42 U.S.c. 2021 (bX4)
NRC authority \0 transfer regulatory responsibilities over buried IDlclear wute \0 .tater; IBP-87-5. 2S
NRC 104 n.3 (1987)
Atomic EnetBY Act, 2740, 42 U.S.c. 2021 (e)
publication rcqullanents for proposed state agreements; ALAB-867. 2S NRC 906 n.8 (1987)
Atomic EnetBY Act, 2741, 42 U.S.C. 2021(1)
responsibility for deciding who will repraent an interested state; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 148 (1987)
Atomic EnetBY Act, 2740. 42 U.S.c. 20210
ICqUirementa for transfer or authority over byproduct material VI. Iource material; ALAB-867. 2S NRC
910-11 (1987)
Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.c. 1536(a)(3)
threat poaed by land burial. or low-Icvc1 ndiOictivc Wllte; IBP-87·1l. 2S NRC 317 (1987)
EnetBY Reorganization Ad.. 210. 42 U.S.c. S8S1
discrimination against employee for reporting safety concerns \0 management; AU-87-5. 2S NRC 974
(1987); DD-87-6. 2S NRC 392 (1987)
III Ann. StaL SJIA. ch. 111.5. 230.6 (Smith nurd 1980)
interpretation of the term "possess" u in IDlclear wute; IBP-87·5. 2S NRC 10:5 (1987)
National Environmental Policy Act, 102(2)(C). 42 U.S.c. 4332(2)(C)
evaluation of altemativca when an EIS is required; IBP-87·17. 2S NRC 858 (1987)
need for prepantion of EIS or considcntion of altemativca to land burial. or low-Icvc1 ndiOictivc
wastes; LBP-87-1l. 2S NRC 299. 322 (1987)
National Environmental Policy Act, 102(2)(E). 42 U.S.c. 4332(2)(E)
evaluation of altemativca when an EIS is not required; LBP-87-17. 2S NRC 858 (1987)
need for prepantion of EIS or considcntion of altemativca \0 land burial. of.low-lcvc1 ndiOictivc
waster; LBP-87·1l. 2S NRC 299. 322 (1987)
Nuclear Wute Policy Act, 306. 42 U.S.C 10.226. 19 StaL 2201 at 2262-63. Pub. L. No. 97-42S
acope or c:ovenge \0 fitnCII for duty of IDlclear power plant personnel; DPRM-87-1. 2S NRC 50-62
(1987)
Ohio Admin. Code 3745·27·0l(AA)
definition rL "water table"; LBP-87·II. 2S NRC 310 (1987)
Ohio Admin. Code 374S·27·01 (F)
definition or "lloodway"; IBP-87·II. 2S NRC 301 n.6 (1987)
Ohio Admin. Code 3745-54018(8)
land burial or 10w-1cvc1 ndiOictivc wutes in a l00-year llood plain; IBP-87-Il. 2S NRC 304 n.8
(1987)
Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments or 1986, 302
applicability \0 materials license amendment proceeding involving unnium heulluorlde conversion
facility; LBP-87-8. 2S NRC 168 (1987)
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Dlack'. Law Dictionary 1237 (Sth ed. 1979)
definition of Mshow"; ALAD·868, 2S NRC 940 n.6 (1987)
S. G!asstone. Sourcebook on Atomic Energy 16, 17 (3d ed. 1967)
definition of rue earths; ALAD·867, 2S NRC 907 n.9 (1987)
Fed. R. Civ. P. 8
purpose of basis m)Uimncnt for contention admission; ALAD·868, 2S NRC 933 (1987)
4A Moore', Federal Practice 134.1» (2d ed. 1984)
discovery in civil proceedings VI. criminal proceedings; AU.874, 2S NRC 866 (1987)
Webster', Third New International Dictionary (Unabridged, 1976)
definition of Mforthrightncss" in \CStimony; AU·87·3, 2S NRC 370 (1987)
Webster', N"mth New Collegiate Dictionuy 1091 (1984)
definition of Mshow"; ALAD·868, 2S NRC 938 (1987)
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ACODENrS
behavior of seconda!)' containment during; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
beyond-design-basis, need for plant-spec:ilic zeviews of; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
content of public information booklet in explaining dangers of; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
during shutdown; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
pipe break. at Sur!)' plant; DOo87-9, 2S NRC 981 (1987)
potential for, at uranium hexafluoride convcnion facility; LBP-87-8, 2S NRC IS3 (1987)
uranium hexafluoride cylinder Npturc; LBP-87-8, 2S NRC IS3 (1987)
Sec aho OIcmobyl Accident
ACCIDENrS, LOSS OF COOLANT
Event V, modeling of; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
interfacing systems (bypassing containment); LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)

AEROSOLS
fission product, behavior of; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)

AmDAVITS
IUbmission of factual infonnation to boards in; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
AGREEMENT STATE RADIATION CONJROL PROGRAMS
effect of transfer of Commission authority on jurlsdictim aver appcat in show-cause procccding;
ALAB-867, 2S NRC 900 (1987)
AGREEMENT, LEITERS OF
for Amcrlcan Red Cross participation in emergency response. need for; CU-87-S, 2S NRC 884 (1987)

ALTERNATIVES
considcntim of, for spent fuel pool expansion; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)

AMENDMENT
Sec Operating license Amendment
AMERICAN RED CROSS
need for lcu.cn of agrccmcnl for its participation in cmcrgcncy response; CU-87-S, 2S NRC 884 (1987)

AMICUS CUR1AE
appeal rights of; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
participation by U.S. lCItator II; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
right to file brief. and memoranda in ongoing licensing proceedings; ALAD-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
AMMONIUM N11RATE FElmI.IZER
fran barium-tJeatcd neutralized IOlvent extraction nffinatc, safety of; DOo87-7, 2S NRC 402 (1987)

ANCHOR BOLTS
in Shearon Harris reactor auxiliary building. adequacy of installation; DOo87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
APPEAL BOARDS
authority to entertain challenges to regulations; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
authority to impose a license condition that operates as a sanction .gsinst an individual; AU-87-3, 2S
NRC 385 (1987)
authority to impose liCC1SC conditions; ALAB-8S9, 2S NRC 23 (1987)
dircctcd certification authority; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
limits on authority of; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
role while licensing board hIS § 2.7S8 petition before it; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
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llay authority, lcope of'; ALAB-8S8, 2S NRC 17 (1987)
apontc review aU!horily where no appeal hu been taken; ALAB-8S9, 2S NRC 23 (1987)

lUI

APPEALS
by entities ~tiDg under 2.71S(c); ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
nonputy right to; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
of decia1a oflatc-lilcd c:attentionr, ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
of Staff cIenial of IDoIteriala liccrue application; LBP-87-4, 2S NRC 79 (1987)
right of amicus curiae to: ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
APPEALS, INTERLOCUTORY
Commission policy on; ALAB-ll61. 2S NRC 129 (1987)
commitment of JeSources to bearlng !hat may later tum (Ilt to be WIIIcc:esauy u basis far; ALAB-858,
2S NRC 17 (1987)
exception to proscription against; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
of Ichcclullng on!c:ts; ALAB-ll58, 2S NRC 17 (1987); ALAB-ll60, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
See also Review. Jnu:rlocutory
APPIlCANTS
burden of proof on; ALAB.8S7. 2S NRC 7 (1987)
ATOMIC ENERGY Acr
cooperation wi!h atltcI; ALAB-867. 2S NRC 900 (1987)
hearing rights on materials liccnac amendment; DO-87·7. 2S NRC 402 (1987)
litigability of psychological IU'CIS islUCl under; DO-87-S, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
protection of economic intcrCIIS under; D0-87-S, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
lcope of intcrCIIS procected under; D0-87-7, 2S NRC 402 (1987)
BASEPlATES
con=ssivc 1411 epoxy grout IIIC under; D0-87.6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
BRACllYI1lERAPY
personnel monitoring rcqWmnenti during; ALJ-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
BRIEFS. APPElLATB
proper support for; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
BURDEN OF PROOF
in civil penalty proceedings; ALJ-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
on applicants; ALAB-8S7. 2S NRC 7 (1987)
on Illy movants; ALAB-86S. 2S NRC 430 (1987)
BYPRODUcr MATERIAL
rcquiremcnts for tranSfer of aU!hority ewer; ALAB-867. 2S NRC 900 (1987)
CABLE INSUlATION
polymers. degndation fran low·1cvc1 ndistion; ALAB-8S9. 2S NRC 23 (1987)
CALIBRATION
of equipment, records of'; LBP-87-14. 2S NRC 461 (1987)
lources. penalty for failun: to invmtory; ALJ-87.2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
CANCER RISK
fran land burla1 of law·level ncliOictivc wutc; LBP-87-1J, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
CARBON-14
releases !rom incintntor. bcabh dfec:ts of; LBP-87·l6, 2S NRC 830 (1987)
CERI'lFlCATION
See Directed Certi/ication
CHARAcrnR AND COMPETENCE
of Sbcarm Hmis licensee, in light of aIIcgccI employee c1iacrimination; D0-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
of unnium hexalluoride convcmon facility liccnsccs; LBP-87-8. 2S NRC 153 (1987)
OIEATINO
on operator examinations. penally for; ALJ-87-3. 2S NRC 38S (1987)

CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
effect on cmmxency planning for U.S. c:ommercia1l1Uclear power plants; D0-87-I, 2S NRC 43 (1987)
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CIVIL PENALTIES
hurd(%! or proof on cIwged violations; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
fOl' violations of NRC mtui!'ements for possession and use c:l1Dlc\eu materials in diagnostic and
therapeutic medicine; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDINGS
.
fair notice and constitutional due procesr, AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
n:sponsibi1ities or prmicling officer in; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
COMPUTER STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
of filinsl pe:taining to record for clccision; lBP-87-21A, 2S NRC 966 (1987)
CONDmONS
Soo License Conditions

CONSlRUcnON
emr rate ac:ceptability; lBP-87-1, 2S NRC 29 (1987)

CONSlRUcnON PERMIT EXTENSION PROCEEDING
into:vention in; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)

CONTAINMENr

integrated leak rate ICSt, adequacy or canputor programs for; DD-87-2, 2S NRC 121 (1987)
integrity and loads at Seabrook; lBP-87-12, 2S NRC 32A (1987)
isolation failure; lBP-87-12, 2S NRC 32A (1987)
secondary, behavior during an accident; lBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
CONTAMINATION
Soo Radiological Contamination
CONTENTIONS
admission of, when: ruling is novd, important. or conlIictl with case laW; AUJJ-861, 2S NRC 129
(1987)
basis and specificity mtuimnentl for admission of; lBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
determination of tho adequacy of tho basis of; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
eYidmtiuy IUppOl'l nlqUirod for admission or; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
fullillmmt of basis ~ for admission c:l; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
purpose or basis mtuiremmt for admission of; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
.cope or appellate review of dismissal of; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
.cope or licensing board'. llsessmmt to dc:tormino admisll'bility or: AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987):
lBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
with adequate bases, rejection or; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
CONTENTIONS, lA1l!-flLED
live faClorl to be addreucd for admission or; lBP-87-3, 2S NRC 71 (1987)
improper disparity between AEA and NEPA issues in admission c:l; lBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
latitude given on appeal to licensing board cIetomUnation in denial of; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
need to apply livo-factor IoIt for admission when c:ontc:ntion'. admission has been stipulated to by other
parties; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
on financial qualifications c:l potential co-liccnsees, admissibility of; lBP-87-19, 2S NRC 950 (1987)
potc:nti.al for delay of proceeding by; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
,bowing necesury for admission or; AUJJ-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
IlIImIW)' disposition at admission atage; LBP-87-3, 2S NRC 71 (1987)
CORE MELT
high-pressure, modding of; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 32A (1987)
CORROSION
of piping at Surry plant; DD-87-9, 2S NRC 981 (1987)
DECONTAMINATION
need for, when fuel production license is terminated; DD-87-S, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
DEFlCIENCIES
emergency planning, characterization or; AUJJ-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
quality llsurance, at Shearon Harris, allegations of; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
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DEFINmONS
oC "cooperation" with NRC investigalOlS; AU-87-3, 2S NRC 38S (1987)
oC "Cortluightncss" In testimony; AU-87-3, 2S NRC 38S (1987)
prima Cacie sbowing; LBP.87-12, 2S NRC 32A (1987)
DEPAKrURB FROM NUCLF.A11! BOILING
Idequacy d analysis of; LBP-87-21, 2S NRC 9S8 (1987)
DIREC11!D CERllFICATION
oC licauing boucI scheduling order, auncWd Car; ALAB.8S8, 2S NRC 17 (1987); ALAB-864, 2S NRC
417 (1987)
st.andud Cor grant d; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
DISCLOSURE
oC maucn under investigation by Office of Invcstigations, basis foc stay of; AU-87-4, 2S NRC 865
(1987)
DISCOVERY
boucI luthority to limit time far; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)
boucI nspansibility to prcoerve reconI d rulings; ALAB-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
In criminal proceecIinp va. civil proceeding.; AU-87-4, 2S NRC 865 (1987)
of executive deputmmt recmh; AU-87-S, 2S NRC 973 (1987)
of nontcstifying witnesses; LBP-87-2O, 2S NRC 9S7 (1987)
requcltl Cor, prioc to deslgnation oC IcImlnislrltive law judge; AU.87-1, 2S NRC 39 (1987)
DISCRIMINATION
employee. allqations of, II Shcarat Hmir, DD-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
DOCUMENT CONTROL
IdequlCY d, II Shearon Harris; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
DOSE
occupational Cram land burial oC low·1cvd ndiOictive waste; LBP-87·ll, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
DOSE RA11! EFFECI'S
on XLPO poJymen In cable lnsulation; ALAB-8S9, 2S NRC 23 (1987)

DUB PROCESS
cfl'ect of conduct of simultaneous prooccdlnp on; ALAB-8S8, 2S NRC 17 (1987)
fundamental fairness aundard; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)
requirements for civil penalty proceedings: AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
violation by Staff Cailure to provide reasons Coc its determination; ALAB-867, 2S NRC 900 (1987)
ECONOMIC IN11!RESTS
protection afforded by ABA; DD-87·S, 2S NRC 260 (1987); DD-87·7, 2S NRC 402 (1987)
EFFECl1VENESS
of Ucauin& Bom! decision to IUthorlzo issuance of cperating license, auncWd foc delay of; CU-87-1,
2S NRC 1 (1987)
Sec also Immedialo Elfectiveness Review
ELECllUCAL EQUIPMENT
poataccident environmmtal qualiJicatiCl'l time duntion; LBP-87-10, 2S NRC 177 (1987)
..Ccty·re1atod, adequacy or Shearon Hanis quality assuranc:o program for; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM .
withdrawal of ndio station as; Cll-87·S, 2S NRC 884 (1987)
EMERGENCY BROADCASTS
followups to sin:n notification; LBP.87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
and action le'Jd 1Cbc:me, ldequacy of for Seabrook; LBP·87-1o. 2S NRC 177 (1987)
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
evaluation models, comctions and additions to; LBp-87·21, 2S NRC 9S8 (1987)
EMERGENCY EXERCISES
scope of "Cull participation." foc reasonable auunncc findings; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
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EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION
adequacy m autmnalic telephone Iystcm for; LBP-87-8, 2S NRC IS3 (1987)
conIent of public information booklet m emergency planning; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
of off-duty prison conectional officers; AUJJ-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
wilhdnwal of ndio station I I emergency broedcast .ymm; CU-87-S, 2S NRC 884 (1987)
EMERGENCY PLANNING
adequacy m, for Surry plant; DOo87-9, 2S NRC 981 (1987)
c:h.aractaization of deficiencies I I pmnanent er interim; AUJJ-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
criteria for ~g • rcconi m; CU-87-S, 2S NRC 884 (1987)
clisuibution of public infonnation bookie!; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
fer visually impaired and leiding-handicapped adults; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
need fer, to increuc low-power opentiana from S% to 2S% of ntccl capacity; CU-87-4, 2S NRC 882
(1987)
rcbulUble presumption of FEMA finding m; AUJJ-864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)
.cope of lndividual coverage mcanpuscd by; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES
.
extcnlim of, beyond 10 miles; DOo87-1, 2S NRC 43 (1987)
plume, reductim in aizc of: AUJJ-8S8, 2S NRC 17 (1987); LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
EMERGENCY PLANS
approval fer changes in; AUJJ-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
burden m applicant to prove compliance wiIh Commission JUles; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
changes in conIent during hearing procea. wiIh prier approval of FEMA; AUJJ-863, 2S NRC 273
(1987)
inclusim m implementing procedures in; AUJJ-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
inclUlion of apccia1 provisions for complying wiIh 10 C.F.R. SO.47(b) and Part SO, Appendix E;
AUJJ-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
need fer formal approval of, prier to rcuonable llsunnce finding; AUJJ-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
offaitc, need for, for low-power opentiona beyond fuel loading and prec:ritica1ily testing; CU-87-3, 2S
NRC 87S (1987)
utililY plan II a IUbotitutc fer laclt of state participation; CU-87-3, 2S NRC 87S (1987)
utility pIan. .cope of; CU-87-2, 2S NRC 2G1 (1987)
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
noquIrements for low-power opention; CU-87-2, 2S NRC 267 (1987)
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
need fer !etten of agreement fer Red Cro.. participation in; CU-87-S, 2S NRC 884 (1987)
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING
in connec:tion wiIh IUpercompactcr use; DD-87-8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)
notification and mobilization of off-duty prlaon conectional officera; AUJJ-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
EMERGENCY SERVICE WAlER
intake strucuue adequacy al Shearon nama; DOo87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
.hear plate design approval; DOo87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
ENDANGERED SPEClES
lima! pored by land burial of low-kvd ndiOictivc waste near Nawne MInh; LBP-87-ll, 2S NRC 287
(1987)
ENroRCEMENI' ACTIONS
at TMI-2; DD-B7-3, 2S NRC 24S (1987)
fer violation of tnlning noquimnl21ll, NRC cliJcretion to .elcc:t; DPRM-87-1, 2S NRC 49 (1987)
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
litipbility of adequacy of; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
litipbility of need for; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
of mpercanpactim of ndiOictivc w..ter; DOo87-8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
need fer, fer land dispoaal m low-level ndiOictivc waste; LBP-87-ll, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
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need for, for IpCIIt fuel pool expansioo; LBP·87·17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
need for, for uranium hexafluoride eonvcrsioo facility; LBP.87.8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
need to consider c:urnuhtivo impacts of uranium hexafluoride convcnion facility; lBP·87·8, 2S NRC
153 (1987)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUFICATION
postaccidcnt time dW'ltiat for c1cctrlca1 equipment; LBP.87·10,.2S NRC 177 (1987)
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORI'
admisn'bility of cootcntiat questioning adequacy of, whcn report is not required for spent fuel pool
expansion; lBP·87·17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)

EQUIPMENT, SAFETY·RELATED
potential for malfunction during an emcrsency; LBP·87·12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
ERROR, HARMI£SS
fran expedited hearing IchcdulC; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
EVACUATION
Ule

of applicant'. employees u bill driven during; ALAB·8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)

FAULT·TREE ANALYSIS
applicability to reinspcction by IImpllng; LBP·87·1, 2S NRC 29 (1987)
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
findingl at cmcrscncy planning. rebuuable presumptiat of; ALAB·864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)

responsibilities of; DO-87·1, 2S NRC 43 (1987)
right of, to .ppeal licensing bom! order admitting COOtcntiatl challenging adequacy of emergency
exercises; ALAB·861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
FINANCIAL QUAUFICATIONS
of potential new co-licensces, liti81bility of; lBP·87·19, 2S NRC 950 (1987)

FINDINGS OF FACT
proposccI. outcome of party'. failure to file; lBP·87·13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
FIRE PREVENTION
adequacy of, at uranium hexafluoride c:onvmiat facility; LBP·87·8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
adequacy for IUpc:rcompactor; DO-87·8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)

FLOODS
Ihrcat to land burial lite for low·leveI nmOictivo wastes; LBP·87·11, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
GENERIC ISSUES
licensing board coosideration DC; lBP·87·17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
GROUND WATER
environmental impacts of .upc:rcompactiat of nmoactivo wastes on; DO-87·8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)

GROUT
concreuivo 1411 epoxy, under bllcplatca; D0-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)

HARASSMENT
of quality control inIpccton; LBP·87·14, 2S NRC 461 (1917)

llEALm EFFECTS
of H·3, C·14, and 1·12S rdeases from Incinerator; LBP·87·16, 2S NRC 830 (1987)
HEARING RIoms
on materials license amendment; DO-87·7, 2S NRC 402 (1987)

HEARINGS
cliscretimary, at uranium import liccnae 'pplications; CU·87·6, 2S NRC 891 (1987)
hannlcss error fran expedition DC; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
involving hybrld proccdurea, Intezvention In; LBP.87.7, 2S NRC 116 (1987)

HEARSAY EVIDENCE
admissibility In NRC proceedings; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)

HYDROGEN BURNS
dc-Incrtina, potential Cor, following an acciden~ LBP·87·12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
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IMMEDIATE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW
effect on petitions for review or merits of Ippeal boud'i decision; CIl-87-1, 2S NRC 1 (1987)
IMPORr UCENSES
fot unnium, discretionll)' heuing on Ipplications for; CU-87-6, 2S NRC 891 (1987)

INCINERATION
oC ndiOicUve MSICS conWnlng H-3, C-14, IlId 1-12S; LBP-87-16, 2S NRC 830 (1987)
INSPECTION
of piping handling condenSlte IlId CeedWlIer, need fot inspection of, It Suny pllnt; 00.87-9, 2S NRC
981 (1987)
INSPECTION AND ENroRCEMENT DIRECTOR
burden m, in civil penuty proceedings; AU-87-lo 2S NRC 219 (1987)
INSPECTION FEES
revocltion or license for nonp8yment of; LBP-87-9, 2S NRC 17S (1987)
INSULATION
Sec Clb10 Insulstion
INI'ERES1ED STAre
plrticip8tion by u.S. senltot u; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
INTERROOATORIES
extent or I pilty'l .earch DC !he =ord to determine how it UIed I cerWn term, in response to;
LBP-87-18, 2S NRC 94S (1987)
Sec Uso Discovery

INIl!RVENTlON
by a .tlte; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
contention requirement for; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
discretionary, standards for; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 32 (1987); LBP-87-7, 2S NRC 116 (1987)
in construction pennit extension proceeding; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
petitions, content or; LBP-87-lo 2S NRC 32 (1987)
residency requirements for; LBP-87-lo 2S NRC 32 (1987)
rules for hearings involving hybrid procedures; LBp-87-7. 2S NRC 116 (1987)
INVESTIGATIONS
definition or "cooperation" in; AU-87-3. 2S NRC 38S (1987)
IODINE
behaviot. during III accident; LBP-87-1lo 2S NRC 324 (1987)
IODINE-I2S
releases from incinerator. heIl!h dTccts or; LBP-87-16. 2S NRC 830 (1987)
IRREPARABLB INJURy
fot purpose or intetlocutoty appeal, concept; ALAB.861. 2S NRC 129 (1987)
bnpolUnce and standard for establishing, for gnnt or Illy request; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
ISOTOPE COMMI"ITEES
penuty Cor Canure to meet quuterly; AU-87.2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
JURISDICTION
appellate, to di=t cc.ttification DC lieensing board rulings; ALAlJ-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
authority for determining; ALAB-867. 2S NRC 900 (1987)
lieensing board, to Initiate future proceedings; LBp-87-19, 2S NRC 9S0 (1987)
moo\neSs of order under appel! IhraIgh loss or; ALAB-866, 2S NRC 897 (1987)
need for boud to await Ippellate confirmation when it finds in its own Cavor on; ALAB-867. 2S NRC
900 (1987)
aver NRC Stsff appeal in Ihow-ause proceeding, effect or tnnsfer or reguIatoty aUlhotity to 1lIte;
ALAB-867. 2S NRC 900 (1987)
to emsider lato-liled contentions following termination DC lieensing amendmmt proceeding; LBP-87-17,
2S NRC 838 (1987)
LEAK RATE DATA
Calsification at TMI-2; LBP-87-1S, 2S NRC 671 (1987)
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LEAK RATE TESTING
adequacy of canputc:r programs for; DD-87-2, 25 NRC 121 (1987)
liCENSE
dcfinilioo of; LBP-87-5, 25 NRC 98 (1987)
liCENSE CONDmONS
buring licensee anployec from supe:visory responsibilities in training of non1iccnscd personnel;
AU-87-3, 25 NRC 385 (1987)
fer uranium hcxanuoride c:onvcsioo facility; LBP-87-8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)
jurlsdictioo for imposing; ALAB-8S9, 25 NRC 23 (1987)
liCENSEES
of uranium hcunuoride c:onvcsion facility, character and canpetencc; LBP-87-8, 25 NRC 153 (1987)
!eSpOIlSibi1ities for burled nuclear waste; LBP-87-5, 25 NRC 98 (1987)
See also Applicants
liCENSING
.cope of infonn.tioo nquircd for; LBP-87-2, 25 NRC 32 (1987)
liCENSING BOARDS
authority to entertain challenges to the auflicic:ncy of reprcsc:ntatioo of applicants in liccrising
proceedings; DD-87-10, 25 NRC 989 (1987)
authority to impose licc:nse conditioo when it no 1C11get has jurisdiction aver the iasue; ALAB-8S9, 25
NRC 23 (1987)
authority to refuse to iasue a subpoena; ALAB-863, 25 NRC 273 (1987)
authority to nquire licensee to perform a reanalysis to determine whether a reconI should be m:.pc:ncd;
LBP-87-21, 25 NRC 958 (1987)
consideratioo of generic issues by; LBP-87-17, 25 NRC 838 (1987)
demonstratioo of abuse of discmion by; ALAB-868, 25 NRC 912 (1987)
jurlsdictioo to consider 1ato-filed cmtc:ntions fonowing !erminalioo of 1icc:nsing amc:nclmc:nt proceeding;
LBP-87-17, 25 NRC 838 (1987)
jurlsdictiat to initiate fulU!e proceedinv. LBP-87-19, 25 NRC 950 (1987)
!eSpOIlSibi1ity to dc:tail basis of decision; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
n:sponsibility to expedite proceedings; LBP-87-3, 25 NRC 71 (1987)
!eSpOIlSibility to preserve record of discovery rulings; ALAB-863, 25 NRC 273 (1987)
liCENSING PROCEEDINGS
expedition of; LBP-87-3, 25 NRC 71 (1987)
expedition of, through filing. 00 canputer-zeadab1e diskettes; LBP-87-21A, 25 NRC 966 (1987)
simultanecus, e!Tec\ on due process; ALAB-858, 25 NRC 17 (1987)
IDDTED APPEARANCE STATEMENTS
putidpational rights of parties making; ALAB-862, 25 NRC 144 (1987)
MANAGEMENT OVERSIGlU
licc:nse CCIlcliticl1 for uranium hcunuoride c:onvcsion facility; LBP-87-8, 25 NRC 153 (1987)
MATERIAL FALSE STATEMENTS
statanc:nta relating solely to scope of rqnesentatioo of applican!s as; DD-87-10, 2S NRC 989 (1987)
MATERIALS liCENSE AMENDMENT
heating rights 00; DD-87-7, 2S NRC 402 (1987)
to allow c:onvcsion of uranium heunuoride to uranium IdDnuoride; LBP-87-8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)
MATERIALS UCENSES
applicability of Put 35 to therapeutic use of 1Ilrontium-90 applicator; LBP-87-4, 2S NRC 79 (1987)
dc:nial of appeal from Staff determinatioo to delly application; LBP-87-4, 25 NRC 79 (1987)
licensee rcspambiIities fer buried nuclear waste; IBP-87-S, 25 NRC 98 (1987)
MONITORING
c:nvironmc:ntal of H-3, C-14, and 1-125 releases from incinerator; LBP-87-16, 25 NRC 830 (1987)
MOOTNESS
of order under appeal through loss of jurisdiction; ALAB-866, 25 NRC 897 (1987)
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NO SIGNIFICANf HAZARDS DETERMINATION
need for, In absence of hearing m operating license amendment; lBP-87-lo 2S NRC 32 (1987)
NanCE OF HEARING
adequacy of; lBP·87-8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)

N011FICATION
Sec Emergency Notification
NRC STAFF
faillln: to provide realms for a determination, cfl'ect of; ALAB-867, 2S NRC 900 (1987)
responsibility for issuing low·power licen.sc; ALAB-859, 2S NRC 23 (1987)
NUCLEAR PACEMAKER PROORAMs
penalty for deficiencies In; AU-87-lo 2S NRC 219 (1987)
NUa.£AR REACfOR REGULATION DtREcrOR
basis for issuing low·powcz' operating licen.sc; ALAB-859, 2S NRC 23 (1987)
NUCLEAR REOULATORY COMMIsSION
authority to direct utility ownen to buy out the ownership Interest of a co-owner; DOo87-10, 2S NRC
989 (1987)
discretim to select enfottemcnl ictim for violations involving nuclear power plant personnel training;
DPRM-87·1, 2S NRC 49 (1987)
flexibility to issue regulatory guidance In form of a policy statement; DPRM·87.1, 2S NRC 49 (1987)
NUCLEAR WASTE POUCY ACf
fitness of nuclear power plant penmnel for duty, nquin::ments uncler; DPRM.87.1, 2S NRC 49 (1987)
OPERATING BASIS EAlmIQUAtcE
for Trojan facility; DOo87-4, 15 NRC 253 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT PROCEEDINGS
terminatim of; lBP.1I7-6, 15 NRc U4 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENTs
litigability of cmisslms In safety evaluation report for: lBP-87·17, 15 NRC 838 (1987)
need for Staff "no serious haurds c:msideratim" finding In iDsau:e of hearing on; lBP-87-lo 15 NRC
32 (1987)
no significant hazards consideration determination for: lBP.87.17, 15 NRC 838 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSES
dcnlaLt, quality auunnce failuzes thai I1'C ground, for: lBP·S7-!4, 15 NRC 461 (1987)
full-power, basis for delayin& lu1horlution for; CU·87-I, 2S NRC I (1987)
OPERATING UCENSES, LOW·POWER
emergency preparedness nquin::menll for: CU-87-lo 2S NRC 201 (1987)
purpose of; ALAB-865, 15 NRC 430 (1987)
Staff =pmsibility for issuing; ALAB·S59, 15 NRC 23 (1987)
OPERATIONS, LOW·POWElt
at 15% of nted power while emergency p1arlnlni issues mnaIn unresolved, denW of request for:
CU-87-4, 15 NRC 882 (1987)
beyond fuel loading and precriticIlity testing. need for offsitc emergency plan for: CU-87-3, 15 NRC
875 (1987)

PERSoNNEL
mmltorlng requirements duling bnchylherapy; AU-87-lo 15 NRC 219 (1987)
nuclear power plant, training and fitness for duty, fequimnents for: DPRM-87·1, 15 NRC 49 (1987)
staffing and qualiflcatiODl at uranium hebfluoride conversion facility, adequacy of; li!P-87-8, 15 NRC
IS3 (1987)

PIPE RUPtURE
It Suny plant; DOo87-9, 15 NRC 981 (1987)
POUCY STATEMENTs
Canmlssion views m and uses of; Dl'RM-87-1, 15
49 (1987)
regulatory or statutory fo= of; DPltM-87-I, 15 NRC 49 (1987)
on severe reactor accidents; lBP·87-17, 15 mc 838 (1987)

me
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POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS
in!erprel&tion of results of; 00-87-11, 2S NRC 994 (1987)
POLYMERS
XLPO, in cable Insulatioo, degradation from low-level n!liation; ALAB-859, 2S NRC 23 (1987)
PRESIDING omCERS
authority 10 entertain oral preaeotaticm in informal hearins: LBP.87-4, 2S NRC 79 (1987)
n:sponsibilities in civil pczWlY proceedinp; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
PRIVILEOE
attorney worIc product, applicability 10 management report prcparccI by applicanll for nto-making
proceedins: LBP-87-20, 2S NRC 957 (1987)
attorney work product, applicatioo 10 ncmecord filing; LBP-87-18, 2S NRC 945 (1987)
PROOF
clear and c:onvincing atandard VI. prepoodennce of the evidence atanclud; LBP-87-15, 2S NRC 671
(1987)
See also Bwden of Proof
PROPERlY VALUES
litisability of effects of openticm 00; 00-87-5, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
See also Economic Interests
PSYCHOLOOICAL STRESS
litisability of, in NRC proceedings; 00-87-5, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
QUAlJFICATIONS
of lupervisor of noolicensed operalor tnInIns; AU-87-3, 2S NRC 385 (1987)
QUAUIY ASSURANCE
failutel that are grounda for operating license denial; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
of recavery program at TMI-2; 00-87-3, 2S NRC 245 (1987)
reinspectioo program, adequacy of; LBP-87-1, 2S NRC 29 (1987)
Shearon Harris, adequacy of; 00-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
QUAUIY ASSURANCE INSPECTION
of cable pulling; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
QUAUIY ASSURANCE INSPECTORS
good cause for termination of; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
harassment and intimidatioo of; LBP-87-14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
RADIATION BADGES
penalty for failure 10 wear: AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
RADIATION SURVEYS
penalty for failure 10 pedorm; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
RADIATION, LOW-mVEL
effect on XLPO polymers in cable insulatioo; ALAB-859, 2S NRC 23 (1987)
RADIOACTIVE MA-rnRIAL SOURCES
Group VI, penalty for failure 10 Inventory and leak-test; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
RADIOACTIVE PLUME
lcope of informatioo 10 be contained in public informatioo bcdld; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
buried, ownership of; LBP-87-5, 2S NRC 98 (1987)
incineration, health effects of H-3, C-14, and 1-12S releases from: LBP-87-16, 2S NRC 830 (1987)
low-level, mixed with water treatment plant waste, land burial; LBP-87-I1, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
lupercanpaction of; 00-87-8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)
RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE
long-term, high-level, consideration of, in apent fuel pool expansioo proceeding; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC
131 (1987)
RADIOACTIVITY .
in IOn, limits 00; 00-87-5, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
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RADIOGRAPHY DEVICES
.uspension of license 10 install, semcc, maintain, and cliJmantlC; AU·874, 25 NRC 865 (1987)
RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION
potential for, from dust in uranium hexalluoride conversion flcility; LBP·87·8, 25 NRC IS3 (1987)
RAFFlNA1E
buium-treated neutnlized .olvcnt extraction, use as ammonium nitrate fertilizer; DD-87-7, 25 NRC 402
.
(1987)
RARE EARTIIS
ICqUirernenIJ for transfer of authority over; ALAB·867, 25 NRC 900 (1987)
REACTOR AUXIIlARY Bun.DING
Shearon Harris, adequacy of anchor bolt installation; DD-87·6, 25 NRC 387 (1987)
REAcroR OPERATORS
relilbility at Seabrook during an accident; LBP·87·12, 25 NRC 324 (1987)
RECONSIDERATION
usc cL 2.206 petition for; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
RECORD
helting. rlectronicaUy IeUd!ab1e; LBP·87·21A, 25 NRC 966 (1987)
See Reopening a Rccotd
REGULATIONS
chaUengei 10, before appeal boards; ALAB·86S, 25 NRC 430 (1987)
emer&cney planning, effect of Ctemobyl accident on; DD-87·I, 25 NRC 43 (1987)
waiver, for change In lim of plume EPZ; UlP·87·12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
See a1Io Rules of Practice
REGULATORY GUIDES
related 10 10 c.F.R. PIll SS; DPRM·87·1, 25 NRC 49 (1987)
RElNSPEcrION PROGRAM
Braidwood, adequacy of; LBP·87·14, 25 NRC 461 (1987)
REOPENING A RECORD
criteria for; ALAB·8S7, 25 NRC 7 (1987)
on emer&cney planning UIUCI, rcqum granted for; CU·87·S, 25 NRC 884 (1987)
.bowing necellary for; ALAB.865, 25 NRC 430 (1987)
IUpporting information necelsary for; LBP.87·2I, 2S NRC 9S8 (1987)
REPRESENTATION
of appliCants, chaUcngCl 10 IUflicicney d; DD-87·10, 2S NRC 989 (1987)
REVIEW
See a1Io Immediate Effec:tiveneu Review
REVIEW, APPEIl.A1E
of dismiual of contentiOlll, Iccpe of; ALAB·868, 25 NRC 912 (1987)
of licensing board'. balancing of five facton for admission of lito-filed contcntiOlll; ALAB·868, 25
NRC 912 (1987)
of .chedullng dec:lsiona, IlIndard for; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
of unc:hallenged testimony; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
.rope d; ALAB·8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
See a1Io Appea1I
REVIEW, INTERLOCUTORY
applicability of 10 C.F.R. 2.788 10, where =-iew of acheduling order is rcqueIled; ALAB·8S8, 2S NRC
17 (1987)
discrelionuy, of achedu1lng ruling, IlIndard for; ALAB·864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)
discrelicnary, Ilandard for; ALAB·860, 25 NRC 63 (1987)
See a1Io Appea1I, Interlocutory
REVIEW, SUA SPONTE
when! no appeal has been liken; ALAB·8S9, 25 NRC 23 (1987)
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REVOCATION OF UCENSE
for nmpayment of inspectim fcc; LBP-87-9, 2S NRC 175 (1987)
RISK ASSESSMENT
consequence modeling for Seabrook; LBP-87-12, 2S NRC 3M (1987)

RULES OF PRAcnCE
appeal board directed ccrtificatim authority; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
appeal board role while licensing board has § 2758 petition before it; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
appeal rights of amicus curiae; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
appeal rights of entities participating under 2715(c); ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
appe11ate review of licensing board', balancing of five factors for admissioo of Iate-liled cootentioos;
ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
applicability of 10 C.FR. 2788 to RqUCSts for interlocutory review of lChedu!iog orders; ALAB-8S8,
2S NRC 17 (1987)
applicability of GDC S to maring of opcnt fuel facilities; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 32 (1987)
applicant" burden of proof; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
bam and opeciIicity requirements for admission of contentiml; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
basis for denying applicant" appeal fran Stsff determination to deny materlaia license applicatioo;
LBP-87-4, 2S NRC 79 (1987)
board authority to determine its own jurisdictim; ALAB-867, 2S NRC 900 (1987)
burden of proof on ,tay movant; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
challenges to regu1atimi before appeal board.; ALAB-86S, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
C<mmission policy on interlocutory appeals; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
Ccrnmission treatment of 2.206 petitions when it has already begun coosidcring whether to issue an
operating license; DD-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
commitment of resources to hearing that may later tum out to be unnecessary as basis for interlocutory
appeal; ALAB-858, 2S NRC 17 (1987)
content of interventioo petitims; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 32 (1987)
contentioo requirement for intervention; LBP-87-17, 2S NRC 838 (1987)
c:riteria for reopening a record; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987); lBP-87-3, 2S NRC 71 (1987)
criteria for ,tay of agency aelioo; AlAB-865, 2S NRC 430 (1987)
determination of the adequacy of. contention', buis; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
directed ccrtificatioo, atandard for. ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
discovery of executive department records; AU-87-S, 2S NRC 973 (1987)
discovery of nooteatifying witneasea; LBP-87-18, 2S NRC 94S (1987); LBP-87-20, 2S NRC 9S7 (1987)
discovery rulings, board rcspmsibility to preserve record of; AUB-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
discrctioo of presiding officer to entertain onI presentatioos; LBP-87-4, 2S NRC 79 (1987)
discmimary interloc:utnry review, ,tandard for; AUB-864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)
discmimary interventioo atandard; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 32 (1987); LBP-87-7, 2S NRC 116 (1987)
effect on basic IlrUCtUre of a Proceedin8 of admissioo of cootentioo resulting fran licensing board
ruling that is novel, importsnt, or cmllicts with case law; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
evidentiary lupport required Cot admissioo of cmtentions; AUB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
exception to proscription '81inst interlocutory appeals; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987)
extent of a pany" learch of the record to respond to interrogatories about how it used • ccrtsin term;
.
LBP-87-18, 2S NRC 94S (1987)
five factors to be addressed for admissioo of Iate-liled cootentioos; lBP-87-3, 2S NRC 71 (1987)
form for providing factual informatioo to board.; ALAB-8S7, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
fulfillment of bam requirement for admission of cootentims; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
fundamental Caimess atandard of due procc:s,; ALAB-864, 2S NRC 417 (1987)
harmless error fran expedited hearing ,chedule; ALAB-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
heatSay evidence, admissibility in NRC proceedin8s; ALAB-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
interlocutory 'ppeals of scheduling orden; ALAB-8S8, 2S NRC 17 (1987)
interpretation DC potential for delay in applying five-factor test for admission of late-filed cootentions;
ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
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intervention by a ltate; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
intervention rules for hearings involving hybrid procedun:s; LBP-87-7, 2S NRC 116 (1987)
irrepInble injury standard for gRIll of stay; ALAB-861, 2S NRC 129 (1987); ALAB-865, 2S NRC 430
(1987)
latitude given on appeal to licensing board determinatioo in denial of late-filed contention; ALAB-86S,
2S NRC 430 (1987)
licensing board authority to refuse to issue subpoena; ALAB-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
licensing board authority to require licensee to perfonn I reanalysis to determine whether a record
Ihould be !eOpened; LBP-87-21, 2S NRC 958 (1987)
limited appearance statements, participatiooal rights of parties making; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
limits on appeal board authority; ALAB-860, 2S NRC 63 (1987)
mootnesa of order under appeal by loss of jurisdiction; ALAB-866, 2S NRC 897 (1987)
mcdoos for modification of hearing Ichedule; ALAB-858, 2S NRC 17 (1987)
need for board to await appell.ate cmfirmation when it finds in favor of its own juriJdiction;
ALAB-867, 2S NRC 900 (1987)
need for Staff Uno serious hazards coosideratioo" finding in absence of hearing on operating license
amendmmt; LBP-87-2, 2S NRC 32 (1987)
organizationalltanding on basis of residency of member; lBP-87-7, 2S NRC 116 (1987)
outcome of party'a failwe to file proposed findings; LBP-87-13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
proper support for appellate briefs; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
purpose of basis requirement for admission of contentions; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
purpose of five-factor balancing test for admission of late-filed contentions; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912
(1987)
reconsideration of issues under 2206 proeedun:s; DO-87-6, 2S NRC 387 (1987)
rejection of cmtenticns with adequate bases; ALAB-868, 2S NRC 912 (1987)
residence requiremmts for establishing intetest in I proceeding; LBP-87-2, 2S NRG 32 (1987)
right of nonparty to appesl; ALAB-861, 25 NRC 129 (1987)
scope of I licensing board', review of a contention to determine its admis°sibility; LBP-87-17, 25 NRC
838 (1987)
lcope of appcllate review of dismissal of contentions; ALAB-857, 2S NRC 7 (1987); ALAB-868, 2S
NRC 912 (1987)
lcope of licensing board'i assessmmt of I contention to determine its admissibility; ALAB-868, 2S
NRC 912 (1987)
Ihowing necessary for admission of late-filed cmtentioos; ALAB-868, 25 NRC 912 (1987)
lpecificity required of 2206 petitions; D0-87-5. 25 NRC 260 (1987); DO-87-8. 2S NRC 410 (1987)
lpecificity required to initiate Ihow-cause proceedings; D0-87-7. 25 NRC 402 (1987)
ltandard for discretionary interlocutory review of licensing board acheduling order; ALAB-860. 2S NRC
63 (1987)
standard for reopening a record; ALAB-86S. 25 NRC 430 (1987)
standing to intervene on basis of civic duty; lBP-87-2, 25 NRC 32 (1987)
IUbpoenaS, showing necessary for issuance of; ALAB-863. 2S NRC 273 (1987)
'upporting infonnation for mcdons to reopen; lBP-87-21. 25 NRC 958 (1987)
test for admission of late-filed contentions; ALAB-868. 25 NRC 912 (1987)
SABOTAGB
relevance off reduction in size of plume BPZ to; LBP-87-12, 25 NRC 32A (1987)

SAFE SnUTDOWN BARTIIQUAKB
for Trojan facility; D0-87-4. 2S NRC 253 (1987)
SAFETY EVAWATION REPORT
for operating license amendment, litlgability of anissioos from; lBP-87-17. 25 NRC 838 (1987)

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM
compliance with NUREG-0730 and requlremmts for full-power operatioo; LBP-87-10. 2S NRC 177
(1987)
pwpose of. and need for. fot low-power operatioo; ALAB-865. 2S NRC 430 (1987)
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SAFETY·RElATED MATERIALS
IUbstituticns (or. at Shearon Harris; DD-87-6. 2S NRC 387 (1987)

SALP REPORI'S
cw:rmt TMI; DD-87·3. 2S NRC 245 (1987)
purpose 0(; DD-87·9. 2S NRC 981 (1987)
SAMPllNG
reinspection by; LBP.87·1. 2S NRC 29 (1987)
SCHEDULING ORDER
appeals 0(; ALAB·8S8. 2S NRC 17 (1987); ALAB-860. 2S NRC 63 (1987; ALAB·863. 2S NRC 273
(1987)
motionJ (or modification of; ALAB·858. 2S NRC 17 (1987)
directed c:ertitication or; ALAB·864. 2S NRC 417 (1987)
fundamental (airnes. test (or; ALAB·864. 2S NRC 417 (1987)
SECURITY
adequacy at Soquoyah Fuds (Iciliiy; DD-87·7. 2S NRC 402 (1987)
SEISMIC DESIGN
of Trojan control building. twbine building. and diesel generator enclOSU!CS. adequacy of; DD-87-4. 2S
NRC 2S3 (1987)
of unnium hexalluoride c:oovcmon f.cility•• dequacy of; LBP-87·8. 2S NRC IS3 (1987)
SEISMIC ISSUES
need for review 0(. (or reduction In plume EPZ Iizc; LBP·87·12, 2.S NRC 324 (1987)
SHIPMENI' OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
nuclear pacemakers. violations of' regulationJ (er, ALT·87·2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
SHOW-CAUSB PROCEEDINGS
pounds for expediting; ALT·87·1. 2S NRC 39 (1987)
apccilicity required of petitions for Institution 0(; DD-87-8. 2S NRC 410 (1987); DD-87·7. 2S NRC 402
(1987)
sundud for initiating; DD-87·11. 2S NRC 994 (19!7)
tcrmlnation on paymCllt cl fCCl owed by licensee:; LBP·87·9. 2S NRC 175 (1987)
SHUI'DOWN
accidem cIurlng; LBP·87·12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
for opc:rstinglic:cmc amendmClltl. challengCl to; LBp·87·17. 2S NRC 838 (1987)
SIREN NOTIFICATION
emergency broadCllt fo1Iowupi to; LBP-87·13. 2S NRC 449 (1987)
See alao Emergency Notification
SITE STABIUZATION
of nuc1cu wuto burlal .iIe, licensee teSpOIlSibi1itica; LBP.87·5. 2S NRC 98 (1987)
SOURCE MATERIAL
RqUirancnts for lrInIfcr 0( authority over; ALAB·867. 2S NRC 900 (1987)
SOURCE TERMS
WASH·I400 melhodology. adequacy of' usc 0(. (or Seabrook; LBp·87·12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
SPENT FUEL FACUIlES
.hIring 0(; LBP·87·2, 2S NRC 32 (1987)
SPENT FUEL POOL EXPANSION
need for EIS for, LBP·87·17. 2S NRC 838 (1987)
SPENT FUEL POOL EXPANSION PROCEEDINGS
lntcm:ntion rules; LBP·87·7. 2S NRC 116 (1987)
STANDING
civic duty u basis (or, LBP·87·2, 2S NRC 32 (1987)
OIJanintional, on buis 0( mcmbcr'. residency;· LBP-87·7. 2S NRC 116 (1987)
STAY
ractorl considered In grant 0(; ALAB·86S. 2S NRC 430 (1987)
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of civil procccding IIrIIil complclioo of c:riminaI. investigation; AU-87-4, 2S NRC 865 (1987)
lcope of appeal boud alllhlXity; ALAB-858, 2S NRC 17 (1987)
weight siva! 10 probability of lOcoes' m tho merits in determining requests for, ALAB-865, 25 NRC
430 (1987)
STEAM GENERATOR
tube zupturc p<UnIW at Seabrook; LBP-87-12, 25 NRC 324 (1987)
STRONTIUM-90 PLAQUE APPUCATOR
regulalot)' atancluds app1icablo 10 Iherapeutic use of; IBP-87-4, 2S NRC 79 (1987)
SUBPOENA
motim 10 quash, licensing boud ovemWng of; AU-87-5, 2S NRC 973 (1987)
Ihowing necessuy far; ALAB-863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
SUMMARY DISPOSmON
of laIC-filed contentions at admission atagC; LBP-87-3, 2S NRC 71 (1987)
SUPERCOMPACllON
of ncliOlctive wastes, regulalOr)' requirements for, DO-87-8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)

TECHNEllUM-99m
contaminated waste, failure 10 maintain aurvey =mds of; AU-87-2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
relevant 10 leak nto testing at TMI-2; LBP-87-15, 2S NRC 671 (1987)
TElEIlIERAPY DEVICES
auspension of license 10 install, aervi.ce, msintain, and dismantle; AU-87-4, 2S NRC 865 (1987)
TERMINATION OF PROCEEDING
for operating license amendmenl; LBP-87-6. 2S NRC 114 (1987)
where jurisdiction retained OYer a lingle Issue docs not affect disposition of lingle remaining cmtcntion;

LBP.87-21, 2S NRC 958 (1987)
TERRORISM
relevance off reduction in lim of plume EPZ 10; LBP.87-12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
TESTIMONY
definition of forthrightneal In; AU-87-3, 2S NRC 385 (1987)
TESTING
leak nle, diflicu1tics in pc:f'orming. at TMI-2; IBP-87-15, 25 NRC 671 (1987)
THREE MILE ISLAND
recovery program. conc:e:ma about deficiencies In; DO-87-3, 2S NRC 245 (1987)
Unit 2 organizational Itructurc during 1978-79; IBP.87-15, 2S NRC 671 (1987)
TRAINING
and fitness for duty of nuclear power plant pctSanneI, requimncnts for, DPRM-87-1, 2S NRC 49 (1987)
Ccmmiasion clis=tion 10 ac1ect cnforecmcnt action for violations Involving; DPRM-87-1. 2S NRC 49
(1987)
for unnium hexalluoride corm::sion facility employees, ac!cquacy of; IBP-87-8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)
of aup=anpactor opcnton, adequacy of; D0-87-8, 25 NRC 410 (1987)
of unliocnaed pctSanneI, condition buring 1iccnIcc employee frcm IUpcMsory responsibilities for,
AU-87-3, 2S NRC 385 (1987)
TRITIUM
rdcuca from incin~tor, heahh d'fects of; LBP-87-16, 2S NRC 830 (1987)
U.S. SENATOR
atalUl for participation in NRC prOccccIings; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
URANIUM

.

South-African origin, hcuing righIs m import license applicationr, CU-87-6, 25· NRC 891 (1987)
URANIUM HEXAFUJORlDB
corm::sion 10 unnium IcInfluorldc; LBP-87-8, 25 NRC 153 (1987)

VIOlATIONS
aggregation of, escalation of acverity lcvd for, AU.87.2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
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severity Ievd IV, for liecnsec's failure to provide adequate insttuctions for cam:ctive maintenance;
DD-87·9, 2S NRC 981 (1987)
of training rcquircmcnlS, NRC discretim to .dect cnfora:mcnt actim for; DPRM·87·1, 2S NRC 49
(1987)

WAIVER
of regulations lovmUnl size of plume ~ LBP·87·12, 2S NRC 324 (1987)
WASTE DISPOSAL
deep-well disposal of raflinate; LBP·87·8, 2S NRC 153 (1987)
land burial of ndiOictive waste treatment a1udae; LBP·87.l1, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
licensee reapmsibilitiea; LBP·87·5, 2S NRC 98 (1987)
See also Radioactive Waste
WELD ROD
beat number traceability to material rec:cipt requests and to c:atification of filler material; LBP·87·14, 2S
NRC 461 (1987)

WELDINO
A·36 steel to A-446 aheet .ted; LBp·87·14, :2S NRC 461 (1987)
arid·area inspection of; LBP·87·14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
.Wnless .ted, position qualification; LBP·87·14, 2S NRC 461 (1987)
WITNESSES
nmteltifyina. discoYery of; LBP-87·18, 2S NRC 945 (1987); LBP·87·20, 2S NRC 957 (1987)
XENON·133
penalty for use in unauthorized room; AU·87·2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
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BRAIDWOOD NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. S~S6-0L, S~S7"()L
OPERATING UCENSE; May 13, 1987; PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION ON EMERGENCY
PLANNING ISSUES; LBP·87·13, 2S NRC 449 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; May 19, 1987; CONCUJDING PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION; LBP·87·14,
2S NRC 461 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; June 10,1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER DENYING
INTERVENORS' MOTION TO ADMIT LATE·FIIED CONTENTIONS ON FINANCIAL
QUAIlflCATIONS; LBP·87·19, 2S NRC 950 (1987)
BYRON NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. 5D-373
REQUEST FOR ACTION; February 10, 1987; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206;
00-87·2, 2S NRC 121 (1987)
COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELEcrRIC STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. S0-445·CPA
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT AMENDMENT: June 22, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Discovery Concerning Cresap Report; LBP·87·20, 2S NRC 953 (1987)
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT AMENDMENT; June 30, 1987; DECISION; ALAB·868, 2S NRC 912
(1987)
COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELEcrRIC STATION, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. S0-445, S0-446
OPERATING UCENSE; January 7, 1987; MEMORANDUM; LBP·87·1, 2S NRC 29 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; June I, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Discovery Sets 1987-6, -7;
LBP·87·18, 2S NRC 94S (1987)
REQUEST FOR ACTION; June 2S, 1987; DIREcrOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206;
00-87·10, 2S NRC 989 (1987)
DAVIS·BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit I; Docket No. SD-346-ML
MATERIALS UCENSE; April IS, 1987; DECISION ON TIm DISPOSAL OF WASTE AT
DAVIS·BESSE; LBP·87·11, 2S NRC 287 (1987)
DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. SD-27S·0LA, S0-323·0LA
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; May 22, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Order
Requiring the Filing of Documents on Diskct!eS Suitable for Electronic Storage and Retrieval;
LBP·87·21A, 2S NRC 966 (1987)
GORE, OKLAHOMA FACILITY; Docket No. 4D-8027
REQUEST FOR ACTION; April 21, 1987; DIREcrOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206;
00-87·7, 2S NRC 402 (1987)
HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER; Docket Nos. 30·01993,7D-1396
CiVIL PENALTY; March 3, 1987; INITIAL DECISION; AU·87·2, 2S NRC 219 (1987)
KRESS CREEK DECONTAMINATION; Docket No. 4D-206I-SC
SHOW CAUSE; June 23, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB.867, 2S NRC 900 (1987)
LASAllE COUNTY STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. STN S~54
REQUEST FOR ACTION; February 10, 1987; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. §2.206;
00-87·2, 2S NRC 121 (1987)
liMERICK GENERATING STATION, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. SD-3S2"()L, SD-353·0L
OPERATING UCENSE; January 2, 1987; DECISION; ALAB·857, 2S NRC 7 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; April 17, 1987; DECISION; ALAB·863, 2S NRC 273 (1987)
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MIDWEST FACIllI'Y; Docket No. 30-1S618
REQUEST FOR ACTION; Apri130, 1987; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 c.F.R. 12.206;
D1).87-8, 2S NRC 410 (1987)
PALO VERDE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, Units 1,2. and 3; Docket Nos. SO-S28, SO-S29,
SO-S30
REQUEST FOR ACTION; 1une 22. 1987; DIRECfOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 c.F.R. 12.206;
DI).87-11, 25 NRC 994 (1987)
PARKS TOWNSlllP, PENNSYLVANIA VOLUME RFDUCTION FACIllI'Y; Docket No. 70-364
MATERIALS UCENSE AMENDMENT; May 18, 1987; SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION (On
Remanded luue; LBP-87-16, 2S NRC 830 (1987)
REQUEST FOR ACTION; March 13, 1987; DIRECTOR'S DECSION UNDER 10 c.F.R. 12.206;
DI).87-S, 2S NRC 260 (1987)
SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, Units 1,2. and 3; Docket Nos. SO-21l6, S0-361,
S0-362
REQUEST FOR ACTION; 11111m)' 29, 1987; DIRECTOR'S DECSION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 12.206;
D1).87-I, 2S NRC 43 (1987)
SEABROOK STATION, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. S().443-OL, SO-444-OL
OPERATING UCENSE; 1anuary IS, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AUJJ-BS8, 25 NRC
17 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; FcbNuy 26, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AUJJ-860, 25 NRC
6J (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; March 30,1987; DECISION; ALAB-862, 2S NRC 144 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; April 22. 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Ruling 011 Applicants'
Petition with Respect to Emergency Planning 7.Dnc In Excess of 1 Mile; lBP-87-12, 2S NRC 324
(1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; May I, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AUJJ-B64, 2S NRC 417
(1987)
SEABROOK STATION, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. S().443-01,.I SO-444-01,.I
OPERATING UCENSE; Fcbruuy 6, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; lBP-87-3, 25 NRC 71
(1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; March 25,1987; PARTIAL INI11AL DECISION; lBP-87-IO, 25 NRC 177
(1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; April 9, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CU-87-2. 25 NRC 267
(1987)
OPERATING UCENSE; May 8, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-86S, 25 NRC 430
(1987)
.
OPERATING UCENSE; 1une 11, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CU-87-3, 2S NRC 87S
(1987)
SEQUOYAH UF6 TO UF4 FACIllI'Y; Docket No. 40-8027-MU. (ASlBP No. BS-SI3-03-ML)
MATERIALS UCENSE AMENDMENT; Much 4,1987; DECISION; lBP-87-8, 25 NRC IS3 (1987)
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT; Docket No. S().400
OPERATING UCENSE; Ianuary 9, 1987; ORDER; CU-87-1, 25 NRC 1 (1987)
REQUEST FOR ACTION; April 2. 1987; DIRECfOR'S DECSION UNDER 10 c.F.R. 2.206;
D1).87-6, 25 NRC 387 (1987)
SHEFFIELD, ILUNOIS LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL SITE; Docket No. 27-39-SC
SHOW CAUSE; Febnwy 20, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; lBP-87-S, 2S NRC 98 (1987)
SHOW CAUSE; Iune 16, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; ALAB-866, 2S NRC 897 (1987)
SHOREHAM NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. S0-322-0L
OPERATING UCENSE; 1une 11, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; CU-87-4, 25 NRC 882
(1987)
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SHOREHAM NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. 50-322·0I,3 (Emergency Planning)
OPERATING UCENSE; IWle 11, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; Cll.87.5, 2S NRC 884
(1987)
SHOREHAM NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. 50-322·0I,5 (EP Excn:ise)
OPERATING UCENSE; March 2, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AIAB·861, 25 NRC 129
(1987)
ST. LUCIE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, Unit No. 2; Docket No. 50-389-0LA (ASUJP No.
87·544-0I·LA) (Spent Fuel Transfer Amendment)
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; Ianuuy 16, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER;
UJP·87·2, 25 NRC 32 (1987)
SURRY NUCLEAR POWER STATION, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. 5(}'280, 5(}'281
REQUEST FOR ACTION; Iune 5,1987; DIRECfOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 c.F.R. 12.206;
DD-87·9, 25 NRC 981 (1987)
TIIREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. 5O-289-CH
SPECIAL PROCEEDING; April 2, 1987; INITIAL DECISION; AU·87·3, 25 NRC 345 (1987)
TIIREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, Unit 1; Docket Nos. 5(}'289-0LA·l, 5(}'289·0LA·2
(Steam Generator Plugging Criteria)
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; February 'J:1, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER;
UJP·87-6, 25 NRC 114 (1987)
TIIREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, Unit 2; Docket No. 50-320
CIVIL PENALTY; Iune 22, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER RUllNG ON DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA; AU·87·5, 25 NRC 973 (1987)
TIIREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, Units 1 II1d 2; Docket NOlI. 50-289,5(}'320
REQUEST FOR ACTION; Much 6, 1987; DIREcrOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 c.F.R. 12.206;
DD-87·3, 25 NRC 245 (1987)
TROIAN NUCLEAR PLANT; Docket No. 5(}'344
REQUEST FOR ACTION; Much 5, 1987; DIREcrOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 12.206;
DD-87-4, 25 NRC 253 (1987)
1URKEY POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT, Units 3 and 4; Docket NOlI. 5(}'25(}'OLA·l,
5(}'251-OLA·l (ASUJP No. 84-496-03·LA) (Vessel Hux Reductioo)
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; Iune 23,1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
crerminating Proceeding; LBP·87.2I, 2S NRC 958 (1987)
VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER STATION; Docket No. 5(}'Z71-OLA
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; Februuy 27,1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER;
LBP·87·7, 25 NRC 116 (1987)
OPERATING UCENSE AMENDMENT; May 26, 1987; PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER
(Rulin8s (XI Standing. CootentiOltl, Schedulca; LBP.87·17, 26 NRC 838 (1987)
VOOTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT, Units 1 and 2; Docket Nos. 5(}.424-0L, 5(}.425-OL
OPERATING UCENSE; IInUIl)' 21, 1987; MEMORANDUM AND ORDER; AIAB·859, 25 NRC
23 (1987)
ZION STATION, Unit 1; Docket No. 5(}'295
REQUEST FOR ACTION; Februuy 10, 1987; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 12.206;
DD-87·2, 25 NRC 121 (1987)
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